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No.

NSD 679 of 2019

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General
On appeal from the Federal Court of Australia
Nationwide News Pty Limited and another
Appellants
Geoffrey Roy Rush
Respondent

INDEX TO AMENDED PART C
[Note: Documents highlighted in yellow contain material the subject of suppression
orders.]
Tab

Document

Date

PARTIES' SUBMISSIONS AND CHRONOLOGIES
C1

Appellants' Submissions

23 September 2019

C2

Appellants' Chronology

23 September 2019

C3

Respondent's Submissions

14 October 2019

C4

Respondent's Chronology

14 October 2019

C5

Appellants' Submissions in Reply

21 October 2019

C5.1

Appellants' Submissions on Ground 16

7 June 2019

C5.2

Respondent's Submissions on Ground 16

12 June 2019

ABRIDGED PART B INDEX
Affidavit Evidence (tendered and read in the Court below)
Appellants' Affidavit Evidence
2
2.1

Affidavit of Nicholas James Perkins

8 October 2018

Annexure A, being a copy of a letter from Ashurst
to HWL Ebsworth attaching Outline of Evidence
of Colin Moody
2
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8 October 2018

Tab

Document

Date

3

Suppressed Document - Redacted for Filing

28 October 2018
[Note:

Suppressed Document]
3.1

Suppressed Document - Redacted for Filing

28 October 2018

[Note: Suppressed Document]
3.2

Suppressed Document - Redacted for Filing

28 October 2018

[Note: Suppressed Document]
3.3

Suppressed Document - Redacted for Filing

28 October 2018

[Note: Suppressed Document]
3.4

Suppressed Document - Redacted for Filing

28 October 2018

[Note: Suppressed Document]
3.5

Suppressed Document - Redacted for Filing

28 October 2018

[Note: Suppressed Document]
3.6

Suppressed Document - Redacted for Filing
[Note: Suppressed Document]

28 October 2018

Respondent's Affidavit Evidence
5
5.1
6
6.1

Affidavit of Nicholas William Grant Pullen
Exhibit NP-1, being a bundle of documents
Affidavit of Nicholas William Grant Pullen
Exhibit NP-1, being a bundle of documents

9 April 2018
9 April 2018
2 August 2018
2 August 2018

7

Affidavit of Nicholas William Grant Pullen

29 October 2018

8

Affidavit of Nicholas William Grant Pullen

30 October 2018

8.1
9
9.1
10

Exhibit NP-1, being a bundle of documents
Affidavit of Nicholas William Grant Pullen
Exhibit NP-1, being a bundle of documents
Affidavit of Nicholas William Grant Pullen

Suppressed Document - Redacted for Filing
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30 October 2018
1 November 2018
1 November 2018
1 November 2018

Tab

Document

Date

Exhibits (tendered and read in the Court below)
Exhibits tendered by Appellants
11

Exhibit R1 - Copy of text messages between Ms Norvill
and Mr Rush (including last page)

Tendered 23 October
2018

13

Exhibit R3 - Email from Damian Trewhella to the AFI
Board, dated 14 November 2017

Tendered 23 October
2018

14

Exhibit R4 - Document setting out the cast and crew of
King Lear

Tendered 23 October
2018

18

Exhibit R8 - Chain of emails between Mr Rush and Mr
Sheehy, dated 9 June 2018 to 31 August 2018

Tendered 24 October
2018

19

Exhibit R9 - Copy of the article "Three girls – lucky me!
says Geoffrey Rush as he plays in King Lear", dated 19
November 2015

Tendered 24 October
2018

20

Exhibit R10 - Text messages between Ms Norvill and Ms
Nevin

Tendered 29 October
2018

Exhibits tendered by Respondent
30

Exhibit A1 - First Matter Complained Of, dated 30
November 2017

Tendered 22 October
2018

31

Exhibit A2 - Second Matter Complained Of, dated 30
November 2017

Tendered 22 October
2018

32

Exhibit A3 - Third Matter Complained Of, dated 1
December 2017

Tendered 22 October
2018

34

Exhibit A5 - Email from Jonathan Moran to Ann Churchill- Tendered 22 October
Brown, dated 29 November 2017
2018

47

Exhibit A18 - Five photographs of Act 5, Scene 3

Tendered 23 October
2018

48

Exhibit A19 - Printouts of Various Text Messages
between Mr Rush and Ms Norvill

Tendered 23 October
2018

51

Exhibit A22 - Email exchange between Ms Norvill and Mr
Rush, dated 7 January 2016

Tendered 23 October
2018

58

Exhibit A29 - Document behind Tab 49 of the Court Book
(Melbourne Theatre Company Deal Memo, dated 24
June 2017, signed 27 June 2017)

Tendered 25 October
2018
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Tab

Document

Date

66

Exhibit A37 - Documents behind Tabs 61, 62 and 63 of
the Court Book (Articles published in Australia about the
Applicant, various dates)

Tendered 25 October
2018

71

Exhibit A42 - Tweet from Brandon McClelland

Tendered 25 October
2018

72

Exhibit A43 - Meyne Wyatt Facebook Post

Tendered 25 October
2018

74

Exhibit A45 - Document behind Tab 77 of the Court Book
(Facebook Messages between Jonathon Moran and
Brandon McClelland, dated 30 November 2017)

Tendered 25 October
2018

75

Exhibit A46 - Updated STC Statement behind Tab 78 of
the Court Book (Email from Katherine Stevenson to
Jonathon Moran, dated 30 November 2017)

Tendered 25 October
2018

76

Exhibit A47 - Document behind Tab 79 of the Court Book
(Email chain between Anthony DeCeglie and Jonathon
Moran, dated 30 November 2017)

Tendered 25 October
2018

77

Exhibit A48 - Document behind Tab 79C of the Court
Book (Email chain between Katherine Stevenson and
Jonathon Moran dated 30 November 2017)

Tendered 25 October
2018

80

Exhibit A51 - Report of Fred Schepisi, dated 18
September 2018

Tendered 26 October
2018

83

Exhibit A54 - Copies of the articles referred to at
paragraph 20 of HWL Ebsworth's letter of 23 August
2018, pages 9-146 to 9-153

Tendered 26 October
2018

88

Exhibit A59 - King Lear Rehearsal Schedules, dated 12
October 2015 to 21 November 2015, pages 12-78 to 1282

Tendered 26 October
2018

89

Exhibit A60 - Article published in The Daily Telegraph,
entitled "King Lear star Eryn Jean Norvill spills on
Geoffrey Rush, Neil Armfield and the challenge of
Shakespeare's women", dated 3 December 2015

Tendered 26 October
2018

94

Exhibit A65 - Extracts from Respondents' Answers to
Interrogatories (redacted by Applicant)

Tendered 30 October
2018

97

Exhibit A68 - Email from Annelies Crowe to Patrick
McIntyre and Rachael Azzopardi, dated 6 April 2016

Tendered 31 October
2018
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Tab

Document

Date

98

Exhibit A69 - Subpoenas issued by the Respondents to
Patrick McIntyre and Annelies Crowe

Tendered 31 October
2018

101

Exhibit A72 - Report by Frederick Specktor, dated 20
September 2018

Tendered 1 November
2018

102

Exhibit A73 - Report of Robin Russell, dated 19
September 2018

Tendered 1 November
2018

104

Exhibit A75 - Report of Mr Potter, Appendix 1

Tendered 5 November
2018

108

Exhibit A79 - Outline of Evidence of Mark Winter, dated
20 August 2018

Marked for
identification 1
November 2018,
entered as exhibit 5
November 2018

109

Exhibit A80 - Exchange of emails between Mr Pullen and
Mr Winter

Marked for
identification 1
November 2018,
entered as exhibit 5
November 2018

Exhibits tendered on Voir Dire
112

Exhibit V1 – Handwritten notes of Nicholas Pullen, dated
26 October 2018

Tendered 2 November
2018

Transcript of Oral Evidence (given in the Court below)
113

Transcript of Day 1 of the Final Hearing before Wigney J,
pages 59 and 89

22 October 2018

114

Transcript of Day 2 of the Final Hearing before Wigney J,
page 136

23 October 2018

115

Transcript of Day 3 of the Final Hearing before Wigney J,
pages 187, 200-204 and 264

24 October 2018

116

Transcript of Day 4 of the Final Hearing before Wigney J,
pages 290-291, 295, 311, 339-340, 352-353, 357 and
359

25 October 2018

117

Transcript of Day 5 of the Final Hearing before Wigney J,
pages 401-407

26 October 2018

118

Transcript of Day 6 of the Final Hearing before Wigney J,
pages 465-466, 475-478, 482 and 485-486

29 October 2018
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Tab

Document

Date

119

Transcript of Day 7 of the Final Hearing before Wigney J,
pages 494, 516, 518, 520-521, 528, 536-537, 543, 547,
550, 558, 560-561, 563, 566-567 and 571

30 October 2018

120

Transcript of Day 8 of the Final Hearing before Wigney J,
pages 578, 580, 590, 592-594, 607, 611, 613, 622-627,
629 and 631

31 October 2018

121

Transcript of Day 9 of the Final Hearing before Wigney J,
pages 665-673, 677, 681, 684-685, 687-688, 693 and
727-731

1 November 2018

122

Transcript of Day 10 of the Final Hearing before Wigney
J, pages 816-817, 827-834, 842, 844, 847-848, 856-861,
863, 873-876 and 890

2 November 2018

123

Transcript of Day 11 of the Final Hearing before Wigney
J, page 934

5 November 2018

125

Transcript of Day 13 of the Final Hearing before Wigney
J, pages 1032, 1067-1068 and 1080-1081

7 November 2018

126

Transcript of Day 14 of the Final Hearing before Wigney
J, pages 1102, 1123 and 1196

8 November 2018

127

Transcript of Day 15 of the Final Hearing before Wigney
J, pages 1288-1289

9 November 2018

Other Transcripts
129

Hearing before Wigney J, pages 74-77, 79, 81-82

19 February 2018

141

Hearing before Wigney J, page 12

10 May 2019

Audio Recordings
144.1

Audio Recording of Hearing relevant to appeal ground
1(m)(vi)

24 October 2018

144.2

Audio Recordings of Hearing relevant to appeal ground
1(m)(vii)

2 November 2018

144.3

Audio Recording of Hearing relevant to appeal ground
1(m)(viii)

2 November 2018

144.4

Audio Recording of Hearing relevant to appeal ground
1(m)(ix)

8 November 2018

144.5

Audio Recordings of Hearing relevant to appeal ground
1(m)(x)

2, 8 November 2018
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Tab

Document

Date

144.6

Audio Recordings of Hearing relevant to appeal ground
1(m)(xi)

26, 31 October, 2, 7
November 2018

144.7

Audio Recording of Delivery of Judgment Summary
relevant to appeal ground 1(m)(xii)

11 April 2019

Other Judgments
145

Rush v Nationwide News Pty Limited [2018] FCA 357

20 March 2018

146

Rush v Nationwide News Pty Limited (No 2) [2018] FCA
550

20 April 2018

Submissions (given in the Court below)
147

Respondent's Outline of Opening Submissions

12 October 2018

149

Appellants' Outline of Closing Submissions on Truth and
Damages

7 November 2018

151

Respondent's Outline of Closing Submissions

8 November 2018

Other Submissions
152

Appellants' Outline of Submissions in Relation to the
Application for Recusal

15 May 2019

153

Respondent's Outline of Submissions in Relation to the
Application for Recusal

17 May 2019

C6

Outline of evidence of Geoffrey Rush

15 June 2018

C7

Outline of evidence of Jane Menelaus

15 June 2018

C8

Outline of evidence of Fred Specktor

15 June 2018

C9

Document behind Tab 58 of the Court Book – Medical
certificate of Dr Bruce Batagol

9 July 2018

C10

Document behind Tab 59 of the Court Book – MTC
Media Release regarding Twelfth Night

9 July 2018

C11

Affidavit of Marlia Ruth Saunders

31 July 2018

C12

Subpoena to Produce to the Melbourne Theatre
Company

24 August 2018

OTHER
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Tab

Document

Date

C13

Letter from HWL Ebsworth to Ashurst attaching
documents proposed to be tendered

19 September 2018

C14

Respondent's outline of submissions opposing
application to amend defence

31 October 2018

C15

Respondent's outline of submissions regarding
suppression orders

31 October 2018

C16

Respondent's further outline of submissions regarding
suppression

1 November 2018

C17

Respondent's note regarding the admissibility of affidavit
of 28 October 2018 of Mr Pullen

2 November 2018

C18

Published Judgment Summary in relation to Rush v
Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 7) [2019] FCA 496

11 April 2019

C19

Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 8) [2019] FCA
1382

23 May 2019

C20

Transcript of hearing before Besanko J, page 5

15 July 2019
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Tab C1 - Appellants' Submissions
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NSD 679 of 2019

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General
On appeal from the Federal Court of Australia
Nationwide News Pty Limited and another
Appellants
Geoffrey Roy Rush
Respondent

Appellants' Chronology
No. Date

Event

Reference

1.

February 2008

Respondent and Eryn Jean Norvill meet
after she performs in a production of
Platonov Recut

Part B Tabs 113
(T74.11-17), 119
(T507.41-508.02)

2.

March – May 2014

Eryn Jean Norvill performs in The
Government Inspector at the Belvoir
Theatre. Respondent attends the show
one night and has a conversation with
Ms Norvill and other cast members after
the show, during which he offers to write
Ms Norvill a letter of reference to assist
her in obtaining a US visa

Part B Tab 119
(T508.13-24)

3.

20 April 2014 – 12
September 2014

Respondent and Eryn Jean Norvill
exchange text messages

Part B Tab 48 (Exhibit
A19)

4.

2 June 2014

Eryn Jean Norvill sends an email to the
Respondent providing material for a
reference to be written by the
Respondent

Part B Tab 49 (Exhibit
A20)

5.

5 – 10 June 2014

Respondent and Eryn Jean Norvill
exchange emails attaching a reference
letter written by the Respondent

Part B Tab 50 (Exhibit
A21)

Nationwide News Pty Ltd and Jonathan Moran, Appellants
Filed on behalf of
Prepared by
Robert Todd
Law firm
Ashurst Australia
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(02) 9258 6000
Fax
(02) 9258 6999
Email
Robert.Todd@ashurst.com
Level 9, 5 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000
Address for service
DX 388 Sydney
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No. Date

Event

Reference

6.

25 March 2015

Respondent agrees to take on title role in
the Sydney Theatre Company’s
production of King Lear

Part B Tab 85 (Exhibit
A56)

7.

Circa late March
2015

Respondent attends Suddenly Last
Summer, a play in which Eryn Jean
Norvill was appearing. Eryn Jean Norvill
alleges that after the performance, the
Respondent stands very close to Ms
Norvill and whispers in her ear in a way
that makes her feel uncomfortable. Ms
Norvill alleges the Respondent then
follows Ms Norvill outside and interrupts
her conversation by standing directly in
front of her

Part B Tabs 113
(T75.08-10), 119
(T512.14-513.35)

8.

3 July 2015

Eryn Jean Norvill offered role of Cordelia
in King Lear

Part B Tab 119
(T513.46-47)

9.

12 October – 21
November 2015

Rehearsals take place for King Lear

Part B Tab 88 (Exhibit
A59)

10.

Circa 12 October –
21 November 2015

Eryn Jean Norvill alleges that, during
Part B Tabs 119
rehearsal of the scene in which King Lear (T516.07-517.10) 120
grieves over the body of his dead
(T671.29-672.19)
daughter, Cordelia, the Respondent
makes a joke of a sexual nature over Ms
Norvill's body at her expense in the
presence of the cast, which involves the
Respondent gesturing stroking up and
down Ms Norvill's torso, gesturing
groping or cupping above her breasts,
raising his eyebrows, bulging his eyes,
smiling and licking his lips (allegation
one)

11.

Circa 12 October –
21 November 2015

Eryn Jean Norvill alleges that, during
rehearsals, the Respondent regularly
makes comments or jokes about or
gestures towards Ms Norvill or about Ms
Norvill's body which she finds
inappropriate and which make her feel
uncomfortable, including motioning in the
shape of her body/an hourglass, groping
the air, licking his lips, bulging his eyes,
sometimes growling and describing her
as “yummy” and “scrumptious”
(allegations two and three)

Part B Tab 119
(T517.12-518.47,
T519.30-44)

12.

16 November 2015

Technical production week commences

Part B Tab 119
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No. Date

Event

Reference

for King Lear

(T523.15-16)

13.

17 November 2015

Elissa Blake, journalist for the Sydney
Morning Herald, interviews the
Respondent, Eryn Jean Norvill, Helen
Buday and Helen Thomson. During the
interview the Respondent describes
having a "stage-door Johnny crush" on
Ms Norvill (allegation four)

Part B Tabs 88
(Exhibit A59), 119
(T521.30-522.28)

14.

19 November 2015

Sydney Morning Herald publishes article
by Elissa Blake titled "Three girls – lucky
me! says Geoffrey Rush as he plays in
King Lear"

Part B Tab 19 (Exhibit
R9)

15.

24-27 November
2015

Preview performances take place for
King Lear

Part B Tabs 16
(Exhibit R6), 39-46
(Exhibits A10-A15)

16.

Circa 24-27
November 2015

Eryn Jean Norvill alleges that, in a
Part B Tabs 119
preview performance of King Lear, during (T525.42-528.18),
the scene in which King Lear grieves
120 (T672.36-675.01)
over the body of his dead daughter,
Cordelia, the Respondent traces his
hand down the torso and across the side
of the breast of Ms Norvill in a slow and
deliberate manner, in a departure from
the way in which the scene had been
rehearsed (allegation five)

17.

Circa 24-27
November 2015

Eryn Jean Norvill alleges that, during a
cast meeting following a preview
performance of King Lear, director Neil
Armfield gives the Respondent an oral
note to be more 'paternal' during the
scene in which the Respondent is
grieving over Cordelia's dead body as
the Respondent's actions were becoming
'creepy' and 'unclear'

Part B Tab 119
(T529.01-16)

18.

Circa 24-27
November 2015

Eryn Jean Norvill alleges that, during the
preview performances whilst Ms Norvill is
standing backstage waiting to be carried
on stage by the Respondent, the
Respondent touched Ms Norvill on her
hand, including brushing his fingers
across Ms Norvill's fingers and tracing
the palm of her hand with his fingers, on
about eight to 10 occasions, maybe a
few more

Part B Tab 119
(T532.41-T534.44)
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No. Date

Event

Reference

19.

28 November 2015
– 9 January 2016

Performances take place for King Lear

Part B Tabs 85-86
(Exhibits A56, A57)

20.

Circa 14-26
December 2015

During performances of King Lear whilst
Eryn Jean Norvill is standing backstage
waiting to be carried on stage by the
Respondent, Ms Norvill alleges that the
Respondent touches her back above her
shirt, rubbing her back from side to side,
before moving his hand underneath Ms
Norvill's shirt and slowly and lightly
tracing his fingers across the bare skin
on her back just above the waistline of
her jeans (allegation six)

Part B Tab 119
(T534.46-536.34)

21.

3 December 2015

Daily Telegraph publishes article entitled
"King Lear star Eryn Jean Norvill spills on
Geoffrey Rush, Neil Armfield and the
challenge of Shakespeare's women",
containing an interview in which Eryn
Jean Norvill discussed the Respondent

Part B Tab 89 (Exhibit
A60)

22.

25 December 2015

Respondent attends Christmas party
hosted by Eryn Jean Norvill

Part B Tabs 114
(T111.01-25); 115
(T215.04-39)

23.

7 January 2016

Respondent and Eryn Jean Norvill
exchange emails regarding feedback on
King Lear from Andrew Bovell

Part B Tab 51 (Exhibit
A22)

24.

Circa 8 January
2016

During a performance whilst Eryn Jean
Norvill is standing backstage waiting to
be carried on stage by the Respondent,
Ms Norvill alleges that the Respondent
touches the lower back of Ms Norvill
above her shirt, rubbing her back from
side to side. Ms Norvill tells the
Respondent to "Please stop that"
(allegation seven)

Part B Tab 119
(T540.30- 541.39)

25.

9 January 2016

Respondent and Eryn Jean Norvill attend
the King Lear closing night party

Part B Tabs 114
(T117.21-24); 119
(T557.42-558.04);
120 (T592.23-29,
602.03-06)

26.

9 January 2016

Eryn Jean Norvill states that on this night
she tells Annelies Crowe, Company
Manager at the Sydney Theatre
Company (STC) that she has had a "bad

Part B Tab 119
(T558.27-31)
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No. Date

Event

Reference

time" with the Respondent
27.

5 April 2016

Eryn Jean Norvill meets with Annelies
Crowe to discuss her complaints about
the Respondent

Part B Tab 97 (Exhibit
A68)

28.

6 April 2016

Annelies Crowe sends an email to
Patrick McIntyre, Rachael Azzopardi and
Serena Hill of the STC, regarding her
conversation with Eryn Jean Norvill

Part B Tab 97 (Exhibit
A68)

29.

10 June 2016

Respondent sends a text message to
Eryn Jean Norvill

Part B Tab 11 (Exhibit
R1)

30.

Circa June – July
2016

Eryn Jean Norvill states that during this
period she has a conversation with
Robyn Nevin during the run of the
production of All My Sons about the
Respondent's behaviour during King
Lear

Part B Tab 119
(T544.36-546.08)

31.

27 June 2017

The Respondent agrees to appear in the
Melbourne Theatre Company's (MTC)
production of Twelfth Night

Part B Tab 58 (Exhibit
A29)

32.

10 November 2017

The Respondent telephones Damien
Trewhella, CEO of the Australian
Academy of Cinema Television Arts
(AACTA), previously known as AFI

Part B Tab 13 (Exhibit
R3)

33.

14 November 2017

Damien Trewhella sends an email to AFI
Board regarding his conversation with
the Respondent

Part B Tab 13 (Exhibit
R3)

34.

30 November 2017

First Appellant publishes the First Matter
Complained Of

Part A Tab 1; Part B
Tab 30 (Exhibit A1)

35.

30 November 2017

First Appellant publishes the Second
Matter Complained Of

Part A Tab 1; Part B
Tab 31 (Exhibit A2)

36.

1 December 2017

First Appellant publishes the Third Matter
Complained Of

Part A Tab 1; Part B
Tab 32 (Exhibit A3)

37.

1 – 15 December
2017

Robyn Nevin and Eryn Jean Norvill
exchange text messages regarding
Matters Complained Of

Part B Tab 20 (Exhibit
R10)

38.

1 December 2017

Damian Trewhella sends an email to the
Respondent requesting he step aside as
President of AFI/AACTA

Part B Tab 17 (Exhibit
R7)
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No. Date

Event

Reference

39.

3 December 2017

The Second Appellant sends an email to
the Respondent's agent, Ann-Churchill
Brown, requesting further comment on
the accusations of inappropriate
behaviour made against the Respondent

Part B Tab 79 (Exhibit
A50)

40.

8 December 2017

Respondent files an Originating
Part A Tabs 1 and 2
Application and Statement of Claim in the
Federal Court of Australia (Proceeding
No. NSD 2179/2017) (the Primary
Proceedings)

41.

21 December 2017

The Chairman, CEO and Board of
AFI/AACTA send a letter to the
Respondent apologising to him

Part B Tab 37 (Exhibit
A8)

42.

1 February 2018

The Appellants file their Defence

Part A Tab 3

43.

19 February 2018

Hearing before Primary Judge regarding
Respondent's strike-out application,
Respondent's suppression order
application and Appellants' subpoena to
the STC. The interim suppression order
in relation to the Defence is vacated

Part B Tab 129

44.

20 February 2018

The Appellants file their Amended
Defence

Part A Tab 4

45.

20 March 2018

Judgment delivered in relation to strikeout application and STC subpoena
application (Rush v Nationwide News Pty
Limited [2018] FCA 357)

Part B Tabs 130, 145

46.

16 April 2018

Hearing regarding Appellants' application
for leave to file a Further Amended
Defence and cross-claim against the
STC

Part B Tab 133

47.

20 April 2018

Judgment delivered in relation to
Appellants' application for leave to file a
Further Amended Defence and crossclaim (Rush v Nationwide News Pty
Limited (No 2) [2018] FCA 550)

Part B Tabs 134, 146

48.

20 April 2018

Tony Wright, Creative Director and
Executive Producer at December Media,
sends an email to Ann Churchill-Brown
regarding Respondent's voiceover role

Part B Tab 52 (Exhibit
A23)

49.

23 April 2018

The Appellants file their Further

Part A Tab 6
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No. Date

Event

Reference

Amended Defence
50.

9 June 2018

Respondent sends an email to Brett
Sheehy, artistic director at the MTC,
regarding his possible withdrawal from
MTC production of Twelfth Night

Part B Tab 18 (Exhibit
R8)

51.

Circa 17-29 June
2018

Respondent tells Simon Phillips, director
of Twelfth Night, that he may have to
withdraw from the production

Part B Tab 113
(T63.23-34)

52.

8 August 2018

Hearing before Primary Judge in relation
to Appellants' application for leave to file
Second Further Amended Defence and
timetable for evidence

Part B Tab 136

53.

9 August 2018

The Appellants file their Second Further
Amended Defence

Part A Tab 9

54.

4 October 2018

Appellants serve outline of evidence of
Colin Moody on the Respondent

Part B Tabs 2
(Affidavit of Nicholas
James Perkins sworn
8 October 2018), 2.1

55.

8 October 2018

Appellants serve affidavit attaching
Part B Tabs 2
outline of evidence of Colin Moody on the (Affidavit of Nicholas
Respondent
James Perkins sworn
8 October 2018), 2.1

56.

8 October 2018

Hearing before Primary Judge in relation
to Appellants' application to rely on
evidence of Colin Moody (the Colin
Moody Application) and other aspects
of case management

Part B Tab 139

57.

10 October 2018

Judgment delivered in relation to the
Colin Moody Application (Rush v
Nationwide News Pty Limited (No 4)
[2018] FCA 1558)

Part A Tabs 10-11
Part B Tab 140

58.

22 October – 9
November 2018

Final hearing for the Primary
Proceedings

Part B Tabs 113-127

59.

26 October 2018

Leon Zwier, solicitor for Yael Stone,
telephones Robert Todd, solicitor for the
Appellants, and indicates Yael Stone
may be prepared to give evidence at the
hearing

Part B Tab 3 (Affidavit
of Marlia Ruth
Saunders affirmed 28
October 2018)
[Suppressed
Document]
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No. Date

Event

Reference

60.

28 October 2018

Appellants serve the statement of Yael
Stone on the Respondent

Part B Tab 8 (Affidavit
of Nicholas William
Grant Pullen sworn
30 October 2018)

61.

29 October 2018

Judgment delivered in relation to the
Expert Evidence Application (Rush v
Nationwide News Pty Limited (No 5)
[2018] FCA 1622)

Part A Tabs 12-13

62.

30 October 2018

Appellants file Interlocutory Application
Part A Tab 14
for leave to file Third Further Amended
[Suppressed
Defence and rely on further evidence of
Document]
Yael Stone (the Yael Stone Application)

63.

6 November 2018

Judgment delivered in relation to the
Yael Stone Application (Rush v
Nationwide News Pty Limited (No 6)
[2018] FCA 1851)

Part A Tabs 15-16

64.

11 April 2019

Judgment delivered in the primary
proceedings (Rush v Nationwide News
Pty Limited (No 7) [2019] FCA 496)

Part A Tabs 17-18

65.

1 May 2019

Appellants file Notice of Appeal in the
Federal Court (Proceeding No. NSD
679/2019)

Part A Tab 21
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Tab C3 - Respondent's Submissions
Removed for Public File

NOTICE OF FILING
This document was lodged electronically in the FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA (FCA) on
14/10/2019 4:10:13 PM AEDT and has been accepted for filing under the Court’s Rules. Details of
filing follow and important additional information about these are set out below.

Details of Filing

Document Lodged:

Chronology

File Number:

NSD679/2019

File Title:

NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED & ANOR v GEOFFREY ROY
RUSH
NEW SOUTH WALES REGISTRY - FEDERAL COURT OF
AUSTRALIA

Registry:

Dated: 14/10/2019 4:26:48 PM AEDT

Registrar
Important Information

As required by the Court’s Rules, this Notice has been inserted as the first page of the document which
has been accepted for electronic filing. It is now taken to be part of that document for the purposes of
the proceeding in the Court and contains important information for all parties to that proceeding. It
must be included in the document served on each of those parties.
The date and time of lodgment also shown above are the date and time that the document was received
by the Court. Under the Court’s Rules the date of filing of the document is the day it was lodged (if
that is a business day for the Registry which accepts it and the document was received by 4.30 pm local
time at that Registry) or otherwise the next working day for that Registry.
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NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LTD & ANOR
Appellants
GEOFFREY RUSH
Respondent
NSD 679 of 2019
RESPONDENT’S CHRONOLOGY
No.
1.

Date

Event

Reference

From approximately
1978 onwards

Over a period of approximately 40 years, Mr Rush developed a reputation as
one of Australia's finest actors. He is one of only 24 people to have won the
"Triple Crown of Acting" (an Academy Award, a Primetime Emmy Award,
and a Tony Award); he was the first actor to win the Academy Award,
BAFTA Award, Critics' Choice Movie Award, Golden Globe Award, and
Screen Actors Guild Award for a single performance in film for Shine in
1996; he has won, among many other awards, an Academy Award, three
BAFTA awards, two Golden Globe awards, four Screen Actor Guild
Awards, three AFI Awards, and two Helpmann Awards; he was in 2012
named Australian of the Year for services to the arts and community; and he
was in 2014 awarded a Companion of the Order of Australia.

Part B, Tab 33 (Exhibit A-4)
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Part B, Tab 57 (Exhibit A-28)

Eryn Jean Norvill
2.

2008

Mr Rush first saw Ms Norvill in a production of Anton Chekhov's Platonov,
which was directed by Simon Stone. Mr Rush had attended the performance
with Neil Armfield.

T74.11-21
T216.18-26
T507.41-47

3.

2011 to 2013

Mr Rush saw Ms Norvill in Hamlet at the Melbourne Theatre Company
(MTC) in around 2011/2012, then in Cyrano de Bergerac, then in The
Government Inspector. Prior to the matters complained of, Mr Rush attended
between 20 and 30 theatre productions per year (T252.37-45).

T74.20-25

4.

Mid-2014

Ms Norvill asked Mr Rush to write her a reference. Mr Rush agreed. He
gave evidence he had often been asked to prepare such references, and has
done so about 25 times over the last 20 years. For example, he wrote a
reference for Mark Leonard Winter (T676.17-23).

T109.5-21

5.

From 20 April 2014

Mr Rush and Ms Norvill start to exchange texts. They developed a game in
which they would use homophones for their names - "a kind of wordplay one
upmanship" (T109.40).

T508.20-40

Part B, Tab 48 (Exhibit A-19)
T108.34-36
T109.40-41
T509.46-T510.7
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6.

20 April 2014

SMS from Ms Norvill to Mr Rush:

Part B, Tab 48 (Exhibit A-19 Court Book Tab 110, p.12/5)

See you tonight Jet Lee Thrust
x
7.

26 April 2014

SMS from Ms Norvill to Mr Rush:

Part B, Tab 48 (Exhibit A-19 Court Book Tab 110, pp.12/5-6)

Ahem God of Generic Lust. We are Supper-ing tomorrow night after the
showsy. If you're about. Yullis on crown about 7. Ear and Jam Novelty xx
8.

27 April 2014

SMS from Ms Norvill to Mr Rush:

Part B, Tab 48 (Exhibit A-19 Court Book Tab 110, pp.12/8-9)

Ah Geraldine Nuf Nuf. Yes we are but it's only Zahra and moi and a few
stragglers. But come. We are out the back x
SMS from Ms Norvill to Mr Rush:

Part B, Tab 48 (Exhibit A-19 Court Book Tab 110, p.12/9)

do it GR BANG BANG
9.

28 April 2014

SMS from Ms Norvill to Mr Rush:

Part B, Tab 48 (Exhibit A-19 Court Book Tab 110, pp.12/10-11)

Gary,
'Twas a delight to see the Gentle Riddler last night. Such very good
company. I will stay in touch and as intriguing as an Eery Jaunty Novella.
Thank you and the God of Ra for the meal. Very kind. See you very soon I
hope xoxo
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Meringue Jam Novelty
10.

24 May 2014

SMS from Ms Norvill to Mr Rush:

Part B, Tab 48 (Exhibit A-19 Court Book Tab 110, p.12/13)

Giddy McHeadRush..! xx
How's it? Myself and the team are on our last legs of the tour. Mildly
entertaining but mostly offending the rural towns of Australia.
Genuinely Plushly…I've made a plan to be in the US next year for a while
and thought id ask you if your offer of A1 assistance was still a plausible and
palatable one…JERROBANG..JERROBANG.
Let me know,
BPAY
aka Ellen DeJeanerous
11.

2 to 10 June 2014

Mr Rush and Ms Norvill exchange emails, in which Mr Rush provides Ms
Norvill with a written reference.

Part B, Tab 49 (Exhibit A-20)
Part B, Tab 50 (Exhibit A-21)
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12.

28 August 2014

SMS from Ms Norvill to Mr Rush:

Part B, Tab 48 (Exhibit A-19 Court Book Tab 110, pp.12/14-15)

Gruff Gruff. It's my birthday. If you're in Sydney come celebrate it with me
xx EJ

Redacted for Public File

13.

4 September 2014

SMS from Ms Norvill to Mr Rush:

Part B, Tab 48 (Exhibit A-19 Court Book Tab 110, pp.12/16-17)

Jersey Cream Filled Puff. So excellent to see you also. Can't wait to catch
your Leary King. I was thinking last night I hope we get to work together
soon. ebay xxx
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14.

6 September 2014

SMS from Ms Norvill to Mr Rush:

Part B, Tab 48 (Exhibit A-19 Court Book Tab 110, pp.12/18-19)

Galapagos Lusty Thrust. Please come celebrate my birthday. From 7pm.
. EJ xx
Redacted for Public File
Further SMS from Ms Norvill to Mr Rush:

Part B, Tab 48 (Exhibit A-19 Court Book Tab 110, p.12/19)

Of course Double Jeopardy Shush Sush. Come when you can x
Mr Rush was invited to, and attended, Ms Norvill's birthday party.

Part B, Tab 48 (Exhibit A-19 Court Book Tab 110, p.12/15-20)
T108.44-46

15.

12 September 2014

SMS from Ms Norvill to Mr Rush:

Part B, Tab 48 (Exhibit A-19 Court Book Tab 110, pp.12/20)

Gatsby de Bottlebrush..
It was lovely having you at my birthday celebrations. Hope filming is going
well this week. I'm heading to the Children of the sun tonight. Hopefully see
you there. I like our collisions it gives a glee to the usual foyer glum.
Talk soon,
Bear 'n' Grin x
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16.

Approximately March
2015

Mr Rush returned from shooting Pirates of the Caribbean and saw Ms
Norvill's performance in Suddenly Last Summer. After the show, he met the
cast. He had attended with his voice coach and friend, Barbra Berkery.
Other than Ms Norvill, Mr Rush knew others in the cast including Robyn
Nevin and Mr Winter. During the hearing, for the first time, Ms Norvill
made allegations about Mr Rush's behaviour after that show, including that
he "stood very close to her".

T75.8-19
T216.37-42

King Lear
17.

2009

Mr Rush and Mr Armfield had discussed a production of King Lear as early
as 2009.

T71.33-34

18.

Early 2014

Mr Rush was approached by Andrew Upton, the Artistic Director of the
Sydney Theatre Company (STC). Mr Upton was programming his final,
"farewell season" at the STC. He said he wanted to do King Lear with Mr
Armfield and Mr Rush - he said "I want to do the greatest play with what I
regard as the greatest actor in the country and the greatest director in the
country". Later, there was a preliminary read through of the play at Mr
Armfield's house (T72.10-11).

T71.34-T72.16

19.

Mid-2014

They did promotional photographs, which were converted into a brochure
which was released in the second half of 2014.

T72.15-20
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20.

Early 2015

Mr Rush's preparation for King Lear began. This included reading through
the script with the creative team in approximately March/April 2015
(T75.16-21), then learning the script over the course of several months (at
the same time he was shooting Pirates of the Caribbean in Queensland). He
worked with a voice coach. He analysed the script and took very detailed
notes.

T75.11-T76.18
Part B, Tab 36 (Exhibit A-7)

21.

25 March 2015

Mr Rush signed a "Deal Memo", in which he agreed to play the title role in
the STC's production of King Lear and be paid $2,815.00 per week for
rehearsals and $2,815.00 per week for performances.

Part B, Tab 85 (Exhibit A-56)

22.

July 2015

Ms Norvill was cast as Cordelia. She was cast by Mr Armfield (T242.4243; T283.28-38).

T73.36-39
T513.46-47

23.

12 October 2015

Rehearsals for King Lear commence.

Part B, Tab 86 (Exhibit A-57 Court Book Tab 114, p.12/29)
Part B, Tab 88 (Exhibit A-59)
T86.6-7
T515.19-20
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24.

12 October 2015 to 23
November 2015

Allegation two. During the rehearsal period, Mr Rush "regularly made
comments or jokes about [Ms Norvill] or her body which contained sexual
innuendo". This conduct was said to have occurred in the presence of
members of the cast and crew.

Ms Norvill's evidence: T517.12T518.47, T519.30-44
Mr Rush's evidence: T113.31-47,
T173.1-T174.6, T179.37-T181.25

(Rush No 7 at [233]; Second Further Amended Defence at [16]).
Mr Armfield's evidence: T291.119, T311.6-36
Allegation three. During the rehearsal period, Mr Rush would "regularly
(every few days) make lewd gestures in [Ms Norvill's] direction" and "[o]n a
number of occasions this comprised [Mr Rush] looking at [Ms Norvill],
sticking his tongue out and licking his lips and using his hands to grope the
air like he was fondling [Ms Norvill's] hips or breasts".

Ms Buday's evidence: T357.22T358.24, T366.37-T367.12
Ms Nevin's evidence: T466.5-22

(Rush No 7 at [234]; Second Further Amended Defence at [17]).
25.

13 October 2015

Mr Rush signed a contract for the King Lear production, which confirmed
(p.12/29) his agreement to accept $2,815.00 per week for rehearsals and
$2,815.00 per week for performances.
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Part B, Tab 86 (Exhibit A-57)

26.

30 October 2015

The rehearsal schedules show that the final scene (Act V Scene III) was first
rehearsed in the third week, on 30 October 2015.

Part B, Tab 88 (Exhibit A-59)

Allegation one. On one occasion when Mr Rush and Ms Norvill were
rehearsing the final scene, in which Cordelia is dead and King Lear is
grieving over her dead body, Ms Norvill saw Mr Rush "hovering his hands
over her torso and pretending to caress or stroke her upper torso" and then
make "groping gestures in the air with two cupped hands, which gestures
were intended to simulate and did in fact simulate him groping and fondling
[Ms Norvill's] breasts". This incident was alleged to have occurred in front
of other members of the cast and perhaps crew.

Ms Norvill's evidence: T516.7T517.10

(Rush No 7 at [232]; Second Further Amended Defence at [15]).

Mr Rush's evidence: T113.23-29
Mr Armfield's evidence: T290.3847; T311.13-25
Ms Buday's evidence: T357.5-11;
T359.25-44
Ms Nevin's evidence: T465.35T466.3

27.

13 November 2015

Mr Rush attended the opening night of Orlando with Ms Norvill and Mr
Winter. Mr Rush's daughter also attended as Mr Rush's date.

T110.26-45
T611.6-24

28.

16 November 2015

Technical production week for King Lear commences.

T523.15-16
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29.

17 November 2015

Mr Rush attended an interview1 with each of King Lear's daughters - Ms
Buday (Goneril), Ms Norvill (Cordelia) and Ms Thomson (Regan). It was
conducted on the premises of the STC (Exhibit A-59 - p.12/140). It was
published by the Sydney Morning Herald on 19 November 2015. Ms Norvill
said of Mr Rush (Exhibit R-9 - p.12/173):
I love Geoffrey's ebullience and that's really something because this play
looks into some deep dark holes in humanity…Sometimes fear can get into a
rehearsal room and rot it. Nervousness, formality, all that bullshit. But Neil
and Geoffrey work from moment to moment and we're all on the same
journey together.

Part B, Tab 19 (Exhibit R-9)
Ms Norvill's evidence: T521.30T522.28
Mr Rush's evidence: T116.21T117.2, T241.1-46
Mr Armfield's evidence: T290.2936
Ms Buday's evidence: T352.40T353.20

Allegation four. During an interview with a journalist, Mr Rush described
himself having a "stage-door Johnny crush" on Ms Norvill.
(Rush No 7 at [235]; Second Further Amended Defence at [18]).
30.

24 November to 27
November 2015

There were four previews of the play. Mr Armfield gave notes after each
preview, which were emailed to the cast by the Stage Manager. He then
spoke to the cast before the next performance.

Part B, Tab 39 (Exhibit A-10)
Part B, Tab 40 (Exhibit A-11)
Part B, Tab 41 (Exhibit A-12)
Part B, Tab 42 (Exhibit A-13)
Part B, Tab 43 (Exhibit A-14)

1

This was one of a number of interviews that Mr Rush did to promote the play - see, for example, Part B, Tab 88 (Exhibit A-59 - Court Book Tab 115, pp.12/70, 12/71, 12/72,
12/76, 12/79.
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Part B, Tab 44 (Exhibit A-15)
Part B, Tab 45 (Exhibit A-16)
Part B, Tab 46 (Exhibit A-17)
Allegation five. During a preview performance of the play, Mr Rush
departed from the way that the last scene had previously been performed in
that he "did not touch [Ms Norvill's] hand and face as had been repeatedly
rehearsed but rather [he] moved his hand so that it traced down [Ms
Norvill's] torso and across the side of her right breast". The following day,
Mr Armfield allegedly gave Mr Rush an oral "note", apparently in the
presence of other cast members, in which he said that Mr Rush should make
his performance in the last scene more "paternal" as it was becoming "creepy
and unclear". Mr Armfield was also said to have directed Mr Rush not to
stroke Ms Norvill's body but to place his hand lightly on the side of her face
and arm instead.
(Rush No 7 at [236]; Second Further Amended Defence at [19]-[20]).

Ms Norvill's evidence: T525.42528.18, T529.1-16
Mr Rush's evidence: T115.1,
T201.16-T202.4, T203.1-43 (see in
general Mr Rush's unchallenged
evidence about his preparation for
this scene, at T102.30-T107.12 but
particularly T107.6-12)
Mr Armfield's evidence: T291.26T292.5, T295.28-45, T299.36T304.2, T304.45-T305.14,
T309.22-25
Ms Buday's evidence: T358.26-46
Ms Nevin's evidence: T467.21-27

31.

28 November 2015

The opening night of King Lear.

Part B, Tab 85 (Exhibit A-56)
Part B, Tab 86 (Exhibit A-57)
T88.26-29
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32.

Late November or early Ms Norvill gave an interview to the Daily Telegraph in which she said of Mr
December 2015
Rush:

Part B, Tab 89 (Exhibit A-60)

[He] is always flipping the coin to see what's underneath…Geoffrey is just
forever playful. He's so generous he's very cheeky which is perfect for me.
I feel very privileged to work with him and proud to be his 'favourite
daughter'.
33.

Between 14 and 26
December 2015

Allegation six. This incident is said to have occurred during a performance
which occurred at some time between 14 and 26 December 2015. The final
scene of the play involved Mr Rush carrying Ms Norvill onto the stage in his
arms. Immediately before that occurred, Ms Norvill stood on a chair
backstage in the prompt side wings so as to facilitate Mr Rush lifting her into
his arms before carrying her onto the stage. It is alleged that in a performance
during this period, before lifting Ms Norvill from the chair, Mr Rush placed
his hand on Ms Norvill's lower back over her shirt. He then moved his hand
under her shirt and along the waistline of Ms Norvill's jeans, brushing across
the skin of her lower back. The movement is alleged to have been "light in
pressure, slow and…deliberate", and to have lasted for about 20 to 30
seconds.

Ms Norvill's evidence: T534.46T536.34
Mr Rush's evidence: T117.4-19,
T207.4-9, T207.35-41, T208.27T211.35

(Rush No 7 at [237]; Second Further Amended Defence at [21]-[22]).
34.

22 December 2015

The STC filmed one of the performances of the play. Mr Rush and Mr
Armfield confirmed it was (subject to minor variations) typical of the
performances.

Part B, Tab 38 (Exhibit A-9)
T89.27-38
T288.44-46
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35.

36.

25 December 2015

Between 4 and 9
January 2016

Mr Rush and his friends attended a Christmas Party at Ms Norvill's invitation
at her parents' home. Ms Norvill initially denied that she invited Mr Rush
(T537.23-26; T611.26-29), but then admitted she invited him (T611.31-41).
Mr Rush's friends, who were visiting from overseas, were also invited by Ms
Norvill (T111.4-30).
Allegation seven. This incident again concerned an incident that occurred
immediately prior to Mr Rush lifting Ms Norvill from the chair before
carrying her on stage for the final scene. The incident is said to have occurred
during a performance in the period 4 to 9 January 2016. On this occasion,
Mr Rush is alleged to have started to touch Ms Norvill's lower back on top
of her shirt. He then gently rubbed his fingers over Ms Norvill's lower back
from right to left.

T111.1-30
T611.26-46

Ms Norvill's evidence: T540.30T541.39
Mr Rush's evidence: T117.4-19,
T211.37-T212.11

(Rush No 7 at [238]; Second Further Amended Defence at [23]).
37.

6 to 7 January 2016

Mr Rush received an email from Andrew Bovell, a playwright. Mr Bovell
praised the show, and particularly the relationship between King Lear and
Cordelia. Mr Rush forwarded the email to Ms Norvill. Ms Norvill
responded:
That was wonderful.
Thanks for sending it through Dearest Daddy DeGush.
xoxo
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Part B, Tab 51 (Exhibit A-22)

38.

9 January 2016

Mr Rush attended the closing night party. He did not specifically recall
seeing Ms Norvill. He did not follow Ms Norvill into the female bathroom
(as alleged in the Amended Defence at [23], [23A], [23B] (Part A, Tab 4,
p.6)).

T117.21-T118.5
T215.1-2
T557.42-T558.22

39.

5 April 2016

Ms Norvill met with Annelies Crowe, at a bar in Annandale.

Part B, Tab 97 (Exhibit A-68)

40.

6 April 2016

Ms Crowe sent an email to Patrick McIntyre, Rachael Azzopardi and Serena
Hill of the STC providing allegations by Ms Norvill against Mr Rush (the
Crowe Email).

Part B, Tab 97 (Exhibit A-68)

41.

10 May 2016

In a media release on 10 May 2016, the STC described a highlight of 2015
as "the return of Geoffrey Rush to the STC, tackling one of the great roles of
the canon, Lear in a bold production by director Neil Armfield".

Part B, Tab 90 (Exhibit A-61 p.12/721B)

42.

10 June 2016

Mr Rush (oblivious to Ms Norvill's discussion with Ms Crowe and the Crowe
Email) sent an SMS to Ms Norvill about her opening night in the Arthur
Miller play All My Sons. The play also featured Ms Nevin (to whom Mr
Rush had also sent a message).

Part B, Tab 11 (Exhibit R-1)

43.

June/July 2016

44.

June 2017

Ms Norvill and Ms Nevin both appear in All My Sons.

T474.13-18; T544.36-42

Mr Rush is engaged to perform the role of Malvolio in the MTC production
of Twelfth Night. Rehearsals were to commence on 1 October 2018,
previews were to commence on 12 November 2018, and performances were
to run from 16 November 2018 to 5 January 2019.
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T141.35-45

Part B, Tab 58 (Exhibit A-29)

The matters complained of
45.

10 November 2017

Mr Rush was contacted by a journalist of The Australian.

46.

10 November 2017

Mr Rush was advised by Stan Rosenfield (his PR consultant in the US) to
contact the STC. He telephoned the STC and spoke to Patrick McIntyre. Mr
McIntyre refused to give Mr Rush any details because, he said, the
complainant had requested anonymity and Mr Rush was no longer an
employee of the STC (T55.24-31).

T53.19 - T55.31

47.

23 November 2017

The second appellant, Jonathan Moran, sent an email to Liz Mullinar, Heal
for Life, asking to be put in touch with "anyone willing to speak on the local
industry in relation to Weinstein and any local Australian angles" [added
emphasis].

Part B, Tab 67 (Exhibit A-38)

48.

29 November 2017

Mr Moran informed the STC over the phone that the Daily Telegraph would
be running a story about Mr Rush on the front page. Katherine Stevenson,
the Public Relations Manager of the STC, urged Mr Moran not to publish the
story because, she said, it was the complainant's decision "if/when to tell
story" and it was "her story to tell and she should tell it".

Part B, Tab 68 (Exhibit A-39)

49.

29 November 2017
(at 4.07pm)

Ms Stevenson sent an email to Patrick McIntyre, and others at the STC,
informing them she had provided a statement to the Daily Telegraph.

Part B, Tab 69 (Exhibit A-40)

50.

29 November 2017
(at 5.06pm)

Mr Moran sent an email to Mr Rush's Australian agent, Ann ChurchillBrown.

Part B, Tab 34 (Exhibit A-5)
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Part B, Tab 12 (Exhibit R-2)

51.

29 November 2017
(at 6.33pm)

Ms Stevenson sent an email to Mr Moran, repeating her view that the
complainant should have the right to tell the story "at a time of her choosing
- and on her own terms". She said the complainant "does not want any part
in this story".

Part B, Tab 70 (Exhibit A-41)

52.

29 November 2017
(at 8.03pm)

Mr Rush engaged his solicitor, Mr Nicholas Pullen, to respond to Mr Moran's
email. Mr Pullen sent an email to Mr Moran clearly marked "NOT FOR
PUBLICATION". Mr Rush denied the allegations.

Part B, Tab 35 (Exhibit A-6)

53.

30 November 2017

Publication of the first and second matters complained of.

Part B, Tab 30 (Exhibit A-1)
Part B, Tab 31 (Exhibit A-2)

54.

30 November 2017

Mr Moran tweeted an image of the second matter complained of.

Part B, Tab 59 (Exhibit A-30)

55.

30 November 2017

Brandon McClelland, an actor who had not been involved in King Lear
tweeted:

Part B, Tab 71 (Exhibit A-42)

Believe the women. This wasn't just once. It wasn't a misunderstanding. It
wasn't a joke.
56.

30 November 2017

Meyne Wyatt, who had played Edmund in King Lear, posted the following
Facebook post:
I was in the show. I believe whoever has come forward. It's time for Sydney
Theatre Company and the industry in Australia and worldwide as a whole to
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Part B, Tab 72 (Exhibit A-43)

make a stand on this behaviour!!! It's been going on for far too long! And
this culture of protecting people in power has to stop.
57.

30 November 2017
(at 2.37pm)

Mr McClelland sent a Facebook message to Mr Moran:

Part B, Tab 74 (Exhibit A-45)

My tweet was not directly related to any particular individual and I am not
able to comment on the complaint filed at STC as I do not have intimate or
first hand knowledge regarding that production. I'm sorry.
58.

30 November 2017
(at 4.05pm)

The STC sent the following statement to Mr Moran:

Part B, Tab 75 (Exhibit A-46)

Sydney Theatre Company was asked by a News Ltd journalist earlier this
month whether it had received a complaint alleging inappropriate behaviour
by Mr Rush while he was employed by the company. STC responded
truthfully that it had received such a complaint.

Part B, Tab 76 (Exhibit A-47)

At that time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the
matter be dealt with confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or
involved in any investigation. STC complied, acting in the interest of the
complainant’s health and welfare. As already stated, the Company received
the complaint after Mr Rush’s engagement had ended.
STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by)
STC and not a conclusion of impropriety.”
59.

30 November 2017
(at 5.08pm)

In response to an earlier email from Mr Moran (at 2.28pm) requesting a
statement "confirming Patrick McIntyre spoke with Geoffrey Rush regarding
allegations highlighted in today's article", Ms Stevenson responded:
A senior member of the STC management team spoke to Geoffrey Rush on or
around the 9 or 10 of November. This person did not pass on any specific
Page 18
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Part B, Tab 77 (Exhibit A-48)

information regarding the nature of the complaint to Mr Rush as they were
maintaining the confidentiality of the complainant, however Mr Rush was
aware that a complaint had been made.
60.

30 November 2017
(at 6.20pm)

Mr Moran sent a further email to Mr Rush's agent with further questions.
There was no mention of the third matter complained of to be published the
following day.

Part B, Tab 78 (Exhibit A-49)

61.

30 November 2017

After publication of the first and second matters complained of, the STC
received requests for comment from media organisations throughout the
world.

Part B, Tab 65 (Exhibit A-36)

62.

1 December 2017

Publication of the third matter complained of.

Part B, Tab 32 (Exhibit A-3)

63.

1 December 2017

Mr Moran tweeted a link to the third matter complained of.

Part B, Tab 60 (Exhibit A-31)

64.

1 December 2017

Foxtel and the Seven Network sent a joint letter to AACTA, emphasising
that the "entertainment industry, both here and abroad, [was] under intense
scrutiny in relation to allegations of unacceptable behaviour" and that they
"were concerned to ensure that the Board expresses AACTA's general
condemnation of inappropriate behaviour by anyone associated with the
industry".

Part B, Tab 61 (Exhibit A-32)

65.

1 December 2017

Damien Trewhella, the CEO of AACTA/AFI, had a telephone conversation
with Mr Rush in which he told him there was a dispute at the Board level,
"there was blood on the walls", and the he would need to resign otherwise
he would be asked to resign.

T84.29-39
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66.

1 December 2017

Mr Trewhella sent an email to Mr Rush. He said that the stakeholders of
AACTA/AFI were "piling on massive pressure" and requested Mr Rush
"step aside" as President. He said that there was concern as to whether "our
awards next week would have a chance of survival".

Part B, Tab 17 (Exhibit R-7)

67.

2 December 2017

Mr Rush agreed to step aside from his post as President of the AACTA.

68.

2 December 2017

Mr Trewhella responded to the letter from Foxtel and Seven Network. He
acknowledged the STC's statement about Mr Rush was "serious in nature",
and that Mr Rush had stepped aside as President of the AACTA "until these
matters are resolved".

Part B, Tab 62 (Exhibit A-33)

69.

3 December 2017

Mr Moran sent further questions to Mr Rush's agent. Though Mr Rush had
consistently denied the allegations, Mr Moran nonetheless asked him
whether he would "like to say sorry to the victim".

Part B, Tab 79 (Exhibit A-50)

70.

3 December 2017 to 7
December 2017

The appellants continued to publish further articles about Mr Rush including articles that repeated the allegations conveyed by the matters
complained and/or which associated Mr Rush with Harvey Weinstein, Kevin
Spacey or Don Burke.

Part B, Tab 66 (Exhibit A-37 Court Book Tab 61, pp.7/120-137,
7/218-229, 7/297-309, 7/323-327,
7/369, 7/377-382)

T84.29-T85.46

Part B, Tab 81 (Exhibit A-52)
Part B, Tab 83 (Exhibit A-54) pp.9/126-139)
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The proceedings
71.

8 December 2017

Mr Rush's Originating Application and Statement of Claim filed.

72.

8 December 2017

Chris Dore, the Editor of the Daily Telegraph, stated that the Daily Telegraph
stood by and "would defend its accurate reporting".

Part B, Tab 66 (Exhibit A-37 Court Book Tab 61, pp.7/138-151,
7/204, 7/230, 7/274-276, 7/310,
7/344-346, 7/370-372, 7/383-385,
7/413-415)

73.

31 January 2018

The appellants' solicitor (Mr Todd) had a conversation with the STC’s
solicitor (Ms Stiel), in which Ms Stiel informed Mr Todd "that Ms Norvill
was not willing to speak to the Respondents' legal representatives or give
evidence".

Affidavit of Marlia Saunders dated
31 July 2018 (paragraph 12(c))

74.

1 February 2018

Appellants' Defence filed.

75.

2 February 2018

Mr Rush serves his Interlocutory Application seeking to strike out the
appellants' defence of justification. The application was subsequently filed
on 5 February 2018.

76.

Part A, Tabs 1 and 2

Part A, Tab 3

8 and 19 February 2018 Interlocutory hearing before Wigney J, in relation to Mr Rush's application
to strike out the appellants' Defence. During that application, the appellants'
Counsel repeatedly asserted that their case was that Mr Rush touched Ms
Norvill in a manner that made her "feel uncomfortable", that she asked him
to stop, but that “He didn’t. He went on doing it.” (transcript of 19 February
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-

Part B, Tabs 128-129

2018: T74.21-39, T75.17-23, T76.7-13, T76.34-36, T77.12-19, T79.23-27,
T81.34-41, T82.25-46).
77.

20 February 2018

Appellants' Amended Defence filed.

Part A, Tab 4

78.

20 February 2018

The appellants published further articles on the front pages of both The Daily
Telegraph (Exhibit A-54, pp.9/146-148) and The Australian (Exhibit A-54,
pp.9/149-150) - publishing allegations in the Amended Defence, including
particulars of qualified privilege which they have never asserted are true.
Those articles named Ms Norvill, apparently against her wishes. The story
also appeared on the front page of the Courier Mail in Queensland (Exhibit
A-54, pp.9/151-152), in The Advertiser (Exhibit A-37, pp.7/208-209) and in
The Herald Sun (Exhibit A-54, pp.9/153).

Part B, Tab 83 (Exhibit A-54 Court Book Tabs 101 and 103,
pp.9/146-148, 9/149-150, 9/151153, 9/161-168)

79.

19 March 2018

The appellants published a further article in The Australian which repeated
the particular of qualified privilege (never said to be true) that Mr Rush
touched Ms Norvill’s genitals without her consent.

Part B, Tab 66 (Exhibit A-37 Court Book Tab 61, pp.7/246-248)
Part B, Tab 83 (Exhibit A-54 Court Book Tab 101, pp.9/154-156)

80.

20 March 2018

81.

20 to 21 March 2018

Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd [2018] FCA 357 (Rush No 1).

Part B, Tab 130

The appellants continued to publish particulars of truth which had been
Part B, Tab 83 (Exhibit A-54 struck out by Rush No 1. They also reported the Editor of the Daily Court Book Tab 102, pp.9/157-160)
Telegraph defending the articles, describing them as "reasonable" (Exhibit
A-54, p.9/158).
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82.

28 March 2018

Mr Rush's Reply filed.

Part A, Tab 5

83.

3 April 2018

The appellants serve applications seeking leave to file a Cross-Claim against
the STC and to file a Further Amended Defence. The applications were filed
on 4 April 2018.

84.

9 April 2018

In opposition to those applications, the affidavit of Mr Pullen is filed.

85.

16 April 2018

Hearing before Wigney J, in relation to the appellants' applications for leave
to file a Cross-Claim against the STC and to file a Further Amended Defence.

Part B, Tab 133

86.

20 April 2018

Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 2) [2018] FCA 550 (Rush No 2).

Part B, Tabs 134

87.

20 April 2018

Tony Wright from December Media Pty Ltd cancels Mr Rush’s engagement
to narrate a documentary about the Great Barrier Reef. He said he had been
contacted by the distributors of the film who "said that they think that [the]
Geoffrey situation, while unresolved, is currently an issue for them".

88.

23 April 2018

Appellants' Further Amended Defence filed.

89.

27 April 2018

Nationwide News Pty Limited v Rush [2018] FCAFC 70

90.

22 May 2018

Letter from HWL Ebsworth Lawyers to Ashurst, providing further
particulars of Mr Rush's claim for economic loss.

Part B, Tabs 5 and 5.1

Part B, Tab 52 (Exhibit A-23)

Part A, Tab 6
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-

Part A, Tab 7

91.

June/July 2018

Mr Rush was away with his family in London and Umbria because of the
ongoing effect that the matters complained of, the litigation, and the further
publicity were having on him and his family (T62.24-25, T63.13-T64.31,
T222.30-41, T266.37-T267.26, T468.15-T469.15). He decided to withdraw
from Twelfth Night because of the mental state he was in (T62.20-25,
T63.23-T64.31, T338.11-37, T339.16-32, T341.5-17).

Part B, Tabs 6 and 6.1 (paragraphs
39 and 40)
T62.20-25; T63.13-T64.31;
T222.30-41; T266.37-T267.26;
T338.11-37; T339.16-32; T341.517; T468.15-T469.15

92.

3 July 2018

Mr Rush's Amended Reply filed.

Part A, Tab 8

93.

31 July 2018

The appellants serve an Interlocutory Application seeking leave to file a
Second Further Amended Defence and re-introduce a defence of
justification, after Ms Norvill agreed to give evidence.

-

94.

3 August 2018

Mr Rush initially opposed that application. The affidavit of Mr Pullen is
filed.

Part B, Tabs 6 and 6.1

95.

9 August 2018

Hearing before Wigney J, in relation to the appellants' application for leave
to file a Second Further Amended Defence.

Part B, Tab 136

96.

9 August 2018

Orders made by Wigney J

97.

10 August 2018

Appellants' Second Further Amended Defence filed, pursuant to order 3
made by Wigney J on 9 August 2018.

98.

13 August 2018

Ms Norvill signs a 10-page witness statement.

-
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Part A, Tab 9

99.

20 August 2018

The appellants served outlines of evidence from Ms Norvill and Mr Winter,
as well as Ms Crowe and Mr McIntyre of the STC, pursuant to orders 5 and
6 made by Wigney J on 9 August 2018.

100.

26 September 2018

Counsel for the STC informed the Court that "there was no cooperation" and
"no input" from either Ms Crowe or Mr McIntyre in the preparation of their
outlines. In fact, the Court was told, the STC did not receive Mr McIntyre’s
outline until 4 September 2018 and his evidence, if called, would "be
different" to what was contained in the outline.

101.

4 October 2018

Appellants serve Outline of Evidence of Colin Moody.

102.

8 October 2018

Case management hearing before Wigney J, including in relation to the
appellants' application to rely upon the evidence of Colin Moody served out
of time.

103.

10 October 2018

Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 4) [2018] FCA 1558 (Rush No 4).

Transcript of hearing before
Wigney J on 26 September 2018:
T10.20-25

Part B, Tabs 2 and 2.1
Part B, Tab 139

Part A, Tabs 10-11
Part B, Tab 140

104.

22 October 2018 to 9
November 2018

105.

29 October 2018

Trial before Wigney J.

Part B, Tabs 113-127

Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 5) [2018] FCA 1622 (Rush No 5).
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Part A, Tabs 12-13

106.

30 October 2018

Appellants move on application for leave to file a Third Further Amended
Defence. The application could not be heard until 2 November 2018.

Part A, Tab 14 [SUPPRESSED]

107.

6 November 2018

Rush v Nationwide News Pty Limited (No 6) [2018] FCA 1851 (Rush No 6).

Part A, Tabs 15-16

108.

11 April 2019

Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 7) [2019] FCA 496 (Rush No 7).

Part A, Tabs 17-18

Appeal
109.

1 May 2019

Notice of Appeal filed.

Part A, Tab 21

110.

7 June 2019

Amended Notice of Appeal filed.

Part A, Tab 22

111.

5 July 2019

Further Amended Notice of Appeal filed.

Part A, Tab 23

112.

28 August 2019

Rush v Nationwide News Pty Limited (No 8) [2019] FCA 1382 (Rush No 8).

-

113.

28 August 2019

Rush v Nationwide News Pty Limited (No 9) [2019] FCA 1383 (Rush No 9).

-
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Tab C5 - Appellants' Submissions in Reply
Removed for Public File

Tab C5.1 - Appellants' Submissions on Ground 16
Removed for Public File

Tab C52 - Respondent's SubmissionsRQ*URXQG
Removed for Public File
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NSD2179 of 2017

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant
Nationwide News Pty Limited and another
Respondents
Affidavit of:

Nicholas James Perkins

Address:

5 Martin Place, Sydney, NSW, 2000

Occupation:

Lawyer, Ashurst Australia

Date:

8 October 2018

Contents
Document Details
number

Paragraph

Page

1

Affidavit of Nicholas James Perkins sworn on 8 October
2018

1-7

1

2

Annexure A, being a copy of the letter from Ashurst to HWL
Ebsworth attaching Outline of Evidence of Colin Moody

7

2

I, Nicholas James Perkins, say on oath:
1.

I am the solicitor employed by Ashurst Australia (Ashurst) and have carriage of this
matter for the Respondents under the supervision of Robert Todd, a partner of the firm.

Filed on behalf of (name & role of party)
Nationwide News Pty Limited and Jonathon Moran, Respondents
Prepared by (name of person/lawyer)
Robert Todd / Nicholas Perkins
Law firm (if applicable)
Ashurst Australia
Tel
+ 61 2 9258 6000
Fax
+61 2 9258 6999
Email
robert.todd@ashurst.com / nicholas.perkins@ashurst.com
Level 11, 5 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000
Address for service
(include state and postcode)
DX 388 Sydney
[Version 2 form approved 09/05/2013]

121

2
2.

I am authorised to make this affidavit on behalf of the Respondents. This affidavit is filed
in support of the Respondents' application for leave to rely on the outline of evidence of
Colin Moody served on 4 October 2018.

3.

Unless otherwise stated, the facts stated in this affidavit are matters within my own
knowledge and are true to the best of my information and belief.

4.

The annexure was produced and shown to me and marked as I describe it at the time of
swearing this affidavit.

5.

The outline of evidence of Ms Norvill served by the Respondents in these proceedings
sets out the evidence it is anticipated Ms Norvill will give in the proceedings, including in
relation to a particular "note" (being an oral direction) given by Neil Armfield to the
Applicant.

6.

On 21 September 2018, the Applicant served outlines of evidence in relation to the
Respondents' defence under section 25 of the Defamation Act 2005 (NSW). Those
outlines of evidence included an outline of evidence of Neil Armfield. In that outline
Mr Armfield says, in substance, that he did not give the "note" referred to by Ms Norvill.

7.

On 4 October 2018, Ashurst sent a letter to HWL Ebsworth attaching Colin Moody's
Outline of Evidence, a copy of which is annexed to this affidavit and marked Annexure A.

Affirmed by the deponent
at 5 Martin Place Sydney
in New South Wales
on 8 October 2018
Before me:

••-/-•
•
./( 1 4"----- •
Signature of deponent

L.,-----Signature of witness
lovtO4eov corrow
so Cr c ITOK.
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No.

NSD2179 of 2017

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant
Nationwide News Pty Limited and another
Respondents

Affidavit of:

Nicholas James Perkins

Address:

Level 11, 5 Martin Place, Sydney, New South Wales

Occupation:

Solicitor

Date:

8 October 2018

ANNEXURE A
This is the Annexure marked "A" annexed to the affidavit of Nicholas James Perkins sworn
on 8 October 2018.
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Our ref:
Partner:
Direct line:
Email:
Contact:
Direct line:
Email:

RJT\NCP\1000 012 630
Robert Todd
+61 2 9258 6082
robert.todd@ashurst.com
Nick Perkins, Senior Associate
+61 2 9258 6260
nicholas.perkins@ashurst.com

Ashurst Australia
Level 11
5 Martin Place
Sydney NSW 2000
Australia
GPO Box 9938
Sydney NSW 2001
Australia

4 October 2018
Tel +61 2 9258 6000
Fax +61 2 9258 6999
DX 388 Sydney
www.ashurst.com

BY EMAIL
Mr Nicholas Pullen
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
Level 14, Australia Square
264-278 George Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000

Dear Colleagues
Geoffrey Rush v Nationwide News Pty Limited & Anor
Federal Court of Australia Proceeding No. NSD2179/ 2017
We refer to the outlines of evidence served by your client on 21 September 2018.
We enclose an Outline of Evidence of Cohn Moody. At the case management hearing on 8 October
2018 our clients intend to apply to the Court for leave to rely upon Mr Moody's evidence at the
hearing of this matter.
We note that Mr Moody's evidence is responsive to matters set out in the outlines of evidence
served by your client on 21 September 2018 and as such we do not consider there to be any
prejudice to your client in our clients relying on Mr Moody's evidence.
Further, as Mr Moody is currently based overseas caring for his mother (as is apparent from the
Outline of Evidence), our clients propose that he give his evidence at the hearing via audio visual
link. Please let us know whether your client is agreeable to this course.
Yours faithfully
j(SletjtSk.
Ashurst
Enc.

Ashurst Australia (ABN 75 304 286 095) is a general partnership constituted under the laws of the Australian Capital Territory and is part of the
Ashurst Group.
253065299.02
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OUTLINE OF EVIDENCE OF COLIN MOODY
No.

NSD 2179 of 2017

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General
Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant
Nationwide News Pty Limited and another
Respondents

1.

My name is Colin Moody. I currently reside at Coolamaine Oylegate Enniscorthy Wexford
Eire Y21 KR20, in the Republic of Ireland where I am caring for my mother.

2.

I am an actor.

3.

I played the Duke of Cornwall in the Sydney Theatre Company's (STC) production of King
Lear, which was directed by Mr Neil Armfield and ran from 24 November 2015 to
9 January 2016 at Roslyn Packer Theatre in Sydney.
Mr Armfield's note to Mr Rush after the second or third preview

4.

From about 1 or 2pm on the day after each preview performance of King Lear the cast
would assemble as a group at the Roslyn Packer Theatre to receive "notes" from Mr
Armfield.

5.

On each occasion, Mr Armfield delivered these "notes" verbally to the cast, who would sit
down together to receive them.

6.

I refer to these sessions as "sit down note sessions".

7.

By way of background, at the end of the play, I am on stage alongside other members of
the cast as one of the various characters who die throughout the play. While we are
standing on stage, King Lear (played by Mr Geoffrey Rush) comes on stage carrying the
dead Cordelia (played by Ms Eryn Jean Norvill). During this scene, although I am
standing on the stage, I am looking out at the audience and not at King Lear (Mr Rush)
and Cordelia (Ms Norvill).

8.

During the second or third preview, I recall that at the end of this scene, Mr Rush took an
individual bow but started clowning which received a huge laugh from the audience. I
remember it clearly as this was a departure from the pre-rehearsed way of bowing, which
Mr Rush had followed during the first preview.

9.

The next day, I attended the sit down notes session with Mr Armfield, Mr Rush and the
rest of the cast. Mr Armfield said words to the following effect, which were directed to Mr
Rush:
"I don't think your clowning is right and it undermines the production".
"I felt that when you were over the dead body of Cordelia, what you were doing
was unclear and bordering on creepy".

1
252971546
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My subsequent experience of working with the STC
10.

I have worked on two further productions with the STC since King Lear, the most recent
being The Resistable Rise of Arturo Ui, which ran from about March to May 2018. I have
observed a noticeable difference in the way in which the STC is now informing actors of its
policies on harassment and bullying, and health and wellbeing, when compared to my
work for them on King Lear.

11.

On the first day of rehearsals for The Resistable Rise of Arturo Ui, the stage manager did a
house keeping speech and members of the cast received a little pack containing
information about parking, about the doctor — that was pretty standard with earlier
productions. I did not keep a copy of the pack given to me. What was new however, was
a speech regarding workplace bullying and health and wellbeing which was given by a
lady who described her role at the STC as a liaison between actors and management.
During the first week of rehearsals for The Resistable Rise of Arturo Ui, a psychologist
came to visit the cast over the lunch hour and ran through a list of options about how to
deal with issues as and when, or if, they develop. The cast was told that actors can
access a psychologist if they needed help and we were given information about coping
mechanisms and the contacts we could reach out to.

12.

The ability for actors to see a psychologist might have been available previously but this
was never pointed out to me during my work on King Lear.

13.

A second aspect of the stage manager's speech that was new was the emphasis on the
STC's policy on harassment in the workplace which was read out in full. While policies
such as these have previously been mentioned in passing, there was a much more
detailed speech about harassment and bullying in the workplace and about actors feeling
intimidated and bullied by other actors or directors.

2
252971546
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Tabs 3 to 3.6 Redacted: Suppressed Documents

NOTICE OF FILING
This document was lodged electronically in the FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA (FCA) on
9/04/2018 11:15:57 AM AEST and has been accepted for filing under the Court’s Rules. Details of
filing follow and important additional information about these are set out below.

Details of Filing

Document Lodged:

Affidavit - Form 59 - Rule 29.02(1)

File Number:

NSD2179/2017

File Title:

GEOFFREY ROY RUSH v NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED &
ANOR
NEW SOUTH WALES REGISTRY - FEDERAL COURT OF
AUSTRALIA

Registry:

Dated: 9/04/2018 11:16:01 AM AEST

Registrar
Important Information

As required by the Court’s Rules, this Notice has been inserted as the first page of the document which
has been accepted for electronic filing. It is now taken to be part of that document for the purposes of
the proceeding in the Court and contains important information for all parties to that proceeding. It
must be included in the document served on each of those parties.
The date and time of lodgment also shown above are the date and time that the document was received
by the Court. Under the Court’s Rules the date of filing of the document is the day it was lodged (if
that is a business day for the Registry which accepts it and the document was received by 4.30 pm local
time at that Registry) or otherwise the next working day for that Registry.
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Affidavit of Nicholas William Grant
Pullen sworn on 5 April 2018

Page
1

I, Nicholas William Grant Pullen, say on oath:
1.

I am a partner of HWL Ebsworth Lawyers and have the carriage of this matter for the
Applicant.

2.

The facts outlined in this Affidavit are matters within my knowledge and are true to the
best of my information and belief based on the instructions provided to me by the
Applicant.

Filed on behalf of:
Prepared by:
Name of law firm:
Address for service:
Email:
Tel: 03 8644 3408

The Applicant
Nicholas William Grant Pullen
Lawyer's code 179
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
Level 26, 530 Collins Street, Melbourne, Victoria, 3000
npullen hwle.com.au
DX
564, Melbourne
Fax:
1300 365 323
Attention:
Nicholas Pullen

Doc ID 541534313/v
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Ongoing hurt to the Applicant
3.

Since the publication of the matters complained of on 30 November 2017 and
1 December 2017 (Publications) the Applicant has continued to suffer tremendous
emotional and social hardship.

4.

The Applicant has found that as a direct result of the Publications he has been
constantly associated in Australia and internationally with the "#MeToo" movement that
involves allegations of sexual misconduct against colleagues in the entertainment
industry.

5.

Due to the Publications and the continuing coverage by the Respondents of the matter
complained of, the Applicant:
(a)

has been virtually housebound. In the first three months after release of the
Publications he rarely left his home;

(b)

feels uncomfortable when in public and will rarely attend public events;

(c)

whenever in public is full of anxiety as he believes people are staring at him in a
way that is very challenging, frightening and unnerving;

(d)

has lost his appetite and barely eats;

(e)

wakes up every morning with a terrible sense of dread about his future career;

(f)

is seriously concerned about the ongoing effect on his children and his wife
especially in the circles of friends and colleagues with whom they normally
socialise;

(g)

is worried for the well being of his children from the impact of the continuing
coverage;

(h)

believes that his worth to the theatre and film industry, together with the
community at large, is now irreparably damaged;

(i)

suffers lack of sleep and anxiety requiring medication; and

(j)

has retreated from and lacks the necessary motivation to conduct his normal
activities in the theatre and film industries.

Page 2
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Articles published by the First Respondent
6.

Between the publication of the matters complained of (on 30 November 2017 and 1
December 2017) and the filing of the Applicant's Statement of Claim (on 8 December
2017), the following articles about or concerning the Applicant have been published by
The Daily Telegraph, either in its newspaper or on its website:
(a)

2 December 2017. Article entitled "Rush rethink on awards - AACTA board in
crisis talks ahead of next week's gala ceremony", published on page 3 of the
newspaper.

(b)

2 December 2017. Article entitled "Sex scandals or power trip?", published on
page 42 of the newspaper, in which the Applicant is named in the same
paragraph as Louis C.K and Kevin Spacey (and others), in reference to a socalled "tidal wave of inappropriate behaviour claims".

(c)

3 December 2017. Article entitled "Rush quits arts academy", published on
page 13 of the newspaper. In that article, as is referred to at paragraph 2(i)(iii)
of the Applicant's Reply (filed on 28 March 2018), it is alleged that the
accusations against the Applicant were said to be "accusations of repeatedly
inappropriately touching a cast member during The Sydney Theatre Company's
stage production of King Lear, which ran from November 2015 to January
2016".

(d)

4 December 2017. Article entitled "Ugly open secret is centre stage - TV and
theatre star's warning", published on page 11 of the newspaper. In that article,
as is referred to at paragraph 2(i)(iv) of the Applicant's Reply, the Applicant is
named, and a photograph of the Applicant is published, alongside comments
made by actor Yael Stone in relation to the #metoo movement, including the
following comments: "The scale of this unspoken culture, and the abuse of
power manifested in sexual aggression, shouldn't really come as a
surprise...Now we are discovering that this culture also exists in Australia, the
truth is hitting home, and it hurts".
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(e)

5 December 2017. Article entitled "AACTA Awards: Stars of stage and screen
urge industry to tackle cancer of sexual harassment", which was published
online. In that article, as is referred to at paragraph 2(i)(v) of the Applicant's
Reply:

(i)

A prominent photograph of the Applicant was published immediately
above the following words: "This year's event has been overshadowed
by a series of sexual harassment and bullying allegations levelled at
some of entertainment's biggest stars following Hollywood's earthshaking Harvey Weinstein scandal";

(ii)

A paragraph referring to the Applicant having been "accused of
'inappropriate behaviour' towards a female co-star" was published
immediately above the following words: "TV presenter Don Burke is
also facing allegations he denies and dozens of other well-known
figures are expected to be accused of misconduct"; and

(iii)

The article concluded with the following words: "A poll released last
month by WIFT revealed 58 per cent of respondents have experienced
sexual harassment in the workplace".

(f)

5 December 2017. Article entitled "It'll be ugly but worth it - Stars of stage and
screen urge industry to tackle cancer of harassment", which was published on
the front page and on pages 8 and 9 of the newspaper.

(g)

7 December 2017. Article entitled "Rush j' ust playful': Director", published on
page 3 of the newspaper.

As is referred to at paragraph 2(i)(vii) of the

Applicant's Reply, that article appears immediately above another article
entitled "Spacey was sex suspect".
(h)

7 December 2017. Article entitled "'Brave' women win praise at glam awards",
which was published on page 3 of the newspaper. As is referred to at paragraph
2(i)(viii) of the Applicant's Reply, that article:

(i)

Commences with the following words: "Women speaking out against
abuse and harassment in the entertainment industry were last night
hailed as 'pioneers, while two more big names revealed they had also
been victims"; and
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(ii)

Refers to the Applicant in the same paragraph as Don Burke, as follows:
"The industry is reeling after allegations against former AACTA
president Geoffrey Rush, who stood down after being accused of
'inappropriate behaviour' towards a female co-star during a production
of King Lear - a claim he strongly denies. And TVpresenter Don Burke
isfacing multiple allegations, which he also denies".

(i)

7 December 2017. Article entitled "Sydney Theatre Company and King Lear
director backs Geoffrey Rush", which was published online.

7.

A copy of the articles referred to at paragraph 6, above, appear at pages 1 to 21 of
Exhibit NP-1.

8.

Following the filing of the Applicant's Statement of Claim (on 8 December 2017),
articles have continued to be published by The Daily Telegraph about or concerning the
Applicant, including:
(a)

9 December 2017. Article entitled "Hurt actor takes action - Telegraph faces
defamation suit", published on page 10 of the newspaper. As is referred to at
paragraph 2(q) of the Applicant's Reply, it is stated in that article:
The Daily Telegraph stands by its reporting of the complaint made
against Rush during his last stint at the STC for the production of King
Lear.
Editor Christopher Dore said the newspaper would defend its accurate
reporting in court.
'The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company
received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour, Mr Dore said. 'We will defend our position
in court'.

(b)

12 December 2017. Article entitled "Geoffrey Rush's bizarre Golden Globe
nomination rant", which was published online.

(c)

Following the filing of the Applicant's Interlocutory Application on 5 February
2018, and following the parties' first appearance before the Court on 8 February
2018, the following further articles were published:

(i)

8 February 2018. Article entitled "Geoffrey Rush tries to 'strike out'
parts of defamation defence", which was published online.
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(ii)

9 February 2018.

Article entitled "Rush in bid to block defence -

Actor's attempt to suppress claims", which was published on page 17 of
the newspaper.
(d)

Following the orders of 19 February 2018, which lifted the interim suppression
orders over the Respondents' Amended Defence (which had been served on 15
February 2018 and was then filed on 20 February 2018), a further article entitled "STOP DOING IT' - was published- on the front page and on pages 6
and 7 of the newspaper as well as online.

(e)

Following the orders of 20 March 2018, a further article, entitled "Rush case to
head for trial:• Tele may appeal truth defence ruling", was published on 21
March 2018 on page 12 of the newspaper as well as online.

(f)

Following the case management hearing on 27 March 2018, a further article,
entitled "STC could be a party in Rush legal case after King Lear complaints",
was published on 28 March 2018 on page 9 of the newspaper as well as online.

9.

A copy of the articles referred to at paragraph 8, above, appear at pages 22 to 36 of
Exhibit NP-1.

10.

In addition to the articles referred to in paragraphs 6 and 8, above, the following further
articles have been published by other newspapers of the First Respondent:
(a)

9 December 2017. An article published by The Australian, entitled "Celluloid
Ceiling". That article, as referred to at paragraph 2(i)(ix) of the Applicant's
Reply, includes the following words: "Now, however, the tsunami of sexual
harassment, assault and inappropriate behaviour allegations is engulfing some
of the arts and screen industry's most powerful men, including Australia's Don
Burke and Geoffrey Rush, who have both firmly denied the claims of
misconduct".

(b)

3 February 2018. An article published by The Australian, entitled "Rush tries to
censor paper's defence".

(c)

8 February 2018. An article published by The Australian, entitled Geoffrey
Rush secures interim order to gag The Daily Telegraph's evidence".

That

article, as referred to at paragraph 2(i)(x) of the Applicant's Reply, includes the
following words: "Mr Rush sued Nationwide News, publisher of The Daily
Telegraph, in December after it published a story detailing an investigation into
the actor by the Sydney Theatre Company over alleged sexual misconduct...".
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(d)

20 February 2018. Article published by The Australian, entitled "Actress at
heart of case against Rush revealed".

(e)

20 February 2018. Article published in The Courier Mail, entitled "STOP
DOING IT", in hardcopy on page 9 of the newspaper as well as online.

(f)

20 February 2018. Article published in The Herald Sun, entitled "Court hears
that actress repeatedly asked Geoffrey Rush to ...STOP DOING IT', in hardcopy
on page 5 of the newspaper as well as online.

(g)

16 March 2018. Article published in The Australian, entitled "Theatre bosses
put sex rules on centre stage".

(h)

19 March 2018. Article published in The Australian, entitled "The Diary".
That article, as referred to at paragraph 2(i)(xv) of the Applicant's Reply,
includes the following words:
[T]he Telegraph's amended defence documents, which were at one point
suppressed, include allegations Rush inappropriately touched Eryn
Jean Norvill while they were on stage in a Sydney Theatre Company
production of King Lear. Rush strenuously denies the allegations. The
newspaper's particulars of qualified privilege claim Norvill complained
to the STC that Rush 'had touched her genitals during the production of
King Lear without her consent'. Rush denies this claim and the actor
said it had not been raised with him by the complaint or the STC.

11.

A copy of the articles referred to at paragraph 10, above, appear at pages 37 to 53 of
Exhibit NP-1.

Further Articles Published Overseas
12.

In addition to the Australian articles referred to at paragraphs 6, 8 and 10, above, the
matters complained of have also received international publicity. The following are
examples, which are no means exhaustive, of articles published overseas:
In the UK
(a)

On 29 November 2017, article published in The Daily Mail, which includes a
comment that the Applicant's "alleged misconduct went on for months".

(b)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegations of
'Inappropriate Behaviour' in Play" published in The Independent.
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(c)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegation of
'Inappropriate Behaviour' published in The Huffington Post, which speculates
whether or not there was "a complaint about sexually inappropriate behaviour".

(d)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegation of
'Inappropriate Behaviour' in 'King Lear' Production" published in Yahoo News
UK.

(e)

On 1 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate
Behaviour' during King Lear Production" published in The Times UK

(f)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Steps Awayfrom Academy
President Role after Allegations of 'Inappropriate Behaviour' published in
Metro UK. The articles comments with the words: "Another day, another wave
of disturbing allegations in Hollywood.

This time, it's the turn of Oscar-

winning actor Geoffrey Rush..."
(g)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Quits Screen Industry
Post Over 'Inappropriate Behaviour' published in The Telegraph UK

(h)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Quits Industry Post Over
'Inappropriate Behaviour Claim" published in The Guardian.

(i)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Quits as President of
Australian Screen Academy after Claim of 'Inappropriate Behaviour'
published in The Standard UK

(j)

On 3 December 2017, article entitled "Rush Out - Oscar Winner Geoffrey Rush
Quits as President of Film Academy After Allegation of Sexual Harassment"
published in The Sun.

(k)

On 3 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Resigns from Australian
Film Body" published in Click Lancashire.

(1)

On 3 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Steps Down from
Australian

Screen Academy Following Allegation" published

in

The

Westmorland Gazette.
In the USA
(m)

On 29 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate
Behaviour' during Sydney Theatre Company Play" published in People.
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(n)

On 29 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegation of
'Inappropriate Behaviour' in 'King Lear' Production" published in Variety.

(o)

On 29 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegations of
'Inappropriate Behaviour' published in The Hollywood Reporter. That article
includes the following:
The issue of harassment in the workplace has dominated the Australia
news this week as allegations of indecent assault, sexual harassment
and bullying against Don Burke, the host and producer offormer toprated Nine Network lifestyle program, Burke's Backyard, were detailed
by former female employees. In total, over 200 women have come
forward with complaints against Burke since Fairfax Media and the
Australian Broadcasting Corp broke the story earlier in the week.

(p)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate
Behaviour' at Theater" published in Fox Boston.

(q)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate
Behaviour' at Theater" published in NBC New York. That article includes the
following:
Harvey Weinstein's ouster from the Weinstein Company in light of
multiple sexual misconduct allegations against him is causing
thousands of other women to speak up and speak out against powerful
abusers in the workplace.

(r)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate
Behaviour' Allegations" published in Screen Rant. That article opens with the
words: "Amid the barrage of sexual harassment allegations over the past few
months, Geoffrey Rush is the latest actor to be accused of inappropriate
behaviour".

(s)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate
Behaviour' at Theater" published in Business Insider.

(t)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegation of
'Inappropriate Behaviour' during 'King Lear' Production" published in
Indie Wire.
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(u)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Actor Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegations
of 'Inappropriate behaviour' published in Syracuse.

(v)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegations of
'Inappropriate Behaviour' published in Fox News.

(w)

On 1 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate
Behaviour' at Theater" published in Chicago Tribune.

(x)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Resigns from Academy
Presidency, Blaming 'Unjustifiable' Reports about Inappropriate Behaviour"
published in Vulture. That article opens with the words: "Earlier this week,
Geoffrey Rush became the latest prominent man in Hollywood to be embroiled
in the post-Harvey Weinstein reckoning..."

(y)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Resigns from the
Australian Academy over Accusations of 'Inappropriate Behaviour' published
in AV Club.

(z)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Quits Industry Job after
'Inappropriate Behaviour' Claim" published in ABS-CBN.

(aa)

On 3 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Quits Industry Job after
'Inappropriate Behavior' Claim" published in Rappler.

(bb)

On 4 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Steps Down as Australian
Academy President Amid Allegations of Inappropriate Behaviour" published in
Los Angeles Times.

(cc)

On 8 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Sues Sydney Newspaper
over Sexual Predator Allegations" published in USA Today.

(dd)

On 8 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Sues Australia's Daily
Telegraph for 'False, Pejorative and Demeaning Claims' published in The
Wrap. That article appears just above a photograph of Harvey Weinstein, Kevin
Spacey, and others, and just above the following words:
In the wake of the Harvey Weinstein sexual misconduct scandal, women
and men alike have been more vocal about speaking out against
unwanted sexual advances and contact.

The accusations have been

many, and the reaction andfallout has been swift across the industry.
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(ee)

On 13 December 2017, article entitled "Want to Know if You're Watching
Something Made by an Alleged Sexual Harasser? Check this Database"
published in Rotten Apples. That article opens with the words: "Every day, it
seems like yet another powerful figure in Hollywood is accused of sexual
misconduct. These accusations pervade just about every level of Hollywood..."
On 30 January 2018, article entitled "After Weinstein: More than 100 HighPowered Men Accused of Sexual Misconduct" published in USA Today. The
Applicant appears in that that article, which opens with the words: "Since the
allegations of sexual abuse by Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein surfaced
on Oct. 5, women have been stepping forward to publicly share their stories of
sexual misconduct".

(gg)

On 20 February 2018, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Inappropriately Touched
Actress, Lawyer tells Courtroom" published in Fox News.
On 30 March 2018, article entitled "The Never Ending List of Accused Perverts"
published in Lone Conservative. The Applicant's name appears in that list of
"celebrities and public figures who have recently been accused of sexual
misconduct".

In Canada
(ii)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Steps Down as President
of Australian Academy after Allegations of 'Improper Behaviour' while
Performing with Theatre Company" published in ET Canada.
On 4 April 2018, article entitled "A bit of Geoffrey Rush goes too far in in Final
Portrait", published on the website of Georgia Straight. That article, which is
about the Applicant's role in the 2017 film "Final Portrait", includes the
following sentence: "Hard to say if Rush's current #MeToo problems inform the
role or hinder it".

In India
(kk)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegations of
'Inappropriate Behaviour in Play" published in Hindustan Times.

(11)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush: Never Involved in any
'Inappropriate Behaviour' published in Times of India.
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(mm)

On 1 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Inappropriate
Behaviour at Theatre" published in The Indian Express.

In Ireland
(nn)

On 19 February 2018, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush's Repeated Touching
Made Actor 'Uncomfortable, Court Told" published in The Irish Times.

In France
(oo)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Quits Industry Post Over
'Inappropriate Behaviour' Claim" published in Echo Service.

In Japan
(pp)

On 3 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Quits Industry Job after
'Inappropriate Behaviour' Claim" published in Japan Today.

13.

A copy of the articles referred to at paragraph 12, above, appear at pages 54 to 305 of
Exhibit NP-1.
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Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
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Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant

Nationwide News Pty Limited and another
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Date:
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Rush rethink on awards
AACTA board in crisis talks ahead of next week's gala ceremony
MARIA SAW

nesday.The AACTA board met
this week while executives
THE Australian Academy of debated how to proceed.
Cinema and Television Arts
'They hope it will blow
(AACTA) has held crisis talks in over," a source said. "But they
the wake of accusations of In- are really not sure what to do."
appropriate behaviour' levelled
Board members include
at the organisation's president, Mark Morrissey. Noni HazleOscar winner Geoffrey Rush.
hurst, Brian Walsh, Margaret
Rush, who has denied the Pomeranz and Alan Finney.
allegations made by a female
Until the allegations were
co-star during the Sydney made public on Thursday by
Theatre Company's production The Daily Telegraph, AACI'A
of King Lear, was due to open planned to open the televised
AACFA's seventh annual awards night with a prerecordawards ceremony next Wed- ed video featuring Rush (right)

and comedian Rebel Wilson.
AACTA issued a no comment yesterday, refusing to disdose its plans for the video.
Board members also dedined
to comment last night, hanging
upwhen contacted. in.'s also
unknown if Rush will walk
the red carpet on Wed- ,rnesday.
Former Neighbours
star Meyne Wyatt, who
starred in the King
Lear production
with Rush, has
.-.
taken to social

7.41F4if

t've Swain with her dog Joixy
at home in Balgowlitt toddy.
Mauro! Justin Lloyd
Am-

media to confirm he believes his
female castmate. And fellow
actor Brandon McClelland, who
worked alongside the actor who
made the complaint against
Rush, posted: "It wasn't a misunderstanding.'
In a statement released exclusively to The
Saturday Telegraph, an
agent for former STC
artistic director Andrew
Upton said Upton
was unaware of
the complaint
made against

Rush until it was aired in the
media this week. Upton is married to Cate Blanche% an
AACTA ambassador who has
worked closely with Rush on
films such as Elizabeth and
Oscar And Lucinda.
The statement read: "Andrew Upton programmed King
Lear in 2014 as part of his final
season as artistic director of
the STC. He and his family
moved to the UK shortly after
Christmas 2015 so that the
children could start schooL
"The complaint in regard to

Mr Rush, ofwhich Andrew was
unaware, was registered after
King Lear had dosed in 2016."
In November, AACTA issued a statement in the wake of
various international =MAC
`AACIA's aim is to reozgnise, encourage, promote and
celebrate film and television
excellence in Australia. We
also recognise our role in
working with our members in
upholding standards in our industry that wean all be proud
of, including the provision of a
safe and respectful woricplace"
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THEY have always been man's best friend
but now our favourite petsare going the
extra mile to help puppy pals to need.
The Australian Animal Wood Bart: In
Moorebank has 40 doggie donorsrrest
to give blood and ls loold ng for more .er e
legged lifesavers as the weather heats up.

E

1

Each donation hasate A N'Jmy to save
three other dogs over surnmer.when
veterinarians are presented with rising
numbers of pets of
bysnakebites and
heat stroke. 03-onflnator Rebecca Charter's
said If a pet had a serious operation or been
In an acddent.chances were that theywould
need an animal blood transfusion tosurvive.
Her own dog has donated blood more
than 20 times since the clinic opened almost

A1.4- V

Wooers ago.'The demand Is increasing.
'our busiest months come Into any public
holiday. the Christmas season Is the busiest
as a lot more people are on holidays.'
The Animal Blood Bank Is based in Bargo.
but operates from a dlnic In Mocrebank and
aims to eventually offer a at donation
service. But for now itsa dogs-only affair
where pooches are rewarded with a bowl of
chicken for their donation.
esja
x
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COKE CRACKDOWN A RINGING SUCCESS

To advertise call 9288 2104
re ...mall 11,WaliVer the„ news (0111.M1

A strike force arrest

• - •
;P.
• - ?• MORE than 30 drug arrests have been spector Stuart Belt Rens to orderinga pizza.
made after a two-month sting smashed
"It shows that the demand for cocaine is
' "dial-a-dealer" cocaine operations through- high while the demand is high, we'll conout Sydney — and officers are warning cas- tinue to run these types of investigations,' he
ual coke consumers that if your phone said.
number is in the dealers' contact lists a text
So far 36 people have been arrested 28
from the police may soon be on theway.
men and eight women — and police have
Strike Force Northrop was established in seized almost 500g of cocaine, 196g of
September to target cocaine syndicates alleg- MDMA, steroids, $120,000 cash, two loaded
edly using a central phone number to direct firearms and multiple vehicles.
customers to convenient drug drop locations
"The cocaine seized would have equated
a business model that Detective Chief In- to about 500 street deals," Oct Bell said.
An arrest In Redfern.
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EXTRA

OPINION

Sex scandals or power trip?
N
Behind the wave of
inappropriate
behaviour claims is
one fact feminists
don't want to face:
That this scourge
has nothing to do
with gender

ARRACLOUGH

1 ell, it certainly looks
like 'IV gardener Don
Burke had a shady
side Not everything
was out there, basking
and blossoming in the radiant sunshine. Rather, a secret offshoot
thrived in the shadows.
As the week unfolded, the gardening guru faced an enfilade of sexual
harassment claims, which he has
strongly denied. Allegations range
from using abusive language to foreing a woman onto a bed.
Here we have it; the first wave of
Weinstein reckoning has arrived in
Australia.
The tidal wave ofinappropriate behaviour claims keeps growing around
the globe Matt Lauer, Geoffrey Rush,
Garrison Keillor, Richard Branson,
Ben AMeck, Brett Ratner, Ed Westwick, Jeremy Piven, Kevin Spacey,
Louis C.K. The list has, grimly,
become so long it could fill this paper
— and then wrap around again.
Here is the problem staring feminism directly in the face. Right now
would have been the time to show the
agenda was set, guidelines were clear
and equality was a shimmering focus.
But, upon closer inspection, the
face is gnarled and ugly; the phantom of feminism is here.It is revealingitself to be hatred ofmen.
Not every man listed above is
an "abuser', "monster", "predator" and "evil".
Some may even be completely innocent However,
countless fern-folk are so eagerly plunging the dagger at this
point, they keep stabbing even
though it's dripping with blood.
Who cares whoseit is7
No apology will ever be good
enough for the witch who bathes in
male tears for this is now about "we
were right".
Put the knife down and catch your
breath Oneshe label does not fitall
Trial by media is not a legitimate
justice system and neither should it
be. Naming and shaming is not progress and your hellbent vicious
revenge is a telling reflection of what
you always were.
If all of those men are deemed as
sinister as Weinstein, the world is in
dire trouble.Rape is not the same as a
risque joke.
Most men — and a large percentI

tin

no.

• ••••
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age of women —would beout ofajob
by that staple. If you disagree with
that, I would suggest you are not livingin the real world that the majority
inhabit. Perhaps you want echoing
offices toyourseives?
Secret buttons under desks toclose
doom without moving from your
chair (in Lames case) is not, by any
stretch of the vengeful imagination,
the equivalent of a socially awkward
(un)wise crack
Feminism:ifyou are determined to
continue losing what's left of your
wavering support, keep going. It
seems you have learnt nothing from
the worldevents of the lastyear.
All conversations and heated
debate have focused on sexism. This
is,many say,allabout disnantlitigthe
power of the patriarchy.
Other key fern-phrases are peppered through diScussiona misogyny,
objectification,andinequity.

hies,

.

Truth is, it's not, b it?
Burke wasn't protected (allegedly,
reportedly, and all thatjazz) by Channel 9 because of his gender. He was
protected because of the huge revenue he drew into thestation.
Therefore, this isn't a conversation
about sexism —it's about money and
power.
Those two things are the real
untouchables, not men. Businesses
like money magnets— whatever they
look like.
Call it money, or greed, or capitalism, choose a label as you wish, but
make no mistake, this is not about
sexism.
This week's conversations strike
me as incredibly naive. Who honestly
believes that if there aremorewomen
in positions of power rancid behaviour will be eraclicated?
That's a fool's game.
Vile behaviour will merely look

different and speak in softer tones.
Women are not better than men, they
arejust different.
Ifyou have no sliding scale or clarity of judgment, offensive behaviour
will be just as comfortable in a pants
suit Put as many women in charge as
your quotas now demand. The world
may shift, but it will still be about
money. The new currency will be
pussy power.
We may feel momentarily refreshed and pleased with our gleaming
new appearance after this tidal wave
relents,butit won't last long.
Gender'snot theproblem. Neither
Mit the solution. Ultimately the heart
of evil is not "toxic masculinity", it is
money.
Masculinity is not one of the seven
deadly sins, greed M. Perhaps we
should pause for thought and ensure
we're waging war against the right
target

Coal in stockings for Christmas truck protests
n the Australia of almost 2018,
where all our other problems
have been solved, our roads are
wide and dear, our hospitals
overflowing with spare beds, and
our schools turning out students who
can beat any brainiac from Singapore
to Stockholm, it's no wonder that
some people have time to be annoyed
about a truck.
Or, to be more specific, a CocaCola truck all decked out for Christmas with a great big jolly Santa
painted on the side.
To the horror of a group calling
itself "Parents' Voice", the holiday
Coke truck is doing a tour of NSW
and Queensland,holdinga number of
charity events for the Salvosalong the
way, and will wind up its trip at Sydney's Carols in the Domain.
Having garnered a little over 700
signatures at press time. Pwents'
Voice says this is no festive fundraiser

JAMES
MORROW
but rather "a giant mobile billboard
marketing unhealthy products to vulnerable communities".
And a merry Christmas to you, too,
Parents' Voice.
It is tempting to dismiss this sort of
thing out ofhand, though as an example of the combination of anti-capitalism and condescension that typically
informs the busybody mindset, it's
pretty hard to beat.
Of course, 'billboards" and "marketing" are nothing more than evil
money-making.mind-control devices
and techniques.
And 'vulnerable communities" is a
not-so-secret code for "people who

need people like us to do their thinking for them".
It is also easy to mock this sort of
killjoy behaviour or hit back with all
the usual lines about personal choice
and parental responsibilly.
Though it is also probably fair to
ask whether the conveners of the
group have personally pledged to
bake dietetic Christmas biscuits this
year and serve only the lowest fat,
most non-alcoholic eggnog.
But that sort of argument is small
thinking and fails to take the arguments of Parents' Voice seriously. If
anything, this mob is missing the forest for the Christmas trees.
Think about It If running a softdrink truck through towns where
there is a high proportion of overweight kids is a problem, why on
earth are these communities allowed
to celebrate Christmas at all when the
pop-culture version of the holiday
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centres around the myth of a big fat
man loading everyone up with consumer goods?
And if marketing and billboards
area problem because, as the petition
states, "one in four Australian kids
(are) overweight or obese", what
about the $56 billion in credit-card
debt Australians are expected to rack
up over November and December?
Given that no small part of that
spend is likely to occur in 'vulnerable
communities" in response to 'pester
power' (the catch-all cover used by
parents who find it too hard to say no
to their kids), why not ban all Christmas-themed advertising?
Really, it just smacks of too much
excess and fun when we should be
teaching our kids to exercise, eat
right, and contribute productively to
the GDP.
If they were really serious, the protesters would direct their ire not at

Coca-Cola but at the entire edifice of
Christmas itself.
It's sometimes said people who get
exercised about things such as this are
just a new incarnation of the Puritans,
whose doctrines writer H.L Menden
once satirised as thehauntingfear that
someone, somewhere may be happy.
Though, in their defence, the Puritans who sailed forAmerica are said to
have only pulled in at Plymouth Rock
because they had run out ofbeer.
As it turns out, this is more
accurate than most breezy historical
comparisons.
Back in Puritan times, Christmas
was barely marked at all as they
thought it all too pagan and fun.
Sadly, records are fuzzier when it
comes to obesity rates in 17th-century
New England. But making the kids
bring in the harvest probably burned
more calories than playing X-Box.
Twitter: isgpwafork
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We hear ya but
cant really Sia
KATHY McCABE
ITS pop but not as you know it when
delivered in a stadium by that delightfully
bewigged mtnical eccentric Sia.
The Australian songwriter to the stars
has built her own career on anonymity.
defiantly swapping fame fora black-an dwhite wig and a platform in the shadows
at her Sydney concert in front of 30.000
fans at Allianz Stadium on a rainy
Saturday night.
The performance art meets
interpretative dance experience may
have polarised her Melbourne audience.
but it was clear young fans at her Sydney
concert got the memo about this nonconventional pop show. Tween girls
wearing her signature bob wig mirrored
every move executed by Sia's teen alter
ego Maddie Ziegler.
The woman behind so many charttoppers, from concert opener Alive to
Diamonds by Rihanna. sang strongly as
dancers interpreted her songs.
The video screens broadcast preordect dips. occasionally starring
store Kristen WE& Paul Gano and Ben
Mendelson which were mirrored by the
live performance on stage.
Close ups appeared designed to assure
the audience Sia was definitely in the
house. Of course. it would have been
better had she reached out to her
audience with some thank yous. But
that's Sia. She never promised anything
more than this. And the deafening cheers
show they got what they came for.

Sta and her
visual alter
ego Maddie
Ziegler.
Picture:
Anthony
Smith
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Rush quits arts academy
EXCLUSIVE
JONATHON MORAN
ACADEMY Award-winning
- Geoffrey Rush yesterod down as president
ts,
-Australian Academy of
Cinema, Television and Arts
(AACTA) in the wake of allegations of Inappropriate
behaviour" levelled against
him by a female co-star.
Rush will no longer attend
the annual AACTA Awards in
Sydney on Wednesday, and
producersof thelive television

broadcast have
scrapped
a
video introduction to the
night that he
filmed
with
Rebel Wilson
lastweek.
"AACTA
Rush.
acknowledges
the
decision
today of Geoffrey Rush to voluntanly step aside as president
of AACTA and accepts and
respects his decision to do so,"
AACTA said in a statement
"We have been deeply con-

cerned about the situation
and support a course of action
that both respects Geoffrey's
rights to the presumption of
innocence and due process,
but also acknowledges good
corporate governance in these
circumstances."
The Sunday Telegraph can
reveal the allegations against
Rush — which he has repeatedly denied— caused a major
shake-up of the AACIA board.
Factel executive director of
television Brian Walsh has
written to the board to notify it
of hisnsignation.

Others on the board include
Noni Hazlehurst A Ian Finney.
Margaret Pomeranz and Mark
Morrissey.
Foxtel and Channel 7 are
the broadcast partners of the
event and are understood to
have contacted AACTA on
Friday with concerns about
Rush's position as bead of the
organisation as well as his
participation in the ceremony.
"We were jointly concerned about sending the
wrong message to the community and brought everyone
back to the table to consider

FT4 UPCOMINGTOURSBYMJRPRESENTS
Belle an
TEXAS
Sebastia

the situation," a Channel 7
spokeswoman said.
Rush. 66, has strongly denied accusations of repeatedly
inappropriately touching a cast
member during The Sydney
Theatre Company's stage produclion of King Lear, which
ran from November 2015 to
January 2016.
It is understood the alleged
incidents at times occurred in
full view of the audience in the
Roslyn Padrer Theatre.
The STC confirmed a complaint was made after the production came to an end.
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While the actor who filed
the complaint has asked not to
be named. two of her fellow actors have come out in support
of her. indurfing King Lear costar Meyne Raoul Wyaii.
I was in the glow: Wyatt
wrote on social merfia after The
Daily Telegraph broke the
story. I believe (the person)
who has come forward'
A Sunday Telegraph journalist attempted to contact
Rush at his Melbourne home
yesterday.wherehiswife„actor
Jane Menelaus, would not
comment.
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Cruel end
as system
fails kids
gam

UGLY OPEN
SECRET IS
CENTRE
STAGE

ANNA UIDIVELL
STATE POLITICAL EDITOR

THERE has been a dramatic
rise in the number of children
committing suicide after coming into contact with the NSW
child safety system. according
to a shocking new report.
The government has been
alerted to the horror statistic
that, in 20I6,11 children aged
between 13 and 17 and known
by the Department of Families
and Community Services
(FACS) committed suicide. In
the three years prior, that
number had been steady at
around five deaths per year.
Family Services Vintner Pm
Cloward declared the government must 'continuously improve its duld safety systems
( 'asp vulnerable children
-rig people safe'.
port into the deaths
of ti. _aildren known by the
child safety system noted that
all but one of the victims had
experienced childhood trauma
including "physical abuse,
domestic violence and sexual
assault,' but that despite this
FACS did not recognise the
children needed help.
"FACS did not recognise
the children as being in need of
care and support and therefore
we missed opportunities to
understand the risk their behaviour posed to other children and themselves: the Child
Deaths Annual Report said.
It detailed how the warning
signs existed 'A number of the
children were suffering from
mental health problems prior
to their death. Reported concerns were about risk-taking
behaviour, such as problematic
substance use and self-harm.
Several of the children had
made a previous suicide attempt or had made threats to
ervn their life."
-'es as statewide figures
i of all children across
thee
identified in the past
year as being at risk of significant harm, just one in three
were assessed face-to-face by
caseworkers. In October, Coroner Harriet Graeme — considering the suicide of a 13year-old boy known to FACS
— warned the government the
system was in "ongoing crisis.
That boy had been reported
to FACS multiple times, but
was not adequately followed up
before his 2013 death. Coroner
Graeme said in his findings 'It
is more than a sad state of affairs, it is an ongoing crisis.
Time after time this court grapples with the under-resound
Department of Families and
Community Services".
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ACCLAIMED Australian actor and
Sydney Theatre Company regular
Yael Stone says the 'truth is hitting
home" after complaints of inappropriate conduct in the local entertainment
industry exposed a culture which has
been an ugly 'open secret".
Stone — who stars in the popular
US series Orange Is The New Black —
says "clear guidelines" and 'well established, protected systems' must be put
in place tosafeguard actors.
The comments follow legendary
actor Geoffrey Rush standing down as
president of the Australian Academy
of Cinema, Television and Arts in the
wake of allegations of 'inappropriate
behaviour towards a female co-star
during the STCs recent production of
King Lear.
Rush has vehemently denied the
accusations and any wrongdoing.
'The scale of this unspoken culture,
and the abuse of power manifested in
sexual aggression, shouldn't really
come as a surprise," Stone. 32, said.
'But the fact that we have collectively kept an open secret like this for
so long is inherently shocking
`Now we are discovering that this
culture also exists in Australia, the
truth is hitting home, and it hurts."
Stone has done several shows with
the STC — induding Frankenstien.
Elting and Honour.
She was set to be part of its 2018
season until she fell pregnant
Stone said social media's #metoo
movement, which has gathered steam
after allegations of sexual misconduct were levelled at Hollywood
producer Harvey Weinstein,
has meant power "imbalance"
is no longer "enough to keep
less powerful victims silent'.
'Some of those accused of
inappropriate behaviour have never considered
their
manner of operating unsavoury or
upsettnig, be-
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Orwrge Is The New Black actor
Sad Stone and Onset) as
Moretto and (above right)
Geoffrey Rush.
Main Picture: Stephen Cooper

SCOUTS' GIRLS GUIDE
SCOUT leaders in the UK 'hello gentlemen" should
have been told to avoid re- be avoided and warns
ferring to children as"boys" against calling female
and "girls" to ensure that Scouts ladies".
transgender members are
The advice has come to
light just a week after it was
not offended.
Official guidelines in- revealed that the Girl
struct leaders to use "gen- Guides in the UK now allder-neutral" phrases such ows boys who believe they
as "hello. everybody" when are female to share changaddressing Scout troops.
ing rooms and toilets with
They also say the phrase girls while camping.
Vt. TELEMCZMA

TV and theatre star's warning

•

V"2.1

cause the culture has fostered it,'
she wrote in a piece yesterday for
the Guardian.
'or those on the receiving end,
it is so hard for a less experienced
person to say 'stop' when the world
you're trying to break into keeps
saying 'this is normal'.
"We create the normal, and we
are respoinahle for it"
Stone says that some people assume that the "creative arts' is a
"space where it's impossible to keep
interpersonal and power dynamics
healthy".
But shesays that is wrong.
'As these issues come to light
more publicly, both at home in Australia and abroad, I have great faith
that the major storytelling houses
— and all workplaces — will take
the opportunity to examine their
culture, and foster an environment
in which everyone can feel safe:
she said.
The Daily Telegraph last week
revealed the STC had revised its
HR policies in the wake of the
IMO
complaint against Rush.
'We have reviewed policies and procedures in
place and that indudes educating actors when they
come into the company
about our intolerance of inappropriate behaviour,who they
should speak to and encouraging them to
speak up." executive
director of the STC
Patrick McIntyresaid.

Children get the run of the House

Bridgette van Leuven.

IT has hosted some of the biggest
names in entertainment but next
year, the Sydney Opera House will
be home to a 78-storey treehouse
and a billionaire boy.
Australia's cultural icon has a
goal to host the biggest showcase
of children's entertainment in the
country. Bridgette Van Leuven,
Head of Children, Families and
Creative Learning said: 'It is our
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fervent belief and desire to treat
our younger audience with the respect they deserve and present
shows of world renown for them
to enjoy."
The Opera House first began
programming for children in 1977,
four years after it first opened.
'Four decades on, our program
readies 650,000 young people
and their families each year and is

a foundation for learning and inspiring the next generation of innovators, creators and future
leaden," Ms Van Leuven said.
The 2018 Children's program
indudes the stage adaptation of
Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton's bestseller The 78-Storey
Treehouse and the production of
David Walliame hit book Billionaire Boy. among many others.
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AACTA Awards: Stars of stage
and screen urge industry to
tackle cancer of sexual
harassment
Karlie Rutherford & Kris Crane, The Daily Telegraph
December 5, 2017 1:29pm
Subscriber only

@0

AUSTRALIA's version of the Oscars has been hit by a lastminute plot twist that has put the dark side of the
entertainment industry squarely in the spotlight.
The Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts (AACTA) Awards
are supposed to be a celebration of local film and television, with honour
and homage paid to the giants of stage and screen, but the question many
were asking as the show kicked off yesterday was — how will this story
end?
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CI Oscar winner Geoffrey Rush has been stood down as AACTA president. Picture: Jordan
Strauss/Invision/AP
This year's event has been overshadowed by a series of sexual harassment
and bullying allegations levelled at some of entertainment's biggest stars
following Hollywood's earth-shaking Harvey Weinstein scandal.
Actor, writer and director Josh Lawson said the industry was in transition
and would emerge stronger.
"I think like a lot of people. I stand beside all victims ... and I look forward
to the new normal where anyone of any gender can work without
intimidation and fear and on equal footing and equal pay," he said at
yesterday's AACTA luncheon.
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Josh Lawson said the industry will emerge
stronger. Picture: Ben Rushton

et Walking Dead star Callan McAuliffe worked
with Rush and described him as a gentleman.
Picture: Richard Dobson

"It's like cutting out a tumour, it's messy, it's bloody and ultimately we will
be better for it."
Among the figures in the spotlight is AA CTA president and Oscar winner
Geoffrey Rush who has stood down from his position after being accused of
"inappropriate behaviour" towards a female co-star during a recent stage
production of King Lear. A claim he strongly denies.
TV presenter Don Burke is also facing allegations he denies and dozens of
other well-known figures are expected to be accused of misconduct.
At yesterday's ceremony winners of production categories were announced
in advance of tomorrow's awards night, but the mood was subdued. Rush's
fellow AACTA board member, respected film critic Margaret Pomeranz,
refused to walk the red carpet or enter the media room after winning Best
Female Presenter and ignored requests for interviews.
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Margaret Pomeran7 refused to walk the red carpet, enter the media room and ignored
requests for interviews. Picture: Richard Dobson

Actor and fellow board member Noni Hazlehurst refused to comment,
while Susie Porter said she respected Rush's decision to step down.
Walking Dead star Callan McAuliffe, who worked with Rush on Hollywood
film The Book Thief, threw his support behind the actor, whom he
described as a gentleman.
But he also revealed he'd been subjected to sexual harassment during his
career without naming the perpetrator.
"It has happened to me before which is uncomfortable. People grope you,"
the 22-year-old said. "I certainly wouldn't call myself a victim.
MORE: ACTORS SUPPORT WOMAN WHO COMPLAINED OF
TOUCHING
MORE: RUSH DENIES ACCUSATION OF 'INAPPROPRIATE
BEHAVIOUR'
"I am not a victim of anything so severe as what we are hearing about now.
But, you get the hug which lasts too long. Or someone taps you in a place
where you would not tap someone else."
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Actor Hunter Page-Lochard, who appeared with Rush in Bran Nue Dae,
said while he would not comment on Rush's specific allegations because "I
don't know anything personally" he supported people speaking out about
inappropriate conduct.
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it Actor Hunter Page-Lochard is supporting
people speaking out. Picture: Richard Dobson

80o Words star Melina Vidler is throwing her
support to women across the world telling their
stories. Picture: Lisa Maree Williams/Getty
Images
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ABC host Julia Zemiro also refused to comment on Rush, but said abuse
was rampant in the industry.
"If you are a woman you are not shocked by men behaving poorly," she
said.
"I've not had a hideous time of it. I am extremely proud of the women ...
who are speaking out. We have to start calling out behaviours when they
happen."
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CI ABC host Julia Zemiro wouldn't comment on

CI Emma Booth says she is aware inappropriate

Rush but agreed abuse was rampant in the
industry. Picture: Richard Dobson

behaviour goes on and described the movement
as a 'beautiful change'. Picture: Richard Dobson

Melina Vidler, who won a Logie for her role in 800 Words, threw her
support behind the women across the globe telling their stories: "It's really
difficult to say because you don't want to tell your mother or your husband,
let alone the world ... it shows how resilient women are."
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J1 Actress Susie Porter.

There was a notable absence of discussion on the issue of the day from the
presenters and award winners, however, AACTA did announce its
collaboration with Women in Film and Television in NSW (WIFT),
supporting an industry forum next week to address harassment.
A poll released last month by WIFT revealed 58 per cent of respondents
have experienced sexual harassment in the workplace.
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of Rush
departure

SALLY RAWSTRORNE
FOXTEL and Channel 7 forced
the Australian Academy of
Cinema. Television and Arts to
take a stand on Geoffrey Rush
after allegations of inappropriate behaviour were levelled
against the superstar.
The networks took the extraordinary measure of writing
a joint letter to AACTA chief
executive Damian Trewbella,
leading to Rush (pictured) stepping down as president of the
organisation over the weekend
"The entertainment industry .. is under intense scrutiny
in relation to allegations of unacceptable
behaviour by
individuals in
all areas of our
businesses."
Foxtel
boss
Peter Tonagh
and Seven's director of programming Angus
Ross wrote. 'Both of our companies take very seriously the
importance of having a safe
and trusted work environment
for our employees. The reason
for this letter is to ensure that
any organisation with which
we are associated takes the
same approach and adheres to
the same principle-.
The Daily Telegraph understands the letter was sent on
Friday, a day after the AACTA
board met for crisis talks.
Foxtel executive director of
television Brian Walsh resigned from his post on the
board after that meeting.
'We are concerned that the
current events affecting the industry may impact on the integrity of the awards broadcast
nod Wednesday night." the
-lel-Seven letter read
ectel and Seven seek as.. .ace every effort will be
made to ensure that nest Wednesday night's event is one of
celebration for achievement in
film and television. To that end
we are concerned toensure the
board expresses AACTA's
general condemnation ofinappropriate behaviour by anyone
associated with the industry."

66 This
happens a
lot to people
t every single
day and we
7-- all have our
stories. And
that's the
sad thing
about It,
r.'
Ws; not a
surprise.

66 I think the one way you
can look at this is
positive ... it's the only
way you can lookat
it, It's like cutting out
a tumour, it's messy, it's
bloody and ultimately
'We willbebetterfor it.

MELINA VIDLER

fire It has happened to me
before Tile industry
is a very hyper sexual
one. It happens to the
best and worst of Us.
CALLAN MCA [IL UTE

Stars of stage and screen urge industry
KARIMRUIRERFORD
& KR5 CRANE
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Susie Porter,

AUSTRALIA's version of the
Oscars has been hit by a lastminute plot twist that has put
the dark side of the entertainment industry squarely in the
spotlight.
The Australian Academy
of Cinema and Television
Arts (AACTA) Awards are
supposed to be a celebra) tion of local film and tele./ vision, with honour and
homage paid to the giants of
stage andscreen,but the question many were asking as the
show kicked offyesterday was
— how will this story end?
This year's event has been

overshadowed by a series of
sexual harassment and bullying allegations levelled at
some of entertainment's biggest stars following Hollywood's earth-shaking Harvey
Weinstein scandal.
Actor, writer and director
Josh Lawson said the industry
was in transition and would
emerge stronger.
"I think like a lot of people.
I stand beside all victims ...
and I look forward to the new
normal where anyone of any
gender can work without intimidation and fear and on
equal footing and equal pay;
he said at yesterday's AACTA
luncheon.
"It's like cutting out a tu-

mour. it's messy, it's bloody
and ultimately we will be better for it."
Among the figures in the
spotlight is AACTA president
and Oscar winner Geoffrey
Rush who has stood down
from his position alter being
accused of 'inappropriate behaviour towards a female costar during a recent stage
production of King Lear, A
claim he strongly denies.
TV presenter Don Burke is
also facing allegations he denies and dozens of other wellknown figures are expected to
be accused of misconduct.
At yesterday's ceremony
winners of production categories were announced in ad-
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THIS CHRISTMAS,
YOUR DONATION CAN
MAKE WISHES COME TRUE.

vance of tomorrow's awards
night, but the mood was subdued. Rush's fellow AACTA
board member, respected film
critic Margaret Pomeranz, refused to walk the red carpet or
enter the media room after
winning Best Female Presen
ter and ignored requests for
interviews.
Actor and fellow board
member Noni Hazlehurst refused to comment,while Susie
Porter said she respected
Rush's decision to step down.
Walking Dead star Callan
McAuliffe, who worked with
Rush on Hollywood film The
Book Thief, threw his support
behind theactor,whom he described as a gentleman. But he
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Mercedes
rage led
to death

BUT WORT IT
.

.

tJ

66 I support (people
speaking out) where
It's valid ... you have to
stand behind the right.

• foxtel

y e

HUNTER PAGE-LOCI LARD

4
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• "I've seen bits and pieces
- I also used to model
so I've seen it there.

66 I am
extremely
proud of
ite women
who ... are
qeaking
"t. We
have to start
calling out
behaviours
',viten they
ilappen.
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It's not something
that's hugely afiated
me but people know
it's been going on
and I think it's a R
beautiful change.
.

A

EMATA BOOTH

JULIA ZEMIRO

THE

sydney.c(in

to tackle cancer of harassment
also revealed he'd been subjected to sexual harassment
during his career without
naming theperpetrator.
"It has happened to me before which is uncomfortable.
People grope you: the 22year-old said "I certainly
synAdn't call myself a victim.
not a victim of any,
evere as what we are
hearing about now. But. you
get the hug which lasts too
long. Or someone taps you in
a place where you would not
tap someone else:
Actor Hunter Page-Lochard, who appeared with Rush
in Bran NueDae,said whilehe
would not comment onRush's
specific allegations because '1

don't know anything personally- he supported people
speaking out about inappropriate conduct
ABChost Julia Zemiro also
refused to comment on Rush,
but said abuse was rampant in
the industry.
If you are a woman you
are not shocked by men behaving poorly: she said.
'I've not had a hideous
time of it. I am nctremely
proud of the women ... who
are speaking out. We have to
start calling out behaviours
when they happen.'
Melilla Vidler, who won a
Logie for her role in 800
Words, threw her support behind the women across the

globe telling their stories: 'Its
really difficult to say because
you don't want to tell your
mother or your husband let
alone the world ._ it shows
how resilient women are."
There was a notable absence of discussion on the
issue of the day from the presenters and award winners.
however, AACIA did announce its collaboration with
Women in FilmandTelevision
in NSW (W1FT). supporting
an industry forum next week
to address harassment
A poll released last month
by W1FT revealed 58 per cent
of respondents have experienced sexual harassment in
the workplace
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Glitch star Emma
Booth on the red
carpet yesterday.
Pictures: Richard
Dobson
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COMMON sense and dam
manuals were ignored by flood
engineers during Queensland's deadly 2011 deluge according to a class-action
lawsuit aiming to secure hundreds of millions of dollars in
damages for victims.
Launched in Sydney yesterday, the case comes nearly
seven years after thousands of
homes and businesses in Brisbane and surrounding areas
were inundated by swirling.
muddy floodwaters. When the
gates of Wivenhoe Dam, west
of Brisbane. were opened on
January 11. the water released
reached an extraordinary rate
of 7464 cubic metres per second— more than double what
it was only ninehours earlier.

Stunning land release
Tite Lifestle
BERMAGUI, South Coast Destikeriwatt,

"The Cove" FORSTER - North Coast

1st National Real [she
Foxier-Tunotary 02 6554 50

A flood of
damages

AR
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A WOMAN who fatally
stabbed her cousin after a prolonged argument over the use
ofher car was yesterday found
guilty of manslaughter.
Katherine Abdallah, 37,
claimed she had acted in selfdefence when she killed Susie
Sarkis, 21, at her Brighton-LeSands townhouse on February
9, 2013. However, after almost
five days of deliberations, a
NSW Supreme Court jury
found Abdallah guilty of manslaughter, before her bail was
revoked and the case put over
to December
13. Abdallah
originally
faced a murder trial but
was
found
guilty of the
less serious
charge
of
manslaughter Abdallah.
and jailed in
May 2015 for at least eight
years and three months. Later
that year, she successfully
challenged her conviction and
was ordered to face a second
trial. The Crown contended
during the retrial the stabbing
wasnot self-defence but a continuation of a series of violent
acts by Abdallah that day after
she became angry at her cousin for using her new Mercedes.
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STAGE DRAMA
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Rush 'just
playful':
Director

I 03

r

JACK 11011GITTON
THE director of a Sydney play
at the centre of claims actor
Geoffrey Rush Inappropriately touched" a co-star yesterday
backed the Oscar winner, saying his 'playfulness" was part
of his 'great artistry".
However director Neil
Armfield conceded he did not
know the full details of the alleged inddent. In my
time in all
the weeks Iv'
and months
;
of rehearsal `o-, •"`
and performance, I saw absolutely
nothing other
than an artist
'1p of his form leading a
with respect and
play.-.doss and great artistry,"
Neil Armfield told ABC presenter Fran Kelly. "(The allegation) is not (sexual in nature). it
is inappropriate behaviour."
A stunned Kelly followed
up by asking if he knew details
of the allegation. "No, I do
not,' Armfiekl replied.
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'Brave' women
win praise at
glam awards
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Spacey was
sex suspect
PRODUCTION on the 1995
film The Usual Suspects was
shut down for two days after
actor Kevin Spacey was
accused of Inappropriate sexual behaviour," his co-star
Gabriel Byrne has revealed.
Byrne said Spacey was
accused of sexual misconduct
by a young actor, but he did
not know the full extent.
I mean, he was kind of a
joke in that people would say,
'That's Kevin,' but nobody
iderstood the depth of
ations," Byrne said.
hyrne labelled Spam a
"bully" like movie mogul
Harvey Weinstein.
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WOMEN speaking out against
abuse and harassment in the entertainment industry were last
night hailed as "pioneers", while
two more big names revealed
they had also been victims.
The revelations came as the
biggest names on Australia's
small and silver screens gathP ered for the seventh annual
Australian Academy of Cinema
and Television Arts (AACTA)
Awards at The Star in Pyrmont
last night.
The industry is reeling after
allegations against former
Ancrn president Geoffrey
Rush, who stood down after
being accused of inappropriate
behaviour" towards a female costar during a production of King
Lear a claim he strongly denies. And TV presenter Don
Burke is facing multiple
allegations, which he
also denies.
"People that
are
brave
:0 enough to
come

WHILE RUSTY'S JOKE FALLS FLAT
RUSSELL Crowe stunned the
audienceat last night's AACTA
awards with a bizarre speech
about how he accidentally
"sodomised" RomperStomper
co-starJacquellne McKenzie
during filming.
After first asking the_
theri
werestatlessCrowe(pictured)
ga
launched Into a stay about
filming sex scenes.
Ijust ward to talk
about what bindsus
together, whether we
work In film or
television or theatre. I
think It Is tWo things.
"One Is the driving
passicsi for our pursut
forward are pioneers. (They) pave
the way, so I will stand behind
them and beside them," Wentworth star Danielle Cormack said.
Film and TV veterans Jacqueline McKenzie and Debra Lawrence both spoke of being victims
of past harassment, with Lawrance
saying it was front "very famous
men". McKenzie said the women
speaking out were bringing about
"some meaningful change

and the other k seralthety. I was
sodonthIng Jacqueline McKenzie
on the set of Romper Stomper
and I didn't actually!Mend to do
that.' was trying to keep my bits
away from her bits.
"She had been given one of
those pieces of elastic that the
girls get that protects them. All
my bits and pieces were In a
canvas sack web a drawstring...
It wasn't until the opening night
of the film that it was pointed
out by none other than
JaddeMcKerale's beautiful
late mother that we were
actually engaged in
sodomy. Santa observers
were left "disgusted" by
i
Crowe'sremarks..
because it is lime". "[he way I
dealt with things growing up is not
the ideal way, but it was the only
way t knew how to," she said. I
would Just say, 'Get off me you
perv'. I think it's a clean slate now.
We have an opportunity to set a
new tone and DEW playing field."
Star sisters Jessica and Penny
McNamee also opened up about
finding themselves in uncomfortable
situations.

‘ S`

filithe
winners and the
slam from the big night
in Sydney Confidential

Best lead actress eel finer Emma Booth
on the red carpet before her AACIA
triumph. Picture: itich,ird Dobson
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Sydney Theatre Company and
Kin Lear director backs
Geo ey Rush
jack hougton, The Daily Telegraph
December 7, 2017 12:ooam
Subscriber only

0100

THE director of a Sydney play at the centre of claims actor
Geoffrey Rush "inappropriately touched" a co-star yesterday
backed the Oscar-winner, saying his "playfulness" was also part
of his "great artistry".
243
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However, he also conceded he did not actually know the full details of the
alleged incident. "In my time in all the weeks and months of rehearsal and
performance, I saw absolutely nothing other than an artist at the top of his
form leading a company with respect and playfulness and great artistry,"
Neil Armfield told ABC presenter Fran Kelly.
"Even talking about this as a sexual allegation is completely inappropriate.
It is not (sexual in nature). It is inappropriate behaviour."

1

ti

1

Acclaimed director Neil Armfield. Picture:
Matt Loxton

Fa ABC presenter Fran Kelly.

A stunned Kelly followed up by asking if Armfield knew details of the
allegations.
"No, I do not know the details. The details have not been revealed,"
Armfield told the radio presenter.
RUSH DENIES 'INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR'
RUSH'S FULL DENIAL OF ACCUSAL

244
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Mr Armfield also took aim at two Sydney Theatre Company actors who
came forward in defence of the complainant, including rising young actor
Meyne Raoul Wyatt who urged the public to believe the woman.
"The two actors who have come out in support — one of them wasn't in the
cast at all," he said.
"There is so much chatter about — as I understand it — it is a matter only
between the complainant and the company.
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Meyne Wyatt at the Sydney Theatre Company
in Walsh Bay.

et Geoffrey Rush and Robyn Nevin in the STC

production of King Lear. Picture: Heidrun Lahr

"The complainant did not even wish for Geoffrey Rush to know about this.
It was between the Sydney Theatre Company and the complainant."
"(I was not told of the allegations) until months after the production had
finished."

GUESS THE NEXT LINE IN THE CAROL

245
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c
Guess the next line in the carol

Rush was accused of "inappropriate behaviour" during the Sydney Theatre
Company's recent production of King Lear.
The star vigorously denied the allegations and complained he was never
told of any allegations of wrong doing.
The production of the classic William Shakespeare play ran at the Roslyn
Packer Theatre between November 2015 to January 2016.
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takes action
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MELBOURNE actor Geoff
rey Rush has fronted for the
first time sincebeing accused
ofInappropriate behaviour
while starring in a Sydney
play, saying coverage of the
case was 'demeaning" and
'hurtful'.
The character actor refused to take questions but
delivered a solemn statement
about the Sydney Theatre
Company datms,revealedby
TheDuly Telegraph.
Rush stood with his lawyer to declare that he would
launch legal action over the
reports in The Daily Telegraph1 must now seek vindication of my good name
through the courts," Ruth
said. Hesaid The Daily Telegraph hadmade'false, pejorative and demeaning claims,
splattering than with unrelenting bombast on its front
pages'.
Ids anaction l am taking
in order to redress the slurs,
innuendo and hyperbole that they
have
created
around
my
standing in the
entertainment
industry and in
the greater community.'
The
Daily
Telegraph
stands by its reporting of the
complaint made
against
Rush
during his last
stint at the STC
for the production
ofKing Lear.
Editor Christopher Dore said
the
newspaper
would defend its accurate reporting in
court.
-The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney
Theatre Company
received a complaint
alleging
that Mr Geoffrey
Rush had engaged in Map-
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propriate behaviour,' Mr
Dore said. We will defend
our positionincourt'
At the centre of the drama
was a complaint revealed by
the Sit made by one of its
actorsagainst Rush.
The STC told The Daily
Telegraph that it had received a complaint of Inappropriate behaviour after
the 2015 production of the
Shakespeare play.
The nation's premier
theatre company said it

would protect the identity of
the complainant and would
work to"minimk• the risk of
future instances of the alleged behaviour occurring in
itsworkplace.
Rush
subsequently
stepped down as the president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts after the allegation surfaced.
lawyer Nicholas Pullen
yesterday said Rush, 66,
would not anaver questions.

Geoffrey Rush
leaves yesterdays
media conference.
Pidire Stuart McEvoy

Education `sorry` for funding flub
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THE federal Education Department has apologised for a
data bungle that blamed Lutheran schools for pocketing
the wrong government grants.
The department apologised
-unreservedly for handing the
wrong data to the AuditorGeneral's office. which published a scathing report on
schools funding onWednesday.
The dud data showed that

St John's Lutheran Primary
School at 'Indere had received
only $469.000 of its $1.7 million government grant. But the
Department yesterday admitted the schoolreceivedit all
The audit report also
claimed that St Paul's College
in Walla Walla had pocketed
twice as much money as it was
allocated but the department
yesterday said it had received
the correct amount
-The department can assure

the Lutheran schools and the
broader community that the
funding for these schools has
been paidin accordance with —
theAct," the department said.
It also apologised for failing
to correct data showingCathedral College in Wangaratta
hadbeen overpaid $4.4 million.
Lutheran Education NSW
spokesman Julian Denholm
said it was 'disappointing that
such a fundamental error was
made by the department".
na.;:-.z2r2n
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Geoffrey Rush's bizarre
nomination rant
The Daily Telegraph
December 12, 2017 11:50am
I . Subscriber only
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GEOFFREY Rush has marked his Golden Globe nomination by
commenting on the "complexity of humankind" and his
struggle to "define the multiplicity of dimensions in the male
experience".
249
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Rush has been nominated for his racy depiction of Albert Einstien in the
TV mini-series Genius.
The Oscar-winner is among a number of Australian actors nominated this
year — including Margot Robbie, Hugh Jackman and Nicole Kidman.

47,ki,;:md

VO Geoffrey Rush

After the list of nominations were released yesterday, Rush said: "This is
good news for Albert Einstein. I believe in science. I also believe in the
complexity of humankind. I am honoured to be in the company of fellow
nominees who, with their artistry, have strived to define the multiplicity of
dimensions in the male experience".
Rush's nomination comes after he vehemently denied allegations of
"inappropriate behaviour" during the recent Sydney Theatre Company
production of King Lear.
He is up against The Wizard of Lies' Robert De Niro, The Young Pope's
Jude Law, Twin Peaks' Kyle Maclachlan and Fargo's Ewan McGregor
Australian productions Top of the Lake: China Girl and Big Little Lies are
also up for several awards.
Originally published as Rush's bizarre nomination rant
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Geoffrey Rush tries to 'strike
out' parts of defamation
defence
SARAH CRAWFORD, The Daily Telegraph
February 8, 2018 3:13pm
1, Subscriber only

0

0

ACTOR Geoffrey Rush is attempting to suppress accusations
contained in defence documents lodged in court by The Daily
Telegraph in his defamation case.
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The Oscar winner, who is suing the Telegraph for its reporting of a Sydney
Theatre Company investigation into allegations of inappropriate behaviour
against him, is seeking to "strike out" parts of the newspaper's defence
documents and block their public release.
His barrister Richard McHugh SC argued in the Federal Court today
against allowing even a redacted version of the defence to be given to
media, after submitting that vast slabs must be crossed out to prevent
further damage to his client's reputation.
"This goes vastly beyond what was in the article," Mr McHugh said.
Mr McHugh said the articles alleged "inappropriate behaviour" towards
another cast member but never "spelled out" what Mr Rush was alleged to
have done.
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fdi Geoffrey Rush is attempting to suppress accusations contained in defence documents.
Picture: Stuart McEvoy

"They suggest that there has been some form of sexual misconduct that
they don't spell out," he said.
Barrister for The Daily Telegraph, Lyndelle Barnett told Justice Michael
Wigney that The Daily Telegraph opposed the "strike out " application.
She said that the articles did, "not make any allegation that Mr Rush
engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature."
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Ms Barnett said The Daily Telegraph had more information at the time of
publication, which was later included in the defence papers, that it chose
not to put in the articles.
"It was information we had and we didn't publish it, this shows our level of
reasonableness," she said.
Justice Wigney deferred argument on the issue to later this month and
issued an interim suppression order, noting the amount of material Mr
Rush's legal team wanted struck out.
He found that so much material would have to be redacted to preserve Mr
Rush's position that it would nullify the argument that the document
should be released in the interests of the fair and open administration of
justice.
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Actor Geoffrey Rush to sue Daily Telegraph over claims

The Pirates of the Caribbean star, who did not appear at court today, has
launched defamation action over articles published last year that he was
the subject of a complaint involving "inappropriate behaviour" during the
Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear which ran from
November 2015 until January 2016.
He has denied the allegations and lodged a statement of claim in the
Federal Court claiming the articles conveyed "defamatory meanings"
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Page 4 of 5

including that he was a "pervert" and "behaved as a sexual predator" while
performing in the play.
The Daily Telegraph lodged its defence to the statement of claim last week.
All parties agreed to a proposal by Justice Wigney to keep the Daily
Telegraph's defence document confidential until the next hearing on
February 19.
Lawyers acting for Channel Nine and Fairfax have told the court they will
also make an application on that day for the defence document to be
released to the public
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Geoffrey Rush tries to 'strike out' parts of defamation defence I Daily Telegraph
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Rush in bid to
block defence

Melbourne
expat and
fierce Storm
fan Emma
Freedman is
joining Fosters
TM team.
Picture: Tim
Hunter
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•
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Actor's attempt to suppress claims

A

SARAH CRAWFORD
ACTOR Geoffrey Rush is attempting to suppress accusations contained in defence
documents lodged in court by
The Daily Telegraph in his
defamation case.
Mr Rush (pictured), who is
suing the Telegraph for its reporting of a Sydney Theatre
Company investigation into allegations of inappropriate behaviour against him, is seeking
to "strike out" partsof the newspaper's defence documents and
block their public release.
Richard
His barrister
McHugh SC argued in the Fedagainst
aleral Court yesterday
lowing even a redacted version
of the defence to be given to
media, after submitting that
vast slabs must be crossed out to
prevent further damage to his
client's reputation.
'This goes vastly beyond
what was in the article,' Mr
McHugh said.
He said the articles alleged
Inappropriate behaviour' to-

-
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wards another cast member but
never 'spelled out' what Mr
Rush was alleged to have done.
'They suggest that there has
been some form of sexual misconduct that they don't spell
out: he said.
Barrister for The Daily Telegraph. Lyndelle Barnett told
Justice Michael Wigney the
newspaper opposed the 'strike
out " application.
Ms Bamett said the articles
"did not make any allegation
that Mr Rush engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual
nature' She said The Daily
Telegraph had more information at the time
of publication, which
was later induded in ,- the defence papers, ' that it chose not to
put in the artidts.
'It was information we had and
we didn't publish
it, this shows
our level of
reasonableness,"
Ms

Barnett saidlustkeWigney deferred argument on the issue to
later this month and issued an
interim suppression order, noting the amount of material Mr
Rush's legal team wanted struck
out. He found that so much material would have to be redacted
to preserve Mr Rush's position
that it would nullify the argument that the document should
be released in the interests of
the fair and open administration of justice
The Pirates of the Caribbean
star,who did not appear at court
yesterday, has launched defamation action over artides
published last year that
he was the subject of a
complaint involving
'inappropriate behaviour during the Sydney Theatre Company
production of King
Lear which ran from
November 2015
until January
2016, lie has
denied the
allegations.
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Is the cladding on your
apartment building fire safe?

SCORING IN THE BIG LEAGUE
MATT Ulan
SHE halls from Melbourne, but Emma
Freedman has left aerial pIng-pong
—and
behind to embrace real IMatty Johnscan take the credit.
The daughter of horse razing trainer
Lee Freedman vdll join Fox Sports' rugby
leaguer:Overage this year.after a year
learning from Johns as pmt of Triple M's
breakfast show The GAB Team.

- There's no one better to sit next to
day to day to get your head around
rugby league than Matthew Joists:
Freedman, a fierce Storm supporter,
said. 'He has been a great mentor. In
terms of learning thegarne a lithe more
and taBcIng about the Issues that the
game Is WV'
Freedman will beseen on various
shows, Indudtng the League Life program.
rat
SPORT

The NSW Government is taking action to identify unsafe cladding
and ensure buildings are safe. It has also introduced new laws to
ban unsafe building products from use in NSW.
Make sure your building Is safe:
• Find out if your building has aluminium cladding
• Check whether your building's fire safety statement is up-to-date
• Ensure a fire safety professional has inspected any cladding

'MONA LISA' UNDER HAMMER

r I
VI. Iii10110:11A

t

• Take immediate action to make recommended changes.

THIS is the painting dubbed the keeps talking about Tutu, saying
'African Mona lisa" which was re- 'where is Tutu?'," award-winning
author Ben Okri said.
cently uncwered in a London flat
The work will go under the hamBen Enwortwu's 1974 painting of
Adirtutu 'Tutu' Ademiluyi. daugh- mer at auction house Bonhams on
ter of a Yoruba king, has taken on February 28.
Enwonwu, who died in 1994, is
almost mythical status in the
considered the father of Nigerian
painter's native Nigeria.
It was last seen in 1975 but is now modernism. He made three paintup for sale after its surprise redis- ingsof 'NW. the locations of all of
covery. -It has been a legendary which had been a mystery until the
painting for 40 years, everybody wont discovery.
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Visit eladding.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au for more information.
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LET JOYCE
KEEP HIS
JOB: WIFE

THE TELE ON TRIAL

Geoffrey Rush and
Eryn Jean Norvta
} (right) during a
rehearml tor the
Sydney Theatre
Company's
King Lear

SURE MAROON I [YEAR LOUSSIKW1
.5-

NATAllE Joyce has told dose friends she
wants her cheating husband Barnaby to
keep his job despite the devastation his of
with a new pregnant young staffer has
caused her and their four daughters.
Trying to shake off the trauma of the
past two weeks, Mrs Joyce made her first
pub& appearance since the scandal broke
on Saturday night when she attended a lux, boat birthday party of a major Coalition
on Sydney Harbour. Friends of Mrs
s said she does not want the Deputy
Pnme Minister to lose his job, which is
partly why she has been hesitant to agree to
a major media interview.
Mrs Joyce even voiced Lome.n about
colleagues using the family's pain to jostle
for the party's leadership.
It comes as only one-third of Nationals
MPs wereyesterday willing to publicly back
MrJoyce as leader of the party.
FULL REPORTSPAGES 10-11
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SYDNEY'S
$185M 64
TOURISM1
BOOM
F uji report P4
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ABBOTT'S
BIG DIG AT
GLIB MAL
MAROON
FORMER prime minister Tony Abbott will
today unleash a stinging rebuke of modern
Australian politica — including a thinly
veiled take-down of Malcolm Tumbull's
elitist attitude and the growing gulf between
thetalking class' and the- working class'.
Delivering a speech to the Sydney Institute tonight, Mr Abbott will deliver a brutal
assessment of Mr Turnbull's National Energy Guarantee and education policy, while
highlighting the Insiders versus outsiders'
chasm dividing Western democracies.
Mr Abbott, who lost the leadership to Mr
Turnbull in September 2015, will also call
for immigration levels to be cut to 110,000
people a year from 190,000, until migrants
are able to properly integrate into the Australlan way of life, and to help wages grow
and make house prices more affordable.
taut it is his attack of Mr Turnbull and his
-glib talk- that is the most cutting.
All too often, it seems, the people
corelutuco pAcr u

sT
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RCouuathoeuacrhseadli tions
Rush aTor
five times &confronted
her in female toilets

MATTREW BIAS

OSCAR winner Geoffrey Rush
repeatedly touched his Sydney
Theatre Company co-star onstage In a
way that made her uncomfortable
and ignored a request to -stop doing
tr. the Federal Court heard yesterday.
it was also alleged that Rush followed
highly regarded stage star Eryn Jean
Norvill Into the female toilets at the
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after-party on the Mal night of King
Lear and stood outside her cubicle
until she told him to - F... off-.
The incident allegedly left her
"visibly upset- . Norvill complained
about the star after he allegedly
touched her on five separate nights
during the final week of the SIC
production. the court heard. Rush, 66.
Is suing The Daily Telegraph for Its
reporting of Norvill's complaint about

alleged inappropriate behaviour
made to the STC In 2016. Rush denies
the allegations. Yesterday the Federal
Court lifted a suppression order
rejecting an application by Rush's
lawyer to stop details of the defence
of truth being made public. Justice
Michael Wigney said concerns about
releasing details were outweighed by
the need for open Justice.
ins. REPORTS PALES G7
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We lived
next door
to malice

DAILYTELEGRAPILCOM.AU

REVEALED 'UPSET ACTORIM

YOUNG ST
BALD CLAI

NEIGHBOURS of Australian
terrorist Khaled Sharrouf have
given a scathing account of the
IS recruit's timein Syria.
Shannuf, 36, who packed
up his young family and travelled half way across the world
to fight for the cowardly terror
group in 2013, used his brother's passport to leaveAustralia.
He then set up home in the
Syrian city of Raqqa.
lie was so corrupt, it's unbelievable. He was such an
outlaw.
He
was even outside Islamic
his
law:
neighbour
Abdel Aziz Bin
a Khalafa told
01 ABC's Four
Corners. Mr
Sharrouf.
Bin Khalafa
remembered
Sharrouf exposed his
a violent life
'$,. _never he would step
outside here, as soon as he'd
see me. he'd carry his weapons
and fire in the air as if he wanted to make a point
I am
here, I have weapons," Mr Bin
Khalafa said.
His neighbours often complained to IS about his behaviour and the extremists
eventually turned on him. one
time sending security to reprimand him at 2am.
Sharrouf and two of his
children were reportedly killed
by a US air strike last year.
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Navy life not
so fulfilling
MORE than 200 men are
suing the Commonwealth,
claiming they did not receive
promised training in the navy
which was supposed to give
them a trade in civil life.
mng the Supreme
ss action yesterday,
t
s barrister. Nick Kidd
SC. said their training contracts were binding but were
not honoured by the Royal
Australian Navy. One man
claimed he and other recruits
posted to HMAS Kuttabul in
2011 spent a lot of time just
playing games on their phones.
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Actress Eryn Jean Noryill,
who made a complaint to
the STC after the King
Lear production Picture:
Carly Earl

OSCAR winner Geoffrey Rush
allegedly touched an actress
repeatedly in a way that made
her uncomfortable and ignored her requests for him to
'stop doing it", the Federal
Court heard yesterday.
Rush's highly regarded costar in the Sydney Theatre
Company's 2015.2016 production of King Lear, Eryn
Jean Nandi!, complained
about the Pirates Of The Caribbean star after he allegedly
touched her on five occasions during the final week
of the play.
The court heard the
actor followed her into
the female toilets at the
after-party on the final
night of the STC's performance of the Shakespeare classic and stood
outside her cubicle until
she told him to "F— offThe incident allegedly
left her -visibly upset".
Rush. 66 is suing
The Daily Telegraph for
its reporting of Ms NorvilFs complaint about alleged
inappropriate
behaviour madeto the Sydney
Theatre Company in 2016.
Rush denies the allegations.
Yesterday the Federal
Court lifted a suppression
order on the newspaper's defence document, rejecting an
application by Rush's lawyer
Richard McHugh, SC, to stop
the details being made public.
Upon application by Dauid
Sibtain, representing Fairfax

41,
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Media and Channel 9, Justice
Michael Wigney said fears that
releasing details of the defence
case could further damage
Rush's reputation were outweighed by the need for open
justice.
For the first time the extent
of the allegations against Rush
can now be revealed.
According to the document,
Rush touched the actress -in a
manner that made the Complainant feel uncomfortable"

DBilyiblegraph
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One of the stories at the
centre of Rush's legal claim.
during the play's final scene.
As King Lear, Rush had to
carry Norvill on to the stage as
she simulated the lifeless body
of the title character's daughter. Cordell&
Norvill asked Rush to "stop
doing it" but it is alleged that
he repeated the touching on
another four occasions in the
final week of the STC pro-

duction's runinJanuary 2016.
Torn Blackburn, SC, counsel for Nationwide News, publisher of The t)aily Telegraph,
told the court this touching
could amount to 'scandalous
and inappropriatebehaviour".
-the allwrion is not that
she was touched in a particular
place but she was touched in a
way that made her uncomfortable She said stop and he kept
doingit:he said
Mr McHugh said Rush denied the allegations.
'They are necessarily
touching as part of what the
production requires," he said.
And he said an earlier report which quoted Rush as
saying he had a 'stage door
Johnny crush" on the actress
was clearly said in jest.
Mr McHugh had argued
that the newspaper's truth defence should be struck out because it lacked sufficient detail_
According to The Daily
Telegraph's defence. Rush engaged in further inappropriate
behaviour at the party to celebrate the final night of the production at the Walsh Bay
Kitchen. next door to the play's
venue.
During the party for cast
and crew Rush-entered the female bathroom located in the
foyer of the Roslyn Packer
Theatre, knowing (Nomilll
was in theree, and stood outside
a cubicle" that she was in.
He left when shetold him to
"F.. oft'.
She was "visibly upset" followingtheincident.
Mr Blackburn said "there
can be no more compelling
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OSCAR WINNER INSIDE TOILET: F---OFF'
Rush and Norvill
In character as
King Lear and
Cordella for the
Shakespeare
play. Picture:
Heidrun Lohr
•

.-rt• 7

reason for publication than it
was true?
According to the defence
document "Following the investigation the STC decided
that it would never work with
the Applicant (Rush) again."
from truth, The
legraph, is also relying on ale defence ofqualified
privilege in defending the
defamation case.
It argued the allegations
were "matters of proper and
legitimate public interest" in
the wake of a string of allegations concerning "sexual mis-

e

—""

10E‘ ruhe allegation is ... she
was touched in a way that made
her uncomfortable. She said
stop and he kept doing it.
1.1 :•El/ I

ir
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conduct,
bullying
and
harassment in the entertainment industry" which started
with the Harvey Weinstein
scandal

The Daily Telegraph argues it had more information
about the Rush allegations at
the time of publication but
did not indude them in its

reports. This induded an allegation that Rush had touched
Norvill on the genitals.
The defence document
stated: "that a complaint had

been made to the STC by the
complainant (Norvill) in substance that the Applicant
(Rush) had touched her genitals during the production of
King Lear without her consent?
The Judge reserved his decision on Mr McHugh's application to strike out large parts
of The Daily Telegraph's defence including the entirety of
its truth defence
Justice Wigney also reserved his decision on Rush's
application to stop the issuing
of a subpoena by Nationwide

Nova on the Sydney Theatre
Company for documents relating to the alleged complaint.
Mr McHugh argued therequest for a subpoena was a
"fishing expedition" and an
abuse of process.
Mr Rush launched the
defamation proceedings in
the Federal Court in December 2017, alleging The Daily
Telegraph had engaged in
"hyperbole, lies and spurious
claims" in its report of the
complaint from the actress to
the STC.
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Win a $12,000
Collette ravel Voucher!
To celebrate Collette's 100th year of leading travel. we are offering you the chance to win $12,000 worth of
travel withColette;

kti,;61 1-tv;•-‘ 1.

With dassic tours. small groups and spotlight city-stays. Colette offers over 150 tours across the globe, with
exceptional choice, inclusive value and quality.
Discover the Colette difference today! See the Collette range at gocollette.com/win
for your chance to win. tell us in25 words or less which Collette tour you would choose and why.
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Playing with
house money

5
-4,

/.

MAJOR infrastructure projects in Sydney's far west are
set to boost house 5-aloes by up
to $100,000 as eager buyers
cast an eye over the region.
The Western Sydney City
Deal has already attracted interest from developers trying
tosnap up greenfield sites near
the proposed transport links.
And with more activity
expected, experts predict prices
in suburbs such as St Marys
and Glenfield could jump
5100,000. roughly 15 per cent,
over the nett few years. That
would defy the cooling market
elsewhere in Sydney, where the
median home price is expected
to drop 5 per cent thisyear.
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WELCOME
TO THE CUB
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$12 picture
a gold mine

51
"':

A COLLECTOR paid $12 for a
photograph on eBay — which
y -d out to be a rare snap of
Wild West outlaw
As worth millions.
Jan Whiting had a hunch
about the Victorian image, desailed by the seller as simply
a young man in dark suit
standing by a dub'. And now
he has been told the picture
could fetch up to $16 million
at auction in Britain.
Thephoto showsJames as a
14-year-old in the1860s, before
he made his name leading a
gang of bank-robbing bandits.
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Tele may appeal truth defence ruling

Bring the family along for a great night of free fun!
• Easter activities for the whole family
• Easter O.I.Y. workshops
• Light refreshments provided
• Visit from the Easter Bunny
• Easter egg hunt
Bookings recommended. For more information or to book ask one of our team
members in-store or visit bunnings.com.au/yourstore
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IT was claws fur a super
celebration. And Bola and Bantle
were happy to make the most of
It In their new home at
Johannesburg Zoo's
Don endosure
The flve-month-old
a
siblings arethe first
\;:r. '"
lion cubs born at the
•:"0
.
•
zoo In 10 years and
Isave spent the fIrst
part of fixatives
undwspedal
observation to
makesure all was
well. Helpless at birth.
Non cubs are bom blind and are
not able tostand until there two
weeks old. In thewed, they are at
least two inceths old before they
Join the festal their pride.
Clearly feline fine. the dynarnlc
duo cavorted hap*.wrestling
and &Sighting as keePers and
zoo visitors watched on.

Rush case to
head for trial

THURSDAY 22ND MARCH
6PM — 8PM
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STC over Mr Rush's "inappropriate behaviour'.
OSCAR winner Geoffrey
Federal Court Justice WiRush's defamation claim gney yesterday agreed with an
against The Daily Telegraph application by Mr Rush's lawwill go to trial in August, a yers to remove 'truth- from
court heard yesterday.
the newspaper's defence of the
In the interim The Daily star's claim.
Telegraph will consider apThe Daily Telegraph editor
pealing a preliminary judg- Chris Dore said: The Daily
ment in which Justice Michael Telegraph considers that its
Wigney struck out parts of its conduct in publishing the artidefence to the legal action cles concerning a complaint
brought by the Pirates Of
made to the SIC against
The Caribbean star.
Geoffrey Rush was
lifr Rush (right) is suing ';
reasonable. This is one
the Telegraph after it restage of complex legal
ported his co-star in a i — proceedings. The Daily
Sydney
Theatre
Telegraph is consider111411
Company
proing the judgment and
duction of King
whether it will make
Lear lodged a coman application for
plaint with the
leave to appeal"

Justice Wigney said the
newspaper had provided 'insufficient details' about the
complaint in its defence documents filed last month.
The Telegraph was seeking
to prove that Mr Rush, 66,
touched his co-star Eryn Jean
Norvill in an inappropriate
manner while he carried her
on stage as she simulated the
lifeless body or King Lear's
daughter Cordelia.
Justice Wigney also set
aside the newspaper's application to subpoena the STC.
saying it was not permitted to
undertake 'a fishing expedition' for evidence.
Mr Rush's lawyer Sue Chrysanthou said the actor was
keen to push ahead with an
eight day trial in earlyAugust.

SEX & THE CITY HALL FOR STAR

aPe2t

PRICES
JUST TM

FORMER Sex And The City star
Cynthia Nixon is running for New
York governor.
After flirting with a run for
months, Nixon tweeted that she will
challenge Governor Andrew Cuomo
in New York's Densouatic primary
in September. It sets up a longshot
bid pitting an openly gay liberal acti-

261

vist who has never held political
office against a two-term incumbent
with a $39 million war chest and
possible presidential ambitions.
Nixon clearly has her work cutout
for her, with a poll released on Monday showing Cuomo leading her 66
per cent to 19 per cent among registered Democrats.
Cynthia ulnas.
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Banging
the drum
for nukes
ANNA CALDWELL
DEPUTY Premier John Barilaw has taken his pitch to turn
NSW into the nuclear power
state to the US.
Mr Baritaro has been meeting American companies that
will build the world's first small
modular reactor.
Speaking in Atlanta overnight he predicted the tide of
public opinion against nuclear
energy in Australia could
changein the next decade.
"Turning public opinion
takes time. 1believe this can be
achieved though in the next
five to IQ years certainly by
the time the first small modular reactor is ready for export
from the US to
down under,"
1
he told a nuclear conferab
ence.
Mr Banlaro
said that when
he first put his
support of nuMr Barfiaro. clear energy
on the record
last year, he came under attack
from the "political classes"
However, he says the reception on the ground with voters
has been far more supportive.
"Travelling the state, 1 am
continually asked when the
nuclear option will be on the
table." he said. "And it is no
surprise
Australians now
pay some of the highest prices
for power in the world."

NURSE IN 'ASSAULT'
ON CANCER PATIENT
T+,

SARAH CRAWFORD
I REBECCA PARISH
A NURSE at a top private
hospital allegedly assaulted
and robbed an elderly cancer
patient as she lay sleeping In
her bed after an operation in a
shocking attack the victim likened to a "terriblenightmare".
Janice Bennett, 75, described how, in a drug-induced daze following surgery,
she fought back as a shadowy
figure held her down in her
bed in the middle of the night
demanding her PIN numbers for her credit cants.
"I'm 75 but I fought
back. It's the normal thing
to do .. she kept holding
me down and wanting
my PIN numbers — it
was like a dream some sort of terrible
nightmare," she said.
Police allege the
nurse stole Mrs liennett's credit cards,
forced her to reveal
II) numbers and
withdrew
then
51000 from her account from an ATM
at a nearby shopping centre.
The attack is alleged to
have happened at theHospital
for Specialist Surgery at Bella
Vista on March 16 but Mrs
Bennett said she did not raise
the alarm until Sam the next
day when she rang her son to
say :the thought "she was
being hurt"
When her family arrived
and saw the extent of her injuries they alerted hospital
staff but it was hours before
they realised her credit cards
were missing.
Mrs Bennett was left battered and bruised by the al-

UV risk on
nail lamps
irs not just tanning salons
that can damage skin using
a UV lamp on nails can also increase the risk of skin cancer.
1'v lamps are often used to
nails during a prolii
ianicure treatment.
However, experts say sunscreen shouldbe applied to the
hands before receiving the
beauty treatment.
With treatments required
every few weeks and lamps
emitting radiation properties
similar to traditional tN tanning sunbeds for five minutes
per hand, skin doctors believe
more research Ls needed into
the carcinogenic potential of
nail lamps.
Research published in this
week's Australasian Journal of
Dermatology highlights that
only 3 per cent of people apply
sunscreen prior to receiving a
manicure and it is rare that a
nail salon would advise IL

Hospital staffer faces
'mugging' allegations

The 45-year-old nurse (left)
is arrested over the alleged
assault on pensioner Janice
Bennett at the Hospital for
Specialist Surgery (inset).
Main picture: NSW Police
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leged attack and needed
treatment from a plastic surgeon to repair the fragile skin
on her left forearm which had
been torn from wrist to elbow.
But it is the psychological
impact that has caused the
deepest trauma
feel very scared, very
frightened, 1 can't sleep. The
hospital was beautiful and the
food and everything was lovely. ljust can't believe itwas not
safe," Mrs Bennett said.
She said the hospital had
responded to the incident by
sending her flowers and a card
In which they expressed their
shock that anything like that
could happen there.
Yesterday, a 45 year-old
registered nurse employed at
the hospital appeared at Blacktown Court charged with aggravated robbery, knowingly
dealing with the proceeds of
crime, and dishonestly obtaining financial advantage.
Lawyer Margaret Malak
told the court the nurse, a
mother of two who has been
suspended, denied robbing the
patient and said a stranger
handed her Mrs Bennett's credit cards and asked her to withdraw the moray, adding the
case was "circumstantial".
"CCTV footage captures my
client withdrawing money _.
(but) there is no Independent
witness and this incident isn't
captured on CON," she said.
Police prosecutor Sergeant
Nathan Match opposed bail
saying the alleged robbery was
a "brazen attack," against a
woman the defendant was
meant to be protecting.
But Magistrate Roger
Brown granted bail,saying the
case would take a long time to
be resolved.
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STC could be a party in Rush legal case after King Lear complaints
THE Sydney Theatre Company could be dragged as a defendant into a legal battle
involving its former star actor
Geoffrey Rush.
Lawyers for The Daily Telegraph yesterday flagged the
surprise move to bring the
theatre company into its Federal Court showdown with the
Oscar-winning actor.
Vi 1155150055

Rush, 66, is suing this newspaper after it reported his costar in King Lear had lodged a
complaint with the STC allegingInappropriate behaviour".
The Telegraph's lawyer
Tom Blackburn SC told a Federal Court judge it was intending to apply a cross claim
against the STC for issuing the
statements that were the basis

for the original story.
"The STC in issuing statements and material to the
newspaper was plainly intended for publication." he said.
Mr Blackburn told a case
management hearing yesterday thenewspaper also intends
to appeal against Justice Michael Wigney's decision to re.
mare part of its qualified

privilege defence. He said the
newspaper took 'great care to
ensure what was published was
true".
The newspaper reported
that Rush was the target of a
complaint to the STC by an actress who alleged the actor enin
inappropriate
gaged
behaviour during a production
of King Lear That actress was
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later revealed to be Eryn Jean
NorvilL who played King
Lear's daughter Cordelia.
"We don't think Mr Rush
can point to any factual errors
in what was published." said
Mr Blackburn.
Mr Rush's lawyer Sue Chrysanthou said the actor was
seeking the earliest possible
date for the case to go ahead.

She said the actor would
argue the articles were published maliciously "with the
improper intent of harming
our client" and that the newspaper needed "to explain to the
court how they got it wrong"
However Justice Wigney
was quick to correct her. "They
say they didn't get it wrong,"
he said.
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Rosemary Neill
The code of silence that allowed arts industries to ignore complaints is over, writes Rosemary Neill
A recent report from California's San Diego State University showed that women accounted for just
7 per cent of directors attached to the 250 top-grossing Hollywood films last year. In a telling
comparison, this figur-e was two percentage points lower than it had been in 1998, almost two
decades before.
In Australia, the prospects for female feature film directors during the past 47 years were only
moderately better. Screen Australia statistics reveal women comprised 16 per cent of local film
directors between 1970 and this year (though that figure is increasing because of the screen
agency's recent, if sometimes contentious, affirmative action programs).
To put this in perspective, women are more likely to be accepted into the air force than they are to
secure film directing gigs. (Women filled 19 per cent of jobs in the RAAF last year.) Yet unlike the
military, the movie business promotes itself as inherently, unimpeachably progressive — early
adopters of everything from gay marriage to wheatgrass shots; among the first to call out Donald
Trump's grossly offensive comments about women on the Access Hollywood bus.
Even so, it has often seemed as if the more women complained about the celluloid ceiling, the less
Hollywood — and film industries here and in Europe — were prepared to listen. Now, however, the
tsunami of sexual harassment, assault and inappropriate behaviour allegations is engulfing some of
the arts and screen industry's most powerful men, including Australia's Don Burke and Geoffrey
Rush, who have both firmly denied the claims of misconduct.
Nonetheless, the ever-widening scandals are casting women's lack of career progress in a new,
harsher light: It's only logical to assume that if an industry like Hollywood treats young actresses like
glorified escorts — sending them off to job interviews with producers wearing bathrobes, expecting
them to cop groping or indecent exposure as part of the job — then that industry is unlikely to take
seriously women's broader career aspirations.
As the tidal wave of complaints about internationally influential figures (Harvey Weinstein, Kevin
Spacey, Brett Ratner, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer) shows little sign of receding, the arts and screen
industries' dirtiest secret is being exposed: in the 21st century, there is no equivalent sector, apart
from the sex industry, in which young people are so exploited for the sexual gratification of older,
powerful men.
Megan Riakos, the president of Women in Film & Television NSW, says "there is an absolute link"
between this diminished view of women, and their lack of career progress as, say, film directors or
cinematographers. "I think it's an inextricable link. If you are objectifying women and you don't have
that respect, you are unlikely to facilitate their careers in a meaningful way. That's 100 per cent a
problem." Deb Verhoeven, a former chief executive of the Australian Film Institute and an associate
dean with the University of Technology -Sydney's faculty of arts and social sciences, tells Review:
"Sexual harassment and assault are -defining features of all film industries around the world and
Australia is no exception.
Friday, 19 January, 2018 at 15:08 AEDT
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"When we talk about a culture of silence around sexual pred-ation, what we really mean is that
these crimes and behaviours are rarely prosecuted ... Sexual discrimination and crimes in the
Australian film industry are widely discussed- by those who are harmed by them (mostly women),
but their experiences are seldom- taken seriously." Until now.
This week, WIFT is holding a groundbreaking forum in Sydney that will discuss implementing a
sexual harassment code of ethics for the local screen industry. It also will canvass how to empower
witnesses to report harassment and bullying. Normally, such an event would be a case of preaching
to the converted. But in the current charged climate, major players are taking notice and taking part.
Foxtel, Screen Australia, the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts. and Screen
Producers Australia plan to -attend the event.
Riakos says the initiative was sparked by the slew of sexual- misconduct allegations, including
rape, made against former Hollywood kingpin Weinstein (who denies engaging in non-consensual
acts). She says the forum's objective is to "break the culture that encourages this kind of
harassment".
If real change is to occur, the arts and screen industries must confront another uncomfortable
question: is there something about these industries that encourages an unusually high level of
sexual harassment and intimidation?
Given the sheer volume of revelations made since The New York Times broke the Weinstein story
two months ago, the answer is an -unequivocal yes. The Los Angeles Police Department- is
investigating 28 sex-crime cases linked to Hollywood, while a further 37 cases are being looked at
in other US jurisdictions. Police in Boston and London are investigating three sexual-assaultallegations, involving male victims, against Oscar-winning actor Spacey. London's Old Vic theatre
recently found that Spacey, the theatre's former artistic director, was involved in 20 cases of alleged
"inapprop-riate behaviour" between 1995 and 2013.
In Australia, former top-rating gardening guru Burke is facing multiple allegations of sexual
misconduct — which he denies — from women working inside and outside the screen industry.
The Sydney Theatre Company says it received- a complaint that Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey
Rush engaged in "inappropriate -behaviour" during a 2015-16 production of King Lear — a charge
Rush vehemently denies. Other claims have been made about the Nine Network's past blokey,
boozy culture — former program host Kerri-Anne Kennerley told news.com.au last week that an
ex-network executive exposed his genitalia at an office party in the 1990s. "He literally pulled out
his old fella and put it on the Channel 9 bar in front of the work-experience girl," she said.
In the wake of the Weinstein scandal, former broadcast journalist Tracey Spicer tweeted that she
was investigating harassment and abuse in the media and entertainment industries. Within weeks,
she received calls and emails from about 500 women identifying 65 men who were allege-d "serial
offenders".
Preliminary findings from a survey by the Media Entertainment & Arts Alliance's Actor-s Equity
division found that 40 to 60 per cent of Australian actors had been sexually -harassed. Forty per
cent of those actors report-ed the harassment, but most said there was no response, or an
unsatisfactory response.
What are the factors that have allowed harassmen-t in the arts, media and screen industries — and
an attendant code of silence — to persist for decades, even as other male-domin-ated professions
faced pressure to clean up their acts?
WIFT's Riakos says the wall of silence that can entrench harassment "has a lot to do with the
freelance, unstable nature of the work". Many actors or directors only gained breakthrough jobs
after years of sacrifice. This meant "the stakes were really high" when it came to making a
misconduct complaint against a powerful figure.
Jane Hansen, a former journalist and co-author- of Boned, a satirical novel that took aim at
commercial TV's unrepentant sexism, recentl-y wrote of surviving life as a war corresponde-nt —
and of having someone expos-e his penis to her in a television boardroom. Writing in The Sunday
Telegraph, she argued- that harassment in TV was fuelled by "an appalling sense of entitlement.
Friday, 19 January, 2018 at 15:08 AEDT
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Like kids in a lolly shop, it is an industry where powerful men hold the strings to the hopes of so
many vulnerable, beautiful and talented young women.
"The temptation to abuse such power is too much for some, but when such men form an
impene-trable club ... rewarding bad behaviour with promotions, those who wish to stand up to it do
not have a chance." Another factor that militates against calling out abusive behaviour is the
high-risk economics surrounding film and TV projects.
Stage and screen actress Jacqueline McKenzie told The Australian last week she had endured
"sexual- harassment, bullying, groping, lascivious comments and unwanted advances" while
working here and overseas. On the two occasions- she complained, "the behaviour was ignored".
McKenzie, who appears in a forthcoming remake- of Romper Stomper, said entertainment
executives were incapable of being objective about harassment claims because they were terrifiedtheir productions could be shut down. "So often, they do not back you up because people- stand to
lose livelihoods if productions are shut down — and not just one person, but hundreds of people,"
she says, calling for an independent body to investigate screen harassme-nt cases.
The idea that artists are outliers, that the rules do not apply to them, has long had currenc-y in the
arts and entertainment worlds, and this, too, has nourished a culture of harassment and even child
abuse.
Director Roman Polanski confessed to having unlawful sex with a 13-year-old schoolgirl when he
was 43. Almost three decades later, Hollywood gave him an Oscar and a 30-second standing
ovation.
A more recent case involving Hollywood producer and director Ratner, who has directed or
produced hits including Rush Hour and X-Men: The Last Stand, and actress Olivia Munn also
speaks to the idea of powerful artists being a protected species.
In a 2010 collection of essays, Munn told of visiting the set of a Hollywood film six years earlier,
when she was an aspiring actress. As she dropped off food to the director's trailer, the directo-r —
who she didn't name — allegedly masturbated and ejaculated in front of her. In a 2011 television
interview, Ratner admitted he was the unnamed director.
He denied the masturbation claim, but said he and Munn had been dating; that he "banged her a
few times ... forgot her", so "she's bitter". Days later, in a radio interview, he admitted he had lied —
he and Munn had never dated or been intimate.
In any other industry, a man who admitted he lied to discredit a woman complaining of seriou-s
sexual abuse would be toast. Not in Hollywood. Ratner went on to produce the Oscar-winning The
Revenant (2015) and was an executive producer on the recently released children's film The LEGO
Ninjago Movie.
Last month, however, six women including Munn approached the Los Angeles Times, accusing
Ratner of sexual misconduct and harassment-. The producer and director denies the claims.
For all its self-styled progressivism, the arts and entertainment sector is surprisingly hierarchical.
The notion directors are infallible is entrenched inside the rehearsal room and this can encourage
bad behaviour.
I once asked a well-known Australian actor whether he would refuse to perform a stunt -demanded
by a director, if he considered it to be demeaning. I was thinking of one actor who had to simulate
sex with a bunch of flowers; and an actress who had to drop her knickers and sit on the loo a
couple of metres away from the audience. "But ... but ... it's the director," stammered the actor,
suddenly sounding like an intimidated schoolboy. "You can't say no ..." The media has also
neglected its duty to challenge a culture built on unquestioned reverence for starry, bankable
names. These days, interv-iews with Hollywood directors and stars are too often interviews in name
only — they typically last about 15 minutes and difficult questions are usually banned. Through
such tight control — coupled with widespread acquiescence by journalists — a culture of scrutiny is
discouraged.
Of course, there will always be grey areas in an industry where men and women are paid to take off
Friday, 19 January, 2018 at 15:08 AEDT
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their clothes, or perform simulated sex. And, as fresh revelations of sexual misconduct come to light
almost daily, the allegations can feel relentless.
Certainly, we need a vocabulary that better distinguishes between different types of harassment.
There is a vast difference between rape and a butt cheek being pinched; between mildly
inappropriate language and Don Burke allegedly discussing the size of an Olympian's genitalia in
her own home. Yet in the current debate all transgressors tend to be treated as equally culpable.
This leads us to the vexing case of Rush, and the accusation he denies that he engaged in
-"inappropriate behaviour" during an STC production- of King Lear. This allegation, publishe-d by
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph, generated headlines around the world, and has seen the
Oscar-winner step aside as president of screen awards body AACTA.
Yet the nature of the alleged offending is unknown- and the complainant has not been identified,
spoken publicly or gone to the police. Rush says he has not been given any details of the
"inappropriate" conduct — a source close to the STC, who did not want to be named, disputes this.
This week the production's director, Neil Armfield, told ABC radio: "I believe a great injusti-ce is
being perpetrated." Armfield said that, throughout the King Lear rehearsals and performances, "I
saw absolutely nothing other than an artist at the top of his form, leading a company with respect
and playfulness." A King Lear cast member has backed the complainant and the STC has
conducted an investigatio-n. However, this was carried out without Rush's knowledge, meaning he
wasn't able to defend himself. The unnamed source says the STC "followed the complainant's
wishes- and didn't involve Geoffrey, investigated it [the allegation], and now the focus is on looking
after her, which we're still doing." The STC has been criticised for telling journalists that a complaint
was made while withholding details from the accused actor, but the source explains that "if we said
nothing and a journalist had chapter and verse, then it would look like we were covering up. On the
other hand, we've gone to a lot of trouble to respect the complainant's position." Through his
lawyers, Rush has accused the STC of trying to "smear his name". Despite the troubling
uncertainties sur-roundin-g the case, the sense that a turning point has been reached has come
from an un-expected quarter. Conservative columnist Andre-w Bolt confessed this week he has had
an epiph-any about the importance of women occupying key roles in the screen and media
industries, so that bad behaviour is more likely to be challenged.Bolt asked what had catalysed the
change under which "so many powerful men are today being outed? One thing above all. There are
lots more women at work and in power — enough to call out the creeps." While he opposed screen
industry quotas, the man who progressives love to hate admitted: "I wish I'd seen what a -difference
sheer numbers would make in -bringing bastards to heel."
-- INDEX REFERENCES —
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Rush tries to censor paper's defence
Rosemary Neill
Geoffrey Rush's lawyers have moved to suppress publication of The Daily Telegraph's defence document in a high-profile
defamation case the Oscar-winning actor has brought against the newspaper.
Rush launched defamation proceedings against The Daily Telegraph in December after the paper published an allegation
he had been the subject of a complaint involving "inappropriate behaviour" during a 2015-16 Sydney Theatre Company
production of King Lear.
Rush strongly denied the allegation, and in his statement of claim lodged with the Federal Court alleged the newspaper's
coverage carried "defamatory meanings" that he was a "pervert" and "behaved as a sexual predator" while working on
the Shakespearean tragedy.
On Thursday night, Nationwide News, publisher of the Telegraph, filed its defence document with the court.
However, yesterday Rush's lawyers, HWL Ebsworth, applied to have key elements of the defence document struck out.
If this request is granted, those elements could not be relied on in court.
HWL Ebsworth also requested that "until further order of the court, the defence (document) is to be treated as
confidential and is not to be distributed to any third party outside of the proceedings". If granted, this would prevent
any media coverage of The Daily Telegraph's defence.
Such a request is considered rare in defamation cases before the Federal Court.The actor's lawyers are asking for the
application to be heard on Thursday, when a hearing, to be presided over by judge Michael Wigney, has been scheduled.

— Index References —
Company: NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LTD; RUSH ENTERPRISES INC; Sydney Theatre C
News Subject: (Crime (I CR87); Criminal Law (1CR79); Defamation, Libel & Slander (1DE07); Judicial Cases & Rulings
(1JU36); Legal (1LE33); Social Issues (1S005))
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Geoffrey Rush secures interim order to gag The Daily Telegraph's
evidence
Geoffrey Rush at a press conference in December. Picture.
AAR,

DANA MCCAULEY THE AUSTRALJAN 1:34PM February 8, 2618

Geoffrey Rush has secured an interim order to suppress The Daily Thlegraphs defence to his defamation claim in the Federal
Court.
There was no sign of the actor at the first hearing of the case in Sydney today.
Mr Rush's barrister Richard McHugh SC argued against allowing even a redacted version of the defence to be given to media, after
submitting that vast slabs must be crossed out to prevent further damage to his client's reputation.
Justice Michael Wigney deferred argument on that issue to later this month. He found that to preserve Mr Rush's position until
then so much material would have to be redacted that it would nullify the argument that the document should be released in the
interests of the fair and open administration of justice.
Mr McHugh submitted that if the media was provided with the documents, it would allow them to publish material, based on
"rumour", that would go further in damaging his client's reputation than the original articles he says defamed him.
roblem is no one has ever gone close to saying anything like that," he said.
"It goes vastly beyond what was in the article ... and my client will have no redress ... it will be a fair and accurate court report, and
my client will have no right to sue over it."
Mr McHugh argued that some particulars of the defence may be later abandoned and that they should therefore not be made public
at this stage of the proceedings, as there was a risk that "these particulars become a vehicle through which the defendants can
further damage my client."
Mr McHugh will also seek to have The Telegraph's defence struck out on the basis that it did not make out the truth of the
defamatory imputations his client alleged had been made about him.
He said the damage to Mr Rush's reputation was "ongoing" as the articles about him remained online.
Mr Rush sued Nationwide News, publisher of The Daily Telegraph, in December after it published a story detailing an
investigation into the actor by the Sydney Theatre Company over alleged sexual misconduct, along with a follow-up story and
associated social media posts.
Barrister Dauid Sibtain appeared on behalf of Fairfax Media and Nine, arguing that the defence should be made available.
Mr Rush alleges that the newspaper made him out to be a "pervert" and "sexual predator" with the headline of its front page story,
which read "King Leer" in capital letters.
Ittps://www.theaustralian,com.auibusinessimediaigeoffrey-rush-se—telegraphs-evidenceinews-story/39719442b845e0e1d69f0c4e9fb1443f
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And he alleges, in documents filed with the court, that The Daily Telegraph billboard displayed in newsagents implies that he had
"engaged in scandalously inappropriate behaviour" and "inappropriate sexual behaviour" towards another person during the STC's
2015 production of King Lear.
It read: "World exclusive: Geoffrey Rush in scandal claims, theatre company confirms 'inappropriate behaviour',"
Rush's legal team will argue that his reputation was "irreparably damaged" by the publication, and seek special damages including
economic damages.
The actor is also suing entertainment journalist Jonathon Moran, who broke the story.
His lawyers will argue that the stories, headlines, billboard and social media posts defamed him.
Mr Rush claims that he was forced to resign as president of AACTA following the publication of the articles.
The Daily Telegraph and The Ausiralian share common ownership. Both newspapers are published by News Corp. Nationwide
News is a News Corp subsidiary.
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Actress at heart of case against Rush revealed
ROSEMARY NEILL
Emerging stage actress Eryn Jean Norvill has been revealed as the woman at the centre of allegations levelled against
Geoffrey Rush after the Oscar-winning actor yesterday lost his bid to censor The Daily Telegraph's defence in his
defamation case against the Sydney newspaper.
The Daily Telegraph's amended defence documents, which had previously been suppressed, include allegations Rush
inappropriately touched Norvill while they were on stage in a Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear. Rush
strenuously denies the allegations.
The newspaper's particulars of qualified privilege claim Norvill complained to the STC that Rush "had touched her
genitals during the production of King Lear without her consent". Rush denies this claim. The actor said it had not been
raised with him by the complainant or the STC.
The qualified-privilege particulars also claim Rush harassed Norvill throughout the production and that another board
member confirmed the above incident had occurred. In its "particulars of truth" defence — which Rush's lawyers have
described as "scanty" and vague — the newspaper alleges that the actor touched Norvill "in a manner that made the
complainant feel uncomfortable" five times during the production's closing week at Sydney's Roslyn Packer Theatre in
early 2016.
Rush was playing King Lear and Norvill was portraying Cordelia, Lear's youngest daughter. In one of the play's most
famous scenes, the ageing monarch carries his lifeless daughter across the stage. After the first "uncomfortable" touch,
"the complainant said to the applicant, words to the effect 'stop doing it' ... however, the applicant repeated the conduct
... on four occasions", according to the amended defence.
Rush denies that the conversation with Norvill took place.
The particulars of truth further allege that at a closing-night party for the STC cast and crew at the upmarket Walsh Bay
Kitchen Restaurant, Rush allegedly went into the female toilets and "stood outside a cubicle that was occupied by the
complainant. The complainant told the applicant to f..k off, and he then left the bathroom". After this alleged incident,
the complainant was "visibly upset", the defence documents state.
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Rush, who vehemently denies any allegations of inappropriate behaviour, launched defamation proceedings against The
Daily Telegraph late last year, after the newspaper published allegations he had been the subject of an -"inappropriate
behaviour" complaint towards a female colleague during a Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear.
In his statement of claim lodged with the Federal Court, Rush alleged the newspaper articles carried "defamatory
meanings" that he "behaved as a sexual predator" while working on the production.
Federal Court judge Michael Wigney yesterday decided he would not extend a confidentiality order he placed on The
Daily Telegraph's amended defence.
"The central reason is that I think the interests of open justice outweigh the ... potential damage to your client's (Rush's)
reputation," he said, addressing Rush's barrister Richard McHugh SC.
However, the judge has reserved his decision on Rush's application to strike out key elements of The Daily Telegraph's
defence. If successful, this would mean these elements could not be used in court.
The newspaper says it is true that allegations were made against Rush but denies the more serious meaning — that Rush
actually committed the conduct in question — is conveyed by the article.
It also pleads qualified privilege over the entire article, arguing publication of the allegations was in the public interest.
Mr McHugh argued that The Daily Telegraph's "whole truth defence should be struck" because it lacked "specificity".
He described a move by The Daily Telegraph's defence team to subpoena documents from the STC as "a fishing
expedition of the highest order".
He also said the newspaper cited 36 sources for the articles that sparked the defamation proceedings, but had not spoken
directly to Norvill. Among the paper's sources was Patrick McIntyre, the Sydney Theatre Company's general manager.
Tom Blackburn SC, barrister for Nationwide News, owners of The Daily Telegraph as well as The Australian, told the
court yesterday Rush's strike-out bid was "a drastic remedy ... sought at a very early stage of proceedings".
The Pirates of the Caribbean star was not in court yesterday, when details of the defence started to emerge as the
suppression application was debated. Mr Blackburn claimed that when Norvill asked Rush to stop touching her in a
way that made her feel uncomfortable, "he didn't, he kept on doing it".
However, Mr McHugh said the actor and the complainant were "necessarily touching" as the production required. He
said the respondents' details about the nature of the touching were so vague they left a "gaping hole" in the defence case.
Justice Wigney agreed the lack of detail around the touching allegation was "bizarre".In court, The Daily Telegraph's
lawyers admitted Rush's alleged "inappropriate behaviour" had occurred during the last week of the production, not
over months, as the newspaper had reported.

— Index References —
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Actress at heart of case against Rush revealed
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Geoffrey Rush and Eryn Jean Norvill as King Lear and his daughter Cordelia in the STC production of the Shakespearean play
ROSEMARY NEILL
Emerging stage actress Eryn Jean
Norvill has been revealed as the
woman at the centre of allegations
levelled against Geoffrey Rush
•r the Os, •:4r- w inning actor yesterday lost his bid to censor The
Daily Telegraph's defence in his
defamation case against the
Sydney newspaper.
The Daily Telegraph's amended defence documents, which had
previously been suppressed, include allegations Rush inappropriately touched Norvill while
they were on stage in a Sydney
Theatre Company production of
King Lear. Rush strenuously
denies the allegations.
The newspaper's particulars of
qualified privilege claim Norvill
complained to the STC that Rush
"had touched her genitals during
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Norvill, the actress who
starred in King Lear

Rush, who has vehemently
denied the claims

the production of King Lear without her consent". Rush denies this
claim. The actor said it had not
been raised with him by the complainant or the STC.

The qualified-privilege particulars also claim Rush harassed
Norvill throughout the production and that another board
member confirmed the above
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incident had occurred. In its "particulars of truth" defence — which
Rush's lawyers have described as
"scanty" and vague — tke newspaper alleges that the actor
touched Norvill "in a*nanner that
made the complainant feel uncomfortable" five times during the
production's closing week at Sydney's Roslyn Packer Theatre iri
early 2016.
Rush was playing King Lear
and Norvill was portraying Cordelia, Lear's youngest daughter. In
one of the play's most famous
scenes, the ageing monarch carries his lifeless daughter across the
stage. After the first "uncomfortable" touch, "the complainant said
to the applicant, words to the
effect 'stop doing it' however,
the applicant repeated the conduct ... on four occasions", according to the amended defence.
Rush denies that the conver-

sation with Norvill took place.
The particulars of truth further
allege that at a closing-night party
for the STC cast and crew at the
upmarket Walsh Bay Kitchen
Restaurant, Rush allegedly went
into the female toilets and "stood
outside a cubicle that was occupied by the complainant. The
complainant told the applicant to
f..k off, and he then left the bathroom". After this alleged incident,
the complainant was "visibly
upset", the defence documents
state.
Rush, who vehemently denies
any allegations of inappropriate
behaviour, launched defamation
proceedings against The Daily
Telegraph late last year, after the
newspaper published allegations
he had been the subject of an
"inappropriate behaviour" complaint towards a female colleague
Continued on Page 2

tt comment on
racebook page that said
"Invite Matthew Guy ... we can

cook him on the BBQ," Mr Deng
said: "Please don't blow up your
cover. We will show him how to
talk and how to cook a BBQ."
Another post in the thread, by
other respondents, requested that
Liberal MP Bernie Finn wasn't
invited to the event because the
guest "can't promise I won't take

ri position police spokesman
Ed O'Donohue said partisan links
could undermine the work and
status of the community taskforce. "It's important any committee directly associated with the
Chief Commissioner Graham
Ashton is not only independent
but perceived to be politically
independent," he said.
Victoria Police unveiled the
taskforce in a high-profile media
event as it fought to address gang

Warnings as cyclone surf hits
Heavy surf along Australia's east
coast has led to hundreds of
rescues and at least one death as
lifeguards in Queensland and
NSW urged swimmers to stay
out of the water.
Swells of up to 4m were
predicted as big surf generated
by Tropical Cyclone Gita saw
dozens of beaches closed.
All beaches in the Gold Coast,
as well as Mooloolaba on the
Sunshine Coast, were dosed
yesterday, as well as more than
10 Sydney beaches and
Newcastle's Merewether beach.
Surf Lifesaving NSW said it
was one of the busiest weekends
of the season as conditions
caused "chaos" along the coast

More than 150 people were
rescued at the weekend with 42
ambulances called to treat
swimmers dumped by the surf.
A search continued yesterday
for a 22-year-old man who
disappeared while swimming at
Valla Beach on the state's north
coast on Saturday. Another man
in his 20s was found dead at Hat
Head near Kempsey on Sunday.
A hazardous surf warning in
NSW will most likely remain in
place until today.
Yorkeys Knob beach near
Cairns was also dosed yesterday
after a lifeguard spotted a 2m
crocodile swimming just15m
from the shore.
SIMONE FOX KOOB

ment regarding the posts.
Victorian Labor assistant state
secretary Kosmos Samaras said
neither men had ever been members of the party.
"The Victorian Labor Party
has had no contact and will continue to have no contact with any
individual who is active within
any government or government
related body/taskforce. Our only
interest is to see these bodies succeed," he said.

'Enslaved on
bread, pickles'
An Indian woman was allegedly forced to live on bread and
pickles and made into a slave
by her husband after moving to
Australia to be with him, a
court has heard.
The man, who cannot be
identified, is charged with
reducing his wife to slavery in
August-October 2015.
Magistrates
Melbourne
Court documents allege the
woman was forced into domestic chores for her husband
and his brother immediately
upon her arrival in Melbourne.
The brother was initially
charged with a slavery offence
but the charge was withdrawn.
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CLAIM: Business investment in Australia
has been at historically high levels over
much of the past decade despite our
comparatively high headline corporate
tax rate.
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during a Sydney Theatre
Company production of King
Lear.
In his statement of claim
lodged with the Federal Court,
Rush alleged the newspaper articles carried "defamatory meanings" that he "behaved as a sexual
predator" while working on the
production.
Federal Court judge Michael
Wigney yesterday decided he
would not extend a confidentiality order he placed on The Daily
Telegraph's amended defence.
"The central reason is that I
think the interests of open justice
outweigh the ... potential damage
to your client's (Rush's) reputation," he said, addressing
Rush's
barrister
Richard
McHugh SC.
However, the judge has reserved his decision on Rush's application to strike out key
elements of The Daily Telegraph's
defence. If successful, this would
mean these elements could not
be used in court
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The newspaper says it is true
that allegations were made
against Rush but denies the more
serious meaning —that Rush actually committed the conduct in
question — is conveyed by the article.
It also pleads qualified privilege over the entire article, arguing publication of the allegations
was in the public interest.
Mr McHugh argued that The
Daily Telegraph's "whole truth
defence should be struck" because it lacked "specificity".
He described a move by The
Daily Telegraph's defence team to
subpoena documents from the
STC as "a fishing expedition of
the highest order".
He also said the newspaper
cited 36 sources for the articles
that sparked the defamation proceedings, but had not spoken directly to NorvilL Among the
paper's sources was Patrick
McIntyre, the Sydney Theatre
Company's general manager.
Tom Blackburn SC, barrister
for Nationwide News, owners of
The Daily Telegraph as well as The
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Australian, told the court yesterday Rush's strike-out bid was "a
drastic remedy ... sought at a very
early stage of proceedings".
The Pirates of the Caribbean
star was not in court yesterday,
when details of the defence started to emerge as the suppression
application was debated. Mr
Blackburn claimed that when
Norvill asked Rush to stop touching her in a way that made her
feel uncomfortable, "he didn't, he
kept on doing it".
However, Mr McHugh said
the actor and the complainant
were "necessarily touching" as
the production required. He said
the respondents' details about the
nature of the touching were so
vague they left a "gaping hole" in
the defence case.
Justice Wigney agreed the
lack of detail around the touching
allegation was "bizarre".
In court, The Daily Telegraph's
lawyers admitted Rush's alleged
"inappropriate behaviour" had
occurred during the last week of
the production, not over months,
as the newspaper had reported.
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analysis from its website until
the following day and did not
update and republish the news
report until Friday.
It is understood
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FACT: The tax cuts are
already in the budget,
which Treasury shows
returning to surplus
in 2020-21.

Rush case actress revealed

Editor-in-Chief Paul Whittaker
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consultations between editors
and with Alberici contributed to
the delay. By that time the
Prime Minister's office, the
Treasurer's office and
Communications Minister
Mitch Fifield had written to
ABC managing director
Michelle Guthrie urging her to
investigate the articles, which
Senator Fifield said "fell well
short of the standards set by the
ABC's editorial policies".
One section in the1000word complaint from the Prime
Minister's office said the
coverage had confused income
with profit "Alberici repeatedly
compares the 'income' several
companies have earned, with
the taxes they pay. Corporate
income tax is payable on profits,
not gross income," the
complaint said
NICK CATER P12
EDITORIAL P13

TESSA AKERMAN

SECOND EDITION 16,591
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FACT: Business investment
resources boom. Non-mining
busine-s%
"nvestment has averaged less than 10 per
cent of GDP for past three years, the lowest
level in at least 30 years.

ACT: Tax is paid on profit,
CI I I: Despite generating income of
lot revenue. The $106.4 billion
$106.4 billion, the flying kangaroo has
.s revenue. Qantas
avoided paying tax on that bounty since
has made losses.
2009".
... .. .... ... . .. .
.
• .• .....
.. . .. .. ..... . . . ..... •• ... 1 ..i .d., .. . ..... .......
FACT:
Tax
paying
law
says
escaped
C.LAIM: Others who have
companies may claim
any corporate tax for three years because of
losses as tax deductions
large accumulated losses or high debt are
when they return to profit.
Bluescope Steel, Amcor, Billabong
International and Transurban Holdings.
.
.
. . .. . .
..
FACT: Yes, dividend imputation
The principal beneficiaries of a cut
means foreign companies
in Australia's corporate tax rate are
and shareholders are
overwhelmingly foreign companies and
the biggest beneficiaries.
foreign shareholders in Australian
If you cut the tax
companies. There is no guarantee at all that
cost of investment.
cutting the tax they pay in Australia will
you will increase
lead them to increase the level of business
the volume.
investment in Australia.
The BCA and its high-profile
members like Alan Joyce are insisting on a
company tax cut that would blow a massive
hole in the government's revenues and
I
push the budget and national debt further
into the red.
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poltheul inlperativt- for the
Turnbull Rovc-niment in tants-timp unrnter.Atio.
"En order to% in the next election, the government needs policy positions which are principled, practical and popular," he

says.
"And if they also outrage the
Labor Party, so much the better.
Scaling back immigration acknowledges that government's
first duty is to its own citizens."
In a continuation of a theme
he has pursued since losing the
leadership in 2015, Mr Abbott
argues that politics is at a "low
ebb". He cites the Queensland
government's demands for a
national approach for bullying
despite having no ideas on how
to tackle it and knowing the federal government does not run
schools.
"Another instance is the federal government's National
Energy Guarantee," Mr Abbott
says. "It sounds wonderful. Both
prices and emissions will fall and
the lights will stay on. "We just
have to rely on the experts at the
Australian Energy Market Operator and at the Energy Security
Board to tell us how it's done."

Labor finds some co 1 comfort
Continued from Page 1
talking up jobs creation and the
importance of mining. "There is a
role for mining in Australia; there
is a role for coal in Australia," he
said in Townsville yesterday.
In his speech, Mr Butler said
Australia's coking coal industry
had a bright future, while the
economic casp for thermal coal
was becoming more marginal.
"If anything, Australia is likely
to increase its already dominant
share of theseabometrade in coking coal from Queensland, but the
outlook for thermal coal is a
different matter," he said.
The case made a decade ago
for opening up Queensland's Galilee Basin "rested on demand projections that are fundamentally
inconsistent with current market
trends and the more probable scenarios for future global demand".
"In all of the many discussions
I've had over recent years with different interests about the Galilee
Basin projects, a consensus view
has been put that they are simply
not financially viable — that the

•

cost of developing the new mines
cannot be recouped from a declining market with a thermal coal
price projected to be in the doldrums for years," Mr Butler said.
"Adani continues to struggle to
get financial backing for the Carmichael mine, most recently seen
in the decision of the large Chinese banks to walk away from the
project. And in light of what's happening in the Indian energy market — including to Adani's
massive power station in the state
of Gujarat, the Mundra station —
it's increasingly difficult to see
how Adani would get off-take
agreements for Carmichael coal"
Mr Butler said he could be
proven wrong if the Adani project
secured taxpayer funds to help
make the mine viable, and that
Labor conceded there would continue to be "substantial demand
overseas for thermal coal exported" from the Hunter Valley.
"That coal is high-quality,
dose to port and seen as a stable
source for importers," he said.
"Even on the International Energy Agency's two-degree scen-

•
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ario, those operations will
continue to have a market for
quite some time to come, but the
growth projections that underpinned plans for a brand new
basin have disappeared."
Mr Butler said governments in
Australia, through their resources
agencies, had been "bullish about
the outlook for thermal coal exports". He pointed to Labor's 2012
energy white paper, which forecast thermal coal exports increasing production by an average of
2.8 per cent a year over 20 years.
"Coal exports (of coking and
thermal coal) were `expected to
grow strongly' to between 530
(million) and 690 million tonnes
by 2025," he said. "And the paper
said pointedly that `increasing demand has meant that an entirely
new coal precinct has opened up
in Queensland's Galilee Basin'."
A decade on, those projections
were "fundamentally inconsistent
with current market trends".
Resources Minister Matt Canavan recently called coal a "beautiful industry", but said exports
were under threat from the US.

•
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Court hears that actress repeatedly asked Geoffrey Rush to
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Theatre bosses put sex rules on centre stage
ROSEMARY NEILL; EXCLUSIVE
Major subsidised theatre companies have signed up for a high-level forum on sexual harassment following research that
reveals the sector has a "notable" problem with the issue.
The forum will also consider new industry protocols for sex, nudity and other intimate scenes.
Chief organiser Zoe Angus, from the Media Entertainment and Arts Alliance's equity division, said the event, covering
sexual harassment in theatre, was without precedent globally.
Senior artistic and managerial staff from the five state theatre troupes, including the Sydney, Melbourne and Queensland theatre companies, as well as Bell Shakespeare, Belvoir, Griffin, Malthouse and La Boite theatres, will join for the
two-day meeting in Melbourne from tomorrow.
The meeting follows last year's MEAA survey on sexual harassment and bullying in live performance, which found 40
per cent of respondents had experienced sexual harassment. Significantly, 27 per cent of respondents had experienced or
witnessed "the most notable" harassment and bullying occur in subsidised theatre — more than for opera, independent
theatre or musical theatre.
"It was a sufficiently notable trend ... that it became clear to us that (subsidised theatre) was a sensible first starting
point (for reform)," Ms Angus said.
The union leader said the need for a new approach to intimate scenes would be a key agenda item at the meeting.
Such scenes — including simulated sex, nudity and scenes depicting parent-child relationships or close friendships —
could "give rise to certain vulnerabilities and risks where they are repeated", so the forum would discuss safety issues for
artists. Despite the risks of such scenes, Ms Angus said "the cultural practice not only in Australia, but globally really,
is that everyone just gets on with it, and our evidence pretty clearly says that people are crumbling sometimes".
The Melbourne meeting comes as defamation cases brought by stars Craig McLachlan and Geoffrey Rush — who
strenuously deny allegations of sexual harassment or inappropriate behaviour levelled against them by theatre coworkers — play out in court.
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While the forum will not include commercial theatre, opera or dance companies, Ms Angus said: "This is chapter one.
The reason we started with theatre is that our evidence was telling us there was a particular problem with that sector."We
are done with talking. We're now ready to come up with some concrete solutions."
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STEPHEN BROOK
TV gossip mill working overtime As an item of TV gossip, it is irresistible. And everyone is talking about Seven director
of programming Angus Ross and his blazing row with Seven West Media chief executive Tim Worner over the botched
launch of Australian Spartan, which tanked and prompted Ross to storm off to Noosa for a week. Pity it is not true,
says the man in question. Ross tells Diary with a laugh: "I don't have that sort of relationship with Tim Womer. I was
in Noosa but it was a holiday my wife insisted I go on because we hadn't had a holiday in about three years." Nice idea,
but the reality turned out quite differently. "It wasn't much of a holiday when those week-two Spartan figures came out.
Also, I injured my back while I was up in Noosa and Jetstar lost our bags. They didn't turn up until the second day.
Not fun when you have a small child."
A work in progress But there is more. Seven doubled down, filming two series of Spartan, which survived for only two
nights before it was pulled from the schedule. It will reappear at Easter, during a non-ratings period when Seven will try
to build its audience. But what to do with season two, which is already in the can? Ross is already clear on one point:
"We wouldn't put it up against Married at First Sight."
Newsman departs More changes at Sky News. Rob Raschke, executive editor of Sky News Australia, has left the
network. Chief executive Angelos Frangopoulos told staff in a note last week he had accepted Raschke's resignation.
Police charged Raschke, 52, last month with assault following an incident at his home. Raschke, a Walkley Award winner
and former news director of Seven Network, then consented to an apprehended violence order and pleaded guilty to
the charge of assault. Meanwhile, the network is giving Herald Sun columnist Rita Panahi a 4pm program titled The
Friday Show.
Rapid promotion James Chessell's speedy elevation last week from national editor to group executive editor left some
Fairfax journos "stunned and shocked". As Diary tipped, Australian Metro Publishing boss Chris Janz was going to want
to reduce his 16 direct reports at some point. But who will replace Chessell? It looks like his old job will be advertised,
which means an outsider might walk through the door.
Look Marr, no appendix David Marr has had his appendix out. Just FYI.
Kids' TV under review Last year Diary accused Communications Minister Mitch Fifield's office of being a Bermuda
Triangle when it came to actually doing anything about the multitude of reviews, reports and appointments it was tasked
with acting on. Our list was long but the jab certainly shook away the stupor as news of the appointment of Bulent Hass
4.V;
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Dellal to chair SBS leaked out that very day — to Fairfax! Diary is certain things will move much more swiftly with
the Australian and Children's Screen Content Review, which sailed into the Triangle in December. Diary expects the
government will respond to it by offering to reduce the output-based quotas that govern how many hours of drama,
children's and preschool programs must screen on commercial free-to-air television. At the same time, tax offsets to fund
local productions are expected to be increased and/or broadened. The theory being that the audience will demand more
episodes of Offspring and The Wiggles anyway, and if networks and production companies can share in a bit of financial
relief in making and buying them, then everyone's a winner.
Hutchy's challenge Good times and bad times for Craig Hutchison's Crocmedia content company. On Thursday
shareholders gave a big tick to the proposal to merge Crocmedia with Pacific Star. This means Hutchy, who has worked
at the Herald Sun, Seven and Nine in his time, will run the merged entity, which includes the SEN sport radio station.
Crocmedia already holds AFL rights and distributes footy content to other stations. The bad times came on Tuesday
when radio ratings were released and SEN fell 0.5 percentage points, not the world's greatest drop but it reduced SEN's
share from 3.2 to 2.7, which is just ahead of ABC Radio National. And this at a time when high-profile broadcaster
Gerard Whateley moved from ABC to SEN, described in Melbourne media as a "stunning leap of faith". Ratings in
his slot, partly covering his arrival, fell 1.3 points from 4.4 to 3.1 per cent. Hutchy can't be too glum about the tanking
ratings. In his new gig his take-home salary is $883,752.
Guardian deputy goes A changing of the guard at Guardian Australia. Will Woodward, the site's deputy editor for three
years who is said to hold the whole show together, is heading back to Britain to rejoin the mothership as head of sport,
which sounds like his dream job. As is his wife, Claire Phipps, senior live blogger, who becomes digital editor. Guardian
Australia's editor is Lenore Taylor, and Diary (who once worked at The Guardian in Britain) was wondering if this
departure would mean the local operation would have two Aussies at the editorial helm for the first time since launch in
2013, instead of the traditional Brit/Aussie combo. Answer: no. Another Brit, David Munk, international news editor
for Asia Pacific and already based in Sydney, is taking over as deputy in April. "Will and Claire have both done fantastic
work during their time in Australia and we're sorry the time has come for them to return to the UK. The deputy editor
position was open to internal applications and David Munk was an outstanding candidate," Taylor says. Guardian
Australia chief executive Ian McClelland is heading to a London role as managing director of corporate development.
Guardian US chief executive Evelyn Webster will run the Australian operation, but is searching for a managing director.
Aussies to the fore A stellar night for antipodeans at the British Press Awards last week. Pilita Clark, formerly of the
Sydney Morning Herald and currently with The Financial Times, was named environment journalist of the year, and
The Sunday Times reporter Richard Kerbaj, formerly of The Australian, shared the scoop of the year. Clark won the
award for a magazine feature on the state of renewable energy while Kerbaj's scoop reported that police had found
pornographic material on one of the computers of then deputy prime minister Damian Green. Clark has won the award
three times, putting her ahead of fellow Australians Phillip Knightley, Clive James and Peter Harvey, but still some
distance behind John Pilger, who has won about half a dozen. Clark is unlikely to catch him. She has been promoted
to associate editor and now writes a weekly column.
ABC in hire mode The ABC is continuing its hiring spree in the wake of axing Lateline and diverting the funds into
journalism. The national broadcaster is hiring Guardian Australia's Michael Slezak as its environment reporter, and
also Brisbane reporter Josh Robertson. And Michaela Boland, who left The Australian last year, started at Aunty last
week as national arts, culture and entertainment reporter. She's not at the ABC, but Lydia Bilton is now an associate
digital producer on Nine's 60 Minutes, a great result for the recipient of the 2017 Jacoby-Walkley Scholarship. Entries
are open for this year's scholarship, funded by media executive Anita Jacoby. It includes a 10-week job placement at
Nine. Check the Walkleys website.
Rush dateTomorrow is a big day in the legal action Geoffrey Rush has taken against Sydney's Daily Telegraph. As
this newspaper reported, the Telegraph's amended defence documents, which were at one point suppressed, include
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allegations Rush inappropriately touched Eryn Jean Norvill while they were on stage in a Sydney Theatre Company
production of King Lear. Rush strenuously denies the allegations. The newspaper's particulars of qualified privilege
claim Norvill complained to the STC that Rush "had touched her genitals during the production of King Lear without her
consent". Rush denies this claim and the actor said it had not been raised with him by the complainant or the STC. Federal
Court judge Michael Wigney will deliver judgment on the interlocutory application from Rush's lawyers. Meaning,
whether he will strike out parts of the Telegraph's defence.
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• Geoffrey Rush denies allegation of 'inappropriate behaviour' on King Lear set
• Misconduct allegedly went on for months of the Shakespeare plays 2015-16 run
• Alleged complaint received by Sydney Theatre Company after play's run ended
• Rush's lawyers have strenuously denied the claim against the Oscar-winning
star
• Do you know more? Email tips@mailonline.com
By NIC WHITE FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA
PUBLISHED: 23:53 AEST, 29 November 2017 I UPDATED: 15:40 ASST, 8 December 2017
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Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush has strenuously denied a claim of 'inappropriate
behaviour' during a production of Shakespeare play King Lear.
Sydney Theatre Company (STC) said it received a complaint after the play's run was
over in January 2016, and that the alleged misconduct went on for months.
The Australian actor vigorously denied the claim, with his lawyers telling the Daily
Telegraph he never heard of any alleged complaint from the Company or the
complainant about the 'matter'.
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Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush (right) has strenuously denied a claim of 'inappropriate
behaviour' during a production of Shakespeare play King Lear (pictured)
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Rush vigorously denied the claim, through his lawyers, saying he never heard of any alleged
complaint from the Company or the complainant
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STC said the alleged complainant requested to remain anonymous and it would thus
not comment further.
The Shakespeare play ran from November 2015 to January 2016 in the Roslyn Packer
Theatre starring Rush in the title role of King Lear.
Rush's lawyers HWL Ebsworth said the 66-year-old was not approached by either the
STC or the complainant, or representatives thereof, about a complaint.
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The Shakespeare play ran from November 2015 to January 2016 in the Roslyn Packer Theatre
starring Rush (centre, sitting) in the title role of King Lear
'Further, he has not been informed by them of the nature of the complaint and what
it involves.' they said.
'In the circumstances, if such statement has been issued by the STC it is both
irresponsible and highly damaging to say the least.
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'It does not warrant comment except that it is false and untrue.'
Daily Mail Australia contacted STC and HWL Ebsworth for further comment.
Rush has been married to Jane Menelaus since 1988, with whom he has a daughter
Angelica born in 1992, and a son James born in 1995.
He was named Australian of the Year in 2012 for his services to acting, having
achieved the elusive 'triple crown' of winning an Oscar, Emmy and Tony award.
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Rush (pictured with Nicole Kidman in 2015) was nominated for Academy Awards for roles in
Shakespeare in Love, Quills, and most recently The King's Speech and won for Shine in 1996
Rush's performance in King Lear was praised by theatre critics even though they
noted some flaws with the overall production.
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'From the moment a bandy-legged, wobbly-limbed Rush ambles forward to utter
theatre's most ill-fated demand - "Which of you shall we say doth love us most?" - he
is neither too blustery or too brutish,' the Guardian wrote.
His career started on stage with the Queensland Theatre Company when his talent
was spotted while he was studying at the University of Queensland.
Rush's first play was Wrong Side of the Moon in 1971 and he regularly performed on
stage even after his film career began in 1981.
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He only appeared in five films before his breakout role in 1996 as David Helfgott in
Shine, for which he won an Oscar for best actor.
The thespian was later nominated for Academy Awards for roles in Shakespeare in
Love, Quills, and most recently The King's Speech.
He also won two Golden Globes with three nominations, three BAFTAs, one Tony,
one Emmy, and two Helpmann stage awards.
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I've been through this - 25 years ago and I did something about it when it happened. I would feel
like a fool trying to do something about it years after the fact. There should be a statute of
limitations on such matters because now angry women who should have said something at the
time but didn't feel they could are now out for revenge and it has created a lynch mob mentality
Any man who has ever flirted innocently with a woman should be worded.
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This is starting to get a bit ridiculous.
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Ausigal, Melbourne Australia. 4 months ago

All these stories are so wrong. Not saying the allegations are not true, but if they are, go to the
police and lodge an official complaint. Media should not be judge and jury.
Click to rate

t91

16

For Fs sake, Bla bla bla, Australia, 4 months ago

Seems like everyone is trying to get a piece of the action
Clink to rate
Wasted, Brisbane Australia. 4 months ago

The world has gone crazy with man hate. .Amazonia on the way where men will be harvested for
sperm and killed off so women can rule the wrold. Don't dare look sideways at one now, or your life
will be ruined. .PC gone mad.
Click to rate
NormanBrightside. London. United Kingdom. 4 months ago

Leer?
Click tc rate
Krisztina70, Budapest. Hungary 4 months ago

I met him at a farmers market in Australia about 10 years ago. He was really rude.

0 Amy Schumer and
husband Chris Fischer
look smitten as they
hold hands on a
romantic stroll in Miami

Clicl. to rate
Diandra2. Sydney. Australia. 4 months ago
10 years ago? Don't panick you have at least 10 years ago before you complain about
him.

k LeA nn Rimes' exhusband Dean Sheremet
reveals his fiancee
Vanessa Black is
pregnant

Click to rate
Bromptonboy Philadelphia United States 4 mai the ago
'0, Reason not the need!' —King 'Leer' (in this instance). ;)

Click to rate
MooreTeens. Eirmiinhern. United States.

0 How Meghan Markle
could follow in Diana
and Kate's footsteps by
having blooms laid on
the Grave of the
Unknown Warrior
Is this what happens to

+9
NEV.

the bouquet?

months ago
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Back to reality! Hugh
Jackman beats his
personal best on an
exercise bike as he gets
back to his normal
fitness routine after an
idyllic family getaway

st have thought it was Shakespeare's Coriolanus.

Click to rate
Jill12. Chicago. United States. 4 months ago

e 'I did it more for people
to see my personality':
Retired AFL star Josh
Gibson reveals his stint
on I'm A Celebrity was
testing grounds for his
new commentator job
with Fox Footy

Men are trash

Click to rate
Adav, Sydney. Australia, 4 months ago
That6s a bit harsh. Not all men am rat bags.

e Katy Perry cures
'homesickness' with
dog cafe, yoga, and
massage with her mom
on tour in South Korea

Click to rate
Diandra2 Sydney. Australia 4 months ago
Wait till the men start on the women with similar accusations.

Click tc rate
View all
the views expressed in the contents above are those of our users arid do not necessarily reflect the views of
MailOn line.

I John Coma has
hilanous response to
The Rock's threat an he
stops by Jimmy
Kimmel's show

We are no longer accepting Comments on this article,

WORE TOP STORIES

Lazy days) Victoria's
Secret model Bndget
Malcolm 26. shares a
carefree snap as she
relaxes on a hammock
during Costa Rica
getaway

Should have worn your
Make America Great
Again hat! Trump's hair
takes off as he boards
Air Force One to West
Virginia

Snooki looks like a
mini Joan Collins. after
announcing she may
quit Jersey Shore
Family Vacation

ADVER1ISE MENT
1'h was time to
reconnect': Dane Im
returns to her musical
roots as a pianist and
jazz singer while
releasing her new album
I Hear A Song

Knsten Stewart and
giritnend Stella Maxwell
dress down for sushi
date ahead of her 28th
birthday

0 Donald Trump Jr is
hoard In 2007 interview
bragging he has a
bigger 'package' than
his father and
complaining about
being at Playboy
mansion with his wife
0 Emma Willis attends
The Voice UK photo call
with Jennifer Hudson:
Presenter is seen after
SWEARING on love TV in
major gaffe

Love Island's Amber
Davies shows off her
new longer hairstyle as
she sips on champagne
during night of
pampering

Demi Lovato tells
everyone she's a BABE
in a glitzy denim jacket
as she hits Hayley
Kiyoko's album release
Part,/

+5
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Curves ahead! Skye
Wheatley showcases
her shapely physique in
a figure-hugging beige
T-shirt dress as she
enjoys a romantic Bali
jaunt with beau Lachlan
Waugh

P Would YOU recognise
her? Imogen Anthony
looks VERY different
with bleached eyebrows
as she ditches her
platinum blonde hair for
a dark wig
P Snook, shows off
cleavage in low-cut
black romper as she
joins Jersey Shore east
to plug new season

Emily Blunt and John
Krasinski look smitten
as they lead starstudded premiere of A
Quiet Place in London

ADVERTISEMENT
/'Such a proud Aussie!'
Delta Goodrem gushes
over her roots while
waving the Australian
flag following her
dazzling Commonwealth
Games opening
ceremony performance

1Kim Kardashian's new
eyeshadows are
inspired by her romantic
2014 Italian wedding to
Kanye West

Nicki Minaj slips her
hourglass curves into
saucy lace trousers
bottoms as she jets out
of Paris

P She wears the pants!
Anna Heinrich dazzles
in sleek a navy power
suit as she poses at the
Doncaster Mile
luncheon in Sydney

Emma Roberts
displays bright pink hair
on the Barcelona sat of
her new thriller Paradise
Hills

P Guess who! She's the
self-proclaimed 'bogan
reality star who's not
shy of embarrassing
herself on social
media. but do YOU
recognise this blonde
with voluminous hair?
/'Poorly but at least my
hair is still on fire
Simone Onnesher
displays her beauty with
heavy make-up as she
prepares for reality TV
return

/ Chris Pratt shows off
his impressive MMA
skills as he repeatedly
takes down former UFC
champion fighter

Blac Chyna laughs off
claims ex Rob
Kardashian will use her
stroller-tossing incident
to his advantage
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Karlie Kloss cuts
elegant figure in NYC...
after looking happy with
beau Joshua Kushner
on Easter

ADVERTISEMENT
0 Bob Saget, 61, and 38year-old fiancee Kelly
Rizzo reveal they are not
planning on having kids

0 Stranger Things Millie
Bobby Brown poses
with Mark Wright and
his sisters at LA dinner
as her unexpected
friendship with the
family continues
a Part of the family! Karl
Stefanovic wishes his
future sister-in-law Jade
Yarbrough happy
birthday as he gears up
to tie the knot with
fiancee Jasmine

0 Who needs Bachelor in
Paradise anyway?
Reality show reject Brett
Moore cosies up to
Stephanie Bouhon...
after slamming the show
for 'tricking' him

0 Quality time with
mummy! Home And
Aways Ada Nicodemou
40, plants an
affectionate kiss on her
son Johnas' cheek as
they cuddle up for sweet
selfies

0 Back with a bang! Real
Housewives of New
York stars fight for
space on the red carpet
and take jabs at
'difficult' co-star
Bethenny Frankel
a Family portrait! Kum
Kardashian shares rare
photo of herself and
Kenya West with all
three of their children

Casey Batchelor
flaunts her growing
bump in a tight dress
after slamming
vagrancy 'fat-shaming
trolls

a Could Australia be in
for a win? Punters tip
Jessica Mauboy's We
Got Love as a frontrunner in upcoming
Eurovision Song
Contest

a Emily Ratajkowski
shares sizzling swimsuit
snaps as she soaks up
the sun in Jamaica

ADVERTISEI:EN1
a Bradley Cooper looks
happy to be on date
night with Irina Shayk as
they share laugh in LA
valet line

a Kathleen Turner, 63,
looks glamorous as she
leaves the ITV studios...
after revealing how she
fell for Michael Douglas
on Romancing The
Stone
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► TOWIE: Amber Turner
and Chloe Lewis ooze
old school glamour for
twenties-inspired
filming event

/'Can't imagine my life
without you': Laura
Dundovic shares sweet
birthday tribute to her
rugby union star fiance
Ouade Cooper on his
30th

► Vivica A Fox gets
heckled by fur
protesters while
promoting new memoir
Every Day I'm Hustling
in NYC

0 'Dating a narcissist is
soul destroying and
painful': Former escort
Samantha X !enacts on
her past abusive
relationship with
previous client Mr Big
and how she escaped
e Paradise and coconut
oilr MAFS' Devine
Rankin flaunts her gymhoned physique and
busty assets in a tiny
bikini as she prances
down the beach

TOWIE• James Lock
and Yazmin Oukhellou
put on a brave front
after TV chiefs are
branded 'irresponsible'
for glamorising his
'abusive behaviour
I Celebrity super-fan
undergoes a dramatic
makeover to look like
her favourite star - but
can YOU guess who
she's meant to be?

I Jennifer Lopez, 48, is
launching a new
makeup coliection.
after making a fortune
off her 27 perfumes

ADVERTISEMENT
► Shania Twain, 52
feared Lyme disease
DESTROYED her voice.
but now she's back with
new music and tour

► Ireland Baldwin
flashes her cleavage in
plunging LSD as she
makes an appearance at
Bayley Kiyoko's album
release party

I 'It feels very lonely in
this industry': Game Of
Thrones star Maisie
Williams reveals she
shuns the limelight and
wants a 'normal life'
with her family
► 'All I'm gonna do in life
is change the world!'
Kurt Coleman pens
inspirational message to
his adoring fans as he
vows to 'stay hot on
camera'
► Dwayne 'The Rock'
Johnson reveals he
delayed his wedding to
fiancée Lauren Hashian
after she fell pregnant
with their second child

-tE,`
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k Kendall Jenner cuts a
chic figure in a fitted
grey suit as she heads
to fashion event in Pans

/'Get off Tindery
Married At First Sight's
N
Sultan orders
men to 'take your hand
out of your pants' in
dating advice... after
boasting about sleeping
with 1,000 women

1 Is this the best
celebrity doppelganger
ever? Ruby Rose is the
spitting image of
Leonardo DiCaprio as
she showcases her
shaggy 'do and honey
blonde highlights

/'You're tacky and I
hate your Christian
'Prince Wilkins' lashes
out at online troll for
reporting his sassy
outfit post to Instagram

k Areal Clooney
continues her chic
streak as she wows in a
trench and checked
trousers after teaching
at Columbia Law School

ADVER1ISEMEN1
k 'She is a very good
friend': Married At First
Sight's Dean Wells
insists mystery women
is NOT his girlfriend...
but jokes that Ashley
Irvin and Justin Fischer
are 'definitely banging'

0 Russell Crowe reveals
he's selling his
JOCKSTRAP as part at
unusual auction to
celebrate his divorce
from Danielle Spencer

k No wonder Jarrod's
smitten! Bachelor In
Paradise star Keira
Maguire showcases her
impressive abs in a crop
top and leggings as she
enjoys an outdoor
working

k Teaching him a thing
or twol MAFS star Carly
Bowyer demonstrates to
boyfriend Troy Delmege
her skills in the kitchen
as she whips up a feast

1 'It was pink and slimy!'
Sheryl Crow reveals she
once ate EMU with
Michael Jackson for
Thanksgiving... and
takes a swipe at today's
singers for auto-tuning
their tracks

k 'It's hard to take a
good family picture!'
Michael Wippa' VVipfli
pokes fun at new
Kerdashian-West clan
portrait by staging his
awn hilarious version

0 From complaining
about being 'poor' to
boozy nightclub
appearances and
charging $126 for book
launch tickets: Are this
year's MAPS
contestants 'broke'?
1 So that's her secret!
Glamorous MAFS
'villain' Davina Rankin
spoils herself with LED
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cosmetic treatment and
chemical peel

Dua Lipa displays
beautiful new rose
tattoo on her arm before
heading to the stage in
Pans

1Rowan Atkinson
shares a clumsy kiss
with Natalie Imbruglia in
action-packed new
teaser for Johnny
English Strikes Again

ADVERTISEMENT
S 'I could go on and on
and I will!' Bruce
McAvaney's interview
reminds fans of
comedian Rob Sitch's
beloved 'special'
impression of the
commentator

The first time rn MKR
history: The shocking
moment MKR judge
Manu Felicial kicks one
team OFF the show after
their behavior is
deemed 'unacceptable'
► Commonwealth Games
presenter Rachael Finch
spnnts barefoot through
the Gold Coast in a
revealing swimming
costume and towel

Serena Williams shows
off mini-me daughter
Alexis Olympia in
heartwarming video

Came Underwood
shares first postsurgery snap since
getting 50 stitches on
her face after accident

'You always make me
feel
Iggy
Azalea flaunts her
curves in a flesh-toned
boob tube and mini-skirt
while thanking a car
dealership as she poses
next to new Land Rover
► He's swept her off her
feet! Blonde beauty
gives Nick 'Honey
Badger' Cummins a
VERY warm welcome
dunng Bachelor date

S Sunnse host
Samantha Armytage
reports barefoot in the
sand during the
Commonwealth Games
as she's accompanied
by a muscular staff
member
0 'What a gift today has
been!' Paleo Pete Evans
shares gratitude post
about picking up horse
poo

► Kim Kardashian
accused of Photoshop
AGAIN: KUWTK star
slammed for promoting
'unrealistic body image'
with 'distorted' lingerie
settle
ADVERTISEMENT
Arid Winter goes braless in black cocktail
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dress as she steps out
in LA

► Kylie Jenner takes to
Twitter to refute report
that Kris Jenner guiding
Travis Scott and Kanye
West

I Tris chic! Former Miss
World Australia Erin
Holland, 26, turns heads
in an elegant ensemble
at The Star Doncaster
Mile Luncheon in
Sydney
Illoowl Kyle
Sandilands' girlfriend
Irric gen Anthony poses
nude as she strokes her
sphynx cat in nod

Vstio's the Haw flamer
Married At First Sight
fans go into a meltdown
as Dean Welts debuts
his new 'girlfriend'.
after his brutal split with
Tracey Jewel
t 'That was a very
unc ore Portable
situation!' UnReal's
Constance Zimmer
recalls THAT awkward
sex scene with Aussie
hunk Adam Demos and
reveals MAJOR spoiler
She has expensive
taste Jennifer Hawkins
anisus at the Doncaster
Mile Luncheon in
dazzling white as she
rocks a
flriiitlion diamond
headpiece
t 'They rked last night!'
MAFS' Justin Fischer
kisses co-star Ashley
Irvin and appears to
CONFIRM he is sleeping
with her... after romance
rumours

t 'We were on the sauce
and next thing you know
a cheque was signed!'
Russell Crow* reveals
he's selling the 635,000
dinosaur skull he
bought from Leonardo
DiCaprio
t Rita Om commands
attention in edgy Dolce
& Gat-it-Ana gown at Le
Petit Prince 75th
anniversary soiree

ADVERTISEMENT
/'People think they can
say whatever they want
and people don't have
feelings': Georgia Love
slams fat shaman
AGAIN during Studio 10
appearance
t Enforcing a 'bonk ban',
holding cocktail parties
over two nights and a
Bachelor who threw
'tantrums': Ex-producer
reveals what REALLY
goes on inside the
mansion
t They BOTH wear the
pants! Engaged
Bachelor couple Tim
Robards and Anna
Heinrich suit up for The
Star Doncaster Mile
Luncheon in Sydney

tG

Ac%.2:
I Dwayne 'The Rock' •
Johnson poses with
daughter Simone 16, for
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celebrity-stacked
premiere of Rampage
k Gold medal-worthy!
Delta Goodrem flaunts
her cleavage in a
sizzling blue sequinned
jumpsuit as she goes
barefoot to perform at
Commonwealth Garr'
opening ceremony
I Joe Jonas drives
fiancee Sophie Turner in
his 1963 Ford Falcon
around sunny Los
Angeles

Malin Akerman shares
sweet kiss with fiance
Jack Donnelly at
Rampage premiere in
LA

I The secret life of Lisa
Oldfield's snake RHOS
star lets her 10-foot pet
python roam the house
watch TV and explore
her shoe collection in
comedic snaps
I Skin is inl Snooki
showcases legs in floral
print romper as JWoww
turns heads in skintight
dress at Jersey Shore
Family Vacation
premiere
* Third times a charm!
Married At First Sight's
Justin Fischer attends a
speed dating event in
Sydney with the hopes
he 'may even find a
wife. but what about
Ashley Irvin?
ADVER1ISEME141
I PICTURED' Terrified
actress Jamie King is in
tears seconds after a
skateboarder attacked
her car and smashed
her windows, sending
broken glass flying into
her son
*Frozen 2: Knsten Bell
reveals recording Is
done on Disney movie
but keeps tight lid an
plot details

Investigative journalist
Ross Coutthart departs
60 Minutes after three
years 'amid cost-cutting
measures at Nine - but
Karl and Peter
Stefanovic are STILL
there despite Ubergate
I Ken Russell shows off
her fabulous legs in
black leather micro
shorts for TV
appearance in NYC

1'1'11 lend it to Megan
Markle for the royal
wedding': Jennifer
Hawkins showcases a
S3million headpiece the most expensive
fascinator ever created
in Australia
I Lily-Rose Depp wears
only a jacket and cap
during beach
photoshoot after split
from Ash Stymest

I Karl Stefanovic and
Georgie Gardner
REFUSE to go on Kyle
and Jackie 0 show to
discuss Ubergate as the
KIIS host calls Today

kR- ICLE:
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star a 'gutless wonder'
for screening his calls
0 Real Housewives Of
New York City: Luann
de Lesseps in tweet
denies being in
blackface as Diana Ross

0 Watch What Happens
Live: Luann de Lesseps
apologizes for offending
anyone with Diana Ross
costume

0 Mila Jovovich wears
flirty frock and kisses
husband Paul W.S
Anderson at Montblanc
event in NYC

k Sofia Vergara
showcases curves ss
she cosies up to
husband Joe
Manganiello at Rampage
premiere

0 'Love is love' MAFS
TeIv Williams lets loose
in a pair of Budgie
Smugglers at Perth gay
bar .. after revealing he
was happily single
following his split from
Sarah Roza
0 EXCLUSIVE: 'I'm
happy for him I wish
him all the best': MAFSTracey Jewel says she's
pleased for es 'husband'
Dean Wells after he
debuts 'new girlfriend'
0 Selena Gomez looks
cheery on Starbucks run
amid break from Justin
Bieber

0 Justin Bieber flaunts
heavily tattooed chest
as he reveals he's spent
'over 100 hours' getting
inked

0 Thought you were a
millionaire? MAFS'
Justin Fischer
appearing ate $37.75
meet-and-greet at an
'ultimate ladies night' in
Canberra
0 Kim Kardashian
reveals son Saint West,
two, 'kept running away'
during Easter photo
shoot

0 'I sang my face off last
night': Ricki-Lee Coulter
denies lip-syncing at her
Opening Ceremony
performance at the
Commonwealth
Games .. after being
slammed by viewers
Luann De Lesseps
wows as she joins
fellow Real Housewives
Of New York stars for
premiere bash

k 'Money's been flooding
in': Nova's Fitz), and
Wippa start GoFundMe
page to try and win
Russell Crowe's $10,000
chariot from Gladiator at
his divorce auction

+9
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From sunny beach days
to enjoying gourmet
burgers and wearing
local designers, Dua
Lipa, 22, delighted in her
recent month-long
Australian tour
'It's a hate crime! What
a c''`k this guy is', Kyle
Sandilands SLAMS
Israel Folau as
homophobic after the
rugby player warned
that gay people will be
sent to 'HELL'
k 'He put his hand on my
knee.. I burst into
tears . 2DayFM host Em
Rusciano recalls being
slapped on the sr" by a
Doctor after receiving
an injection to treat
pneumonia sickness
k Scott Disick buys
mansion for $3.25
million in Southern
California near the
Kardashians homes

k Jenna Dewan denies
Channing Tatum's
drinking contributed to
split amid new claims
about breakup

I EXCLUSIVE: Ewan
McGregor holds hands
with Mary Elizabeth
Winstead amid claims
they had split

Khloe Kandashian
gives glimpse of
'normal' Cleveland
home while saying she's
SO ready' to have baby

k 'I hope we back off:
Sunday Night host
Melissa Doyle makes an
impassioned plea for
cncket fans to leave
embattled former
captain Steve Smith
alone
'Dad had prostate
cancer: Jennifer
Hawkins reveals her
father Robert's health
battle after her mother
Gail underwent surgery
for kidney cancer
k 'He's learned a
valuable lesson': Jackie
0 admits she 'cringed'
after hearing Intern
Pete's MAFS prank at
Steve Smith's press
conference
I 'In the end I just want
to do good work and the
rest will follow'. Lisa
Wilkinson defends The
Project's flagging
ratings and claims it is
Australia's most trusted
interview program
k Kendall and Kylie
Jenner reach a
settlement with Tupac
photographer in T-Shirt
lawsuit

1'1 definitely know
where I'd rather bel
Sam Wood reveals he
'hasn't been avidly
watching Bachelor in
Paradise' and admits
he's grateful to stay
home with baby Willow
I Kyle Sandilands jokes
about 'swooping in' on
ex-wife Tamara Jaber
despite his friend Jase
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Hawkins having feelings
for her.. before calling
him up to brag they 'had
sex in a Coles car park'
1It fills my heart with
warmth and security to
reflect on this beautiful
chapter of my life': Kate
Ritchie praises her time
on Home And Away ten
years after leaving
Summer Bay
1Kaia Gerber, 16, is
stylish in tailored jacket
and shades during
modeling trip to Paris

1Jared Leto hitchhikes
through Texas as he
makes good on promise
to travel through
America for album

► Larry Emdur's model
son Jye, 22, leaves the
runway to join Sydney's
top real estate agency

1 Charming Tatum still
wears wedding band as
he shops with daughter
Everly after revealing
Jenne Dewan split

Liev Schreiber bundles
up in sweater and
beanie for dog walk with
girtfnend Taylor Nelsen

►'Just poolside with the
kiddies and I run into
this stud muffin!'
Married At First Sight's
Tali, Williams catches
up with Sean Thomsen
in Perth
1 Farrah Abraham
shows oft her ample
assets for day out
with Phoebe Pnce and
Frenchy Morgan in LA

►'I thought Ellen
DeGeneres was vegan,'
Married At First Sight's
Sean Thomsen is trolled
by fans while enjoying a
steak dinner with costar Troy Delmege
1 'Now I'm stuck with all
my s"'I': MAFS star
Davin. Rankin reveals
her messy bedroom and
compares it to a
'brothel'

► 'I'm having my Kim
Kardashian moment!'
MAFS' Sarah Roza
compares herself to the
US reality sensation as
she gets a Brazilian bum
lift

1'1 ate two burgers a
day!' Bachelor In
Paradise star Megan
Marx reveals her VERY
unconventional diet
while filming the reality
TV show
Adnana Lima is
sophisticated chic in all
black as she bundles up
in puffy coat for chilly
NY outing

•e
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'I am feeling older':
RHOM's Jackie Gillies,
37, says she is planning
to have a baby as soon
as possible.. and
admits husband Ben
'wanted children seven
years ago'
I Justin Bieber plays
Canadian Superman in
hilarious 'racist' skit
with YouTube star Rudy
Mancuso

I Is this the end of Nina
Proudman? Asher
Keddie says Network
Ten show Offspring may
not return... amid
rumours the drama has
been axed

► Elizabeth Hurley
shares VERY busty
salfis to honour son
Damian's 16th
birthday... after posing
with nephew Miles
following his brutal
stabbing
► Billie Piper reveals her
twenties were a 'walk in
the park' compared to
her 'crisis' thirties two
years after split from
Laurence Fox

I Naomi Watts 'will
never forget' Heath
Ledger as she posts
tribute on the late
actor's 39th birthday

► Jay-Z reveals the most
beautiful thing daughter
Blue Ivy ever said was a
scolding SHE gave HIM

► Geordie Shore's
Sophie Kassel flashes
underboob in cutaway
jumpsuit as she hits the
town. a day after
holding hands with
Jersey Shore's Pauly D
► Uma Thurman, 47,
shows off her incredibly
slender figure in slinky
silver swimsuit as she
enjoys an idyllic beach
day in St Bark

► Chloe Monet/ looks
gorgeous as she steps
out in athleisure for a
laidback day in Los
Angeles

► Paula Patton sued by
man claiming her
German Shepard named
Bear injured his arm in
attack

► Elsa Hoak gets her hair
in a tangle during a
windy stroll in New York
City

► Charlotte Crosby's
solo sex scene axed.
Geordie Shore cut star's
saucy moment as it was
deemed too graphic for
debaucherous show

► lskra Lawrence
displays her posterior in
black bikini... as she
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urges fans 'to stay true'
to themselves

0 Jennifer Gamer and
Ben Affleck 'are in a
good place' ONE YEAR
after they filed for
divorce

Tonya Harding 'set to
compete on Dancing
With The Stars' in
athletes only season 26
of ABC show

0 Chloe Goodman
flaunts her busty assets
in plunging top as she
joins sexy sister Lauryn
for charity event

0 Smitten! Today host
Karl Stefanovic and
glowing 'wife' Jasmine
Yarbrough cosy up at
first red carpet event

0 Make room for Meghan
Merida! Prince Hany's
future bride is set to join
elite group of Amencan
women who have
become royals,
including Grace Kelly
and Rita Hayworth
/'I never banged him!'
Ashley Irvin begs Justin
Fischer to admit they
never had sex during
wild MAFS reunion
party... but he REFUSES
to confirm or deny

0 Lindsay Lohan offers
legal help to Donald
Trump as she plugs her
partnership with
Lawyer.com

I Ryan Reynolds jokes
about his mum as he
addresses mamage
rumors with another
hilarious message

0 Avengers: Infinity War
assembles 22 posters
including Scarlet
Johansson and Robert
Downey Jr
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MORE DON'T MISS
X Elle Macpherson, 54
flaunts her age-defying
figure in skintight gym
wear as she promotes
her latest detox

X Olivia Munn pretends
to dance in a box while
rocking bikini for
Instagram video with
her pal

X Mel B celebrates
Angel's birthday with
mum Andrea: Spice
Girl's daughter turns
11.. after THAT letter
about stepdad Stephen
Belafonte's 'abuse'
X Kim Kardashian
shares never-seenbefore settle in black
lingerie from racy Calvin
Klein shoot

I Kirsten Dunst
showcases growing
baby bump in chic mini
dress dunng lunch date
with Jesse Plomons

► Kourtney Kardashian
38, catches sunset on
San Francisco beach
with Younes Bendema,
24

X Kate Upton shows
massive engagement
bling is almost as big as
Justin Verlanders
World Series ring

X Lill Reinhart KISSES
Riverdale leading man
Cole Sprouse on
romantic Parisian stroll
after RiverCon

I The Mummy Dienes
'Patient' Sam Faiers
praised for handling
'uninterested' beau Paul
Knightley while baby
Paul throws tantrums

X Tim Allen runs into his
Toy Story co-star
cowboy Woody dunng
family tnp to Disneyland

I Lizzie Cundy, 47
flashes her bra in VERY
revealing lace crop top
as she attends Jog-On
For Cancer event

X Katherine Fleigl
attends script reading in
Toronto as she prepares
for her new role in Suits
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Why do dogs get
scared?' Tziporah
Malkah shares a bizarre
letter she received from
an anonymous sender
wishing her 'luck in
court'

Perrie Edwards cheers
on Alex OxladeChamberlain: Singer
sports chic curls as she
sings in the crowd at
her beau's Champions
League game in
Liverpool
I Leaving it to the last
minute! The Veronicas
Lisa Origliasso reveals
she bought her dress
the DAY BEFORE her
vegan hipster
engagement party with
fiancé Logan Huffman
t Tangerine thalami
Kerri-Anne Kennerley
cuts a striking figure in
an orange sequinned
top at Commonwealth
Games pm-party

I 'I am mamed to
Neapolitan ice cream!'
Model Bridget Malcolm
shares a VERY cheeky
photo of her husband
Nathaniel Heim's
sunburnt dement

Kyhe Minogue 50,
parades her lengthy
legs in tiny dress as she
poses with
photographer ahead of
Golden album release

I Move over Lords! Ella
Yolich-O'Connor's
younger sister Indy, 19,
releases her first poetry
book Sticky Notes and
stuns during her debut
reading in New York
City

I Pink appears to be
served legal papers
regarding the Dr Luke
and Kesha case as she
steps out in NYC

I Harry Styles halts his
Barcelona concert to
chat with a fan after he
notices her chowi rig
down on a ham
sandwich in the front
row

X Kendall Jenne,'
commands attention in
a bright yellow jacket
and skinny grey jeans
she heads out for the
day in Paris

X Noel Gallager's
daughter Antis 15
lands ANOTHER
campaign as the face of
Nasty Gal - as the
fashion giant labels her
a 'millennial sweetheart'

X Cindy Crawford 52
dons plunging swimsuit
as she says she wants
to 'empower' kids Kaia
and Presley

X Pans Hilton enjoys
pamper session... after
revealing Kim
Kardashian will be
invited to her wedding
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Amy Schumer
flashes diamond
wedding ring and band
from husband Chris
Fischer as she stuns in
pink

► Kardashians 'legally
allowed to call Blac
Chyna anything they
want' as defamation
lawsuit rumbles on

Heidi Klum, 44, beams
during dream vacation
in Hong Kong without
new beau Tom Kaulitz,
28

'You become less selfabsorbed': Paloma Faith
reveals how
motherhood has
changed her... and
admits performing helps
to ease her 'absolute
anxiety'

Former Miss World
Australia Erin Holland is
out of this world in
plunging futuristicinspired sequinned
dress for glitzy day out

P Hugh can ask for a
better welcome home?
Jackman kisses his
French bulldog and
poodle-ternif hybrid.
as he returns home from
paradise getaway with
his family

► Rosy Jacenko looks
upset as she makes a
mad dash through
Sydney to see her sickly
son Hunter, three, after
he was struck down
with a virus

Surf's upl Ricki-Lee
Coulter reveals her
ample assets in a
plunging black swimsuit
as she frolics at the
beach ahead of
Commonwealth Games

I Tm not a big believer
in using hundreds of
products'. Model
Jesinta Campbell
reveals the ONE $14
beauty product that
transforms her look

Kns Jenner 'guiding'
careers of Kanye West
and Travis Scott after
advising they leave
managers'

► Kim Karclashian
reveals she posed in a
WIG for those nearly
unrecognizable KKW X
MARIO swimsuit shots

I Stunning Kate Ritchie,
39, looks dramatically
different since leaving
Home And Away role 10
YEARS ago

/ Child's playl Bachelor
In Paradise Ali Oetjen
looks VERY different in
rare throwback snap of
her working as a
presenter alongside
kids' character
Humphrey B Bear
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All eyes on herl RickiLee Coulter stuns in a
plunging white frock
while performing her
new song Technicolour
Love at the
Commonwealth Games
opening ceremony

I Natalie Roser flaunts
her washboard abs in
tiny neon green twopiece as she prepares to
ride the waves on
surfboard

0 Ashley James and
Amber Le Bon look
spring-ready in blue
floral dresses for Studio
By Preen collection
launch

Dwayne 'The Rock'
Johnson says he has no
ill will toward Vin Diesel
after beef but takes it
back

0 Jon Hamm, 47, of Mad
Men talks being charged
with assault after hazing
incident at Texas
college

0 Folsom Prison boozel
Russell Crowe
reminisces about doing
shots of bourbon out of
Johnny Cash's 1986
Grammy award with
pal Ed Sheeran

I Kristin Cavallari's new
reality **nes about her
life in Nashville is
greenlit

Luann de Lesseps
shed albs after
'embarrassing' arrest
and ending her sevendrinks-a-day habit

I Rosie HuntingtonWhiteley looks chic in
tailored blazer and
leather trousers as she
steps out in New York
City

Enjoying the finer
things in life! PR queen
Roxy Jacenko flaunts
6240,000 worth of eyepopping diamond
jewelry on her arm

'OK clench them!'
Lauren Phillips secretly
films her husband
Lachlan Spark's naked
sunburnt bottom

0 Chloe Goodman
proudly displays her
ample bosom and toned
curves as she hits the
beach in a flattering
bikini during sunny
getaway to Dubai

Chadwick Boseman of
Black Panther is dating
singer Taylor Simone
Ledward, confirms his
grandmother
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I Footy fuel! Makeup
free Rebecca Judd
flaunts her trim pins in a
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pair of tiny shorts as
she picks up a loaf of
bread with her mother
Kerry, sporty son Oscar
and daughter Billie
Howzat?1 The awkward
moment David Warner
fails to recognise
Georgia Love and calls
her 'ma'am' as she
attempts to interview
the disgraced cricketer
and his wife Candice
I Maybe he should put
the money towards new
pants! Russell Crowe,
53 tries to wear tight
leans before giving fans
a preview of what's on
offer at his 53.6 million
'divorce auction'
Kylie Minogue's ex
Joshua Sasso makes
thinly-veiled dig at
singer in cryptic post.
as she admits to
'breakdown' over split

0 Inside Liam and
Cheryl's make or break
holiday: One Direction
star goes shirtless for
relaxing dip in the pool
amid 'relationship woes'

►'Stronger in all the
broken parts': MAFS
star Zoe Hendrix shares
sweet throwback to her
daughter as a baby as
she makes candid
confession

Blac Chyna's Six Flags
fight Reality star loses
baby stroller deal' after
she THREW a buggy at
stranger in brawl

I Joanna Krupa displays
senous side-boob as
she slips into a deeply
plunging dress for Las
Vegas party

I TV chef James Martin
reveals he bonded with
the Queen over CORGIS
during a eurrear private
audience with Her
Majesty at Buckingham
Palace

The Walking Dead's
Jeffrey Dean Morgan
sports new wild and
bushy beard as he talks
about delivering his two
children on Jimmy
Kimmel
I 'Why are you so RED?
Bachelor In Paradise
fans poke fun of Jarrod
Woodgate's famously
flushed visage on
Twitter, as he woos
two beautiful blondes
on the show

Tyra Banks poses
proudly with mother
after admitting to
undergoing nose job in
candid memoir

Halsey says she and
G-Eazy rely on each
other in 'moments of
self-doubt' during
Wonderland interview

Emily Ratajkowski
parades her enviable
cleavage in a plunging
green swimsuit as she
puffs on suspicious
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looking cigarette in racy
snap

Brielle Biennann goes
'back to blonde' after
splitting from pro
baseball player beau
Michael Kopech

I 'What's wrong with
me?: Bachelor in
Paradise's Keira
Maguire breaks down in
tears after love interest
Jarrod Woodgate admits
he's sidelining her to
pursue Ali Oetjen

1Ton Spelling posts fun
throwback image to
wish Beverly Hills,
90210 pal Jennie Garth
happy birthday

► Get ready for Meghan
Markle's FIRST trip
down the aisle! Final
details about the Suits
star's on-screen
wedding are revealed,
as show creator vows to
give her character's
fans a 'happy ending'
'What a good
boyfriend I have?'
Married At First Sight's
Carly Bowyer packs on
the PDA as she shows
off her beautiful
bouquet of flowers from
beau Troy Delmege

/'Back to reality': Hugh
Jackman laments last
night in paradise as he
watches the sunset with
his wife Deborra'Lee
and two children

I 'She made no effort?'
Bachelor in Paradise
star Jake Ellis blames
Florence Alexandra for
her OWN elimination as
he defends his decision
to give Megan Marx his
rose

Padma Lakshmi rocks
black leather jacket and
tight white sweater
dress ahead of Wendy
Williams Show

The Bachelor's Bec
Chin shows off
phenomenal post-baby
body in strapless
swimsuit as she plays
with her daughter in the
sea

I Azealia Banks smiles
as she leaves NYC
courtroom during twoyear long 'boob-biting'
case

'How could you??'
Candice Warner's
marriage to David is
'under strain' amid
cricket cheating scandal

I Kendall Jenner draws
attention to her slender
frame in fitted black
corset as she steps out
'n Pans

Bryan Cranston
'doesn't miss playing
Walter White' but Aaron
Paul is 'open'
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for Breaking Bad
prequel

Gigi Hadid flashes
toned midriff in sheer
leggings and cropped
sweater on New York
outing

I 'We thought we were
done!' Family Feud's
Grant Denyer reveals
his BABY PLANS with
wife Chezzi. and he's
scared the 'wheels will
fall off if they add
another child
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Geoffrey Rush denies allegations of
'inappropriate behaviour' in play
Sydney Theatre Company confirmed it had received a
complaint against the actor relating to his time starring in
their production of King Lear
Clarisse Loughrey I @clarisselou I Thursday 30 November 2017 15:19 GMT

.Le

I,

Geoffrey Rush has denied allegations of "inappropriate behaviour" during a
Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lex-, after the company said it
had received a complaint against him.
Rush's lawyer said in a statement that no direct notification of the allegation
had been received by Rush or any of his representatives by either the STC or
the complainant, neither was there any "provision of details, circumstances,
allegations or events that can be meaningfully responded to".
The allegation was first reported by Australia's The Daily Telegraph, in
which the STC confirmed that a complaint was made relating to Rush's time
We use cookies to enhance your visit to our site and to bring you advertisements that might interest you. Read our
and
Policies to find out more.
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Sydney Opera House lit up with art to
celebrate world's oldest culture
"Sydney Theatre Company was asked by a News Ltd journalist earlier this
month whether it had received a complaint alleging inappropriate behaviour
by Mr Rush while he was employed by the company. STC responded
truthfully that it had received such a complaint," a spokesperson for the STC
has said.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the
matter be dealt with confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or
involved in any investigation. STC complied, acting in the interest of the
complainant's health and welfare. As already stated, the Company received
the complaint after Mr Rush's engagement had ended."
"STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by)
STC and not a conclusion of impropriety."
The actor said that, as soon as he was made aware of rumours of a complaint,
he immediately contacted senior management at STC to seek clarification
on the nature of the allegation.
"They refused to illuminate me with the details," he continued. "I also asked
why this information was being withheld, and why, according to standard
theatre practice the issue had not been raised with me during the production
via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at
management level T-Inurpver nn rpsnnnse wa c fnrthrnining "
We use cookies to enhance your visit to our site and to bring you advertisements that might interest you. Read our
and
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"In this current environment, 'inappropriate behaviour' may mean abuse,
bullying or other forms of reprehensible activity. These are matters that
deserve forthright and objective levels of discussion," Rush's lawyer said. "It
must be made clear from the outset that Mr. Rush abhors any form of
maltreatment of any person in any form."
"His treatment of fellow colleagues and everyone he has worked with is
always conducted with respect and the utmost propriety. Whether on a film
set or in the theatre, Mr. Rush has always adhered to the finest professional
principles in pursuit of his craft."
"It is a great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his
name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way," his lawyer added.
"At this stage, Mr. Rush can only reiterate his statement that he denies
having been involved in any 'inappropriate behaviour' whatsoever. Until
there is decency afforded to Mr. Rush of what the 'inappropriate behaviour'
actually is then there is nothing more that can be said at this stage."
Rush won the Oscar for Best Actor for playing David Helfgott in Shine and
was nominated for Best Supporting Actor for Shakespeare in Love; he is
well-known for the role of Hector Barbossa in the Pirates of the Caribbean
films and has worked extensively in theatre. He previously worked with STC
on multiple projects, including The Importance of Being Earnest and The
Government Inspector.
More about:

Geoffrey Rush
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Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegation Of
`Inappropriate Behaviour'
The exact details of the alleged incident have not been revealed.
By Rachel McGrath

Actor Geoffrey Rush has denied an allegation of "inappropriate behaviour", following a
complaint made to the a Sydney Theatre Company, regarding an incident that allegedly
took place when he was starring in a production of 'King Lear'.
Rush's time in the Shakespeare production spanned from November 2015 to January
2016, and the exact details of the alleged incident - including whether it is a complaint
about sexually inappropriate behavior - have not been revealed.
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Geoffrey Rush

In a statement issued to the Guardian, Rush's lawyer stated that the actor is also
unaware of exactly what he stands accused of, saying: "In this current environment,
`inappropriate behaviour' may mean abuse, bullying or other forms of reprehensible
activity.
"These are matters that deserve forthright and objective levels of discussion. It must be
made clear from the outset that Mr Rush abhors any form of maltreatment of any person
in any form."
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The 66-year-old actor added: "The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I
immediately phoned and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company
asking for clarification about the details of the statement. They refused to illuminate me
with the details.
"I also asked why this information was being withheld and why, according to standard
theatre practice, the issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage
management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at management level. However,
no response was forthcoming."
On Wednesday (29 November), the STC confirmed the complaint, stating that they told a
journalist the truth when asked about the matter earlier this month.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt
with confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation,"
they said (via the Sydney Morning Herald). "STC complied, acting in the interest of the
complainant's health and welfare."
Over the past 35 years, Rush has performed in a number of STC productions. His film
credits include 'Shakespeare In Love', 'Quills' and 'Shine', which saw him win an Oscar
for Best Actor.
He also played Captain Barbossa in Disney's 'Pirates Of The Caribbean' franchise and
provided the voice for Nigel the pelican in 'Finding Nemo'.
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Oscar-winning Australian actor Geoffrey Rush
has issued a statement denying that he engaged
in "inappropriate behavior" during the Sydney
Theatre Company's production of "King Lear "
Early on Wednesday, Australia's Daily
Telegraph published a statement from the
Sydney Theatre Company, which said it
"received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey
Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour "
"The Company received the complaint when Mr
Rush's engagement with the Company had
ended," the statement continued. "The Company
continues to work with the complainant to
minimise the risk of future instances of the
alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace."
Neither the Sydney Theatre Company nor
Rush's statement through his lawyers at HWL
Ebsworth detailed the nature of the allegation.
Rush's statement maintains that the complaint
was made 21 months ago, and says that Rush
"abhors any form of maltreatment of any person
in any form."
"Mr Rush has not been approached by the
Sydney Theatre Company and the alleged
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complainant nor any representative of either of
them concerning the matter you have raised,"
the strongly worded letter, obtained by Variety,
reads. "In other words, there has been no
provision of any details, circumstances,
allegations or events that can be meaningfully
responded to."
"It is a great disappointment to Mr Rush the
STC has chosen to smear his name and
unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way,"
statement continues. "Not to afford a pe
iffrey Rush the
their right to know what has been alleged
ies Allegationgainst them let alone not inform them of it )1°66N
such information to the public is loci
nappropriate release
denial of natural justice and is not how our
avior' in 'Kim],ciety operates."
r' Production In a personal statement in the letter, Rush
Alex Stedman
Janety 30 November 2017
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Geoffrey Rush, the Oscar-winning actor, has been accused of
inappropriate behaviour with a fellow cast member during a
stage production.
The 66-year-old star of The King's Speech and the Pirates of the
Caribbean films said that the allegations were false. His lawyers
accused the Sydney Theatre Company of attempting to "smear
his name".
Rush said that the company had never told him of concerns
about his behaviour during the production of King Lear that ran
from November 2015 to January 2016 at Roslyn Packer Theatre.
"In this current environment, 'inappropriate behaviour' may
mean abuse, bullying or other forms of reprehensible activity,"
he said.
The Daily Telegraph newspaper in Sydney reported on the
claims against Rush, one of Australia's most successful and bestloved actors. The_alteged...
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Geoffrey Rush steps away from academy president role
after allegations of 'inappropriate behaviour'
Pascale Day
Saturday 2 Dec 201710:13 am
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Geoffrey Rush has stepped down as Aacta president after allegations surface (Picture: Bauer-Griffin/FilmMagic)

Another day, another wave of disturbing allegations in Hollywood.
This time, it's the turn of Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush, who has stepped down as
president of Australia's screen industry academy, just days after a theatre company
revealed it had received a complaint that accused him of 'inappropriate behaviour'.
Media reports suggest that the allegation dates back to Rush's role in the Sydney
Theatre Company's staging of William Shakespeare's King Lear two years ago, in which
he played the lead. Rush haaalenicadawnwau4gekcirig,ssumed Learn more
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The 66-year-old said this weekend he has stepped down as president of the Australian
NEWS
$PORT
ALL
Academy of Cinema and Teievision Arts ahead of the academy s awards show in Sydney
on Wednesday.
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The actor has been accused of inappropriate behaviour (Picture: Getty Images)

`Certain recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my standing
in the entertainment community. It is unreasonable that my professional colleagues
should be somehow associated with such allegations,' Rush said in a statement to The
Associated Press through his lawyer.
'In the circumstances, I have decided to step aside in my ambassadorial role as president
of Aacta effective immediately and until these issues have been resolved.
`This decision has not been made lightly. However, in the current climate of innuendo and
unjustifiable reporting, I believe the decision to make a clean break to clear the air is the
best for all concerned.'

If

. •

The 66-year-old actor was president of Aacta (Picture: AP Photo)

Aacta said in a statement it respects Geoffrey's decision to step aside at this time.
conZeIngacgbetAlmottitngtivjag einatInarnneel. Lear
`We have been deeply
a su pport a course of action that
both respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of innocence and due process, but
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also acknowledges good corporate governance in these circumstances,' the academy
NEWS
SPORT
ALL
said.
Got a story?
If you've got a story, video or pictures get in touch with the Metro.co.uk
Entertainment team by emailing us celebtips@metro.co.uk, calling 020 3615
2145 or by visiting our Submit Stuff page - we'd love to hear from you.
MORE: Production halted on Freddie Mercury biopic due to 'unexpected
unavailability' of Bryan Singer
MORE: Jack Maynard brands his offensive tweets 'disgraceful' as he claims even
his mum hated him as a teen
Sh
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Geoffrey Rush quits screen industry post over 'inappropriate behaviour'
claim
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Geoffrey Rush faces allegations dating back to his starring role in the leading Australian theater's staging of William Shakespeare's
"King Lear" two years ago CREDIT: AP

By Helen Nianias
2 DECEMBER 2017 8:34AM
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crates of the Caribbean actor Geoffrey Rush yesterday resigned as president of Australia's
screen industry academy, days after an allegation of "inappropriate behavior" against him
was revealed.

P

The allegation is reported to have dated from Mr Rush's starring role in Sydney Theatre
Company's 2015 production of King Lear. Mr Rush, 66, has denied any inappropriate behaviour
at the Sydney Theatre Company.
Mr Rush, who plays Captain Barbossa in the Pirates of the Caribbean franchise and won an
Oscar for his performance in 1997 film Shine, stepped down as president of the Australian
Academy of Cinema and Television Arts (AACTA) in advance of its annual televised awards
ceremony on Wednesday.
"Certain recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my standing in the
entertainment community. It is unreasonable that my professional colleagues should be
somehow associated with such allegations," he in a statement released through his lawyer.
"In the circumstances, I have decided to step aside in my ambassadorial role as president of
AACTA effective immediately and until these issues have been resolved," he said.
"This decision has not been made lightly. However, in the current climate of innuendo and
unjustifiable reporting, I believe the decision to make a clean break to clear the air is the best
for all concerned," he added.
AACTA said it respected and accepted Mr Rush's decision.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that both
respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of innocence and due process, but also
acknowledges good corporate governance in these circumstances," AACTA said in a statement.
The Sydney Theatre Company has declined to disclose details of the allegation, and said the
complainant requested that it be dealt with confidentially, without Mr Rush's involvement.
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Geoffrey Rush quits industry post over
'inappropriate behaviour' claim
Oscar winner steps down as Aacta president over allegation dating to his
performance for the Sydney Theatre Company two years ago
Associated Press
Sat 2 Dec 2017 16.52 AEDT

Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush has stepped down as president of Australia's
screen industry academy, days after a theatre company revealed it had received a
complaint against him of "inappropriate behaviour".
Rush has denied any inappropriate behaviour at the Sydney Theatre Company. Media
reports this week said the allegation dated from Rush's starring role in the leading
Australian company's staging of William Shakespeare's King Lear two years ago.
Rush said on Saturday he stepped down as president of the Australian Academy of
Cinema and Television Arts ahead of the academy's annual televised awards in
Sydney on Wednesday.
"Certain recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my
standing in the entertainment community. It is unreasonable that my professional
339
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colleagues should be somehow associated with such allegations," Rush said in a
statement through his lawyer, Nicholas Pullen.
"In the circumstances, I have decided to step aside in my ambassadorial role as
president of Aacta effective immediately and until these issues have been resolved.
"This decision has not been made lightly. However, in the current climate of
innuendo and unjustifiable reporting, I believe the decision to make a clean break to
clear the air is the best for all concerned."
Aacta said in a statement it accepted and respected Rush's decision to voluntarily step
aside.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action
that both respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of innocence and due process,
but also acknowledges good corporate governance in these circumstances," Aacta
said, adding it would not comment further.
The Sydney Theatre Company has not disclosed details of the allegation. It said the
complainant asked that the allegation be dealt with confidentially and did not want
Rush notified or involved in any investigation.
Rush has performed at the company for 35 years. The 66-year-old won the 1997 best
actor Academy Award for Shine and has three other Oscar nominations. He is perhaps
best known as Captain Barbossa in the Pirates of the Caribbean films.
Australian media reports say the allegation dated from the company's production of
King Lear from November 2015 to January 2016.
Sydney's the Daily Telegraph newspaper cited two unnamed theatre sources on
Friday that an actor had accused Rush of touching her inappropriately.
The company said the complaint was made after Rush's employment had ended and
it disclosed it when a journalist asked in early November. The company did not say
what action it had taken and it did not respond to questions about whether it would
work with Rush in the future.
Rush's lawyers said his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked
with has been impeccable beyond reproach".
The actor said on Thursday he became aware of "rumours of a complaint", but the
theatre company had refused to provide details at the time.
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Actor Geoffrey Rush has quit as president of Australia's screen industry academy after a theatre
company said it had received a complaint of "inappropriate behaviour".
The Oscar-winning star denied the accusation at the Sydney Theatre Company, which reportedly dates
from his role in the staging of King Lear two years ago.
In a statement through his lawyer, the Pirates of the Caribbean actor, 66, said: "Certain recent media
reports have made untenable allegations concerning my standing in the entertainment community.
"It is unreasonable that my professional colleagues should be somehow associated with such
allegations.
"In the circumstances, I have decided to step aside in my ambassadorial role as president of AACTA
..cAustralian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts) effective immediately and until these issues have
"—peen resolved.
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Actor Geoffrey Rush in California in May. (Getty Images for Disney)

"This decision has not been made lightly. However, in the current climate of innuendo and
unjustifiable reporting, I believe the decision to make a clean break to clear the air is the best for all
concerned."
The AACTA said it accepted Rush's decision to step down.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that both respects
Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of innocence and due process, but also acknowledges good
corporate governance in these circumstances," it said.
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READ MORE

BBC axes Aled Jones from Christmas Songs of Praise amid conduct claims

The Sydney Theatre Company has not disclosed details of the allegation and said the complainant
requested it was dealt with confidentially.
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed sources who said an actress had accused Rush of
touching her inappropriately.
The allegation was reportedly made after Rush's employment had ended.
Rush's lawyers said his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked with has been
impeccable beyond reproach".
Reporting by Press Association.
More about: I Geoffrey Rush
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RUSH OUT Oscar winner Geoffrey
Rush quits as president of film
academy after allegation of sexual
harassment
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DEAR DEIDRE My wife's had sex
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I The 66-year-old has denied the allegations against him
By Ben Leo
3rd December 2017, 3:11 am Updated: 3rd December 2017, 4:07 am
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OSCAR winner Geoffrey Rush has quit as president of a movie academy in a sex
harassment row.

BAD TASTE Gainers want Fortnite
'Durrr Burger' BANNED for
'mocking people with disabilities'

An actress reportedly accused the Shine star, 66, of touching her inappropriately.
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Private school
counsellor, 25, arrested after 'she
had sex with student'
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The allegations stem from an a 2015 theatre role in Sydney
He denied the "unten-able allegations" — said to stem from a 2015 theatre role in
Sydney.

AMY'S PLEDGE Bowel cancer
campaigner dies after revealing
her completely selfless last wish

But the Aussie said: "In the current climate of innuendo and unjustifiable reporting,
making a clean break to clear the air is best for all."
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He added that he was leaving his role at the Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts "until these issues have been resolved"
The academy accepted his exit and said: "We've been deeply concerned."
The theatre did not detail the claim and said the complainant wanted it handled
confidentially.
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Liverpool
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"In the circumstances, I have chose to
step aside in my ambassadorial role as
president of AACTA (Australian
Academy of Cinema and Television
Arts) effective immediately and until
these issues have been resolved"
In a statement, AACTA said: "AACTA
acknowledges the decision today of
Geoffrey Rush to voluntarily step aside
as President of AACTA and accepts
and respects his decision to do so"
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"There has been no provision of any
details, circumstances, allegations or events that can be meaningfully responded to", the rep
said in a statement

Selman Khan proposes
Katrina Kaif in the sweetest
manner

Rush, 66, took the step after the Sydney Theatre Company revealed last week that it had
received a complaint alleging that the veteran Australian actor had engaged in "inappropriate
behavior" when working with the company.

USA tax bill: Democrats
attack exemption for college
linked to Betsy DeVos

"In the circumstances, I have made a decision to step aside in my ambassadorial role as
president of Aacta effective immediately and until these issues have been resolved" And
although the academy has accepted his voluntary resignation, Rush doesn't seem particularly
happy about the series of events that lead to this - specifically, how the media reported on the
allegation.
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This decision has not been made lightly.

Michael P. Phalen Sells
15500 Shares of Boston
Scientific Corporation (BSX)
Stock

Rush has been working with the company for 35 years.
Rush won the Best Actor Academy Award in 1997 for his role in Shine and is one of the few
actors to have also won a primetime Emmy and a Tony Award.
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(APTS) Insider Leonard A. Silverstein
Purchases 500 Shares

The Pirates of the Caribbean actor, denies the allegations of improper conduct
Australian media reports say the allegation dated from the company's production of King Lear
from November 2015 to January 2016.
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The claims against the Oscar-winning actor first emerged in a story by Sydney's Daily
Telegraph on Thursday.
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They dismissed the allegations adding that his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people
he has worked with has been impeccable beyond reproach"
"Until there is the decency afforded to Mr. Rush of what the "inappropriate behavior" actually
is then there is nothing more that can be said at this stage", they continued.
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Geoffrey Rush steps down from Australian screen academy following allegation I The Westmorland Gazette

Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush has quit as president of Australia's screen industry
academy after a theatre company said it had received a complaint of "inappropriate
behaviour".
The star of screen and stage denied the accusation at the Sydney Theatre Company, with
the allegation reportedly dating from his role in the staging of King Lear two years ago.
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In a statement through his lawyer to the Associated Press, the 66-year-old said: "Certain
recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my standing in the
entertainment community

t is unreasonable that my professional colleagues should be somehow associated with
such allegations.
"In the circumstances, I have decided to step aside in my ambassadorial role as
president of AACTA (Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts) effective
immediately and until these issues have been resolved.
"This decision has not been made lightly. However, in the current climate of innuendo
and unjustifiable reporting, I believe the decision to make a clean break to clear the air
is the best for all concerned."
The AACTA said it accepted Rush's decision to step down.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that
( nth respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of innocence and due process, but
—'aiso acknowledges good corporate governance in these circumstances," it said.
The Sydney Theatre Company has not disclosed details of the allegation and said the
complainant requested it was dealt with confidentially.
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed sources who said an actress had
accused Rush of touching her inappropriately.
The allegation was reportedly made after Rush's employment had ended.
Rush's lawyers said his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked
with has been impeccable beyond reproach".
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Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate Behavior Du
Sydney Theatre Company Play
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MIKE MILLER November 29, 2017 09:31 PM

Geoffrey Rush is denying accusations of "inappropriate behavior" during his time
with the Sydney Theatre Company (STC).
"The moment I became aware of rumors of a complaint I immediately phoned and
spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for
clarification about the details of the statement," the Academy Award said in a
statement.
"They refused to illuminate me with the details. I also asked why this information
was being withheld, and why, according to standard theatre practice the issue had
not been raised with me during the production via stage management, the director,
my fellow actors or anyone at management level. However, no response was
forthcoming," he added.
A Sydney Theatre Company spokeswoman reportedly said that they had "received
a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate
behavior" after his "engagement with the company had ended," but did not
elaborate on the nature of the complaint.
RELATED: Matt Lauer Allegedly Harassed Multiple Women, Exposed Himself:

0©
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"The complainant has requested that their identity be withheld," the STC
spokeswoman reportedly said, adding, "STC respects that request and for privacy
reasons, will not be making any further comments."
PEOPLE has reached out for further comment from both the STC and Rush's
representatives but has yet to receive a response.
Rush, 66, recently performed in a production of Shakespeare's KingLear between
November 2015 and January 2016 at the STC.
"It is a great disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and
unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way," a representative for Rush said in a
statement.
The Australian actor is known for his recurring role as Captain Barbossa in the
Pirates of the Caribbean franchise, and is among a small group of acclaimed actors
who have won an Academy Award, Primetime Emmy Award and a Tony Award.
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Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegation of 'Inappropriate
Behavior' in 'King Lear' Production
By Alex Stedman
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Oscar-winning Australian actor Geoffrey Rush has issued a statement denying that he engaged in
"inappropriate behavior" during the Sydney Theatre Company's production of "King Lear-"
Early on Wednesday, Australia's Daily Telegraph published a statement from the Sydney Theatre
Company, which said it "received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour." "The Company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the
Company had ended," the statement continued. "The Company continues to work with the complainant
to minimise the risk of future instances of the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace."
Neither the Sydney Theatre Company nor Rush's statement through his lawyers at HWL Ebsworth
detailed the nature of the allegation. Rush's statement maintains that the complaint was made 21
months ago, and says that Rush "abhors any form of maltreatment of any person in any form."

http://variety.com/2017/legit/news/geoffrey-rush-inappropriate-behavior-king-lear-120... 6/04/2018
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"Mr. Rush has not been approached by the Sydney Theatre Company and the alleged complainant nor
any representative of either of them concerning the matter you have raised," the strongly worded letter,
obtained by Variety, reads. "In other words, there has been no provision of any details, circumstances,
allegations or events that can be meaningfully responded to."
"It is a great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably
damage his reputation in this way," the statement continues. "Not to afford a person their right to know
what has been alleged against them let alone not inform them of it but release such information to the
public is both a denial of natural justice and is not how our society operates."
In a personal statement in the letter, Rush said he called senior management at the Sydney Theatre
Company once he learned about the complaint, which the company allegedly "refused" to illuminate.
Rush starred in the local "King Lear" production from November 2015 to January 2016.

10
LEAVE A REPLY

GEOFFREY RUSH

SENSITIVE.

Want to read more articles like this one? Subscribe to Variety Today.
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The unspecified behavior allegedly occurred during the
Sydney Theatre Company's production of 'King Lear' in 2015
and 2016.
Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush has denied allegations of inappropriate behavior during his run
starring in the Sydney Theatre Company's (STC) production of King Lear in 2015 and 2016, in a
since-deleted report by the Daily Telegraph (2.
The Telegraph reported on Thursday (local time in Australia) that the STC had "received a complaint
alleging that Mr. Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behavior," quoting an STC
spokeswoman. The story did not detail what the alleged inappropriate behavior was and did not say
that it was sexual in nature. Hours after its publication, the report was deleted from the Telegraph's
website and deleted all tweets associated with the story. The Hollywood Reporter has reached out to
the Daily Telegraph for comment.
Rush vehemently denied the allegation in an initial statement issued by his law firm, HWL Ebsworth.
"Mr. Rush has not been approached by the Sydney Theatre Company and the alleged complainant
nor any representative of either of them concerning the matter you have raised," the letter reportedly
states.

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/print/1062707
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Quoting the legal statement, the report claimed Rush said he had never been involved in any
"inappropriate behavior" and that his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked
with has been impeccable beyond reproach."
"Further, he has not been informed by them of the nature of the complaint and what it involves," the
statement reads. "In the circumstances, if such a statement has been issued by the STC it is both
irresponsible and highly damaging to say the least. Your `understanding' of what has occurred is,
with the greatest respect, simply fishing and unfounded. It does not warrant comment except that it is
false and untrue."
The STC said it is still working "with the complainant to minimize the risk of future instances of the
alleged behavior occurring in its workplace." The complainant in question asked for their identity to
be withheld.
Rush released a second statement on Thursday, saying, "The moment I became aware of rumours
of a complaint I immediately phoned and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre
Company asking for clarification about the details of the statement. They refused to illuminate me
with the details. I also asked why this information was being withheld, and why, according to
standard theatre practice the issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage
management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at management level. However, no response
was forthcoming."
Rush's lawyer Nicholas Pullen added: "In this current environment, "inappropriate behavior" may
mean abuse, bullying or other forms of reprehensible activity. These are matters that deserve
forthright and objective levels of discussion. It must be made clear from the outset that Mr. Rush
abhors any form of maltreatment of any person in any form."
The issue of harassment in the workplace has dominated the Australian news this week as
allegations of indecent assault, sexual harassment and bullying against Don Burke, the host and
producer of former top-rated Nine Network lifestyle program, Burke's Backyard, were detailed by
former female employees. In total, over 200 women have come forward with complaints against
Burke since Fairfax Media and the Australian Broadcasting Corp broke the story earlier in the week.
In what's been dubbed Australia's "Weinstein moment," Tracy Spicer, one of the journalists who
uncovered the allegations against Burke, says she has a dossier that names 65 people working in
the Australian media and entertainment industry as the subjects of over 500 complaints. It was not
revealed if Rush is one of the those names.
"This is only the beginning of an investigation that will take years, until all workplaces are safe for
those within their walls,' Spicer said.
Updated at 5.38PM PST to reflect a new statement from Geoffrey Rush and that the Daily
Telegraph had deleted its story from its website.
Links:
[1] http://pinterest.com/pin/create/button/?url=www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/geoffrey-rush-denies-allegationsinappropriate-behaviormagecache/news_landscape/2017/04/gettyimages1062707&media=https://www.hollywoodreportercom/sites/default/fi
672662912_-_h_2017.jpg&description=Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegations of &quot;Inappropriate Behavior&quot;
[2] https://www.dailytelegraph.corn.au/news/nsw/geoffrey-rush-accused-of-inappropriate-behaviour-during-sydneytheatre-companys-king-lear/news-story/bf8aff8d808cf38dabc653e55e21a272
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Geoffrey Rush denies 'inappropriate behavior'
at theater
By: ROD McGUIRK, Associated Press
Updated: Nov 30, 2017 - 10:52 PM

CANBERRA, Australia (AP) - A leading Australian theater company said Friday it had received a complaint of
"inappropriate behavior" against Geoffrey Rush, an allegation lawyers for the Oscar winner denied.
The Sydney Theatre Company was not disclosing details of the allegations, which reports said dated from Rush's
starring role in the theater's staging of "King Lear" two years ago.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with confidentially, and
did not want Mr. Rush notified or involved in any investigation," a statement said. The theater company said it
complied "in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare."
Content Continues Below
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HWL Ebsworth Lawyers did not respond to a request for comment Friday, but had issued an earlier statement
denying Rush was involved in any inappropriate behavior.
"It is with great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage his
reputation in this way," Thursday's statement said.
ush has performed at the Sydney theater for 35 years. The 66-year-old Australian actor won the 1997 best actor
Academy Award for "Shine" and has three other Oscar nominations. He is perhaps best known as Captain
Barbossa in the "Pirates of the Caribbean" films.
Australian media reports say the allegation dated from the theater's production of William Shakespeare's "King
Lear" from November 2015 to January 2016.
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed theater sources in reporting Friday that an actress had accused
Rush of touching her inappropriately. The sources told the newspaper the theater wouldn't work with Rush again.
The company said the complaint was made after Rush's employment had ended and it disclosed it when a
journalist asked in early November. The company did not say what action it had taken and it did not respond to
questions about whether it would work with Rush in the future.
Rush's lawyers said his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked with has been impeccable
beyond reproach." The actor had said Thursday he became aware of "rumors of a complaint" but the theater had
("fused to provide details at the time.
Copyright 2018 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate
Behavior' at Theater
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph also cited two unnamed
theater sources in reporting Friday that an actress had
accused Rush of touching her inappropriately
By Rod McGuirk
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Jordan Strauss/Invision/AP, File
A leading Australian theater company said Friday it had received a complaint of "inappropriate
behavior" against Geoffrey Rush, an allegation lawyers for the Oscar winner denied.
The Sydney Theatre Company was not disclosing details of the allegations, which reports said
dated from Rush's starring role in the theater's staging of "King Lear" two years ago.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with
confidentially, and did not want Mr. Rush notified or involved in any investigation," a statement
said. The theater company said it complied "in the interest of the complainant's health and
welfare."
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HWL Ebsworth Lawyers did not respond to a request for comment Friday, but had issued an
earlier statement denying Rush was involved in any inappropriate behavior.

The Weinstein Ripple Effect

Harvey Weinstein's ouster from the Weinstein Company in light of multiple sexual misconduct
allegations against him is causing thousands of other women to speak up and speak out against
powerful abusers in the workplace.
(Published Monday, Dec. 11, 2017)
"It is with great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and
unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way," Thursday's statement said.
Rush has performed at the Sydney theater for 35 years. The 66-year-old Australian actor won the
1997 best actor Academy Award for "Shine" and has three other Oscar nominations. He is perhaps
best known as Captain Barbossa in the "Pirates of the Caribbean" films.
Australian media reports say the allegation dated from the theater's production of William
Shakespeare's "King Lear" from November 2015 to January 2016.

• Updated'Today' Host Lauer Fired for 'Inappropriate Sexual Behavior'
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed theater sources in reporting Friday that an
actress had accused Rush of touching her inappropriately. The sources told the newspaper the
theater wouldn't work with Rush again.
The company said the complaint was made after Rush's employment had ended and it disclosed it
when a journalist asked in early November. The company did not say what action it had taken and
it did not respond to questions about whether it would work with Rush in the future.
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Rush's lawyers said his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked with has
been impeccable beyond reproach." The actor had said Thursday he became aware of "rumors of a
complaint" but the theater had refused to provide details at the time.

Matt Lauer Fired From NBC News

Longtime "Today" show anchor Matt Lauer was fired from NBC News within days of a colleague
reporting "inappropriate sexual behavior."
(Published Wednesday, Nov. 29, 2017)

Copyright Associated Press

Find this article at:
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/entertainment/entertainment-news/Geoffrey-Rush-Denies-Inappropriate-Behavior-at-Theater461165013.html
❑ Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article.

C NBC Universal, Inc. I All Rights Reserved.
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Amid the barrage of sexual harassment allegations over the past few months, Geoffrey Rush is the latest actor to
be accused of inappropriate behavior. However, Rush denies the allegations. According to a statement made by
Rush's lawyer, the accusation came from an actor with whom Rush shared the stage during a Sydney Theater
Company production of King Lear. The accuser's identity currently remains undisclosed.
According to The Guardian, Rush personally spoke out about the accusation, saying:
"The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint, I immediately phoned and spoke to
senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for clarification about the details of the
statement. They refused to illuminate me with the details. I also asked why this information was
being withheld and why, according to standard theatre practice, the issue had not been raised with
me during the production via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at
management level. However, no response was forthcoming."
advertising

The statement from Rush's lawyers underlines the current wave of allegations in the entertainment industry,
highlighting specificity of actions, or lack thereof, and stating, "In this current environment, 'inappropriate
behaviour' may mean abuse, bullying or otherforms of reprehensible activity. " It also added, "These are
matters that deserve forthright and objective levels of discussion. It must be made clearfrom the outset that Mr
Rush abhors anyform of maltreatment of any person in anyform."
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The play in question had wrapped roughly two years ago, but following the accusation, the Sydney Theater
Company removed its listing on their official website. A spokeswoman from the STC reached out to the Daily
Telegraph in Sydney and explained that "the company received the complaint when Mr. Rush's engagement with
the company had ended," adding, "STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by)
STC and not a conclusion of impropriety."
As of now, Rush vehemently denies the allegations. His lawyer added in the statement that "the STC has chosen
to smear his name and unjustifiably damage his reputation," adding that their decision to release information
regarding the accusation to the public before informing Rush of the details "is both a denial of natural justice
and is not how our society operates."
Rush will next appear in the film Storm Boy alongside Jai Courtney, though it's unclear whether or not the the
film will be released as planned on account of the allegations.
urce: The Guardian
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BUSINESS
INSIDER
Geoffrey Rush denies 'inappropriate behavior' at theater
ASSOCIATED PRESS
NOV. 30, 2017, 9:41PM

CANBERRA, Australia (AP) — The Sydney Theatre Company says it received a complaint of "inappropriate
behavior" against Geoffrey Rush, an allegation lawyers for the Oscar winner denied.
The company was not disclosing details of the behavior alleged to have occurred while the 66-year-old Australian
actor was an employee.
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers did not respond to a request for comment Friday, but had issued an earlier statement
denying Rush was involved in any inappropriate behavior.
Australian media reports say the allegation dated from Rush's participation in the theater's production of William
Shakespeare's "King Lear" from November 2015 to January 2016.
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed theater sources in reporting Friday that an actress had accused
Rush of touching her inappropriately. The sources told the newspaper the theater wouldn't work with Rush
again.
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Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegation of 'Inappropriate Behavior'
During 'King Lear' Production

e\

The Oscar-winning Australian actor has been anonymously accused of
"inappropriate behavior" while starring in the Sydney Theatre Company
production.
Jude Dry
Nov 30, 201711:91 am
tir @jdry
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Geoffrey Rush.
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Update (December 8, 2017): Geoffrey Rush has filed a defamation lawsuit against an
Australian newspaper for publishing what he called false and "spurious" allegations
against him, BBC news reports.

a

Earlier: Geoffrey Rush has issued a statement denying an allegation of "inappropriate
behavior" while performing in the Sydney Theatre Company's production of "King
Lear." Australia's The Daily Telegraph initially reported that it "received a complaint
alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour." The story did
not provide details of the allegations, and did not say the behavior was sexual in nature.
That article has since been removed from the Telegraph website, and all associated
tweets deleted.
"The Company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the Company
had ended," the STC said through a spokeswoman, according to Variety. "The Company
continues to work with the complainant to minimise the risk of future instances of the
alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace."

Read More: Russell Simmons Steps Down From Companies Following Jenny Lumet
Sexual Assault Allegation
In a statement issued through his lawyers, Rush adamantly denied the allegation, saying
he "abhors any form of maltreatment of any person in any form."
The statement continued:
Mr. Rush has not been approached by the Sydney Theatre Company and the
alleged complainant nor any representative of either of them concerning the
matter you have raised. In other words, there has been no provision of any details,
circumstances, allegations or events that can be meaningfully responded to.
It is a great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name
and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way. Not to afford a person their
right to know what has been alleged against them let alone not inform them of it
but release such information to the public is both a denial of natural justice and is
not how our society operates.
Read More: Amazon Scraps Expensive David 0. Russell Drama In Light of Weinstein
Scandal
Rush starred in the STC's "King Lear" production from November 2015 to January
2016.
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CELEBRITY NEWS

Actor Geoffrey Rush denies allegations of
'inappropriate behavior'
Updated Nov 30, 2017;
Posted Nov 30, 2017

Geoffrey Rush arrives at the Los Angeles premiere of
"Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales" at
the Dolby Theatre on Thursday, May 18, 2017.
(Jordan Strauss I Invision I AP)
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By Geoff Herbert, gherbert@syracuse.com,
syracuse.com

"Pirates of the Caribbean" star Geoffrey Rush is the latest in
Hollywood to be accused of "inappropriate behavior."
The Daily Telegraph reports the Sydney Theatre Company
(STC) said it received a complaint against the Oscar winner
about alleged misconduct that had gone on for months. The
alleged victim, who has not been identified, came forward
after the Australia native finished a production of
Shakespeare's "King Lear" in January 2016.
The 66-year-old actor's lawyers told the Australian publication
that he never heard of any complaints about the "matter," and
vigorously denied any allegations of misconduct.
"He has not been informed by them of the nature of the
complaint and what it involves," Rush's representative said in
a statement. "In the circumstances, if such statement has
been issued by the STC it is both irresponsible and highly
damaging to say the least... It does not warrant comment
except that it is false and untrue."
STC told the Daily Mail that it would not comment further on
the allegations, but vowed to "work with the complainant to
minimize the risk of future instances of the alleged behavior
occurring in its workplace."
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Rush, who has also won Emmy and Tony awards, starred in
the title role of "King Lear" at the Roslyn Packer Theatre in
Sydney from Nov. 2015 to Jan. 2016. He may be best known
for playing Captain Barbossa in Disney's "Pirates of the
Caribbean" movies, but his notable film credits also include
"Shakespeare in Love," "House on Haunted Hill," "Les
Miserables," "The King's Speech" and "Shine."
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Geoffrey Rush denies allegations of 'inappropriate behavior'
By Katherine Lam
Published November 30, 2017
FoxNews.com

Geoffrey Rush denied allegations of "inappropriate behavior" against him and accused Sydney Theater Company (STC) of
attempting to "smear his name."
Rush, 66, said in a statement to Fox News Thursday through his lawyers at HWL Ebsworth that the actor "denies" being involved in
"inappropriate behavior" when he was in the STC production of "King Lear" in 2015.
"It is a great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this
way," Rush's lawyers said "Not to afford a person their right to know what has been alleged against them, let alone not inform them
of it but release such information to the public is both a denial of natural justice and is not how our society operates."
The allegations surfaced when The Daily Telegraph said in a now-deleted article STC received a complaint against the Oscarwinning actor. STC said in a statement to Fox News on Thursday there was "an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a
conclusion of impropriety."
"STC responded truthfully that it had received such a complaint," the theater company said. "At the time the complaint was made,
e complainant requested that the matter be dealt with confidentially, and did not want Mr. Rush notified or involved in any
investigation. STC complied, acting in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare."
The company added it received the complaint after Rush left the "King Lear" production.

•

ydney Theater Company said it received a complaint against Rush after he had left "King Lear" production.
Rush said in his personal statement, released by his lawyers, that he "immediately" contacted STC when he was made aware of the
allegation and asked "for clarification about the details of the statement."
"They refused to illuminate me with the details," the actor said. "I also asked why this information was being withheld, and why,
according to standard theatre practice the issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage management, the
director, my fellow actors or anyone at management level. However, no response was forthcoming."
His lawyers reiterated that Rush "denies having been involved in any 'inappropriate behavior whatsoever."
"Until there is the decency afforded to Mr. Rush of what the 'inappropriate behavior actually is then there is nothing more that can
be said at this stage," his statement read.
Katherine Lam is a breaking and trending news digital producer for Fox News. Follow her on Twitter at @bykatherinelam
Print
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Geoffrey Rush denies 'inappropriate behavior'
at theater
By ROD McGUIRK
Associated Press
DECEMBER 1 2017, 8:00 PM

A

I

CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA

leading Australian theater company said Friday it had received a complaint of "inappropriate
behavior" against Geoffrey Rush, an allegation lawyers for the Oscar winner denied.

The Sydney Theatre Company was not disclosing details of the allegations, which reports said dated from
Rush's starring role in the theater's staging of "King Lear" two years ago.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with
Confidentially, and did not want Mr. Rush notified or involved in any investigation," a statement said. The
jrter company said it complied "in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare."
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers did not respond to a request for comment Friday, but had issued an earlier
statement denying Rush was involved in any inappropriate behavior.
"It is with great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably
damage his reputation in this way," Thursday's statement said.
Rush has performed at the Sydney theater for 35 years. The 66-year-old Australian actor won the 1997 best
actor Academy Award for "Shine" and has three other Oscar nominations. He is perhaps best known as
Captain Barbossa in the "Pirates of the Caribbean" films.
Australian media reports say the allegation dated from the theater's production of William Shakespeare's
"King Lear" from November 2015 to January 2016.
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed theater sources in reporting Friday that an actress had
accused Rush of touching her inappropriately. The sources told the newspaper the theater wouldn't work
with Rush again.
The company said the complaint was made after Rush's employment had ended and it disclosed it when a
journalist asked in early November. The company did not say what action it had taken and it did not
respond to questions about whether it would work with Rush in the future.
Rush's lawyers said his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked with has been
impeccable beyond reproach." The actor had said Thursday he became aware of "rumors of a complaint" but
the theater had refused to provide details at the time.
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Geoffrey Rush Resigns From Academy Presidency, Blaming
`Unjustifiable' Reports About Inappropriate Behavior

By Devon Ivie
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Earlier this week, Geoffrey Rush became the latest prominent man in Hollywood to be
embroiled in the post—Harvey Weinstein reckoning — an unknown person or group of
people at the Sydney Theatre Company filed a complaint stating Rush engaged in
"inappropriate behavior" after his "engagement with the company had ended." (Rush
played the lead in the company's King Lear in 2015 and 2016.) Now, owing to the
claim lodged against him, Rush has chosen to resign from his presidential post at
Australia's screen-industry academy, known as the Australian Academy of Cinema
and Television Arts. And although the academy has accepted his voluntary
resignation, Rush doesn't seem particularly happy about the series of events that have
led to this — specifically, how the media reported on the allegations.
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"Certain recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my
standing in the entertainment community. It is unreasonable that my professional
colleagues should be somehow associated with such allegations," Rush said in a
statement through his lawyer, according to The Guardian. "This decision has not been
made lightly. However, in the current climate of innuendo and unjustifiable reporting,
I believe the decision to make a clean break to clear the air is the best for all
concerned."

Rush took on a similar tone when denying the claim earlier this week, stating that the Sydney
Theater Company refused to offer him information or clarification about the nature of his alleged
inappropriate behavior. "They refused to illuminate me with the details," Rush said. "[N]o
response was forthcoming." The theater company has yet to release an additional statement about
the claim.
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Australian Aca anyGOVETUX NEWS
accusations of "inappropriate
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(Photo: Rich Fury/Getty Images)

Actor Geoffrey Rush resigned his position as the president of
the Australian Academy Of Cinema And Television Arts last
night, amid accusations of "inappropriate behavior" during a
stint with the Sydney Theater Company in 2015. Details
about the complaint against Rush have been kept largely
silent—all we literally know is that someone said
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something—but the Oscar-winner has accused the
organization of "smearing [his] name" by making the
complaint public.
The Australian actor's disdain for the accusations against
him is pretty clear in the statement he made about leaving
his role with the AACTA today, writing, "Certain recent
media reports have made untenable allegations concerning
my standing in the entertainment community. It is
unreasonable that my professional colleagues should be
somehow associated with such allegations...In the current
climate of innuendo and unjustifiable reporting, I believe the
decision to make a clean break to clear the air is the best for
all concerned." The AACTA swiftly accepted his resignation,
issuing a statement on its website that reads, "We have been
deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of
action that both respects Geoffrey's rights to the
presumption of innocence and due process, but also
acknowledges good corporate governance in these
circumstances."
The organization's annual awards show is generally seen as
the Australian equivalent to the Oscars in America, or the
BAFTAs in the U.K. The ceremony is scheduled for late (from
our perspective, anyway) tomorrow night.
[via Variety]
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SYDNEY, Australia - Academy award-winning actor Geoffrey Rush resigned as head of an Australian film industry body Saturday after allegations
surfaced against him of "inappropriate behavior"

Rush, who has denied any wrongdoing, stepped down as president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts (AACTA), which he had
led for several years, the organization said in a statement
"AACTA acknowledges the decision today of Geoffrey Rush to voluntarily step aside as president of AACTA and accepts and respects his decision to
do so," it said.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that both respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of
innocence and due process, but also acknowledges good corporate governance in these circumstances," it added, declining further comment.
Rush, 66, took the step after the Sydney Theatre Company revealed last week that it had received a complaint alleging that the veteran Australian actor
had engaged in "inappropriate behavior" when working with the company.
No further information about the nature of the behavior or the identity of the person who made the complaint was revealed, but Australian media
reports said the allegations related to Rush's time playing King Lear for the company in 2015 and 2016.
In a statement to public broadcaster ABC, Rush said he was unaware of the details of the allegations against him.
"The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I immediately phoned and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company
asking for clarification about the details of the statement. They refused to illuminate me with the details," he said.
Neil Armfield, a theatre and film director who worked with Rush on King Lear, told the ABC he did not believe the allegations.
"It's not correct, there's no basis. I absolutely do not believe it," he was quoted as saying.
Rush's lawyer, Nicholas Pullen, told the broadcaster that it was "a great disappointment" to Rush that the theatre company "has chosen to smear his
name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way".
Rush won the Best Actor Academy Award in 1997 for his role in "Shine" and is one of the few actors to have also won a primetime Emmy and a Tony
Award.
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ENTERTAINMENT NEWS

Geoffrey Rush quits industry job after 'inappropriate
behavior' claim
The actor steps down from his role as the resident of the Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts

Agence France-Presse
Published 111 6 AM, December 03, 2017
Updated 1116 AM, December 03, 2017
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INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR. Actor Geoffrey Rush has stepped down from his position as president of the
Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts following accusations of 'inappropriate behavior.' File photo by
Valerie Macon/ AFP

SYDNEY, Australia — Academy award-winning actor Geoffrey Rush resigned as head of an
Australian film industry body Saturday after allegations surfaced against him of "inappropriate
behavior".
Rush, who has denied any wrongdoing, stepped down as president of the Australian Academy of
Cinema and Television Arts (AACTA), which he had led for several years, the organization said in a
statement.
"AACTA acknowledges the decision today of Geoffrey Rush to voluntarily step aside as president of
AACTA and accepts and respects his decision to do so," it said.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that both
respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of innocence and due process, but also
acknowledges good corporate governance in these circumstances," it added, declining further
comment.
Rush, 66, took the step after the Sydney Theatre Company revealed last week that it had received a
complaint alleging that the veteran Australian actor had engaged in "inappropriate behavior" when
working with the company.
No further information about the nature of the behavior or the identity of the person who made the
complaint was revealed, but Australian media reports said the allegations related to Rush's time
playing King Lear for the company in 2015 and 2016.
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In a statement to public broadcaster ABC, Rush said he was unaware of the details of the
allegations against him.
"The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I immediately phoned and spoke to senior
management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for clarification about the details of the
statement. They refused to illuminate me with the details," he said.
Neil Armfield, a theatre and film director who worked with Rush on King Lear, told the ABC he did
not believe the allegations.
"It's not correct, there's no basis... I absolutely do not believe it," he was quoted as saying.
Rush's lawyer, Nicholas Pullen, told the broadcaster that it was "a great disappointment" to Rush
that the theatre company "has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage his reputation
in this way".
Rush won the Best Actor Academy Award in 1997 for his role in Shine and is one of the few actors
to have also won a primetime Emmy and a Tony Award. —

Rappler.com

Leave a comment
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Actor Geoffrey Rush, an Oscar and Golden Globe winner, resigned
over the weekend from his position as president of the Australian
Academy of Cinema and Television Arts following allegations of
inappropriate behavior while working on a 2015 production of "King
Lear" at the Sydney Theater Company.
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Geoffrey Rush sues Sydney newspaper over sexualpredator allegations
Rod Mcguirk, Associated Press

Published 4:27 a.m. ET Dec. 8, 2017 I Updated 7:00 a.m. ET Dec. 8, 2017

CANBERRA, Australia — Geoffrey Rush is suing a Sydney newspaper for allegedly portraying him as a sexual
predator in its reporting of an actress's complaint of "inappropriate behavior" against the Oscar-winning actor.
The Daily Telegraph's reporting and advertising over the past week carried the defamatory meanings that the
66-year-old Australian actor was a "pervert" and a "sexual predator" while starring in the Sydney Theatre
Company's production of "King Lear" two years ago, according to documents filed in the Australian Federal
Court on Friday.
(Photo: WAYNE TAYLOR, EPA-EFE)

The case cites headlines including "King Leer" and "Star's Bard Behavior" plus an advertising poster: "Geoffrey
Rush in Scandal Claims."
The News Corp. masthead broke the story last week that the Sydney Theatre Company had confirmed receiving the complaint. The company has
released no details of the complaint other than to say the allegation involved "inappropriate behavior" while Rush was an employee and was not raised
until after he had left. Rush has denied any misconduct.

Rush told a news conference at his lawyer's Melboume office that the newspaper's reporting had damaged his reputation and hurt his family and
colleagues. He did not take questions.
More: Geoffrey Rush steps down from Australian film academy Dt4ry/life/pmple/2017/12/01/geoffrey-rush-denies-inappnpriate-behaviortheater/912469001/)
(........)1is an action I am taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and hyperbole that they have created around my standing in the entertainment industry
and in the greater community," Rush read from a prepared statement.
The Daily Telegraph editor Chris Dore said in a statement that his newspaper had accurately reported that the theater had received the complaint.
'We will defend our position in court," Dore said.
Rush's lawyer Nicholas Pullen did not specify the damages that Rush was seeking.
"It is certainly the desire of Mr. Rush to have this matter heard as quickly as possible in order to vindicate his name," Pullen said.
Last weekend, Rush stepped down as president of the Australian screen academy over media reports that he described as containing "untenable
allegations."
His court documents reveal that he had been asked to step aside ahead of the academy's annual awards this week.
The defamatory meanings listed in the court action include that Rush had inappropriately touched an actress in "King Lear" and that his behavior was so
serious that the company would never work with him again.
Rush has performed at the Sydney Theatre Company for 35 years. He won the 1997 best actor Academy Award for "Shine" and has three other Oscar
nominations. He is perhaps best known as Captain Barbossa in the "Pirates of the Caribbean" films.
Read or Share this story: https://usat.ly/2BWDrof
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Geoffrey Rush Sues Australia's Daily Telegraph for 'False,
Pejorative and Demeaning Claims'

Last month, the paper published an accusation of "inappropriate behavior" by Oscarwinning actor
Beatrice Verhoeven I Last Updated: December 8, 2017 @ 7:44 AM
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https://www.thewrap.com/geoffrey-rush-defamation-suit-austalia-daily-telegraph-false-claims/
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search...

ror puaiisning wnat ne cau.ea raise, pejorative ana aemeaning claims.
"Today I have filed defamation proceedings against The Daily Telegraph in the
Federal Court of Australia," the actor said in a statement obtained by TheWrap.
"It is an action I am taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and hyperbole
they have created around my standing in the entertainment industry and greater
community."
The Oscar-winning actor added, "The Daily Telegraph has made false, pejorative
and demeaning claims — splattering them with unrelenting bombast on its front
pages... The situation is intolerable and I must now seek vindication of my good
name through the courts."
Also Read:
Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate Behavior' During 2015 'King Lear' at
Australian Theater
Last month, Australia's Daily Telegraph published a statement from the Sydney
Theatre Company, which said it had "received a complaint alleging that
Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour."
The complaint came in after the production had ended, the statement said,
adding, "The Company continues to work with the complainant to minimise the
risk of future instances of the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace."
The complaint was received 21 months ago, Rush's statement read, relating to
Rush's time on a production of "King Lear" that ran from November 2015 to
January 2016. The accuser asked to remain anonymous and didn't want Rush to
be informed or involved in any investigation, according to the Telegraph.

Also Read:
Geoffrey Rush Steps Aside as President of Australian Academy After
Misconduct Accusation

https://www.thewrap.com/geoffrey-rush-defamation-suit-austalia-daily-telegraph-false-claims/
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ana nas aeniea any wrongaoing. Last week, the actor announcea ne wouia step
aside" as president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts in
the wake of the unspecified accusations.
A representative for The Daily Telegraph has not yet responded to TheWrap's
request for comment, but according to the BBC, Daily Telegraph editor Chris
Dore said the newspaper would defend itself in court.
"The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company received
a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate
behavior," he said.
Show Comments v
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At Glitzy Promo, Saudi Arabia Invites Hollywood to Join
Its $80 Billion Leap Into Entertainment

"In some of the entertainment areas, we're starting from scratch," says Faisal Bafarat,
CEO of Saudi Arabia's General Entertainment Authority
Trey Williams I April 4, 2018 @ 7:21 PM
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The Saudi Arabian government rolled out the red carpet for Hollywood on
Wednesday at a glitzy event promoting its plans to invest more than $70 billion
in entertainment infrastructure, and another $8 billion in spending with private
sector entertainment companies.
At an event where digital media doyenne Arianna Huffington led two panel
discussions, Faisal Bafarat, the CEO of the General Entertainment Authority, told
a packed room at the Four Seasons Hotel Los Angeles in Beverly Hills: "In some
of the entertainment areas, we're starting from scratch. In cinema,we're starting
from scratch."
He said, however, that entertainment has already begun to be a lucrative
industry for the country.
Also Read:
Saudi Arabia's New Movie Theaters 'Will Not Be Segregated' by Gender,
AMC CEO Says
Saudi Arabia has already announced investment nians in entertainment.
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The Saudi Government has audacious plans to build out a massive entertainment
industry, and hosted the event as part of the crown prince Mohammad bin
Salman's visit meant to educate and excite Hollywood companies about the
growing market.
The Four Seasons ballroom where it was held was full of power brokers from
across the entertainment industry, including AMC Chief Executive Adam Aron,
Patrick Corcoran from the National Association of Theatre Owners, Raine
Managing Director Erik Hodge and Roy Salters, a senior advisor at FTI
Consulting.
MbS, as the crown prince is often called, has met this week with Hollywood
moguls ranging from Rupert Murdoch and Brian Grazer to Haim Saban, in what
one insider called a combination "learning and promotion" offensive.
Also Read:
Saudi Crown Prince Charms Haim Saban, Jonathan Nelson, Dan Senor at
Private Dinner (Exclusive)
AMC also announced plans to open the country's first cinema chain, earlier on
Wednesday.
"I don't see any challenges for us. I see it as an opportunity that people need to
grab," said Loai Bafaqeeh, the head of Saudi Arabia's Quality of Life program,
about the country's plans to have a massive entertainment industry by 2030.
"The only challenge for us now is how to capitalize on the existing opportunity,"
he continued.
Along with the more than $70 billion Saudi Arabia is investing in infrastructure,
they are also looking to offer nearly $8 billion in investment partnerships with
mid- and- small-tier companies interested in doing business in the country.
The General Entertainment Authority of Saudi Arabia has already signed deals
xmith Cirri' is Ai cnlpil Pplri Pntartninmpnt MAC; Artict Thp Mania) Pvnpripnrp Anri
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Saudi Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman Buys Out Four
Seasons Hotel for Hollywood Visit (Exclusive)

•

1 of 1
Royal deli also CE nt out aotlitionat 40 rooms at L Frmitage where ioort.s start off at
SY-)9 a night
Saudi Ai abian crown prince Mohammad bin Salman will have plenty of room to
unwind atter his meetings this week with Hollywood executives -- he's rented out the
Pour Seasons Hotel itF Bever ty Hills for the duration of his visit. That should buy him
espIto from the honking hot nc of Los Angeles, and ft orn the feminist protesters,. who
object to his government's treatment of women.Alhe royal heir. also known by the
abbreviation MRS. in Hollywood to meet with such executives as Rupert Mui cinch.
Br ian Grazer, WME boss Ari En-lanuel, Disney CEO Bob !get and Oprah Wird rey. 'The
e>.0ense of a shot-tei in buvot.it is mesmer izing, ' an insider with knowledge off the
situation told The\Aii ap. "Not only do they have to convince a hotel. to ;hut down their
)peiation but al o. t() i elocate high-end guests who aiready made 'ee, vations, That
is not sot-heti-ling /citi see every day in Beverly Hills

'Alcn -
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including 100 suites. Rooms at the hotel start at al ound $600. Ill case the our Seasons
feels a tad ctaustroohobic,A the 32-year-old crown prince ented 40 more iooms at the
nearlyAl:Ermitage, where rooms start cut at 5559. A sign in Arabic at the hotel lobby
that reads: -De p
• artment of Transportation- Reps for the hotel did not imme.diatelv
respond tO feciuest for comment.
"Also:
'Ad
Ihe crown prince is in town as part of a coast-to-coast meeting spree. "He's meeting
with ever y marof studio," one insider told TheWrap on condition of anonymity, saying
of MBS's team: "I wouldn't put it past them to have actual ideas in mind for what they
want to invest in.' This isn't the only time MBS has bought out a hotel. As Recode
reported over the weekend, MBS alsoA bought out the Four Seasons Silicon Valley
from Apr II 2 to Apr it 7 The hotels is closed to the public this week, Recode said.
According to memos obtained by the site, some of the Silicon Valley's hotel guests
were also I elocated clue to the presence of a -large VIP delegation' with "high-secui rtv
needs." Axios reported Thursday that, after Seattle meetings with Bill Gates, Microsoft
CEO Satya Nadella, Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos, and possibly Starbucks CEO Kevin
Johnson, the crown or ince wilt head to the Bay Area for meetings with Apple chief
Cook, Google execs, and other venture capitalists this month.
"Also:
"Saudi
The prince's trip tol-lotlywood has sparked curiosity among indusl ry leaders who -let's rust say this bluntly -- like money. Theater' owners and Hollywood studios have
been salivating since Saudi Arabia ended its 35-year ban on movie theaters in
December Bin Salman has also sought to open up Saudi Arabia to new forms of
industry -- such as entertainment -- instead of relying so heavily on oil. the major
source of Saudi Arabian wealth. But not everyone is happy. On Monday, demonstrators
from the feminist group Code Pink protested outside WME's Beverly Hills offices,
ahead of the prince's meeting with EmanueLA WME and MBS are finalizing a deal in
which the desert kingdom will acquit eA a minority share inA. Endeavor, WME's parent
company. The crown pl ince has oft awn inter national scrutiny to his
kingdom for
mass arrests of 200 relatives in what he has billed as an anti-corruption sweep_ He has
also tr ied to model nize, including by finatlyA allowing women in the country to drive.
"He pr etends to be a reformer when he's realty a war criminal," Jodie Evans, co-founder
of Code Pink, told TheWrap on Friday. "There is nothing charming about this prince."
She said it was disappointing that after the #MeToo movement, Hollywood would
meet with a man who is part of "the wor ld's most misogynistic, patriarchal, and
repressive regime."
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something made by an alleged
sexual harasser? Check this
database.
By Tim Mulkerin I Dec. 13, 2017

Every day, it seems like yet another powerful figure in Hollywood
is accused of sexual misconduct. These accusations pervade just
about every level of Hollywood, and include those made toward
chefs-turned-reality-TV stars, like Johnny luzzini, and industryshaping behemoths, like Harvey Weinstein.
We all like to think we can make smart, ethical, informed
decisions when it comes to the films and TV shows we consume,
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5ut it can be hard to stay on top of the latest goings-on. You
surely know Weinstein has been accused by multiple women of
acts of sexual misconduct, but you might not realize exactly how
far his influence reaches, or who else has had allegations brought
against them.
That's where a new site, called Rotten Apples, comes in.

fresh
apples

BIJr1c,,s(lof.3

This movie has, no knemn
:nistenducl against ihnso
If you I)eitm,o. ht

Orrot, nlea:

soon es nor:f,jolu

'Burlesque' on the site Rotten Apples Rotten Apples

Rotten Apples functions as a sort of database, allowing users to
search for a film or television show to see whether someone
accused of sexual misconduct was involved in its creation.
According to the site, it only tracks relatively high-profile
positions: actors, screenwriters, executive producers and
directors.
"The goal of this site is to further drive awareness of just how
pervasive sexual misconduct in film and television is and to help
make ethical media consumption easier," Rotten Apples' site
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no means is this site meant to serve as a
condemnation of an entire project."
States. "By

In an emailed statement, a spokesperson for Rotten Apples said it
was made by a team of four — Tal Wagman, Annie Johnston,
Justice Erolin and Bekah Nutt — who work together at Zambezi,
an advertising firm in Los Angeles.
"The agency is supportive and always encourages its employees
to engage in outside passion projects, and that's what this is," the
statement said. "A project created by a group of passionate,
creative colleagues concerned about the issue [of sexual
harassment]. We work in the advertising industry, which is a
message-making business, a business that informs consumers.
That's our skillset. So we created what we believe is a tool that
communicates a message about the issue and informs people."
For example, if you search for Shakespeare in Love, you'll see
bright red text that says "rotten apples," informing you that at
least one person accused of sexual misconduct was involved in
the creation of that particular movie. In the case of Shakespeare
in Love, it lists Ben Affleck, Harvey Weinstein and Bob Weinstein.
Each person's name is a hyperlink that'll take you to an article to
show you what they've been accused of.
[Editor's note: Though Rotten Apples had included Geoffrey Rush
in its database, after this article was published, Rotten Apples
removed Rush from the database. An email from Rush's lawyers
said the connection of Rush to sexual misconduct allegations is
"grossly incorrect." This article has been updated to reflect his
removal.]
It's worth noting, however, that the site is not entirely
comprehensive. For example, if you search Frida — the 2002
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'rids Kahlo biopic starring Salma Hayek — it shows the message,
nis movie has no known affiliation to anyone with allegations of
sexual misconduct against them," despite the fact that Harvey
Weinstein's company, Miramax, produced it. In fact, in a recent
New York Times article, Hayek accused Weinstein of harassing her
throughout Frida's creation. (To help keep things as up-to-date as
possible, Rotten Apples said it hopes users will flag any holes
through its site or via its Twitter.)
Of course, despite Weinstein's involvement in Frida, that might
not be reason enough to call off a Frida watch party with your
friends. As Hayek noted in her aforementioned Times piece, Frida
was a movie Hayek worked tirelessly to make, and it's clear that
she feels strongly about its value.
Therefore, it's best not to use Rotten Apples as a "things I can't
watch anymore" guide. Instead, it's more effectively used as a
way to better understand just how entrenched toxic behavior is in
the entertainment industry and society at large. Hopefully, Rotten
Apples will also serve as a reminder that we all play a part in
effecting change.
Dec. 20, 2017, 7:36 p.m.: This story has been updated.
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After Weinstein: More than 100 high-powered men
accused of sexual misconduct
Editors, USA TODAY

Published 4:13 p.m. ET Nov. 22, 20171 Updated 9:25 a.m. ET Jan. 30, 2018
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Corrections & Clarifications: Former CNN producer Teddy Davis has been removed from this list. He was
accused of inappropriate behavior, according to CNN.
Since the allegations of sexual abuse by Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein surfaced on Oct. 5, women
have been stepping forward to publicly share their stories of sexual misconduct.
Although many of the accusations originally focused on Hollywood, more than 100 high-profile men across
industries — including tech, business, politics and media — have since faced claims ranging from sexual
ftarassment to rap_Ostory/news/nation/2017/11/17/americans-agree-sexual-harassment-problem-theydoL-

dont-alwayszagree-what/864621001/).
INTERACTIVE CALENDAR: The near daily onslaught of men accused Uggges/interactives/lifeithe-harvey-w

ff

Below is a list (organized alphabetically) of powerful men who have been accused since the Weinstein scandal broke:_
(htips://www.facebook.com/jurvetson/posts/10159616207180611?p

ry)

Ben Affleck
The actor and director was accused of grpplg_Mpry/life/movies/2017/10/10/rose-mcgowan-calls-out-ben-affleck-his-harvey-weinstein-statement-mz
ft /5202500 ) MN host Hilarie Burton during a 2003 appearance on Total Request Live. He issued an apology on Oct. 11 tweeting
(1211ps://twitter.com/BenAffieck/status/911316%/4.9.501206570) "I acted inappropriately toward Ms. Burton and I sincerely apologize." His apology came a
day after he condemned Weinstein's behavior.

Tom Ashbrook
The host of National Public Radio program On Pointwas suspended following_aegations (/storynife/2017/12/11/veteran-npr-host-tom-ashbrookmpended-alleged-sexual-misconduct/940903001/) including he engaged in "creepy" sex talks and gave unwanted hugs, neck and back rubs to 11
mostly young women and men who worked on the show. In a statement, Ashbrook said he is sure "once the facts come out that people will see me for
who I am — flawed but caring and decent in all my dealings with others."

Gavin Baker
The technology fund manager at Fidelity Investments was accused by multiple employees of harassment, most notably a female equity-research
associate who claims she was sexually harassed by Baker and filed a complaint, worts The Wall Street Journal ftl(ps://www.wsj com/articles/starfidelityzmmipmegavin-baker-fred-ow-sexual-harassment-allwations-1507841061). An attorney for the woman claimed Baker was fired by Fidelity, but
aker — who said in a statement he "strenuously" denies any allegations — claims he left the company "amicably."

Ken Baker
The El News correspondent has been accused by two women of harassment, including an intern who claims he kissed her without consent in 2011,
Leports The Wrapitps://www.thewrapsom/ken-qaker-p-news-sexuai-harassment-from-an-unwanted-Isiss-to-a4ext-about-s-sex-tpy/l. El News said
Baker will remain off the air while it investigates. "I am very disturbed by these anonymous allegations, which make my heart ache. I take them very
seriously," said Baker in a statement to The Wrap.

Mario Batali
The renowned chef said he was stepping down from his commy and TV show indefinitely (/story/money/2017/12/11/mario-batali-sexualh r ssr erjr/21M5QU1 following accusations of sexual harassment by mutiple women. "I take full responsibility and am deeply sorry for any pain,
humiliation or discomfort I have caused to my peers, employees, customers, friends and family," said Batali in a statement.

Randy Baumgardner
A former legislative intern told NPR affiliate KUNC (Up://www.kunc.org/post/colorado-senators-baumgardner-and-tate-named-allegations-sexualharassment) of multiple uncomfortable encounters with Republican Colorado state Sen. Randy Baumgardner during the 2016 legislative session. She
has filed a formal complaint. The report also cites six unnamed lobbyists and staffers who say they avoid the senator while at work. Baumgardner denied
wrongdoing.
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RELATED:At least 49 state lawmakers accused of sexual misconduct in mayor USA TODAY Network investigation finds atg_ry/news/nationnowi2917/11/29/sexual-herassment-statenwes/882&740010

Eddie Berganza
Four women accused the DC Comics editor of sexual harassment in a piece published on Buzzfeed(htips://www.buzzfeed-comrjles/dc-comics-edftoreddie-berganza-sexual-harassment?utm terrn..ayyEeLdGetklOPMgLeg). Days later, Warner Bros. and DC Comics fired him er ports Entertainment
Weekly (nttp://ew.corn/bo oks/2017/11/13/dc-comics-fires-editor-eddl erganza-over-sexual-harassment-accusations0.

John Besh
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Chef John Besh attends the Supper to benefit the Global Fund to fight AIDS in New York. Besh is stepping down from the restaurant group that bears his name after a
newspaper reported that 25 current or former employees of the business said they were victims of sexual harassment (Photo: Brad Barket/Invision/AP)

Twenty-five women have said they were sexually harassed (by John Besh or other male employees) while working at one of the celebrity chefs
(litip://www.nola.comibusinessfindex.ssf/2017/1Wienn Besh restaurants fostered.html#incart spg&ielienad) restaurants. Besh stepped down from Besh
Restaurant Group(n.tipihmmoola.comibusiness(index,Ssfr2017/10/john flesh restaurants fostered.html#incart special-repsil), on Oct. 23. "I have been
seeking to rebuild my marriage and come to terms with my reckless actions," he wrote in a statement
,(np://www.nola.com/businessfindex.s_sf/2017110/statements butgx) Besh and hi.html). "I also regret any harm this may have caused to my second
family at the restaurant group, and sincerely apologize to anyone past and present who has worked for me who found my behavior as unacceptable as I
do."

c,

Stephen Bittel

Florida Democratic Party Chairman Stephen Bittel has been accused of sexually inappropriate comments and behavior toward a number of women. Bittel

resigned.

Stephen Blackwell
Billboard magazine executive Stephen Blackwell was accused of sexual harassment by one woman. He has resigned from the magazine.

David Blaine
In a piece published by The Daily Beast (WslIwww.thedailybeastoom/exclusive-forrner-model-accoses-david-blaine-otin) model Natasha Prince
claims the magician raped her in 2004 shortly after her 21st birthday. Prince reported the incident to London police, and investigators contacted Blaine's
lawyer, Marty Singer, to return to the United Kingdom for an interview, said the report. In a statement to The Daily Beast and ABC News
Mps://twittencom/Dan Linden/status/92111902_97208241Z) Blaine's attorney denied the allegations (rstory/life/pepple/2017/10/20/david-blaine-deniesallegation-he-raped-model-2004-natasha-prince/7832940010.

Sepp Blatter
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Former FIFA president Sepp Blotter gives an Interview to news agencies on April 21. (Photo: Michael Buholzer, AFP/Getty Images)

Hope Solo, the former goalkeeper for the U.S. women's national soccer team accused the former FIFA president (/storyLsports/soccer/2017/11/11/hop_
-olo-says-blatter-gratked-her-he-calls-it-ridiculous/107577500/) of grabbing her rear during a soccer ceremony. Blatter told the AP the accusation is
licliculous."

Raul Bocanegra
The California assemblyman announced Nov. 20 he will not seek re-election following accusations of harassment from six women reports the Los
Angeles Times
pol-ca-essential-politics-updates-assemblyman-raul-bocanegra-announces-he-1511198136thm
Bocanegra cited "persistent rumors and speculation" in his decision not to serve another term.

George H.W. Bush
Former Republican president George H.W. Bush has been accused by seven women (/storyinews/politics/2017/11/16/report-seventh-woman-accusesgeorge-h-w-bush-groping-her-during-re-election-camiajg
) of grabbing their butts. One of the women says she was 16 at the time
(/story/news/politics/2017/11/13/gtorge-h-w-bush-auLoglzes-after-woman-accuses-him-gropiog-her-when-she-16/858476001/). After the initial report
Oct. 25, a Bush spokesman issued a statement of apology, saying "on occasion he has patted women's rears
(istory/news/politics/onpolitics/2017/10/25/pretident-gtorge-h-w-bush-ap_ohgtzes-actress-who-alleged-imploper-touching
meant to cause offense.

)" and it was never

Louis C.K. (https://www.facebook.com/jurvetson/posts/10159616207180611?
pnref=story)
The actor and comedian was accused of sexual misconduct by five woman in an exposé published by The New York Times
nytimes.comi2017/11/09/arts/teievision/louis-uk-sexual-misconduct.htinl?
rref=collection°42Fsectioncollection%2Farts&action=click&contentCollection=arts&regjon=rank&module=mkagaversion=higlaghts&contentPlacement=1
on Nov. 9. Among the claims, comedian Dana Min Goodman alleged C.K. exposed himself and started masturbating in front of her and fellow comedian
Julia Wolov in his hotel room during a comedy festival in 2002. C.K. admitted to committing the acts described in the Times piece. 'These stories are
true," he wrote in a statement released by his publicist, Lewis Kay, on Nov. 10. C.K. has since lost a host of jobs, including his gig with the upcoming
Secret Life of Pets sequel.

Nick Carter
Melissa Schuman, formerly of the pop group Dream, accused Backstreet Boys' Nick Carter on Nov. 2 of mping her (istory/life/pmple/2017/11/22/nickcarter-denies-melissa-schuman-rape-allegations/888800001/) when she was 18. Carter denies the allegations.

Giuseppe Castellano
Penguin Random House art director Giuseppe Castellano was accused by one woman of sexual harassment. Penguin Random House is investigating.
Castellano has not commented.

John Conyers
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Facing a rising chorus of voices demanding he step down because of sexual harassment claims, Rep. John Conyers Jr., D-Mich. retired on Dec. 5
(letery/news/politics/2017/12/05/john-cony
n 2 417
from the seat he has held for more than five decades, a swift and crushing fall
from grace for a civil rights icon and the longest-serving active member of Congress. Conyers has been accused of sexual harassment toward staffers in
his office and has settled at least one claim. He has denied the allegations, even the one he settled. Conyers said, 'They're not accurate, they're not true
and they're something I can't explain where they came from."

David Copperfield
The illusionist was accused by Brittney Lewis (/stgry/life/pepple/2918/01/24/david-coperfield-calls-metoo-movement-cruciai-but-wams-newdegations/1064051001/) of drugging and sexually assaulting her when she was 17. Lewis told The Wrap the incident happened after she competed in a
modeling contest where Copperfield, then 32, was a judge. Before the story published, Copperfield released a statement saying he supports the Me Too
movement but cautioned against rushing to judgment about false allegations.

Tony Cornish
Minnesota Republican state Rep. Tony Comish announced on Nov. 21 that he would resign after being accused of inappropriate behavior by female
lobbyist Sarah Walker and Rep. Erin Maye Quade. Comish said in a statement he had reached an agreement in principle with Walker, who told
Minnesota Public Radio News ()ujps://www.minnpost.com/politics-ppky/2017/11/amid-sexual-harassment-allpgations-sen-dan-schoen-and-rep-tonycomish-resig) that Cornish had propositioned her for sex dozens of times and once forced her into a wall in an attempt to kiss her. Comish said the
agreement calls for him to apologize and resign. Quade produced texts in which Comish makes inappropriate comments about her appearance.

Eric Davis
`le former NFL player was su4penstelly ESPN (/stergaports/M2017/12/12/donovan-mcnabb-erio•dayis-silpended-espn-investigates-sexualharassment-allegptions-nfl-network/943898001/) after he was named in a sexual misconduct lawsuit over claims while he was employed by NFL
Network. Davis has yet to comment on the claims.

Andy Dick
The actor and comedian (Road Trip), was accused of "groping people's genitals, unwanted kissing/licking and
sexual propositions of at least four members of the production," on the set of the independent feature
film Raising Buchanan, according to a report from The Hollywoodaepsaff
(htlp://www.holIywoodreporter.com/rambling:mporter/andy-dick-fired-movie-amal-harassment-claims1053162). In an interview with the news outlet Oct. 30, Dick denied the groping claims, but admitted to licking
and propositioning people. He has since been fired from his role in Buchanan, and was let go from a separate
film (120://www.vulture.com/2017/11/andy-dick-fired-from-another-film-for-grpejpg-and-harassment.htm0 for
similar behavior.

Michael Douglas
Actor and comedian Andy Dick
has been fired from his role in the
film 'Raising Buchanan' after he
was accused of "groping people's
genitals, unwanted kissing/licking
and sexual propositions of at
least four members of the
production on the set," according
to The Hollywood Reporter.' Dick
denied groping claims, but
admitted to licking and
propositioning people. (Photo:
Kevork Djansezian, Getty Images)

Author and journalist Susan Braudy claims the actor harassed her (/storyffife/pepple/2018/01/19/michaelJauglas-Accused-aexual-misconduct-writer-susan-brawkappalled/1047226001/) while she worked at his
production company, Stonebridge Productions. Braudy told The Hollywood Reporter
(heps://www.hollywepkeporter.corn/features/michael-dougIas-alleged-harassmerit-meclia-me -M Ment1075609) Douglas made sexually charged comments and masturbated in front of her during a private script
meeting. Last month Dpeglaagave a memptive interview VstoryaLklp_epple/2018/01/10/michael-dougl
denies-sexually-harassing-blackballing-former-emplgyee-complete-lie/10198100010 denying ever harassing any
employees after THR contacted him about the story.

Richard Dreyfuss
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A writer who worked for actor and political activist Richard Dreyfuss said he sexually harassed her for years and exposed himself to her in a studio lot trailer when she
worked for him in the '80s. Jessica Teich told the 'New York Magazine' that the actor made continual, overt and lewd comments and invitations after they met at a theater
where she worked and Dreyfuss appeared. Dreyfuss denied the actor ever exposed himself to Teich but acknowledged to other encounters he now realizes were
inappropriate. (Photo: Manuel Balce Ceneta. AP)

ctor Richard Dreyfm...(1filorynife/people/2017/11/10/days-after-his-s ons-s exual-a ssault-reveal-ric ha rd-clreybssj.eniekberaising-1-aAfter/OA2MM (Jaws, Mr. Holland's Opus) was accused on Nov. 10 of sexual harassment by writer Jessica Teich, who said Dreyfuss showed her his
penis. Dreyfuss denies exposing himself, but admitted that "at the height of my fame in the late 1970s I became an asshole — the kind of performative
masculine man my father had modeled for me to be. I lived by the motto, 'If you don't flirt, you die.' And flirt I did ... But I am not an assaulter."

Charles Dutoit
The artistic director and principal conductor of London's Royal Philharmonic Orchestra has been accused by four people
((atary/life/p_epple/2017/12/21/fa me d-co

uctor-ch rle s-dutoit-a coused-s exv 1-r11iScond ct/972882001/) of sexual misconduct. Dutoit has yet to respond

to the claims.

Heath Evans
The former pro football player was suspended as an analyaL(Lgory/§ports/nfl/2017/12/12/nfl-network-smends-analysts-oyer-sexual-misconduct) by the NFL Network after a former wardrobe stylist accused him of misconduct in a lawsuit. He has yet to respond to the claim.

Michael Fallon
'ritish Defense Secretary Michael Fallon was accused of inappropriate advances on two women. The Conservative resigned. Sexual harassment and
.ssault allegations have also emerged against a number of other U.K. political figures.

Blake Farenthold
The Texas state representative plans to withdraw from the ReMlicappdmely (istoryinews/localnexasistate-bureau/2017/12/14/report-farentholdwithdraw-race/961287001/) on March 6 after details emerged he settled a sexual harassment lawsuit filed by a former aide with $84,000 in taxpayers'
money.

Marshall Faulk
The former pro football player was suspended as an analolYstoryisporlsinfla017/12/12/nfi-network-suwends-analysts-over-sexual-misconductsuit/108532946/) by the NFL Network after a former wardrobe stylist accused him of misconduct in a lawsuit. He has yet to respond to the claim.

Adam Fields
Film producer Adam Fields has been accused of offering a promotion to a woman at his former employer, Relativity Media, in exchange for sex. He has
denied the allegations.

Hamilton Fish
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The president and publisher of The New Republic magazine resigned on Nov. 3 following_a_mport from The New York Times
.(bilps://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/05/hoiness/media/hamitton-fish-new-republic-resignation.html) of an investigation into allegations of inappropriate
conduct by female employees. In an email to New Republic owner Win McCormack, Fish expressed "deep dismay" at the claims. 'Women have
longstanding and profound concerns with respect to their treatment in the workplace," he wrote. "Many men have a lot to learn in this regard. I know I do,
and I hope for and encourage that new direction."

Harold Ford Jr.
The former Tennessee congressman Harold Ford Jr. was fired by Morgan Stanley algry/money/naljon-now/2017/12/07/report-formor-rep-harold-ford-jrfired-alleged-misconducU9318970010 after accusations of misconduct. Ford denied the allegations and said he would bring legal action against the
woman and his former employer.

Al Franken
The Democratic U.S. Senator from Minnesota and Saturday Night Live alum was accused by TV host and broadcaster Leeann 7-weeder'
(/ ay/news/politics/2017/11/16/sen-al-franken-accused-kissing-and-groping:sportscaster-leeann-twevdeu-without-her-consent/870097001/) of kissing
and groping her without her consent while on a USO tour in the Middle East in 2006. A second woman has stepped forward claiming Franken
inappropriately touched her. While Congressional leaders seek a review of the claims, Franken apologized for the Tweeden incident
Vstory/newskojitolopolitics/2017/11/16/read-al-frankens-apskgy-broadcaster-leeann-tweeden/87_0913001/). "I respect women," he said. "I don't
respect men who don't. And the fact that my own actions have given people a good reason to doubt that makes me feel ashamed." Franken migned on
Dec. 7 (/story/news/politics/onpolttics/2017/12/07/sen-al-franken-takes-dig-trump-moore-resignation-speech/930997001/) after more than a half dozen
women stepped forward with misconduct allegations.

Trent Franks
The Arizona representative said he would resign immediately (/story/news/politics/2017/12/08/rep-trent-franks-says-he-resign-immediately-citing-wifesillnessa-day-after-announcing-he-would-step/935858001/) citing his wife's illness. Franks originally planned to step down in January after an aide
claimed he repeatedly asked her to serve as a surrogate.

Alex Gilady
International Olympic Committee member Alex Gilady has been accused by two women of rapt and by two others of inapplopriate conduct
(/story/sports/olympics/2017/11/09/olympic-ethics-panel-to-study-allegations-against-gilady/107494366/). Gilady denied the rape accusations, said he
didn't recall one of the other allegations, but acknowledged a claim he'd propositioned a woman during a job interview 25 years ago was "mainly correct."
He stepped down as president of an Israeli broadcasting company he founded. The IOC has said it is looking into the allegations.

Gary Goddard
The producer and writer (Masters of the Universe), was accused by ER actor Anthony Edwards of molesting him in an essay
(lAps://medium.com/Cganthonyedwards/yes-mom-there-is-something-wrong-f2bcf56434b9) published Nov. 10 on Medium. Edwards says he first met
Goddard when he was 12 and served as a leader for Edwards' group of friends. "Everyone has the need to bond, and I was no exception," Edwards
,wrote. "My vulnerability was exploited. I was molested by Goddard, my best friend was raped by him — and this went on for years. The group of us, the
9ng, stayed quiet." Goddard's press representative Sam Singer put out a statement on Nov. 10 "unequivocally" denying Edward's charges. Since then,
.fight more former child actors have stepped forward (Lsioxy/life/p.opleL20.17/12/20/8rformer-child-actors-accuse-producer-gary-goddard-sexualmisconduct/969095001/) to accuse Goddard of sexual harassment.

David Gomberg
Oregon state Rep. David Gomberg told The Oregonian/OregonLive
(hnp://www.oregonlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2017/10/oregon lawmaker accused of ina.html) that two women's complaints against him involved
"inappropriate humor or inappropriate touching," invasion of "personal space" and hugging. The Democratic representative has publicly apologized
(tAps://www.thenewsguard.com/news/report-rep-gomberg-a ccused-of-inappmpriate-behavior-responds/article_654063ee-bbfa-11e7-924b1707c7ce98b7.html).

Brian Gosch
The former House Majority Leader in South Dakota was accused by former state lawmaker (/story/news/politics/2017/10/13/former-gate-lawmakerLoltyist-tell-sexual-harassment-rape-pierre/762566001/) and lobbyist Angie Buhl O'Donnell of asking for a hug and making comments about her breasts.
Gosch said the comments were made in jest and not meant to make her feel uncomfortable.

Tyler Grasham
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The Hollywood agent was fired from the Agency of the Performing Arts after a former actor accused him of sexual assault more than a decade ago while
he was in his teens, worts The Wrap_adips://www.thewra
godbe-lipmgdyjekgrasham-apa-hollymoadzagent-fed-me-alcohol-sexuallyassamiltd: men. Filmmaker Blaise Godbe Lipman claims Grasham gave him alcohol while underage and sexually assaulted. Actor Tyler Cornell also filed
a police report against Grasham, alleging "a sodomy crime," according to Variety (blizthardi ysgo/2rMagn/egsAyiefrgrasham-lapst-jny_eagation-apaz
agent-sexual-assault-sodomy-12026019930. At least five men (LLIplaosameles.cbslocal.com/2017/10/31/agent-sexual-assault-tykkgrasham0 have
accused him of sexual misconduct.

Jon Grissom
Former child star Corey Feldman identified former actor Jon Grissom (/story/lifeimple/2017/11/02/corey-feldman-identifies-man-he-says-molestedhim/828210001/) as one of the men who molested him when he was a young teen in Hollywood. Feldman identified Grissom to Dr. Oz on Nov. 2, but not
on air. Feldman called on victims to speak out and abusers to turn themselves in: "If you do not, we're coming for you."

David Guillod
The manager, producer and co-CEO of Primary Wave Entertainment (Atomic Blonde), was accused by actress Jessica Barth of drugging and sexually
assaulting her in 2012 when he was working as her manager, she confirmed to The Wricahtt*://www.thQwrap.comidavid-guillod-jessica-tipth-Le-claLomjcalgadg-proluoalmgged-assaulted-exclusive0 on Nov. 2. Barth said she reported the incident to the LAPD after it happened. She then said that
Guillod threatened her with a lawsuit to keep her from pressing charges. Following the allegations, Guillod's attorney said charges were fully investigated
at the time, but he has taken a leave of absence from the company. reports Deadline (blip://deadline.com/2017/11/david-guillod-leave-of-absenceMmary-wave-sexual-assault-accusationiessica-barth-12022011620 and The HollyxocIR
wave-ceo-david-p.(ilip4:igku-tea ve-a enGe-s exuaI-ass uIt-ctaims-10.54750).

tifjp://www.hollymktgporter.comMews/primary-

Mark Halperin
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NBC News ended its contract with political commentator Mark Halperin after he was accused of sexual harassment (Photo: Richard Shotwell, AP)

The MSNBC political analyst was accused by five women of sexual harassment atiamangy.cnn.com/2017/10/25/media/mark-halperin-sexualharassment-allegations/index.html) including forcible kissing. One woman claims Halperin grabbed her breasts. NBC News terminated his contract
gstory/moneyination-now/2417/10/30/nbc-termin?tes-mark-halperins-contract-over-sexual-haraszkenj-allegations-reports-say/8128850010, and he to
both a book deal and HBO inject (haWpreview.usatoday.com/story/moneyination-now/2017/10/28/5-accus nbc7analyst-mark-halperin-sexualharassment/8019820010. In a statement to CNN, Halperin said he would take a step back to deal with the situation. "I now understand from these
accounts that my behavior was inappropriate and caused others pain," he said. "For that, I am deeply sorry and I apologize."

Andy Henry
Casting employee Andy Henry admitted to urging women to take off their clothes during coaching sessions in 2008 while working on the "CSI" series. He
was fired by his current employer.

Cliff Hite
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The former Ohio senator mimed over claims (igigry/news/politics/2017/10/28/yformer-ohio-senator-cliff-bite-rekeatedy-sought-sex-legjslativegmployee-despite-refusals-memo-say
) he repeatedly asked a female legislative employee for sex. According to a memo obtained from the
woman's employer, she refused his advances eight or nine times. "I sometimes asked her for hugs and talked with her in a way that was not appropriate
for a married man, father and grandfather like myself," said Hite in a statement.

Dustin Hoffman
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Anna Graham Hunter alleges that Oscar-winning actor Dustin Hoffman groped her and talked about sex in front of her while she was a 17-year-old intern on the set of his
1985 TV-movie adaptation of 'Death of a Salesman.' Hoffman apologized in a statement to the 'Associated Press,' saying, "I have the utmost respect for women and feel
terrible that anything I might have done could have put her in an uncomfortable situation... It is not reflective of who I am." The following day, a second accuser, Wendy
Rise Gatslounis told 'Variety' the actor made verbal advances and tried to convince her to go to a hotel. (Photo: Jordan Strauss, Invision/AP)

The Oscar-winning actor known for Rain Man and The Graduate, was accused of sexual harassment by Anna Graham Hunter in an article published by
The Hollmog2dBepodeLibtip://www.hollyNssimporter.com/featuresidustiri-hoffman-sexuafly-harassed-me-i-was-17-guest-column-1053466) on Nov. 1.
Hunter alleges talked about sex in front of her while she was a 17-year-old intern on the set of his 1985 TV-movie adaptation of Death of a
Salesman. Hoffman apologized in a statement to the Associated Press (&1ory/lifekeople/2017/11/01/dustin-hoffrnan-ap_ologizes-alleged-1985-sexual-i
1 saying, "I have the utmost respect for women and feel terrible that anything I might have done could have put her in an
uncomfortable situation... It is not reflective of who I am." The following day, a second accuser (/story/lifeigeople/2017/11/0Vduatin-hoffman-secondwoman-accuses-oscar-winner-sexual-harassment/825099001/) Wendy Riss Gatsiounis, told Variety he made verbal advances and tried to convince her
to go to a nearby hotel when she was a playwright in her 20s.

Jeff Hoover
entucky House Speaker Jeff Hoover stepped down as speaker after news surfaced that the Republican had settled a sexual harassment claim from a
GOP caucus staffer. Hoover denied the harassment allegation but said he sent consensual yet inappropriate text messages. He remains in the
Legislature.

Israel Horovitz
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Nine women have accused playwright Israel Horovitz of sexual misconduct and his son, Beastie Boys' Adam Horovitz, says he believes the accusers. (Photo: Andy Kropa,
Andy Kropa nnyision/AP)
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—Nine women who have accused award-winning playwright Israel Horowitz of sexual misconduct have the support of his son Adam Horovitz of the
Nestle Boysjialpsy/lifekuple/2017/11/30/beastie-bots-adam-l
-abuse-allegations/912229001/). The women detailed their
allegations against Horovitz in a story Nov. 30 in The New York Times. Some were in the teens and others were in their 20s when they say the incidents
occurred. The alleged abuse by Horovitz includes forced kissing, sexual touching and rape.

Dylan Howard
Dylan Howard the top editor for the National Enquirer alpry/money/business/2017/12/05/pp-exclusive-tm-gosjp-editor-accused-sexualmisconduct/9247830010, Us Weekly and other major gossip publications openly described his sexual partners in the newsroom, discussed female
employees' sex lives and forced women to watch or listen to pornographic material, former employees told The Associated Press.

Jesse Jackson
The civil rights activist was accused by The Root writer Danielle Young_didpv//www.lherool.comicion-l-let-the-smile-fool-you-i-m-cringjog-on-the-insid1819987586) of inappropriate touching following a keynote speech he gave. She said colleagues witnessed him grab her thigh. In a state

to

The Root, a representative for Jackson said he does not recall the incident but "profoundly and sincerely regrets any pain Ms. Young may have

The Rev. Jesse Jackson through the
years

experienced "

Danny Jordaan

c

....,, armer South African soccer association president Danny Jordaan (iplopfinewstwdrid/Zgj 7/11/14/weinstein-e1fect-goes-global-powerful-menf
1 has been accused by former member of parliament Jennifer Ferguson of raping her in 1993. Jordaan denies the accusatk

Ethan Kath
The songwriter and producer of Canadian music group Crystal Castles was accused of rape on Oct. 24 by
former bandmate Alice Glass in a lengthy letter posted on her website, Vulture
(tAp://www.vulture.com/2017/10/alice-glass-accuses-crystal-castless-ethan-kath-of-rape.html) and The
Huffing agtiaa_(Ups://www.huffingtompost.comIentrylalice-glass-crystal-castlesabuse vs 59f090f0e4b0e064db7e0d20) report. She claims the abuse lasted for almost 10 years, starting when

A
„

she was 15 years old, and that this was the reason she left the band, which she co-founded with Kath, in 2014.
In a statement to Pitchfork (Pflppaitchfork.cominews/alice-glasszar
ystal-castles-co-founder-ethan-kathof-rap -an - cotpi& via his attorney, Kath — whose real name is Claudio Palmieri — denied the allegations. "I
am outraged and hurt by the recent statements made by Alice about me and our prior relationship," the
statement reads. "Fortunately, there are many witnesses who can and will confirm that I was never abusive to
Alice."

Ethan Kath (Claudio Palmieri), 34,
a songwriter and producer of
Canadian music group Crystal
Castles. (Photo: C Flanigan,
FilmMagic)

Garrison Keillor
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The veteran radio host confirmed he was fired by Minnesota Pubic Radio Usigyiliteloeople/2017/11/29/garrisonleged-imploper-behavior-minnesota-public-radio/9054910010 for accusations of improper behavior. In a follow-up statement, Keillor told
The Associated Press he was dismissed over "a story that I think is more interesting and more complicated than the version MPR heard." MPR said it is
ending its business relationship with Keillor, which includes rebroadcasts of The Best of A Prairie Home Companion.

Ruben Kihuen
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Rep. Ruben Kihuen, D-Nev., speaks with reporters on Capitol Hill in Washington on Nov. 14, 2016. (Photo: Cliff Owen, AP)

U.S. Rep. Ruben Kihuen, D-Nev., is alleged to have touched the thighs of a campaign aide as well as asked her out on dates and commented on her
appearance, according to a Dec. 1repodly Buzzfeed News (g1ps://mr•vw.buzzfeed.com/katenocaratshe-says-she-quit-her-camp.ajmjob-after-heharassed-her?utm term=.fx0xmVlaw# gr89bK2EY). Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee chairman Rep. Ben Ray Lujan called on Kihuen to
resign. Kihuen's office released a statement, including: "I sincerely apologize for anything that I may have said or done that made her feel
uncomfortable."

Robert Knepper
Actor Robert Knepper, star of Prison Break and iZombie, has been accused by one woman of sexual assault. He denies the allegations.

Andrew Kreisberg

c

The creator of CW superhero series Arrow, The Flash, Supergirl and Legends of Tomorrow was fired by Warner Bros (/storyflifeitv/2017/11/29/superght
2010Eajadg
rw.-kgilterg-fired-after-sexual-misconduct-investigation/905716001/) , spokesperson Tammy Golihew confirmed to USA TODAY, after
Variety attplArariety.com12017AvInewsAvemer-broS-sexual-harassment-andrew-kreisberg
published a story in which 15 women and four
men alleged sexual harassment and inappropriate physical contact. He told the trade magazine that he denied any inappropriate touching or massages,
saying I have made comments on women's appearances and clothes in my capacity as an executive producer, but they were not sexualized. Like many
people, I have given someone a non-sexual hug or kiss on the cheek."

Jeff Kruse
Two Oregon lawmakers filed formal cornpjakILI (bli
gonlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2017/11/second gagon state senatougAY LU)) against the
Republican state Sen. Jeff Kruse for sexual harassment and inappropriate touching. Kruse denied the allegations in an interview with The Oregonian
(np://www.oregonlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2017/11/second oregoli gate enatoriaLbtaj).

Knight Landesman
The publisher of Artforum has been accused by multiple women of sexual harassment. According to The New York Times
(litps://www.n
17/1 /2 LnyLegion/knight-landestron-artforum-sexual-harassment-lawsuithtml) nine women filed a lawsuit in New York
claiming he sexually harassed them. Landesman has resigned from the magazine.

John Lasseter
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The chief creative officer of Pixar and Walt Disney Animation Studios, will take a six-month leave of absence Vstory/life/movies/2017/11/21/disney-pixarliead-jghn-lasseter-takes-teeve-absence-after-missteps/886425001/) following what he called "missteps" in a memo obtained by USA TODAY on Nov. 21.
The news broke as The Hollywood Reporterwas compiling a report into alleged sexual misconduct, which published later that day citing sources who
remain unnamed "out of fear that their careers in the tight-knit animation community would be damaged." The insiders told the industry publication that
his behavior went beyond hugging to "grabbing, kissing, making comments about physical attributes."

Jack Latvala
Florida Republican state Sen. Jack Latvala is being investigated by the Senate over allegations of harassment and groping. Latvala has denied the
allegations.

Matt Lauer
NBC News announced it fired the Today show co-host (/stgry/life/2017/11/29/matt-lauer-fired-nbc.-inagp_r_opriate-workplace-behavior/904340001/) for
"inappropriate workplace behavior." According to a memo from NBC News chairman Andrew Lack, Lauer's dismissal was sparked by "a detailed
complaint from a colleague about inappropriate sexual behavior" in the workplace. The memo also said while this is the first formal complaint against
Lauer during his NBC tenure, "we were also presented with reason to believe this may not have been an isolated incident."

Steve Lebsock

(

The Colorado state representative has been accused of harassment (/story/news/locai/colorado/2017/11/11/accuseci-harassment-mlorasto-rep-lebsockgp_olggizes-causing-pain/855762001/). including inappropriate comments. Lebsock later apologized (I11;tps:/lwww.stevelebsock#orcolorado.com/pressrelease-1/#pressreleases) for "the pain I have caused."
'--,

James Levine
New York's Metropolitan Opera suspended its relationship with longtime conductor James Levine (/story/life/people/2017/12/03/metropolitan-oggrgz
gu_gpects-conductor-james-lesexual-abuse-accusations-against-conductor-james-levin/917728001/%20%C2%A0) Dec. 3 pending an investigation into
multiple allegations of sexual misconduct against him. Several of the men accusing him ggy they were underagg
(istoryilife/music/2017/12/05/metropolitan-opera-waited-year-to-act-on-accusation-against-conductor-james-levine/108325956/) when the incidents took
place.

Corey Lewandowski
President Trump's former campaign manager was accused of sexual assault after a singer and potential congressional candidate claimed he hit her twice
on her buttocks during a Washington gathering in November. According to the Associated Press (/story/news/politics/2017/12/27/singg±ggys-she-filedsex-assault-complaint-against-former-trump-aide-corey-lewandowski/983672001/) Lewandowski did not respond to an email seeking comment.

Ivan Lewis
U.K. Labour Party member Ivan Lewis has been suspended over an allegation of sexual misconduct, Lewis disputed the account but apologized if his
behavior had been "unwelcome or inappropriate."

Ryan Lizza
The reporter wag fired from The 11§w Yorker on Dec 11 ( 1o_ry/money/business/2017/12/11/new-yorker-fires-reporter-ryan-lizza-over-alleged-sexualmisconduct/942412001/) for an incident of "improper sexual conduct." CNN later suspended him as an on-air contributor. "I am dismayed that The New
Yorker has decided to characterize a respectful relationship with a woman I dated as somehow inappropriate," said Lizza in a statement.

Peter Martins
Peter Martins (/story/life/people/2017/12/05/new-york-city-ballet-peter-martins-under-investigation-sexual-harassment/108326006/)., who has led New
York City Ballet since the 1980s, has been removed from teaching his weekly class at the School of American Ballet while the two organizations jointly
investigate an accusation of sexual harassment against him, it was announced Dec. 4. On January 1, Martins announced he would retire Egports The
New York Times (I-Dps://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/01/arts/dance/peter-martins-resigns-ballet.html?smid=tw-nyi
n yp=cur).

Danny Masterson
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Actor Danny Masterson has been ousted from the Netflix series 'The Ranch' amid multiple sexual assault allegations. Revisit Masterson'a Hollywood career in photos,
from 'That '70s Show' to his more current projects. (Photo: Annie 1. Bang, Annie 1. Bang/Invision/AP)

Netflix yanked the actor from the series The Ranchfollowing a series of sexual assault allegations Vstory/life/pmple/2017/12/05/danny-masterson-firedAixs-amid-allegations/922500001/). In March, Los Angeles police said they started investigating Masterson after three women reported being sexually
assaulted by him in the early 2000s. Masterson denies the allegations. "Law enforcement investigated these claims more than 15 years ago and
determined them to be without merit," he said in the statement. "I have never been charged with a crime, let alone convicted of one."

Donovan McNabb
The former NFL quarterback was suspended ty ESPN ystoryLigorts/nfl/2017/12{12/duoyan-mcnabb-eric-davis-suspeadesi esDn
gates-sexualharassment-allegations-nft-network/943898001/) after he was named in a sexual misconduct lawsuit over claims while he was employed by NFL
Network. McNabb has yet to comment on the claims.

Benny Medina
The manager who currently represents Jennifer Lopez was accused of attempted rape by Sordid Lives star Jason Dottley in an interview published
by The Advocate (lat(ps;//www.advocate.com/orime/2017/11/10/sordid-lives,agtor-alleges-mogul-benny-medina-tried-rapejim) on Nov. 10. After throwing
Dottley onto a bed in Medina's Los Angeles mansion in 2008, Medina "stuck his tongue down my mouth," Dottley alleges in the interview. A statement
from Medina's lawyers Howard Weitzman and Shawn Holley to USA TODAY said Medina "categorically denies the allegation of attempted rape."

Tony Mendoza
;tree women have accused California state Sen. Tony Mendoza of sexual harassment, the Los Angeles Times
(b0://www.latimes.com/politics/essentiallia-pol-ca-essential-politics-updates-senate-panel-on-sen-tonyz -4
-151180251 h m
_igt_na and
Sacramento Bee (b.gp://www.sacbee.com/news/packgovemment/capitol-alert/article185133028.html) report. The Democrat was booted from
leadership positions pending an investigation. He has denied wrongdoing.

Murray Miller
The screenwriter best known for the hit TV series Girls was accused of sexual assault by actress Aurora Perrineau, according to a. Nov. 20 report from
The Wrap_Ms://www.thewrap.com/girls-murray-miller-aurora-perrineau-harold). Perrineau, who alleges the incident occurred in 2012
when she was 17, filed a report at the West Hollywood station of the Los Angeles County Sheriffs Department, Sgt. Nelson Rios confirmed to USA
TODAY. Miller's attorney, Matthew B. Walerstein, sent USA TODAY a statement Vstory/life/tv/2017/11/18/report-actress-aurora-perrineau-accuses-gids:
writer-murray- • rs I 7
in which his client denied Perrineau's allegations. Girls creator and star Lena Dunham and executive
producer Jenni Konner issued a statement Friday in support of Miller, which she later apslogjzed for (/sigy/life/peeple/2017/11/19/1ena-dunham-sorrytiming-statement-backing-gIrls-writer-accused-sexual-assault/ 78606001/) after receiving criticism._
(j2.tips://www.facebook.com/jurvetson/posts/10159616207180611?pnref=story.)

T.J. Miller
The actor denied claims reported in The Daily Beast (/storylife/pmple/2017/12/19/actor-H-miller-denies-accusations-sexual-assault-physicalviolence/964492001/) from an anonymous alleged victim who said he punched and sexually assaulted her.
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Roy Moore
The Republican candidate for U.S. Senator in Alabama was accused by eight women of a range of inappropriate conduct, ranging from unwanted
attention to sexual misconduct and assault. Most of the incidents took place when Moore was assistant district attorney in Gadsden from 1977 to 1982.
One woman, Leigh Corfman, said she was 14 when Moore, then 32, took her to his home, undressed her and guided her hand over his crotch. The legal
age of consent, then and now, is 16. Moore calls the allegations "completely false," (istory/newsination-now/2017/11/15froy-moore-attomey-demandsaccusers-yearbook/868848001/) and plans to continue his Senate campaign.

Rick Najera
The writer and producer was fired by CBS from his role as director of the network's annual diversity showcase after claims surfaced he made
/ w
-d
=thowcase22221
-1 0
inappropriate comments to performers, repodsIALeti y (1311121kranely c
1 . In a statement to Variety,
Najera said he was "shocked" by the allegations. "Anyone who has been slammed by libelous deceptions knows exactly how we feel,"

Larry Nassar
Longtime USA Gymnastics doctor Larry Nassar has been accused of sexual abuse by more than 120 women Valgryl8ports/olympics/2017/11/21/1.grrynassar-usa-gymnastics-expected-plead-guilly-sexual-assault/886906001/) since the Indianapolis Star atgly/news/2016/09/12/former-usa-gymnasticsdoctor-accused-abuse/89995734/) first reported on assault allegations in September 2016. Since the #metoo movement, three members of the Fierce
Five — the U.S. women's gymnastics team that won all-around gold at the 2012 London Olympics — have said he abused them, too: McKayla Maroney.
(Lsigsylsports/olympics/2017/10/18/olym
gold-medalist-mckayla-maroney&ays-she-victim-sexual-abuse/774970001/) Aly Raisman
(/story/sports/olympicsr2017/11/12/aly-raisman-60-minutes-interview-larry-nassar/857203001/) and Gabby Douglas
i/storylsports/olympics/2017/11/21/gabby.AQuglas-says-she-was-abused-forrner-usa-gymna
-nassar/886447001f). On Dec. 7 Nassar
17/1 /
-nassar-sentenced-60-years-federal-child-ozlograoby-case/9088380010 in federal prison
as sentenced to 60 years (Lsigry w
for child pornography.

Nelly
The rapper has been sued by a woman atory/life/music/2017/12/21/woman-akes-raoker-nelly-claiming-sexual-assault-defamation/972283001f)
claiming he sexually assaulted her on his tour bus and later damaged her reputation by refuting her account. Nelly's attorney says the lawsuit is
financially motivated and a countersuit is planned.

Michael Oreskes
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Mike Oreskes resigned as NPR's senior vice president for news after two women accused him of kissing them while discussing job prospects when he worked for the
New York Times in Washington, D.C. (Photo' Chuck Zoeller. AP)

The senior vice president for news at National Public Radio resigned on Nov. 1 tillp://www.nuca/sections/thetwo-way/2017/11/01/561363158/nork
head-of-news-resigns-following-harassment-allegations), after multiple women accused him of inappropriate conduct. Two women claimed
atigy/money/media/2017/11/01/npr-news-chief-michael-sireskes-resigns-after-_sexual-harassment-aCcusations/8214050011.) Oreskes abruptly kissed
them on the lips and stuck his tongue in their mouths while discussing job prospects, according to The Washington Post. The incidents took place while
he was The New York Times' Washington D.C. bureau chief in the 1990s. A third woman filed a complaint at NPR accusing him of harassment in October
2015. "I am deeply sorry to the people I hurt," Oreskes said in a statement. "My behavior was wrong and inexcusable, and I accept full responsibility."
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Shervin Pishevar
Less than a week after being hit with claims that he sexually harassed six women, Virgin Hyperloop One co-founder Shervin Pishevar
(tslery/tech/2017/12J05/hyRedg_qp-cofounder-pig.tavar-takes-leaves-after-harassment-ailqgations/923730001/) said Dec. 5 he was taking a leave of
absence from his businesses to focus on a lawsuit against a research firm that he believes is behind a smear campaign. A Bloomberg report charged that
the venture capitalist and early Uber investor groped Uber employee Austin Geidt at a 2014 Uber party, citing unnamed witnesses.

Jeremy Piven
The actor on the TV series Entourage, was accused by actress and reality star Ariane Bellamar of groping her on two occasions. Jn her tweets
(litip

tier.coro/ArianeBefiamar/status/925104391748837377) published Oct. 30, she alleges one encounter took place in Piven's trailer on the
Entourage set, when he allegedly grabbed her breasts and bottom, and the other occurred at the Playboy Mansion. Piven denied the allegations in a
statement sent to USA TODAY (Lskryilife/2017/10/31/cbs-investigang-harassment-allegations-against-jeremy-piven/819607001/) by his rep, Jennifer
Allen: "I unequivocally deny the appalling allegations being peddled about me." CBS, which airs Piven's new series, Wisdom of the Crowd, said in a
statement, 'We are aware of the media reports and are looking into the matter." (litts://www.facebook.com/jurvetson/posts/10159616207180611?
pnref=story)

Roy Price
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In August, producer Isa Hackett accused Amazon Studios chief Roy Price of making unwanted sexual remarks. It wasn't until after the Weinstein scandal broke that Price
was forced out of his high-profile job. (Photo: Barry Brecheisen, AP)

L

- he Amazon Studios programming chief resigned in October after Isa Hackett, a producer of Amazon Studios' series The Man in the High Castle,
accused him of insistently and repeatedly =positioning her (/slgry/lech/2017/10/17/amazon-studios-head-roy- gps-down-amid-harassmentclaims/773801001/) in 2015. Two of Price's lieutenants, Joe Lewis and Conrad Riggs, were also let go shortly after his departure. Price has yet to issue a
statement on the allegation.

Brett Ratner
The producer and director (Rush Hour, X-Men: The Last Stand), was accused of sexually harassing six women, including actresses Olivia Munn and
Natasha Henstridge, in a Nov. 1 Leport from the Los Angeles Times (lAp://www.latimes.com/business/hoilywood/la-ft-ct-brett-ratner-allegations2
.html). In an Facebook post, Melanie Kohler claimed Ratner "was a rapist at least one night in Hollywood about 12 years ago" and
that he "preyed on me as a drunk girl (and) forced himself on me." Ratner is suing Kohler for libel, and is no longer working on projects at Warner Bros.

Twiggy Ramirez
The former bassist and guitarist of the band Marilyn Manson was accused of rape Oct. 20 by Jack Off Jill singer Jessicka Addams, who shared in a
Facebook pot.(Ms://vaivdaoetteojs..qam/MissJessickaAdclams/posts/10155413298828005) that White —whose real name is Jeordie White —
physically and sexually assaulted her while they were dating. On Oct. 24, Marilyn Manson shared in a Twitter statement that he decided to "part ways
with Jeordie White as a member of Marilyn Manson." (hilps://www.facebook.comflurvetson/posts/10159616207180611?rmt-ggry)

Jerry Richardson
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The owner of the NFL's Carolina Panthers faces an NFL investigption into alleged sexual misconduct (/storgaports/nfl/2017/12/17/nfl-taking-overinvestigation-of-richardson-allegations/105698472/) following a Sports Illustrated report claiming he made sexually suggestive comments to women.
Although he did not address allegations, Richardson said hours after the report surfaced he planned to sell the team.

Terry Richardson
The fashion photographer faces multiple allegations since 2010 (/storyflife/2017/10/24/sexuall

plicit-fashion-photogr
richardson-bannedbritish-vogue/795390001/) when some models began going public, describing episodes of graphic abuse, inappropriate touching and sexual harassment

during photo shoots. Conde Nast International discontinued working with Richardson Oct. 24 and banned him from future assignments. "He is an artist
who has been known for his sexually explicit work so many of his professional interactions with subjects were sexual and explicit in nature but all of the
subjects of his work participated consensually," said a representative for Richardson in a statement to BuzzFeed
(tItips://www.b u zzfee d.com/markdistefa no/con d e-in a st-terry-richardson?utm term= ggMAwy88#.qj7ZBegzz).
()fps://www.facebook.comtjurvetson/posts/10159616207180611?pn

ry)

Rich Rodriguez
The University of Arizona fired the football coach on Jan. 2 (/storyLsports/ncaaf/pac12/2018/01/021arizona-fires-fvotball-coach-rich-rodriguez/998676001/)
amidst an investigation into an off-the-field allegation of sexual harassment. The university said in a letter although the claims from a former athletic
department employee could not be substantiated, they became aware of information causing concerns over the direction of the football program.

Charlie Rose
(

_ The longtime TV journalist was accused by fight women of sexual harassment (/story/life/tv/2017/11/21/cbs-moming-addresses-charlie-rose-scandallarlie-does-not-ggi

) in a report from The Washington Post. The women claim Rose made unwanted sexual advances toward

them, including lewd phone calls and walking around naked in their presence. In a separate report, three CBS employees accused Rose of harassment
during his tenure. CBS fired Rose, while PBS revealed it would no longer carry his long-running interview show.

Paul Rosenthal
The Colorado state representative was accused of inapmpriately touching_(/storyinews/local/colorado/2017/11/15/second-oolorado-lawmaker-accusedsexual-harassment/869220001/) a political organizer during a fundraiser in 2012. Rosenthal denies the claim.

Gilbert Rozon
Comedy festival organizer Gilbert Rozon has been accused by at least nine women of sexually harassing or sexually assaulting them. Rozon stepped
down as president of Montreal's renowned "Just for Laughs" festival and apologized "to all those I have offended during my life."

Geoffrey Rush
The Sydney Theatre Company announced that an actress accused Geoffrey Rush (istory/life/people/2017/12/01/geoffrey-rush-denies-inappwriatebehavior-theater/912469001/) the Oscar-winning actor and a star of the Pirates of the Caribbean franchise, of inappropriate touching. Rush denies it, but
_announced Dec. 2 that he stepped down as president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts amid the "current climate of innuendo and
justifiable reporting."

Carl Sargeant
British Labour Party legislator Carl Sargeant is believed to have taken his own life after harassment allegations cost him his post as the Welsh
government's Cabinet secretary for communities and children. He had asked for an independent inquiry to clear his name.

Chris Savino
An animator and writer best known for creating The Loud House was fired from Nickelodeon after multiple women lodged complaints against him, the
network confirmed in a statement to The Hollywood Reporter (tattp://www.hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/nickelodeon-fires-loud-house-creator-sexualharassment-allegations-1050485). On Oct. 23, Savino posted an apology to his Facebook page, writing he is "deeply sorry" that his words and actions
"created an uncomfortable environment " CBS News (Ups://www.cbsnews.corn/n_ewslchris-savino-ex-nickelodeon-producer-sexual-harassmentgegationsf) and The Hollywood Reporter (n_tp://www.hollywoodreporter.comilive-feedifired-nickelodeon-showrunner-ap_gl_ggizes-sexual-harassmentgations-surface-1051107) report.jfitips://www.facebook.com/jurvetson/posts/10159616207180611?pnref=story.)

Dan Schoen
Minnesota state legislator Dan Schoen announced his resignation in November after being accused of sexual misconduct. The Democratic first-term
senator was accused of making unwanted advances against several women and sexually assaulting one of them. Schoen, 42, was accused by a
Democratic candidate for office of grabbing her buttocks in 2015. Another candidate who is now a fellow Democratic lawmaker said he sent her a string of
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suggestive texts, and a Senate employee said he texted her a picture of male genitalia.

Mark Schwahn
A screenwriter best known for creating the popular TV series One Tree Hill, was accused of "traumatizing" sexual harassment by 18 cast and crew
members of the show, including Sophia Bush and Hilarie Burton, in a letter published in Variety on Nov. 13 (b.tikaotty.com/2017/tv/news/one-tree-hill3-1202614198/). The letter was penned in support of former Tree Hill writer Audrey Wauchope, who detailed in a series of tweets
(blips://twitter.com/audreyalison/status/929504940254359552?
Lgf src=twsrc%5Etfw&ref whbilps%3A%2F%2Fwww.usatoday.com%2Fstory%2Flife%2Fmple%2F2017%2F11%2F14%2Fone-tree-hill-casi-upiteaccqse-gBajor-rnark7schwahn-sexuai-harassrnent%2F66_1180001%2F) the treatment female crew endured on the show. On Dec. 21 Schwahn was fired
Lionsgate (/stgry/lifeftv/2017/12/21/royals-creator-matk-schwahn-fireq-after-sexual-migconduct-probe/975015001/).

Robert Scoble
The tech consultant and blogger was accused of sexual harassment by two women (/story/tech/2017/10/22/robert-scoble-resigns-transformation-grop:
after-sexual-harassment-allegations/789071001/). A third woman claimed Scoble verbally harassed her. On Oct. 22, Scoble's friend and partner said
Scoble had agreed to step down from their business consulting firm Transformation Group. After initially apologizing for doing things "that are really, really
hurtful to women " be said he's not gulty of sexual harassment (ttps://scobleizer.blogi) because he had no power to "make or break" the careers of
women who made allegations against him. "Sexual Harassment requires that I have such power," he wrote.

Steven Seagal
The actor and producer (Under Siege, Above the Law), was accused of sexual harassment by Portia de Rossi Ustory/life/mple/2017/11/08/portia-dewho claims he unzipped his pants during a private office
,ssi-claims-steven-seqgal-unzipped-his-leather-pants-duringaudition. ER actress Julianna Margulies also revealed an incident she had with Seaga! in an interview with SiriusXM's Jenny Hutt
(Lsioryflife/2017/11/03/harvey-weinstein-news-criminal-investigations-updates-sexual-aSSadt-harassment/8284.32001/) on Nov. 4. She claims the
producer requested to go over a scene with her in his hotel room when she was 23, and once she arrived, the female assistant who said she would be
there with her was gone.

Don Shooter
Eight women have accused Arizona state representative Don Shooter (/story/news/politics/legislaiutp/2017/11/1 /angthtr-woman-accuses-arizons-repfJon-.5114oter-sexual-misconduct1860893001/) of misconduct, including inappropriate touching and comments. The Arizona House of Representatives has
launched multiple investigations into the claims. Shooter has declined comment.

Andy Signore
The creator of entertainment site Screen Junkies and the YouTube series Honest Trailers was fired following several accusations from women on social
media. One woman claimed (bitpjag/ dg.ty.com/2017/digital/news/honest-trailers-creator-andylignore-fired-for-emegious-and-intolerable-sexual19M1c19fi Signore tried to sexually assault her and threatened to fire her boyfriend if she went public. In a statement posted to Twitter

(

()tips://twitter.com/defymedia/status/917199853658169345) on October 8, employer Defy Media called his behavior "egregious" and "intolerable." The
iv / 17/11/1
c mfin
New York Times (Ups://www.n
Variety
v
ljp:21,Auti y.com/2017/digital/news/honest-trailers-creator-andy gpore-fired-for-egregi -and- n r bl
and IndieWire
‘..._.,
(blip://www.indiewire.com/2017/10/andy-signore-suspended-screen-junkies-honest-trailers-1201884692/)reported on the fallout.

Gene Simmons
The member of rock group Kiss was named in a lawsuit filed in Los Angeles Superior Court according to the San Bernardino Sun
(litip2stettiazsun.com/2017/12/15/kiss-bassist-gene-simmons-facing-lawsuit-alleging-sexual-battery-during-socal-interview/). Simmons is accused of
making unwarranted sexual advances at an on-air radio personality during an interview at a restaurant he co-owns with bandmate Paul Stanley. Simmons
denies the accusations (/storyftife/mple/2017/12/17/kiss-frontman-gene-simmons-denies-accusations-seast-miaMducta19030011).

Bryan Singer
A lawsuit filed in Washington state claims (/story/life/movies/2017/12/07/new-lawsuit-alleges-director-bryan-singer-raped-17-year-old-boy/933265001/)
the director behind the X-Men films sexually assaulted a 17-year-old boy. In a statement to Variety, Singer denies the allegations. The lawsuit landed the
same week Singer was fire from directing the Queen biopic Bohemian Rhapsody.

Ira Silverstein
Illinois state Sen. Ira Silverstein has been accused by activist Denise Rotheimer of "mind games" and commenting on her appearance, according to the
Chicago Sun-Times (fps://chicago.suntimes.com/newsAeadersh4Lpost-stripped-for-senator-named-at-harassment-hepring1).. She said he did not
proposition her or initiate physical contact, the Chicago Tribune (http://www.chicagotribune.cominews/opinionizornictl=pec-zom-silverstein-rotheim-
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opers-1108-20171107-story.htma reports.

Russell Simmons
The music mogul was accused of assault by model Keri Claussen Khalighi when she was 17 according to a report in The Los Angeles Times
/ -fi-r
r- rrim n 7 11 - m
Khalighi claims Simmons assaulted her and

(laUt/Iwyr6v.latimes.com/businessaiollyw

coerced her to perform oral sex while director Brett Ratner —then a music video producer —was present. in a statement
7 11/19/russell-Simmons accusations-terra-crews-brett-ratner/878856001/) Simmons said he "completely and unequivocally"

Ugly/life/peg
denies the claims.

John Singleton
Director John Singleton was accused by The Root author Danielle Young (jAps://www.theroot com/don-t-let-the-smile-fool-you-i-m-cringing-on-the-insid1819987586) of making sexual advances while interviewing him about his new show Snowfall. She says others witnessed it. Singleton has yet to
comment on the incident.

Tom Sizemore

*iv

An 11-year-old actress on the set of crime thriller Born Killers (shot as Piggy Banks) in 2003, according to a report from The Hollywood Reporter published Nov. 13,
alleges that Torn Sizemore touched her genitals during a photo shoot for the film. His agent Stephen Rice, told the industry trade paper, "Our position is 'no
comment"' (Photo: Jordan Strauss, Invision/AP)

The actor known for Saving Private Ryan, was accused of molesting an 11-year-old actress on the set of crime thriller Born Killers (shot as Piggy
Banks) in 2003, according to a report from (rillp://www.hollywoodreportercorninewsitom-size.more-was-removed-Movie-set-alendy-violating-11-yearQA: girl-1057629)The Hollywood Reporter (IlitplAvww.hollywoodreporter com/newsitom-sizemore-was-remove0-movie-set-allege_V-violating-11-year-oldgirl-1057629)published Nov. 13. The child actress allegedly told her mother that Sizemore touched her genitals during a photo shoot for the film.
According to THR, her parents declined to press charges and months later, Sizemore returned for reshoots in Malibu. His agent, Stephen Rice, told the
industry trade paper, "Our position is 'no comment."'

Tavis Smiley
PBS indefinitely suspended the late-night TV show host Ustory/life/2017/12/13/tavis-smileys-show-dropped-pbs-amid-troubling:allegationsmisconduct/9504760010 following "multiple, credible allegations" of misconduct. According to Variety (titipAyajAt
i y.com/2017/tv/news/tavis-smiley-plaz
1202639424/), an investigation found credible allegations Smiley had engaged in sexual relationships with multiple subordinates, and that some believed
their jobs depended on a sexual relationship with Smiley. Smiley denies any wrongdoing.

Kevin Spacey
The actor best known for his role on House of Cards and American Beauty, has been accused of sexual harassment by several people including actor
Anthony Rapp (istory/life/people/2017/10/30/who-anthonylapp-actor-who-accused-kevin-spacey-sexual-harassment/812414001/) who claims he was 14
when Spacey made advances towards him in 1986. Spacey apologized to Rapp via Twitter on Oct. 30, writing, "I owe him the sincerest apology for what
would have been deeply inappropriate drunken behavior, and I am sorry for the feelings he describes having carried with him all these years." The actor
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also came out as gay in the statement. Spacey plans to "seek evaluation and treatment," the actor's representative Staci Wolfe told USA TODAY
Vstory/life/people/2017/11/01/kevin-apacey-scandal-new-accuser-says-actor-made-advanoes-him-teen/820324041/).
(Ups://www.facebook.com/jurvetson/posts/10159616207180611?pnref=story)

Sylvester Stallone
The actor-director whose Rocky franchise saw a rebirth with 2015's Creed, is facing reports of sexual assault
from the late 80s. An old police report detailed by the pay Mail (httpl/www.daily
5081605/Sylvester-Stallone-accused-forcing-teen-threesome.htma and the Baltimore Post-Examiner
.(bItp://baltimorepostexaminer.com/Vvester-siallone-acr4sed-30-years-ago-alleggMy-galup-sex-teen-policesay/2016/02/16), website indicates an unnamed teen, then 16, consented to sex with Stallone in Las Vegas in
1986. But she told police she did not consent to group sex after Stallone invited his bodyguard to join them. She
said she felt intimidated into having sex with both of them. Under Nevada law, the age of consent is 16. "This is a
ridiculous, categorically false story," his rep, Michelle Bega, told USA TODAY. Meanwhile a second woman has
stew* forward (Lekrylliferpmple/2017/12/21/sy!vester-sigillone-categoricallyjaputes-sexual-assault-daimsecond-accuser/974418001/) reportedly filing a police report last month in Santa Monica, Calif.

A rep for Sylvester Stallone has
called decades-old sexual assault
allegations against the star
"categorically false." (Photo: Mike
Marsland, Wrelmage)

Lockhart Steele
The editorial director for Vox Media was fired for harassment (http://money.cnn.com/2017/10/20/media/voxrreqjp-firei-Enprial-director-locithart-steelefindex_dm1) following allegations made by a former employee. In a
Medium post from Eden Rohatensky, a former web developer at Vox Media, she said a VP caressed her hand
and kissed her neck while in the back of an Uber. "Lock admitted engaging in conduct that is inconsistent with

our core values and is not tolerated at Vox Media," said CEO Jim Bankoff in a memo to employees, Variety rem
(LtiolLar rgty
i .com/2017/digiWnewslyox-media-lockhart-steele-fired-sexual-rierassment-120259514§1).

Oliver Stone

Oliver Stone speaks during a press conference of the New Currents Jury at the Busan International Film Festival (BIFF) in Busan, South Korea, on Oct. 13, 2017. (Photo:
JEON HEON-KYUN, EPA-EFE)

Carrie Stevens, an actress and former Playboy model, alleged the Oscar-winning director grabbed her breast during a party, she tweeted and detailed to
The Hollywood Reporter (bgps://www.hollywoodreporter.cOm/riews/diver-stone-accused-groing-tv-actress-earty-1990s-1048468) and New York Daily
News. Meanwhile, actress Melissa Gilbert said she felt "humiliated" (/lgrafg/p_tople/2017/11/21/melissa-gilbert-says-oliver-stone-humiliated-her-inaudition-for-the-doors/884074001/) following an audition for the 1991 film The Doors, which Stone directed. "The whole scene was just my character on
her hands and knees saying, 'Do me, baby.' Really dirty, horrible," Gilbert said. "Then he said, 'I'd like you to stage it for me.'" In a statement, Stone said
actors were told the audition process would be intense.

George Takei
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'Star Trek' original cast member George Take! denies the claim of former model Scott R. Brunton alleging Takei groped him in the actor's Los Angeles condominium in
1981. (Photo: USA TODAY)

\he Star Trek actor and social activist was accused of sexually assaulting former model Scott R. Brunton, according to an interview published by The
ipjywood Reporter on Nov. 10 (Linp://www.hotlymakeporter.cominews/george-takei-accused-sexually-assaulting-model-1981-1056698?
g_tm_source=twitter&utm_source=tco&utm medium=referral&utm source=t.co&utm medium=referrai).. Brunton alleges Takei groped him in the actor's
Los Angeles condominium in 1981. Takei denied the allegations algry/life/peole/2017/11/11/gegrge-takei-sexuallyin a
series of tweets on Nov. 11, writing, "The events he describes back in the 1980s simply did not occur, and I do not know why he has claimed them now."

Jeffrey Tambor
The Transparent actor was accused of engaging in inappropriate behavior by his former assistant, a transgender woman named Van Barnes, according
to a Deadline repot(htt://deadline.com/2017/11/jeffrey-tambor-sexual-harassrnent-claims-amazon-1202204220/) on Nov. 8. Tambor, who plays a trans
woman on the hit show, rejected the claims, calling Barnes' allegations "baseless." Tambor was also accused of sexual misconduct
(/story/life/people/2017/11/16/transparent-trace-lysette-jefLey
) by Transparent star Trace Lysette in a Nov. 16 report from The
Hollywood Reporter. Amazon Studios has initiated an investigation into the allegations, Amazon spokesperson Craig Berman confirmed to USA TODAY. _
(blIps://www.facebook.com/jurvetson/posts/10159616207180611?
Wry)

Jack Tate
A woman told NPR affiliate KUNC (hnizthsnmJamprg/post/colorado-senators-baumgardner-and-tate-named-allegations-sexual-harassment) the
Colorado senator was inappropriate with her repeatedly over a period of two-and-a-half months in 2016, when she was 18. A formal complaint

c

...,(blip://asp_upublicradio.org(postisen-jsc*-tste-fourth-colorads-lqwmAker-accused-sexual-harrassment) has been filed. Tate denied wrongdoing, reports
UNC.

Ike Taylor
The former pro football player was suspended as an analMaggryisports/nfi/2017/12/12/nfi-network-suspends-analysts-over-sexual-misconductby the NFL Network after a former wardrobe stylist accused him of misconduct in a lawsuit. He has yet to respond to the claim.

Glenn Thrush
Several women accused the White House reporter for The New York Times of sexually inappropriate behavior er ports
l ). The report's
Usary/news/politics/2017/11/20/new-york-times-suspends-star-reporter-glenn-thrush-after-sexual-misconduct-afieg
author, Laura McGann, claimed Thrush came on to her at a bar and she had to quickly leave. McGann said she believes he later disparaged her to their
newsroom colleagues. The Times said it will suspend Thrush while it investigates the matter. "Over the past several years, I have responded to a
succession of personal and health crises by drinking heavily," said Thrush in a statement to Vox. "During that period, I have done things that I am
ashamed of, actions that have brought great hurt to my family and friends."

James Toback
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Director James Toback attending the photocell of the movie "The Private Life of a Modem Woman" presented out of competition at the 74th Venice Film Festival. (Photo:
7iiziana Fad, AFP/Getty Images)

(

-.The screenwriter and film director (The Pick-up Artist. Two Girls and a Guy), was accused of sexually harassing over 300 women, according to rends
1
/om the Los Angeles Times (http://beta.latimes.com/enteriainmentimoviezda-et-mn-seima-blair-rachel-mcadams-james-toback-20171026-story.html) on
Oct. 27 The Times says 31 of the women spoke on the record about their encounters with Toback, which go back decades, and more than 270 have
contacted journalist Glenn VVhipialip://beta.latimes.com/eLlertainiunt/movies/la-et-mn-toback-follow-0-20171023-story.html) with similar claims.

Adam Venit
The agent fa,g._s_ewsi it_t1 Tay Crews (/sigry/life/p
ry-crews-sues-hollywood-agent-he-says.) for
allegedly groping the actor at an industry event in 2016. Crews said in the lawsuit he shoved Venit after the agent grabbed his penis and testicles. "I have
never felt more emasculated, more objectified, I was horrified," Crews said during an interview (istory/life/pg

ry-crews-opens-up:

alleged-assault-good-moming-america-interview/865631001/) on Good Morning America.

Bruce Weber
Fashion pholographer BnaxWaber has been accused ()gyp://www.tmz.com/2017/12/05/fashionapher-bwce-weber-sexual-haressmentaggagM by models Jason Boyce and Mark Ricketson of forcing them to touch their own genitals, they announced in a news conference with attorney
Lisa Bloom on Dec. 5.

L

Kirt Webster
/ebster Public Relations CEO Kirt Webster has been accused of sexual assault by one woman. The firm has been renamed and Webster is "taking time
away."

Bob Weinstein
The film producer and brother of Harvey Weinstein has been accused of harassing TV producer Amanda Segel. In a statement, Spike TV told the
Associated Press (/garyilife/movies/2017/10/17/bob-weinstein-accus_ed-s_exvally-harassing-female-tv) that the network is
investigating the allegations by Segel, the showrunner on its adaptation of Stephen King's The Mist. According to a story published Oct. 17 by Variety
.(Lnylindeugsjaagjavirey§82&-mgratvia=8e
ent-120
, Weinstein invited her to dinner, to his home and to a hotel room during
a three-month period in the summer of 2016.

Harvey Weinstein
The film producer (Shakespeare in Love, Emma), was accused of decades of alleged sexual harassment and assault in bombshell reports from the New
Fullscreen
York Times (tat(ps://www.n
/2017/1 /
ry y-weinstein-harassment-allegations.html?_ED) and New Yorker
(bilps://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/from-aggressive-overtures-to-aexual-assa_ult-hanny-weinsteins-accusers-tell-their-storiesj in early October.
The list of his accusers (Lgory/life/p.mle/2017/10/27/weinstein-scandal-com
ileinfASIMs58OPtditifiginc.ludes
actresses Angelina Jolie, Gwyneth Paltrow and Rose McGowan. In wake of the allegations, WeinsteNAMPNiicareglfpany board of directors on
Oct. 17. He has also filed suit against the Weinstein Company in an attempt to gain access to his emails and personnel file for the purpose of defer 'ing
himself, the Associated Press reports.
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Matthew Weiner
The creator of hit series Mad Men was accused of sexual harassment by Mad Men staff writer Kater Gordon in an interview with The Information
(btps:11www.theinformation.Gomlartidestforner-mad-men-writer-starts-nonprofit-after-alleged-harassment?
jwt=eyJhbGciOLI1UzI1NiJ9.eyJzdVV1i0UzaGFanphY2tAZ21haVVwuY29tliwiZXhwIjoxNTiax0D1xNjg2LCJuljoiR3VIc3QiLCJzY29wZSI6VVyJzaGFyZSJdfQ.xl
Nov. 9. In the interview, she alleges Weiner told her late one night she "owed it to him to let him see her naked." She says she didn't report the comment
officially because she was afraid of losing her job. A year after the incident, Gordon was let go from Mad Men. Weiner's spokeswoman said in a statement
to The Information, "Mr. Weiner spent eight to ten hours a day writing dialogue aloud with Miss Gordon, who started on Mad Men as his writers assistant.
He does not remember saying this comment nor does it reflect a comment he would say to any colleague."

Jann Wenner
Rolling Stone publisher Jann Wenner was accused by one man of sexual harassment. He says he did not intend to make the accuser uncomfortable.

Ed Westwick

SeAsaws ROM,
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j
Ed Westwick known for his role on Gossip Girl is accused of sexual misconduct by two women. Actress Kristina Cohen accused Westwick in a Facebook post Nov. 6, of
raping her at his house three years ago and filed a Hollywood police on Nov. 7. WestwIck denied the allegations, tweeting on Nov. 7, "I do not know this woman. I have
never forced myself in any manner, on any woman. I certainly have never committed rape." Rachel Eck accused him of groping her and unwanted advances in a Buzzfeed
report on Nov. 14. (Photo: FREDERIC J. BROWN, APP/Getty Images)

c

he Gossip Girl actor was accused of rape by actress Kristina Cohen, who filed a report of sexual assault with the Hollywood police station on Nov. 7,

LAPD spokesman Drake Madison confirmed to USA TODAY (/stgaffejimple/2017/11/07/1apd-investiggjog-ed-westwick-allegotions/842440001/).
Cohen accused Westwick in a Facebook pas.M.Ups://www.facebook.comikristina.kruz.51p9sts/10211729772336/79) Nov. 6, which claimed he raped her
at his house three years ago. Westwick has denied the allegations, tweeting on Nov. 7 (httns://twitter.com/EdWestwick/statust927940546382913536) "I
do not know this woman. I have never forced myself in any manner, on any woman. I certainly have never committed rape." Westwick was also accused
of unwanted advances and groping by Rachel Eck in a Buzzfeed report (Litps://www.buzzfeed.com/mbvd/a-third-wornan-sayszgassip:girl-star-edwestwick-sexually?utm term=spsJYq2Ge1*.tn9aYKji&) on Nov. 14._(tAps://www.facebook.com/jurvetson/posts/10159616207180611?pnref=story)

Leon Wieseltier
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One-time New Republic literary editor Leon Wieseltier apologized to past staffers for behavior that accusers say included inappropriate touching. The Emerson Collective
immediately pulled its support for a magazine Wieseltier was set to publish. (Photo: June 9, 2013 photo by AP)

(

Ihe former New Republic editor and senior fellow at The Brookings Institution was at the center of several stories about his conduct from former female
(,employees at the publication, ports Politico (nt/ps://www,nolitaasalgatia/2017/10/24rieon-wieseitier-new-rapublic-emerson-collective-workplaceconduct-244120),. Emerson Collective cut ties with Wieseltier, reported Politico, while The Brookings Institution suspended Wieseltier without pay,
according to the Washington Post (ntips://www.washingtanpost.com/blogs/erik-wernple/wp/2017/10/25/brookings-institution-suspends-leon-wieseltierwithout-nay/?utm term=.c4ed8c2e1534). "For my offenses against some of my colleagues in the past I offer a shaken apology and ask for their
forgiveness," Wieseltier said in a statement.

Brendan Williams
Former Washington state Rep. Brendan Williams has been accused of four women of harassing or assaulting them while he was in office from 20052010.

Jameis Winston

F

1

1

or'

(Photo: The Associated Press)

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers quarterback was accused by an Uber driver of groping er ports Buzzfeed (),flps://www.buzzfeed.comrialalansari/jameiswinston?utm terrn..ohOnQIX9Vit.ycMk0X0EY). The National Football League said it is investigating the matter (Langyjaports/nfl/2017/11/17/nflreviewing:alegation-ja eis-winston-groped-uber-driver/107784674/). In a statement from representative Russ Spielman, Winston denies the allegations.

Steve Wynn
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The casino mogul Le§jgned as finance chair of the Republican National Committee (atry/news/politics/2018/01/27/steve-wynn-sexual-misconductAllegations-could-hurt-m/10719680010 following allegations of sexual assault. According to The Wall Street Journal, Wynn engaged in sexual
misconduct with company employees spanning decades. Wynn has vigorously disputed the accusations.

Gregg Zaun
The former Major League Baseball player who was a Toronto Blue Jays analyst for Sportsnet, was fired for "inappropriate behavior and comments"
toward female employees Eggers Media announced (/storyigports/m1b/bluejays/2017/11/30/bluelgys-analylEgLegg-zaun-fired-inappLopriatebehavior/911861001/) Nov. 30. Zaun, 46, had played for nine major league teams over 16 seasons.

Matt Zimmerman
NBC News booker Matt Zimmerman was accused of inappropriate conduct by multiple women at the network. He was fired from NBC.
Contributing: Associated Press
Read or Share this story: https://usat.ly/2iHPL3t
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SCANDAL • February 20th

Geoffrey Rush inappropriately touched actress, lawyer
tells courtroom
Associated Press

4r.

A lawyer in an Australian courtroom accused Oscar winner Geoffrey Rush of touching a woman inappropriately. (Reuters )

A lawyer accused Oscar-winning Australian actor Geoffrey Rush in court Monday of touching an
actress inappropriately on an Sydney stage three years ago while he was starring in a production
of "King Lear."

http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2018/02/19/geoffrey-rush-inappropriately-touched-actress-lawyer-tells-courtroom.html
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Rush is suing Sydney's The Daily Telegraph newspaper in Federal Court for defamation over
articles last year which alleged inappropriate behavior and touching during the Sydney Theatre
Company production in 2015.
The newspaper's lawyer, Tom Blackburn, told the court on Monday that Rush, now 66, touched an
actress who has not been identified on five consecutive nights in the last week of the production
in a way that he had not done before and that made her uncomfortable.

"She said stop — he didn't. He went on doing it. Our case is that that in itself is inappropriate,"
Blackburn told the court.
But Rush's lawyer, Richard McHugh, told the court the accusations were vague.
Blackburn is fighting Rush's request to have the newspaper's truth defense struck out.

Justice Michael Wigney delayed his decision on that request to a later date.

http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2018/02/19/geoffrey-rush-inappropriately-touched-actress-lawyer-tells-courtroom.html
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•
McHugh told the court that parts of the defense lacked specificity and did not detail Rush's
alleged behavior.
The inappropriate behavior is alleged to have occurred when Rush and the actress were required
to touch on stage, McHugh said.
"To this day, it's not clear what they're saying. Not just unclear, it's completely opaque," McHugh
said.
The newspaper's lawyers have previously told the court that the articles did not allege Rush
engaged in inappropriate behavior of a sexual nature.
(
Blackburn said for the purposes of the defense it wasn't important where Rush touched the
‘-\._ actress, but the fact she allegedly asked him to stop — and he didn't stop — made it
inappropriate.
Rush, who was not in court on Monday, has denied behaving inappropriately.
Rush announced in December he was suing the newspaper over its reporting of the actress's
complaint of what the theatre company described in a statement as "inappropriate behavior."
The company said the complaint was made after the production closed. The actress had not
wanted Rush informed of her complaint, the company said.
Rush has performed in the Sydney Theatre Company for 35 years. He won the 1997 best actor
Academy Award for "Shine" and has three other Oscar nominations. He is perhaps best known
as Captain Barbossa in the "Pirates of the Caribbean" films.

http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2018/02/19/geoffrey-rush-inappropriately-touched-actress-lawyer-tells-courtroom.html
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Soon the left will have men prosecuted for inappropriate staring.
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"To this day, it's not clear what they're saying. Not just unclear, it's completely opaque,"
McHugh said.
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#MeToo run amuck. I love the statement "The actress had not wanted Rush informed
of her complaint, the company said." Of course not, ruin a brilliant actors career
anonymously. If you are going to make accusations, then have the fortitude to take
responsibility for the accusations. (BTW, he may be "best known as Barbarossa, but he
was absolutely great in The Tailor of Panama, Les Miserables, Elizabeth (The Golden
Age), etc.)
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The Never Ending List of Accused Perverts
by AVERY KLATSKY (HTTPS://LONECONSERVATIVE.COM/AUTHOR/AVERYKLATSKY/)

FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 2018 (HTTPSY/LONECONSERVATIVE.COM/2018/03/30/LIST-OF-ACCUSED-PERVERTS/)

c

/ In the midst of Hollywood award season, the Olympics, and a revolving political climate, the floodgates have been flung wide open of
accusations of sexual assault in the celebrital world. With this being said, major celebrities from all industries are under fire for their alleged
actions.
Below is a complete list of celebrities and public figures who have recently been accused of sexual misconduct.
(Notes: Chart as of 3/29/17, and names with an * have been added in. All other names are according to The Associated Press
(https://apnews.com/f9060549e9c54857a3657a26fc5eb099). An orange highlight indicates someone who is deceased.)

Name

Occupation

Comment/Action following Allegation(s)

Entertainment

Ben Affleck (http://www.dallywire.com/news/22196/another-allegation-againstaffieck-does-spell-doom-james-barrett)'

Actor

Apologized for behavior

Sherman Alexie (https://www.nprorg/2018/03/05/589909379/it-just-felt-verywrong-sherman-alexies-accusers-go-on-the-record)"

Author

Admits that some women are telling the truth ab,
allegations

https://loneconservative.com/2018/03/30/1ist-of-accused-perverts/
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Mario Batali (https://ny.eater.com/2017/12/11/16759540/mario-batali-sexualmisconduct-allegations)*

Celebrity Chef

Takes leave following allegations

Hadrian Belove

Cinefamily Executive

Movie theater shut down due to debt

Eddie Berganza (http://ew.com/books/2017/11/13/dc-comics-fires-editor-eddieberganza-over-sexual-harassment-accusations/)'

DC Comics Editor

Pending investigation, fired from DC comics

John Besh

Celebrity Chef

Stepped down from position

David Blaine (https://www.thedailybeast.com/exclusive-former-model-accusesdavid-blaine-of-rape)'

Magician

Denies allegations

Don Burke (https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/99303906/australiancelebrity-gardener-don-burke-denies-sexual-harassment-allegations)'

Australian Celebrity
Gardener

Denies allegations

Nick Carter

Singer

Denies allegations

David Cassidy
(http://www.miamiherald.com/entertainment/article189119989.html)* (Deceased)

Actor

Cassidy passed away on Nov. 21, 2017, allegatior
broke after his death

Louis C.K

Actor

Says allegations are true, has apologized

Dallas Clayton (https://nypost.com/2017/11/16/make-magic-do-good-authordallas-clayton-accused-of-rape)'

Author

Denies allegations

Stephen Collins (http://abcnews.go.com/US/stephen-collins-denies-pedophileconfessing-sexual-misconduct-girls/story?id=27728607)*

Actor

Denies allegations

Andy Dick (http://people.com/movies/andy-dick-fired-sexual-harassment/)'

Actor

Denied allegations of groping

Michael Douglas (http://www.cnn.com/2018/01/10/entertainment/michaeldouglas-sexual-harassment-interview-denial/index.html)

Actor

Denies allegations

Richard Dreyfuss

Actor

Denies allegations

Andrew Duncan (https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/florida-projectproducer-accused-sexual-harassment-by-a-dozen-insiders-1068287)*

Film Producer

Denies any wrongdoing

Charles Dutoit (http://time.com/5100246/charles-dutoit-sexual-assault-rapeallegations/r

Orchestra Conductor

Denies allegations

Shadie Elnashai

Cinefamily Executive

Movie theater shut down due to debt

Todd English (http://www.dailymailco.uk/news/article-5051939/Celebrity-chefTodd-English-accused-sexual-harassment.html)*

Celebrity Chef

No comment on allegations

Adam Fields

Film Producer

Denies allegations

James Franco (http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/la-et-entertainment-newsupdates-2018-james-franco-says-actresses-allegations-1515605045htmlstory.htmir

Actor

Says allegations are not accurate

https://loneconservative.com/2018/03/30/list-of-accused-perverts/
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Yunxiang Gao (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5554433/Chinese-moviestar-accused-sexually-assaulting-woman-inside-ritzy-Sydney-hotel.html)'

Chinese Movie Star

Pleading not guilty

Gary Goddard

Director/Producer

Denies allegations

Raymond Grant (https://www.thesun.co.uldtvandshowbiz/5303291/kiosk-keithsacked-im-a-celebrity-smacking-girls-bum-drunk/)'

Actor (a.k.a. Kiosk Keith)

Fired from 'I'm a Celebrity"

Tyler Grasham (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)'

Hollywood Agent

Fired from the Agency of Performing Arts after
accusations

Paul Haggis (https://www.independentie/style/celebrity/celebritynews/oscarwinner-paul-haggis-denies-allegations-of-sexual-assault-from-fourwomen-36462601.html)'

Filmmaker

Denies allegations

Charlie Hallowell (http://www.foxnews.com/food-drink/2017/12/29/sanfrancisco-chef-charlie-hallowell-accused-sexual-harassment-by-17-women.html)

Celebrity Chef

Apologizes for actions

Jon Heely (http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2017/12J08/disney-musicexecutive-charged-with-sexual-misconduct-report-says.html)'

Music Executive at
Disney

Suspended without work, pleaded not guilty to
charges, denies allegations

Andy Henry

Casting Employee

Fired by employer

Dustin Hoffman

Actor

Apologized for behavior

Jens Hoffmann (https://www.metrotimes.com/thescene/archives/2017/12/05/mocad-curatoriens-hoffmann-suspended-fromother-projects-amid-sexual-harassment-claims)*

Museum of
Contemporary Art
Detroit (MOCAD)
Curator

On unpaid leave, denies allegations

Israel Horovitz (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/30/theater/israel-horovitzsexual-misconduct.htmlr

Actor, Director,
Playwright

Claims of having a 'different memory of events:
apologizes to women who have accused Horovit

Mike Isabella (http://wwwstraitstimes.com/lifestyleflood/celebrity-chef-mikeisabella-accused-of-sexual-harassment)'

Celebrity Chef

Claims his company does not tolerate sexual
harassment

Johnny luzzini (http://www.foxnews.com/food-drink/2017/11/29/celebrity-chefjohnny-luzzini-accused-sexual-harassment.html)'

Celebrity Chef

Apologizes for actions, says some claims are
inaccurate

John Jarratt (http://www.news.com.au/entertainment/celebrity-life/aussie-actorjohn-jarratt-has-responded-to-sexual-assault-accusations/newsstory/1f13034a44181e8aa0Obb1911c793c14)*

Australian Actor

Denies allegations

Ron Jeremy (https://www.rollingstone.com/cultureffeatures/inside-ron-jeremysexual-misconduct-a(legations-w511844)*

Adult Film Actor

Denies allegations, cleared
(http://canoe.com/entertainment/celebrity/pornlegend-ron-jeremy-cleared-in-sexual-assaultinvestigation-report) from allegations

Aled Jones (https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/aled-jones-bbc-axed-sexualharassment-claim-contact-denies-statement-songs-of-praise-classic-fma8063376.html)'

Singer, "Songs of Praise'
Star

Taken off air by BBC amid allegations, apologizes
behavior

Ethan Kath (https://www.theguardian.com/music/2017/oct/25/alice-glass-crystalcastles-ethan-kath-sexual-assault-abuse)'

Singer/Songwriter,
Crystal Castles

Denies allegations

https://loneconservative.com/2018/03/30/list-of-accused-perverts/
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R. Kelly (http://variety.com/2017/music/news/new-r-kelly-accuser-comesforward-with-claims-of-physical-and-sexual-abuse-1202597011/r

Singer/Songwriter

Denies allegations

Robert Knepper

Ar•tor

Denies allegations

Joel Kramer (http://www.nydailynews.com/entertainment/james-camerondenies-knowing-eliza-dusku-alleged-assault-article-1.3756863)'

Stunt Coordinator

Denies allegations

Andrew Kreisberg

Showrunner

Told Variety he has made comments on women's
appearances, but they were "not sexualized"

Jesse Lacey (https://www.rollingstone.com/music/news/brand-news-jesse-laceyapologizes-for-sexual-misconduct-w511579)*

Musician

Apologizes for actions

John Lasseter

Pixar/Disney Animation
Chief

6 month leave of absence, apologized for behavic

Stan Lee (https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/01/09/marvel-creator-stan-leeaccused-of-groping-harassing-nurses/'

Marvel Comics Creator

Denies allegations

James Levine (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/03/arts/music/james-levinemet-opera.html)'

Opera Conductor

No comment on allegations as of yet

Bey Logan (http://variety.com/2017/film/asia/weinstein-asia-executive-bey-loganaccused-of-sexual-misconduct-1202638722/r

Actor

Denies any criminal wrongdoing

Melanie Martinez (https://jezebel.com/pop-singer-melanie-martinez-accused-ofsexual-assault-b-1821025157)'

Pop Singer

Denies allegations

Peter Martins (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/04/arts/dance/peter-martinsnew-york-city-ballet.htmlr

Leader of the NYC Ballet

NYC Ballet is looking into allegations

Danny Masterson (https://www.thedailybeast.com/danny-masterson-rapeaccuser-comes-forward-to-blast-netflix-we-do-matterr

Actor

No comment on allegations, fired from Netflix

Craig McLachlan (http://www.news.com.au/entertainment/celebrity-life/actorcraig-mclachlan-reportedly-accused-of-being-a-manipulative-sex-predator/newsstory/952fca8cae82f1c7458e521843a6ee08)*

Actor

Denies allegations

Benny Medina (https://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/pictures/hollywoodsexual-misconduct-scandals/benny-medina/r

Manager

Denies allegations

Miguel
(https://docs.google.com/document/d/10tzGOOY_EC9q_tK9C0xFPLIs4p1YfsJMZr_dqbz_vs/edit)'

Singer

Denies allegations

Murray Miller (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/r

Screenwriter

Denies allegations

TJ Miller (https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/people/2017/12/19/actor-t-jmiller-denies-accusations-sexual-assault-physical-violence/964492001/r

Actor

Denies allegations

Rick Najera (http://variety.com/2017/tv/news/cbs-diversity-showcase1202601412/r

Actor, Writer, Producer

Denies allegations, Fired from CBS
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Carter Oosterhouse (https://www.dailywire.com/news/24707/hgtv-star-accusedforcing-makeup-artist-repeatedly-amanda-prestigiacomo)"

HGTV Star

Denies any coercion, claims relations were
consensual

Jeremy Piven

Actor

Denies allegations

Roman Polanski (https://www.theguardian.com/film/2017/oct/23/romanpolanski-marianne-barnard-allegations)`

Film Producer/Director,
Writer, Actor

Denies some allegations, admits to unlawful sexu
intercourse

Twiggy Ramirez (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)"

Guitarist

Dismissed from Marilyn Manson's band, denies
allegations

Brett Ratner

Filmmaker

Denies allegations

Terry Richardson (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/10/23/exclusive-terryrichardson-banned-working-vogue-leading-mags/)'

Fashion/Portrait
Photographer

Denies allegations

Gilbert Rozon

Comedy Festival
Organizer

Stepped down as president of Montreal's 'Just fc
Laughs" festival, apologized for behavior

Geoffrey Rush (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)"

Actor

Denies allegations

Chris Savino

Producer

Apologized for behavior

Mark Schwa hn (https://www.huffingtonpostcom/entry/one-tree-hill-markschwahn-suspended_us_Sa0dabdce4b0b37054f4ec35)"

Showrunner

No comment on allegations, suspended

Ryan Seacrest (http://people.com/tv/ryan-seacrest-denies-misconductallegations-former-stylist/)"

TV Host, Radio
Personality

Denies allegations

Steven Seagal

Producer

Denies allegations

Charlie Sheen (http://www.syracuse.com/celebritynews/index.ssf/2017/12/hollywood sexual harassment assault list.html)'

Actor

Denies allegations, has sued the National Enquin
defamation

Andy Signore (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)"

Creator of Screen
Junkies

Fired from Screen Junkies

Gene Simmons (https://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/genesimmons-denies-any-wrongdoing-amid-sexual-misconduct-allegations/r

Singer

Denies any wrongdoing

Russell Simmons (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RussellSimmons)"

Def Jam Record Cofounder, CEO of Rush
Communications

Says relationship was consensual, stepping down
from businesses amid allegations

Bryan Singer (http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2017/12/07/bryan-singersued-over-alleged-sexual-assault-17-year-old-boy.html)'

Director, Producer, Actor,
Writer

Fired from "Bohemian Rhapsody: no comment or
allegations

John Singleton (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Director

No comment on allegations

Tom Sizemore

Actor

Denies allegations
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Kevin Spacey

Actor

Apologized for behavior, is seeking unspecified
treatment, not returning to 'House of Cards"

Morgan Spurlock (https://www.dailywire.com/news/24683/leftist-filmmakermorgan-spurlock-preempts-claims-emily-zanotti)"

Filmmaker

Admits to sexual harassment

Sylvester Stallone (http://time.com/5029300/sylvester-stallone-sexual-assaultallegationsn*

Actor

Denies allegations

Oliver Stone (http://variety.com/2017/tv/news/bob-weinstein-sexualharassment-1202592165/)*

Filmmaker

No comment on allegations

Jeffrey Tambor

Actor

Denies allegations

George Takei

Actor

Denies allegations

Mario Testino (https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/14/mario-testinoand-bruce-weber-models-claim-fashion-vogue)'

Photographer

Disputes claims made against him

James Toback

Writer/Director

Denies allegations

John Travolta (https://www.thedailybeast.com/john-travolta-accused-of-sexualbattery-by-male-masseur)'

Attar

Denies allegations

Eric Tsang (https://www.reuters.com/article/us-hongkong-actor-tsang/hong-kongstar-eric-tsang-denies-sexual-assault-allegations-idUSKBN1F61WD)*

Actor

Denies allegations

Ben Vereen (https://www.amny.com/entertainment/celebrities/ben-vereensexual-misconduct-1.15869055)*

Actor

Apologized for behavior

Jing Wang (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5554433/Chinese-moviestar-accused-sexually-assaulting-woman-inside-ritzy-Sydney-hotel.html)*

Chinese Movie Star

Pleading not guilty

Bruce Weber (https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/2017/12/05/fashionphotographer-bruce-weber-accused-groping-male-models/923407001/)*

Photographer/Filmmaker

No comment as of yet

Matthew Weiner

"Mad Men" Creator

Denies allegations

Bob Weinstein (http://variety.com/2017/tv/news/bob-weinstein-sexualharassment-1202592165/)"

Film Producer, head of
the Weinstein Company,
(brother of Harvey
Weinstein)

Denies allegations

Harvey Weinstein

Producer

Denies allegations of non-consensual sex, apolog
for causing "a lot of pain" with the way he acted
around colleagues in the past

Ed Westwick

Attar

Denies allegations

Adam Venit (https://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/terry-crewsdetails-alleged-sexual-assault-by-adam-venit-in-tv-interview/r

Former Head of WME's
Motion Picture Group

Took 30 days leave of absence, returned to work,
demoted to agent

Gianni Versace (https://www.dailywire.com/news/22790/actor-kevin-sorboclaims-he-was-victim-sexual-emily-zanotti)" (Deceased)

Fashion Designer

Versace was murdered in 1997, allegations broke
after his death
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Media, Publishing, &
Business

Tom Ashbrook (https://www.cbsnews.com/news/tom-ashbrook-on-point-radiohost-faces-misconduct-allegations/)"

NPR Host

Placed on leave amid allegations

Andre Balazs (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/09/style/andre-balazs-accusedof-groping-standard-chateau-marmont.html)"

President/CEO of Andre
Balazs Properties

No comment on allegations

Gavin Baker (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)"

Technology Fund
Manager at Fidelity
Investments

Denies allegations

Ken Baker (http://variety.com/2017/tv/news/ken-baker-e-sexual-harassmentallegations-1202600640/)"

Journalist at E! News

"Disturbed by anonymous allegations: won't be c
the air during investigation from E! News

Stephen Blackwell

Billboard Magazine
Executive

Resigned from the magazine

Richard Branson (http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2017/11/27/richardbranson-accused-sexual-harassment-by-singer-says-has-no-recollection.html)"

Founder of Virgin
Atlantic Airways, Virgin
Mobile, Virgin Blue

Says he has "no recollection" of the events

Giuseppe Castellano

Penguin Random House
Art Director

No comment on allegations

Max Clifford (https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/people/2017/12/10/britishcelebrity-publicist-max-clifford-dies-while-imprisoned-sexualassault/938556001/)" (Deceased)

British publicist

Died on Dec. 10,2017 in prison. Clifford was sen
an 8 year prison sentence.

Andrew Creighton
(http://www.sacbee.com/entertainment/celebrities/article192557059.html)*

President of Vice Media

Stepped down from position

Teddy Davis (http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/362432-senior-cnnproducer-dismissed-over-inappropriate)"

Senior Producer at CNN

Fired from CNN, no comment on allegations

Steve Edwards (https://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/steveedwards-fired-amid-sexual-harassment-allegations/)"

'Good Day LA' Anchor

Fired amid allegations

Hamilton Fish

New Republic Publisher

Resigned from magazine

Harold Ford Jr. (http://wreg.com/2017/12/07/harold-ford-jr-fired-due-to-sexualharassment-allegations/)"

Financial Managing
Director at Morgan
Stanley, Former U.S. HoR
Congressman (D)

Denies allegations, fired from Morgan Stanley

Ken Friedman (https://www.cbsnews.com/news/ken-friedman-spotted-pigowner-accused-sexual-misconduct/)"

Co-owner of the Spotted
Pig (restaurant)

Apologizes for actions

Mike Germano
(http://www.sacbee.com/entertainment/celebrities/article1925570S9.html)

Chief Digital Officer of
Vice Media

Stepped down from position

David Guillod (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/r

Manager, Producer, and
co-CEO of Primary Wave
Entertainment

Took leave of absence from company following
allegations
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Mark Halperin

Journalist

Denies some allegations, fired from NBC, book
contract terminated

John Hockenberry (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/04/business/media/johnhockenberry-sexual-harassment.html)'

WNYC Radio Host

Apologizes for behavior, making colleagues feel
uncomfortable

Ken Holoman (http://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2017/12/12/former-uc-davisprofessor-stripped-of-titles-amid-sexual-assault-allegations/)'

UC Davis Orchestra
Conductor

Stripped of titles, denies allegations

Dylan Howard (https://jezebelcom/top-national-enquirer-editor-dylan-howardaccused-of-se-1821028636)*

National Enquirer Editor

Claims allegations are "baseless"

Sam Isaly (http://www.businessinsidercom/orbimeds-sam-isaly-steps-down-aftersexual-harassment-allegations-2017-12)*

Founder of OrbiMed

Stepping down from position as managing partne
"did not recall allegations"

Jesse Jackson (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/r

Reverend, Civil Rights
Activist

"Does not recall incident:" apologizes to any pain
accuser may have experienced

Florian Jaeger (https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-017-08235-z)'

Cognitive Scientist at the
University of Rochester

No comment on allegations

Steve Jurvetson (http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-tn-steve-jurvetson20171113-story.html)'

Former Partner of
Draper Fisher Jurvetson
(DFJ)

Left DFJ, Tesla and SpaceX/plans to pursue legal
action "against those whose false statements
defamed him"

Garrison Keillor (https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwoway/2017/11/29/567241644/garrison-keillor-accused-of-inappropriatebehavior-minnesota-public-radio-says)'

Voice Actor/Radio
Personality

Fired from Minnesota Public Radio

Larry King (http://www.syracuse.com/celebritynews/index.ssf/2017/12/hollywood_sexual_harassment_assault_list.html)'

Former CNN Host

Denies allegations

Knight Landesman

Artforum Publisher

Resigned from magazine

Matt Lauer (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/29/business/media/nbc-mattlauer.html)'

TV Journalist

Fired from NBC, issued apology

Ryan Lizza (https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-new-yorker-severs-ties-withstar-reporter-ryan-lizza?source=twitter&via=desktop)'

Reporter for the New
Yorker

Fired by The New Yorker, claims the firing "was a
terrible mistake"

Leonard Lopate (https://www.cbsnews.com/news/longtime-nyc-public-radiohosts-suspended-after-allegations-of-inappropriate-behavior/r

WNYC Radio Host

"Baffled" by suspension from WNYC, claims he h.
never done anything inappropriate on any level

Malcom Maddox (http://www.fox2detroit.com/news/local-news/wxyz-anchormalcom-maddox-placed-on-leave-amid-claims-of-sexual-harassment)"

WXYZ-TV Anchor

Placed on leave by WXYZ-TV

Massage Envy (https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/massage-envy-partnersanti-sexual-violence-group-after-misconduct-allegations-n826731)*

Largest massage
franchise in the U.S.

Partnering with Rape, Abuse & Incest National
Network (RAINN) as a result of more than 180 cl
of sexual assault

Chris Matthews (http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2017/12/16/nbc-paidoff-producer-who-accused-chris-matthews-harassment-report-says.html)'

MSNBC, NBC
Commentator

NBC paid off a producer who accused Matthews
about 2 decades ago

Bill O'Reilly

Journalist, Author,
Former TV Host at Fox
News

Fired from Fox News, settled one allegation clairr
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Michael Oreskes

National Public Radio
News Chief

Ousted from NPR

Shervin Pishevar (https://www.engadgetcom/2017/12/05/hyperloop-one-cofoundersteps-down-sexual-harassment-claims/)"

Founder of Sherpa
Capital and Virgin
Hyperloop One

Stepped down from positions, arrested for rape (,
never charged) in London in November 2017, der
all allegations

Roy Price

Amazon Executive

Resigned from Amazon

Geraldo Rivera (http://www.syracuse.com/celebritynewslndex.ssf/2017/12/hollywood sexual harassment assault list.html)"

Fox News Reporter

Apologizes for actions

Charlie Rose

PBS/CBS Host

Apologized for behavior, questioned the accuracy
some of the accusations

Andy Rubin (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/29/technology/andy-rubinandroid-google-misconduct.html)*

CEO/Founder of
Essential Products

Stepped away from firm amid misconduct report

Jonathan Schwartz
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/06/business/media/wnyc-leonard-lopatejonathan-schwartz.html)*

WNYC Radio Host

Fired from WNYC, no comment on allegations

Robert Scoble (https://www.theverge.com/2017/10/23/16527862/robert-scobleresigns-transformation-group-sexual-harassment)`

Tech Blogger at the
Transformation Group

Apologized for behavior, acknowledged his actioi
were inappropriate

Tavis Smiley (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/13/business/media/tavis-smileymisconduct-pbs.html)*

PBS Talk Show Host

Suspended from PBS, denies allegations

Lockhart Steele (http://money.cnn.com/2017/10/20/media/vox-media-fireseditorial-director-lockhart-steele/index.html)*

Editorial Director at Vox

Fired from Vox

NPR Chief News Editor

Fired from NPR, no comment as of yet

Glenn Thrush

NYT White House
Reporter

Disputes some allegations, says he has a drinking
problem, apologizes for "any situation where [he]
behaved inappropriately"

VICE (https://www.vice.com/en_us/page/statement113017)* (3 Employees)

Media Outlet

Fired 3 employees over alleged sexual misconduc
proposes 'sensitivity training'

Kirt Webster

Webster Public Relations
CEO

Firm renamed, Webster is 'taking time away"

Jann Wenner

Rolling Stone Publisher

Says he did not intend to make the victim
uncomfortable

Leon Wieseltier

New Republic Editor

Removed from masthead of The Atlantic magazir
apologized for behavior

Matt Zimmerman

NBC News Booker

Fired from NBC

David Sweeney (https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwoway/2017/11/28/567026934/npr-chief-news-editor-departs-in-wake-ofharassment-allegationsr

Politics
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Johnny Anderson

Staffer for Louisiana Gov.
John Bel Edwards (D)

Denies allegations

Joe Barton (http://www.cnn.com/2017/11/22/politics/texas-joe-barton-apologygraphic-picture/index.htmlr

Texas Rep. in the U.S.
House of
Representatives (R)

Apologizes for not having 'better judgement, wil
seek re-election in 2018

Randy Baumgardner
(https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinstein-aftermath-allmen-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Legislator in the
Colorado House of
Representatives (R)

Denies any wrongdoing

Joe Biden (http://www.breitbartcom/big-government/2017/11/16/adventurescreepy-joe-biden-serial-young-girl-toucher/)'

Former Vice President of
the U.S. (0)

N/A

Stephen Bittel

Florida Democratic Party
Chairman

Resigned

Raul Bocanegra (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)'

Former Member of the
California State
Assembly (D)

Will not seek re-election following allegations

George H.W. Bush

41st President of the
United States (R)

Issued apologies "to anyone he has offended"

Jeff Clemens

Member of the Florida
State Senate (D)

Resigned

John Conyers

U.S. Representative from
Michigan (D)

Denied allegations, including one he settled, Cory
(http://www.cnn.com/2017/11/30/politics/johnconyers-hospitalized/index.html) was also
hospitalized for a 'stress-induced' condition,
announced retirement

Tony Cornish

Minnesota State
Lawmaker (R)

Announced resignation

Matt Dababneh (http://www.dailywire.com/news/24327/lobbyist-recountsdemocrat-masturbating-front-her-amanda-prestigiacomo)'

Assemblyman from
California (D)

Denies allegations, announced resignation

Michael Fallon

British Defense
Secretary, Conservative
Party member (UK)

Resigned from position

Blake Farenthold (https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/rep-blakefarenthold-settled-sexual-harassment-claim-84-000-n825696)'

U.S. Representative from
Texas (R)

Settled seuxal harassment claim for $84,000

Al Franken

U.S. Senator from
Minnesota (D)

Faces a Senate ethics investigation, plans to resig

Trent Franks (http://www.cnn.com/2017/12/07/politics/trent-franksresigns/index.html)

U.S. Representative from
Arizona (R)

Accounced resignation from Congress, to take of
at the end of January

David Gomberg (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Oregon State
Representative (D)

Publicly apologized for behavior
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Brian Gosch (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Former House Majority
Leader in South Dakota
(R)

Said his comments were "made in jest and not me
to make her feel uncomfortable

Greg Graves (http://www.heraldextra.com/news/local/govt-and-politics/sexualharassment-investigation-report-released-county-gop-joins-callsfor/article_45e7b88c-44ed-537d-9a96-86fe52873dcb.html)*

Utah County
Commissioner (Formerly
a Republican, now a
member of the
Democratic party)

Denies allegations

Cliff Hite (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Former Ohio Senator (R)

Admits to inappropriate behavior

Jeff Hoover

Speaker of the Kentucky
House of
Representatives (R)

Denies harassment allegations, admitted to send
consensual yet inappropriate text messages, rem
in Legislature

Dan Johnson
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/wp/2017/12/12/accused-ofmolesting-a-teenage-girl-kentucky-lawmaker-refuses-to-resign/?
utmterrwcfc04c027f651)" (Deceased)

Kentucky Lawmaker (R)

Denied allegations, committed suicide on Decem
13 per The Washington Post
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/postnation/wp/2017/12/14/a-lawmaker-accused-ofmolesting-a-teen-killed-himself-his-widow-caIIshigh-tech-lynching/?utm_term=.7da2a56c19d9)

Ruben Kihuen (http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nevada-democrat-accused-sexualmisconduct-resign/story?id.51599790)*

U.S. Rep. from Nevada
(D)

Will not seek re-election amid allegations

Alex Kozinski (https://www.nprorg/sections/thetwoway/2017/12/08/569559223/federal-appeals-judge-alex-kozinski-accused-ofsexual-harassment)"

Former Judge for the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit

Denies allegations, stepped down after allegatior

Jeff Kruse (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Member of the Oregon
Senate (R)

Denies allegations

Jack Latvala

Member of the Florida
State Senate (R)

Denies allegations

Steve Lebsock (http://www.denverpost.com/2017/11/29/wake-sexualharassment-allegations-rep-steve-lebsock-resists-calls-resignation/)*

Former Rep. of Colorado
House District 34,
Candidate for Colorado
Treasurer (D)

Denies allegations, still plans to run

Corey Lewandowski (https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/dec/27/extrump-campaign-manager-corey-lewandowski-accused-of-sexual-assault)*

Former Campaign
Manager for President
Trump (R)

No comment on allegations

Ivan Lewis

Member of Parliament,
Labour Party (UK)

Suspended, apologized if behavior was "unwelcoi
or inappropriate"

Tony Mendoza (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Member of the California
Senate (D)

Denies any wrongdoing, booted from leadership
positions, pending investigation

Roy Moore

Judge from Alabama (R)

Denies allegations, lost Alabama Senate election

Ed Murray (https://www.dallywire.com/news/18695/after-alleged-sexual-abusevictim-goes-public-hank-berrien)'

Mayor of Seattle (D)

Denies allegations, resigned from position as Ma,
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Ed Murray (http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/12/16/wyoming-secretarystate-ed-murray-accused-sexual-assault-by-former-intern.html)

Wyoming Secretary of
State (R)

Denies allegations

Paul Pressler III (https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houstontexas/houston/article/Lawsuit-accuses-retired-Texas-justice-of-sexual12458341.php)*

Retired Justice of the
Texas 14th Circuit Court
of Appeals (R)

Denies allegations

Andrea Ramsey (https://www.dailywire.com/news/24725/female-democrataccused-sexual-harassment-slams-james-barrett)*

Candidate for Kansas
Rep. (D)

Denies allegations, dropped out of race

Paul Rosenthal (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Colorado House of
Representatives (D)

Denies allegations

Carl Sargeant (Deceased)

Labour Party (UK)
Legislator

Sargeant
(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/11/13/
found-welsh-carl-sargeant-hanged-home-readin
note-left/) committed suicide after the allegation

Dan Schoen

Minnesota State
Lawmaker (D)

Said he would resign

Bobby Scott(http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/aide-accusescongressman-bobby-scott-sexual-misconduct-article-1.3702026)*

U.S. Rep. from Virginia
(D)

Denies allegations

Don Shooter (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Member of the Arizona
House of
Representatives (R)

No comment on allegations

Ralph Shortey (https://www.google.com/search?
client=safari&rls=en&q=ralph+shortey&ie=UTF-8&oe-UTF-8)`

Former Oklahoma State
Senator (R)

Plead guilty to child sex trafficking

Ira Silverstein (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/8847780011*

Member of the Illinois
Senate (D)

Stripped of Democratic leadership position, per
Chicago Sun Times
(https://chicago.suntimes.com/news/leadership-1
stripped-for-senator-named-at-harassmenthearing/)

Jack Tate (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Legislator in Colorado (R)

Denies any wrongdoing

Donald J. Trump (https://www.independentco.uk/news/world/americas/uspolitics/trump-sexual-assault-allegations-claims-women-how-many-gropingaccused-us-president-a8091581.html)*

45th President of the
United States (R)

Apologized for "Access Hollywood" tape, denies
sexual assault allegations

Brendan Williams
(https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinstein-aftermath-allmen-accused-sexual-misconduct/8847780011*

Formerly of the
Washington State House
of Representatives (D)

Denies allegations

Sports

Joseph "Sepp" Blatter (https://www.theguardian.com/footbal1/2017/nov/10/hopesolo-sepp-blatter-fifa-sexual-assault-accusation)'

Swiss Football
Administrator, 8th
President of FIFA

Denies allegations

Fletcher Cox (https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fietcher-cox-lawsuit-philadelphiaeagles-player-seducing-wife/)`

Defensive Tackle (DT) for
the Philadelphia Eagles

No comment as of yet
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Eric Davis (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/12/sports/nfl-network-marshallfaulk-donovan-mcnabb.html)*

Former Cornerback (CB)
for the San Francisco
49ers, Carolina Panthers,
Denver Broncos, and
Detroit Lions, Analyst for
ESPN and

No comment on allegations, fired from ESPN

Heath Evans (https://www.dailywire.com/news/24571/nfl-network-rockedsexual-harassment-lawsuit-three-james-barrett)"

Former Fullback (FB) for
the Seattle Seahawks,
Miami Dolphins, New
England Patriots, and
New Orleans Saints,
Analyst for NFL Network

Suspended by NFL Network

Marshall Faulk (https://www.dailywire.com/news/24571/nfl-network-rockedsexual-harassment-lawsuit-three-james-barrett)*

Former Running Back
(RB) for the Indianapolis
Colts and the St. Louis
Rams

Suspended by NFL Network

Alex Gilady

International Olympic
Committee Member

Denied rape accusations, acknowledged a claim t
he made propositions during a job interview, stet
down from broadcasting company, IOC is looking
the allegations

Danny Jordaan

Former South African
Soccer Association
President

Denies allegations

Donovan McNabb (https://deadspin.com/espn-suspends-donovan-mcnabb-ericdavis-after-nfl-netw-1821218948)*

Former Quarterback
(QB) for the Philadelphia
Eagles, Washington
Redskins, and Minnesota
Vikings

Suspended by ESPN

Warren Moon (http://www.espn.com/nfl/story/Jid/21694844/warren-moonsued-sexual-harassment-assistant-sports-marketing-firm)*

Hall of Fame NFL
Quarterback

Sued over allegations, to take leave of absence as
commentator for the Seattle Seahawks

Larry Nassar (http://wwmt.com/news/local/larry-nassar-pleads-guilty-to-morecharges-of-criminal-sexual-conduct)*

Former U.S. Olympic
Gymnastics Team Doctor

Pleaded guilty to seven counts of first degree crir
sexual charges, also plead guilty to federal charge
regarding child pornography in July 2017

Jerry Richardson (http://www.foxnews.com/sports/2017/12/15/carolinapanthers-owner-jerry-richardson-accused-workplace-misconduct.html)*

Owner of the Carolina
Panthers (NFL)

No comment on allegations

Miguel Sano (http://www.espn.com/m1b/story/Jid/21903348/miguel-sanominnesota-twins-denies-assault-allegations-mlb-looking-matter)"

3rd Baseman (3B) for the
Minnesota Twins

Denies allegations

Warren Sapp (http://www.tampabay.com/sports/football/bucs/Warren-Sappaccused-of-harassment-NFL-Network-suspends-three-analysts-over-sexualassault-allegations_163524103)*

Former Defensive Tackle
(DT) for the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers and the
Oakland Raiders

Suspended by NFL Network

Ike Taylor (https://www.dailywire.com/news/24571/nfl-network-rocked-sexualharassment-lawsuit-three-james-barrett)'

Former Cornerback (CB)
for the Pittsburgh
Steelers, Analyst for NFL
Network

Suspended by NFL Network

Eric Weinberger (http://www.newsweek.com/who-eric-weinberger-billsimmonss-top-exec-accused-sexual-harassment-n1-745337)*

President of the website
"The Ringer"

Suspended "indefinitely"
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Jameis Winston (https://247sports.com/Bolt/NFL-investigating-Jameis-Winstonfor-sexual-assault-110625710)"

Quarterback (QB) for the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers

Being investigated by the NFL, previously settled
rape case while at Florida State University (FSU)
$950,000, per NPR
(https://www.nprorg/sections/thetwoway/2016/01/25/464332250/fsu-pays-950-00C
woman-who-accused-jameis-winston-of-sexualassault)

Gregg Zaun (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Former Major League
Baseball (MLB) Catcher,
Toronto Blue Jays
Analyst

Apologizes for "any harm or distress his commen
may have caused his female colleagues; per
SportsNet
(http://www.sportsnet.ca/baseball/m1b/gregg-zai
issues-apology-inappropriate-behaviour/)

Extra Statistics:

General Breakdown:

Industry

# of People Accused (% of Total Amount)

Entertainment

94

Media, Publishing, & Business

51

Politics

44

Sports

17

Total

206

Political Breakdown:

Political Affiliation (of Politics Category)

# of People Accused

Democrat (D)

20

Republican (R)

20

Labour Party (United Kingdom)

2

Conservative Party (United Kingdom)

1

Other/NA

1

Total

44

Sports Breakdown:

14/17
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Sport/League

Number of People Accused

National Football League (NFL)

10

Soccer

Olympic

2

Major League Baseball (MLB)

2

Other

1

Total

17
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Geoffrey Rush Steps Down As President Of
Australian Academy After Allegations Of
`Improper Behaviour' While Performing With
Theatre Company
By BRENT FURDYK. 2 Dec 201710:32 AM
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Rush has "voluntarily"

stepped down as president of the Australian

An-pilliftarvema and Television Arts following allegations of "inappropriate
behaviour" while he starred in a Sydney theatre production of Shakespeare's "King
comixxlm'poitcrilaialNI' ,,..! I- 1
Lear".

"AACTA acknowledges the decision today of Geoffrey Rush to voluntarily step
aside as President of AACTA and accepts and respects his decision to do so," said
the AACTA in a statement, reports Deadline (http://deadline.com/2017/12/geoffreyrush-steps-down-as-president-of-austrititan-acaderny-of-cinema-and-television12022188560. "We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a
course of action that both respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of
innocence and due process, but also acknowledges good corporate governance in
these circumstances,"
Rush, who has vehemently denied the allegations, confirms stepping down in a
statement issued via his lawyer, Nicholas Pullen, explaining his decision. "Certain
recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my standing in
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271

the entertainment community. It is unreasonable that my professional colleagues
should be somehow associated with such allegations," says Rush in his statement.
RELATED: Sportsnet's Gregg Zaun Fired Over Inappropriate Behaviour, Comments
(https://etcanacta.cominews/276411/0portsnets-gregg-zaun-fired-overinappropriate-behaviour-comments/).
"In the circumstances, I have decided to step aside in my ambassadorial role as
president of AACTA effective immediately and until these issues have been
resolved," he added. "This decision has not been made lightly. However, in the
current climate of innuendo and unjustifiable reporting, I believe the decision to
make a clean break to clear the air is the best for all concerned."
According to Australia's ABC News (http://www.abc.netau/news/2017-1130/geoffrey-rush-denies-allegations-of-innapropriate-behaviour/9210196), a
spokesperson for the Sydney Theatre Company issued a statement that the
company — for which Rush had performed in several productions over the years —
"received a complaint alleging that Mr. Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate
behaviour."
(

response, Pullen issued a statement declaring that Rush immediately contacted
tV—cheatre upon learning of the allegation, but was not given any information about
the complaint (which was reportedly lodged approximately 21 months earlier after
he starred in an STC production of Shakespeare's "King Lear").
RELATED: Producer Of Vancouver-Filmed 'Arrow', 'Flash' TV Series Fired Following
Sexual Harassment Allegations (bLtps://etcanada.cominews/270675/producer-ofvancouver-filmed-arrow-flash-tv-series-fired-following-sexual-harassmentallegationsn

"The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I immediately phoned and
spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for
clarification about the details of the statement," said Rush, who has been nominated
for four Oscars and won Best Actor honours for his performance in 1997's "Shine".
-hey refused to illuminate me with the details," added Rush, 66. "I also asked why
information was being withheld, and why, according to standard theatre
practice the issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage
management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at management level.
However, no response was forthcoming."
According to the STC spokesperson, "The company received the complaint when
Mr. Rush's engagement with the company had ended," adding that the complainant
had wished to remain anonymous.
Rush's lawyer, however, is blasting the theatre for its handling of the allegation,
stating it gives Rush no way to respond while a cloud of suspicion hangs over his
head.
RELATED: Angela Lansbury Steps Into Discussion Of Sexual Harassment In Hollywood
— And Probably Wishes She Hadn't (blips://etcanada.comingws/275290/angelalansbury-stemInto-discussion-of-sexual-harassment-in-hollywood-and-probablywishes-she-hadntn
"It is a great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and
iinilictifiahhi Haman= hic rani itatinn in thic %A/a\/ " cairi PI Ilion in hic ctatamant
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"Not to afford a person their right to know what has been alleged against them, let
alone not inform them of it but release such information to the public, is both a denial
of natural justice and is not how our society operates," he continued.
"Until there is the decency afforded to Mr. Rush of what the 'inappropriate
behaviour' actually is then there is nothing more that can be said at this stage," he
added. "The public and the media need to note this is a highly stressful and
frustrating time for Mr. Rush and his family, especially when there are no details
concerning the 'inappropriate behaviour'."
Below is the statement from Rush's attorney in its entirety:
iD Nevorntor 2017

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF MR GEOFFREY RUSH
There hem been numerous media reports made this morning concerning Mr Geoffrey Rush and
allegations of -Inappropriate behaviour
In this current environmeM, 'inappropriate behaviour may mean abuse. bullying or other forms
reprehensible activity. These are matters that deserve forthright and objective levels of
discussion. It must be made clear from the outset that Mr Rush abhors any form of mannialrnent
of any person in any tom.
14Is treatment of feliow colleagues and everyorre he has racked with is always conducted with
respect and the utmost propriety. Whether on a film sot or in the theatre. Mr Rush has always
adhered to the finest profestional principles in pursuit or his omit.
The alkigatIon made against Mr Rush comes from a statement provided by the Sydney Theatre
Company We understand the statement was released some weeks ago and concerns a
complaint made to It over 21 months ago To date Mr Rush or any of his representatives have
nor received any representations from the STC or the complainant In other words, there has
been no provision of any details. circumstances, anegations or events that can be meaningfully
responded to.
Mr Rush has said
'The moment I became aware of rumours of a compaint I Immediately phoned and
spoke to senior management al the Sydney Theatre Company asking for clarification
about the details of the statement. They refused to iluminate me with the details. I
also asked why this information was being with
and why, scowling to standard
theatre practice the issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage
management the director. my fellow actors or anyone at management lever However.
no response was kr/Mowing.'
nl is a grealdisappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and umustiflabk
damage his reputation in this way. Not to afford a person their %Pito know what has been
alteged against them tel alone not atom them of II but release such information to the public is
both a denial or natural Justice end a not how cur society operates.
At this stage. Mr Rush can only reiterate ha statement that he canes having been trwolved rn
any •Inapproprate behaviour whatsoever. Until there a the decency afforded to Mr Rush of
what the 'Inappropriate behaviour actually is then there is nothing more that can be saki at this
stage_
The public and the media need to nob Mrs is a highly stresslid and frustrating time for Mr Rush
and his lemtly.. especially when there are no details concerning the 'Inappropriate behaviour

Avani
@AvaniDias

Statement from academy award winning actor Geoffrey Rush's
lawyer after allegation of "inappropriate behaviour". Full story:
abc.net.au/news/2017-11-3..
10:55 AM - Nov 30, 2017
7
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Jonathan Sinclair • Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
t

I'm not familiar enough with Rush to comment one way or the other on his character, but even if
he ranks up there with Weinstein, Spacey, Franken, and Clinton, he does deserve the
oportunity to address the accusations.
STC has an obligation to investigate the complaint in house at the very least. And if they aren't
going to give the man a chance to defend himself, they should never have released anything
at all.
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A bit of Geoffrey Rush goes too far in Final Portrait
by Ken Eisner on April 4th, 2018 at 5:07 PM
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Starring Geoffrey Rush. In English and French, with English subtitles.
Rated PG
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A bit of Geoffrey Rush goes too far in Final Portrait. Certainly, the Australian Oscar
winner bears an uncanny resemblance to the wild-haired Swiss-Italian artist Alberto
Giacometti, most famous for raw-textured sculptures so elongated, they make El
Greco's stuff look hyperrealistic.
Written and directed by actor Stanley Tucci, the story is loosely based on journalist
James Lord's A Giacometti Portrait, in which he recounted an afternoon sitting that
stretched into 18 days—much as the movie stretches a half-hour's worth of material
to 90 minutes and never gets under the creative skin of its subject.
We meet Giacometti, as did Lord (Call Me by Your Name's Armie Hammer), in 1964
Paris, where the rumpled modernist had kept a small studio for more than 40 years.
Shot in dark, near-monochromatic tones that allow a few Parisian colours to
intrude—the odd party dress or a red BMW—Final Portrait mostly sticks to the
confines of that cramped and crumbling atelier. The strategy is initially engaging, but
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viewers may soon share Lord's bum-numbing discomfort at watching the theatrical
whims of a 63-year-old baby who always gets his way, even if he rarely knows quite
what that way should be.
The celluloid Giacometti changes his mind as often as he lights cigarettes (and every
character smokes in every scene, to go with the Gypsy-jazz score, presumably). This
oddly arrogant self-doubt obtains in wiping out his most recent attempts, bullying his
patient younger brother (Tony Shalhoub), and ignoring his long-suffering wife (Sylvie
Testud) whenever distracted by his current mistress, a flighty prostitute (Clemente
Poesy, of In Bruges and several Harry Potter movies).
Giacometti also talks smack about other artists, including Picasso, who in real life
befriended Lord just after the war, as did Gertrude Stein, who helped the young
writer escape the closet that hid him while he was in the U.S. army. None of this
comes out on-screen, and the young scribe remains a cipher, thereby missing the
chance to make this a double portrait, with commentary about the process of making
art and consuming it. An art critic becomes one of a painter's last subjects, and yet
the movie relies on tortured-genius clichés and gives the audience little sense of why
either of its antiheroes matter. (Hard to say if Rush's current #MeToo problems
inform the role or hinder it.)
Spoiler alert: the painting, which was eventually finished, sort of, was sold at auction
in 2015 for more than US$2o million. That buys a lot of paint, and a few indie
movies, as well.
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Geoffrey Rush denies allegations of
'inappropriate behaviour' in play
Rush's lawyers said they understood the complaint was made "over 21 months ago".
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The Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush has denied allegations of "inappropriate
behaviour" during a Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear, after the
company said it had received a complaint against him.
Rush's lawyer said in a statement that Rush had not been informed of the nature of
the complaint by the complainant or the theatre company, either at the time the
complaint was made 21 months ago or since.
"In this current environment, 'inappropriate behaviour' may mean abuse, bullying
or other forms of reprehensible activity," the statement said. "These are matters
that deserve forthright and objective levels of discussion. It must be made clear
from the outset that Mr Rush abhors any form of maltreatment of any person in any
form."
Rush, 66, who lives in Melbourne, said: "The moment I became aware of rumours of
a complaint I immediately phoned and spoke to senior management at the Sydney
Theatre Company asking for clarification about the details of the statement. They
refused to illuminate me with the details.
"I also asked why this information was being withheld and why, according to
standard theatre practice, the issue had not been raised with me during the
production via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at
management level. However, no response was forthcoming."
An STC spokeswoman told Sydney's the Daily Telegraph, where the claims were first
published, that the company had "received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey
Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour". She said the complainant had asked
for their identity to be withheld.
"The company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the
company had ended," she said.
On Thursday an STC spokeswoman said: "Sydney Theatre Company was asked by a
News Ltd journalist earlier this month whether it had received a complaint alleging
inappropriate behaviour by Mr Rush while he was employed by the company. STC
responded truthfully that it had received such a complaint.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be
dealt with confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any
investigation. STC complied, acting in the interest of the complainant's health and
welfare. As already stated, the Company received the complaint after Mr Rush's
engagement had ended.
"STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC and
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not a conclusion of impropriety."
Rush won an Academy Award for best actor in 1997 for the film Shine and was
named Australian of the year in 2012.
He appeared in the STC's production of King Lear between November 2015 and
January 2016 and has worked several times for the company.
On Thursday, the STC's online page listing of King Lear was taken down.
In their statement, Rush's lawyers said they understood the complaint was made
"over 21 months ago" and that the STC had originally released its statement "some
weeks ago".
Rush's lawyer said: "To date, Mr Rush or any of his representatives have not
received any representations from the STC or the complainant. In other words,
there has been no provision of any details, circumstances, allegations or events that
can be meaningfully responded to."
Rush is the president of Aacta, the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television
Arts. In November, Aacta released a statement officially rescinding a historic award
given to Harvey Weinstein in 2013.
"We recognise our role in working with our members in upholding standards in our
industry that we can all be proud of, including the provision of a safe and respectful
workplace," it said.
Rush's lawyer said: "It is a great disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to
smear his name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way. Not to afford a
person their right to know what has been alleged against them, let alone not inform
them of it but release such information to the public, is both a denial of natural
justice and is not how our society operates.
"At this stage, Mr Rush can only reiterate his statement that he denies having been
involved in any 'inappropriate behaviour' whatsoever. Until there is the decency
afforded to Mr Rush of what the 'inappropriate behaviour' actually is then there is
nothing more that can be said at this stage.
"The public and the media need to note this is a highly stressful and frustrating
time for Mr Rush and his family, especially when there are no details concerning the
`inappropriate behaviour'."
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Printed from

THE TIMES OF INDIA

Geoffrey Rush: Never involved in any 'inappropriate
behavior'
Pil l Nov 30, 2017, 05.48 PM 1ST

Veteran actor Geoffrey Rush has denied allegations of "inappropriate
behaviour" levelled against him, claiming his conduct has always been
beyond reproach. A now deleted news report received a complaint
against the Oscar-winner, who starred in the company's adaptation of King
Lear in 2015, of misconduct.

ALSO READ

Geoffrey Rush done with 'Pirates of the Caribbean' movies

According to sources, Rush's lawyers, in multiple statements, said, "In this
current environment, 'inappropriate behaviour' may mean abuse, bullying
or other forms of reprehensible activity. "These are matters that deserve forthright and objective levels of discussion. It must be
made clear from the outset that Mr Rush abhors any form of maltreatment of any person in any form," they added.
The statement also said that actor has not been made aware of the "nature of the complaint" against him. "Your 'understanding'
of what has occurred is, with the greatest respect, simply fishing and unfounded. It does not warrant comment except that it is
false and untrue," the statement read.
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Geoffrey Rush denies inappropriate behaviour at theatre

Geoffrey Rush denies inappropriate
behaviour at theatre
Australian theatre company said on Friday it had received a complaint of "inappropriate behaviour"
against Geoffrey Rush. He is well known for playing Captain Barbossa in the Pirates of the Caribbean.

By: AP I Canberra I Published: December 1, 2017 4:56:03 pm

vs-

Geoffrey Rush poses with his 'Berlinale Camera Award' wich he received prior to the screening of the
film 'Final Portrait' (AP Photo/Michael Sohn, File)

A leading Australian theatre company said on
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a request for comment Friday but had issued an earlier statement denying Rush
was involved in any inappropriate behaviour.

4

Celebrities react as Selman Khan gets 5year jail term in blackbuck poaching case:
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"It is with great disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name
and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way," Thursday's statement said.
Rush has performed at the Sydney theatre for 35 years. The 66-year-old Australian
actor won the 1997 best actor Academy Award for Shine and has three other Oscar
nominations. He is perhaps best known as Captain Barbossa in the Pirates of the
Caribbean films.

William Shakespeare's King Lear from November 2015 to January 2016. Sydney's
The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed theatre sources in reporting Friday that an
actress had accused Rush of touching her inappropriately. The sources told the
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Australian media reports say the allegation dated from the theatre's production of
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newspaper the theatre wouldn't work with Rush again.
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The company said the complaint was made after Rush's employment had ended and
it disclosed it when a journalist asked in early November. The company did not say
what action it had taken and it did not respond to questions about whether it would
work with Rush in the future. Rush's lawyers said his "regard, actions and
treatment of all the people he has worked with has been impeccable beyond
reproach." The actor had said Thursday he became aware of "rumours of a
complaint" but the theatre had refused to provide details at the time.
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Geoffrey Rush's repeated touching made actor 'uncomfortable',
court told
Actor's lawyer in defamation trial says allegation of inappropriate touching 'completely opaque'
O Mon, Feb 19, 2018, 12:42

Australian actor Geoffrey Rush repeatedly touched a female cast member "in a way that made her feel uncomfortable"
during a 2015 production of King Lear despite being asked to stop, a Sydney court has heard.

•••

The actor is suing the News Corp subsidiary Nationwide News and journalist Jonathon Moran for defamation over
articles published by the Daily Telegraph in November and December last year that reported on alleged "inappropriate
touching" of a female colleague during the Sydney Theatre Company production.
Rush denies the allegations and in a statement of claim lodged with the federal court argues that Australian newspaper
the Daily Telegraph made him out to be a "pervert" and a "sexual predator" who had "committed sexual assault". He has
labelled the allegations "spurious claims with bombastic titles".
In a court hearing on Monday his barrister, Richard McHugh SC, sought to have large sections of News Corp's defence
thrown out, partly on the basis that it failed to lay out specific accusations against Rush.
In a previous hearing Mr McHugh argued that the defence contained "scandalous" information amounting to "rumours"
that would do further damage to Rush's reputation.
On Monday he said the allegation of "inappropriate touching" made against Rush was "completely opaque" and would
make it impossible for Rush to defend himself.
"To this day it's not clear what they're saying," he said. "Not just unclear, it's completely opaque.
"What would Mr Rush say in the witness box about that?
"He would get into the witness box and say, 'I didn't do it. I don't know what it is [but] I didn't do it."
Justice Michael Whitney reserved judgment on the validity of the defence and a subpoena issued by News Corp seeking
access to Sydney Theatre Company but he did lift a confidentiality order suppressing the News Corp defence, arguing tha
the principle of open justice outweighed any risk of further damage to Rush's character.
During the hearing lawyers for News Corp laid out some of the allegations against Rush, arguing that he acted in a
"completely inappropriate" manner in a workplace during the production.
The court heard that Rush touched his cast-mate in a manner that made her feel uncomfortable while carrying her on
stage in front of an audience of hundreds of people and that the alleged conduct occurred on five occasions during the
final week of the Sydney Theatre Company production
"She said stop [and] he didn't, he went on doing it," the barrister for News Corp, Tom Blackburn SC, said. "Our case is
that in itself is inappropriate. If you touch someone out of the blue in a workplace situation . . . in a way that makes the
person feel uncomfortable and the person says 'please stop this' and you don't stop, that in itself is inappropriate
conduct."
Mr McHugh said the argument that the touching was inappropriate because Rush was allegedly asked to stop was flawed
because he was required to touch the woman as part of the conditions of the workplace.
He also disputed whether Rush knew what it was he was being asked to stop.

https://wwwirishtimes.comkulture/film/geoffrey-rush-s-repeated-touching-made-actor-uncomfortable-court-told-1.3397534
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"What is it my client was told to stop, and what was he supposed to do differently?" Mr McHugh said. "My client is
carrying the complainant. They must be touching. What is it that is new about the touching?"
The Daily Telegraph articles were published in November and December last year after the Sydney Theatre Company
released a statement to the newspaper saying it had received a complaint against Rush from someone who accused him c
"inappropriate behaviour" during the company's staging of William Shakespeare's King Lear two years earlier.
Suggested for you i
The Daily Telegraph led its front page with the story on 3o November with the head]:

Who earns what in teaching ?

A second article published on December 1st with the headline "We're with you: thea
`touching'" contained a denial from Rush that he "inappropriately touched" a female
Guardian Service
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Brief : Oscar winner steps down as Aacta president over allegation dating to his
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Geoffrey Rush has stepped down as president of Australia's screen industry
academy, days after a theatre company revealed it had received a complaint
against him of "inappropriate behaviour".Rush has denied any inappropriate
behaviour at the Sydney Theatre Company. Media reports this week said the
allegation dated from Rush's starring role in the leading Australian company's
staging of William Shakespeare's King Lear two years ago. Continue reading.
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Geoffrey Rush quits industry job after 'inappropriate behaviour' claim - Japan Today

JAPANTODAY
Entertainment

Geoffrey Rush quits industry job
after 'inappropriate behaviour'
claim
Dec. 3, 2017 I 04:40 am JST I 0 Comment

By ANGELA WEISS
SYDNEY — The requested article has expired, and is no longer
available. Any related articles, and user comments are shown below.
© 2017 AFP

' 2018 GPIusMedia Inc
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Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant

Nationwide News Pty Limited & Anor
Respondents

Affidavit of:

Nicholas William Grant Pullen

Address:

Level 26, 530 Collins Street, Melbourne Vic 3000

Occupation:

Lawyer, HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Date:

2 August 2018

Contents
Document Number
1
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Details
Affidavit of Nicholas William Grant
Pullen sworn on 2 August 2018
Exhibit "NP-1"

Paragraph

Page

1-40

1-10

-

1-29

I, Nicholas William Grant Pullen, say on oath:
1.

I am a partner of HWL Ebsworth Lawyers (HWLE) and have the carriage of this matter
for the Applicant.

2.

The facts outlined in this affidavit are matters within my knowledge and are true to the

Prepared on behalf of:
Prepared by:
Name of law firm:
Address for service:
Email:

The Applicant
Nicholas Pullen
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
Level 26, 530 Collins Street, Melbourne, Victoria, 3000
npullen@hwle.com.au
DX 564, Melbourne

534

best of my information and belief based on the instructions provided to me by the
Applicant.
3.

This affidavit is sworn in opposition to the Respondents' Interlocutory Application
served on 31 July 2018 (the Application) by which the Respondents seek leave to rely
upon a Second Further Amended Defence (2FAD).
Background / Chronology
The matters complained of were published on 30 November and 1 December 2017.

5.

The Applicant commenced proceedings by an Originating Application and Statement of
Claim filed on 8 December 2017. Since that time, the Applicant has consistently sought
the earliest available hearing, in order to redress what he says is significant and ongoing
injury to his health and reputation - both in Australia and throughout the world.
The original Defence

6.

On 1 February 2018, outside of the 28 day period allowed under Rule 16.32 of the
Federal Court Rules 2011, the Respondents filed the first version of their Defence. It
included defences under ss.25 and 30 of the Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) (the Act).
The Applicant's Interlocutory Application

7.

The following day, 2 February 2018, the Applicant served an Interlocutory Application,
seeking to strike out the paragraphs of the Defence which contained the Respondents'
s.25 defence. The covering email, from HWLE to the Associate to Wigney J, stated that
the impugned paragraphs of the Defence were "not properly particularised in
accordance with the long standing rules of defamation proceedings and [were] liable to
be struck out").

8.

At the first directions hearing before Wigney J on 8 February 2018, the Applicant
sought to move on that Interlocutory Application. The Respondents were not ready to
proceed, and the application had to be stood over until 19 February 2018.

The

Applicant, even at that time, expressed a desire for "the earliest possible hearing date"
(T12.32-34). At page 1 of Exhibit NP-1 is the relevant extract from the transcript of
that directions hearing on 8 February 2018.
9.

On 15 February 2018, the Respondents served an Amended Defence.

Page 2
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10.

On 19 February 2018, the Applicant's Interlocutory Application was heard before
Wigney J. The Court reserved its decision, but in the meantime lifted the suppression
order over the Defence and Amended Defence.

11.

The next day, on 20 February 2018, the First Respondent published an article on the
front page and on pages 6 and 7 of The Daily Telegraph, entitled "STOP DOING IT'.
The Daily Telegraph named the complainant, on the front page of the paper, and
published a photograph of the Applicant and the complainant. That was apparently
despite the fact that, at that time, the complainant's solicitors had communicated to the
Respondents' solicitors that the complainant did not wish to be involved in the
proceedings [paragraph 6 of the affidavit of Leon Zwier dated 31 July 20181 At pages
2 to 4 of Exhibit NP-1 is a copy of the article from The Daily Telegraph.

12.

Substantially the same articles were also published, on 20 February 2018, on:
(a)

The front page and on page 2 of The Australian;

(b)

The front page and page 9 of The Courier Mail; and

(c)

Page 5 of The Herald Sun.

At pages 5 to 9 of Exhibit NP-1 are copies of those articles.
13.

On 20 March 2018, Wigney J handed down judgment on the Applicant's Interlocutory
Application, striking out the Respondents' defence under s.25 and striking out
particulars 14-28 and 36.9A to 36.9C of the Amended Defence (as well as setting aside
the Respondents' Subpoena to Produce upon the Sydney Theatre Company (STC)).

14.

Also on 20 March 2018, for the second time, the Applicant sought the earliest possible
hearing as well as a timetable to progress the proceedings. That was opposed by the
Respondents, who sought time to review the judgment.

15.

Since the decision of 20 March 2018, the Applicant has proceeded on the basis that he is
not required to meet any defence under s.25. The Applicant and HWLE have prepared
the case accordingly.

Page 3
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Further versions of the Defence and the Respondents' Interlocutory Applications
16.

On 27 March 2018, at a directions hearing before Wigney J, the Applicant for the third
time sought the earliest possible hearing. The Respondents again opposed that course
and notified the Court that they intended to:
(a)

File a Further Amended Defence (which, it was said, was "just going to be
tidying up the way that the particulars of qualified privilege are set out" (T6.35)); and

(b)

Seek an order to file a Cross-Claim against the STC.

At page 10 of Exhibit NP-1 is the relevant extract from the transcript of that directions
hearing on 27 March 2018.
17.

The Respondents were on 27 March 2018 ordered to file any application seeking leave
to file a Further Amended Defence and/or a Cross-Claim by 3 April 2018.

18.

On 3 April 2018, at 10.17pm, the Respondents served an Interlocutory Application
seeking leave to file a proposed Further Amended Defence. The application annexed a
third version of the Respondents' defence.

19.

On 9 April 2018, at a further directions hearing before Wigney J, the Court was
informed that the Respondents may wish to yet further amend the proposed Further
Amended Defence which had been served on 3 April 2018. The Respondents' Counsel
agreed to circulate any further version of the proposed Further Amended Defence by
4.00pm 11 April 2018 (T14.19-25). For the fourth time, the Applicant sought the
earliest possible hearing. Once again, that was opposed by the Respondents, and the
matter could not be set down for hearing. At page 11 of Exhibit NP-1 is the relevant
extract from the transcript of that directions hearing on 9 April 2018.

20.

At 6.07pm and again at 10.58pm on 9 April 2018, the Respondents served yet further
versions of the proposed Further Amended Defence. Those were the fourth and fifth
versions of the Respondents' Defence.

21.

On 12 April 2018, the Respondents served an Amended Interlocutory Application
which annexed the most recent version of the Further Amended Defence (the version
which had been served on 9 April 2018).
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22.

On 16 April 2018, the Respondents' Interlocutory Application was heard before Wigney
J.

On 20 April 2018, the Court delivered its decision, dismissing both of the

Respondents' Interlocutory Applications with costs.
23.

The Respondents' applications having failed, the Respondents then filed a Further
Amended Defence on 23 April 2018. That was the third version of the Defence which
has been filed, and the sixth version which has been served. The Respondents now seek
to rely upon a seventh version.
The Hearing in September 2018

24.

On 20 April 2018, these proceedings were listed for a final hearing to commence on 3
September 2018, with an 8 day estimate (so from 3 to 12 September 2018 inclusive).

25.

In addition, further orders were made on 20 April 2018 to prepare the matter for that
trial. Pursuant to those orders:
(a)

The parties have exchanged categories of documents and interrogatories;

(b)

The parties have served verified lists of documents, and verified interrogatories;

(c)

The parties have exchanged Outlines of Evidence, as well as Outlines of
Evidence in reply; and

(d)
26.

The parties have participated in a mediation, on 4 July 2018.

Further orders were then made in Chambers on 15 June and 2 July 2018. Pursuant to
those orders:
(a)

The Applicant has on 15 June 2018 provided supplementary discovery of his
financial records;

27.

(b)

The Applicant has on 29 June 2018 served his expert evidence; and

(c)

The Respondents have on 27 July 2018 served their expert evidence.

The remaining orders made on 2 July 2018 are as follows:
(a)

The parties are to exchange bundles of the documents on which they intend to
rely at trial by 5.00pm on 15 August 2018.
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(b)

The Applicant is to prepare a Court Book index by 5.00pm on 17 August 2018.

(c)

The parties are to agree on the Court Book index by 5.00pm on 21 August 2018.

(d)

The Applicant is to provide to the Court, and serve upon the Respondents, the
Court Book by 5.00pm on 24 August 2018.

(e)

The parties are to exchange objections to documents for tender by 28 August
2018.

(f)

The parties are to provide to the Court, and are to exchange with each other,
Outlines of Opening Submissions and Lists of Authorities by 5.00pm on 30
August 2018.

28.

The Applicant is in a position to comply, and intends to comply, with each of those
remaining orders ahead of the hearing on 3 September 2018. But for the Application,
the Applicant is ready for his claim to be heard in September 2018.
The proposed amendments to the Further Amended Defence

29.

It is my belief, and I understand it to be the belief of the Applicant's Counsel, that as the
claim is currently constituted - without any defence under s.25 - the hearing will last for
the entire 8 days. That is so for the following reasons:
(a)

The Applicant has served twelve Outlines of Evidence (including those of the
Applicant and his wife, Jane Menelaus);

(b)

The Respondents have served four Outlines of Evidence (including that of the
Second Respondent);

(c)

There will therefore be 16 lay witnesses;

(d)

There are currently three expert witnesses (one on behalf of the Applicant, and
two on behalf of the Respondents) who will give evidence in respect to the
Applicant's claim for economic loss;

(e)

The Respondents have indicated they have one more expert to be called and
accordingly we will need to seek instructions as to whether to respond by a
further report;
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(f)

The Respondents have refused to disclose the identity of their confidential
sources. At pages 12 to 14 of Exhibit NP-1 are copies of: a letter from the
Respondents' solicitors to HWLE dated 23 July 2018 (page 12 of Exhibit NP-1);
and HWLE's letter in response dated 26 July 2018 (pages 13 and 14 of Exhibit
NP-1). As a result of the Respondents' maintenance of their defence under s.30,
and of the confidentiality of their (15) confidential sources, it will be necessary
for the Applicant to cross-examine the Respondents' witnesses about the
identity and reliability of those sources. That too will contribute to the length of
the trial.

30.

If the amendments are allowed, it is my belief, and I understand it to be the belief of the
Applicant's Counsel, that at least 5 additional days (and possible more) will be added to
the duration of the hearing. It would therefore not be concluded by 12 September 2018.

31.

That will cause significant prejudice internally within the Applicant's camp - as follows:
(a)

The Applicant desires that the proceedings be heard as soon as possible.

(b)

As a result of a pre-existing commitment, Mr Richard McHugh SC is not able to
represent the Applicant in September 2018. Accordingly, in anticipation that
the claim would be heard in September 2018, the Applicant has gone to the
expense of briefing new Senior Counsel, Bruce McClintock SC. That has
involved the duplication of efforts and energy, and expense - all on the
assumption that the hearing would proceed in September 2018.

(c)

Mr McClintock SC has accepted the brief on the basis that the claim would be
heard in September 2018, and on the current pleadings. As such, he has set
aside only the allocated period of 3 to 12 September 2018 for the hearing. He
has another hearing starting on 18 September 2018 (and has set aside 13, 14 and
17 September 2018 to prepare for that trial). He then has a further hearing
starting on 24 September 2018. Further, Mr McClintock SC has only set aside
the week commencing 27 August 2018 to prepare for the trial of these
proceedings. If the proposed amendments are allowed, Mr McClintock SC
would be required to set aside a considerably longer period for preparation,
which his pre-existing commitments preclude him from doing.
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(d)

The Applicant's junior Counsel, Ms Sue Chrysanthou, is currently working part
time.

Like Mr McClintock SC, she has arranged her calendar in order to

prepare for an 8 day hearing in September 2018, which involves only a s.30
defence. Her workload will not reasonably allow her to prepare for a trial in
September 2018 which is to include a new s.25 defence.
(e)

The Applicant's expert and lay witnesses, including witnesses from America
and interstate, have agreed to make themselves available in September 2018.

32.

Moreover, if the amendments are allowed, the Applicant would need to take the
following further steps to prepare for the trial - in circumstances where the Applicant
would otherwise have been ready for the trial currently listed in September 2018:
(a)

The Applicant would seek further discovery and interrogatories.

(b)

The Applicant would consider the issue of Subpoenas to Produce, which would
not otherwise be necessary or relevant to the proceedings - those Subpoenas
would likely include a Subpoena upon the complainant, a Subpoena upon the
complainant's mental health practitioners (including the complainant's
counsellor, who is referred to at paragraph 33 of the affidavit of the
complainant's unsigned statement (page 15 of the affidavit of Mania Ruth
Saunders dated 31 July 2018), as well as a Subpoena upon the STC.

33.

In addition, the Applicant would need to renew his enquiries of potential witnesses
(including from the cast and crew of King Lear), who it is anticipated will dispute the
Respondents' particulars of truth. I had previously made contact with several of those
witnesses at the outset of these proceedings but, since the Respondents' original s.25
defence was struck out on 20 March 2018, it was not necessary to pursue them. I have
been unable to confirm, since being served with the Application on 31 July 2018,
whether all the witnesses which the Applicant would wish to call to give evidence can
be made available at such late notice in September 2018. However, one witness who
will dispute many of the particulars of truth will be unavailable in September 2018.

34.

Even if those witnesses are available in September 2018, it is in my view highly
unlikely that the Applicant would be able to conduct his further enquiries and
investigations, and then prepare and serve further Outlines of Evidence, within the next
4 weeks.
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35.

I have been instructed by the Applicant that he has read the proposed amendments in the
2FAD and denies any wrong doing, inappropriate behaviour or misconduct on his part.
The requirementfor the earliest possible trial

36.

On 9 April 2018, I swore an affidavit which was filed on 9 April 2018. At pages 15 to
27 of Exhibit NP-1 is a further copy of that affidavit (without its exhibit). I refer in
particular to paragraphs 3 to 5 of that affidavit (page 17 of Exhibit NP-1).

37.

Since that previous affidavit was sworn, the Applicant has continued to find himself
associated in Australia and internationally with the "#MeToo" movement which
involves allegations of sexual impropriety and misconduct against colleagues in the
entertainment industry. He continues to suffer negative publicity, and will continue to
do so until such time as his reputation can be vindicated.

38.

In addition, the Applicant's condition remains largely the same. He continues to suffer
from the emotional and physical turmoil referred to at paragraph 5 of my previous
affidavit - as a result of the matters complained of and the continuing coverage of those
matters by the Respondents and others throughout the world.

39

The Applicant has still not been able to work since the publications. He has, for
example, in early July 2018 had to withdraw from the Melbourne Theatre Company's
production of Twelfth Night which is to commence in November 2018. At pages 28 to
29 of Exhibit NP-1 is an article which was published by the ABC in relation to the
Applicant's withdrawal from Twelfth Night. The article contains the following extracts
from a statement provided on behalf of the Applicant:
Due to my current circumstances and medical advice, I must withdraw from the
upcoming project of Twelfth Night.
I do so with the greatest regret. I know that I would not be able to provide the
necessary creative spirit and the professional stamina requiredfor the project.

40.

I am instructed by the Applicant that he was not emotionally or physically capable of
participating in the production of Twelfth Night because of the ongoing effects of the
matters complained of and this litigation.
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Sworn / Affirmt..c1 by the deponent
at (place) PA 6- 2 act, g
on (date) e' 2 / D 8 /22'4 2?

Signature-cr

eponent

Before me:
Signature of witness
Full name of witness:
Qualification of witness:

Scott La Rocca
Level 26, 530 Collins Street,
Melbourne VIC 3000
'
Practitioner
within the meaning of the
Legal Profession Uniform Law (Victoria)
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Form 59
Rule 29.02

Affidavit
No. NSD2179 OF 2017

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant

Nationwide News Pty Limited & Anor
Respondents

Affidavit of:

Nicholas William Grant Pullen

Address:

Level 26, 530 Collins Street, Melbourne Vic 3000

Occupation:

Lawyer, HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Date:

2 August 2018

EXHIBIT NP-1

This is the Exhibit marked "NP-1" which is exhibited to the affidavit of Nicholas William Grant
Pullen sworn on 2 August 2018.

Sworn before:

Sworn by Nicholas William Grant Pullen:

Scott La Rocca
Level 26, 530 Collins Street,
Melbourne VIC 3000
An Australian Legal Practitioner
within the meaning of the
Legal Profession Uniform Law (Victoria)
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HIS HONOUR: No. I will give you that opportunity, of course.
MR McHUGH: - - - we captured everything that was within that - - 5

HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR McHUGH: - - - category.
HIS HONOUR: And I haven't made up my mind about it.

10
MR McHUGH: No. No. No.
HIS HONOUR: I haven't even heard from Ms Barnett yet but - - 15

20

MR McHUGH: No. And, your Honour, my understanding of the position of the
respondents — not Mr Sibtain's client, but the respondents — was that they didn't want
the matter dealt with today. They wanted it dealt with, you know — the orders that
were sought proposed three weeks, which is, I submit, far too long, but provided it
was dealt with more rapidly, as I understood it, Ms Barnett's clients would be content
to hold the position at the moment in the file. That the defence just not be available
for inspection on the file.
HIS HONOUR: I see.

25

MR McHUGH: That's what I had understood the position to be. Now, that may not
accommodate Mr Sibtain sufficiently. So that's another reason we - - HIS HONOUR: Mr Sibtain is usually fairly accommodating.

30

MR SB3TAIN: Not on this occasion, your Honour.
MR McHUGH: So, your Honour, that may be a way of dealing with it. But I
should say more generally in relation to the urgency of it, my client wishes to have
the earliest possible hearing date.

35
HIS HONOUR: Yes. I understand that. And I understand that in — that the articles
are still up on the - - MR McHUGH: Yes.
40
HIS HONOUR: - - - websites and the like.
MR McHUGH: And I haven't taken your Honour to the articles at all, but on any
version it's a serious defamation.
45
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

.NSD2179/2017 8.2.18R1
©Commonwealth of Australia

P-12
MR McHUGH
HWL Ebsworth (NSW)
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LET JOYCE
KEEP HIS
JOB: WIFE
ELIZA

ra

THE TELE ON TRIAL
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NATALIE Joyce has told dose friends she
wants her cheating husband Barnalry to
keep his job despite the devastation his affair with a now pregnant young staffer has
caused her and their roar daughters
Trying to shake off the trauma of the
past two weeks, Mrs -Twee made her first
public appearance since the scandal broke
on Saturday night whet she attended a luxury boat birthday party ce a major Coalition
donor on Sydney Harbour. Friends of Mrs
Jwce's said she does not want the Deputy
Prime Minister to lose his job, which is
partly why she has been hesitant to agree to
a major media interview.
Mrs Joyce even voiced concerns ahead
colleagues using the family's pain to jostle
fo:. the party's leadership.
It comes as only one-third of Nationals
MPs wereyesterday willing to publicly back
hir Joyceas leader of the party.
nn.REPORTS 17.4CAS 10-11

EXCLUSIVE

SYDNEY'S
185M
TOURISM
„„OOM
report P4
SCOOP

ABBOTT'S
31G DIG AT
GLIB MAL
SUMO fillittIC
FORMER prime minister Tony Abbott will
today unleash a stinging retrake of modem
Australian Willis — including a thinly
veiled take-down of Malcolm Turn1r4.1Fs
elitist attitude and the growing gulfbetween
the121king class" and the 'working class".
Delivering a speech to the Sydney Institute tonight hfr Abbott will deliver a brutal
assessment of Mr Turnbull's National Energy Guarantee and education policy. while
highlighting the insiders versus outsiders"
chasm dividing Western democracies.
Mr Abbott.who lost the leadership to Mr
Turnbull in September 2015, will also call
for immigration levels to be cut to 110.000
people a year from 190.000. until migrants
are able to properly integrate into the Australian way of life, and to help wages grow
and make house prices more affordable.
But it is his attack of Mr Tumhill and his
'glib talk" that is the most cutting,
"All too one), it seems. the people
CONTUaral PI.GE it
vx • rarer vou
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Court hears allegations
Rush touched actor
five times & confronted
her in female toilets

TINA+ BERNS

OSCAR winner Geoffrey Rush
epeatedly touched his Sydney
atre Company co-star onstage In a
a that made her uncomfortable
Ignored a request to "stop doing
the Federal Court heard yesterday.
, It was also alleged that Rush followed
ghly regarded stage star Eryn Jean
orvili lnto the female toilets at the

after-party on the final night of King
alleged inappropriate behaviour
Lear and stood outside her cubicle
made to the STC In 2016. Rush denies
the allegations. Yesterday the Federal
until she told him to -F... off- .
The Incident allegedly left her
Court lifted a suppression order
"visibly upset". Norvill complained
rejecting an application by Rush's
about the star after he allegedly
lawyer to stop details of the defence
touched her on five separate nights
of truth being made public. Justice
during the final week of the STC
Michael Wigney sald concerns about
production, the court heard. Rush. 66, releasing details were outweighed by
Is suing The Daily Telegraph for its
the need for open justice.
rvortirlgof NorvIll's complaint about Si MI REPORTS PAGES 6-7
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We lived
next door
to malice
NEIGHBOURS of Australian
terrorist Khaled Sharrouf have
given a scathing account of the
IS recruit's time in Syria.
Sharrouf. 36, who packed
up his young family and travelled half way across the world
to fight for the cowardly terror
group in 2013. used his brother's passport to leave Australia.
Ile then set up home in the
Syrian city of Raqqa.
'Ile was so corrupt, it's unbelievable He was such an
outlaw.
He
ey
was even outside Islamic
law;
his
neighbour
Abdel Asia Bin
Khalafa told
ABC's Four
Corners. Mr
Sharma
Bin Khalafa
remembered
way Sharnuf exposed his
iren to a violent life.
'Whenever he would step
outside here, as soon as he'd
see me, he'd carry his weapons
and fire in the air as if he wanted to make a point -- I am
here, I have weapons Mr Bin
Khalafa said
leis neighbours often complained to IS about his behaviour and the extremists
eventually turned on him, one
time sending security to reprimand him at tam.
Sharrouf and two of his
children were reportedly killed
by a US air strike last year.

Navy life not
so fulfilling
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Media and Channel 9, Justice
Michael Wigney said fears that
releasing details of the dclence
case could further damage
Rush's reputation were outweighed by the need for open
justice.
For the first time the extent
of the allegations against Rush
can now be revealed.
According to the document.
Rush touched the actressIn a
manner that made the Cornplainant feel uncomfortable'

OSCAR winner Geoffrey Rush
allegedly touched an actress
repeatedly in a way that made
her uncomfortable and ignored her requests for him to
'stop doing it'. the Federal
Court heard yesterday.
Rush's highly regarded costar in the Sydney Theatre
Company's 2015-2016 production of King Lear, Eryn
s
Jean Norvill, complained
about the Pirates Of The Can'blisan star after he allegedly ;
touched her on five orcamons during the final week !
of the pla.
E Ss
The court heard the 1
actor followed her into f
I
the female toilets at the !
i,jt go.
t
after-party on the final
sse.,4;
night of the STCs Krfonnarsce of the Shakespearc classic and stood
wiw ommit
outside her cubicle until 1
or.
she told him to
I i
The incident allegedly
j
11,
left her '*visilly upset".
110111.111=
Rush, 66, is suing
The Daily Telegraph for
its reporting of Ms Norriffs complaint about al- One of the stories at the
inappropriate centre of Rush's legal datnt
leged
behaviour made to the Sydney
Theatre Company in 2016. during the play's final scene.
As King Lear, Rush had to
Rush denies the allegations.
Yesterday the Federal carry Norvill on to the stage as
Court lifted a suppression she simulated the lifeless body
order on the newspaper's de- of the title character's daughfence document, rejecting an ter, Cordelia.
application by Rush's lawyer
Navin asked Rush to `stop
Richard McHugh, SC. to stop doing it' but it is alleged that
he
the details being made public.
repeated the touching on
Upon application by Dauid another (cur occasions in the
Sibtain, representing Fairfax final week of the STC pro-

DAilylelegraph
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MORE than 200 men are
suing the Commonwealth,
claiming they did not receive
promised training in the navy
which was supposed to give
them a trade in civil life
Opening the Supreme
.irt class action yesterday.
use men's barrister, Nick Kidd
SC, said their training contracts were binding but were
not honored by the Royal
Australian Navy. One man
claimed he and other recruits
posted to 1IMAS Kuttabul in
2011 spent a lot of time just
playing games on their phones.
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ductioo's run in January 2016.
Tom Blackburn, SC, camsel fir Nationwide News, publisher of The Daily Telegraph,
told the court this touching
could amount to "scandalous
and inappropriate behaviour'.
-The allegation is not that
she was touched in a particular
place but she was toudsed in a
way that made her uncomfortable. She said stop and he kept
doing it; he said.
Mr Mcl (ugh said Rush denied the allegations.
'They are necessarily
touching es part of what the
production requirm; he said.
And he said an earlier report which quoted Rush as
saying he had a "stage door
Johnny crush" on the actress
was clearly said in jest.
Mr McHugh had argued
that the newspaper's truth defence should be struck out tvcause it lacked sufficient detail.
According to The Daily
Telegraph's defence, Rush engaged in further inappropriate
behaviour at the party to celebrate the final night of the production at the Walsh Bay
Kitchen,nest door to the play's
venue.
During the party for cast
and crew Rush 'entered the female bathroom located in the
foyer of the Roslyn Pucker
Theatre, knowing (Norvill)
was in there, and stood outside
a cubicle' that she was in.
Ito left when she told him to
F_ off'.
She was -visility upset' fol.
leering the incident
Mr Blackburn said 'There
can he no more compelling
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Rush and No
in character as
King Lear and '
Cordelia for lacShakespeare
play. Picture:
Heidrun Lohr
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reason for publication than It
was true."

According to the defence
document "Following the investigation the STC decided
that it would never work with
the Applicant (Rush) again."
Apart from truth, The
4' Telegraph, is also relying on the defence of qualified
privilege in defending the
defamation case.
It argued the allegations
were 'matters of proper and
legitimate public interest" in
the wake of a string of allegations concerning 'sexual nth,11111111

The allegation is ... she
was touched in a way that made
her uncomfortable. She said
stop and he kept doing it.
Toni Blackburn, SC, counsel for Nationwide Ncw
conduct,
bullying
and
harassment in the entertainment industry" which started
with the Harvey Weinstein
scandal.

The Daily Telegraph argues it had more Information
about the Rush allegations at
the time of publication but
did not include them in Rs

reports. This included an allegation that Rush had touched
Norvill on the genitals.
The defence document
stated "that a complaint had

been made to the STC by the
complainant (Norvill) in substance that the Applicant
(Rush) had touched her genitals during the production of
King Lear without her consent"
The Judge reserved his decision on Mr McHugh's application to strike out large parts
of The Daily Telegraph's defence including the entirety of
its truth defence.
Justice Wigney also reserved his decision on Rush's
application to stop the issuing
of a subpoena by Nationwide

News on the Sydney Theatre
Company for documents relating to the alleged complaint
Mr McHugh argued the request for a subpoena was a
"fishing expedition" and an
abtre of pi tT..esa.
Mr Rush launched the
defamation proceedings in
the Federal Court in EX,a-iriher 2017, alleging The Daily
Telegraph had engaged in
"hyperbole, lies and spurious
claims" in its report of the
WO 'plaint from the actress to
the STC.
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To celebrate Collette's 100th year of leading travel, we are offering you the chance to win 512,000 worth of
travel with Collett
With classic tours, small groups and spotlight city-stays, Collette offers over 150 tours across the globe, with
exceptional choice, inclusive value and quality.
Discover the Collette difference today! See the Collette range at gocollette.com/win
For your chance to win, tell us in 25 words or less which Collette tour you would choose and why
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Actrege at heart of case against Rush revealed

Backdown
on radical
,
di,
LWIS HANNA',
WO.P1,44.1 ETRtOt
Bill Shorten's labor Partyis backing away from a controversial
proposal to legislate ngnifiont
minimum wage riseninstead con'bluing a plan to force the Fair
Work Commission to givegroter
weight to the needs of low-paid
workers whim awarding mini.
nunnwageincreasra
DoPloyers wand the new
approach. Bagged yesterday by
opposition workplace relations
spokesman Brendan O'Connor.
would sill cosi thousands ofjobs.
A Shorten porn-omen, would
consideramending the Fair Work
Act to change the factors the cornmission mug take into account
when detemtining annual inawes,under thenew monads
The commission orrientft
takes into amount the perfonn
ana and competitiveness of the
national economy,including iins
ductility business competitivenem and viability, inflation and
employment mired.. It also Co.
bidel3 the promotion of soaal
inclusion thromth increased
workfons participation. relative
living standards end needs of the
low'-petal and the principle of
equal relnUitiratIon for work of
equal Oroompareble value.
Mr O'Connor told The AmMilian labor seal considens the
commission to be essential in setting wages in this country. but
given the persistent low wage
growth, we are considenng
whether the eidetic-intent unwire
has sufficient guidance from the
parliantent to ensure workers get
their!Written,'
The Australian Indoor.
Group's head of national workprace reUlions
St4Then
Smith, waned last night against
changing the minimum wage
objective in the Fair Work Act
ft regain %that the Fair Work

v

Labor finds some
coal comfort —
but not for Adani
Ift % PACKHAM
ail: alt
0 CHAMMlis
Labor has rooted to reassure
mitten and old...hate
Shorten government would
continue to support existing
coalmine, while declaring
_Admits proposed Galilee Basin
mine wise financially mvieble
Offileallbm awn's'
spokesman Mark Boller, hs
speech to the Sydney leslitule
lest night, emphasised that
Labor remained sceptical about
thermal cord, bet would
he
to support Site
boumingeokingwal export
industry. The kil-wing energy

Brendan O'Connor is one
of the most unimpressive
members of the labor
frontbench. At least he
has seen the light
on this
partkularly
reckless idea.
JUDITH
SWAN Pit

M

-

Caturni.smon Arike a careful Ital.
anabenseen a numberolstwafir
factors "MrSinithmid
- Ilse commission must take
into actount the needs of lowpad workies w wail ua canimis
factors such as emplognieril
growth, bthinc,
sum.
gglittvene. and inflation.
11 would not be In anyone's
interests forihe criteria in the at
to beskewed in favour °rani' one

melons.raid the outlook far
coking coal remained
-relatively robust. industry
sew-hes fordearer ways lo
make steer and labor
supported the viability of
thennal coalproduction In
established basins/Wading
the Hunter Valley.
This month labor
frombeuchen wentalBill
Shorten that Mews:so:4We
weld not hewn ex"entleoar,
urging bin, to shift the Allan
debate away from - green'
irames. ihr Australian reported
that Labor right-wing MPs had
pushed hack against the
Opposition Leader's lords lathe
left un Adant, amid the poikkal
fight with the Greens in the
Bresnan by-electioil
In thepen week,MrShorten
has teaselled toQueeaslaud,
Crainrad vn Puke 4
lora, If an unsuslinable wage
increase in awarded to low-paid
workers become the 'coma otos
inadequate weight to twines
viability and aimpaitiveness.
thoustinch of lowspaid workers
could lacelhorjobs as a nook
It is essential that the commission b nod humanity whom
awfully weighing up all of the
relevant factors and determining
what minimum-wage increase n
alraroPriale:
On January 30. Mr O'Connor
said a labor government would
L.:meta- changing Ihe law to peg
the minimum wage to a certain
proportion nfthe median
The AC7U has proposal a
bog-tens . lisirts wage" target of
60 per cent of the median wage.
up front 54 per cent The current
minimum weekly wage is ifi95.
In a craim rejected by she Fair
Work Commission last year.
Continued en Page 6
MORE REPORTS P6

Abbott's rail to cut migrant Intake
-, so tti- %NON
••V 1..,,AL At FAIRS LDITOP
Ton 1 Alava has ailed on
941417, 11/, Turnbull to halve Austake's. Winigration provers in a
reheat to' the Howard-era targeb
and ma acid frontbench colleagues of tacking the courage to
take the issctV on m a key past of
tackling'''.rraing argotliving.
Theft/now-Mime minister has
also samped the government's
National Ert, OPY Guarantee,
claiming it e a,n example of the
low ebb" ol pc, lita because it
sounds "wondergkl but lacks any
explanation as to now h would
bring down pnora
Calling on his own govanment to adopt
to "prim:ratedFoal
cal and
rsolkia '. Mr

'4

Ave mem
Tony Abbott
Abram arena that cutting the
migration rate could be enacted
.tiny as it would not require
state and tenitory approval or
Senate negotiation.
In red to of a speech to be
delivered to the Sydney Institute

tonight and supplied to The Aunelson, Mr Abbott says the immigration rate should be returned to
what he claims was the long-term
acetate under the II yeas of the
Howard government, at least
until inbastructure and homing
stock couldeatch up,
Having first raised the loose a
year ago, Mr Abbott has put grin
figures around his proposal suggating the Turnbull government
should male back the annual
imaketo110,[100 a yea to address
low wage pmwth, housing prices
and social integration that he
dein. havebecome critical inues
due to historically high irnmv
pinion levels.
It's a basic law of economics
that increasing the supply of
labour depresses Wallet and that
Cando.' on Page 2

Certifies Rosh and Bryn Jean Harrill an King Lear mid Ids daughter Cordella In the SIC production of the Shakespearean play
incident had occurred. In its "gor- cation with Nom) look place
ticulars ofendh"defence —which
The particulars plinth further
gush's lawyer have descnbed as allegethat at a dosingekeht party
scanty" and wpm — the news- for the SIC oast and wee at the
paper alleges 1.1121 the acme upmarket Walsh Bay Kitchen
touched Norval-Ma manner that Restaurant. Rush allegedly wets
nude the complainant feel un- into the female toilets and 'stood
romfortalnethetirnes clutingthe outside a cubicle that was occuproduction's erasing week at Syd- pied by
The
ney's Rosin Packer Theatre in complainant told the appliont
early 24/16
Lk off, and he that left the bath
Rush was playing King lout room". After this abetted incident.
and Navin was portraying Cor- the complainant was
dele. brar'syoungendaughter.ln upset-. the defence documents
one of the plays most famous aUtc.
somas, the ageing monarch car
Rush. who vehemently destira
ries hall/Hess daughter acromthe any allegations of inappropriate
gage After the firm "uncomfort- behaviour. launated defamation
able' louch.-theicnglainant sad proceiviings against The Daily
to the applicrait wank to the Telegraph late last year, after the
effect stop Maim le .. however, newa.Per published allegations
the applicant repeated the con- be had been the sulgect of un
duct ...on four ocosionr,acconi- -inappropriate behaviour" comtog to thew:tended defence
plaint towards a female colleague
Rush denies that the mover
Contralto] an Pace 2

, -.,•.
,

Ili,1 at 51(1 MAI.
Emerging stage actress Bryn Jam
Norval has borer mooted re the
woman at thecrentworagettabons
levelled against Ceoffrey Rush
afterdwOraer-winningator
,1.
Widely Ion hi, rad1
Day Telegraptt defence in his
Wrianation crae against the
Sydneynewspaper.
71w Deiffy Tetagnsph a amended defencedocutrienra w hieb hid
previously been suppressed, in
dude allegations 'bah inappropriately touched Noroll while
they were nn stage in o Sydney
Theatre Company protraction or
king Loa Kush Arenuute,ly
thnieStheallegation5
The newspaper's parmulars id
qualified onetime claim Nonill
onmplained nitre:AVMs Raab
"had touched her genitals donne

Norvill, the actress who
starred in King Leor

den

the production of lingLe.with
out her consent". Rush denies this
claim. The actor said it had not
raw raised wash him Ian the compliment or i he SIC

The qualified inivilege bootie
Wars also dam Rush harassed
Nonill throughout the protraction and that anulber board
member confirmed the dove

Rosh, who has vehemently
the claims

Nationafis phone a LiLen on Joyce crisis 1:1,7..`alahVer
Criminals., ?dodos have rank a
natnewide encryptist mobile
phone network to shield their
phone conversations from
authorities —and theyare oddson to harness satellite Winology to spy on law-enforcement
Menzies
US futurist and author Marc
Goodron highlighted these and
other examples of criminals
operating at the setting edge of
traimology at a summit in Sydnayestentlay.
Mr Goodman is a speaker at
the three-day Singularityll Australia Summit that looks at how
mushy technological change is
shaping the 'odd, including
aline "There is a gnat quote by
GE r_best on, wito says The
ert
isthenne
artin,and the
detective only the critic, " Mr
Goodman said yesterday.

Barnaby's pet
project off track

JOE KLI.13
Nationals proident !any Anthony has convened an emergency meeting of senior petty
officials to discuss the widening
Bamaby Joyce crisis, follovring
pleas by former deputy prime
'Wester John Mderson for MPs
to "'exercise their responsibility`
and resolve the stand-off by next
week.
The phone hook-up included
Nationals party offidals frorn
NSW, Queensland, Victoria and
Western Australia and canvassed
the political fallout ow Mr
Joyce's affair with fanner staffer
and mother of he unborn Weld
Vikki Campion. which has
imperilled his leadership and
latedualisfor his's:signal=
he Australian understands
the wefing was brief and there
was no frail decision made about
Mr Joyce's future The talks
meafically disamed yak-May's
Naimoli which showed that
roper cent of Aranalians weaned
the Nation& leader to resign to
the backbench or leave parliament altogether.
Michael McCormack — the

T

The Australian Rell Track
Corporation has conceded din
Barnaby Joyce's 1700ran inland
rail project Is unlikely to
gamine a eaminerriel return,
despite Its off-budget treatment
man equity investment

it,It
McCormack

911LLSWPORT P4
oyce

Veterans' Affairs Minister tooted
as most likely to succeed Mr
Joyce—fuel/ad leadershipmear
ration further after repeatedly
refusing to rampart the Deputy
Prime Minister. He also refused
to rule out a challenge at next
Monday's partyroam meeting
before reluctantly Metalling his
tersonn support
'There is no challenge at the
moment.' Mr McConnaa told
Sky News.
"Of came, there's been talk
about what may or may not limpets _but at the moment Banns,
Joymiatheleader ofthe National
party.If I knew what was gating to
happen this week, I'd be down at
the local racetrack betting on the

Anderson
horses i la...were loins toown
horne'
Senior Nationals somas said
Mr Joyce commanded the supporta a key bloc of MK induding Matthew Caravan David
litlieproutl Nigel Solon,
Bridget McKenzie, Gant
Cluistenso, Damian Drum end
LleteO'Blien.
Speaking in PyeongChang at
the Winter Olympia yesterday.
Ms McKenzie lent hersupeon
Mr Joyce saying he 'delivers for
rag eta ad oral Australia like
cob
s Mcsupporta.leade
Kenzie the Sport Minister, mid
- This is a pally that's been delivering forthe regions for100yran

1 have been unegulawal in
my conments around Barnaby
arid his leadership and the National party's role in Australian
politia,so thaYsehere it stands"
MPs nodal-Mod to be testing
the moods in their electorates
about the Joys affair include
Dam. Chester, Keith Pitt
Andrew Broad, Michael McCormad. Ken O'Dowd, Barry
O'Sullivan and Luke Harwyker
Other MPs who have provided
qualified support for Mrloyee indude John Williams and Mi•
didielenctry.
Comma on Awe 4
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ELDERLY LIVES 'AT RISK'

T

ri d

al/STRALI4

ONE

FINE DAY

AGED
SCARE
HOMES
EXCLUSIVE Failed safety audits
tip of the iceberg, nurses warn
flftTASI1A RITA

AT just 17, Queenslander Hey Day has claimed
Athletics Australia s highest honour, the Betty Cuthbert
medal, in her sprint to the Commonwealth Games.
REPORT I P55

VIOLENCE. malnutrition and neglect have been exposed in
Queensland nursing homes. with
one in sewn fang government
inspections in the past year.
Fifteen homes hasp failed audits in the past 12 months. inciue-

ME ICI

Stroke hope for victims
LUCIE VAN DEN BERG

Human trials xill start
later this year, after seienSTROKE victims could tarts discovered their expersoon be given an infusion of internal therapy can reduce
cells from the placenta to brain injuoy and aid recovhelp heal the tezin ester en' up to three days after a
promising world-find Am stroke
trafian research

ing one that failed to report
assaults to police, and another that
neglected to 'minimise also teas
end bruising" when restraining
elderly residents.
Aged-care inspectors have
alerted the federal Health Department about a - serious risk" to residents' safety in four homes.

r y

including two run by the Queensland Goverrunent
Queensland Nurses and Midwives Union secretary Beth Mottle
yesterday warned the failed audits
were "the tip of the iceberg' and
urged tamibes to check on their
loved ones in meting homes.

Rush was told to 'stop'
MATTHEW BONS

BRISBANE'S HOTEL
RESTAURANT BOOM PA

it'. the Federal Court heard
yesterday. Eno Jean NorOSCAR winner Geoffrey val Rush's co-star in the
Rush allegedly touched an theatre production of King
whims repeatedly in a way Lear, claims healso followed
that made her uncomfort- her into the female toilets at
able and ignored her re- the after-party. He denies
quests for him testopdoing the allegations ^r I 'IP f

Iftlarlialla
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'STOP DOING IT'

Actress tells King Lear to 'f--- off' in toilet, court told
MATTHEW BERNS
OSCAR winner Geoffrey
Rush repeatedly touched an
actress in a way that made her
uncomfortable and ignored
her requests for him to "stop
doing it". the Federal Court
was told yesterday.
Rush's co-star in the Sydney Theatre Company's
2015-2016 production of King
Lear. Eryn Jean Norval, complained about the Pirates of
the Caribbean star after he allegedly touched her four
more times during the final
week of the play.
The court heard the actor
followed her into the female
toilets at the after-party on
the final night and stood outside her cubicle until she
told him to 1-- off'.
The incident left her
"visibly upset".
Rush, 66. is
suing The Daily
Telegraph for its

reporting of Ms Norvill's
complaint about alleged
inappropriate behaviour F
to the Sydney Theatre
Company in 2016 Rush
denies the allegations.
Yesterday the Federal
Court lifted a suppression
order on the newspapers
defence document, rejecting an application by
Rush's lawyer Richard
McHugh SC to stop the details being made public.
Now, for the first time. the
extent of the allegations
against Rush can be revealed.
According to the dozument. Rush touched the actress in a manner that made
the Complainant feel uncomfortable' during the
play's
final
scene.
As King
Lear ,
Rush
had to
carry

FF
SHE WAS TOUCHED
IN C. WAY TKO
NikISE NEE
UNCGUCKITLEGE
TOM

Norvill on to the stage as she
simulated the lifeless body of
Lear's daughter. Cordelia.
Remit! asked Rush to
'stop doing it" but it is alleged
he repeated the touching on
another four occasions in the
final week of the play in January 2016.
Tom Blackburn, SC. counsel for The Daily Telegraph.
told the court this touching
amounted to 'scandalous and
inappropriate behaviour'.
"The allegation is not that
she was touched in a particu-

ebri:bure. QC

lar place but she was touched
in a way that made her uncomfortable. She said stop
and he kept doing it' he said.
Mr McHugh said Rush denied the allegations.
`They are necessarily
touching as part of what the
production requires." he said
And he said an earlier report which quoted Rush as
saying he

had a "stage door Johnny
crush" on the actress was
clearly said in jest
According to the newspaper's defence, Rush eningaged in
further
appropriate behaviour at the
final night after-party.
Mr Blackburn said "There
can be no more compelling
reason for publication than it
was true."
According to the defence
document "Following the investigation the STC decided
that d would never work with
the Applicant (Rush) again."
The Daily Telegraph is also
relying on the defence of
qualified privilege in defending the defamation case.
It argued the allegations
were "matters of proper and
legitimate public interest'.
The judge reserved his decision on Mr McHugh's application to strike out large
parts of The Daily Telegraph's defence.

e.
ACTION:
Geoffrey Rush
and Eryn Jean
Rorviti in
ffMg Lear.

R1711,FR
Two-hour
limit pain
for nurses
NURSES fear thee will have to
leave every two hours during
hospital shifts to move their
vehicles due to the lack of
long-term parking options
around the Commonwealth
Games Village.
The Courier-Mai can reveal
Queensland Health staff at
Parklands have been told the
only guarantee of getting a
park was the expensive private
parking facility used by patients and their families.
Staff are being advised that
"the only way of a guaranteed
park is to salary sacrifice" to
obtain a concession spot at the
car park. But nurses were advised by the parking management that 'we are nearing the
cap for designated staff parking through salary sacrificing:
once that figure is reached a
waiting list will be established
for applicants'.
Concession MCC'S for stall
are not advertised but daily
parking can cost between $6
an hour and $16.50 for more
than three hours.
The two-hour zones around
the precinct and other Games
hot spots will take effect from
Friday. and enforced between
9am-5pm on week days.
Opposition health spokesman Ros Bates said "I'm concerned for the safety of these
hard-working staff"

Don't learn,
don't earn
QUEENSLAND'S poor rate of
higher education just won't
cut it" if the economy is to
meet its goals over the ned 10
years. a Deloitte report says.
The report said people were
being left behind when their
industry was overtaken by
technology.
-Education has not been a
strong point for Queensland in
recent years." the report said
in a knowledge economy.
this just won't cut it. There is
much more work to be done
here."
Deloitte said that if
Queensland 'gets it right" the
economy could grow by $54
billion and 230.000 jobs over
the next decade.

TM
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Who will benefit:
• People with full or partial dentures
• People with falling or missing teeth
Advantages:
• Beautiful new teeth in one visit'
• Requires less implants than other techniques
• A pick up and drop off service is availablo on surgery days"
• Affordable payment options available
• Procedures performed by Prosthodontist Dr Tony Rotondo
More Information:
• A dental implant information evening will be presented by
Prosthodontist Dr Tony Rotondo on Tuesday, 27th February
at 6.00pm at the Malo Clinic, Level 4. 106 Edward Street.
BRISBANE. Admission is FREE. Register online
or call:
Y70
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Court hears that actress repeatedly asked Geoffrey Rush to

STOP DOINGIT
Geoffrey Rush
and Eqii Jean
Nora In the
SYcheY
Theatre
Company's
King Lear.

•

OSCAR winner Geoffrey
Rush allegedly touched an actress repeatedly in a way that
made her uncomfortable and
ignored her requests for him
to -stop doing it", the Federal
Court heard yesterday.
Rush's co-star in the Sydney Theatre Company's
2015-2016 production of King
Lear, Ern Jean Norval, complained about the Pirates Of
The Carihbean star after he allegedly touched her on fie
occasions during the final
week of the play.
The court heard the actor
followed her into female toilets at the after-party on the
final night of the performance
of the Shakespeare eassic and

MATTHEW BENNIS
stood outside her cubicle until
the "visibly upset' actress told
him to sf— off.
Rush, 66. is suing the Daily
Telegraph for its reporting of
Ms Noevill's complaint about
alleged inappropriate behaviour, made to STC in 2016.
Rush denies the allegations.
Yesterday the Federal
Court lifted a suppression
order on the newspaper's defence document. rejecting an
application by Rush's lawyer
Richard McHugh. SC. to stop
the details being made public.
Justice Michael Wigney
said the need for open justice
outweighed fears that releas-

VICTORIAN
CARAVAN
.rig CAMPING
41/A
Er TOURING
AP°
SUPERSHOW

ing details of the defence case
could further damage Rush's
reputation.
According to the document Rush touched the actress In a manner that made
the Complainant feel uncomfortable-during the play's
final scene.
As King Lear, Rush had to
carry Norvill on to the stage
as she simulated the lifeless
body of the title character's
daughter, Cordelia.
NorvilI asked Rush to -stop
doing iC but it is alleged that
he repeated the touching on
another four occasions in the
final week of the play in
January 2016.
Tom Blackburn. SC. rutin-

sel for Nationwide News, pub•
lisher of the Daily Telegraph,
told the court this touching
could amount to "scandalous
and inappropriate behaviour-.
`The allegation is not that
she was touched in a particular place but she was touched
in a way that made her uncomfortable. She said stop
and he kept doing it" he said.
Mr McHugh said Rush denied the allegations.
'They are necessarily
touching as part of what the
production requires." he said
And he said an earlier report which quoted Rush as
saying he had a "stage door
Johnny' crush" on the actress
was clearly said in jest.

Mr McHugh had argued
the newspaper's truth defence
should be struck out because
it lacked sufficient detail.
According to the newspaper's defence. Rush engaged in further inappropriate
behaviour at the party to celebrate the final night
During the party, Rush
allegedly -entered the female
bathroom located in the foyer
of the Rosyln Packer Theatre.
knowing (Norval) was in
there. and stood outside a cubicle" that she was in.
He left when she told him
to 1— off. She was -visibly
upset" following the incident.
Mr Blackburn said: "There
can be no more compelling

reason for publication than it
was true."
According to the defence
document 'Following the investigation the STC decided
that it would never work with
the Applicant (Rush) again."
The Daily Telegraph is also
relying on the defence of
qualified privilege in the defamation case. arguing it was in
the public interest.
The Daily Telegraph says it
had more information about
the Rush allegations at the
time of publication but did not
include them in its reports.
This included an allegation
that Rush had touched NorvilI on the genitals.
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10

MR BLACKBURN: I can indicate to your Honour I think that's opposed in this
sense by my friend's — by my friend or by Mr Rush in that they haven't seen the
proposed further amended defence. I can tell your Honour that when they do see it
and when — and if and when the court sees it, it's just going to be tidying up the way
that the particulars of qualified privilege are set out. That's the first thing. The
cross-claim, your Honour, is a cross-claim against the Sydney Theatre Company and
I know, your Honour, that on one view that should be the subject of an application,
but it really is our business whether we cross-claim against the Sydney Theatre
Company and we would invite your Honour to at least make that order, even if your
Honour wasn't now going to make the order to file the further amended defence.
HIS HONOUR: What's the cause of action against the theatre company?

15

MR BLACKBURN: Well, your Honour, the Sydney Theatre Company did what
they did in issuing statements and material which, as we see it, was plainly intended
for publication, and there are other aspects of it, too. So the cause of action, your
Honour, is obviously for contribution.
HIS HONOUR: I see.

20
MR BLACKBURN: And based on their being, in effect, joint tortfeasors, which
they clearly are in — as we see it.

25

HIS HONOUR: Well, that certainly would complicate — if — I will hear from Ms
Chrysanthou obviously. That would obviously complicate the trial if such a crossclaim is permitted to be filed and goes forward. Yes.

30

MR BLACKBURN: But I can indicate, your Honour, that the defence is going to be
a matter of, certainly, obviously, making the changes that are required to be made at
least in the interim while we wait for the fate of the application for leave and a bit of
tidying, but no changes of substance. But it may be that that issue can be resolved
cooperatively, ultimately. But those are the orders we seek, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Very well.

35

40

45

MS CHRYSANTHOU: Your Honour, can I just deal with some of these orders by
reference to some of the rules. It's interesting that the respondents are of the view
that the cross-claim against the STC is obvious because if it was so obvious, it should
have been filed on 27 January in accordance with the rules when the original defence
was due to be filed. These proceedings were commenced on 8 December. By reason
of the Christmas vacation, there was some extra time given to the respondents to file
and serve their defence, and it was due at the end of January.
It was, in fact, filed on 1 February, and in accordance with rule 15.04 of the Federal
Court Rules, the cross-claim was also due at that time. We're now two-months down
the track, and we're being told conveniently at a time when the plaintiff or the
applicant is seeking a trial date, all of a sudden, a convenient and obvious cross-

.NSD2179/2017 27.3.18
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10

HIS HONOUR: I don't think I need to make a direction about that. I will simply
list the interlocutory applications of 4 and 5 April for hearing at 10.15 am on the 13
April.
5

MS CHRYSANTHOU: Thank you, your Honour.
MR LEOPOLD: Please the court.
HIS HONOUR: Very well. Is there anything I need to do between now and then?

10
MS CHRYSANTHOU: No, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: But, Mr Leopold, it would be useful if you could get some
instructions about those first two weeks of December as the hearing date.
15
MR LEOPOLD: Yes. Well, Mr Blackburn is available, so — at that time, so our
position is that they — those are suitable dates, your Honour.

20

MS CHRYSANTHOU: Your Honour, if there is to be a further propounded
amended defence, can we please have it by 4 pm on Wednesday?
HIS HONOUR: Yes, I think that's probably fair enough, otherwise they're not
going to be able to do the written submissions, yes.

25

MR LEOPOLD: Of course. Of course.
HIS HONOUR: Well, again, I won't need — I won't make a direction about that. I
will - - -

30

MS CHRYSANTHOU: Thank you, your Honour.
MR LEOPOLD: We will have to — have to have it by the end of this - - -

35

HIS HONOUR: Yes. Very well. Well, if you don't, then you will have to proceed
on the existing interlocutory application.
MR LEOPOLD: Yes. Yes.

40

HIS HONOUR: Very well. Well, I will simply make that order listing the
interlocutory applications for hearing. Very well.
MR LEOPOLD: Please the court.

45

MATTER ADJOURNED at 9.47 am UNTIL FRIDAY, 13 APRIL 2018

.NSD2179/2017 9.4.18
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Direct line:
Email:

Ashurst Australia
Level 11
5 Martin Place
Sydney NSW 2000
Australia

RIT\NCP\1000 012 630
Robert Todd
+61 2 9258 6082
robert.todd@ashurst.com
Nick Perkins, Senior Associate
+61 2 9258 6260
nicholas.perkins@ashurst.com

GPO Box 9938
Sydney NSW 2001
Australia

23 July 2018
Tel +61 2 9258 6000
Fax +61 2 9258 6999
DX 388 Sydney
www.ashurst.com

BY EMAIL

Mr Nicholas Pullen
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
Level 14, Australia Square
264-278 George Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000

aslust

Dear Colleagues
Nationwide News Pty Limited & Anor ats Geoffrey Roy Rush
Federal Court of Australia Proceeding No. NSD2179/ 2017
We refer to the orders of Justice Wigney made 2 July 2018, and in particular order 3.
Our clients maintain their defence under section 30 of the Defamation Act 2005 (NSW).
Our clients do not propose to disclose the identities of the confidential sources relied upon in the
preparation of the matters complained of. Our clients assert Journalist Privilege pursuant to section
126K of the Evidence Act 1995 (Cth) in relation to the identities of these sources. The evidence
relied upon for the assertion is as set out in the Outline of Evidence of Jonathon Moran at [3.8],
[4.17], [5.5]-[5.6], [5.8]-[5.9], [5.17]-[5.19], [5.25] and [5.44]-[5.45] and the Outline of
Evidence of Anthony DeCeglie at [3.2] and [3.16].
Our clients do not consider that the public interest in the disclosure of the identity of the sources
outweighs any likely adverse effect of the disclosure on the informant or any other person and the
public interest in the communication of facts and opinion to the public by the news media, and,
accordingly, also in the ability of the news media to access sources of facts.
Yours faithfully

Ashurst

Ashurst Australia (ABN 75 304 286 095) is a general partnership constituted under the laws of the Australian Capital Territory and is part of the
Ashurst Group.
251789328.02
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26 July 2018
Mr Robert Todd
Ashurst Australia
Level 11, 5 Martin Place
SYDNEY NSW 2000
Email: robert.todd

ashurst.com

This document, including any attachments, may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for
the addressee named above. If you are not the intended recipient please notify us. Any unauthorised use,
distribution or reproduction of the content of this document is expressly forbidden.

Dear Sir,
Geoffrey Roy Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd & Anor
Federal Court of Australia Proceedings: NSD2179/2017
We refer to your letter of 23 July 2018.
We make the following observations:
1.

We do not accept that the evidence to which you have referred - that is, the evidence in
the Outline of Evidence of Jonathon Moran and in the Outline of Evidence of Anthony
DeCeglie - brings your clients' sources within the scope of section 126K of the Evidence
Act 1995 (Cth). We reserve the right to cross-examine Mr Moran, and your client's
other witnesses, about those sources.

2.

Maintaining confidentiality of your clients' sources in our view makes your clients'
defence under section 30 of the Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) (the Act) even more
untenable than it already appears on the face of the pleadings. The Court will not be
able to assess whether your clients' reliance upon those sources was reasonable in the
circumstances. Given the onus is on your clients to prove reasonableness, under
section 30(1)(c), this is another reason why your clients' section 30 defence will fail.

3.

In the circumstances, we take the view your clients' section 30 defence is devoid of
reasonable prospects of success, and that your clients' continued reliance upon it is
lacking in bona fides. Our client will rely upon that conduct in advancing his claim for
aggravated damages.

4.

Further, your clients' conduct in maintaining their section 30 defence, in circumstances
in which it must be clear it is hopeless and will fail, will give rise to an indemnity costs Adelaide
Brisbane
claim for an order pursuant to section 40 of the Act.
Canberra

Our client will be relying upon this letter at the hearing of these proceedings.

Darwin
Hobart
Melbourne
Norwest
Perth
Sydney

Doc ID 5740349431v1
A3N 37 20 519 1Rg
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Yours faithfully,

/PP!
aleTiolas Pullen
Partner
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Jeremy Mare!
Associate
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

+61 3 8644 3408
npulfen@hwle.com.au

+61 2 9334 8705
jmarel@hwie.com.au
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NOTICE OF FILING
This document was lodged electronically in the FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA (FCA) on
9/04/2018 11:15:57 AM AEST and has been accepted for filing under the Court's Rules. Details of
filing follow and important additional information about these are set out below.

Details of Filing

Document Lodged:

Affidavit - Form 59 - Rule 29.02(1)

File Number:

NSD2 I 79/2017

File Title:

GEOFFREY ROY RUSH v NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED &
ANOR
NEW SOUTH WALES REGISTRY - FEDERAL COURT OF
AUSTRALIA

Registry:

Dated: 9/04/2018 11:16:01 AM AEST

Registrar
Important Information

As required by the Court's Rules, this Notice has been inserted as the first page of the document which
has been accepted for electronic filing. It is now taken to be part of that document for the purposes of
the proceeding in the Court and contains important information for all parties to that proceeding. It
must be included in the document served on each of those parties.
The date and time of lodgment also shown above are the date and time that the document was received
by the Court. Under the Court's Rules the date of filing of the document is the day it was lodged (if
that is a business day for the Registry which accepts it and the document was received by 4.30 pm local
time at that Registry) or otherwise the next working day for that Registry.
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Form 59
Rule 29.02
Affidavit
No. NSD2179 OF 2017

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant

Nationwide News Pty Limited and another
Respondents

Affidavit of:

Nicholas William Grant Pullen

Address:

Level 26, 530 Collins Street, Melbourne Vic 3000

Occupation:

Lawyer, HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Date:

9 April 2018

Contents
Document Number

Paragraph

Details
Affidavit of Nicholas William Grant
Pullen sworn on 5 April 2018

Page
1

I, Nicholas William Grant Pullen, say on oath:
1.

I am a partner of HWL Ebsworth Lawyers and have the carriage of this matter for the
Applicant.

2.

The facts outlined in this Affidavit are matters within my knowledge and are true to the
best of my information and belief based on the instructions provided to me by the
Applicant.

Filed on behalf of:
Prepared by:
Name of law firm:
Address for service:
Email:
Tel: 03 8644 3408

The Applicant
Lawyer's code 179
Nicholas William Grant Pullen
HWL Ebsworth lawyers
Level 26, 530 Collins Street, Melbourne, Victoria, 3000
DX
564, .....
Melbourne
r_tp.ullen hwle.com.au
Attention:
Nicholas Pullen
Fax:
1300 365 323

Doc ID 541534313/v
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Ongoing hurt to the Applicant
3.

Since the publication of the matters complained of on 30 November 2017 and
1 December 2017 (Publications) the Applicant has continued to suffer tremendous
emotional and social hardship.

4.

The Applicant has found that as a direct result of the Publications he has been
constantly associated in Australia and internationally with the "#MeToo" movement that
involves allegations of sexual misconduct against colleagues in the entertainment
industry.

5.

Due to the Publications and the continuing coverage by the Respondents of the matter
complained of, the Applicant:
(a)

has been virtually housebound. In the first three months after release of the
Publications he rarely left his home;

(b)

feels uncomfortable when in public and will rarely attend public events;

(c)

whenever in public is full of anxiety as he believes people are staring at him in a
way that is very challenging, frightening and unnerving;

(d)

has lost his appetite and barely eats;

(e)

wakes up every morning with a terrible sense of dread about his future career;

(f)

is seriously concerned about the ongoing effect on his children and his wife
especially in the circles of friends and colleagues with whom they normally
socialise;

(g)

is worried for the well being of his children from the impact of the continuing
coverage;

(h)

believes that his worth to the theatre and film industry, together with the
community at large, is now irreparably damaged;
suffers lack of sleep and anxiety requiring medication; and
has retreated from and lacks the necessary motivation to conduct his normal
activities in the theatre and film industries.
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Articles published by the First Respondent
6.

Between the publication of the matters complained of (on 30 November 2017 and 1
December 2017) and the filing of the Applicant's Statement of Claim (on 8 December
2017), the following articles about or concerning the Applicant have been published by
The Daily Telegraph, either in its newspaper or on its website:
(a)

2 December 2017. Article entitled "Rush rethink on awards - AACTA board in
crisis talks ahead of next week's gala ceremony", published on page 3 of the
newspaper.

(b)

2 December 2017. Article entitled "Sex scandals or power trip?", published on
page 42 of the newspaper, in which the Applicant is named in the same
paragraph as Louis C.K and Kevin Spacey (and others), in reference to a socalled "tidal wave of inappropriate behaviour claims".

(c)

3 December 2017. Article entitled "Rush quits arts academy", published on
page 13 of the newspaper. In that article, as is referred to at paragraph 2(i)(iii)
of the Applicant's Reply (filed on 28 March 2018), it is alleged that the
accusations against the Applicant were said to be "accusations of repeatedly
inappropriately touching a cast member during The Sydney Theatre Company's
stage production of King Lear, which ran from November 2015 to January
2016".

(d)

4 December 2017. Article entitled "Ugly open secret is centre stage - TV and
theatre star's warning", published on page 11 of the newspaper. In that article,
as is referred to at paragraph 2(i)(iv) of the Applicant's Reply, the Applicant is
named, and a photograph of the Applicant is published, alongside comments
made by actor Yael Stone in relation to the #metoo movement, including the
following comments: "The scale of this unspoken culture, and the abuse of
power manifested in sexual aggression, shouldn't really come as a
surprise...Now we are discovering that this culture also exists in Australia, the
truth is hitting home, and it hurts".
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(e)

5 December 2017. Article entitled "AACTA Awards: Stars of stage and screen
urge industry to tackle cancer of sexual harassment", which was published
online. In that article, as is referred to at paragraph 2(i)(v) of the Applicant's
Reply:
(i)

A prominent photograph of the Applicant was published immediately
above the following words: "This year's event has been overshadowed
by a series of sexual harassment and bullying allegations levelled at
some of entertainment's biggest stars following Hollywood's earthshaking Harvey Weinstein scandal";
A paragraph referring to the Applicant having been "accused of
'inappropriate behaviour' towards a female co-star" was published
immediately above the following words: "TV presenter Don Burke is
also facing allegations he denies and dozens of other well-known
figures are expected to be accused of misconduct"; and

(iii)

The article concluded with the following words: "A poll released last
month by WIFT revealed 58 per cent of respondents have experienced
sexual harassment in the workplace".

(f)

5 December 2017. Article entitled "It?! be ugly but worth it - Stars of stage and
screen urge industry to tackle cancer of harassment", which was published on
the front page and on pages 8 and 9 of the newspaper.

(g)

7 December 2017. Article entitled "Rush just playful': Director", published on
page 3 of the newspaper.

As is referred to at paragraph 2(i)(vii) of the

Applicant's Reply, that article appears immediately above another article
entitled "Spacey was sex suspect".
(h)

7 December 2017. Article entitled "'Brave' women win praise at glam awards",
which was published on page 3 of the newspaper. As is referred to at paragraph
2(i)(viii) of the Applicant's Reply, that article:

(i)

Commences with the following words: "Women speaking out against
abuse and harassment in the entertainment industry were last night
hailed as 'pioneers', while two more big names revealed they had also
been victims"; and
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(ii)

Refers to the Applicant in the same paragraph as Don Burke, as follows:
"The industry is reeling after allegations against former AACTA
president Geoffrey Rush, who stood down after being accused of
'inappropriate behaviour' towards a female co-star during a production
of King Lear - a claim he strongly denies. And TVpresenter Don Burke
isfacing multiple allegations, which he also denies".

(i)

7 December 2017. Article entitled "Sydney Theatre Company and King Lear
director backs Geoffrey Rush", which was published online.

7.

A copy of the articles referred to at paragraph 6, above, appear at pages 1 to 21 of
Exhibit NP-1.

8.

Following the filing of the Applicant's Statement of Claim (on 8 December 2017),
articles have continued to be published by The Daily Telegraph about or concerning the
Applicant, including:
(a)

9 December 2017. Article entitled "Hurt actor takes action - Telegraph faces
defamation suit", published on page 10 of the newspaper. As is referred to at
paragraph 2(q) of the Applicant's Reply, it is stated in that article:
The Daily Telegraph stands by its reporting of the complaint made
against Rush during his last stint at the STC for the production of King
Lear.
Editor Christopher Dore said the newspaper would defend its accurate
reporting in court.
'The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company
received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour, Mr Dore said. 'We will defend our position
in court'.

(b)

12 December 2017. Article entitled "Geoffrey Rush's bizarre Golden Globe
nomination rant", which was published online.

(c)

Following the filing of the Applicant's Interlocutory Application on 5 February
2018, and following the parties' first appearance before the Court on 8 February
2018, the following further articles were published:

(i)

8 February 2018. Article entitled "Geoffrey Rush tries to 'strike out'
parts of defamation defence", which was published online.
Page 5
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(ii)

9 February 2018.

Article entitled "Rush in bid to block defence -

Actor's attempt to suppress claims", which was published on page 17 of
the newspaper.
(d)

Following the orders of 19 February 2018, which lifted the interim suppression
orders over the Respondents' Amended Defence (which had been served on 15
February 2018 and was then filed on 20 February 2018), a further article entitled "STOP DOING IT' - was published- on the front page and on pages 6
and 7 of the newspaper as well as online.

(e)

Following the orders of 20 March 2018, a further article, entitled "Rush case to
head for trial: Tele may appeal truth defence ruling", was published on 21
March 2018 on page 12 of the newspaper as well as online.

(f)

Following the case management hearing on 27 March 2018, a further article,
entitled "STC could be a party in Rush legal case after King Lear complaints",
was published on 28 March 2018 on page 9 of the newspaper as well as online.

9.

A copy of the articles referred to at paragraph 8, above, appear at pages 22 to 36 of
Exhibit NP-1.

10.

In addition to the articles referred to in paragraphs 6 and 8, above, the following further
articles have been published by other newspapers of the First Respondent:
(a)

9 December 2017. An article published by The Australian, entitled "Celluloid
Ceiling". That article, as referred to at paragraph 2(i)(ix) of the Applicant's
Reply, includes the following words: "Now, however, the tsunami of sexual
harassment, assault and inappropriate behaviour allegations is engulfing some
of the arts and screen industry's most powerful men, including Australia's Don
Burke and Geoffrey Rush, who have both firmly denied the claims of
misconduct".

(b)

3 February 2018. An article published by The Australian, entitled "Rush tries to
censor paper's defence".

(c)

8 February 2018. An article published by The Australian, entitled Geoffrey
Rush secures interim order to gag The Daily Telegraph's evidence".

That

article, as referred to at paragraph 2(i)(x) of the Applicant's Reply, includes the
following words: "Mr Rush sued Nationwide News, publisher of The Daily
Telegraph, in December after it published a story detailing an investigation into
the actor by the Sydney Theatre Company over alleged sexual misconduct...".
Page 6
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(d)

20 February 2018. Article published by The Australian, entitled "Actress at
heart of case against Rush revealed".

(e)

20 February 2018. Article published in The Courier Mail, entitled "STOP
DOING IT", in hardcopy on page 9 of the newspaper as well as online.

(f)

20 February 2018. Article published in The Herald Sun, entitled "Court hears
that actress repeatedly asked Geoffrey Rush to...STOP DOING IT', in hardcopy
on page 5 of the newspaper as well as online.

(g)

16 March 2018. Article published in The Australian, entitled "Theatre bosses
put sex rules on centre stage".

(h)

19 March 2018. Article published in The Australian, entitled "The Diary".
That article, as referred to at paragraph 2(i)(xv) of the Applicant's Reply,
includes the following words:
[T]he Telegraph's amended defence documents, which were at one point
suppressed, include allegations Rush inappropriately touched Etyn
Jean Norvill while they were on stage in a Sydney Theatre Company
production of King Lear. Rush strenuously denies the allegations. The
newspaper's particulars of qualified privilege claim Norvill complained
to the STC that Rush 'had touched her genitals during the production of
King Lear without her consent'. Rush denies this claim and the actor
said it had not been raised with him by the complaint or the STC.

11.

A copy of the articles referred to at paragraph 10, above, appear at pages 37 to 53 of
Exhibit NP-1.

Further Articles Published Overseas
12.

In addition to the Australian articles referred to at paragraphs 6, 8 and 10, above, the
matters complained of have also received international publicity. The following are
examples, which are no means exhaustive, of articles published overseas:
In the UK
(a)

On 29 November 2017, article published in The Daily Mail, which includes a
comment that the Applicant's "alleged misconduct went on for months".

(b)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegations of
'Inappropriate Behaviour' in Play" published in The Independent.
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(c)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegation of
'Inappropriate Behaviour' published in The Huffington Post, which speculates
whether or not there was "a complaint about sexually inappropriate behaviour".

(d)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegation of
'Inappropriate Behaviour' in 'King Lear' Production" published in Yahoo News
UK.

(e)

On 1 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate
Behaviour' during King Lear Production" published in The Times UK
On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Steps Awayfrom Academy
President Role after Allegations of 'Inappropriate Behaviour' published in
Metro UK. The articles comments with the words: "Another day, another wave
of disturbing allegations in Hollywood.

This time, it's the turn of Oscar-

winning actor Geoffrey Rush..."
(g)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Quits Screen industry
Post Over 'Inappropriate Behaviour" published in The Telegraph UK

(h)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Quits Industry Post Over
'Inappropriate Behaviour Claim" published in The Guardian.

(i)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Quits as President of
Australian Screen Academy after Claim of 'Inappropriate Behaviour'
published in The Standard UK.

(j)

On 3 December 2017, article entitled "Rush Out - Oscar Winner Geoffrey Rush
Quits as President of Film Academy After Allegation of Sexual Harassment"
published in The Sun.

(k)

On 3 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Resigns from Australian
Film Body" published in Click Lancashire.
On 3 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Steps Down from
Australian Screen Academy Following Allegation" published

in

The

Westmorland Gazette.
In the USA

(m)

On 29 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate
Behaviour' during Sydney Theatre Company Play" published in People.
Page 8
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On 29 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegation of

(n)

'Inappropriate Behaviour' in 'King Lear' Production" published in Variety.
On 29 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegations of

(o)

'Inappropriate Behaviour' published in The Hollywood Reporter. That article
includes the following:
The issue of harassment in the workplace has dominated the Australia
news this week as allegations of indecent assault, sexual harassment
and bullying against Don Burke, the host and producer offormer toprated Nine Network lifestyle program, Burke's Backyard, were detailed
by former female employees. In total, over 200 women have come
forward with complaints against Burke since Fairfax Media and the
Australian Broadcasting Corp broke the story earlier in the week.
On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate

(p)

Behaviour' at Theater" published in Fox Boston.

(q)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate
Behaviour' at Theater" published in NBC New York. That article includes the
following:
Harvey Weinstein's ouster from the Weinstein Company in light of
multiple sexual misconduct allegations against him is causing
thousands of other women to speak up and speak out against powerful
abusers in the workplace.

(r)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate
Behaviour' Allegations" published in Screen Rant. That article opens with the
words: "Amid the barrage of sexual harassment allegations over the past few
months, Geoffrey Rush is the latest actor to be accused of inappropriate
behaviour".

(s)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate
Behaviour' at Theater" published in Business Insider.

(t)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegation of
'Inappropriate Behaviour' during 'King Lear' Production" published in
Indie Wire.
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(u)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Actor Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegations
of 'Inappropriate behaviour' published in Syracuse.

(v)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegations of
'Inappropriate Behaviour' published in Fox News.

(w)

On 1 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate
Behaviour' at Theater" published in Chicago Tribune.

(x)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Resigns from Academy
Presidency, Blaming 'Unjustifiable' Reports about Inappropriate Behaviour"
published in Vulture. That article opens with the words: "Earlier this week,
Geoffrey Rush became the latest prominent man in Hollywood to be embroiled
in the post-Harvey Weinstein reckoning..."

(y)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Resigns from the
Australian Academy over Accusations of 'Inappropriate Behaviour' published
in AV Club.

(z)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Quits Industry Job after
'Inappropriate Behaviour' Claim" published in ABS-CBN.

(aa)

On 3 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffi-ey Rush Quits Industry Job after
'Inappropriate Behavior' Claim" published in Rappler.

(bb)

On 4 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Steps Down as Australian
Academy President Amid Allegations of Inappropriate Behaviour" published in
Los Angeles Times.

(cc)

On 8 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Sues Sydney Newspaper
over Sexual Predator Allegations" published in USA Today.

(dd)

On 8 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Sues Australia's Daily
Telegraph for 'False, Pejorative and Demeaning Claims'" published in The
Wrap. That article appears just above a photograph of Harvey Weinstein, Kevin
Spacey, and others, and just above the following words:
In the wake of the Harvey Weinstein sexual misconduct scandal, women
and men alike have been more vocal about speaking out against
unwanted sexual advances and contact.

The accusations have been

many, and the reaction andfallout has been swift across the industry.
Page 10
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(ee)

On 13 December 2017, article entitled "Want to Know if You're Watching
Something Made by an Alleged Sexual Harasser? Check this Database"
published in Rotten Apples. That article opens with the words: "Every day, it
seems like yet another powerful figure in Hollywood is accused of sexual
misconduct. These accusations pervade just about every level of Hollywood..."
On 30 January 2018, article entitled "After Weinstein: More than 100 High-

(ff)

Powered Men Accused of Sexual Misconduct" published in USA Today. The
Applicant appears in that that article, which opens with the words: "Since the
allegations of sexual abuse by Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein surfaced
on Oct.5, women have been stepping forward to publicly share their stories of
sexual misconduct".
On 20 February 2018, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Inappropriately Touched

(gg)

Actress, Lawyer tells Courtroom" published in Fox News.
On 30 March 2018, article entitled "The Never Ending List of Accused Perverts"

(hh)

published in Lone Conservative. The Applicant's name appears in that list of
"celebrities and public figures who have recently been accused of sexual
misconduct".
In Canada
(ii)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Steps Down as President
of Australian Academy after Allegations of 'Improper Behaviour' while
Performing with Theatre Company" published in ET Canada.
On 4 April 2018, article entitled "A bit of Geoffrey Rush goes too far in in Final
Portrait", published on the website of Georgia Straight. That article, which is
about the Applicant's role in the 2017 film "Final Portrait", includes the
following sentence: "Hard to say if Rush's current #MeToo problems inform the
role or hinder it".

In India
(kk)

On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegations of
'Inappropriate Behaviour in Play" published in Hindustan Times.
On 30 November 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush: Never Involved in any
'Inappropriate Behaviour' published in Times of India.
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(mm)

On 1 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Denies Inappropriate
Behaviour at Theatre" published in The Indian Express.

In Ireland
(nn)

On 19 February 2018, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush's Repeated Touching
Made Actor 'Uncomfortable, Court Told" published in The Irish Times.

In France
(oo)

On 2 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffi.ey Rush Quits Industry Post Over
'Inappropriate Behaviour' Claim" published in Echo Service.

In Japan
(pp)

On 3 December 2017, article entitled "Geoffrey Rush Quits Industry Job after
'Inappropriate Behaviour' Claim" published in Japan Today.

13.

A copy of the articles referred to at paragraph 12, above, appear at pages 54 to 305 of
Exhibit NP-1.
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Geoffrey Rush withdraws from Melbourne Theatre Company production of Twelfth N... Page 1 of 2

111NEWS
Geoffrey Rush withdraws from Melbourne Theatre
Company production of Twelfth Night
Updated Mon 9 Jul 2018, 9:39pm

Actor Geoffrey Rush has pulled out of a Melbourne Theatre Company
production of Twelfth Night, citing "current circumstances and medical
advice".
Rush is suing Sydney's Daily Telegraph newspaper, which labelled him "King
Leer" and accused him of inappropriate behaviour towards a female cast
member.
Rush has vigorously denied the newspaper's allegations, which related to
when he performed in the Sydney Theatre Company's production of King
Lear in 2015.

RELATED STORY: Geoffrey Rush ready for Australian
theatre comeback in MTC production of Twelfth Night
RELATED STORY: Newspaper suffers major setback in
Geoffrey Rush legal battle
RELATED STORY: Lawyers claim Geoffrey Rush
'virtually housebound' after front-page splash
RELATED STORY: Geoffrey Rush accused of touching
actress' genitals in details emerging from defamation
case

In April, Rush's lawyers lodged an affidavit with the Federal Court that claimed the actor had suffered significantly due to the
Daily Telegraph front-page story, which was picked up around the world.
Rush described having been "virtually housebound" for three months, feeling "uncomfortable in public", barely eating, and
waking up "every morning with a terrible sense of dread about his future career".
In a statement released by the MTC on Monday, Rush said he was withdrawing from the production with "the deepest
regret".
"Due to my current circumstances and medical advice, I must withdraw from the upcoming project of Twelfth Night," Rush
said in the statement.
"I do so with the greatest regret. I know that I would not be able to provide the necessary creative spirit and the professional
stamina required for the project.
"I am certain that Simon Phillips, the director, will deliver an outstanding production and I wish all involved the very best in
its success."

to

PHOTO: The MTC will recast the role of Malvolio. (Supplied: Melbourne Theatre Company)

Rush was to play the character of Malvolio in the production of William Shakespeare's comedy.
In a promotional video, Rush described the character as "one of the great, complicated idiots [Shakespeare] writes so well".
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The cast of the MTC production also incudes Frank Woodley, Christie Whelan Browne and Richard Piper.
Rehearsals were due to start in October, with the play to open in Melbourne on November 12.
Single tickets for the play sold briskly after they went on sale last month, and the ticket allocation for several performances
was exhausted within hours.
MTC artistic director Brett Sheehy said the company "respects Geoffrey's decision and will be working immediately with
Simon Phillips to cast the role in what will continue to be an exciting landmark work in the MTC season".
"Casting announcements will be made in due course," Mr Sheehy said.
In a note to MTC subscribers, Simon Phillips said: "After so many successful collaborations, it's a great sadness to me that
Geoffrey cannot continue with this show, but of course I understand and respect his decision and wish him the very best."
Topics: melboume-3000, vic
First posted Mon 9 Jul 2018, 9:01pm
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Affidavit of Nicholas Pullen
NSD2179 of 2017
Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General
Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant

Nationwide News Pty Limited & Anor
Respondents

Affidavit of:

Nicholas William Grant Pullen

Address:

Level 26, 530 Collins Street, Melbourne Victoria 3000

Occupation:

Lawyer, HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Date:

29 October 2018

Contents

I, Nicholas William Grant Pullen, say on oath:
I am a partner of HWL Ebsworth Lawyers (HWLE) and am the solicitor on record for
the Applicant in these proceedings.
The facts outlined in this affidavit are matters within my own knowledge, and are true to
the best of my information and belief.
At approximately 8.10pm on Friday 26 October 2018, I had a telephone conversation
with Ms Sue Chrysanthou, Ms Sia Lagos (Registrar of the Federal Court - who had been
one of two mediators who had attempted to facilitate a settlement between the parties at
a mediation in these proceedings on 4 July 2018), and Mr Leon Zwier (the solicitor for
Eryn Jean Norvill).
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I took contemporaneous, hand-written notes of the conversation referred to in the
preceding paragraph.
At approximately 9.50am on 27 October 2018, I converted my contemporaneous notes
into a Word document, which is attached to this affidavit and marked "Annexure A".
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It

9.50am.
Nicholas Pullen's discussion with Leon Zwier and others, 26 October 2018.
At approximately 8.37pm, 26 October 2018, I was connected to a four-way conversation with
Leon Zwier, Sue Chrysanthou, and Sia Lagos. The conversation finished at approximately
9.10pm.
Ms Lagos outlined mediation protocols, and confirmed with all involved that this was all
confidential and on a without prejudice basis.
Mr Zwier confirmed he now acts on behalf of both Eryn Jean Norvill and Yael Stone. Mr Zwier
said that his instructions were that Yael Stone had been sexually harassed by Geoffrey Rush.
That she had observed what has taken place in the trial to date and that she wanted to engage
in a without prejudice discussion. He said that she had diary notes and other communication
concerning her complaint. He said that she wants this matter to be dealt with discretely and
privately, failing which she will seek to participate in the trial. He also said that she lives in New
York and wants to say something about this.
Mr Zwier repeated that Yael Stone wanted this to be done discretely pursuant to a process
similar to that described in a previous proposal he had made on behalf of Eryn Jean Norvill.
He said each of his two clients have relevant evidence for the trial.
He repeated that the disputes should be dealt with discretely and should go down a different
path. If not, Yael Stone will make a statement and News Limited will act accordingly. He also
confirmed that Yael Stone would deal with this in a public way (if the private meeting did not
proceed).
He also said Yael Stone is unhappy with Neil's evidence this week (!!!). He said she is not
happy about it. He said Yael Stone has some connection with the evidence Neil gave.
Mr Zwier then said that there might be another person who will be involved.
Ms Chrysanthou asked Mr Zwier details of the complaint. He refused to give any. Ms
Chrysanthou then asked what year is relevant to the complaint. He refused to give such details.
Concerning Yael Stone's allegations compared with Eryn Jean Norvill's, Mr Zwier said "it's far
worse in some respects".
When asked as to whether News Limited knew about the allegations of Yael Stone, Mr Zwier
responded "I won't discuss about News Limited as to what they know or don't know".
Mr Zwier then went on to say they wanted someone to determine the issue about Geoffrey
Rush's working with these women.
Mr Zwier then said "they are not wanting money at this time".
He said that an option might be to mediate a process and how to deal with it within the trial. Mr
Zwier then repeated "I have two clients who are very upset about how they have been treated
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by Geoffrey Rush". I put it to him that he is in a conflict situation. He said he didn't consider
there to be a conflict situation and thanked me for my contribution.
Sue Chrysanthou put to him having a mediation after the trial but before judgment was
delivered. Mr Zwier said he wouldn't have any of this. He said that he required settlement
discussions. Ms Chrysanthou said we would be lying to the Court to say this.
Mr Zwier said he wanted an alternative to the trial in order to resolve this.
He also said that he could get Yael Stone on the phone from New York.
Mr Zwier referred to this process as a "commercial dispute" and said how he had arranged
unusual settlements such as the matter in James Hardie. "It took a year and I fixed it".
In the discussion, Mr Zwier made it clear that if our client did not proceed with the option to enter
into the private mediation/arbitration, and delay or adjourn the trial, Yael Stone would go public
with her complaints about Mr Rush.
At least twice Ms Chrysanthou required details of the complaints of Ms Stone, but Mr Zwier
pointedly refused to provide those details.
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Affidavit of Nicholas Pullen
NSD 2179 of 2017

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant

Nationwide News Pty Limited & Anor
Respondents

Affidavit of:

Nicholas William Grant Pullen

Address:

Level 26, 530 Collins Street, Melbourne Victoria 3000

Occupation:

Lawyer, HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Date:

30 October 2018

Contents

I, Nicholas William Grant Pullen, say on oath:

Background
1.

I am a partner of HWL Ebsworth Lawyers (HWLE) and am the solicitor on record for
the Applicant in these proceedings.

2.

The facts outlined in this affidavit are matters within my own knowledge, and are true to
the best of my information and belief.

3.

On Sunday 28 October 2018, at 6.28pm, I received an email from the solicitors for the
Respondents. The email attached an Interlocutory Application, and an accompanying
affidavit, by which the Respondents proposed to seek leave to file a Third Amended
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Defence and to rely upon the evidence of a further witness, Yael Stone (with Ms Stone's
witness' evidence to be given by video-link).
4.

I understand that Ms Stone has the same Australian agent (Lisa Mann) as Eryn Jean
Norvill, as well as the same Australian solicitor (Leon Zwier).

5.

This affidavit is sworn in opposition to that Interlocutory Application.
Redacted for Public File

6.

Redacted for Public File

The Application, and accompanying affidavit

Redacted for Public File

were all served without

any prior notice or warning from the Respondents' solicitors.
7.

At that same time, over the weekend and during Monday 29 October 2018, the
Applicant's legal representatives were busy either preparing to call evidence from Ms
Judy Davis and Ms Robyn Nevin (who were called on Monday 29 October 2018),
preparing to cross-examine the Respondents' witnesses, particularly Ms Norvill, or
preparing the Applicant's closing submissions.

8.

As such, we have not yet had an opportunity to make proper enquiries in relation to the
allegations Redacted for Public File

9.

. Redacted for Public File

It would not be possible to pursue those enquiries prior to the conclusion of the hearing
next week.

10.

Redacted for Public File

11.

At pages 1 to 7 of Exhibit NP-1 is a copy of some examples of correspondence sent to
the Applicant, by Ms Stone, Redacted for Public File
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12.

The Applicant would wish to cross-examine Ms Stone in person, not by video-link.
Reporting of these Proceedings

13.

The Applicant relies, among many other things, on the conduct of the Respondents in
improperly reporting on these proceedings as a matter going to aggravated damages. At
pages 8 to 18 of Exhibit NP-1 is an example of a letter sent on behalf of the Applicant to
the solicitors for the Respondents in relation to aggravated damages. The same letter
appears at Tab 27 of the Court Book. The letter refers to the Respondents' publications
at paragraphs 20, 23 and 27. The articles referred to at those paragraphs appear at Tabs
101, 102 and 103 of the Court Book.

14.

Further articles published by the Respondents about the Applicant appear at Tab 61 of
the Court Book.

15.

Since the commencement of the hearing, it is my view the First Respondent has
continued to unfairly report the proceedings in order to focus on the evidence that it
perceives will further harm the Applicant or is otherwise in the interests of the First
Respondent. At pages 19 to 36 are copies of the following articles, by way of example:
(a)

At pages 19 to 30 of Exhibit NP-1 are articles published on 24 October 2018 by
the First Respondent, which focus almost exclusively on the emoji sent by Mr
Rush to Ms Norvill on 10 June 2016 or on other parts of his cross-examination.

(b)

At pages 31 to 32 of Exhibit NP-1 is an article published on 24 October 2018 by
the Daily Telegraph entitled "Geoffrey Rush says he has been a hermit apart
from trips to LA, Italy and UK'. That article does not accurately reflect the
Applicant's evidence about him having been virtually house-bound since the
matters complained of. Similar articles were also published in The Advertiser
and The Mercury.

(c)

At pages 33 to 36 of Exhibit NP-1 is an article published on 29 October 2018 by
The Daily Telegraph entitled "Co-star sent text to actress after Geoffrey Rush
allegations". The article does not refer, at all, to any evidence in chief given by
Ms Nevin but focuses only on her cross-examination.

16.

Prior to the commencement of the proceedings, my understanding was that the website
of The Daily Telegraph, and other publications of the First Respondent, was only
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accessible to paid subscribers to those websites.

Since the commencement of the

hearing, the paywall seems to have been removed in respect of articles about the
Applicant and this hearing, such that those articles are widely accessible to the public
without a subscription.
Prejudice to the Applicant
17.

My observation of the Applicant and his wife, during the course of these proceedings
since December 2017, but particularly since the commencement of the hearing, is that
they have been under tremendous stress.

18.

My observation was that they were both particularly anxious during the days before
they gave evidence - given the amount of attention the hearing has been receiving in the
media in Australia and overseas, and given their evidence was to be highly emotional
and personal. My observation was that the process of giving evidence took a great
emotional and physical toll on them.

19.

If the proceedings are adjourned, I will have grave concerns about the health and
welfare of the Applicant and his family.

20.

If either of them is required to give evidence for a second time, it would cause
irreparable and significant harm and prejudice to them.

Sworn / Affirmed by the deponent
at (place)
on (date)

Signature of deponent

Before me:
Signature of witness
Full name of witness: ....
Qualification of witness:

E
-f(94/ c1
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Form 59
Rule 29.02

Affidavit
NSD 2179 OF 2017

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant

Nationwide News Pty Limited & Anor
Respondents

Affidavit of:

Nicholas William Grant Pullen

Address:

Level 26, 530 Collins Street, Melbourne Vic 3000

Occupation:

Lawyer, HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Date:

30 October 2018

EXHIBIT NP-1

This is the Exhibit marked "NP-1" which is exhibited to the affidavit of Nicholas William Grant
Pullen sworn on 30 October 2018.

Sworn by Nicholas William Grant Pullen:

Sworn before Jeremy Joseph Marel:
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Jeremy Marel
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Yael Stone Redacted for Public File
Thursday, 24 January 2013 12:25 PM
Mr Thrush
RE: Thank You - In Remembrance of Bille

Oh shit, I'd love to but I'm back for a wedding- it's a 3 dayer out in the bush over the 29th 30th and 31st.
But I would've loved that. Thank you.
kiss on the head to you.
xx

Subject: Re: Thank You - In Remembrance of Bille
From: Redacted for Public File
Date: Thu, 24 Jan 2013 11:59:31 +1100
To: Redacted for Public File
hey Mon petit Mec! - wow, In Sydney - I'll be there on Wed next week (Jan 30th) for AACTA awards - could you
come? or at least meet me somewhere beautiful for a drink and a hug?
xMadDudeDiarist
Sent from my iPhone
On 24/01/2013, at 11:51 AM, Yael Stone Redacted for Public File

wrote:

Dearest Meerkat,
I am in sydney briefly visiting family but have to return to NY for the TV show on the 3rd of feb so
unfortunately I wont be there in body, but I am sending love.
I'll attach a little photie I found of Bille the other day.
all my love
xx

> Subject: Re: Thank You - In Remembrance of Bille
> From: Redacted for Public File
> Date: Sat, 19 Jan 2013 18:16:10 +1100
> To: Redacted for Public File

> ps A Memorial Theatrical Celebration of Bille and his life and career is being planned to take
place in Brisbane at The Playhouse, Southbank (including the unveiling of Ben Quilty's portrait of
him at the Bille Brown Studio prior to this event) on Monday February 4th in the early to midevening.
> These plans are still being formed but wanted to give you the heads-up.
> I shall communicate again for those who may be able to make it.
> Geoffrey
<DSCN2375.jpg>
<DSCN2331.JPG>
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Jeremy Marel
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Yael Stone Redacted for Public File
Monday, 1 July 2013 12:42 PM
Mr Thrush
Photo's

Hey Dear friend,
I finally got a copy of the images that are to be used- I LoVe the production stillsso perfect, love them.
BUT The photo of us outside is freaking appalling! I dig the vibe between us but I
looked like a glazed, nubile obese, freshly boiled lobster.
Of course if it's too late it's too late and I'm not gonna cry about it but please
know that look is about as raw as it gets.
Any hoo, love you,
Y

Sent from my iPhone
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Jeremy Marel
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Yael Stone Redacted for Public File
Wednesday, 13 July 2011 1:43 AM
Mr Thrush
WEEEE!!

OH MY GOODNESS OH MY GOODNESS!
IT HAPPENED, YOUR BIRTH ANNIVERSARY!
How I love you! How i wish i was there to give you a big kiss!
Sorry i'm a tad late- but the time shall come when I will make up for all my follies.
You are perfectly seated in all you 60 years. I treasure each one of them that has brought you to this very moment
as you are.
I'm in NY and its blisteringly hot and very beautiful.
I rode rides at coney all of yesterday- and watched Saturday Night Fever on the beach on an enormous screen
after the sun went down.
I've got some great friends here.
Have not had a single meeting as yet. Somewhat heartbreaking. I have a grand total of 2 meetings organised for
the future- 2 meetings in a 20 day trip and I feel like a fucking limp turd in that respect. Trying to just let that go, I
seem to be stuck somewhere between my ambition and the gatekeepers.
Saw Motherf***er with the hat, really tried to go with it for a time but its not my thing, it felt like soggy TV on
stage. People loved it.
A Normal Heart was fabulous- I dont really understand the scenic or music design over here but the acting was
robust and muscular, a particular american brand of power and relaxation. They never quiver with vulnerability but
actors in this show, particularly ellen barkin and joe mantello knew how the glow white hot, and power up in a
fascinating way. It was one of those shows where audiences cheer after scenes as though acting was some
gladiator sport- perhaps its is, but clapping seems to me such a ghastly thing to do to a plays natural rhythm...
wah wah wah, god i'm a bore.
Tonight i'll see Anything Goes, i'll pretend we are going together. It would be a fun date.
Sorry that i'm not terribly funny or sharp in this correspondence, the heat makes me slow and i've had the craziest
diarrhoea (you can imagine how great that was in the context of Coney Island) So i'm a little empty.
x
All my love to you, you enormous limbed simian delight.
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Jeremy Marel
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Yael Redacted for Public File
Monday, 5 May 2014 10:02 AM
G Rush; neil Armfield
RE: King Lear

Hello dear friends,
Thank you so much for including me in such a magical idea. I am beyond flattered that you believe me
up to this incredible and formidable task.
Creatively, emotionally and professionally this is the most wonderful idea anyone every thought to
include me in. Practically it looks like the dates could be very tight. I am making a series regular
commitment to Orange for at least 10 episode for this season, we start shooting June 2, I don't know
what their projected finish is. I am going to write to my people here and put these dates you have given
me out there and see what they think. My fingers an tightly crossed. You must know that if there is
anyway in hell that I can do this I will commit with every fiber.
I will tell you as soon as I know anything. Thank you for these very clear dates, now I can start getting up
their arses about it.

much love gentlemen,
Yael

From: Redacted for Public File
Subject: Re: King Lear
Date: Fri, 2 May 2014 00:38:39 +1000
To: Redacted for Public File
... dearest little Orange Guy! I LOVE that reading LEAR made you weepy and think of your father ... despite all its cultural historical
performance baggage, I know it's that kinda play .... and Neilski and I are pushing the creative
boundaries to avoid the cliched pitfalls (you know how we work - what don't you do to fuck up what is a
challenging masterwork!)
Anyway I've bitten the bullet and for selfish but practical reasons with my own schedule have
committed to:
rehearsals 12 Oct - Nov 14 2015 (5 weeks)
Bump In wk beginning 16 Nov
Season: 23 Nov - 9 Jan 2016 (7 weeks)
at the Sydney Theatre ...

1
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The STC brochure, which I hope will lay down an open misere of superlative casting, doesn't have a
deadline til late July/August .... so there's sensible practical decision-making breathing space ...
- my dream is for you to be involved as Cordelia/Fool; maybe Cate as Goneril; Roxburgh as Kent; Mark
Wynter as Edgar; Ewan Leslie as Edmund; Max Cullen as Gloucester and other names like Jacek Koman,
Susie Porter, Mitchell Butel are in the ether
the very best of Neil's accumulated family ... ALL sharpedged thesps with something unpredictable and sensational to bring to the play ....
- which could easily lead to international legs at BAM/Lincoln Centre/Edinburgh Fest if we find
something distinctive .... (maybe this is very attractive to you theatrically to add to your current TV
profile in NYC with OZ high-end grassroots) - I'm not just marketing - because you would be such a key
ingredient for me as my daughter AND mad psychiatrist alter-ego little guy perhaps autistic boy-clown,
unrecognisable as Cordelia... (the train-sleeps under Belvoir makeup benches unleashed into the public
imagination - if that's not too untoward!) ...
Andrew Upton is fired up for this as his Finale as Director of STC - it's the 'slot' where they've done
Vanya and Godot and this year Cyrano .... we'd be declaring a very strong hand - and the pleasure of
swanning, mincing, declaiming, barnstorming, and deeply connecting with all the brutal, beautiful
disturbing dimensions that this play offers - with you in the glow of Belvoir-scale intimate footlights is
overwhelmingly delicious - and imperative ....
hope you can give it smart savvy consideration in the midst of all of your other career trajectory
opportunities
I can just feel the space .... asking to be occupied ....
xo KrazyAtticLoonNowCrowned

On 12 Mar 2014, at 2:40 am, Yael Redacted for Public File

wrote:

Dearest Neil and Geoffrey,
It's been such a crazy time of late, I'm so sorry I got quiet, I hope you did not feel that I
was neglecting your good selves.
I just reread Lear. It is such a beautiful play. I think about my father, gosh, even typing
that I feel weepy.
As I'm sure you understand the dates are much to far away for me to commit to anything.
But I hope you will keep talking to me. Things are looking like they might shift
contractually with the show that I'm working on as we go into the 3rd season. I will try to
keep you informed of anything that might affect (or effect, can never remember) my
availability.
I love you both so much. Hope we can see each other soon.
Xx
Y
Sent from my iPhone
2
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Jeremy Marel
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Yael Redacted for Public File
Tuesday, 6 May 2014 1:25 PM
neil Armfield; G Rush
Looking promising!

So excited to report that the projected finish date for orange is November 27th- it
might not be so impossible after all! I'll keep you posted as we go into discussion
on this with the scary big wigs.
Love to you two,
Yael
Sent from my iPhone

1
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Jeremy Marel
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

yael stone Redacted for Public File
Tuesday, 25 April 2017 2:24 PM
G Rush
Hey there from yael

Sending love. Hope you guys are well.
Mum and Dad were delighted to run into you.
Hugs to you and Jane.
Little Guy

1
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Our Ref: NWP:JJM:687924

23 August 2018

Mr Robert Todd
Ashurst Australia
Level 11, 5 Martin Place
SYDNEY NSW 2000

Email: robert.toddO_ashurst.com
This document, including any attachments, may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for
the addressee named above. If you are not the Intended recipient please notify us. Any unauthorised use,
distribution or reproduction of the Content of this document is expressly forbidden.

Dear Sir,
Geoffrey Roy Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd & Anor
Federal Court of Australia Proceedings: NSD2179/2017
We refer to the Applicant's claim for aggravated damages.
In addition to the matters set out in our letters of 13 December 2017, 7 February 2018, 27 June
2018, and 26 July 2018, our client also intends to rely upon his knowledge of the following
matters in advancing his claim for aggravated damages:
A.

Publication of the matters complained of

1.

The Respondents had no evidence, at the time of publication of the matters complained
of, that the Applicant had engaged in any misconduct of a sexual nature during the
production of King Lear.

2.

The Respondents had not received, at the time of publication of the matters complained
of, any information from any source which had direct knowledge of any misconduct on
the part of the Applicant of a sexual nature during the production of King Lear.

3.

Prior to publication of the matters complained of, the Respondents had no information
that the Applicant had actually engaged in inappropriate conduct, only that it had been
alleged that he had done so.

4.

The Respondents did not speak to the complainant prior to publishing the matters Adelaide
complained of in order to check the accuracy of the allegations of sexual misconduct Brisbane
Canberra
that they intended to make against the Applicant.

5.

The First Respondent published the matters complained of despite an email on or about Hobart
29 November 2017 from the Deputy Editor of the Herald Sun, a newspaper owned by its Melbourne

Darwin

Norwest
Perth
Sydney
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related entity arid which shares content with the First Respondent, that warned against
publication of the matters complained of, in the following terms:
IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR ALL STAFF
Do not retweet or post any articles regarding GEOFFREY RUSH.
6.

The First Respondent also published the matters complained of despite a text message
on or about 29 November 2017 from a Herald Sun staffer, which warned that publication
of the matters complained of would be "highly libellous", and which was in the following
terms:
please under no circumstances retweet/shareAike/report any stories about
Geoffrey Rush on social media etc until further notice. The Tele are running
with a yarn which is highly libelous.
On 29 November 2017, prior to the publication of the matters complained of, the
Respondents were put on notice by the Sydney Theatre Company (STC) that the
alleged complainant was distressed and extremely fragile and that the STC took the
view that it was the complainant's story to tell and that she should have the right to tell it
at a time of her choosing and on her own terms. Notwithstanding that, the Respondents
still published the matters complained of on 30 November 2017 and 1 December 2017,
because they were motivated to harm the Applicant rather than to support the alleged
complainant.

8.

On 30 November 2017, prior to the publication of the third matter complained of, the
Respondents received from the STC a further written statement in which it stated the
complaint was made to the STC, not by the STC, and was not a conclusion of
impropriety. Notwithstanding that, the Respondents elected not to publish that part of
the statement, and instead included in the third matter complained of an allegation that
"Two STC sources said the company stood by her claims".

9.

By 30 November 2017, prior to the publication of the third matter complained of, the
Respondents were aware that Brandon McCielland's tweet was not directly related to
the Applicant and that Mr McClelland was not able to comment on the alleged complaint
made to the STC because he did not have any intimate or first-hand knowledge
regarding the production of King Lear. Notwithstanding that, the Respondents quoted
from Mr McClelland's tweet in the third matter complained of and misrepresented that
he was publicly expressing his support of the allegations made against the Applicant.

10.

The Respondents redacted the Facebook post of Meyne Wyatt in the third matter
complained of and misrepresented it to be a comment about the allegations against the
Applicant when it was more likely a generic comment about the entertainment industry
worldwide. The Respondents then published the Facebook post and Mr Wyatt's
photograph on the front page of the third matter complained of, representing that he
was personally taking a stand against the Applicant, in circumstances where the
Respondents did not even speak to Mr Wyatt before doing so.

a

Comment from the Applicant on the matters complained of

11.

The first time that the Respondents approached the Applicant for comment, in relation
to the first and second matters complained of, was by an email from the Second
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Respondent at 5:06pm on 29 November 2017 to the Applicant's agent, the evening
before the publication of the first and second matters complained of. In that email, the
Respondents asserted that the investigation was "part of a broader investigation into a
number of high profile people in the entertainment industry in the wake of the Don Burke
sandal, and previously the Harvey Weinstein allegations."
12.

The Respondents did not put to the Applicant, prior to the publication of the first and
second matters complained of, that they intended to refer to him as "King Leer", or as a
person who had engaged in "Bard behaviour", or that they intended to publish the first
and second matters complained of which made the imputations pleaded in paragraphs
4, 5, 7 and 8 of the Statement of Claim. They did not do so despite apparently having
read the entire article, including the headline, to a representative of the Sydney Theatre
Company prior to publication.

13.

The first time that the Respondents approached the Applicant for a comment about the
third matter complained of was at 6:20pm on 30 November 2017 by an email from the
Second Respondent to the Applicant's agent, the evening before the third matter
complained of was published on the front page.

14.

The Respondents published, in the matters complained of, the content of an email from
the solicitor for the Applicant, Nicholas Pullen, dated 29 November 2017, which was
marked "NOT FOR PUBLICATION".

C.

Imputations of sexual assault, sexual impropriety, and sexual misconduct

15.

The Respondents directly accused the Applicant of misconduct of a sexual nature by
calling him "King Leer" on the front page on 30 November 2017 and by making
imputations 4(b), 5(a), 5(b), 7(a), 7(b), 7(c), 8(a), 8(b), 8(c), 10(a), 10(b), 10(c), 10(e),
11(a), 11(b), 11(c) and 11(e) pleaded in the Statement of Claim.

16.

The Respondents have denied, in each version of their Defence, that the matters
complained of were reasonably capable of conveying, or in fact conveyed, the
imputations alleged in the Applicant's Statement of Claim.

17.

Inconsistent with that, they have alleged - at paragraph 29 of the Defence filed on 1
February 2018, again in the Amended Defence filed on 20 February 2018, and then a
third time in the Further Amended Defence filed on 23 April 2018 - that there was a
public interest in the matters complained of because of "widespread reporting", prior to
the publication of the matters complained of, of "allegations of sexual misconduct,
bullying and harassment in the entertainment industry". In that same paragraph
(paragraph 29) of their Defence, Amended Defence, and Further Amended Defence,
the Respondents had also named a number of celebrities accused of misconduct of a
sexual nature and had alleged that the matters complained of were published in that
background context.

18.

Despite the statements made in Court on behalf of the Respondents on 8 February
2018 - that "the articles did not make any allegation that Mr Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature" (115.12-13) and, further, that "[the articles]
don't make any allegation of sexual impropriety' (T15.23-24) - the First Respondent
nonetheless reported the Court proceedings in The Australian on 8 February 2018,
under the headline "Geoffrey Rush secures interim order to gag The Daily Telegraph's
evidence", as follows: "Mr Rush sued Nationwide News, publisher of The Daily
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Telegraph, in December after it published a story detailing an investigation into the actor
by the Sydney Theatre Company over alleged sexual misconduct...".
19.

The assertions made in Court on 8 February 2018, referred to at paragraph 18 above,
that the allegations against the Applicant in the matters complained of were not of a
sexual nature, were false.

20.

The Respondents have engaged in a campaign against the Applicant in which they
have repeatedly made allegations of misconduct of a sexual nature - namely:
(a)

First and second matters complained of published on 30 November 2017;

(b)

Third matter complained of published on 1 December 2017;

(c)

Article in the Sunday Telegraph published on 3 December 2017, entitled "Rush
quits arts academy", in which it was alleged that:
(I)

The accusations against the Applicant were said to be "accusations of
repeatedly inappropriately touching a cast member during The Sydney
Theatre Company's stage production of King Lear, which ran from
November 2015 to January 2016"; and

(ii)

"it is understood the alleged incidents at times occurred in full view of
the audience in the Roslyn Packer Theatre";

(d)

Article in the Daily Telegraph published on 4 December 2017, entitled "Ugly
Open Secret is Centre Stage", in which the Applicant is named, and a
photograph of the Applicant is published, alongside comments made by actor
Yael Stone in relation to the #metoo movement, including the following
comments: "The scale of this unspoken culture, and the abuse of power
manifested in sexual aggression, shouldn't really come as a surprise...Now we
are discovering that this culture also exists in Australia, the truth is hitting home,
and it hurts";

(e)

Article published on the Daily Telegraph website on 5 December 2017,
authored by Karlie Rutherford and Kris Crane, entitled "AACTA Awards: Stars of
stage and screen urge industry to tackle cancer of sexual harassment", in
which:
(I)

A prominent photograph of the Applicant was published immediately
above the following words: "This year's event has been overshadowed
by a series of sexual harassment and bullying allegations levelled at
some of entertainment's biggest stars following Hollywood's earthshaking Harvey Weinstein scandal";

(ii)

A paragraph referring to the Applicant having been "accused of
'inappropriate behaviour' towards a female co-star" was published
immediately above the following words: "TV presenter Don Burke is
also facing allegations he denies and dozens of other well-known
figures are expected to be accused of misconduct';
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(iii)

The article concluded with the following words: "A poll released last
month by WIFT revealed 58 per cent of respondents have experienced
sexual harassment in the workplace";

Article in the Daily Telegraph published on 5 December 2017, authored by
Karlie Rutherford and Kris Crane, entitled "Stars of stage and screen urge
industry to tackle cancer of harassment', which is in the same terms, or
substantially the same terms, as the article referred to at paragraph 20(e)
above;
(g)

Article in the Daily Telegraph published on 5 December 2017, authored by Jack
Houghton, entitled "Rush just playful: Director", which appears immediately
above another article entitled "Spacey was sex suspect";

(h)

Article in the Daily Telegraph published on 5 December 2017, authored by
Alison Stephenson and Kris Crane, entitled "'Brave women win praise at glam
awards", which:
(i)

Commences with the following words: "Women speaking out against
abuse and harassment in the entertainment industry were last night
hailed as 'pioneers, while two more big names revealed they had also
been victims";

(ii)

Refers to the Applicant in the same paragraph as Don Burke, as
follows: "The industry is reeling after allegations against former AACTA
president Geoffrey Rush, who stood down after being accused of
'inappropriate behaviour' towards a female co-star during a production
of King Lear - a claim he strongly denies. And TV presenter Don Burke
is facing multiple allegations, which he also denies";

(I)

Article in The Australian published on 9 December 2017, authored by Rosemary
Neill, entitled "Celluloid Ceiling", which includes the following words: "Now,
however, the tsunami of sexual harassment, assault and inappropriate
behaviour allegations is engulfing some of the arts and screen Industry's most
powerful men, including Australia's Don Burke and Geoffrey Rush, who have
both firmly denied the claims of misconduct";

(1)

Article in The Australian published on 8 February 2018, authored by Dana
McCauley, entitled "Geoffrey Rush secures interim order to gag The Daily
Telegraph's evidence", which includes the following words: "Mr Rush sued
Nationwide News, publisher of The Daily Telegraph, In December after it
published a story detailing an investigation into the actor by the Sydney Theatre
Company over alleged sexual misconduct...";

(k)

Article in the Daily Telegraph in hardcopy (on the front page and on pages 6
and 7) and online published on 20 February 2018, entitled "STOP DOING IT",
which purported to be a Court report of the Applicant's strike out application that
was heard on 19 February 2018 but was misleading and sensational and
reported allegations in the Amended Defence as though they were fact;

(I)

Article in The Australian in hardcopy (on the front page and on page 2) and
online published on 20 February 2018, entitled "Actress at heart of case against
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Rush revealed', which purported to be a Court report of the Applicant's strike
out application that was heard on 19 February 2018 but was misleading and
sensational and reported allegations in the Amended Defence as though they
were fact;

(m)

Article in The Courier Mail in hardcopy (on page 9) and online published on 20
February 2018, entitled "'STOP DOING IT' - Actress tells King Lear to 'f--of in
toilet, court told', which purported to be a Court report of the Applicant's strike
out application that was heard on 19 February 2018 but was misleading and
sensational and reported allegations in the Amended Defence as though they
were fact;

(n)

Article in The Herald Sun in hardcopy (on page 5) and online published on 20
February 2018, entitled "Court hears that actress repeatedly asked Geoffrey
Rush to...STOP DOING Jr, which purported to be a Court report of the
Applicant's strike out application that was heard on 19 February 2018 but was
misleading and sensational and reported allegations in the Amended Defence
as though they were fact; and

(o)

Article in The Australian published on 19 March 2018, authored by Stephen
Brook, entitled "The Diary", which includes the following words:
[11he Telegraph's amended defence documents, which were at one point
suppressed, include allegations Rush inappropriately touched Eryn Jean Norvill
while they were on stage in a Sydney Theatre Company production of King
Lear. Rush strenuously denies the allegations. The newspaper's particulars of
qualified privilege claim Norvill complained to the STC that Rush 'had touched
her genitals during the production of King Lear without her consent'. Rush
denies this claim and the actor said it had not been raised with him by the
complaint or the STC.

21.

In accordance with order 15 made by Justice Wigney on 9 August 2018 - requiring the
parties to exchange bundles of documents on which they intend to rely at trial by 19
September 2018 - the Applicant will serve the articles referred to at paragraph 20
above, as well as further articles which have continued to be published by the
Respondents about the Applicant since 19 March 2018.

D.

Defence of Justification

22.

The First Respondent has maintained the second and third matters complained of on its
websites - despite the filing of its Defence on 1 February 2018, the filing of its Amended
Defence on 20 February 2018, and the filing of its Further Amended Defence on 23
April 2018, in which it did not allege that any of the imputations of sexual misconduct
were substantially true. It has only been with the filing of the Respondents' Further
Amended Defence, on 10 August 2018, that the Respondents have sought to prove
those imputations of sexual misconduct true.

23.

Even after the decision of Justice Wigney, handed down on 20 March 2018, the
Respondents continued to repeat the allegations which were struck out by Justice
Wigney, namely:
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(a)

An article published online on "news.com.au", on 20 March 2018, entitled "Daily
Telegraph's defamation defence removed in Geoffrey Rush case", in which it
was stated, among other things:
That the matters complained of alleged that the Applicant "behaved
inappropriately to a colleague during a Sydney Theatre Company
production of King Lear in 2015";

24.

(ii)

That the Respondents' Defence "alleges Rush touched co-star Eryn
Jean Norvill in a way that made her feel uncomfortable on five separate
occasions during the final week of the production" - with the use of the
present tense "alleges" implying that the allegation had survived the
Applicant's strike-out applications and was still included as part of the
Respondents' Defence;

(iii)

That "Rush is also accused of following his co-star into the women's
toilet and standing outside her cubicle until she told him to r** off' at a
party to celebrate the end of the production" - with the use of the
present tense "is...accused' implying that the allegation had survived
the Applicant's strike-out applications and was still included as part of
the Respondents' Defence; and

(Iv)

That "The Telegraph can no longer seek to prove it substantially true
that Rush engaged in scandalously inappropriate behaviour".

(b)

An article published on page 12 of The Daily Telegraph, on 21 March 2018,
entitled "Rush case to head for trial", in which it was stated, among other things,
that: "The Telegraph was seeking to prove that Mr Rush, 66, touched his costar Eryn Jean Norvill in an inappropriate manner while he carried her on stage
as she simulated the lifeless body of King Lear's daughter Cordelia".

(c)

An article published in The Australian, on 21 March 2018, entitled "Rush
defamation case: truth defence rejected", in which it was stated, among other
things:
(i)

That the Respondents' Defence "claimed the 'inappropriate' touching
occurred during the production's final five nights, when Rush carried her
lifeless body across the stage"; and

(ii)

That the Respondents' Defence "also claimed that at a closing-night
cast party, Rush entered the women's toilets and 'stood outside a
cubicle' occupied by Nona. The actress told him to 'f..k off, the
document stated, and he left'.

In accordance with order 15 made by Justice Wigney on 9 August 2018 - requiring the
parties to exchange bundles of documents on which they intend to rely at trial by 19
September 2018 - the Applicant will serve the articles referred to at paragraph 23
above, as well as further articles which were published by the Respondents between 20
March 2018 and 10 August 2018 (the filing of the Respondents' Second Further
Amended Defence, in which the defence of justification was revived) which continued to
repeat the allegations which had been struck out by Justice Wigney.
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25.

26,

27

The Respondents filed a Defence on 1 February 2018 in which it was alleged:
(a)

Thai in early January 2016, in the final week of the production, the Applicant
touched the complainant "In a manner that made [her) feel uncomfortable" (at
paragraph 18);

(b)

That the complainant asked the Applicant "to stop the conduct' referred to at
paragraph 18 of the Defence, but that he nonetheless repeated the conduct "on
a number of occasions" throughout that week (at paragraphs 20 and 21); and

(c)

That during an after-party for the production on 9 January 2016, the Applicant
entered the female bathroom and stood outside a cubicle which was occupied
by the complainant (paragraphs 22 and 23).

The Respondents then filed an Amended Defence on 20 February 2018 in which they:
(a)

Repeated, with slight amendments, the allegations referred to at paragraph 25
above; and

(b)

Introduced a further allegation, in respect of the conduct referred to at
paragraph 25(c) above, that the Applicant had entered the female bathroom
knowing that the complainant was in there, and that the complainant had told
the Applicant to "fuck off' (at paragraphs 23 and 23A).

The assertions referred to at paragraphs 25(a) and (b) above - that the Applicant
continued to touch the complainant after being asked not to - was raised repeatedly by
the Respondents' Counsel during the argument on 19 February 2018. Those
assertions, as well as the further assertions referred to at paragraphs 25(c) and 26(c)
above were then prominently reported in the First Respondent's newspapers. For
example:
(a)

The front page of the Daily Telegraph on 20 February 2018 (with the headline
"Stop Doing If') stated:
Oscar winner Geoffrey Rush repeatedly touched his Sydney Theatre Company
co-star onstage in a way that made her uncomfortable and ignored a request to
'stop doing it, the Federal Court heard yesterday.
It is also alleged that Rush followed highly regarded stage star Eryn Jean Norvill
into the female toilets at the after-party on the final night of King Lear and stood
outside her cubicle until she told him to 'F...off".

(b)

The front page of The Australian on 20 February 2018 included the following
statement: "After the first 'uncomfortable' touch, 'the complainant said to the
applicant, words to the effect 'stop doing it'...however, the applicant repeated
the conduct...on four occasions, according to the amended defence."

(c)

Page 5 of the Advertiser on 20 February 2018 included comments that the
Applicant had "touched an actress repeatedly in a way that made her
uncomfortable and Ignored her requests for him to 'stop doing it"' and that he
had "followed (the complainant) into the female toilets...and stood outside her
cubicle until she told him to 'f... off"
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(d)

Similar articles were published on page 9 of The Courier Mail and page 5 of the
Herald Sun.

28.

The allegations referred to at paragraphs 25 to 27 above are no longer pressed by the
Respondents in the Respondents' Second Further Amended Statement of Claim filed
on 10 August 2018.

29.

Notwithstanding that the Respondents had filed a Defence and an Amended Defence
attempting to plead justification, the Respondents have now conceded (at paragraph 5
of the Respondents' Outline of Submissions filed on 8 August 2018) that up until 24 July
2018 "the Respondents did not have knowledge of the details of Ms Norvill's complaint
sufficient to plead a defence (ofjustification) to the level of specificity required'.

30.

On 9 August 2018, before Justice Wigney, the Respondents' Counsel stated that the
complainant alleges that the Applicant engaged in conduct which included "touching of
her breast" (T3.44). That is not the allegation which is pleaded in the Respondents'
Second Further Amended Statement of Claim. At paragraph 19 of that document, the
Respondents allege that the Applicant's hand "traced down the Complainants' torso and
across the side of her right breast'.

31.

On 9 August 2018, before Justice Wigney, the Respondents' Counsel made a series of
submissions to the effect that there were potential witnesses who could corroborate the
complainant's version of events but who, because of "the position Mr Rush holds in the
acting world", may not be prepared to give that evidence (T4.34 - T5.6). Those
submissions gave the impression that the imputations are in fact objectively true, and
that, if the Respondents ultimately fail to prove them true, it would only be because they
have not been able to obtain the evidence required to prove them true (because further
witnesses have refused to cooperate with them).

E.

Defence of Statutory Qualified Privilege

32.

The First Respondent has maintained the accuracy generally of the content of the
second and third matters complained of in an article in the Daily Telegraph published on
9 December 2017, authored by Matthew Benns, entitled "Hurt actor takes action", in
which it is stated:
The Daily Telegraph stands by its reporting of the complaint made against Rush
during his last stint at the STC for the production of King Lear.
Editor Christopher Dore said the newspaper would defend its accurate reporting
in court.
'The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company
received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
appropriate behaviour', Mr Dore said. We will defend our position in court'.

33.

The First Respondent had, until it agreed to abandon its defence of statutory qualified
privilege in early August 2018, continued to maintain that its conduct, in publishing the
first, second and third matters complained of, was reasonable, including by:
(a)

On 9 December 2017, making the comments referred to at paragraph 32,
above;
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34.

(b)

On 1 February 2018, filing a Defence which included, at paragraph 36, an
assertion that "[t]he Respondents' conduct in publishing the matters complained
of was reasonable in the circumstances";

(c)

On 15 February 2018, serving an Amended Defence (which was subsequently
filed on 20 February 2018) which repeated paragraph 36 of the previous
iteration of the Defence;

(d)

On 20 February 2018, issuing a statement from Chris Dore, Editor, which
included that "The Daily Telegraph considers that its conduct in publishing the
atlicles...was reasonable"; and

(e)

On 23 April 2018, filing a Further Amended Defence which again repeated
paragraph 36 of the previous iterations of the Defence.

The Respondents had maintained the defence of statutory qualified privilege in
circumstances where it must have been understood that it was without reasonable
prospects of success. The Applicant has made clear, from the outset of the
proceedings, that the Respondents' defence of statutory qualified privilege was without
prospects of success. For example:
(a)

When the parties first appeared before Wigney J on 8 February 2018, Mr
McHugh SC made the following submission (at T4.3-7):
[The] statutory defence of qualified privilege...is a hopeless defence for
media defendants in cases like this, because it turns on a touchstone of
reasonableness. And once one looks at the headline and the front
page, "King Leer", that defence is dead in the water and will be
abandoned at trial.

(b)

In response, the Respondents' junior Counsel, Ms Barnett, informed the Court
(at T15.28-29), in relation to that defence, that: "It's not always abandoned and
in this case, my instructions are that our present intention is that that defence
will be run".

(c)

When the parties appeared before Wigney J for a second time, on 19 February
2018, Mr McHugh SC made the following submission (at T36.7.12):
What's important is, as I take your Honour through the information,
none of it is information in support of my client's actually having done
anything. It's only information in support of the existence of a
complain[t], and that alone shows that the section 30 defence is
hopeless, because they don't have any information in support of the
imputations that were actually published, and what they published was
therefore highly unreasonable.

(d)

Mr McHugh SC went on to submit (at T39.21-29) that it might be "theoretically
possible" for the Respondents to refuse to disclose the identity of their sources
and still seek to run the s,30 defence, but that "the defence at that point has no
practical prospect of success".
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(e)

We sent a letter to you on 26 July 2018, which included the following at
paragraphs 3 and 4:
3.

In the circumstances, we take the view your clients' section 30
defence is devoid of reasonable prospects of success, and that
your clients' continued reliance upon it is lacking bona fides.
Our client will rely upon that conduct in advancing his claim for
aggravated damages.

4.

Further, your clients' conduct in maintaining their section 30
defence, in circumstances in which it must be clear it is
hopeless and will fail, will give rise to an indemnity costs claim
for an order pursuant to section 40 of the Act.

Yours faithfully,

Nicholas Pullen
Partner
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Jeremy Marel
Associate
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

+61 3 8644 3408
npullen@hwle.com.au

+61 2 9334 8705
jmarel@hwle.com.au
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Actor describes tongue emoji as Irony'
MATTHEW BEANS
UXY NUNES MIES
ACTOR Geoffrey Rush sent
an actress a test message
with a winking 'panting'
tongue emoji saying he had
been thinking of her 'more
than is socially appropriate',
a court has heard
But the Hollywood star
denied he was signalling a
sexual attraction for ho King
Lear costar or 'testing the
water' to see what kind of
response he would get.
The 67-year-old was being
cross-examined in his defamation trial against The
Daily Telegraph after it
reported a colleague had
lodged a complaint with the
Sydney Theatre Company
over
his 'inappropriate
behaviour".
The actress was later
named as Eryn Jean Norvill
who received a text from Mr
Rush in June 2016 saying '1
was thinking of you. as 1 do
more than is socially appropriate". followed by an emoji
with Its tongue out
Mr Rush yesterday called
it a "throwaway line' and an
ironic joke in the style of
comedian Grouches Marx.
'It's a tagline to you
haven't gone out of my
mind', because I was away fee
four months.' he told the
Federal Court
'It's a very flip excuse for
not being in touch enough.
sooner."
The Pirates Of The Caribbean actor said he would
have used a Grouch° Man
or Fuzzier Bear estop, but the
choice was limited. However
Mr Rust added he was able
to construct 'the entire story
of King Lear in 45 mops".
Mr Rush said he did not
receive a response to his tat
The newspapers barrister
Tom Blackburn SC then referred to an earlier interview
where Mr Rush said he de-
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Rush makes his
Marx in a text

ict

veioped a "stage door Johnny
crush" on Ms NOM-ill when
he saw her play Opheha in
Hamlet. Mr Rush said that
was another example of
"whimsy and irony'.
The court was previously
told that Ms Norvill would
give evidence that she was the
target of sexual harassment
during the King Lear season
including one incident during
a preview performance where
Mr Rush ran his hand -down
tier torso and traced across
her right breast'.
Mr Blackburn asked Mr
Rush whether he had on a
near daily basis during
rehearsals made growling
animal noises and groping
hand gestures towards Ms
Norvill that were intended to
be 'a caricature of sexual
molestation'.
- You stuck your tongue
out and licked your lips in an
exaggerated way — a little
like that little emojir he said
"No_. don't you think any
of the strong women like (costars) Helen Buday and
Robyn Nevin would have
come up to me and said
'you're acting like a plalir

Mr Rush replied. Mr Rush
confirmed his wife Jane
Menekus had told him about
111171C4111- of a complaint
against him at the STC in
March 2017 — nine months
before the articles detailing
the allegations were published
The actor said Ms Mew.
taus was told about the rifle
gations by Nick Hammond.
the husband of fellow King
Lear cast member Robyn
Nevin Ms Nevin is expected
to to
later this week.
Mr Rush said he did not
contact the STC at the time
to ask about the complaint.
Mr Blackburn quizzed
how Mr Rush deduced that
the anonymous complainant
was Ms Norvill during a
conversation he had
with
Australian
Academy of Cinema
and Television Arts
chief
executive
Damian Trestella
on November 10 last
year, three weeks
before The
Dai ly
Telegraph

Cssi,Xe,
beloved Aryan Schbne
Ilarin (yes a complicired
obtuse lea ere mots, of
-se) - basically it's a
wpacomulat neaf-hornophone
thg YOU at a deirckAs
nous daughter or eve
• alAdOoms for inning
nO914119 bat night sant a
swampy fusty message
Ifttough Mrs Novel) . bat I
was ttiffluriga you (as I do
more than it socially
appropriate
-howls your
8at Wheel turning? how do
months fty so cloddy by?
Fatived by Lear (many /v,m1s)
flew to the UK, undispreoced

ABC of extraordinary shocks
ANTHONY faUlOWAY
THE ARC's acting managing
director David Anderson says
he was surprised by the sacking of his predecessor Michelle Guthrie. calling the move
"extraordinary'.
Mr Anderson also told a
Senate estimates hearing yesterday he was shocked by
entails sent by former chairman Justin Maine to Ms Guthrie telling her to 'get rid or
presenter Emma Abend
Mr Milne stepped down
last month shortly after the
board sacked Ms Guthrie. fol-

started asking questions and
the first article was published
'There were about 15
women attached to this production _. the only one you
could think of when this allegation was made against you
was Ms Norvillr Mr Blackbum said
'I had come to the conclusion that this was the roost
!hely scenario.' Mr Rush said.
Mr Rush denies any
wrongdoing and claims two
front-page articles in the
newspaper about the alleged
incident painted him an a
'pervert" and "sexual predator'. He told the court he has
not worked since the story
was fled published and stories
about the saga have since
-made me want to give up
this profession-.
The newspaper
argues the stories
published on Novernber 30 and De' ember 1. 2017,
draw on allegations
made by Ms Nonnh
and are true.
The hearing conlin-

Whelk Guthrie.
lowing revelations he leaner
on the managing director to
take action against A lbenci as
well as the ABCs political ect
for Andrew Probyn.
When asked about the

decision to sack Ms Guthne,
Mr Anderson said To be
honest it was extraordinary
and ye 1was surprised'
Mr Anderson, who was
head of entertainment under
Ids Guthrie, said no board
member had raised concerns
with hint about an ABC journalist. Mr Anderson said be
had hero aware of discussions
but did not know Mr Milne
had called for sackings
'I knew there were discussions. I was not aware there
was a complaint by the former
chair to the former managing
director.' Mr Anderson said

Geoffrey Rush
leaves court
yesterday and
Onset) the text
he sent hh lone
Lear co-star.

Sex change
paid leave
A VICTORIAN university will
be the first in Australia to
launch paid leave for staff undergoing a gender transition.
The now policy at Deakin
University will provide up to 10
days off for gender transitions.
Until now the only option
for people undergoing a gender transition was to apply for
special leave
"Fostering a genuinely indu.sive environment affords all
our staff and students a sense
of belonging and an equal
chance of success whether it be
through study or work." it said
MEMMMOVI
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Emoji text sent by actor Rush to co-star
LUCY HUGHES JONES
ACTOR Geoffrey Rush sent an actor in King Lear a text message with a winking "panting" tongue emoji saying he had
been thinking of her "more than is socially appropriate," a court has heard.
But he denied he was "testing the water" to see what kind of response he would receive from her.
Mr Rush, 67, was being cross examined in his defamation trial against The Daily Telegraph after it reported an actor in
King Lear had lodged a complaint with the Sydney Theatre Company over his "inappropriate behaviour".
The actor was named as Eryn Jean Norvill who was the recipient of the text message from Mr Rush, pictured.
The Daily Telegraph's barrister Tom Blackburn, SC, asked Mr Rush if his text message meant he was "habitually thinking
of Ms Norvill more than socially appropriate".
Mr Rush said: "No I wasn't. It's a throwaway line, it's actually a joke, modestly in the style of Groucho Marx? ... It's
a very flip excuse for not being in touch enough, sooner." He said he would have used a Groucho Marx emoji but the
range of emojis was limited.
However, the court heard he "was able to send the entire story of King Lear in 45 emojis" to a colleague.
Mr Blackburn asked Mr Rush whether he was indicating he was sexually attracted to his co-star.
Mr Rush said: "That was not its intention at all. It's a tagline to 'you haven't gone out of my mind', because I was away
for four months."He said the message was meant to be a "whimsy" and denied he had a "stage door Johnny crush" on
Ms Norvill. The trial continues today.
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Section: TheNation
Winking emoji in text sent by Rush
ROSEMARY NEILL
Actor Geoffrey Rush sent a younger, female co-star a text featuring a winking emoji with its "tongue out", the sign-off
"Gregarious Raunch" and the words that he thought of her "more than is socially appropriate", the Federal Court in
Sydney heard yesterday.
But the Academy Award winner denied the text indicated he was attracted to the actress, Eryn Jean Norvill, the woman
at the centre of a defamation case Rush has brought against Sydney newspaper The Daily Telegraph.
While under cross-examination, Rush likened the inclusion of the emoji in the text, sent six months after he and Ms
Norvill appeared in a Sydney Theatre Company King Lear production together, to a Groucho Marx joke. "If there'd
been a Groucho emoji, I would have punctuated with that," he said.
He said the winking emoji "was the looniest emoji I could find. If Fozzie Bear had been there, I would have used Fozzie
bear. I am a great emoji user." The Hollywood star is suing the Telegraph and journalist Jonathon Moran after the
newspaper published allegations he behaved inappropriately towards Norvill in the 2015-16 King Lear production. Rush
said he was falsely painted as a "pervert" and "sexual predator".
According to a defence document, Norvill alleges Rush touched her breast and lower back and made "groping gestures"
near her torso when they worked on King Lear. When these allegations were put to him in court, Rush emphatically
denied any wrongdoing.
When Tom Blackburn SC, lawyer for the Telegraph, stated that Rush was thinking of Norvill "more than was
appropriate", Rush replied: "I don't agree." Rush said yesterday he first heard a rumour a complaint had been made to
the STC about him, from his wife, actress Jane Menelaus, in March 2017. This was nine months before the Telegraph
articles were published.
He noted that the theatre's "bush telegraph" was "faster than the National Broadband Network", but that he and his
wife could only speculate what the complaint was about.
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Mr Blackburn produced an email in which Damian Trewhella, the head of the awards body, the Australian Academy
of Cinema and Television Arts, summarised a conversation he had with Rush on November 10, 2017 — 20 days before
the Telegraph published its articles.
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In the email, Trewhella said Rush told him the STC complaint could be related to alleged "discomfort" in the King Lear
carry scene (in which he carried Norvill's lifeless body across the stage).
This email suggests Rush may have known the nature of Norvill's complaint almost three weeks before the articles
appeared. Rush said on Monday he felt "ambushed" by the articles.
Mr Blackburn asked Rush: "You were conscious you had caused some discomfort to Ms Norvill?" Rush replied: "These
were all speculative analyses ... we (he and his wife) were trying to narrow it down and hit brick walls." He added
that throughout the production "I felt as though we (Norvill and him) had a very good professional rapport." Earlier
yesterday, Rush became tearful as he recalled how he visualised his daughter being hit by a bus and dying near his home in
Camberwell, Melbourne, in order to prepare for the scene in which King Lear grieves over his daughter Cordelia's corpse.
Some of Norvill's allegations relate to that scene.
"Every night I would reinvent that scene (his daughter's imagined death) in my mind," he said.
Rush said on Monday he had endured "the worst 11 months of my life" since the Telegraph published its articles about
him.The trial continues.
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Migrant pay
slice 'unfair'
A HOBART Film shop has
been accused of underpaying
four international students almost $10,000 because they
'weren't Australian".
The Chat Gourmet Plaza
franchise has been taken to
court by the Fair Work Ombudsman
The workers, three from
Bangladesh and one Indian,
were on student visas when
they were underpaid a told of
$9,926 from January to July
2016. It's alleged they were paid
a flat hourly rate of $12, plus $1
for every delivery. In contrast
some Australian employees
were paid hourly rates or more
than $ lk plus penahy rates.

ush defends emoji
ACTOR Geoffrey Rush sent
an actress a text message with
a winking "panting" tongue
emoji saying he had been
thinking of her 'more than is
socially appropriate', a coup
has heard
But the Hollywood star denied he was signalling a sexual
attraction for his King Lear coau or "testing the water to
see what kind of repulse he
would get
67-year-dd was being
cross examined in his defamation trial against The Daily
Telegraph after it reported a
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including one incident during
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Mr Rush said he did not re- a preview performance where the strong women like (coceived a text from Mr Rush in ceive a response to his text.
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June 2016 saying I was thinkThe newspapers barrister her torso and traced across her Nevin would have come up to
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socially appropriate'. followed an earlier inters-kw where Mr
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The Shine star denies any
Mr Rush yesterday called it 'stage door Johnny crush' on daily basis during rehearsals wrongdoing and claims two
a 'throwaway line" and an Ms Norvill when he saw her made growling animal noises front page articles in the newsironic joke in the style of com- play Ophelia in Hamlet. Mr and groping hand gestures to- paper about the alleged inciedian Groucho Marx.
Rush said that was another s- wards Ms Norvill not were in- dent painted him as a 'pervert"
'I t's a tagline to 'you haven't ample of 'whimsy and irony".
tended to be 'a caricature of and 'sexual predator'.
gone out of my mind', because
*Me court was previously sexual mdestation".
'Ilse hearing continues

Ditch sugar,
avoid cancer
DITCH sugary drinks and
slash the risk of developing II
types of cancer.
That's the message from the
Cancer Council Victoria which
launched a new awareness
campaign yesterday to highlight the link between obesity
and the devastating disease.
A third of Victorians admit
dnnking mere than a litre of
sugary drink a week, experts
say, which could lead to the
build up of dangerous toxic fat
around internal organs.
Sugary drinks are the Wiest soture of added sugar in the
Australian diet, with each can
of cola containing up to 10 teaspoons.

Huge dope
farm raided

".0

MORE than 7500 cannabis
plants have been found in 14
commercial-scale greenhouses
in regional Western Australia
Organised Crime Squad detectives spent all weekend dis- UNCOMMON, An albino northern and that has ban discovered far the hot time In Western Australts Pisan realm
mantling
the
elaborate
cultivation operation at a property in Red Gully, north of
Gingin
'The male and sophistication of this operation was A RARE albino northern quell land in the lh lbara region by
come across an albino quoll:
white spots "The albino quell
significant' a police spokes. discovered in Weston, Austra- state government research
Dr Dunlop said yesterday.
is really unusual looking with
man said
lia is carrying joeys, but it is
scientist Judy Dunlop.
The northern quell is the
her white fur and intense red
Nobody was at the property not yet known whether they
'It's a very ewC111110 dissmallest of the four Australian eyes.' lir Dunlop said.
when officers arrived, and in- too have the genetic condition. covery. Albinism is something quoit species. is related to the
'Her fur is also much softer
vestigations into the culprits
The carnivorous marsupial
we know occurs bi all species,
Tasmanian devil and usually
than a regular quoll's
areoorninuing
was found south of Port Ned
hit this is the fen time we've
has reddishareram fur with
Dr Dunlop said the olden-

Attire. AAP

It's all white mum, you're a rare national treasure

Killer 'hopes for release'
A MAN who allegedly killed
six pedestrians in Melbourne's
Bourke Street hopes he will
eventually be released into the
community. a Supreme Court
hearing has been told.
The case of James "Dimitriour Gargasoulas is before a
jury to determine if he is fit to
stand trial on six counts of
murder and 28 counts of attempted murder.
believed he would become
Gargasoulas' legal team is king before the end of a trial
arguing he is unlit to stand trial and that a comet would hit
due to his treatment-resistant earth, musing everyone to perparanoid sthirophrenia and ish unless he could persuade
delusional beliefs.
others of his world view.
Defence witness, forensic
But crown prosecutor Keen
psychiatrist tester Walton told Judd QC argued Gargasoulas
the court Gargasoulas (above) was capable of rational thought
or. tTrE01201MA

and wanted to be held at
Thomas Emblusg psychiatric .
hospital rather than in jail.
She referred to a call Gamesmiles made lo his father from ;
prison, in which he incorrectly
stated "They reckon if I get
found mentally impaired, I'll be out in five years"
Ms Judd said it was Gargasoulas' belief that If he was
transferred to Thomas EmWing he might eventually be 'released into the community'. .
She also referred to a phone
call he made to his mother in
which he said he'd had a 'mental breakdown", but 'if I play :
my cards den if will be alright'. The hearing continues.

geed natural animal had
eight joeys in her pouch. 'The
joeys are too young to have
hair and their eyes haven't
opened yet so we don't know
if they have inherited their
mother's albinism" she said
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Rush says text to actress was not 'testing waters', 2018 WLNR 32780360
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Section: News
Rush says text to actress was not 'testing waters'
ACTOR Geoffrey Rush sent an actress a text message with a winking "panting" tongue emoji saying he had been thinking
of her "more than is socially appropriate" the Federal Court has heard.
But Mr Rush denied he was signalling a sexual attraction for his King Lear co-star or "testing the water" to see what
kind of response he would get. The 67-year-old was being cross-examined in his defamation trial against The Daily
Telegraph after it reported a colleague had lodged a complaint with the Sydney Theatre Company over his "inappropriate
behaviour".
The actress was later named as Eryn Jean Norvill, who received a text from Mr Rush in June 2016 saying "I was thinking
of you, as I do more than is socially appropriate", followed by an emoji with its tongue out.
Mr Rush yesterday called it a "throwaway line". "It's a very flip excuse for not being in touch enough, sooner." The Shine
star denies any wrongdoing and claims two front-page articles in the newspaper about the alleged incident painted him
as a "pervert" and "sexual predator".
The newspaper argues the stories published on November 30 and December 1 last year draw on allegations made by Ms
Norvill and are true.The hearing continues.
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RUSH EMOJI EVIDENCE, 2018 WLNR 32772577
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Section: News
RUSH EMOJI EVIDENCE
MATTHEW BENNS AND LUCY HUGHES JONES
ACTOR Geoffrey Rush sent an actor in King Lear a text message with a "panting" tongue emoji saying he had been
thinking of her "more than is socially appropriate" a court has heard.
But he denied he was "testing the water" to see what kind of response he would receive.
Mr Rush, 67, was being cross-examined in his defamation trial against The Daily Telegraph after it reported an actor in
King Lear had lodged a complaint with the Sydney Theatre Company over his "inappropriate behaviour".
The actor was later named as Eryn Jean Norvill, who was the recipient of the text.
The Daily Telegraph's barrister, Tom Blackburn, SC, asked Mr Rush if his text message meant he was "habitually
thinking of Ms Norvill more than socially appropriate".
Mr Rush said: "No, I wasn't. It's a throwaway line, it's actually a joke, modestly in the style of Groucho Marx? ... It's
a very flip excuse for not being in touch enough, sooner".
He said he would have used a Groucho Marx emoji but the range of emojis was limited.
Mr Blackburn asked Mr Rush whether he was indicating he was sexually attracted to his co-star.
Mr Rush said: "That was not its intention at all. It's a tagline to 'you haven't gone out of my mind', because I was away
for four months." Mr Blackburn then referred to an earlier interview where Mr Rush said he had a "stage- door Johnny
crush" on Ms Norvill when he saw her in another production. "Again it was a sense of whimsy and irony," said Mr Rush.
In a pre-trial hearing, the court was told Ms Norvill would give evidence she was the target of sexual harassment during
the King Lear season, including an incident in which Mr Rush ran his hand "down her torso and traced across her right
breast".
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The Oscar winner denies any wrongdoing and claims two front-page articles about the alleged incident painted him as
a "pervert" and "sexual predator". After the allegations were published he was asked to stand down from his role at the
Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Awards.
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The newspaper argues the stories, published on November 30 and December 1, 2017, draw on allegations made by Ms
Norvill and are true. The hearing continues.matthew.benns@news.com.au
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Section: News
Rush defends emoji
MATTHEW BENNS and LUCY HUGHES JONES
ACTOR Geoffrey Rush sent an actress a text message with a winking "panting" tongue emoji saying he had been thinking
of her "more than is socially appropriate", the Federal Court has heard.
But Mr Rush denied he was signalling a sexual attraction for his King Lear co-star or "testing the water" to see what
kind of response he would get.
The 67-year-old was being cross-examined in his defamation trial against The Daily Telegraph after it reported a
colleague had lodged a complaint with the Sydney Theatre Company over his "inappropriate behaviour".
The actress was later named as Eryn Jean Norvill, who received a text from Mr Rush in June 2016 saying "I was thinking
of you, as I do more than is socially appropriate", followed by an emoji with its tongue out.
Mr Rush yesterday called it a "throwaway line".
"It's a very flip excuse for not being in touch enough, sooner," he said. The Shine star denies any wrongdoing and claims
two front-page articles in the newspaper about the alleged incident painted him as a "pervert" and "sexual predator".
The newspaper argues the stories published on November 30 and December 1 last year drew on allegations made by Ms
Norvill and are true.The hearing continues.
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Geoffrey Rush says he has been a
herdmit apart from trips to LA, Italy
UK
Matthew Benns and Lucy Hughes Jones, The Daily Telegraph
October 24, 2018 2:o9pni

O

®

HOLLYWOOD star Geoffrey Rush said he has lived a "hermit like existence" for
the last year despite taking trips to London, Italy, Los Angeles and the Adelaide
Festival.
"It's not really a hermit like existence, is it Mr Rush?" Asked barrister Tom Blackburn, SC,
during cross examination in the actor's defamation trial against The Daily Telegraph.
"It was a hermit-like existence, generally, for that long period in time," the 67-year-old actor
said.

C Actor Geoffrey Rush, who is suing The Daily Telegraph for defamation after it reported his co-star in a Sydney
Theatre Company production of King Lear lodged a complaint with the STC over Mr Rush's "inappropriate behaviour".
Picture: Flatlet Brancaleone

Mr Blackburn said: "Except for when you went to awards ceremonies and festivals?"
Mr Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph after it reported an actor in King Lear had lodged a
complaint with the Sydney Theatre Company over his "inappropriate behaviour". The actor
was later named as Eryn Jean Norvill.
Since the articles were published Mr Rush said he and wife Jane Menelaus "were trapped into
a reclusive" existence.
In an affidavit supplied to the court in April Mr Rush's solicitor Nick Pullen said his client was
"virtually housebound."
Under cross-examination Mr Rush told the court he had spent two weeks in Umbria, Italy, on
holiday, eight days in London which included trips to the theatre and to restaurants with
friends, a 48-hour round trip to Los Angeles and614
three days at the Adelaide Festival in March.
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Actor Geoffrey Rush. Picture: Flavio Brancaleone

Mr Rush said: "I don't recall saying that but I may have said that. I was always in a very chirpy
mood ... sometimes you have ice breakers with people you don't know very well. I approached
the rehearsals with openness and energy."
The Pirates of the Caribbean star said he might have called her yummy. "I might have, yes.
'Yummy' has a spirit to it."
In a pre-trial hearing, the court was told that Ms Norvill would give evidence that she was the
target of sexual harassment during the King Lear season including an incident during a
preview in which Mr Rush ran his hand "down her torso and traced across her right breast".
In the Federal Court today Mr Rush denied making grunting noises while sticking out his
tongue and tracing an hour glass figure in the air around Ms Norvill.
He also denied that was the reason Ms Norvill said "Daaaad" like a grumpy teenager and asked
him to stop.
The court was previously given a copy of a text Mr Rush sent to Ms Norvill with a winking
emoji with its tongue "panting".
Mr Blackburn asked the actor: "If someone who is 65 years old sent your daughter a text,
saying 'I'm thinking of you more than is socially appropriate' with an emoji with its tongue
hanging out, Mr Rush would you think that's appropriate?"
Mr Rush, who has a 25-year-old daughter, said: "I can't think of any context in which that
would happen."
He said he does not check his daughter's emails or Facebook.
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Matthew Benns and Lucy Hughes Jones, The Daily Telegraph
October 29, 2018 1:51pm

A KING LEAR co-star sent a text message to actress Eryn Jean
Norvill as soon as she heard news reports about anonymous
allegations of "inappropriate behaviour" by Geoffrey Rush.
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Geoffrey Rush defamation trial: Robyn Nevin sent text after allegations I Daily Telegr... Page 2 of 4

Robyn Nevin, who played The Fool in the Sydney Theatre Company
production, said: "Oh dear girl, are you okay? ... it's nasty, I hope you are
protected, I'm sure you will be."

41

65 Actor Geoffrey Rush arrives at The Federal Court today. Picture: Dylan Robinson
Mr Rush, 67, is suing The Daily Telegraph over a series of articles late in
2017 which reported that a young actress had lodged a sexual harassment
complaint against him.
The actress was later named as Eryn Jean Norvill, who played Mr Rush's
daughter Cordelia in the production.
MORE NEWS:
Journey home to 'normal' can be the toughest battle
Drugs base crime scene after car lot blaze
Matty Johns poised to quit Triple M's The Grill Team
In a pre-trial hearing, the court was told that Ms Norvill would give
evidence that Mr Rush ran his hand "down her torso and traced across her
right breast" on stage.
Ms Nevin told The Federal Court she could not recall exactly when she
heard that it was Ms Norvill who had made the allegations. Even though
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Ms Norvill was not named in the articles Ms Nevin said she texted the
actress the day after the first story was published.

(5' Robyn Nevin and Judy Davis arrive at court this morning. Picture: Dylan Robinson
Ms Nevin later went to visit her good friends Mr Rush and his wife Jane
Menelaus at their home, but denied ever reproaching Ms Norvill.
"I didn't question Ms Norvill, the damage was done," Ms Nevin said, during
sometimes tearful and emotional testimony.
"My concern for Geoffrey was paramount but I also had compassion and
concern for the girl because both of their lives have been damaged by it. I
believe she needed help and support."
Ms Nevin confirmed she and Ms Norvill had appeared in another
production at the STC together when the younger actress confided in her:
"being back here reminds me of the stuff, trouble with Geoffrey".
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i5 Actor Geoffrey Rush, who is suing The Daily Telegraph for defamation after it reported his
co-star in a Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear lodged a complaint with the
STC over Mr Rush's "inappropriate behaviour". Picture: Justin Lloyd.

The newspaper's barrister Tom Blackburn, SC, asked her if she said to Ms
Norvill: "Oh, I thought Geoffrey had stopped doing that. Poor Jane." Ms
Nevin vehemently denied saying that.
She said her anger was confined to the Sydney Theatre Company for the
way it handled the issue.
Earlier Australian acting legend Judy Davis told the court that her
colleagues in theatrical circles said after the allegations against Mr Rush
were revealed that: "his career is finished".
The Oscar winner denies any wrongdoing and claims two front page
articles in the newspaper about the alleged incident painted him as a
"pervert" and "sexual predator".
The newspaper argues the stories published on November 3o and
December 1 last year draw on allegations made by Ms Norvill and are true.
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NSD 2179 of 2017
Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant

Nationwide News Pty Limited & Anor
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Affidavit of:

Nicholas William Grant Pullen

Address:

Level 26, 530 Collins Street, Melbourne Victoria 3000

Occupation:

Lawyer, HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Date:

1 November 2018

Contents

I, Nicholas William Grant Pullen, say on oath:

Background
1.

I am a partner of HWL Ebsworth Lawyers (HWLE) and am the solicitor on record for
the Applicant in these proceedings.

2.

The facts outlined in this affidavit are matters within my own knowledge, and are true to
the best of my information and belief

3.

This affidavit is intended to supplement the affidavit I made on 30 October 2018.

Doc ID 597245373/v1
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Articles about the Interlocutory Application
4.

In the morning of Tuesday 30 October 2018, just after 10.15am, Mr Blackburn opened
the day by stating that the Respondents "have an application" which "involves Yael
Stone, an actor". At pages 1 to 7 of Exhibit NP-1 is a copy of pages 494 to 500 of the
transcript of Tuesday 30 October 2018.

5.

I am informed, and believe, that at 11.56am on 30 October 2018, Mr Marel of HWLE
received an email from Mr Smark SC which contained a screen-shot of an article
published online by The Daily Telegraph, entitled "Hollywood actress Yael Stone steps
forward to give evidence in Geoffrey Rush case". The article appears to have been
published at 11.06am. The screen-shot was captured at 11.54am. At pages 8 to 10 of
Exhibit NP-1 is a copy of that article.

6.

At 12.16pm on 30 October 2018, I received an email from Mr Smark SC. The email
attached:
(a)

A screen-shot of a Google search of "Yael Stone".

The first article that

appeared is the Daily Telegraph article which is referred to at paragraph 5
above. A copy of that screen-shot is at page 11 of Exhibit NP-1.
(b)

A screen-shot of the page which appeared when Mr Smark SC clicked on the
article referred to at paragraphs 5 and 6(a) above. The page states that the
articles had been "legal killed". A copy of that screen-shot is at page 12 of
Exhibit NP-1.

7.

I am informed, and believe, that between 1.52pm and 2.01pm on 30 October 2018, Mr
Marel took a series of screen-shots of an article published online by The Courier Mail,
also entitled "Hollywood actress Yael Stone steps forward to give evidence in Geoffrey
Rush case". A copy of those screen-shots is at pages 13 to 17 of Exhibit NP-1.

8.

At 5.23pm, I received an email from Sue Chrysanthou. The email attached a screenshot of a Google search of "Yael Stone Geoffrey Rush". A copy of that screen-shot is at
page 18 of Exhibit NP-1. The screen-shot had been captured at 1.57pm.

9.

At 5.30pm, I received a further email from Sue Chrysanthou. The email attached
screen-shots of a Google search of "Yael Stone". A copy of those screen-shot is at
pages 19 to 20 of Exhibit NP-1. They were captured at 1.49pm and 1.52pm.
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Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant
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Affidavit of:

Nicholas William Grant Pullen

Address:

Level 26, 530 Collins Street, Melbourne Vic 3000

Occupation:

Lawyer, HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Date:

1 November 2018

EXHIBIT NP-1

This is the Exhibit marked "NP-1" which is exhibited to the affidavit of Nicholas William Grant
Pullen sworn on 1 November 2018.

Sworn by Nicholas William Grant Pullen:

Sworn before Jeremy Joseph Marel:
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MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour, the matter is proceeding.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
5

MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour, the respondents have an application.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR BLACKBURN: It involves Yael Stone, an actor - - -

10
MR McCLINTOCK: Your Honour, before my learned friend goes any further — and
he shouldn't have said that — we received, on - - MR BLACKBURN: Why not?
15
MR McCLINTOCK: - - - Sunday night - - HIS HONOUR: Sony. I'm not sure - - 20

MR McCLINTOCK: - - - 85 — eighty - - HIS HONOUR: - - - that I understand what's meant by it anyway. So - - MR BLACKBURN: I've been interrupted, your Honour.

25
MR McCLINTOCK: I am going to interrupt.
MR BLACKBURN: Well - - 30

MR McCLINTOCK: 85 pages of material that we're not in a position to deal with
now raising something entirely different and in circumstances where, because of my
other commitments in relation to this case, we — I have — my clients have retained Mr
Smark to deal with this application. It requires evidence, and my learned friend
should not have said that. I know what he was doing.

35
MR BLACKBURN: Said what?
MR McCLINTOCK: It's perfectly obvious what he was doing in relation to that.
40

MR BLACKBURN: I've hardly said anything.
HIS HONOUR: I actually — I don't know what he said at the moment. I - - MR BLACKBURN: No.

45

.NSD2179/2017 30.10.18
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MR BLACKBURN

MR McCLINTOCK: And I might say, your Honour, that the first part of our — and
our response to this was to ask for it to be dealt — the matter be dealt with in closed
court.
5

MR BLACKBURN: It's an application, your Honour, for - - -

10

MR McCLINTOCK: And can I say this, your Honour: if there's going to be any
further reference to it I will press that application. I will need to get Mr Smark here
to deal with it. But can I say this, your Honour: this matter has nothing to do with
the witnesses who are slated to give evidence. My learned friend should get on with
the case and we can defer dealing with this application, which I am going to ask your
Honour to peremptorily reject and not permit the documents to be filed in court, for a
start.

15

MR BLACKBURN: Well, your Honour doesn't know what the application is yet.
MR McCLINTOCK: Exactly.
HIS HONOUR: Well, I don't.

20
MR McCLINTOCK: But if it's - - -

25

HIS HONOUR: But can I just ask this — Mr McClintock, just bear with me for a
moment. Mr Blackburn, are you able to somehow tell me what the application is, or
outline it to me in a way which is not going to cause Mr McClintock to make an
application that the matter proceed in closed court?
MR BLACKBURN: I can — yes, your Honour. I - - -

30

HIS HONOUR: Because otherwise I will have to close the court and hear what the
application is.
MR McCLINTOCK: Well -

35

MR BLACKBURN: But it's necessary for me to say what it is and what it involves,
and - - MR McCLINTOCK: In that case, your Honour, I wish to apply to close the court.

40

MR BLACKBURN: It's an application to amend the defence, your Honour.
MR McCLINTOCK: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: Right.

45
MR McCLINTOCK: I object to anything further being said.
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MR McCLINTOCK

HIS HONOUR: Can I — am I able - MR BLACKBURN: It's a short application.
5

HIS HONOUR: - - - to see the proposed amended defence? Is there one?
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Your Honour, the - - -

10

HIS HONOUR: Because that's perhaps the easiest way for me to understand what
--MR McCLINTOCK: Yes, your Honour.

15

HIS HONOUR: - - - the application is, and then to hear — and I will hear from Mr —
so that - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: Your application is to amend.

20
MR BLACKBURN: It is. And we have an application — an affidavit — a supporting
affidavit which was served on Sunday night. And I can say this, your Honour,
without trespassing on what my friend wants: on Friday, that is, last Friday - - 25

MR McCLINTOCK: Well, I object to this, your Honour. I really do.
HIS HONOUR: Well, perhaps if I just have a look - - -

30

MR BLACKBURN: I'm not going to say what it was we received, but we received
information from the person whose name I mentioned earlier. We worked - - MR McCLINTOCK: Yes. And I object to that.
MR BLACKBURN: We worked - - -

35
MR McCLINTOCK: This is grossly unfair.
MR BLACKBURN: We worked - - 40

MR McCLINTOCK: Your Honour, we are in this — we are on this — we're on the
seventh day of the trial.
HIS HONOUR: Mr Blackburn, just let me have a look at the application first - - -

45

MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Certainly.
HIS HONOUR: - - - and then I will — and the affidavit.
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MR BLACKBURN

MR McCLINTOCK: But, your Honour, we are on the seventh day of the trial in
circumstances - - MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour, I seek leave to file and - 5
MR McCLINTOCK: And I've seen many defendant do this for years, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Anyway, just — let's just - - 10

MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Indeed. Your Honour, I seek leave to file in court an
interlocutory application, an affidavit of Marlia Ruth Saunders.
MR McCLINTOCK: Well, your Honour, I oppose it being filed in court.

15

20

HIS HONOUR: Well, just hand it up for the moment, and then we will take it from
there, so I at least know — I'm probably, well, the one person on this side of the court
that doesn't know what's going on at the moment.
MR BLACKBURN: I'm handing up two copies of the affidavit. Does your Honour
want two original copies? I'm happy for — one is an original and one is a copy.
HIS HONOUR: Just give me the copy and my associate will — that way I stop her
from drawing on it. Just give me a moment.

25

MR BLACKBURN: We have some written submissions too, if that might help your
Honour.
MR McCLINTOCK: That we have not been served, your Honour.

30

HIS HONOUR: I will just have a look at the affidavit first. Yes. Well, I
understand what the application is.
MR McCLINTOCK: Your Honour, I'm not in a position to deal with the
application myself As I said, Mr Smark has been briefed in that aspect of the matter.

35
HIS HONOUR: And when would he be in a position to deal with it?
MR McCLINTOCK: Well, we also put evidence on, your Honour, in relation to it.
40

HIS HONOUR: Yes. How long do you think you will need?
MR McCLINTOCK: Till at least tomorrow, your Honour, till tomorrow. Mr Smark
is actually working on it now, your Honour. I saw him this morning.

45

HIS HONOUR: What's your — if this is — well, you're going to move on this
application. Mr McClintock says he's not in a position to deal with it today, but he
can deal with it tomorrow. What do you say about that?
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MR McCLINTOCK

MR BLACKBURN: Well, we're in the court's hands, your Honour, but they have
had it since Sunday night.

5

HIS HONOUR: I suspect that Mr McClintock and Ms Chrysanthou had other things
on their mind on Sunday night, bearing in mind that there were witnesses to be called
in your case. Well, the final witness is in their case and your witnesses on Monday,
so I think it's - - -

10

MR BLACKBURN: That may be so, your Honour. We certainly had other things
on our mind on the weekend too, but that was our - - -

15

HIS HONOUR: Yes. Well, number one, I think that the interlocutory application
should be heard tomorrow. That's step one. I'm not going to hear it now. There are
two other queries I have. One is Mr McClintock, will you be applying to have that
interlocutory application heard in closed court?
MR McCLINTOCK: I will, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Are you able to make that application at some stage today?

20
MR McCLINTOCK: And Mr Smark — I am - - HIS HONOUR: Or it will just be made at 25

MR McCLINTOCK: I assume it would be made at the same time tomorrow.
HIS HONOUR: At the same time, yes. Very well.

30

MR McCLINTOCK: And Mr Smark is dealing with both that and the application to
amend as well.
HIS HONOUR: All right. Now, the third and important consideration is - - -

35

MR McCLINTOCK: I probably should announce Mr Smark's appearance in the
matter, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Well - - MR McCLINTOCK: I appear in this matter with my learned friend, Mr Smark -

40
MS CHRYSANTHOU: And - - MR McCLINTOCK: - - - and Ms Chrysanthou.
45

HIS HONOUR: The third and important query I had is, in light of the fact that I'm
going to hear the application tomorrow, what should happen today might — what's
your position on that Mr McClintock?
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MR McCLINTOCK

MR McCLINTOCK: My learned friend should open without any reference to this
matter and then call his witnesses. They are not affected by this.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Mr Blackburn?
5
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. I'm happy to open, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Very well. Very well. We will - - 10

MR McCLINTOCK: Your Honour, might I say, Ms Chrysanthou has some final
tenders to - - HIS HONOUR: Yes.

15

MR McCLINTOCK: - - - conclude our case, other than, of course, the remaining
witnesses who are
HIS HONOUR: Now, so far the interlocutory application and the affidavit have
simply been handed up.

20
MR McCLINTOCK: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: If they're — your objection was to their being filed in court.
25

MR McCLINTOCK: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: If I'm going to hear it I suppose they should be filed in court. Do
you want me to make an order - - -

30

MR McCLINTOCK: Suppressing them. Yes, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: - - - suppressing the contents of them?
MR McCLINTOCK: Pro tern for the time being. Yes.

35
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Yes, Mr Blackburn, do you have any - - -

40

45

MR BLACKBURN: Well, in light of the fact that an application is going to be
made I don't think I can say much in opposition to that at the moment, your Honour,
just a pro tem application to last while the — while your Honour hears the application
to close the court.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Sony. Just bear with me one moment. Yes. Very well.
Well, I will grant leave to the respondents to file an interlocutory application dated
28 October 2018 and an affidavit of Marlia Ruth Saunders dated 28 October 2018. I
make orders pursuant to section 37AF of the Federal Court of Australia Act,
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MR BLACKBURN

suppression and non-publication orders in relation to the contents of both the
interlocutory application and that affidavit until further order. Yes.
MS CHRYSANTHOU: Your Honour, there are some documentary tenders.
5
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

10

MS CHRYSANTHOU: The first is some answers to interrogatories. It's a subset of
what was previously in the court book, your Honour, and it goes to issues such as
extent of publication.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Is there any objection to that tender?

15

MR BLACKBURN: No, your Honour. I might let my learned junior deal with it, if
I may, your Honour.
MS BARNETT: Your Honour, on the assumption that it's — I'm just trying to
ascertain which bundle it is that Ms Chrysanthou has given me. Both. Yes. So
there's no objection to those, your Honour.

20
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Very well. Very well. The respondent's answer to
interrogatories — why is it in two parts, just as a — sorry.

25

MS CHRYSANTHOU: Your Honour, I think one is the first respondent and one is
the second respondent.
HIS HONOUR: I see. I will just — I will put them together.
MS CHRYSANTHOU: Yes, your Honour.

30
HIS HONOUR: Respondent's answers to interrogatories will be admitted as exhibit
A65.

35

EXHIBIT #A65 RESPONDENT'S ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES

40

MS CHRYSANTHOU: Your Honour, there is also, behind tab 14 of volume 1, a
letter relating — and some supplementary answers to interrogatories just going to
publication, which we tender — the extent of publication.
HIS HONOUR: That's a letter of 31 August 2018?

45

MS CHRYSANTHOU: Yes. And the supplementary interrogatories that
accompany that letter.
HIS HONOUR: All right. Any objection to that?
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Rush and The Daily Telegraph, a court
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Tom Blackburn SC, counsel for the
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provided information last Friday which
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Counsel for Mr Rush indicated to the court
Mr Rush would oppose the admission of the
new evidence from the New York-based
Australian actress.
Justice Michael Wigney said he will consider
the application on Wednesday. The trial will
resume today with the evidence of Eryn Jean
Norvill.
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Yael Stone

Years active: 1999 -present
Occupation. Actress
Alma meter National Institute of Dramatic Art Partneds). Jack Manrma Gam:loft (2017.eres.

reel Stone Is an Australian actress. She has worked extensively
Australian theatre and has won two Sydney Theatre Awards Outside of
Australian theatre. she Is best known for her portrayal of Loma Moreno in
the Neste series Orange in the New Bleck. Mimed*
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HOLLYWOOD actress Yael Stone has stepped
forward to give evidence in the defamation trial
between Geoffrey Rush and The Daily
Telegraph, a court heard today.
Tom Blackburn SC, counsel for the newspaper,
told the Federal Court the Orange Is The New
Black actress had provided information last
Friday which would form the basis of an
application to amend the defence.
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Counsel for Mr Rush indicated to the court Mr
Rush would oppose the admission of the new
evidence from the New York-based Australian
actress.
Justice Michael Wigney said he will consider
the application on Wednesday. The trial will
resume today with the evidence of Eryn Jean
Norvill.
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Mr Rush, 67, is suing The Daily Telegraph over
a series of articles late in 2017 which reported
that a young actress had lodged a complaint
with the Sydney Theatre Company over his
alleged "inappropriate behaviour."
The actress was later named as Eryn Jean
Norvill, who played Mr Rush's daughter
Cordelia in the STC production.
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The actress was later named as Eryn Jean
Norvill, who played Mr Rush's daughter
Cordelia in the SIC production.
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Actor Geoffrey'Rush, who is suing The Daily
Telegraph for defamation after it reported his costar in a Sydney Theatre Company production of
King Lear lodged a complaint with the STC over
Mr Rush's "inappropriate behaviour". Picture:
Richard Dobson

In a pre-trial hearing, the court was told that Ms
Norvill would give evidence that she was the
target of sexual harassment during the King
Lear season including an incident during a
preview in which Mr Rush ran his hand "down
her torso and traced across her right breast
The Oscar winner denies any wrongdoing and
claims two front page articles in the newspaper
about the alleged incident painted him as a
"pervert" and "sexual predator".
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Lear season including an incident during a
preview in which Mr Rush ran his hand "down
her torso and traced across her right breast
The Oscar winner denies any wrongdoing and
claims two front page articles in the newspaper
about the alleged incident painted him as a
"pervert" and "sexual predator".
The newspaper argues the stories published on
November 30 and December 1 last year draw
on allegations made by Ms Norvill and are true.
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Yee! Stone (born 6 March 1985) is an Australian actress She has worked extensively in ;4:
theatre and has won two Sydney Theatre Awards. Outside of ..
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Years active, 1999-present
Alma mater National Institute of Dramatic Art

Occupation Actress
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Affidavit of Nicholas Pullen
NSD 2179 of 2017

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant

Nationwide News Pty Limited & Anor
Respondents

Affidavit of:

Nicholas William Grant Pullen

Address:

Level 26, 530 Collins Street, Melbourne Victoria 3000

Occupation:

Lawyer, HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Date:

1 November 2018

Contents

I, Nicholas William Grant Pullen, say on oath:

Background
1.

I am a partner of HWL Ebsworth Lawyers (IIWLE) and am the solicitor on record for
the Applicant in these proceedings.

2.

The facts outlined in this affidavit are matters within my own knowledge, and are true to
the best of my information and belief.

3.

This affidavit is intended to supplement the affidavit I made on 29 October 2018 (which
annexed my notes of my telephone discussion with Mr Leon Zwier in the evening of
Friday 26 October 2018).

Doc ID 597249413vl
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Chronology following Friday 26 October 2018
4.

Following my conversation with Mr Zwier that occurred at approximately 8.10pm on
Friday 26 October 2018, I had a telephone conversation with Bruce McClintock SC and
Sue Chrysanthou later that night. We agreed that, given the stress I had observed the
Applicant and his wife had been under recently, we would not infoun them of the
substance of my conversation with Mr Zwier until Saturday.

5.

In the morning of Saturday 27 October 2018, I informed the Applicant of the substance
of my conversation with Mr Zwier in a telephone hook-up with Mr McClintock SC and
Sue Chrysanthou.

6.

I telephoned Registrar Lagos late in the morning of Saturday 27 October 2018 and told
her the Applicant was unlikely to continue with the discussions or to entertain the offer
of further discussions.

7.

I also met the Applicant and his wife in person. I observed them to be very upset and in
shock about the details of my conversation with Mr Zwier.

8.

The Applicant told me he was concerned and did not understand what effect these new
allegations would have on the trial.

9.

At approximately 2.30pm on Sunday 28 October 2018, I had a telephone conversation
with Registrar Lagos. I informed her of the Applicant's position - that he did not wish
to engage with Mr Zwier's client.

10.

At 6.28pm on Sunday 28 October 2018, I received an email from the Respondents'
solicitors with a copy of the Interlocutory Application and accompanying affidavit.

11.

Immediately after receiving the Interlocutory Application, I telephoned the Applicant. I
noted that he was shocked and upset.

12.

In the morning of Monday 29 October 2018, Mr Zwier approached me outside Court.
He suggested the parties should enter into discussions and said that, in the meantime,
the Respondents would not move on their Interlocutory Application.

13.

As a result of what I had been told by Mr Zwier in our conversation on Friday night, I
was instructed by the Applicant to enter into negotiations with Mr Zwier and the
Respondents.

After Ms Davis' and Ms Nevin's evidence concluded on Monday

Page 2
Doc I
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morning, the Respondents' Counsel requested an adjournment and the Applicant's
Counsel agreed.
14.

By the morning of Tuesday 30 October 2018, the parties had not reached a compromise.

15.

That same morning, the Respondents' Counsel sought to move on the Interlocutory
Application.

Sworn / A-ffiancd by the deponent
at (place)
on (date)

/

/ 20 t F.

Signature of deponent

Before me:
Signatur of witness
Full name of witness: ....I.W.r...Y... laael1..41:11
Qualification of witness:

eq.
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Damian Trewhella
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Damian Trewhella
Tuesday, 14 November 2017 5:48 PM
AFI Board
Confidential
Some feedback from yesterday's email

Dear all,
Thanks again for all contributions over the weekend.
As agreed at the end our call on Sunday I've set out below chronologically what happened and when over the
weekend in relation to the GR issue.
To discuss can we teleconference at 2.30pm on Monday?
Regards,
Damian
Events over the weekend as they happened
Two issues became very entwined and complex over the weekend. The first issue is resolved. The second matter
requires further consideration.
Issue 1: HW award matter
Friday afternoon — we fielded enquiries from the Australian via our publicist (not direct). These enquiries were
singularly around HW award issue. No mention of Geoffrey, the STC or any claim or complaint was mentioned.
The matter of the award and cancelled event to present the award with C1FF had already been dealt with variously in
the media — for example:
http://www.news.corn.au/enterta nment/celebrity-life/the-disgraced-hollywood-producer-was-to-have-been-treated-asa-hero-here/news-story/a2d7592cde20d34d3abdefea0d3b8fc5
Hence we didn't believe any confusion remained — particularly as it was never presented.
The story that ran in the Australian was essentially a contrivance that relied heavily on a statement in our 2013 Year
In Review document.
Ironically this old document became easier to find and access as we implemented our new website in October.
At the same time someone still had to look for this information to find it.
The article in the Australian was driven by WIFT NSW. This is the same group who undertook the sausage party
stunt on our red carpet last year. Even though we actually did a lot early this year with WIFT NSW (including taking
on opening our eligibility to include more micro films with female directors which saw us end up with a massive 35
films in competition) they still very much see us (& others) as opportunities for them to leverage their profile. Deb
Verhoeven who was quoted was a past AFl CEO (I understand first acting then appointed for about 18 months around
2000-2002) may not have been satisfied with how things finished up (it's all well before my time so don't know much
more).
The Australian article has generated little further discussion. We heard nothing from our constituents. The Australian
received one odd comment only to their online story and when they put it on social media there was very little interest
either. Responses that have come in from our members to our statement have been positive — see attached.
There has been no further media other than two international trade articles which occurred overnight are both fine:
1
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http://variety.com/2017/film/asia/a ustralian-academy-rescinds-harvey-weinstein-award-1202613289/4tarticlecomments
http://deadline.com/2017/11/harvey-weinstein-aacta-australian-film-academy-revokes-fellowship-award1202206809/
Deadline had one query as why the postponed event never eventuated and we've responded as follows:
The event at which the International Fellowship was to be presented, the 'Body of Work' Canberra
International Film Festival event, was a collaboration between a number of organisations. The event was
postponed as Weinstein was unable to attend and, ultimately, the various parties involved and elements
required weren't able to be lined up again for the event to take place. The endeavour simply fizzled out and
was never revived.
One of the foundations of the event and the International Fellowship was to celebrate Weinstein's contribution
to the Australian film industry in person, in Australia. Therefore, the Academy did not move forward with the
Award when the event wasn't able to proceed.

Note also I understand the Brits have not yet revoked HW's CBE. Per Rolf Harris scenario they may well be allowing
and awaiting legal process to run its course on the basis that a person is innocent until proven guilty. We didn't even
have a chance to discuss this dimension over the weekend — the pressure was to run with the crowd.
Issue 2: Confidential matter
Early Friday evening GR rang me to give heads up that he'd been contacted by media for a response to the HW
award situation outlined above. I said thanks and mentioned that we'd responded also. In some general chat that
followed we both discussed our general frustration with the current state of media/society (not an unusual chat thread)
where items such as the HW award issue is made into a "story" in this way. In passing and in circumstances of
confidence he mentioned, by way of example, on his side he'd been baited on some issue involving him which in his
view was bullshit and a symptom of current climate. The only issue he could think of was when he was LEAR at STC
involving a scene (in front of 900 people) in which he carried his dead daughter. He said it was a difficult scene and
whilst he thought the carry position was right for all, there was allegedly some discomfort.
Shortly after I spoke with Anita. I'd reached out to Anita earlier in the afternoon as the HW matter arose as I hadn't
had a chance to connect with Anita since discussion at the last Board meeting and wanted to get Anita's view on the
state of media in the new HW climate.
When we connected I talked through the HW award enquiry we'd received and we discussed the general media
environment with Anita reiterating the level of resources media are now applying to investigations in our industry. I
then perhaps errantly volunteered information to Anita that was shared with me in circumstances of confidence by
GR. At the time I wasn't fully cognisant of the confidentiality around the information that GR had shared with me and I
shared this information with Anita, as a Board member.
This information concerned Anita and these concerns started to lead me to think that the article the Australian were
working on re the HW award contrivance may have been more broad ranging and problematic. However these were
just my thoughts and there was nothing concrete behind this.
As it was Friday night and that media can storm quickly these days I decided to then share my growing concerns
following the discussion with Anita with the Board on Friday evening. In my email on Friday night I said that I had
learnt that Rosemary had found and seemed to be linking a situation relating to Geoffrey at STC and had identified a
complaint of 'inappropriate behaviour' against Geoffrey. However I had no discussion with Rosemary. She had only
spoken to our publicist and she made no mention of Geoffrey, the STC or any compliant to our publicist My email
was only expressing my fears in light of my recent discussions with Geoffrey followed by a call with Anita. Therefore I
proposed a teleconference on the Saturday in case the article in the Australian was ultimately problematic.
On Saturday morning Anita sent an email to Board members saying she was concerned about the complaint of
'inappropriate behaviour' levelled at Geoffrey when at the STC and suggested that it was worth us considering
involving a crisis media expert. I also thought it could be helpful at the time to have the best advice to hand that we
could. However it seems Anita picked up from the wording of my email and our discussions that there had been an
actual complaint of inappropriate behaviour against Geoffrey. However we have received no information that this is
the case. On reflection, I can see how Anita and other Board members were led to believe there was more to this
from the way I expressed it in my email.
Our Board call at 2pm Saturday, Anita, Margaret and Brian and I discussed our response to the article in the
Australian and that it could be good to have an external expert assist us with this.
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Hence we engaged Anthony McClellan on Saturday afternoon and he and I worked on our response to the HW award
matter.
Anthony was also very interested in the scuttlebuck that GR had shared with me and reached the conclusion himself
that this was a very big issue. This all happened extremely quickly on Saturday amid what's already our busiest
period of the year.
I understand Anthony and Anita spoke again, Anita and I spoke again, and then Anita suggested that the Board
convene for a discussion around this second potential matter.
As Anthony and I continued work on the response to the HW award matter he continued to energise around the
second matter compelling me to accelerate it further. Anita wasn't across all the communications as she was out of
mobile range much of the weekend.
Anthony's energy compelled me to do something that I now have question over, most particularly trying to find out
more information around the scuttlebuck, GR has confidentially mentioned to me in passing.
I understand now I should not have been doing this but at his behest and in the seeming hysteria of the moment it
seemed hard not to do (I was being told very clearly by Anthony that we had both legal and moral duties to find out
more information and act on this urgently).
The email I sent to the Board on Saturday night set out information for the further Board call that Anita suggested we
discuss. Anthony McClellan was involved in drafting this email based on the information he understood we
had. However to clarify, we do not know of any actual complaint to the STC about Geoffrey or that the Australian is
aware of anything regarding Geoffrey, the STC or any complaint.
Anthony McClellan joined the call on Sunday at 11am (with Alan, Anita, George, Margaret, Noni, Jennifer and I).
Anthony explained his concems/advice on the call. However it became apparent during the call that there was a lot of
confusion regarding the facts of the GR issue. Thus the call on Sunday went round and round as there was
uncertainty on a number of matters.
What I can see now that we'd failed to do at that point (as it was the weekend and wasn't really possible in advance)
was to clearly set out the information we had and undertake proper situational analysis.
The call ended with a request by Jennifer to me to clearly set out in writing the information I had received regarding
the GR issues and where the information had come from so we could disentangle the various elements of the
situation and properly assess and consider it before we agree on a forward plan.

Damian Trewhella
Chief Executive Officer

Australian Film Institute (AFI) I Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts (AACTA)
D. Redacted for Public File; M. Redacted for Public File; E. Redacted for Public File W. www.aacta.org I www.afi.org.au
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From:

Brett Sheehy Redacted for Public File
Friday, 31 August 2018 9:59AM
Nick Doherty
Thread 2

Sent:
To:

Subject:

From: Redacted for Public File
Date: 11 June 2018 at 2:42:53 am AEST
To: Redacted for Public File
Cc: brett Sheehy Redacted for Public File
Subject: Re: Hi again from Brett
Hi boththx, Si, for swift update. Jane and I arrive in London on June 17th until 29th- maybe
somewhere, somehow, sometime on either 18th or 19th we could meet (?)
Sorry about the two (d)'s- probably Valpolicella was responsible- even that early in the
alphabet.

IF (a11d it's a big IF) we came to a suitable settlement at Mediation on July 4th- it may
affect my TN decision more favourably- but that could still be a longshot ........ brett and I
can still meet sometime later in June.
best
xxgr
ps I'll opt for the Maggie Smith suggestion - you can work on your Marlene Dietrich (or
John Dietrich if the mood takes you)

On 10 Jun 2018, at 3:38pm, Redacted for Public File

wrote:

Hi both
Sorry to be a bit slow dipping in. Nice to have a clear abc list GR (even if it
did require two d's!). It puts all our lengthy and meandering head-bashing into
point form, which makes it easier.
BS, I'm in London briefly 17 - 20 and will catch up with GR then, but
unfortunately am back in Berlin by the time you arrive. SOOOOO close!, but
we'll be talking about other things before then no doubt and can touch base re
point C.
Meanwhile, Brett's right, try to enjoy Italy GR. Think Denholm Elliot in A
room with a View. Or Maggie Smith if it's more fruitful.
Sxx
1
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On 10 Jun 2018, at 12:28 AM, Brett Sheehy
Redacted for Public File wrote:
I'd love to meet up Geoffrey. Simon could you join?

A drink or meal on Wednesday 27th or Thursday 28th would
be great, if that worked for all? Or I could juggle my schedule
a bit to make Tuesday 26th work, if that was better.
Cheers
B

On 1.0 Jun 2018, at 4:31am,

Redacted for Public File

wrote:

!Ii GuysI also will be in London from June 18 -29. If
there's value in co-ordinating a cocktail and a
chat together - it would be invaluable. Lemme
know.
best
gr

On 9 Jun 2018, at 1:10am, Brett
Sheehy
Redacted for Public File wrote;
Hi there Geoffrey and Simon.
Geo:ffrey- ple~e don't worrywe totally understand your
position. We issued a 'business
as usual' to put a full-stop for
now on Boland's non-story, but
we're ab$olutely aware of all you
say.
Wethree(GR, SP, BS) will all
talk further over the next short
period, but for right now please
try to enjoy your R&R.
And Simon- I don't suppose you
are planning any side-trips from
Berlin to London .in the ~hort
term? I will be in London
2
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'.
'

Tuesday 26 June to Monday 1
July in case you were dropping
by.
Brett x
On 9 Jun 2018, at
8:50am,

Redacted for Public File

wrote:
Hi guysno major alarm
bells- but
Michaela
"Aussiewood
(yuk)" Boland has
written on-line
ABC news that
I'm confirmed to
play Malvolio ....
yes, on a
'business as
usual' level that's
a "fact" and, at
this stage,
probably the best
low-level hum ....
but we must all
juggle and
collaborate
closely over the
next short period
.... Simon knows I
have placed a
serious 'Standby'
proposition
because:
(a) the media
attention on my
Trial could place
me and MTC into
a bonfire of
tabloid shit ...
(b) my creative
spirit, currently, is
at a very low ebb
(c) I need a
definite decision
(yay or nay)
deadline3
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'

'

>

(d) I don't want
myorCWB's·
legal profile to
destroy any
audience's
connection to the
play - with all the
wrong reasons
(d) others are
encouraging me to
say fuck off to all
and forge ahead
.... in my shoes,
that's a complex
decision ... and
one neither myself
northeMTC
sh()uld need to be
contemplating but we are.
It's unfortunately
awkward and
delicate - and on a
fme set of scales
.... but I woUld
appreciate being
kept constantiy in
the triangular
conversation
....(and it's also
meaningfql to my
lawyers how the
Dirty Tartygraph
could make
unwarranted
mileage out of it
best
xgr
Sent ;from mY
iPhon.e
[http://www.melboumetheatreco
mpan.y.com.ao/bannerl.png]<htt
p://Www.melbourrietheatrecompa
ny.com.au>
[http://www.melbourn.etheatreco
mpany.com.au/logo f.pngl<http:
//wwW.facebookcom./Melboume
TheatreCompany> [http://www.
melbourn.eiheatiecompany.com.a
u/logo tpng]
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<http://twitter.com/MelbTheatre
Co> [http://www.melbournethe
atrecompany.com.au/logo yt.png
]
<http://www.youtube.com/melbt
heatreco>
Please consider .the environment
before printing this e-mail. This
e-mail and any attachments may
contain personal information or
information that is otherwise
confidential
or the subject of copyright. Any
use, disclosure or copying of any
part of it is prohibited. MTC
does not warrant that this email
or any attachments are free from
viruses or
defects. Please check any
attachments for viruses and
defects before opening them. If
this e-mail is received in error
please notify the sender by return
e-mail. MTC does not
necessarily share or endorse the
views expressed in this email.
[http://www.melboumetheatrecompany.corn.au/baruier l.png]<
http://www.melboumetheatrecompany.com.au>
[http://www.melboumetheatrecompany.corn.au/logo f.png]<ht
tp://www.facebook.com/MelbourneTheatreCompany> [http://
wv.;rw.melbournetheatrecompany.com.au/logo t.png]
<http://twitter.com/MelbTheatreCo> [http://www.melboumet
heatrecompany.com.au/logo yt.png]
<http://www.youtube.com/melbtheatreco>
Please consider the environment before printing this email. This e-mail and any attachments may contain personal
information or information that is otherwise confidential
or the subject of copyright. Any use, disclosure or copying of
any part of it is prohibited. MTC does not warrant that this
email or any attachments are free from viruses or
defects. Please check any attachments for viruses and defects
before opening them. If this e-mail is received in error please
notify the sender by return e-mail. MTC does not
necessarily share or endorse the views expressed in this email.
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Three girls – lucky me! says Geoffrey Rush as he plays in King Lear
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Three girls – lucky me! says Geoffrey Rush as he plays
in King Lear
By Elissa Blake
19 November 2015 — 6:11pm

A

A

A

Posing for pictures, Geoffrey Rush doesn't seem
to be taking the role of King Lear too seriously.
Not today. "Do I have that regal stud-mufﬁn
quality coming through?" he asks the
photographer.

He casts an approving eye over his three stage daughters. "I hand-picked them," he
cackles. "I couldn't be more thrilled. The chemical balance feels right."

Geoffrey Rush and his stage daughters (from left) Eryn Jean Norvill, Helen Buday and Helen Thomson are exploring
the workings of one of Shakespeare's most dysfunctional families.
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Three girls – lucky me! says Geoffrey Rush as he plays in King Lear

Photo: Nic Walker

Taking a break from his recurring part in Pirates of the Caribbean, Rush is "embracing his
sexagenarianism" in preparation to play the title role in Shakespeare's King Lear, one of
the most demanding roles in classical theatre. Helen Buday, Helen Thomson and Eryn
Jean Norvill are Lear's daughters, Goneril, Regan and Cordelia.
Rush and director Neil Armﬁeld talked a great deal about creating a sense of family
before embarking on rehearsals for the Sydney Theatre Company's production, Rush says.
To create an intimate feel, they cast actors Rush had known for years and had worked
with previously.

Rush and director Neil Armﬁeld worked on creating a sense of family among the cast before embarking on
rehearsals.

Photo: Supplied

Advertisement

"Helen [Buday] and I go way back," Rush says. "We were in The Importance of Being
Earnest back in the day [in 1988]. But even before that I spent time as a teacher at NIDA
doing clowning and there was this amazing young woman in ﬁrst year. Helen actually
taught me how to trip."
Rush and Helen Thomson go back a way, too. "Helen played a hooker in a production of a
minor Jacobean comedy I was in called The Dutch Courtesan [in 1993]," Rush says.
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Three girls – lucky me! says Geoffrey Rush as he plays in King Lear

This production marks the ﬁrst time Rush has worked with Norvill, however. "I saw EJ
play Ophelia in Hamlet for the MTC [Melbourne Theatre Company] and I developed an
immediate stage-door Johnny crush," he confesses. "But you won't print that, will you?"
Together, Rush and his colleagues are probing the workings of one of Shakespeare's most
dysfunctional families, beset by vicious sibling rivalries and shaken apart as an elderly
patriarch descends into madness.

Rush (left) plays the Fool to John Gaden's King Lear in a 1988 version of the play.

Photo: Supplied

"We're working on the idea that these girls have all been reared to rule, to want and hold
on to power," Thomson says. "When things go to pot, they behave in the only thing they
know how. Regan thinks, well, the kingdom is up for grabs and I'm an idiot if I don't go for
it. That's appropriate behaviour for her – even if she is killing and torturing people along
the way."
Rush says there may be some family secrets in the closet. "There's more than one mother
involved, I think. Cordelia may have a different mother. It's been fascinating ﬁnding out
how each daughter relates to dad and how he relates to them. They are so different."
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Ian McKellen as King Lear.

Photo: Supplied

Thomson likens the play to Game of Thrones. "Every now and then it really feels like
Game of Thrones to me. Who's got the power now? And right at the top of the play you
get a king announcing he is going to abdicate. The Elizabethan audience would have
drawn a breath because straight away everything is up for grabs. That would have been a
frightening idea back then."
Rush says the play's reputation as "difﬁcult" arises from the demands it places on its
actors, not because it is hard for audiences to understand. "People might think Lear is
going to be long and heavy," he says. "But it's exciting in its awfulness. You plunge into
what drama should be. It's gripping and not a chore. If Lear were made today, it would be
a box-set thriller. If it was on TV and ran for 10 hours, you'd be watching thinking, 'I'll
just do one more episode'."

King Lear (with John Bell in the role, left) has always been a magnet for famous actors.

Photo: Wendy McDougall

At the heart of the play is Lear's madness and over the years, many have speculated about
its nature, Rush says. Is this an early depiction of dementia?
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"Medical people reading the play have said Lear is suffering from Arteriosclerotic
dementia or a bit of Alzheimer's," says Rush. "It's interesting to me that one of the actors
in Shakespeare's own company, Ned Alleyn – Ben Afﬂeck played him in Shakespeare in
Love – had a father who ran the Bedlam hospital at the time. I reckon Shakespeare would
have gone down there to see what was going on."
Whatever the reason for it, madness is almost impossible to play, says Rush. "For me it's
about ﬁnding the dramatic impact in the moments of his mania. What seems to work best
is ﬁnding a vulnerability or a point of empathy, where an audience can look at Lear and
think how shocking it must be to be that old and to be banished from your family into the
open air in a storm. That's a level of impoverishment you would never want to see in any
other human being, ever."
Playing a father whose actions destroy a family inevitably leads one to thinking about
one's own life, Rush says. He has two adult children, Angelica and James, with his partner
Jane Menelaus. "I respond particularly to Cordelia. My own daughter is of Cordelia's age
and while our lives are nothing like the Lears, you imagine what might be if that tragedy
actually happened. That's the stuff you have to access as an actor."
At 64, Rush feels he's the right age to play Lear. Any older, he chuckles, and he wouldn't
be able to carry Cordelia's body on to the stage at the end of the play. "It's comforting to
know that in my 60s I'm playing an octogenarian," he smiles. "But people have played the
role at many different ages."
The British actor John Gielgud, for example, was in his late twenties when he played Lear
in 1931. "I actually got to work with Gielgud twice," Rush says. "He was the Pope in
Elizabeth, so I only went and watched him ﬁlm scenes, and he played the old mentor at
the Royal College of Music in Shine. He was inspiring. There he was, one of the greats,
and still a jobbing actor. I remember after shooting a scene with him for Shine, he went
off to do an ice-cream commercial. He was 92!"
Despite the heaviness of the material, the atmosphere in the rehearsal room has been
very light, says Thomson. "I was talking to [incoming STC artistic director] Jonathan
Church and he was saying that in UK there has been a run of Lears that have been quite
intellectual and that's just not Geoffrey."
Rush laughs. "I'm a low comedian! Wearing a crown! Rehearsal is a playpen for me to do
cheap jokes."
Working with Rush for the ﬁrst time, Norvill is appreciating that playfulnesss. "I love
Geoffrey's ebullience and that's really something because this play looks into some deep
dark holes in humanity," she says. "Sometimes fear can get into a rehearsal room and rot
it. Nervousness, formality, all that bullshit. But Neil and Geoffrey work from moment to
moment and we're all on the same journey together."
The production team Armﬁeld has assembled is also part of a wider family, Rush adds.
"Its basically the team who did the Ring Cycle in Melbourne. That went for 16 hours and
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it was constantly inventive. Not over-designed, or over-conceptualised. Just full of ideas.
To do three hours of King Lear after that must be like doing No No Nanette by
comparison."

King Lear runs from November 24 to January 9 at Roslyn Packer Theatre; $90-$120.

Hail to the King
King Lear is one of the most performed of all the Shakespearen tragedies and a magnet
for stage and screen stars late in their careers.
John Gielgud played King Lear multiple times, ﬁrst when he was in his 20s, and last when
he recorded a radio version of the play in his 90s.
Laurence Olivier played the king in a production he also directed and 40 years later
starred again in a small-screen production for Channel 4.
Donald Wolﬁt played the role while German bombs fell on London and Charles Laughton
was lured back to England from Hollywood to play Lear in 1959.
"The further you get into that play," Laughton would later write, "the more you feel that
never, never will you, or any other damned actor, be able to act it fully."
Despite that, Peter Ustinov, Michael Gambon, Michael Hordern, Anthony Hopkins,
Christopher Plummer, Nigel Hawthorne and Jonathan Pryce have all stepped up to the
plate since.
Australia has seen its fair share of Lears over the years. British actor Timothy West played
the role in a 1972 touring production. Geoffrey Rush played the Fool to Warren Mitchell's
Lear for the Queensland Theatre Company in 1978. At the height of his Lord of the Rings
fame, Ian McKellen played Lear in a Royal Shakespeare Company production that toured
to Melbourne in 2007.
John Bell and John Gaden have each played the role three times. Robyn Nevin was a
Queen Lear in Melbourne in 2012 and, in an interesting casting twist, she plays the Fool
to Rush's Lear in the coming Sydney Theatre Company production.
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Oh dear girl are you ok??i was
contacted today by channel 9, I
was in rehearsal with no
iPhone. Fortunate. I told my
agent no comment. But it's
nasty. I hope you'll be
protected. I'm sure you will be.
If you need anything just
ask.xxx
Sat, 2 Dec, 12:49 am

I'm frightened. And the media
are ferociously hounding me.
It's pretty scary. I'm just trying
to do the show and survive. I
didn't ask for any of this. It's
awful Robyn.
Sat, 2 Dec, 9:22 am

Oh sweetheart
Is your aaent anv help?
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Sat, 2 Dec, 9:22 am

Oh sweetheart
Is your agent any help?
Anyone at STC?
Xx
Both are trying their hardest to
protect me. SIC is working
hard and Kip has been strong
for me. There are many stories
not just mine. But I'm fairly
alone right now. And the truth
is I tried to keep out of it. But
here I am, in the eye of the
storm. I just want to do my job
and feel safe.
Sat, 2 Dec, 12:03 pm

I'm glad to hear Kip and STC
and agent are supportive. Stay
close to friends. Xx
iMessage
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Thinking of you. You have
another two weeks, yes? Can
you go away after that? Xx
I'm going to Scotland with my
family. So I've just got to get
through another two weeks.
Good plan darling girl. Im
thinking of you. Sending love.
Breathe deeply and calmly. Xx
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Finishing tomorrow? Sending
love. X
iMessage
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room laptops.
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OSCAR-winning Australian
actor Geoffrey Rush ,has been
acrused of Minappmpriat.e behavloo:r~ during the Sydney Theatre Company's
recent production 'of
King Lear.
Butthl!starvigorousty denies the allegatioos and say.s
the company has
never told him 'of
any allegations 'Of
wrong doing.
The
Daily
Tell!gl'aph 'can
ttJday
revl!al
that one {If the
'country's most:
:sooce!i5ful actor.s was the
:5'!Jbject or a
'c'omplalnt
ihJnRg the
production
of Kmgtear.
(it
is
understood
liIe aIlegaHons 'o f inapprollriate
behav,i our
O'c cul''\'e'd
OVeJ' several
months. The
loclil production Of
dassic William Shake-
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speare play ran from Novem- pie he has worked with. has
ber lOIS to January 2016 at been impeccable beyond rethe RoslYn 'Packer Theatre.
proach.
There were ,also several
"Mr Rush has not been apmonths ofrehearsals.
proached by the Sydney
":Sydney Theatre Company Theatre Company and the alreceived a <:omplaint all~,g legedrornplainant nor any
that Mr Geoffrey Rush had representative of either of
engaged in inappropriate be- them concerning the matter
ha'Viour." a spokeswoman said vou have raised: the letter
to The Daily Telegraph.
States.,
"The Company received
"Further, he has not been
theromplaint when Mr informed by them of the naRush's engagement with the ture of the complaint and
Company had 'ended. The whatit involves:
Company rontinues to work
The letter from the legal
wilb the romplainant to mini- firm's partner Nicholas Pullen
mise the risk of futureinstan- goes on to say that Rush has
not been involved with the
'0e5 'of the alleged behaYioW'
'Occurring in itsworlcplace.
Sydney Theatr,e Company or
"The romplainant has re- its representatives for a period
quesb!d that their identity be of more than 22 months.
withheld.
"In the circumstances. if
·STC respects that lrequest
such a 'statement
and for Ip mccy :reasons.
.;~.
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m11 not be ma.\mg any
'J" bY.
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Government's recycling scheme 'is a big load of rubbish
:iIII
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with familil!S expected to recoup
the mo~ by coIleding refunds
for recydlng the bottles.
But despite the 'gtlve:mmI!nt
promisingto mil out 800 reverse
v'ending machinl!S ,across the
state, last night there weI'!! set to
be only 236 I'I!CYcling poinlli in
ope.r.ation when the program begins tomorrow, made up 'of

vending machines andover-thecounter arrangements.
Based on liIe gm-ernment's
map, more than 10 '1!ll!Cfurates
at:r05S the state had no way to
claim recycling refunds. Mustwin ~ts for the goo.·emment in
regional NSW were missing collection points. including Orange, which the nation·aJs
spectacularly lost to the Shoot-

ers party in the 2016 by-ell!ctioo. the government hasn't <consid- thing so innocuous as a reThe Daily Tekgr.qlh can re- ered I~al ,accessrequir.eml!nts~, cyding scheme, and that it
veal that those vending
A spokesman for the would hurt the govemml!nt in
m'achtnes that do exist don't scheme's ope!'atnr - Tomra regional seats that could detet'meet national ~ndanls for dis. C1eanaway - said the height mine the next election.
abled a = The mutes (pIC- was "wIthin reach 'Cif an adult
Small businesses in -electorseated in a whel!lchair",
tured right) are 1~7Omm high ates 1JIlthe northern border are
alxNe the 900--lI00mm reOnl! senior government preparing to lose revenue to
quired for public a~s. Pby:si- member described the scheme shops in Queensland which
cal Disabilities Council CEO as ¥snamboJic", saying it was does not have a container colSerena 'Ch"eflS said it was "crazy embarrassing to bot<:h some- lection SIlrcharge.
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Service to
counsel
affected
Nine staff

II

II

It does not
warrant

Sydney Theatre
Company received a

CHANNEL Nine has opened
·an independent counselling
service foRoYting allegations
this week of sexual assault by
fonner TV personality Don
Burke as the network''!; boss
Hugh Marlcs addresses staff
for the first time, saying ·we
cannot rewrite history~.
A new phone line was set
Ifp yesterday to allow people
,to report instances of past behaviour they would like addre'Ssed.
"Forme!' Nine employees
with complaints can provide
their personal contact details
and HR will follow up directly
on a strictly confidential
basis.- Nine said in an email
to 'Stall.
'The munselling will be
provided at no cost to
them, Nine said, and will
support the person to
"'work through any issues that relate to their
time~ at Nine,
Mr Marks, meanwhile, mld staff that allegations of harassment
and misconduct bv
Burke was 'appalling~,
vowing to deal with
misconduct,
harassment, discrimination
and buRying issues
wl!ffectivelv w •
Burke ~returned to
Nine's A CUrrent Affair, this week where he
admitted to 'behaving
like a bullying Iy:rant,
and having u a number
of affairs", but cannot

comment
except that it
is false and

complaint alleging
that Mr Geoffrey
Rush had engaged
ininappropriate

untrue

behaviour
STC

05

laWyer for

Rusn

N1dro'las PUlleR

$p'01c:eswoman

l -~---"·---- ·-·""""-·~

I

remember "exact things
I did 2Oyea.~ agow •

"~t does not wammt comment 'e:(cept that it is [false and
unb'ue:
Rush has wcrlled with it'he
STC many times - both ·acting and directing productions
like Uncle Vanya, Oleanna,
The 'lmportance'ofBeing '11mest, You Can't Take [t 'With
You. King Lear and The GC/\'ernment Inspector.
Rush won the Academy
Award for Best Actor in 1996
for hi~ role as !)avid He]rgotl:
in the ltlO\ie Shine and was
nt1minated fur the best .supporting actor role two years
lat~for Shakespeare in Lo\'e.
His other Oscar nominalions include best actor in
2000 film Qw11s ami for The
King':s Speech in 20U in the
same caregOJ)',

He has been described
as a "sexual predator" and
"psychoticbullyw duringthe
17..:year run of Burke's Backyard. Speaking to ACA host
Tracy Grimshaw, he claimed
to be a victim of a "Witch
hunt~ ignited by the Harvey
Weinstein .scandal.

He has found
fame for becoming
one 'of the few people~ohaveWlinild-

"Triple

ing's

the

Crown"

A:cademy
Ifte

Award.

Prlm'etime

Emmy Award and
the Tony Award.
The '66-yE'ar-dd
married falher'-oftwo and Melbrume
m:idmt is also the

Dl'e!>iilent
Australian

or

the
Acad-

ernyof Cinmlll
T<elevisi\:)D and Arts
and is ,expected to
altmdthe annual
AACfA Awards at
The Stlr Event

lOOn IJurfce being
IntervIeWed on ACA.

Centre nextWl"ek.

KIDS AWAKE TO FAKE NEWS
OLDER children are becoming increasin-gly sanoy about

they are ·extreme'ly waryibout
'which articlt>s they 'tan b'ust.
The majorityofthose in this
age group who read m.ws on
.socj.a1 media make an effort to
'check if it is true, Some 86 .per
'cent make "at least 'One practiattempt" :to meckthe V,eracitv''Ofan article.
For ·example-the)' might
'double tiheck it with lll3in-

fake nl!WS 'On social media.
More ·than half of young·sters aged 12 to 15 use facebook anrlTwitter to access
news online - often dlcklng
'on stories that have been 'ret'ommended by "frienlh" in
tneir network or by users ~'
"follow", But·even though they
like to access m!\\'S in this way, .stream _

Bali tourist relief as airport reopens

cal

rourt:es.

Mom/t ~ In..ctJon.

.BALI'S airport reopened late
yesterday and Rights resumed
as the amount or volcanic ash
from the erupting Mt Agung
volcano decreased.
Alter three days of dosure, :a
decision w;as made lale vesterdliy for tbeairport mopeR.
The decision brought relief
~o the 150,000 murists :stmnded
in Baliasaresultofthevolcano,

which -began

erupting last

trechief. Kasban~ said everyone

week. Yesterday almost 58,000 'living inside the exclusion zone
passengetS, on 430 Ilights, had 8-10km from the crater had

faced cance'llatiol!S.
been told to leave.
Authorities said while the
An eruption on Tuesday,
volcanicasft plume was still which hurled volcanic ash more
reathing 1500-2OOOm, it had than 4000m into the air had
decreasedcompamJ tothe pre- been .the biggest.so rar. promptviousday_
ing wamings that a large-scale
The Volcanology andGeo- eruption was just hours away.
logical Hazards Mitigation 'Cen- But ·that has not yet happened.
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THE BANK :BUST II TOP KIDS GO BUSH
SHAIII MAmotI
&InAlllOUSSIIWI
FORMER premie'r Mike
Baird played a key role in
ronvincing the Turnbull
govemme'nt to agree to II
royal commission into the

big banks. As Mr Baird and
his new boss NAB chair Ken
Henry .got the banks onside,
Treasurer Stott Morrison
also bad a 'call with Reserve
Bank governor Philip Lowe
,thatn!~lti<;position.
~ rulL lm"OlUSPAGU

MRA tllDWEll
HIGH-achieving studl!llts
will be given !ree univer.;ily
degrees and a $7SOO-a-year
payment inl!.tchange for
spending three years teaching in the NSW bush.

S~'free degrees will be
offered from nelt year ;as
part of a radical push to get
betb!r teachers in rural areas
as the gtM!nlment lights to
mainblin a political grip on
O1I1:iai'!:oontry electoratet
~

nnl ll'£Pll1Il PAr,f. ')

Page 1 of 1

WHAT A SHOCKER
AlIA CAlIWm.
ONEof themte's power fat
cats has sparked uproar
after it was revealed he has
pocketed a whopping
$117,000 pay rise as rocketing bills lelM! families strug-

gling to keep the lights on.
Essential Energy chief
exerutive John Oeland has
taken home $882,076 even
as his own company
described its patchy service
reliability as "unfavourable".
~

flilt IlEPOllT PAGE 7
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Meyne Raoul Wyatt
JJ NomInah!dfur 2014
lDgIefor Most 0utst.mcIin8
NewcomerforRl!dfl!m Now

!t

The Old Vic Theatre on The cut In tondon.

HRoverhaul
to lift curtain
on
'.,..Ui bad deeds

I \'/a s in the ShOIM. I b elieve wl l 0ever hi'ls com p fQP!J ard W<;
titnefor Sydney Theatre Company and th e industry in
f\ustralia and vJOrldwide as a wi10le to make a stand on this

"Appean!dan Neighb0ur5
rrom2Ol4to2016 as
Nate IOnSki and
becamethe1ilst
IncIgenous

beht'lViour!! !

lIrtortobe
;

partOfthe

;1.rna.
InGlst
5Ina!1he
j
II

soapIebegan
JJAppeamJ
inSlt
prodOctIm

oJiKi1g1M
,i!Ic!npIde

au;:;

UUUSMI

!Ao5hfran

tONl11IOII MORIN

lO1§,tolOHi

'allwant:tolbeiin.Mbe,sajd More
broadly. Mr Md nt)Te sugge$ted -it is a "I'.'iider:anging lssue fo.r
THE Sydney Theatre Com- the industry to ad~ in ~he
pany has revised -its HR poli- wake of the HaJ'\'ey Weinst€in
des in a bid to ensure it scandal.
*Many still v,lew~at speakmaintains a 'Safe 'emironment
for staff.
ing up comes ",ith adver.se
Executive director 'of the repercussions,· he ,explained.
STC Pabid Mdntyl'l! (be100')
1111s is a trust issue thllt the
said it was impoifllnt acrors industry needs to 'Work
fee! safe to speak up ami towards resolving and the
believ,es main'ti!llance of confi· 'observance of conrtdentlalily is
key to this. If people don~t trust
dentiality to be key.
"We have reviE9i'ed policies us with their stories. thevwon't
, and llfotedum; in place and speak up."
that indudes educating 'actors
The HR 'O¥erhaul follows
wbentbey rome in to the corn- preliminary findings of an
pany about our intolerant:e 'of Acturs Equity :survey lIimed at
inappropriate beha'iitrur, who theatlll! adors whkhfound
they should speak 'to and 'thllt40 pet"l"l!ntofrespondents
encouraging them 'to spealc da:ilm!dthey ba'd dil'l'iCrly
'experienced ,sexual harassup: Mr Mc1ntytnald.
Mr Mclntyre~s romments ml!llt, bullying or misconduct.
Oscar winner K~;n Spllcey
come after the STC 'COOfinned
it hatil'l!ceiv,ed a 'complaint by became embroiled in the '0na staff meniberover allega- gOing tolttroveF5:y rocking ~he
tions of '"i1J3JlPTOpriate behav- entErtainmen't industry with
ioor" ~ Oscar winner n umermJS victimscom~g
Geoffrey Rush. Rush vline- forwam - including 20 'complaints ,from his 'lime as artiStic
me.ntly denies
di!'ect« at lmdon's Old V'k:
wrongdoi.n~
'Theatre belt.ween 2004 and
stressed that
" 1 2m';.
and the executive
A law linn's investigation in'to allegations about
team at the theatre
company have ,a
Spacey stated: "Despite
bavingtheapproprlate
duty of calli! to
escalation procesensure all staff feel
oos in plaoe, R
safe and respected in
was
claimed
the workplace.
that
those
"This lsn't
affected felt
creating drama
unable
to
blame but if f!<Ieryraise
'Conone bolds each
cemsand that
other aooountSpacey operable. we ereated without
ate the kind
sufficil!llt acof worlt'OOIln'flIbility ."
place we

'. I'

Rush denies claim of 'In<lpproprl:tte behaviour
'. "

' . II

II

li 1 1.'1 . h ; i ,

~ l'

"

, ~~

.':
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"I

0 0:":
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, ~..:rt\

ll/!AiiI ,- "

Mr>\Inl" R::1nt II WV;'Itt
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,

,
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DAppeiJred in 2014 tl!!evision
II'IInIsc!rk!s ANZAC GlrIs as Pat DooIc!y
D Also played RobI!rt OonneRy In
L<M!Oi1d from 2014-2015

-".

... ")1''''''l Pl l t

1 d ,,'"

I' ,

,--,.

BAppearedinSydm!y Thel!tn!

(ompanypro<tttionssudlas
AMidsummer NWIl'sOrNn
In 2016

Sydney T:heatre Company actors support
UQUSlVEJ
JOIIA1II01IIIOUII
'lWO adorswbo worik ....ith
the Sydney Theab1e 'C0mpany yesterday pUblicly
threw their support behind
the actress who :has acrosed
Oscar·winnerGroffrev Rush
o.ftoodJing her inapPropriately dtuing the Stage produttion of King Lear.
ncomes as Rush - one of
the 'COuntry's .most successful
actors - was yeste.rda;y ()(J1ltinuing to vehemently deny
claims he inappropriab:!ly

tooehed a <cast member of
the local production Of the
classic William Shakespeare
play.
Rising
young
actor
M~me Raoul Wyatt, ~ho
.appeared in King I..ea~, said
he believed hlscastmati!'s
version 'of evell'1s,
"I was in the show:
Wyatt, who has also starred
in Neighbours and Redfern ·
Now, wrote on Faoebook
yesterday after The Daily
l'el~ph broke the story.
., believe (the person

who) has ,come forward. It's

time for Sydney Theatre

Company and the industry in
Australia and worldwide asa
whole to make a stand on
this behaviotul!!r
And Brandon McClelland, who has worked along:side the woman at the centre
of the aUeged complaint .and
is ,in tbe <company's auTent
production of Three Sister.!,
urged others on Twitter to
believe the actress.
Mit wasn't a misunderstanding. It wasn't a joke. • he
posted.
McClelland's tweet was

also reposted by several
otMr Sydney theatre actors
as !!be story dominated social
media yesterday.
The STC p.roduction of
King Lear ran from November lOIS to January 20l6.
The 66-year-old acting
Jegendyesterday saldhe "immediately phoned and spoke
to senior management" at
the Sl'C when he became
aware of rumours there was
aoomplaint
But he said the STC refused to give him ,any details.
"They refused to iIIumi-

Stateme,nt for acting veteran blasts STC 'smear'
MANAGEMENl'JorOscar-winning
actor Geoffl'ey Rush issued a rom·
prebenSivestatement yestt!rday
denying allegations'Of"'inapproprlate
beh'avioor" during the 66-Jear-old
veteran actor's time wi.t h the :Sydney
Theatre Company's [production 'df
King Lear.
Thestatemenl fellawing The
Daily T1!Iegraph'sexdusive report
yeste~day. took aim ,a t the Sydney
Theatre Company, alleging fuat it

bad "(;bosen to smear his in ameand
, urgustifiably d:amage hiST'epu'tatlon~.
'It :a]oo claimed ,t hat "'His treatmentoffellow oonoogues rutd everyone be has worked with is aJways
conducted with respect ami tl:!e
utmost propriety.
' 'The allega'lion made 'against oMr
Rush 'COimes from a statemen~ provided iby~e SY~' Theatre Company:iit;reads,
The widely released dorumenl

says it is tIJ1demoodtha! the STCs

"1!he moment I became 2111'are 'of
rumours 'Of a 'COmplain! f immediately phoned and ~ke to senior
"1'0 date. Mr RuSh QraJIV of his management:at the Sydney Theatre
I!epl'l!Sl!ntatives bave n'ot ~'ed Company asking for darffiGltion
any reporesen'tatiom'from Ibe 'Sl'C or ,abouHbedetaitsoflhe statement
llie romolainant
"'They l'efusedto iDuminateme
"1n .
'woros.lbere!has'been no with !he detiils. •
proIIi!iion 'of ,any details, circum'iJ1he statement then says Mr Rush
stances, aJ~tinns 'or eveRts that 'can 'only :reiterate ,that be denies
i:an be meaningMly respondedto."
being ,ill1ro!ved in any "inappropriate
It goes 1;)n to quote Ml'Rush:
bebaviOllT"l\'ba~'eI'.
tlI'rn Statement tontem5 a 'oomplainl
madeto it more than 2lmonths~o.

Geoffrt!Y IRush In J<Jng Lear rehearsals.
lG.EtSlOl~ ~ Vl
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I
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STAIEMENTFROMGEmnEYRUSII
"The moment1bec.ame awateofrumours 'Of,fi
co:mpJaint I immediately pho-ned and spoke to :senicn
IDanagement ~t the Sydney '11teatreCompml), asking
fur darJlication about the details nUhe statement.
They refused t'O ilJllminate me wUh the details _
I also asked why this htformatlon\\o<ls belngw'lthhe1d.
and why. according to standard theatre practice
the issue had nDt been mlsed with me durlngtbe
production Via stage management, tIre direcror,
my reUow actors or anyone at management leva.
However. no respon:sewas forthc~mlng."

S1tSTATEMENr

Sydney Th~tire Company was asked by

a NCW5 Corp journalist earlicrtihis manth
Whcth(.T it .had received a complaintailiJcging
inappropriate behaviourby i\tr Rush while he
wac; employed by (hccompany. STCitcsv<mucd

truthfuny lIhat ill had received SOt'll a ,com,plaint.

complainant's claims against megastar Rush

,.

nate me," he said through a name and unjustifiably damage 'his ·reputation".
statement
"Not to alfOl'da person
"[ also asked. why this information was being with- their right to know what has
held. and why, acrording to been alleged against them,
.stamdaro theatre practi~e, the I~alone ootinform them ofit
issue had not been raised with but .release such inf<llmation
me during the production via to the public, is 'b otha denial
stage management, the direc- o'f Mtural justice and is not
tor, my fellow actors or any- how our society 'operates," he
said.
'one at management level.
The :actor's lawyer•.a part"However, no response
ner in ~egal firm HW'L Ebwas forthcoming."
Rush's I'awver Nicholas sworlh, satd Rush -·abhom.>d
Pullensai'd itwasa ".greit dis- any form tif mliltreatment 'o'f
appointment" that the STC any person".
"Unlil there .is the decem:y
had "thosen to smear :his

afforded to Mr Rush of
what the 'inap~riate be.horviour' actually is thl!ll
there is nothing more that
can be said at tbisstage. • Mr
PuJlen said.
Two sources who sp<me
to The Daily Telegraph yesterday said Rush was made
awarewho made the claims
in a conv,ersal:ion with
,e:terotive director Patrick
Mdntyre threeweeks ago,
Thesources said they be'Iieved ttrewomlln'sliaims.
And t~ said the sore
would rrot be 'worll«nll with

Rush again. That's despite the
veteran actor bali ng workedq ue s ted
with the company both acting the matter be
and directing productions with ronfidl'lltially, and did
such as Uncle Va1l}'a, Olean- notwant Mr Rush notified",
na, The Importance Of Being
"STC oomplied.acting in
Emestantl The Government the interest of the comp~ain
Inspector.
ant's health and welrare: Mr
A new :stal~melit from Mcln1yl'e last night said the
the STCyesterdaysaid that it STC had "reviewedpolides
had responded "I:nithfully' and. procedures" including
after being approached by "educating a'ctors when they
The Daily Telegraph earlier come in to the company
'thisweek.
aboul 'our intole~ante ofinap- ftJI;:;az ai
.
It also dariliedthe anony- propriate behaviour, who
moos nature or tbe aUege'd . \'hey should :spellk to and en- Mow w@ broke the story
complainant, who ~'a'd "re- couraging them to speak lip". yestt!rday.

- THEATRE'S FIRM STATE OF PLAY
THE Sydney Theahte Company responded truthfully that it bad
yesterday rontinned it responded receivi?dsuch a ,complaint"
It also clarirled the iIlJeged rom"truthfully" when ,m om if it had
received ,a romplaintalleging inap- plainant bad wrequested the matti!!'
propriate behaviour by leading be dealt with 'ronfidentiafiv, and did
not w;anl Mr Rush 'nolifled or inAustJ:alian .act<Jr'Geo~ Rush.
In an updatro 'statement, the volved" in My inquirY.
"Sl'C complied, acting in the
STC said it "was asked by a N~
Ltd journalist earlier this month inta'est:oftheromplainant's health.
whether it had received a c0m- and welfare. As .already stated. the
plaint alleging inappropriate be- Company received the complaint
haviour by Mr Rush while be was after Mr Rush's ·engagement had
employed by the company. STC ended"

I
II

I

==1

Execs' exile for star

Rush In IPlrates of the 'CarIbbean.

EXECUTIVES at the :Sydney DaJly Telegraph. MHow could we
Theatre Companyye.sterdayGime work with bim. again? That quesforward in support or Ihe woman tion doosn't i!Vennee<i an answer,"
at the heart d the Geoffrey Rush
The erecutive added: ~Another
scandal, saying they 'whole- actor backed what sbesaid •. we've
heartedly bl!lieveherdaims,
taken this very seriously."
They also said. due to the
The source also defl!llded not
seriousness o'f the allegations, tbe naming the woman, saying; "It is
award-winning theatre company not our story to tell.'
would not work with the Pirates or
A high-profile actor, who did
theCan'bbean sbir again. "There is not want to be named, came forno chance," the source told The ward to support the woman.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Moran, Jonathon Redacted for Public File
Wednesday, 29 November 2017 5:06PM
Ann Churchill-Brown; Sophy Jones
Anthony DeCeglie
Re: Coming over

Hi Anne,
I'm writing this email with an urgent enquiry regarding a story running jn tomorrow's The Daily Telegraph.
I have been investigating an alleged incident of abuse by your client Geoffrey Rush during his time working on The Sydney Theatre
Company production of King Lear.
The following statement from the STC was provided to us yesterday confitming an incident of"inapptopriate behaviour" took place.
This is their official statement:
"Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour. The Company
received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the Company had ended. The Company continues to work with the
complainant to minimise the risk of future instances of the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace,"
It is our understanding colleague Eryn Jean Norvill claims Mr Rush touched her inappropriately on a number of occasions.
We are not naming the "complainant".
This is part of a broader investigation into a number of high profile people in the entertainment industry in the wake of the Don Burke
scandal, and previously the Harvey Weinstein allegations.
Can you please provide an official response on behalf ofMr Rush as soon as possible regarding the incident and subsequent
investigation by the STC.
Regards,
Jonathon

On 29 November 2017 at 16:59, DeCeglie, Anthony Redacted for Public File
Hi Anne,

wrote:

I'm writing this email with an urgent enquiry regarding a story running in tomorrow's The Daily
Telegraph.
I have been investigating an alleged incident of abuse by your client Geoffrey Rush during his time
working on The Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear.
The following statement from the STC was provided to us yesterday confil'I11ing an incident of
"inappropriate behaviour" took place.
This is their official statement:
"Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour. The Company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the
Company had ended. The Company continues to work with the complainant to minimise the risk of future
instances ofthe alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace."

It is our understanding
1

682

9-10

We are not naming the "complainant".
This is pa.rt of a broader investigation into a, number of high profile people in the entertainment industry in
the w~ke ofthe Don Burke scandal, and previously the Harvey Wein:stein all~gations.
Can you please provide an official response on behalf of Mr Rush as soon as possible regarding the
il)cident and subsequent investigation by the STC,
Regards,
Jonathon

ANTHONY DECEGLIE
De·puty Editor

1 Holt.Street Surry Hills NSW 2010
Redacted for Public File .M Redacted for Public File
E Redacted for Public File
W www.dailvtelegraph.com.au

Follow us online

lrtJJ:i"):·
Y?r..,f

Proudly supporting 1 degree, A News Corp Australia initiative.

JONATHON MORAN
Chief Entertainment Writer/Columnist Sydney Confidential

2 Holt Street Surry Hills NSW 2010
T Redacted for Public File M +Redacted for Public File
E Redacted for Public File
W www.dailvtelegraph.com.au
Follow us online
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... dear Ear and Jam Novelty
(that REALLY is the best - cos
yr stage persona in Gl is such a
EJeliciously dippy. bright foodeolourinQ macaroon loon) ... 1•m
lunching in Patonga and then
have a_~2-~45a.m~ pickup for RA
transformation makeup on
Monday pre-dawn but I LOVE
yr timely invite and shall swing
by for a dram and an appetiser

0
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Geoffrey

... dear Ear and Jam Novelty
(that REALLY is the best- cos
yr stage persona in Gl is such a
deliciously dippy bright foodcolouring macaroon loon) ... 1•m
lunching in Patonga and then
have a 2:45a.m. pickup for RA
transformation makeup on
Monday pre-dawn but I LOVE
yr timely invite and shall swing
by for a dram and an appetiser
- (ain•t you sweet - and
thoughtful!) xo Grigorio Rucci
(failed stocky alcoholic Italian
tenor) ...

... . .actually I think we might get
6
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f V 0~ 80%~

Geoffrey
27 Apt 20 '14 , 9 :10am

..... actuall y I think we might get
away with .. Mering ue Jam
Novelt y.. - m0nike r confec tion
perfec tion (wasn•t up all night
devisin g - woke and it poppe d
into my head - I felt like a very
minor poet but enjoye d the
mome ntary creativ e pop!
xReferee Gush

ro

27 Apr 2 0 14 , 6:53 pm

0
... hey Erogen ous Navel ( ooh!)
- you guys still doing Yullis
circa 7? x Gee Ah!
Ah Gerald ine Nuf Nuf. Yes we
are but it's only Zahra and n·1oi
and a few stra lers. But
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... hey Erogenous Navel ( ooh!)
- you guys still doing Yullis
circa 7? x Gee Ah!

.... schweet! (I can oAiy stay
briefly as I have a 2:45am
pickup - the glamour of
movies)
xgeraldine nuf nuf (whom I
think I should play quite sooA)
--·-,
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2l Apr 2014, 9 :39 pm

.... I remain enthralled - what a
cool vibrant gathering 2nite ....
glad yr into the Newman
phenomenon - and the
Classics .... stay intriguingly
and rand.omly in tot:Jcb ..... c u
round - I hope xo Gary Reez
2 8 Ap r 201

·r

9 :35am
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Jaunty Novella. Thank you·
the Go,(:i of~? forth~ meaLj
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f ·Very kind. See YOu very soon I l
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hope xoxo
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..... Airy Ninja Novella! - you are
so fascinatingly extraterrestrial
- what a joy to have been in
your orbit .... not GRAVITY dazzlinq LEVITY! xo Adrenalin
14
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Geoffrey
28 A[O t" 201 4\ , 2:32 pm

..... Airy Ninja Novella! - you are
so fascinatingly extraterrestri al
- what a joy to ha\le been in
your orbit .... not GRAVITY dazzling LEVITY! xo Adrenalin
Rush
24
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Geoffrey
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Q
Geoffrey

... Bear in mind Whoville! - my
absolute pleasure, you talented
edgy impy thesp - it just
flowed .... glad you liked xx
GRR!

eo

28 Aug 201 4 , 3 :37pm
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3:41pm

G
Geoffrey

Redacted for Public File

22
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1111 Optus 3G
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G
Geoffrey

.... Error Ginger Nutella! beyond delightfu l to
surprisin gly collide again
tonite .... yr gonna rock in neoIRostand - and T Williams wrote
for amazing i(jiosync ratic
actrines like you .... play, just
play!! .... xo Giraffe-y Whoosh!

0

. Se r 20 14, 4:00pm
::r•,:_;:,·,_:•;·.-.-·

Jersey Cream Filled Puff. So
excellen t to see you also. Can't
wait to catch your Leary King. I
was thinking last night I hope
we get to work together soon.
ebay XXX

700
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4/ V 0~ 78% ~

3:41pm

G
Geoffrey

..... ditto on all those fronts!
(am I cream-filled!!?) .... I spent
too much time today tweaking
and improving yestereve•s
moniker - ..Aero Ginger Nutella ..
is better - more your exotic
blend of textures, taste and
tang .... I really look fwd to
anether serving of curious
charm tonite! x
1· 21
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Geoffrey
5 Sep 201L\ , 1:21 arn

...... Galapag os apace, you fieryfooted steed! ...... you ignite;
yoUJ cut everythin g into little
stars .... another civil night,
gentle night, loving blackbrewed night .... the face of
heaven so fine .... yr an
unbalanc ing social treat Loved colliding again - more
wheneve r ... maybe weekend
birthday - would love to
toast! .... xo
6 Sep

2 01c~ ,

'0

5:55 p m

Ga lapagos Lusty Thrust.
Please con1e ce·lebrate n1y
birthday. From ZQI11 .
Redacted for Public File
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G
Geoffrey

Redacted for Public File

..... invested NormaJean
Waybill! - is mid-later eve
socially acceptable? .... thx for
yr chunky and really
pleasurable birthday offering!
xoG

1
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, l : 10 !

f •

30
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3:41pm

••11 Optus 3G
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0~ 77% ~

Geoffrey
12 Sep 2014t, 2 :10 pn1

~0

Jun 201 13, 6 :57 prn

.... beloved Aryan Schone
MOIIerin (yes a complicated
and obtuse jeu de mats, of
course) - basically it's a
spectacular near-homophone
.32 ..
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From: Eryn Jean Norvill Redacted for Public File
Subject: Re: A Great Lear
Date: 7 January 2016 at 11 :17:12 am AEDT
To: Redacted for Public File
That was wonderful.
Thanks for sending it through Dearest Daddy DeGush.
xoxo
Sent from my iPhone
On 7 Jan 2016, at 1:24AM,
H1da rl ing Er:>d e
xo " D a a ~d "
er l ftom
J8

Yl

Redacted for Public File

hi ou ho

wrote:
r ad ih ts from ·'V·iter

n 'r w

veil

y tPhon

Ill . orwar

e rn es

ar '-'.

From: Andrew Bovell Redacted for Public File
Date : 6 January 2016 at 10:47 :21 AM A DT
To: Jane menelaus Redacted for Public File
Cc: Redacted for Public File
Subjec : A G eat Lear
H' Geoffrey.

I was in the audtence last night... and walked back to n y hotel in the ram all rattled and
off kilte as one should b after a how like that.
Your Lear led me to thoug ts of father. ood .. and of how pnde and self-importance can
so easily overcome us. In a s ow wi+h so many s rang elements tt wa the r lationsht
between Lear and Cordelia that tr c me and held me throughout. Your key embrace
as he led you to r tu ge dee in o the second half satd o much and made me want to
r~ ach for my own daughter. And of course his relentless decline brought thoughts of the
inevitable frailty ahead for us all .
I have to confess to often bei g left cold y Sha espeare (terrible admission from a
playwright ) because the st le o oHen doesn't allow me to see through it to the hu an
bemgs with1n the grand or or 1t. They remain oddly constructed " hings of the
theatre" That wasn 't the case here. I aw them ... particularly the fa her and his beloved
daughter.

705
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Congratulations to you and Neil and all out there on stage and behind.
An drew
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Z4 Jun 2017

Artist Geoffrey Rush

~ Shanahan Management

Enull Redacted for Public File
.i.!obllll

~\sent Ann ChUrehlU BrQ'ol,'f'l

Redacted for Public File

Adw~:

Redacted for Public File

ProduC!I(lll Twalfl.h Night
Primnr/VOJI~ The Simlner (Soothbilnk Theatre}

phOn!!,

Rehillmlll.Oca!l®. Melbourne
Role Malvolio

Redacted for Public File

~Ccmll!Eillte 01 Oet2018

Product!on \Ve.tk

Empbym!flllb!Wi PAYG
.Rel!WUJ ~

Redacted for Public File

Pt'"Jnrf.Com~

PamiTllllm;& ~

Redacted for Public File

Fon:m lilgltfi

os· Nov 20 t 6
12 Nov 2018

TBA

OparuagHfahl 16 Nov 2018

Spedal COnditloru;:

Cll)l/ng H~ 05 Jan 2019

Please mror to draft pi:ffofiTlam:s ;Sclleou!e fpr Christmas
p;;rformil!lces
·

t:xt~mSlcrtOptlont

12 Jiln 2019

Pl~a~ ·s!gn and telum ,\'1H'l ~-¥w~: .lng q~ ·. _l_e,s oo lftis daal memo may be subject to change until full
contract ts issued. Feel?~ -~~eclal.f~s ~re f!lricl.ly contrdenUal and the d!'.,.ulging or ariy-.detru1s Will be
considereu in breach of cQnliact
Thi/5 fee has be so nego!iatad for 2Q1 a: and lpclt~tfes any basa per week Vlaga lnc:rease arising from the PCA
2017 and ony fulure Enmrprise Bafg<Jinfng Agreements or Ausfralian Workplace Agreemenls..
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SHORTEN
ASIO CALL
FOR SAM
KYlAR LOUSSIKIAN
BILL Shorten was so concerned
hy reports of Sam Dastyari"s
dealings l\ith a billionaire Chi~
nese donor he called ASIO's
top officials to determine if the
embattled senator was a national security concem
The Daily Telegraph understands the Labor leadff this
week called the domestic spy
agency after hearing allegations Mr Dastyari warned the
property developer he was
under surveillance.
i\-fr Shorten was advised he
did not pose a security risk.
lll fUll REPORT PI\G£

l'f(tltl:l

GAME ON
TO SPY
ON KIDS
BRUCE MCDOUGAll
TEACHERS will be able to spy
on students by using a new
program to kel?p !abs on what
pupils are up to on their classroom laptops.
The colour~codi ng program
throws up a "red
on the
teacher's laptop when a student goes "off-task" on their
computer. There are also other
colours in the Slistem. like
green to show they are on-task
and orange if they're searching
Google or sending an email.
Six Sydney schools are already testing the software.

nag··

lll FUll REPORi I'AG

l'f(tlt]'

TRASH
TALK ON
CAN PLAN
ANNA £AlllWEll
HUNDREDS of vending machines ordered bv the state
gm·ernment for its "sharnbolic" cash for cans scheme
breach standards for disabled
access, it can be reYealed.
It is the latest blow for the
recycling plan which is due to
cause prices for drinks in bottles and cans to rise from tomorrow, as senior government
~! Ps seethe about its •botched" rollout.
A case of beer or a box of
soft- drink cans will increase bv
up to $4.80 from tomorro,v.

liHl ;] ! !:<! !Ifj \1ll Oscar-winner Rush denies
1

1]

'inappropriate behaviour· during Sy£1neystage shaw
JONAlHON MORAN
OSCAR winning Australian actor
Geoffrey Rush has been aaused of
'1nappropr1ale behaviour" during
Sydney Theatre Company's rea!llt
production of King Lear.
H<Jwever, Rush - through his
lawyers - last night vigorously

denied the dalms. The sydney

Theatn! Company told The Dally
Telegraph It "receeved a oomplalnt
alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had
engagro In lnapproprlilte
behavkJur". "The Company I1!0!M!d
the complaint when MrRush'S
engagement with the Company had
ended; It said. "The COmpany

corrt1nues to work with the
complainant to minimise the rtslc: of
futm! Instances of the alleged
behavloor occurring In 115
workplace:
Mr Rush's lawyers said he had
"not been approached by the
sydneylheatn!Company. the
alleged complainant nor arry

repr1!!M!fltat!Veofelthl!r". "Further,
he has not been Informed by thi!ITI
of the nature of the tomplalnt and
what It Involves.· a statement from
HWl Ebsworth Lawyers said.
1fsuch a statement has been
Issued by the STC It Is both
Irresponsible and highly damaging."
lll F\Jll RB'ORTS PAGES 4·5

» COPfiiNlJED PAGF 4
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JONATHON MORAN
OSCAR-winning Au..<tralian
actor Geoffr~· Rush has been
accused of "inappropriate ~
ha•;iour" during the Sydn~· Theatre Compan~··s
recent production of
King Lear.
But the star vigorously denies the allegations and says
the company has
never told him of
any allegations of
wrong doing.
The
Daily
Telegraph can
today
reveal
that one of the
countrv's most
SUCCeSSful actors was the
subject of a
complaint
during the
production
of King Lear.
It
is
understood
the allegations of inappropriate
behaviour
occurred
over several
months. The
local production of
classic 'William Shake-

speare play ran from November 2015 to January 2016 at
the Roslyn Packer Theatre.
There were also several
months of rehearsals.
"Sydney Theatre Company
recei\·ed a complaint alleging
that Mr Geoffrev Rush had
engaged in inappropriate be!w,iour," a ~okeswoman said
to The Daily Telegraph.
"The Company received
the complaint when Mr
Rush's engagement with the
Company had ended The
Company continues to work
with the complainant to minimise the risk of future instances of the alleged behaviour
occurring in its workplace.
"The complainant has requested that their identity be
withheld
"STC respects that request
and for pm·acy reasons.
will not be making any
further comments."
In a strongly worded
legal letter. lawyers for
Rush at HWL Ebsworth last night
said he had
never been involved in any
"inappropria te
behaviour" an
that h is "re~ard, actions
ind treatment
of all the peo-

pie he has worked with has
been impeccable b~·ond reproach.
"Mr Rush has not been approached by the Sydn~·
Theatre Company and the alleged complainant nor any
representative of either of
them concerning the matter
vou have raised." the letter
States.
"Further, he has not been
infonned by them of the nature of the complaint and
what it involves."
The letter from the legal
finn's partner Nicholas Pullen
goes on to say that Rush has
not been involved with the
Sydney Theatre Company or
its representatives for a period
of more than 22 months.
"In the circumstances, if
such a statement
has been issued
by the STC it is
both irresponand
sible
highly damagto say the

" Y o u r
'understanding· of what
h as occurred
is. with the
greatest respect, simply
fiShing and
unfounded.

Government's recycling scheme is a big load of rubbish
:Ill FROMPAH.l

with families expected to recoup
the mon~· by collecting refunds
for recycling the bottles.
But despite the government
promising to roll out 800 reverse
vending machines across the
state. last night there were set to
be only 236 recycling points in
operation when the program be~ins tomorrow. made up of

vending machines and m·er-thecounter arrangements.
Based on the gm·ernmenrs
mao. more th an 10 electorates
across the state had no wav to
clai m recycling refunds.. ~lust
win seats for the government in
regional NS\V were missing collection points. includi ng Orange. which the nationals
spectacularly lost to the Shoot-

ers party in the 2016 by-election.
The Daily Telegraph can reveal
that
those vending
machines that do exist don't
meet national standards for disabled access. The chutes {pictured right) are l470mm high above the 900--IIOOmm required for public access. Physical Disabilities Council CEO
Serena Ovens said it was "crazy

the gm·emment ha..<n't considered legal access requirements".
A spokesman for the
scheme's operator - Tomra
Oeanaway - said the height
was "with in reach of an adult
sealed in a wheelchair"
One senior government
member described the scheme
as "shambolic". saying it was
embarrassing to botch some-

thing so innocuous as a recycling scheme, and that it
would hurt the government in
regional seats that could determine the ne'it election.
Small businesses in electorates on the northern border are
preparing to lose revenue to
shops in Queensland which
does not have a container collection surcharge.
T£l£03Z0l"'A · Vl
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Sydney Theatre
Company received a
complaint alleging
that Mr Geoffrey
Rush had engaged
in inappropriate
behaviour

~ ovember
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Service to
counsel
affected
Nine staff

''

It does not
warrant
comment
except that it
is false and
untrue

CHANNEL Nine has opened
an independent counselling
service foiiOY.ing allegations
this week of sexual assault bv
former TV personality
Burke as the network's boss
Hugh Marks addresses staff
for the first time, saying · we
cannot rewrite history"
A new phone line was set
up yesterday to allmv people
to report instances of past behaviour thev would like addressed.
"Former Nine employees
with complaints can provide
their personal contact details
and HR will follow up directly
on a strictly confidential
basis," Nine said in an email
to staff.
The counselling will be
provided at no cost to
them, Nine said. and will
support the person to
"work through any issues that relate to their
time" at Nine.
Mr Marks, meanwhile. told staff that allegations of harassment
and misconduct m·
Burke was "appalling~.
vowing to deal with
harassmisconduct.
ment. discrimination
and bullying issues
"effectivelv •
Burke ·returned to
Nine's A Current Affai r, this week where he
admitted to behaving
like a bullying tyrant,
and having "a number
of affairs", but cannot
remember "exact things
I did 20 years ago·.
He has been described
as a "sexual predator" and
"psychotic bully" during the
17-vear run of Burke's Backyafd. Speaking to ACA host
Tracv Grimshaw, he claimed
to hi! a \ictim of a "witch
hunt" ignited by the Harvey
Weinstein scandal.

Don

Lawyer for Rush
Nicholas PuRen

STC spokeswoman

ClockWise from left: Rush and his 1996 Oscar;
In Twelfth Nlgtrt; receMng tile Orrl!!r of

Australia With Govt!mor-General Peter
Cosgrove; In STC's King Lear; on location at
sydney Harbour on TIJesdi!Y; imd (bc!low Jef!)
as Einstein b1 TV serles'GeriiUs.
Matrtx Media Group
·
·

PI Jlktllie::

"It docs not warrant comment except that it is false and
untrue."
Rush has worked with the
STC manv times- both acting and directing productions
like Uncle Vanya, Oleanna.
The Importance of Being Emest You Can't Take It With
You. King Lear and The Government Inspector.
Rush won the Academy
Award for Best Actor in 1996
for his role as David Hclfgott
in the movie Shine and was
nominated for the best supporting actor role two years
later for Shakespeare in Lo\'C.
His other Oscar nominations include best actor in
2000 film Q uills and for The
King's Speech in 2011 in the
same category.

He has found
fame for becoming
one of the few people to have won acting's
"Triple
CroY;ri" the
Academy Award.
the
Primetime
Emmy Award and
the Tom· Award
The ·66-year-old
married father-oftwo and Melbourne
resident is also the
president of the
Australian Academy of Cinema
Television and Aru
and is e.'l:pected to
attend the annual
AACTA Awards at
The Star Event
Centre nextweek.

Don Burke belng
Interviewed on ACA.

I<IDS AWAI<E TO FAI<E NEWS
OLDER children are becoming increasingly savvy about
fake news on social media.
More than half of youngsters aged 1.2 to 15 use Facebook an d 1\\•itter to access
news online - often clicking
on stories that han! been recommended by "friends" in
their network or bv users thev
"follm\·". But e\'en though the)·
like to access news in this Wa)',

Page 1 of 1

they are extremely wary about
which articles they can trust.
The majority of those in this
age group who read navs on
social media make an effort to
check if it is true. Some 86 per
cent make "at least one practical attempt" to check the veracitY of an article.
For example. th~· might
double check it with mainstream news sources.

Bali tourist relief as airport reopens

Mount Agung In action.

BALl'S airport reopened late
yesterday and flights resumed
as the amount of volcanic ash
from the erupting Mt Agung
volcano decreased.
After three dan of closure. a
decision wa~ made late \'esterday for the airport to open.
The decision brought relief
to the 150,000 tourists stranded
in Bali as a result of the volcano.

which began erupting last
week. YesterdaY almost 58.000
passengers. on .430 flights. had
faced cancellations.
Authorities said while the
volcanic ash plume was still
reach ing l500-2000m, it had
decreased compared to the pre,·iousda\·.
The Volcanology and Geological Hazards Mitigation Cen-

tre chief, Kasbani, said everyone
li\ing inside the exclusion zone
S-IOkm from the crater had
been told to leave.
An eruption on Tuesday,
which hurled volcanic ash more
than 4000m into the air had
been the biggest so far. prompting warnings that a large-scale
eruption was just hours away.
But that has not yet happened

ifl · m ;::.::u:~l~.
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Geoffrey Rush denies
accusation 'inappropriate
behaviour'durungSy4lley
TheaiTe Co111.pany's King Lear
JONATHON MORAN, Exclusive, The Daily Telegraph
November 30, 2017 2:37pm
Subscriber only

https://www.dailytelegraph.eom.au/news/nsw/geoffrey-rush-denies-accusation-inappr...
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Geoffrey Rush denies accusation of "inappropriate behaviour" I Daily Telegraph
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OSCAR-winning Australian actor Geoffrey Rush has been
accused of "inappropriate behaviour" during the Sydney
Theatre Company's recent production of King Lear.
But the star vigorously denies the allegations and says the company has
never told him of any allegations of wrong doing.
The Daily Telegraph can today reveal that one of the country's most
successful actors was the subject of a complaint during the production of
King Lear.
It is understood the allegations of inappropriate behaviour occurred over

several months. The local production of the classic William Shakespeare
play ran from November 2015 to January 2016 at the Roslyn Packer
Theatre.

(0

Geoffrey Rush in the commercial poster to promote the Sydney Theatre Company's King
Lear.

There were also several months of rehearsals.

https://www .dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nswIgeoffrey-rush-denies-accusation-inappr...
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Geoffrey Rush denies accusation of "inappropriate behaviour" I Daily Telegraph
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"Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey
Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour," a spokeswoman said to The
Daily Telegraph.
"The Company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with
the Company had ended. The Company continues to work with the
complainant to minimise the risk of future instances of the alleged
behaviour occurring in its workplace.
"The complainant has requested that their identity be withheld.
"STC respects that request and for privacy reasons, will not be making any
further comments."

, _ Rush in a scene from the acclaimed Sydney Theatre Company stage production of
Shakespeare's King Lear.

In a strongly worded legal letter, lawyers for Rush at HWL Ebsworth last
night said he had never been involved in any "inappropriate behaviour"
and that his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked
with has been impeccable beyond reproach.

https ://www.dailytelegraph.corn.au/news/nsw/geoffrey-rush-denies-accusation-inappr...
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RELATED: GEOFFREY RUSH MORPHS INTO EINSTEIN

"Mr Rush has not been approached by the Sydney Theatre Company and
the alleged complainant nor any representative of either of them
concerning the matter you have raised," the letter states.
"Further, he has not been informed by them of the nature of the com plaint
and what it involves."

cO

rO Geoffrey Rush sighted on location in Sydney
Harbour on Tuesday this week. Picture: Matrix

Geoffrey Rush after receiving his Companion
medal in the Australian Honours and Awards in
Canberra.

{_)

The letter from the legal firm's partner Nicholas Pullen goes on to say that
Rush has not been involved with the Sydney Theatre Company or its
representatives for a period of more than 22 months.
"In the circumstances, if such a statement has been issued by the STC it is
both irresponsible and highly damaging to say the least.
"Your 'understanding' of what has occurred is, with the greatest respect,
simply fishing and unfounded.

https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/geoffrey-rush-denies-accusation-inappr...
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"It does not warrant comment except that it is false and untrue."

Rush with his Academy Award for best actor
in 1997. Picture: AP

P

r, Rush in his acclaimed p01trayal of Albert
Einstein.

Rush has worked with the STC many times - both acting and directing
productions like Uncle Vanya, Oleanna, The Importance of Being Ernest,
You Can't Take It With You, King Lear and The Government Inspector.
Rush won the Academy Award for Best Actor in 1996 for his role as David
Helfgott in the movie Shine and was nominated for the best supporting
actor role two years later for Shakespeare in Love.
He is also well-known for his character of Hector Barbossa in The Pirates
of the Caribbean franchise.

https://www .dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/geoffrey-rush-denies-accusation-inappr...
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. Rush won the Academy Award for best actor for his role as David Helfgott in the movie
Shine.

His other Oscar nominations include best actor in 2000 film Quills and for
The King's Speech in 2011 in the same category.
He has found fame for becoming one of the few people to have won acting's
"Triple Crown" -the Academy Award, the Primetime Emmy Award and
the Tony Award.

()

https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/geoffrey-rush-denies-accusation-inappr...
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Rush as Barbossa. Picture: Disney

Rush with Kate Winslet in Quills.

The 66-year-old married father-of-two and Melbourne resident is also the
president of the Australian Academy of Cinema Television and Arts and is
expected to attend the annual AACTA Awards at The Star Event Centre
next week.

https://www.dailytelegraph.eom.au/news/nsw/geoffrey-rush-denies-accusation-inappr. ..
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THE BANK BUST II TOP KIDS GO BUSH
SRARRJ MARKSON
& IYlAR LOOSSIIOAN
FORMER premier Mike
Baird played a k~· role in
convincing the Turnbull
gavernmenl to agree lo a
royal commission into the

big banks. As Mr Baird and
his new boss NAB chair Ken
Henry got the banks onside.
Treasurer Scott Morrison
also had a call v.ith Reserve
Bank governor Plulip Lowe
that re\'efSed his position
~ ~lJll

R{POI!TS PA!it 'l

ANltA UlDWRL
HIGH-achieving

students

will be given free university
degrees and a $7500-a-year
payment in exchange for
spending three years teaching in the NSWbush.

Sixty free degrees v.ill be
offered from next year as
part of a radical push to get
bette" teachers in rural areas
as the gowrnment fights to
maintain a political grip on
crucial country electorates.
~ FUll REPOR T PAGEl
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WHAT A SHOCKER
ANNA CAI.DWB.L
ONE of the state's power fat
cats has sparked uproar
after it was 1'!.'\'ealed he has
pocketed
a
whopping
$1U,OOO pay rise as rocketing bills leave families strug-

gling to keep the lights on.
Essential Energy chief
executive John Oeland has
taken home $882.076 even
as his own company
described its patchy service
reliability as "unfavourable".
~ rut! Rr-J>ORT PIIGE 7·
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)) Nominated for 2014
Logie for Most Outstand'mg
Newcomer for Redfern Now
)) Appeared on Neighbours
from2014to2016as

The Old VIc Theatre on The Cut In London.

Nate Kinski and
became the first

HRoverhaul
to lift curtain
on bad deeds

indigenous
actor to be
part of the

c:....

•

main cast
since the

soapie began
))Appeared
inSTC
production
ofKilg lear
alongside
Rush from
2015to2016

I

EXuUSMJ

JONATHON MORAN

all want to be in." he said. More
broadly. Mr Mcl ntyre sugger
ted it is a wideranging issue for
the indusl!)• to addre55 in the
wake of the Har;ev Weinstein
scandal.
•
"Many still view that speaking up comes v.;th adverse
repercussions." he a'Jllained.
"This is a trust issue that the
industry needs to work
towards resoh.;ng and the
observance of conf!dentiafity is
key to this.lf peopledon't trust
us with their stories, they won't
speak up."
The HR c•lerhaul follows
prelimirwy findings of an
Actors Equity survey aimed at
theatre actors w hi<:h found
that AOper cent of respondents
claimed they had directly
experienced sexual harassment, bullying or misconduct.
Oscarv.Wiler Kevin Spacey
became embroiled in the ongoing contrm·ersy rock ing the
entertainment industry with
numerous victims coming
forward - including 20 complain ts from his time as arustic
director at London's Old Vic
Thl'<ltre between 2004 and

THE Sydney Theatre Company has re-.·ised its HR policies in a bid to ensure it
m aintains a safe environment
for staff.
E.xecutr.·e director of the
STC Patrick Mdntyre (bei<M')
said it was important actors
feel safe to SPeak uo and
believes maintenance of confidentiality to be key.
·we have re•iiewed policies
and procedures in place and
that includes educating actors
when they come in to the company about our intolerance of
inappropriate behaviour, who
thev should soea.k to and
encouraging th'em to speak
up." Mr Mcintyre said.
Mr Mcintyre's comments
come after the STC confirmed
it had received a complaint by
a staff member over allegations of "inappropriate behaviour" bv
Oscar winner
Geoffrey· Rush. Rush vehemently denies
wrongdoing.
Mr
Mcintyre
stressed that he
~ 2015.
..,,
A law fi rm's investigaand the executive
tion into allegations about
team at the theatre
Spacey stated: "Despite
company have a
having the appropriate
dutv of care to
ens'ure all staff feel
escalation urocesses in piace. it
safe and respected
was
claimed
the workplace.
"This isn't
that
those
creatine drama
affected felt
unable
to
blame but if every-raise
conone holds each
cerns and that
other accountSpacey operable. we created v.; thout
ate the kind
sufficient acof workcountability:
place we

Rush denies claim of 'inappropri.Jte behaviour
-~
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)} Appeared in 2014 television
niniseril!s ANZAC Girls as Pat Dooley
)) Also played Robert Donnelly in
love Chiid irom 201+2015
}) Appeared in Sydney Theatre
Company productions sum as
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A Midsummer Night's Ol'l!alll

in 2016

Sydney Theatre Company actors support
PQ.D$MI
JONATIION MORAN
TWO actors wh o work with
the S;·dnev Theatre Company • yeSterday publicly
th rew their support behind
the actress who has acrused
Oscar-lloinnerGeoffi"E!\' Rush
of touching her inappropriately during the stage pr~>
duction of King Lear.
It comes as Rush - one of
the counlr.-'s most successful
actors yesterday continuing to vehemently den)·
claims he inappropriately

was

touched a cast member of
the local production of the
classic W illiam Shakespeare
play.
Rising
young
actor
Meyne Raoul Wyatt, who
appeared in King Lear. said
he believed his castmate's
•;ersion of events.
"I was in the sh<M'."
WvatL who has also starred
in · Neighbours and Redfern
Now. wrote on Facebook
yesterday after The Daily
Telegraph broke the story.
"I believe (the person
who) has come forward. It's

time for Svdnev Theatre
Company and the.industry in
Australia and worldwide as a
whole to make a stand on
this behaviour!!!!"
And Brandon McClelland. who has worked alongside the woman at the centre
of the alleged complaint and
is in the company's current
production of Three Sisters,
urged others on Tv.itter to
believe the actress.
"It wasn't a misunderstanding. It wasn't a joke." he
posted.
McClelland's tweet was

also reposted by several
other Sydney theatre actors
as the storv dominated social
media yesterday.
The STC production of
King Lear ran from November 2015 to January 2016.
The 66--year-old acting
legend yesterday said he "immediately phoned and spoke
to senior management" at
the STC when he became
aware of rumours there was
a complaint
But he said the STC re-fused to give him any details.
"They refused to ilium[-

Statement for acting veteran blasts STC 'smear·
MANAGEMENT for Oscar-winning
actor Geoffrev Rush issued a comprehensive 'statement yesterday
den)ing allegations of"inappropriate
behaviour" during the 66--year-{)ld
veteran actor's time with the Sydney
Theatre Company's production of
King Lear.
The statement. following The
Dail)· Telegraph's exclusive report
yesterday, took aim at the Sydney
Theatre Company, alleging that it

had "chosen to smear his name and
u njustif~ably damage his reputation·.
It also claimed that "His treatment of fellow colleagues and everyone he has worked with is always
conducted with respect and the
utmost propriety.
"The allegation made against Mr
Rush comes fro m a statement provided by the Sydney Theatre Company," it reads.
The "'idely released document

says it is understood that the STCs
own statement concerns a comolaint
made to it more than 21 monthS ago.
"To date. Mr Rush or any or"his
representatives have not received
any representations from the STC or
the complainant
"In other words. there has been no
provision of any details. circumstances. allegations or events that
can be m eaningfully responded to."
It goes on to quote Mr Rush:

"The moment I became aware of
rumours of a complaint I immediately phoned and spoke to senior
management at the Sydney Theatre
Company aslting for clarification
about the details of the statement
"They refused to illuminate me
with the details."
The statement then says Mr Rush
can only reiterate that he denies
being invoh·ed in any "inappropriate
behaviour• whatsoe-.·er.

Geoffrey Rush In King Lear rehearsals.
lB..ED:IZ.OlPA ·Vl
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STATEMENT FROM GEOFFREY RUSH
''The moment I became aware of rumours of a
complaint I immediately phoned and spoke to senior
management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking
for clarification about the details of the statement.
They refused to illuminate me with the details I also asked why tills information \Vas being withheld,
and why, according to standard theatre practice
the issue had not been raised with me during the
production via stage management, the director,
my fellow actors or anyone at management level.
However, no response was forthcoming.''

STCSTATEMENT

sydney Th~trc Company was asked by
a News Corp journalist earlier this month
whether it had received a complaint alleging
inappropriate bcha"iourby Mr Rush While he
wa.o; employed by the company. STC responded
truthfully that it had received such a complaint

complainant's claims against megastar Rush
nate me. .. he said through a
statement
"I also asked whY this inform ation was being withheld. and why, according to
standard theatre practice. the
issue had not been raised v.ith
me during the production Yia
stage management the director. my fellow actors or anyone at management level
"However. no response
was forthcom ing:.·
Rush's lawyer Nicholas
Pullen said it was a "great disappointment" that the STC
had "chosen to smear his

name and unjustifiably dam- afforded to Mr Rush of
what the 'inappropriate beage his reputation· .
"Not to afford a person ha,iour' actually is then
their right to knov.· what has there is nothing more that
been alleged against them. can be sa id at this stage." Mr
Jet alone not inform them of it Pullen said
Two sources who spoke
but release such information
to the public, is both a denial to The Daily Telegraph yesof natural j ustice and is not terd;r,· said Rush was made
how our society operates." he aware who made the claims
in a con\·ersation with
said
The actor's lawyer. a part- executive director Patrick
ner in legal firm HWL Eb- Mclnt-..Te three weeks aeo.
The sources said the); besworth, said Rush · abhorred
any form of maltreatment of lieved the woman's claims.
And thev said the STC
any person".
"Until there is the decency would not be working with

Rush again. That's despite the
,·eteran actor ha,i ng worked
v.i th the company both acting
and directing productions
such as Uncle Vama. Oleanna. The Importance Of Being
Ernest and The Gc:r.·emment
Inspector.
A new statement from
the STC vesterdav said that it
had resix>nded ·"truthfully~
after being approached by
The Da~ly Telegraph earlier
this week.
It also clarified the anonymous nature of the alleged
complainant who had ~re-

THEATRE'SFIRM STATE OF PLAY
THE Sydney Theatre Company
yesterday confim1ed it responded
"truthfully" when asked if it had
received a compl aint alleging inappropriate behaYiour by leading
Australian actor Geoffrey Rush.
In an updated statement the
STC said it "was asked by a News
Ltd journalist earlier this month
whether it had received a complaint alleging inappropriate behaviour bv Mr Rush while hew~
employed by the company. STC

responded truthfully that it had
recei\·ed such a complaint"
It also clarified the alleged com·
plainant had "requested the matter
be dealt \~ith confidential!)·, and did
not want Mr Rush notified or inYolved" in an~· inquiry.
"STC complied. acting in the
interest of the complainant's health
and welfare. As already stated. the
Comoanv received the comolaint
after·M; Rush's engagement had
ended."

quested
the matter be
with confidentiallv, and did
not want Mr Rush ·notified".
"STC complied. acting in
the interest of the complainant's health and welfare." Mr
Mcintyre last night said the
STC had •re\iewed policies
and procedures·· including
"educating actors when they
come in to the company
about our intolerance ofinappropriale beh~iour. who
they should speak to and encouraging them to speak up".

How we broke the story

yesterday.

Execs' exile for star

Rush In Pirates of the caribbean.

EXECUTIVES at the Sydney Daily Telegraph. "How could we
Theatre Company yesterday came work with him again? That quesforward in support of the woman tion doesn't even need an answer:·
at the heart of the Geoffrey Rush
The executive added: • Another
scandal saying they whole- actor backed what she said ... we've
heartedly believe her claims.
taken this very seriously."
They also said due to the
The source also defended not
seriousness of the allegations, the naming the woman. saying: "It is
award-,~inni ng theatre company
not our story to tell."
would not work with the Pirates of
A high-profile actor. who did
the Caribbean star again. "There is not want to be named, came forno chance; the source told The ward to support the woman.
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Geoffrey Rush accusal: Actors
support 'WOinan "Who
co~nplained of touching
JONATHON MORAN, The Daily Telegraph
December 1, 2017 12:ooam
E Subscriber only

TWO actors who work with the Sydney Theatre Company
yesterday publicly threw their support behind the actor who
has accused Oscar-vvinner Geoffrey Rush of touch ing her
inappropriately during the stage production of King Lear.
It comes as Rush- one of the country's most successful actors- was
yesterday continuing to vehemently deny claims he inappropriately
touched a cast member of the local production of the classic William
Shakespeare play.

Rising young actor Meyne Raoul Wyatt, who appeared in King Lear, said
he believed his castmate's version of events.
"I was in the show," Wyatt, who has also starred in Neighbours and
Redfern Now, wrote on Facebook yesterday after The Daily Telegraph
broke the story.
"I believe (the person who) has come forward. It's time for Sydney Theatre
Company and the industry in Australia and worldwide as a whole to make a
stand on this behaviour!!!!"
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MORE: RUSH DENI ES CLAJM OF INAPPROPRIATE
BEHAVI OUR

MORE: READ GEOFFREY R USH 'S FULL STATEM ENT OF
DE NIAL

And Brandon McClelland, who has worked alongside the woman at the
centre of the alleged complaint and is in the company's current production
of Three Sisters, urged others on Twitter to believe the actress.
"It wasn't a misunderstanding. It wasn't a joke," he posted.

McClelland's tweet was also reposted by several other Sydney theatre
actors as the story dominated social media yesterday.

()

f~

Geoffrey Rush in Sydney Theatre Company's
King Lear.

Rush was made aware who made the claims
three '"'eeks ago.

The STC production of King Lear ran from November 2015 to January
2016.
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The 66-year-old acting legend yesterday said he "immediately phoned and
spoke to senior management" at the STC when he became aware of
rumours there was a complaint.
But he said the STC refused to give him details.
"They refused to illuminate me," he said through a statement.
"I also asked why this information was being withheld, and why, according
to standard theatre practice, the issue had not been raised with me during
the production via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or
anyone at management level.

1fl Actor Meyne Wyatt said he was in the show and believed whoever had come forward.

"However, no response was forthcoming."
Rush's lawyer Nicholas Pullen said it was a "great disappointment" that the
STC had "chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage his
reputation".
"Not to afford a person their right
to know what has been alleged
against them, let alone not inform
them of it but release such
information to the public, is both
a denial of natural justice and is

httos://www.dailvtelegraph.corn.au/news/nsw/geoffrey-rush-accusal-actors-support-w... 15/01/2018
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not how our society operates," he
said.
The actor's lawyer, a partner in
legal firm HWL Ebsworth, said
Rush "abhorred any form of
maltreatment of any person".
"Until there is the decency
afforded to Mr Rush of what the
'inappropriate behaviour' actually
is then there is nothing more that
can be said at this stage," Mr
Pullen said.

0 Brandon McClelland said he believed the
women and it wasn't just a matter of a
misunderstanding. Picture: John Appleyard

Two sources who spoke to The
Daily Telegraph yesterday said
Rush was made aware who made
the claims in a conversation with executive director Patrick Mcintyre three
weeks ago.
The sources said they believed the woman's claims.
And they said the STC would not be working with Rush again. That's
despite the veteran actor having worked with the company both acting and
directing productions such as Uncle Vanya, Oleanna, The Importance Of
Being Ernest and The Government Inspector.
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Geoffrey Rush continues to deny the allegations. Picture: David Caird

A new statement from the STC yesterday said that it had responded
"truthfully" after being approached by The Daily Telegraph earlier this
week.
It also clarified the anonymous nature of the alleged complainant, who had

"requested the matter be dealt with confidentially, and did not want Mr
Rush notified".
"STC complied, acting in the interest of the complainant's health and
welfare."
Mr Mcintyre last night said the STC had "reviewed policies and
procedures" including "educating actors when they come in to the company
about our intolerance of inappropriate behaviour, who they should speak
to and encouraging them to speak up".

https ://www.dailytelegraph.eom.au/news/nsw/geoffrey -rush-accusal-actors-support-w...
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Rush rethink on awa,rds
AACTA board in crisis talks ahead of next week's gala ceremony
AMEUASAW
THE Australian Academv of
Cinema and Television ·Arts
(AACTA) has held crisis talks in
the wake of accusations of "inappropriate behaviour~ levelled
at the organisation's president
Oscar winner Geoffrev Rush.
Rush. who has denied the
allegations made hy a female
co-star during the Sydney
Theatre Company's production
of King Lear. was due to open
AACTA's seventh annual
awards ceremony next Wed-

nesdav. The ;\ACTA board met
this \.,.eek while executiv~
debated how to proceed.
-They hope it will blow
over,'' a source said. "But thev
are really not sure what to do.~
Board members include
Mark Morrisse\·. Noni Hazlehurst, Brian V/alsh, Margaret
Pomeranz and Alan Finne\·.
Until the allegations ~,·ere
made public on Thursday by
The Daily Telegraph, AACT A
planned to open the televised
awards night with a prerecorded video featuring Rush {right)

TRUE-BLUE
BLOOD
HOUNDS

and comedian Rebel Wilson.
AACTA issued a no comment yesterday. refusing to disclose its plans for the video.
Board members also declined
to comment last night, hanging
up when contacted. [fs also
unknown ifRushwillwalk
the red carpet on Wednesdav.
Former Neighbours
star .lv!evne \\'vatt who
starred fn the King
Lear production with Rush. has
taken to social

[EifiOSIYtl
KEELY McDONOUGH
THEY have always been man's best friend
but now our favourite pets are going the
extra mile to help puppy pals In need.
The Australian Animal Blood Bank In
Moorebank has 40 doggie donors registered
to gtve blood and Is looking for more fourlegged lifesavers as the weather heats up.
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A sttike force arrest.
•;:-

MORE than 30 drug arrests have been
made after a two-month sting smashed
"dial-a-dealer" cocaine operations throughout Sydney--· and officers are warning casual coke consumers that if your phone
number is in the dealers' contact lists a tex't.
from the police may soon be on the way.
Strike Force Northrop was established in
September to target cocai ne syndicates allegedly us ing a central phone number to direct
customers to convenient drug drop locations
- a business model that Detective Chief In-
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Each donation has the ability to save
three other dogs over summer. when
veterinarians are presented with rlslng
numbers of pets affected by snake bites and
heat stroke. Co-ordinator Rebecca Charterls
said If a pet had a serious operation or been
In an accident. chances were that they wouid
need an animal blood transfusion to sulVIve.
Her own dog has donated blood more
than 20 times since the clinic opened almost

two years ago. "The demand Is Increasing.
·our busiest months come Into any public
holiday, the Christmas season Is the busiest
as a lot more people are on holidays."
The Animal Blood Bank Is based In Bargo,
but operates frcrn aclinic In Moorebank and
alms to eventually offer a cat donation
service. But for now It's a dogs-only affair
where pooches are rewarded with a bowl of
chicken for their donation.

COI<E CRACKDOWN ARINGING SUCCESS

Sydcon ___________ so

Classlfleds .•.- .•.••. 86

Rush until it was aired in the Mr Rush. of which Andrew was
media this week. Upton is mar- unaware. was registered after
ried to Cate Blanchett, an King Lear had closed in 20l6."
AACTA ambassador who has
In November, AACTA isworked doselv with Rush on sued a statement in the wake of
films such ~ Elizabeth and various international scandals:
Oscar And Lucinda
"AACTA's aim is to recogThe statement read: "An- nise, encourage, promote and
drew Upton programmed King celebrate film and television
Lear in 2014 as part of his final excellence in Australia. We
season as artistic director of also recognise our role in
the STC. He and his familv working with our members in
moved to the UK shortlv after upholding standards in our inChristmas 2015 so that the dustry that we can all be proud
children could start school.
of, including the provision of a
"The complaint in regard to safe and respectful workplace."

I

INSIDE ~ Daily'Jeleg~h
Business Dally.........82

media to confirm he believes his
female castmate. And fe Uow
actor Brandon McClelland, who
warted alongside the actor who
made the complaint against
Rush. posted: "It wasn't a misunderstanding."
In a statement released exdusivelv to The
Saturday Telegiaph. an
agent for former STC
artistic di rector Andrew
Upton said Upton
was unaware of
the complaint
made against

728

spector Stuart Bell likens to ordering a pizza
"It shows that the demand for cocaine is
high -- while the demand is high. we'll continue to run these types of investigations," he
said.
So far 36 people have been arrested-- 28
men and eight women ·- and police have
seized almost 500g of cocaine, l96g of
MDMA. steroids. $120.000 cash. two loaded
firearms and multiple vehicles. ·
"The cocaine seized would have equated
to about 500 street deals," Det Bell said.
An arrest In Redfern.
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Sex scandals or power trip?
Behind the wave of
inappropriate
behaviour claimsis
one fact feminists
don't want to face:
That this scourge
has nothing to do
with gender

'

CORRINE
BARRACLOUGH

ell. it certain!~· look.s
like TV garde~er Don
Burke had a shadv
side. Not everything
was out there. basking
and blossoming in the radiant sunshine. Rather. a secret offshoot
thrr.·ed in the shadows.
As the week unfolded. the gardening guru faced an enfilade of se~:ual
harassment claims. which he has
strongly denied. Allegations range
from using abusive language to forcing a woman on to a bed.
Here we have it the first wave of
Weinstein reckoning has arrr.·ed in
Australia
The tidal wave of inappropriate behaviour claims keeps growing around
the globe: Matt Lauer. Geoffre:• Rush.
Garrison Keillor. Richard Branson,
Ben Affleck. Brett Ratner. Ed Westwick, Jeremy Piven. Kevin Spacey.
Louis C.K. The list has. grimly.
become so long it could fill this paper
- and then wrap around again.
Here is the problem staring feminism directly in the face. Right now
would have been the time to show the
agenda was set. guidelines were clear
and equality was a shimmering focus.
But. upon closer inspection. the
face is gnarled and ugly: the phantom of feminism is here. It is revealing itself to be hatred of men.
Not everv man listed above is
an "abuser". "monster··. ·predator" and "evil".
Some maY even be completely innOCent. However.
countless fern-folk are so eagerly plu nging the dagger at this
point. they keep stabbing even
though ifs dripping \\ith blood
Who cares whose it is?
No apology will ever be good
enough for the v.itch who bathes in
male tears for this is now about · we
wererighC
Put the knife down and catch ~·our
breath. One size label does not fit all
Trial by media is not a legitimate
justice system and neither should it
be. Naming and shaming is not progress and Your hellbent vicious
revenge is a telling reflection of what
vou always were.
· If all ~f those men are deemed as
sinister as Weinstein. the world is in
dire trouble. Rape is not the same as a
risque joke.
Most men ·- ·· and a large percent-

W

•

age of women- would be out of a job
by that staple. If you disagree with
that. I would suggest you are not living in the real world that the majority
inhabit Perhaps you want echoing
offices to yourselves?
Secretbuttons under desks to dose
doors without moving from your
chair {in Lauer's case) is not by any
stretch of the vengeful imagination.
the equivalent of a socially awkward
(un)wise crack.
Feminism: if you are determined to
continue losing what's left of your
wavering support. keep going. It
seems you have learnt nothing from
the world events of the last vear.
All conversations and heated
debate have focused on sexism. This
is. many say. all about dismantling the
power of the patriarchy.
Other key fern-phrases are peppered through discussions: misogvny.
objectification. and inequity.

Truth is, it's not, is it?
Burke wasn't protected (allegedly.
reportedly. and all thatjazz) by Channel 9 because of his gender. He was
protet.1:ed because of the huge r~·
enue he drew into the station.
Therefore. this isn't a conversation
about sexism -it's about money and
power.
Those two things are the real
untouchables. not men. Businesses
like mon~· magnets- whatever they
look like.
Call it money. or greed. or capitalism. choose a label as ~·ou wish. but
make no mistake, this' is not about
sexism.
This week's conversations strike
me as incredibly naive. \Nho honestlv
believes that if ihere are more women
in positions of power rancid behaviour will be eradi cated?
That's a fool's game.
Vile behaviour will merely look

different and speak in softer tones.
Women are not better than men. they
are just different
If you have no sliding scale or clarity of judgment. offensive behaviour
will be just as comfortable in a pants
suit Put as many women in charge as
your quotas now demand. The world
may shift but it will still be about
money. The new currency will be
pussy power.
We rna\' feel momentarilv refreshed and pleased v.ith our 'gleaming
new appearance after this tidal wave
relents, but it won't last long.
Gender is not the problem. Neither
is it the solution. Ultimately the heart
of evil is not "toxic masculinity". it is
monev.
M~sculinity is not one of the seven
deadly sins. greed is. Perhaps we
should pause for thought and ensure
we're waging war against the right
target

Coal in stockings for Christmas truck protests
n the Australia of almost 2018.
where all our other problems
have been solved. our roads are
wide and clear. our hospitals
overflowing with spare beds. and
our schools turning out students who
can beat any brainiac from Singapore
to Stockholm. it's no wonder that
some people have time to be anno~·ed
about a truck.
Or. to be more specific. a CocaCola truck all decked out for Christmas with a great big jolly Santa
painted on the side.
To the horror of a group calling
itself "Parents' Voice". the holidav
Coke truck is doing a tour of NS\\'
and Queensland. hol di ng a number of
charity events for the Salvos along the
way. and wit[ wind up it-; trip at S~·d
nev·s Carols in the Domain.
·Having garnered a little over 700
signatures at press time. Parents'
Voice says this is no festive fundraiser

I
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but rather ~a giant mobile billboard
marketing unhealthy products to vulnerable communities".
And a men;.· Christmas to ~·ou. too.
Parents· Voice.
It is tempting to dismiss this sort of
thing out of hand. though as an example of the combination of anti-capitalism and condescension that typically
informs the b~ix>m· mindset. it's
pretty hard to beat ·
Of course. "billboards" and ·marketing" are nothing more than t.'Vil
money-making. mind-mntrol devices
and techniques.
And "vulnerable communities" is a
not-so-secret code for ·people who

need people like us to do their thinking for them·.
It is also ea~· to mock this sort of
killjoy behavioUr or hit back v.ith all
the usual lines about personal choice
and parental responsibility.
Though it is also probably fair to
ask whether the conveners of the
group have personally pledged to
bake dietetic Christmas biscuits this
year and sen·e only the lowest fat.
most non-alcoholic eggnog.
But that sort of argument is small
thinking and fails to take the arguments of Parents' Voice seriouslv. If
anything. this mob is missing the.forest for the Christmas trees.
Think about it If running a softdrink truck through towns where
there is a high proportion of overweight kids is a problem. why on
earth are these communities allowed
to celebrate Christmas at all when the
pop-culture version of the holida~·

centres around the myth of a big fat Coca-Cola but at the entire edifice of
man loading e'lteryone up with con- Christmas itself.
sumer goods?
It's sometimes said people who get
And if marketing and billboards exercised about th ings such as this are
are a problem because. as the petition just a new incarnation of the Puritans.
states. "one in four Australian kids whose doctrines writer H.L Mencken
(are) overweight or obese", what once satirised as the haunting fear that
about the $56 billion in credit-card someone, somewhere may be happy.
debt Australians are expected to rack
Though. in their defence. the Puriup over November and December?
tans who sailed for America are said to
Gr.·en that no small part of th at have only pulled in at Plymouth Rock
spend is likely to occur in "vul nerable because they had run out of beer.
communities" in response to #pester
As it turns out. this is more
PO\I·er" (the catch-all cover used by accurate than most breezy historical
parents who find it too hard to say no comparisons.
to their kids). why not ban all ChristBack in Puritan times. Christmas
mas-themed advertising?
was barelY marked at all as thev
.
Realty. it just smacks of too much thought it too pagan and fun.
excess and fun when we should be
Sadly. records are fuzzier when it
teaching our kids to e.xercise. eat comes to obesity rates in 17th-century
right. and contribute productively to New England. But making the kids
bring in the harvest probably burned
theCDP.
If they were really serious. the pro- more calories than playing X-Box.
testers would direct their ire not at Twitter: @pwafork
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Rush
EXCLUSI
JONATHON MORAN
ACADEI'v!Y Award-winning
actor Geoffrey Rush yesterday stood down as president
of the Australian Academv of
Cinema. Television and Arts
(AACTA) in the wake of allegations of "inappropriate
behaviour" levelled against
him bv a female co-star. '
Ru.sh will no longer attend
the annual A ACTA Awards in
Svdnev on Wednesdav. and
p~oducers of the live television

broadcast have
scrapped
a
video introduction to the
night that he
filmed
with
Rebel \Vilson
last week.
··A ACTA
Rush.
acknowledges
the
decision
today of Geoffrey Rush to voluntarily step aside as president
of AACTA and accepts and
respects his decision to do so:
AACTA said in a statement.
'"We have been deeply con-

its arts academy
cemed about the situation
and support a course of action
that both respects Geoffrey's
rights to the presumption of
innocence and due process.
but also acknowledges good
corporate governance in these
circumstances."'
The Sunday Telegraph can
reveal the allegations against
Rush - which he has repeatedly denied - - caused a major
shake-up of the AACfA board.
Foxtel executive director of
television Brian \\'alsh has
written to the board to notifv it
of his resignation.
•
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Others on the board include
Noni Hazlehurst. Alan Finneo.·.
Margaret Pomeranz and Mark
Morrisseo.·.
Foxtei and Channel 7 are
the broadcast partners of the
event and are understood to
have contacted AACTA on
Fridav with concerns about
Rush;s position as head of the
organisation as well as his
participation in the ceremony.
"We were jointly concerned about sending the
wrong message to the community and brought everyone
back to the table to consider

the situation," a Channel 7
spokeswoman said.
Rush, 66, has ~trongly denied accusations of repeatedly
inappropriately touching a cast
member during The Sydney
Theatre Company's ~tage production of King Lear, which
ran from November 2015 to
January 2016.
It is understood the alleged
incidents at times occurred in
ful l "iew of the audience in the
Roslvn Packer Theatre.
The STC confirmed a complaint was made after the production came to an end.

While the actor who filed
the complaint has asked not to
be named. two of her fellow actors have come out in support
of her, including King Lear costar Meyne Raoul Wyatt.
"I was in the show " Wvalt
wrote on social media ~fter The
Daily Telegraph broke the
story. ''I believe (the person)
who has come forward."
A Sunday Telegraph journalist attempted to contact
Rush at his Melbourne home
vesterdav, where his wife, actor
)ane J\.ienelaus, would not
comment.
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Cruel end
as system
fails kids

UGLY O::p·E
SEC'RET IS
CENTRE
STAGE

IEXUUSIV£1
ANNA £ALDWRL
STATE POLITICAl EDITOR
THERE has been a dramatic
rise in the number of children
committing suicide after coming into contact with the NSW
child safety system, according
to a shocking new reporl
The government has been
alerted to the horror statistic
that, in 2016. II children aged
between 13 and 17 and known
by the Department of Families
and Communitv Services
(FACS) committed suicide. In
the three years prior, that
number had been steam· at
around five deaths per ~·ear.
Family Services Minister Pru
Goward declared the government must "continuouslv improve its child safety systems
to keep vulnerable children
and young people safe".
The report into the deaths
of the children known by the
child safetv svstem noted that
all but one of the victims had
ex1Jerienced childhood trauma
including "physical abuse.
domestic violence and sexual
assault," but that despite this
FACS did not recognise the
children needed help.
~ FACS did not recognise
the children as being in need of
care and support and therefore
we missed opportunities to
understand the risk their behaviour posed to other children and themselves." the Child ·
Deaths Annual Report said.
rt detailed how the warning
stgns existed: -A number of the
children were suffering from
mental health problems prior
to their death. Reported concerns were about risk-taking
behaviour. such as problemati~
substance use and self-harn1.
Several of the children had
made a previous suicide attempt or had made threats to
end their life."
It comes as statewide figures
show that of all children across
the state identified in the past
year as being at risk of significant harm, just one in three
were assessed face- to-face bv
caseworkers. In October. Coroner Harriet Gracme ~- considering the suicide of a 13vear-old bov known to FACS
~ warned the government the
~y·stern was in "ongoing crisis".
That boy had been reported
to FACS mu ltiple times. but
was not adequately fo llowed up
before his 2013 death. Coroner
Graeme said in his fin dings: ~ It
is more than a sad state of affairs, it is an ongoing crisis.
Time after time this court grapples with the under-resourced
Department of Families and
Community Services··.

TV and theatre star's warning

JONATHON MORAN
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SCOUT leaders in the UK
have been told to avoid referring to children as "boys"
and "girls" to ensure that
transgendcr members arc
not offended.
Official guidelines instruct leaders to US(' "gender-neutral'' phrases such
as "hello. everybody" when
addressing Scout troops.
They also say the phrase
V: ·
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Orange Is The New Blade actor
Yael Stone and Onset) as
Moretto and {above rtght)
Geoffrey R ~h .
Main Picture: Stephen Cooper

SCOUTS' GIRLS GUIDE
"hello gentlemen" should
be avoided and warns
against
calling
female
Scouts "ladies".
The advice has come to
light just a week after it was
revealed that the Girl
Guides in the UK now allows bovs who believe thev
are fen1ale to share changing rooms and toilets with
girls while camping.

ACClAIMED Australian actor and
Sydney Theatre Company regular
Yael Stone says the "truth is hitting
horne" after complaints of inappropriate conduct in the local entertainment
industry e.xposed a culture which has
been an ugly "open secret'·.
Stone - who stars in the popular
US series Orange Is The New Blacksays ~clear guidelines" and "well established. protected systems" must be put
in place to safeguard actors.
The comments follow legendary
actor Geoffrey Rush standing down as
president of the Australian Academy
of Cinema, Tele\oision and Arts in the
wake of allegations of ~ inappropriate
behaviour~ towards a female co-star
during the STC's recent production of
King Lear.
Rush has vehemently denied the
accusations and any wrongdoing.
"The scale of this unspoken culture.
and the abuse of power manifested in
sexual aggression, shouldn't really
come as a surprise," Stone, 32, said.
"But the fact that we have colleclively kept an open secret like this for
so long is inherently shocking.
~ Now we are discovering that this
culture also exists in Australia. the
truth is hitting horne. and it hurts."
Stone has done several shows with
the STC - including Frankenstien.
Elling and Honour.
She was set to be part of its 2018
~eason until she fell pregnant.
Stone said social media's #metoo
movement, which has gathered steam
after allegations of sexual misconduct were le\o·elled at Hollywood
producer Harvey Weinstein,
has meant power "imbalance''
is no longer ·enough to keep
less powerful victims silenC
·some of those accused of
inappropriate behaviour have never considered
their
j
manner of operating unsavoury or
upsetting.
be-

cause the culture has fostered it."
she wrote in a piece yesterday for
the Guardian.
"For those on the recehing end.
it is so hard for a less experienced
person to say 'stop' when the world
you're trying to break into keeps
saying ·this is normal'.
-'\.\''e create the normal, and we
are responsible for it"
Stone says that some people assume that the "creative arts" is a
"space where it's impossible to keep
interpersonal and power dynamics
healthy".
But she says thatis wrong.
"As these issues come to light
more publicly, both at horne in Australia and abroad, I have great faith
that the rnltior storytelling houses
- and all workplaces - will take
the opportunity to examine their
culture, and foster an environment
in which everyone can feel safe,"
she said.
The Daily Telegraph last week
revealed the STC had revised its
HR policies in the wake of the
complaint against Rush.
·we have reviewed policies and procedures in
place and that includes edueating actors when they
come into the company
about our intolerance of inappropriate behaviour, who they
should speak to and encouraging them to
speak up," executive
director of the STC
Patrick Mcintyre said.

Children get the run of the House
I

Brldgette van Leuven.

IT has hosted some of the biggest
names in entertainment but ne..xt
year. the Sydney Opera House will
be horne to a 78-storev treehouse
and a billionaire bov. ·
Australia's cultural icon has a
goal to host the biggest showcase
of children's entertainment in the
country. Bridgette Van Leuven.
Head of Children. Families and
Creative Learning. said: ~ u is our

Tfl~03Z.Ol~ A
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fervent belief and desire to treat
our younger audience with the respect they deserve and present
shows of world renown for them
to enjoy."
The Opera House first began
programming for children in 1977.
four years after it first opened
~Four decades on, our program
reaches 650.000 young people
and their families each year and is

a foundation for learning and inspiring the next generation of innovators. creators and future
leaders,- Ms VanLeuven said.
The 2018 Children's program
includes the stage adaptation of
Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton's bestseller The 78-Storev
Treehouse and the production ~f
David Walliams' hit book Billionaire Boy. among many others.
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AACTAAlVards: Stars of stage
and screen urge industry to
tackle cancer of sexual
harassntent
Karlie Rutherford & Kris Crane, The Daily Telegraph
December 5, 2017 1:29pm
Subscriber only

AUSTRALIA's version of the Oscars has been hit by a lastminute plot twist that has put the dark side of the
entertainment industry squarely in the spotlight.
The Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts (AACTA) Awards
are supposed to be a celebration of local film and television, with honour
and homage paid to the giants of stage and screen, but the question many
were asking as the show kicked off yesterday was - how will this story
end?
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0 Oscar winner Geoffrey Rush has been stood down as AACTA president. Picture: Jordan
Strauss/Invision/AP
This year's event has been overshadowed by a series of sexual harassment
and bullying allegations levelled at some of entertainment's biggest stars
following Hollywood's earth-shaking Harvey Weinstein scandal.
Actor, writer and director Josh Lawson said the industry was in transition
and would emerge stronger.
"I think like a lot of people. I stand beside all victims ... and I look forward
to the new normal where anyone of any gender can work without
intimidation and fear and on equal footing and equal pay," he said at
yesterday's AACTA luncheon.
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Josh Lawson said the industry will emerge
stronger. Picture: Ben Rushton

Walking Dead star Callan McAuliffe worked
with Rush and described him as a gentleman.
Picture: Richard Dobson

"It's like cutting out a tumour, it's messy, it's bloody and ultimately we will
be better for it."
Among the figures in the spotlight is AACTA president and Oscar winner
Geoffrey Rush who has stood dovvn from his position after being accused of
"inappropriate behaviour" towards a female co-star during a recent stage
production of King Lear. A claim he strongly denies.
TV presenter Don Burke is also facing allegations he denies and dozens of
other well-known figures are expected to be accused of misconduct.
At yesterday's ceremony winners of production categories were announced
in advance of tomorrow's awards night, but the mood was subdued. Rush's
fellow AACTA board member, respected film critic Margaret Pomeranz,
refused to walk the red carpet or enter the media room after winning Best
Female Presenter and ignored requests for interviews.
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0 Margaret Pomeranz refused to walk the red carpet, enter the media room and ignored
requests for interviews. Picture: Richard Dobson

Actor and fellow board member Noni Hazlehurst refused to comment,
while Susie Porter said she respected Rush's decision to step down.
Walking Dead star Callan McAuliffe, who worked with Rush on Hollywood
film The Book Thief, threw his support behind the actor, whom he
described as a gentleman.
But he also revealed he'd been subjected to sexual harassment during his
career without naming the perpetrator.
"It has happened to me before which is uncomfortable. People grope you,"
the 22-year-old said. "I certainly wouldn't call myself a victim.

(0

MORE: ACTORS SUPPORT WOMAN WHO COMPLAINED OF
TOUCHING
MORE: RUSH DENIES ACCUSATION OF 'INAPPROPRIATE
BEHAVIOUR'

"I am not a victim of anything so severe as what we are hearing about now.
But, you get the hug which lasts too long. Or someone taps you in a place
where you would not tap someone else."
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Actor Hunter Page-Lochard, who appeared with Rush in Bran Nue Dae,
said while he would not comment on Rush's specific allegations because "I
don't know anything personally" he supported people speaking out about
inappropriate conduct.

it") Actor Hunter Page-Lochard is supporting

people speaking out. Picture: Richard Dobson

~

8oo Words star Melina Vidler is throv.ring her
support to women across the world telling their
stories. Picture: Lisa Maree \1\Tilliams/ Getty
Images
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ABC host Julia Zemiro also refused to comment on Rush, but said abuse
was rampant in the industry.
"If you are a woman you are not shocked by men behaving poorly," she
said.

"I've not had a hideous time of it. I am extremely proud of the women ...
who are speaking out. We have to start calling out behaviours when they
happen."

()
0 ABC host Julia Zemiro wouldn't comment on

ICI Emma Booth says she is aware inappropriate

Rush but agreed abuse was rampant in the
industry. Picture: Richard Dobson

behaviour goes on and described the movement
as a 'beautiful change'. Picture: Richard Dobson

Melina Vidler, who won a Logie for her role in 8oo Words, threw her
support behind the women across the globe telling their stories: "It's really
difficult to say because you don't want to tell your mother or your husband,
let alone the world ... it shows how resilient women are."
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0 Actress Susie Porter.

There was a notable absence of discussion on the issue of the day from the
presenters and award winners, however, AACTA did announce its
collaboration with Women in Film and Television in NSW (WIFr),
supporting an industry forum next week to address harassment.
A poll released last month by WIFr revealed 58 per cent of respondents
have experienced sexual harassment in the workplace.
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TV chiefs
at centre
of Rush
departure
SALlY RAWSTHORHE
FOX TEL and Channe17forced
the Australian Academv of
Cinema. Television and Arts to
take a stand on Geoffrey Rush
after allegations of inappropriate behaviour were levelled
against the ~uperstar.
The networks took the extraordinary measure of writing
a joint letter to AACTA chief
executive Damian Trewhella.
leading to Rush (pictured) stepping down as president of the
organisation over the weekend.
''The entertainment industry ... is under intense scrutiny
in relation to allegations of unacceptable
behaviour
b\·
individuals in
all areas of our
businesses,"
Foxtel
boss
Peter Tonagh
and Seven's director of programming Angus
Ross wrote. "Both of our companies take very seriously the
importance of ha~ing a safe
and trusted work environment
for our employees. The reason
for this letter is to ensure that
any organisation with which
we arc associated takes the
same approach and adheres to
the same principles."
The Daily Telegraph understands the letter was sent on
Fridav. ada\· after the AACTA
board met for crisis talks.
Fm.iel executive director of
television Brian \Naish resigned from his post on the
board after that meeting.
·we are concerned that the
current events affecting the industry may impact on the integrity of the awards broadcast
next Wednesday night- the
Fox tel-Seven letter read.
"Foxtcl and Seven seek assurance even· effort will be
made to ensure that next wedncsday night's event is one of
celebration for achievement in
film and television. To th at end
we are concerned to ensure the
board expresses AACTA's
general condemnation of inappropriate beha-..,iour by anyone
associated with the industry:·

Stars of stage and screen urge industry
KARLIE RUTHERFORD
&KRJSCRANE
AUSTRALlA's version of the
Oscars has been hit bv a lastminute plot twist that has put
the dark side of the entertainment industry squarely in the
spotlight.
The Australian Academy
of Cinema and Television
Arts (AACfA) Awards are
supposed to be a celebration of local film and television. with honour and
homage paid to the giants of
stage and screen, but the question manY were askim! as the
show kicked off vesterda\· was
--how v.ill this ston· end?
This year's event has been

overshadowed b\" a series of
sexual harassment and bullying allegations levelled at
some of entertainment's biggest stars following Hollywood's earth-shaking Harvey
Weinstein scandal.
Actor, writer and director
Josh Lawson said the industn·
was in transition and would
emerge stronger.
1 think like a lot of people.
I stand beside all victims ...
and I look fom·ard to the new
nonnal where am·one of anv
gender can work. without intimidation and fear and on
equal footing and equal pay,"
he said at Yesterdav·s AACTA
luncheon.·
·
"It's like cutting out a tu4

mour, ifs messy, it's bloody
and ultimatelv we will be better for it."
•
Among the figures in the
spotlight is AACTA president
and Oscar winner Geoffrey
Rush who has stood down
from his position after being
accused of ~i nappropriate behaviour" towards a female costar during a recent stage
production of King Lear. A
claim he strongly denies.
TV presenter Don Burke is
also facing allegations he denies and dozens of other wellknown figures are e.xpected to
be accused of misconduct
At Yesterday's ceremonY
winne~ of production categOries were announced in ad-

vance of tomorrow's awards
night, but the mood was subdued. Rush's fellow AACTA
board member, respected film
critic Margaret Pomeranz. refused to walk the red carpet or
enter the media room after
winning Best Female Presenter and ignored requests for
inter-..,iews.
Actor and fellow board
member Noni Hazlehurst refused to comment while Susie
Porter said she respected
Rush's decision to step down.
Walking Dead star Callan
McAuliffe, who worked with
Rush on Hollywood film The
Book ThieL threw his support
behind the actor, whom he described as a gentleman. But he
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Mercedes
rage led
to death
A WOMAN who fatallv
stabbed her cousin after a prO:.
longed argument over the use
of her car was yesterday found
guilty of manslaughter.
Katherine Abdallah. 37,
claimed she had acted in selfdefence when she killed Suzie
Sarkis, 21. at her Brighton- LC"
Sands townhouse on February
9. 2013. However. after almost
five days of deliberations, a
NSW Supreme Court jury
found Abdallah guilty of manslaughter. before her bail was
revoked and the case put over
to December
13. Abdallah
originally
faced a murder trial but
was
found
guilty of the (
less
serious
charge
of - --- - manslaughter Abdallah.
and jailed in
May 2015 for at least eight
vears and three months. Later
that year, she successfully
challenged her conviction and
was ordered to face a second
trial. The Crown contended
during the retrial the stabbing
was not self-defence but a continuation of a series of violent
acts by Abdallah that day after
she became angry at her cousin for using her new Mercedes.

to tackle cancer of harassment
also revealed he'd been subjected to sexual harassment
during his career without
naming the perpetrator.
"It has happened to me before which is uncomfortable.
People grope you." the llvear-old said. "I certainlv
~vouldn't call mvself a victim.'
"I am not a 'victim of anything so severe as what we are
hearing about now. But. you
get the hug which lasts too
long. Or someone taps you in
a place where you would not
tap someone else: ·
Actor Hunter Page-Lochard. who appeared with Rush
in Bran Nue Dae. said while he
would not comment on Rush's
specific allegations because "I

don't know anything personally" he supported people
speaking out about inappropriate conduct
ABC host Julia Zemiro also
refused to comment on Rush.
but said abuse was rampant in
the industrv.
''If vou 'are a woman vou
are not shocked by men. behaving poorly:· she said.
'Tve not had a hideous
time of il I am extremelv
proud of the women ... who
are speaking out. We have to
start calline out behaviours
when they happen.~
Melina \'idler. who won a
Logie for her role in 800
Words. threw her support behind the women across the

globe telling their stories: •1rs
reallv difficul t to sav because
you· don't want to' tell your
mother or \'our husband. let
alone the ~..-orld ___ it shows
how resilient women are."
There was a notable absence of discussion on the
issue of the day from the presenters and award winners.
howe•;er. AACfA did announce its collaboration with
Women in Film and Television
in NS\\' (Y.'IFT). supporting
an industry forum next week
to address harassment
A poll released last month
by WIFT rt.".:ealed 58 per cent
of respondents have experienced sexual harassment in
the workplace.

A flood of
damages
COMMO N sense and dam
manuals were ignored by flood
engineers during Queensland's deadly 2011 deluge. according to a class-action
lawsuit aiming to secure hundreds of millions of dollars in
damages for victims.
Launched in Sydney yesterdav. the case comes nearlv
SeVCO years after thousands Of
homes and businesses in Brisbane and surrounding areas
were inundated by swirling,
muddy floodwaters. When the
gates of Wivenhoe Dam, west
of Brisbane. were opened on
Januarv 11. the water released
reached an extraordinary rate
of 7464 cubic metres per second--more than double what
it was only nine hours earlier.
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Rush 'just

playful·:
Director
JACK HOUGHTON
THE director of a Sydney play
at the centre of claims actor
Geoffrey Rush "inappropriatelY touched" a co-star vesterdav
backed the Oscar wirmer. say._
ing his "playfulness" was part
of his ·great artistry".
However director Neil
Armfield conceded he did not
know the full details of the alleged
mcJdenl ·'In my
time in ali
the weeks
and months
of rehearsal
and performance, I saw absolut~lv

Armfield.

nothing other
than an artist
at the top of his form leadi ng a
company with respect and
playfulness and great artistry:
Neil Armfield told ABC presenter Fran Kelly. "(The allegation) is not (sexual in nature). It
is inappropriate behaviour."
A stunned Kellv followed
up by asking if he knew details
of the allegation. "No. I do
nol" Armfield replied.

Spacey was
sex suspect
PRODUCTION on the 1995
film The Usual Suspects was
shut down for two davs after
actor Kevin 5pac~· was
accused of ''inappropriate sexual behaviour." his co-star
Gabriel Bvrne has revealed
Byrne · said 5pacey was
accused of scxLJal misconducl
by a young actor, but he did
not know the full extent.
"I mean. he was kind of a
joke in that people would say.
'That's Kevin.' but nobodv
really understood the depth
his predations:· Byrne said.
Byrne labelled Spacey a
"bully" like movie mogul
Ham~y Weinstein.

·a·.rave· wo·men
win prai.se at
gl~a· m awa·~rd:s
-----

ALISONSTEPHENSON
&KRIS CRANE
·woMEN speaking out against
abuse and hara..;sment in the entertainment industry were last
night hailed as "pioneers". while
two more big names revealed
they had also been victims.
The revelations came as the
biggest names on Austral ia's
~ small and silver screens gath' ered for the seventh annual
Australian Academv of Cinema
and Television Arts (AACTA)
' Awards at The Star in Pvrmont
lastnight.
'
The industJ:\' is reeling after
allegations
against
former
AACfA president Geoffrey
Rush. who stood down after
being accused of "inappropriate
behaviour'' tO\vards a female costar during a production of King
Lear- a claim he strongly denies. And TV presenter Don
Burke is facing multiple
allegations, which he
also denies.
"People
that

WHilE RUSTY'S JOKE FAllS FlAT
RUSSELl Crowe stunned the
and the other Is sensltMty. I was
audience at last night's MerA
sodomlslng Jacqueline McKenzie
awards with a bizarre speech
on the set of Romper Stamper
about how he accidentally
and I didn't actually Intend to do
"sodomlsed" Romper Stamper
that. I was trying to keep my bits
co-star Jacqueline McKenzie
away from her bits.
during ftlmlng.
"She had been given one of
After first asking the
those pieces of elastic that the
gathering If they were "bored
girls get that protects them. All
shitless", Crowe (pictured)
my bits and pieces were In a
launched Into a story about
canvas sack with a drawstring ...
filming sex scenes.
It wasn't until the opening night
"I just want to talk
~\... of the film that It was pointed
about what binds us
out by none other than
together, whether we
p Jackie McKenzie's beautiful
1
work in ftlm or
r late mother that we were
televiSion or theatre. I
actually engaged In
think It Is two things.
sodomy." Some observers
"One Is the driving
were left "disgusted" by
passion for our pursuit
Crowe's remarks.
forward are pioneers. (They) pave
the wav, so I will stand behind
them and beside them." Wentworth star Danielle Cormack said.
Film and TV veterans Jacqueline McKenzie and Debra Lawrance both spoke of being victims
of past hara.o;sment, l~ith Lawrance
sa~g it was from "very famous
men". McKenzie said the women
speaking out were bringing about
"some meaningful change

of

because it is time". "The wav I
dealt Y.ith things grm~ing up is not
the ideal wav, but it was the onlv
wa\· I knew· how to.~ she said ,;I
would just say, 'Get off me you
per;'. I think it's a clean slate now.
We have an opportunity to set a
new tone and new playing field."
Star sisters Jessica. and Penny
McNamee also opened up about
finding themselves in uncomfortable
situations.

All the

winners and the
glam from the big night
in Sydney Confidential
PAGES26·27
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Sydney Theatre Coinpany and
King~ear director backS
Geoffrey Rush
jack hougton, The Daily Telegraph
December 7, 2017 12:ooam
Subscriber only

THE director of a Sydney play at the centre of claims actor
Geoffrey Rush "inappropriately touched" a co-star yesterday
backed the Oscar-winner, saying his "playfulness" was also part
of his "great artistry".
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However, he also conceded he did not actually know the full details of the
alleged incident. "In my time in all the weeks and months of rehearsal and
performance, I saw absolutely nothing other than an artist at the top of his
form leading a company with respect and playfulness and great artistry,"
Neil Armfield told ABC presenter Fran Kelly.
"Even talking about this as a sexual allegation is completely inappropriate.
It is not (sexual in nature). It is inappropriate behaviour."

0

Acclaimed director Neil Armfield. Picture:

0 ABC presenter Fran Kelly.

~c)

Matt Lm'ton
..

A stunned Kelly followed up by asking if Armfield knew details of the
allegations.
"No, I do not know the details. The details have not been revealed,"
Armfield told the radio presenter.
RUSH DENIES 'INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR'
RUSH'S FULL DENIAL OF ACCUSAL

https://www.dailytelegraph.eom.au/news/nsw/sydney-theatre-company-and-king-lear-...
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Mr Armfield also took aim at two Sydney Theatre Company actors who
came forward in defence of the complainant, including rising young actor
Meyne Raoul Wyatt who urged the public to believe the woman.
"The two actors who have come out in support - one of them wasn't in the
cast at all," he said.
"There is so much chatter about - as I understand it - it is a matter only
between the complainant and the company.

~ Meyne Wyatt at the Sydney Theatre Company

0 Geoffrey Rush and Robyn Nevin in the STC

in Walsh Bay.

production of King Lear. Picture: Heidrun Lohr

"The complainant did not even wish for Geoffrey Rush to know about this.
It was between the Sydney Theatre Company and the complainant."
"(I was not told of the allegations) until months after the production had
finished."

GUESS THE NEXT LINE IN THE CAROL
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Guess the next line in the carol

Rush was accused of "inappropriate behaviour" during the Sydney Theatre
Company's recent production of King Lear.
The star vigorously denied the allegations and complained he was never
told of any allegations of wrong doing.
The production of the classic William Shakespeare play ran at the Roslyn
Packer Theatre between November 2015 to January 2016.
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Actor Geoffrey Rush launches
court action over Sydney
Theatre Contpany claints

C)

Sally Ra,,vsthorne, The Daily Telegraph
December 8,

2017

3:45pm

MELBOURNE actor Geoffrey Rush has fronted for the first
time since being accused of "inappropriate behaviour" while
starring in a Sydney play, saying coverage of the case was
"demeaning" and "hurtful".
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The character actor refused to take questions but delivered a solemn
statement about the Sydney Theatre Company claims, revealed by The
Daily Telegraph.
Rush stood with his lawyer to declare that he would launch legal action
over the reports in The Daily Telegraph.
"I must now seek vindication of my good name through the courts," Rush
said. He said The Daily Telegraph had made "false, pejorative and
demeaning claims, splattering them with unrelenting bombast on its front
pages".

0 Rush stepped dovn1 as the president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television
Arts after the allegation surfaced. Picture: Stuart McEvoy

"It is an action I am taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and

hyperbole that they have created around my standing in the entertainment
industry and in the greater community."
The Daily Telegraph stands by its reporting of the complaint made against
Rush during his last stint at the STC for the production of King Lear.
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Editor Christopher Dore said the newspaper would defend its accurate
reporting in court.
"The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company
received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour," Mr Dore said.
"We will defend our position in court."
At the centre of the drama was a complaint revealed by the STC made by
one of its actors against Rush.
The STC told The Daily Telegraph that it had received a complaint of
"inappropriate behaviour" after the 2015 production of the Shakespeare
play.
The nation's premier theatre company said it would protect the identity of
the complainant and would work to "minimise the risk of future instances
of the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace".
Rush subsequently stepped down as the president of the Australian
Academy of Cinema and Television Arts after the allegation surfaced.
Lawyer Nicholas Pullen yesterday said Rush, 66, would not answer
questions.
The matter will go before the Federal Court in Sydney on February 8.
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CELEBRITY LIF E

Geoffrey Rush responds to
allegations of inappropriate
behaviour

()

James Weir, nev,rs.com.au
December 8, 2017 2:22pm

VETERAN Australian actor Geoffrey Rush has broken his
silence on the allegations of inappropriate behaviour being
made against him, dubbing the claims "intolerable" and
announcing he's filed a defamation lawsuit.
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Rush, 66, faced media in Melbourne on Friday where he denied the claims
that allegedly occurred during his time with the Sydney Theatre Company's
production of King Lear in 2015.
The actor said he would be taking legal action against The Daily Telegraph
for publishing reports about the claims, which he dubbed "false",
"demeaning", and "intolerable".
"It is an action I'm taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and

hyperbole that they have created around my standing in the entertainment
industry and in the greater community," he said.
"This has created irreparable damage to my reputation, has been extremely
hurtful to my wife, my daughter and my son and to my extended family as
well as to many colleagues in the film, told vision and theatre industry.
"The situation is intolerable and I must now seek vindication of my good
name through the courts."
Following the statement, Rush did not take questions from reporters. The
matter will go before the Federal Court in Sydney on February 8.
In response to Rush's decision, The Daily Telegraph's editor Chris Dore
defended the newspaper's decison to publish the story.
"The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company
received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour," Dore said.

"We will defend our position in court."
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'Intolerable' ... Geoffrey addresses the claims on Friday.

Today's press conference is Rush's first public appearance since the claims
were reported.
Following last week's reports of the incident, The Sydney Theatre Company
confirmed it received a complaint but would not disclose details of the
allegations.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the
matter be dealt with confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or
involved in any investigation," a statement read. The theatre company said
it complied "in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare."

(_;
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Geoffrey Rush makes his first media appearance since the claims.

Soon after the allegations were reported, Rush stepped down as the
president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts
Awards, just days before the organisation's seventh ceremony. He was
absent from Wednesday's televised event in Sydney, where stars dodged
questions from reporters about the allegations.
When asked about the claims being leveled against Rush, Australian
actress Rachel Griffiths said the actor "is not Harvey Weinstein" referencing the Hollywood mogul who faces multiple allegations of sexual
misconduct.
"Geoffrey Rush is not Harvey Weinstein and I have had more than a
handful of interactions with Harvey Weinstein," Griffiths told the ABC on
the red carpet.
The veteran actor received acclaim for his breakthrough performance in
the 1996 film Shine, which earnt him an Academy Award, Golden Globe
and BAFfA.
Rush is one of Australia's most respected exports, starring in acclaimed
films like Shakespeare in Love, Elizabeth and The King's Speech.

-withAAP
The Daily Telegraph is owned by News Corporation, the publisher of this
website.
Originally published as Geoffrey Rush breaks his silence
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Geoffrey Rush announces he
\Vill. bring defaination action
over allegations of
inappropriate behaviour
Danielle McGrane, AAP; Herald Sun
December 8, 2017 4:57pm

GEOFFREY RUSH will bring defamation proceedings over
allegations of inappropriate behaviour made against him.
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The Oscar winner today announced that he would take action in the
Federal Court against the Daily Telegraph, which published the story.

0 Geoffrey Rush at today's press conference in Melbourne. Picture: AAP

c)

0 Actor Geoffrey Rush before speaking to the media today. Picture: Stumt McEvoy

"I must now seek vindication of my good name through the courts," Rush
said.
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Rush has strongly denied the allegations, which date back to a Sydney
Theatre Company performance of King Lear in 2015 .
Reece Hooker
@ReeceJHooker

Geoffrey Rush: "I must now seek vindication of my good name
through the courts."
3:02 PM - Dec 8, 2017

1

4

8

Rush's lawyer Nicholas Pullen said Rush was unable to answer questions
about the case.
He announced the legal proceedings today at the offices of law firm HWL
Ebsworth in Melbourne.

0 Rush won an Oscar for Shine. AP Photo/Reed Saxon
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0 Rush with Johnny Depp in Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides.

The veteran actor's breakthrough performance in the 1996 film Shine,
earnt him an Academy Award, a Golden Globe and a BAFfA.
He's went on to become one of Australia's biggest and most respected
Hollywood exports, starring in Shakespeare in Love, Elizabeth and The
King's Speech.
Rush, 66, lives in Melbourne with his wife.
The Daily Telegraph's editor Christopher Dore said: "The Daily Telegraph
accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint
alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour.
"We will defend our position in court."
READ MORE: OSCAR WINNER DENI ES INAPPROPRIATE
BEHAVIOU R
Originally published as Rush to take action over allegations
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Geoffrey Rush tries to 'strike
out' parts of defantation
defence
SARAH CRAV,TFORD, The Daily Telegraph
February 8, 2018 3:13pm
Subscriber on]y

ACTOR Geoffrey Rush is attempting to suppress accusations
contained in defence documents lodged in court by The Daily
Telegraph in his defamation case.
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The Oscar winner, who is suing the Telegraph for its reporting of a Sydney
Theatre Company investigation into allegations of inappropriate behaviour
against him, is seeking to "strike out" parts of the newspaper's defence
documents and block their public release.
His barrister Richard McHugh SC argued in the Federal Court today
against allowing even a redacted version of the defence to be given to
media, after submitting that vast slabs must be crossed out to prevent
further damage to his client's reputation.
"This goes vastly beyond what was in the article," Mr McHugh said.
Mr McHugh said the articles alleged "inappropriate behaviour" towards
another cast member but never "spelled out" what Mr Rush was alleged to
have done.

Geoffrey Rush is attempting to suppress accusations contained in defence documents.
Picture: Stuart McEvoy

"They suggest that there has been some form of sexual misconduct that
they don't spell out," he said.
Barrister for The Daily Telegraph, Lyndelle Barnett told Justice Michael
Wigney that The Daily Telegraph opposed the "strike out" application.
She said that the articles did, "not make any allegation that Mr Rush
engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature."
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Ms Barnett said The Daily Telegraph had more information at the time of
publication, which was later included in the defence papers, that it chose
not to put in the articles.
"It was information we had and we didn't publish it, this shows our level of
reasonableness," she said.

Justice Wigney deferred argument on the issue to later this month and
issued an interim suppression order, noting the amount of material Mr
Rush's legal team wanted struck out.
He found that so much material would have to be redacted to preserve Mr
Rush's position that it would nullify the argument that the document
should be released in the interests of the fair and open administration of
justice.

Actor Geoffrey Rush to sue Daily Telegraph over claims

The Pirates of the Caribbean star, who did not appear at court today, has
launched defamation action over articles published last year that he was
the subject of a complaint involving "inappropriate behaviour" during the
Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear which ran from
November 2015 until January 2016.
He has denied the allegations and lodged a statement of claim in the
Federal Court claiming the articles conveyed "defamatory meanings"
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including that he was a "pervert" and "behaved as a sexual predator" while
performing in the play.
The Daily Telegraph lodged its defence to the statement of claim last week.
All parties agreed to a proposal by Justice Wigney to keep the Daily
Telegraph's defence document confidential until the next hearing on
February 19.
Lawyers acting for Channel Nine and Fairfax have told the court they will
also make an application on that day for the defence document to be
released to the public
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Plum promotion for Joyce's lov~r
RUSH SILENCE BID

SARAH CRAWFORD

ACl'OR Geoffrey Rush L' trying to
suppress The Daily Telegraph's
defence to a defamation claim he
lodged in the Federal Court t"'Ven trying to stop <l redacted
version from being made public.
Rush, who is suing over a report
of a Sydney Theatre Company inv~tigatlon into allegations ofinapM
propriate behaviour, is attempting

to "strike out" parts of the defence
documents because they go '\•astly
beyond what was in the article".
Barrister for The Daily Telegraph Lyndelle Barnett said the
newspaper had mOre information
at the time of publication, which
was later included in the defence
papers, that it chose not to put in
the articles. "This shows our level
of reasonableness," she said.

BARNABY .royce's mL'itress
was parachuted into a highpayingjob specifically created
for her with Nationals mate
Matt Canavan after the affair
started creating turmoil with~
in the Deputy PM's office.
Mr Joyce's highly respected chief of staff Di Hallam
ultimately quit her job over
his relationship with the

into the new role with the
Resources Minister. The
Daily Telegraph can reveal
the social media job was created for Ms Campion, who is
now carrying Mr .royce's ftfth
childs and was not filled when
she moved to another MP's
office months later. Mr Canavan1S spokeswoman would
not say why t11e new role had
to be created but said Ms
Campion was 'suitably qualified ... given her long history

more junior adviser Vikki

as a media professional"

Campion, who was promoted

~
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RUSH BLOCK BID
SARAH OlAWFORD

Vikki Campion '"''as given the
newly established role of a senior
adviser in Senator Canavan's ofcialmedia.
The six-figurejob was created
even as others within the party
became increa~ingly concerned
about Mr Joyce betraying hi<
wife and mother of11is four kids.
The role was not replaced
when Ms Campion left to work
for another Nationals MP.

Theatre Company investi-

inappropriate behaviour,
is attempting to .~strike
out'' parts of the defence
documents because they
go ''vastly beyond what
was in the article",
Barrister for The Daily
Telegraph, Lyndelle Barnett, said the newspaper
had more informat·ion at
the time of publication,
which was later included
in the defence papers.
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ACTOR Geoffrey Rush is
trying to suppress The

fice on merit focusing on his so~
A HJGH-payingjob was created
specifically for Deputy Prime
Minister Barnaby Joyce's mL~w
tress in the office of his close
friend, Resources Minister Matt
Canavan, after the affair started
to create dysfunction in his office.

Daily Telegraph's defence
to a defamation claim he
lodged in the Federal
Court - even trying to
stop a redacted version
fi·om being made public.
Rush, whoissuingover
a report of a Sydney
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MELBOURNE actor Geoffrey Rush has fronted for the
first time since being accused
of "inappropriate behaviour"
while starring in a Sydney
play, saying cm·erage of the
case was ''demean ing~ and
"hurtful"_
The character actor refused to take questions but
delivered a solemn statement
about the Svdnev Theatre
Company claims. revealed by
The Daily Telegraph_
Rush stood with his Iawver to declare that he would
iaunch legal action over the
reports in The Daily Telegraph.
"I must now seek vindication of my good name
through the courts." Rush
said. He said The Dailv Telegraph had made "falsi pejorative and demean ing claims.
splattering them with unrelenting bombast on its front
pages''.
~It is an action I am taking
in order to redress the sl urs,
innuendo and hyperbole that they
have
created
around
my
standing in the
entertainment
industfl; and in
the greater communitv."
The
Daily
Telegraph
stands by its reporting of the
complaint made
again~t
Rush
during his last
stint at the STC
for the production
of King Lear.
Editor Christopher Dore said
the
newspaper
woul d defend its accurate reporting in
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propriate behrotiour.'' Mr
Dore said "We will defend
our position in court~
At the centre of the drama
was a complaint revealed by
the STC made b,· one of its
actors against Ru~h.
The STC told The Dai lv
Telegraph that .it had r;_
ceived a complaint of "inap-propriate behaviour" after
the 2015 production of the
Shakespeare play.
The nation's premier
theatre company said it

would protect the identity of
the complainant and would
work to "minimise the risk of
future instances of the alleged behaviour occurring in
its worh:place".
Rush
subsequently
stepped down as the president of the Australian Academy
of Cinema
and
Teievision Arts after the allegation surfaced
Lawyer Nicholas Pullen
vesterdav said Rush. 66,
~vould n~t answer questions.

Geoffrey Rush
leaves yesterday's
media conference.

Picture: Stuart McEvoy

court.

"The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney
Theatre Comoany
received a rom~
plaint
allegi ng
that Mr Geoffr~~
Rush had en~
gaged in inap-

Education 'sorry' for funding flub
NATASHA BITA

Onsale until Tuesday 12th Derember, 1017. Savilgsbased on our S~ ney metropolitan seD ~ice. Spedalsaresuije<t 1D
store <J~a i lab iity at NSWWoolworthsSupermar1ruand Metro stnres only. Proructs may not be avaiableat ¥.\lolv.uths
Metro, Woolworths onlne or CaltexWoolv.urths C(}-branded fuel oudet1.
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St John's Lutheran Primary
School at Jindera had received
THE federal Education De- only $469.000 of its $1.7 milpartment has apologised for a lion government grant But the
data bungle that blamed Lu- Department yesterday admittheran schools for pocketing ted the school received it all
the wrong government grants_
The audit report also
The department apologised claimed that St Paul's College
"unreservedly" for handing the in Walla Walla had pocketed
wrong data to the Auditor- twice as much money as it was
General's office. which pub--- allocated. but the department
lished a scathing report on yesterday said it had received
schools fund ing on Wednesdav_ the correct amount.
The dud data showed that
''The department can assure

the Lutheran schools and the
broader community that the
funding for tl1ese schools has
been paid in accordance with ...
the Act," the department said.
It also apologised for failing
to correct data showing Cathedral College in W angaratta
had been overpaid $4.4 million.
Lutheran Education NSW
spokesman Julian Denholm
said it was "disappointing that
~.-uch a fundamental error was
made by the department".
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Plum promotion~or Joyce's lover

RUSH SILENCE BID

SARAH CRAWFORD

ACTOR Geoffrey Rush is trying to
suppress The Daily Telegraph's
defence to a defamation claim he
lodged in the Federal Court -even try ing to stop a redacted
version from being made public.
Rush. who is suing over a report
of a Sydney Theatre Company investigation into allegations of inappropriate behaviour. is attempting

to "strike out ~ parts of the defence
documents because they go "vastly
beyond what was in the article".
Barrister for The Dailv Telegraph Lyndelle Barnett s'aid the
newspaper had more information
at the time of publication. which
was later included in the defence
papers. that it chose not to put in
the articles. "This shows our level
of reasonableness,·· she said
~

SHA.RRI MARKSON
&KYlAR lOUSSIKJAN
BARNABY Joyce's mistress
was parachuted into a highpayingjob specifically created
for her with Nationals mate
Matt Canavan after the affair
started creating turmoil within the Deputy PM's office.
r-.·lr Joyce's highly respected chief of staff Di Hallam
ultimately quit her job over
his relationship with the
more junior adviser Vikki
Campion. who was promoted

into the new role with the
Resources Minister. The
Daily Telegraph can reveal
the social media job was created for Ms Campion, who is
now carrying Mr Joyce's fifth
child, and was not filled when
she moved to another MP's
office months later. Mr Canavan's spokeswoman would
not say why the new role had
to be created but said Ms
Campion was · suitably qualified ... given her long history
as a media professional".
~
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Rush in bid to
block defence

Melbourne
expat and
f ierce Storm
fan Emm a
Freedman is
joining Foxtel's
NRL team.
Picture: Tim
Hunter

Actor's attempt to suppress claims
SARAH (RAWfORD
ACTOR Geoffrey Rush is attempting to suppress accusations contained in defence
documents lodged in court by
The Daily Telegraph in his
defamation case.
:\fr Rush (pictured). who is
suing the Telegraph for its reporting of a Sydne:-· Theatre
Company investigation into allegations of inappropriate behaviour against him, is seeking
to "strike out'· parts of the newspaper's defence documents and
block their public release.
His
barrister
Richard
McHugh SC argued in the Federal Court ~·esterday against allowing e-.·en a redacted version
of the defence to be given to
media. after submitting that
vast slabs must be crossed out to
prevent further damage to his
client's reputation.
"This goes vastly beyond
what was in the article." Mr
McHugh said
He said the articles alleged
"inappropriate behaviour" to-

...._

·'

ISCORING IN THE BIG LEAGUE]
MATT LOGUE
SHE halls from Melbourne, but Emma
Freedman has left aerial ping-pong
behind to embrace real football - and
Matty Johns can take t he credit
The daughter of horse racing trainer
Lee Freedman Will join Fox Sports' rugby
league coverage this year, afte r a year
learning from Johns as part ofTrlple M's
breakfast show The Grill Team.

Barnett said. Ju~tice Wigney deferred argument on the issue to
later this month and issued an
interim suppression order, noting the amount of material Mr
Rush· s legal team wanted struck
out He found that so much material would have to be redacted
to preserve :\·fr Rush's position
that it would nullify the argument that the document should
be released in the interests of
the fair and open administration of justice.
The Pirates of the Caribbean
star. who did not appear at court
vesterdav, has launched defa. mation action over articles
published last year that
he was the subject of a
complaint involving
"inappropriate behaviour" during the Sydney Theatre Company
production of King
Lear which ran from
November
2015
until Januarv
2016. He has
denied the
allegations.

Is the cladding on your
apartment building f ire safe?

"There's no one better to sit next to
day to day to get your head around
rugby league than Matthew Johns.·
Freedman. a fi erce Storm supporter.
said. "He has been a great mentor, In
terms of learning the game a little more
and talking about the Issues that the
game Is facing."
Freedman Will be seen on various
shows, indudlng the League Life program.
~

wards another cast member but
never "spelled out" what Mr
Rush was alleged to have done.
"They suggest that there has
been some form of sexual misconduct that they don't spell
out." he said.
Barrister for The Daih· Telegraph. Lyndelle Barnett told
Justice r..·lichael \Vigne:-· the
newspaper opposed the "strike
out· application.
r..-ts Barnett said the articles
"did not make any allegation
that Mr Rush engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual
nature". She said The Dailv
Telegraph had more in- ·
formation at the time
of publication, which
was later included in r
the defence papers, 1:
that it chose not to put in the articles.
"It was information we had and
we didn't publish
it this shows
our level of
reasonableness. ~
Ms

The NSW Government is taking action to identify unsafe cladding
and ensure buildings are safe. It has also introduced new laws to
ban unsafe building products from use in NSW.

Make sure your buildin g Is safe :
• Find out if your building has aluminium cladding

~ 11 l' ~F---

Check whether your building's fire safety statement is up-to-date
• Ensure a fire safety professional has inspected any cladding

'MONA LISA' UNDER HAMMER
THIS is the painting dubbed the
-African Mona Lisa" which was recent~· uncovered in a London flat
Ben Enwonwu·s 1974 painting of
Adetutu "Tutu"' Ademiluyi. daughter of a Yoruba king, has taken on
almost m~thical status in the
painter"s natr.·e Nigeria
It was last seen in 1975 but is now
up for sale after its surprise rediscm•ery. "Jt has been a legendary
painting for 40 years. evel)· bod~·

keeps talking about Tutu. saying
'where is Tutu?"." award-winning
author Ben Okri said.
The work will go under the hammer at auction house Bonhams on
FebruarY 28.
Enwonwu. who died in 1994, is
considered the father of Nigerian
modernism. He made three paintings of "Tutu ... the locations of all of
which had been a mvsterv until the
recent discovel)·. ·
·

• Take immediate action to make recommended changes.

Visit cladding.fairtradi ng.nsw.gov.au for more information.
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LET JOYCE
KEEP HIS
JOB: WIFE
SHARRI MARKSON & KYlAR IDUSSIICIAH
NATALIE Joyce has told close friends she
wants her cheating husband Barnaby to
keep his job despite the devastation his affai r with a now pregnant young staffer has
caused her and their four daughters.
Trying to shake off the trauma of the
past two weeks. Mrs Joyce made her first
public appearance since the scandal broke
on Saturday nightwhen she attended a luxury boat birthday party of a major Coalition
donor on Svdnev Harbour. Friends of Mrs
Joyce's said she ·does not want the Deputy
Prime Minister to lose his job, which is
partly why she has been hesitant to agree to
a major media inter.iew.
Mrs Jovce even voiced concerns about
colleagu~ using the family's pain to jostle
for the party's leadership.
It comes as onlv one-third of Nationals
~iPs wereyestcrd3y wiUing to publicly back
:Mr Joyce as leader of the part;y.
ll FUU REPOIITS PAGES 10·11

ABBOTT·s
BIG DIG AT
GLIB MAL
SHARRI MARKSON
FORMER prime minister Tony Abbott mll
today unleash a stinging rebuke of modem
Australian politics - including a thinly
veiled take-dmm of Malcolm Turnbull's
elitist attitude and the grm~ing gulf between
the •talking class" and the "working class".
Delivering a speech to the Sydney Institute tonight, Mr Abbott ~ill deliver a brutal
assessment of Mr Turnbull's National Energy Guarantee and education policy. while
highlighting the •insiders versus outsiders"
chasm dividing Western democracies.
Mr Abbott, who lost the leadershio to Mr
Turnbull in September 2015. will aiso call
for Immigration levels to be cut to JlQ,OQQ
people a year from 190.000. until migrants
are able to properly integrate into the Australian way of li fe. and to help wages grow
and make house prices more affordable.
But it is his attack of Mr Turnbull and his
•glib talk" that is the most cutting.
"All too often. it seems. the people
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reason for publication than it
was true."
According to the defence
document "Following the investigation the STC decided
that it would never work with
the Applicant (Rush) again."
Apart from truth. The
Daily Telegraph. is also relying on the defence of qualified
privilege in defending the
defamation case.
It argued the allegations
were ·matters of proper and
legitimate public interest" in
the wake of a string of allegations concerning · sexual mis-

Page 1 of 1
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conducl
bullying
and
harassment in the entertainment industrv" which started
\\ith the H~l"\'e\' Weinstein
scandal.
·

The Daily Telegraph argues it had more information
about the Rush allegations at
the time of publication but
did not include them in its

reports. This included an allegation that Rush had touched
Nmvill on the genitals.
The defence document
stated: "that a complaint had

been made to the STC by the
complainant (Nol"\·ill) in substance that the Applicant
(Rush) had touched her genitals during the production of
King Lear v.ithout her consent"
The Judge reserved his decision on Mr McHugh's application to strike out large parts
of The Daily Telegraph's defence including the entirety of
its truth defence.
Justice Wigney also reseJVed his decision on Rush's
application to stop the issuing
of a subpoena by Nationv.ide

News on the Sydney Theatre
Company for documents relating to the alleged complaint
Mr McHugh argued therequest for a subpoena was a
"fishing expedition~ and an
abuse of process.
Mr Rush launched the
defamation proceedings in
the Federal Court in December 2017. alleging The Daily
Telegraph had engaged in
"hyperbole, lies and spurious
claims· in its report of the
complaint from the actress to
theSTC.

Win a $12.,000
Collette Travel Voucher!
To celebrate Col lette's 100th year of leading travel, we are offering you the chance to win $12.000 worth of
travel with Collette!
With classic tours, small groups and spotlight city-stays. Collette offers over 150 tours across the globe. with
exceptional choice. inclusive value and quality.
Discover the Collette difference today! See the Collette range at gocollette.com/win
For your chance to win. tell us in 25 words or less which Collette tour you would choose and why.
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We lived
next door
to malice
NEIGHBOURS of Australian
terrorist Khaled Sharroufhave
g1ven a scathing account of the
IS recruit'~ time in Syria.
Sharrouf. 36. who packed
up his young family and travelled half waY acros.~ the world
to fi!!ht for the cowardly terror
group in 2013, used his brother's passport to leave Australia.
He then set up home in the
Syrian city ofRaqqa.
"He was ro com1pl irs unbelievable. He was such an
outlaw.
He
was eYen outside
Islamic
law,"
his
neighbour
AbdelAziz Bin
Khalafa told
ABC's Four
Comers. Mr
Sharrouf.
Bin Khalafa
remembered
the way Sharrouf exposed his
children to a violent life.
"VV'henever he would step
outside here. a~ soon as he'd
see me. he'd carry his weapons
and fire in the air as if he wanted to make a point --· I am
here. I have weapons," Mr Bin
Khalafa said
His neighbours often complained to IS about his behaviour and the extremists
eYentuallv turned on him, one
time sending security to reprimand him at 2am.
Sharrouf and two of his
children were reportedly kiUed
by a US air sbike last year.

MATIHEW BEJiNS
EDITOR-AT·LARG£
OSCAR winner Geoffrey Rush
allegedly touched an actress
repeatedly in a way that made
her uncomfortable and ignored her requests for him to
"stop doing iC the Federal
Court heard vesterda\'.
Rush's highly reg~rded costar in the Sydney Theatre
Company's 2015-2016 production of King Lear, Eryn
Jean :-.lon;ll. complained
about the Pirates Of The Caribbean star after he allegedly
touched her on five occasions during the final week
of the play.
The court heard the
actor followed her into
the female toilets at the
after-party on the final
night of the STCs perform ance of the Shakespeare classic and stood
outside her cubicle until
she told him to "F._ olf'.
The incident allegedly
~~ lefl. her"\isibly upset".
,~~
Rush, 66. is ruing
' -\
The Daily Telegraph for
its reporting of Ms Nor)
\;n·s complaint about alleged
inappropriate
beha\;our made to the SYdneo.·
Theatre Company in · 2016.
Rush denies the allegations.
Yesterday the
Federal
Court lifted a suppression
order on the newspaper's defence document, rejecting an
application by RIL~h's lawyer
Richard McHugh. SC. to stop
the details being made public.
Upon application by Dauid
Sibtain, representing Fairfax

Navy life not
so fulfilling
MORE than 200 men are
suing the Commonwealth.
claiming they did not receive
promised training in the na\·y
which was supposed to give
them a trade in civil life.
Opening the Supreme
Court class action yesterday.
the men's barrister, Nick Kidd
SC. said their training contracts were binding but were
not honoured by the Royal
AIL~tralian Navy. One m an
claimed he and other recruits
posted to HMAS Kuttabul in
20ll spent a lot of time just
playing games on their phones.

~?)
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Media and Channel 9. Justice
:Michael Wigney said fears that
releasing details of the defence
case could further damage
Rush's reputation were outweighed by the need for open
justice.
For the first time the extent
of the allegations against Rush
can now be revealed.
According to the document,
Rush touched the actress "in a
manner that made the Complainant feel uncomfortable"

D8ilyThlegraph
!J

-

one of the stories at the
centre of Rush's legal claim.
during the play's final scene.
As King Lear. Rush had to
cany Non·ill on to the stage as
she simulated the lifeless body
of the title character's daughter. Cordelia.
Norvill asked Rush to "stop
doing if' but it is alleged that
he repeated the touching on
another four occasions in the
final week of the STC pro-

duction's run inJanuarv 2016.
Tom Blackburn, SC, counsel for Nationwide News, publisher ofThe Daily Telegraph,
told the court this touching
could amount to "scandalous
and inappropriate behaviour".
"The allegation is not that
she was touched in a particular
place but she was touched in a
way that made her uncomfortable. She said stop and he kept
doingit," hesaid
Mr McHugh said Rush denied the allegations.
"Thev
are
necessarilv
touching as part of what the
production requires." he said
And he said an earlier report which quoted Rush as
saying he had a "stage door
Johnny crush" on the actress
was clearly said in jesl
Mr McHugh had argued
that the newspaper's truth defence should be struck out because it lacked sufficient detail.
According to The Daily
Telegraph's defence, Rush engaged in further inappropriate
beha\o·iour at L'Je part,}· to celebrate the final night of the production at the Walsh Bav
Kitchen, next door to the plals
venue.
During the pafiY for cast
and creo.\' Rush "entered the female bathroom located in the
foyer of the Roslyn Packer
Theatre, kno·wing (Norvill)
was in there, and stood outside
a cubicle" that she was in.
He left when she told him to
"F... off'.
She was "visibly upset" following the incident.
Mr Blackburn said: "There
can be no more compelling
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Banging

the drum
for nukes
ANNA CALDWELL
DEPUTY Premier John Barilaro has taken his pitch to tum
NS\N into the nuclear power
state to the US.
Mr Barilaro has been meeting American companies that
will build the world's first small
modular reactor.
Speaking in Atlanta overnight he predicted the tide of
public opinion against nuclear
energy in Australia could
change in the ne~t decade.
"Turning public opinion
takes time. r believe this can be
achieo.·ed though in the ne.xt
five to 10 years - certainly by
the time the first small modular reactor is ready for export
from the US to
down under.··
he told a nuclear conference.
Mr Barilaro
said that when
he first put his
support of nuMr Barilaro. clear energy
on the record
last vear. he came under attack
fron1 the "political classes".
However. he says the reception on the ground with voters
has been far more supportive.
"Travelling the state. I am
continuallY asked when the
nuclear option will be on the
table," he said. -And it is no
surprise ·- Australians now
pay some of the highest prices
for power in the world."

NURSE IN .ASSAULT•
ON CANCER PATIENT
Hospital staffer faces
'mugging'' allegations
SARAH CRAWFORD

leged attack and needed
treatment from a plastic surgeon to repair the fragile skin
A NURSE at a top private on her left forearm which had
hospital allegedly assaulted been tom from wrist to elbow.
and robbed an elderly cancer
But it is the psychological
patient as she lay sleeping in impact that has caused the
her bed after an operation in a deepest trauma.
shocking attack the victim lik"I feel verv scared. vef'r·
ened to a "terrible nightmare". frightened, I can't sleep. The
Janice Bennett. 75. de- hospital was beautiful and the
scribed how. in a drug-in- food and everything was loveduced daze following surgery. ly, I just can't believe it was not
she fought back as a shadowy safe:· Mrs Bennett said
figure held her down in her
She said the hospital had
bed in the middl e of the night responded to the incident by
demanding her PIN num- sending her flowers and a card
bers for her credit cards.
in which they expressed their
"I'm 75 but I fought shock that anything like that
back. It's the normal thing could happen there.
to do ... she kept holding
Yesterday. a 45-year-old
me down and wanting registered nurse employed at
my PIN numbers - it the hospital appeared at Blackwas like a dream ... town Court charged with agsome sort of terrible gravated robbery, knowingly
nightmare," she said
dealing with the proceeds of
Police allege the crime, and dishonestlY obtainnurse stole Mrs Ben- ing financial advantage.
nett's credit cards,
La-y,yer Margaret Malak
forced her to reveal told the court the nurse, a
fD numbers and mother of two who has been
then
withdrew suspended, denied robbing the
$1000 from her ac- patient and said a stranger
count from an ATM handed her Mrs Bennett's creat a nearby shopping centre.
dit cards and asked her to withThe attack is alleged to draw the money, adding the
have happened at the Hospital case was ''circumstantial''.
for Specialist Surgery at Bella "CCI'V footage captures my
Vista on March 16 but Mrs client withdrawing money ...
Bennett said she did not raise (but) there is no independent
the alarm until 5am the next witness and this incident isn't
day when she rang her son to captured on CCI'V," she said.
sav she thought "she was
Police prosecutor Sergeant
t>e'ing hurt". Nathan Blatch opposed bail
When her familv arrived saying the alleged robbery was
and saw the e~tent ~f her in- a "brazen attack," against a
juries they alerted hospital woman the defendant was
staff but it was hours before meant to be protecting.
th~· realised her credit cards
But Magistrate Roger
were missing.
Brown granted bail. saying the
Mrs Bennett was left bat- case would take a long time to
tered and bruised by the al- be resolved.
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UV risk on
nail lamps
ITS not just tan ning salons
that can damage skin ·-- using
a UV lamp on nails can also increase the risk of skin cancer.
UV lamps are often used to
harden gel nails during a professional manicure treatment
However. experts say sunscreen should be applied to the
hands before receiving the
beauty treatment.
With treatments required
every few weeks and lamps
emitting radiation properties
similar to traditional UV tanning sunbeds for five minutes
per hand. skin doctors believe
more research is needed into
the carcinogenic potential of
nail lamps.
Research published in this
week's Australasian Journal of
Dem1atology highlights that
only 3 per cent of people apply
sunscreen prior to receiving a
manicure and it is rare that a
nail salon would advise it.

STC could be a party in Rush legal case after King Lear complaints
THE Sydney Theatre Company could be dragged as a defendant into a legal battle
involving its former star actor
Geoffrey.Rush.
Law-\·ers for The Daih· Telegraph ~·esterday flagg~d the
surprise move to bring the
theatre company into its Federal Court showdown with the
Oscar-winning actor.

Rush, 66. is suing this nev.'&paper after it reported his costar in King Lear had lodged a
complaint with the STC alleging "inappropriate beha,·iour".
The Telegraph's lawyer
Tom Blackburn SC told a Federal Court judge it was intending to apply a cross claim
against the STC for issuing the
statements that were the basis

for the original stmy.
"The STC in issuing statements and material to the
newspaper was plainly intended for publication." he said
~r Blackburn told a case
manru!ement hearing ~·ester
day the newspaper also intends
to appeal against Justice Michael Wigney's decision to rem<JI:e part of its qualified

pri\ilege defence. He said the
newspaper took "great care to
ensure what was published was
true".
The newspaper reported
that Rush was the target of a
complaint to the STC by an actress who alleged the actor enin
inappropriate
gaged
behaviour during a production
of King Lear. That actress was

later reo.·ealed to be Eryn Jean
Norvill. who played King
Lear's daughter Cordelia
·we don't think Mr Rush
can point to any factual errors
in what was published," said
Mr Blackburn.
Mr Rush's lawyer Sue Chrysanthou said the actor was
seeking the earliest possible
date for the case to go ahead.

She said the actor would
argue the articles were published maliciouslv -with the
improper intent ·of ham1ing
our client" and that the newspaper needed "to explain to the
court how they got it wrong".
Howe-.·er Justice Wigney
was quick to correct her. "They
say they didn't get it wrong,"
he said.
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Playing with
house money
1\·I AJOR infrastructure projects in Sydney's far west are
set to boost house values by up
to SIOO,OOO as eager buyers
cast an eye over the region.
The Western Svdnev Citv
Deal has already attracted interest from developers tl)ing
to snap up greenfield sites near
the proposed transport links.
And with more activity
e.xpected. e.xperts predict prices
in suburbs such as St Marvs
and Glenfield could jump
5100.000. roughly 15 per cent.
over the ne.xt few vears. That
would defy the cooling market
elsewhere in Sydney. where the
median home price is e.xpected
to drop 5 per cent this year.

WElCOME
TO THE CUB
IT was claws fur asuper
celebration. And Bula and Bontle
were happy to make the most of
It In their new home at
Johannesburg Zoo's large
lion enclosure yesterday.
The five-month-old
siblings are the first
lion cubs born at the
zoo In 10 years and
have spent the first
part of their lives
under special

$12 picture
a gold mine
A COLLECTOR paid $12 for a
photograph on eBay - which
turned out to be a rare snap of
notorious Wild West outlaw
Jesse James worth millions.
Justin \\'hiting had a hunch
about the Victorian image. described b\· the seller as simolv
-a young man in dark suit
standing by a chair". And now
he has bC€n told the picture
could fetch up to 53.6 million
at auction in Britain.
The photo shows James as a
14-vear-old in the 1860s. before
he· made his name leading a
gang of bank-robbing bandits.

observation to
make sure all was
well. Helpless at birth.
lion cubs are born blind and are
not able to stand until they're two
weeks old.ln the wild. they are at
least two months old before they
join the rest of their pride.
Cleany felinefine, the dynamic
duo cavorted happily, wrestling
and playflghtlng as keepers and
zoo visitors watched on.

Bula amf Bornhtmake,tlu!l•
most of their new 'enctoSt.Jre\'.., " 't.r.'
at Johannesburg Zoo.
· · · ~ ~~-~- · · J
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Rush case to
head for trial
Tele may appeal truth defence ruling
MATTHEW BE:NliS

THURSDAY 22ND MARCH
6PM-8PM
Bring the family along for a great night of free fun!
• Easter activities for the whole family
Easter D.I.Y. workshops
• Light refreshments provided
• Visit from the Easter Bunny
o Easter egg hunt
Bookings recommended. For more information or to book ask one of our team
members in-store or visit hunnings.com.au/yourstore
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OSCAR winner Gt.'Offrev
Rush"s defamation
claim
against The Daily Telegraph
will go to trial in August. a
court heard yesterday.
In the interim The Dailv
Telegraph will consider aP,.
pealing a preliminary judgment in which Justice Michael
Wigney struck out parts of its
defence to the legal action
brought by the Pirates Of
The Caribbean star.
Mr Rush (right) is suing
the Telegraph after it reported his co-star in
Svdnev
Theatre
Company
production of King
Lear lodged a complaint V.;th the

STC over :\1r Rush's winappropriate behaviour".
Federal Court Justice Wigney yesterday agreed with an
application by Mr Rush's lawYers to remove "truth" from
the newspaper's defence of the
star's claim.
The Daily Telegraph editor
Chris Dore said: "The DailY
Telegraph considers that its
conduct in publishing the articles concerning a complaint
made to the STC against
Geoffrev
Rush
was
reasonable. This is one
stage of complex legal
proceedings. The Daily
Telegraph is considering the judgment and
whether it will make
an application for
leave to appeal."

Justice Wigney said the
newspaper had provided ~ in
sufficient details·· about the
complaint in its defence documents filed last month.
The Telegraph was seeking
to prove that Mr Rush, 66,
touched his co-star Ervn Jean
Norvin in an inappropriate
manner while he carried her
on stage as she simulated the
lifeless body of King Lear's
daughter Cordelia.
Justice Wigney also set
aside the newspaper's application to subpoena the STC,
saying it was not permitted to
undertake "a fishing expedition" for evidence.
Mr Rush's ta.....-yer Sue Chrysanthou said the actor was
keen to push ahead with an
eight-day trial in early August

SEX & THE CITY HALL FOR STAR
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FORMER Sex And The Citv star
Cvnthia Nixon is ru nning fo; New
York governor.
After flirting with a run for
months. Nixon tweeted that she will
chaJienge Governor Andrew Cuomo
in New York's Democratic primal)'
in September. It sets up a longshot
bid pitting an openly gay liberal acti-

vist who has ne<t·er held political
office against a two-tern1 incumbent
with a S39 million war chest and
possible presidential ambitions.
N ix.on clearI..· has her work cut out
for her, with a poll released on Monday showing Cuomo leading her 66
per cent to 19 per cent among registered Democrats.
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cynthia Nixon.
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A cereal
offender
A YOUNG woman who was
caught on camera eating a
bowl of cereal while driving
has been fined for her unusual
breakfast location.
The 19-vear-old woman was
photographed eating the cereal while driving along a busy
avenue in the Perth suburb of
Connolly on April4.
She was snapped by a passenger in another vehicle after
she was spotted weaving all
over the road.
Police said yesterday the
woman was fined $300 and accrued three demerit points for
driving "without due care and
attention"

Bridgeman
faces court
MATTHEW BENNS
ACTOR Geoffrey Rush
claims he is on medication
for anxietv. has lost his
appetite and is virtually
housebound since an allegation of inappropriate behaviour was levelled against
him last vear.
Lawv~rs for the starvesterda\' 'said the 66-veai-old
actor had ·rarelv "left hi~
home" since The Dailv Telegraph reported the ·allegation made bv a cast member
of the Sydney production of

-.,;.:.:;:.:.::.':

\

King Lear. Lawyer Nicholas
Pullen told the Federal
Court Rush "has lost his
appetite and barely eats"
since it was reported in November that he was the target of a complaint to the
Sydney Theatre Company
by an actor who alleged he
engaged in inappropriate
behaviour during the show.
That actor was later revealed to be Erv'Tl Jean Norvil! who played King Lear's
daughter Cordelia and had
to be carried bv Rush on
stage. Rush is ·suing The

I

Daily Telegraph for defamation and his lawvers vesterday oppOSi!d m0\·e5 to
make one of the sources for
the oricinal storv another
defenda-nt in the ease.
At a case management
hearing before JtL<tice Michael Wigney. the actor's
legal team submitted an affidavit outlining his anxiety
since the allegation was published.
·In the first three months
afl:er release of the Publications he rarelv left home:
Mr Pullen said. -when he

does he is full of an:'<iet-· as
he believes people are Staring at him in a way that is
very challenging. frightening and unner1;ing"
As a result. Mr Pullen
told the court, the actor
''suffers lack of sleep and
anxiety requiring medication" and "has retreated
from and lacks the necessary motivation to conduct
his normal activities in the
theatre and film industries".
Mr Pullen said Rush was
"seriously concerned" about
the effect on his wife, child-

ren and their 50Cial circle.
He "wakes up e\'el)'
morning v.ith a temble
sense of dread about his future career," the Iawver said.
He said Rush now "feels
uncomfortable when in public and will rarely attend
public events'.
Justice Wigney yesterday
indicated the case will go to
trial later this year- possiblv in the middle of Rush's
starring role in the Melbourne Theatre Company
production of Shakespeare's
Twelfth Night.

THE man who climbed the
Sydney Harbour Bridge -bringing much of the city to a
standstill last week while
emergency services talked him
down- has been charged.
The 43--year-old sparked a
major police operation early
on Wednesday after riding a
bike onto the bridge and then
climbing up the structure.
The Woolloomooloo man
has been charged with assaulting police, trespass, obstructing
people/vehicles and illegally
climbing the bridge.
His case was mentioned in
court yesterday.
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MATTHEW BEN!lS
OSCAR winning actor Geoffrey Rush is on
medication for anxiety, has lost his appetite and is virtually housebound.
Lawyers for the Pirates of the Caribbean
star said the 66-year-old actor has "rarely
left his home" since The Daily Telegraph
reported an alle&>ation of inappropriate behaviour against him three months ago.
La\\-Ter Nicholas Pullen said Rush "has
lost his appetite and barely eats" since it
was reported tl1at he was the target of a
complaint to the Sydney Theatre Company by an actor who alleged he engaged
in inappropriate behaviour during a production of King lear.
That actor wa.• later revealed to be Eryn
Jean Norvill who played King Lear's
daughter Cordelia and had to be carried by
the actor on stage.
Mr Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph
for defamation and his lawyers yesterday
opposed moves to make one of the sources for the original story another defendant in tl1e case.
At a case management hearing before
Justice Michael Wigney in the Federal
Comt the actor's legal team submitted an

A YOUNG woman who was
caught on camera eating a
bowl of cereal while driving
has been fmed for her unusual
breakfast location.
The 19-year-old woman w·""
photographed eating the cereal while driving along a busy
avenue in the Perth suburb of
Connolly on April4.
She was snapped by a passenger in another vehicle after
she \\'aS spotted weaving an
over the road.
Police said yesterday the
woman was fined $300 and actTued three demerit points for
driving "witl10ut due care and
attention''

affidavit outlining his anxiety since the allegation was published.
"In the first three months after release
of the Publications he rarely letl home;
Mr Pullen said. When he does he "is fuJI of
anxiety as he believes people are •taring at
him in a way that is very challenging.
frightening and unnerving"
As a result the actor "suffers lack of
sleep and anxiety requiring medication"
and "has retreated from and lacks the
necessary motivation to conduct his norma1 activities in the theatre and film industries"
Mr Pullen said Rush wasl'seriously con~
cerned" about the effect on his wife. children and their social circle.
He uwakcs up every morni11gwJt11 a terJible sense of dread about his futu1·e career" the lawyer said.
The lawyers said Rush now "feels uncomfortable when in public and will
rarely attend public events''
Justice Wigney yesterday indicated the case will go to trial later this
year
possibly in the middle of
Rush's starring role in the Melbourne
Thealre Company production of
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night.

THE man who climbed the
Sydney Harbour Bridge bringing much of the city to a
standstill last week while
emergency services talked him
down- has been cl>argcd.
The 43-year-old sparked a
major police operation early
on Wednesday after riding a
bike onto the bridge and then
climbing up the structure.
The Woolloomooloo man
has been charged with assaulting police, trespass, obstructing
people/vehicles and illegally
climbing the bridge.
His case was mentioned in
court yesterday.
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Anxious actor will not go outside
MATTHEW BENNS

Lawyers claim Rush has 'rarely left home' since allegations
ACTOR Geoffrey Rush claims he is on medication for anxiety, has lost his appetite and is virtually housebound since an
allegation of inappropriate behaviour was levelled against him last year.
Lawyers for the star yesterday said the 66-year-old actor had "rarely left his home" since The Daily Telegraph reported
the allegation made by a cast member of the Sydney production of King Lear. Lawyer Nicholas Pullen told the Federal
Court Rush "has lost his appetite and barely eats" since it was reported in November that he was the target of a complaint
to the Sydney Theatre Company by an actor who alleged he engaged in inappropriate behaviour during the show.
That actor was later revealed to be Eryn Jean Norvil! who played King Lear's daughter Cordelia and had to be carried
by Rush on stage. Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph for defamation and his lawyers yesterday opposed moves to make
one of the sources for the original story another defendant in the case.
At a case management hearing before Justice Michael Wigney, the actor's legal team submitted an affidavit outlining
his anxiety since the allegation was published.

co

"In the first three months after release of the Publications he rarely left home," Mr Pullen said. "When he does he is full
of anxiety as he believes people are staring at him in a way that is very challenging, frightening and unnerving".
As a result, Mr Pullen told the court, the actor "suffers lack of sleep and anxiety requiring medication" and "has retreated
from and lacks the necessary motivation to conduct his normal activities in the theatre and film industries".
Mr Pullen said Rush was "seriously concerned" about the effect on his wife, children and their social circle.
He "wakes up every morning with a terrible sense of dread about his future career," the lawyer said.
He said Rush now "feels uncomfortable when in public and will rarely attend public events".Justice Wigney yesterday
indicated the case will go to trial later this year- possibly in the middle of Rush's starring role in the Melbourne Theatre
Company production of Shakespeare's Twelfth Night.
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Anxious actor will not go outside, 2018 WLNR 10680870
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Anxious Rush housebound , 2018 WLNR 10624317
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Anxious Rush housebound
MATTHEW BENNS
Hermit actor 'rarely' out in public
OSCAR winning actor Geoffrey Rush is on medication for anxiety, has lost his appetite and is virtually housebound.
Lawyers for the Pirates of the Caribbean star said the 66-year-old actor has "rarely left his home" since The Daily
Telegraph reported an allegation of inappropriate behaviour against him three months ago.
Lawyer Nicholas Pullen said Rush "has lost his appetite and barely eats" since it was reported that he was the target of
a complaint to the Sydney Theatre Company by an actor who alleged he engaged in inappropriate behaviour during a
production of King Lear.
That actor was later revealed to be Eryn Jean Norvill who played King Lear's daughter Cordelia and had to be carried
by the actor on stage.
Mr Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph for defamation and his lawyers yesterday opposed moves to make one of the
sources for the original story another defendant in the case.

()

At a case management hearing before Justice Michael Wigney in the Federal Court the actor's legal team submitted an
affidavit outlining his anxiety since the allegation was published.
"In the first three months after release of the Publications he rarely left home," Mr Pullen said. When he does he "is full
of anxiety as he believes people are staring at him in a way that is very challenging, frightening and unnerving".
As a result the actor "suffers lack of sleep and anxiety requiring medication" and "has retreated from and lacks the
necessary motivation to conduct his normal activities in the theatre and film industries".
Mr Pullen said Rush was "seriously concerned" about the effect on his wife, children and their social circle.
He "wakes up every morning with a terrible sense of dread about his future career" the lawyer said.
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Anxious Rush housebound, 2018 WLNR 10624317

The lawyers said Rush now "feels uncomfortable when in public and will rarely attend public events".Justice Wigney
yesterday indicated the case will go to trial later this year- possibly in the middle of Rush's starring role in the Melbourne
Theatre Company production of Shakespeare's Twelfth Night.
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Eryn Jean Norvill; Nicholas Pullen)
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Exclusive:GST overhaul on feminine products
SHARRI MARKSON NATIONAL POLITICAL EDITOR

TREASURER Scott Morrison will lead a charge
to remove the GST from tampons and pads, saying it is time this "source of frustration and angst"
for women ended. Mr Morrison said the 10 per
cent tax should never have been put on the feminine hygiene products in the first place, describing
it as an "anomaly" not a ~gender-driven policy"
when the GST was first applied to different items.
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rBABY vou·RE ONE IN 25 MILLION I
TRICIA HAMILTON
NEWBORN Sophie Louise Is

just days away from being
one In 25 million.
Australia's population Is
set to reach that milestone
on Tuesday- 33 years
ahead of schedule.
Ortgtnal forecasting
suggested the nation would
be home to 25 million

people by 2051 but, due to
advances In medical science
and Immigration, we're
hitting that mark sooner
than expected.
Sally Tassell, who gave
birth to Sophie this week,
said the milestone was to be
celebrated: 'We feel really
grateful that we were able
to contribute to the
country's population."

Wlth one baby born
every minute and 42
seconds. our national
fertility rate sits at 1.8
babies per woman.
But the majortty of the
population Increase comes
from overseas migration.
Social researcher Ashley
Fell said the fast-growing
population will continue to
riSe even faster. "By 2020

Reef. ever~_ A Senate inquiry
has been examining the $444
million grant to the Great
Barrier Reef Foundation.
Mr Shorten described the
grant as a "developing scandal".
saying: "There are serious questions about this process. questions MrTurnbull must answer.~
Mr Turnbull insisted the deal
was "completely transparenC

FIONAWINGffi

Meghan Markle.

WHEN :Meghan Markle stepped
out with an Oroton bag in April.
just as wedding fever reached a
crescendo. the bag sold out within
hours, giving the embattled brand
an endorsement money can't buy.
It was exactly what was needed
for the company. which looked to
have a bleak future after it went
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FIONA WINGETT
THE actor at the centre of a
sexual harassment complaint
against Geoffrey Rush has broken her silence and agreed to
testify for The Daily Telegraph
in its defence of a defamation
lawsuit by the Hollywood star.
a court heard yesterday.
En·n Jean Norvil! costarred with Mr Rush in the
Sydney Theatre Company's
King Lear from November
2015 to January 2016.
Mr Rush, fiT, sued the newspaper last December over its
coverage of a sexual harassment complaint lodged Yrith
the STC bv Ms Norvill. Mr
Rush (pictu~ed below) said the
articles were false and has denied all allegations of wrongdoing. The Federal Court was told
yesterday a statement by Ms
Norvill forrns the basis of an
application by the Telegraph to
amend-its defence document to
include the defence of truth.
This is the first time Ms Norviii has spoken publicly about
the matter. Justice Michael
Wigney threw out the newspaper's original truth defence in
March on the basis that it was
"plainly deficient" and lacked
sufficient detail as to the precise
nature of the behaviour that
gave rise to Ms Nol'\o·ill's complaintto the STC.
Alec Leopold, SC,
counsel for Nationwide
News Pty Ltd (publisher
of The Telegraph), told
the court yesterday the
company had "acted
without the slightest
delay" in the application to amend its

defence as soon as Ms Norvil!'s
statement became available.
He said the allegations contained in Ms Norvill's statement
were "the foundation of some
very precise amendments" to
the newspaper's defence. Sue
Cluysanthou, counsel for Mr
Rush. said her client would oppose the application and rejected the allegations contained in
the statement.
She said the application was
"too little too late" and Ms
Chrysanthou indicated her client would attack the credibility
of Ms Norvill's recollection of
the events at the STC
She said Mr Rush had witnesses who would directly contradict Ms Norvill: ~Based on
what we have seen from Miss
Norvill's statement and based
on the witnesses that we have
spoken to who were present
during the events she describes
and who we anticipate will directlv contradict what she has
said.~ Ms Chrvsanthou said.
She said Ms Nol'\o'ill's new
statement contradicted previous claims made by Tom
Blackburn SC. counsel for The
Telegraph: "Your Honour
heard Mr Blackburn stand up
here and say repeatedly she
told him to stop and he didn't.
And now the case is the exact
opposite: the complainant says
she told him to stop and
he did.~
Justice Wigney, who
described the new development as a "significant
application". said he will
hear Nationwide News'
application to amend
its defence on
Thursday.

I<ANYE'S FAMILY DO
KANYE \\'est and Kim Kardashian's twoyear-old son. Saint West, has finally made his
magazine cover debut The couple's second
child appears with his dad. 41, and sister North,
5, on one of Harper's Bazaar's six September
covers, celebrating famous music families.

Meghan totes key to Oroton revival

SHORTEN
REEF GRIEF FOR PM
OPPOSITION wader Bill the health of the Great Barrier
Shorten has demanded a fu ll
explanation of Prime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull's decision
to hand almost half a billion
dollars to a corporate-backed
Great Barrier Reef charity without a tender.
Mr Tum bull insisted no rules
were broken in the grant he
described as "the single biggest
contribution and investment in

we are going to reach 26
million and, based on
current trends. we'll be at
40 million by 2048," she
said. "Every time we reach a
new milestone. the rate In
which we reach It Is
decreasing In length.·
MsFell said our cities will
feel the Impact the most,
with Sydney already home
to 5 million residents.

agrees
to testify
onRush
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into voluntarv administration last she wore it to the Commonwealth
November. This week Caledonia Youth Fomm in London.
Funds Management chief investAlthough he stops short of callment officer Will Vicars complet- ing it the bag that saved Oroton
ed his $30 million purchase of the from bankruptcy, he said: "We
company.
were obviously very chuffed when
Ross Lane will continue as chief Meghan wore the bag - and we
executive, while consultant Sophie were surprised. It's a great enHolt will become creative director. dorsement of our strategic direcMr Lane said yesterday the Me- tion. It was amazing. By midday
ghan bag was still in demand after that day it had sold out"
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Actor to speak up over Rush
Fiona Wingett
THE female actor at the centre of a sexual harassment complaint against Geoffrey Rush has broken her silence and
agreed to testify for The Daily Telegraph in its defence of a defamation lawsuit by the Hollywood star, a court was told
yesterday.full story page 7
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Actress agrees to testify on Rush, 2018 WLNR 23598556
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Actress agrees to testify on Rush

cO

FIONA WINGETT
THE actor at the centre of a sexual harassment complaint against Geoffrey Rush has broken her silence and agreed to
testify for The Daily Telegraph in its defence of a defamation lawsuit by the Hollywood star, a court heard yesterday.
Bryn Jean N orvill co-starred with Mr Rush in the Sydney Theatre Company's King Lear from November 2015 to January
2016.
Mr Rush, 67, sued the newspaper last December over its coverage of a sexual harassment complaint lodged with the
STC by Ms Norvill. Mr Rush (pictured below) said the articles were false and has denied all allegations of wrongdoing.
The Federal Court was told yesterday a statement by Ms Norvill forms the basis of an application by the Telegraph to
amend its defence document to include the defence of truth.
This is the first time Ms Norvill has spoken publicly about the matter. Justice Michael Wigney threw out the newspaper's
original truth defence in March on the basis that it was "plainly deficient" and Jacked sufficient detail as to the precise
nature of the behaviour that gave rise toMs Norvill's complaint to the STC.
Alec Leopold, SC, counsel for Nationwide News Pty Ltd (publisher of The Telegraph), told the court yesterday the
company had "acted without the slightest delay" in the application to amend its defence as soon as Ms Norvill's statement
became available.

(_)

He said the allegations contained in Ms Norvill's statement were "the foundation of some very precise amendments"
to the newspaper's defence. Sue Chrysanthou, counsel for Mr Rush, said her client would oppose the application and
rejected the allegations contained in the statement.
She said the application was "too little too late" and Ms Chrysanthou indicated her client would attack the credibility
of Ms N orvill's recollection of the events at the STC.
She said Mr Rush had witnesses who would directly contradict Ms Norvill: "Based on what we have seen from Miss
Norvill's statement and based on the witnesses that we have spoken to who were present during the events she describes
and who we anticipate will directly contradict what she has said," Ms Chrysanthou said.
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Actress agrees to testify on Rush, 2018 WLNR 23598556

She said Ms Norvill's new statement contradicted previous claims made by Tom Blackburn SC, counsel for The
Telegraph: "Your Honour heard Mr Blackburn stand up here and say repeatedly she told him to stop and he didn't.
And now the case is the exact opposite: the complainant says she told him to stop and he did."Justice Wigney, who
described the new development as a "significant application", said he will hear Nationwide News' application to amend
its defence on Thursday.
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The Daily Telegraph allowed to use truth defence in Geoffrey
Rush defamation lawsuit
0

AUGUST 9, 2018 1:33PM

(0

The Daily Telegraph will now rely solely on the defence of truth or "justification" in its defamation case lawsuit brought against the
actor by Geoffrey Rush . Picture: AAP Image/Brendan Esposito

()
\..

The Daily Telegraph

THE Daily Telegraph has succeeded in amending its defence in a
defamation lawsuit brought against the newspaper by actor Geoffrey
Rush over a series of articles last year about a sexual harassment
complaint.
During a hearing at the Federal Court in Sydney today, Justice Michael
Wigney heard that both sides had agreed that the newspaper should be
allowed to reinstate its truth defence.
The testimony of Eryn Jean Norvil!, the actress at the centre of the complaint
against Mr Rush, will now be admitted as evidence.
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The newspaper has agreed to drop its defence of qualified privilege. It will now
rely solely on the defence of truth or "justification" as it defends the libel action.
Justice Wigney said the trial- where both Mr Rush and Ms Norvill will give
evidence- will now take place over 13 days beginning on October 22.
Ms Norvill co-starred with Mr Rush in the Sydney Theatre Company's
production of King Lear from November 2015 to January 2016.

The testimony of actress Eryn Jean Norvill will now be admitted as evidence. Picture: MP Image/Brendan Esposito

Mr Rush sued the newspaper last December over its coverage of the
complaint lodged with the STC by Ms Norvil!. Mr Rush said the articles were
false and defamatory.
A statement by Ms Norvill, lodged with the court last week, which detail the
harassment allegations formed the basis of the application by The Daily
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Telegraph to amend its defence document to include the defence of truth.
Justice Wigney threw out the newspaper's original truth defence in March on
the basis that it was "plainly deficient" and lacked sufficient detail as to the
precise nature of the behaviour that gave rise toMs Norvill's complaint to the
STC. That truth defence has now been reinstated.

--

Alec Leopold, SC, counsel for Nationwide News Pty Ltd (publisher of The Daily
Telegraph) told the court that the newspaper will show Mr Rush engaged in a
number of incidents of sexual harassment including "touching on her breast
and lower back."
He said there will be corroborating evidence to back up Ms Norvill's claims.
Sue Chrysanthou, counsel for Geoffrey Rush, said her client's decision not to
oppose the newspaper's application to include the truth defence should not be
seen as any concession by Mr Rush.

co

It was "not a concession by Mr Rush that the pleading is any good," she said.
Ms Chrysanthou said Mr Rush is suffering "continuing trauma because of
these proceedings."
She said any delay is "intolerable" to the actor.
"He is ready to come to court .... and that is the reason why the application is
not opposed."
Ms Chrysanthou said the newspaper had yet to explain why it took Ms Norvill
several months to come forward with her evidence.
Mr Leopold said Ms Norvill's initial reluctance to come forward was
understandable given the disparity between her position and Mr Rush's
position among actors.
He said it is understandable that someone in the acting world who is at the
centre of allegations concerning an "icon" of the Australian theatre industry
was "reluctant to come out to speak."

read next
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Philippines bans elderly Aussie, 84
AN 84-year-old Australian professor has been barred from entering the Philippines
and ordered on another flight out of the country despite concerns for his health .

...

jupiter is the perfect storm
AUSTRALIAN scientists have just taken a peek beneath Jupiter's many-coloured
coat. And now they think they know what's driving its spectacular and powerful
llil

Unusually severe weather on way
A COLD front so fierce its effects could last more than 12 hours is expected to bring
"miserable" weather to three states.
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Is this the answer to sky-high power prices?
A CRUCIAL meeting tomorrow could decide whether Australians get lower power
prices, but its supporters are facing an uphill battle to get everyone to agree.

--

Woman charged with mother's murder
A WOMAN has been charged with murdering her 92-year-old mother in a New
South Wales aged care facility over the weekend.

Coles' plea to its customers
THE supermarket chain, along with Westpac bank, has said it will chip in millions to
help drought stricken farmers. But they want customers to do something too.
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Twin Anot guilty' of brother's
LUCAS Cawte has been found not guilty of his twin brother Jake's murder in South
Australia last year.

Chilling footage of armed brothel robbery
THE moment armed men stormed a brothel before pointing a paintball gun at a
man's head has been caught on CCTV.

~How is this

not a racist attack?'
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ABDULLAH Qaiser was smashed with a knuckleduster and called a "terrorist". Now
he wants to know why it is not being treated as a hate crime.

-

"-

Massive traffic backup on M4
COMMUTERS from Sydney's west are in for a chaotic morning after an overheight
truck damaged an overpass, forcing the closure of two M4 lanes.
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A NOTE ABOUT RELEVANT ADVERTISING: We collect information about the content (including ads) you use across
this site and use it to make both advertising and content more relevant to you on our network and other sites. Find
out more about our policy and your choices, including how to opt-out.
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Actress to
take stand
against Rush
RONA WJN6ffi ASSOCIATE EDITOR
THE actress at the centre of a defamation case
brought by Geoffrey Rush alleges the star
touched her breast and lower back, made · groping" gestures toward her and tex1ed how he
thought of her ·more than is socially appropriate", a court has been told
The details of actress Ervn Jean Non.ilrs
allegations against Rush during the production
of King Lear are contained in a document filed
with the Federal Court vesterdav. Rush denies
any wrongdoing. The court
agreed to allow The Daily
Telegraph to plead that a
series of articles Rush is
suing over are true. Ms
Norvilrs
testimonv
will now be admitted. A document
lodged by Rush·s
la\\-yers yesterday
said the allegations included
''lewd gestures~,
"innuendo" and
touching.
lt FUll. REPORT P7

DNA twist in
rape horror
MARK MORAl CRIME EDITOR
A RAPIST'S .30-year reign of terror across Sydney has allegedly been stopped by tracking him
down via the DNA of his brother- who is also
a sex attacker and rotting in jail.
A cold-case team was trying to catch the person behind 20 attacks on 12 females over three
decades when the DNA match was found.
lt FllllllEPORT Pl<

SCOOP:For adecade you have paid this much
into aclimate tax that has achieved nothing
money can be used as a ~green slush
fund" for other things. The fanciful
A CLIMATE change tax has collected mission of the NSW Climate Change
53 biiJion from Sydney households in Fund is to help the state achieve "netthe past decade yet has done virtually zero emissions" by 2050. It has used
this remit to fund bizarre programs
nothing to cut emissions.
The Daily Telegraph can today re- such as a Parramatta seawall audit.
veal the scheme has become so use- extra shade in Dubbo and a S333.000
less the government has even stopped audit of the program itself.
Environment Minister Gabrielle
publishing its impact.
And its goal has also been broad- Upton confirmed the fund collected
ened- dubbed by bureaucrats as be- $289 million from NSW's 2.7 million
coming more ~holistic" - so the households this year alone. But the
aARRJSA BYE POLITICAL REPORTER
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last year the government reported
how much emissions were cut was
back in 2013-14 and it was just 906,369
tonnes. NSW is responsible for about
130 megatonnes annually .
Australia emits just 1.5 per cent of
the world's greenhouse gases anyway.
There are now calls for t he "disgraceful tax" - paid by power and
water companies by passing the
cost on to consumers - · to be axed
immediately.
lt SPECIAliNVESTif,ATlO"' PAGES ,1 S
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Fur flies
as owners
bark mad
THE claws arc out in one of
Australia's richest pet competitions. with allegations of
vote-rigging made by some
contestants.
Competitors in Queensland'~ RACQ Pet Search, which
carries a $5000 prize purse. are
barking mad as a cat named
Miss Coconut racked up a suDstantial number of votes.
Rival pet owners have questioned how the fine feline has
accumulated sudden surges in
online voting. which has the cat
well ahead of the pack in the
quest for mmpetition glory.
In the preliminary rounds.
Miss
Coconut
registered
almost
30.000 votes
- thousands
ahead of her
rivals --- and
she
also
skipped well
clear of second-placed
Bigg ie. a British bulldog.
Miss Coconut. in the finals.
People
can vote multiple times, but
mu~i wait at least an hour
between voting.
Eagle-eyed pet owners
reported sudden voting surges.
often in the dead of night, with
complaints made to RACQ
and police. But police are not
inv~iigating and the RACQ
said the\' had launched their
own inq~iry and found nothing
untoward.

FIONA WINGEn

Ora-inspiring
Dream Team
UK singer Rita Ora has signed
with model Kate Moss's talent
agency - and believes they
are a "dream team··.
The Anywhere singer posted a picture on I nstagram of
herself and the supermodel.
apparently on an evening out
"Dream Team." she captioned the image.
"Excited to announce that I
am now at @katemossagency."
Moss launched the Kate Moss
Agency in 2016. saying she
wanted to focus on managing
people's careers. She and Ora
have long been friends.

(Rush engaged
in) touching of her
breast and tower back
Allegation of Alec Leopold. SC

TfiE actress at the centre of a
defamation case brought by
Geoffrey Rush alleges the star
touched her breast and lower
back. made ·groping" gestures
toward her and texted how he
thought of her ·more than is
socially appropriate," a court has
been told.
The details of actress En•n Jean
Norvill's allegations against Rush
are contained in a document tiled
~ith the Federal Court latevesterday. The court agreed to' allow
The Daily Telegraph to plead that
a series oi articles the actor is
suing mer are true.
The Telegraph articles reported on a complaint of inappropriate beha~iour bv Rush that Ms
Norvil( made 'to the Svdnev
Theatre Company relating to th'e
time the~· appeared together in
the STC's production of King Lear
from November 2015 to Januan·
2016. Rush sued the newspaper
last December over its c01rerage
and has denied all allegations of
wrongdoing.
In the Federal Court yesterday.
the Telegraph succeeded in
amendi ng its defence in the lawsuit to allow it to plead truth in the
matter, instead of qualified privilege. Ms Norvill's statement, tendered last week. is the basis of the
change. fier testimony will now
be admitted as evidence.
A document lodged in
court by Rush's lawyers
also summarised Ms Nor'<ill's allegations.
The-.· include that
Rush ·"made groping
gestures in the air about
(Ms Norv ill's) torso.
mocking her and causing other cast memberstolaugh".
Rush also allegedly ~made comments or jokes
about {Ms Norviii) or her body
which contai ned
sexual innuendo"
and at other times

"made lewd gestures" in her direction. it says.
It says the allegations include
that Rush's hand wtraced across''
the side of Ms Norvill's right
breast and that he touched her
''lower back under her shirt to her
waistline".
Six months after the production had finished. Rush allegedly sent Ms Norvill a text
message that ''he thought of her
'more than is socially appropriate'." the document says.
··None of th.is material, at its
highest could be regarded as
·scandalously inappropriate'. or
amount to 'sexual assault'," the
document savs. "It also could not
result in a finding that (Rush) is a
'perlert' or a 'sexual predator'."
Alec Leopold, SC. for Nationwide News Pty Ltd (The Daily
Telegraph's publisher) told the
court there would be corroborating evidence wfrom persons who
were present at the time" to back
Ms Norvill's claims.
Justice Michael Wigncy questioned why Ms Norvill came forward at such a late stage.
Mr Leopold argued it was
understandable someone who
was •a relatively junior actor ...
was reluctant to come out and
speak" about allegations concerning a ~very senior, indeed, iconic
figure in acting".
Rush's lawyers did not oppose
the newspaper's application
to amend its defence, but
barrister Sue Chrysanthou said "that's not to
be taken in any way to
be any concession
that the pleading is
any good".
She said Rush is
suffering "continuing trauma" because
of
the
proccedings.~fieis

ready to come to
court ... and that is
the reason whv the
application is· not
opposed."
The trial is due to
start on October 22.
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Daily Telegraph (Sydney, Australia)
Copyright (c) 2018 News Corp Australia. All rights reserved.
August 10, 2018
Section: News
Actress to take stand against Rush
FIONA WINGETT ASSOCIATE EDITOR
REVEALED THE actress at the centre of a defamation case brought by Geoffre}l Rush alleges the Oscar-winner touched
her "breast" and "lower back" as part of a number of sexual harassment incidents, a court yesterday heard.
Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph over articles published about a complaint of inappropriate behaviour made by his
co-star Eryn Jean Norvill when they were appearing in a production of King Lear. Rush has denied all allegations of
wrongdoing.
In Federal Court, The Daily Telegraph succeeded in amending its defence. The court heard the newspaper will show
Mr Rush engaged in a number of incidents, which include "touching of her breast and ... tracing his finger across the
lower back" .Full report P7
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Daily Telegraph (Sydney, Australia)
Copyright (c) 2018 News Corp Australia. All rights reserved.
August 10, 2018
Section: News
TRUTH ON TRIAL

0

Fiona Wingett
Judge says actress can testify against rush
THE actress at the centre of a defamation case brought by Geoffrey Rus h alleges the star touched her breast and back,
a court has heard.
Mr Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph over articles published about a complaint of inappropriate behaviour made by
his co-star, Eryn Jean Norvill (pictured below), relating to the time they were appearing in King Lear at the Sydney
Theatre Company.
Mr Rush sued the newspaper last December over its coverage and has denied all allegations of wrongdoing.
In proceedings at the Federal Court yesterday, The Daily Telegraph succeeded in amending its defence in the lawsuit
to allow it to plead truth in the matter, instead of qualified privilege. Ms Norvill's testimony will now be admitted as
evidence. Alec Leopold, SC, counsel for Nationwide News Pty Ltd (publisher of The Daily Telegraph) told the court
that the newspaper will show Mr Rush engaged in a number of incidents of sexual harassment "about touching of her
breast and touching of the lower back and tracing his finger across the lower back." He said there will be corroborating
evidence "from persons who were present at the time" to back up Ms Norvill's claims.

()

The newspaper has agreed to drop its defence of qualified privilege and will rely solely on the defence of truth or
"justification" as it defends the libel action.
Justice Michael Wigney questioned Ms Norvill's decision to come forward at such a late stage "after indicating for some
months she didn't want to co-operate". However, Mr Leopold argued that it was "understandable that somebody in the
acting world who's a relatively junior actor, such as Ms Norvill, who ... is the centre of allegations about a very senior,
indeed, iconic, figure in the acting world, would be reluctant to come out and speak".
A statement by Ms Norvill, lodged with the court last week, which detail the harassment allegations formed the basis of
the application by The Daily Telegraph to amend its defence document to include the defence of truth.
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TRUTH ON TRIAL, 2018 WLNR 24229885

Justice Wigney threw out the newspaper's original truth defence in March on the basis that it was "plainly deficient" and
lacked sufficient detail as to the precise nature of the behaviour that gave rise to Ms Norvill's complaint to the STC.
That truth defence has now been reinstated with additional detail.
Sue Chrysanthou, counsel for Geoffrey Rush, said her client's decision not to oppose the newspaper's application to
include the truth defence should not be seen as acceptance of it by Mr Rush.
"That's not to be taken in any way to be any concession on Mr Rush's part that the pleading is any good," she said.
Mr Chrysanthou said Mr Rush is suffering "continuing trauma because of these proceedings" and that any delay is
"intolerable" to the actor. "Frankly, it is in his interest for this to be dealt with as a matter of finality and in full," she
said. "He is ready to come to court .... and that is the reason why the application is not opposed." Justice Wigney said
the trial, where both Mr Rush and Ms Norvill will give evidence, will now take place over 14 days beginning on October
22.Ms Norvill played Cordelia to Mr Rush's King Lear in the production.

-
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)) WOMAN'S SCREAMS AT SCENE )) COPS' MANHUNT

Actress
says Rush
simulated
'groping'
FIONA WINGETT

for ~iudents from the local
school to be taken to nearbv
Glebe Public School to b.e
picked up. A sign posted on
the school's gate said simply

told parents there had been was a violent attack with verv.
an "incident" but fam ilies vel)· serious consequenceS:~
soon learnt what had oc- Acting Superintendent Crisacurred. Shocked neighbours fulli said.
popped their heads out of ex"I'm not in a position to
pensive terrace houses as the talk about exactly what weapons were involved. I'm satispolice operation unfolded
Acting
Superintendent fied after a search of the area
Sam Crisafulli said the ,;c- by police: the people we're
tim ·s injuries were too serious looking for are not around at
for him to have stood a the moment"'
The man's bodY was rechance and he was pronounced dead at the scene as mm·ed from the scene by 6pm.
Resident Christine Asmar.
soon as paramedics arrived.
"ft's not pleasant if s not who lives directly opposite
what we want to happen. It where the shooting took place.

She also had cuts and bruising to her face, head and torso
and was bleeding internally.
Timothy Andrew 'v\'hiteley,
26. was charged "';th murder
last week and Hayley's mother
Jessica Greatorex. 22. was arrested yesterday morning at the
home where Hayley died
She was charged with manslaughter.

MATTHEW DUNN

Oil on a wall.

to include remarkable formations
of ash, incense, religious symbols
A CATHOUC priest belie~-·es a and en.:en engraved dates.
Father Michael Haykal said
Western Sydney home is seeping
miraculous oil with divine healing scores flock to witness what they
powers from its walls.
believe are messages from God.
The Guildford ~Miracle House"
He said the phenomenon was
first started to ~weep" more than a ~bevond science".
Property owners George and
decade ago and if you believe a recent string of Facebook posts. the Lina Tannous claim the miracle is
bizarre spectacle has since grown the work of the spirit of their de-
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man as he lay d_ying.
~one of the bovs ran down
to see if he was okay, and just
seen a man lying on the
ground vt'ith a lot of blood
coming out of his head." he
told Channel 9.
Sam Langham said there
was nothing they could do to
help the man.
Police escorted frightened
residents returning home
from work to their homes.
Some were told their home
was "too close" to police activity to be let home.

I Ghost house weeps 'miracle' oil

DEAD TODDLER CHARGES
THE mother of a toddler who
died in a Maitland home has
been arrested over the death a
week after her ex-partner was
charged with murdering the
20-month-old
Havlev Rose died from a
heart ·attack on June 19, with
police finding she had suffered
injuries including broken ribs
and a collapsed lung.

said she was shaken bv the violence. right outside her door.
"It's a familY area- I was
home with mv· three-vear-old
granddaughter when it happened; she said. "There's lots
of young families around here
-- ifs concerning."
Resident Will McGrane
said it was good area Vt'ith little crime.
~Irs the opposite it's a
fa mily area." he said.
Joel Bonning was working
nearby when one of his colleagues rushed to help the

THE actress at the centre of a
defamation case brought by
Geoffrey Rush alleges the star
actor simulated groping her
breasts in front of colleagues
and made lewd gestures towards her, according to new
court documents.
Mr Rush is suing The Daily
Telegraph over articles about a
complaint of inappropriate behaviour Eryn Jean Norvill (pictured) made relating to the
time they appeared in the Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear between
2015 and 2016. He has denied
aU allegations of wrongdoing.
In a defence document
lodged with the Federal Court
this week. the newspaper provided details ofthe truth case it
will run at trial
which is based
on allegations
made bv Ms
Norvill. • whc·
will now give
evidence fol'
The
Dailv
Telegraph at
the trial.
In the document. The Telegraph claims Ms Norvill's evidence will show Mr Rush
"engaged in conduct of a kind
in which only a pervert would
engage''. The newspaper has
alteged that during a rehearsal
in October 2015 Mr Rush
made "groping gestures in the
air with two cupped hands~
that simulated "fondling" Ms
Norvill's breasts. The newspaper alleged Mr Rush would
regularly make inappropriate
comments about Ms Norvill
and would make lewd gestures
in her direction.
The defence also describes
how between 24 and II November, 2015. Mr Rush allegedly touched Ms Norvill's
breast during preview performances in front of an audience.
The newspaper has alleged
that in the second half of December 2015, Mr Rush had
moved his: hand under ~1s
Norvill's shirt and along the
waistline of her jeans to touch
the skin of her lower back in a
"deliberate~ way when they
were about to go onstage.
On Thursday, The Telegraph succeeded in amending
its defence to plead truth.
Mr Rush's barrister Sue
Chrysanthou did not to oppose
the newspaper's application to
include the truth defence but
said it should not be seen as acceptance of the claim by him.
The trial is set for October 22.
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ceased son Mike. who was killed in
a car crash in 2006. Fr Haykal said
the oil had helped women fail
pregnant, after doctors told them
thev could not conceive.
Australian Skeptics executive
officer Tim Mendham observed
that most of the oil appeared at
shoulder height and there was
unothing particularly intriguing"
about its "messages''.
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Section: News
Actress says Rush simulated 'groping'
FIONA WINGETT
THE actress at the centre of a defamation case brought by Geoffre~1 [R ush alleges the star actor simulated groping her
breasts in front of colleagues and made lewd gestures towards her, according to new court documents.
Mr Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph over articles about a complaint of inappropriate behaviour Eryn Jean Norvill
(pictured) made relating to the time they appeared in the Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear between
2015 and 2016. He has denied all allegations of wrongdoing.
In a defence document lodged with the Federal Court this week, the newspaper provided details of the truth case it will
run at trial which is based on allegations made by Ms Norvill, who will now give evidence for The Daily Telegraph at
the trial.
In the document, The Telegraph claims Ms Norvill's evidence will show Mr Rush "engaged in conduct of a kind in which
only a pervert would engage". The newspaper has alleged that during a rehearsal in October 2015 Mr Rush made "groping
gestures in the air with two cupped hands" that simulated "fondling" Ms Norvill's breasts. The newspaper alleged Mr
Rush would regularly make inappropriate comments about Ms Norvill and would make lewd gestures in her direction.
The defence also describes how between 24 and 27 November, 2015, Mr Rush allegedly touched Ms Norvill's breast
during preview performances in front of an audience.
The newspaper has alleged that in the second half of December 2015, Mr Rush had moved his hand under #Ms Norvill's
shirt and along the waistline of her jeans to touch the skin of her lower back in a "deliberate" way when they were about
to go onstage.
On Thursday, The Telegraph succeeded in amending its defence to plead truth.Mr Rush's barrister Sue Chrysanthou did
not to oppose the newspaper's application to include the truth defence but said it should not be seen as acceptance of
the claim by him. The trial is set for October 22.
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CHILDREN aged one to two
years old use many of the same
gestures as great apes.
New research has showed
the children used 52 g~tures
to communicate - more than
95 per cent of which are shared
with cl1impanzees and gorillas.
Scientists observed children
at home and in nurseries, as
wcll as chimpanzees in the
Budongo Forest in Uganda.
Researcher Dr Catherine
Hobaiter said: "'Chimpani'.e<."S,
gorillas, bonobos and orang-

JACK HOUGHTON
f

utans all use gestures to communicate day-to-day

rt'(jues\~

... we were amazed to sec so

POLICE will spend in excess of $500,000 on a new
forensic dig at a Bayview
house in the hope of un·
earthing a clue that can
shed light on Lynette Dawson's disappearance.

Concrete cutting power

many of the 'ape' gestures used
by the children."
But scientists found waving
a ha11d to say hello or goodbye

tools and digging machines
were carefully wheeled
into the back of the property on Gilwinga Drive as
officers kicked off the ;ixdaysearch.

was uniquely human.

The house wao; owned
by Chris and Lynette Daw~
son when Mrs Dawson
went missing in 1982.

Two coroners have deVETERAN broadca•ter Ray
··.Hadley's son has resigned from
;the NSW Police since he was
allegedly
caught
buying
cocaine in a pub carpark
Daniel Hadley, 28, had his
matter briefly heard for the
fi1·st time at Parramatta Local
Court yesterday morning but
did not attend.
The former senior constable
was allegedly caught in possession of 0.79g of cocaine in~ide a '\\1hite resealable bag" at
a pub in Rouse Hill last month.
The court heard a plea may
he entered when the matter
returns to court on October 3.
A police officer for seven
years, Daniel Hadley's future
with the force was placed
under review following the
charge.

clared t11at Mr Dawson, a
teacl1er at Cromer High,
murdered lynette but he
has always maintained his
innocence and he has
never faced charges.
As police carried buckets of soil from the four key
digging sites in the backyard, Detecti\•e Superlnw
tendent Scott Cook said
the operation was aimed at
strengthening the evidence
brief submitted to the
Director of Public Prosecutions in April.
"The director is considering
(whether
to
charge Mr Dawson) but
where there are better op~
tions in terms of better
technology being available
in terms of improving our

evidence we wm take that.
"Vie art> going to continue to pursm• this no
matter the outcome with
the direct01·:
Det Supt Cook said
laser mapping had identified ~anomalies'· in rock
formations which suggested the site had been disturbed in an unnatural
manner.
The

''SMART" trousers may soon
allow people who cannot walk
alone to abandon wheelchairs.
A UK research project is
working on robotic trousers
that can help people stand up,
.-;it down and move around.
Within 10 years scientists
/hope to produce a pair oflight~
weight slacks for the immobile
that can boost musclcandjoint
strength by 5 to lO per cent.

searchers

'In six or seven years' time
you could go into (a pharmacy), select your trousers.
try them on and take them
home; researcher Jonathan

Rossiter said.
He said the trousers would
give immobile peop]e more independence. adding that
wheelchair users often •·feel
like second-class citizens'

Police searching yesterday ala Bay;iew propcirty for the
mmains of Lyn Dawson. who lived thor" with her husband
Chris unlll she disappeared in 1982. Picture: NSW Police

to pore over actor emails

YES WEE CAN BEAT
CANCER
Each year more than 1500

A SIMPLE urine test could
prevent thousands of deaths

from orarian cancer, known as
the "silent killer· as it is often
detected once it has spread.
British researchers have
identified a protein that L; produced when the cancer is in its
early stages. Tlwy hope to find
a way of detecting it in a urine
test similar to the one used to
confinn pregnancy.
TEl

women in Australia are diagnosed with ovarian cancel' ;md
more than !000 die ever year
from the disease.
l fthe cancer can be detected

GEOFFREY Rush's la"1'Crs have

been granted access to the private

at stage one, survival rates arc
much improved. Most ovarian
cancer is detected at stage three

when tbe disease has begun to
spread and by then just one in

five ~-urvivc.

are looking at area' behind
the house, including near
the clotl1esline and around
the pool area.
He said police lmd been
on site several times since a
fresh investigation '''as
opened in20l5.
Police wanted to do tl1e
"best job we can" and that
it was all about "doing justice for Lyn". Officers
would dig as far as they had
to and "will go down until
we hit rock" using madllnes as well as hand
tools," Del Supt Cook said.
Some of the targeted
areas have not bt~n
Sl".ar<:bed before and others
were searched during th~·
oliginal investigation. The
entire backyard will be
mapped and plotted digi
tally and ;ubmitted to the
DPP. The family who now
Jives in the home have
agreed to let police conduct the search.
When Mrs Dawson
went missing aged 33, Mr
Dawson was having an affair with Cromer High student Joanne Curtis. that
began when she was 16.
Mrs Dawson's sister Pat
Jenkins. of Seaforth, said
the family were hopeful
that the search would
bring results. "We hope it
will resolve the question
of what happened to
Lyn; Mrs Jenkins said.
Former Cromer student Robyn Wheeler said
she was "relieved.. at the
search. "it has been a long
time coming.:

Geoffrey Rush.

emails of Eryn Jean Non"ll. the
actor who alleges she wa' sexually
harassed during a Sydney Theatre
Company production of King Lear.
A lawyer for the actor indimted
to the Federal Court yesterday
Rush will argue Ms Non•ill's stress
was caused by a relationship
breakup and not his alleged behav-

iour. Rush is suing the T~legraph
over articles which reported on a
complaint of inappropriate behav·
iour by Rush that Ms Non•ill made
to the STC relating to the time they
appeared in the production from
November2015 to.lanuan• 2016.
Rush sued the newsPaper lnst
December over its coverage and
has denied all allegations of
wrongdoing. 'o\'hile allowing for

the release of the private emails
Justice Michael Wigney denied
Rush's application to access all of
her recordsforthe past three Years.
The move by Rush's legalteam
wa• branded "oppressive" by Lyndelle Barnett. counsel representing both Ms Norvill and the
newspaper. Justice Michael Wigney granted leave for Rush's legal
team to see the relevant emails.
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Star in bad behaviour claims
JONATHON MORAN

tions of inappropriate behaviour occurred over se..-eral
OSCAR-winning Australian months. The local production
actor Geoffrey Rush has been of the classic 'William Shakeaccused of ~in appropriate be- speare play ran from Novemhaviour" during the Sydney ber 2015 to Januar.· 2016 at the
Theatre Company's recent Roslyn Packer Theatre.
There were also se~.·eral
production of King Lear.
But the star vigorously de- months of rehearsals.
~sydney Theatre Company
nies the allegations and says
the company has never told received a complaint alleging
him of any allegations of that .Mr Geoffrey Rush had
engaged in inappropriate bewrongdoing.
As reported in Sydney's haviour," a spokeswoman conDaily Te/C!graph. one of the firmed.
'The company received the
countrv's most successful actors was the subject of a com- complaint when Mr Rush's enplaint during the production of gagement with the company
had ended. The company conKing Lear.
It is understood the allega- tinues to work with the com-
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ACCUSED: Oscar winner
Geoffrey Rush as King Lear.

plain ant to minimise the risk of
future instances of the alleged
behaviour occurring in its
workplace.

"The complainant has requested that their identity be
withheld
"STC respects that request
and. for privacy reasons. will
not be making any further
comments:·
In a strongly worded legal
letter, lawyers for Rush at
H\VL Ebsworth last night said
he had nt!l.·er been involved in
any "inappropriate behaviour"
and that his "regard, actions
and treatment of all the people
he has worked with has been
impeccable beyond reproach".
".Mr Rush has not been approached by the Sydney
Theatre Company and the alleged complainant. nor any

representative of either of
~ You r ·understanding' of
them. concerning the matter what has occurred is. with the
you have raised,'' the letter greatest respect, simply fishing
says.
and unfounded.
~Further, he has not been
~It does not warrant cominformed by them of the na- ment except that it is false and
ture of the romplaint and what untrue:
it involves."
Rush won the Academy
The letter from the legal Award for Best Actor in 1996
firm's partner Nicholas Pullen for his role as David Helfgott
goes on to say that Rush has in the movie Shine and was
not been involved with the nominated for the best supSydney Theatre Company or porting actor role two years
its representatives for more later for his touted performthan 22 months.
ance in Sltakespeare in Lo\•e.
"In the circumstances. if
The 66-vear-old married fasuch a statement has been is- ther is the president of the
sued by the STC it is both irres- Australian Academv of Cinponsible and highly damaging ema Television. He lives in
to say the leasl" it says.
.Melbourne.

Opera is
barrelling
along at
•
Winery
ROXANNE WILSON

A FAMOUS opera by one of
Italy's most beloved composers wm be right at home
among the barrels of a South
Australian winery with a proud
Italian heritage.
Co-Opera will perform a
production of Puccini's La Boheme at Serafino in McLaren
Vale tomorrow evening.
The opera is about the life of
voung bohemians in Paris.
· Singer Norbert Hohl. who
shares the role of poet Rodolfo
with Branko Lovrinov, said
Co-Opera regularly performed
in · unusual places".
"It (the company) aims to
really bring the art form to
people who would not normally have the privilege of
being near the art form." Mr
Hohl said "Opera is not for an
elitist audience. It is for evervone to eniov."
·
Serafino chief executive officer Maria Maglieri said the
opera had "a nice connection
with our family heritage·.
La Boheme will also be performed at venues in Pavneham
and Port Adelaide. To book.
visit serafinowines.com.au ·

I

WE'll DRINK TO THAT: Opera singers Branko lovrtnov, Grace Banden and Norbert Hohl at Serafino at Mclaren Vale.
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JONATHON MORAN
OSCAR-winning Australian actor Geoffrey Rush has been accused of "inappropriate behaviour"
during the Sydney Theatre Company's recent production of King Lear.
But the star vigorously denies the allegations and says the company has never told him of any
allegations of wrongdoing.

Q

As reported in Sydney's Daily Telegraph, one of the country's most successful actors was
subject of a complaint during the production of King Lear.

th~

It is understood the allegations of inappropriate behaviour occurred over several months. The local
production of the classic William Shakespeare play ran from November 201S to January 2016 at
the Roslyn Packer Theatre.

There were also several months of rehearsals.
"Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour," a spokeswoman confirmed.
"The company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the company had ended.
The company continues to work with the complainant to minimise the risk of future instances of
the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace.
"The complainant has requested that their identity be withheld. "STC respects that request and,
for privacy reasons, will not be making any further comments." In a strongly worded legal letter,
lawyers for Rush at HWL Ebsworth last night said he had never been involved in any
"inappropriate behaviour" and that his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has
worked with has been impeccable beyond reproach".
"Mr Rush has not been approached by the Sydney Theatre Company and the alleged complainanl(
nor any representative of either of them, concerning the matter you have raised," the letter says.
"Further, he has not been informed by them of the nature of the complaint and what it involves."
The letter from the legal firm's partner Nicholas Pullen goes on to say that Rush has not been
involved with the Sydney Theatre Company or its representatives for more than 22 months.
"In the circumstances, if such a statement has been issued by the STC it is both irresponsible and
highly damaging to say the least," it says.
"Your 'understanding' of what has occurred is, with the greatest respect, simply fishing and
unfounded.
"It does not warrant comment except that it is false and untrue." Rush won the Academy Award
for Best Actor in 1996 for his role as David Helfgott in the movie Shine and was nominated for the
best supporting actor role two years later for his touted performance in Shakespeare in Love.The
66-year-old married father is the president of the Australian Academy of Cinema Television. He
lives in Melbourne .
---- INDEX REFERENCES ----

Sydney Theatre C
Celebrities (1CE6S); Entertainment (1EN08); Live Entertainment (1LI8S); Motion Pictures
(lMOSl); Theater (1TH47)
REGION : Australasia (1AUS6); Australia ClAUSS); New South Wales (1NE7S); Oceania (10C40)
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EXCLUSIVE JONATHON MORAN
OSCAR-winning Australian actor Geoffrey Rush has been accused of "inappropriate behaviour"
during the Sydney Theatre Company's recent production of King Lear.
But the star vigorously denies the allegations and says the company has never told him of any
allegations of wrongdoing.
It can be revealed that one of the country's most successful actors was the subject of a
during the production of King Lear.

complair~~

It is understood the allegations of inappropriate behaviour occurred over several months. The local
production of the classic William Shakespeare play ran from November 2015 to January 2016 at
the Roslyn Packer Theatre.
There were also several months of rehearsals.
"Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour," a spokeswoman confirmed.
"The company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the company had ended.
The company continues to work with the complainant to minimise the risk of future instances of
the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace.
"The complainant has requested that their identity be withheld. "STC respects that request and,
for privacy reasons, will not be making any further comments." In a strongly worded legal letter,
lawyers for Rush at HWL Ebsworth last night said he had never been involved in any
"inappropriate behaviour" and that his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has
worked with has been impeccable beyond reproach".
"Mr Rush has not been approached by the Sydney Theatre Company and the alleged complainan\.,
nor any representative of either of them, concerning the matter you have raised," the letter says.
"Further, he has not been informed by them of the nature of the complaint and what it involves."
The letter from the legal firm's partner Nicholas Pullen goes on to say that Rush has not been
involved with the Sydney Theatre Company or its representatives for more than 22 months.
"In the circumstances, if such a statement has been issued by the STC it is both irresponsible and
highly damaging to say the least," it says.
"Your 'understanding' of what has occurred is, with the greatest respect, simply fishing and
unfounded.
"It does not warrant comment except that it is false and untrue." Rush won the Academy Award
for Best Actor in 1996 for his role as David Helfgott in the movie Shine and was nominated for the
best supporting actor role two years later for his touted performance in Shakespeare in Love.The
66-year-old married father of two lives in Melbourne and is the president of the Australian
Academy of Cinema Television.
---- INDEX REFERENCES ----
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Act 5 ,a
JONATHON MORAN
TWO actors who work with
the Sydney Theatre Company
yesterday publicly threw their
support behind the actress who
has accused Oscar-winner
Geoffrey Rush of inappropriate behaviour during the stage
production of Kin[! Lear.
It comes as Rush - one of
the countr.;'s most successful
actors - continued to vehemenUv denv claims that he
had beha'\o·ed inappropriately
during a production of the
classic Shakespeare play.
Rising young actor Meyne
Raoul Wyatt. who appeared in
Kin[! Lear. said he believed his
castmate's version of events.
·1 was in the show.~ Wyatt ·who has also starred in Ne ~r:h
bours and Redfern Now ·wrote on Facebook vesterdav
after the story broke.·
~ I believe (the person who)
has come forward. It's time for
Sydney Theatre Company and
the industJv in Australia and
worldwide as a whole to make
a stand on this behaviourn!!"
Brandon McClelland. who
has worked alongside the
woman at the centre of the alleged complaint and who is in
the company's current production of Three Sisters. urged
others on Twitter to belil"t·e
the actress.
"It wasn't a misunderstanding. It wasn't a joke." he posted.

cia~

•

saga st ush

In a comprehensive statement issued bv Rush's management yesterday, allegations
of "inappropriate behaviour"
were refuted.
The STC has failed to disI wa -;; in t il" st1o w. I belii>ve ·Nil CleVer has Cr:lmP. b rwarrt. lt 's
close any findings of an investigation
into
alleged
time fr;r Sydney 1heatre Comoany ar.d the irdustry in
~inappropriate behaviour~ by
Awmilliil ;:md -.·mrlrlwirlr. ;:r:. ;; 'l.rhc ir. to rn.:-.kc " stcmd or· this
MrRush.
beh;wiou r!!'.
The company yesterday
afternoon issued a second
statement saying: ~At the time
the complaint was made, the
complainant requested that
the matter be dealt with
confidentiallv, and did not
want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation.
"STC complied, acting in
the interest of the complainant's health and welfare.
"As alreadv stated. the company received the complaint
after Mr Rush's engagement
had ended.
~STC has at all times been
clear that this was an allega·.") ~. • "'
il . : .. : •" ; ..: ,
tion made to (not by) STC and
··: :: . : . =-~.:: - - -:
not
a
conclusion
of
impropriety."
But the company did not
expand on the nature of its inACCUSATlONS: Acting legend Geoffrey Rush and. inset the posts by actors Meyne Raoul Wyatt and Brandon McClelland.
vestigation, nor its conclusion.
Rush's Iawver Nicholas
:McClelland's tweet was also
The 66-year-old acting leg- fused to give him any details. dard theatre practice, the issue Pullen. said ttie Melbournereposted by other Sydney ac- end yesterday said he ~im "They refused to iHuminate had not been raised with me based actor had never been intors as the story dominated so- mediately phoned and spoke me." he said through a state- during the production via stage volved in any "inappropriate
to senior manaQemenr· at the ment
cial media vesterda\'.
management the director. my behaviour~.
~I also asked why this inforThe STC production of STC when he b!?came aware of
fellow actors or anyone at
~It (the allegation) is a great
King Lear ran from N<Nember rumours there was a com- mation was being withheld, management level. However, disappointment to 1\·lr Rush."
plaint But he said the STC re- and why. according to stan- no response was forthcoming." he said.
2015 to Ja nuary 2016.
r
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JONATHON MORAN
TWO actors who work with the Sydney Theatre Company yesterday publicly threw their support
behind the actress who has accused Oscar-winner Geoffrey Rush of inappropriate behaviour during
the stage production of King Lear.
It comes as Rush - one of the country's most successful actors - continued to vehemently deny
claims that he had behaved inappropriately during a production of the classic Shakespeare play.
Rising young actor Meyne Raoul Wyatt, who appeared in King Lear, said he believed his castmate's
version of events.
"I was in the show," Wyatt - who has also starred in Neighbours and Redfern Now - wrote on
Facebook yesterday after the story broke.
"I believe (the person who) has come forward. It's time for Sydney Theatre Company and the
industry in Australia and worldwide as a whole to make a stand on this behaviour!!!!" Brandon
McClelland, who has worked alongside the woman at the centre of the alleged complaint and who
is in the company's current production of Three Sisters, urged others on Twitter to believe the
actress.
"It wasn't a misunderstanding. It wasn't a joke," he posted. McClelland's tweet was also reposted
by other Sydney actors as the story dominated social media yesterday.
The STC production of King Lear ran from November 2015 to January 2016. The 66-year-old
acting legend yesterday said he "immediately phoned and spoke to senior management" at the
STC when he became aware of rumours there was a complaint. But he said the STC refused to
give him any details. "They refused to illuminate me," he said through a statement.
"I also asked why this information was being withheld, and why, according to standard theatre
practice, the issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage management, the
director, my fellow actors or anyone at management level. However, no response was
forthcoming." In a comprehensive statement issued by Rush's management yesterday, allegations
of "inappropriate behaviour" were refuted.
The STC has failed to disclose any findings of an investigation into alleged "inappropriate
behaviour" by Mr Rush.
The company yesterday afternoon issued a second statement saying: "At the time the complaint
was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with confidentially, and did not
want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation.
"STC complied, acting in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare. "As already stated,
the company received the complaint after Mr Rush's engagement had ended.
"STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a
conclusion of impropriety." But the company did not expand on the nature of its investigation, nor
its conclusion.
Rush's lawyer Nicholas Pullen, said the Melbourne-based actor had never been involved in any
"inappropriate behaviour"."It (the allegation) is a great disappointment to Mr Rush," he said.
---- INDEX REFERENCES ----
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Smart move on old RAH site
MATT SMITH
AN Australian-first institute
focused on artificial intelligence will be the first tenant at
the old Royal Adelaide Hospital site.
Adelaide University and the
State Government will toda~·
announce a S7.1 million deal to
establish the Institute for Machine Learning.
Building on current research at the universitv. the
new facilitv will be home to
more than '200 creative thinkers. researchers and start-ups.
It will help deliver what i1'

knov.-n as the "fourth industrial revolution" - the transfornlation of the global
economy through AI.
Interim
Vice-Chancellor
Mike Brooks said AI woul d
add 40 per cent to global GDP
by 2030.
"The Cnited States. Canada
and the UK have all adopted a
national strategy to fast-track
the development of an artificial
intelligence-enabled
economy." he saicl
"China's president has dedared artificial intelligence
and machine learning to be a
top priority in the years ahead.

and the eminent Shanghai Jiao
Tonu Universitv is verv keen
to p~er with us in this domain. Through the institute.
South Australia has the opportunity to lead the nation in the

de>.·elopment and implementation of a strategy to create a
\ibrant ecosvslem of hi-tech
businesses and highly productive workers.··
Science and Information
Economv Minister K\·am
Maher said the Government's
investment would help estal>lish the centre and attract
world-class researchers.
It will be housed in the
Women's Health Centre. one
of the four heritage buildings
that will remain on the 7ha site
that is widelv considered one
of the best CBD development
opportunities in Australia.

Infrastructure Minister Stephen Mullighan said the deal
showed the potential for research and innovation on the
old RAH site.
"It's an important demonstration of confidence in the
development potential of the
cherished heritage buildings at
the front of the site. as well as a
welcome boost for the East
End of the citv ." he said.
The institUte will build on
the work of the uni's Australian Centre for Visual Technologies, known for research in a
broad range of fields. These indude pedestrian detection

technology for driverless cars,
transforming 2.D images to 30
in virtual realitv, video sun·eillance. and aerial imaging for
defence and agriculture.
The State Gm: ernment will
tip $7.I million into the institute, including $1.5 million for
defence capability projects.
In return. the institute will
dedicate at · least 18,000 research hours over a five-year
agreement for projects which
help the Government to improve productivity, efficiency
and service delivery for South
A ustraliarts.
PAGE 23: BIONIC UMB5 RESEARCH

Rush to
take action
over claims
GEOFFREY RUSH will brinll
defamation proceedings over
allegations of inappropriate
behaviour
made against
him.
The Oscar
wmner.
pictured_
announced
he
would take action in the Federal Court
against the TI1e Daily Telegraph. " I must now seek vindication of my good name
through the courts." Rush said.
Rush has strongly denied
the allegations. which date
back to a Svdne~· Theatre
Company performance of King
Lo?ar in 2015.
Rush's Iawver Nicholas Pullen said Rush was unable to
answer questions about the
case.
He announced the legal
proceedings at the offices of
law firm HWL Ebsworth in
Melbourne
The Daily Ti?legmp/1 edi tor
Christopher Dore said: "The
Daily T efrgraplt accurately reported the Sydney Theatre
Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour.
"We will defend our position in court··

"'

HUNDREDS of eager motorsport fans lined the streets of
Adelaide's CBD yesterday for
what was potentially the fastest parade the city has seen.
Thousands of horsepower
and millions of dollars worth of
vintage and high-performance
cars made their wav from Victoria Park along Wakefield St,
through Victoria Square and
onto Morphett St before corning to a rest on Gouger St.
The parade was part of the
Adelaide Motorsport Festival
which has taken over Victoria
Park and will weave a rallv
course through the Adelaid~
Hills for the four-dav event
Behind the wheei ofthe cars
were some of Australia's most
renowned motoring identities
including Craig Lowndes, Nick
Percat. Tim Slade and Garth
Tander.
Nick W richt. from the Dandenong Ranges in Victoria,
made the trip alongside his
brother-in-law to compete.
~It was good fun being part
of the parade. In fact I would
sa~· it was awesome:
Mr
\-\':right said.
.
The duo's Peugeot 309GTI-16 has been competing in
the rally challenge in the Hills.
IMPRESSIVE: High-perfonnance cars make their way d own Grote Street on their way to tile Gouger Street Party.

~

.~
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The year of LIVING ODDLY
WORDS MICHAEL MCGUIRE
2017 was a strange year. From Donald Trump becoming US president to Nick Xenophon returning to state politics and
Richmond winning the AFL grand final

That was odd. That whole year. A delusional president in the White House. A nuclear nutter in North Korea. For the
first time in a few decades there was a reasonable concern that the world might not make it to Christmas.
There is probably not a great deal of hope that next year will be any better. After all Donald Trump will still be president.
Kim Jong-un, a nice fella who had his half-brother assassinated this year, will still be firing rockets skywards.
There is so much noise surrounding the Trump presidency. Russia, arguments with the FBI, fake news, advisers being
indicted, neo-Nazis being "very fine people", the relentless lies. And that's even before we arrive at Twitter.
In the background, under the cover of the Trump distraction, China is expanding its global influence at a time when
Europe is also weakening. United Kingdom Prime Minister Theresa May and Gern1an Chancellor Angela Merkel were
both undermined by poor election results that left them scrabbling to form a government. Spain was tearing itself apart
internally after Catalonia declared independence.
But perhaps Trump is just a president of the times. A bloke who has been accused of multiple counts of sexual abuse
and harassment. A bloke who as admitted his own sexual assaults- "grab them by the pussy".
A defining feature of the latter half of the year were the revelations of a long line of remarkably disgusting behaviour
from so, so many men. Look, in some ways it's not tremendously surprising. There has been plenty of evidence over the
years of some people's depravity, see the likes of Rolf Harris and Jimmy Savile in England.
But the deluge this time was overwhelming and it still feels like the flood is a long way from high tide as victims, many
of whom have suffered for decades, gather the courage needed to tell their stories.
The first loose brick in the dam wall was the demise of Harvey Weinstein, one of the most powerful and feared men in
Hollywood. The allegations against Weinstein were as multitudinous as they were depraved. He was kicked out of his
company, removed from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. The exposure of Weinstein was followed by
actors Kevin Spacey, who was dumped from his House of Cards TV show, and Dustin Hoffman, director Bret Ratner,
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comedian Louis CK, and TV host Matt Lauer. Closer to home, TV gardener Don Burke was accused by multiple women
of vile sexual conduct, while Oscar winner Geoffrey Rush was accused of- and strongly denied-inappropriate behaviour.
Some folk found cheer in the engagement of a taxpayer-dependent Englishman to an American actress. Yes, the
impending nuptials of Prince Harry to Meghan Markle will keep the English-souvenir industry working overtime in 2018.
There were more familiar themes strung through the year. Islamic terrorists continue to target the softest of targets. The
most shocking was at an Ariana Grande concert in Manchester, where a suicide bomber killed 22, the youngest victim
being eight years old.
South Australian nurse Kirsty Boden was murdered in London when she went to help others during another attack
where terrorists killed eight people by driving at pedestrians on London Bridge before stabbing others. Manchester and
London were the highest profile incidents but other much more deadly carnage was committed elsewhere. A truck bomb
in Mogadishu killed more than 500 people, an attack on a mosque in Egypt left more than 300 dead.
It's seems the world is becoming ever shriller. Everyone has a soap box and a desire to be heard. Discussion has been
replaced by shouting. Common sense by certainty.

0

In Australia. the shrillest voices this year were heard from both sides of the same-sex marriage plebiscite. In the end the
pro-side won easily and gave Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull a little lift after a difficult 2017. Turnbull floundered in
the polls all year, not helped by constant sniping from ex-PM Tony Abbott, various other conservative reactionaries and
their cheerleaders in the media. The constant questioning of who was actually eligible to sit in the Australian parliament
added another layer to the feeling of general instability in public life.
Locally, Premier Jay Weatherill spent the year campaigning for next year's election. He emerged from the disaster that
is the state's electricity system with a new best friend in tech billionaire Elon Musk, who came with batteries included.
While there is a widespread feeling that after 16 years this is a Labor government which specialises in cynicism and
shamelessness, mixed with a good measure of incompetence (see TAFE), the Liberals haven't done much to convince
either. With Nick Xenophon returning to state politics, it's possible neither will win.
Footy helped distract many. The inaugural women's league was a roaring success, capped off by an Adelaide Crows
team, featuring the league's best player Erin Phillips, winning the premiership. The men's teams also performed well.
Port Adelaide found form after a couple of mediocre years and the Crows performed brilliantly right up until the Grand
Final when it all fell apart.How odd was 2017? Richmond won the premiership. e

0
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Court hears

'touching'
allegations
against star
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OSCAR '~inner Geoffrev Rush
allegedly touched an actress
repeatedly in a way that made
her uncomfortable and ignored
her requests for him to "stop
doing it". the Federal Court
heard yesterdav.
Rush's co-star in the Sydney
Theatre
Com- •
pany's 2015-2016
production of King
Lear. Ervn Jean
Norvill, complained about the Pi-

rates Of
Caribbean
-'~'\
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PROUD HISTORY: Kathy Probert. Geoff Oeeble. Malcolm and Ros Story at the Uraidla Bowls Club, before the green Is dug up and replaced with a synthetic
surface next month.
Picture: MATT TURNER

REECE HOMFRAY
URAIDLA Bowls Club is preparing to farewc)l 70 years of
historv this month when the
last grass green in the Adelaide
Hills is dug up and replaced
with a svnthetic surface.
The ·drain on volunteers to
maintain the pristine surface
and a move towards vearround, low-maintenance' use
will see the tiny Hills town join
Gumeracha. Hahndorf, Lenswood Lobethal. Meadows.
Mount Barker. Mount Pleasant Oakbank and Woodside
with an artificial surface.
It costs about $10.000 a vear
to maintain a grass green· and
about $220.000 to install a syn-

thetic one. The dub's decision il "Because the bowling d ub's
to make the switch has been population is getting older and
four years in the making and we're relying on volunteers to
will be fu nded by a State Gov- do the work- we've got one guy
ernment grant and member do- who rolls the greens for me in
his 80s -you can't go on fornations and loans.
Geoff Deeble. 60. is the ever: Mr Deeble said.
"The cost of maintai ning the
club's volunteer greenkeeper.
He spends three half-days a green you factor into your runweek mowing. spraying. water- ning costs but it's the maning and rolling the green with p~er required and, here in the
Hills. the growing sea..<.On
the help of four others.
But he savs the time is right doesn't start until late spring
to join the grov.ing movement and if we get a wet spring then
among bowls d ubs towards a we can't get people to the dub
practising.
sYnthetic surface.
"Eyery time you'ye got peo· According to Bowls SA.
about 30 per cent of its 220 ple there. you're generating
clubs hSYe replaced their grass re;enue with bar sales and
greens with synthetic and a fur- thin!?S like that and with an arther 10 per cent are considering tificiaJ surface somebody can
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turn up. get some bowls oul and
goforiL"
The dub put a proposal to a
member Yote last summer and,
while it was passed, there was
still some resistance.
~There's people that are unhappy in our club, there are a
few who would rather staY the
traditional way. but you've got
to mO\·e forward.~ Mr Deeble
said. "E\·erv d ub.that visits us
Sa\' S 'this is-fantastic. we're really ·sorry to see it go' but ~·el)·
other dub has gol rid of their
grass and gone artificial for the
same rea..'On we are.~
Uraidla Bowls O ub was
fom1ed in 1948 and the green which was returfed in the 1980s
- has been in the same location

ever since. The final game on
the grass will be played on Febmal)' 24 and digging will start
in earlv March. with the nl!\'f
surface readv for next summer.
A concert to farewell the
green is planned for March 3
with singer OSYe Gleeson.
Bowls SA chief executive
Mark Easton said synthetic
surfaces were popular among
hills and countrv clubs but he
hoped they woUld never take
over completely. "I certainly
think it has an appeal haYing a
5't11thetic. ifs not too dissimilar
to haYing tennis played on
grass and hard court, but I'm
not sure that we want to I~
the whole box and dice. its nice
to have a mixture." he said

The

star
after he allegedly touched her
on fiVe occasions during the
final week of the play.
The court heard the actor,
pictured, followed her into the
female toilets at the afler-party
on the final night of the STC's
performance of the Shakespeare classic and stood outside her cubicle until she told
him to "f... off". The incidentallegedly left her ''visibly upset".
Rush, 66. is suing The Daily
Telegraph for its reporting of
Ms Norvill's complaint about
alleged inappropriate behaviour made to the SvdneY
Theatre Company in - 2016.
Rush denies the allegations.
Yesterdav the Federal Court
lifted a suppression order on
the nl!'lvspaper's defence document, rejecting an application
by Rush's lawyer Richard
McHugh, SC, to stop the details
being made public.
Upon application by Dauid
Sibtain, representing Fairfax
Media and Channel9, Justice
Michael W igney said fears that
releasing details of the defence
case could further damage
Rush's reputation were outweighed by the need for open
justice. According to the document. Rush touched the actress
~in a manner that made the
Complainant feel uncomfortable" during the play's final
scene.
As King Lear, Rush had to
carry Norvill on to the stage as
she simulated the lifeless body
of her character. Norvill asked
Rush to "stop doing it" but it is
alleged he repeated the touching on another four occasions.
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Court hears 'touching' allegations against star
MATTHEW BENNS

OSCAR winner G eoffrey Rush allegedly touched an actress repeatedly in a way that made her uncomfortable and ignored
her requests for him to "stop doing it", the Federal Court heard yesterday.
Rush's co-star in the Sydney Theatre Company's 2015-2016 production of King Lear, Eryn Jean Norvill, complained
about the Pirates Of The Caribbean star after he allegedly touched her on five occasions during the final week of the play.
The court heard the actor, pictured, followed her into the female toilets at the after-party on the final night of the STC's
performance of the Shakespeare classic and stood outside her cubicle until she told him to "f... off'. The incident allegedly
left her "visibly upset".
Rush, 66, is suing The Daily Telegraph for its reporting ofMs Norvill's complaint about alleged inappropriate behaviour
made to the Sydney Theatre Company in 2016. Rush denies the allegations.
Yesterday the Federal Court lifted a suppression order on the newspaper's defence document, rejecting an application
by Rush's lawyer Richard McHugh, SC, to stop the details being made public.
Upon application by Dauid Sibtain, representing Fairfax Media and Channel9, Justice Michael Wigney said fears that
releasing details of the defence case could further damage Rush's reputation were outweighed by the need for open justice.
According to the document, Rush touched the actress "in a manner that made the Complainant feel uncomfortable"
during the play's final scene.As King Lear, Rush had to carry Norvill on to the stage as she simulated the lifeless body of
her character. Norvill asked Rush to "stop doing it" but it is alleged he repeated the touching on another four occasions.
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Court limits
defence in
star's case
MATTHEW BENNS

~
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OSCAR winner Geoffrey Rush's
defamation case will go to trial
in August. a court has heard
In the interim Svdnev"s
Dni(v Te/egrapl!·
·
will consider appealing
a
preliminary judgment in which a
Federal
Court
judge struck out
parts of its defence to the legal
action brought by the star.
Mr Rush, pictured, is suing
the Telegraph after it reported
his co-star in King Lear lodged
a complaint with the Sydney
Theatre Company over his "inappropriate behaviour".
Justice Michael Wigney
yesterday agreed with an application by Mr Rush's lawyers
to remove "tmth" from the
Telegraph's defence.
The newspaper is considering "whether it will make an
application for leave to appeal". editor Chris Dore said.
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RESEARCH: Patient Stephanee Hermsen witll Dr Sam Costello In the Blomebank lab at Woodv111e SOuth
lites, viruses. fungi - that may
play a role. Once this is better
understood we rna\' be able to
select a ·super donor·:·
And the potential applications of FMT reach further.
In addition to treating patients with Clostridi um difficile
infection. the research team led by Dr Costello and Dr Rob
Brvant - is collaborating with
the Universitv of Adelaide's Dr
Hannah Viardill and colleagues across SA hospitals on
a study where chemotherapy
patients save their own stool
for readministration into the
bowel after their treatment.
They are also collaborating
with SAHMR! and Fli nders
Universin· on a studv of faecal
transplan't as a tre~tment for
patients with mul ti-drug resistant infections. Thev will also
work on a studv culturi ng bacteria from the bowels of people
from the general population to
get a deeper understanding of

THE INSIDES STORY
THE knowledge gained from
studying what comes out of us
can also Inform what we should
be putting in.
"A diverse gut flora Is asso·
dated with health and con·
versely lower diversity of gut
organisms has been correlated
with many diseases. Dr Sam

what bacteria occur in the gut
of Australians.
"The aim of our research is
to discover links between the
gut microbiome (flora) and disease and also to determine
whether we can improve discase by modi fying the gut microbial environment,'" he savs.
·we have done this through
faecal microbiota transplantation. We have shown alone
with a couple of other groups
that FMT can induce re-

Costello said. And he said the
difference can come down to
breastfeeding in infancy, and
diet
"Many beneficial gut bacterla reouire fibre and so eating
diet high in fruit ..m vegetables
and other sources of fibre helps
keep a healthy gut population:

mission of ulcerative colitis in
about 30 per cent of cases and
this opens up a potential nt?W
therapy for patients.
"Howe\·er, we do not know
whether th is theraP\' will beeffective in the long-er term and
so more research needs to be
done before it can be recommended. We have used anaerobic processing methods that
have not been used in other
trials in the past and our anaerobic facil ities have been pro-
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vided by the Hospital Research
Foundation. which is verv important Our long-term ~im is
to accelerate the development
of rationally designed microbial therapeutic products
that can do the job of FMT in a
more standardised wav :·
This means studyfng stool,
and this means more donations are needed.
"Prior to becoming a stool
donor, a person undergoes
thorough screening." Dr Costellosavs.
"This involves a medical
questionnaire and examination to ensure that the\· do
not have an\' active medical
problems. ·
"The-.· then have a blood
test and. stool test to screen for
disease. We test for and exclude manv infections as vou
would ex~ but we also· exclude a range oi other medical
problems. for example diabetes
or obesity are exclusions. The

Pictll"e: MATI LOXTON/AAP

·rant' spurs
crackdown

stool itself is tested for infec- THE Human Services Minister
tions. At this stage, we do not has asked for "options" to
analyse for the composition of penalise people who abuse govbeneficial bacteria, although ernment staff after video footthis is something that may age of a man hurling abuse at
happen in future.
Sal isburv Centrelink went viral.
"There are ven· few wellThe footage attracted more
documented side effects from than 680,000 views on social
FMT. It is important to note media in a little over 24 hours.
that FMT has been performed
Human Services Minister
in large numbers only in the Michael Keenan described the
last live vears or so and so we incident as "disgusting".
therefore don't have good long
"Like most Australians, I
term safelv data.
was disgusted to see video of
So the~e is the risk of the somebody abusing my staff
unknown anv time a new ther- and women and children in
apy becomeS available. There one of our service centres in
is a risk of transmission of in- Adelaide," Mr Keenan said
fection which is low when doW
Unfortunately, this is one
nors are screened.
of thousands of incidents ... I've
"There is also a theoretical asked my department to urrisk of weight gain or obesity if gently give me options for what
an overweight individual do- we might be able to further do
nated stool. In animal studies. to penalise people involved in
it is possible to cause animals this sort of behaviour."
to gain weight through transThe video shows a man
plant and so we ensure that do- hurling racial profanities and
threatening to ~smash n staff.
nors are a healthy weight"
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Court limits defence in star's case
MATIHEW BENNS
OSCAR winner Geoffrey Rush's defamation case will go to trial in August, a court has heard.
In the interim Sydney's Daily Telegraphwill consider appealing a preliminary judgment in which a Federal Court judge
struck out parts of its defence to the legal action brought by the star.
Mr Rush, pictured, is suing the Telegraph after it reported his co-star in King Lear lodged a complaint with the Sydney
Theatre Company over his "inappropriate behaviour".
Justice Michael Wigney yesterday agreed with an application by Mr Rush's lawyers to remove "truth" from the
Telegraph's defence.The newspaper is considering "whether it will make an application for leave to appeal", editor Chris
Dore said.
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Rush case to air
co-star's claims
FIONA WINGETT
THE actress at the centre of a
defamation case brought by
Geoffrey Rush alleges the star
touched her breast and lower
back. made ·groping" gestures
toward her and texted how he
thought of her "more than is
socially appropriate". a court
has been told.
The details of Ervn Jean
Norvill's allegations · against
Rush are contained in a document filed with the Federal
Court late yesterday.
The court a11reed to allow
Sydney's Daily Tde[!raph
newspaper to plead that a series of articles the actor is
suing over are true.
The Daily Telegruph articles
reported on a complaint of inappropriate behaviour by
Rush that Norvil! made to the
Sydney Theatre Company relating to the time they ap-

. - ...,-;;:;.~ ",j

pea red
together in
the
STCs
production of

King

l..ear

• --~ from November 2015 to
Januarv 2016.
Rush. left.
launched the
action against the newspaper
last December and has denied
all allegations of l\Tongdoing.
In the Federal Court ~·ester
day. The Daily Telegraph succeeded in amending its
defence in the lawsuit to allow
it to plead truth in the matter.
instead of qualified pri\·ilege.
Norvill's statemenl tendered last week, is the basis of
the change. Her testimony ~ill
now be admitted as evidence.
A document lodged in
court by Rush's lawyers summarised Norvill's allegations.
They include that Rush

"made groping gestures in the
air about (No~·ill's) torso.
mocking her and causing
other cast members to laugh".
Rush also allegedly "made
comments or iokes about
(Non·itl) or her· bodv which
contain~ sexual inimendo''
and at other times "made lewd
gestures" in her direction. it
says.
It says the allegations include that Rush's hand "traced
across~ the 5ide of NorYil!"s
ri£ht breast an d that he
touched her "lower back
under her shirt to her waistline".
Six months after the production had fin ished. Rush allegedly sent Norvill a text
message that "he thought of
her 'more than is socially appropriate'." the document
says.
The defamation trial is due
to start in October.
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SUBS AWAY: Matthew Burrows, John Habls, Jagrutl Rayar, ChQtan Kumar and Angus DQ Wit
will continue thQir studies In FrancQ.
Picture: MATI LOXTON

_ ,_

FIVE UniversitY of Adelaide
students will bid. bon vovage to
winter next week as they fet to
France as part of a new dualMa~iers engineering degree.
Professor Anton Middelberg -· Executive Dean of Engineering. Computer and
Mathematical Sciences - said

the billions in defence spending on warsh ips and submarines would generate a range
of -ruture-facing" jobs that will
la.G. decades.
Australia picked France for
its partner in the $50 billion
Future Submarines project.
Prof Middelberg sai d the
entire engineering curriculum
would "leapfrog'' "ith huge ad~·ances in technology.

Jagruti Rayar. 22. will extend her existing engineering
qualifications in the course.
which comprises semesters in
France and Adelaide followed
by an intem5hip.
"The internship. the last
semester, will be real ly exciting
because it can be in Adelaide
or in Fran ce. orwe might get to
go to the UK as well." \ fs
Rayarsaid.

Man arrested over historic sex attacks
AN alleged sexual predator
who attacked numerous girls
and women in Sydney in the
two decades to 2010 has been
arrested.
NSW Police said the 51vear-old man was arrested yesterday after tests revealed
Vl ·

"forensic links~ between four
incidents in the Ryde area between 1989 and 2007.
The man was expected to be
charged with up to 20 offences
relating to 12 victims targeted
in "predator style attacks". The
youngest ~;ctim was 14.

The man was arrested at an
Epping home yesterday morning after detectives from the
child abuse and sex crimes
squad in June established
Strikeforce Petit to re-investigate the historic assaults. Victims were told of the arrest
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Rush case to air co-star's claims
FIONA WINGETI
THE actress at the centre of a defamation case brought by Geoffre ~ Rush alleges the star touched her breast and lower
back, made "groping" gestures toward her and texted how he thought of her "more than is socially appropriate", a court
has been told.
The details of Eryn Jean Norvill's allegations against Rush are contained in a document filed with the Federal Court
late yesterday.
The court agreed to allow Sydney's Daily Telegraph newspaper to plead that a series of articles the actor is suing over
are true.
The Daily Telegraph articles reported on a complaint of inappropriate behaviour by Rush that Norvill made to the
Sydney Theatre Company relating to the time they appeared together in the STC's production of King Lear from
November 2015 to January 2016.
Rush, left, launched the action against the newspaper last December and has denied all allegations of wrongdoing.
In the Federal Court yesterday, The Daily Telegraph succeeded in amending its defence in the lawsuit to allow it to plead
truth in the matter, instead of qualified privilege.
Norvill's statement, tendered last week, is the basis of the change. Her testimony will now be admitted as evidence.
A document lodged in court by Rush's lawyers summarised Norvill's allegations. They include that Rush "made groping
gestures in the air about (Norvill's) torso, mocking her and causing other cast members to laugh".
Rush also allegedly "made comments or jokes about (Norvill) or her body which contained sexual innuendo" and at
other times "made lewd gestures" in her direction, it says.
It says the allegations include that Rush's hand "traced across" the side ofNorvill's right breast and that he touched her

"lower back under her shirt to her waistline".
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Rush case to air co-star's claims, 2018 WLNR 24252401

Six months after the production had finished, Rush allegedly sent N orvill a text message that "he thought of her 'more
than is socially appropriate'," the document says. The defamation trial is due to start in October.
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Rush case to air co-star's claims
Fiona Wingett
Newspaper able to use truth defence THE actress at the centre of a defamation case brought by Geoffrc)J Rush alleges
the star touched her breast and back, a court has heard.
Mr Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph over articles published about a complaint of inappropriate behaviour made by
his co-star, Eryn Jean Norvill, relating to the time they were appearing in King Lear at the Sydney Theatre Company.
Mr Rush, pictured, sued the newspaper last December over its coverage and has denied all allegations of wrongdoing.
In proceedings at the Federal Court yesterday, The Daily Telegraph succeeded in amending its defence in the lawsuit to
allow it to plead truth in the matter, instead of qualified privilege.
Ms Norvill's testimony will now be admitted as evidence. Alec Leopold, SC, counsel for Nationwide News Pty Ltd
(publisher of The Daily Telegraph) told the court that the newspaper will show Mr Rush engaged in a number of incidents
of sexual harassment including "touching on her breast and lower back and tracing his finger across her lower back".
He said there would be evidence "from persons who were present at the time" to back up Ms Norvill's claims.
Justice Michael Wigney questioned Ms Norvill's decision to come forward at such a late stage "after indicating for some
months she didn't want to co-operate". However, Mr Leopold argued that it was "understandable that somebody in
the acting world who is a relatively junior actor, such as Ms Norvill, who is at the centre of allegations about a very
senior, indeed, iconic figure in the acting world was reluctant to come out and speak" .Sue Chrysanthou, counsel for Mr
Rush, said her client's decision not to oppose the newspaper's application to include the truth defence should not be
seen as acceptance of it by Mr Rush. Mr Chrysanthou said Mr Rush was suffering "continuing trauma because of these
proceedings" and that any delay was "intolerable" to the actor. Justice Wigney said the trial- where both Mr Rush and
Ms Norvill will give evidence- will now take place over 13 days, beginning on October 22.
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Rosemary Neill
Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush yesterday accused the -nation's largest theatre company of
smearing his name after The Daily Telegraph reported an -accusation he had engaged in
"inappropriate behaviour" during a recent Sydney Theatre Company production.
The allegation relates to Rush's portrayal of King Lear in a high-profile, 2015-16 production for the
STC.
Rush, one of few actors to have garnered Academy, Emmy and Tony awards, firmly rejected the
allegation, saying in a statement drafted by his lawyers that he "abhors any form of maltreatment of
any person".
The statement, issued by Rush's lawyers HWL Ebsworth, also said: "It is a great disappointment to
Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this
way." The Australian can reveal that the actor, who won a Best Actor Oscar for his role in the 1996
film Shine, was targeted in defamatory posters in inner Melbourne recently. The posters, which
featured the actor promoting the Melbourne Theatre Company's 2018 season, were scrawled with
graffiti claiming: "Geoffrey Rush is a sexual predator".
An MTC spokeswoman said the company "was made aware of one poster that had graffiti on an
image of Geoffrey Rush advertising MTC's 2018 season, so we contacted the distribution company
to have it removed, as is our standard practice".
"This is the only instance of graffiti on MTC posters featuring Geoffrey Rush that we are aware of
and don't know who was responsible," she said.
Last month Rush told The Australian: "I am unaware of any deliberate smear campaign regarding a
defaced poster which I have not seen. I assume it to be a case of random vandalism." One source,
who did not want to be named, told The Australian she had seen multiple defamatory posters in
inner Melbourne.
As for the King Lear complaint, the actor's lawyers revealed that "to date, Mr Rush or any of his
representatives have not received any representations from the STC or the complainant". The actor
said he had phoned senior STC management "the moment I became aware of rumours of a
complaint ... They refused to illuminate me with the details." The statement said this refusal,
combined with the STC's release of such information to the public, was "a denial of natural justice".
Yesterday, the STC confirmed it had been asked by a News Corp journalist "whether it had
received a complaint alleging inappropriate behaviour by Mr Rush while employed by the company.
STC responded truthfully that it had received such a complaint ... STC has at all times been clear
that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC, and not a conclusion of impropriety."
---- INDEX REFERENCES---COMPANY: NEWS CORP; Sydney Theatre C
NEWS SUBJECT: Crime (1 CR87); Defamation, Libel & Slander (1 DE07); Social Issues (1 S005)
INDUSTRY: Celebrities (1 CE65); Entertainment (1 ENOS); Live Entertainment (1 Ll85); Motion Pictures

(

1M051); Theater (1TH47)
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Geoffrey Rush steps down from AACTAs role
Oscar winning actor Geoffrey Rush .
AAP 4:52PM December 2, 2017

Geoffrey Rush has stepped down as AACTA's president, following recent allegations against him of inappropriate
behaviour.
The Oscar-winning actor denies the allegations, which have been reported by the Daily Telegraph to have allegedly
happened during a Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear in 2015.
Rush has been the president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts Awards from its beginnings
in 2011, when it replaced the AFIA Awards, and was expected to appear at the annual ceremony in Sydney on
Wednesday. He has also hosted the awards on several occasions.
Rush said in a statement to The Associated Press on Saturday that he would be stepping down as president "effective
immediately and until these issues have been resolved".
AACTA said it accepted and respected Rush's decision to voluntarily step aside.
We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that both respects Geoffrey's (
rights to the presumption of innocence and due process, but also acknowledges good corporate governance in these
circumstances," AACTA said in a statement.

C

"We will not be making any further comment at this time."
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Film star Jacqueline McKenzie tells ofbeing groped and bullied
Actress Jacqueline M::Ken2ie in S;<lne)( Picture:
Richard Dobson
JUSTIN BURKE,ROSEMARY NEILL THE AUSTRALIAN 12:00AM December 2, 2017

Distinguished Australian actress Jacqueline McKenzie has revealed she endured "sexual harassment, bullying, groping,
lascivious comments and unwanted advances" during her long stage and screen career here and overseas.

An emerging actress in her 20s when the harassment began, McKenzie says she reported it on two occasions and the
"behaviour was ignored".
As dozens of women worldwide have come forward to expose sleaze in the entertainment industry, McKenzie has
called for an independent body to investigate cases of sexual harassment because production companies were incapable
of dealing with it.

.....,_

Separate and unrelated claims of"inappropriate behaviour" have also been reported this week against Oscar-winning
actor Geoffrey Rush, when he was starring in a production of King Lear for the Sydney Theatre Company. The STC
yesterday refused to clarify whether it would continue to work with Rush, who has vehemently denied the allegation, accusing the theatre company of smearing hls name .
McKenzie, 50, said she had endured various forms of sexual harassment during her work in film, television and
theatre. She remains too afraid to name offenders but said they were predominantly "actors/directors".
"The people involved were protected, the behaviour was ignored or swept under the rug," she said. "One response to a
legal letter I did send- demanding an assurance I would be safe on set- was met by the producer saying: 'I can't
give this letter to him (an actor), he'll go crazy'."
McKenzie said she was afraid of "naming names" because she felt she dealt with the unwelcome situations at the time,
"with the limited tools I had, even if they were not apparently brave".
"But there is also something to be said for having to front up every day and work with these people after that; that
actually takes quite a lot of bravery," she said.
McKenzie's work includes the film The Water Diviner and television series such as Rake and a forthcoming remake of
Romper Stamper. She said in an interview with The Weekend Australian and via a lengthy Facebook post that
entertainment executives were incapable of being objective about harassment because of fears of productions being
shut down. "Management is inclined to call in both parties and say, 'C'mon, sort it out, you two', as if in some way
you are equally culpable when your colleague can't keep their hands to themselves," she said.

'"So often, they(management) do not back you up because people stand to lose livelihoods if productions are shut
down, and not just one person, but hundreds of people working to pay mortgages and feed their kids
"And of course predators don't just pick on anyone- they pick on people who will not tell, they pick on people who
worry about film sets shutting down and hundreds of workers losing their jobs."
Following reports about a complaint made against Rush, STC board chairman Ian Narev declined to comment
yesterday on claims the company would not work with the actor again. It is unclear whether Rush, president of the
Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts Awards, will attend the AACTAs, on Wednesday night.
\Vhen asked whether Rush would attend, a spokeswoman said: "No comment."
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JUSTIN BURKE, ROSEMARY NEILL
Distinguished Australian actress Jacqueline McKenzie has revealed she endured "sexual
-harassment, bullying, groping, lascivious comments and unwanted advances" during her long
stage and screen career here and overseas.
An emerging actress in her 20s when the harassment began, McKenzie says she reported it on two
occasions and the "behaviour was ignored".
As dozens of women worldwide have come forward to expose sleaze in the entertainment industry,
McKenzie has called for an independent body to investigate cases of sexual harassment because
production companies were incapable of dealing with it.
Separate and unrelated claims of "inappropriate behaviour" have also been reported this week
against Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush, when he was starring in a production of King Lear for
the Sydney Theatre Company. The STC yesterday refused to clarify whether it would continue to
work with Rush, who has vehemently denied the allegation, -accusing the theatre company of
smearing his name.
McKenzie, 50, said she had endured various forms of sexual harassment during her work in film,
television and theatre. She remains too afraid to name offenders but said they were predominantly
"actors/directors".
"The people involved were protected, the behaviour was ignored or swept under the rug," she said.
"One response to a legal letter I did send - demanding an -assurance I would be safe on set was met by the producer saying: 'I can't give this letter to him (an actor), he'll go crazy'." McKenzie
said she was afraid of "naming names" because she felt she dealt with the unwelcome situations at
the time, "with the limited tools I had, even if they were not apparently brave".
"But there is also something to be said for having to front up every day and work with these people
after that; that actually takes quite a lot of bravery," she said.
McKenzie's work includes the film The Water Diviner and television series such as Rake and a
forthcoming remake of Romper Stamper. She said in an interview with The Weekend Australian
and via a lengthy Facebook post that entertainment executives were incapable of being objective
about harassment because of fears of productions being shut down. "Management is inclined to call
in both parties and say, 'C'mon, sort it out, you two', as if in some way you are equally culpable
when your colleague can't keep their hands to themselves," she said.
"So often, they (management) do not back you up because -people stand to lose livelihoods if
productions are shut down, and not just one person, but hundreds of people working to pay
mort-gages and feed their kids "And of course predators don't just pick on anyone - they pick on
people who will not tell, they pick on people who worry about film sets shutting down and hundreds
of workers losing their jobs." Following reports about a complaint made against Rush, STC board
chairman Ian Narev declined to comment yesterday on claims the company would not work with the
actor again. It is unclear whether Rush, president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts Awards, will attend the AACTAs, on Wednesday night.
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When asked whether Rush would attend, a spokeswoman said: "No comment."
CAROLINE OVERINGTON P19JANET ALBRECHTSEN P19
---- INDEX REFERENCES ---COMPANY: RUSH ENTERPRISES INC; Sydney Theatre C
NEWS SUBJECT: Business Management (1 BU42); Employment Law

(1 EM67); HR & Labor Management (
1HR87); Workplace Harassment (1W008)
INDUSTRY: Celebrities (1 CE65); Entertainment (1 ENOS); Film Festivals (1 Fl62); Motion Pictures (1 M051)
REGION: Australasia (1AU56); Australia (1AU55); Oceania (1 OC40)
LANGUAGE: English
OTHER INDEXING: (Geoffrey Rush; CAROLINE OVERINGTON; lan Narev; Jacqueline McKenzie)
EDITION: Australian
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The reckoning's overdue, but there can be grey areas
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Section: Inquirer
Caroline Overington, Associate Editor
Sexual predators had it coming, but some accusations can be a bit tricky
It has been dubbed the reckoning - after years, and in most cases decades, of getting away with
the most egregious behaviour, powerful men across the globe are being brought to their knees by
allegations of sexual harassment.
It started in the US with Roger Ailes, chief executive of Fox News (owned by 21st Century Fox, the
company that emerged from the spin-off of News Corp's journalism and publishing assets). Ailes
was followed by Fox News presenter Bill O'Reilly, forced out after too many complaints. Then, in a
truly seismic moment, Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein, a man of immense popularity and
influence, was publicly accused of forcing himself on women.
He's now gone from The Weinstein Company, the production company he co-founded. And we are
still only at the beginning, for next came Oscar winner Kevin Spacey and, just this week, Matt
Lauer, the host of America's most watched, best-loved morning television show, Today, came
tumbling down.
Before that, on Monday in Australia, celebrity gardener Don Burke was accused of being a man
who harassed and bullied people, including Australia's golden girl, Susie O'Neill, who says Burke
asked her about the size of her vagina while filming a segment for the Nine Network's Burke's
Backyard. Although she complained, and Burke allegedly got ticked off by Kerry Packer, he
essentially got away with it
So many men, for so long, have been getting away with it. What has changed? What has brought
on the reckoning?
The Weinstein story obviously changed everything. Like the stories about Burke, his behaviour had
been whispered about for years. Not even whispered: there are clips showing comedians making
jokes about Weinstein's behaviour on stage, and everyone laughed because everyone knew.
Actresses warned each other about him, but he was rich and powerful and well-connected,
hobnobbing with Hillary Clinton and every star in Hollywood, and the lawyers were always there
with their letters, ready to scare off anyone who wanted to speak.
But then some of his victims decided they didn't give a damn any more and spoke up on the record.
Their courage emboldened others. A crack appeared in the dam wall. Women began posting on
social media about their experiences using the hashtag #metoo. One tweet, asking women to
-re-tweet if they had "ever seen a dick they didn't want or expect to see", got retweeted more than
200,000 times in five days.
In Australia, the woman who deserves the most credit for getting a local conversation about sexual
harassment under way is journalist Tracey Spicer.
Earlier this year she published The Good Girl Stripped Bare, a book about her experiences in TV.
She was harassed and abused. Her appearance was mocked. She was told to lose weight. She
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bore witness to the harassment of other women in the industry.
Ultim-ately she was fired after she went on maternity leave. She fought back, hiring a lawyer to fight
for her rights. She settled her case, but she wanted to do more for other women, so she told her
story, and her book struck a nerve. You could feel it, even at the launch, where women from across
the political spectrum - NSW's Liberal Premier Gladys Berejiklian was there, as was Labor's
Tanya Plibersek - cheered her stirring speech. Then it started: women began calling Spicer and
emailing her, saying: "Me too." At first Spicer was uncertain how to proceed. The stories she was
gathering were horrendous, but what could be done? Australia's defamation laws are some of the
world's toughest. You can tell the truth and still go down in court if the jury does not believe you.
Then the Weinstein story broke and Spicer decided the time had come: she posted a tweet asking
women who had suffered similar instances of harassment to come forward.
She expected quite a few responses. She didn't expect 900.
"Frankly, I feel overwhelmed and humbled by the sheer number of courageous women who have
come forward to share their stories, many of which are heartbreaking," Spicer tells Inquirer. "At this
stage, it's almost 1000. Really, it's a stain on this country that so many women have been exposed
to unsafe workplaces for decades." With the wave of claims now rolling across Australian shores,
Spicer was determined to do something about it, and the place to start was with the one name that
kept coming up in emails: Don Burke. In some ways, the fact he could be vile was the oldest story
in Australian showbiz, yet it had never been fully told.
Several journalists had a go at saying so through the years, including ABC broadcaster Richard
Glover, who wrote a piece for Fairfax's Good Weekend magazine in 1991 with the spot-on title:
"They love him, they love him not".
Elisabeth Wynhausen, with Vanessa Walker, spent months investigating what they described as
"some of the colourful claims, rumours and innuendos" about Burke for The Australian in 2004, but
there was no backlash.
Burke's show was a ratings juggernaut. He was protected. But no longer. Burke was the first to fall
in Australia but he will not be the last.
About to burst into the open, surely, is the story about the high-profile comedian who assaulted and
harassed his girlfriend. Sydney writer Kara Eva Schiegl wrote about that incident more than two
years ago, explaining to readers of The Saturday Paper how she had been encouraged by others in
the comedy scene to protect the man's privacy, despite being outraged by what he had done.

/

" 'I don't think he needs accusations or judgments right now. I think he needs our support,' one tells
me,'' she wrote. " 'The thing is, he's very mentally unwell at the moment, Kara,' another says, 'and
this happened a long time ago. I don't think it matters- I mean, it matters, don't get me wrong, but
this was a one-time thing.' " Other names are doing the rounds. Many people are feeling nervous. "
Of course it's not just the media and entertainment industry," says Spicer. "It's time for a full and
thorough investigation into all workplaces. But the Don Burke story has prompted all sorts of
conversations about what we can do to make all workplaces safe.'' This new reckoning is not being
welcomed everywhere. INXS guitarist Kirk Pengilly, attending a Movember charity event in
Melbourne on Thursday, said men were starting to feel that they couldn't even compliment a
woman as it could be viewed as sexual harassment.
"I really loved the 60s and 70s when life was so simple and you could slap a woman on the butt,"
Pengilly said. You actually can't go around slapping women on the butt. But Pengilly probably
meant that men and women have flirted forever and it would be a shame for that to stop.
Spicer says the reckoning isn't about flirting. Nobody is trying to put an end to the office romance.
It's also not women v men. It's about awful behaviour, abuse and harassment, and people should
knows the difference. The detail from the Lauer case opens a window on exactly what women have
had to endure. Entertainment trade journal Variety says he gave a colleague a sex toy as a present,
with a note saying how he wanted to use it on her. He is accused of asking a female employee to
come to his office, then dropping his pants and showing her his penis.
It's not just vile. It's the stuff of lawsuits. Roger Singh, abuse law special counsel with Shine
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Lawyers, tells Inquirer: "These events are a wretched reminder that Australian workplaces, like in
other parts of the globe, are not immune from the scourge of sexual harassment. It is a serious
wake-up call. Workplaces need to change to ensure that employees are protected from sexual
misconduct." Singh says what should be obvious: "Every individual has a right to go to work without
fear of being assaulted in their place of employment." Moreover, all employers have a duty of care
to staff "which extends to providing a safe and secure workplace". That means giving employees
the opportunity to make complaints "without fear or trepidation, including against perpetrators who
might be persons in positions of prominence or authority".
And if an employer should breach its duty of care, "it is open for workers to escalate the matter to
the Australian Human Rights Commission or to their state anti-discrimination commission, and
there is scope to pursue legal -action." The AHRC's Sex Discrimination Commissioner, Kate
Jenkins, says the allegations of workplace sexual harassment and assault that have come to light in
recent months "highlight the magnitude of this issue and the urgent need for change".
"Employers have a legal obligation to take steps to prevent sexual harassment from occurring," she
says. "Businesses must also ensure that employees are able to come forward with complaints of
sexual harassment, and that these complaints are acted upon. Too many people have had their
experiences minimised or dismissed by an -employer, which is not only harmful to individuals but
also costly to businesses, who miss out on skills and talent when employees who are sexually
harassed are -prevented from reaching their full potential." There is, of course, danger here.
Yesterday's "pants man"- the office playboy, usually married, who hits on all the junior staff- is
today's sexual predator. And in some cases, so he should be. But there may well be a temptation
for some who engaged in consensual acts to change the story. To recast it as abuse when it was a
fling.
Overnight, American author and radio personality Garrison Keillor lost his gigs on Minnesota Public
Radio and The Washington Post. He told The New York Times: "I've been fired over a story that I
think is more interesting and more complicated than the version (his employers) heard. Most stories
are." We have not yet heard from the alleged victim, but those comments will ring true to many
people, if not in his case, then in others.
Trickier still are those "he said, she said" cases. On Thursday, Sydney's The Daily Telegraph
reported that a complaint of sexual harassment had been made about Oscar winner Geoffrey
Rush during the Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear.
The report is correct: Rush was the subject of a complaint. But now it gets tricky because he was
apparently never told about it, with the STC saying the complainant "requested that the matter be
dealt with confidentially".
Rush has reacted furiously. "Not to afford a person their right to know what has been alleged
against them, let alone not inform them of it but release such information to the public, is both a
denial of natural justice and is not how our society operates," he says in a statement issued through
his lawyers.

Two actors who worked on the same production have backed the victim's version of events, taking
to Twitter to urge the public to believe her and not him.
Yes, there is danger here, which perhaps explains why it has taken so long for the reckoning to
arrive. Remember, Roman Polanski was convicted of a sex crime against a child. Hollywood gave
him an Oscar, and his victims could barely believe it. They still can't.
But the women who took the first tentative steps against harassment - complaining and seeing
their complaint go nowhere - are buoyed to see the movement become one of great strides, and
there may not be any going back.Spicer hopes that turns out to be the case, saying "senior federal
politicians, board members and executives are calling with ideas about how we change the culture.
This investigation- and its consequences- will continue for many years to come."
---- INDEX REFERENCES ----

TWENTY FIRST CENTURY FOX INC; FOX NEWS NETWORK LLC; MINNESOTA PUBLIC
RADIO; NEWS CORP; SHINE LAWYERS; Sydney Theatre C; WEINSTEIN COMPANY HOLDINGS LLC
(THE); CROWN RESORTS LTD; NINE DIGITAL PTY LTD
COMPANY:
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NEWS SUBJECT: Business Management (1 BU42); Crime (1 CR87); Employment Law (1 EM67); Gender
Relations (1 GE36); HR & Labor Management (1 HR87); Sex Crimes (1 SE01 ); Social Issues (1 S005);
Workplace Harassment (1W008)
INDUSTRY: Celebrities (1 CE65); Entertainment (1 EN08)
REGION: Australasia (1AU56); Australia (1AU55); New South Wales (1 NE75); Oceania (1 OC40)
LANGUAGE: English
OTHER INDEXING: (NINE NETWORK) (Vanessa Walker; Kate Jenkins; Tracey Spicer; Kara Eva; Roger
Singh; Elisabeth Wynhausen; Tanya Plibersek; Gladys Berejiklian; Kevin Spacey; Bill O'Reilly; Roger E
Ailes; Roger Ailes; Kara Eva Schiegl; Geoffrey Rush; Richard Glover; Hillary Clinton; Roman Polanski; Don
Burke; Shine Lawyers; Kirk Pengilly; Overnight; Harvey Weinstein; Matt Lauer)
EDITION: Australian
WORD COUNT: 1973
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PHILIPPA HAWKER, OLIVIA CAISLEY
The Lion roared and all the -creatures of the film and television jungle came out in their finery for
Australian screen's speech night, the AACTA Awards.
Garth Davis's film Lion took 12 AACTAs from all 12 nominations, including best film, best director
and best actor for nine-year-old star Sunny Pawar- the youngest ever winner of the acting award.
Nicole Kidman, who did not -attend the ceremony at Sydney's The Star, won awards for best
-supporting actress in film and TV for her roles in Lion and Top of the Lake: China Girl,
-respectively.
Sequins dominated the red carpet, with actresses Emma Booth, Melina Vidler, Brook Lee and
Jessica McNamee favouring floor-length numbers. Rising star Angourie Rice wore a structured
black KITX dress and pale-blue Miu Miu shoes with a glittery heel.
The elephant in the room was multiple award-winning actor Geoffrey Rush, who was accused last
week of unspecified "inappropriate behaviour" at Sydney Theatre Company. He denies any
wrongdoing, and at the weekend stood aside as AACTA president until the issue is resolved.
Outside the event, actress Debra Lawrence said Rush "did the right thing" by stepping aside, and
warned it was "too easy to smear someone's name" with misconduct claims. Rove McManus
refused to answer questions about sexual harassment in the industry.
Lion's dominance meant that although a record 17 feature films were in contention, only three took
home awards. Emma Booth won best actress for her role in the low-budget thriller Hounds of Love,
while Ali's Wedding on Monday won best original screenplay for co-writers Andrew Knight and
Osamah Sami.
In the TV categories, the big winners were Top of the Lake: China Girl (four awards, including best
drama series) and Seven Types of Ambiguity (five awards).
Sunshine won for best telefeature or miniseries, Australian Ninja Warrior won best light
entertainment TV series, and MasterChef Australia won its third straight AACTA for best reality
series. Celia Pacquola, best performance in a TV comedy for Rosehaven, is now a three-time
winner. Actor-director Simon Baker won the AACTA Trailblazer award, and praised wife Rebecca
Rigg in his speech. "I'm the front man, babe, but you're the rocking rhythm section," he said.
ARTS P15
---- INDEX REFERENCES ----

LION CORP; STAR GROUP LP; Sydney Theatre C
Celebrities (1 CE65); Entertainment (1 EN08); Film Festivals (1 Fl62); Motion Pictures (1 M051 );
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Lee; Simon Baker; Osamah Sami; Debra Lawrence; Garth Davis; Sunny Pawar; Nicole Kidman; Miu Miu;
Emma Booth; Jessica McNamee; Andrew Knight)
EDITION: Australian
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Geoffrey Rush to sue The Daily Telegraph over claims of inappropriate behaviour

THE AUSTRALIAN

Geoffrey Rush to sue The Daily Telegraph over reports of 'inappropriate behaviour'
Acclaimed actor Geoffrey Rush. Picture: AP
REBECCA URBAN THE AUSTRALIAN 4:23PM December 8, 2017

Actor Geoffrey Rush has announced that he will take legal action to seek "vindication" of his "good name", after
allegations were made about his conduct while involved in a Sydney play.
Rush revealed today that he had filed a defamation case against The Daily Telegraph following its publication last
week on an article that claimed the Sydney Theatre Company had received a complaint about "inappropriate
behaviour" following the production of King Lear two years ago.
"It is an action I am taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and hyperbole they have created around my
standing in the entertainment industry," he said at a press conference held at his lawyer 's office in Melbourne.
"The Daily Telegraph has made false, pejorative and demeaning claims -splattering them with unrelenting
bombast on its front pages."
He said the claims had created irreparable damage and been extremely hurtful to his family and colleagues.
s Dore, editor of The Daily Telegraph issued a statement this afternoon: "The Daily Telegraph accurately
reported the Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour. We will defend our position in court."
The allegations against Rush, 66, one of the country's most acclaimed performers, emerged a week ago and
prompted his resignation as president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television.
Numerous show business identities have come to his defence, including actor Rachel Griffiths who said on Tuesday
that Rush was "not Harvey Weinstein", referencing the disgraced Hollywood producer.
Rush's film credits include Shine, The King's Speech, Minions and Pirates of the Caribbean.

AUSTRALIA DAY

'I'm a half-white Australian'
Jacinta Price asserts she and other mixed heritage indigenous Australians wouldn't be here were it not for the First Fleet.
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Vic Labor loses grip on gangs
And Kristina Keneally's elevation to the Senate speaks volumes about the state of democracy.

Grocon wins Central Barangaroo
NSW has confinned that Scentre Group, Grocon and Aqualand will work on the $2bn final stage of the Barangaroo development.
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Rosemary Neill
The code of silence that allowed arts industries to ignore complaints is over, writes Rosemary Neill
A recent report from California's San Diego State University showed that women accounted for just
7 per cent of directors attached to the 250 top-grossing Hollywood films last year. In a telling
comparison, this figur-e was two percentage points lower than it had been in 1998, almost two
decades before.
In Australia, the prospects for female feature film directors during the past 47 years were only
moderately better. Screen Australia statistics reveal women comprised 16 per cent of local film
directors between 1970 and this year (though that figure is increasing because of the screen
agency's recent, if sometimes contentious, affirmative action programs).
To put this in perspective, women are more likely to be accepted into the air force than they are to
secure film directing gigs. (Women filled 19 per cent of jobs in the RAAF last year.) Yet unlike the
military, the movie business promotes itself as inherently, unimpeachably progressive - early
adopters of everything from gay marriage to wheatgrass shots; among the first to call out Donald
Trump's grossly offensive comments about women on the Access Hollywood bus.
Even so, it has often seemed as if the more women complained about the celluloid ceiling, the less
Hollywood - and film industries here and in Europe - were prepared to listen. Now, however, the
tsunami of sexual harassment, assault and inappropriate behaviour allegations is engulfing some of
the arts and screen industry's most powerful men, including Australia's Don Burke and Geoffrey
Rush, who have both firmly denied the claims of misconduct.
Nonetheless, the ever-widening scandals are casting women's lack of career progress in a new,
harsher light: It's only logical to assume that if an industry like Hollywood treats young actresses like
glorified escorts - sending them off to job interviews with producers wearing bathrobes, expecting
them to cop groping or indecent exposure as part of the job - then that industry is unlikely to take
seriously women's broader career aspirations.
As the tidal wave of complaints about internationally influential figures (Harvey Weinstein, Kevin
Spacey, Brett Ratner, Roger Ailes, Matt Lauer) shows little sign of receding, the arts and screen
industries' dirtiest secret is being exposed: in the 21st century, there is no equivalent sector, apart
from the sex industry, in which young people are so exploited for the sexual gratification of older,
powerful men.
Megan Riakos, the president of Women in Film & Television NSW, says "there is an absolute link"
between this diminished view of women, and their lack of career progress as, say, film directors or
cinematographers. "I think it's an inextricable link. If you are objectifying women and you don't have
that respect, you are unlikely to facilitate their careers in a meaningful way. That's 100 per cent a
problem." Deb Verhoeven, a former chief executive of the Australian Film Institute and an associate
dean with the University of Technology -Sydney's faculty of arts and social sciences, tells Review:
"Sexual harassment and assault are -defining features of all film industries around the world and
Australia is no exception.
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"When we talk about a culture of silence around sexual pred-ation, what we really mean is that
these crimes and behaviours are rarely prosecuted . . . Sexual discrimination and crimes in the
Australian film industry are widely discussed- by those who are harmed by them (mostly women),
but their experiences are seldom- taken seriously." Until now.
This week, WIFT is holding a groundbreaking forum in Sydney that will discuss implementing a
sexual harassment code of ethics for the local screen industry. It also will canvass how to empower
witnesses to report harassment and bullying. Normally, such an event would be a case of preaching
to the converted. But in the current charged climate, major players are taking notice and taking part.
Foxtel, Screen Australia, the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts. and Screen
Producers Australia plan to -attend the event.
Riakos says the initiative was sparked by the slew of sexual- misconduct allegations, including
rape, made against former Hollywood kingpin Weinstein (who denies engaging in non-consensual
acts). She says the forum's objective is to "break the culture that encourages this kind of
harassment".
If real change is to occur, the arts and screen industries must confront another uncomfortable
question: is there something about these industries that encourages an unusually high level of
sexual harassment and intimidation?
Given the sheer volume of revelations made since The New York Times broke the Weinstein story
two months ago, the answer is an -unequivocal yes. The Los Angeles Police Department- is
investigating 28 sex-crime cases linked to Hollywood, while a further 37 cases are being looked at
in other US jurisdictions. Police in Boston and London are investigating three sexual-assaultallegations, involving male victims, against Oscar-winning actor Spacey. London's Old Vic theatre
recently found that Spacey, the theatre's former artistic director, was involved in 20 cases of alleged
"inapprop-riate behaviour" between 1995 and 2013.
In Australia, former top-rating gardening guru Burke is facing multiple allegations of sexual
misconduct- which he denies- from women working inside and outside the screen industry.
The Sydney Theatre Company says it received- a complaint that Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey
Rush engaged in "inappropriate -behaviour" during a 2015-16 production of King Lear- a charge
Rush vehemently denies. Other claims have been made about the Nine Network's past blokey,
boozy culture - former program host Kerri-Anne Kennerley told news.com.au last week that an
ex-network executive exposed his genitalia at an office party in the 1990s. "He literally pulled out
his old fella and put it on the Channel 9 bar in front of the work-experience girl," she said.
In the wake of the Weinstein scandal, former broadcast journalist Tracey Spicer tweeted that she
was investigating harassment and abuse in the media and entertainment industries. Within weeks,
she received calls and emails from about 500 women identifying 65 men who were allege-d "serial
offenders".
Preliminary findings from a survey by the Media Entertainment & Arts Alliance's Actor-s Equity
division found that 40 to 60 per cent of Australian actors had been sexually -harassed. Forty per
cent of those actors report-ed the harassment, but most said there was no response, or an
unsatisfactory response.
What are the factors that have allowed harassmen-t in the arts, media and screen industries - and
an attendant code of silence - to persist for decades, even as other male-domin-ated professions
faced pressure to clean up their acts?
WIFT's Riakos says the wall of silence that can entrench harassment "has a lot to do with the
freelance, unstable nature of the work". Many actors or directors only gained breakthrough jobs
after years of sacrifice. This meant "the stakes were really high" when it came to making a
misconduct complaint against a powerful figure.
Jane Hansen, a former journalist and co-author- of Boned, a satirical novel that took aim at
commercial TV's unrepentant sexism, recentl-y wrote of surviving life as a war corresponde-nt and of having someone expos-e his penis to her in a television boardroom. Writing in The Sunday
Telegraph, she argued- that harassment in TV was fuelled by "an appalling sense of entitlement.
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Like kids in a lolly shop, it is an industry where powerful men hold the strings to the hopes of so
many vulnerable, beautiful and talented young women.
"The temptation to abuse such power is too much for some, but when such men form an
impene-trable club ... rewarding bad behaviour with promotions, those who wish to stand up to it do
not have a chance." Another factor that militates against calling out abusive behaviour is the
high-risk economics surrounding film and TV projects.
Stage and screen actress Jacqueline McKenzie told The Australian last week she had endured
"sexual- harassment, bullying, groping, lascivious comments and unwanted advances" while
working here and overseas. On the two occasions- she complained, "the behaviour was ignored".
McKenzie, who appears in a forthcoming remake- of Romper Stamper, said entertainment
executives were incapable of being objective about harassment claims because they were terrifiedtheir productions could be shut down. "So often, they do not back you up because people- stand to
lose livelihoods if productions are shut down -and not just one person, but hundreds of people,"
she says, calling for an independent body to investigate screen harassme-nt cases.
The idea that artists are outliers, that the rules do not apply to them, has long had currenc-y in the
arts and entertainment worlds, and this, too, has nourished a culture of harassment and even child
abuse.
Director Roman Polanski confessed to having unlawful sex with a 13-year-old schoolgirl when he
was 43. Almost three decades later, Hollywood gave him an Oscar and a 30-second standing
ovation.
A more recent case involving Hollywood producer and director Ratner, who has directed or
produced hits including Rush Hour and X-Men: The Last Stand, and actress Olivia Munn also
speaks to the idea of powerful artists being a protected species.
In a 2010 collection of essays, Munn told of visiting the set of a Hollywood film six years earlier,
when she was an aspiring actress. As she dropped off food to the director's trailer, the directo-r who she didn't name - allegedly masturbated and ejaculated in front of her. In a 2011 television
interview, Ratner admitted he was the unnamed director.
He denied the masturbation claim, but said he and Munn had been dating; that he "banged her a
few times ... forgot her", so "she's bitter". Days later, in a radio interview, he admitted he had liedhe and Munn had never dated or been intimate.
In any other industry, a man who admitted he lied to discredit a woman complaining of seriou-s
sexual abuse would be toast. Not in Hollywood. Ratner went on to produce the Oscar-winning The
Revenant (2015) and was an executive producer on the recently released children's film The LEGO
Ninjago Movie.
Last month, however, six women including Munn approached the Los Angeles Times, accusing
Ratner of sexual misconduct and harassment-. The producer and director denies the claims.
For all its self-styled progressivism, the arts and entertainment sector is surprisingly hierarchical.
The notion directors are infallible is entrenched inside the rehearsal room and this can encourage
bad behaviour.
I once asked a well-known Australian actor whether he would refuse to perform a stunt -demanded
by a director, if he considered it to be demeaning. I was thinking of one actor who had to simulate
sex with a bunch of flowers; and an actress who had to drop her knickers and sit on the loo a
couple of metres away from the audience. "But ... but ... it's the director," stammered the actor,
suddenly sounding like an intimidated schoolboy. "You can't say no ... " The media has also
neglected its duty to challenge a culture built on unquestioned reverence for starry, bankable
names. These days, interv-iews with Hollywood directors and stars are too often interviews in name
only- they typically last about 15 minutes and difficult questions are usually banned. Through
such tight control - coupled with widespread acquiescence by journalists - a culture of scrutiny is
discouraged.
Of course, there will always be grey areas in an industry where men and women are paid to take off
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their clothes, or perform simulated sex. And, as fresh revelations of sexual misconduct come to light
almost daily, the allegations can feel relentless.
Certainly, we need a vocabulary that better distinguishes between different types of harassment.
There is a vast difference between rape and a butt cheek being pinched; between mildly
inappropriate language and Don Burke allegedly discussing the size of an Olympian's genitalia in
her own home. Yet in the current debate all transgressors tend to be treated as equally culpable.
This leads us to the vexing case of Rush, and the accusation he denies that he engaged in
-"inappropriate behaviour" during an STC production- of King Lear. This allegation, publishe-d by
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph, generated headlines around the world, and has seen the
Oscar-winner step aside as president of screen awards body AACTA.
Yet the nature of the alleged offending is unknown- and the complainant has not been identified,
spoken publicly or gone to the police. Rush says he has not been given any details of the
"inappropriate" conduct- a source close to the STC, who did not want to be named, disputes this.
This week the production's director, Neil Armfield, told ABC radio: "I believe a great injusti-ce is
being perpetrated." Armfield said that, throughout the King Lear rehearsals and performances, "I
saw absolutely nothing other than an artist at the top of his form, leading a company with respect
and playfulness." A King Lear cast member has backed the complainant and the STC has
conducted an investigatio-n. However, this was carried out without Rush's knowledge, meaning he
wasn't able to defend himself. The unnamed source says the STC "followed the complainant's
wishes- and didn't involve Geoffrey, investigated it [the allegation], and now the focus is on looking
after her, which we're still doing." The STC has been criticised for telling journalists that a complaint
was made while withholding details from the accused actor, but the source explains that "if we said
nothing and a journalist had chapter and verse, then it would look like we were covering up. On the
other hand, we've gone to a lot of trouble to respect the complainant's position." Through his
lawyers, Rush has accused the STC of trying to "smear his name". Despite the troubling
uncertainties sur-roundin-g the case, the sense that a turning point has been reached has come
from an un-expected quarter. Conservative columnist Andre-w Bolt confessed this week he has had
an epiph-any about the importance of women occupying key roles in the screen and media
industries, so that bad behaviour is more likely to be challenged.Bolt asked what had catalysed the
change under which "so many powerful men are today being outed? One thing above all. There are
lots more women at work and in power- enough to call out the creeps." While he opposed screen
industry quotas, the man who progressives love to hate admitted: "I wish I'd seen what a -difference
sheer numbers would make in -bringing bastards to heel."
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Rosemary Neill
Actor Geoffrey Rush has launched defamation proceedings against The Daily Telegraph after the
newspaper published an allegation he had engaged in -"inappropriate behaviour" during a recent,
high-profile Sydney Theatre Company production.
The allegation, first published on November 30, related to a production of King Lear staged by the
STC, the nation's largest theatre company, in 2015-16.
In a statement made yesterday at his lawyer's Melbourne -offices, Rush, 66, revealed he had filed
a defamation claim with the Federal Court. He said the allegation published in The Daily Telegraph
had "created irreparable damage to my reputation" and that he "must now seek vindication of my
good name through the courts". He also said: "It is an action I am taking in order to redress the
slurs, innuendo and hyperbole that they have created around my standing in the entertainment
industry and in the greater community.
"The Daily Telegraph has made false, pejorative and demeaning claims, splattering them with
unrelenting bombast on its front pages." He added that the situation was "intolerable" and had been
"extremely hurtful to my wife, my daughter, and my son, to my extended family and to many
colleagues".
In his statement of claim lodged with the court, Rush alleges The Daily Telegraph's coverage
carried "defamatory meanings" that he was a "pervert", "had committed sexual assault" and
-"behaved as a sexual predator" while working on King Lear.
The statement of claim also -indicates Rush is seeking aggravated and special damages due to the
economic losses, "hatred" and "ridicule" he suffered as a result of the newspaper's reports.
Late yesterday, The Daily Telegraph's editor, Chris Dore, confirmed the newspaper would "defend
our position in court". He said: "The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre
Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate
behaviour." Last week, the STC confirmed it had been asked by a News Corp journalist "whether it
had received a complaint alleging inappropriate behaviour by Mr Rush while he was employed by
the company. STC responded truthfully that it had received such a complaint." The theatre
company has not revealed the nature of the alleged behaviour, nor the complainant's identity, in
order to protect her "health and welfare".
Through his lawyers HWL Ebsworth, Rush previously -accused the STC of "smearing his name" by
confirming the "inappropriate behaviour" claim to the public (via journalists) while withholding details
from him.Asked whether Rush would also be taking legal action against the STC, HWL Ebsworth
partner Nicholas Pullen said last night: "No comment." For its part, the theatre company has said
that "STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a
conclusion of impropriety".
---- INDEX REFERENCES ---COMPANY: NEWS CORP; RUSH ENTERPRISES INC; Sydney Theatre C
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Rush tries to censor paper's defence
Rosemary Neill
Geoffrey Rush's lawyers have moved to suppress publication ofThe Daily Telegraph's defence document in a high-profile
defamation case the Oscar-winning actor has brought against the newspaper.
Rush launched defamation proceedings against The Daily Telegraph in December after the paper published an allegation
he had been the subject of a complaint involving "inappropriate behaviour" during a 2015-16 Sydney Theatre Company
production of King Lear.
Rush strongly denied the allegation, and in his statement of claim lodged with the Federal Court alleged the newspaper's
coverage canied "defamatory meanings" that he was a "pervert" and "behaved as a sexual predator" while working on
the Shakespearean tragedy.
On Thursday night, Nationwide News, publisher of the Telegraph, filed its defence document with the court.
However, yesterday Rush's lawyers, HWL Ebsworth, applied to have key elements of the defence document struck out.
Iftlus request is granted, those elements could not be relied on in court.
HWL Ebsworth also requested that "until further order of the court, the defence (document) is to be treated as
confidential and is not to be distributed to any third party outside of the proceedings". If granted, this would prevent
any media coverage of The Daily Telegraph's defence.
Such a request is considered rare in defamation cases before the Federal Court.The actor's lawyers are asking for the
application to be heard on Thursday, when a hearing, to be presided over by jt1dge Michael Wigney, has been scheduled.

-
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Geoffrey Rush secures interim order to gag The Daily Telegraph's
evidence
Geoffrey Rush at a press conference in December. Picture.

AAP.

DANA MCCAULEY THE AUSTRALIAN 1:34PM February B, 2018

s

Geoffrey Rush has secured an interim order to suppress The Daily Telegraph defence to his defamation claim in the Federal
Court.
There was no sign of the actor at the first hearing ofthe case in Sydney today.
Mr Rush's barrister Richard McHugh SC argued against allowing even a redacted version of the defence to be given to media, after
submitting that vast slabs must be crossed out to prevent further damage to his client's reputation.
Justice Michael Wigney deferred argument on that issue to later this month. He found that to preserve Mr Rush's position tmtil
then so much material would have to be redacted that it would nullify tl1e argument that the. document should be released in the
interests of the fair and open administration of justice.

Mr McHugh submitted that if the media was provided with the documents, it would allow them to publish matetial, based on
"rumour", that would go further in damaging his client's reputation than the original articles he says defamed him.
~1e

problem is no one has ever gone close to saying anything like that," he said.

"It goes vastly beyond what was in the article ... and my client will have no redress ... It will be a fair and accurate court report, a:
my client will have no right to sue over it."

Mr McHt,~gh ~g~1ed that some particulars of the defence may be later abandoned and thatth~y shopld th~refore not be made public
at this st.age ofthe proceedings, as there was a risk that "these. particulars become a vehicle tlwpugh which the defenr:iants can
further damage my client."
Mr McHugh will also seek to have The Telegraphs defence struck out on the basis that it did not make out the truth ofthe
d~fama:tor)r imput~tions his client alleged had been m~de about him.

He said the damage to Mr Rush's reputation was "ongoing" as the articles about him remained online.

Mr Rush sued Nationwide News, publisher of The Daily Telegraph, it1 December after it published a story detailing an
investigation into the actor by the Sydney Theatre Company over alleged sexual misconduct, along with a follow-up story and
associated social media posts.
Barrister Dauid Sibtain appeared on behalf of Faitfax Media and Nine, arguing that the defence should be made available.
Mr Rush alleges that the newspaper made him out to be a "pervert" and "sexual predator" with the headline of its front page story,
which read "King Leer" in capital letters.
https://WWW. theaustra lian .com .au/business/media/geoffrey-rush-se ... te Ieg ra ph s-evid enceJnews-sto ry/39719 442 b845eOe1 d 6 9f0c4e 9fb1443 f
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And he alleges, in documents filed with the court, that The Daily Telegraph billboard displayed in newsagents implies that he had
"engaged in scandalously inappropriate behaviour" and "inappropriate sexual behaviour" towards another person during the STC's
20 l5 production of King Lear.
It read: "World exclusive: Geoffrey Rush in scandal claims, theatre company confitms 'inappropriate behaviour'."
Rush's legal team will argue that his reputation was "in·eparably damaged" by the publication, and seek special damages including
economic damages.
The actor is also suing ente1tainrnent joumalist Jonathon Moran, who broke the story.
His lawyers will argue that the stories, headlines, billboard and social media posts defamed him.

Mr Rush claims that he was forced to resign as president of AACTA following the publication of the articles.

The Daily Telegraph and The Australian share common ownership. Both newspapers are published by News Corp. Nationwide
News is a News Corp subsidiary.
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Rosemary Neill
Geoffrey Rush's barrister said yesterday there was "a huge amount of interest" in a defamation
case the actor had launched against The Daily Telegraph as the Oscar winner won an interim order
temporarily suppressing the newspaper's defence.

"My client has an international reputation," said his barrister, Richard McHugh SC.
Rush launched defamation action against The Daily Telegraph in December after the paper
published an allegation he was the subject of a complaint involving "inappropriate behaviour" during
a 2015 Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear.
Rush strongly denied the allegation, and in his statement of claim lodged with the Federal Court
alleged the coverage carried "defamatory meanings" he "behaved as a sexual predator" while
working on the play.
The actor was not in court yesterday as Mr McHugh described the alleged damage to his client's
reputation as "ongoing".
The interim order, granted by Federal Court judge Michael Wig-ney, means the newspaper's
defence will remain confidential until a further hearing later this month . Rush's lawyers will then
continue their bid to have central elements of the defence documents struck out, on the grounds its
details are insufficient to sustain a truth defence.
While Mr McHugh described some defence details as "scanty", a barrister for the newspaper,
Lyndelle Barnett, said as-yet unpublished information would be added to their truth defence. Also
appearing was Dauid Sibtain, a barrister for Fairfax Media and the Nine Network, who -argued that
the newspaper's defence should not be suppressed.The judge will hear Rush's strike out
application on February 19. If successful, it would mean a key part of the defence could not be used
in court.

0
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I vn \ \ hlvtt hJ.> t'aUed on
~•.b l~lm TumbtJil to h alve Ausnall :t ..,1.•.tmmgr.lfH)n program iu J

return t l"'l"'- the l \ 0"'--ard.~ra ta.rg~tF
,;ntl acrt ..1.'- Cd tro ntbcm:.h co ll.:a~u~ of~ I<Kktn!! lht: \:ouragt: ro
take Lhc tsq )w on a.. a kt!y vart of
rackhn ~-t l h t: l , s m ~c.. o :;tofhvmg

Tht" fomk l... prlll tf' mimstcr h~
.gr.vemment's
En1 'll:!Y Gua.tanttt,
clatmin~ It h al"l i" \ ,tmpfc l'f tht:
-!r,\\. aiD' o1 tl-' .'hHD- hc<.au~~ it
~ cn t•lJ,:, '"wond~ri"\11 " hut lads any
e.\p!an,anon a:-:. to hm\ It wuuhJ
bringdowtt p n t.. ~~
Calling •>n Ju , , .wn gvv.:mmc:-nt to adupl pntl•Cij)ICi I. pr.Jcti-

.lbiJ ,:,a \, · ~~~..· .t ~ tlw

i': 'r~! ~'-.IIJ H

National

'limy Abbott

... a.l auct popu!<H

~l>hutt argues that cutting the
migration rate O.:.<JU)d ~ t::nact~
, wiftly ,., it would not r"']uirE:
~tJ.tc aud tetnt ..:.l)· appw\tal or
.)rnate n egotiation.
lu extracts of a ,-peec~, to be
di:liVt?:rt=d t•) the Sydney Institute

~ Y•h\1';"..,··

~lr

incident had ocrurred.ln its "particulars oftruth" defence-which
Rush's lawyers have desoilied as
"scanty" and vague- the newspaper alleges that the a;:ror
touched NorviU ·~n " mmmer that
made the complainant feel un-.

"0~ 1· '<-l ARY ~1;ILL

Emerging stigc actress ~1llean
Norvil! has been revealed as the
woJnan atth~~treofa ! l e:ga ti o ns

lt " lled against Geoffrey Rush
aftertbe O!K.-:ir· '"' inn ing actOC"yestcrday lo~t his bid to ll:fl..Wr The.
IJ.Jily Tel,;graph's defence m his
Jefamation case- against the
;:>ydney ne"~ap&.
The .Dill1y Tl?!r?grilph'J am::nd00 defence docu:u~nts. which had
J.!Tt!Viously be-e:n suppressed. incl ude allegations Rush inappropr..atelr t••uchcu Norvil! while
they were on stage i.n :l Sydney
Thc::alrc. "-t,mpany pwductJ<,n l•f
King i.:.u Rush 3trenuously
dtnies tht ni!c-gations.
The- ne,·•~paper's particuiars of
yualifit:d pmi l eg~ daim ~ .;rvili
t :.:Huplaine<i tn the STC that Rllsn
·had tr•ui.·hecl htr gt:nitals dunng

romforb h!e"flvetimf'Stiurinufhc

production's d (.sing week ett Sy,!ney's Roslyn Vackt•r Theatre: in

Rush, who has vehemently
denied the claims
the pro.:luction of King Li!<lr with ·
vut her con.senf'. Rush denies thi'
.:leim. The actor said it had not
c"--:11 ra.isE:d ''ith him by the com·
p!:unantorthe STC.

Th~:

qud lilieci-privilcg.c partic-

ular:' als~1 dam1 Rush hara~d

Norlili thwu!!llt>ut the pmducti('ln and !hat an'-1ther boan.J
n1e.mher <1.Hlfirmffi the abo\·e

MOREREPOR1SP6

tonight and supplied to The Austr.:tlian, Mr Abbott says the immigration rate should be returned to
what he claims was the long-term
average under the 11 years of the
Howard govenunent at least
until infra:."':ructure and housing
sto.::k could catch up.
Having fir.;t raised the ~11e a
year ago, 1\lr Abbott has put finn
figures around his vroposal, suggesting the Turnbull government
should :.calc back the annual
mtake to 110,()0(1 ayearro address
lo"' wage growth, h•>using pri.:e<
and social integration that he
claiJns hav~ becume entical ~lies
due to histori<:allv hi~h 1mmi~ationieY<l:i.
·
·
lt's a basic law or ecunomics
that increasmg the supply of
labour depresses wages; and that
Co:lti!'lU~ VG ~f. 2

early2016.
Rush """ playmg King Lear
and Nonill was portraying Cordelia, '-"ar'syoungestdaughter. ln
one of the play's most famous
scenes, the ageing monarch carties his lifeless daught~r across the
stage. After the fil':'t "uncumfortable''toucll, "themmplainantsaid
to the applicant. words to the
effe...."'t ·stop doing it' ·- however,
the applican t repeated the conduct ... 011 fow-tx:rasiOns", according to I ho amended detencc.
Ru'ih tl~nit:S thal th~ convc-r-

Nationals phone a friend on Joyce crisis
.10£

K~LJ.;"

project off track

Nationals president Larry Anthony has c.on\'ened an emergency meeting of senior party
officials to discuss the widening
Barnaby Joyce crisis, following
pleas by f01mer deputy prime
minister John Anderson for MPs
to "exercise their responsibility"
. and resolve the stand-<lffby next
week.
The phone hook-up included
::-lationals party officials trom
NSW, Queensland, \~ctoria al!d
Western Australia and canvassed
the political fallout over Mr
Jovce's aifair with former staffer
.ffid mother of his unborn dilld
Vikhi Campion, which ha;;
imperilled his leadership and
esc<~ lated calls for his resignation.
T'n.; Australi.m understands
the meeting was bri<l and there
·.•as no final decision madt abVut
Mr Joyce·s fUture. The t.l!kb
speciiicaUy discussed yesterdays
::\ewspoU, which showed that
65 per cent of Australians wanted
the Nationals leader to resign to
the backbench or leave parliamentaltogethcr.
Michael McCormack - the

The Australian Rail Track
Corporation has conceded that
Barnaby Joyce's 17001an inland
rail project is unlikely to
generate a CODlll1el'cial return,
despite its off-budget treatment
as an equity investment
FUUREPORTP4

!\fcCormack

Joyce

Veterans' Affairs Minister touted
as most likely to succeed J.\olr
Joyre-fu<:IIedleadershipsperulation further after repeatedly
refusing to support the Deputy
Prime Minister. He also refused
to rule out a challenge at next
Monday's partyroom meeting
beiore reluct.an!:lr :<ignalling hi'
personal support.
"There is no challenge at the
moment" Mr !\kCormack told
SkvNews.
'•ot course, there's been talk
about what may or may not happen .. butatthe moment Barnaby
Joy.::, is the leader ofthe National
party.lflknewwhatwasgoingto
happen this w~ I'd be down at
the local racetrack betting on the

Anderson
horses I knew were going to come
home."
Senior Nationals sources said
Mr Joyce commanded the support of a key bloc ofMPs. including Matthew Canavan, David
Iittleproud,
Nigel Srullion,
Bridget
McKenzie,
George
Christensen, Damian Drum and
UewO'Brien.
Speaking in PyeongCbang at
the Winter Olympics yesterday,
Ms McKenzie lent her support to
Mr Joyce, saying he "delivers for
regional and rural Au:."lralia like
nobody else"
·r support our leader," Ms McKenzie. the Sport Minister, said.
"This is a party that's been deliveringfortheregions for 100 years.

sation with Norvill took place.
The particulars oftruth further
allege that at a dosing-nightparl;y
for the STC ca•t and crew at the
upmarket Walsh Bay Kitchen
Resta1Jl3!lt Rush allegedly went
into the female toilets and "stood
outside a {'tJhide that:was occupied hv llle complainant The
c.11l!plainant told the applicant to
1..k off, and he then left the bathroom" After this aUeged incident
the complainant was ''visibl_.,.
upsef' the defence do.."1l!nenls
state.
Rush, who vehemently denies
any allegations of inappropriate
ll<'haviour, iaunched defamation
proceedings against The Daily
Telegraph late last year, after the
newspaper published allegations
he had been the subject of an
"inappropriate behaviour" complainttowanls a lt!male colleague
ContitUJ1!1f on l'r.J,:e 2

Spat.-e next frontier
for hi-tech crims

Barnaby's pet

rj

Abbott's call to cut migrant intake
-..t \tl )' HI

! lEinRUN LOHR

Geoffrey Rush and E~'ll Jean N onill as King lear and his daughter Conlelia in the SfC production of the Shakespearean play

"I have been unequivocal in
my comments around Barnaby
.and his leadership and the National party's role in Australian
politics,sothat'swhereitstands.'
MPs understood to be testing
the moods in their electorates
about the Joyce affair include
Darren O!ester, Keith Pitt,
Andrew Broad, Michael McCormack, Ken O'Dowd, Barry
O'Sullivan and Luke Hartsuyker.
Other MPs who have provided
qualified support for Mr Joyce include John Williams and Michelle Landry.
Continued on Page 4

('m,l iual:' in Mcxic(l have built a
nationwide t.•ncryptetl mobile
phone network to shield their
phone conversations from
authorities-andtheyareoddson to harness satellite tecbilology to sp}' on law-enforcement
agencies.
US futurist and author Marc
Goodman highlighted these and
other examples of criminals
operating at the cutting edge of
technology at a summit in Sydney yesterday.
Mr Goodman is a speaker at
the three-day SingularilyU Australia Summit that looks at how
massive technological change is
shaping the world, including
aim e. "There is a great quote by
GK Chesterton, who says: The
criminal is the true artist, and the
detective is only the aitic,' " Mr
Goodman said yesterday.
R!LLREP0f<TP3
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THE LAND ROVER
MAIN EVENT IS NOW ON
ABOVE & BEYOND

RECEIVE COMPLIMENTARY STAMP OUTY, CTP AND REGISTRATION,
PLUS 5 Y EARS fREE SCHEDULED SERVICING' ON SELECTED VEHICLES'.
Nc ..... IS the t •nh? to t'J~: l) ..- n~n ·.:~ th o? w1ri•Ja !lea capaoHtt'j ar.C ref.ned d.asigr. of a 1...3~-.i Rv·. cr.
This exceptional o lt...r won 1 t ;~st tong
landrover.com . c~u
1
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Mrican street I ABC's opinion guidelines under fire
gangs taskforce I
'a front for ALP'
I

Sl'EPHIJN llROOK

The ABC's Medio Watch last
night added its voice to criticism
ofErnma Alberici, S.1)irig the
ABC chief economics
correspondent overstepped the
mark in online articles she
wrote about corporate tax
payments.
The senior ABC journalist
has already beerl'critidsell by
ABC management that said
therewereissueswithaccuracy
in her news report and issues
with impartialily in her analysis
report about how one in five
major Australian companies
were not paying company tax,
both published last Wednesday.
TheABCiastweekremoved
the analysis for rewriting and
editing and repu\lli<hed the
news report with additional
info1Dl3tion.
The host of Media Watch
Paul Barry said Alberid's
analysis was "well-argued but
one-sided" "You can sbll see
Alberici's news story online, but
it has now been drastically
rewritten, and we believe Jt
needed to be-to clear up the
confusion between income and
profit, to moderate the tone, and
to get rid of gratuitous swipes,"
he said.
Media Watch critici>'!<l the
ABC for its editnrial>taff
guidelines all<,ut writing
opinion and analysis pi~ccs and
called for them to 1Je re~;s£d.
Barry said the analysis was

STATE OF
DISORDER
- - - -·- - - - EXClUSIVE
''A~HS'l

HA HI.' I 'Oi f';~o .>:-:

VTCTORIAN POLJT(C.\L
REPORTER

Victoria Police's African-.~u >tra
iian Community Taskforce has
come under scrutiny for being too
politically partisan, with membe~
oithetaskforcecaughtupinFacebook posts pledging allegiance to
Labor and making disparaging
oomments ahout Liberal MPs.
A month after South Sudanere
c.ommunity lt>:tdf'r Rtchard Dt.·n~
called for Malcolm Tumnull ""' I
Hom~.-\ffa11' M •n1 ..1er Peh•r l ) utton to be dep<..rteti. Faceh,.,..•k
posts have emeT)!t'<l sh• IWI!l:.! hm1
pledginghi5 support h.• I~1h(•r
Both Mr P ~'nt! dn•l f....u.-,,\
South Sudane:-<' t.·o:•mmumh· le.t,ler Kot ~.fan'J;lh have ht:."·' •In c tw()
of Victoria'.. most prominent
spokesmen m the wako' uf gangrelatdle\·enbover!'Ummer
The two have been appointell
to Victt"1ria Police's African-Au:-otralian Communitv Taskfon.-, tn
help tackle youth sireetgangs. l>ut
concerns have cropped up as
evidence emerges of the men's
allegedly partisan link.<.
In comments on a Facebook
,..-ent apparently on:anised with
Wyndham AI.P O't!aniser Emil)·
Yuille and tn other conversation',
Mr ~ng ami Mr Manoah speak
oftheirallegianceto I.anor and tt<
leart~r. Bill Shorten, while lau ~ll·
ing at dtsparag!ng t:CmHn"'l1t.'i

madE> .1hout ::ta.te Liber:tl Oppt""~·
sition tearier Matthev.·<..iuv
In respon ~e to ::t <:onnnt>nl: (111
th~?- Ftt r..eboo~ Pil !;J~ tl1at .said
''In"ite ~:latth,!w Guv - we- c-an
cook him vn th~ l!Bf,i: Mr f!en~
said "Pt~ase don"t Now up your
t:over. \\.'~'e ,,;n show him ho\1-" to
ta1kand howt•-...:noke~ RBQ...
Another JlO't m the thread, lly
other respondent>, requested that
liberal MP Bernie fmn wasn't
innted to the e-vent ~use t.he
guest 'can't vrnmi<e I won'tlake

Richard Deng with Bill Shorten at a Labor Christmas party

Kot Manoah
to htm 'llith a pair oftong.<_. sharp
ones (ifyou I; now what I mean)"
In anotherlhN'arl, Mr Manoah
v;rites t•' Mr Den!f "Richard
Denll. 1...1bour values are tradit io n~ llr

focus on improving

:teres~ f(,r services and bridglng
the d a..~ different."e. You as a son
of J chief should always rnllr the
farmm and fanners' children to
.
go Labour r
Mr Deng responded: '1 intend
I•> always be there for people's
rarty ..
lnntherpv~t~ . MrDeng5peak~

of Mr Shorten a< the "potential
of Australia. He':- t.lnin~ very
well". whilt; al:-o mt.•ntioninc. the
P~-1

.. l .ih<•l":ll f'~1rty'qo,::l r ~nth mh..rrant"
!-"' !!P.tti nc: dt:a~dh '"

·
··Oppr;<::oition ·volice spok~man

Ed O' Uonoht'o:' t:aitl p~rtic;an link~
(:oulrl unde rmine the ·.vork and
~ t.atu:,.

nf the i.'omnnmJtv task-

f,_,rce- "l t';; Jmportantany<:ommittee dir~tl\' as;(Jdared "ith the
Chief Cc.mmissioner Graham
At'hton JS not only mdependent

nut perceived to t-e politically
lndcpem1ent... he~aid
\~ctoria Pohce unveiled the
taskforce in a high-profile mellia
event as it fought to ad<lres• ?""€

Warnings as cyclone surf hits
Heavy surf alr,ng Au.o:::tralia';:, east
coast has led to hundred< of
resLUe<and atlea.<t one death"'
lifeguards in Queensland dJld
NS\V urged swimmen-to~tav

out of the water

More than 1.3L' J>eo)plewere
rescued at the weekend with .1~
.1mbulan...:E>..: called try trc-tt
"'immers dumped by the surf.
.Asearch continued ,.e,terdav
;'(1r a 22-year-.')Jrl man ~hP
d l :;Jppt~.t rc:d

Swells of up tfl4m wen·

pre(:hcte"1f as b1~ surf ~enerrttet.l
by Tn..1pical Cyclone G1ta ~<1w

dozens nfneaches d""'d
All neaches m the Gold Coa,t
a::: well as f\.fnniiY.•Iaba on the
Sunshmt' 0)ast. we~ d( Scti
y~::-la"d~y, :1, well ;1;;: mnre than
10 Svdne\· beaches and
Newcastle's Merewetherbe..ch
Snrfl~ft~ving NS\V s•1id 1t
wa~ on~ of the buf'iffi w£>ekemJ.;,
of the sea.c..on a5 cnndibon ~
..::aus~ ''ch;aos,.. along the coa..'t.
1

whilr.::v.imming at

\'ella lle•ch nn the "'"te'< north
co~::.t on ~ aturd a\·. Another man
m hi.;, 20~ w~s fc..1Und ()~~d at Hat
Head near Kemp<ey on Sunday.
A ha1anlou$ surf wamin~ in
NSW v.ill mo~t likely remain in
place untiltodav.
Yorke'; t-.nob beach near
C:u m~
also cl~ vel'terrlaY
alter" hf"',•uanl spotted a 2m .
t:Tll(c.l{lile: S\\immiru!just 15m
from the :-= ht:•rt:.
·

was

~IMONEFOXK008

violence over rurnmer. Opposition spokesman for scrutiny of
government Tim Smith slammed
thetaskforceas a "sham"
"Daniel Andrews's sham African communitytaskforceisnothing but a political front for the
I.aborParty.' he<aid.
Mr Deng rejected that he had a
bias to either oolitical party, but
saidhewollld,tnmglyopposeany
political party that usell the issue
ofyouth crime for politiml gain.
··r support biparti.an politi~.
but I don't want politioans using
crime for political gain." he told
The.4umalian. "My position as a
community leader is to represent
the people. And I'm not a Labor
memberinanyform:
He also said the comments did
not reflect on his wori< on the
tasl.iorce inanywa,·.
'There's
no
correlation
between those mess:!!!t'5 and the
taskforce: those me;sages are
from Decemher and thetaskforce
'"tt5 announced in Januan·.
There'snoconnectioJ:!.-he.s~idMr MaMah.•lawyeratSlater
8.: GnrrlOh's ~\ut!'htnc ,_,:ffke. did
not ret=:J)f'nd to r~ on~ f0r ..::omn tt!nt rC'ga rtl mg t he posts.
\"it.torian l ahof assi~tant stdte
:'t!{TCt;u:'"; Kusmo!i S3!r!RI"2.S S:!id
neither men had ever been membersoftheparty
"The Victorian Labor Party·
has had no contact and v.ill continue to have no contact with any
individual who is active v.ithin
any government or !ZO\·emment
related body/taskforce. Our only
mtereo.:it.is to ~e these bodies suc-

initiallv removed bf! r::nt~e il

ABC chief economics correspondent Emma _!; lberici

ha~

been criticised by management

FACT CHECK ON AlBERICI

' J>es.pif!l gt!!lel'31ing income of
billion, the Oying..kangaroo has
paying !axon lliatbounty since

~ed."he~id.

'Enslaved on
bread, pickles'
An Indian woman was allegedlyforced to live on bread and
pickles and made into a slave
by her husband alter moving to
Australia to be "ith him, a
court has heard.
The man. who ~.-annat be
identified, i' charged witb
reducing his wife to slavery in
August-Octoner2015
Melbourne
Magistrates
Court documents allege the
woman was forced into domestic chores for her husband
and his brother immedi•tely
upon her arrival in Melbourne.
The h.rother was initially
charged v.ith a slavery offence
but the charge was "ithdrawn.

Others wbo have escaped paying
. corporate tax for three years becauSe. of
eaccumnlaled losses or high ilebt<y"e
escope Steel, Am cor. Billabong
tematiooal and Transurban Holdings.

=

ABC'~ tdit orialll0lide~-

One section in the l011l'word c.:>mplaint from the Prime
Minister's office said the
coverage had confused income
,.;th profit ".~lberici repeatellly
compare~ the 'inc•)me' several

companies ha-ve earned, Y.ith
the taxes they pay. Corporat•.
income tax is payable on prolits,
not gross income," the
complaint said
NICK Co\Tt;R

Rush case actress revealed
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durin,; a Svdney Theatre
Companv pr-xluction of King
Lear.
In his statement •:•f claim
lodged with the Federal Court
Rush allegell the newspaper articles carried "defamatotv meanings'' that he ''behaved a5 asa-ual
predator'' while worlting on the
production.
Federal Court judge ~lichael
Wigney yesterday decided he
would not extend a confidentiality order he placed on The Daily
Telegraph's amended defence.
'The e<>.ntral reason is that I
think tht mtere:,tsofopenJustice
outweigh the -· potential damage
to your cli~nt'~ !Rush's) reputation.'' he said. addres..<ing
Rush\
barrister
Richard
McHughSC.
However. the ,iud~ has reserved his decision on Rush's application 10 strike out key
elemen" ofThe Daily Telegraph's
defence. If >'Uccessful, this would
mean these elements could not
beu~ in c0urt.
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oversteppe<l the ABC' ''rigid''
guidelines on analy.~i$ on•l
opinion, and :trgued th~:::e
guidelines need to he <elexcd.
''The analysi~ report was
withdrawn frn•n publication on
the advice from Editorial
Potidesthat it did not comply
with opinion guidelines for ABC
journalists," an ABC spokesman
told TheAumalian.
Alberici told Media W.'lfch
she contested the ABC claim
aboutinaccurncies. ''I set about
testing the claim that ta.x cuts
for big companies are
necessarily linked to wages
growth. As the ABC's chief
economics o.'rresD0ndentwith
25 years' exverience in the fields
of business and finance
reporting I would be expected to
do that," she •ai<l.
Despite ABC news dil'ector
Gaven Morris flagping
problems via email with
..manag~t two.hours after
the pieces were published, the
ABC did not removethe
analysis from its website until
the following day and did not
update and republish the news
report until Friday.
It is understood
consultations hetween editCirs
and 'llith Alberiti contribut•<l to
the delay. By that time the
Prime Minister's office, the
Treasurer's office and
Communications Minister
Mitch Fifield bad written to
ABC managing director
Michelle Guthrie urging her to
investigate the articles, which
Senator Fifield said "fell well
short of the standards set l:>y the

The ne""-spaper sa.-r.- tt iF true
that a1le2aticns were made
aga.inrt Rush but denies the more
.;er:i'Jus m~~nin2-that Fush actualh.- LX'·mmitt£d the ..:0nduct in
qu~~ r-u -is c':lnvey.OO hytheartide.

It ai.c;o pleads qualliiOO prh·iiege ·)ver the entire article. arguing publication of the allegolions
wasinthepuhlicinterest
Mr McHugh argued that The
Daily Tdegrolj:'h's "whole truth
defence should l:>e muck'' becauseitlacked "specificity'·
He described a move bv The
Da?I:;Td agrJpi1'.;;defenceteamto
~uDpoena documents from t!te
STC as '·a fishing e.xpedition of
thehi£hestorder"
He- ai5-t:o Qid the nev..·spaper
cited ~ ;ources ior the artie!""
that svarked the defamation proceeding,;. but had not <poken directly tc. Konill. Amt"'~ng the
paper's sources wa• Patrick
l\ldntyre. the Syctneo· Theatre
Company's g~eral manager.
Tom Slockbum SC. barrister
for Nationwide News, own= of
Th;; Dai(': Telegruph as well as 'floe

A"stralian. told the court yesterdav Rush's mike-out bid was "a
dr.isticre.medy .s,mgbtata very
ear it· stage of~roceedings"
The Pirate.< of the Glr':bbean
;tar was ilot in court yesterday,
when details of the defence started to emerge as the suppression
application was debated. Mr
Blackburn claimed that when
Norvill asked Rush to stop touching her in a way that made her
feel uncomfortable. "he didn\ he
kept on doing it''
However. Mr McHugh said
the actor and the complainant
were "necessarily touching" "-'
the production required. He s:~i <l
the respondents' details about the
!lature of the touching were sv
vague they lett a ··gaping hole" in
the defence ca..<e.
Justice Wigney agreed the
lackofdetailaroundthetoucbing
allegation was ''bizarre"
In court. The Daily Telegraph's
lawyers admitted Rush's alleged
"inappropriate behaviour'' hail
occurred during the last week of
the production. not over months,

asthenewspaper had reported.
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Abbotfs
call to cut
migrant
intake
Continued (rom Page I
increasing demand for housing
boosts price,"Mr Abbott said.
"Such is the unreality of our
political discourse, though, that
mli<ht great concern about
unalfordable housing
and
stagnant wages, no one on the
fronthench of government or
opposition had been prepared to
raise the one big contributing
factor that is wholly and solely
~>ithin the federal government's
control - until Peter Dutton
finally said last week that immigration could be cut "if it'sin our
national interest'."
Mr Abbott's call has support
from several conservative colleagues, with Mr Dutton, the
Home Affairs Minister, recently
agreeing the migriUlt intake
should be reviewed. Critics ofthe
high intake argue that companies abuse the 457 visa program
thathelpssubduewageoosts.
The Department of Home
Affilirs statistics for last year
revealed a net migration intake
ofl83.1508. which was below the
government's "planning level'' of
190,000. More than two-thirds
of migrants arrive as skilled
migrants am! one-third from the
family visa stream
Tho:- mai0r sonrc~ countries
indiH ie India. China and Britain.
:.lore than a third of all new
migrantssettlein NSW.
Mr Abbott, who as prime
minister in 2014 approved a rise
in the humanit:uian refugee intake from 13,750to 18,750 by this
year. •dmitted that some businessE-s wou1d be "inconvenienced" by a cuttotheskilled and
family migration intake.
"But that's hardly unreasonable if it helps wages to grow
more strongly and makes homes
more affordable . At least until
infrastructure, housing stock,
and integration has better
caught up, we simply have to
move the overall numbers sub•tantially down," he says.
'A.strongmigration program
in the \ongterm doesn't preclude
a smaller one in the short term
especially when there's acute
pressure on living standards and
quality of life."
Mt Abbottalso claimstberejs
a political imperative for the
Turnbull government in targetingimmigration.
'In order to win the next election, the government needs policy positions which are principled, practical and popular," he
says.
'And if they also outrage the
I.aoor Party, so much the better.
Scaling back immigration acknowledges that government's
fustdutyis to its own citizens.'
In a continuation of a theme
he bas pursued since losing the
lead•.rship in 2015, Mr Abbott
argues that politics is at a "low
ebb" He cites the Queensland
government's demands for a
~ ...,":'•.±. ft>r l'Ullying
desp.ite having no ideas on how
to tackle it and knowing: the tedera\ government does not run
schools.
"Another instance is tile federal g01•ernrnent's National
Energy Guarantee," Mr Abbott
"Y·'· "It sounds wonderful.Jloth
prices and emissions will fall and
the lights will stay on. "We just
have to rely on the experts at the
Australian Energy Market OperatorandattheEnergySecurity
B~ard to tell us how it's done."

labor finds some coal comfo;rt
Continued from Page 1

talking up jobs creation and the
importance of mining. "There is a
role for mining in Australia; there
is a role for coal in Australia.'' he
.<aid in TownS>illeyesterday.
In his speech, Mr Butler said
Australia's coking coal industry
had a l:>right future, while the
economic ca.<e for thermal coal
was becoming more marginal.
"If anything. Australia is likely
to increase its already dominant

sbare oftheseabornetradeincoking coal from Queensland, but the
outlook fM thermal coal is a
different matter,'' he said.
The case made a decade ago
for opening up Queen~land's Galilee Basin "reste~ on demanu projections that are fimdamentally
inconsistent v.ith current market
tr'!nds ~nd the more probabJe scenarios for future sdobal demand"
''In all ofthe many discus..<ions
I've rad overrecentyearswith different interests about the Galilee
Basin prQ.iects, a consensus view
has been put that they are simply
not fin:mcially viable- that the

cost of developing the ne.w mines
cannot be recouped from a declining market with a !henna! coal
price prQiected to be in the doldrums for ye•rs,'' Mr But\or said.
'Ad ani contim•es to stmggleto
get financial backing for the Carmichael mine. most recently seen
in the decision of the large Chinese banks to walk awav from the
project. And in Ught oh~hat's happening in the Indian energy market - including to Adani's
massive power station in the state
of Glijarat, the Mundra stationirs increasingly difficult to oee
how Adani would get off-tak£
agreemenll' for Carmichael ~'<'a I.'
Mr Butler ,oaid he cmild be
proven wrong ifthe Ad ani prQject
secured taxpayer (unds to heir
make >he mine viable, and that
labor conceded there wr,uld continue to be "substantial demanU
overseas for thermal coal exported"fromthe Hunter Valley.
"That coal is high-qualily,
close to port and seen as a stable
source for importers," he said
"Even on the International Energy Agency's t:wo-<legree seen-

those oper:=r:!"tions will
continue to have Cl·: market for
quite some time to:; come, but the
growth prqiectim,·:s that tmderpinned plans fm· a brand new
hasin havedisapp' eared."
~lr Butler sai<IJ governments in
Austn~Jia, throu ~._{h theirre..,.ource.c;
agencies, had t >een ''bullish about
the outlook f~;,r thennal coal exports". He poi·nted to Labor's 2012
energy .whito, oaper, which forecastthennalrcoa! exports increasIng productilon l>y an average of
2.8percentHyearover20years.
''C.Jal e.'':]>Orts (of coking and
thennal C<'Jal) were 'expected to
grow stru ngly' l<' between 530
(million) .'dJld 690 million tonnes
by 203·,'; be said. "And the paper
said p•>iotedly >hat 'increasing demand !las meant that an entirely
new coal precinct has opened up

arlo,

in Ou·~ensland'sG~lileeBasin'. ·

.~ decade on, those projections
were "fundamentally inconsistent
with current market trends"
R""ources Minister Matt Canavan recently called coal a "beautiful industry". but said e>.lJOrls
wereunderthreatfromthe US.
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Theatre bosses put sex rules on centre stage
ROSEMARY NEILL; EXCLUSIVE
Major subsidised theatre companies have signed up for a high-level forum on sexual harassment following research that
reveals the sector has a "notable" problem with the issue.
The forum will also consider new industry protocols for sex, nudity and other intimate scenes.
Chief organiser Zoe Angus, from the Media Entertainment and Arts Alliance's equity division, said the event, covering
sexual harassment in theatre, was without precedent globally.
Senior artistic and managerial staff from the five state theatre troupes, including the Sydney, Melbourne and Queensland theatre companies, as well as Bell Shakespeare, Belvoir, Griffin, Malthouse and La Boite theatres, will join for the
two-day meeting in Melbourne from tomorrow.
The meeting follows last year's MEAA survey on sexual harassment and bullying in live performance, which found 40
per cent of respondents had experienced sexual harassment. Significantly, 27 per cent of respondents had experienced or
witnessed "the most notable" harassment and bullying occur in subsidised theatre- more than for opera, independent
theatre or musical theatre.
"It was a sufficiently notable trend ... that it became clear to us that (subsidised theatre) was a sensible first starting
point (for reform)," Ms Angus said.
The union leader said the need for a new approach to intimate scenes would be a key agenda item at the meeting.
Such scenes - including simulated sex, nudity and scenes depicting parent-child relationships or close friendships could "give rise to certain vulnerabilities and risks where they are repeated", so the forum would discuss safety issues for
artists. Despite the risks of such scenes, Ms Angus said "the cultural practice not only in Australia, but globally really,
is that everyone just gets on with it, and our evidence pretty clearly says that people are crumbling sometimes".
The Melbourne meeting comes as defamation cases brought by stars Craig McLachlan and Geoffre~ Rush - who
strenuously deny allegations of sexual harassment or inappropriate behaviour levelled against them by theatre coworkers- play out in court.
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While the forum will not include commercial theatre, opera or dance companies, Ms Angus said: "This is chapter one.
The reason we started with theatre is that our evidence was telling us there was a particular problem with that sector. "We
are done with talking. We're now ready to come up with some concrete solutions."
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STEPHEN BROOK
TV gossip mill working overtime As an item of TV gossip, it is irresistible. And everyone is talking about Seven director
of programming Angus Ross and his blazing row with Seven West Media chief executive Tim Worner over the botched
launch of Australian Spartan, which tanked and prompted Ross to storm off to Noosa for a week. Pity it is not true,
says the man in question. Ross tells Diary with a laugh: "I don't have that sort of relationship with Tim Worner. I was
in Noosa but it was a holiday my wife insisted I go on because we hadn't had a holiday in about three years." Nice idea,
but the reality turned out quite differently. "It wasn't much of a holiday when those week-two Spartan figures came out.
Also, I injured my back while I was up in Noosa and Jetstar lost our bags. They didn't turn up until the second day.
Not fun when you have a small child."
A work in progress But there is more. Seven doubled down, filming two series of Spartan, which survived for only two
nights before it was pulled from the schedule. It will reappear at Easter, during a non-ratings period when Seven will try
to build its audience. But what to do with season two, which is already in the can? Ross is already clear on one point:
"We wouldn't put it up against Married at First Sight."
Newsman departs More changes at Sky News. Rob Raschke, executive editor of Sky News Australia, has left the
network. Chief executive Angelos Frangopoulos told staff in a note last week he had accepted Raschke's resignation.
Police charged Raschke, 52, last month with assault following an incident at his home. Raschke, a Walkley Award winner
and former news director of Seven Network, then consented to an apprehended violence order and pleaded guilty to
the charge of assault. Meanwhile, the network is giving Herald Sun columnist Rita Panahi a 4pm program titled The
Friday Show.
Rapid promotion James Chessell's speedy elevation last week from national editor to group executive editor left some
Fairfaxjournos "stunned and shockedn As Diary tipped, Australian Metro Publishing boss Chris Janz was going to want
to reduce his 16 direct reports at some point. But who will replace Chessell? It looks like his old job will be advertised,
which means an outsider might walk through the door.
Look Marr, no appendix David Marr has had his appendix out. Just FYI.

Kids' TV under review Last year Diary accused Communications Minister Mitch Fifield's office of being a Bermuda
Triangle when it ·came to actually doing anything about the multitude of reviews, reports and appointments it was tasked
with acting, on. 0J1r list was long but the jab certainly shook away the stupor as news of the appointment ofB,llent Hass
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Della! to chair SBS leaked out that very day - to Fairfax! Diary is certain things will move much more swiftly with
the Australian and Children's Screen Content Review, which sailed into the Triangle in December. Diary expects the
government will respond to it by offering to reduce the output-based quotas that govern how many hours of drama,
children's and preschool programs must screen on commercial free-to-air television. At the same time, tax offsets to fund
local productions are expected to be increased and/or broadened. The theory being that the audience will demand more
episodes of Offspring and The Wiggles anyway, and if networks and production companies can share in a bit of financial
relief in making and buying them, then everyone's a winner.
Hutchy's challenge Good times and bad times for Craig Hutchison's Crocmedia content company. On Thursday
shareholders gave a big tick to the proposal to merge Crocmedia with Pacific Star. This means Hutchy, who has worked
at the Herald Sun, Seven and Nine in his time, will run the merged entity, which includes the SEN sport radio station.
Crocmedia already holds AFL rights and distributes footy content to other stations. The bad times came on Tuesday
when radio ratings were released and SEN fell 0.5 percentage points, not the world's greatest drop but it reduced SEN's
share from 3.2 to 2.7, which is just ahead of ABC Radio National. And this at a time when high-profile broadcaster
Gerard Whateley moved from ABC to SEN, described in Melbourne media as a "stunning leap of faith" . Ratings in
his slot, partly covering his arrival, fell1 .3 points from 4.4 to 3.1 per cent. Hutchy can't be too glum about the tanking
ratings. In his new gig his take-home salary is $883,752.

co

Guardian deputy goes A changing of the guard at Guardian Australia. Will Woodward, the site's deputy editor for three
years who is said to hold the whole show together, is heading back to Britain to rejoin the mothership as head of sport,
which sounds like his dream job. As is his wife, Claire Phipps, senior live blogger, who becomes digital editor. Guardian
Australia's editor is Lenore Taylor, and Diary (who once worked at The Guardian in Britain) was wondering if this
departure would mean the local operation would have two Aussies at the editorial helm for the first time since launch in
2013, instead of the traditional Brit/Aussie combo. Answer: no. Another Brit, David Munk, international news editor
for Asia Pacific and already based in Sydney, is taking over as deputy in April. "Will and Claire have both done fantastic
work during their time in Australia and we're sorry the time has come for them to return to the UK. The deputy editor
position was open to internal applications and David Munk was an outstanding candidate," Taylor says. Guardian
Australia chief executive Ian McClelland is heading to a London role as managing director of corporate development.
Guardian US chief executive Evelyn Webster will run the Australian operation, but is searching for a managing director.
Aussies to the fore A stellar night for antipodeans at the British Press Awards last week. Pilita Clark, formerly of the
Sydney Morning Herald and currently with The Financial Times, was named environment journalist of the year, and
The Sunday Times reporter Richard Kerbaj, formerly of The Australian, shared the scoop of the year. Clark won the
award for a magazine feature on the state of renewable energy while Kerbaj's scoop reported that police had found
pornographic material on one of the computers of then deputy prime minister Damian Green. Clark has won the award
three times, putting her ahead of fellow Australians Phillip Knightley, Clive James and Peter Harvey, but still some
distance behind John Pilger, who has won about half a dozen. Clark is unlikely to catch him. She has been promoted
to associate editor and now writes a weekly column.

()

ABC in hire mode The ABC is continuing its hiring spree in the wake of axing Lateline and diverting the funds into
journalism. The national broadcaster is hiring Guardian Australia's Michael Slezak as its environment reporter, and
also Brisbane reporter Josh Robertson. And Michaela Boland, who left The Australian last year, started at Aunty last
week as national arts, culture and entertainment reporter. She's not at the ABC, but Lydia Bilton is now an associate
digital producer on Nine's 60 Minutes, a great result for the recipient of the 2017 Jacoby-Walkley Scholarship. Entries
are open for this year's scholarship, funded by media executive Anita Jacoby. It includes a 10-week job placement at
Nine. Check the Wa1kleys website.
Rush dateTomorrow is a big day in the legal action Geoffrey )Rush has taken against Sydney's Daily Telegraph. As
this newspaper reported, the Telegraph's amended defence documents, which were at one point suppressed, include
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allegations Rush inappropriately touched Bryn Jean Norvill while they were on stage in a Sydney Theatre Company
production of King Lear. Rush strenuously denies the allegations. The newspaper's particulars of qualified privilege
claim N orvill complained to the STC that Rush "had touched her genitals during the production of King Lear without her
consent". Rush denies this claim and the actor said it had not been raised with him by the complainant or the STC. Federal
Court judge Michael Wigney will deliver judgment on the interlocutory application from Rush's lawyers. Meaning,
whether he will strike out parts of the Telegraph's defence.
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Rush defamation case: truth defence rejected
Rosemary Neill

0

A Federal Court judge has struck out The Daily Telegraph's entire truth defence in a defamation case brought by Geoffrey
Rush, arguing the newspaper's claims were too "vague" and "imprecise" to prove the allegation the Oscar-winning actor
had "inappropriately touched" a co-star during a King Lear production.
"The particulars provided no meaningful details of the alleged touching, and how and why the touching made the actress
feel uncomfortable," judge Michael Wigney said yesterday in a summary of his decision.
At a pre-trial hearing in Sydney, Justice Wigney also struck out three paragraphs from the newspaper's qualified-privilege
defence and set aside its application to subpoena documents from the Sydney Theatre Company, criticising this move
as a "fishing expedition".
Rush launched defamation proceedings against The Daily Telegraph and journalist Jonathon Moran late last year after
the paper published allegations the actor had been the subject of an "inappropriate behaviour" complaint made by a
female colleague during a 2015-16 Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear.
Rush strongly denied the allegation and, in his statement of claim, alleged the newspaper articles carried "defamatory
meanings" that he "behaved as a sexual predator" while working on the production.

()

The Telegraph's defence document last month identified Eryn Jean Norvill as the cast member who made the complaint
against Rush. She played Cordelia, Rush's daughter, in King Lear, and the document claimed the "inappropriate"
touching occurred during the production's final five nights, when Rush carried her lifeless body across the stage.
However, Justice Wigney found the newspaper's truth defence offered "inadequate and insufficient details" about the alleged touching. He said its nature and duration, how and why it made the actress feel "uncomfortable" and "what part
of Mr Rush relevantly touched the actress"- were not specified.
The Telegraph's defence document also claimed that at a closing-night cast party, Rush entered the women's toilets and
"stood outside a cubicle" occupied by Norvil!. The actress told him to "f..k off', the document stated, and he left.
Rush has denied all allegations of inappropriate behaviour, while Justice Wigney yesterday found "the particulars of
... .this bathroom incident are insufficiently precise and specific".Daily Telegraph editor Chris Dore yesterday said: "This
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is one stage of complex legal proceedings .... The Daily Telegraph considers that its conduct in publishing the articles
concerning a complaint made to the STC against Geoffre y Rush was reasonable."
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Tele's bid to appeal ruling in Rush case
Rosemary Neill
The Daily Telegraph yesterday sought leave to appeal against a Federal Court ruling that threw out parts of its qualified
privilege defence in the defamation case brought by Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush.
The newspaper is also seeking a cross-claim that would enjoin the Sydney Theatre Company as a co-defendant in the
high-profile case, on the ground the company issued statements- "plainly intended for publication"- that Rush was
the subject of a complaint alleging "inappropriate behaviour".
Rush vehemently denies that claim. He is suing The Daily Telegraph and journalist Jonathon Moran for defamation
after the paper published allegations the actor had been the subject of a complaint of "inappropriate behaviour" made
by a younger perfonner during a 2015-16 STC production of King Lear.
Rush claims the newspaper articles carried "defamatory meanings" that he "behaved as a sexual predator" while working
on the production.
At a pre-trial Federal Court hearing in Sydney yesterday, barrister for The Daily Telegraph, Tom Blackburn SC, said
Moran and The Daily Telegraph took "great care" to ensure the relevant articles were true.
"Mr Rush cannot point to any factual errors," he said, arguing this made Moran's and the Telegraph's conduct in
publishing reasonable.
Last week, Justice Wigney struck out The Daily Telegraph's truth defence, on the grounds its details about the
inappropriate behaviour allegation were "plainly deficient" and "vague". In addition, he struck out some of the
newspaper's qualified privilege defence, which the paper is now trying to reinstate.
Justice Wigney rejected the paper's application to subpoena documents relating to the inappropriate behaviour claim
from the STC, criticising that as a "fishing expedition". Yesterday, he said that if granted, the cross-claim against the
STC "would obviously complicate the trial".
Sue Chrysanthou, a barrister for Rush, argued the appeal application was a "delaying tactic" and "questionable". "The
appeal is a very narrow one indeed. The (struck out) truth defence is not subject to the appeal," she said.
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Justice Wigney noted that, if allowed, the appeal would consider whether the objective truth of what was published
could be a factor in a qualified privileged defence. "It's crying out for resolution by a full court," Mr Blackburn said. Ms
Chrysanthou said the actor "should be entitled to the earliest available date to get into the witness box ... to vindicate
his reputation" .The case resumes on April9.
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'Report led Rush to retreat from film'
Rosemary Neill

ro

Actor Geoffrey Rush has been "virtually housebound", "barely eats" and has "retreated from" his theatre and film work
since The Daily Telegraph published an allegation he was the subject of an "inappropriate behaviour" complaint at the
Sydney Theatre Company, his lawyer claims.
In a Federal Court affidavit filed yesterday as part of the defamation case Rush has brought against the Telegraph,
lawyer Nicholas Pullen said his client "has continued to suffer tremendous emotional and social hardship" since the
allegation was published in November that he behaved inappropriately towards a female co-star -later revealed to be
Eryn Jean Norvill- during a 2015-16 production of King Lear.
Rush has vehemently denied the allegation.
The affidavit also claims Rush "has retreated from and lacks the necessary motivation to conduct his normal activities
in the theatre and film industries".
The actor is due to play a leading role in a widely promoted Melbourne Theatre Company production of Twelfth Night
in November and December. An MTC spokeswoman told The Australian yesterday: "There have been no changes to
casting in Twelfth Night." The affidavit also claims that in the three months after the allegation was published, the
Academy Award winner "rarely left his home"; that he "feels uncomfortable when in public and will rarely attend public
events" and that he is suffering from "lack of sleep and anxiety requiring medication".

()

In early March, Rush attended a performance of Memorial, a centrepiece of this year's Adelaide Festival.
The affidavit further states that as a result of the allegations being published, Rush has been constantly associated with
the #MeToo movement that involves allegations of sexual misconduct in the entertainment industry. It lists articles
published in a wide range of outlets- including The Guardian,The Hollywood Reporter, The Times and this newspaper
-that have reported the inappropriate behaviour allegation.
In a further development in the Rush case, Federal Court judge Michael Wigney has signalled he will not be available for
a trial until early December. If that trial date were to proceed, it would clash with Rush's Twelfth Night commitment. The
hearing continues tomorrow.
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Rush's lawyer ridicules cross-claim against STC
ROSEMARY NEILL
The Daily Telegraph's bid to make the Sydney Theatre Company a co-defendant in a high-profile defamation case
brought by Geoffrey IR ush was "utterly hopeless" and "absurd", a lawyer for the actor said yesterday.
However, barrister for the Telegraph Alec Leopold SC responded that such claims were "unfounded" and were being
made in court by Rush's lawyers "for the benefit of journalists" who would reprint them in order to "bag their
competitors".
Sue Chrysanthou, a barrister for Rush, said that if successful, the Telegraph's cross-claim application would hold the
STC liable for the articles, headlines and photographs the newspaper used when it reported that the actor was the subject
of an "inappropriate behaviour" complaint made to STC during a production of King Lear.
She asked: "Is News Limited going broke? ... Why would they sue a source for contribution (to any damages that may
arise)? They don't need the money." She suggested the "ultimate purpose" of the cross-claim bid was to re-open the way
for the Telegraph to issue the STC with a subpoena to gain access to documents related to the complaint made against
Rush. Mr Leopold denied this.
Rush, an Oscar winner and former Australian of the Year, launched defamation proceedings against The Daily
Telegraph and journalist Jonathon Moran after the newspaper published alJegations the actor had been the subject of
an "inappropriate behaviour" complaint made by a younger co-star during a 2015-16 STC production of King Lear.

(_)

That co-star was later revealed to be Eryn Jean Norvill, who played Rush's daughter, Cordelia, in the production.
Rush, 66, vehemently denies the alJegation and claimed the newspaper articles carried -"defamatory meanings" he
-"behaved as a sexual predator" and "pervert" while working on the production.
The Telegraph launched a cross-claim against the STC on the ground the company issued statements about the
"inappropriate behaviour" claim that were "plainly intended" for publication.
Ms Chrysanthou said the STC published its statement to one person, Moran, while the Telegraph republished the
alJegation to "one million people".
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But Mr Leopold argued the theatre company was the original publisher of the "inappropriate behaviour" allegation.
He said "the sting" of the STC's statement, that Rush had been the subject of an inappropriate behaviour complaint, was
found in the relevant articles the Telegraph published late last year.
Mr Leopold also said the story, including its headline "King Leer" was read out to an STC staff member at her request.
"He (Moran) did so, including the headline ... She made no correction to anything he said," Mr Leopold said, adding
that "at this level ... it does comfortably surpass the threshold (for publication by the STC)".
The Federal Court's Justice Michael Wigney said yesterday he would make orders about the cross-claim on Friday.A
bid by the Telegraph to launch an appeal against Justice Wigney striking out key parts of its qualified privilege defence
-which holds that the newspaper was reasonable to publish the Rush articles -was stood over yesterday until the
cross-claim is resolved.
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Tele sole defendant in Rush case
ROSEMARY NEILL

0

A Federal Court judge has rejected The Daily Telegraph's bid to make the Sydney Theatre Company a co-defendant in
the defamation case brought by actor Geoffrey Rush, calling the move "very weak and tenuous".
Judge Michael Wigney said the Telegraph's cross-claim would result in "further delay and prejudice to Mr Rush", who
was entitled to have his defamation case dealt with "quickly, inexpensively and efficiently".
He accused Nationwide News, owner of the Telegraph, of taking an approach to its defence that "threatens to stymie
or frustrate ... the court's civil practice and procedure" .
"It would not be unfair to say, in all the circumstances, that while Nationwide and Gournalist and respondent) Mr Moran
were quick to publish, they have been slow to defend," Justice Wigney said, setting a trial date for September 3, at which
Rush, who has not appeared in court so far, will testify and be cross-examined.
Rush, an Oscar winner and former Australian of the Year, launched defamation proceedings against the Telegraph and
journalist Jonathon Moran after the paper published allegations he had been the subject of an "inappropriate behaviour"
complaint made by a younger co-star during a 2015-16 Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear. That costar was later revealed to be Eryn Jean Norvill, who played Lear's daughter, Cordelia, in the production.

(

)

Rush, 66, strenuously denies the allegation and claims the newspaper articles carried -"defamatory meanings" that he
"behaved as a sexual predator" and "pervert" while working on the production.Ifthe cross-claim bid had been successful,
it would have made the theatre company jointly liable for any damages that may arise from the case.
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Tele plea rejected on Rush defence

OLIVIA CAISLEY
Geoffrey Rush's defamation lawsuit against The Daily Telegraph will proceed as planned after the Sydney newspaper
failed in its bid to appeal a judgment striking out part of its defence.
The newspaper's publisher, Nationwide News (publisher of The Weekend Australian) applied for leave to appeal an
interim judgment by Federal Court judge Michael Wigney that removed parts of The Telegraph's qualified privilege
defence and dismissed a further subpoena to the Sydney Theatre Company.
But three Federal Court judges found there was not sufficient doubt over Justice Wigney's original decision and there
would be no "substantial injustice" if leave were not granted.
The newspaper's barrister, Tom Blackburn SC, argued for leave, saying the allegations published were true.
However, judge Steven Rares questioned the newspaper's journalistic approach, saying "how can you possibly say you
took care? You've either got a defence because you took proper care, because you acted fair and reasonably or you didn't".
"They didn't speak to the complainant, they didn't get a copy of the complaint, they didn't speak to any witnesses," he said.

()

"It's not for want of trying," Mr Blackburn said. "It's not a piece of carelessness or oversight or slackness in the article."
The 66-year-old Oscar winner is suing the The Daily Telegraph and its journalist, Jonathon Moran, over stories published
late last year alleging Rush had been accused of "inappropriate behaviour" with a colleague during a Sydney Theatre
Company 2015 production of .King Lear. Rush has vehemently denied the allegations.
The defamation hearing is listed for September 3.ADDITIONAL REPORTING: AAP
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Maggie's star on the rise thanks to Muriel
MATTHEW WESTWOOD ARTS CORRESPONDENT

Newcomer Maggie McKenna was an unknown this time last year and tonight she is attending her first Helpmann
Awards, nominated for best actress in a musical for her charismatic performance in Muriel's Wedding the Musical.
Adapted from PJ Hogan's popular fllm, Muriel's Wedding was a hit with Sydney audiences last November and was
nominated for 11 Helpmanns, the nation's top honours for the performing arts.
McKenna, 21, said being cast as the socially awkward Muriel"completely changed my life".
"I grew up thinking that maybe I wouldn't be playing leading-lady roles," she said.
"I like doing funny things, I like singing, but I didn't really know where my place was in the industry. This role came
along and ticked all the perfect boxes for me." The Helpmanns were formerly held on one evening but this year are split
across two nights, with the honours for best performance to be handed out tonight at Sydney's Capitol Theatre.
It is the first Helpmanns since the industry was rocked by misconduct allegations against entertainers (;¢offrey Rush and

Craig McLachlan. Both men deny the accusations and have sued for defamation.
Live Performance Australia, which hosts the awards, is about to introduce a mandatory code of conduct for the industry
that employs 35,000 people. LPA presidept Andrew Kay will tonight address the audience and affirm the industry's
commitment to safe and respectful workplaces.
Rush and McLachlan were not nominated for Helpmanns this year and are not expected to attend.
Muriel's Wedding and Bangarra Dance Theatre were the major winners at last night's Act I awards at Sydney Town
Hall, each picking up four awards.
Kate Miller-Heidke and Keir Nuttall triumphed with their original score for Muriel's Wedding, as did music director
Isaac Hayward, choreographer Andrew Hallsworth and costume designer Gabriela Tylesova.
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Bangarra won four awards including best choreography for Stephen Page's work on Bennelong, beating British dance
stars Christopher Wheeldon and Wayne McGregor, as well as awards for set designer Jacob Nash, lighting designer
Nick Schlieper and best regional tour for Our Land People Stories.
Tonight's event will recognise best perfonnances·in musicals, drama, opera and classical music, contemporary music,
dance, cabaret and comedy.
McKenna is up for best actress in a musical alongside Esther Hannaford (for Beautiful), Marina Prior (Dream Lover)
and Natalie O'Donnell (Mamma Mia! The Musical).
"I highly doubt I'm going to win," she said. "The women I'm up against are legends, people I have looked up to my
whole life."ARTS Pl4

-
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Rush sex accuser to stand by claims
OLIVIA CAISLEY
The actress at the centre of a sexual harassment complaint against Geoffrey Rush has broken her silence and agreed to
testify in defence of The Daily Telegraph in defamation proceedings brought by the Oscar-winning actor.
The Federal Court heard yesterday that Bryn Jean Norvill, an actor who co-starred with Rush in the Sydney Theatre
Company production of King Lear, had provided a statement in defence of The Daily Telegraph. It is the first time
Norvill has spoken publicly about the matter.
Rush, 67, is suing the Sydney paper's publisher Nationwide News (publisher of The Weekend Australian) and journalist
Jonathon Moran over a series of stories published last year, which alleged the actor had been investigated for
"inappropriate conduct" during the play that ran from November 2015 to January 2016.
The actor has vehemently denied the allegations and claims the stories defamed him by portraying him as a "sexual
predator" and a "pervert".
A statement sworn by Norvill and filed to the court as part of an affidavit on Tuesday forms the basis of the newspaper's
attempt to amend its defence to include the truth defence.
But Rush's barrister Sue Chrysanthou opposed the amendment, describing the changes as "too little, too late".
She argued there were inconsistencies between the actor's statement and the newspaper's original defence.
"Given your honour saw the defence, heard the defence and heard Mr Blackburn (defence barrister Tom Blackburn
SC) stand up here and say repeatedly 'she told him to stop and he didn't' - now the case is the exact opposite," Ms
Chrysanthou said. "The complainant says she told him to stop and he did.
"Same with the toilet. The statement we now have, 'didn't follow me into the toilet'. I mean, what is my client to do with
this?" But Nationwide News defence barrister Alec Leopold SC told the court the company had "acted without delay" in
its application for the truth defence, an amendment it filed "as soon" as Ms Norvill came forward with her statement.The
Daily Telegraph has argued in the wake of the #MeToo movement and the unearthing of widespread sexual misconduct
and harassment within the entertainment industry, the allegations against Rush were "matters of proper and legitimate
public interest".
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Rush 'touched actress on breast'
ROSEMARY NEILL
Actress Bryn-Jean Norvill will allege that Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush touched her breast and lower back and
made "groping gestures" near her torso when they worked together in a Sydney Theatre Company production of King
Lear, the Federal Court has been told.
The allegations surfaced as the court yesterday reinstated The Daily Telegraph's truth defence in the defamation case
brought by Rush.
Alec Leopold SC, appearing for Nationwide News, publisher of The Daily Telegraph, said the newspaper intended to
provide corroborating evidence of Norvill's claims about Rush's alleged "touching of her breast and touching of the
lower back and tracing his finger across the lower back and those incidents".
Last week, lawyers for The Daily Telegraph launched their bid to have their truth defence restored. This was prompted
by Norvill agreeing to testify for the newspaper.
A confidential statement by Norvill will fom1 the basis of the paper's truth defence.
Meanwhile, a document filed late yesterday by Rush's lawyers revealed the range of claims Norvill will make about the
Oscar-winning actor.
Among the claims, the document said, was that Rush's hand "traced across the side of the complainant's right breast"
during a 2015-16 preview performance of King Lear.
The document said that, during rehearsals, he made "groping gestures" in reference to Norvill's torso in front of other
cast members.
It also revealed that Rush sent Norvill a text message on June 10, 2016, six months after the production, stating that he

thought of her "more than is socially appropriate".
Rush's legal team argue that "none of this material, at its highest, could be regarded as 'scandalously inappropriate' or
amount to 'sexual assault' ".
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"It also could not result in a finding that the applicant is a 'pervert' or a 'sexual predator'.
"Therefore the pleading, as currently propounded, should not be allowed," Rush's legal team said.
In court yesterday, judge Michael Wigney and Rush's barrister, Sue Chrysanthou, asked why Norvill had not come
forward sooner. Mr Leopold replied that it was understandable that Norvill was a "relatively junior actor" who would
be "reluctant" to speak out against an "iconic figure" such as Rush.
Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph and journalist Jonathan Moran after the newspaper published allegations that he
had been the subject of an "inappropriate behaviour" complaint made by Norvill.
The Pirates of the Caribbean star said those articles falsely painted him as a "pervert" and "sexual predator".The trial,
previously scheduled for September, will now begin on October 22, and is expected to run for 14 days.
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tack In Burlei~ Hc:uls.
Mtmoz U!l».rt i~ ronftdmt ht\
m:uktherigbtd!"ci\inn. \Vh('J'J it's
ju>1 a hll5lnnd nnd wife. ht· $3)'\,
~it'l.1Wh'>!eJWWballJ;:tm<'".

T'utvcyor Group, il.nd then the
Rod;poof ns.-wt.~ now kn<~wn Ct'Jikcti\'ely as Rod.'JXIO( Dining
Gmupli..O'tlMfourc.1pitllh.
~1 rt"",,. ud myt.clf Mtl.rl indcpen·
dent m.t.,ur:tnt operator wltl1 3.
family of dllfr.rcn! re.stauran!s.
but indc-pendr.nce in rr..111y
(:;mup.sJ is bring lo:l.t h\'rn\lo;e

"Our restaurnnt 15 aboul so
mtK'hmr...n:oth<ln rne:~ndthefood:
iU: ~bout qtJ3lit~ nflif(· n.nd what
the te:ill'l (':;'In pmvidt cus{(IJnm.
:mdattheenrloftbeday, I can:~r~

1-'il«il wm, dedmlnp. r.Jtinl!-~ fr)r
il\llnnu:t!:~"':lrdstclcc;uLth..•
l.cad~'ITl}'of Mc.han Picture Arts:

:~nd Socn:.'l.'i"J'I!am: to

ktetl :rome
prizes off U1t runmd a:.!d a~1!1'1!1U·

wPUW diminat~ C!!t'tci:1 at~
ri~ rrmn the- Iiru tcl(lCJ$t. ~~1m·h
h:~S in n.'Ctnt .Yt"a~' !>lrctd!cd to
~d~m(~24l'lWard~
Th~ l!On·!d(:'V~

ronltht-rir;htleambere..(."¢mp<:t~

da!l~·.,pprop:illlf.'".

ingwith the like3ofMtri\<tle.and
S<.l?td In Sydney, I doubt lh<lt

Rtuh'l'lr&'llte:un.:ugn<-th:tt
•nt~ru' nflhb m:11tlial, :~t it.J;
ni;ht"!.l muld be- rt';ard!'d a\
'wal'.d:\lous)y in;).()pmprnte' or
amount!o'lCXu:!IU\.aull'".
~n at~ u:rJid no! n:.•stt!~ in a
findiw~ tb:lt U1c- applicant i< a
'p¢rH.>rl'6U'.(el;U:tlpruli!.trJr:
..Thtl'ff(lrc the plwdin:-:. :s
current!~· pi"'J))\\nded. ilmukl
not II(! al!O\'o'eti.. • Rush'.s k1;3l
lemmid.
In court rcstenlay.Jud~'t.' Mi·
crncl Wil!ilc::' and Ru:-ll'.. bnrri~·

wouldbelhC'cue...

~ummNtn.1rkr!

"TT~t> biJ; '.>pportn..•nt} i~ l>u:ild·
im• tiC\- (•ntert:~inr:Je-nt ~tl\"'.1/IJS

:~rOund lhcwret!'!lOllo offttiop of
fOl.d,music,andkld$
really w:mt lc brin<! the
or:w<i!C Ollld ~t.1•I!Un! l"l.'j'l!'riMIC(·
hto •\ttqr.thm f.1mH:· lwmcs.~
S!irlMITilcy

·w..,

would 1,._. clJ~ihil" o·~ Whc:lht'.!'\'l)t•
;nRtHmltl hi' open I" lhr flllh!i<:.
~W<· .1n• commlfl«l to prcoriucim an cntC'rt.1inlng \hem in
thtv.:-h<'Jm..d.•iJ\'eringalt'of'C'or·
ceo;!ib!e O~r.. for our liC'\n·f'S
"'oriJI\idv.~thc-Mtetsah.l,lth'.l.•

$1P'!ed hy the acu:icmy·!- pici·
d1'11l John O:Uil'}'. and tlw chi,>{
t-J.:I'('UtiVC:.

Dawn Hud<.nn.

"iCI k(.'t'p the ~how at 1h!"~
haul'> Ol" I<'~' the hoard ~,id it

878

'tnt Slwpc o[ I'ICI•'T

V;(Jn

~tjntt\ll'l.',]l'.tllt>U:nai!!'COrd·

nctf.<l}'Whidlcatt~t.Jries.orb{ll>

lion o.:nlr«l on tiny box"((mre

vifiv;asa"rclath"t.~YJunloractor

many, Y.'OU!d be chmin:~.tOO. but

hllt:l!: ol rnt..r•it~ f:C'Ulng the moo:t
f:' l't'ftflf }'(':II'S:, hig Will
nc/'\HkeMrnmltP!ti13.\'Cfailcilat
the ho<c ofli«- e:spcd~lly ('Gin·
p:lrCd with f/1'('\'ktu~ f:tvowite\

.:;;':ldcrny,lh~·llf>:ln} of r.m1'mnr.~

en the ne-,.,•

whid1

t~,Sue-ClJI)'$31lthou,a5-kctlwhy

1n«l dted tt."'unlntcrcstinglfit:
hr..,,d-:mdltntt
TIM! &...:tnRb to Hollywood'l

r~~· d~t.1il-;

~tionhru.~hinWtoTVn'l'i~
nldlM~HW'IrlmaiJ'sTc/e.
Th!I \"Ca.'s Oscan tcl~"C';;..rt.. in

Nor.i!l had n<:1. come forw:trtl
:roon«.Mrt.e<'Jpoldrep!itdthat
lt \i"nS unde:tb.'ld;blt th:tt Nor·

lhC>J>Csnch~~wunOmi:dngh:w<-

(•:'fered

N()J'I.·i!l a !(·l.t m<~C' on Ju11c
10, 20l(J. ~ix mnnth~ :~ntt the
production. SI3:IUI::l !lt.,t hr.
tl1oughl ofb('l'"moreth:nbso·

the-probl~m~foryean.wiU!lltlen·

!a:lilnl~lt'l!f.JI)'.

.1wan!.. tndud!nR which film"i

tcNo.."Vil1'3lorroinfrontofotlx·r
r.ulmt't'llbtn.
ltaJron:vNkdlhatRcsh!lOll

rentdroponthcp:tVinu~yror.

most dra.<;~ i.· In rt:-cenl )'(!.ill"S..

In n INter tn mcmtms or th~·

romplain;mr'1- right lrtMstH dur·
ing a 2015-16 p;c'f'iew pcrl'onn·
an«>(lfKingl.ou.
l11c drn·umt't'll Mid th.1t,
during rehe3.1'\.'\1$, he- macle
"groping Jia{ure.<- in rdtl'('.llrt

Jow2G.Srnlllivn \it>Wm.a I!..! per

t'ithoot:tlnp·lkr~.

In :m lnte;.;rn· v.ith The AU."'
rr.:lwt, Tl"llnis Au;;tralia cllicl
Cr:!i<!Til('}'£:1idlhe3JX!rtwasp-;lr·
3ulnt!pl:ms to dcveloptcnni.~inlo
ll bnnd\•r enl!"t1;'1inmrnt offeriOI:!
L'l rcspanM' :r. prmtr.· fr.. m tht>
ni£ Ba~h IA-a~e In n. cmwdi'd

'tr:tet<I~U~s:idtto!thc

Clteguril:1.
Wt'ltlld Jxo :ru:nf.J'JUttti durin~t
:tlmm1..'td:l.! hrc;~~ ;u at utht'f
1\1\7-f'W. :Wm-s. TI~e nC'3tlemr d'td

ICt-.::itscmdetilli;;lk.sh~uc
Ojlh~ tGSC'\·enmW FD':nndisnow

Tl~tdJnng..,:ltr<:.'nmtmt::lht

lalv}'<...'\'l.trd:l}'li)'Rw.h.sl:I.~"CI'i

n.>Vealed the rnnge or dnims

N(lrvil! '~ill make aboot the
O>e:1r-winnlngacwr.

"\\lt'OOn'tWIInttoJ,o.trntotiK!

rnnt.Y.ithi~ru:quisrtionofUrlxm

:llmozt f{I\Jf h~.JO h!.'CO\US(' of lilt'·

ni.'W!J.I'tP(.'I'.

A confidential Jtl'l.R'I1!tlrt tw
N"ur.·i!lwlll rwm Uu~bll!i~ofth'i.>
thlpdstruthdclCJJce.
Meanwhile, a dtx."Unu.'l11 fiiC'd

n:t}'VI.}'m tlmt talk dtm"n the big
grou~ and qy they're .UI har.l.

McEnroe, Courier form Nine doubles team Oscars reboot to atTest low ratings
~u

Alec- l..ropohl SC..np)'ll.':~ring
for Nationwkk N~. fi'Jbli5her
of Tlu.< Daily Ttlcgruph. s:tid the
MWlfl:IJX!t' intendai to provide
corrobor"tingevldtmrecf.Nar·
\'iU'rd:timHb(.•llt Ru~b'uii<"Scd
•touching of f1a' hre.u.l and
toud1ing of ll1e krM!r back. ;'l.lld
tr..dng his fin~ acrou thcJowcrlr.ldiandthoS<'incidtJitf;".
l~"Ut week. l:twyent fo: '1i!ll
D:i'i~ 1'cl~ la\Jnchcd thcir
bid to ha'ff' their truUt dcfe~K'(!
rcstol'l.'tl. Thi$ 'W;l$ prompted by
Norvillncttein&totr..".tifylort!:c

11K" atWem} has trittl h:. fiX

:\W;1f~

m<.a oovd«< ;1.\'o"lU'd~k to th"
h:lcrn.\t's r-.din~ \lump .1m! tlu3C•llfemy\mm':t.tinglr m:tl"'t!in>11

ll~cTitank(lrRolinMan

ntltul':ll influ~'lm'- H.'hilc: Hcll~·

rM)'btmOr<'likrJytl>ttJntin.
11l<'m0\-e<;:tf'('$Ur<'fopro\'t.Jk(' aihclsm in HoU~-...-ood,
when- ex&.'t!th·es hao'(' ~C'om ti'..c
Oset~r3a~a fin.1l ha.ticm f(lrhcm·
OllM;:!(j.tl!ityin tbe (are of end~

,,'0\">d

:tludiu rdtlrru. focu.\ <m
rllt:f.tab~t l)fl'('f'inp sud1 as

rhvn_r;rl'$:1n[iniry l'ict.thl":tCOid~
r.n~ h;~,, tt'W.1:Urll f(-:th.!re>
"11(1St! lol'lll gr~ <..ometinl{'lo
ttJllal~anA\\'fll!cr.-matint"('..
At the !.lmc fi:n.~. dr.mrstir

lfm(lte
11!"W\'r:'> \\'('r<' ch\"ering on :l pnpu.

!artnrlVir,tl}('lhinkinj!p.t~e>.!hry

!ess~uJ')CI"hcromO\·ics.
'J1Jr;l\'All.'i'J1UU>TJOUR~A!..

IX~:C·officc-trlurruh:westa;:nat·

«<..1ndmudJ(>ftll!'aJUur.1lron·

\ltTSJI15

wl)l) would Ue "'rcluct."\\IR to
~l:out:~pio\tJUJRicmttcfig.
!lf'C'".wd\MRU<:.~

Ru\hi\'>U\ngTiwD:Jily'fclc-grqlh MU .)OUmaiLn JuoaU1an
Moran aftcrth!' nt"'>\'Sp:'IJX'f'pub.
li~htd allcy;:'lli<ml; thal hi" hM

t'll'\'llthrsuhjectcfanMimppn>pr"..:~te behn\inur- mmplninl
mlldl'byN¢1'\ill.
The Pira:ff a{ 11!~ Gm"!ilit-.~m
-st~r r..1id thtrl.(' ar1icle.s f:.l!rlv
p:~irltcd him :bt~"'perv(-rt• and
"stXUa!prt:'d;tor'.
Tile tri.1l pn.'\"iOIJ.\!y '>rht'd·
uled fr.r Sept<'mlx·r; v.ill nf.J\\
~in on Octohcr .21, and h· e.~;
i}('('ti!dlt.Jrunfn.rl4days.
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Thirteen wrecks but which one's ours?
$i&nifir;;ul«'as tht 250thannlHt~
Mry of Cook's dtp:U'tur<- from
fillgland a~ On Au.;u.<.t
25. li68. Cnuk uik!!f from Plymouth nn IUs fin:! vo)-at:e that
\'I'OUld M<e him t•ncounttt New
L.'illand am! the caslt.>m roast of
Aw.lr.tlia.

IUISf:MAJIY M;JU.

Prominent U~ealrc- drrttl.or N!.'il

The expedition in Newport
ti:~..oimurwlllst>eJilmt>:SHunter,a

F£r. more th11n twrJ <:cnlutic:llhe
waters of NJ."WP((I't Harhour,
RJuxle Isla11d. l1<1VC hilkien the
ghostly 1'1!rlWn!> of Att1trnlia's

world Founda.llon-

thcreuehforlheshiptlmtc:arried
Cuok and Jtb ot.'W' up the ean

Theylmpctlwcxpedltionnext
rnrutthwfilconfrrmwbich<lnco!:t
!n1.1.U g:Qup o( shir» silting on the
bottom qfNewt»n Harixn.lri~ the
Ende<IV<lUr.
·~ dW:ortt)' w(luld c~ the
drde in the story of Cook and
Aw:tratla. and end .a.H:tnarkable
25-yearhuntfortheshlp.
~lftlw stuff we: nrt going to do
on this exprditiQil wod:s thffi

then- h. g.t>lng to be. wn:n.• CX(i!in~
informatknt cf.lm!ng out," S<~)"$

ardrat.'Ologlst

Kathy

Abban, who blt5 O'l't.'!Wim tht
rea:rclt fortlwEnclcavoorfrotnhf'T

Nev.-purt home since tlw 191JOs.
"Wt'can'tyc-tsayitisthcEndcuv·
our,butwe:utclo$ingin."
The fate of the Eod~·;wour lw
long wnfoundcd hhtorittru bcCitU!letheshlpdi~pp:aredfrom
nayd}~uf\.erltwnssoldtoa

private owner, John Wflklnsotlill
IllS following Cook's famous
li&Hm voyugc.It "'"'" l'I!Mmed
the Lord Sandwich and In 19911 Dr
Allh:t~ fountlnrchivru r<:OO't'l'h in
Britain ~ying U~eshlpwas: one of

JltrnnqK>rtsSC\!Uicd In Newpr.ll't
Bartlourinl77S.
Tbt new sean:h holds ~peci.tl

sccnewm:lleo:»nlr~B:~O't'CP'Y:md

tJnckar", a ni!'W dcfellO! docu~
mmt fil«< tn the Flfficr:ll Court

113\atlegcd.
The dOOJment. flied IJ:t· ln.w·
f<tr Th.t l)ai]y 'feltgraph,
whidl i5 being $\led for dcl':t.·
m:ttion by Ru~b. al:!o claimed:

tc. trnvcl to

theiJStoadyrn.'XtmonthtnrerH!W

Now a trom of AOJtrnlitm
divers Is preparing to J~nch the
mostimportmt~tk:on ytt ttl
mlvt oor. (If lfK. ni'ltlon's gre1!
nutritimt mynt:rics, the l'C$1ing
pl.'\«' of C..apt.1in Ja.'nC'S Cooli's

Endtavour.

Rush to make hii getul't$
towattb hk young co-star Eryn
JeanNon'ill-wbo\>.':!Spl:t}'lng
nw:h's.daughterln King Learmore ~paten1at. bcettue a key

rnd Amtralia lito victOT)' In lhe
America's Cup.
The 45·ycar--okl wiU he C.l\C <.>f
four proplc - two fmm the
musc."Um, two from the Sik>nt·

m~hb-1oricship.

marine

Am1field told act(Jr GI!<I!Trt~y

Sydney-bMcd marina arch<~eol·
ogis.t v.ith !JJeAmtrali:m National
Maritiml!' Muscunt, tlin.• Into the
mncmurtywatmtfutom:ccar·

EXCLUSIVE

}'mO

<:~n~to!Am:trnlia

"'Mr Am~field further Wm::te:l
the Appliamt {Mr Rmh) not to

The-~mai.nsoflhc l311hlfl$Uebrtwttn l5m nnd 25m bt!ow the

ltt<llw the- rompWnant's (N!;!rvlll'$}hody."

llwi1("(' or tltl! hubour. hu!
l"t'$6'lr(hin~Nltye:ta.hmcn:tt
rowedththtmtdowi~tnr.>rw(lffive
larg<!r ~}$.The ch.11lengt.
HunlttSliY$.btapkk whkiJonci.~

Annf~tld's inrtruction fullmved :1 20t5 prC'\'iew Jl'C'rl'onnam:(' in whkh Rush nll~y

Dr

~mov<'.dhbhandrothntittr#ct'd

Endt:~.VOUt,

down

1.\l!f.>f.I\OUCHlll

Marine arch:l.eolo.gi!t J:uncs Hunter wjth a replica Erule;n·o.ur at th~ Aw;LraU,u National
MarHimc Museum in Sydney and, below, diving in Newport Hartmur last year

[

~t0,~idd~. ~u~'~w~~~~

abo\'t UlC noor lw lx.oen ahnrut
eatm away by micro•QJ'W'!Oi.uns.

-~

Whilb)' In northern EnsJand

U1ars buried !Jut If you're lucky.
youhm.-ct.>fwxmtsoflhat sitcth.1t
are above the mudlinc.~ Dr Hun·

wherctheshipwasbuilt.

"Prm'ing that ills the. Entka""

tc:rSU)'$.~Welool:attht.'owrall

oor mearli tc~~t cxavaUons,
tnttcldng And U1e11 we huve got to

k.n.stl' of the hull. II timber:: m"C"

}l;wc

a plare ((I lAke. Uln! ni lhtllriCf.\\Cb,MDrt!.bixW:$:1}'$.
111e founder ;md lead inve:illM

~.~would look at lhMC

to sy:~tcm:rtkally
work your wuy thrmtgh those
wreck sites. Sumctimcs it is the
mlnuted~1lk"

•

<

How The Austrolian broke Utt' story bst yeur

lllffitoft!da:arldcurrt'nts.
"You gct. Uri~ wction of hull

h:J\'t!

.

~-----~-·-·--~~

F.ishing Cook's lost jewel
from maritime graveyard

.tea ;mlmab and Ute.stc.W~·~nt>YC~

·you

complain.1nt'> (N!;!r·

frontthe,'>'ayiowhh:hfu<.~

l:.trgdy».nk into Utt n>dimentpm;(.orving Uu:rn - an)1hing

limbe"

tl~

\ill's}torsoand3Cro$1olhe&ldeof
her right br~~. This "'dep.;rted

"You'rndtalingwl!JJ fi\'evef•
~

from tht' $itffit mtlury. the
s.1n>e decade, roughly lht gmc$lze, maini,Y fro."'ll England; he
J$.1)'$'. "What you ha~ b 5f'\-eral
~hi,PWn'Ck llites built at tlw s.VI~C!
time and they don't hav(' plaques
Ut.'\t!01.1y, 'hey.I'mthitmlp'.~

Director
told Rush
to be more
'paternal'

Dr A~~ the divers will
bclookingior~peci:tlfeature:\th:tt

mlghtidmtify lta\the Endem,.our.
One of lh~ is llitt, ber.:m~ th('

Endct~voor

w:ts larger than the
t.tlhcr trnnqwn.ot. Anot.htr is If~
type of tlnlbcr.lt woukl netd to be
ronslt.lmt with that found ntar

gatnr!orUteRIIOdc blandMilrinc
Ardl:u..'f)lng)·Prq}ed, J)rAI!bas<..
S11)'$ Uti~ wm1ld require Jarw.o
don:tlions b«-at1st- the rnmp.1ign

879

to find the Entle:tV<mr t«tlh'CS no
US;tn'Cmmt.>ntfunding.
Dr fiunlct', a dual American·
AustraH:m.says hh inll."l'e.5t in the
Endw.\'Wr ~ hey<tnd lti links
to Cook "It mtrtetl out tu: a lrumhlerol!ier-ltmowdroal.P:trtni
th!;; i~ kool:lns at wtw truldt> that
vt:\Scl wspu:ial that Cook want«!
that one." he. sa}"'- "It wam't lruilt

forpui'Jll')$'C,ilw.u:wtectedCorm·
tainattrllmtes.Afl:t'rCook'sru:pe-

ditions,ilhad:. verykllgtllylifc. It

went through <lirfcrt•nt iterations
olcxhie~)Ct!.Jtbe<::uneatr.Jrl$p(tn

totlwr-alkl:mdlslaods.
"AGlJIII, yuu ask, 'Whut ti. it
abou\ U131 shit> th.:tt m;uk the
royal na\'Y go: thati the onl.'?' ft
OJt Its: t«!UJ on Coo~($ voyagt>s.
There's thatttnd thm tiJere's this
ci"'lll:wlifc. What wa5 It d<llng in
tim! ptriod? Titete's !his whole
!H»~-Cook ~ U1at pt.•opkl
don'tknawalmut.ltgi\'Cilta lot of

defrth. no pun intended."
Cameron S:cwarf itnlw 115
CtmtribuWr(arSkyNI!WS
Atl\1rolla.
I>IJITORIAI..l123

hadprevioulllybcm{)('(fo.one:l':
'Jl1ese allc-g.'\tlC~m a~r In
The Daily Th/~raph:, ~
further amended dcl'etKc doo.tmenlintheC".u:e. Thenewdl.lCU·
me~~l ha~ l}('('JI pr<>mpted by
No~ill agreeingtOtt.'ili(vlortht

~>r,wftldl /illOWJ)UtW·
I!J!Jftlruthdcl'mce

Rwb b5Uing The Doily 1tk·
graph tmd journalist Iooathan
M()r.mantrtlwrn.'""Pl!rx.>rpub·
lishcd :\l~i(lns h~ was the
rutU«t of an ..inappropriate be·
haviour" complaint relating to
Ut¢ STCs King l.tar production.
TI!C O:;car Wlllm::t dtnics lillY

wrong~,! (ling. rulds:~kl th(Uoel.trti·

cll!5f;dlo\.'lypalntedhlmruoa~
~-m~nntl .. ~'X'Ualpn•.>dll.tor-.

'J11t

T~;:.taph's

lawyers

allege that hu contluct towunl.,
N(IIVillw:u.."llX\\!IIyprtmtol)·".
The- ~ ~ to trial on
Octoll<'r2l.
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Director told Rush to be more 'paternal'
Rosemary Neill
Prominent theatre director Neil Armfield told actor Geoffrey Rush to make his gestures towards his young co-star Eryn
Jean Norvill - who was playing Rush's daughter in King Lear- more "paternal", because a key scene was becoming
"creepy and unclear", a new defence document filed to the Federal Court has alleged.
The document, filed by lawyers for The Daily Telegraph, which is being sued for defamation by Rush, also claimed:
"Mr Armfield further directed the Applicant (Mr Rush) not to stroke the complainant's (Norvill's) body." Armfield's
instruction followed a 2015 preview perfmmance in which Rush allegedly "moved his hand so that it traced down the
complainant's (Norvill's) torso and across the side of her right breast". This "departed from the way in which the scene
had previously been performed".
These allegations appear in The Daily Telegraph's second further amended defence document in the case. The new
document has been prompted by Norvill agreeing to testify for the newspaper, which is now pursuing a truth defence.
Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph and journalist Jonathan Moran after the newspaper published allegations he was the
subject of an "inappropriate behaviour" complaint relating to the STC's King Lear production. The Oscar winner denies
any wrongdoing, and said those articles falsely painted him as a "pervert" and "sexual predator".
The Telegraph's lawyers allege that his conduct towards Norvill was "sexually predatory".The case goes to trial onOctober 22.

-- Index References ----

Company: RUSH ENTERPRISES INC; TELEGRAPH MEDIA GROUP LTD
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apologises
'.1!\.:H.\ELRJJl)!J:\\'<:
I.UJ.:,\IJEllllU;l)M.-\~

ins.m1ncepo1kyforcedvnhis$0:1.
··or.,Ulheproh!!!m.~T W<~£ reek-

given to the rorp!>r.tlt· regulator
,.-ouJtl be deployed in deaning up

ingto{addt~Jinthelr.mkinga.mJ

lbescam.4tJ..ridtl\•llset~or.

fl.<t'Ulti:d indurl!)', the

"'Th'· OMrViev. expffience
andlhe31'..0,(i0i'Ja.llf£{.'!.1llreacht.>s

n-ru

buri

Soott Morrison exprencd hii "re-

lning fl..>lt IJy Aust.r,:ili;ms :~h:o

gn.i"~-eiletd;l)•utboldingo!Tfrom

~R'e•:kd 1<':1 be add~.~ tiw
Prime Minister said in qul.'Stion
lime.
"I n.ogret wedldn~ dolt~u.

cal!ingaroy-.!lcr)mmimcmintolhe
banlu ~he IMittd thu",ho&ing~
oftht
father Clf a Down syr.drome man
wlm wns mocked b}' Freedom In~
ruro.!lCC' enplcyees as a 1)!oody
a:1d"despit:tblc~ troatlru!nt

~.{rMorri.wn'sadmi!.sionarne

:n; JOih Jlrycfcnbt.rg sbmnll'<l the
misoond'llctof:uKIU~erin~·

wl1ingcr- when te attempted 10
amccl the wclcss nrn1 ~'C

do1t life insurer. CkolrVw-«, tmd
wam«l that stronger pm::lltil"'i

Fair Work breach
costs Boral $30,000

(nfcriminall::tw)fQrprovidingun·
o:ot!citcl l!d\iCC w:u dearly
wrong."thcTreasurersaid.

,'l.i"rMorriwn'sandMrFryden~
llerg'~ repoO..c.t$ followed MOther
d:!~· of searing I'C'tclatloru. at tOO

fin;mdal servll:e royal commis·

skln. including Commonwealth
B:mk ru!mittingitpu!'(I05C!)'dt'·

banks
n'iw.d the J:.inancicl Om!mdsrnan
:;ner i\ n:;jt'CI«<alift- lnrorn!l«daim tweJ on OUI'"¢f'"lbit' m~-dl~
Cl!dclin!llomof::dx·artatt:.ck.
The mo5t rt.'PrehenS':ble beh:w·
lour. pid:ed thi'OUgh iu ex<ruei31·
iw.: detail, in'l(l!\'ed Fl'(!(."'fum
lnsur.mce. whidt rnn a tr.!lllht!rof
high~rc
outtuxmd oil
centn.'S, pushed t~ oftllOUsa.'idi
ofpo\icicscnuml'ittingcustcrnc.'$
;uld Ufl;ed il:l ugents to rell ~rre:n
ctically~ by ofienn~ them luxul}·
trip$ tO Bali and other bonuses.

Fatlx'l' arul &p'Jrt mini!lcr
Grant Stewart had ~rlkr exp:l·•,:wd ht. 11iunoty ;u l11t· way
Fr«<00muk<Sag(·nt5~pok~:clwut

his family, sa)-io::: Utty hsd Wt:d
langua~hc ..couldn'trcpecllnUlt
pulpit...

rutemaJ chlt 10[:$ displayed ~t
the «Jmmi$lk!n M'Cak:d boilerroom banter bctw~en ~rotentk.n"
stnff who were pa!d Jumtfw
OOnwes to camino:! thout:!nds of
~zrl oot to caned thcir
runcrnllruurnnccpo!idcs.

O:.;~:uni.ng

.Mr Stewrui'l
01tfemp: to aru:e:l tm Jclicy
muhiplt tim,-.; one t'IDJl~
l:ilitl!Nhim:. "'blood;·v,.hinger".
'Ow fr.-:it agcnl tllid ~his son
sountk nut no:m:\1: th<r, :~tidJ'ng
~~1r.t.'1~ ~and "but tl!C dad SOU!ltfs"
Ji!ic he's ga:tn:1 bke it rurthe.tk.
Thcreplyl\"aS:MT dfJn,knowwlmt
heexpedltogetout<>fiti:H.'"
Tn nnolher tmttil cxc!Jan;.~. an
agent asked her ro!lt::lg\le to look
at U!t! CUiet{l:nlon re<jUcst. 1l1e
rol1cagut rcp!k:d .. No". and 1hc

fiM<IJl.I'.Ott\'plia!With2Ssadfaces..
Te:dlfying for a St-amd d.,y ::1!
th\• Melbourne Federal Cuutt.
F:t-cdom dUd t>ptr..tinf! offiw
Craig Orton u.id the modlng of
MrStt'w·..trtW'.slol:tll}'inappropriate• and Wllet.'&>rl the com·
pany'!illlt~mtp!Sturominct'himto

ketpthepolicyfcllbcluwcoru:um·
t!Tl~tlons.
In t~. shcrt iblemcnt.

Freed urn
boss Keith Col~rn ~!d the group
wasdccplyror;:•.
Fn.'>."CConl employed a terun of

Wagners sued for paternal love, not money
J;;.Mif:

1:1\'Jh HAN~:\K
IWJRKl'LACl!l!lliTOl:

For the

\\';"J~cr

brotllNS, taking
an Alan Jonti wa1 nevtT aboul
thl."money.lt"-uaboui theircld·
crly r.,thc!r, Henry, ~md hh pained

lk>r.J subr.dL1ry fk Mt!rtln &
G).~p;l.-ini has bwll order«! to
payS30,QOiJtothcooru;!ruction

toot~.

unionafteri:-brt!t!dltd tht- Fn.ir
WorkActbythreaten!nglonuke
rnon:- llwl JOO W<!riwl"i mlun·
dan!.
DMG m:ule lht thre:t! :~fit~ 11.
majw.ity \'otcd down d-.:tJ~('$ to
ar. enlcrprilt: a;.t\'ement tilt
tV!npany W;'JS ~ir.g leo allow
complianct "'i1h the f«<eo!
·oi!ding wde. Non-compli<mt

in;~.smse,:m ill-co!'..ccived,poorly

tlwwnUhyTowoombafarnily.

consiclc:<'<i and rather desperate
I<$ponst' to tiN: dlflkult circum·

)'<!Sit-rd.1)'

"n.>dund:mcyM thtftlt was de~[!nt'd to lnitil fez in the work~
feorce. HI! s::~ld !he bretch of the
Pair Work Act. wh!ch orri«<. <1

~It doc$, howevw,lrod tn <eX·
p!;linit."bt-s:dd "Theactinnw.u..

s1:'1tlO."Sibat ~Marlin& Gn.~1rioifoundlt$elfln.~

As.n'mlst'.ranspired,.theim·
pugned acth:.on\ taken by DMG

uJUomtely were unni'CJ::<&1ry .u
UIC ll3rti~ aj?r«.'ti on dmnges to
nmt~ the agr«"'llee'lt cocfc..o.'Otll·
pHantlx.foreSc:rtemlx.'t"l<tstyt.w.
"'TIK' t.'Dntr.l\tntion inWJI\-«.1
u..onior man!lh'ffnt.'nt of not only
Dt Mwiio & Gasparini but &ro
it$ parent company, Bora!.~ he

""'·

...Ole contr.r."Cnlion was. hoi\'·

maximum Si.i3.000 penalty, was

C\'Cl'. ;m b¢!atcd L'\'tllt and was
not In MY !U!'fCIC ~ys!erm~tlc or

'"\'Cryrerinos~.

part

'"Then! could he Iilii<' doubt
thlit IX> M:utin &. G::l'ljl<lrinl Wll~
put 111 fhe uncnvinblc 1lfKibun
thnt it and I~ rcl:~.ttd armp.;mi~
wuuhl bcun:~hle trJ]l<!ri'ormany
comnwnwea!U1
p.<t\'eJ'nmetlt·
funlktl building wnrk aftrr 1Scplember, 2017, if It wa.~ Ullah!« to
V:iry tiw ml('lJlrire ngremwnl.~
h{·!\.1.ld.
lh.1t would,. undoubretllr.
h:n'e been fmncia.lly ::md t:<~m·
menially 'ffl)' d:lmat!ing. if not

ofn arun;c of oonduct. Nor
W11\ lt tim pn;lduct of itl."ltleqm!tc

<•rdrl~iveconlp!iancc'}-stem~
~natht!T-itw.uth~J'Irudt~cl
ralht'l'cxt'CJl{ionaldrulm~t;m~
and :~n lll<t111Ce1vr.d or J¥xlrly

ronridercd nll.:II<'Jn1c to thOS<?cir·

runu1a.~Dt'M:tttin&G:t.w.,·

De M:utin & C.a\parini, butalw
lkmll lUld ifs rel:l!t<d oonl{r.llll('l:

rini did notpmfitin nnywayfmm
lh!':ufven.<o llction nnd.ultim;\l·
rly,nnbodywffer«lnny ltlbmtn~
ti.11lcm:ordnmas<".
"TTw damage (';lllWd by !ht'
cootrn'X'ntion Wil~ ~h:lll}"
Jimited totheupWI.dhlrt!n,and
:mxicl.rfclfbylh!'wmkeo:durinR
the period tll:l;! the lhre:r.t to dis·

DeM:n1in&G:tip.1rinht:t~dfe<·

ml'lslhemhun~cr;tltJJ(:lrh~Js.·

livcly put in tlutdifikull J>(l$ltion
thrCoiJ(!h no fault of ill 0\\'0. The

CFMf:lJ N':>W construttiOII

::~lmt>$IC11tutrophk;ootanl}for

r.nltJpri.<~e ~«·OU!fil h:ld IK-cn

di1:L~Oll~"try0,lf'tt'OGre<'ll·

nc;:oti.1tednnd(•ntercdinloW<'U

field saxllht- fin1." p.,kd i.n com·
Jmrison witb tho:~e faml by

befort-tht'cxlew:t~.filll'llll.t'd"

wothl!t!landtltcirunions.

Chinese plasterers owed
$1m as employer cut free
MorelhanUOt"hinc:wp!:ut<.'l'tm>
at the Royal Hr.hm H~pitlll
n."JCvtiopnlcrlt are OWed Up IG
'it mi!hon In WOlgd ;md cnlllll'·
m:ml\ :uld their employ('( ll<l$
~~ tt'mtinaterl from Ow project
11f1err:~ihngtoshow il 1\'M":K!h'('jiL
TI1e prnjt•cfs mnmging wn·
1-radur. tilt' Johu Holbntl/Falr·
brother joint o:enture. SC\'<!rod it\
~ntract with Mclhtn!mt• rom-

~;~=~l~~~ce:t~~~
)r.nl.
T'fu- C"r.!nolt' pl:l~tert'a n;we
off the joh nrltl lltapfrinr

,, c.,~·~

~t.1ycd

Vi<trkl~w<din{ll'nl<$taiMI

bcingpaUJforsu:tocip.htw«-ks.
Shaun Rexdon. the oon.~trut •
lion union's Victori:m ::l.\.,ist.1nt
5e<rct:ny. s.1id :m uncrnnplcl«<
audit Mdfound lh<'v.mkrn ~<·ttt·
ow«< mnr<'than$900,000.

John HG!land i~ S~.•arch!ns for
MWU!er eompa.ny to enlpiO) IJ!e
men :md the C<Jfl~1nu.iu.m For-~try Mntitilnc Minlnr. and En·
l'f'ID' Union 11:1W U~t< pl:t.tlt.'n'l'!
had l>ccn loki IlK)' would{!(' paid
w!~t~tW:1!-owt<llothcm.

Matqt~Mtdil.oaswcllnsnu·

Jn:itrtharcllnfdrrhirfru:Media.
5turlt'fl when he aro.ucd f:unily
memlx!rs of lying about their
plruu for an old hc.M ~tud U1ey
had ix»JGht for Sl n1il\k.n ou!Sidtthtli.r hom<' town ofToowoomlta
Denis Wucnt.t and l.lrotbcn;

11letrigpayMtintlit--AianJoms
c:ue cunfinns the sre.ttlb.w at U~e
IK'<lrlofdcf:.unatkmlaw:tht! ..cap'"
ondllmage5payoultisillw:ozy.

John,NcillandJoe~it.lthel.and
would~red\.'\'CI<>p«} into a 1.1\t$1f~ !Sb.tto for light imbstr,..

ltml!3tl.'lthcWUjJf11!1'hrotbe~

Jone. who

wr1lt0'.?-"thcrrtccivcmorofor
thl.'irhurt r«%J~~ml lOS$ of

~mining.

wnuld rewiw:.forhclng malmtd
'llteinronristttlcy' doe:t nothing

p:w up in the area.
ins.zstrd from tht 2GB J.tutlio hi
Sydney It was a front for ®l or

n.oputationth:maf:tctor)'"~';'Orkcr

When the brothers rctl.'il'Cd
:ti>fJrtl\'lll to udd on :m :~irpor!ln
2013-I!Jl.'Uin{rltmtthcpreclnct
wam't •iMllt• without tht' ~Cf'ln·
nt.'CtiVlty'" the $200 miUinn huh
Wfltlld provide·, Joneo:\'!"Ciltt-o
ttnvu, 1=3yio~ it WM 11 ron arld OJ)

tocngemk.'t"~forthe!mv
anrli~unuo;ttld~hlhldqmt
forthcnation's<~t~·C<'IIeml.

The~ondefarllaUon

damagcsil:S39S500andis
s>.Ji!pO:ttdfoco'.'t:f~IWJ~

l'CI'lnom!c"loost!S, whidlmrnns

airlilW~roUkf!{!tK::hit.
Fn-r.~~on.thtToowovmtm.

Wdkrunp Airt»tt h:md~ SO
flights; a W('ek. b)• Q:mt;u and re-gklnal Cilrrie:s m Sydm-y, Mel·
bourrw, Darwin. TOWJ\Wille nnd
C1irm. JS ~Jl .u lnttmatl<.>Ml
fl'('ight renicet. And the Wtl(!ncr
mr.nh:at'C'hadthcirdayincourtll.l
Jooo:·~ UJ>enU!. klalrino; da.ma1-'<':S of $3.15 mHIWn (Qr defa·
mll.lion. princi(mlly ~his
dt«l<-di:td daint' they had

rompen~tltmforhurtfe<:lin&'

andthr.IMO(rt'Jli.II:Uion.
Yet theQuemsbnd
Dci:l.tll1ltlonAct,andl~

Y<lU ean build ~ ;Urpmt in 10
mootllS.you 01n pourronru:tein
Ru:ui:~ in ..(t()C t('lll.fl('1'all.lml ;md
JOOC'all blomtybwldbt~('r.ortl•
ponenb. in Toowoomb.1 and In~

u.,n them in North AmtriCil. but

-!it-'d say, 'Have )'00 l!eard
whal he said about U:! today?
Whatureyougoin!rtoOoal.IOul
It?" AnOI'd~·. '00\dj~tlurn hirn
off.i!'sllOI\'!'Orthh:l\lngal~

Of r.:oursc, JIIX cVC'J)·onc h~

auad<over:But •. hov.·tlf.,youe.'{·
¢aln to :m 8l·JC3l'·o!d manUm

the <!t~l pod\W of a rarni!y that

"Dttfus«ltori~mt'cv-cr:
ilil}.fil'emilmte:s:.rterJ~.mt'!>h<ld

lx:cn on:Detli! W;~{l.llt.'rt:~id

rontrolsa 't;ut publiclyli::tedeon·

ntrf.'Unl1y.
M:tequ.,tit>

!>tllt')fRffiiZI~'ll~Ji~:"JIII:.!n
1\\.... f~l(lii......:t\()IIJN'fOkM(Il..¥1-lfol<iil.oo'"''' ••:!<m<'..., -..· "'" ev
}~i\lin:.~·UlN:ril"'"'" IY"l l.\" ~tm"ol'l ~ t'•f/Jf,"~~
,\0\'l't\TISIZmTI~t..\lt'lr.ili.l.'>ilO:lYJJ?><il»:t.~~."fl-~•lr:.l>.-n(WIU
(.()~TAO'S".~d<~q''-~"'n~•~I'JI.!I'f~>!
Ml'ib<rum<"••:•uZSSSOri<klntY.U,;~

AWI:rhltk..~,t,2f>."'·Ymh"l~•'lOnHoblrt61"H>$1>

uru, tmd:i:lg. propeny d~
mtnt :md ~te fihrt'
t«..mclo'o,Jt:s.. Tltt' rrum1y ann·
J)any,wltlllis5Sper«:ntholding

Judge's $3.75m blast
for top broadcaster

much<.ofthc~"'ffl-wwktrialwith

l'tift>Maryhyhi$fidt!.ln2015.thc
Wa}tller:sr.tnkcdl4th(JnthcDR\V
Rich r:amlEe.o: Wt "ith 311 etimatt>d wmtb of59"::t5m -a ~um
tlmt'~nowullUk!largcr.

al'ld m.1Jority
r·airfax n.n:· <.>n th('
hO')k ror$1Em in d.1m.1i!~ but
tlw roti:(' C'0$1 tculd hypothl"ti·
cal!;->. lam! on Ninc'~l.l;ll:mCI!sb{'{'t
ff 2GB 3J1d Joneo: k!und! :n,

appeal

11ll• Fahfu.-1-'ine nltnk'r h

due f<>rcompk'lion b~ the (.~d of

the )'C'.ll' if U1t> rompt.<lllion rt.'t,'U·
btr)r :~pprove; the $.1 !Jilli>Jn·pl!.b
tr.msacth!J.AU}':t!lil\.';di\likdy!o
l:tlH.'placc~ft<!Ii1lt~td:u(·.

\VIK-thero;not..!GBandJom.>s
~ppenL Fcirfm:. lil;<·

b.ur.ch :m

olhtt {'rolhfil:h('t'S., is faCIO}! 1(1:..1[
chaiJ(•tlf!:eS. ratrf.u lm'r.$ti~~hve
jcl!lmill!sb thcm.wh>es b:.vt- ;;
1\"P\It:llinn for pushinR the crwel·
OjX'
ancl nol hoidin~ th<·ir
pt~ncht"t <tn ~leri!::S. Thrtt yem
ago.!om)(·rtrcnsurr.rJtwl·ltx:ke,•
won a de:f.1m:.tion rn!e aRahut
faidax aJ}('r !lw 1-'eder.ll Court
roundbew.'!Sdilllla~t-d ~~~.{Xhtcr

:md two tw«'U.
Among outstandim.: l~
action~ h:tnj!ing o~-cr Ft~irf:u:..
t'hinc:w·ll.ustrulian bilbonairt
OJ:~c 01~ Wtn;:iHuint:fotdcl'a~

ma:it.~ll'>'-'cralll'W!tlom:h\'tricdto

bri!ll.· UN <>fficia.li.. L:t.tt rnon1l1.
VJctoriaCr<ri»>recipit'll! 8<m Roh·
wtrSmitl, Jaun.·hed do:f.,xnatio;.
pt'<>CIX'dmJ;~oa$.!ahl!ltFontf<~Xaltw

it m:ufc ~<!llOUS al!~tions aUrJUt

Uatts,ffiulcltthcw;y(ljli'tlfot
«mrtsl o pt1nch a hole through

thcctpW!x-nt'Vttthcypcrccit·~
w:I(:Sr.IYated~di!nlag<•.is~t.

Th.ise:xplail'.$the$1J million won
yesiN"d:~yby !ht Wal!llt!n:antl thr.
t'Q'JaUy ludicruw. payouttJ) Rebel
Wi!mn.ori~ruli~·So1.6m.

il~thclistedbtfu~,ronlim.iesfo

lX' lwadedbyJ<.>hn WnPJer,6I.an
n~mlon buff who did the lq;work
oolh<'Wcllmmpnilport.
Wagntr Jnc: ~· vul of the
«>na'l'lio~ operotitm strut«! in
1973 Ur pnt:iard1 Henry,: ~tone·
muon by trade. Ht> sat thl'tllq;h

hl!<limt>R!Nil!f'WIIhliK'spcci:d
fura.os in Aigh;nd~!;m i!nd nlso hh
[1<mll>ll:tllifc.
Nine·s dncf oreruiWt.' Hu~h
M:ukt: bclit'\·C'$ this Is the cmt o(

fi·\r:lH':\.{)H'IIl~)\.

~harehold<or

Js~-...;;:lJ:I.><h ..

Md pmptrty amctrn

spanning~ COflm'{e prod·

Ccnlmuc:l(mmJVvrJ
d:~..'1lag~inQureru:bnd::tndea..Uy

slf}liU!itd thenalinn;U benchm.,rk
or 521im :!('!. last year ancr Jlerlh
barrister Uoyd Rayner \\-asjudged
to have tkcn dcf:uned v.:htm WA

pcilce named. him :u: the prime
wspt'Ctinhiswife's murder.
ltft'll.iliortofthe$4.5mindanl•
agt.oswu!;htbytlwWagnL'rl.nuth~

en, wborunuoon.\trudion·b:t.oed
cnk~worthmoreth:mSibll·

lion including the $100m Too~~o'OOtll!nW<:!Io.mpalrportwCf>t

ofBri$00.ne.
Justkc Flilna;!;m ~ld thedrun~

~ Wt.'fl' ~\'atcd by Jone.fs

2GllandJonc->def:~medtheW,,g·

[dil•n-,Tht,\u'llm.!Hm.}•~~lldmu.:.
Cdlha.1MII'«l'tf!d.t1:11n:lien.~n.:~~. -.~

~tmction

Nine inherits a legal firestorm
Tll<' Alan JonL") dcf:unntion lri:ll
UOtlC'!StOI't';S.$Vmt'of theJe;j;W
known rifk.1 fru:ed hy N!nc·f; lakt··
0\'crofFairf.uinamcrlialndus!rv
that h:t~ hcromt> thr plny~rmuUJ
offhtdefnnt.1tlvnlawycr.
Fol!nw!ng th<' $4J mi!!icn
def-.matlon p:~yout aii'Mtled tr..
Hol.l~"''IOOO :l<1WSRdX'I \',rilton
last yt-ar.r(-duool oni'lppml.jud~w
Pcl('r Fl:maAAn yt~terrl:~.y f()Uml
hbcqu:uie M<'di<l's rad10 ~tailor.

Editar-in.Chh!fP:m1Whitt1Lkt:

tqllhr.Uent provbion~in o!Ju'I'

Nt>ill, Jnhn, Denis :.tnd Jot' Wugncr in Urisb:tnc yt-Stt>rtl:ty

youC'an't!iloprotne<.nt'tcllinglk-s
ahoul youonrrulior
Mr Wa~nC'l', 55. :s.1id yt'!-terd:l,.\"11 bit< win in«.>~Jtb.hW«l tl1:\l
a l~utC'r ofland's Jitlndin[:
Wil.\Stn) :ICCt.IU:Jtah!e. "This m.!ing
~h1,'5. l& emmnm.u: wnfidenc<- in
our l!!lf.tl $}'$tl!m :lnd ""t lmpe
oUtttt whu fto;,>l the;.- have lx.'Cn
dl'f;unt>d wUI not he 1<-n ft-clius:
hclpk-»."heRid

e:\t!St<lthc~h$ofJ2fX':Of)l<oin

!he 21'JlJ Granlh:un {IO(I(i di\:;s.ttt
nndcorupiredtoCCNtritup.

tht'l. John Holland $1IC' il: ab<,ol·
utciy a~tonishing.·· Mr ht'l'lrdrm
:;;~id, ..four wttl:s aftr.r tht>
CR.1EtJ romplaln!Xl :tbmlt
underp.,ymrnl~ nnd tlw exploi·
tn:tlon oft!~ w~:>rkC'n in winch

I~WJI'\H.\NNA.>\;

Case of
the cap

Jond'~no'J:ycamp;ti!;J1. whidl
twntd: into a VC't)' tx·
ptnsivr:l1tbilit)l (C1rhisemplG>yt".r.

MUllt.l!fll'tOI!

tlwbtu1dtrk!r.g:..llyoblig!!dtoin·

BU5L"rl:S'::Pl7,21

g»lnnthc-rndiotot.1kelhe-sti!:Uo

:tnr!eniJllfl1'1t~nt~t:ltusWI!'f('n....
.YJI\"td. '\.\'hat's haptm~mt; on

fnm1 the: ABCC nnd til(' fcdernl
RO\<·mmc-nt.theyh:tvc-cli(IW{-dit
toconltnuc-toUJi\."

C\ffi(lmers~succezful.

t-;IUTORIAtl'13

bt>wihfurmenl r."t't'r}' tinw JOIU'.S

Thcunionh:us:aklthcw'Ork·
mwMJldr\()trctumtoworl!unlll
rona.'71'1$ nhourthcirWll~. vis:t~

l!lctntcljKJlicie:-;tot-onlinueto
pay)m!mium.'t.
Ofthealmort:4!J.OOO GUltdla.tbno.llsFro;!domrccch'Uiover
U1e last financlii} year - more
th:m iO:; day- alxr.1t half were
frcm people whQ coo ttl not :Uford
the 00\"«. Only a quutt't"ofthcse

not fitting,
so throw it

\-\',\LKH~

A!>S(JCfATf,f.DITOF>

Ht- :Wd the dlffil!\llt pc».ition
th3t DMGfoundil5elfin ..did net,
.1nddm:snot.N:<:u.o;r.crjus1ifythe
unlav.,.ful ;~ctlon it uUinl2tclr

JfJst::lffm~wl!o;.ejobwa>to
w;winct· <'.l~tomen \'l'ho \'r.Mllcl

dc<Jmtoinjurl.'llwn.,-ur.atimt<of
John,Dcni1.,NL'iUantlJocWagne;
• ~rtnet~ In th~f::lm1ly bt.Kini!S'1

-and hi~ "Wilful hllndnm"to the
trut1Jonthe32JX'G"lsiono.t1Jal h<'
rloinP.buM~ru.thefre<··to-air
L,ld lnlo lhr11l on hh $)'ndlrnlt~l
nC:tl>'Ol'kteekl; 1-orcinwnt itself rndinsllow'bclwC'<'nOdoh<'r2014
Ulr(Jtlt:h delh,IWJI"ttS cl(:r!:C to 11nd August20l5.
himr..1y.Hr.hMpkdgC:dtom:p«1
"MrJO!ldagrt.'td thatwmt-nf
fat.-rax·'l. rultntc, UlOI.Igh il the <Titicis:m be levdkod :IJ::Oilnst
llifhN<'> IC1 \"t'l}' dit'fcrcntjoumill· th!• plaintiff!! was :S.1\'ilgt"." tlw
btkltrulitiom..
judg<• saW. ·1 :mrpt the pla.tnti!fs'
Still. Nine:'$: current affilin 1nbmi1.•1km tlJ:tl the toot· of tlw
shom 60 .Minutrs: :md A Curr~-nt nuttm:md thrirrnnfent :ut.•$.t'Jf.
C'\'id<'J1tlyvidow:a.ndrpiteful
A[{oirh<1'11!hadl.hcirsb;irenfi~Jl
di..~pt!~inre<\'lltft':ln..
"In lisJ;I ofMrJollf:fr wilful
.And Mark~ wiU h:wc- Ic.aml a h!indnen tD f.ht truth or falsity of
grtollde:t!fronl60M1nules·&:.rut tht- tmput.1ti<.>m coa\·cytrl. hb
kidnappingUOt}'inlO!f~,aptlbtk
ronduct in mi~ such Jan~g<•
refo.hons crWs within six mootlu: v:asuf'\iustif~."
Denis Wal!flrrtoldTiu•Au.\fn:·
ofhimt:tl:ingthchclmal the:nct·
work.. A wurce dnM· to MMks: liQn tb..· fumily wwld not ha\-r.
S:O)~ ~Nim is u~ tobelnJ! in the
takcnle,;!<~lM't:wnh:tdJoncslctup
eye <>fthc n<>nn at the pourty «1d on th21u :tftcr n 2015 rommi.soion
of the ne-.~ eye!!'. Thtre l'il! lK' <>f inq'.Ji;y intu the Grauth:un
<>tile-r ch:dk.'lli!CS for Hul!h. h!Jt !1;1{!.!!-dy. he.adctl !Jy ronncr Sl3.1t
U!lswon"thcon::oflhc:n;!Q!icit<>N.'<..'lleral\\.:Jlt.>r Soimn·
h:;:U{'Q.Wht.'lld~Jtii;I~
off. rej't.'Ctl>d daltn$. that Uu.>·p;uful
aredl!\'0\lrin)!tr.tdition::~lplaycn..
collatl!e of carthworl:s at a \Vup·
M:uk\ ~~ Jlrl'fl:r.rL>rl to pay ~ flrl.'- ncr-<funt-d qu:my nC'.ll' U1e Lock·
mium for npubli~hccto transfonn yt.'l' V:tlle;.· town unlcasht'ti tilt!
Nme mlo 3 nm.h:i and digit:\! dl':!d1}'to:-rcnlQOJ:tmtary10.20JI
pawcrhoo.s.c.
Juslice Sofronoff fnund CX!X!rt

h;.·dm!ogic1l ana!yli~ of thr. flood
'ThcsendlJ18.\fcllthe
brorullyiuPPCol'ledtbefirnfingsol' cummunll)• lhitt phy~iC::l!h:.tm
i\O('ilriierinquirylh.1tthequ1ny, ~ufft:td by ordirmry people at
ru:ting .,_~ a f;ink.h<Ac, dda.ytd till.' WDTk.isla~importan! U1<1n
n:rivalo(thdloodinGra.nthamby inji.U'ies tu lhercpulationnfU~
up to 10 minutes and TCduu..>d lf1e ndl enough to fund yea~ nfcr.·il
watt'l"lc-.;clb:ruptol()(.m..
litigation. TIIisd;mundsrcl'onn.
"HildJo:mcslltoppcdcrllicising
Jones'skt:alte\maf}<Ued
u~ n«erthcSol'ronoffinqoiry, U1at
un~u~fuUythilt unles the cap
woulrl have hl'I!Jt elllltlgb; Mr on dam<~gc-J were interpn.'lu.l
WlWJcr :$.:\hl. "We woold n<<Vcr dilJmmUy.itwou!dbchuvctlkt'n the adiWlt
illt':lrUnt,.it<ss. Theyw1..'te t".!lking
Macqu.1rieMed!a- 54pcr ~mre.Jullgc Ptotcrfhna:;<~n.
crntO\>'ncdhyJ::tirfaxMediawlth howt\w,d!~andfollowed
rninurity stakes held by ;~dnmn U!t!unrortunatce:tp-bus!ing
John Singfcton, m~"CS!or and ror· nppro.,dl that wa~ used to f.ll"e\l
poratt adv~ John Cam~lc :mtl cfiC'd by IlK' Vkton:m Court of
Jon~ him!clf- srikl. It was d!s·
AJ>PCalln Ute Wilwn ca.w.
appointed hy the ('G!Jr\ <kci\iou
J.'nrJ<mc!O.Hlill\'l'l\i:l~\(!in
and wuuld I~ COit~itkring UIC op- whit'halmwtcve:yl.fdngwC'Ot
t!Qnlo<'JlfiC;Il.MJ fl<'\!dtore\tltht• wrong. Hbaltcmpl topro\'<!1he
entire judgment Vel}' e:u"Cfully," truth ol what hcraidahoulthc
Jones mid. *J OOfcd I ll:l\'"(' rom(~ W>!t;nr.n:andthC'c:JI.l.'\eOf
how 1<-t dnwn the pwplc or th!! Gr:mth:lm'sflnudwasadis.'l..1ter.
l.ockytt V:~Jic:l· wlw wughl my
Hhbwyerscomrnlllk>tk'11
.1.'-'lhlllnct'. M lh<' judgt- fm1nd b\ reporls!romthtt:i'l'!Xpt11$and
thi~rn~c-.lrougiltlr..\mtfiilttcon·
!lw judge d("mo!ished them nll.
tt.m.~t'!Xpit:!Wdbyth(I!ICJ)('Cpko.~

A cnnjolncd defllmatk>n claim
ag.,instNickC::\Itr,v:«1.lti\'t-di·
r<'doroftui'.J.t'fV.,tiv~thlnk bnk
th<'M<'f1l:iesRti<'archCNltreMd
a former editor o( T1uo Wtcl:~nd
Awtrolion,. w.ts di.mlil.~ by Ju.stireFlan<~gan.
C:~tt'r th;tnkcd Jones ;'llld Mac·
quarit-forthr.ir rup(X111: ~\·l!hile l
illll plta.~l with the cnurl'~ find·

Thebro.ad~rrnll\tnowbt

kk:klngh!msclfrorfalltngt"scltl<'
this CMt' when he h:d thech:!n«by nll'C'ringmeore.rno.'ley:mdan
C\'t'f1 more humbl<'apoJog.•th;m
hcdidbad:lnNm-~r.2()J'.i.

That eficrw<:uldha\'t ghrt::n the:
four W<~gnmsso.ooo l!::lc·h :u1tl

an apolozy that Juttke Fl:ln:~~n
s.1ldyes!cn.!aywru.nc.l ~ru!wme~.
'flleonly$!!tbadi.rortln,
me in lh!:St' ptc.ltx• Waw.my,'ll.~that .Nid: U.kr,
ted p:(IC!!{.-dir.gs.. l nnl ~point~ orn::~<'ditorof77tcWrckcnd
ed hy tht! ftmhn~ against Al:m Aus:mb'an. W<lSvindit:ltccl. The
J<mcs.2GB:mU(BrisUanea!Tiliat!'i jud~foundCa!ttutither
in~ toward~

4BC:

hlirfas:'s~od:J\riccro.wsh:;ht·

J:.. to S2.5c. dc:!pltc the]Wlcnti:tl hit
!rom thl' 114,\'00t MaU)Uarle had
post«l a lll:rvrc·t;u; profit of
S24.Sm in the20J;nn~m:ialye<Jr.
Cv.."tS in th{• Qru- cstimatt.>d
tohc:slu:;has53nl·-areyctlnhc
!!cttnnint-d

I.'XJ<It'Sl.i}'orimpli<1tlly:;:~n:t>dor

adoptt.>dthcdcfall\iltorv
imp-Jtution.~ofJou~ That
\1d<Jrymusthl!bittcr-sw("C!.7'M
Sptt~alorpaid the Wngnen
ssn.674to~tkadaim (,'\'t.'f'one
ofC:tll'r'sanide~,::~nd they hu\'('
ant~therca.lccnfoota~mst

C:!ter:tndNmt'Nctwork.

NC'O'"'<.llp''M<:It'llmfllm!:lf'<'lli•><;I4J)'JH':IIIt!>o<,,,,l..,,~~

Actress's relationship break-up may be linl\:ed to Rush complaint: lawyer
f"h.'l.l'lllht.'l'. Thcarllcle:tre:t10!1('11

roun<.cllW" 11w :t!l\horo: or lhr

tll\~~~lmtlm;"ldc.1m.u:l.ihar·

rdation.shipbreill.·UP.<~l'OUrth:tS

<On:tplaint agrull$1 Rush
from whm tht> p.1ir fl.>·~t.1rrrd m
tht" Sydney Tiu•t.!rt- Comp:my"s
pmducti<•n of King Lrar from
NOW'mlx·r2015loJanwry2016.
Jn :m applkathn bd'rJt\' .iu~
Miclr.u'l Wi8J1cy in thr Ft<leml
G:mn yeslt'.rda.y. Ru:t.lls b~rri~l!'r
Bruce- McCiintod: SC. stdd d:x:u·

ht'<lni
Rush.£.;, Is ~~tin( NatJtml'·ldr
Ntlvsow:-asen5of ..Ttlde.-tpul,..
in Tn<' Dm1i Td:;rllp}r in

th~N.!h ;~ break-up nt the timl'
not! ~deuil~ ~oin~ to tl~C core of
that rdilthllhhip and fhc end Q(i:~

t'!'ll:!il.~\vert"noticlentifit'.dincnurf

-wes:Jytllcreisa ref.:-reJJ{'('

:tmnent
1.1"-yt-~

fcor Hollywood actor
(iN•ffr,·Rn5.bh:w,•flll£.!."'£lth.11
tht":·af('in\·e;tiplm;;aroni!.l·
TI!.·Au.<.'r..!l:Jr.isboundh~·u;c-stand:ln:hof
p~ctic-:uftllt' Au.<;fr;t!iiln Pre:tc("nunn:. T! 1'"11
:trlll"'<' lht"lt.:lndani~ ma.~· h~\'~· !'IC'I.·n lm•adl~<i.
youln:ll :.pproach 'n1t! /iu.iraliull it<.elf or

eonlnct tht' rouncil t~· t'fnai! ~~
info@pre«rouncil.n11!-<1Unrhyrhcmt'

!02}92•'JI1930 }-·orlurthcrinf<>rmations«<
,~,,"l,·.pr('S¥(1unciloq!.<tu.

link l:lttw('(!n a ~-.:nal h11r.IS.<mt'nt
eumplaiot rn:u:!e hy fte".rt"'-~ El)n

Jttom .~orvil! ar~,irul theu rlient
an.l'rn!r d1~~~~at th!: lim<' o-.·er a

IL~hed

mrnbm·eafin~Nof\ilJ'I,.U:(!Oin~

here (fh.1!l f;!Jg&t-$1~ nnO:llcr [XI%.·
ih!crnu.qoofdistn"SS.,.MrMcClln~

tnd:. r..,irL "ThC'.re IS no

r:!.han:~l

b:tm on v.1uch m: dient could lX"

Rosh

Nunifi

rould be rclf..'l.";lnt 1<.> ht-r rom~
pJ:t!nl. Tin;' included ;; chain of
em:lilS rcl::l!rd tn Nnn•OI'< rel:~·
tivn\lup t.reakd0\\11 :md nt.lcs
taken during her ~irels 1\'llh a

882

Ulliil(>softl!c-eompla:n;\n\·sa.'Gt.'l'tionsngaln!lnl)'dic-nt"
Non'ill's l:mycr, Lynddk BM·
nrtt, ~'tid Rush·!! ~~~~ team wn~
eng~'llina ..cLL~irfi'>hio(<·.xer·
(1\1.",-trnwlinglc!.('Ciflhtr<:iuny·
lhin!::tonfr<-ctMsNnr.ill'~crt'dit•.

~nirda~toth~cnatemt.'lU ~

"The a.pplic:l.nt mi(!bt put tM

Hc£.1id tht'I\"Wa\ ..olwiously
some'Jnng signillmnt nbnut illiS
relationship referred to in t11e
munsellat'~ notes~ anti ~if tht'rt'
wru> romclhing S,!Oin~ on ir. thttl
rclatiomhip. ltmlJ!ht'<-cr:·wcll

~ubmi.'i!/on thZ tha Co1USC' o! Ms
Noll'lll'~ distrr-u W::l.~ a b:rok·up.

affectlhea.-...~~mentofillt'proba·

notMrRu\h's('(l:111juct,•}.h&r·
nclt~itl

-rhc n{lflhc:ml (fiu.;l1) ha~
P'>"t't:'lhinr: that could e\'C!l luuch
on this tn.\C' •• 'Vhat 1.~ nu\Y bdn&

wul!ht ~~ tn ~n lwyund documt-llts
wna:ming tht' oompbilll'lnt'~
aliCWttioM :tnd r;o <tl't: a thrct'-yr.:~rpuioil."
•
Ju~ti«• 'Vlgney rejC'dtd Mr
Mt:Ointock's subpocn:. lllJ~li·
c:;tion (or all drx·urm·nts eon Nnr\illbclwettJOct.oberJQ,lQJ5,to
lh'!: pr<'iCIJt on tlw yntiDd5 lh t')'
w~re -loo hro.,d-. He agret-d lhc
ch::~ln of cm:lils !hou!d be m:Wc
avnil:lh!ct•Jtbt' Rllihfttam.
Th~ lri:~l. ret down for lhrr.•
weeks, i~ :~eheduk>d to ht~n vn
Odo,')er22,
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BORROWERS URGED TO CHANGEHOMELOAN LENDERS

Banks 'slugging loyal customers'
four l,wllo; were wary (If lowering
interert I'lllei t.~n l!otnc !oan!>"oot of

ch;zinn:m Rod Si:m: ~id. "'nu:·
lr.mk WI.'$ loyal ru:rtomm and
clmrgcstht.'l11 higher r.de lx>calm'
they· Citi'- Tilt" tnure loyal }'I)U arc,
tbctnore-)Watep;ty!ng.H

fear Utey wookl lose revenue or
On¢ of tuutraliu'sblgge$t b;lnk\:

considered 'tr.liting until all.~ 31'1
inquiry into mortpge pridng
before it !lhJg:;:cd rustumm with

;t'n!T.lkmmllerprofits.

The intenm report b iron1 the
ACCCs ~dentlal mortgage

llorrowm with

OUJ m'CragC

hight.'!'lntcrertrntes. U~C-rompctM

pricing inquiry that w;u l:~undl<!d
nl'ter the goycmmcnt :il!lPp«ill

SliS.OOO loon could ~av~ $1200 a
Yt'llt by simply 1.'hnoglng banks.

ition wat.:hdog hasl'cvt..,lcd.

S& blllloo won CommQnwea!UJ

TheNXCfounllnewauto;nen
wmoHercd t"'ltt> 32 buls points

'fllcAdrnin:ionc;~meinai\'J)Ort

Sank, We:ttpac, ANZ, Nation:ll

rclea.!ii.od yeqeday by U~e Allst:r.J·
l!an Compi!tltion & Con5umer
CommWkm that urged AuSir.t·
11.1mtudJatl)l(!thclrl»>nkarter
finding the rountry'.s bigg:C\1
banb llff slugging loyal ctmomm with hlght'r rntt-s than newff

lwstrnl!A !lank and Mao:ruarie
Bank in laityear'.srOOetatbudset

lowerth:!ntor~islingat.itomcn

Mr Sinu dedinc\f to name
wfncb hank had Jllhnned tu pa~~

The inquiry W;l'> d~ignerl to
find out how l11t: lu~ k:ndcrs
charged homt! lo:tn autome~ fol·
lowlngUJctax.

Tilt rt'glllntorabo said the big

broker ~'OmmiS;ions

~forlgngebroklngfacesn
shttll.~\.lp after .revclatiuru at lbe

b3nkltlgroyalct>mmllo:Sion thnt
CBA thlnkscomml.ulonspukl
lo brolrer$rqJrd<:nl an lnhen..'nt
confilcloflnlmst and II would
llkelogetrldoru~em.

nti•HNESSPl9

onUJ~oo;t(lfthctv:tontslomm

ntlheemlofthcACCCinquiry.

"We've made a dccilion almut

•yoo mould IX' 'l.hoppinu

whether illi b thepulllk intcru>t
loidentify!xmk:s. We've done that
where it is ilppropriale lt didn't

l!round~ycarra!hcrUuuJda.v~

"""""""

CBA takes S\\ipe at

ins: loyal to the hal'.!:.~ AcCC

really ndd llO)'thlng to mme
which bank thatW".I!>," henid
Scott Moniron s.a!d the firuJ..

ings~~milnrtnlh«<!fc.tmdin

the ACCC:s C!lCIID' mmil.ct :study.
tht>

MComple:dt}' Is ~cd UBninst
OJS!on~U.-thel'r~urersald.

"Whatwcnecdbgre<\I!Uln\ny.
parency, ll10J't_ rompt.'lilive prt'S~
sU1'¢:S and m~ power to the
custornerwhttht.>rlt':sthcbanksor
bigCnL'fiD'WinpilnicsOrothers.¥
The ACCC w.id tl1ere w:u: a
!ackoftranqmrem-taboutthedij..
countsorff!TI!<Ibytbcb.1nW..wflicb
made it dlffiC\Ilt for- bo!T(IW(!t'S to
kooK whether they were hLiog

.,""'

11~em·crngetli~rltofft.'Tt'rl
bytheb:mk!overtlwtwo;~rsto

J\lru.> 2016w.JSbctwwn 78andl39
bal.ispoinls.

"TTwlacko!trnrup:lrmcyis

Woot only J:iving

oomprtiti\~

pricing when you'ron.>all)' snuhed
10," Mr Slnu ~. "Eve:yone i~
tim\.' poor. Shopplng nrountl is

ted!olU. Lct'sgct n OO.terb:mking
$)'$1:Ctn in tht> ful\lrc so that lm't
n~ lmt untO lhl.'ll shopping
around Is tbc best ruivl«l r can
w.'C.~

He:Wd t3lh!!Ttft:m competing
l'igCIMISI)', the fool' rn..1)<lr b;lnkl:

ignored sm:tlk>r lendm offering
low l"'.ltc:i nnd pritt'd in 1:1\1\detn
with the Qlhtt big-four lcnden,
whichamtrola'bout:S()(W'Wltof
U1eSl6 tn111on mortgage market.
National Awtntlia Bank chief
cperattng offim Anthuny Cnlnll
U~id tht bank w:t.~ r«y.Jired tu hal·

ancc m;my(actUl'Swhmst.'ttinglti
home IIXIIl rat~'$. "We ('()ntinwUy
monitor our compctitoo. both
l;tJW! :tnd ~mull. to mal!c ~ure
m'reprovitllngcompctitivehomc
~MheSilid.

A CnA $VOkt'SKOm.ttn 1<1ld the

bank would review the n.-portand
contribute tu the regulator's llnal
n.>port.duclat~>rthisy(M.
A Wcst:~~;~c!]'IOkemmnsidtbe

bank was "supporth·e of Aus.-traHn

mming towanls an OfiCtl. dat:l
rcgimelnll<tnking~•
111c Au<;lralian &nking Association t::tid the ACCC report
-dc3rly :show:; \'ery bi;:h 1<-\·cls o!
diro>tmting in the Am!ralilln
home-loanmad:cl"".

NBN leaves homes I Art more than just a thought bubble
without phones, net
ACMA b.1S Mid it will lntrQ·
dtK1·astrifl£ofrules:~ng

tclcm.. indudingrequirin{! thm1

Mort than onr In lfJ homes w;u
left without a home phont! or
lntt!mt!l for mort th:tu a. nwnlh

<lfter being cmmeded tQ the
Na.tklrnll Broat.'band Nctwwk.
nco:mlingtQthecommunlaltions
w:rtchtiQil.
A survey of J8.SI hom~!;'~ a.nd
:mla.!lbu:sin~J;t:>tN(.I'.-cm!x:t
and Dcctmb:r by the A~ralian

Comrnonkatlom: and Media
AutlK!rily found 20 JX.'T «nt had
bl.oen k.>fl without a phmle rorup
to 24 hou:'S, but 12 per cent had
~ieftwithoutnlJ.Odline(or
!W(!Tllfn()Utb.

Of those sun'C)'Cd. 2S per cent
nfhom~andhu.slne\"ie\ll<litiUif')'

had been left withOUt a landlint
rortwo \Vt'clcs<;r mtm: ·~~mainly
due tC> "tcch!lical l:uue$ with
imrtallalion"'- while28pe-rw.nt
interne~:

lt'{X:Irttd being without

foratlc:~stafn:tnight.

The Slll'\-'ey nko r(Jimd rcla~
ti•"t-lyhighln'clsnfdll!S.1tilfacl:ion
with ttla'l complainb: p~.
with 14 l)tr ami of ~ who
rn:uie compb.lnts either dlwti!·
fied(IT\'er}"dtswlis:fi«J with the
ll1=JIOU't•thcybadrt'Cci'o'l!d.
Of those dl~'latW!ed. 58 p!r

CCJll..-.aid It had tak~ too long to
fix n proh!em.and4S percenl AAkl
theyW«t'diss.1tlsf'.leddueto poor

communication.
ACMA chairwom:1.0 Nerida.
0'1.ough1in Rid tilt' WM'f

i.howt'tl 11.-kt) ~vmplaintt:-hand
8

l!ngi)~':Snccdtolmll'lm'e~.

'Telco custmm.ors d&'t'Vc- Itt
h:ntt! their crunplalnl:s dc;dt with
q\lfcl:ly and clfecth·'cly,R Ms
O'l.ou\thlln~!d.
"A:s ind~lry oo-n..'t,>ula.tkm is
proving lru.'fft'(1.iwin thi~ar«~, wt
will put in place ruli.'S so U~at the
ACMA can ;~ct more quick!~· to

deahrit:h non-complmnre.~

toucon~ ~homeorbusines.~

to lhcir old service if tlw NBN
won't work ~lx'aight nway, and
fctting minimum I.'Omplaint)hand!ingt promdures U~al teko:s
mustabideby,orfaccsub1.'bntW
fllll.>:>of\.lptoS250.000.
"'J'ht! rn.ow rule. unlike wrtg'J!:tMyinthlsti'}'I.'O<iC:S.\ri!lbt
ln1mcdlatcly .!ltd dJI'(x:tly r11R
fore«tble by ACMA." Uu~ regu·
Iaior $<lid AC:MA tekasctl for
pobiJC ~It yesterday its
pro(lQS(.'Ii new rule:s for tclroi
l~;~ndl!ngromplalnts.

't'hc-,\CMAsun'(.')':ll.'l4fwnd
ronsumcn rcmillned hen\'tly
t.wayed by prict: when dct~·rrnln..
ing which NBN f{)t(.'tl pack.~ to
I~JY. with 8li per C(!nt of rt:'IJ'l(m~
dl!ntscitlng«t5tli!San!mportant
factorlnthdnl<dllk>INtuking.
There still remained a lark of
krwwled£C at(llmd lntcmct
:spe«U. with 45 per cent of
re!p(lndrou 'ayins they didn't
.know what NBN sp«-d i».di2Scl:.h<'y had 5lgntd up fo:. .Hol«'\·er.
42 per cmt a! .r<'$pornktl~ ~
fhty had coodud«l il1cir <>wn
,Spet'<ittt.U.
E:ulier 1M wrek NBN C'.o.
whkh is a whole:.\.'ller nnd sclll
NBN connection~ to tclro.1 such
3!: Tt>'.s!ra who ~11 them {(I ron·
w.mm,reportcdtthiJ!,'t'imltrOVf'-.

JO('n\ln[lt'3k·timt'~peerl$..

The ,,Yer<~&<' NBN-conn«·tt:d
Jl<lme now txpcrienc:W jlt'>t 12
nlinut1.os of skM :spt."td$ a wt<!k
ductocmJ,qt.>;lion.comparedwi1h
an U\'CI"'.lge or four hours a wffi:
IJII'l.'em(fn\lulq,>o.
lnOtu.>mlx.>r,NHN C1'1$l~hed
IJII.'prkt<of~bandwldth"l.'flCOUT·
aWnR ltlt.'l>! to buy nl<m!, hclpin~

~

111<'Y )lllrst out from the huildint!

W«>kdays.

fkc!ina moment ofrest.ivlty Oil a

like :m explosion of bubbles. a

narrow MelOOum~s!Te<.'L
As pm of MelbaumtJ O<!sign
Wl.'cl;,. Los. Angel~ anbt Jih:ut
1-tncirll ak:J Gt.'I'Ofliroo, rovl!fl.'d
U1e1fJmfaodeQfHubfumlturto's
jtlm\'J'l'Xml in Abbot:d'uni With
ifJOOI)rnllgebaiklons.

Zcncirii alro mated two other

EXC!.US!VE

l<·mwiththeis$Ue
'Jbe forum will a!ro ronsider
indu~try

prot::K'<lls

W. sex.

nudilyund otherinlimatc$('(!1}(!5.
01id' Orj;.'ltlbcr 7.oe Angus.

from Ua· Media Entertainmn;t
and Arb Alliance's «:uity dh'•

dtpkting

"~-cl'iseto«'t'taiii,'Ulnt':'Oll!llitils

Seniorartisticand mtul~><:rial

staff rrom the fi~ ~tate theatre
trouJ)CS, indudini! !Ill.' Syt!m.')·.
Mclboun1e and Qw•.>t'l~SI3ucl
thtmtreoompa.nk-s.asw\.'ll ru. Dt!U

01u: of C."l!dinn!
(i<~t!Pclrsa~i:\~hasdenltd

.mips-orcic;,efril.'ndships-CtJold
and

riski ...,'h1.<re 1ht.'}'

are

n..>pcatcd", so Ute forum wtn~ld
disctm"sak'IY inu('j f()f'artis~
Dt."ipltt- Ute ru~ or J.tlcl1 ~'t!lll.'i.
Ms Anb'\!S~Id"theC\IItural prac·
lice not only in Australia. hut J!}ubally~lly,isU~ati.'\'Ct)'Oitej\151

Shak~pearc..

1!ct5 on \\ith 11, :md wr C\'idenct!
prcttr clearly s;t,t'$ tl~:~tprople arr
crumbling.ronletim~ ...

told lhe a!l~tlon~ in\'O!~·t<i
Carilina!Pcll
R\'ou s:ty your omb:'Jon fl(lm
th<' .'itnt~'merttwusju.it ·you fur·

Themcttln~followsl~t~>ar·s
ha!tl~·
mrml. ;md hult;int: in Jh·c jltf~

forma.ncc, which found 40 per
n~cnts

lmd

cxperi(·.rn:ed $<!X\lal h:mttvnertl
Signif~taUtly, 2i per ttnt of
1\~jlondents h.'ld o;perit<nrt'rl <or

"'itnts.,td"themostnol:ilile"'h:u·
DUmenl and bullying 00.'1r In
~!thlidised theatre- more th;;n
forOJ)o.'rn.lnde(x-ndentiheollre<or
mw;IC\!theatre.
"It \\"lU a suffickntl;- notabk·
tr{'fld _ that it became dear to us
that (suhsid&>d throlrt) was ;z
\(:lulhle firn: llhtrting point {for
rcf'onn)."MsA.'l~said

Theunionl(';l(kr!l.'lidthc-need

11te

Melbourne

meeUn:t

com~>£ 3l def.1malion rns1.'>
IJro\11!-~t by starl <."nig Mdru:h·

~r,~MrRkhtl.'l'said. ~That's an

invcnti<:m of you~ since July
2015. Yrn1 jurtm:~de U~t up altPT

lno ;md Gt.'l)[frt>y RU$h - who
:stn.'nUOU.\Iy den}' alk'S;Jtit:TIS <of
sexual har:wmt.>nl or hwpJim(lli•
::li<'. beh.:wiour l~cllcd ngainn
UK'.m lw tli('J.t.re Cf.>·'\\ntkm -

YQUrn;ulcyourUat~t~

playnuiineourt

Whllt- the fnntm wm not
ind11M mmmen:i.1l lhNll:t',
m d:ux'e tompanles. M~

oper:~

A!l£USsnid:"Thl~b:chapl~rnH·.

!

The rtuon Wi' 5luted with
theatre i1 that our tYidence lila\
tclhntrusthettwasa particular
problem \\ith lhat!wdor.
"We are dt.me with talking

·

We'rentn~•re:uiylocom:up"'ith

;
'

to."lX'C'Oncrcle$O.tuUon\.

J~ydwtln.'r.lfl!sl

"Mylnsliud.Mll fntlwr,hl.'
w;:sn'tn..'al!rsuroaboul \Yilt'«! he
wa~ ht.-adinghllit~,"Uiem:ut uid.
TI1e 1.'0\lrt heard tlw :IJ~wJ
victim h<u:f m~dc a d111nken

ThefathL>ram.ICanlirutl Pdr::
ba.lril.t!U Robert Rldih!r QC
<.'ll!,!l!.qctl in a ltf'<'tt'd exchange in

will join fortht> tW<Hlay nJ('(.'f.inl!
inMclbourncfromtomorrow.
MEAA ~yon ~1

Tiltfatlwr~idthls'r\;utlucin

part tQ a.lcohnl a.nd .ht- :Wo
thought his ~ was ~>cin~ a

s!.:!.V;Jm:ntlopoli'..:clllaty~.

rourt:tlxrl.ltwhcthl.'t'tht>m;m~

Bl.'lvoir, Griffm,
MallhOU!Iel'UldLaBo!tt•Ulto.!rt.'.,

S(ln rn.}oy<-'J be-ing p;ut a! the
cathedra.~ chotr. "I just gc.tlhe
gmernl itnpfc:\:Unn thm he was
happy doing il and t:njoylng n.~
hes.1id.
The court lm.rd lhr fatht'.::
to!d polio: his $On had a ~rouj!h
limeof.it~whm hewasinlili:20s.

¥inV<'t1tingn ;tlleg:l.!ions ll(talnlt
the clerk afte h(' failed to name
h!minapolki!U.'\tenwnt
Tht Mtfhoum(' M;tgi$lrntes
Court hM ycslcrday thm tht•
f:ttht':'hadlearntdab'Jultht!his:torical ,.cxua.l off~nec alll.y.~tiun$
imW.ing his wn in 2015 but
dkln'trncntit>llCardirut!Pcllina

~renl-cltild relntion~

isittn.saidtheevent.cm~rini!WX·

of

th~

.....

The father a!

for a new approach to intimate
moues: \'fould IX' ll key <'!gend.'l
itematthemtcting.
Such ~IM
including
simulated sex. nui!it)' nnd t:eeneS

ual harn.•.m1cnt ln theatre. w:u
"ithoutp!'l.'CC{kntWclnlly.

rent

in~ntimJ<.J'croatingm()llleJitsof

Father denies Pell 'invention'

Mnjn: subsidilltd the:ure «om.R
)'XI.n!es h:we siJ;O<'d up ror a hi,s;hlevcl fQrum on .wrual bnrnssment
following rt!le;U'dl th:t.t reve.als
!he $edor has a "r.Oiablt-" prob-

new

have been tle:siW\1.'11 wilh

joy for pamri+by," S<tld Zcncirli.
who flew out of ).koJhoumc for
U!cn (';!(tl.'nd inside. and tlw oUJer i:mAIIgck:s(.lnWt'dttesdayn4:ht
Jnskle:motherHubdlQpon£xWR ni'WrO\'I.'t1t'(.>lngthciMtnl!atlons.
bltionStrectlnUK:oty.
"1 ftl.t' re:~lly llupin.>d by Ulis
Zolddl d!."SS'i!x.'s 1m ,lrojcct~ hidden dtmcnt and U~e idetl of
as"hitldcnsurpriSt.'$M.Thcutfu11:1 uncovering $(.1tncthlng~l w
wcful, too, not to pollute U1e decitkd to f01.w hw'Uy on that
comuumlty once Me's l.'<tn{!; 1hc wh~n planning the inl.'t:t!!atlon\.
bulltxm\ 1\ro 100 J'lCI' ~t latex, \\'llffilgntC>nncwdl)'.tlw~yJ
ilnd comptrttable and hl~rad· ronntd wilh it :tnd It<; rcm»e. it
through my art.~
.. AU three Qf my lrut.1lliltlott~
Zcnci:litl'IOYediul..osAngciM.
co~w \Jw
entnmcr:totll!:Huh~Istore

lo Pf't'\'eJil SPttili cr.u:hm; at
p<.?k litnl!$ ruch ll! ancr ipm

Theatre bosses put sex
rules on centre stage

instaJ!atklll$thl.:wl~inMI.'l·

bou:mc: one in CollinfiWO(Id,

where black Wl!oonr

~mXIliortalt~ulbuni:Rina~rritk

Cat'dinal Pc11 at <=OUrt

withhl~broUl~Uttndsls.tl!i'.

Nklled offending ln\Y.Jhintt. the
man's son OCC\!frt.'d wht.'tl llten

conver.>;~tion but he hadn't mil)'

fathcrPclJ'Iif.tedU~f;,rnilrata

I:U:e in tf~e l9i0s: Wlth anoU~U
priest
H~ salCI in 2015 hb son did 11r.t
go into dctail a!mut the- all~"'i
(){ft'fKc. '"I c:amml Nm){'mbt\r Olt'

The father 5altl Mr Rkhtt'T
h.1djnsultedhi.m.
MYcs.that m.1)'b~nn insult but
in:tnJ('.I!:ilnot.¥MrRkhter.uid
RAlMiutely not.R I~ f:1the!
S.1id.
C.1rdiMI Pl'll is :tppeanng In :1
«Jmmittallwarlng char&«! with
h"twic.1l$exunfoffentt'$lnrcla·
tion to multlple oomplainnntt.
The ht:triog. will dctenninc
whcthcrhewil!Mnndtrial.

betnllbtl;<.(-dbypritiU."
'T'ht'fnthcnaidhedidnol ask
11~ ~on which ~ aliegt<lly
commlttOOo!ft'flm;ag:tiMthim.
fll.ther of anoll'!e of
Cmlinnl Pcll~ ao::uwrs.. qu(';$tioned about how his iOil had
lx-11&1'00 wh~ lx.>tnt:droppcdofi
tmd pkkl'd up nl :~. chutrh i.n lhc-

An~vkti:nse:weevidr.ru:t
in:~d01«lcourllas:twwk.

that.~tid:sinmy memory now".

Yesterday tlw court lw.arrl the

tktnils:,"hrsaid~lwasllWI'Cron·

ttmcd liboul the fuctthathebad

nw

1990!;, said llmre

wa;~ ~oothin.;;

Thefuthtu:tidhc-tJmu&hthi<.

TI!ebmlhl!l'to!d lheCO\.lrt he
had not btcn wncemed by the

ll«.·niMeniug.
In hi\ polke stal\.'tlWllt, I"Clld
out b).• barri;;tcr Rclh Shamt, alSQ
actlnf for Cnrdi1ml Pcll. lhe

from Scatth! ~ven years 01go, on a
whim. and quickly ertabli.med a
f'l'pUtati<:>nforhcrqllirky,cphem1.'1".11 nrt. She bad !x-gUn <.~
menting with ball~ only U1e
pre\'IOUS~'CM, but h!!'r 11obby had
soon t:tkl.'ll (.I'.'CI'h1.1'lirc<~:~ tbe lnw
stal!ation~
bqr.tn appearing
aroundtheworid..
H1.>r Me!houmc projL'<'t rotkM'UI an lnsblliMion unn:llcd
rccmUy in MnnhattAn. her lill'jt·
eu !t1 dui1; rorthe Nl"W York Oty
Thdlcl. 1bomnnd.t of bb.!loom,
rnnging from Z'lOU In 3m, had

March25.

.ARTS1 115

Aussiebomb
expet1ldlled
in Cambodia
An Australi1m bomb 0:1mt and
Cambodian wldit<r have
rejwrttdly been .killed in a bla"oonCambodianmnit:uybasc,
·n,e Phnom Penh Pest rqmr·
tOO UJrtt: otl\1.'1'), indudmg
another Austrnltln. WL>re alru

n

Brodie M(lrnn'$ body was
found at a T<X>Igarookho!:Se on
the Momington Pl.'llinwla IMl
week, following a o.IJ to Ambu·
lance Victoria.
Hi.\mOtfln.Joannel-1nch.42.
b: ln nn.tt.ll.ly atlt:rU..:ins ch:tflt«..
wilh murdering the Tootgarook
PrimarySchoolitudenL
In a :st.utermml. w: Thund:r.·.
iath~'T Lee Mur.1n :\1}'$ h~ nevfr
stopped 10".-in~ C<lring and sup(XIrting" llrod~ whom he d:!-:saihL>d :u a ~Yt'Q' IC\'td. lclnd,
co1t:ridrntc:mrlenringboy".
NBrodic·~>p;u;:;lngh:utouchl.td

w many P«'flle,M he shl. "Ir I
rould be ha!fthe lll.'r:'il'lll

m~· :'lOll

~

n):tynntliveinli.Ufctime.
~\'lho:>Jl

remembering nmdie.

il is with happlneuofhis:wrum
durl)' 1mile and lming e~ring
n.1tUI't'!.ll!ld!hi,bia¢flhehadC'ft
ll~nll...
Mr MOI':In 3.11d nr..l bcin~
lhtr(•topwvr:nthisho}·':sdcathb
hts"tkepeit ~er.

"Although Joanne and 1had

bcin~rdrunkandemolkm:~l

~rntcd in July 2015, I OCI'tr
.stopptd loring. caring and Wp·

TII<·he<uint;amtir.tl('j,

portingm)'~lbotb('motlonally

883

Vict.orl:l,fcn~ttrt:tlornll\ndintcr
natitma.ldcslgn«:ltllldJ\In~until

de.<ltbishis"bi~tn'!ln..'l.~.

W3.~Iwooltlbepro\.ld.

next day and Mktdlflk'. wru; All

McltmumeDeslgnWcck,pn....
scntOObytheNlltlonn!Gul!cryl'.lf

molliNinVicto:i'-n)-shenf:VCl"

~He fiv('ti a llle In hi.~ ~lit
short years !hat m.1t1y othtn

tight. She srud after bcing told
"yes· the brol.hcr put. t~ rom·
menb down to tfma!le£ed \idim

l~nging,ikehugc~pt:sfroma

"''"""'"·

fclt his ron W!Ui In !fungi'!!', and
not bdng thert- tu )ln'\'tttt h!s

brothcrsaldhehe:l.rdthe;~ncg«l

~ketotM.n!le2'e~lvktirntlk'

Ute Urn:otn Ccn·

Tht- ratlwr or nn l'!i~;ht~}'ti\r-cld
hoy 2JI<'g«<ly mllRk:t-d by his

of: ""''<n1 don't know whl'lt's h:lp·

<.t!her thing yoo h<'ru'd
being said \\':I.~ along tht iinc-.s of
·rome f..li<'rl-up srufi' ha~ hap·
pened tome'," MsSbannsaid.
Sbt loldthrC'OI.Iri thehr<.tihe

hcadq\rnrt~'I'S<Jt

lnnu p:nrt oftbecompany'n:irth
annWI.!artn.'Ties. Theinst:tll:!Uon
:struckachord,witll TheN~!".' York
'lUnd dtsaibing U~e baflooru ;u

Grieving dad 'never
felt Brodie in danger'

~idim'-"t"wmdhingtotheeffcct

~The

bt't':llinAAiltd inside the bal!et•\o

11un int~lncidt'Jltthatisundcr-
i1ood 10 h;we ()((l.lm.>d at <1

shootio: mn:.'t'wiU1in Uu:~baru in
PIUlom Snl(l(:h dl:rtrict. in
«!ntrnlGtmbodia

Jl21~1\l\'Jti~h~ =~~~~;
0

and finano:!lly,- hesuld "Drodie
and I l~;~cl a wt1.<kly FareTime
5C$iion,tOJ;ctftcrwlletlhcWOUid
share witf1 great l.'llUmsiasm all
Uuthchaddonet!Wwccl\:.
~Atnopoinl did l,M:tlly.'JllC
<~round Brodie And Jca.nne. fed
that!~t\>":L>;indang<'r"

bclieVL>dtohavcbetn$hoollt~gl\t

t;trgcts al.IOUt 2pm ).'CS.t~Q)'

whcn theySllw:mmctlrin.6on Ute
grounll.
\Vhcnoru.>wenttopld:.Uplhe
objt.'CI:- n RU\-..ian·n'l!ldt! homh
-ir~plodcd.

MUitnrypolice!o:tidthctbTec

Mr Mornn ~d he 1va.~
lr..uch<-dbytht-warmthand!Uf>"
rort f>CI'IPlt, lndurllng fmm
urangtN>fmmthcnllmsidrnf
thewnrki. had shooTl him.
HI'! alm tlunkt'd pnliceMd
m«lkal ~and .n-questcd
prop!eall'>W him.hi1 familr :1.0d
frlendslogritveinprl\\ll<'.
M!l Rnch appeared In court
last week :tnd did not apply for
lmil Silt' wa~ rtm:~ndtd lr. nexl

p.ppcllrini.'OUI'tonJunc29.
MP

C\mbodianmereroldim, wlu1r
Mr S.'l.:nna.n~ s.'t.id the h\.'0 Aus-.
trali:m~ W\".re bomb expc·ru.

N<'!thrr tllt Austrnlian emh.wy nor iht dq~:utmt-nts of
Ocfrn«•and Forrign Aff.1irs<Uld
Trnde imrrwdiaiC'Iy respondoitC>
~t\forammlt!nt.
"ThtAu!tni!Mhodyls~tillal

the hospital w:~iting to l>c taken
by the Australian emb:wy:

I.Je"tilh

~tn(!nl

director

OVMnThentoldtht!~J~.
AlL\NDAJl()l>GJ.:
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Actor Geoffrey Rush launches
court action over Sydney
Theatre Colllpany clahns
Sally Rm,v sthorne, The Daily Telegraph
December 8,

2017

3:45pm

MELBOURNE actor Geoffrey Rush has fronted for the first
time since being accused of "inappropriate behaviour" while
starring in a Sydney play, saying coverage of the case was
"demeaning" and "hurtful".

http://www.cairnspost.com.aulnews/national/actor-geoffrey-rush-launches-court-actio...
18/01/2018
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The character actor refused to take questions but delivered a solemn
statement about the Sydney Theatre Company claims, revealed by The
Daily Telegraph.
Rush stood with his lawyer to declare that he would launch legal action
over the reports in The Daily Telegraph.
"I must now seek vindication of my good name through the courts," Rush
said. He said The Daily Telegraph had made "false, pejorative and
demeaning claims, splattering them with unrelenting bombast on its front
pages".

u
0 Rush stepped dovvn as the president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television
Arts after the allegation surfaced. Picture: Stuart McEvoy
"It is an action I am taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and
hyperbole that they have created around my standing in the entertainment
industry and in the greater community."

The Daily Telegraph stands by its reporting of the complaint made against
Rush during his last stint at the STC for the production of King Lear.
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Editor Christopher Dore said the newspaper would defend its accurate
reporting in court.
"The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company
received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour," Mr Dore said.
"We will defend our position in court."
At the centre of the drama was a complaint revealed by the STC made by
one of its actors against Rush.
The STC told The Daily Telegraph that it had received a complaint of
"inappropriate behaviour" after the 2015 production of the Shakespeare
play.
The nation's premier theatre company said it would protect the identity of
the complainant and would work to "minimise the risk of future instances
of the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace".
Rush subsequently stepped down as the president of the Australian
Academy of Cinema and Television Arts after the allegation surfaced.
Lawyer Nicholas Pullen yesterday said Rush, 66, would not answer
questions.
The matter will go before the Federal Court in Sydney on February 8.
Originally published as 'Hwi' Rush launehes court action over claims

CD
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INTERNATIONAl WOMEN'S DIVE DAY

' 'TO ENSUREASEXUAL HARASSMENTPOLICYFITS YOUR BUSINESS, l OOK AT THE MAKE-UP OF
YOUR WORKFORCE. YOUSHOULD ALSO CONSIDER THOSESTAFF WHO ARE VULNERABLE.

Email your busy bit to allcla.nally@news.com.au

Female crew celebrated
Quicksilver Group female Silverswift crew were celebrated on
Saturday at a PAD! International
Women's Dive Day on the Great
Barrier Reef.
The adventure dive and snorkel boat ferried 84 passengers to
experience three amazing reef
sites led by skipper Amanda Matthies.
Ms Matthies (above right) was
supported by a majority female
crew from the customer service
team and four female dive instructors.
Quicksilver managing director
Tony Baker said more than 650
staff were employed in the com-

pany and female
dive instructors
were ·very much a
.... , part of ensuring our
' passengers have
sensational days diving the
underwater world".
"It is greatto see Silverswift
join in this day.
"Our liveaboard dive vessels.
Pro Dive Cairns has a growing
number of female dive instructors
and they currently represent a
third of the team; he said.
"We congratulate our team on
the amazing dedication they have
every day on the Great Barrier
Reef."

CITY FIRM IN 'EXCITING PROJECT'

Drones monitor turtles
Cairns-based company Droner
was asked to supply and operate
drones in a survey of turtle tracks
in Cape York.
Founder Tom Watson (right)
said it was an exciting project to
be involved in. The Western Cape
Turtle Threat Abatement ARia nee
recently conducted trials to explore the potential use of unmanned aerial vehicles for turtle
monitoring activities.
Overall, the 1.4 kilogram,
multi-rotor drone with a 20 MP
in-built camera provided the best
results for the turtle track monitoring activities. This drone had

good stability to deal
with windy conditions, high camera
~ resolution, boat~ launching capability.
and could deliver both grid and
linear flight paths. Under suitable
weather conditions, this drone
captured high~a l ity aerial imagery that could be analysed for
turtle track species and numbers.
Afinal report is being completed
on the outcomes of the drooe
trials and will be made available
on the WCTTAA website on completion Cwww.capeyorkmm.corn.au/wcttaa).

MISS I ON B EAC H BRANCH TURNS 10

Community bank party
LAST week the Mission Beach
Community Bank branch of Bendigo Bank celebrated its loth
birthday. On Friday night, about
60 guests attended an event at
Mission Arts.
Outgoing chairman Tony Lee
(above) and new chairwoman
Kelly Cavallara thanked the previous board members, staff.
shareholders and customers for
their ongoing support.
To date, Mission Beach Community bank branch has contributed more than $200,000 to
local organisations, working to-

wards a vibrant
thriving Mission
Beach community.
Recipients include the Cassowary
Coast Multi Sports club, Mission
Beach Community Arts Centre,
Mission Beach Outrigger Canoe
Club, Mission Beach State School.
Mission Beach Scouts, Mission
Beach Game Fishing dub, Mission
Beach Business & Tourism, Mission Beach Surf Lifesaving Club,
Mission Beach Outdoor Film Festival, the town's sailing club and
Rotary.

~Fz-~

OPEN HOUSE FOR NET W ORKING

Free barbecue at shed
GO Commercial will
host its own version of
an open house, a free
open shed barbecue, today
from 12-lpm at Shed 3.
170-l82 Mayers St. Manunda.

The event will provide
local business owners the
opportunity to network and
chat about what's happening in
the market while enjoying a tasty
sausage sizzle and cold drink..

J

NO-GO ZONE: Bad workplace beh<IViour from the 1970s and '8 0s has largely disappeared, but employers need to remain on guard.

A big price to pay
on harassment
SEXUAL harassment has beor who may be in a minorily.
come a major topic for busiAn organisation with a maness owners and managers
jority of male employees may
thanks to the worldwide pubneed a female sexual harasslicity surrounding the Me Too
ment officer to ensure a
JOHN HAYWARD
movemenl
woman would feel safe and
The careless language and - - - comfortable raising issues.
behaviour that made some
Creating a sexual harassSimilarly. cultural issues
workplaces uncomfortable in ment policy need not be an on- might have a bearing on how
the 70s and '80s are a distant erous task. There are plenty of complaints are handled.
memory for many, but em- goocl basic resources on the
In Far North Queensland
ployers and managers still internet to get generic amice. we have many nationalities
need to play a proactive role in Tn: the Anti-Discrimination working in the tourism indusensuring their workplace is a Commission. the Fair Work try and doing seasonal work
Commission and the Fair like fruit picking.
healthy one.
Any business big or small. Work Ombudsman websites.
Those workers may haYe
blue collar or white collar.
Tailor the policy to fit your different tolerance levels in
needs a policy on sexual har- workplace and set out a pro- their countries to what Austraassmenl While a policy is not cess for your organisation to lians finds acceptable. so you
required by law. ha~·in g such a deal with il If you need tailor- should not assume your expecpolicy can help prevent the law made ad\oice. lawyer can as- tations are the same as theirs.
being broken as a result of em- sist
Social media adds an eleo;To ensure a sexual harass- ated risk for businesses. as stoployees not being aware of
their responsibilities.
ment policy fits your business. ries of harassment can spread
The policy should be a part look at the make-up of your quickly. High-profile Austraof inductions for llt'W staff and workforce.
lian actors Geoffrey Rush and
You should also consider Craig Mcl...achlan both filed
be included in regular staff
those staff who are vulnerable defamation claims after comtraining.

a

plaints were widely reported.
Another sting for employers is that they are often equally responsible for the actions of
an employee found guilty of
sexual harassment.
An employer can also be
liable if the harassment takes
place outside work hours.
If there is an issue in vour
workplace, it should be resolved as quickly as possible so
it does not escalate. This is important for the victim.
Queensland's
Anti-Discrimination Commission received 78 complaints of sexual
harassment in 2016-17, with 75
per cent in the workplace.
The Me Too movement has
lifted the lid on unacceptable
behaYiour. Check your business policy so you too can be a
part of #MeToo.
John Hayward is an
employment lawyer at WGC
Lawyers

China drives demand for top Aussie drops
BUY •SELL •LOANS

$50-$5 000

ANYTHINGGOLD, SCRAP JEW~LLERY, ANY AMOUNT

ON SITE SECURITY

A THIRST for premium
Australian wine has driven
growth in the value of wine
exports at the fastest rate in
15 years. new fig ures show.
Overseas sales jumped
20 per cent to $1.76 billion in
2017-18, with China where
40 per cent of exports are
bought. the biggest contributor. according to data from industry body Wine Australia.

The sector also recorded its executive Andreas Clark said
highest average value for wine the focus would now be on imsince 2009, with an increase proving sales in the US.
"The premium end of the
of 9 per cent per cent. to
$324 per litre.
US wine market is enjoying roBut the val ue of ex'}>Orts to bust growth, as are Australian
the US - the world's largest exports in nearly all price
v.ine market- fell by 8 per cent points above $10 per litre,"
to $424 million. ~-ith the vol- Mr Clark said. ~ We're working
ume of Australian wine sold to to accelerate this growth in demand through a marketing
the US falling by II per cent.
Wine
AtL<:tralia
chief push supported by the A ustra-

!ian Government's $50 million
Export and Regional Wine
Support Package.''
Wine Australia said the
overall growth of overseas
sales was due to a 15 per cent
increase in actiYe exporters.
Export sales of wines priced
betv'l'een $20 and $29.99, as
well as those priced between
$50 and $99.99, both grew by
80percent.
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A big price to pay on harassment
JOHN HAYWARD
SEXUAL harassment has become a major topic for business owners and managers thanks to the worldwide publicity
surrounding the Me Too movement.
The careless language and behaviour that made some workplaces uncomfortable in the '70s and '80s are a distant memory
for many, but employers and managers still need to play a proactive role in ensuring their workplace is a healthy one.
Any business big or small, blue collar or white collar, needs a policy on sexual harassment. While a policy is not required
by law, having such a policy can help prevent the law being broken as a result of employees not being aware of their
responsibilities.
The policy should be a part of inductions for new staff and be included in regular staff training.
Creating a sexual harassment policy need not be an onerous task. There are plenty of good, basic resources on the
internet to get generic advice. Try the Anti-Discrimination Commission, the Fair Work Commission and the Fair Work
Ombudsman websites.
Tailor the policy to fit your workplace and set out a process for your organisation to deal with it. If you need tailormade advice, a lawyer can assist.
To ensure a sexual harassment policy fits your business, look at the make-up of your workforce.
You should also consider those staff who are vulnerable or who may be in a minority.
An organisation with a majority of male employees may need a female sexual harassment officer to ensure a woman
would feel safe and comfortable raising issues.
Similarly. cultural issues might have a bearing on how complaints are handled. In Far North Queensland we have many
nationalities working in the tourism industry and doing seasonal work like fruit picking.
Those workers may have different tolerance levels in their countries to what Australians finds acceptable, so you should
not assume your expectations are the same as theirs.
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Social media adds an elevated risk for businesses, as stories of harassment can spread quickly. High-profile Australian
actors Geoffrey Rush and Craig McLachlan both filed defamation claims after complaints were widely reported.
Another sting for employers is that they are often equally responsible for the actions of an employee found guilty of
sexual harassment.
An employer can also be liable if the harassment takes place outside work hours.
If there is an issue in your workplace, it should be resolved as quickly as possible so it does not escalate. This is important
for the victim.
Queensland's Anti-Discrimination Commission received 78 complaints of sexual harassment in 20 i 6-17, with 75 per cent
in the workplace.
The Me Too movement has lifted the lid on unacceptable behaviour. Check your business policy so you too can be a
part of#MeToo.John Hayward is an employment lawyer at WGC Lawyers

-- Index References ---News Subject: (Business Management (1BU42); Civil Rights Law (1CI34); Employment Law (1EM67); Gender
Relations (1GE36); HR & Labor Management (IHR87); Legal (1LE33); Social Issues (1S005); Workplace Harassment
(I WOOS))
Region: (Australasia (1AU56); Australia (1AU55); Oceania (10C40); Queensland (IQU50))
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WHAT A
STIT(H-UP
EXCLUSIVE PETER BADEL
THE Queensland Rugb~· League has been
rocked by a multimillion-dollar sponsorship
bungle after selling ofT naming rights on the
mighty Maroons Origin jumper for a paltry
S80.000.
In one of the worst gaffes m the QRL's 109year history. the most powerful brand in Australian soort was sold for a knockdown rate in a
dealsiammed by in dust!)• experts ~-pure madness" and estimated to have cost State of Origin's most successful team at least $2 m ill ion.
Adding insult to the farce, NSW last night
launched its 2018 Orig:in _iersey. which attracted
a deal worth more than Sl million.
Ifs also understood the NS\V women's jersey
comes with a price tag of about S200.000. for a
game that is not even televised.
The Courier-Mail can reveal Bank of Queensland and RACQ were keen to back the Maroons
after major sponsor
quit but baulked at
QRL's $1 mill
phis asking price.
Facing a Maroons
jumper
with no sponsors.
the QRL brokered a
last-minute
ment with
Intrust
Super for an effective
price of $80.000. The
Courier-Mail can also
reveal the design of the
new jumper (Ti!!ht).
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rooriate behaviour·
JONATHON MORAN
OSCAR-winning superstar Geoffrey
Rush has been hit bv accusations he behaved inappropriateh· during an Australian production of King Lear.
However. Rush- through his lawyers
-last night vigorously denied the claims.
The Sydney Theatre Company told
The Courier-Mail it "recei\.·ed a complaint
alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour".
"The Company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with
the Company had ended; it said.
Lawyers for the famed Queenslandborn actor said he had "not
been approached by the
Sydney Theatre Company, the alleged complainant
nor
any
representative of either~.
The actions of Rush
(pictured above,
as King Lear)
towards
coworkers were
"impeccable
bevond
reproach". his
lawyers said.
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JONATHON MORAN
OSCAR-winning superstar Geoffrey Rush has been hit by explosive accusations he behaved
inappropriately during an Australian production of King Lear.
The famed Queensland-born actor was the subject of a complaint about behaviour during a
Sydney Theatre Company season of the Shakespeare tragedy, The Courier-Mail can reveal.
However, in a strongly worded legal letter, lawyers for Rush (pictured above as King Lear) last
night said he had never been involved in any "inappropriate behaviour" and that his "regard,
actions and treatment of all the people he has worked with has been impeccable beyond
reproach 11 •
The theatre company yesterday confirmed receiving a complaint about the married father of two
and a spokeswoman said the organisation was still dealing with the issue.REPORT P4-5
----INDEX REFERENCES----

COMPANY: Sydney Theatre C
INDUSTRY: Celebrities (1CE65); Entertainment (1EN08); Live Entertainment (1LI85); Theater (1TH47)
LANGUAGE: English
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JONATHON MORAN
KING LEER OSCAR-winning superstar Geoffrey Rush has been hit by accusations he behaved
inappropriately during an Australian production of King Lear.
However, Rush - through his lawyers - last night vigorously denied the claims. The Sydney
Theatre Company told The Courier-Mail it "received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush hac!
engaged in inappropriate behaviour".
"The Company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the Company had
ended," it said.
Lawyers for the famed Queensland-born actor said he had "not been approached by the Sydney
Theatre Company, the alleged complainant nor any representative of either".
The actions of Rush (pictured above, as King Lear) towards co-workers were "impeccable beyond
reproach", his lawyers said.report p4-5
---- INDEX REFERENCES ----
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More rain
on the way

\

MORE heavv showers are expected to fali again today after
a month's worth of ~<~in led to
flash floodin~ across parts of
the southeast yesterday.
The deluge saw lllmm of
rainfall on Mount Coot-tha
91mm at Alderler and78mm at
Bracken Ridge ·in under five
hours. There was severe flash
flooding in Brisbane's north.
which tl<lpped one woman inside her vehicle at Toomhul.
She was reportedly rescued by
two council workers.
The Bureau of Meteorology
has forecast a very high chance
of showers again today, becoming heavy at times.

1
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I A RUSH
Theatre investigates
'inapp_r_opriate behaviour'
EXClUSIVE
JONATHON MORAN
OSCAR-winning Australian
actor Geoffrey Rush has
been accused of "inappropriate behaviour" during
the S\·dne\' Theatre Companj's recent production
of Kingl.ror.
But the star vigoroush· denies the an~
gations and saJs that
the company has
never told him of
anv all~ations of
v.~m in e.
The CouricrMail can today
re•;eal that one of
the country's most
successful actors was
the subject of a complai nt
during the production of

Restoring
money loss
HAIR loss company Ashley &
Martin is being sued by the
Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission for
alleged unfair contracts.
The ACCC has lodged a
claim in the Federal Court to
declare the cooling off period
for Ashlev & Martin treatment plans to be unfair.
The ACCC said the twoday cooling-otT period in the
company's standard contracts was too short.
After two days, consumers
automaticallv became liable
for a full i2-month cost of
treatment. averaging about
SJOOOto$3500. - -

do

King Lear.
It is understood the allegations of inappropriate behaviour
occurred
over
several months.
The local production of
the classic W illiam Shakespeare play ran from
November 2015 to Januarv
2016 at the Roslvn Packer
Theatre.
•
There were also several
months of rehearsals.
"Svdnev Theatre Company" received a complaint
alleeinl! that Mr Geoffrev
Rush had engaged in inaPpropriate behaviour; a
spokeswoman said to The

Alert for
travellers
TWO imported cases of mosquito-borne viruses this month
have prompted health authorities to warn Christmas travellers to avoid being bitten wh ile
01rerseas. The TownS\ille Public Health Unit vesterda\· confirmed a Cranbrook resident
had earlier this month been
struck down by dengue. while
another person in Mackay had
fallen ill with theZika virus.
Public Health Registrar Dr
Julie Mudd is urging holidaymakers to seek genuine travel
advice about health risks posed
in the country they are visiting.

Courier-Mail.
"'The company recerl'ed
the complaint when Mr
Rush"s engagement with the
company had ended. The
company continues to work
with the complainant to
minimL<e the risk of future
instances of the alleged behaviour occurring in its
workplace.
"The complainant has
requested that their identity

be withheld. STC respects
that request and for privacy
reasons, \till not be making
any further comments.~
In a strongly worded legal
letter, lawvers for Rush at
HWL EbSworth last night
said that he had never been
involved in any "inappropriate beha\iour" and that his
"regard. actions and treatment of all the people he has

worked with has been impeccable beyond reproach.
":Mr Rush has not been
approached by the Sydney
Theatre Company and the
alleged complainant nor any
representative of either of
them concerning the matter
\'01.1 have 1<1ised; the letter
states.
"Further, he has not been
infonned b~· them of the

Kids' sleep devices are Lord Mayor zips in to take Desperate family wait
taking off with Virgin plunge on adrenal in ride for justice two years on
1

1

VIRGIN Australia has lifted a
ban on kids' sleep aids that
convert into "mini beds".
following a safetv review.
From- today: parents can
bring inflatable cushions and
portable leg rests such as Plane
Pal. Fly Tot. or JetKids Bedbox
acce560nes on-board as part of
7kg carry-on allowance
In-flight experience gene~<~!
m anal!er Tash Tobias said Virgin wis the first major Australian airline to give the alk:lear
for such gadgets, which let
children stretch out their legs.
"Voi"e knrn\' that travelli ne
with kids can be a stressfUl
experience and we want to
make it as smooth as possible
for the families that fly with

us." Ms Tobias said. -These

THRILLSEEKERS will soon
popular comfort items have be ahle to plunge from the top
been reviewed bv our team of of Mount Coot-tha on the
safety e~:perts against our high longest zipline in Australia as
safety standards."
part of a high-adrenalin ride
Use is restricted to window over the treetops.
Brisbane Lord :Mayor Graseats on smaller aircraft, and to
window and middle block ham Quirk IS e~:pected to ancentre seats on I~ aircraft nounce today that West End
They must not p!'e\·ent .l<'ats in company Zipline Australia has
front from reclinine.
been endorsed to build two ziSome disgruntled parents plines at Mount Coot-tha- the
complained on social media city's second-most \'isited preearlier this year upon learning J dnct behind South Bank.
the products were prolu'bited
"Zipline Australia v.; ll build
on key Australian airli nes due the longi!!>i treetop canopy zitoevacuation hazard concerns. pline tour in Australia. with a
course
wea\1nl!
Almost 100 international ISOOm
airlines pennit such devices. , through the Mount Coot-tha
Virgin Australia's subsidiary. forest creating an &citing new
Tigerair. is still assessing them. leisure and lifestyle attraction."

I

I

Cr Quirk said. • An additional
1400m megazip e.tperience
will offer up to six adventurers
the chance to zip side-by-side
while taking in views of the
Brisbane cityscape:
The L4km megazip ride has
been desiened to start from a
new platform at the ~fount
Coot-lha lookout, dropping
down to fi nish near the botanical gardens. At its highest
point. it wi ll have a 170m vertical drop, believed to be the
highest in Australia.
The 15km treetop zipline
v.;ll finish near JC Slaughter
Falls in the northeast It iS believed to be the longest continuous zipline in Australia.
OMSIJOWOOH

GRAHAM Robertson savs a
delay in the delivery of inquest
fin dings into his son Charlie's
death is stopping the family
getting justice and moving on.
The 19-vear-old died in his
Miami aoamnent on June 13,
2015, from an overdose of the
drug fantasy.
Charlie's father and mother
R05e believe that he had a
non-alcoholic drink spiked.
In March. a five-day inquest
heard seven Rapid Action Patrol police officers raided
Charlie's apartment looking
for his flatmate. They tried to
wake Charlie. but were unsuccessful. Police left Charlie in
bed, before leaving the apartment without calling tripiH>.

They were called back later

by one of his flatmates, who
found the 19-vear-old dead. the
inquest was told.
·
Se\·en police officers were
demoted after an Ethical Standards Command investigation.
Mr Robert.<on said the family had been trying to get in
touch v.ith the Coroners office
since September about the
findini!S deli,·en· but had recen·ed-no reply.·"All we want is
to get justice for our son and tell
his ston· and we can't do that
without the findings; he said
A spokesman for the Coroners Court of Queensland said
that the matter was "still adjourned for a date to be ftxed at
this stage".
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Service to
counsel
network
staffers
CHANNEL Nine has opened an
independent counselling service
following allegations this week of
sexual assault by former TV personality Don Burke (below) as the network's boss Hugh Marks addresses
staff for the first time, saying "we
cannot wvrite history".
A new phone line was set up yesterday to allmv people to report instances of past behaviour they
would like addressed.
"Former Nine employees with
complaints can provide their
personal contact details and HR
will follow up directly on a strictly
confidential basis." Nine said in an
email to staff.
The counselling will be provided
at no cost to them, Nine said, and
will support the person to "work
through any issues that relate to
their time" at Nine.
Mr Marks, meanwhile, told staff
that allegations of harassment and
misconduct ~· Burke were "appalling", vowing to deal with misconduct, harassment, discrimination
and bullying issues "effecfu·ely".
Burke returned to Nine's A Current .4(fair this week where he
admitted to behaving like a bull;ing
tyrant, and having "a number of
affairs", but said he could not remember "exact things I did 20 years
ago".
He has been described as a "sexual predator" and "psychotic bully''
during the 17-year run of Burke's
Backyard. Speaking to ACA host
Tracy Grimshaw, he claimed to be a
victim of a "witch hunt" ignited by
the Harvey Weinstein scandal.

nature of the complamt and issued br the STC it is both
1rrespon~ible and highly
what it involves."
The Jetter from the legal damaging to say the least
"Your 'understanding· of
firm's partner Nichola5
Pullen goes on to sa~· that what has occurred is. \\ith
Rush has not been invoh·ed the greatest respect, simply
with the Svdner Theatre fishing and unfounded
"It does not warrant comCompany or its representatives for a period of more ment except that it is false
than 22 months.
and untrue:
Rush has worked with the
"In the cirrum5tances. if
such a statement has been STC many limes - both

acting and directing productions such as Uncle V anya,

O!eunna, The Imoortance af
Being Ernest rou Can't Taki!
It With You. King Lear and
The Governm~nt Impedor.
Rush won the Academr
Award for Best Actor in
1996 for hLS role as David
Helfgott in the mov1e ShirJe
and was nominated for the
best supporting actor role

two ~·ears later for Shakespi!arc in Love.
His other Oscar nominalions include best actor in
2000 film Quills and for The
King's Speech in 2011 in the
same c ategory.
He has found fame for
becommg one of the fev;
people to have won acting's
"Triple Crown"- the Academy Award. the Primetime

Emmy Award and the Tony
Award
The 66-year-old married
father-of-two and Melbourne resident is also the
president of the Australian
Academr
of
Cinema
Television and Arts and is
expected to attend the
annual AACTA Awards at
The Star Event Centre next
week.
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EXCLUSIVE JONATHON MORAN
Theatre investigates 'inappropriate behaviour' OSCAR-winning Australian actor Geoffrey Rush has
been accused of "inappropriate behaviour" during the Sydney Theatre Company's recent
production of King Lear.
But the star vigorously denies the allegations and says that the company has never told him of
any allegations of wrong doing.
The Courier-Mail can today reveal that one of the country's most successful actors was the subject
of a complaint during the production of King Lear.
It is understood the allegations of inappropriate behaviour occurred over several months.
The local production of the classic William Shakespeare play ran from November 2015 to January
2016 at the Roslyn Packer Theatre.
There were also several months of rehearsals.
"Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour," a spokeswoman said to The Courier-Mail.
"The company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the company had ended.
The company continues to work with the complainant to minimise the risk of future instances of
the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace.
"The complainant has requested that their identity be withheld. STC respects that request and for
privacy reasons, will not be making any further comments." In a strongly worded legal letter,
lawyers for Rush at HWL Ebsworth last night said that he had never been involved in any
"inappropriate behaviour" and that his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has
worked with has been impeccable beyond reproach.
"Mr Rush has not been approached by the Sydney Theatre Company and the alleged complainant
nor any representative of either of them concerning the matter you have raised," the letter states.
"Further, he has not been informed by them of the nature of the complaint and what it involves."
The letter from the legal firm's partner Nicholas Pullen goes on to say that Rush has not been
involved with the Sydney Theatre Company or its representatives for a period of more than 22
months.
"In the circumstances, if such a statement has been issued by the STC it is both irresponsible and
highly damaging to say the least.
"Your 'understanding' of what has occurred is, with the greatest respect, simply fishing and
unfounded.
"It does not warrant comment except that it is false and untrue." Rush has worked with the STC
many times - both acting and directing productions such as Uncle Vanya, Oleanna, The
Importance of Being Ernest, You Can't Take It With You, King Lear and The Government Inspector.
Rush won the Academy Award for Best Actor in 1996 for his role as David Helfgott in the movie
Shine and was nominated for the best supporting actor role two years later for Shakespeare in
Love.
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His other Oscar nominations include best actor in 2000 film Quills and for The King's Speech in
2011 in the same category.
He has found fame for becoming one of the few people to have won acting's "Triple Crown" - the
Academy Award, the Primetime Emmy Award and the Tony Award.The 66-year-old married fatherof-two and Melbourne resident is also the president of the Australian Academy of CinemaTelevision and Arts and is expected to attend the annual AACTA Awards at The Star Event Centre
next week.
---- INDEX REFERENCES ----
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EXCLUSIVE JONATHON MORAN
OSCAR-winning Australian actor Geoffrey Rush has been accused of "inappropriate behaviour"
during the Sydney Theatre Company's recent production of King Lear.
But the star vigorously denies the allegations and says that the company has never told him of
any allegations of wrong doing.
The Courier-Mail can today reveal that one of the country's most successful actors was the subject
of a complaint during the production of King Lear.
It is understood the allegations of inappropriate behaviour occurred over several months.
The local production of the classic William Shakespeare play ran from November 2015 to January
2016 at the Roslyn Packer Theatre.
There were also several months of rehearsals.
"Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour," a spokeswoman said to The Courier-Mail.
"The company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the company had ended.
The company continues to work with the complainant to minimise the risk of future instances of
the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace.
"The complainant has requested that their identity be withheld. STC respects that request and for
privacy reasons, will not be making any further comments." In a strongly worded legal letter,
lawyers for Rush at HWL Ebsworth last night said that he had never been involved in any
"inappropriate behaviour" and that his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has
worked with has been impeccable beyond reproach.
"Mr Rush has not been approached by the Sydney Theatre Company and the alleged complainant
nor any representative of either of them concerning the matter you have raised," the letter states.
"Further, he has not been informed by them of the nature of the complaint and what it involves."
The letter from the legal firm's partner Nicholas Pullen goes on to say that Rush has not been
involved with the Sydney Theatre Company or its representatives for a period of more than 22
months.
"In the circumstances, if such a statement has been issued by the STC it is both irresponsible and
highly damaging to say the least.
"Your 'understanding' of what has occurred is, with the greatest respect, simply fishing and
unfounded.
"It does not warrant comment except that it is false and untrue." Rush has worked with the STC
many times - both acting and directing productions such as Uncle Vanya, Oleanna, The
Importance of Being Ernest, You Can't Take It With You, King Lear and The Government Inspector.
Rush won the Academy Award for Best Actor in 1996 for his role as David Helfgott in the movie
Shine and was nominated for the best supporting actor role two years later for Shakespeare in
Love.
His other Oscar nominations include best actor in 2000 film Quills and for The King's Speech in
2011 in the same category.
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He has found fame for becoming one of the few people to have won acting's "Triple Crown" - the
Academy Award, the Primetime Emmy Award and the Tony Award.The 66-year-old married fatherof-two and Melbourne resident is also the president of the Australian Academy of CinemaTelevision and Arts and is expected to attend the annual AACTA Awards at The Star Event Centre
next week.
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Croc block
bid ends in
court date
A -viGILANTE" who interconserYalion
fered
while
workers were removing a
crocodile trap with a 4m beast
inside has been snapped up by
authorities.
Police have charged a 32year-old Innisfail man after he
allegedly obstructed and verbally abused Department of
Environment and Heritage
Protection officers while the\'
were attempting to move
trao trailer on Tuesda\'.
it is alleged the ma n began
arguing with EHP officers
about 12.30pm. before he got
more aggressive by standing on
the trailer and extending the
winch. While the officers
were pulling th.:-trap out. it's
understood the man got
into the water at waist
depth and pushed the trap.
Police sav the man
caused the crocodile to
become agitated and
strike the side of the trap.
The man is scheduled to
appear at the lnnisfail
Mal!istrates Court on
Deeember 18.

Actors back accuser as Rush
slams theatre for career slur

a

JONATHON MORAN
TWO actors who work \loith the Sydney Theatre Company yesterday
publicly threw their support behind
the actor who has accused Oscar"inner Geoffrey Rush of touching
her inappropriately during the
stage production ofKing Lear.
!t comes as Rush. 66 - one of
the country's most successful ac'
tors- yesterday continued to \'ehementlv dem· claims he
inappropri ately 'touched a: cast
member of the local production
of the clas..<ic William Shakespeareplay.
Rising young actor Meyne
Raoul Wyatt. who appeared in
King Lear. said he believed his
cast mate's version of events.
"I was in the show; Wyatt
wrote on Facebook yesterday
after The Courier-Mail broke the
story. "I believe (the person) who
has come forward:·
And Brandon McClelland. who
has worked with the woman at the
centre of the alleged complaint,
urged others on 1\vitter to believe
the actor. "It wasn't a misunderstanding. it wasn't a joke." he posted.
The STC production of King
Lear ran from November 2015
toJanuarv 2016.
Rush fssued a comprehensi\·e statement vesterday den}ing clai~s
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Oroton in
collapse
OROTON stores will operate
as usual after the 79-year-{)!d
Australian luxury handbag
retailer collapsed into voluntarv administration.
·The company says it has
been unable to find a viable
option for recapitalising or
selling the business after a
seven-month strategic re\i~.
Interim chief executive Ross
Lane. erandson of Oroton
founder-Bm·d Lane. sai d there
was no other solution.
"The board is disappointed
that it has had to take this step
after running such a comprehensive process.- he said
n(1Sfl'<~<;
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of "inappropriate behaviour" during
his time with the Sydney Theatre
Company's production of King Lear.
Rush's statement took aim at the
Sydney Theatre Company, alleging it
had "chosen to smear his name and
unjustifiably damage his reputation".
The statement claimed: "His
treatment of fellow collea~ues and
e\·ervone he has worked- with is
always conducted with respect and
the utmost propriety. The allegation
made against Mr Rush comes from a
statement provided by the Sydney
Theatre Company:· it reads.
The statement says a complaint
made to it over 21 months ago. "To
date, ~r Rush or any of his representatives have not received any representations from the STC or· the
complainant There has been no provision of any details, circumstances,
allegations or events that can be
meaningfully responded to."
It goes on to quote Mr Rush: "The
moment I became aware of rumours
of a complaint I immediately phoned
and spoke to senior management at
the Sydney Theatre Company asking
for clarification about the details of
the statement Thev refused to
illuminate me· with the details."
The statement then says
Mr Rush can only reiterate
that he denies being involved in any "inappropriate
behaviour" whatsoever.
A new STC statement
vesterdav said that it had
responded
"truthfully"
after being approached by
The Courier-Muil this week.
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Thirty years after Joh
forced out. his wiaow
has unfinished business
LADY Flo Bjelke-Petersen has
re\·ealed she is still desperate
for the shredded reputation of
disgraced husband Joh to be restored as she approaches the
ageofiOO.
In an exclusive interview
with The Courier-Mail 30 years
after Sir Joh was forced from office. Lady Flo (pictured) insisted
she was proud of his legacy and
maintained "he did a great job
as premier of Queensland".
"There will ne-.•er be anyone
like Joh;· Lady Flo, 98, said.
REPORT P4 5

New threat to wounded PM
EXCLUSIVE

RENEE VIELLARIS
A WOUNDED Malcolm
Turnbull is facing a damaging new ambush ·- this time
on penal!~· rail'S - after he
wa~ forced to call a royal

commiSsion into banking
misconduct that he argued
against just days ago.
As the Prime MinLcter begrudgingly announced the
banking blowtorch ~·ester
day. Laborwa~ formul ating a
plan to hijack a Gm·ernment

Bill in a bid to undo penalty
rate changes by enticing
roglli' MP George Christensen to~ the floor. Sources
said the GO\·ernment feared
again being held hostage ~
Nationals "v.ith pet i~es·
RU'OR1 PI0-1'

Sur.t'MER SURPRISE
REPORTlP3

'I believe Rush daim'
EXCLUSIVE
JONATHON MORAN
TWO Sydney Theatre Company actors yesterday spoke
out in support of the actor who
has accused Oscar-v.inoer
Geoffrey Rush of touching her

inappropriately during a stage
production of King Lear.
The Oscar winner was vesterday continuing to vehemently deny the cla1ms. :vteyne
Raoul Wyatt, who also appeared in King Lear, said he
belie\·ed the claims. RfPil!H ~"'
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EXCLUSIVE JONATHON MORAN
TWO Sydney Theatre Company actors yesterday spoke out in support of the actor who has
accused Oscar-winner Geoffrey Rush of touching her inappropriately during a stage production of
King Lear.
The Oscar winner was yesterday continuing to vehemently deny the claims. Meyne Raoul Wyatt,
who also appeared in King Lear, said he believed the claims.REPORT P7
---- INDEX REFERENCES ----
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JONATHON MORAN
TWO actors who work with the Sydney Theatre Company yesterday publicly threw their support
behind the actor who has accused Oscar-winner Geoffrey Rush of touching her inappropriately
during the stage production of King Lear.
It comes as Rush, 66 - one of the country's most successful actors - yesterday continued t0
vehemently deny claims he inappropriately touched a cast member of the local production of th ( )
classic William Shakespeare play.
Rising young actor Meyne Raoul Wyatt, who appeared in King Lear, said he believed his cast
mate's version of events.
"I was in the show," Wyatt, wrote on Facebook yesterday after The Courier-Mail broke the story. "I
believe (the person) who has come forward." And Brandon McClelland, who has worked with the
woman at the centre of the alleged complaint, urged others on Twitter to believe the actor. "It
wasn't a misunderstanding. It wasn't a joke," he posted .
The STC production of King Lear ran from November 2015 to January 2016. Rush issued a
comprehensive statement yesterday denying allegations of "inappropriate behaviour" during his
time with the Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear. Rush's statement took aim at
the Sydney Theatre Company, alleging it had "chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage
his reputation".
The statement claimed: "His treatment of fellow colleagues and everyone he has worked with isalways conducted with respect and the utmost propriety. The allegation made against Mr Rush
comes from a statement provided by the Sydney Theatre Company," it reads.
The statement says it is understood the STC statement concerns a complaint made to it over 2:(
months ago. "To date, Mr Rush or any of his representatives have not received an)
representations from the STC or the complainant. There has been no provision of any details,
circumstances, allegations or events that can be meaningfully responded to." It goes on to quote
Mr Rush: "The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I immediately phoned and
spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for clarification about the
details of the statement. They refused to illuminate me with the details." The statement then says
Mr Rush can only reiterate that he denies being involved in any "inappropriate behaviour"
whatsoever.A new STC statement yesterday said that it had responded "truthfully" after being
approached by The Courier-Mail earlier this week.
---- INDEX REFERENCES --- -
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JONATHON MORAN
TWO actors who work with the Sydney Theatre Company yesterday publicly threw their support
behind the actor who has accused Oscar-winner Geoffrey Rush of touching her inappropriately
during the stage production of King Lear.
It comes as Rush, 66 - one of the country's most successful actors - yesterday continued to
vehemently deny claims he inappropriately touched a cast member of the local production of the
classic William Shakespeare play.
Rising young actor Meyne Raoul Wyatt, who appeared in King Lear, said he believed his cast
mate's version of events.
"I was in the show," Wyatt, wrote on Facebook yesterday after The Courier-Mail broke the story. "I
believe (the person) who has come forward." And Brandon McClelland, who has worked with the
woman at the centre of the alleged complaint, urged others on Twitter to believe the actor. "It
wasn't a misunderstanding. It wasn't a joke," he posted.
The STC production of King Lear ran from November 2015 to January 2016. Rush issued a
comprehensive statement yesterday denying claims of "inappropriate behaviour" during his time
with the Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear. Rush's statement took aim at the
Sydney Theatre Company, alleging it had "chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage his
reputation".
The statement claimed: "His treatment of fellow colleagues and everyone he has worked with isalways conducted with respect and the utmost propriety. The allegation made against Mr Rush
comes from a statement provided by the Sydney Theatre Company," it reads.
The statement says a complaint made to it over 21 months ago. "To date, Mr Rush or any of his
representatives have not received any representations from the STC or the complainant. There
has been no provision of any details, circumstances, allegations or events that can be
meaningfully responded to." It goes on to quote Mr Rush: "The moment I became aware of
rumours of a complaint I immediately phoned and spoke to senior management at the Sydney
Theatre Company asking for clarification about the details of the statement. They refused toilluminate me with the details." The statement then says Mr Rush can only reiterate that he denies
being involved in any "inappropriate behaviour" whatsoever.A new STC statement yesterday said
that it had responded "truthfully" after being approached by The Courier-Mail this week.
---- INDEX REFERENCES ----
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Rich parents are
sending their children
to free state schools
despite being able to
afford a private
education. according to
research.
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Who cares? Rich or poor,
all children have the right
to go to public schooling.
It's a choice. It's not there
only for people who can't
afford private schooling.
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Skye Woodgate

I'd be taking advantage of
the state school system

too, particularly in
affluent areas where the
schools are good and
people are already paying
a premium for housing.
rates and taxes.
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Myra Mawby
·,
... . . ..........

Let your kids go to school
where you want. What
does income have to do
with it?
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www.facebook.comlleal1ycartoons

Sex pests no joke
if vou're a woman
It\

I~ESPONS E

tu Chris

Hanks (U~tters, Nuv 2')), I ha,·e
the (mis)fortune nf hemg a
reasonablv atlracli\'C female

(or so I'm 'toltl}. and I can take
a joke as well as anyone.
Thl' kind of harassment
that has caught medta
attention late!\· i> not mcrdv
the occastonai liuht-hcarted

ba nter. There is :1 difference
hc'twcen the type ofbl:'haviour
Hanks dest:ribed and the type
that 1s persistenL Clngoing.
demeaning and threatening.
I imagine it's more diflicult
for a male tll understand how
<Wct-whdmin!l and frighten in~
it kds when a much larger.
and generallv more senior.
person i>continually backiln~
~·0 u into a corner either
rJhvsicall" or vcrhaHv. and \'ou
powcrles~ to fight back:
l can ~ay from pc'"onal
e:q,~ricn.:c that it is definitely
no iokc. and sow ill mam·
other wom•:n
·

:1rc

Martina Tait, Geebtmg

Will I.E sexual Cl ffendc~

'hould be pun i~hed. r m
~tartin~ tnw Clndcr if there i~

There are excellent
schools all over
Queensland in both
sectors. The best school
for your child is the one
that best caters for your
child's needs.
ony Fraser

some sort L) f witch- hunt or.
hi?h-profile celebrities.
Thl:' latest one accus~ of
-inappropriate behaviour" is
Geoffrey Rush (C-M. Nm·JO).
\Vhdher he has done
som.::thin!! wrong or not I
don l know, but it se~rru; odd
to me that thl:' so-called
-victims" of hi!!h-profile
cekbritics take so Ion!! to
come forward and manv of
them ha,·e onlv done after
,1thers haH'. ft ma\' be that
they need~ suppi>rt to do so.
,1r some other reason.

so

Ralph Burgi.', Petril'

FOR THE
RECORD
This publication

is bound by the ~ Stmdardsof

FRA NK JOHNSON
69, fa rmer. Mackay

Yes. I think it could be good
for regional tourism.
Somewhere like the
Whitsundays. espeaahy
Hamilton Island, would be
mce for a honeymoon.

IT'S mterL':'it.mg that
Channel 9 is n0w offcrinc an
mdcpcndenl t:oun~llin!'..
service following allcyations of
sexual harassment a!lainst
former TV pcrsooali't;· l)<)n
Burke.
.rho~ at the top who knew
ahout his alleged hchaviou
seemim!h.' did nothin l! at the
time. .\1~~\' rt seems th0y arc m
damage control, ~cramhlfn g to
do what should have heen
done yearsago.
Helen Hoidey, 8flghtoo

OUGHT FOR THE DA
Different roads sometimes lead to the same castle.
-George R.R. Martin

EBONYWILLI AMS
21. photographer, Carina
Yes. Australia is very laid
back and I think Prince Harry
would enjoy that aspect of it.

I
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c..n

standards may haVC! be«1

bJroched, you may approach

I think it would create a
frenzy ifthey did. Maybe
they"d like to visit a remote
part of Australia and enjoy
time away from the scrutiny.

Tllf'Coulfur-Mail itsl!lf or
cootlct the council by l!fllail at
info@pMsscouncil.org.au or by
phooe(02) 9261 1930. For

further informati<m 5I!C!

www.presscouncil.org.au.
The Courier-Moil is committed
to accur.Jte, f air and fearf~s

- .-

publication of news and

~~.

~~

commentlry. But we
admowll!dg~ and aim to
corroct m O<S promptly when
th ~yocwr.lfyou ar~ <!Willl!Of

an error, coo tlct theedtor at:

OOitOI'@<:OUriMlldll.c.om.auor
phone BOO 304 020.
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OAVIDWES
38, museum curator.

MARIATINOAI
22. manager.

DAVID CORAZZA
55, university lecturer.

lndooroopllly
Yes. I don't see why not.
They should go somewhere
ike Port Douglas to see
the Reef.

Upper Mt Gravatt
It wouldn't be my top choice
for a honeymoon. I think
somewhere on the coast of
Europe would be nu:e.

Sunnybank Hills
It doesn't bother me if they
come at alL The decision is
up to them.
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Australian Pn!ss •
Practia!ofthe
Council.lfyoubelii!VI!the

Upper Mt Gravatt
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LUCINDA MCAFEE
22, personal assistant.
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The days of free schooling
are long gone. In the past,
books were supplied by
schools and the students
borrowed them. They
only had to have pens.
pencils and notebooks.
Now parents have to
supply everything. even
tissues. photocopy paper
and whiteboard markers.
Lorraine Bonnyman

905

The Ouemsland Governor's
program io; pubf5hc!d on
Twitter @(lldGovl!rllor and

www.govhouse.qkl.gov.au

llle dai ycourtfistsCiJil now be
found onlinl!,

Visit couriermi!ll.com.au/crilllC!·
and-courts

JCd r~ss published r.:tNr tl': ilO tt·eir flame ard suburb or toYfn. letters 1re
l~tter of the Y.!Klth rece!ves ~pen hrilr.:!e:f .vith The Couri?r-Pt'ait'!: logo.
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IN RESPONSE to Chris Banks (Letters, Nov 29), I have the (mis)fortune of being a reasonably
attractive female (or so I'm told), and I can take a joke as well as anyone.
The kind of harassment that has caught media attention lately is not merely the occasional lighthearted banter. There is a difference between the type of behaviour Banks described and the type
that is persistent, ongoing, demeaning and threatening.
I imagine it's more difficult for a male to understand how overwhelming and frightening it feels
when a much larger, and generally more senior, person is continually backing you into a corner
either physically or verbally, and you are powerless to fight back.
I can say from personal experience that it is definitely no joke, and so will many other women.
Martina Tait, Geebung
WHILE sexual offenders should be punished, I'm starting to wonder if there is some sort of witchhunt on high-profile celebrities.
The latest one accused of "inappropriate behaviour" is Geoffrey Rush (C-M, Nov 30).
Whether he has done something wrong or not I don't know, but it seems odd to me that the socalled "victims" of high-profile celebrities take so long to come forward and many of them have
only done so after others have. It may be that they needed support to do so, or some other
reason.
Ralph Burge, Petrie
IT'S interesting that Channel 9 is now offering an independent counselling service following
allegations of sexual harassment against former TV personality Don Burke.
Those at the top who knew about his alleged behaviour seemingly did nothing at the time. Now it
seems they are in damage control, scrambling to do what should have been done years ago.Helen
Holdey, Brighton
---- INDEX REFERENCES ----
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Salvage
postponed
THE mi~;ion to salvage the FV
Dianne. which overturned in
stonnv seas on October 16 off
the roast of central Queensland. has been postponed due
to bad weather.
The rescue operation will
raise the trawler from the
ocean floor. allowing an I!J{tensive search of the boal where
two fishennen were found
dead.
Four other crew members
have not been found.
A
Queensland
Police
spokeswoman said that if
conditions improved. the
salvage operations would start
today.
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Academy
in crisis
talks after
complaint

3.30amgra~

andsta,b

AMELIA SAW
THE Australian Academy of
Cinema and Tele\ision Arts
{AACTA) held crisis talks on
Thursday in the wake of accusations
"inappropriate behaviour" levelled at the
organisation's
president,
Oscar-winner Geoffreo.· Rush.
Rush (above), who has denied the allegations made by a
female co-star during the Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear. was due
to open AACfA's prestigious
7th annual awards ceremony
on Wednesday.
The AACTA board met on
ThursdaY while executives debated hmv to proceed.
"They hope it will blow
over." a source said KBut they
are reallv not sure what to do."
Board members include
Mark Morrissey, Noni Hazlehurst. Brian Walsh. Margaret
Pomeranz and Alan Finney.
Until the allegations were
made public on Wednesday by
The Courier-Mail. AACTA
planned to open the tele\ised
awards night with a prerecorded video featuring Rush and
comedian Rebel Wilson.
AACfA declined to comment on whether it intends to
proceed with airing the video,
which reportedly cost thousands to make. Board members
also declined to comment
It remains unknown whether Rush will walk the red carpet on Wednesday.
Although unrelated to the
scandal surrounding Rush,
Wilson has also been surrounded by controversy this
year after she successfully took
magazine giant Bauer media
to court for defamation and
was awarded millions of dollars in damages.
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Hospita·l·s
said. "When he took off his
shirt. he had all knife
POUCE fear a young Gold wounds. He said 'I've been
Coast nurse could be men- robbed, they put a gun to
tally scarred for life after a rm·head'."
·The bandits then stole
terrifying incident yesterday
when he was abducted at a Tovota Prius before
gunpoint. stuffed into the also crashing it on Ashboot of h is car and then more Rd. where a 16vear-old was arrested
robbed, beaten and stabbed
Joe Brooker, 25. was left ~d taken to hospital
"significant"
traumatised and covered in l'lith
blood after being confronted neck injuries. His acby a group of four baladava- complices remained
dad men brandishing a gun on the run last nighl
and knives about 3.30am yesDetective Inspecterday as he took a break from tor Marc Hogan. of
nightshift duties at Pindara Burleigh Heads CIB.
said there was no e\iPrivate Hospital. Benowa
One of the men held a gun dence Mr Brooker
to his head and demanded knew hi~ attackers and
drugs, his phone and wallet
he appeared to be the
Mr Brooker was then -..•eJY unfortunate~ vicforced into the boot of his tim of a random attack.
Tovota hatchback and driven
"It's e.xtremelv conto· an ATM at Parkwood cerning." he ~id. "This
where he was made to l'lith- person is going about their
draw $500. He was then put own life and then it's drastiback into the boot b)· the ban- cally Interfered with. It might
dits who crashed the car into change him forever - who
knows?"
a house fence at Ashmore.
Mr Brooker was taken to
Despite multiple stab
wounds and shO\."k. he man- Gold Coa.<t llnivenit\· Hosoiaged to clamber out of the car. tal for treatment, bui wasTe- ' He was iust cu;ered in leasedyesterday morning.
blood and he just looked up at I< ~'iYOliE HAS l ' ifO!r~.!. lm
me. looking out of the win- CQ!;TACI Glf~,' E STOPP£RSOii
dow. and said 'help me·.~ rest- JSOOJBCOO.
dent Samantha MacDougal
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Unicorn Films are producing their latest

Thomas Cocquerel, Nadine Gamer and

feature fi1m CELESTE in Far North
Queensland for an international and
national audience.

Odessa Young to name a fcv;.

Co-written by Queenslanders, the
late Billie Brown and directed by Ben
Hackworth. CELESTE has an allAustralian cast - Radha :.\fitchell,
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Shot against the exotic ruins ofParonella
Park and FNQ's Innisfail Region,

CELESTE is a heartfelt story full of
passion. tragedy and oper:a fermenting in

-

the steamy, tropical Queensland jungle.

We are seeking invest.ors t o help us get to the finish line and fully

realise our extraordinary project.

.

I

Funds are required for;

Please contact Executive Producer

,.

I Kevin Spink • M: 0422 367 924 • E: fibninvestorinfonnation@gmail.com
., J
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In Rush

'IV bombshell Sophie Monk
said she was the victim of
touchv, sle=· entertainment
execu.tives who would invite
her to meetin!ls that would
tum out to be dates.
The Gold Coaster said sexual harassment is rife in the
entertainment industry - but
it's nowhere near as bad in
Australia as it ism the US.
"You defmitely get hit on a
lot when you shouldn'L~ she
s~id.

"You thmk you are j!oing
in for a meeting and the next
thing it is a dinner meelin!!
and you go. 'Oh. I get where
this is going'.
"They can be touchy feely
and say inappropriate things.
"People can gel drunk with
the power and the money and
a lot of girls will do thin!"' to
11et roles."
Monk, Jl, said she learned
to smvive and maintain her
self-respect after experiencing
a decade of in appropriate behaviour while living and
working in the United States.
"It is just very loose over
there and who do you go to?
There are no rules. There is no
HR system to go through."
she said.
"There are a lot of young
women there \\;th no money
and they are just trying to get
through and perform and it is
a tough place to be. I don't regret reavin!!there at all."
Monk said that while she
had dealt '1\;th plenty of sleazy
behaviour in the US. she had
ne-<er encountered :my inappropriate behaviour while
working in .-\ustrali2.
"l have never been hit on in
Australia." she said.
"It is completely different
here. There is so much money
over there (in the US) and
people tend to. I don't understand why. bow down to
money and power. ~
SURVIVOR: Sophie Mook

says the attitudes are
different tn America.

to exit.
at this
f

JONATHON MORAN

A·CADEMY Award-winning
actor Geoffrey Rush yester<dzy stood down as pre>ident
of the Australian. Academy
of Cinema, Television and
Arts (Ai\CTA) in the wake
of allegatiom of "inappropriate behaviour~ le.•elled
against him by a female costar.
Rush will no longer attend the annual .<\.-\CTA
Awards in Sydney on Wednesday. and producers of the
live television broadcast
have scrapped a video introduction to the night that he
filmed with Rebel Wilson
last week.
"AACTA acknowledges
the decision todzy of Geoffrey Rush to voluntarily step
aside as president of AACTA
and accepts and respects his
decision to do so.~ AACTA
said in a !'tatemenl
"\"' e h:n•e b-een deeply
concerned about the situation and support a course of
action that both respects
Geoffre,.-·s rights to the presumption of innocence and
due process. but also acknowledges good corporate
governance in these circumstances."
The Sundqv Mail can reveal the allegatioru; against
Rush. which he haJ; repeatedly denied. caused a major
shake-up of the AACTA
board.
Foxtel executive director
of television Brian Walsh has

written to the board to notify
it of his resignation.
Others on the board include Noni Hazlehurst, Alan
Finney. Margaret Pomeranz
and Mark Morrissey.
Foxtel and Channel 7 are
the broadcast partners of the
~ent and are understood to
have contacted AACTA on
Friday with concerns about
Rush's position as well as his
participation in the ceremony.
"We were jointly concerned about sending the
wrong message to the community and brought everyone back to the table to
consider the situation." a
Channel 7 spokeswoinan
said.
Rush. 66. has strongly denied accusations of repeatedly
inappropriately
touching a cast member during The Sydney Theatre
Company's sl:llge production
of King Lear. which ran from
Nmremller 2015 to January
2016.
The STC confirmed a
complaint was made after the
production came to an end.
While the actor who filed
the complaint has asked not
to be named, two of her fellow actors have come out in
rupport of her, including
King Lear co-sl:llr :\ieyne
Raoul Wyatt "l WaJ; in the
show." Wyatt wrote on social
media after The Courier-Mail
broke the story. "I believe (the
person) who has come forward."
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TV chiefs want

a clean slate
SALLY RAWSTHORNE
FOXTEL and Channel 7
forced the Australian Academv of Onema. Tele\•ision
and Arts to take a stand on
Geoffrey Rush after allegations of inappropriate behaviour
were
levelled
against the superstar.
The networks took the extraordinan: mea5ure of writing a joini letter to AACfA
chief executive Damian Trewhella. leading to Rush stepping down a' president of the
organisation at the weekend.
"The entertainment industry ... is under intense
scrutiny in relation to allegations of unacceptable behaviour: Foxtel boss Peter
Tonagh and Se\•en·s director
of programming Angus Ross
wrote.
"Both of our companies
take verv seriouslY the importance of havilig a safe

and trusted work environment for our employees:
The Ccuni>r-.'Wail understands the letter was sent on
Friday. a day after the
AACfA board had crisis talks.
"We are concerned that
the current l'\'enls aJTectinl!
the industry may imract oii
the integrity of the awards
broadcast next 'Wednesday
nighL" the letter read.
This years a·ent has been
overshadowed by allegations levelled at some of entertainment's biggest names.
Veteran actor and producer Josh Lawson said the
indus!Jy was in transition
and wo'uld emerge stronger.
"I look forward to the new
normal where anyone of any
gender can work without intimidation and fear.· Lawson
(pictured) said at yesterday's
7th annual AACfA awards
luncheon. "It's like cutting
out a tumour · it's messy. it's

It bas happened to

me before which
is uncomfortable.

blood\· and ultimatclv we
v.ill hi! better for il~ ·
Walk in~:

Dead

>U~r

Callan ~cAuliffe. who
worked v.ith Rush on
The Book Thief. threw
his support behind the
actor. But he also revealed he had been subjected to sexual harassment durin!! his career.
"It has happened to
me before which is uncomfortable.
People
grope you:· he said.
ABC host Julia Zemlro refused to comment on Rush but said
abuse was rampant in the
indus!Jy. ·rr you are a
woman vou are not
shocked ~- men behaving
poorly."
Actor Melina Vidler said:
"It's reallv difficult to sav becau..<e vo~ don't want t~ tell
your rnother or your husband. let alone the world."

Man faces Connecting with coma
sex charge patients is all in the eyes
A MAN IS el\l'ected to appear
in court today charged uith a AUSTRALIAN
researchers
strmg of alleged historic sex are dl'\·eloping a way of allcw.·offences
ing coma patients who have sePolice arrested the 71-\·ear- vere brain injury or paral~>is to
communicatewith their pupils.
old man last month.
·
Alter an investi11ation.
Until now. doctors could do
police charged the maii with little more than ask an unredozens of offences stemming !.'pOnsive patient to squeeze
from alleged incidents in the their hand or blink if thev can
Brisbane area between 1981 hear them Research • has
andl995.
shown that using current comAmong the charges are munication methods, about 40
seven counts of indecent treat- per cent of patients in a miniment of boys under 17 years. mally conscious state were infour counts of carnal know- itially incorrectly diagnosed as
ledge and three counts of being in a vegetative state.
deprivation ofliberty.
New research presented at
He is expected to appear in the Australasian Neuroscience
the Brisbane Magistrates Societv Annual Scientific
Court today.
Meeting in Sydney is showing

that pupil dilati•~n Js a pro.-en.
accurate way of measuring
alertness and CO!!llition.
"Unlike all the other muscles. those that control the dilation and constriction of the
pupils are not under standard
motor control." Associate Professor Olivia Carter from the
University of Melbourne said.
"The muscles of the pupil
constrict and dilate in response
to levels of noradrenaline. You
can increase noradrenaline in
a person by just thmking really
hard about something."
They are now developing
t ablet-based software that
could be easilv used b\· intensn·e care doctors.
•

Bourke trial
fiasco over
A REBUKE from a Supreme
Court judge ha~ cut through
red tape that threatened to
delav the trial of Bourke St accused Dimitrious Gall(asoulas.
Bureaucrats had ~fus..-.d to
hand Q';er the medical records
of Gargasoulas to his barrister
m the lead-up to his preliminary hearing on December 15.
Gargasoulas, 'II. is charged
with six counts of murder and
28 of attempted murder over ;
the January 20 incident in Melbourne. His matter returned to
the Supreme Court yesterday
before Justice Lex Lasry.
It was a frustrated Justice
Lasry who heard last week that
the Department of Justice had
failed to cough up the records.

All Sam wants
for Christmas
is a better
new yearD
Sam· is one of 1.1 million
young Australians growing
up in poverty1• This affects
his whole life, including at
school. He is missing out on
the extra support he needs
to keep up in class. He can't
catch up without you.

But this Christmas you
can provide the extra
learning support he needs
to succeed at school and
change his life.

t

DON'T MISS OUT ON THESE CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS

-

• Scm'~ unage and ncme '""" been cnanged
to prorect his i<Entiy.
1 ACOSS PoverTy 1/"PfJ''. 2016
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Rachel Griffiths says Geoffrey Rush is not Harvey Weinstein I The Courier-Mail
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Rachel Griffiths defends
Geoffrey Rush runid
allegations
Staff\Vriter, Nev,rs Corp Australia Network
December 6, 2017 11:27pm

AUSSIE actress Rachel Griffiths has defended Geoffrey Rush,
saying the Oscar winner "is not Harvey Weinstein".
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Griffiths referenced the Hollywood mogul - who faces multiple allegations
of sexual misconduct - on the red carpet at tonight's Australian Academy
of Cinema and Television Awards in Sydney.

rQ

~ Rachel Griffiths arrives at the AACTA (Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts)
Awards.

"Geoffrey Rush is not Harvey Weinstein and I have had more than a
handful of interactions with Harvey Weinstein," Griffiths told the ABC on
the red carpet.

()

Rush stepped down as AACTA president amid allegations of inappropriate
behaviour during the STC production of King Lear in late 2015.
Griffiths told the ABC that although the topic of inappropriate behaviour
across industries needed to be addressed, "nobody likes to be tried in the
public square".
Rush has denied the allegations.
Originally published as Rush 'is no Harvey Weinstein'
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Sydney Theatre Coinpany and
King~ear director backS
Geoffrey Rush
jack hougton, The Daily Telegraph
December 7, 2017 12:ooam
Subscrjber only

THE director of a Sydney play at the centre of claims actor
Geoffrey Rush "inappropriately touched" a co-star yesterday
backed the Oscar-winner, saying his "playfulness" was also part
of his "great artistry".
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However, he also conceded he did not actually know the full details of the
alleged incident. "In my time in all the weeks and months of rehearsal and
performance, I saw absolutely nothing other than an artist at the top of his
form leading a company with respect and playfulness and great artistry,"
Neil Armfield told ABC presenter Fran Kelly.
"Even talking about this as a sexual allegation is completely inappropriate.
It is not (sexual in nature). It is inappropriate behaviour."

0 Acclaimed director Neil Armfield. Picture:

0 ABC presenter Fran Kelly.

()

Matt Loxton

A stunned Kelly followed up by asking if Armfield knew details of the
allegations.
"No, I do not know the details. The details have not been revealed,"
Armfield told the radio presenter.
RUSH DENIES 'INAPPROPRIATE BE HAVIOUR '
RUSH'S FULL DENIAL OF ACCUSAL
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Mr Armfield also took aim at two Sydney Theatre Company actors who
came forward in defence of the complainant, including rising young actor
Meyne Raoul Wyatt who urged the public to believe the woman.
"The two actors who have come out in support - one of them wasn't in the
cast at all," he said.
"There is so much chatter about - as I understand it - it is a matter only
between the complainant and the company.

~ Meyne Wyatt at the Sydney Theatre Company

~ Geoffrey Rush and Robyn Nevin in the STC

in Walsh Bay.

production of King Lear. Picture: Heidrun Lohr

"The complainant did not even wish for Geoffrey Rush to know about this.
It was between the Sydney Theatre Company and the complainant."
"(I was not told of the allegations) until months after the production had

finished."

GUESS THE NEXT LINE IN THE CAROL
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Guess the next line in the carol

Rush was accused of "inappropriate behaviour" during the Sydney Theatre
Company's recent production of King Lear.
The star vigorously denied the allegations and complained he was never
told of any allegations of wrong doing.
The production of the classic William Shakespeare play ran at the Roslyn
Packer Theatre between November 2015 to January 2016.
Originally published as King Lear director backs Geoffrey Rush

()
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HR will
see you
•
now. s1r

ACTORS
FLOCK TO
'AUSSIE
OS CARs·
KRIS CRANE
ALISON STEPHENSON
AUSTRALIA's actin!! elite
threw their 5Upport behind the
women speaking out about
sexual harassment as thev
stepped on to the red carpet ;t
the AA CTA Awards last night
Dubbed the ·ascars of
Australia". many high-profile
stars used the media platform
to celebrate those who h3'1·e
spoken out again!'!. the inappropriate behaviour that has
come to light within the industry. with Wenrworth star
Daniclle Cormack calling
them "pioneers".
"People that are braYe
enough to come forw ard are
pioneers. (They) paYe the
way." she said
Among the figures in the
spotlight is former AACTA
president and Oscar winner
Geoffrey Rush. who stood
down from his posi tion after
being accused of "inappropriate behaviour" towards a female co-star during a recent
stage production of King Lear
-which he strongly denies.
TV presenter Don Burke is
also facing allegations.
Acting veteran Debra Lawrance spoke of being a ,;ctim
of haras~ment in the past.
saying that it inYolved "Yery
famous men··.
But there was still
reason to celebrate.
as acclaimed film
Li(ln picked up an
amazing 12 gongs.
Among those to
hit the red carpet in Sydney
were Brisbane
actor Melina
Vidler.
Simon
Baker, Radha Mitchell,
Sophie Monk and Rachel Griffiths.

EXCLUSIVE
ANTHONY MARX
A SENIOR SunWater employee faces an internal investigation afl.er a boozy Christrna~ party in Brisbane. where
colleagues claim he made
racist and se."<ist insults.
Sources sa,· the man shocked colleagueS at the function
last Friday at the Southbank
Beer Garden.
A partygoer told The Courier-Mail that the employee verbally abused company staff
who were struggling to bundle
him into a cab at the end of the
evening.
•He turned to an Indian
person and told him to ·r-- off
vou Indian' and he told another woman to 'f- offyou fat
bitch- the SOUI\."t'said "He was
intoxicated and ... his behaviour was raci!'t and sexist and
demeaning on so many levels.''
SunWater chief executive
Nicole Hollows acknowledged
the staff member faced potential disciplinary action ower the
matter. which could indud2 a
warning or £•;en dismissaL
·A formal complaint has
not been made; h~K\'ever. we
are aware ofthe allegations of
mi~ooduct and immediate

action has been taken to
inYe!'tigate the claims.'' Ms
Hollows said. ·we are taking
these allegations very seriously
and wt11 not hesitate to enforce
disciplinary action if these are
in anyway substantiated."
It comes as SunWater rolls
out a new "'lalues program··
for its employees to counteract
what some see as a dysfunctional work environment
SunWater staff have alleged

••

HE WAS
INTOXICATED
AND -. HIS
BEHAVIOUR WAS
RACIST AND SEXIST
AND DEMEANING
ON SO MANY
LEVRS
that there was ··a culture of fear"
within the organisation. The
new campaign focu~ on "valuing people. working together
and taking responsibility".
The man involved could
not be contacted and the Beer
Garden declined to comment.
O i'l BEII T f'.10

Eat whole grains for health
AUSTRALIANS risk increasProfessor Jennie Branding their chances of developing :\.1iller from the University of
diab2tes. cardiovascular dis- Sydney's Charles Perkins Cenease and colon cancer if they tre and School of Life and Encut quality carbohydrates high vironmental Sciences said that
in cereal fibre from their diets. there was a "very noisy" group
e.'<pertssay.
trying to convince people to
A group of leading interna- cut carbohydrates completely.
tional and Australian experts
"The science is unequivocal
sav that the evidence on the when it comes to diabetes and
health benefits of eating whole cardioYascular disease," Prof
grains is "unequivocal~.
Brand-Miller said.
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Rush to
take action
over claim
LEADING actor Geoffrev
Rush is bringing defamatio~
proceedings over allegations of
inappropriate beha\·iour made
against him
The Oscar winner \'esterdav announced he wouid take
action in the Federal Court
against Sydney's Daily Telegraph. which first published
the story. ") must now seek
vindication of my good name
through the courts," he said
Rush has strongly denied
the allegations, which date
back to a Svdm•; Theatre
Company performance of King
Lear in 2015.
LaW\·er Nicholas Pullen
said Rush was unable to answer questions about the case.
The veteran actor's breakthrough performance in the
1996 film Shine earned him an
Academy Award. a Golden
Globe and a BAITA.
He has gone on to become
one of Australia's biggest and
most respected Hollywood exports, starring in Shakespeare
in Love, Elizabeth and 111e
King's Spct>ch.
Toowoomba-bom
Rush.
66. was a prominent actor at
the Queensland Theatre Company before his movie success.
He now lives in Melbourne
with his wife.
The Daily TelegrapiJ's editor
Christopher Dore said: "The
Daily Telegraph accurately
reported that the Sydney
Theatre Company received a
complaint alleging that ~r
Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour.
"We will defend our position in court" he said.

friend who was living in Perth
at the time.
The friend. named Chris.
called police in April 1993 to
sav he had received as manv
as· eight or nine calls from
Chad between late November
and late December.
It is possible Chad attempted to call after thal but Chris
told police he moved house in
late December.
Chris said that in one of the
calls. Chad told him the\· were
in Svdnev. In another." about
three weeks later. he had satd

thev were in Adelaide. SenSgt Powell said that while
police had no reason to doubt
the infonnation. it was ·verv
unusual" that nobodv ev~r
came forward to say they had
picked up the two hitchhikers.
The phone calls were not
able to be verified through
phone records.
"The time gap between the
phone calls would indicate
they were hitchhiking with a
number of people or travelled
a number of different ways;
he said

"I would have thought
somebodv would have come
forward shortly after 1992 ...
(that) there would be a concerned mother or father who
would say why are these
young kids hitchhiking by
themselves. and give them a
lift to help them out and then
(call police)."
Sen-Sgt Powell said that
without any verification of the
siblines' whereabouts at am·
time, detecti\·es had been left
with the whole of Australia as
a search area.

He said there was also a
possibility the siblings had
been left on the side of the
road in a remote area and died
of dehydration. ·their bodies
never found
Grandmother Jean Turich
said that Chad and Melonv's
mother had died without
learning the fate of her ch ildren. But she said her daughter
never gave up hope that
the~:'d turn up alive.
"(She was always) saying
the_;;'U tum up somewhere,
sometime." she said
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- It's onl\· a natural a mother would think that She was
terribly upset. oying."
Ms Turich said she believed it was likely her grandchildren had been abducted.
"It's either foul play they\'e
met with or else someone's
got them ... into one of those
cults," she said. "I just wish
someone who knows somethingwouldcomeforward"
Sen-Sgt Powell has appealed to the public for any infonnation regardi ng the pai r.
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Geoffrey Rush has returned to
his hoiUe state of Queensland
fora break
Kristy Symonds, The Courier-Mail
December 21, 2017 1:ooam

GEOFFREY Rush returned home to Queensland yesterday.
The Oscar-winning actor, who denied recent allegations of "inappropriate
behaviour" during his work with the Sydney Theatre Company, was
pictured touching down on the Sunshine Coast.
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Mr Rush, who has labelled the claims false and commenced legal
proceedings, was seen with his daughter Angelica - who he said the claims
had been "extremely hurtful to"- as they arrived just in time for the
Christmas holidays.
The 66-year-old who grew up in Toowoomba looked relaxed wearing a pair
ofblue denim jeans, a loose white collared shirt and sunglasses as he
stepped off the Virgin Australia flight carrying a small piece of hand
luggage.

0 Geoffrey Rush with daughter Angelica arriving on the Sunshine Coast. Picture: Diimex

His wife Jane Menelaus, whom he has been married to since 1988, and his
son James were not spotted at the airport.

(

1

The Pirates of the Caribbean star recently most recently finished filming
on Australian tale Storm Boy, which was adapted from the Colin Thiele
book of the same name and co-stars the likes of fellow Aussie Jai Courtney.
Mr Rush was earlier this month nominated for a Golden Globe in the Best
Performance by an Actor in a Limited Series or Motion Picture Made for
Television category for his portrayal of Albert Einstein in the National
Geographic production Genius.
He is up against Robert De Niro, Kyle MacLachlan, Jude Law and Ewan
McGregor at the 2018 awards.
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His response to the nomination included comments made at the time
about the "complexity of humankind" and striving to "define the
multiplicity of dimensions in the male experience".
The actor, who denies allegations of "inappropriate behaviour" during
STC's 2015 production of King Leer, is one of a string of stars, including
Hollywood starlet Margot Robbie, to arrive in the Sunshine State ahead of
Christmas.
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EXCLUSIVE Failed safety audits
tip of the iceberg, nurses warn
NATASHA BITA
VIOLENCE. malnutrition and neglect have been e:tposed m
Queensland nursing homes. \\;th
one in se\-en failing g01·ernment
inspections in the past year.
Fifteen homes have fail ed audits in the past I2 months, includ-

ing one that failed to report
assaults to police. and another that
neglected to •mi nimi.~e skin tears
and bruising" when restraining
elder~\· residents.
Aci>d-care insuectors ha\·e
alert~ the federal Health Department about a -serioos risk"' to residents" saiety m four homes.

including two run by the Quet!nsland Grn;ernment.
Queensland Nurses and Midwives Union secretar.· Beth Mohle
vesterda\· warned the failed audits
were "th.e lip of the iceberg"" and
urged families to check on their
loved ones in nursing homes.
EPOil T Pf;

Stroke hope for vidims

Rush was told to 'stop·

LUCIE VA N DEN BERG

MATTHEW BENNS

-- STROKE victims could
soon be given an infusion of
cells from the placenta to
help heal the brain after
promising world-first Australian research

Human trials will start
later this vear. after scientists discoVered their experimental therapy can reduce
brain injury and aid recovery up to thret! days after a
stroke.
REPOR l P>

OSCAR winner Geoffrey
Rush allegedly touched an
actress repeatedly in a way
that made her uncomfortable and ignored her requests for him to "stop doing

if". the Federal Court heard
vesterdav. Ervn Jean Norvill Ru5h"s Co-star in the
theatre produclion of King
Lear, claims he also followed
her into the female toilets at
the after-parly. He denies
the allegations. REPllRI P<>
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limit pain
for nurses

Actress tells King Lear to 'f ... off• in toilet, court told
MATTHEW BENNS

OSCAR winner Geoffrey
Rush repeatedly touched an
actress in a wav that made her
uncomfortable and ignored
her requests for him to ·stop
doing it". the Federal Court
was told yesterday.
Rush 's co-star in the Sydney Theatre Company's
20IS-2016 production of King
Lear. Ervn Jean Norvill, complained ·about the Pirates of
!he Caribbean star after heallegedly touched her four
more times during the final
week of the play.
The court heard the actor
followed her into the female
toilets at the after-party on
the final night and stood outside her cubicle until she
told him to -r-- off".
The incident left her
· visibly upseC
Rush. 66. is
suing The Daily
TC?Icgraph for its

reporting of Ms Norvill's
complaint about alleged
inappropriate behaviour
to the Svdn~?.· Theatre
Company. in :!016. Rush
denies the allegations.
Yesterdav the Federal
Court lifted a suppression
order on the newspaper's
defence document. rejecting an application by
Rush's law·ver Richard
McH ugh SC to stop the d\}tails being made public.
Now. for the fir:.i time. the
extent of the allegations
against Rush can be re,tealed.
According to the document. Rush touched the actress "in a manner that made
the Complainant feel uncomfortable" during the
play's
final
scene.
As King
Lear,
Ru s h
had to
carry

SHE WAS TOUCHED
INAWAYTHAT
MADE HER
UNCOMFORTABLE
r om Blackburn QC

Norvil! on to the stage as she
simulated the lifeles; bodv of
Lear's daughter. Cordelia:
Nor-viii asked Rush to
-stop doing iC but it is alleged
he repeated the touching on
another four occasions in the
final week of the play in Januarv 2016.
·Tom Blackburn. SC, counsel for The Daily Telegraph.
told the court this touching
amounted to ~scandalous and
inappropriate beha•iour".
-The allegation is not that
she was touched in a particu-

Jar place but she was touched
in a wav that made her uncomfort-able. She said stop
and he kept doing iL ·· he said.
Mr McHugh said Rush denied the allegations.
"Th.ev are necessarilv
touching as part of what the
production requires:· he said.
And he said an earlier report which quoted Ru~h as
saying he

had a "stage door Johnny
crush- on the actress was
clearly said in jest
According to the newspaper's defence, Rush engaged
in
further
inappropriate behaviour at the
final night after-party.
~fr Blackburn said: "There
can be no more compelling
reason for publication than it
was true."
According to the defence
document ~Following the investigation the STC decided
that it would never work with
the Applicant (Rush) again."
The? Daily Tele?graph is also
relying on the defence of
qualified privilege in defending the defamation case.
It argued the allegations
were "matters of proper and
legitimate public interest".
The judge reserved his decision on Mr McHugh's application to strike out large
parts of The Dail)• Tele?graph's defence.

ACTlON:
Geoffrey Rush
and Eryn Jean
Norvillin

NURSES fear they v.ill have to
leave every two hours during
hospital shifts to move their
vehicles due to the lack of
long-term parking options
around the Commonwealth
Games Village.
The Courier-Mail can reveal
Queensland Health staff at
Parklands have been told the
only guarantee of getting a
park was the expensive private
parking facility used by patients and their families.
Staff are being advised that
-the only way of a guaranteed
park is to salary sacrifice" to
obtain a concession spot at the
car park. But nurses were advised by the parking management that "we are nearing the
cap for designated staff parking through salary sacrificing;
once that figure is reached a
waiting list will be established
for applicants".
Concession rates for staff
are not advertised but daily
parking can cost betv.;een $6
an hour and $16.50 for more
than three hours.
The two-hour zones around
the precinct and other Games
hot spots will take effect from
Friday. and enforced between
9am-5pm on week days.
Opposition health spokesman Ros Bales said: -rm concerned for the safety of these
hard-working staff."

King Leor.

Don't learn,
don't earn

...

QUEENSLAND'S poor rate of
higher education "just won't
cut it" if the economy is to
meet its goals over the next lO
years. a Deloitte report says.
The report said people were
being left behind when their
industry was overtaken by
technology.
"Education has not been a
strong point for Queensland in
recent years." the report said.
~In a knowledge economy,
this just won't cut it. There is
much more work to be done
here."
Deloitte said that if
Queensland "gets it right" the
economy could grow by $54
billion and 230,000 jobs over
the next decade:
•
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W ho will benefit:
~ People wi th full or pari ial dentures
~ People w ith failing or missing teeth
Adv antages:
fil Beautiful new teeth in on e visrt"
~ Relj uires less implants than o ther te ctmiques
fil A pick up an d drop off service is a vai la ble on sur~J ery days"
fil Affordable paym ent options availabl e
fil Procedures performed hy Pro sthodontist Dr Tony Rotondo
M ore Information:
~ A dental implant in form ation even ing will be pr es e nted by
Prosthodontist Dr Tony Ro tonclo on Tues d ay, 27t h February
at 6 .00pm at the Malo Clinic. Level 4, 106 Edward Street.
BF~ I SBA N E . Adm ission is FRE E. Re gister online
or c al l·
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Consumers
'to blame'
for bad
bank deals
NATASHA BITA
TREASURER Scott Morrison
has blamed "passive·· consumers for failing to demand better
deals from banks and insurers
- despite a government report
slamming "sharp practices·· in
the financial sector.
''Too often we. the customers. have also become complicit in allowing the deck to be
stacked agairi"st us." Mr Morrison told the Australian British
Chamber of Commerce in Sydney yesterday. "You can guarantee it - the more passive a
customer is. the worse deal
they are going to get."'
Mr Morrison called on consumers to take "personal responsibility" for their financial
dealings. saying: ·As a government we believe in personal
responsibility - in fact. we are
counting on it."
The Trea~urer yesterday released the Productivitv Commission's 686-page report into
financial services follov.ing its
year-long inquiry .
The report which is scathing of banks. mortgage brokers
and insurers. identifies "sharp
practices" by some insurance
sellers. and it calls for a ban on
banks paying trailing commissions to mortgage brokers
throughout the life of a loan.
It says banks and insurance
companies have been "exploiting consumer loyalty" by offering lower interest rates and
cheaper insurance to new customers. while offering ~inferior
quality products to some
groups of customers".
The report recommends that
from next vear. insurers should
be forced to send reneY;al notices showing the previous year's
premium and the percentage
change. And state governments
must stop adding taxes to insurance premiums. it says.
Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull said banks had failed
to "put their customers first".
·we·re determined to hold
the wrongdoers to account
and we are changing the law to
make sure that banks do the
right thing in future." he said.
>111SII'F5< P·' ~

RIKKI-LEE ARNOLD
PETER BADEL
SHE is the LockYers' "little
miracle".
•
Broncos great Darren
LockYer and his wife Loren
have.been blessed with their
first daughter, Cleo. after enduring a long wait to h<IVe
their fourth child through IVF
treatment
With three rugged boys already creating havoc in the
Lockver household Loren
this week spoke of her joy at
the arrival of Cleo and how
she never gave up hope to
have a fourth child.
All of the couple's children.
including sons Sunny, 8.
Flynn, 6. and Hugo. 5, were
conceived through IVF and
after fou r years of trying. Cleo
was born in June.
Loren said thev were nC'ier
discouraged in their bid for a
fourth child and admitted she
always secretly wanted a girl.
-we always wanted four
kids and last' Year was it for
us: Loren said. "We thought
last Year was our last vear to
have a try for a baby. ·rm 40
ne:\t vear and I wanted to
have ~II mv kids bv the time I
was40. •
·
"Shew as our little miracle."
Loren said she was lucky to
alread-.,· have her three sons
but the couple's persistence
paid off when they found out
they were pregnant la~t year.
The~· had almost come to

accept thattheywerenlgoing
to have a fourth child and, as a
resulL booked a trip to Disneyland tempting fate.
~Book a trip and you'll get
pregnant." Loren joked
Over the next nine
months, Loren convinced herself she was having yet another boy. with the couple
opting to keep the baby's gen-

der a secret. Darren suspecOn June 1. Oeo came into
ted. however, that his wife the world ami when the Lockwanted a girl.
yers were told they had their
~After chasing three bovs
first daughter, Loren couldn't
around. I think shew as secret- quite believe the news.
ly hoping for a daughter." he
"I did want a girl but I
said. "Uitimatelv. it didn't would have never told anyone
matter if we had 'another bov. that," she said.
Like anyone. you just want'a
"I secretly thought for a
healthy child. but I was pre- long time how it would be
pared either way."
lovely to have a daughter. I al-

ways used to say I was happy
to be the mother of bovs and
that's true.
•
"I was completely happy
because what You don't have
you don't misS and we have
six nieces so we were surrounded by girls anyway.
"But when she came out it
was a shock. I was more in disbeliefbecause I had convinced

Mum jailed for stealing Actor backs newspaper in Lawyer claims red tape
her own children away Rush defamation lawsuit keeps accused in cell
1

A BRISBANE mother who comply with a location order. THE actor at the centre of a
stole her children for three The court heard the children's sexual harassment complaint
years. stopped them going to mother and father, who split in against Geoffrey Rush has broschool and travelled in the 2013. finalised custody ar- ken her silence and agreed to
1 testify for The Doily Tel('·
dead of night to avoid detec- rangements in late 1014.
Several months later, the graph in the
tion t:r.· their father. has been
jailed for 18 months for breach- mother absconded with the I newspaper's de'ing family court orders.
children, clai ming their father fence of a defaTI1e woman's elderlv moth- had been physically and I mation lawsuit by
er. who has terminal· cancer. emotionallv violent tCM•ards the actor. a court
was also sentenced to six the family: The two children heardyesterday.
ErynJean Normonths behind bars by the were not returned to the father
viii co-starred v.i th
Federal Circuit Court of Aus- unlillate 2017.
tralia for failing to disclose
"When the mother alr Rush (pictured) in
where her daughter was hiding. sconded with the children. Sydney Theatre
Both women. who cannot they led a nomadic lifestyle." Company's production of King Lear in 2015 and
be named for legal rea~ons. Judge Michae!J arrett said.
"The children were not 2016. Rush. 61. sued the News
where charged with civil contempt - the mother for breach- taken to school ·· they were Corp AlL<:tralia paper last December over its coverage of a
ing custody orders and the 'homeschooled'."
sexual harassment complaint
grandmother for failing to •LEX.M<Dl!lA ,JlT"'lG

I
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I

lodged with the STC by ~is THE lawyer of alleged Gold code for their mobile phones,
Norvill. l\·l r Rush said the arti- Coast Villains gang member despite a warrant.
cles were false and has denied Harley Barbaro has accused
Defence lawyer Campbell
all alle!!ations of v.TOnl!doing. police of delaying paperwork MacCallun1 Yesterdav in a
The Federal Court to keep him in custody.
"
Southport court asked for the
was told vesterdav
Barbaro was taken into the matters to be heard. but the
a statem~nt bv ~fs Southport Watchhouse yester- court was told police were still
Nol'lrill forn1~ the day moming after police raid- completing paperwork in relabasis of an appli- ed his Labrador home. The tion to the matter.
cation bv The raid came days after Barbaro
"\\'ithout being too sceptiDaily Telcgroph to was locked in an Instagram cal that is probably what is
amend its defence feud calling former Hells An- being done to hold him overdocument to in- gels bikie Ben Geppert a "mag- night" Mr MacCallum said.
dude the defence got dog'". Barbaro and flatmate
Magistrate Kerrie O'Callaof truth. This is Brodie Mortimer have been ghan said without paperwork
the first time Ms Nor- charged with contrayening an there was little the court could
about information do. Mr MacCallum confirmed
viii has spoken publicly about order
the matter. JtL<:tice Michael Wi- necessary to access infor- the warrant was in relation to
gney threw out the paper's orig- mation stored electronicallv.
posts made on social media.
inal truth defence on the basis it
Barbaro is expected to apPolice will allege both ~en
was "plainly deficient".
declined to provide their pass- pear in court this morning.
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Section: News
Actor backs newspaper in Rush defamation lawsuit
THE actor at the centre of a sexual harassment complaint against Geoffre}l Rush has broken her silence and agreed
to testify for The Daily Telegraph in the newspaper's defence of a defamation lawsuit by the actor, a court heard
yesterday.Eryn Jean Norvill co-starred with Rush (pictured) in Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear in
2015 and 2016. Rush, 67, sued the News Corp Australia paper last December over its coverage of a sexual harassment
complaint lodged with the STC by Ms Norvill. Mr Rush said the articles were false and has denied all allegations of
wrongdoing. The Federal Court was told yesterday a statement by Ms Norvil! forms the basis of an application by The
Daily Telegraph to amend its defence document to include the defence of truth. This is the first time Ms Norvil! has
spoken publicly about the matter. Justice Michael Wigney threw out the paper's original truth defence on the basis it
was "plainly deficient".
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Drag queen bingo
at all-new show
MICHELLE COLLINS
DON'T drag your heels.
Gates to the Ekka open today
and it isn't just your usual
clash of city meets country.
All the popular traditions
are back - sideshow alley,
showbags. animals. fashion.
flowers and food. But this
year they"ve added a touch of
glam. For the first time in its
141-year history. drag queens
are part of the entertainment
Ne.xt Thursday in the
Stockmen's Bar & Grill. \'ollie LaVont will host drag
queen bingo.
~Drag is quite a popular
entertainment source at the
moment and for the Ekka to
take it on is a big risk. It could
go either way." she said.
"It couldn't have been
done lO years ago. so the fact
that straight people enjoy
drag as an artform and not as
a joke - and can come and
have fun. is amazing."
There is also a few surprises at the Natural Fibres Fashion Parades. For the first year.
lingerie is included in the
fashion parades and at yesterday's preview a kilt by designer WS Workshop raised a
few eyebrows.
~I knew it would catch a bit
of attention. but the response
has been fantastic:· said
Laura Churchill. who directs
the parades.
"I think it is a great showpiece and from what I understand they do sell them.-

She said the aim of
t
h e
parades. ·'
which
feature
up to 26
women's and
menswear designers (18 of
which are new to
Ekka). was to showcase the natural materials of cotton. wool.
silk and leather.

••

FOR DIE EKKA TO
TAKE IT ON IS A BIG
RISK. IT COULD GO
EITHER WAY
vollh? tavon t

"I know from anecdotes
from last year, and also previouslv. that the clothes from
the Ekka fashion parade do
have a habit of selling well.The food options this year
have also undergone a transformation. Favourites such as
strawberrv sundaes. steaks
and dagWood dogs are back.
but organisers have upped
the number of vegan food
options from gelato and juice
served in pineapples and
watermelons to nachos.
This is also the first ~·ear
the
Bavarian
Beerhaus.
which opened in June. is part
of the shoYo·.
EDITORIAl P34

SNEAK PEEK: Drag performer Vollie LaVont with cattlemen Chris Flood from Lismore
and Sean Wicks from Kingaroy. Plcture: Annette Dew

Nursing homes centre Actress to tell her story ·oemon in head· when
of war on superbugs
in Rush defamation trial killer attacked woman
A NEW war against deadly superbugs in nursing homes will
be launched with a team of
Australian researchers to tackle the overuse of antibiotics
under a radical intervention.
In the first trial of its kind in
Australia, 14 nursing homes will
be targeted to ensure they are
treating infections properly and
not overprescribing antibiotics.
The researchers. from Monash Universitv and Alfred
Health. will als~ use cuttingedge genomic technology to
identify the source and spread
of the dangerous bacteria in
nursing homes across Melbourne and Sydney.
Infectious diseases and
microbiology professor Anton

Peleg will be given S2.3 million
to lead the potentially life-saving operation. which will begin
later this vear.
It will.then be rolled out to
the 72 Bupa aged-care homes
across Australia, with a goal of
eventually ex:tending it to all
nursing homes.
The intervention comes
after pr~·ious work by Prof
Peleg uncovered the shocking
scourge of superbugs was made
worse by the overuse of antibiotics. More than a third ofnursing home residents are carriers
of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.
while at least half of common
infections such as urinary tract
infections are wrongly treated
with antibiotics.

THE actress at the centre of a
defamation case brought by
Geoffrey Rush alleges the star
touched her breast and back. a
court has heard.
Mr Rush is
suing Tl1e Daily
I Telegraph over
articles published
about a complaint of inappropriate behaviour
made by his costar. Eryn Jean
Norvill {inS<!t). relating to the time
they were appearing in King
Lear at the Sydney Theatre
Company. Mr Rush sued the
newspaper last December over
its coverage and has denied all
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allegations of wrongdoing. In
proceedings at the Federal
Court yesterday. The Dtlily
Telegraph
succeeded
in
amending its defence in the lawsui t to alloY.· it to
plead truth in the
matter. instead of
qualified privilege. Ms Norvill's
testimony
will
rj

lJ

noYo·~e adnutted

as ~·1dence.
Justice Michael Wigney said
that the trial - where both Mr
Rush and Ms No~·m will give
evidence- will now take place
over 13 days beginning October 22.
~

A
CONFESSED
killer
screamed ~die, b-ch, die"
when he beat a Korean woman
to death in a Brisbane park, a
court has been told.
Alex Reuben McEwan has
pleaded not guilty to murdering Eunji Ban in November
2013. but guilty to a lesser offence of manslaughter on
mental health grounds.
McEwan's trial in the Brisbane Supreme Court has included evidence of the graphic
language he used with police
during a formal interviev.· after
the kiiling. He told officers that
he'd said to Ms Ban: ~It's vour
fault you walked this way because you had to run into me~
as he~iolently attacked her.

He also told her:" Die, b-ch,
die" when he strangled.
stomped and punched her for
what felt to him like "over a
thousand times". the court was
told. "I killed her. Stomped her
face in with my feet and my
fiSt Dragged her across the
road," he told police. "Can't believe I did that ... I f---ed up."
Ms Ban didn't scream due
to the suddenness of the attack
but was begging ~no~ and for
~me not to hurt her". McEwan
said. ~It was a f---ing demon,
man,n McEwan told police.
His defence lawyer argues
his schizophrenia left him unable to control himself when
he killed Ms Ban.
The trial continues..
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Actress to tell her story in Rush defamation trial
THE actress at the centre of a defamation case brought by Geoffrey Rush alleges the star touched her breast and back,
a court has heard .
Mr Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph over articles published about a complaint of inappropriate behaviour made
by his co-star, Eryn Jean Norvill (inset), relating to the time they were appearing in King Lear at the Sydney Theatre
Company. Mr Rush sued the newspaper last December over its coverage and has denied all allegations of wrongdoing.
In proceedings at the Federal Court yesterday, The Daily Telegraph succeeded in amending its defence in the lawsuit
to allow it to plead truth in the matter, instead of qualified privilege. Ms Norvill's testimony will now be admitted as
evidence.Justice Michael Wigney said that the trial- where both Mr Rush and Ms Norvill will give evidence- will now
take place over 13 days beginning October 22.
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Star 'made
•
grop1ng
gestures'
THE actress at the centre of a
defamation case brought by
Geoffrey Rush alleges he simulated groping her breasts in front
of colleagues and made lewd
gestures towards her. according
to new court documents.
Rush is suing The Daily
Telegraph over articles about a
complaint of inappropriate behaviour Ervn Jean Norvill
made relating to the time they
were in the Svdnev Theatre
Company's production of King
Lear between 2015 and 2016.
He has denied all allegations of wrongdoing.
In a document lodged with
the Federal Court, the Telegraph. published by The Courier-Mail publisher News Corp
Australia. savs Ms Norvill's eo.·idence will show Rush "engaged
in conduct of a kind .in which
only a pervert would engage".
On Thursdav. the Telegraph succeeded in amending
its defence to plead truth. The
trial is set for October 22.

EXPLOSIVE DEAD WRONG
CRIME PODCAST

Cyclist dies
after crash
with truck

DON'T MISS: EPISODE SIX
TOMORRI
The truth behlndJetrrey Brooks' fata1 wounds
DownloadatiTunesoryourfavourtte
podwtplatform
· catch upon episodes 1-5 ·available now
NIGHTMARE: Brock Wall (main), serving two life sentences for murdering Fabiana Palharns (Inset) and her unborn baby; and (far left) Fabiana's
brother Raphael Palhares and sister-in-law Mariana Pineiro. Picture (far left): Adam Head
effusive about this new guy. her
brother said
Shortly after finding out
about the pregnancy. Wall
got in touch with Fabiana's
mother.
He sent her a text message
savinu: "I don't want to be with
Fabiana and I hate her and I
want her to get an abortion ..
Raphael said his baby sister
was a "small but courageous··
woman who cared deeply
for others.
Even after being attacked
bv Wall in her Varsitv Lakes
h'ome on Christmas Day. Fabiana insisted to her family
things were looking up.

••

The amount of suffering she
had to go through ... Not even
animals go as far as that to
hurt another animal. It's
inconceivable
Rap hael P alha re s

She had ended the relationship and taken out a domestic violence order agai nst
Wall. She was ringing in the
New Year surrounded by

friends. she told them. Even
after abusive text messages and phone calls in the
months before her death. Fabiana refused to fear the man

who would later kill her.
Raphael said
"She was never really s..a.red
of an)ihing and even after
what happened with Brock attacking her on Christmas Day.
she was sending photos of her
tumm\· and the babv's room
and the (baby) clotheS she had
bought,~ he said
Mariana added: "She said
she wouldn't ... go to Brazil to
have her baby just because of
him. Her life was here. there
was no reason for her to go
back to have the bam·:
Fabiana told them she had
installed securitv cameras and
had police driving by regularly

JACOB 'r11ltv

lacked any emotion
that and a lot orthat was quite
horrific."
The detectives said despite
Wall's claim in court he was
unintentionallv intoxicated
by the anti-d;owsiness drug
Modafinil when he killed Fabiana. investigations found
he researched the same drug
on his computer before the
horrific murder.
Constable Campbell said
she cried in court for the first
time in two decades of policing when the sentence was
handed down because or the
~sheer relief' that Fabiana's
family would have closure
following the crime.
"We always had a photo of
Fabiana. and her smile just
continued to encourage us to
do a good job for this fam ily.

. lt.L ,

;Jf..,'-.· ~
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INVITATION FOR SUBMISSIONS
On 30 May 2018, the Attorney-General announced that the
Austraraan Government has commissioned a
comprehensive review of the legal traroowol1< governing
the National lnteDigence Community.
Dennis Richardson AO has been appointed as tt1e
Reviewer and is reQUired to report to Government IJy t11e
end of 2019. Public submissions are now Invited on those
matters covered In the Review's Terms of Reference, which
are available on the Attomey-Genemrs Department's
website at https-Jtwww.ag.gov.au/nlcrevlew.
Public submissions can be made to the review at
comprehensiverevlew@ag.gov.au or IJy post to:
Comprehensive Review
c/o Attorney-General's Department
3-5 National Circuit, Barton, ACT 2600
"'
Tile closing date for public submissions Is 1 December 2018. ~
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and when vou saw the raw
emotion in court that's probably the first time we had allowed ourselves to reel.~
Constable Campbell said.
"I feel as if. even though
we di dn't know Fabiana personally, she taught us th ings
... of resilience and strength. I
don't think it will be something we will ever forgel"

on the lookout for the man
who was stalking her and once
broke in to watch her sleep.
Wall was served with a
variation to the DVO onlv
hours before the murder.
•
Because of the extent of
Fabiana's injuries. her family
had her bod\· cremated and
took her ashes back to Brazil.
Thev also held a memorial
at Burl~igh Heads.
"She felt enchanted by
Australia," Raphael said
Her only brother said he
hoped his sister's death would
not be in vain. encouraging
other women in violent relationships to seek help sooner.

A CYCLIST died after he was
hit by a truck and dragged for
several metres vesterdav.
Paramedics-rushed to Hudson Rd. Albion. about 3pm but
were unable to revive the Ga-.
bung man. 3/.
It is understood he was
dragged Sl'Veral metres before
the truck could come to a stop.
The driver was treated by
paramedics at the scene.
Fridav afternoon commuters raced lengthy delays in the
area as emergency services remained on scene to investigate.
It follows the death of a m<r
torcvclist who lost control
whiie travelling on the Sunshine Coast Motorway at Marcoola about lpm yesterday.
It is understood the man
was thrown from his motorc:·de and struck a guard rail.
The 45-vear-old from Burpengary later died from his injuries at the Sunshine Coast
University Hospital.
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Star 'made groping gestures'
THE actress at the centre of a defamation case brought by Geoffre)l Rush alleges he simulated groping her breasts in
front of colleagues and made lewd gestures towards her, according to new court documents.
Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph over articles about a complaint of inappropriate behaviour Eryn Jean Norvill made
relating to the time they were in the Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear between 2015 and 2016.
He has denied all allegations of wrongdoing.
In a document lodged with the Federal Court, the Telegraph, published by The Courier-Mail publisher News Corp
Australia, says Ms Norvill's evidence will show Rush "engaged in conduct of a kind in which only a pervert would
engage" .On Thursday, the Telegraph succeeded in amending its defence to plead truth. The trial is set for October 22.
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Prepare
for hula
Harry

'Lucky·
store back
in business

Prince offered exciting
buck·s party on Coast
ANDREW POTTS

andrew.potts@oows corn.au

MINISTER'S ITINERARY
• Zip-line atTree Top

A GOLD COAST business is
offering to put Prince Harry in
a hula skirt or dress him as an
air hostess after Federal Tourism Minister Steven Ciobo invited him to celebrate his
buck's party here.
In a letter addressed to Edward Lane Fox. the prince's
private secretary. Mr Ciobo
congratulated Harry on his engagement to Meghan Markle
and put forward suggestions
for a buck's week on the Coast
"It is my pleasure to also invite Prince Ham· to Australia
for his pre-wedding celebrations and honevmoon. and
offer the serviceS' of Tourism
Australia to design the ultimate
Australian experience for the
celebrations.? Mr Ciobo said
"Having previously visited
Australia. Prince Harrv is no
doubt aware of the a'mazing
e:\-periences we have to offer:
The Moncrieff MP proposed a week of adrenaline-fuelled celebrations for Harr;
including jet boating. zip-line
tours and hot air ballooning.
Among the attractions mentioned by MrCiobowasJetpack
Adventures. which propels customers 20 metres into the air off
Gold Coast beaches.
The business has entertained celebrities including
Shannon Noll. ShaYm Mendes
and a bevy of NRL players. and
chief pilot Greg Weige said the
red carpet would be ro lled out
for the prince.
"It is a fantastic idea and we
would love to accommodate

Adventure In Cedar Creek.
• Go on a high speed jet boat
ride wlth Paradise Jet Boat
• Get behind the wheel of a
Supertar with Drive Ride Race.
• catch a sunrise with Hot Air
Balloon Gold Coast
• Go parasailing on the
Broadwater with Gold Coast
Watersports.
• See the city from the sky
wlth Aussie Air Scenic and
Charter.
• Takeadriveonthe wildside
wlth a Wet n Wild buggy ride.
• Bepropelled20metreshigh
wlth Jetpack Adventures.
him.'- he said. "We do a lot of
buck's parties and there are
plenty of funny outfits we
could dress him up in. including air hostess or hula skirts."
News of the invitation was
welcomed b\' Paradise Jet
Boating owner Tony Johnson.
whose business was also mentioned in Mr Ciobo's letter.
Mr Johnson said he would
"absolutelv love" to entertain
the Prince and his friends.
"Prince Harrv and his
friends would love to go on the
boats and have a ride and
sightsee through the beautiful
Broadwater,· he said
-It is especially nice at that
time of year."
Mr Ciobo's buck's party invitation followed just one day
after Gold Coast City Council
said the\' would lnite to Prince
Harry i~viting him to honeymoon here.

Jenny Ross takes her dog Charfie out in one of her dog booster seats.

Piaure: GLENN HAMPSON

BOW WOW! BOOST FOR MOTOR MUTTS
know their dog is secure and
safe and thev won't be
A GOLD COAST business
distracted when driving." Ms
is riding to the rescue of
Ross said.
"They are much happier
pooches who feel paw-ly in
cars.
being able to see out the
Dogs Out Doing's canine window and are verv
comfortable in their seal"
booster seats have set tails
wagging among dog-lovers
Ms Ross sells 4-5 seats a
whose pups yelp for help on
week but said she has never
trips out
advertised her business.
Owner Jenny Ross said
"This is a new thing for
the seats give smaller dogs a me-lamsopassionate
view out the window and
about it so I knew it (the
provide stability which helps business) would gowell.?
prevent car sickness.
she said.
~ They can be a huge reli ef
"I just want to make
for the driver because they
every little doggie happier."

KATE PARASKEVOS

Ms Ross is expanding her
business into pet chauffeuring. Using her booster seats,
Ms Ross said the premium
service will cater to pets'
busv lifestvles in air
conditionfxl comfort with
·calming music".
"Pets have their unique
personalities and each like
to be treated their own
special way." she said.
"!love animals and I
want to put in that extra
special care ifyou're
running late and need your
pet picked up from doggie
day care."

LOCAL business owners and
life partners Greg Macdonald
and Mathew Jacobson are enjoying double cause for celebration this week.
Still on a high after the
same sex marriage bill passed
through the Senate yesterday,
the owner/operators of Oasis
Newsagent • Gifts. unveil the
results of a major makeover of
their store toda\'.
~we're vel)' excited. We put
so much time and effort and
money into it,? Mr Jacobson
said
The newsagency, on the
ground floor of the Oasis
Shopping Centre. in Broadbeach. has been fitted with two
new Go-inch, state-of-the-art
LED Golden Casket DigiPOS
screens, new fixtures and nev.·
fittings.
"Thev show all the latest
games a'nd give you all the info
about the games and jackpots
and what's coming up," Mr Jacobson said.
"It means we don't have to
put up big posters anymore.
There are onlv about 50 in
Queensland." •
Mr Jacobson and former
business banker Mr Macdonald. his partner of 20 years,
took over the nev.·sagency
more than seven years ago.
It's clocked up four Division
I winners and two first division
Instant Scratchv wins worth
more than $1 ·million each
since Mr Macdonald and Mr
Jacobson took over.
·we're one of the luckiest
stores on the Gold Coast" Mr
Jacobson said.

Thrills hit
new high
THRILLSEEKERS will soon
be able to plunge from the top
of Mount Coot-tha on the
longest zipline in Australia as
part of a high-adrenalin ride
over the treetops.
Brisbane Lord Mayor Graham Quirk is ex-pected to announce todav that West End
company Zip'nne Australia has
been endorsed to build two ziplines at Mount Coot-tha- the
city's second-most visited precinct behind South Bank.

Council loses senior director Rush latest star to face claims
GOLD Coast Cit\· Council will
scour the countfv for a new
council planning director after
the resh.>nation of one of the
city's most powerful bureaucrats.
Dyan Currie will leave the
council on December 22 after
serving for more than twoand-a-halfyears.
Ms Currie. an experienced
and highly respected figure in
the planning and development
industry. will take up a new
position at Brisbane City
Council next year.
Council 'chief executive
Dale Dickson wished Ms Currie well with her new role and
e:\-pected interview to be held
for a replacement in January.
~we have commenced a recruitment process to appoint

Dyan

Currie Is off to Brisbane.

her successor. and as part of
this will be advertising via national media in mid-December." he said.
"It is expected that interviews with short-listed candidates will be conducted in
January 2018.''
Ms Currie took on the role
in early 2015 after more than 14

years at Toowoomba Regional OSCAR-WINNING Australian actor Geoffrev Rush has
Council.
She replaced Gail Connolly been accused of "inappropriate
who returned to Svdnev to be- behaviour·· during the Sydney
come general man.agerofRyde Theatre Company's recent
Council.
production of King Lelll'.
During her time on the
But the Pirates of the CaribCoast. Ms Currie oversaw the bean star vigorously denies the
creation of the new City Plan.
allegations and says the comMs Currie was the city's pany has never told him of any
third planning director since allegations ofwrong doing.
It is understood the allegathe 1995 amalgamation. The
first was Warren Rowe.
tions of inappropriate behavCouncil city planning boss iour occurred oyer several
Councillor Cameron Caldwell months.
The local production of the
said he had enjoyed working
classic William Shakespeare
with Ms Currie.
~ Dy has made a valuable
play ran from November 2015
contribution during her time to January 2016 at the Roslyn
as director and her new role in Packer Theatre. There were
Brisbane represents a wonder- also several months of rehearsful personal and professional als.
"Sydney Theatre Company
opportunity." he said.

Geoffrey Rush.
recer.·ed a complaint alleging
that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour.? a spokeswoman said.
"The company received the
complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the company
had ended The company continues to work with the complainant to minimise the risk of

future instances of the alleged
behaviour occurring in its
workplace."
In a strongly worded legal
letter, lawyers for Rush at
HWL Ebsworth last night said
he had never been involved in
any "inappropriate behaviour"
and that his "regard, actions
and treatment of all the people
he has worked with has been
impeccable beyond reproach".
~Mr Rush has not been approached by the Sydney
Theatre Company and the alleged complainant nor any representative of either of them
concerning the matter you
have raised." the letter states.
"Further, he has not been
informed by them of the
nature of the complaint and
what it involves."
G::BEO!ZOlMA - Vl
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OSCAR-WINNING Australian actor Geoffrey Rush has been accused of "inappropriate behaviour"
during the Sydney Theatre Company's recent production of King Lear.
But the Pirates of the Caribbean star vigorously denies the allegations and says the company has
never told him of any allegations of wrong doing.
It is understood the allegations of inappropriate behaviour occurred over several months.

The local production of the classic William Shakespeare play ran from November 2015 to January
2016 at the Roslyn Packer Theatre. There were also several months of rehearsals.
"Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour," a spokeswoman said.
"The company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the company had ended.
The company continues to work with the complainant to minimise the risk of future instances of
the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace." In a strongly worded legal letter, lawyers for
Rush at HWL Ebsworth last night said he had never been involved in any "inappropriate behaviour"
and that his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked with has been
impeccable beyond reproach".
"Mr Rush has not been approached by the Sydney Theatre Company and the alleged complainant
nor any representative of either of them concerning the matter you have raised," the letter
states. "Further, he has not been informed by them of the nature of the complaint and what it
involves."
---- INDEX REFERENCES ---~'OMPANY:

Sydney Theatre C
\. .\JSTRY: Celebrities (1CE65); Entertainment (1EN08); Live Entertainment (1LI85); Theater (1TH47)
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Su ers· identity crisis
RYAN KEEN

ryan.~l!€n@~>ews.com.au

Push to move clubs as family, party zones clash

CITY leaders sav the Gold
Coast must properly address relocating its party precinct away
from the mid~t offamitv-friendlv tourism hub Surfers Paradise.
· The radi cal plan was first
floated by real estate identity
Andrew Bell five years ago and the Rav White Surfers
Paradise cEO 1.till believes
nightclubs should be moved to
Southport.
Coast-based Federal Tourism Minister Stl"\·e Ciobo is

also calling for a rethink. saying the city's main party zone
and its familv-friendl\• centre
cannot coe.xist and thrive.
-You cannot successfulh·
have a family, fine-din ing uPmarket area and then also expect that to flip at 9pm in to a
nightclub and strip club zone.~
Mr Ciobo said.
"The city has a rich tradition of both. But the problem
is these two are trying to CD"
exist in one location and coun-

cil should consult with
community and deo.·elop a
long-term plan that gets a better bal ance.
-·wbat we need is to have a
dear delineation between
party zone and family zone.
"Anytime you try and combine the two together it's going
to be a mess."
\-ir Bell said e-.·el)' great city
had a decent party precinct
and he was supportive of the
Coast's night-life economy but

itwasn'tcompabblewith being
famih·-friendh·.
"I· want that part of our
economy to prosper." he said,
but suggested ,·enu es down
party strip Orchid AYenue be
incenti'<·ised to move to Southport near China Town. the
light rail and hospitals.
"The State GO'<·ernmenl
needs to come on board and
relax the stricter aspects of
licensing in Southport to incentr.;se dubs to move. Ve-

"Moving is a nice concept,
but I don't reallv know what
the answer is because it's too
late - this was decided decades
ago," he said
"The Government doesn't
really hcr.·e the money to subsidise landlords to get the clubs
out of where thev are."
Hollywood Showgirls strip
club owner Craig Duffy said:
"The answer isn't moving businesses that serve alcohol The
an~wer is fix it with toilets. ban
pub crawls. etc. This is the
problem. (Mr Brooks) is right
but his solutions are V.Tong."

nues haYe spent large amounts
of money and are not just
going to ,·oluntarily move."
The comments come after
Desmond Brooks, the architect
behind the design of landmark
buildi ngs including Palazzo
Versace and Soul tower. called
for Surfers' ~trashy. sleaze
joints" to be punted to Bundall.
LNP Member for Surfers
Paradise John-Paul Langbroek
said relocation was a massive
undertaking.

Two actors
rush to
back claim
JONATHON MORAN
TWO actors who work with
the Sydney Theatre Company
yesterday publicly threw their
support behind the actor who
has accused Oscar-winner
Geoffrey Rush of touching her
inappropriately during the
stage production of King Lear.
It comes as Rush. 66 - one
of the countrv's most successful actors - ~:esterdav continued to vehen1entlv de~v claims
he inappropriate~· touched a
cast member of the local production of the classic William
Shakespeare play.
Rising young actor Me}11C
Raoul Wyatt. who appeared in
King Lear. said he believed his
cast mate's version of events.
"I was in the show." Wyatt
wrote on Facebook yesterday
after. "I believe (the person)
who has come forward"
And Brandon McClelland.
who has worked with the
woman at the centre of the alleged complaint, urged others
on Twitter to believe the actor.
-It wasn't a misunderstanding.
It wasn't ajoke.~ he posted.
The STC production of
King Lear ran fwm November
2015 to January 2016.
Rush issued a statement
yesterday denying allegations
of "inappropriate behaviour"
during his time with the Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear. Rush's
statement took aim at the Svdney Theatre Company. alleging it had -chosen to smear his
name and unjustifi ably damage his reputation".
The statement said: "His
treatment of colleagues and
even•one he has worked with is
always conducted with respect
and the utmost propriety . ~

•

Summer on the Gold Coast is here and sisters Zoe Reid, 5, and Mia Reid, 6, are reacly for Whatever it delivers.

1"

Piaure: ]ERAD WILUAMS

WET MONTH AHEAD BUT CHRISTMAS DAY ANYONE'S GUESS
HAN NAI:i.S_B~~l:I EN

IT'S going to be a wet Decemeber with long-range
forecasts predicting Christmas to be a dreary downpour.
Bureau of Meteorology's
Diana Eadie said Gold Coasters could expect above average rainfall over December.
"The climate outlook for
December looks pretty wet

but it is hard to pinpoint what
Christmas Day will bring. We
can more than likely expect it
to be raim·.- she said.
Early ;,.arning network
forecaster Justin Noonan
said there was a big difference between now and this
time lastyearwith plenty of
north-easterlv winds and
thunderstornis in store.
"We won't be having an-

other stinking hot December
like we did last Year. That
was actually mte of the hottest months on record." he
said. -1 think the cooler davs
and rainY afternoons will ·
come as ·a relief to evel)·one.
Christmas won't feel as
stick-.·."
According to Mr Noonan
the Coast will cop another
150mm in the next couple of

weeks with a large band of
thunderstorms and rainfall.
Mr Noonan said there was
a chance it could rain on
Christmas Dav.
-There is a -;,.erv active
weather pattern going on but
it is hard to tell ifit will pour
down on Christmas Da,·." he
•
said.
Gold Coast mother of two
Rachel Reid said rain. hail or

shine her daughters would be
spending their Christmas
holidays making a splash in
the family pool.
Zoe, 5 and Mia, 6 have recently added a new addition
to their summer fun.
"They are currently obsessed with the blow up
swan." Mrs Reid said.
"I can't get them out, they
are just water babies."

More whitespot among prawn imports

Kirk's slap at humour

MICHAEL WRAY

AMID sexual harassment
claims levelled against Don
Burke. former INXS guitarist
Kirk Pengilly says he preferred
the I960s when you could slap
a woman on the bum and it
was taken as a compliment.
Pengilly,
attending
a
Movember charity event in
Melbourne yesterday, said

PR.r\ WN farn1ers have raised
concerns diseased foreign
prawns are being dumped in
Australia after the Agriculture
Department detected three
contan1inated batches.
Raw imports were banned
in January. a month after an

outbreak of white spot disease
destroyed the prawn farming
industry on the Logan River.
Prawn farmers suspect the disease spread from imported
prawns used as bait in the river
bv recreational fishern1en.
· The department has conceded it v.;ll probably ne-.·er
know how the disease entered

the country, and five months
ago allowed imports to resume
with beefed-up regulations.
~ore than 130 consignments haw been imported
under the new controls \\ith
three testing positive for white
spot.
\iore than 30 consignments
have not been tested. -

Kirk

Peng~lly.

men were starting to feel they
couldn't even pay a woman a
compliment because it could
be seen as sexual harassment
"I really loved the 60s and
70swhenlifewassosimpleand
you could slap a woman on the
butt and it was taken as a compliment not as sexual harassmenl" he said
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JONATHON MORAN
TWO actors who work with the Sydney Theatre Company yesterday publicly threw their support
behind the actor who has accused Oscar-winner Geoffrey Rush of touching her inappropriately
during the stage production of King Lear.
It comes as Rush, 66 - one of the country's most successful actors - yesterday continued to
vehemently deny claims he inappropriately touched a cast member of the local production of the
classic William Shakespeare play.
Rising young actor Meyne Raoul Wyatt, who appeared in King Lear, said he believed his cast
mate's version of events.
"I was in the show r" Wyatt, wrote on Facebook yesterday after. "I believe (the person) who has
come forward." And Brandon McClelland, who has worked with the woman at the centre of the
alleged complaint, urged others on Twitter to believe the actor. "It wasn't a misunderstanding. It
wasn't a joker'' he posted.
The STC production of King Lear ran from November 2015 to January 2016. Rush issued a
statement yesterday denying allegations of "inappropriate behaviour" during his time with the
Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear. Rush's statement took aim at the Sydney
Theatre Company, alleging it had "chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage his
reputation".The statement said: "His treatment of colleagues and everyone he has worked with is
always conducted with respect and the utmost propriety."
---- INDEX REFERENCES ----

COMPANY: Sydney Theatre C
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Trams
ta on
Coast•s
carols
PAUL WESTON
paul.weston@news.com.au

THE Gold Coast's not-for-profit tourism promotion groups are
being slugged a tram and terror
~tax- as they organise Christmas Carols and other free music
el'ents on the Glitter Strip.
The Surfers Paradise Alliance and Gold Coast Citv
Council are in a stand-off with
Trans Link about the costs.
Reports to council shows
the alliances are working off a
surplus as low as $44.000. yet
are facing e:~.tra e.xpenditure
on -terror mitigation- of
566.000. The trams can add
another S20,000 a vear.
Surfers Paradise Alliance
board chair Laura Younger
vesterday told councillors:
:.-we've ·been approached or
told bv TransLink. because of
the success of a number of
events. that we have to pay for
e:~.tra trams to remove people
from our events.
"Which we find quite bizarre. given the people who are
catching those trams are still
paying for those trams...
Ms Younger said the
Mavor"s office had lobbied on
behalf of the alliance without
success and CEO Mike Winlaw
was continuing negotiations.
·we haven't actually paid
so far. At the moment they're
saying the Christmas Carols
and SeaFire and thev're also
now talking about· Surfers
Paradise LIVE and potentially
another L'\'ent·· she said.
·so. we will actually be getting up to $16.000 to 520,000
to pay TransLink because of
the number of people v.'ithin
the precinct."
Councillors are stunned by
the move. given council helps
fund the alliances with a spe-

cia! levy placed on traders
which raises more than $3 million annuallv.
Governance
committee
chairman William OwenJones told colleagues at the
briefing: "If it's just a free event
and it's just demand. that's
what public transport is for.
-rrs not for us to subsidise
the State delivel)' of their public transport options.Broadbeach Alliance chief
e.xecutive officer Jan McCormick, outside the meeting. confirmed the promotion group wa.~
paying for extra trams for free
events like Blues on Broad beach.
Transunk in arguing its case
points to figures which shows
for Blues that 3350 concert
goers stayed in Southport and
27,840 in Surfers Paradise who
could have accessed the trams.
- rrs a little frustrating as
Laura said. Because we're notfor-profit we don't make any
monev out of ticket sales or
anything. and we·re e:~.-pected
to pay these costs.
~And we're driving room
nights for the city ·- 135,000
room nights at Blues. We're
paying around about SU,OOO.
~we·ve tried (to negotiate it
out). Laura's taking the baton
on that one and I hope she's reallv successful."'
·A Trans Link statement said:
"Event promoters are required
to fund the cost of providing additional public transport services where an event has a
significant impact on the transport network.
"This is the standard policy
for all events statewide as
Translink does not have funding for event transport services:·
The Broadbeach Alliance
said work with police and festival risk consultants for Blues
added $66.000 to the budget

Shane Nicholson at this year's country music festival - the popular event is to be renamed Groundwater.

GROUNDWATER TAPS INTO FESTIVAL'S CULTURE
SUZAN NE SIMONOT
5UZannJa.simonot@fK!WS.com.au

THE Broadbeach Countrv
Music Festival will change its
name to the Groundwater
Country Music Festival from
next vear.
Event organisers Broadbeach Alliance say this year's
fifth annual erent in July attracted a record 54.000 people ·- a 77 per cent increase
on the previous year.
Alliance CEO Jan
McCormick said the name
change and rebrand. to be
announced todav. reflected
the event's statuS Austra-

as

Iia's fastest-growing country
music festival.
"VV' e have been blown
away by the growth of this
festival on the Gold Coast,"
she said.
"In just five short years it
has become ... a must-do on
the E.'l'ents calendar for music
lovers and artists.'.
She said the nE.'IY name
paid tribute to a common denominator in bringing people together and reflected
the culture of the Australian
people for whom rivers.
lakes. streams and oceans
were a central pa.rt of life.
•Groundwater as a name

Ex-model: I was 'bullied' by police
FORMER model and actor
Kate Fischer has accused Victorian police of being "bullies··
after she made a bizarre court
appearance contesting drinkdriving charges.
Posing and snapping selfies
outside the Melbourne Magistrates' Court. the 44-vear-old.
now legally known as tziporah
Malkah. said she wanted to tell
her storv "in mv own words"'.
The former flame of billion-

Piaure: RICHARD GOSliNG

The court was told she was
aire James Packer. who appeared in the 1993 film Sirens is "e:~.tremely unhappy- with the
accused of driving while intoxi- way police acted on the night
of the allegations.
cated on January 3.
"VicPol are bullies." she told
It's also alleged she refused
a breath test after an accident. reporters as she left, .,.,;thout
drove carelesslv, re•;ersed in an providing details. ~You1l find
unsafe manner. and stopped out Youll find out"'
Mr Kuzilnv said his client
on a nature strip.
Malkah vesterdav faced was likely to ·plead guilty, but
seven charges. and indicated wanted time to discuss the
she mav contest some or all of matters. She is due to return to
them. ·
court on December 15.

is reflective of Australia's
unique culture, drawing from
both the Aboriginal people's
close spiritual connection
with the groundwater. as
well as the farming community's reliance on groundwater
for survival." she said.
"Fans can e.xpect Groundwater to sta\' true to its country roots while following the
music landscape which continuously blurs musical genres to attract diverse
audiences including the
young and young at heart~
She said the festival's success reflected the growing
contemporary appeal of

country music in Australia
~we have been watching
this musical genre closely on
a global landscape and felt
now is the right time to introduce a new brand signifying that we are ready to take
the strength of this festival
even further," she said.
Mrs McCormick said the
free festival and its sister
event the Blues on Broadbeach Music Festi\·al, were
produced by a small. highly
experienced team that
understood hov.· the kev role
artistprogranmlingpleyed in
retaining loyal audiences and
attracting new visitors.

Rush actions 'playful'

Kate Fischer, now known as
Tziporah Malkah. leaves court.

THE director of a Sydney play
at the centre of claims actor
Geoffrey Rush "inappropriatetv touched" a co-star \'esterdav
backed the Oscar-wi~ner. ~
ing his "playfulness" wa5 also
part of his "great artistry".
However. he also conceded
he did not know the full details.
"In my time in all the weeks
and months of rehearsal and
perforn1ance, I saw absolutely
nothing other than an artist at

the top of his form leading a
company with respect and
pla~fulness and great artistry,''
Neil Armfield told ABC presenter Fran Kellv.
"Even talking. about this as a
sexual allegation is completely
inappropriate. It is not (sexual
in nature). It is inappropriate
behaviour.~ A stunned Kellv
asked if Armfield knew details
of the allegations. "No, I do
not" hesaid
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Geoffrey Rush denies claint of
'inappropriate behaviour'
dur1n_g King Lear production
in Sydney
Herald Sun
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GEOFFREY Rush strongly denies a claim of "inappropriate
behaviour" during a recent production of King Lear in Sydney.
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Reports in Sydney media this morning claim the Melbourne-based Oscar
winner was the subject of a complaint during the Sydney Theatre Company
production of the William Shakespeare play.
HWL Ebsworth, lawyers for Rush, said in a strongly worded legal letter
that he had never been involved in any "inappropriate behaviour" and that
his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked with has
been impeccable beyond reproach".
The denial follows a report that
the Sydney Theatre Company had
received a complaint relating to
Rush's time with the production
that ran from November 2015 to
January 2016.

rO

"Sydney Theatre Company
received a complaint alleging that
Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour," a
spokeswoman for the STC was
reported saying.
"The Company received the
complaint when Mr Rush's
engagement with the Company
had ended.
"The Company continues to work
with the complainant to minimise
the risk of future instances of the
alleged behaviour occurring in its
workplace.

0 Geoffrey Rush. Picture: David Caird

()

"The complainant has requested that their identity be withheld.
"STC respects that request and for privacy reasons, will not be making any
further comments."
Rush's lawyers said in response: "Mr Rush has not been approached by the
Sydney Theatre Company and the alleged complainant nor any
representative of either of them concerning the matter you have raised.
"Further, he has not been informed by them of the nature of the complaint
and what it involves."
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Rush won an Oscar for his leading role in
Shine.

Rush in The Pirates of the Caribbean.

The response, from the legal firm's partner Nicholas Pullen, adds Rush has
not been involved with the Sydney Theatre Company- or representatives for more than 22 months.
"In the circumstances, if such a statement has been issued by the STC it is
both irresponsible and highly damaging to say the least," the statement
says.
"Your 'understanding' of what has occurred is, with the greatest respect,
simply fishing and unfounded.
"It does not warrant comment except that it is false and untrue."

Rush has worked with the Sydney Theatre Company on multiple projects
including The Importance of Being Ernest and The Government Inspector.
The 66-year-old married father-of-two won a Best Actor Oscar for playing
David Helfgott in Shine and was nominated for Best Supporting Actor for
Shakespeare in Love.
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He is well-known for his role as Hector Barbossa in The Pirates of the
Caribbean films.
Rush has also won an Emmy and Tony.

® ®
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stephen drill, Herald Sun
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Subscriber only

THE Sydney Theatre Company has failed to disclose any
findings of an investigation into alleged "inappropriate
behaviour" by Hollywood star Geoffrey Rush.
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Rush has accused the company of "smearing his name" after it confirmed
to Sydney media that the Oscar winner had been the subject of a complaint
during a production of the William Shakespeare play, King Lear.
The company issued a second statement saying: "At the time the complaint
was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with
confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any
investigation.
"STC complied, acting in the interest of the complainant's health and
welfare. As already stated, the company received the complaint after Mr
Rush's engagement had ended. STC has at all times been clear that this was
an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a conclusion of impropriety."
An STC spokeswoman said they
would not comment on "specifics
relating to the people involved in
the investigation".

The company had improved its
complaints process, she said,
adding: "STC strengthened its
induction processes for freelance
actors in relation to where and
how to lodge complaints and to
encourage them in speaking up
when they have concerns."
There was social media support
for the person who had allegedly
made the complaint.
Rush's lawyer Nicholas Pullen
said the Melbourne-based actor
had never been involved in any
"inappropriate behaviour".

0 Rush has accused the company of "smearing
his name" Picture: David Caird

"It is a great disappointment to

Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage
his reputation in this way," he said.
"Not to afford a person their right to know what has been alleged against
them, let alone not inform them of it but release such information to the
public is both a denial of natural justice and is not how our society
operates."
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Rush had said in the statement: "The moment I became aware of rumours
of a complaint, I immediately phoned and spoke to senior management at
the Sydney Theatre Company asking for clarification about the details of
the statement. They refused to illuminate me with the details.
"I also asked why this information was being withheld and why, according
to standard theatre practice, the issue had not been raised with me during
the production via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or
anyone at management level. However, no response was forthcoming."
Rush has worked with the STC.on multiple projects including The
Importance of Being Earnest and The Government Inspector.
The 66-year-old married father of two won a Best Actor Oscar for playing
pianist David Helfgott in Shine.
stephen.drill@news.com.au
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TEEN SEX
VICTORY
THE count~··s top Famil~·
Court judges have made it
easier for tran~gende1· teens
to clmnge sex.
A ~·dne~· dad who brought
the Iandmnrk case on behalf
of his son, 17-,·e•u·-old
"Keh'in''. who was born
female hut has identified as a
boy since the age of nine, has
won the right for teenagers to
make the decision without
the oversight of the court.
Teenagers can now start
hormone treatment to
chan!!c !heir sex with
apprm·al only from the
doctors and their parents.
''The treatment can no
longer be considered a
medical procedure fo1·which
consent lies outside the
bounds of parental authority
and requires the imprimatur
of the court," the com't said in
its judgment.
Of about 60 tr'dnsgende•·
applications made by
children to the Family Court
since 2004. none has been
refused.

Kinders'
cash call
ASHLEY ARGOON

THE Sydney Theatre Company has failed to disclose any
findings of an investigation
into alleged ~inappropriate behaviour·· by Hollywood star
Geoffrev Rush.
Rush has accused the company of ~smearing his name"
after it confirmed to Svdnev
media that the Oscar ,\·inner
had been the subject of a complaint during a production of
the William Shakespeare play.

King Lear.
The company yesterday
afternoon issued a second
statement saying: -At the time
the complaint was made. the
complainant requested that
the matter be dealt with

STEPHEN DRILL
confidentiallv. and did not
want Mr RUsh notified or in\'olved in any investigation.
"STC complied. acting in
the interest of the complainant's health and welfare. As already stated. the company
received the comolaint after
Mr Rush's engagement had
ended. STC has at all times
been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC
and not a conclusion of
impropriety.An STC spokeswoman said
thev would not comment on
"s~cifics relating to the people
involved in the investigation".

The company had improved its complaints process.
she said. add ing: "STC
strengthened its induction processes for freelance actors in
relation to where and how to
lodge complaints and to encourage them in speaking up
when thev have concerns.~
There~\'as social media support for the person who had allegedly made the complaint
Rush ·s Iawver ~icholas
Pullen said tl{e Melbournebased actor had never been involved in any "inappropriate
beha\iour-.
-It is a great disappointment
to Mr Rush the STC has
chosen to smear his name and

unjustifiably damage his reputation in thiswav." he said
'Notto afford a person their
right to know what has been
alleged against them. let alone
not inform them of it but reLease such information to the
public is both a denial of natural justice and is not how our
society operates:·
Rush had said in the statement "The moment I becan1e
aware of rumours of a complaint r immediately phoned
and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre
Company asking for clarification about the details of the
statemenl The-.· refused to illuminate mewitn the details.

JAMES DOWLING
federal agencies launched the
six-month E.xercise Outback.
which included officers posing
as returned foreign fighters.
They were deployed across
the country over· the past two
days, in a test of multi-jurisdictional surveillance and intelligence gathering.
Justice Minister Michael
Keenan said security agencies
worked around the clock to

men! Inspector.
The 66-year-old married father of two won a Best Actor
Oscar for playing pianist
David Helfgott in Shine.
s:~r\1•~·

.drill? 'lPW~.co111.'1•

MEGHANrS WORI<ING TITLE

Exercise strikes terror fears
THE nation's counter-terrorism agencies fear returning
foreign fighters are capable of
creating nationwide cells.
Authorities are preparing
for a cell of sophisticated terrori~ts whose network stretches across state borders.
The government has warned the 110 Australian foreign
fighters. if returned. could be
capable of launching terror
attacks in multiple states.
To prepare. police and

~, also asked why this information was being withheld
and why, according to standard theatre practice. the issue
had not been raised lvith me
during the production via stage
management the director, my
fellow actors or anyone at
management level. However.
no response was forthcoming."
Rush has worked with the
STC on multiple projects including Tile Importance of
&ing Eame.st and The Govern-

FRUSTRATED parents and
earlv childhood educators will
confront the government
today to call for kinder funding
for every Victorian child.
A petition with more than
6000 signatures will be handed to the Andrews Government urging it to fund
lO hours of three-year-old
kinder a week.
Australian Education Union
president Meredith Peace said
three in four Victorian threevear-olds missed out on kinder
because of the cosl
uAccess to preschool education shouldn't rely on a parenfs capacity to pay," she said.
Michelle Forbes said a lack
of support meant two of her
three sons would likelv miss
out on the year o( early
education.
'The children who miss out
are all behind the eight ball
and it's not fair:· the Keilor
DO\vns mum said.
Currentlv.
four-~·ear-old
kinder is p3.i.tty subsidised by
the state and federal governments whereas three-year-old
kinder is not
Manv kinders offer less
than 10 hours a week - the
amount the Andrews Government is being urged to fundbecause of high demand.

stop people seeking to do
harm. ~These disruptions remind us of the depra\oity of
these would-be terrorists.
whose only aim is to foster fear
in the hearts of eo.·ef\·dav Australians.- he said. · •
-counter-terrorism exercises. including Exercise Outback, are vital to ensuring we
remain 'igilant and stand prepared to respond to the threat
of terrorism by disrupting
attacks before they occur."

Meghan Markle

WrrH a royal wedding in the
works. speculation is rising
about the title to be bestowed
on Meghan Markle when she
marries Prince Hm·n· in Mav.
Will the Americ-<tn actor·
be a British princess? The
answer is: sort of. Markle, 36.
will not formallY be known as
Princes~ Megh<l n because
she is not of nr;al birth.
Howe\·er, shew ill become
Her Royal Highness Princess
Henn· of\\' ale!'~ when she
marries Ha~·-

The speculation is that
Queen Eli7.abethwill make
Harn· a duke-like his
brother. William- and
Markle a duchess when thev
wed at Windsor Castle. In •
that case. Markle would be
known as a duchess.
Ro,·al obset'\'CI'S think the
queen will make the
newl\·weds the Duke and
Duchess of Sussex. In that
case, Markle would become
Her Royal Highness the
Duchess of Sussex.
""0-IStOZZ.OlP-'A • Vl
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STEPHEN DRILL
THE Sydney Theatre Company has failed to disclose any findings of an investigation into alleged
"inappropriate behaviour" by Hollywood star Geoffrey Rush.
Rush has accused the company of "smearing his name" after it confirmed to Sydney media that
the Oscar winner had been the subject of a complaint during a production of the William
Shakespeare play, King Lear.
The company yesterday afternoon issued a second statement saying: "At the time the complaint
was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with confidentially, and did not
want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation.
"STC complied, acting in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare. As already stated,
the company received the complaint after Mr Rush's engagement had ended. STC has at all times
been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a conclusion of impropriety."
But the company did not expand on the nature of its investigation, nor its conclusion.
Rush's lawyer Nicholas Pullen said the Melbourne-based actor had never been involved in any
"inappropriate behaviour".
"It is a great disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably
damage his reputation in this way," Mr Pullen said.
"Not to afford a person their right to know what has been alleged against them, let alone not
inform them of it but release such information to the public is both a denial of natural justice and
is not how our society operates." Rush had said in the statement: "The moment I became aware
of rumours of a complaint, I immediately phoned and spoke to senior management at the Sydney
Theatre Company asking for clarification about the details of the statement. They refused to
illuminate me with the details.
"I also asked why this information was being withheld and why, according to standard theatre
practice, the issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage management, the
director, my fellow actors or anyone at management level. However, no response was
forthcoming." The company had on Wednesday confirmed to Sydney media it had received a
complaint relating to Rush's time with the production that ran from November 2015 to January
2016.
"The company continues to work with the complainant to minimise the risk of future instances of
the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace," it said.
"The complainant has requested that their identity be withheld." Rush has worked with the STC on
multiple projects including The Importance of Being Earnest and The Government Inspector.
stephen.drill@news.com.au
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Rachel Griffiths defends
Geoffrey Rush ainid
allegations
Staff Writer, Ne\·VS Corp Australia Network
December 6, 201711:27pm

AUSSIE actress Rachel Griffiths has defended Geoffrey Rush,
saying the Oscar winner "is not Harvey Weinstein".
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Griffiths referenced the Hollywood mogul - who faces multiple allegations
of sexual misconduct- on the red carpet at tonight's Australian Academy
of Cinema and Television Awards in Sydney.

cO

~ Rachel Griffiths arrives at the AACTA (Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts)
Awards.

"Geoffrey Rush is not Harvey Weinstein and I have had more than a
handful of interactions with Harvey Weinstein," Griffiths told the ABC on
the red carpet.
Rush stepped down as AACTA president amid allegations of inappropriate
behaviour during the STC production of King Lear in late 2015.
Griffiths told the ABC that although the topic of inappropriate behaviour
across industries needed to be addressed, "nobody likes to be tried in the
public square".
Rush has denied the allegations.
Originally published as Rush 'is no Harvey Weinstein'
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Actor Geoffrey Rush launches
court action over Sydney
Theatre Contpany claints
Sally Rmt\rsthorne, The Daily Telegraph
December 8, 2017 3:45pm

MELBOURNE actor Geoffrey Rush has fronted for the first
time since being accused of "inappropriate behaviour" while
starring in a Sydney play, saying coverage of the case was
"demeaning" and "hurtful".
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The character actor refused to take questions but delivered a solemn
statement about the Sydney Theatre Company claims, revealed by The
Daily Telegraph.
Rush stood with his lawyer to declare that he would launch legal action
over the reports in The Daily Telegraph.
"I must now seek vindication of my good name through the courts," Rush
said. He said The Daily Telegraph had made "false, pejorative and
demeaning claims, splattering them with unrelenting bombast on its front
pages".

u
0 Rush stepped dovvn as the president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television
Arts after the allegation surfaced. Picture: Stuart McEvoy

"It is an action I am taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and
hyperbole that they have created around my standing in the entertainment
industry and in the greater community."

The Daily Telegraph stands by its reporting of the complaint made against
Rush during his last stint at the STC for the production of King Lear.
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Editor Christopher Dore said the newspaper would defend its accurate
reporting in court.
"The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company
received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour," Mr Dore said.
"We will defend our position in court."
At the centre of the drama was a complaint revealed by the STC made by
one of its actors against Rush.
The STC told The Daily Telegraph that it had received a complaint of
"inappropriate behaviour" after the 2015 production of the Shakespeare
play.
The nation's premier theatre company said it would protect the identity of
the complainant and would work to "minimise the risk of future instances
of the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace".
Rush subsequently stepped down as the president of the Australian
Academy of Cinema and Television Arts after the allegation surfaced.
Lawyer Nicholas Pullen yesterday said Rush, 66, would not answer
questions.
The matter will go before the Federal Court in Sydney on February 8.
Originally published as 'Hmt· Rush launches court aetion over daims
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Geoffrey Rush announces he
\Vill bring defantation action
over allegations of
inappropriate behaviour
Danielle McGrane, AAP, Herald Sun
December 8, 2017 4:57pm

GEOFFREY RUSH will bring defamation proceedings over
allegations of inappropri~te behaviour made against him.
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The Oscar winner today announced that he would take action in the
Federal Court against the Daily Telegraph, which published the story.

0 Geoffrey Rush at today's press conference in Melbourne. Picture: AAP

()

~ Actor Geoffrey Rush before speaking to the media today. Picture: Stumt McEvoy

"I must now seek vindication of my good name through the courts," Rush
said.
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Rush has strongly denied the allegations, which date back to a Sydney
Theatre Company performance of King Lear in 2015.
Reece Hooker
@ReeceJHooker

Geoffrey Rush: "I must now seek vindication of my good name
through the courts."
3:02 PM - Dec 8, 2017

1

4

8

Rush's lawyer Nicholas Pullen said Rush was unable to answer questions
about the case.
He announced the legal proceedings today at the offices of law firm HWL
Ebsworth in Melbourne.

0 Rush won an Oscar for Shine. AP Photo/ Reed Saxon
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0 Rush with Johnny Depp in Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides.

The veteran actor's breakthrough performance in the 1996 film Shine,
earnt him an Academy Award, a Golden Globe and a BAFfA.
He's went on to become one of Australia's biggest and most respected
Hollywood exports, starring in Shakespeare in Love, Elizabeth and The
King's Speech.

0

Rush, 66, lives in Melbourne with his wife.
The Daily Telegraph's editor Christopher Dore said: "The Daily Telegraph
accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint
alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour.
"We will defend our position in court."
READ MORE: OSCAR WINNER DEN IES INAPPROPRIATE
BEHAVIOUR
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GEOFFREY Rush has marked his Golden Globe nomination by
commenting on the "complexity of humankind" and his
struggle to "define the multiplicity of dimensions in the male
. ".
expenence
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Rush has been nominated for his racy depiction of Albert Einstien in the
TV mini-series Genius.
The Oscar-winner is among a number of Australian actors nominated this
year- including Margot Robbie, Hugh Jackman and Nicole Kidman.

0 Geoffrey Rush

After the list of nominations were released yesterday, Rush said: "This is
good news for Albert Einstein. I believe in science. I also believe in the
complexity of humankind. I am honoured to be in the company of fellow
nominees who, with their artistry, have strived to define the multiplicity of
dimensions in the male experience".
Rush's nomination comes after he vehemently denied allegations of
"inappropriate behaviour" during the recent Sydney Theatre Company
production of King Lear.
He is up against The Wizard of Lies' Robert De Niro, The Young Pope's
Jude Law, Twin Peaks' Kyle Maclachlan and Fargo's Ewan McGregor
Australian productions Top of the Lake: China Girl and Big Little Lies are
also up for several awards.
Originally published as Rush's bizarre nomination rant
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Geoffrey Rush's co-star Eryn Jean
N orvill touched five tintes, court
hears
MATTHEW BENNS, EDITOR-AT-LARGE, The Daily Telegraph
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Geoffrey Rush's co-star Eryn Jean Norvil! touched five times, court hears 1 Herald Sun

Rush's co-star in the Sydney Theatre Company's 2015-2016 production of King
Lear, Eryn Jean Norvill, complained about the Pirates Of The Caribbean star after
he allegedly touched her on five occasions during the final week of the play.
The court heard the actor followed her into female toilets at the after-party on the
final night of the performance of the Shakespeare classic and stood outside her
cubicle until the "visibly upset" actress told him to "f--- off'.

Geoffrey Rush and Eryn Jean Norvill rehearse for the Sydney Theatre Company's production of King
Lear.

Rush, 66, is suing the Daily Telegraph for its reporting ofMs Norvill's complaint
about alleged inappropriate behaviour, made to STC in 2016. Rush denies the
allegations.
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Yesterday the Federal Court lifted a suppression order on the newspaper's defence
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According to the document, Rush
touched the actress "in a manner that
made the Complainant feel
uncomfortable" during the play's final
scene.
As King Lear, Rush had to carry

Norvill on to the stage as she
simulated the lifeless body of the title
character's daughter, Cordelia.
Norvill asked Rush to "stop doing it"
but it is alleged that he repeated the
touching on another four occasions in
the final week of the play in January
2016.

Eryn Jean Norvill made a formal complaint to the
STC.
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Rush as he appeared in the STC poster for King
Lear.
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Mr McHugh had argued the newspaper's truth defence should be struck out because
it lacked sufficient detail.
According to the newspaper's defence, Rush engaged in further inappropriate
behaviour at the party to celebrate the final night.
During the party, Rush allegedly "entered the female bathroom located in the foyer
of the Rosyln Packer Theatre, knowing (Norvill) was in there, and stood outside a
cubicle" that she was in.

Rush and Norvill on stage during the production of the Sydney Theatre Company's King Lear. Picture:
Heidrun Lohr

He left when she told him to "f--- off'. She was "visibly upset" following the
incident.
Mr Blackburn said: "There can be no more compelling reason for publication than it
was true."

The Daily Telegraph says it had more information about the Rush allegations at the
time of publication but did not include them in its reports.
This included an allegation that Rush had touched Norvill on the genitals.
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Court hears that actress repeatedly asked Geoffrey Rush to ...
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Geoffrey Rush
and Eryn Jean

\

Norvm In the

sydney

Theatre
Company's
King Lear.

OSCAR winner Geoffrev
Rush allegedly touched an actress repeatedly in a way that
made her uncomfortable and
ignol"l.'<l her requests for him
to ~stop doing if'. the Federal
Court heard yesterday.
Rush's co-star in the SydTheatre
Company·!'
ney
2015-2016 production of King
Lear. Eryn Jean Norvil!. complained about the Pirates
The Caribbl!an star after heallegedly touched her on five
occasions during the final
week of the play.
The court heard the actor
followed her into female toilets at the after- party on the
final night of the performance
of the Shakespeare classic and

or

MATTHEW BENNS
stood outside her cubicle until
the "visibly upset" actress told
him to "f--- off".
Rush. 66. is suing the Daily
Telegraph for its reporting of
Ms :-.lorvitrs complaint about
alleged inappropriate behaviour. made to STC in 2016.
Rush denies the allegations.
Yesterdav the Federal
Court lifted a suppression
order on the newspaper's defence document rejecting an
application by Rush's lawyer
Richard McHugh. SC. to stop
the details bein g made public.
Justice Michael Wigney
said the need fur open j ustice
out\veighed fears that releas-

ing details of the defence case
could further damage Rush's
reputation.
According to the document Rush touched the actress "in a manner that made
the Complainant feel uncomfortable" during the play"s
final scene.
As King Lear. Rush had to
carry Norvill on to the stage
as she simulated the lifeless
bodv of the title character's
daughter. Cordelia.
Norvill asked Rush to "stop
doing it" but it is alleged that
he repeated the touching on
another four occasions in the
fin al week of the play in
January 2016.
Tom Blackburn. SC. coun-

21-26

FEBRUARY·

2018

sel for Nationwide Neo.vs, publisher of the Daily Telegraph.
told the court this touching
could amount to "scandalous
and inappropriate behaviour".
"The allegation is not that
she was touched in a particular place but she was touched
in a way that made her uncomfortable. She said stop
and he kept doing it~ he said.
Mr McHugh said Rush denied the allegations.
"Thev are necessarilv
touching as part of what th'e
production requires." he said.
And he said an earlier report which quoted Rush as
saying he had a -stage door
Johnnv crush" on the actress
was clearly said in jest

Mr McHugh had argued
the newspaper's truth defence
should be struck out because
it lacked sufficient detail.
According to the newspaper's defence, Rush engaged in further inappropriate
behaviour at the party to celebrate the final night
During the party, Rush
allegedly "entered the female
bathroom located in the foyer
of the Rosyln Packer Theatre.
knowing (Norvil!) was in
there. and stood outside a cubiclen that she was in.
He left when she told him
to "f-- off". She was "visibly
upset" following the incident
Mr Blackburn said: "There
can be no more compelling

reason for publication than it
was true."
According to the defence
document "Following the investigation the STC decided
that it would never work with
the Applicant (Rush) again: ·
The Daily Telegraph is also
relying on the defence of
qualified privilege in the defamation case, arguing it was in
the public interest.
The Daily Telegraph says it
had more information about
the Rush allegations at the
time of publication but did not
include them in its reports.
This included an allegation
that Rush had touched Norviii on the genitals.
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TODAY

IN12
AX23
Partly cloudy.
Winds east to
southeasterly
TOMORROW

AX26
Sunny
FRIDAY

AX 2
Mostly sunny
SATURDAY

MAX 29

Shower or two
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Cash crisis hits
hosp,ital care
VICTORIA'S hospitals are
facing a $183 million shortfall
m·er four years. according to a
new Labor campaign attacking
Malcolm Turnbull over health
funding.
The federal government has
offered Victoria a new fiveyear deal to inject an extra
9 billion into the state's public
hospitals by 2025.
But Labor says the government's existing agreement
with the states until 2020 is not
keeping pace with demand in
Victoria's emergency departments. which treated 1.7 million patients last year.
The state's hospitals are
only receiving 45 per cent of
their budgets from the Commonwealth,
rather
than

nurses and hospital staff are
over stretched and under
Labor's goal of 50 per cent, re50urced. They are crying out
leaving the SI83 million short- for help - but Turnbull isn't
fall which could pay for an esti- listening:·
mated 30.000 births or 7000
The total number of sick
Victorians presenting to emerknee replacements.
Labor leader Bill Shorten gency departments each year
and Opposition health spokes- has increased by 158,000 since
woman Catherine King will the Coalition was elected in
todav launch their ~fix our has- 2013. and more than half of
pita(;;" campaign to pressure public hospital doctors are now
the go\·ernment ahead of working unsafe hours.
May's federal Budget
But despite the renewed
-\\'hen you or your loved campaign. Labor is yet to comone is sick. the last thing you mit to delivering extra cash to
need is to worn· about is Victoria's public hospitals and
whether your loeal hospital paying for half of their bills.
Mr Turnbull presented his
has enough beds to give you
the health care vou nl'Cd.~ Mr hospital fundi ng deal to state
and territorv leaders at last
Shorten told the. Herald Sun.
month's Council of Au~iralian
~under Turnbull. doctors.
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OSCAR winner Geoffrey
Rush's defamation claim
again!'l Tlu~ Dail,v 1'elegrapll
will go to trial in August. a
rou rt heardnstcrda·•.
In the interim. ilre Dailv
1'rlcwap1r will consider aP..
pealing a preliminacy• jud~
mt>nt in which Justice
Michael Wigney struck out
parts of its defence to the Geoffrey Rush
legal action brought by the
Pirates o( flre Carihbe.an star.
Editor of 'f fl r Daily TelrMr Rush is suing Tire Daily graplr Chris Dore said: "1'/rr
'l'elegrap/r after it reported his Daily 'l'elegraplr considers
that its conduct in publishing
c~st ar in a Svdnev Theatre
Company production of King the articles concerning a
Lear lodged a complaint with complaint made to the STC
lhe STC over Mr Rush's "in- against Geoffrey Rush was
appropriate beha\·iour".
reasonable.
In the Federal Court, Jus"This is one stage of comlice \'li'igne~·yesterda~· agreed plex legal proceedings. 'l'lre
with an application by Mr lJail,~t 'felegraplr is considerRush's la~..,.ers to remove ing the judgment and wheth"truth'' from its defence ofthe er it will make an application
for leave to appeal,'' he said.
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THE devastating bushfires in
the stale's southwest last
weekend ba\·e already cost
insurers $12 million in
damages.
Insurance Council of
Australia CEO Rob Whelan
declared the ravaging
bushfircs a catastrophe on
Sunday night. ensuring
policy holders would be given
priority~· insurers.
Mr Whelan S<tid it may be
some ti me before the full
extent of property losses is
dear but claims last night
stood at $12 million.
The big bill comes as it was
reYealed it took more than
two hours for those in danger
to be sent an cmer_!!enc\' alert
text message.
Emergency Management
Commi~sio n er Craig Lapsley
snid "~cUi n g timely and
relt'\·ant messages that bad
the information in it to make
informed decisions wa.~
challenging in the early
stages".
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Rush case to go to
trial. court hears
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OZ LOTTO: Draw 1257: 4,
16, 34, 8, 32, II, 13 Supps:
29, 20 Div I prize pool $Sm.
Prov pool: $8,657,315.06
MONDAY LOTTO: Draw
3748: 19, 34, 20, 26, 39, 42
Supps: 43, 29 Div 1jackpots
to $1m Div 2 $8937.50 Div
3 $503 Div 4$31.40 Div 5
$16.85 Div 6$13.95

Governments summit saying
it was a generous offer which
provided record funding.
New South Wales and
Western Australia signed up to
the deal but Victorian Premier
Daniel Andrews said he could
not agree "at this stage~.
The state government argued the Commonwealth's
offer capped funding increases
at 6.5 per cent a year, which it
said would not be enough
cover increasing demand from
public hospital patients.
Victoria has also complained it is owed another S\04 million
from
the
federal
government for its hospitals, a
.spat which is expected to be resolved soon.
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Cardinal George Pell arrives at Melbourne Magistrates' Court. Picture: DAVlD CROSUNG
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CARDINAL George Pcll may WAYNE FlOWER
face fresh charges follo\\ing a
Cardinal Pel! is in the proshock development in his precess of a preliminary hearing
liminary hearing.
The Melbourne Magistrates' that will determine whether he
Court this morning heard a wit- faces a jury trial over alleganess who was to face cross tions of historical sex offences.
Mr Richter said his legal
examination had supplied a
new statement to police last team needed to investigate the
night The statement is under- fresh claims with a vit'lvlo havstood to contain criminal alle- ing them dealt with separately
should charges proceed.
gations against the Cardinal.
-we do not know if charges
Cardinal Pell's barrister
Robert Richter. QC described are to be laid or not in relation
the new statement -- made to him." he said.
The witness had onlv been
weeks into the Cardi nal's hearcalled to give evidence at Caring - as "problematic".

di nal Pell's hearing to answer
questions about his original
statement which placed the
Cardinal at a location where
alleged offences agai nst others
took place.
Mr Richter called for the
witness's first statement to be
removed from the police brief
of e•,:idence and dealt with separatelv. Prosecutors did not
oppoSe the application.
Mr Richter said he disputed
infom1ation in the witness's
first statement
The hearing continues.
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Rush case to go to trial, court hears
MATIHEW BENNS
OSCAR winner G eoffrey ~ ush's defamation claim against The Daily Telegraph will go to trial in August, a court heard
yesterday.
In the interim, The Daily Telegraph will consider appealing a preliminary judgment in which Justice Michael Wigney
struck out parts of its defence to the legal action brought by the Pirates of the Caribbean star.
Mr Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph after it reported his co-star in a Sydney Theatre Company production of King
Lear lodged a complaint with the STC over Mr Rush's "inappropriate behaviour".
In the Federal Court, Justice Wigney yesterday agreed with an application by Mr Rush's lawyers to remove "truth" from
its defence of the star's claim.
Editor of The Daily Telegraph Chris Dore said: "The Daily Telegraph considers that its conduct in publishing the articles
concerning a complaint made to the STC against Geoffre~ Rush was reasonable."This is one stage of complex legal
proceedings. The Daily Telegraph is considering the judgment and whether it will make an application for leave to
appeal," he said.
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MUSI< FEARS THIS BIT OF FUTURE

Elon Musk

ELON Musk is changing the
cars we driYe and hoping to
tak4.' m; into spaC4.' to colontw
Mars. But th4.'re's one aspect
oft he future he fears - the
risc of artificial inlelligenC4.'.
The Tesla boss belie,·es it
will turn rogue and gobble up
mankind. ..\tom! with the late
Stephen Hawking and Bill
Gale:;, he has called for global
reg ulatory· oYersighllo make
sure we don't summon up the
machine-<reated "demons''
b_\· accident.

He hase\'en set up his own
not-for-profit company to
crusade for controls on AI, an
unpopular stance in his
Silicon V all ~· sphere.
Hi!' recent shock m on~ to
takE' 'l'4.'sla priYale shows
again how much he dislikes
[>layi ng b~· the nrles. Mr Musk
has E'Xpla incd to his 30.000
staff that hewants to shield
Tesla. plagued b~· production
problems. from distracting
swings in the share price and
m~atin• propaganda.
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Actor's co-star to tell in libel trial
THE actor at the centre of a FIONA WINGETT
defamation case brought by
Geoffrey Rush alleges the star
Justice Michael Wigney
touched her breast and back. a questioned Ms Norvill's decicourt has heard.
sion to come forward at such a
Mr Rush is suing The Daily late stage. "after indicating for
Telegraph in Sydney over arti- some months she didn't want
cles about a complaint by his to co-operate".
However. Mr Leopold arco-star. Eryn Jean Norvil!. of
inappropriate behaviour dur- gued that it was "understanding a Sydney Theatre Com- able that somebody in the
acting world who is a relatively
pany production of King Lear.
Mr Rush sued last Decem- junior actor. such as Ms Norber. He has denied all allega- viii, who is at the centre of alletions of wrongdoing.
gations about a very senior.
In the Federal Courtvcster- indeed iconic. figure in the actday. publisher Nati~nwide ing world. was reluctant to
News Pty Ltd succeeded in come out and speak".
amending its defence to one of
A statement by Ms Norvill
truth rather than qualified detailing her allegations of
privilege. Ms Norvill's t"<'i- harassment, lodged with the
court last week, formed the
dence will now be admitted.
Alec Leopold. SC. for basis of Nationwide News· aPNationwide News, told the plication to amend its defence.
court it would show Mr Rush
Justice Wigney had thrown
engaged in a number of inci- out an original defence of truth
dents of sexual harassment in- in March. on the basis that it
cluding ''touching on her was ~pla in ly deficient" and
breast and lower back and lacked sufficient detail as to
tracing his finger across her the precise nature of the belower back". He said that evi- haviour that gave rise to Ms
dence "from persons who were Norvill's comolaint to the STC.
Sue ChrvSanthou, for ~r
present at the time" would corRush. said his decision not to
roborate Ms Norvill'sdaims.

oppose the newspaper's application to amend its defence to
one of truth should not be seen
as acceptance.
"That's not to be taken in
any way to be any concession
on Mr Rush's part that the
pleading is any good.'' she said.
Ms Chrvsanthou said Rush
was suffering "continuing trauma because of these proceedings", and that any delay was
"intolerable" to the actor.
"Frankly. it is in his interest
for this to be dealt with as a
matter of finality and in full,~
she said.
"He is ready to come to
court ... and that is the reason
why the application is not opposed.· Ms Chrysanthou said.
Justice Wigney said the
trial. at which both Mr Rush
and . :\-fs Nor.;ill will give evidence. would take place 0\-·er 13
days from October 22.
In the STC production.
which ran from ~on:mber
2015 to January 2016, ~r Rush
played King Lear and Ms Norviii played one of the king·s
daughters. Cordelia.
Ilona.wm~ell ·:_" nP.v ·u om.a1
~ F io n al'/inl!~t:

NORTH BANI< DEVELOPMENT TICI<

An artist's impression of the
Northbank redevelopment.

A NEGLECTED northbank
CBD site will be revitalised
with a $450 million
~·elopment approl·ed.
Seafarers Place will
comprise a 17- store~· hotel
and apartment tower, and a
public: park.
D~·elop er Riverlee pl an~
to tum historic Goods Shed
No.5 into a function hall and
restore Flinders Wharf and
its heritage-listed c:rane.
Local~ between Spencer
Stand Charles Grimes
Bridge, the area has been

called the missing link
between the CBD and
Dockhmds.
Lord Mayor Sail~· Capp hao;
c-alled the Yarra's northbank
an ey·esore, especially the
precinct between Spencer St
and Flinders St station.
Seafarer.; Place got City of
Melbourne appro,·al in
Febnmry· and the statE'
Planning Department has
now giwn it the green light.
The tower will h<l\·e 280
hotel roo ms and 150 ht'\UI)'
apartments.
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Truth to be argued in Rush case
Fiona Wingett
THE actor at the centre of a defamation case brought by Geoffrey Rus h alleges the star touched her breast and back,
a court has heard.
Mr Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph in Sydney over articles about a complaint by his co-star, Eryn Jean Norvil!, of
inappropriate behaviour during a Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear.
Mr Rush sued last December. He has denied all allegations of wrongdoing. In the Federal Court yesterday, publisher
Nationwide News Pty Ltd succeeded in amending its defence to one of truth rather than qualified privilege. Ms Norvill's
evidence will now be adrn.itted.
Alec Leopold, SC, for Nationwide News, told the court it would show Mr Rush engaged in a number of incidents of
sexual harassment including "touching on her breast and lower back and tracing his finger across her lower back". He
said that evidence "from persons who were present at the time" would corroborate Ms Norvill's claims.
Justice Michael Wigney questioned Ms Norvill's decision to come forward at such a late stage, "after indicating for some
months she didn't want to co-operate".
However, Mr Leopold argued that it was "understandable that somebody in the acting world who is a relatively junior
actor, such as Ms Norvil!, who is at the centre of allegations about a very senior, indeed iconic, figure in the acting world,
was reluctant to come out and speak".
A statement by Ms Norvill detailing her allegations of harassment, lodged with the court last week, formed the basis of
Nationwide News' application to amend its defence.
Justice Wigney had thrown out an original defence of truth in March, on the basis that it was "plainly deficient" and
lacked sufficient detail as to the precise nature of the behaviour that gave rise toMs Norvill's complaint to the STC.
Sue Chrysanthou, for Mr Rush, said his decision not to oppose the newspaper's application to amend its defence to one
of truth should not be seen as acceptance.
"That's not to be taken in any way to be any concession on Mr Rush's part that the pleading is any good," she said.
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Ms Chrysanthou said Rush was suffering "continuing trauma because of these proceedings", and that any delay was
"intolerable" to the actor.
"Frankly, it is in his interest for this to be dealt with as a matter of finality and in full," she said.
"He is ready to come to court ... and that is the reason why the application is not opposed," Ms Chrysanthou said.
Justice Wigney said the trial, at which both Mr Rush and Ms Norvill will give evidence, would take place over 13 days
from October 22.
In the STC production, which ran from November 2015 to January 2016, Mr Rush played King Lear and Ms Norvill
played one of the king's daughters, Cordelia.
fiona. wingett@news.com.au@FionaWingett
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LOTTERY RESULTS
SATURDAY LOTIO: Draw 3795-25,44, 14, 8, 16and 23.
Supps: 2 and 9. SUPER 66: Drciw 3795-3, 9, 3. 5, land 8.
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ANNIKA SMETHURST
BARNABY Jovce will return
to Canberra ~d take back his
role as Deputy Prime Minister
after a strong by-election victory.
Once considered Australia's best retail politician, the
Nationals leader was hard to
REUNITED: Barnaby Joyce
find yesterday as he fought to
with Malcolm Turnbull
win back his seat of New Enbefore voting yesterday.
gland
The former deputy PM.
who was forced to resign after Prime Minister Malcolm
discoverin!l he was a dual citi- Turnbull.
Mr Joyce spent the day in
zen. cast his vote al his former
primary school in the tiny smaller tovms. taking his eldtown of Woolbrook. northeast erly parents James and Marie
of Tamworth, population 248. with him to cast their '<'Ote.
Early results suggested a
There was no sausage sizzle
or street walk for Mr Joyce. swing of up to lO per cent to Mr
who sta\·ed awav from the Joyce, who previously held the
major centre of Tamworth. bar safe Nationals seat bv an 8.5
a latevisit to a school alongside per cent margin. ~1alcolm

Turnbull said the result was a
"stunning victory~.
Addressing supporters last
night at the Southgate Inn, Mr
Joyce said he was Khumbled"
by the support
His re-election bid has been
marred by death threats, party
infighting and contnwersial
comments from the NSW
Deputy Premier that Mr Tumbull should quiL
In the final days of the campaign he tra't·elled with a security guard alter being stalked by
a local man who has followed
him on the campaign trail.
bombardi ng him with questions about his personal life.
Mr Joyce's wife and daughters have been absent from the
campaign and his party last
night but Nationals colleagues
including Damian Drum, Andrew Broad and Cabinet min-

ister Darren Chester spent the
day handing out how-to-vote
cards in the rain.
With a threat of an election·
day shooting, police were on
guard at polling booths across
the electorate.
A bullet and a note threatening a shooting was reportedtv found on one school
premises and another bullet
was sent early in November to
Jovce's Tamworth electorate
office.
Despite the strong swing,
Mr Joyce looked like a
defeated man while casting his
vote with his parents, admitting it hadn't been an easy
campaign.
"It's been a very long campaign," he said. ur wouldn't
want (it) to go on for another
couple of weeks."
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ACADEMY Award-winning
actor Geoffrey Rush yesterday
stood down as president of the
Australian Academv of Cinema, Teleo.·ision and Arts in the
wake of allegations of "inappropriate behaviour" levelled
against him by a female costar.
Rush will no longer attend
the annual AACfA Awards in
Sydney on Wednesday and
producers of the live television
broadcast have scrapped a
video introduction to the
night that he
filmed with
Rebel Wilson ~
last week.
"AACTA
acknowledgMARKLE SPARKLE: Meghan Markle has eyes only for Hall«! Prince Harry.
Pfaurn: AP
es the decision toda\' of
G e o f f e y Geoffrey Rush
Rush to voluntarily step aside as president
of AACTA and accepts andrespects his decision to do so."
Harry who was introducing
ST£VIH SCOTT
to-be was put to work in such a AA crA said in a statement
his bride-to-be to ~ottingham short time," Mr Uttle said.
·we have been deeply conTHE eves definitelY have iL
in the l'\·fidlands.
"It would have been
cerned about the situation."
White the world\; n.cwest
But everyone there was
something that she and Prince
The allegations against
Harrv had chosen to do. It was Rush. which he has repeatedly
princess-in-waiting was clearly really waiting to see one
denied, caused a major shakeperson- the American TV
a very good impression at a
focused on being the perfect
star and divorcee who had just very early stage,"
up of the AACTA board.
roval. it was the look of love
accepted Prince Harry's
Kate Middleton waited
Foxtel executive director of
between Prince Harrv and
Meghan Markle that.had
television Brian Walsh has noproposal.
more than three months after
her engagement to Prince
~fs Markle did not
tified the board of his resigeo.·eryone talking.
disappoint
William before she ventured
nation. Foxtel and Channel 7
:\-is Markle couldn't take
out on a formal engagement.
are the broadcast partners of
Majesty magazine
her eyes off her new fiance as
the event and are understood
she charmed the crowd in a
managing editor Joe Little said
Former Buckingham
to have contacted AACfA on
her appearance was highly
Palace press secretary Dickie
freezing British regional city
Aroiter said that Ms Markle
Fridav with concerns about
just four days after their
successful.
Rush;s position as well as his
~r don't recall another
was clearly comfortable in the
engagement
limelight
participation in the ceremony.
occasion when a royal brideOfficially. it was Prince

Theroya ook of 'love
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Actor Geoffrey Rush launches
court action over Sydney
Theatre Coinpany claiins
Sally Ra1,vsthorne, The Daily Telegraph
December 8, 2017 3A5Pll1

MELBOURNE actor Geoffrey Rush has fronted for the first
time since being accused of "inappropriate behaviour" while
starring in a Sydney play, saying coverage of the case was
"demeaning" and "hurtful".
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The character actor refused to take questions but delivered a solemn
statement about the Sydney Theatre Company claims, revealed by The
Daily Telegraph.
Rush stood with his lawyer to declare that he would launch legal action
over the reports in The Daily Telegraph.
"I must now seek vindication of my good name through the courts," Rush
said. He said The Daily Telegraph had made "false, pejorative and
demeaning claims, splattering them with unrelenting bombast on its front
pages".

()

0 Rush stepped dovvn as the president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television
Arts after the allegation surfaced. Picture: Stuart McEvoy
"It is an action I am taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and

hyperbole that they have created around my standing in the entertainment
industry and in the greater community."
The Daily Telegraph stands by its reporting of the complaint made against
Rush during his last stint at the STC for the production of King Lear.
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Editor Christopher Dore said the newspaper would defend its accurate
reporting in court.
"The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company
received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour," Mr Dore said.
"We will defend our position in court."
At the centre of the drama was a complaint revealed by the STC made by
one of its actors against Rush.
The STC told The Daily Telegraph that it had received a complaint of
"inappropriate behaviour" after the 2015 production of the Shakespeare
play.
The nation's premier theatre company said it would protect the identity of
the complainant and would work to "minimise the risk of future instances
of the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace".
Rush subsequently stepped down as the president of the Australian
Academy of Cinema and Television Arts after the allegation surfaced.
Lawyer Nicholas Pullen yesterday said Rush, 66, would not answer
questions.
The matter will go before the Federal Court in Sydney on February 8.
Originally published as 'Hurt' Rush Jaunehes eourt action over elaims
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Actor to
take legal
action
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GEOFFREY Rush will bring
defamation proceedings over
allegations or inappropriate
behaviour made against him.
The Oscar winner vester- 1
day announced he wouid take
action in the Federal Court
against the Dail.v Telegraph.
which published the story.
"I must now seek '<indi- 1
cation of my good name
through the courts.- Rush said
vesterdav.
has
· The · 66-vear-old
strongly denied the allegations. which date back to a
Sydney Theatre Company
performance of King Lear in
2015.
Rush"s Iawver Nicholas
Pullen said Rush was unable to
answer questions about the
case.
He announced the legal
proceedings at the offices or
law firm HWL Ebsworth in
RHYTHM SECTION: Wyonna Paul, 13, with fellow Ogilvie High
Melbourne.
Daily Telegraph editor
Christopher Dore said: "The 1 TEN weeks after many picked drumming workshops at the
Daily Telegraph accurately up a pair of drumsticks for the school.
The school"s director Philreported the Sydney Theatre first time. a group of Ogihie
Company
received
a High School students has mas- lip Campbell said he taught
the students the "drumline··
complaint alleging that Mr tered an energetic style of
Geoffrey Rush had engaged in drumming.
technique. which fuses street
rh\thms with Swiss rudimenThe School of Percussive
inappropriate behaviour. W c
tai drumming.
will defend our position in Arts partnered with PCYC
·rfs about the perforn1ance
court.""
- AAP Hobart to offer a series of
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School students after completing their drumming workstlops.
element as well,~ Mr Campbell
said. "There's someth ing about
drumming and good costumes
that gets people excited."
Mr Campbell said many of
the students did not know
each other very well when the
drumming workshops started.
"Over that 10-week period

the camaraderie just grew," he
said. "[And} you can see the
confidence starting to build.
"Drums ... are such a handson instmment that people can
get simple patterns and really
start to build on that and feel
like they're getting somewhere. By the end we had a

Pictull!: RICHARD JUPE

simple but very effective dmm
piece going on.''
Mr Campbell said group
dmmming also required great
discipline and listening skills.
"It's a great team-building
experience," he said.
The Hobart Citv Council
funded the workshops.

Shares beat
out property
•
•
pr1ce r1ses
ANTHONY KEANE

~

AUSTRALIA'S share market
is improving at tv.·ice the pace
of house prices and its winning
performance is tipped to continue in the vear ahead.
Data fro.m the Australian
Securities Exchange and CoreLogic show that while share
prices rose almost ll per cent in
the vear to December. hDme
prices nationally have climbed
an average 52 per cent halving from their annual
growth rate Df 10.4 per cent in
Mav.
Asinking Sydney hDusing
market - which has been hit
bv stretched affordabilitv. rising supply and crackdowns on
risky mortgages and investment loans- is the mai n reason for property's poorer
performance.
Investment returns from
both shares and property look
better when their d~idend and
rental incomes are added. rising 15 per cent and 9 per cent
respectively in the past year -

'OWI~G
SLID£

Cllllll!.

Kias
Plavset
Single swing seat, glider
swing &basketball ring.

wav above returns from cash
sa\=ings that are near 2 per
cent
CoreLogic's head of research for Australia, Cameron
Kusher. said Sydney's 0.7 per
cent drop in home values last
month had lowered its annual
groY.th to 5 per cent and was
likelY to fall further. while Melbourne's current IO per cent
groY.th was. expected to slow
down or potentially fall.
"Slower growth or falls in
the tv.·o largest housing markets in the countrv is likelv to
slow the headline (national)
rate of growth further over the
next l2 months," he said.
"Even if every other capital
citv saw an acceleration in
vaiue growth - not something
that we are expecting - it
would likely not be enough to
offset the slowdown in Sydney
and Melbourne."
Hobart's property market
has been leading the nation for
growth during the second half
ofthevear.
In contrast, share markets

around the world are climbing
and most forecasters say 2018
is looking positive. albeit with
increased risks in some countries. such as the record-breaking US.
Catapult Wealth director
Tony Catt said the world was
now showing synchronised
growth after the painful postglobal financial crisis years.
"'\\'eve finally cracked it."
he said.
"Alternat~·es such as residential and commercial property don't look that enticing
and I think for the share market the weight of money will be
there:·
Mr Catt said the share market's growth this year had been
driven by resources, mining
services and healthcare companies.
AMP Capital has predicted
total investment returns from
Australian shares to be about 8
per cent next year, but estimated residential property to be
just 1.5 per cent.
Business: Pages 40-42
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Geoffrey Rush accused of 'inappropriate behavior'
November 30, 2017 I 8:54am

By Tamm Lapin

Geoffrey Rush
Film Magic

Academy Award winner Geoff1ey Rusl< has been accused of "inappropriate behavior" while acting in a production of "King Lear," according
to new reports .
The Sydney Theatre Company says it received a complaint from a staffer a little under two years ago relating to Rush's time on the
production that ran from November 2015 to January 2016, the Dally Teleg1aph 1eported
"Sydney Theater Company received a complaint alleging that Mr. Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behavior," a spokeswoman
for the prestigious theater company said. "The Company received the complaint when Mr. Rush's engagement with the Company had
ended. "
The accuser asked to remain anonymous and did not want Rush to be notified or involved in any investigation- and the company did not
expand upon what "inappropriate behavior" Rush allegedly engaged in.
Rush, 66, staunchly denied the allegations- although he isn't entirely suGErta\:h&
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But two actors who appeared in the production backed up the accuser.
"I was in the show," actor Meyne Raoul Wyatt wrote on Face book,

"I believe (the person who) has come

forward. It's time for Sydney Theatre Company and the industry in Australia and worldwide as a whole to make a stand on this behaviour!!!!"
"It wasn't a misunderstanding. It wasn't a joke," tweeted actor Brandon McClelland, the paper reports.
Rush also released a statement saying he'd contacted the theater company when he heard "rumors of a complaint" and asked for
clarification about the allegations.
"They refused to illuminate me with the details," he said.
"I also asked why this information was being withheld and why, according to standard theater practice, the issue had not been raised with
me during the production via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at management level," he added. "However, no
response was forthcoming."
Rush won the Oscar for best actor in 1997 for the film "Shine," and has also won an Em my and a Tony.
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AACTA awards: Crisis talks over Geoffrey Rush
allegations
GEOFFREY Rush has stepped down as the president ofthe Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts in the
wake of this week's allegations of inappropriate behaviour.
Amelia Saw1 with AP

News Corp Australia Network

0

DECEMBER 2, 2017 3:35PM
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An agent for former STC artistic director Andrew Upton stated Upton w as unaware of the complaint made against Geoffrey
Rush until this week. Source:Getty Images

OSCAR winner Geoffrey Rush has stepped down as president of Australia's screen
industry academy after the Sydney Theatre Company revealed it had received a
complaint against the actor of "inappropriate behaviour."
Rush announced on Saturday that he was stepping down as president of the
Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts (AACTA) ahead of the
academy's annual awards on Wednesday.
Rush has said in a statement to the Associated Press he's stepping down "effective
immediately and until these issues have been resolved."
AACTA says in a statement it accepted and respected Rush's decision to voluntarily
step aside as president.
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AACTA held crisis talks on Thursday in the wake of the accusations.
Rush, who has denied the allegations made by a female co-star during the Sydney
Theatre Company (STC)'s production of King Lear, was due to open AACTA's
prestigious 7th annual awards ceremony on Wednesday.

ro

advertisement

The AACTA board met on Thursday while executives debated how to proceed.
"They hope it will blow over," a source said.
"But they are really not sure what to do."
Board members include Mark Morrissey, Noni Hazlehurst, Brian Walsh, Margaret
Pomeranz and Alan Finney.
Until the allegations were made public on Wednesday by The Daily Telegraph,
AACTA planned to open the televised awards night with a prerecorded video
featuring Rush and comedian Rebel Wilson.
AACTA declined to comment on whether it intends to proceed with airing the video
which reportedly cost thousands to make.
Board members also declined to comment last night.
It also remains unknown whether Rush will walk the red carpet on Wednesday.

()

Although unrelated to the scandal surrounding Rush, Wilson has also been
surrounded by controversy this year after she successfully took magazine giant Bauer
media to court for defamation and was awarded millions of dollars in damages.
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It remains unknown whether Rush will walk the red carpet on Wednesd ay. Source:News Corp Australia

Former Neighbours star Meyne Wyatt, who starred in the King Lear production with
Rush, has taken to social media to confirm he believes his female castmate and has
called on Australia's entertainment bodies to stamp out sexual harassment and other
inappropriate behaviour.
And fellow actor Brandon McClelland, who worked alongside the actress who made
the complaint against Rush, urged other to believe the complaints: "It wasn't a
misunderstanding."
In this statement, released exclusively to News Corp, an agent for former STC
artistic director Andrew Upton, stated Upton was unaware of the complaint made
against Rush until aired in the media this week.

Geoffrey Rush has denied the allegations. Source:AAP

Upton is married to national treasure Cate Blanchett, who is also an AACTA
ambassador and has worked closely with Rush on numerous productions including
Elizabeth and Oscar and Lucinda.
The statement read: "Andrew Upton programmed King Lear in 2014 as part of his
final season as artistic director of the STC. He and his family moved to the UK
shortly after Christmas 2015 so that the children could start school.
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"The complaint in regard to Mr. Rush, of which Andrew was unaware, was
registered after King Lear had closed in 2016."
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In November, AACTA issued a public statement in the wake of various international
scandals about its own standards.
"A.!)..CTA's aim is to _rec._ognise, encour~e, .P!.omote and celebrate tilD,J. and te,levision
e'i"~~1r€Ace l?I0Jt\'Istrchfg~m c'tlS'dar~~ogmg~eEN!JPflWgtin JorlliWtWitfl 66'l-aaf~mo~~0rtl
upholding standards in our industry that we can all be proud of, including the
provision of a safe and respectful workplace," read the statement.
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Rachel Griffiths defends Geoffrey Rush amid
allegations
AUSSIE actress Rachel Griffiths has defended Geoffrey Rush- who faces allegations of inappropriate behaviour during her appearance at the AACTA Awards.
Staff Writer

... Video

News Corp Australia Network
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7th Annual AACTA Red Carpet Glitz and Glamour

AUSSIE actress Rachel Griffiths has defended Geoffrey Rush, saying the Oscar
winner "is not Harvey Weinstein".
Griffiths referenced the Hollywood mogul- who faces multiple allegations of
sexual misconduct- on the red carpet at tonight's Australian Academy of Cinema
and Television Awards in Sydney.
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Rachel Griffiths arrives at the AACTA (Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts) Awards. Source:AAP

"Geoffrey Rush is not Harvey Weinstein and I have had more than a handful of
interactions with Harvey Weinstein," Griffiths told the ABC on the red carpet.
Rush stepped down as AACTA president amid allegations of inappropriate
behaviour during the STC production of King Lear in late 2015.
Griffiths told the ABC that although the topic of inappropriate behaviour across
industries needed to be addressed, "nobody likes to be tried in the public square".
Rush has denied the allegations.
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Geoffrey Rush responds to allegations of inappropriate
behaviour
ONE week after being hit by claims of inappropriate behaviour, Geoffrey Rush has fronted press to address the
allegations.

r.

James Weir

@hellojamesweir

C

DECEMBER 8, 2017 2:22PM
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Geoffrey Rush breaks his silence at Friday's press conference. Picture: Jay Town Source:News Corp Australia

VETERAN Australian actor Geoffrey Rush has broken his silence on the allegations
of inappropriate behaviour being made against him, dubbing the claims "intolerable"
and announcing he's filed a defamation lawsuit.
Rush, 66, faced media in Melbourne on Friday where he denied the claims that
allegedly occurred during his time with the Sydney Theatre Company's production
of King Lear in 2015.
The actor said he would be taking legal action against The Daily Telegraph for
publishing reports about the claims, which he dubbed "false", "demeaning", and
"intolerable".
"It is an action I'm taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and hyperbole that
they have created around my standing in the entertainment industry and in the greater
community," he said.
"This has created irreparable damage to my reputation, has been extremely hurtful to
my wife, my daughter and my son and to my extended family as well as to many
colleagues in the film, told vision and theatre industry.
"The situation is intolerable and I must now seek vindication of my good name
through the courts."
Following the statement, Rush did not take questions from reporters. The matter will
go before the Federal Court in Sydney on February 8.
In response to Rush's decision, The Daily Telegraph's editor Chris Dare defended
the newspaper's decison to publish the story.
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"The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company received aHipages
complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour,"
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Geoffrey addresses the claims on Friday. Source:News Corp Australia

Today's press conference is Rush's first public appearance since the claims were
reported.
Following last week's reports of the incident, The Sydney Theatre Company
confirmed it received a complaint but would not disclose details of the allegations.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be
dealt with confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any
investigation," a statement read. The theatre company said it complied "in the
interest of the complainant's health and welfare."
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Geoffrey Rush makes his first media appearance since the claims. Source: News Corp Australia

Soon after the allegations were reported, Rush stepped down as the president of the
Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts Awards, just days before the
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organisation's seventh ceremony. He was absent from Wednesday's televised eventupages Fox Sports SEEK Carsales ReaiEslate News Ne~vork
in Sydney, where stars dodged questions from reporters about the allegations.
When asked about the claims being leveled against Rush, Australian actress Rachel
Griffiths said the actor "is not Harvey Weinstein"- referencing the Hollywood
mogul who faces multiple allegations of sexual misconduct.
'~t~BMI!eY ~is I\QfeWt9R?ey W~st,e~~~"lflft~ hatl:~ci!J1nia~~ Dtport
interactions with Harvey Weinstein," Griffiths told the ABC on the red carpet.

The veteran actor received acclaim for his breakthrough performance in the 1996
film Shine, which earnt him an Academy Award, Golden Globe and BAFTA.
Rush is one of Australia's most respected exports, starring in acclaimed films like
Shakespeare in Love, Elizabeth and The King's Speech.
-withAAP
The Daily Telegraph is owned by News Corporation, the publisher of this website.
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Geoffrey Rush announces he will bring defamation
action over allegations of inappropriate behaviour
GEOFFREY RUSH will take legal action over allegations of inappropriate behaviour while he was working at the
Sydney Theatre Company.
Danielle McGrane, AAP
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GEOFFREY RUSH will bring defamation proceedings over allegations of
inappropriate behaviour made against him.
The Oscar winner today announced that he would take action in the Federal Court
against the Daily Telegraph, which published the story.

(_)

Geoffrey Rush at today's press conference in Melbourne. Picture: AAP Source:AAP
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Actor Geoffrey Rush before speaking to the media today. Picture: Stuart McEvoy Source: News Corp Australia
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"I must now seek vindication of my good name through the courts," Rush said.
Rush has strongly denied the allegations, which date back to a Sydney Theatre
Company performance of King Lear in 2015.

Reece Hooker
@ReeceJHooker

Geoffrey Rush: "I must now seek vindication of my good name
through the courts ."
3:02 PM- Dec 8, 2017
4

8

Rush' s lawyer Nicholas Pullen said Rush was unable to answer questions about the
case.
He announced the legal proceedings today at the offices of law firm HWL Ebsworth
in Melbourne.

Rush won an Oscar for Shine. AP Photo/Reed Saxon Source:AP
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Rush with Johnny Depp in Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides. Source: Supplied

The veteran actor's breakthrough performance in the 1996 film Shine, eamt him an
Academy Award, a Golden Globe and a BAFTA.
He's went on to become one of Australia's biggest and most respected Hollywood
exports, starring in Shakespeare in Love, Elizabeth and The King's Speech .

0

Rush, 66, lives in Melbourne with his wife.
The Daily Telegraph's editor Christopher Dare said: "The Daily Telegraph
accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that
Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour.
"We will defend our position in court."

READ MORE: OSCAR WINNER DENIES INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR
Originally published as Rush to take action over allegations
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Actor Geoffrey Rush launches court action over Sydney
Theatre Company claims
UPDATE: Actor Geoffrey Rush has fronted for the first time since being accused of "inappropriate behaviour" while
starring in a Sydney play, saying coverage of the case was "demeaning" and "hurtful".
Sally Rawsthome

C

DECEMBER 8, 2017 3:45PM
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Actor Geoffrey Rush at his press conference in Melbourne. Picture: Jay Town Source:News Corp Australia

MELBOURNE actor Geoffrey Rush has fronted for the first time since being
accused of "inappropriate behaviour" while starring in a Sydney play, saying
coverage of the case was "demeaning" and "hurtful".

( )

The character actor refused to take questions but delivered a solemn statement about
the Sydney Theatre Company claims, revealed by The Daily Telegraph.
Rush stood with his lawyer to declare that he would launch legal action over the
reports in The Daily Telegraph.
"I must now seek vindication of my good name through the courts," Rush said. He
said The Daily Telegraph had made "false, pejorative and demeaning claims,
splattering them with unrelenting bombast on its front pages".
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Rush stepped down as the president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts after the allegation
surfaced. Picture: Stuart McEvoy Source:News Corp Australia

"It is an action I am taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and hyperbole that
they have created around my standing in the entertainment industry and in the greater
community."
The Daily Telegraph stands by its reporting of the complaint made against Rush
during his last stint at the STC for the production of King Lear.
Editor Christopher Dare said the newspaper would defend its accurate reporting in
court.
"The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company received a
complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour,"
Mr Dare said.
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"We will defend our position in court."
At the centre of the drama was a complaint revealed by the STC made by one of its
actors against Rush.
The STC told The Daily Telegraph that it had received a complaint of "inappropriate
behaviour" after the 2015 production of the Shakespeare play.
The nation's premier theatre company said it would protect the identity of the
complainant and would work to "minimise the risk of future instances of the alleged
behaviour occurring in its workplace" .
Rush subsequently stepped down as the president of the Australian Academy of
Cinema and Television Arts after the allegation surfaced.
Lawyer Nicholas Pullen yesterday said Rush, 66, would not answer questions .
The matter will go before the Federal Court in Sydney on February 8.
Originally published as ' Hurt' Rush launches court action m·er claims
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:\aily Telegraph's defamation defence removed in
Geoffrey Rush case
ACTOR Geoffrey Rush has had a win in his defamation lawsuit, with the Daily Telegraph not able to use truth as a
defence.
AAP

0

MARC H 20,2018 11:13AM

Actor Geoffrey Rush is suing over an article published by the Daily Telegraph. Source:News Corp Australia

THE Daily Telegraph will not be able to use truth as a defence in the defamation
lawsuit brought by Australian actor Geoffrey Rush.
The Oscar winner is suing the Sydney newspaper and its journalist Jonathon Moran
following articles alleging he behaved inappropriately to a colleague during a Sydney
Theatre Company production of King Lear in 2015.
In the Federal Court on Tuesday, lawyers for the 66-year-old were successful in their
preliminary application to have all of the paper's truth defence struck out.

advertisement

Rush's legal team's bid to remove part of the paper's qualified privilege defence,
which is that it was reasonable to publish the article, was also accepted.
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the production.
The defence denies that the Telegraph articles made Rush out to be a pervert and a
sexual predator, and previously told the court they made no allegations of a sexual
nature.
The Telegraph can no longer seek to prove it substantially true that Rush engaged in
scandalously inappropriate behaviour.
News Corp Australia is also the publisher of news. com. au
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Actress agrees to testify for Daily Telegraph in
Geoffrey Rush lawsuit
The actress at the centre of a sexual harassment complaint against Geoffrey Rush has broken her silence and agreed to
testify for The Daily Telegraph in the newspaper's defence of a defamation lawsuit by the Hollywood actor, a court was
told today.
0

FIONA WINGETT

AUGUST 3, 2018 11:42AM

Actor Geoffrey Rush sued The Daily Telegraph last December. Picture: Stuart McEvoy Source:News Corp Australia

1 "1 actress at the centre of a sexual harassment complaint against Geoffrey Rush
h..~ roken her silence and agreed to testify for The Daily Telegraph in the
newspaper's defence of a defamation lawsuit by the Hollywood actor, a court was
told today.

Eryn Jean Norvill co-starred with Mr Rush in the Sydney Theatre Company's
production of King Lear from November 2015 to January 2016.
Mr Rush, 67, sued the newspaper last December over its coverage of a sexual
harassment complaint lodged with the STC by Ms Norvill. Mr Rush said the articles
were false and has denied all allegations of wrongdoing.
The Federal Court was told today a statement by Ms Norvill forms the basis of an
application by The Daily Telegraph to the Federal Court to amend its defence
document to include the defence of truth.
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Geoffrey Rush has denied all wrongdoing. Picture: Brendan Esposito Source:AAP

0

This is the first time Ms Norvill has spoken publicly about the matter.
Justice Michael Wigney threw out the newspaper's original truth defence in March
on the basis that it was "plainly deficient" and lacked sufficient detail as to the
precise nature of the behaviour that gave rise toMs Norvill's complaint to the STC.
Alec Leopold SC, counsel for Nationwide News Pty Ltd (publisher of The Daily
Telegraph) told the court this morning the publishing company had "acted without
delay" to apply to amend its defence as soon as Ms Norvill's statement became
available.
Sue Chrysanthou, counsel for Geoffrey Rush said her client would oppose The Daily
Telegraph's attempt to amend its defence to include the truth defence, based on Ms
Norvill's statement.
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Ms Chrysanthou said Geoffrey Rush had witnesses who would "directly contradict
what she (Ms Norvill) has said (in her statement to the court)."
Justice Wigney said he will hear Nationwide News' application to amend its defence
Thursday next week.
His Honour described the new development in the case as a "significant application."
He said he would not yet release Ms Norvill's statement to the public because he did
not want there to be a "trial by media".
Originally published as Actress agrees to testify in Geoffrey Rush defamation lawsuit
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The Daily Telegraph allowed to use truth defence in
Geoffrey Rush defamation lawsuit
THE Daily Telegraph has succeeded in amending its defence in a defamation laws nit brought against the newspaper by
actor Geoffrey Rush over a series of articles last year about a sexual harassment complaint.
0

AUGUST 9, 2018 11 :25AM

rQ

The Daily Telegraph will now rely solely on the defence of truth or "justification" in its defamation case lawsuit brought
against the actor by Geoffrey Rush. Picture: AAP Image/Brendan Esposito Source:AAP

(_)

iE Daily Telegraph has succeeded in amending its defence in a defamation lawsuit
brought against the newspaper by actor Geoffrey Rush over a series of articles last
year about a sexual harassment complaint.

During a hearing at the Federal Court in Sydney today, Justice Michael Wigney
heard that both sides had agreed that the newspaper should be allowed to reinstate its
truth defence.
The testimony of Eryn Jean Norvill, the actress at the centre of the complaint against
Mr Rush, will now be admitted as evidence.

advertisement

The newspaper has agreed to drop its defence of qualified privilege. It will now rely
solely on the defence of truth or "justification" as it defends the libel action.
Justice Wigney said the trial- where both Mr Rush and Ms Norvill will give
evidence -will now take place over 13 days beginning on October 22.
Ms Norvill co-starred with Mr Rush in the Sydney Theatre Company's production of
King Lear from November 2015 to January 2016.
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The testimony of actress Eryn Jean Norvill will now be admitted as evidence. Picture: AAP Image/Brendan
Esposito Source:AAP

Mr Rush sued the newspaper last December over its coverage of the complaint
lodged with the STC by Ms Norvill. Mr Rush said the articles were false and
defamatory.
atement by Ms Norvill, lodged with the court last week, which detail the
harassment allegations formed the basis of the application by The Daily Telegraph to
amend its defence document to include the defence of truth.
Justice Wigney threw out the newspaper's original truth defence in March on the
basis that it was "plainly deficient" and lacked sufficient detail as to the precise
nature of the behaviour that gave rise toMs Norvill's complaint to the STC. That
truth defence has now been reinstated.
Alec Leopold, SC, counsel for Nationwide News Pty Ltd (publisher of The Daily
Telegraph) told the court that the newspaper will show Mr Rush engaged in a
number of incidents of sexual harassment including "touching on her breast and
lower back."
He said there will be corroborating evidence to back up Ms Norvill's claims.
Sue Chrysanthou, counsel for Geoffrey Rush, said her client's decision not to oppose
the newspaper's application to include the truth defence should not be seen as any
concession by Mr Rush.

TRENDING IN NATIONAL

Peter Dutton: Au pair
scandal linked to Home
Affairs ministe ...

·as "not a concession by Mr Rush that the pleading is any good," she said.
Ms Chrysanthou said Mr Rush is suffering "continuing trauma because of these
proceedings."
She said any delay is "intolerable" to the actor.
"He is ready to come to court .... and that is the reason why the application is not
opposed."
Ms Chrysanthou said the newspaper had yet to explain why it took Ms Norvill
several months to come forward with her evidence.

advertisement

Mr Leopold said Ms Norvill's initial reluctance to come forward was understandable
given the disparity between her position and Mr Rush's position among actors.
He said it is understandable that someone in the acting world who is at the centre of
allegations concerning an "icon" of the Australian theatre industry was "reluctant to
come out to speak."
Originally published as Truth defenc allowed in G offrey Rush efama i.on lawsuit
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Actress Eryn Norvill says Geoffrey Ru
'groping' during rehearsals

advertisement

THE actress at the centre of a defamation case brought by Geoffrey Rush alleges the star actor simulated groping her
breasts in front of colleagues and made lewd gestures towards her, according to new court documents.
0

FIONA WINGETT

AUGUST 11.2018 6:13AM

THE actress at the centre of a defamation case brought by Geoffrey Rush alleges the
>-actor simulated groping her breasts in front of colleagues and made lewd
es towards her, according to new court documents.
Mr Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph over articles about a complaint of
inappropriate behaviour Eryn Jean Norvill made relating to the time they appeared in
the Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear between 2015 and 2016.
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Geoffrey Rush during a court break. Picture: AAP Source:AAP

He has denied all allegations of wrongdoing.
In a defence document lodged with the Federal Court this week, the newspaper
provided details of the truth case it will run at trial which is based on allegations
made by Ms Norvill, who will now give evidence for The Daily Telegraph at the
trial.
In the document, The Daily Telegraph claims Ms Norvill's evidence will show Mr
Rush "engaged in conduct of a kind in which only a pervert would engage".

0
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.1e newspaper has alleged that during a rehearsal in October 2015 Mr Rush made
"groping gestures in the air with two cupped hands" that simulated "fondling" Ms
Norvill's breasts.
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The newspaper alleged Mr Rush would regularly make inappropriate comments
about Ms Norvill and would make lewd gestures in her direction.
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Actress Eryn Norvill in rehearsals with Chris Ryan for a production of the Arthur Miller play All My Sons for the Sydney
re Company. Picture: John Fotiadis Source:News Corp Australia

The defence also describes how between 24 and 27 November, 2015, Mr Rush
allegedly touched Ms Norvill's breast during preview performances in front of an
audience.
The newspaper has alleged that in the second half of December 2015, Mr Rush had
moved his hand under Ms Norvill's shirt and along the waistline of her jeans to touch
the skin of her lower back in a "deliberate" way when they were about to go onstage.
On Thursday, The Daily Telegraph succeeded in amending its defence to plead truth.
Mr Rush's barrister Sue Chrysanthou did not to oppose the newspaper's application
to include the truth defence but said it should not be seen as acceptance of the claim
by him.
The trial is set for October 22.
Originally published as Oai l T leg a ph a
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Geoffrey Rush launches court action over Sydney Theatre Company claims I NT News
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Actor Geoffrey Rush launches
court action over Sydney
Theatre Co1npany clai1ns
Sally Rawsthorne, The Daily Telegraph
December 8,

2017 3:45pm

MELBOURNE actor Geoffrey Rush has fronted for the first
time since being accused of "inappropriate behaviour" while
starring in a Sydney play, saying coverage of the case was
"demeaning" and "hurtful".

http://www.ntnews.corn.au/news/national!actor-geoffrey-rush-launches-court-action-o...
18/01/2018
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The character actor refused to take questions but delivered a solemn
statement about the Sydney Theatre Company claims, revealed by The
Daily Telegraph.
Rush stood with his lawyer to declare that he would launch legal action
over the reports in The Daily Telegraph.
"I must now seek vindication of my good name through the courts," Rush
said. He said The Daily Telegraph had made "false, pejorative and
demeaning claims, splattering them with unrelenting bombast on its front
pages".

r()

()

0 Rush stepped dovvn as the president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television
Arts after the allegation surfaced. Picture: Stuart McEvoy

"It is an action I am taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and

hyperbole that they have created around my standing in the entertainment
industry and in the greater community."
The Daily Telegraph stands by its reporting of the complaint made against
Rush during his last stint at the STC for the production of King Lear.
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Editor Christopher Dore said the newspaper would defend its accurate
reporting in court.
"The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company
received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour," Mr Dore said.
"We will defend our position in court."
At the centre of the drama was a complaint revealed by the STC made by
one of its actors against Rush.
The STC told The Daily Telegraph that it had received a complaint of
"inappropriate behaviour" after the 2015 production of the Shakespeare
play.
The nation's premier theatre company said it would protect the identity of
the complainant and would work to "minimise the risk of future instances
of the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace".
Rush subsequently stepped down as the president of the Australian
Academy of Cinema and Television Arts after the allegation surfaced.
Lawyer Nicholas Pullen yesterday said Rush, 66, would not answer
questions.
The matter will go before the Federal Court in Sydney on February 8.
Originally published as 'Hmt' Rush launehes eourt aetjon over daim8
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Defamation
case to trial

Labor·s
ta on
rich •to
hurt a11·

OSCAR winner Geoffrey Rush's
defamation claim against The
Daily Telegraph will go to trial in
August. a court heard
yesterday.
In the interim. The Daily
Telegraph will consider
appealing a preliminary
judgment in which Justice
Michael Wigney struck out parts
of its defence to the legal
action. Mr Rush is suing the
Telegraph after it reported his
co-star in a Sydney Theatre
Company production of King
Lear lodged a complaint with
the STC over Mr Rush's
"inappropriate behaviour".
In the Federal Court Justice
Wigney yesterday agreed with
an application by Mr Rush's
lawyers to remove "truth" from
its defence of the star's claim.

Fire victims
turn angry
HUNDREDS of residents in the
southern NSW coastal town of
Tathra yesterday surveyed the
devastation left by the
weekend's blaze in which nearly
100 properties were
incinerated.
As shock turned to anger.
some residents claim there's
been a lack of hazard reduction
bums in the area.
However, NSW Rural Fire
Service deputy commissioner
Rob Rogers argues the inferno
passed straight through a bum
completed only two or three
years ago. Academics are
looking to "green fire breaks"areas of less flammable
vegetation including parkland,
gardens or golf courses- to
protect communities.

Listeria death
toll rises to six
AN elderly NSW woman has
become the sixth Australian to
die in the rock melon-related
listeria outbreak.
The woman in her 90s had
significant underlying health
conditions, NSW Health said in
a statement yesterday.
Three Victorians and three
people from NSW have now
died as a result of the outbreak
which was first revealed in
February.
Nineteen people have been
infected including the six who
subsequently died.

STEVEN WARDIU

DELTA·S HOPELESS DEVOTION
CAMERON ADAMS

is also rumoured to air mid April While Nev.·ton-John has given the project her tick of apDELTA Goodrem says playing Olivia ~ew proval. it still delves into the darker chapters
of her life including the disappearance of exton-John is the role of a lifetime.
"This is a project I couldn't be mCire excit- boyfriend Patrick McDermott
Goodrem recreates iconic moments in
ed for people to see.~ Goodrem said
"I feel really proud of it It's a celebration Nev.ion-John's career. including the musical
or an incredible woman who has inspired Grease and the Physical video (abO\'C).
Good rem is joined in the two-part series
generations. including me. She will forever be
by Gyton Grant!~· (who plays her Australian
mv mentor and my idol and also mv friend."
·Channel Ts Olfvi11: Hopelessly Devoted To manager Rooer Davies. who now looks after
Pink): George Xanthis as John Travolta.
rOil is tipped to air after the CommCinwealth
Todd Lasance as her early manager and boyGames ends in mid April.
That may see it screen directly up against friend Lee Kramer. and Richard BrancatisaGood rem on The \l oicc on Channel 9. which no as husband Matt Lattanzi.

NEW homebuvers will be
stung for an extra $1000 and
small business hit with annual
rent hikes of $1500 under supposed ~Rob in Hood~ tax increases to be introduced from
Julvl.
The first detailed analvsis of
Labor's election tal\ groihs on
property has revealed the dual
imposts will have a negative
impact throughout the economy. reducing housing affordability and driving up business
operating costs.
Property experts have
warned the pain will compound the damage from tax
hikes last term. including the
absentee owner land tax surcharge which is hitting
Queenslanders living and travelling overseas.
"Vv'ith Queensland preparing to leverage the Commonwealth Games to attract new
investment
opportunities.
these tax increases couldn't
come at a worse time." Property Council Queensland director Chris Mountford said.
Labor insisted its proposed
property tax hikes were #Robin
Hood''-style re\'enue raising
because only big business and
the wealthv would be hit
The slugs included a 25 per
cent hike on land tax for holdings valued at more than $10
million and a steep increase in
the foreign buyer stamp duty
rates. But, developers warn

land tax will climb steeply on
greenfield residential projects
and costs of about 51000
would be passed on to buyers.
"Each lot will wear a portion
of those costs.~ Alder Constructions Greg Tupicoff said
"That's why I imagine that
$800 to $1000 is about right.~
AVJD Property Group general manager Bruce Harper
said the flow-on costs would
differ between developments
but affecting affordability was
inevitable.
"At the end of the dav cost
pressures are already high on
greenfield sites and this will be
another impost," he said.
Manv small and mediumsized business are tenants in
properties that will be affected
with the industry estimating
annual leasing cost hikes of
$1500 for a 500sq m space in
Brisbane's CBD.
Meanwhile. the Govemmenfs land tax surcharge on
absentee ~foreign" landowners
is hitting Queenslanders living
and holidaying overseas.
Brisbane IT consultant
Craig Smith. who is working in
Fiii. said he had been advised
the. surcharge would apply to
his two properties.
"I own two residential
properties in Brisbane, hardly a
real estate baron. and am
struggling to understand the
rationale to penalise Australian citizens who invest foreign-derived income back into
their home state." he said
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Defamation case to trial, 2018 WLNR 8573085
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Defamation case to trial
OSCAR winner Geoffre Rush's defamation claim against The Daily Telegraph will go to trial in August, a court heard
yesterday.
In the interim, The Daily Telegraph will consider appealing a preliminary judgment in which Justice Michael Wigney
struck out parts of its defence to the legal action. Mr Rush is suing the Telegraph after it reported his co-star in a
Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear lodged a complaint with the STC over Mr Rush's "inappropriate
behaviour" .In the Federal Court Justice Wigney yesterday agreed with an application by Mr Rush's lawyers to remove
"truth" from its defence of the star's claim.
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Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush,
\-D, denies a claim of 'inappropriate
behaviour over months' on the set of
King Lear theatre production in
Sydney

Site
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ADVERTISEMENT

• Geoffrey Rush denies allegation of 'inappropriate behaviour' on King Lear set
• Misconduct allegedly went on for months of the Shakespeare play's 2015-16 run
• Alleged complaint received by Sydney Theatre Company after play's run ended
• Rush's lawyers have strenuously denied the claim against the Oscar-winning star
• Do you know more? Email tips@mailonline.com
By NIC WHITE FOR DA ILY MAIL AUSTR ALIA
PUBLISHED: 23 :53 AEST, 29 November 20171 UPDATED: 15:40 AEST, 8 December 2017
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Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush has strenuously denied a claim of 'inappropriate
behaviour' during a production of Shakespeare play King Lear.
Sydney Theatre Company (STC) said it received a complaint after the play's run was
over in January 2016, and that the alleged misconduct went on for months.
The Australian actor vigorously denied the claim, with his lawyers telling the Daily
Telegraph he never heard of any alleged complaint from the Company or the
complainant about the 'matter'.
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~

~ 'I created a space that

makes our spirits soar':
Melissa George shares
an interior snap of the
home she built for her
sons after bitter custody
dispute w ith ex-partner
Jean David Blanc

~ 'We're having another

Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush (right) has strenuously denied a claim of 'inappropriate
behaviour' during a production of Shakespeare play King Lear (pictured)

baby!' Brendan Fevola
and ex-wife Alex
announce they are
expecting a fourth
child ... and pop a
'gender reveal' balloon
on live radio

~ Harry and Meghan

look deeply in love as
they reveal their official
royal wedding photos
taken by Mario Testino's
protege and say they
'feel so lucky to have
been able to share their
day'

o

~ Meghan's best friend

Jessica Mulroney 'stole
the show' at the royal
wedding after having a
'Pippa moment' in a
figure-hugging dres s
(but etiquette expert
says she broke a golden
rule)

~ Stress , poor sleeping

patterns and even your
brain! We ask doctors
their thoughts on why
you could be gaining
weight without realis ing
SPONSORED
~ 'I dress for me and not

other people': Today
star Georgie Gardner
hits out at critics who
slammed her Royal
Wedding outfit as she
confesses she 'doesn't
have a stylist'

o

~ Sheer delight!

Christian Wilkins turns
heads in transparent
frock inspired by a
revealing number worn
by Kate Moss

~ Liam Hemsworth

plunges into ocean after
his surfboard is hit by
MASSIVE wave in
Malibu

~ The fall and rise of

Rush vigo: ously denied the claim, through his lawyers, saying he never heard of any alleged
complaint from the Company or the complainant

Brendan Fevola: How
the footy bad boy went
f rom THAT 'affair' w it h
Lara Bingle and his
drink and gambling
demons to a devoted
family man w ith a
breakfast radio show

Bachelorette Ali Oetjen
looks downcast while
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~ taking a lonely stroll in

Ade laide... as Network
Ten continues to stand
by her despite Grant
Kemp's cheating
allegations

ADVERTISEMENT

STC said the alleged complainant requested to remain anonymous and it would thus
not comment further.
The Shakespeare play ran from November 2015 to January 2016 in the Roslyn Packe r
Theatre starring Rush in the title role of King Lear.
'~ 's lawyers HWL Ebsworth said the 66-year-old was not approached by either the
S. '-' or the complainant, or representatives thereof, about a complaint.

~ Three's a crowd! A

Real Housewives Of
Melbourne star and her
husband 'initiated a
menage a troi s with
male partygoer they had
only just met'

~ Katie Holmes st eps

out hand-in-hand wi th
lookalike daughter Suri
following NYC Gala

hakespeare play ran from November 2015 to January 2016 in the Roslyn Packer Theatre
starring Rush (centre, sitting) in the title role of King Lear
~ George Clooney at the

'Further, he has not been informed by them of the nature of the complaint and what
it involves,' they said.
'In the circumstances, if such statement has been issued by the STC it is both
irresponsible and highly damaging to say the least.

Royal Wedding :
Hollywood star 'jumped
behind the bar to pour
his OWN brand tequila'
for guests at Harry and
Meghan 's nuptials

~ Sir Anthony Hopkins

'Your understanding of what has occurred is, with the greatest respect, simply
fishing and unfounded.
SHARE THIS
ARTICLE

reveals he doesn't know
if he is a grandfather as
he has not spoken to
his daughter Abigail, 48,
for TWO DECADES

RELATED ARTICLES
Making them green with
envy! Rebel Wilson
sports a vibrant ...

" 'Dozens of allegations
of rape': Tracey Spicer
claims she'll ••.

'It does not warrant comment except that it is false and untrue.'

~ 'Never stop laughing

with you' : Karl
Stefanovic sweats
duri ng a b ike rid e with
his fiance e Jasm ine
Yarbrough ... as he
continues his 'pre w edding body
transformation '

Daily Mail Australia contacted STC and HWL Ebsworth for further comment.
Colin Farrell looks
rug gedly handsome
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Rush has been married to Jane Menelaus since 1988, with whom he has a daughter
Angelica born in 1992, and a son James born in 1995.

~ while out and about in

Los Angeles post
Arizona rehab stint

He was named Australian of the Year in 2012 for his services to acting, having
achieved the elusive 'triple crown' of winning an Oscar, Emmy and Tony award .

~ That's generous!

Former Bachelor star
Noni Janur flaunts her
busty assets in a barelythere bikini for new
charity campaign
~ Back on the big

screen! Former Home
And Away hunk Lincoln
Lewis lands role in new
Australian war flick
Danger Close after
hiatus

~ Colby who? Home And

Away's Sam Frost
puckers up for a kiss as
her on-screen beau
Jake Ryan grasps her
pert posterior during
racy date-night scene
SPOILER ALERT
~ Standing by her man!

o

James Stewart is
protected by Sarah
Roberts on set of Home
And Away as his
character gets into a
brawl with Summer
Bay's 'bad boy' Dean
Thompson

ADVERTISEMENT

o

,-

Rush (pictured with Nicole Kidman in 2015) was nominated for Academy Awards for roles in
Shakespeare in Love, Quills, and most recently The King's Speech and won for Shine in 1996

Rush's performance in King Lear was praised by theatre critics even though they
noted some flaws with the overall production.
'From the moment a bandy-legged, wobbly-limbed Rush ambles forward to utter
theatre's most ill-fated demand - "Which of you shall we say doth love us most?" - he
is neither too blustery or too brutish,' the Guardian wrote.
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His career sta rted on stage with the Queensland Theatre Company when his talent
was spotted while he was studying at the University of Queensland.

~ inspired him to keep

fighting

Rush's first play was Wrong Side of the Moon in 1971 and he regularly performed on
stage even after his film career began in 1981.
He only appeared in five films before his breakout role in 1996 as David Helfgott in
Shine, for which he won an Oscar for best actor.
The thespian was later nominated for Academy Awards for roles in Shakespeare in
Love, Quills, and most recently The King's Speech.
He also won two Golden Globes with three nominations, three BAFTAs, one Tony,
one Emmy, and two Helpmann stage awards.

~ He's so dreamy!
Jackie '0' Henderson
makes a VERY awkward
on-air confess ion that
co-host Kyle Sandi lands
is in her sexual
fantasies

ADVERTISEMENT

~ Katy Perry steals the

Read more:
www.dailytelegra ...

spotlight in an ombre
purple feather gown for
American Idol finale

Share or comment on this article:
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~ Tulisa puts on a leggy
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h _ J ess: "Eating This Every Morning Changed My Life"

d isplay in cream
hot pants as she struts
down the Walk Of Fame
in Hollywood

~ Bu ilt for the godsl

ActivatedYou Supplements

Newlywed Lisa Curry.
56, flaunts her six-pack
and trim pins in a
striped bikini on
honeymoon in Egypt

The Show Has Been Cancelled
Amber Junior

~ 'They ditched me at
the last minute': Dan
Conn reveals the REAL
reason Bla ke Garvey
was picked to be The
Bachelor instead of the
former NRL star

Susan Boyle is So Skinny Now and Looks Gorgeous
Journalistate

Famous People Who Died Without You Knowing

~ T.I. takes to Instagram
to blast restaurant
security guard for
alleged attack on female
customer

Refinance Gold

it Expert Tells All: "It's Like A Powerwash For Your Insides"
~ MD

~ Alison Brie goes

casual cool in sheer top
and high-wasted plaid
trousers at Netflix
FYSee event

Hot-selling New Commemorative! Only $10!
Macquariemint.com

~ Tyra Banks lists

clifftop Pacific
Palisades property with
ocean views and half an
acre of grounds for
$9.25million ... two years
after buying It

Why People In Sydney Are Going Crazy For Marley Spoon
Marley Spoon

Couple Takes In Starving Dog Only To Watch Him Transform Before Their Very Eyes
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~ Revealed : How the
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Lady Kitty Spencer
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Words whispered that helped heal wounds between Harry and Charles
ADVERTISEMENT

Princess Diana's family make emotional appearance at roya l wedding
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Chantelle Connelly struggles to contain her assets in Marbella

Meghan rips up the royal rule book by wearing JEANS in Cardiff
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MOSl READ NEWS
~ Ariana Grande tweets

her love to fans on oneyear anniversary of
terror attack at
Manchester concert

Is this Nessie?
Schoolgirl, eight,

•

Doctor who spiked
his pregnant

'I knew if I was
caught I would bc

Comments 81

~ Pharrell Williams

shells out $15.6M for
Tyler Perry's palatial
Beverly Hills megamansion ... just SEVEN
months after the filmmaker bought it for
$14.5M

Add your comment

Share what you think
Newest
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Best rated

Worst rated
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~ Rapper A$AP Rocky

set to head Down Under
as headline act for 2018
Listen Out dance
festival ... after THAT
New Zealand elevator
attack incident

0

• Suits star Patrick J
Adams SHAMES woman
who criticised his
appearance at the Royal
Wedding by sharing
unflattering snap of her
sleeping

We are no longer accepting comments on this article.
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• Chloe Green PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE: Pregnant
Topshop heiress shows
off her burgeoning
bump in bandeau bikini
as she enjoys romantic
babymoon with Hot
Felon beau Jeremy
Meeks

The Voice: Kelly
Clarkson despite being
newcomer predicts her
singer Brynn Cartelli
will win it all
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~ Back to workl Joe

Jonas sips a healthy
green smoothie wh ile
going for a stroll in
Sydney's Bondi Beach ...
after returning to
Australia to film The
Voice

~ Kourtney Kardashian
flaunts her figure in
leather pants and ullrasheer top as she sips
on a coffee

~ Bebe Rexha

showcases enviable
curves and heads to
dinner in sexy catsuit
following American Idol
performance

• 'Do you understand
how insensitive it is?'
Model Steph Claire
Smith Is forced to
defend a selfie of her
'pimples' that fan s claim
they can't even see

• Jimmy Fallon is IN
STITCHES at Emilia
Clarke's terrible
Chewbacca impression
on The Tonight Show

• Paris Hilton goes for a
stroll around West
Hollywood with
pampered pooch
Diamond Baby

• Lucy Liu showcases
svelte figure and new
blonde hair in black
bow-covere d dress at
Obie Award s

• 'I love that I don't have
to go to a gym': Rosie
Huntington-Whiteley
reveals the surprising
secrets to her incredible
post-baby body after
giving birth to her first
child
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~ Miley Cyrus barges in

on a sleeping Jimmy
Kimmel with
sledgehammer for
Wrecking Ball-themed
prank

~ Vanderpump Rules :
Jax Taylor makes long
term commitment to
Brittany Cartwright
during reunion finale

o

~ Luann de Lesseps

looks chic in low-cut
jumpsuit at Ibiza
premiere in NYC
alongside RHONY costars

~ 'Did they break up!? '

Bikini blogger Natasha
Oakley and her French
boyfriend Gilles
Souteyrand spark split
rumours after ignoring
each other on Instagram
for weeks

~ Arrested Development

stars Jason Bateman
and Will Arnett involved
in taxicab accident in
New York

~ Blac Chyna insider

o

claims she was
'constantly' supportive
of late assistant Lorena
'Patty' Hernandez

~ Who let the dogs out!

Bondi Vet's Dr Chris
Brown cuts a dapper
figure as he champions
owners ' rights to have
pets approved to live in
their homes

~ 'I really didn't enjoy

be ing a mum' : Sunrise's
Natalie Barr, 50, reflects
on her struggle with
motherhood as she
admits 'I didn't like
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~ poses in a sharply
tailored tuxedo in
Melbourne

~ Taylor Swift tells her

beloved cats Olivia and
Meredith about thei r
surprise cameo in
Deadpool2
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Macpherson reveals her
terrifying close shave
with a SHARK during
idyllic Bahamas holiday

~ Lucy Liu puts 1950s
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mansion up for sale for
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~ Solange Knowles
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Channel Nine
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publicity

~ Bumping along nicely!
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shows off her baby
bump as she prepares
to welcome her first
child with the
wheelchair bound
former NRL star
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~ 'I applaud Selena

Gomez': Ellie Gonsalves
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producer for tackling
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EXCLUSIVE
~ Catherine Zeta-Jones,

48, smolders in tight
lace frock during event
for her film Cocaine
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Annual FUN raising
Gala

~ Suits star Patrick J
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sharing unflattering
snap of woman who
criticised his 'chunky'
appearance at the Royal
Wedding

~ 'She is a million miles

o

from that cliched
cartoon ish version that
the media likes to
peddle': MasterChef
judge Matt Preston
dishes on what he
REALLY thinks of
Nigella Lawson

~ Parents watchdog

group urges Netflix to
PULL 13 Reasons Why
for its harmful content including a scene about
a school shooting which
was available to stream
less than 24 hours after
the Santa Fe massacre

~ Rosario Dawson is a
vision in shimmering
gold number as she
leads stars at GLSEN
Respect Awards
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~ Khloe Kardashian
flashes skin as she
stands up to critics who
say she's focusing too
much on fitness
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Grey's Anatomy as she
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season 15 regular
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~ Emilia Clarke stuns in

bright dress w ith deep
plunging neckline at
Solo's New York City
screening
ADVERTISEMENT
~ American Idol: Maddie

Poppe wins title as
Caleb Lee Hutchinson
finishes second during
finale on ABC

~ Nick Lachey reunites

with boy band 98
Degrees as they lead
red carpet arrivals at
Miss USA 2018

~ Sting and wife Trudie

Styler cuddle up on t he
red carpet at the
American Ballet Theatre
spring gala

~ Gillian Jacobs shows

off her enviable figure in
a floral-print dress at
NYC screening of Ibiza

~ Claire Danes stuns in

strapless black dress at
A Kid Like Jake
premiere in NYC
alongside Jim Parsons

~ Kim Zolciak flaunts her

derriere in thong bikini
while celebrating 40th
birthday with Kroy
Biermann

~ Irina Shayk looks glam

in a silk striped shirt
dress as she follows
beau Bradley Cooper
into New York film
screening

~ Bethenny Frankel is

stylish in black gown
with semi sheer sleeves
and layered skirt al gala
in NYC

~ Camila Cabello

cancels performance on
Taylor Swift's tour after
revealing she was
hospitalized following
the BBMAs

REVEALED : Charlize
Theron is set to play
Megyn Kelly in film
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Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate Behavior' at Sydney Theatre Company I PEOPLE.com

Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropri~cYbt r'
During Sydney Theatre Company Play

Geoffrey Rush

Vincent Sandoval/Getty Images

MIKE MILLER November 29, 2017 09:31 PM

Geoffrey Rush is denying accusations of "inappropriate behavior" during his
time with the Sydney Theatre Company (STC).
"The moment I became aware of rumors of a complaint I immediately phoned
and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for
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clarification about the details of the statement," the Academy Award said in a
statement.
"They refused to illuminate me with the details. I also asked why this
information was being withheld, and why, according to standard theatre
practice the issue had not been raised with me during the production via
stage management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at management
level. However, no response was forthcoming," he added.
A Sydney Theatre Company spokeswoman reportedly said that they had
"received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behavior" after his "engagement with the company had ended,"
but did not elaborate on the nature of the complaint.
RELATED: Matt Lauer Allegedly Harassed Multiple Women, Exposed
Himself: Reports
"The complainant has requested that their identity be withheld," the STC
spokeswoman reportedly said, adding, "STC respects that request and for
privacy reasons, will not be making any further comments."
PEOPLE has reached out for further comment from both the STC and Rush's
representatives but has yet to receive a response.
Rush, 66, recently performed in a production of Shakespeare's King Lear
between November 2015 and January 2016 at the STC.
"It is a great disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his
name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way," a representative
for Rush said in a statement.
The Australian actor is known for his recurring role as Captain Barbossa in
the Pirates of the Caribbean franchise, and is among a small group of
acclaimed actors who have won an Academy Award, Primetime Emmy Award
and a Tony Award.
http://people.com/movies/geoffrey-rush-denies-inappropriate-behavior-during-sydney-theatre-company-playl
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Geoffrey Rush denies
'inappropriate behaviour' claims

o

Geoffrey Rush's lawyer claims the actor is 'virtually hOllsebollnd' Photo Get ty

•
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@TheNewDailyAU
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Oscar winner Geoffrey Rush has denied allegations of
"inappropriate behaviour" during a Sydney Theatre Company
production of Shakespeare's King Lear.
"It is a great disappointment to M r Rush the STC has chosen to
smear his name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this
way", said the Oscar winner's lawyer, Nicholas Pullen from
HWL Ebsworth, in a statement provided to The New Daily.
The situation means this "is a highly stressful and frustrating
time for Mr Rush and his family".
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"The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I
immediately phoned and spoke to senior management of the
Sydney Theatre Company asking for clarification about the
details of the statement:'
But the internationally-lauded company, which counts Cate
Blanchett and Robyn Nevin as past artistic directors, "refused
to illuminate me with the details", he added.
"I also asked why this information was being withheld, and why,
according to standard theatre practice, the issue had not been
raised with me during the production via stage management,
the director, my fellow actors or anyone at any management
level.
"However, no response was forthcoming:'
The alleged behaviour occurred over several months
during King Lear, News Corp reported. The production was
staged from November 2015 to January 2016 and had months
of rehearsals beforehand.
"Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint allegingthat
Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour:' a
spokeswoman said in a statement to The New Daily.
"The Company received the complaint when Mr Rush's
engagement with the Company had ended. The Company
continues to work with the complainant to minimise the risk of
future instances of the alleged behaviour occurring in its
workplace:'
Later in the day, the STC sent The New Daily a second
statement, clarifying the timeline of events and its position.
It said it was asked by a News Corp journalist earlier this month
whether it had received a complaint alleging inappropriate
behaviour by Mr Rush while he was employed by the company.
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At the time ot the complaint, said the SIC, "the complainant
requested that the matter be dealt with confidentially, and did
not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation".
"STC complied, acting in the interest of the complainant's
health and welfare.
"STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made
to (not by) STC and not a conclusion of impropriety:'
Rush's lawyers told News Corp in an earlier statement the
actor had never been involved in "inappropriate behaviour" and
his treatment of colleagues has always "been impeccable
beyond reproach".
In the second statement, they said "at this stage" Rush "can only
reiterate" his earlier denials of having been involved in any
'inappropriate behaviour' whatsoever.
"Whether on a film set or in the theatre, Mr Rush has always
adhered to the finest professional principals in pursuit of his
craft.
"Until there is the decency afforded to Mr Rush of what the
'inappropriate behaviour' actually is then there is nothing more
than can be said at this stage."
Melbourne-based Rush, who has two children with Jane
Menelaus, his actress wife of 29 years, is the president of the
Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts. He is
expected to attend the annual AACTAAwards at Sydney's Star
Event Centre on December 6.
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Geoffrey Rush denies 'inappropriate behaviour',
criticises Sydney Theatre Company
By Julie Power
Updated 30 November 2017 - 6:08pm, first
published at 2:36pm

f

A

A

A

o

For 35 years, Academy-award winner Geoffrey
Rush has regularly performed at the Sydney
Theatre Company. Now Rush has accused the
theatre company of "smearing his name" over an
allegation of "inappropriate conduct" during a
STC production of King Lear in 2015.

In a statement provided by his lawyers, Rush strongly denied any involvement in any
inappropriate behaviour. He said he had asked the STC for details of the allegations but
none had been provided.
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Geoffrey Rush said he abhorred "any form of maltreatment of any person in any form".
Photo: Rohan Thomson

"It is a great disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and
unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way," Rush said through his lawyers.
"Not to afford a person their right to know what has been alleged against them, let alone
not inform them of it but release such information to the public is both a denial of
natural justice and is not how our society operates," Rush's statement said.

Geoffrey Rush made his debut with the STC in the 1982.
Photo: Chris Lane CLA

Advertisement

On Wednesday afternoon the STC said that it had "at all times been clear that this was an
allegation made to (not by) STC and not a conclusion of impropriety".
It said it had been asked by a News Ltd journalist earlier this month whether it had
received a complaint alleging inappropriate behaviour by Mr Rush while he was employed
by the company.
"STC responded truthfully that it had received such a complaint," it said. "At ffie titne'~ e
complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with
confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation. STC
complied, acting in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare."
1051
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Rush's statement said the allegation was made in a statement provided by the STC
released some weeks ago, and concerned a complaint made more than 21 months ago.
"In this current environment,
'inappropriate behaviour' may mean abuse,
bullying or other forms of reprehensible
activity. These are matters that deserve
forthright and objective levels of
discussion," said the statement provided by
his lawyer, Nicholas Pullen of HWL
Ebsworth Lawyers.
Rush asked why the allegation had not
been raised, using standard theatre
practice, "during the production via stage
management, the director, my fellow actors
or anyone at management level".
"However, no response was forthcoming,"
he said.
The STC said the company had received the
complaint when Rush's engagement had
ended. The identify of the complainant had
been withheld at the request of the
individual.
Rush made his debut with the STC in the
1982 in You Can 't Take It with You with
Alexander Hay and Gordon McDougall.

Geoffrey Rush in a publicity photo for the STC
production of King Lear.

Photo: Supplied

He returned to the STC in 1990 when it presented Melbourne Theatre Company's
production of The Importance ofBeing Earnest. It featured Ruth Cracknell as Lady
Bracknell and Rush played the role of John Worthing. Rush performed opposite his wife,
the actress Jane Menelaus.

o

"We did The Importance ofBeing Earnest as our honeymoon. For six months on a
national tour I got to propose to my wife using Oscar Wilde 's beautiful language," he has
said.
In 1993, he appeared in David Mamet's Oieanna, where he played a university professor
locked in a tense battle with one of his students, played by Cate Blanchett who was
making her major stage debut after graduating from NIDA.
\-

.! -,.

:"", 'r

Rush's statement said he abhorred "any form of maltreatment of any person in any form".
"His treatment of fellow colleagues and everyone he has worked with is always conducted
with respect and the utmost propriety," said his lawyers. "Whether on a film set or in the
1052
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theatre, Mr Rush has always adhered to the finest professional principles in pursuit of his
craft. "
Director Neil Armfield, who worked with Rush on King Lear, told the ABC that he did not
believe the allegation.
"It's not correct, there's no basis .. . I absolutely do not believe it," Armfield said in an
interview from New York.
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Julie Power is a reporter for Fairfax Media
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Geoffrey Rush denies 'inappropriate behaviour' during
Sydney Theatre Company play
By Avani Dias
Updated Thu 30 Nov 2017, 4:35pm

Academy Award-winning actor Geoffrey Rush has been accused of
"inappropriate behaviour" during his work with the Sydney Theatre
Company (STC).
Through his lawyers, Rush has vigorously denied the allegations, saying
he had not been informed by STC either of the existence of the complaint
or the nature of the complaint.
A Sydney Theatre Company spokeswoman said the organisation had
"received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour".
"The company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with
the company had ended ," she said.

PHOTO: Geoffrey Rush is among Australia's most
identifiable actors. (AAP: Alan Porritt)

'The company continues to work with the complainant to minimi se the risk offuture
instances of the alleged behaviour occurring in its wo rkplace.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with confidentially, and did not
want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation .
"STC complied, acting in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare.
"STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a conclusion of impropriety."
Rush , 66, most recently performed in the STC production of Shakespeare's King Lear between November 2015 and
January 2016.
However, the 2012 Australian of the Year has also been involved in STC productions like The Importance of Being
Earnest and The Government Inspector.

0

"The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I immediately phoned and spoke to senior management at the
Sydney Theatre Company asking for clarification about the details of the statement, they refused to illuminate me with the
details," Rush said in a statement to the ABC.

"I also asked wh y this information was bei ng withheld, and w hy, according to
standard theatre practice the issu e had not been raised wi th me during the
p roduction via stage management, the director, my fe llow act ors or anyone at
man ag em ent leveL.
"However, no response was forthcoming."

'Highly st ressfu l' time for Rush
Rush's lawyer, Nicholas Pullen, said the actor denied being involved in any inappropriate behaviour.
"It is a great disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his
name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way," Mr Pullen said .
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"Not to afford a person their right to know what has been alleged against
them, let alone not inform them of it but release such information to the
public, is both a denial of natural justice and is not how our society
operates."
Prominent Australian theatre and film director Neil Armfield worked with
Rush on King Lear and told the ABC from New York that he did not believe
the allegation.
"It's not correct, there's no basis ... I absolutely do not believe it," he said.
PHOTO: Geoffrey Rush has won the "Triple Crown of
Acting". (AAP: Tracey Nearmy)

PHOTO: Director Neil Armfield (R) and Geoffrey Rush have worked together. (AAP: Tracey Nearmy)

Rush is one of the country's most respected actors and among the few who have won the "Triple Crown of Acting",
meaning he has won an Academy Award, Primetime Emmy Award and a Tony Award.
The actor's lawyer said Rush "abhorred any form of maltreatment of any person".
"Until there is the decency afforded to Mr Rush of what the 'inappropriate behaviour' actually is then there is nothing more
that can be said at this stage," Mr Pullen said.
he public and the media need to note this is a highly stressful and frustrating time for Mr Rush and his family, especially
when there are no details concerning the 'inappropriate behaviour'."
Topics: arts-and-entertainment, actor, theatre, opera-and-musical-theatre, sydney-2000
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'There's no semblance of fact about it':
~eoffrey Rush's King Lear co-star
slams 'inappropriate behaviour' claim as the Oscar-winning actor continues
to fiercely deny the allegation
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ADVERTISEMENT

• Geoffrey Rush denies allegation of 'inappropriate behaviour' on King Lear set
• Misconduct was allegedly during the Shakespeare play's 2015-16 run
• Alleged complaint received by Sydney Theatre Company after play's run ended
• Rush's lawyers have strenuously denied the claim against the Oscar-winning star
• His co-star Max Cullen said there was 'no semblance of fact' in the allegation
• Do you know more? Email tips@mailonline.com
By NIC WHIT E FOR DAILY MAIL AU STRA LI A
PUBLISHED; 20 :22 AEST, 30 November 2017 I UPDATED: 20:29 AEST. 30 November 2017
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Geoffrey Rush's co-star has jumped to his defence against an allegation of
'inappropriate behaviour' on the set of King Lear.
The Sydney Theatre Company (STC), which put on the Shakespere play last year,
says it received a complaint from another actor after its run ended in January 2016.
Rush strongly denied the accusation, calling it a 'denial of natural justice' that the
STC would make it public without even tell him details of the complaint.
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Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush (right) has strenuously denied a claim of 'inappropriate
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Rush vigorously denied the claim, through his lawyers, saying he never heard of any alleged
complaint from the Company or the complainant

His co-star Max Cullen, who played the Earl of Gloucester, said any allegation of
misconduct against the 66-year-old was untrue.
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'I'm appalled ... The story has no reasonable semblance of fact about it,' he told 9
News.
'He's an absolute gentleman and a professional and this behaviour just doesn't
happen .
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The complaint alleged 'inappropriate behaviour' by Rush during production of the
play that ran from November 2015 to January 2016 at the Roslyn Packer Theatre.
STC claims it responded truthfully to media inquiries about the existence of a
complaint it investigated, but the alleged complainant wanted to stay anonymous.
'At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be
dealt with confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any
investigation,' it said.
'STC complied, acting in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare.'

o

His co-star Max Cullen (pictured left with Rush in the play), who played the Earl of Gloucester,
said any allegation of misconduct against the 66-year-old was untrue
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Real Housewives Of
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o
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for guests at Harry and
Meghan's nuptials

• Sir Anthony Hopkins
reveals he doesn't know
if he is a grandfather as
he has not spoken to
his daughter Abigail, 48,
for TWO DECADES

Rush, through his lawyers HWL Ebsworth, slammed this explanation and reiterated
that neither the complainant nor the STC ever contacted him about the matter.
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The decorated actor said he immediately called STC management after hearing
about the alleged complaint, but 'they refused to illuminate me with the details'.
'I also asked why this information was being withheld, and why, according to
standard theatre practice the issue had not been raised with me during the
production via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at
management level,' he said.
'However, no response was forthcoming.'
SHARE THIS
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Rush's lawyers said the lack of detail about what the alleged complaint contained
was worse 'in this current climate'.
"'Inappropriate behaviour" may mean abuse, bullying or other forms of reprehensible
activity,' they said.
'These are matters that deserve forthright and objective levels of discussion. It must
made clear from the outset that Mr Rush abhors any form of maltreatment of any
on in any form.'
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~hakespeare play ran from November 2015 to January 2016 in the Roslyn Packer Theatre
l ing Rush (centre, sitting) in the title role of King Lear
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Rush (pictured with Nicole Kidman in 2015) was nominated for Academy Awards for roles in
Shakespeare in Love, Quills, and most recently The King's Speech and won for Shine in 1996

The lawyers said until there was 'decency afford' to Rush about what the
'inappropriate behaviour' actually was, there was little to respond to.
There has been no provision of any details, circumstances, allegations or events that
can be meaningfully responded to,' they said.
'It is a great disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and
unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way.
'Not to afford a person their right to know what has been alleged against them let
alone not inform them of it but release such information to the public is both a denial
of natural justice and is not how our society operates.'
..... sh has been married to Jane Menelaus since 1988, with whom he has a daughter
Angelica born in 1992, and a son James born in 1995.
He was named Australian of the Year in 2012 for his services to acting, having
achieved the elusive 'triple crown' of winning an Oscar, Emmy and Tony award.
Rush's performance in King Lear was praised by theatre critics even though they
noted some flaws with the overall production.
'From the moment a bandy-legged, wobbly-limbed Rush ambles forward to utter
theatre's most ill-fated demand - "Which of you shall we say doth love us most?" - he
is neither too blustery or too brutish,' the Guardian wrote.
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Rush said he immediately called STC management after hearing about the alleged complaint,
but 'they refused to illuminate me with the details'

His career started on stage with the Queensland Theatre Company when his talent
was spotted while he was studying at the University of Queensland.
Rush's first play was Wrong Side of the Moon in 1971 and he regularly performed on
stage even after his film career began in 1981.
He only appeared in five films before his breakout role in 1996 as David Helfgott in
Shine, for which he won an Oscar for best actor.
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The thespian was later nominated for Academy Awards for roles in Shakespeare in
Love, Quills, and most recently The King's Speech.
He also won two Golden Globes with three nominations, three BAFTAs, one Tony,
one Emmy, and two Helpmann stage awards.
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during Sydney Theatre Company production
Published: 30 November 2017

Image credit: Reuters

Oscar-winning actor and former Australian of the Year Geoffrey Rush has vigorously
denied claims he engaged in "inappropriate behaviour" while working on a Sydney
Theatre Company (STC) production two years ago.
STC said it received a complaint over Mr Rush's alleged conduct after he had performed the title role in a production of
Kinq Lear, on stage at Sydney's Rosyln Packer Theatre from November 2015 to January 2016.

"Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate

o

behaviour," a spokesperson said.
STC would not elaborate on the nature of the alleged conduct, and said the complainant wished to remain anonymous.
"The complainant has requested that their identity be withheld. STC respects that request and for privacy reasons,
will not be making any further comments," a spokesperson said.
Mr Rush strongly denied the claim, and said he had not been made aware of any complaint made against him, or its
details.
"The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I immediately phoned and spoke to senior management at
the Sydney Theatre Company asking for clarification about the details of the statement," he said .
"They refused to illuminate me with the details. I also asked why this information was being withheld, and why,
according to standard theatre practice the issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage
management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at management level.
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"However, no response was forthcoming."
Through his lawyer, the 66-year-old actor staunchly defended his professional conduct.
"Mr Rush abhors any form of maltreatment of any person in any form," a statement from lawyers said.
"His treatment of fellow colleagues and everyone he has worked with is always conducted with respect and the utmost
propriety. Whether on a film set or in the theatre, Mr Rush has always adhered to the finest professional principles in
pursuit of his craft."
The statement said it was "a great disappointment" to Mr Rush that the STC "has chosen to smear his name and
unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way."

It said that the theatre company failed to inform the actor of the complaint and withheld the specifics of the
allegations, but spoke publicly about it, was "both a denial of natural justice" and "not how our society operates."
"At this stage, Mr Rush can only reiterate his statement that he denies having been involved in any 'inappropriate
behaviour' whatsoever.
\' ;fr,;.J, there is the decency afforded to Mr Rush of what the 'inappropriate behaviour' actually is then there is nothing

( J
mon:Hhat can be said at this stage," the statement said.

Through his lawyers, Mr Rush said the allegations were "highly stressful and frustrating" to him and his family.
Mr Rush is one of Australia's most decorated actors, having won a multitude of awards including an Academy Award
and Golden Globe Award for 1997's Shine, an Emmy Award and Golden Globe Award for 2005's The Life and Death of
Peter Sellers, and a Tony Award for 2009's Exit the King.

He was awarded the Order of Australia in 2014, and Australian of the Year in 2012.
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Geoffrey Rush denies allegations of "inappropriate behaviour"
The award-winning Australian actor's lawyers have described the claims, which were reported in the Daily Telegraph, as "false and untrue".
by AI/gus McPherso/l on November 30,2017

36
Acclaimed Australian actor Geoffrey Rush has denied allegations of "inappropriate behaviour" stemming from his time working on Sydney Theatre
Company's production of King Leal', which ran from November 2015 to January 2016.

The Daily Telegraph reported this morning (in an article that appears to have been removed from the newspaper's website) that the actor - well known for his
award-winning role as pianist David Helfgott in the 1996 film Shine and more recently as speech therapist Lionel Logue in the 2010 film The King's Speechwas the subject of a complaint received by Sydney Theatre Company.
"Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour," an STC spokesperson told The
Daily Telegraph. "The Company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the Company had ended. The Company continues to work with
the complainant to minimise the risk offuture instances of the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace."
"The complainant has requested that their identity be withheld," the spokesperson said. "STC respects that request and for privacy reasons, will not be making
any further comments."
~1.1sh

has denied the allegations, his lawyers from HWL Ebsworth describing them as "false and untrue".

·'Mr Rush has not been approached by the Sydney Theatre Company and the alleged complainant nor any representative of either of them concerning the
matter," Rush's lawyers told the The Daily Telegraph. "Further, he has not been informed by them of the nature of the complaint and what it involves."
"The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I immediately phoned and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for
clarification about the details of the statement," Rush said in a statement released to the media by his lawyers after the story broke (full statement below).
"They refused to illuminate me with the details. I also asked why this information was being withheld, and why, according to standard theatre practice the
issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at management level. However, no
response was forthcoming."
"There have been numerous media reports made this morning concerning Mr Geoffrey Rush and allegations of 'inappropriate behaviour'," the statement from
HWL Ebsworth said. "In this current environment, "inappropriate behaviour" may mean abuse, bullying or other forms of reprehensible activity. These are
matters that deserve forthright and objective levels of discussion. It must be made clear from the outset that Mr Rush abhors any form of maltreatment of any
person in any foml."
"The allegation made against Mr Rush comes from a statement provided by the Sydney Theatre Company. We understand the statement was released some
weeks ago and concerns a complaint made to it over 21 months ago. To date, Mr Rush or any of his representatives have not received any representations
from the STC or the complainant. In other words, there has been no provision of any details, circumstances, allegations or events that can be
meaningfully responded to."
"At this stage, Mr Rush can only reiterate his statement that he denies having been involved in any 'inappropriate behaviour' whatsoever. Until there is the
decency afforded to Mr.iB,ush of what the "inappropriate behaviour" actually is then there is nothing more that can be said at this stage."
Rush, who has performed in a number of Sydney Theatre Company productions over the years, is scheduled to play Malvolio in Melbourne Theatre
Company's production of Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, which opens in November 2018.
The allegations have emerged in the wake of a string of accusations against Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein, which have contributed to an
environment in which victims of sexual harassment feel more comfortable coming forward than they have in tile past. In Australia, the Confederation of
Australian State Theatres - of which Sydney Theatre Company is a member - released a statement at the beginning of November.
htlps:/Iwww.limelightmagazine.com.au/news!geoffrey-rush-denies-allegations-inappropriate-behaviour!
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"In response to incidents and allegations in the broader entertainment industry both here and overseas, we stand together to say that sexual harassment and
abuse in any form is unacceptable," the statement said. "We offer our unwavering support to the courageous people that have already come forward, and to
any victims who have not yet had their stories heard - we are here for you."
"We feel it is our responsibility to remove the stigma that can be felt by victims, and to encourage them with confidence to initiate formal complaint
proceedings, and to seek appropriate counselling services and support."
Also this month, MEAA Actors Equity released the preliminalY findings of an online survey' it conducted regarding Australian theatre suggesting 40 percent
of performers have direct experiences of sexual harassment, bUllying or misconduct. The survey's full results will be released in December.
.!lp-date: Sydney Theatre Comp-any has issued an up-dated statement, read here.
The full statement from HWL Ebsworth
There have been numerous media reports made this morning concerning Mr Geoffrey Rush and allegations of "inappropriate behaviour".
In this current environment, "inappropriate behaviour" may mean abuse, bullying or other forms of reprehensible activity. These are matters that deserve
forthright and objective levels of discussion. It must be made clear from the outset that Mr Rush abhors any form of maltreatment of any person in any form.
His treatment of fellow colleagues and everyone he has worked with is always conducted with respect and the utmost propriety. Whether on a film set or in
the theatre, Mr Rush has always adhered to the finest professional principles in pursuit of his craft.
The allegation made against Mr Rush comes from a statement provided by the Sydney Theatre Company. We understand the statement was released some
weeks ago and concerns a complaint made to it over 21 months ago. To date, Mr Rush or any of his representatives have not received any representations
from the STC or the complainant. In other words, there has been no provision of any details, circumstances, allegations or events that can be
meaningfully responded to.
Mr Rush has said

"The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I immediately phoned and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for
. lcation about the details of the statement. They refused to illuminate me with the details. I also asked why this information was being withheld, and why,
rding to standard theatre practice the issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or
anyone at management level. However, no response was forthcoming."
It is a great disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way. Not to afford a person their
right to know what has been alleged against them let alone not infonn them of it but release such infonnation to the public is both a denial of natural justice
and is not how our society operates.

At this stage, Mr Rush can only reiterate his statement that he denies having been involved in any "inappropriate behaviour" whatsoever. Until there is the
decency afforded to Mr Rush of what the "inappropriate behaviour" actually is then there is nothing more that can be said at this stage.
The public and the media need to note this is a highly stressful and frustrating time for Mr Rush and his family, especially when there are no details
concerning the "inappropriate behaviour".
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Theatre
Live Review

' ,eview: The Children (Sydney: Theatre Comnany)
Lucy Kirkwood's intimate dystopia paints a world in which sacrifices must be made.

o

March 29, 2018
Theatre
Live Review

Reyiew: Going Down (Sydney Theatre Comp.any)
A compelling but imperfect play by Michele Lee is elevated by its excellent, side-splitting cast.
March 13 , 2018
Th eatre
feature~

Hugo Weaving: Irresistible casting for Arturo Ui
Hugo Weaving stars in Brecht's anti-fascist play for Sydney Theatre Company, but don 't expect a Hitler moustache.
February 25, 2018
Theatre
Livc Review

J{eview: Lethal Indifference (Sy:dney Theatre Comp'any)

o

Emily Barclay gives a quietly gripping perfonl1ance in this powerful play about family violence.
February 22, 2018
Theatre
Live Rev iew

Review: Top' Girls (Sydney: Theatre Comnany)
A dazzling production of a pioneering 1980s play that still feels painfully relevant.
January 25, 2018
Theatre
news

Sarah Snook rep'laces Yael Stone as Joan of Arc
Sydney Theatre Company announces its new heroine for George Bernard Shaw's 1923 classic Saint Joan.
January 22, 2018
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Muriel's Wedding .gets return Sy:dney: season
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After a sold out premiere season, the new Australian musical will return to Sydney in July 2019.
December 22, 2017
Classica l Music, Qr-era
news

~y'dneY-.Sy'mRhony'

Orchestra resRonds to Dutoit allegations

The Orchestra has released a strongly worded statement following allegations the conductor sexually assaulted four women in the USA between 1985 and
2010.
December 22,2017
Classica l Music, Dance, Qp-era , Theatre
features

The top' ten most-read live reviews on Limelight in 2017
From nude dancers to opera superstars, here are the top ten live reviews that had our readers hooked in 2017.
December 18,2017
Qp-era, Theatre
news

MEAA releases rep'ort on sexual harassment and bully'ing
The union will work to effect change after its research found alarming levels of bullying in Australian opera and sexual harassment in theatre.
December 8, 2017
:t!IT

Geoffrey' Rush to sue The Daily' Telegrap'h for defamation
The actor has launched defamation proceedings against The Daily Telegraph, accusing the paper of making "false, pejorative and demeaning claims" .
November 30, 2017
Theatre
news

~y'dney'

Theatre Comp'any' releases statement on Geoffrey' Rush

The company has issued an updated statement regarding an employee complaint against the Australian actor.

Comp'etitions

View all Limelight comp-etitions
Win tickets to the latest productions and films on the big screen, Sydney Festival, Adelaide French Festival and more!
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Canberra International Music Festival
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Geoffrey Rush accused of 'inappropriate behaviour' at theatre
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Geoffrey Rush is facing a co mplaint reportedly lodged with Australia's Sydney Theatre
Company.
IMAGE: RICH FURY/GETTY IMAGES

BY JOHNNY LlEU
NOV 30, 201 7
UPDATE: Nol'. 30, 2017, 4:39 p.m. AEDT This piece has been updated with a
statementfi'om Sydney Theatre Company, as well as il!formation regarding the
Daily Telegraph .
Actor Geoffrey Rush, 66, is the latest celebrity to reject accusations of
misconduct, according to allegations detailed by Australia's Sydney Theatre
Company.
J
In a statement, STC said it "received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush
had engaged in inappropriate behaviour."

SEE ALSO: NRC elnnm),ces revea l chilling details of Matt Lauer's a ll eg~
scx ual h:n:\ssmcnt
The complaint was made when Rush's "engagement with the company had
ended."
Rush was last involved with the STC in its season of King Lear, which took place
between November 2015 and January 2016. There are no details regarding the
allegations, according to the STC or Rush's statement to ABC Nell·s.
"The moment 1 became aware of rumours of a complaint 1 immediately phoned
and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for
clarification about the details of the statement, they refused to illuminate me with
the details," Rush said in the statement.
"I also asked why this infonnation was being withheld, and why, according to
standard theatre practice the issue had not been raised with me during the
production via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at
management level. However, no response was forthcoming."
Rush's lawyer, Nicholas Pullen, said in a statement that it is a "great
disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and
unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way."
Sydney newspaper the Daily Telegraph, which first published the allegations
against Rush, appeared to have pull ed the storx from its website, due to an error
WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO READ OUR UPDATED PRIVACY POLI CY AND COOKIE POLICY.
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Has the Tele just pulled its Geoffrey Rush story?
Ric .twitter.com/CfH7oo\y'p'W
- Debbie Cuthbertson (@debstarre) November
30,2017
In a further statement via email to Mashable, SIC said it was asked by a News
Limited journalist earlier in November on whether it had received a complaint
regarding alleged inappropriate behaviour by Rush while he was working for the
company.

"SIC responded truthfully that it had received such a complaint," the statement
reads. "At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the
matter be dealt with confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or
involved in any investigation.
"SIC complied, acting in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare. As
already stated, the Company received the complaint after Mr Rush's engagement
had ended.
"SIC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) SIC
and not a conclusion of impropriety."
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'Westworld' should reallyjust be the Maeve show
Alexis Nedd
There are too many riddles on 'Westworld' and Maeve is the only character who makes sense.
10 hours ago

These lynx screaming at each other will strike a chord with anyone who has a sibling
Shannon Connell an
Relatable.
3 hours ago

y claims to find old Russian missile in a server room, and the internet freaks
Morgan Sung
Is the OP messing with all of us, or did they really find an explosive in this server room?
7 hours ago
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Geoffrey Rush denies allegations of 'inappropriate
behaviour' in play
Oscar-winner who starred in Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear says
he has received no details of the complaint from the company or accuser
manZhou
Thu 30 Nov 201716.17 AEDT

The Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush has denied allegations of "inappropriate behaviour"
during a Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear, after the company said it had
received a complaint against him.
Rush's lawyer said in a statement that Rush had not been informed of the nature of the
complaint by the complainant or the theatre company, either at the time the complaint was
made 21 months ago or since.
"In this current environment, 'inappropriate behaviour' may mean abuse, bullying or other
forms of reprehensible activity;' the statement said. "These are matters that deserve forthright
and objectivJ€ levels of discu$sion. It must be made clear from the outset that Mr Rush abhors
any form of maltreatment of any person in any form;'
Rush, 66, who lives in Melbourne, said: "The moment I became aware of rumours of a
complaint I immediately phoned and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre
https:llwww.lheguardian.comlfil m/20 17Inov/30/geoffrey-rush-denies-allegalions-of-inappropriaIe-behaviour
-in-play
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Company asking for clarification about the details of the statement. They refused to illuminate
me with the details.
"I also asked why this information was being withheld and why, according to standard theatre
practice, the issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage management,
the director, my fellow actors or anyone at management level. However, no response was
forthcoming."
An STC spokeswoman told Sydney's the Daily Telegraph, where the claims were first
published, that the company had "received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had
engaged in inappropriate behaviour". She said the complainant had asked for their identity to
be withheld.
"The company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the company had
ended;' she said.
On Thursday an STC spokeswoman said: "Sydney Theatre Company was asked by a News Ltd
journalist earlier this month whether it had received a complaint alleging inappropriate
behaviour by Mr Rush while he was employed by the company. STC responded truthfully that
had received such a complaint.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with
confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation. STC
complied, acting in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare. As already stated, the
Company received the complaint after Mr Rush's engagement had ended.
"STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a
conclusion of impropriety:'
Rush won an Academy Award for best actor in 1997 for the film Shine and was named
Australian of the year in 2012.
He appeared in the STC's production of King Lear between November 2015 and January 2016
and has worked several times for the company.
~'1

Thursday, the STC's online page listing of King Lear was taken down.

In their statement, Rush's lawyers said they understood the complaint was made "over 21
months ago" and that the STC had originally released its statement "some weeks ago".
Rush's lawyer said: "To date, Mr Rush or any of his representatives have not received any
representations from the STC or the complainant. In other words, there has been no provision
of any details, circumstances, allegations or events that can be meaningfully responded to;'

https:/Iwww.theguardian.com/film/20 17/nov/30/geoffrey-rush-denies-allegation
s-of-inappropriate-behaviour-in-play
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Geoffrey Rush playing Lear at the Roslyn Packer theatre in Sydney.
Photograph: Heidrun Lohr/Sydney Theatre Company

Rush is the president of Aacta, the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts. In
November, Aacta released a statement officially rescinding a historic award given to Harvey
Weinstein in 2013.
(~'\,e

recognise our role in w?rking.with our m~n:bers in upholding standards in our ind~str~
hdt we can all be proud of, IncludIng the prOVISIOn of a safe and respectful workplace;' It saId.
Rush's lawyer said: "It is a great disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his
name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way. Not to afford a person their right to
know what has been alleged against them, let alone not inform them of it but release such
information to the public, is both a denial of natural justice and is not how our society
operates.
"At this stage, Mr Rush can only reiterate his statement that he denies having been involved in
any 'inappropriate behaviour' whatsoever. Until there is the decency afforded to Mr Rush of
what the 'inappropriate behaviour' actually is then there is nothing more that can be said at
this stage.
"The public and the media need to note this is a highly stressful and frustrating time for Mr
Rush and his family, especially when there are no details concerning the 'inappropriate
s/~baviour' ;'
.j

\'v;~J

Since you're here ......

... we have a small favour to ask. More people are reading the Guardian than ever but
advertising revenues across the media are falling fast. And unlike many news organisations,
we haven't put up a paywall - we want to keep our journalism as open as we can. So you can
see why we need to ask for your help. The Guardian's independent, investigative journalism
takes a lot of time, money and hard work to produce. But we do it because we believe our
perspective matters - because it might well be your perspective, too.

I appreciate there not being a paywall: it is more democratic for the media to be available for all
and not a commodity to be purchased by afew. Fm happy to make a contribution so others with
less means still have access to information. Thomasine, Sweden
If everyone who reads.our reporting, who likes it, helps fund it, our future would be much
more secure. For as little as $1, you can support the Guardian - and it only takes a minute.
Thank you.
Support The Guardian
htlps:/Iwww.theguardian.comlfilm/2017/nov/30/geoffrey-rush-denies-allegations-of-inappropriate-behaviour-in-play
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GEOFFREY RUSH INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR CLAIM EXPOSES ROLE OF
THEATRE COMPANY BOARDS
By Raymond Gill (https:lldailyreview.com.auiauthoriraymond-gilll) December I, 2017
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Any shock about yesterday's reports of alleged inappropriate behaviour by actor Geoffrey Rush at Sydney Theatre Company was followed
by surprise at how the company has dealt with the claim so far.
According to Rush, he was not informed about the complaint that is alleged to have occurred during the STC production of King Lear in
2015·
"Not to afford a person their right to know what has been alleged against them, let alone not inform them of it but release such
information to the public is both a denial of natural justice and is not how our society operates," Rush said in a statement
· ~ttp:llwww.smh .com.au/entertainmentlgeoffrey-rush-denies -inappropriate -behaviour-criti cises-sydney-theatre-companY- 20171130-

rydl.html).
The apparent clumsiness of how STC deals with complaints of inappropriate behaviour follows last week's Daily Review report
(https:lldailyreview.com.au/curious-case-sexual-harassment-sydney-theatre-company/68556/) of a claim of sexual harassment.
In that instance, an actor complained of sexual harassment by a co-performer in an STC show. STC management 'dealt' with the claim,
but the result was the actor who alleged the harassment left the production, leaving the alleged perpetrator free to continue in their job.
According to the Media Entertainment and Arts Alliance's Equity preliminary survey of sexual harassment in actors' workplaces, 40 per
cent of survey respondents said they had experienced sexual harassment ofa physical nature (touching, groping etc).
The STC however told Daily Review last week that "Sydney Theatre Company has investigated a very small number of issues over the last
few years".
Ifthese Equity statistics are an accurate guide, cases of alleged sexual harassment at STC either go unreported or those who experience
them may not have faith in the investigation ofthem.
The Equity report suggests this may be the case given that of those members it surveyed, 60 per cent of people who reported sexual
harassment said they were dissatisfied with the outcome.

.. https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-hoards/68819/
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Last month, IBir~WWita>e'p~M1)}~ilitiSffii&IWc9Ma~Lf&tr1ffifHfuj1lttswotfJke<Nrbw"~ssment-on-and-off-the
stage-2017IIo7-gzgdog.html) reported the anonymous account of an actor in an unnamed theatre company who did complain to that
company's management of sexual harassment.
When the issue finally reached a senior staff member, the actor described the process:
"She began the meeting smiling; the actress said, before commenting: "So I hear someone's got a bit of a crush on you". "I was shocked,"
she said. "I felt alone and unprotected."

The board members' role is not to tell the artistic director which plays to stage,
but to provide 'real world' experience to oversee the smooth operations of the
company.
STC, like any workplace, says it has clear policies in place around sexual harassment.
"STC has several policies - the Workplace, Bullying and Harassment Prevention Policy and the Grievance Procedure Policy. These policies
are continually evaluated and updated. Inductions are carried out at the commencement of each production that refer to the existence of
~he policies and set out who employees should talk to if they want to discuss an issue."
Despite the intentions ofthe policy (similar to other arts company policies around the country), the very nature of an acting job creates
challenges for those claiming sexual harassment and opportunities for those who perpetrate it. Acting is a tactile job; actors play couples
and lovers with the intimacy (however feigned) that that involves.
The account ofthe senior theatre manager of the unnamed company in the Fairfax report above is perhaps not that surprising. Most
senior management in professional theatre companies in Australia have come up the ranks working in performing arts companies where
interaction between employees is far more casual and intimate than it is if, say, they were working in a 9 to 5 office job.
The STC instances and the Equity survey results expose how performing arts companies in Australia need to clarify and strengthen their
sexual harassment processes.
If company management cannot effectively deal with a case of sexual harassment - or even recognise it when one is presented to it- then
its board needs to take steps to change the company culture.
Theatre company boards are top heavy with bankers, financiers, lawyers, HR experts (and usually the company's artistic director and
CEO and a single artist).
'he corporate board members' role is not to tell the artistic director which plays to stage, but to provide 'real world' experience to overse7~
the smooth operations of the company.
(
~~00h0,"~

0

These board members need to stop hiding behind vague "no further comment" press releases and drag theatre management into the 21st
century. The exposure of these cases is only going to escalate.
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Raymond Gill is the editor and publisher of Daily Review.

27 RESPONSES TO uGEOFFREY RUSH INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR CLAIM EXPOSES ROLE
OF THEATRE COMPANY BOARDS"
Dan Spielman says:
December 3, 2017 at 9:00 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-c!aim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/688191#comment-II3837)

That the STC has handled complaints of harassment and bullying poorly has been shown to be true to those in the business for some
time, and now their failures in this area have been made public.
There are many complexities in the identification and reporting of harassment in any field . It seems universally true, though, that
one of the forums where complaint is most compromised in our business is on the rehearsal room floor. For example, it is not rare
to hear of productions where bullying or harassment has occurred when senior artists and people in positions of power are present
in the room but have not spoken up or brought their influence to bear. Though the delicacies of the artistic process are absolutely
not an excuse for different rules of consent, it does seem that even the most decorated and powerful artists can feel like it's not their
place to disrupt the process when they are creatively involved. So how confusing might it be for someone without that power?
We can all say that we would hope to act differently and make generalisations about apparently uniformly consenting behaviour,
but precisely because the work environment is complex, it is the responsibility of the management of said company to have
effective protocols in place. Protocols that are best practise and that acknowledge all aspects ofthe procedure of complaint from
identification through to PRo
Essentially, it should be the focus of management to quarantine the people involved, accuser and accused, until these protocols and
processes have been properly observed. Something the STC has clearly failed to do on more than one occasion.
Harassment and bullying are commonplace and completely unacceptable. There is no special condition in the rehearsal process that
excludes consent or requires suffering humiliation. Those who claim it is special in this way do not have the relevant experience to
comment.
Underlying the broader culture of tacit approval of harassment is the spectre of misogyny on the one hand, and on the other an
embarrassing obeisance in relation to fame and power, box office and reputation.
Misogyny is a major target for exposure in our time. And a world where profit and image protection are justification for the
devaluing of someone's humanity is not a world we want or should accept.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688I91?
replytocom=II3837#respond)
A dubbo says:
December 4,2017 at 8:15 am (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatrecompany-boards/688I91#comment-II3877)
Dan in this particular case, we have no idea as to what the nature ofthe compliant was, nor do we have any knowledge re how
creditable is the evidence. Nor do we know who 'leaked' the story to the press, nor do we know the motive for the leak.
Am reminded ofthe time when somebody asked E M Forster: 'what really happened in the Marabar Cave ?' To which Forster
replied: ' I don't know'.
https://dailyreview. com .au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/68819/
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replytocom=II3877#respond)
John says:
December 3,2017 at II:IO am (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/688I91#comment- II3788)

This is a shameful travesty of justice - pure and simple.
This is going to end badly, for all concerned in the light of the Weinstein tusami sweeping the world.
This matter should only be treated as pure innuendo and never oxygen until or if anything "substantial" was tabled.
To not do so may mean the end of the STC and even that of the career of a most gifted man.
All for copy Mr Murdoch? Have we not been there before?
PUT UP OR SHUT UP!
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688I9/?
replytocom=II3788#respond)
Valentina Levkowicz says:
December 3,2017 at 8:16 am (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/688I 91#comment- II3767)
What a mess. The complainant and the STC must speak.
It is wrong to accuse, then hide! It can't go on. Someone .. anyone ... tell the truth. There are families involved. The STC's
management of the situation is a primer in what NOT to do.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim -exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688I 91?
replytocom=II3767#respond)
Archie Lever says:
December 3, 2017 at 12:43 am (hUps:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/688191#comment- II3734)

Richard; let me tell you a little story.......When I was a 19 year old student some 30+ years ago attending what is now called a G8
University doing a STEM course, there were a few females (4 or 5) with ISO males in second year maths class.
The Lecturer was a 70 year old male PhD (Dr G), with an enthusiastic Julius Sumner Miller type of delivery. He would fire off
questions to anyone in the class, and give pithy and amusing feedback on the answers received.
One of the female students was asked a question and after some delay gave a wrong answer, to which Dr G replied "no, not tonight
Josephine".
Having grown up with a few family WWI veterans ofthe venerable Dr G's age, I had heard plenty ofthat sort of humorous banter
and slang.
Laughter rippled through the class, and on it went. We heard later that the female student in question had made a complaint to the
University authorities about Dr G's 'inappropriate' remark, and the old boy was in some sort of hot water.
So the female in this case was complaining about an authority figure in a 1970'S University setting where there were ISO witnesses to
a harmless remark from another era. She must have just read 'The Female Eunuch' which was hot at the time.
Come to thing of it, I was most offended by Germaine Greer on Q&A a couple of years ago commenting on Julia Gillard's big bum
and her lack offashion sense in dealing with it. I think a complaint of 'historical inappropriate behaviour' on the part of Germaine
should be made to the HRC, and invite 'Meeto's' to the webpage: Germaineoffendedmetoo@bigpond.com
(mailto:Germaineoffendedmetoo@bigpond.com)
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688I91?
replytocom=II3734#respond)
richard stremski says:
December 2, 2017 at 7:35 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/688I91#comment-II3708)
Archie Lever clearly has no understanding of social stratification. It is exceptionally difficult to complain about abuse from those
who are above you in the pecking order. Not many students ever complain about sexual harassment from a teacher or professor.
htlps:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/68819/
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Reply (httmJ~ilxr&.Hi~'fnalijJ~W&~sfffVtf}\§hiifa"H~1W\§mlflt"cIillt!WtEftB<HMp:~~a.trte~y-boards/6881 9/?
replytocom=II3708#respond)
Archie Lever says:
December 2,2017 at 1:20 am (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/68819/#comment-II3645)
Aren't we Aussies pathetically derivative ....some Americans decide to complain against civil war statues and pull some down .... a
week later we are seeing Captain Cook smeared with paint and noisy calls for statue wars. Harvey Weinstein is exposed in the US,
then Kevin Spacey and more on both sides of the left-right spectrum .... and now Oz has to have its celebrity exposures ....
Can't any of these victims of sexual harassment give the culprit an uppercut at the time, or a swift kick in the crotch, or at least a
good verbal bollicking heard by the whole cast?? That might have stopped the culprit in his (or her) tracks for good.
He (its always a 'he') acted inappropriately some years ago and I have been mortally damaged by the act ever since. Does anybody
remember Crocodile Dundee goosing the transvestite at the NY party and finding out he/she was a bloke?? It was a good laugh in
the movie - now it would be promoting sexual assault!!
One word about 'inappropriate' behaviour - and the accused's reputation and career is smeared for life and in this febrile
atmosphere - terminal.
Like 18C, where the victims determine the crime (I felt insulted and offended by what you said so you have committed a crime!); the
'inappropriate behaviour' can be similarly subjective, determined by the victim. 'He said he liked my looks and asked me out; and I
offended because I did not like the look of him, and therefore he is guilty ofinappropriate behaviour!'
IfMr Rush is guilty of what could be objectively determined as a sexual assault under the law; he should be dealt with in the courts.
Ifhe gave offence to someone by lesser 'inappropriate' behaviour; the alleged victim should have told him to bugger offin a loud
voice; and let those around at the time know in a very loud voice as well.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/68819/?
replytocom=II3645#respond)
Brendon says:
December ro, 2017 at 1:57 am (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatrecom pany-boards/68819/#comment-I14364)
Wow Mr Lever. Your comments seem to belong in the 28th Century. I suppose you still think of women as your property?
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/68819/?
replytocom=II4364#respond)
... Dee O'Loughlin says:
{V Sj
\C"0.JDecember 2, 2017 at 12:01 am (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/688191#comment-II3642)
Definitely not handled well! To not even be informed of such an accusation? To not have the opportunity to respond? And to have
the 'anonymous' accusation made public? Not even close to being handled well! I am struggling to understand the whole process
and trust that Geoffrey Rush has the opportunity to know who the accuser is, what he is accused of, and to respond.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/68819/?
replytocom=II364 2#respond)
Rocky says:
December I, 2017 at 9:01 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/68819/#comment-II3629)
Unlike many NFP/Social enterprises, arts companies are not "top heavy" with board talent. Board members are recruited not for
their acumen as directors, but as recognition for, or in anticipation of, fundraising abilities. Some directors may (incidentally,
through prior experience) have expertise, but they seldom become involved in HR. That's what you have management for.
Arts boards are for cocktails and connections. It's that way in most countries - see the NY Met Opera management/board saga.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush -sexual-harassment-claim -exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/68819/?
replytocom=II3629#respond)
https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688191
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Winston ~~rdaependent Arts Journalism & Would You Like To Help Us Produce More?
December I, 2017 at 7:53 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/688I91#comment-II3624)

The question I would be asking is how come a journalist can ask such a direct question of management in the first place without
already having knowledge of what to ask? Does this mean that complainants are not getting redress from management and thus go
to the media? I am not in any way inferring that Mr Rush is responsible but if so then the mediation process was a crock according
to this person
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688I91?
replytocom=II3624#respond)
Doug Stewart says:
December I, 2017 at 4:56 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/688I91#comment-II36I5)
A single accuser, anonymous, a complaint whose content is secret, and the accused is unaware of the accusation. And then it
appears in the press. I wonder ifthe STC realises what a monstrous abuse of process and of common decency this is. I thought those
kinds of denunciations only occurred in the old Cold War Eastern Bloc.
I assume the STC has presented Kafka's The Trial at some stage. That is precisely the plight of Joseph K ... and it seems the STC has
taken altogether the wrong lesson from it.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688I91?
replytocom=II36I5#respond)
Venise Alstergren says:
December I, 2017 at 3:45 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/688I91#comment-II36II)
This is almost beyond belief. How on earth is it permissible to condemn someone, on such a public issue, on the basis of rumour and
without substantiating evidence of a smutty crime? Ifthe fault lies with the Sydney Theatre Company, they have erred egregiously.
Hell, even a cat burglar gets a trial.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688I91?
replytocom= I 136 II #respond)
Bob Weis (http://oirbookcircle.com)says:
December I, 2017 at 3:42 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/688I91#comment-II36IO)
I have known Geoffrey, not well, for some decades now. I am shocked at the report and the clear lack of transparency ofthis case.
There is no doubt that many people are rightly being exposed now but the very nature ofthe way this has developed leaves a lot of
unanswered questions.
On the smell test if the principal accused was not allowed to know the facts how did the Murdoch rubbish get tipped off? To damage
a person's integrity without giving them the opportunity to examine the evidence just seems wrong.
I hasten to say I have no knowledge of this case nor should 1. Until Mr Rush is shown the complaint it remains rumour and I hope
will not do lasting damage to a man who has given so much to his craft, his peers and for all of us.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688I91?
replytocom=II3610#respond)
Barry Lucas says:
December 9,2017 at 3:39 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatrecompany-boards/688191#comment-II4308)
He knew exactly what this was about before it went to the press. He has been playing dumb to help his "I'm the victim"
narrative. NEWS CORP jumped the gun as they wanted to claim the story as their own. Just because the GP doesn't know the
facts doesn't mean the claims aren't true. People think Geoffrey has been damaged, but someone, anyone, think how hard this
media circus might be for the complainant. They are the real victim.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688191?
replytocom=114308#respond)
Jim KABLE says:
https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688191
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boards/68819/#comment-II3608)
Perhaps we need to know the people involved in supposedly handling this public announcement - is it a case of professional
jealousy/payback? For sure it can't be simply a procedural error. And as with others and though from afar - I can scarcely credit that
this is true -let alone credit the appalling injustice of the announcement.
A friend in the corporate world in the HR side of things speaks ofthis Season of Good Cheer (and Office Xmas Parties - OXP) as the
busiest time for all manner of accusations of harassment and further. Let all the corporate world power
"heavies"/managers/underlings be absolutely on the alert right now
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/68819/?
replytocom=II3608#respond)
Jimmy King says:

December 1,2017 at 2:53 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/68819/#comment-II3605)
Just because someone in the press asks a question does not obligate an answer. In a world where your young shop assistant needs to
have a bit of a idea on confidential information and privacy principles the notion that senior people would talk about a specific
individual to the press without the issue having been dealt with according to basic principles makes my head spin.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush -sexual-harassment-claim -exposes-role-theatre-com pany-boards/68819/?
replytocom=II3605#respond)

(~-~r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~' A Dubbo says:
/

December I, 2017 at 2:51 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/68819/#comment-1I3604)
Is it definite, that it was the the STC ,that released the story to the press?
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/68819/?
replytocom=1I3604#respond)
Peter says:
December 1,2017 at 2:33 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/68819/#comment-II36oI)
A person who claims an offence and insists that the alleged perpetrator not be told, while expecting the employer deal with it seems
calculatingly malicious, intentionally spiteful and not to mention somewhat suspicious. The next question is of course, was there an
expectation for compensation? I hope the Management and Board also investigated the possibility of slander.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/68819/?
/~~.,replytocom=II3601#respond)
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Richard K Whiley says:

December I, 2017 at 2:09 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/68819/#comment-II3596)
No names, no facts, no evidence, nothing. All we have is a vague allegation of impropriety on the part of one of our finest and most
widely reputable actors. Tragic - and in its handling of the whole business, the STC board should be ashamed ofitself.
Reply (https:l!dailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/68819/?
replytocom=113596#respond)
AndrewT says:

December I, 2017 at 2:01 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/68819/#comment-II3593)
The issue}}ere is that there is a right way and a wrong way to address unlawful activity. And the right wayr does not involve
unsubstantiated and anonymous accusations reported in the press. Sexual predators and bullies are a blignt in any workplace, but
fair process must be followed.
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Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush -sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688 19/?
replytocom=113593#respond)
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Jenny saYlt:>o You Value Independent Arts Journalism & Would You Like To Help Us Produce More?
December I, 2017 at 2:01 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/688I9/#comment-II3592)
Don't theatre companies have CEOs? Handling issues like this is operational. I'd expect a CEO with advice from HR to deal with
such matters, rather than having board members delving into day to day operations. Sounds like a structural problem.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush -sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/68 8I9/?
replytocom=II3592#respond)
Raymond Gill says:
December 1,2017 at 2:22 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatrecompany-boards/688I9/#comment-II3599)
1 agree Jenny but there seems to be pattern emerging of management not handling these issues well. However its board is
weighted with corporate experts who should be providing their advice to management on such issues which can explode in
their faces by damaging the company's "brand"; (unless, of course they have done so and their advice hasn't been very
effective). Cheers, Ray
Reply (https:/ldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688I9/?
replytocom=II3599#respond)
Cate Fowler says:
December 1,2017 at 1:22 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-companyboards/688 I9/#comment-II3587)
1 think this is appalling that one of our most esteemed actors has been treated this way. 1 cannot believe Geoffrey Rush would
behave in an unprofessional manner - and 1 have known him for over 30 years. The unfair inference, with no actual facts, is an
appalling miscarriage of justice and is denying his human and individual rights in being informed ofthe basis of of this accusation.
Another huge blight on those who are supposedly responsible for HR policies in arts companies.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688I9/?
replytocom=II3587#respond)
Allie says:
December 1,2017 at 2:43 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatrecompany-boards/688I9/#comment-II3602)
"1 cannot believe Geoffrey Rush would behave in an unprofessional manner - and 1 have known him for over 30 years."
This is a dangerous sentiment - because you haven't seen something yourself, or haven't experienced it, doesn't mean it's not
possible. That's not to say that the way that STC has handled the issue is appropriate, but surely a key issue emerging from the
multiple instances of public figures being exposed as having committed various sexual and other offences lately has shown
this.
People who commit sexual assault, harassment, rape, etc, don't look or act a particular way. They can live and work amongst
people who have no idea, and would never think their friend/colleague/family member capable of committing such offences.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush -sexual-harassment-claim -exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688I 9/7
replytocOm=II3602#respond)
Chris Westwood says:
December 1,2017 at 5:52 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatrecompany-boards/688I9/#comment-II3620)
1 absolutely agree with Cate Fowler.
Reply (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatre-company-boards/688I9/7
replytocom=II3620#respond)
Murray McLachlan says:
December 2, 2017 at 6:14 pm (https:lldailyreview.com.au/geoffrey-rush-sexual-harassment-claim-exposes-role-theatrecompany-boards/688I9/#comment-II3702)
'Those who are responsible for HR policies in arts companies', would, in a typical structure, include the HRmanager, probably
an operations manager, a 'People and Culture' manager or some such, the General Manager/CEO and, ultimately, the Board
(with different levels of responsibility between a management board and a 'strategic' board).
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nature of theatre companies, need to be the 'eyes and ears' of management on the ground.
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Geoffrey Rush steps down from Australian screen
academy after Sydney Theatre Company complaint
Updated 2 December 2017 - 6:21pm, first published

at 3:19pm

f
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Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush stepped down
on Saturday as president of Australia's screen
industry academy, ahead of its red carpet annual
film and television awards ceremony to be
televised this week.

The move came after the Sydney Theatre Company revealed it had received a complaint
against the actor of "inappropriate behaviour."

Rush says he is stepping down from AACTA "effective immediately and until these issues have been resolved".
Photo: Paul Jeffers
https:/Iwww.smh.com.au/entertainmentlgeoffrey-rush-steps-down-from-australian-screen-academy-after-sydney-theatre-company-complaint-20171.202-gzxeg
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Geoffrey Rush steps down from Australian screen academy after Sydney Theatre Company complaint

Media reports say the allegation dated from Rush's starring role in "King Lear" two years
ago.
Rush has ~~~!~~~!!l:~~~!]~~~!i9n~ and said that he had asked the Sydney Theatre Company
for details of the allegations, but none had been provided.
Rush's resignation as president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts
(AACTA) occurred on the weekend before the academy's peak event, its annual awards.
These include an industry event on Monday at Sydney's Star Casino and a glamorous
televised red carpet event on Wednesday where the winners of best film, best lead actor,
best lead actress will be presented.

Advertisement

("~"MCTA

said in a statement it accepted and respected Rush's decision to voluntarily step
\-~"~side as president.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that
both respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of innocence and due process, but also
acknowledges good corporate governance in these circumstances."
Mr Rush has been the president of the awards since 2011, when they replaced the AFIA
Awards.
He was expected to appear at the annual ceremony in Sydney on Wednesday.
Mr Rush has also hosted the awards on several occasions
The leadership of AACTA held crisis talks earlier this week following the allegations,
( ~~~iscussing the actions they would take going forward.
\"~

Rush won the AACTA award for Best Performance by an Actor in a Leading Role in 1996
for his performance in Shine.
In a statement to The Associated Press given through his lawyer, Rush said he was
stepping down "effective immediately and until these issues have been resolved."
"Certain recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my standing
in the entertainment community. It is unreasonable that my professional colleagues
should be somehow associated with such allegations," Rush said in his statement.
.•

.....

,_t."

"Il1,the ci:cc,,~Hnstau:ces ,) h~¥e decided to step aside in my ambassa~o~ia~ q?~ as ,p~,sid~\l'K~'"
of AACTA effective immediately and until these issues have been resolved.
"This decision has not been made lightly. However, in the current climate of innuendo
and unjustifiable reporting, I believe the decision to make a clean break to clear the air is
https:l!www.smh.com.au/entertainmentlgeoffrey.rush-steps-down-from-australian-screen-academy-after-sydney-theatre-company-complaint-2Q171202-gzxeg
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the best for all concerned."
Wednesday's event is expected to be
attended by some of Australia's top film
and television talent, including Sophie
Monk, Rob Collins, Jessica Marais, Rachel
Griffiths, Noni Hazlehurst and Charlie
Pickering, among others.

RELATED ARTICLE

Fairfax Media with AAP

Geoffrey Rush denies 'inappropriate
behaviour', criticises Sydney Theatre Company

o
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Geoffrey Rush steps down as president of Australian
Academy of Cinema and TeLevision Arts
Updated Sat 2 Dec 2017, 4:33pm

PHOTO: Geoffrey Rush is among Australia's most identifiable actors. (MP: Alan Porritt)

Oscar winner Geoffrey Rush has stepped down as president of
Australia's screen industry academy after a theatre company
revealed it had received a complaint against him for "inappropriate
behaviour".
Rush has denied any inappropriate behaviour at the Sydney Theatre
Company.
O

edia reports said the allegation dated from Rush's starring role in King
Lear two years ago.
Rush announced on Saturday he was stepping down as president of the
Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts (MCTA) ahead of the
academy's annual awards on Wednesday.

RELATED STORY: Geoffrey Rush denies 'inappropriate

behaviour' after formal complaint

Key points:
• Geoffrey Rush steps aside as
president of MCTA
• Rush denies any inappropriate
behaviour at Sydney Theatre
Company
• Actor says decision "to clear the air is
the best for all concerned"

Rush said in a statement to The Associated Press he was stepping down
"effective immediately and until these issues have been resolved".
MCTA said in a statement it accepted and respected Rush's decision to voluntarily step aside as president.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that both respects Geoffrey's rights
to the presumption of innocence and due process, but also acknowledges good corporate governance in these
circumstances," the statement said .
"We will not be making any further comment at this time."
Rush said in his statement he did not want professional colleagues associated with any allegations.
"Certain recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my standing in the entertainment community,"
said through his lawyer Nicholas Pullen .

1117
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"It is unreasonable that my professional colleagues should be somehow associated with such allegations.
"In the circumstances, I have decided to step aside in my ambassadorial role as president of MCTA effective
immediately and until these issues have been resolved.
"This decision has not been made lightly. However, in the current climate of innuendo and unjustifiable reporting, I believe
the decision to make a clean break to clear the air is the best for all concerned."

o
PHOTO: Geoffrey Rush has won the "Triple Crown of Acting". (AAP: Tracey Nearmy)

The Sydney Theatre Company has not disclosed details of the allegation. It said the complainant requested that the
allegation be dealt with confidentially, and did not want Rush notified or involved in any investigation .
Rush has performed at the Sydney theatre for 35 years .
The company said the complaint was made after Rush's employment had ended and it disclosed it when a journalist
asked in early November.
The company did not say what action it had taken and it did not respond to questions about whether it would work with
Rush in the future.
Rush's lawyers said his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked with has been impeccable beyond
reproach".
The actor said on Thursday he became aware of "rumours of a complaint" but the theatre had refused to provide details
at the time .

o

His lawyer said Rush "abhorred any form of maltreatment of any person".
"Until there is the decency afforded to Mr Rush of what the 'inappropriate behaviour' actually is then there is nothing more
that can be said at this stage," Mr Pullen said.
"The public and the media need to note this is a highly stressful and frustrating time for Mr Rush and his family, especially
when there are no details concerning the 'inappropriate behaviour'."
Rush is one of Australia's most respected actors and among the few who have won the "Triple Crown of Acting", meaning
he has won an Academy Award, Primetime Emmy Award and a Tony Award.
The 66-year-old won the 1997 best actor Academy Award for Shine and has three other Oscar nominations. He is
perhaps best known as Captain Barbossa in t~e Pir~.te~ .?f the Caribbean films.

AAP/AP
Topics: actor, arts-and-entertainment, theatre. australia
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Melbourne Theatre Company 'monitoring' Geoffrey
Rush allegations ahead of Twelfth Night
By Broede Carmody
Updated 4 December 2017 - 10:22pm, first
published at 10:00am

f

A

A

"monitoring" the situation c~sely.

Geoffrey Rush will continue to star in a retelling
of Shakespeare's comedy Twelfth Night next year
Cli!~E~~i:rl~Cl~~ll~~~. ()fiI1aJ>p~(}priate behaviour.
The Melbourne Theatre Company (MTC) has
issued a statement, however, saying it is

An MTC spokeswoman said the theatre has not received complaints about the Oscarwinning actor's conduct on or off the stage. Rush worked with the theatre company in
https:/Iwww.smh.com.au/entertainmentltheatre/melbourne-theatre-company-monitoring-geoffrey-rush-allegations-ahead-of-twelfth-night-20171204-gzxyjb.htrr
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Melbourne Theatre Company 'monitoring' Geoffrey Rush allegations ahead of Twelfth Night

2011 for a remake of Oscar Wilde's The Importance ofBeing Earnest and in 2010 for the
Melbourne run of musical comedy The Drowsy Chaperone.
"MTC has not identified any allegations of inappropriate behaviour during Geoffrey
Rush's employment," the spokeswoman said. "MTC has a robust and well established
respectful workplace policy that applies to all employees, including performers, creatives
and contractors. MTC is monitoring the situation closely."

"MTC has not identified any allegations of
inappropriate behaviour during Geoffrey Rush 's
employment," a spokeswoman said.

o

Photo: AP

Advertisement

The statement comes after a poster advertising the 2018 show in Melbourne's CBD was
vandalised. Rush's eyes were crossed out with a black texta and a defamatory statement
was scrawled across the paste-up.
Melbourne Theatre Company said it requested the offending poster be taken down as
soon as it became aware it had been tampered with. Rush's face has also appeared on a
Melbourne tram and PTV buses as part of Twelfth Night's huge marketing push.
https://www.smh.com.au/entertainmentltheatre/melbourne-theatre-company
.•monitoring-geoffrey-rush-allegations-ahead-of-twelfth-night-20 171204-gzxyjb .htrr
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The award-winning actor has accused
Sydney Theatre Company of smearing his
name after it revealed it had received an
allegation of "inappropriate conduct"
during a remake of King Lear two years
ago. He has strongly denied any
wrongdoing, and claims the theatre has
not been forthcoming with details of the
alleged incident.
Over the weekend, Rush ~epped down~
the president of Australia's scree!!
ind_ustry academy. However, the
organisers of the annual AACTA Awards
have refused to say whether he will walk
the red carpet on Wednesday.

RELATED ARTICLE

Geoffrey Rush steps down from Australian
screen academy after Sydney Theatre Company
complaint

License this article

Comments are not open on this article

Broede Carmody

W
Broede Carmody is an entertainment reporter at Fairfax Media.
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Australian actors react to sexual harassment storm, call
on industry to deal w ith allegations properly
By Antonette Collins and Clare Blumer
Updated Man 4 Dec 2017, 5:38pm

o

PHOTO: AACTA nominee Andrea Demetriades said theatre companies needed to address victims' claims . (AAP : Ben Rushton)

Australia's screen actors have expressed support for victims of
sex ual harassment, while wary of unsubstantiated media reports, as
they stepped out for an industry awards luncheon in Sydney.
They were gathering for the 7th Annual Australian Academy of Cinema
and Television Arts awards industry luncheon which celebrates skilled
entertainment professionals. More awards will be handed out at the main
ceremony on Wednesday night.

RELATED STORY: Geoffrey Rush denies 'inappropriate
behaviour' after formal complaint
RELATED STORY: Rush steps down as president of
Australia's screen industry academy
RELATED STORY: Why the tentacles of the Weinstein
effect reach for those in power
RELATED STORY: Sexual harassment happens on the
Australian stage too

0

It is the first time the awards have been held without Geoffrey Rush , who
stepped down as the organisation's president in the wake of an allegation of "inappropriate behaviour" at the Sydney
Theatre Company.
Rush has denied the allegation which media reported was related to a production of King Lear in 2015.

Discussion is Ilong ove rdue l
A number of Australia's leading actors spoke on the red carpet at the
luncheon at The Star about the turmoil facing the industry both here and
overseas.
MCTA nominee Andrea Demetriades said she had a "great time" working
with the Sydney Theatre Company, where she has starred in a number of
productions, but added companies needed to properly address victims'
claims.

1126
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"They have got to sort it out as it happens and deal with [sexual
harassment allegations] properly so people's names aren't smeared either the victims or the perpetrators, " she said.

PHOTO: Actor Don Hany is nominated for Best
Supporting Actor for his role in Ali's Wedding.
(AAP: Ben Rushton)

"And if people say it happened, then it happened. That whole thing about women
making stuff up - it's too much!"
Actor Don Hany, nominated for Best Supporting Actor for Ali's Wedding , said while he was "sympathetic at how difficult it
was to address allegations" he said the discussion was "long overdue".
"The nature of the work revolves around a personal relationship and breaking down or disarming each other very quickly,"
he said.
"Unfortunately a lot of lines get blurred and lot of it hasn't been discussed for many years.

"I think anyone that encroaches on someone's comfort, their ability to work or their
personal space, owes an explanation. At least take responsibility."

Some 'anxious men l out there

PHOTO: Andrew McFarlane and Tina Bursill at the 2017 MCTA awards luncheon. (AAP: Ben Rushton)

Actor Debra Lawrence, who is nominated for Best Performance in a Television Comedy for Please Like Me, said she was
curious about what would happen locally after an investigation exposed film producer Harvey Weinstein.
"I'm sure there are some anxious men out there who are frantically thinking back over their ... years in the business," she
said.
"Maybe that's their karma?"
Lawrence said the "elephant in the room" was that there was very little evidence of some of the claims made against
men, although she and many female friends in the industry were privy to constant sexual harassment over the decades .

"I was never badly affected, not se xually assaulted or anything ... [but se xual
harassment] was rife," she said.
Actor Tina Bursill also said "it's been a long time coming" for the industry.
Bursill is nominated for Best Supporting Actress in a Television Drama for Doctor Doctor on the Nine Network and has a
career of many decades in the local industry.
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"I think it's the newer generation of women and men who are prepared to put themselves out there and are supported by
so many," she said.

Lion sweeps pooL in awards Luncheon
The event was about more than the scandals, with 35 AACTA awards handed out to the best in the industry.
Feature film Lion dominated the awards winning Best Adapted Screenplay, Best Cinematography, Best Editing, Best
Sound, Best Original Music Score, Best Costume Design and Best Production Design.
Seven Types of Ambiguity was the big winner on the box taking home Best Television Drama or Comedy, Best
Cinematography in Television and Best Editing in Television.
Ali's Wedding, a romantic comedy about a young Muslim man trying to sidestep an arranged marriage to marry the
woman of his choosing, garnered Best Original Screenplay for writer (and lead actor) Osamah Sami who co-wrote the
script with Andrew Knight.
Hany, who played Sami's father in the popular comedy, said the afternoon celebrated the "nerve centre" of the industry.
"What we make in the industry is a team effort and there's so little that goes on to recognise that," he said.
"We're all proud of each other's work."
Topics: arts-and-entertainment, awards-and-prizes, event, sexual-offences, sydney-2000, australia

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017 -12-04/actors-react-to-industry-sexual-harassment-allegations-at-aactas/9223924
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The rush to convict Geoffrey Rush
Was a single, unspecific and uncorroborated complaint enough to condemn the actor on the front
page of the Daily Telegraph?

"MARK FERGUSON: Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush says his name's been smeared
and reputation damaged unjustifiably by claims of inappropriate behaviour. He's
vigorously denied the accusations from when he performed with the Sydney Theatre
Company, insisting he's always acted professionally.
Channel Seven News, 30 November, 2017"

Hello, I'm Paul Barry, welcome to Media Watch.
And yet another famous face from the entertainment industry is fighting allegations of sexual
misconduct, after this front-page shocker in The Daily Telegraph:

"KING LEER
WORLD EXCLUSIVE
Oscar-winner Rush denies 'inappropriate behaviour' during Sydney stage show
-

The Daily Telegraph, 30 November, 2017"

http://www.abc.net.au/mediawatch/transcripts/s4"f.75254.htm
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Rush's denial was certainly emphatic, but it didn't stop the Tele jumping to judgement or following
up with a double-page spread inside that also found him guilty:
"STAR'S BARD BEHAVIOUR
-

The Daily Telegraph, 30 November, 2017"

Although the Tele was unable to tell its readers what Rush was actually guilty of. And the actor's
lawyer claimed in a statement that Rush had known nothing about the complaint until the Tele
contacted him:
"DAMIAN RYAN: Not to afford a person their right to know what's been alleged against
them let alone not inform them of it but release such information to the public, is both a
denial of justice.
-

Channel Nine News, 30 November, 2017"

Ihe alleged incident dates back to late 2015 when Rush was playing King Lear in the Sydney
Theatre Company production.
The complainant, an unnamed female cast member, did not want to go public or Rush to be told.
But when the Tele asked the question STC management said it had to admit a complaint had been
made.
And that sparked headlines right around the world. From Hollywood, to New York, to London and
beyond. Although for them the denial was the story.
But getting back to that original Tele headline "King Leer". Was a single, unspecified,
uncorroborated complaint from a woman who wouldn't be named enough for such a public
condemnation? The Sydney Morning Herald's Andrew Hornery thought not:
"So, 250 accounts collated involving Don Burke, 1 against Geoffrey Rush we know very
little about and denied by Rush. Journalists should exercise a little caution perhaps - the
damage can be irreparable.
-

Twitter, @hornery, 30 November, 2017"

And Hornery was not the only one to hold that view:
''ANDREW BOLT: ... here's an unknown allegation from an unknown person about
something unknown and he's got to answer that. I think that's a little ... and he says he's
done nothing wrong. I think this might have stepped over a line.
-

Sky Nevys, The Bolt Report, 30 November" 2017"

More significantly, Andrew Bolt's editors at the Herald Sun apparently agreed with him.
Because, while Brisbane's Courier-Mail and Adelaide's Advertiser both ran the Rush story in
http://www.abc.net.au/mediawatch/transcripts/s4775254.htm
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Thursday's paper, it was nowhere to be seen in News Corp's Melbourne tabloid.
And shortly after the Tele's exclusive went up online, an email from Herald Sun deputy editor Chris
Tinkler warned his journos to steer well clear:
"IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR ALL STAFF

Do not retweet or post any articles regarding GEOFFREY RUSH.
-

Chris Tinkler, Deputy Editor, Herald Sun, 29 November, 2017"

Soon afterwards, a follow-up text message from another newsroom leader warned:
"... please under no circumstances retweetisharellikelrepost any stories about Geoffrey
Rush on social media etc until further notice. The Tele are running with a yarn which is
highly libellous.
-

Herald Sun staffer, 29 November, 2017"

But no such caution at the Tele, with Rush splashed across page one again on Friday:
"WE'RE WITH YOU
Theatre cast back accuser as Rush denies 'touching'
-

The Daily Telegraph, 1 December, 2017"

That follow-up relied on messages of support for the complainant posted on social media. Apart
from the word "touching", it had no new details or witnesses and no further allegations.
°o, did the Tele jump the gun?

~~)2GB'S Ben Fordham observed to entertainment reporter Peter Ford:
"BEN FORDHAM: There's a real media rush on this ...
... probably about three weeks ago I was told that, yes, someone's preparing something
on Geoffrey Rush. Now what do other people in the media do? They all then think 'OK, I
want to get ahead of the curve here' so they then try and try and work out what the story
is and essentially someone's gone to Geoffrey Rush to say, 'Have you got something to
hide?'. He says, 'I don't know what it is', and now that's the story.
PETER FORD Yeah, I think, it's almost like The Daily Telegraph couldn't wait to cook the
pudding. They felt they had to serve it up, and they hadn't really cooked it properly, that's
my feeling. They know they've got a story and they have got a very good story if they can
firm it up ...
-

2GB, Ben Fordham, Sydney Live, 30 November, 2017"

http://www.abc.net.au/mediawatch/transcripts/s4775254.htm
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But at the moment, the story is not firm at all. As Nine's Damian Ryan summed it up:
"DAMIAN RYAN: A claim and a denial and not much else. Where to on this latest scandal
remains unclear. So far, the police are staying out of it and the case remains in the court
of public opinion.
-

Channel Nine News, 30 November, 2017"

And that is the problem. Because the damage is already done, to Rush, his family and the alleged
victim, whose identity is now well known.
The charges against Don Burke, levelled by the ABC and Fairfax, involved multiple incidents of
harassment or assault against multiple women, testifying on the record.
The charges against Rush are almost as harmful, but far more flimsy.
Certainly, they ought to be investigated, but if the complainant won't go public and no others come
forward, the Tele could find itself on the wrong end of a very expensive defamation action.
Il cost Bauer Magazines around $7 million when they claimed Rebel Wilson had made up stories
about her childhood.

Geoffrey Rush is just as big a star and in the current climate even more likely to be dropped by
Hollywood.
For everyone's sake, the Tele should have waited until it had evidence before convicting him.

YOUR COMMENTS

Comments (20)
Add y'our comment

jonathan:
21 Feb 2018 1:01:19am
I am sure the original King Lear would have had no issues feeling up a dead corpse. Wasn't he
the ultimate dirty old man, irrational too. Defamation is a tricky and dangerous game. Now in
the transcripts even more mud has been thrown at Rush and on the record. Perhaps he should
just have waited til the actress brought an action. Will be interesting to see the result.
Reilly. Agree (0) Alert moderator

Captain James:
09 Dec 2017 8:39:30am
.... our Geoffrey? .. surely noLhe's a national living treasure ... he just wouldn'L.he couldn'L.he's
one of uS.: .. which is everything the UK said about ... (pick name of famous showbiz abuser and
insert here).
Reilly. Agree (0) Alert moderator

Jess.h:
http://www.abc.net.au/mediawatch/transcripts/s4775254.htm
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05 Dec 2017 9:04:25pm
Feeling very sorry for Geoffrey :( hope all goes well for him. This sounds very fishy as if
someone is out hunting for money. And this is the perfect time because of the harvey
allegations. I dearly hope this doesn't mess up his acting career. #SupportRushy
Reilly. 8gree (0) Alert moderator

jonathan:
21 Feb 2018 1:02:47am
re money sought..> yes, the defamation lawyer who advised him to go ahead ..
Reilly. 8gree (0) Alert moderator

Elanor Webber:
05 Dec 2017 4:37:02pm
Media Watch, whilst other media outlets are handling this situation absolutely appallingly you
handled it THE WORST. Are you aware of the damage you do to victims of sexual
\0jassault and trauma when you paint someone who is accused of inappropriate behaviour as if
THEY are they victim? And emphasis words like "alleged" as if the actual victim (who, don't be
mistaken is the female complainant in this situation, although you would like to lead the public
to believe otherwise). Congratulations, you have successfully derailed the important
conversations made around calling entitled white men to account for their poor behaviours in
this toxic industry and made it about how poor white privileged men with wonderful careers and
opportunities available to them (which will not be damaged in the slightest by these allegations,
maybe even bolstered if this type of reporting continues) are going to be damaged by the truth
coming out. I feel for the real victims of this story. I truly feel for her and for the others who
would have otherwise come forward although I doubt now will have the courage. Shame.
(~0"?lhave

Reilly. 8gree (0) Alert moderator

Alan Davies:
07 Dec 2017 4:17:26am
Wonderful comment could not agree more. We should apply these ideas to all possible
criminal complaints. You can be tria lied without knowing the charge. You have to prove
your innocence. The prosecution's case cannot be questioned and testimony from
witnesses disregarded if we judge them privileged. We will all be safer if your ideas
were adopted, thank you.
Reilly. 8gree (0) Alert moderator

Paul Brookes:
07 Dec 2017 12:58:19pm
Actually as a crime is alleged until investigated and proven in a court of law (as
opposed to a court of public opinion), you have an alleged victim and an alleged
perpetrator, it does not help anyone to insist an al/eged victim is an actual victim
without proof just because someone 'feels' that should be the case.
If some people have their way, then yes, people's opportunities and careers would be
destroyed just on the word of an alleged victim.
The most important thing to remember in all this is 'facts', they need to be presented,
scrutinised, then dealt upon, this is the basis of our legal system and any attempt to
http://www.abc.net.au/mediawatch/transcripts/s4775254.htm
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deal with alleged criminal acts in any other way will result in many serious miscarriages
of justice.
And please enough with the white privilege argument, I'm sure the likes of Morgan
Freeman, Lawrence Fishburn etc all got where they are from their "Black Privilege"!!
no, they got there with their hard work and talent, same with people like Geoffrey Rush.
ReR.!y. Agree (0) Alert moderator

Elsie:
08 Dec 2017 5:41 :02pm
The issue isn't whether the victim is telling the truth. It's whether the Tele did enough to
corroborate the story, talk to other witnesses and afford Rush a right of reply.
If you want examples, remind yourself of the reporting on Don Burke, Weinstein and
Kevin Spacey.
ReR.!y. 8gree (0) Alert moderator

some dickehead :
08 Dec 2017 10:25:37pm
ALLEGED MEANS ITS NOT PROVEN. It dosnt mean its not true.
ReR.!y. 8gree (0) Alert moderator

Adam:
09 Dec 2017 5:10:22am
Are you an idiot? There is no proof of anything. 1m sorry but "sexual harrassment
claims" should be dealth with as all other crimes ... in a court. You dont know if he is
guilty or 8nnicent idiot. We fought fro 1000's of yeasr for a right to trial etc and other
human rights and you want to take us baxk to a mob state with no legal system. See
how that feels if you are ever falsly accused idiot.
ReR.!y. 8gree (0) Alert moderator

Chris Courtland:
09 Dec 2017 11:14:41am
I have to strongly disagree with your statements Elanor, Media is not the law of the
land there is an unknown complaint from an unknown person who wants to remain
anonymous - there's a lot of 'what if without proper evidence. For not knowing or
understanding what has happened can you really condemn him as a entitled white
man capable of sexual assault? You've labelled him a rapist without even knowing
what he's done - it could be a misdemeanor for all we know. I say if there is an issue let
the police do there job and people can judge when there are grounds to judge so put
down your pitch fork and torch until there is actually a witch to burn.
ReR.!y. Agree (0) Alert moderator

Not that silly:
09 Dec 2017 11 :58:48am
I'm glad you certainly seem to know more about this allegation than anyone else.
Could you let us know if anyone even consulted the victim? who didn't want to be
http://vvww.abc.net.au/mediawatch/transcripts/s4775254.htm
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named or known before this story ran. Thank you for racistly identifying that Rush is
white, as clearly race is very important to you in this condemnation .. sorry
'conversation' thus must be guilty, please clear Cosby of all charges ... Rush may well
turn out to be the devils incarnate, I simply ask you prove it first and maybe someone
consulte the victim before making them a world wide headline.
Ps. SHAME - (what a stupid way to finish a arguement.)
ReRly. 8gree (0) Alert moderator

m edgar:
09 Dec 2017 1:05:02pm
Media watch are actually handling this situation perfectly. Until facts are provided and
proven all actions are of course alleged. Tell me how you would react if someone
complained say to the police that you were beating your partner and the first you heard
of it was a report in the local paper with a bad hair day photo of you on the front page
and when you phoned the cops they would not tell you who lodged the complaint. Of
course the complaint is alleged. The shame is on you for making such an outrageous
statement consistent with the Tele's articles. Do you wan't a society where one is
"guilty till proved innocent"?
ReRly. 8gree (0) Alert moderator

Dr Jennifer Wilson:
09 Dec 2017 4:09:05pm
On the contrary, it does nothing good for victims when unsubstantiated allegations are
pursued by the media as if they are facts.
We know practically nothing about this situation. The Sydney Theatre Company has
betrayed the victim, who requested confidentiality, not Media Watch. The STC has also
acted unconscionably towards Rush, denying him due process & natural justice to
which everyone is entitled, no matter what.
The question we should be asking is why the STC released this statement to the
Telegraph
ReRly. 8gree (0) Alert moderator

Brett Hillebrand :
11 Dec 2017 8:39:28pm
It may benefit you to read and take note of the Rule of Law in this country, as it
appears that you may lack knowledge of this important legal principle a€" Or are
otherwise acting in a manner deliberately contrary to it.
The fact is: Everyone is entitled to the presumption of innocence until proven guilty,
regardless of their social status or gender, and this includes the presumption of
innocence for Geoffrey Rush. Your contributio.n here, specifically the automatic
assumption of guilt for Rush simply because tVe is a 'successful white male', reaks of
uneducated, partisan, feminist-motivated misandry and racism, for which there is no
place within a progressive society such as ours. If anyone should feel shame for their
conduct, it is you.
ReRly. 8gree (0) Alert moderator
http://www.abc.net.au/mediawatch/transcripts/s4775254.htm
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Michael Page:
12 Dec 2017 4:40:56am
I can't help but wonder if you're from News Ltd and attempting to drum up support for
the Telegraph's appalling behaviour.
Of course, the other option is that you truly believe in trial by media and the denial of
the presumption of innocence.
One anonymous, unsubstantiated allegation of an alleged incident of unknown severity,
and you take MW to task over their critique of the Telegraph's potentially libelous
attempts to sell copy?
I also assume you do little more than skim these kinds of stories if you truly believe
such unproven allegations actually "bolster" careers.
ReRly. 8gree (0) Alert moderator

Bruce Downie:
05 Dec 2017 9:47:07am
Geoffrey Rush hasn't been accorded natural justice. Why wasn't he informed of the nature of
his offence as soon as the Sydney Company was told? Why did his accuser want to remain
anonymous and for him not to be informed of the accusation? Why is it just coming out now?
What is he supposed to have done?
ReRly. 8gree (0) Alert moderator

Gerry Sont:
09 Dec 2017 9:15:06am
I agree, no justice for Geoffrey. Trial by media.
Apparently the STC's response to the complaint was 'Sorry, Geoffrey is the star and
puts bums on seats so there's not much we can do"
She did ask him to stop grabbing her breast and vagina each night he picked her up
but he didn't.
Most professional actors know who we are talking about here however, in our industry,
which is really small and hard to get work, you are extremely afraid of offending anyone
in the status quo - the click that you yourself have to work in for the rest of your life.
Because, many acting jobs are obtained via recommendation or the phrase' who do
you know who would be good for... "
As to why it's just coming out now? Well, there is power in numbers. Wait until they
start looking into our major acting schools!
ReRly. 8gree (0) Alert moderator

Sam Tyler:
05 Dec 2017 8:12:48am
http://www.abc.net.au/mediawatch/transcripts/s4775254.htm
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Another good piece by Media Watch. I would just quibble with one word ... "UNLESS' it had
evidence, not "UNTIL" it had evidence. Did "something" happen? Probably. But in an age when
reading a tweet or having someone look at you the wrong way can lead to PTSD was that
"something" genuinely "wrong" in some way shape or form? I think it's put up or shut up time.
ReRly. Agree (0) Alert moderator

Steven grives :
05 Dec 2017 8:08:05pm

I have worked Geoffrey and I might say we didna€™t really hit it off .. but I am
disgusted by the Daily Telegraph, the response or lack of response from the STC and
more than disappointed that somebody can just make a claim against him without
giving him the chance to rebut the accusation. I feel for his family his wife and children
and although I had a less than real time working with him he must be going through
hell. Shut up or put up, a good Australian value or just leave him alone. This has to be
snipping at the poppies.
ReRly. Agree (0) Alert moderator
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Director Neil Armfield calls Geoffrey Rush allegations
a 'great injustice'
By Rob Moran
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Theatre director Neil Armfield has slammed the
"misinformation" surrounding allegations of
inappropriate behaviour against Geoffrey Rush,
calling the media discussion of the claims a "great
injustice".

"Look, I actually think far to{}much has been spoken about this already," Armfield told
Radio National host Fran Kelly when she broached the topic on-air on Wednesday
morning.
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Geoffrey Rush steps down as president of AACTA, Taylor Swift announces Aussie tour and Don Burke's reputation continues
to be dragged through the mUd.

"The way that this has been spoken about has already set a kind of... I believe, a great
injustice is being perpetrated."
The Sydney Theatre Company last week revealed it had received a complaint against Rush
of "inappropriate conduct" dating back to his stint on King Lear in 2015, which Armfield
directed.

Theatre director Neil Armfield has called the allegations against Geoffrey Rush a "great injustice".

Photo: Jacky Ghossein

Advertisement

The actor issued a statement denying the allegations, and "stepped aside" as president of
AACTA ahead of Wednesday's awards ceremony in Sydney.
Armfield, who shot back at Kelly's assertion that Rush had "stood down" from AACTA "he has stood aside; it's a different thing," he said - defended Rush's behaviour during the
2015 production.
jJ.

"In my tim~, inl alLth~ weeks and months of rehearsal and performance, I saw absolutely
nothing other than an artist at the top of his form, leading a company with respect and
playfulness and great artistry - and that's really all I have to say about it," he said.

https :llwvvw.smh.com.au/enteJtainmentltv-and-radio/director-neil-armfield-calls-geoffrey-rush-allegations-a-great-injustice-20171206.-gzznpl.html
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He dismissed reports from two other actors in the production who publicly backed the
complainant as "misinformation".

Rush and Armfield in 2015.

Photo: Supplied

"The two actors who have come out in support, one of them wasn't in the cast at all," he
said.
"There is just so much chatter... As I understand it, it is a matter only between the
complainant and the Company... The complainant didn't even wish for Geoffrey Rush to
know about this."
Kelly, citing an Actors Equity survey that found 40 per cent of respondents had
experienced sexual harassment or misconduct at work, asked Armfield whether having
such claims in the open was at least a positive step for the industry.

o

Armfield rejected the notion.
"I have reservations about the way the conversation gets taken up. I think it's a very
difficult thing to control and the presumption of innocence is of course lost," he said.
"But I think even just talking about this as a sexual allegation is completely
inappropriate ... It is 'inappropriate behaviour'," he added, noting he still wasn't aware of
the exact details, which are being held by the STC at the complainant's wishes.
Armfield, whose opera Hal1ilet is due to
premiere at the Adelaide Festival next
year, where he is co-artistic director with

, i.d
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Rachel Healy, had previously rubbished
the allegations against Rush.
"It's not correct, there's no basis ... I
absolutely do not believe it," he told the
ABC last week.

Geoffrey Rush denies 'inappropriate
behaviour', criticises Sydney Theatre Company

License this art icle

Comments are not open on this article

Rob Moran
Rob Moran is an Entertainment reporter for The Age, The Sydney Morning HeraLd and
Brisbane Times.
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Lion producer Angie Fielder on the shock of sexual
harassment revelations
By Garry Maddox

Lion producer Angie Fielder chose precisely the

Updated 6 December 2017 - 11 :41pm, first

right moment to speak out about sexual
harassment and assault in the film industry.

published at 10:46pm

f
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The inspiring drama had just won best film at the
seventh Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts Awards - co4leting a sweep of 12 awards from 12 nominations.
A

Angie FieLder (Left) with the Lion fiLmmakers and BrierLey famiLy after winning best fiLm at the AACTA Awards.

Photo: CoLe Bennetts
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The elephant in the room was Lion's connection to disgraced producer Harvey Weinstein,
who had helped get the film made then championed it to six Oscar nominations this year.
News of his predatory behaviour triggered the wave of revelations that have swept up
other well-known film and television identities.
Four days before the awards, Geoffrey Rush stood down as president of the Academy after
an allegation of "inappropriate conduct" which he denied while working for Sydney
Theatre Company.

Sunny Pawar in Lion.
Photo: Mark Rogers

Advertisement

':As a film that was partly financed by the Weinstein Company, it would be remiss of us
not to acknowledge the incredible bravery of the women and men who have come forward
to break the silence about sexual harassment and assault in our industry," Fielder said on
stage.
"It's really encouraging to see the industry taking a stand so let's keep talking about it.
That's how we make real change."
'1 \ ,

Field~r's

sp.rechJ.t.- th.e--o.'11ost direct comment on the sexual harassme~tsu natni
awards - drew resounding applause.

dtlri.F;.~,the

After the ceremony, the rising young producer, who also had the intense hostage drama
Berlin Syndrome up for best film at the awards, said her personal experience with
1147
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Weinstein had been "nothing but professional" on Lion.
"In the wake of the allegations against him and allegations against other men in positions
of power in the industry, it's been very shocking for me to realise that almost every
woman that I know has at some point in her life or career had to deal with sexual assault
or harassment," Fielder said.
"That was quite a revelation for me."
She produced Lion with Emile Sherman, who has previously said it had been distressing
to learn about Weinstein's behaviour.
"We knew he was relentless in all his activities and relentless on behalf of movies,
campaigning for them, and relentless in his working style," Sherman said. "But to learn
how it was applied to young women was very distressing."
Fielder was hopeful there would be change in the industry.

0

"I feel very grateful to the people who have come out with their stories and it does feel
like it's actually making a difference this time," she said.
"Men are being stood down from their positions of power and, as Emile said, our industry
does seem to be setting the tone. And we have to because we're in the public eye."
While conceding she was not fully informed on the allegations against Rush, Fielder said
it was "the nature of the beast" that there was going to be trial by media.
"I think it's really important that we listen to everybody involved," she said. "It's a really
complicated issue but the fact we're actually having the discussion is a huge leap
forward."

o
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Comments are not open on this article

Garry Maddox

W
Garry Maddox is a Senior Writer for The Sydney Morning Herald.
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'Trial by media': Stars discuss sexual harassment on
AACTAs 2017 red carpet
By Alison Xiao
Updated 7 December 2017 - 9:13am, first published
6 December 2017 - 4:56pm
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The red carpet was abuzz with the topic on
everybody's lips - sexual harassment in the
'
t'IIIdus t ry.
ent ertammen

A
A
Actress Jacqueline McKenzie, nominated for her
role in powerful film Don't Tell, revealed she was
close to one of the women ikv-olved in the Harvey Weinstein allegations, actress
Annabelle Sciorra.
~

iii

01:05
Geoffl ey HL 51

r

I
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n0" H rvey Weinstein

Don 't Play

Rachel Griffiths at the AACTAs
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She explained how difficult it was for people to come forward on film or TV productions,
with hundreds of thousands of dollars likely to be lost as a result.
"The big problem about complaining and reporting is that it slows down production,"
McKenzie said.

Dennis (oard and Debra Lawrance arrive at the AACTA Awards at The Star.

Photo:AAP

Advertisement

It's really unfair on producers, it's unfair on the theatre companies - they shouldn't have
to deal with that behaviour. They shouldn't be out of pocket for it. And we shouldn't be
fighting just to come to work," she said.
"So there needs to be some standardised code of behaviour."
Please Like Me actor Debra Lawrence said she too had experienced inappropriate
behaviour within the industry.

"It happened to me. I was never sexually assaulted by anybody, but the sexual harassment
was certainly rife," she said.
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Rachel Griffiths arrives at the AAeTA Awards.

Photo:AAP

Lawrance, who is nominated for best performance in a television comedy for her role in
the ABC series, said there's a "whole casting couch thing".

0

"It seems to me the stronger you are as a woman, the easier is it to let them know that it's

inappropriate," she said.
But the actress cautioned against women
coming out with allegations "willy-nilly".
"The thing you don't want to happen is
have someone come forward vexatiously
and then be ridiculed, because that will let
all of the other women down," she said.
The actress said she and her girlfriends
would get together over a glass of wine and
confide in each other about the men who
sexually harassed them, and sharing their
names with each other.
"The interesting thing is that those blokes
are still out there. I'd like to think they
might be feeling a bit anxious."
In regards to Geoffrey Rush's decision to
step aside as AACTA awards president last
week, she thought it was the right thing to
do, but called for due process to be carried
out in relation to allegations against him.
Simon Baker on the AACTAs red carpet.

Rush has reportedly been accused of
inappropriate behaviour during the making

Photo:MP
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of The Sydney Theatre Company's King Lear in 2015, which he denies.
"Of course I feel very strongly for the young woman whose come forward because it's not
a good thing," Lawrance said.
"But we need to make sure that everything is done above board and reported above board
with good evidence."
Many actors pushed back on the current focus on their industry, which has seen a
constant wave of allegations against numerous Hollywood heavyweights over the past
two months.
Rachel Griffiths said journalists should be more concerned about their own workplaces.

"J ournalists should be more obsessed with their own industry because some of the worst
offences have been in journalism," she said. "The conversations that I've had over the
years [about sexual harassment] have been with female journalists."
Brothers and Sisters star maintained that the venue was not an appropriate forum for
the topic of sexual harassment.
"I think the red carpet is just not a place to have a discussion about individual cases," she
said
"The rage has come from things not being heard and appropriately responded to. We
want these things dealt with within the chain of our workplaces."
Comedian Stephen Curry agreed that sexual harassment was not just a problem for the
entertainment industry.
"I would imagine it happens no more or no less than any other industry," he said. "The
media needs to be a little bit responsible with this stuff because I'm sure there's going to
I~?e someone on this red carpet today who's going to say something that's going to be
\c'~~lnisconstrued and turned into a carnival, a side-show attraction, which just is not helpful
at all."
After learning Rush stepped down from the AACTA presidency last week, Curry joked that
he would "put [his] name up" for the role.
On a more serious note, he cautioned against the way journalists handled serious
allegations.
"Trial by media has almost started to be accepted, which is really sad and I don't think it
helps in any way, shape or form. It's so dangerous and creates mqre division," he said.
"We have to somehow find a way so that peoiJle don'fsuddenly convict people through a
newspaper. It's never been the way and it's not fair to any person accused of anything."
Acclaimed director Gillian Armstrong emphasised "power corrupts".
https:/Iwww.smh.com.au/entertainmentlmovies/stars-discuss-sexual-harassment-on-aactas-2017-red-carpet-20171.206-gzzzyc.html
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"You could be hit on if you had a job at Baker's Delight or·a guy in the fruit shop when you
were 15 or 16. Power corrupts. There's one answer - more women in power," she said.
"Men in power have been doing this for centuries and young women have not been able to
speak up."
The Little Women director said sexual predators were widespread across society, in a
variety of workplaces.
"Harvey [Weinstein] is an extreme example of predatory behaviour, but there's predatory
behaviour in all businesses," she said.
"But guess where the biggest predators are? In accounting. So you're all just talking about
the ones where beautiful women are hit on, but there are beautiful women in so many
industries and this is good if it can make young women finally feel that they can speak
up."
Jeffrey Walker and Osamah Sami, both nominated for Ali's Wedding said they were happy
the allegations were coming into the public domain.

0

"It's f---ing shit there's too many dirtbags and sleazebags out there. I'm glad it's becoming
headline news so that others know where the f---ing line is ... It makes my blood boil,"
said Sami.
"Harassment in any workplace is terrible, I think we're all in agreement with that.
Industry by industry it will hopefully be dealt with," said Walker.
Actor/director Simon Baker was at the awards to collect the trailblazer award, while some
of the country's biggest actors including Paul Hogan and Anthony LaPaglia also attend.
Nicole Kidman has been nominated twice, for her supporting roles in film Lion and TV
series Top of the Lake: China Girl, but hasn't been listed as a confirmed attendee.
Tearjerker film Lion is the most nominated movie with a total of 12 nods, seven of which
it already won at the AACTA luncheon this week honouring the people working behind
the scenes. It will compete against Ali's Wedding, Berlin Syndrome, Hounds ofLove and
Jasper Jones for the title of best film.

0

On the small screen, Jane Campion's second season of Top Of The Lake and the Seven
Network series Blue Murder: Killer Cop, the updated story of notorious real-life NSW
detective Roger Rogerson, lead with 11 nominations each.

TheAACTAAwards will air on the
Seven Network from 8.30pm (AEDT)
'On Wedn esday. .,

RELATED GALLERY

-withAAP
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Not all men are bad.

By Madonna King
7 December 2017 - 12 :31pm

A

worth remembering.

A

A

It seems the bleeding obvious but in the current
highly charged climate where he said-she said
accusations are being thrown around freely, it's

And in the pursuit of those guilty of wrongdoing, we should be really, really careful not to
tar those who are not.

Kevin Spacey in his now-former roLe in House of Cards.

Photo: Supplied
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Harvey Weinstein and Kevin Spacey, on any account, seem like sub-human beings, and
the accusations against Don Burke, here in Australia, are as alarming as they are grave.
Every single one of those complaints should be investigated fully, and we should
acknowledge the courage of the women who have come forward, and the leadership of
women in the media such as Tracey Spicer and Kate McClymont for encouraging that.

Advertisement

Indeed, that's exactly what Time magazine has done in the US by naming the social
movement aimed at boosting awareness of sexual harassment as the most influential
"person" of 2017.

Time's editor-in-chief Edward Felsenthallabels the #MeToo movement as the "fastestoving social change we've seen in decades, and it began with individual acts of courage
ywomen and some men, too".
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The cover of Time magazine.
Photo: Time

(For those who have had their head in the sand, it only began a matter of weeks ago after
actress Alyssa Milano asked people to tweet "me to" if they had been sexually assaulted or
1166
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harassed. In less than 48 hours, the hashtag was tweeted almost a million times.)
Let's hope that momentum continues, and that women feel protected in coming forward
with their stories, and then let's hope it moves beyond media and entertainment to
politics and the business world because everyone of our daughters should be able to go
to work without fear that sexual harassment or assault is part of the job.
But what has been niggling at me, these past few days, is the capacity for this to roll out
of control, and for males to be targeted unfairly by those with a barrow to push.
Should a single accusation against Geoffrey Rush be investigated? Of course!
But should it be played out in the public arena, where the he-said, she-said claims
dominate red carpet interviews?
Is it fair that a single accusation be sufficient to name someone publicly as an alleged
offender?
s it OK, as some on Twitter have argued this week, that a few innocent heads might just
be collateral in the bid to expose others?
I don't think so - and if that happens, the authority and success of what is being done to
unmask the real wrong -doers will be undermined.
A school principal raised it with me this week, while we were discussing the success of
male teachers in classrooms of teen girls.
She thought they brought a humour that captured the girls' interest, and lowered the
emotional shenanigans that often dominate the discussions of this group.
Her lament was that there were so few of them; many scared off by the threat that a
single, made-up complaint could ruin their career.
've spoken about a similar effect in Brisbane years ago, when police were closing in on a
sexual predator who would approach women who were exercising by themselves.
Two male colleagues of mine stopped their early-morning run; they had both seen the
look of fear on the faces of women as they passed them.
Millions of women across the globe are now sharing their stories about being sexually
harassed and assaulted. Long may that continue.
But the success of what happens from here will be in the rigour that is used to out the
wrong-doers.
Some men are bad. But not all of them.
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AACTA: Actress Rachel Griffiths hits out at gender
inequality but says 'Rush is no Weinstein'
By Clare Blumer and Paige Cockburn
Updated Thu 7 Dec 2017, 7:53am

In light of the sexual harassment storm which has hit the
entertainment industry, actress Rachel Griffiths has taken to the red
carpet at the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts
Awards to say "women have had enough".

RELATED STORY: 'Deal with allegations so narnes
aren't srneared': Actors react to sexual harassrnent
storm
RELATED STORY: Rush steps down as president of
Australia's screen industry academy

Joining the stars of the large and small screens, Griffiths said women had
not been adequately protected in the industry but actor Geoffrey Rush,
recently accused of sexual harassment, "is not Harvey Weinstein".
Disgraced Hollywood mogul Weinstein, accused of sexual harassment
over decades, has been the catalyst for a huge number of allegations
against men in power.
This year's MCTA awards were the first for which Rush is not in
attendance, after he stepped down as the organisation's president in the
wake of an allegation of "inappropriate behaviour".
Rush denied the allegation and on Wednesday Griffiths said "nobody likes
to be tried in the public square".
"The fact that we are discussing things in the 'marketplace' shows that
processes and procedures have not been adequate," Griffiths said.
"Geoffrey Rush is not Harvey Weinstein and I have had more than a
handful of interactions with Harvey Weinstein."
Griffiths also stressed it was not just the entertainment industry where
women were subject to harassment and inequality.

lilt's more prominent because we are a sexy
soundbite," she said.
"It's a huge problem in the service industry, it's a huge problem in the hotel
industry.

AACTA winners:
• Best film - Lion
• Best actor - Sunny Pawar, Lion
• Best actress - Elizabeth Moss, Top
of the Lake: China Girl
• Best leading actor in a TV drama Hugo Weaving, Seven Types of
Ambiguity
• Best supporting actor in a TV drama:
Ewen Leslie, Top of the Lake: China
Girl
• Best supporting actress in a TV drama
- Nicole Kidman, Top of the Lake:
China Girl
• Best supporting actress in a film Nicole Kidman, Lion
• Best supporting actor in a film - Dev
Patel, Lion
• Best lead actress in a feature film Emma Booth, Hounds of Love
• Best film director - Garth Davis, Lion
• Best TV screenplay - Seven Types
Ambiguity
• Best drama series - Top of the Lake:
China Girl
• Best Asian film - Dangal

"If we have the conversation in our arena then great, but to make it about
us '" is a massive distraction from the real work we need to do as a society."
Veteran director Gillian Armstrong, whose films include Little Women and My Brilliant Career, presented an award
alongside Griffiths and advised young women to take off their high heels, put on gumboots and be the boss.

TraiLbLazer Baker
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PHOTO: Simon Baker has transitioned from actor to director across film and television. (MP: Ben Rushton)

Simon Baker won the Trailblazer award for his long career in Australian and American television in E Street, The
entalist and The Guardian.
His feature film directorial debut is a screen adaptation of Tim Winton's book Breath.
A teary Baker accepted the award from a man who blazed the trail across the Pacific decades ago, Bryan Brown.
"I'm the front man babe but you are the rocking rhythm section," he said to his wife in the audience.
On the red carpet he said "successes take care of themselves" but he had learnt from his mistakes.
Nicole Kidman took out best supporting actress for the biographical film, Lion, but she was not in attendance.
However, her real-life counterpart Sue Brierly was on the red carpet alongside adopted son Sa roo 'Lion' Brierly.
They revealed they were working on a musical version of their real-life story and Ms Brierly was working on a second
book.
Emma Booth won best lead actress in a feature film for Hounds of Love and Dev Patel picked up best supporting actor
for his role in Lion.
lion won all 12 of the categories it was nominated for at the awards taking out best film and best actor for Sunny Pawar.
In accepting the award for best film, producer Angie Fielder commended the "incredible bravery of the women" who had
spoken out about sexual harassment in the screen industry.

"Hopefully this marks a time of change, it's really great to see the industry taking a
stand."
Pawar has already had an enviable career and is currently shooting his third film so could not make the ceremony.
Top of the Lake: China Girl took out the most awards for a television series claiming best drama series, best actress for
Elizabeth Moss, best supporting actor for Ewen Leslie and best supporting actress for Nicole Kidman .
Topics: arts-and-entertainment, awards-and-prizes, film-movies, sydney-2000
First posted Wed 6 Dec 2017, 7:13pm
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Rush sues paper claiming career in ruins
Georgie Moore

AM

Friday, 8 December 2017 6:29PM

QO Geoffrey Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph over a story claiming inappropriate behaviour on stage.

o

Geoffrey Rush has accused the Daily Telegraph of destroying his career after it published allegations linking him to the likes of
disgraced Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein.
Rush is suing the Sydney tabloid and its journalist Jonathon Moran for defamation following articles alleging the 66-year-old behaved
inappropriately to a colleague during a Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear in 2015.
"(Rush's) reputation as an actor has been irreparably harmed such that he is likely to be shunned by employers in the future," the
defamation suit lodged in the Federal Court of Australia on Friday read.
The Daily Telegraph says it will defend its reporting.
Rush told journalists he was seeking "vindication of my good name".
"It is an action I am taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and hyperbole that they have created around my standing in the
entertainment industry and in the greater community," Rush said at his lawyer's office in Melbourne.
"The Daily Telegraph has made false, pejorative and demeaning claims - splattering them with umelenting bombast on its front
pages.
"This has created irreparable damage to my reputation, has been extremely hurtful to my wife, my daughter and my son, and to my
extended family, as well as to many colleagues in the film, television and theatre industry."
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Telegraph editor Chris Dore was quick to respond to news of the legal action.
"The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had
engaged in inappropriate behaviour," he said in a statement.
"We will defend our position in court."
Rush's lawyer Nicholas Pullen said police had not been in contact with his client over the allegations.
Court documents allege the coverage unfairly associated Rush with disgraced US producer Weinstein and former TV gardening host
Don Burke.
Weinstein denies allegations of non -consensual sex while Burke rejects claims of sexual harassment and indecent assault made by
former employees of his Burke's Backyard TV show.
Rush stepped down as president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts on Saturday after the Telegraph published
the allegations.
The Australian actor is a stalwart of Australian theatre, won the 1997 best actor Academy Award for Shine, and has three other Oscar
nominations.
No date had been set for the matter to be mentioned in the Federal Court.
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Geoffrey Rush files defamation suit against Daily
Telegraph over 'inappropriate behaviour' claims
By Clare Blumer
Updated Sat 9 Dec 2017, 10:15am

Geoffrey Rush has filed defamation proceedings against The Daily
Telegraph, which published allegations the actor behaved
inappropriately towards a female cast member in a Sydney Theatre
Company (STC) play.
"It is an action I am taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and
hyperbole that they have created around my standing in the entertainment
industry and in the greater community," he said.

RELATED STORY: Geoffrey Rush denies 'inappropriate

behaviour' after formal complaint
RELATED STORY: Actress Rachel Griffiths says
'Geoffrey Rush is no Harvey Weinstein'
RELATED STORY: Rush steps down as president of
Australia's screen industry academy
RELATED STORY: Sexual harassment happens on the
Australian stage too

"The Daily Telegraph has made false, pejorative and demeaning claims,
splattering them with unrelenting bombast on its front pages.

''This has created irreparable damage to my reputation."
The 66-year-old Academy Award winner said the allegations were "extremely hurtful" to his wife, son and daughter.
"The situation is intolerable and I must seek vindication of my good name through the courts."
The first article airing claims that Rush behaved inappropriately during a 2015 production of King Lear was published by
the Daily Telegraph on November 30.
Rush denied the allegations on that day, saying he had not been informed by the STC of the existence, or the nature, of
the complaint.

What the court documents say
Rush's lawyers filed their statement of claim with the Federal Court of Australia on Friday morning.
The documents name Nationwide News pty Limited, the owner of The Daily Telegraph, as the first respondent and
journalist Jonathon Moran as the second respondent.
The documents allege that by the newspaper publishing its first article with the headline "KING LEER: World Exclusive
Oscar-winner Rush denies 'inappropriate behaviour' during Sydney stage show" that they painted Rush "as a pervert"
and a "sexual predator".
They argue that Rush would "suffer economic loss" and his reputation had been "irreparably harmed such that he is likely
to be shunned by employers in the future".

Editor says paper 'accurately reported ' complaint
The Daily Telegraph editor Chris Dore said they would be defending the newspaper's reporting in court.
"The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey
Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour," he said.
"We will defend our position in court."
The STC has not disclosed details of the allegation, but did sayan allegation had been made.
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A company spokesperson said the complainant requested the allegation be dealt with confidentially, and did not want
Rush notified or involved in any investigation.
The company did not say what action it had taken in response to the complaint or whether they would work with Rush in
the future.
Rush announced last weekend he would be stepping aside from his role of the president of the Australian Academy of
Cinema and Television Arts (AACTA) "until these issues have been resolved".
The court documents filed on Friday allege that the actor was "asked to stand aside" by unnamed people "as a result of
the publication of the matters complained of and [Rush] acceded to that request given the circumstances".
The major ceremonies held by the AACTAs each year went on without their inaugural president on Monday and
Wednesday.
Celebrated actor Rachel Griffiths hit out at the allegations made about Rush on the red carpet on Wednesday.
"Geoffrey Rush is not Harvey Weinstein and I have had more than a handful of interactions with Harvey Weinstein," she
said.
After a long and local career in Australian theatre, Rush was a latecomer to international acclaim, winning the Best Actor
Academy Award for his role in Shine in 1997 when he was in his 40s.
For his involvement in philanthropic groups and his hand in evolving the Australian Film Institute awards into the
he was named the 2012 Australian of the Year by then-prime minister Julia Gillard.
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Geoffrey Rush defamation suit: What the court
documents reveal about the actor's claims
By Clare Blumer
Updated Sat 9 Dec 2017, 12:50am

The defamation suit filed by Geoffrey Rush against The Daily
Telegraph claims the newspaper made him out to be a "pervert" and
"sexual predator" with their "KING LEER" headline.

RELATED STORY: Rush files defamation suit over
Daily Telegraph's 'demeaning claims'

The 66-year-old actor has launched defamation proceedings against the tabloid, with a statement of claim filed in the
Federal Court on Friday.
The documents also allege that Rush was forced out of his role as the MCTA president, rather than voluntarily stepping
aside, as he told the media last weekend .

o

Who is he suing?
The 2012 Australian of Year is suing the owner of The Daily Telegraph, Nationwide News Pty Limited, and the journalist
who penned the articles, Jonathon Moran.
Moran is a reporter for the Confidential section of the newspaper which reports on entertainment news and celebrity
gossip.
His reporting was on the front page of the print publication and widely distributed online when the stories were published .

What is he suing for?

o

PHOTO: Geoffrey Rush with a costume he wore in a Melbourne Theatre Company production of The Importance of Being Earnest. (AAP: David Crosling)

The statement of claim lodged by Rush's lawyers takes aim at a series of articles, headlines and social media.
The first complaint is about the newspaper's billboard on November 30, a poster usually seen on the outside of
newsagents, which said: "WORLD EXCLUSIVE: Geoffrey Rush in scandal claims, theatre company confirms
'inappropriate behaviour'."
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The court documents allege the implication was that Rush had "engaged in scandalously inappropriate behaviour" and
"inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature" in the theatre.
The next issue was about the article published that same day which was run with the front page headline: "KING LEER:
World Exclusive Oscar-winner Rush denies 'inappropriate behaviour' during Sydney stage show."
The lawyers claim the article, billboard and headlines had defamatory meaning and made Rush out to be a "pervert" a
"sexual predator" and had engaged in "inappropriate behaviour" against another person in the Sydney Theatre
Company's 2015 production of King Lear.
The second article which Rush's lawyers raised as a problem was published on December 1 with the headline "WE'RE
WITH YOU: Theatre cast back accuser as Rush denies 'touching"'.
Rush's team argue the meaning that could be taken from this is he behaved as a "sexual predator", had "committed
sexual assault", was" a pervert", had "inappropriately touched an actress" and his behaviour was so serious the STC
"would never work with him again".

What else?
One of the further complaints is how Rush's allegations were linked to other high-profile reports in recent weeks of sexual
harassment and assault in the screen and theatre worlds: namely producer Harvey Weinstein, actor Kevin Spacey and
Australian television presenter Don Burke.
legal team pointed out that The Daily Telegraph published in print the allegations about their famous client alongside
article "about allegations concerning alleged sexual predator and television personality Don Burke so as to falsely and
unfairly associate the allegations against the applicant with the allegations against Mr Burke".
The damages section also claimed that the newspaper's labelling of Rush as "King Leer" and "Bard behaviour" ridiculed
Rush and damaged his reputation.
Special damages alleged were that Rush would suffer "economic loss", his reputation would be "irreparably harmed" so
that he would be "shunned by employers in future" and he was asked to quit as MCTA president.

How much money is involved?
The documents don't give Rush's defamation action a dollar figure.
Other recent high-profile defamation cases by celebrities against media outlets have some large dollar amounts attached
to them.
Australian actor Rebel Wilson successfully sued Bauer Media for $4.5 million over a series of articles that appeared in
Woman's Day, Women's Weekly, OK Magazine and New Weekly in 2015.
said they would be appealing the decision.

What is the newspaper's response?
The Daily Telegraph editor Chris Dore said they would defend the newspaper's reporting in court.
"The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey
Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour," he said.
"We will defend our position in court."
The matter is expected to reach court early in 2018.
Topics: arts-and-entertainment, bullying, film-movies, actor, sydney-2000, melbourne-3000

First posted Fri 8 Dec 2017, 7:38pm
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Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush is suing News
Corp's Sydney masthead The Daily Telegraph over
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Speaking at a press conference in Melbourne, the
Pirates of the Caribbean stahescribed claims made by the publication as "slurs" and
"hyperbole".

" The Daily Telegraph has made false, pejorative and demeaning claims, splattering them
with unrelenting bombasity on its front pages," he said.
https:/!www.smh.com.au/entertainmentlmovies/geoffrey-rush-to-sue-murdochs-the-daily-telegraph-20171208-h01dcn.html
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"This has created irreparable damage to my reputation [and] been extremely hurtful to
my wife, my daughter and my son. The situation is intolerable and I must now seek
vindication of my good name through the courts."

Geoffrey Rush has previously accused the Sydney Theatre Company of smearing his name.
Photo: Paul Jeffers

Advertisement

In response, the newspaper's editor, Chris Dore, said: "The Daily Telegraph accurately
eported the Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey
Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour. We will defend our position in court."
Last Thursday, The Daily Telegraph ran a "world exclusive" on its front page revealing the
Sydney Theatre Company had received a complaint about Mr Rush's behaviour during
2015's production of King Lear.
The tabloid did not detail the specifics of the complaint and the former King Lear
colleague did not speak on the record. The story quickly made headlines around the
world, with Rush strongly denying any wrongdoing.
Since the.news first broke, The Daily Telegraph has covered the story in print at least nine
times.\Melbourne's Herald Sun has only run the story in its print edition tvvice.
Last week, Herald Sun journalists were told not to tweet the Telegraph's story because it
was "highly libellous". Fairfax Media understands the original story was due to appear on
https:llwww.smh.com .au/entertainmentimovies/geoffrey-rush-to-sue-murdochs-the-daily-telegraph-2017120B-h01dc!.1.html
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the Melbourne paper's front page, but was dropped shortly before the newspaper was sent
to print.
Mr Rush's lawyer, Nicholas Pullen from HWL Ebsworth, confirmed the proceedings were
only against The Daily Telegraph and that his client was seeking damages.
He would not say whether he has requested the Daily Telegraph take the story down.
"The normal process in these type of proceedings is damages," he said.
Mr Rush declined to answer questions, but his statement of claim filed at the NSW
registry of the Federal Court on Friday named The Daily Telegraph's publisher and
journalist Jonathon Moran as respondents.
Mr Rush's statement of claim alleges stories published by The Daily Telegraph are
defamatory because they suggest the actor is a pervert and behaved as a sexual predator,
committed sexual assault and inappropriately touched an actress while working on the
production of King Lear.

o

The statement of claim also alleges that one story published by The Daily Telegraph was
defamatory because it suggested the STC would never work again with Mr Rush because
the claim he inappropriately touched an actress was so serious.
Mr Rush has also asked for aggravated damages because the newspaper and its journalist
failed to verify the accusations prior to publication, ridiculed him with its "King Leer" and
"Bard behaviour" headline, tweeted the front page of The Daily Telegraph containing the
original story on social media and linked Mr Rush to Harvey Weinstein, Don Burke and
Kevin Spacey.
Mr Rush has been defended by several people in the Australian arts world, including
theatre director Neil Armfield and Rachel Griffiths.
"Geoffrey Rush is not Harvey Weinstein," the actress said at this week's AACTAs.

0

Melbourne Theatre Company has said it is "monitoring" the Rush allegation ahead of the
2018 run of Shakespeare's Twelfth Night. It has confirmed it has not received any
complaints about the Oscar-winning actor's behaviour on or off the stage.
In September, fellow Australian performer Rebel Wilson was awarded $4.56 million after
successfully suing Bauer Media over a series of defamatory articles. However, the
magazine giant has turned to the Court of Appeal in the hope of reducing the
multimillion dollar payout.

I·
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Broede Carmody

W
Broede Carmody is an entertainment reporter at Fairfax Media.

Andrew Taylor

W
Andrew Taylor is a Senior Reporter for The Sydney Morning Herald.
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'iitephen Sewell denounces media witch-hunt against Geoffrey Rush
By Richard Phillips
9 December 2017

Dr Stephen Sewell is head of Writing for Perfornlance at the National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA) in
Sydney. The well-known screen writer, playwright, novelist and former chair of the Australian National
Playwrights Centre is one of the few figures in the Australian film and movie industry who have publicly
defended Geoffrey Rush.
Sewell has won numerous awards for his film and theatre work. His plays include The Blind Giant is
Dancing, It Just Stopped and the highly awarded Myth, Propaganda and Disaster in Nazi Germany and
Contemporary America: A Drama in 30 Scenes. He was a script editor for the film Chopper and won an
Australian Film Industry award for his screen adaptation of The Boys.
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Stephen Sewell
Sewell was outraged over the unsubstantiated "inappropriate behaviour" allegations against Rush and posted
a comment on his Facebook page last week. He spoke with the WSWS yesterday, after reading "Acclaimed
Australian actor Geoffrey Rush becomes tbe latest witch-bunt victim ," published by the WSWS on
T")ecember 2.

o

***
Stephen Sewell: I totally agree with your article. What has happened to Geoffrey is a frightening affront to
any kind of idea of simple justice. To be put in a position where you're not sure what the accusation is, and
your life and your livelihood are under threat as a direct result, is appalling.

Assuming that there was a complaint made [against Rush], there should be processes in place for it to be
dealt with. The people I'm most suspicious of is the Murdoch press. I'm concerned that they have identified
a really simple way of getting rid of some of the most progressive people in Australia.
It is a very, very easy thing to whip up anonymous sources to make these kinds of claims. And I know from
the experience of one of my students that journalists are phoning people to ask if they've got a personal
experience they would like to share. This is a very, very dangerous situation. I'm amazed and appalled.
Richard Phillips: The context of the attack on Rush is important. It's an international campaign and one that
is being used to eviscerate basic democratic rights . The cultural atmosphere is being poisoned. We've
ompared the operation against Rush and others to the McCarthy anti-communist witch-hunts in the US
during the 1950s.

0

SS: I was trying to think my way through the analogy with the McCarthy commission and their interrogation
method. At least at that time people could defy the interrogation and refuse to answer. But in this case there's
no capacity for this. Who do you tell to get stuffed? Rumour has been given free reign.
I wrote on my Facebook page about how angry I am about all this and the majority of people who responded
were supportive. I was just articulating what appears to me to be an elementary understanding of justice.
But there were a few people who were bitterly, bitterly opposed and regarded it as a piece of patriarchal,
sexist bullshit and that I wasn't prepared to believe the so-called accusation. It is not the case that I don't
believe it. My question is what is actually being said? What is actually "inappropriate behaviour?"
RP: As soon as you accept accusations as definite proof, then there's no legal process.
SS: That's right, it's all over.
RP: And this opens the door for anyone to be pilloried.
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ss: There is another element in all of this and which has a kind of prudish or anti-sex side to iLlfmen and
women can't be trusted together, or men can't be trusted with women, the logical conclusion is you may as
well have apartheid. Men on one side of the fence and women on the other, and when they want it they can
whistle.
All the joy of love and sex, the pleasure of company, seems to be under threat. It would be a terrible thing if
the end result of this debate and argument brings us voluntarily into the world of the Handmaid's Tale. This
would be a horrible outcome.
The author also recommends:
Australian actor Geoffrey Rush fights back, suing Daily Telegraph for defamation
[9 December 2017]
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Steve· 5 months ago

How wonderful, Men versus Women, Apartheid. How much more reactionary would you like to
get ??
1

v . Reply • Share}

A

Greg • 5 months ago

" .. the logical conclusion is you may as well have apartheid"
Economic apartheid leads to every kind of apartheid.
1

v . Reply • Share}
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David • 5 months ago

Thanks Stephen, you are very brave. A true writer. Nothing human is foreign to you. Wisdom
matters to you. Everyone and everything matters to your art. And you speak for the human world
and the human beings in it.
2

v , Reply • Share}
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TonyVodvarka • 5 months ago

I wonder if the series of media-fabricated moral panics we have seen in the last year, Russian
meddling, confederate monuments and the present "inappropriate behavior" panic originate in
and are funded by right-wing foundations such as those of George Soros and his color
revolutions. The Russian thing certainly is and I have read that BLM is also. These media
campaigns smell like an extended PSYOP. Good on you, Mr. Sewell for refusing to be a selfserving coward and coming forward to do the right thing.
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Joshua Cromarty • 5 months ago

Rational, considered defiance of which we need a whole lot more.
4

v . Reply • Share}
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David • 5 months ago

Brilliant!
1

v . Reply , Share}
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Ed Bergonzi • 5 months ago

Terrific! The first of many I hope.
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• Broede Carmody, Andrew Taylor

~

Geoffrey Rush has previously accused the Sydney Theatre Company of smearing his name. Photo: Paul
Jeffers

Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush is suing News Corp's Sydney masthead The Daily Telegraph over a
series of allegations the publication has run in the past week.
Speaking at a press conference in Melbourne, the Pirates of the Caribbean star described claims made by the
publication as "slurs" and "hyperbole" .
"The Daily Telegraph has made false, pejorative and demeaning claims, splattering them with unrelenting
bombasity on its front pages," he said.

"This has created irreparable damage to my reputation [and] been extremely hUliful to my wife, my daughter
'nd my son. The situation is intolerable and I must now seek vindication of my good name through the
LIrtS. "
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In response, the newspaper's editor, Chris Dore, said: "The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney
Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate
behaviour. We will defend our position in court."
Last Thursday, The Daily Telegraph ran a "world exclusive" on its front page revealing the Sydney Theatre
Company had received a complaint about Mr Rush's behaviour during 2015's production of King Lear.
The tabloid did not detail the specifics of the complaint and the former King Lear colleague did not speak on
the record. The story quickly made headlines around the world, with Rush strongly denying any wrongdoing.
Since the news first broke, The Daily Telegraph has covered the story in print at least nine times.
Melbourne's Herald Sun has only run the story in its print edition twice.
Last week, Herald Sun journalists were told not to tweet the Telegraph's story because it was "highly
libellous". Fairfax Media understands the original story was due to appear on the Melbourne paper's front
page, but was dropped shortly before the newspaper was sent to print.
Iv1r Rush's lawyer, Nicholas Pullen from HWL Ebsworth, confirmed the proceedings were only against
Daily Telegraph and that his client was seeking damages.
He would not say whether he has requested the Daily Telegraph take the story down.
"The normal process in these type of proceedings is damages," he said.
Mr Rush declined to answer questions, but his statement of claim filed at the NSW registly of the Federal
Court on Friday named The Daily Telegraph's publisher and journalist Jonathon Moran as respondents.
Mr Rush's statement of claim alleges stories published by The Daily Telegraph are defamatory because they
suggest the actor is a pervert and behaved as a sexual predator, committed sexual assault and inappropriately
touched an actress while working on the production of King Lear.
The statement of claim also alleges that one story published by The Daily Telegraph was defamatory because
it suggested the STC would never work again with Mr Rush because the claim he inappropriately touched an
actress was so serious.
Mr Rush has also asked for aggravated damages because the newspaper and its journalist failed to verify the
accusations prior to publication, ridiculed him with its "King Leer" and "Bard behaviour" headline, tweeted
https:llwww.hawkesburygazette.com.au/story/51 09868/rush-to-sue-murdochs-the-daily-telegraph!?cs=36
1202
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the front page of The Daily Telegraph containing the original story on social media and linked Mr Rush to
Harvey Weinstein, Don Burke and Kevin Spacey.
Mr Rush has been defended by several people in the Australian arts world, including theatre director Neil
Armfield and Rachel Griffiths.
"Geoffrey Rush is not Harvey Weinstein," the actress said at this week's AACTAs.
Melbourne Theatre Company has said it is "monitoring" the Rush allegation ahead of the 2018 run of
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night. It has confinned it has not received any complaints about the Oscar-winning
actor's behaviour on or off the stage.
In September, fellow Australian perfonner Rebel Wilson was awarded $4.56 million after successfully suing
Bauer Media over a series of defamatory articles. However, the magazine giant has turned to the Court of
Appeal in the hope of reducing the multimillion dollar P.1!y'out.

This story Rush to sue Murdoch 's The Daily" TelegraJ2.h first appeared on The Sy dn ey. MOl77ing H erald.
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An acquaintance turned to me and asked: "Why is
it taking so long? Maybe it doesn't happen as
much here in Australia? Maybe we have a more
open culture?"
This is how men - some men - respond to the
sexual-harassment allegations in the wake of the

"#MeToo" disclosures .
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It's December, just a few months after Harvey Weinstein was outed a serial sexual
predator. My inquisitor is wondering why the sole identity revealed by #MeToo in
Australia is Don Burke, who, according to the man asking the questions, is a has-been. I'd
argue that these events have comforted other women to know that they can now share
their stories, too.
But it's also true that - as yet - the revelations about the celebrity gardener have not had
any substantial impact on working women's lives, except perhaps relief that there is
public acknowledgement.

Many women will never disclose the harm done to them.

Advertisement

Crushingly, the men who stood by and allowed Burke to behave the way he did have
acknowledged their shortcomings in failing to deal with the clear danger a predator had
on their other employees, yet there has been no material impact on their careers.
I remind the questioner that the Weinstein story took nearly 18 months to consolidate;
his response is as above. He's not the only man to be complicit in the sorry story of sexual
harassment by Australian men of Australian women. They are all complicit. No wonder
that word is word of the year.
Yes, instead of standing up and saying, "Yes, I witnessed it and I did nothing. I'm sorry. I
won't let it happen again. I will step in," it's been, "Maybe it doesn't happen as much here
in Australia." We have the lovely men who say they won't let it happen on their watch. We
have the ugly men who have yet to take responsibility. Sorry is nothing.
https:/Iwww.smh.com.au/opinion/politics-sexual-harassment-and-why-some-women-will-never-come-forward-20171211-h02a8e.html
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To be very clear about this process, it took six weeks from the first disclosures about
Burke's behaviour to the appearance of the story on national news; six weeks from the
first ping into the emails of campaigner Tracey Spicer. It takes some time to investigate
and corroborate allegations. There are reportedly 64 more men in the queue; 64 cases
with several incidents against each of them.
But to accurately and responsibly report on these accusations requires effort and time. It
requires seeking information from mUltiple sources. That's the only way #MeYoo will
achieve change.
I note that The Daily Telegraph published a story about a noted actor in its haste to catch
up with the stories by Fairfax and the ABC. I fear it may have done irreparable damage to
the just cause of stopping sexual harassment and assault. Whatever the facts of the
complaint made about Geoffrey Rush - he has called the newpaper's claims "false,
pejorative and misleading" - The Telegraph has made it nigh impossible to report on the
allegation. The publication's carelessness has two effects: it puts excruciating pressure on
women and allows allegations to go unchecked. It wasn't fair and it wasn't good
journalism.
But the worst crime is this: it makes it even harder for Australian women to speak up.
They're already finding it hard enough. Who will leak the complaint? Who will protect
them when it's done? How will they fare if the alleged perpetrator decides to sue? The
answer is no one. No one. No one when you finally talk about it. And it can result in
terrible punishment for the complainant.
This is not the United States. We don't have an unending pool of capital, jobs and
opportunities. Someone knows someone who knows everyone else, and that's particularly
true in media and entertainment.

"And ifyou are a man and you stood by, you stand shoulder to
shoulder with the perpetrators."
Someone who counts himself as one of Rush's friends tells me he just can't believe the
Oscar winner would ever behave like that. "How do we know about the integrity of the
complainant?" he adds. I fear we might may never know now; any investigation has been
contaminated.
The tiny array of career options in that field is about the same as in Australian politics. In
the weeks before the New England by-election, I heard scandalous stories about Barnaby
Joyce and other politicians, and was constantly berated on social media because
journalists hadn't exposed this politician or that other politician.
We now know that Joyce has such serious marital problems that he and his sainted wife
have separated. I don't know what else he has done and I don't know about other
https:/Iwww.smh.com.au/opinion/politics-sexual-harassment-and-why-some-women-will-never-come-forward-20171211-h02a8e.html
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politicians' behaviour. You can't write anything without evidence, and chit-chat on social
media is not evidence of wrongdoing. (Oh, I love social media as much as the next gossip,
but it's not proof of anything.)
Evidence is someone prepared to go on the public record. It could also be men prepared
to go on the record about what they witnessed. It could be. Or I could wait for hell to
freeze over.
But when it comes to sexual harassment and abuse in politics and related industries, I
know this. There are many women, young and old, who work in such places, or in
charities and not-for-profits, who will never, ever disclose the harm done to them,
because they think the greater good of the cause for which they work or volunteer is more
important than their individual well-being. Whether Liberal, Labor, Nationals or Greens,
I've heard complaints about men's behaviour, some plainly appalling, others utterly
terrifying.
Stop expecting women to do all the heavy lifting. Recognise they have already been
iolated and it's for them to decide how much pain they can bear.
And if you are a man and you've stood by and watched this happen, you stand shoulder to
shoulder with the perpetrators. You stood by the man who unzipped and pressed and
fondled, and you didn't a thing to stop it. Shame.
Jenna Price is a Fairfax columnist and an academic at the University of Technology
Sydney.
Twitter: @JennaPrice
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Shame on those men who fail to call out predators
Jenna Price is a Fairfax Media columnist

An acquaintance turned to me and asked: "Why is it taking so long? Maybe it doesn't happen as much here in Australia?
Maybe we have a more-open culture?"
This is how men - some men - respond to the sexual-harassment allegations in the wake of the "#MeToo" disclosures.
It's December, just a few months after Harvey Weinstein was outed a serial sexual predator. My inquisitor is wondering
why the sole identity revealed by #MeToo in Australia is Don Burke, who, according to the man asking the questions,
is a has-been. I'd argue that these events have comforted other women to know that they can now share their stories,
too. But it's also true that - as yet - the revelations about the celebrity gardener have not had any substantial impact on
working women's lives, except perhaps relief that there is public acknowledgement.
Crushingly, the men who stood by and allowed Burke to behave the way he did have acknowledged their shortcomings
in failing to deal with the clear danger a predator had on their other employees, yet there has been no material impact
on their careers.
I remind the questioner that the Weinstein story took nearly 18 months to consolidate; his response is as above. He's not
the only man to be complicit in the sorry story of sexual harassment by Australian men of Australian women. They are
all complicit. No wonder that word is word of the year.
Yet, instead of standing up and saying, "Yes, I witnessed it and I did nothing. I'm sorry. I won't let it happen again. I
will step in," it's been, "Maybe it doesn't happen as much here in Australia." We have the lovely men who say they won't
let it happen on their watch. We have the ugly men who have yet to take responsibility. Sorry is nothing.
To be very clear about this process, it took six weeks from the first disclosures about Burke's behaviour to the appearance
of the story on national news; six weeks from the first ping into the emails of campaigner Tracey Spicer. It takes some
time to investigate and corroborate allegations. There are reportedly 64 more men in the queue; 64 cases with several
incidents against each of them.
But to accurately and responsibly report on these accusations requires effort and time. It requires seeking information
from multiple sources.I note that The Daily Telegraph recently published a story about a noted actor. I fear it may
have done irreparable damage to the just cause of stopping sexual harassment and assault. Whatever the facts of the
~-----.---
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allegations made about G~o.ff.r.¢Y Rg~b - note he has called the newspaper's claims "false, pejorative and misleading" The Telegraph has made it nigh impossible to report on them.
The publication's carelessness has two effects: it puts excruciating pressure on women and allows allegations to go
unchecked. It wasn't fair and it wasn't good journalism.
But the worst crime is this: it makes it even harder for Australian women to speak up. They're already finding it hard
enough. Who will leak the complaint? Who will protect them when it's done? How will they fare if the alleged perpetrator
decides to sue? The answer is no one. No one. No one when you finally talk about it. And it can result in terrible
punishment for the complainant.
Evidence is someone prepared to go on the public record. It could also be men prepared to go on the record about what
they witnessed. It could be. Or I could wait for hell to freeze.
But when it comes to sexual harassment and abuse in politics and related industries, I know this. There are many women,
young and old, who work in such places, or in charities and not-for-profits, who will never, ever disclose the harm done
to them, because they think the greater good of the cause for which they work or volunteer is more important than their
individual well-being. Whether Liberal, Labor, Nationals or Greens, I've heard complaints about men's behaviour, some
plainly appalling, others utterly terrifying. Stop expecting women to do all the heavy lifting. Recognise they have already
been violated and it's for them to decide how much pain they can bear.
And if you are a man and you've stood by and watched this happen, you stand shoulder to shoulder with the perpetrators.
You stood by the man who unzipped and pressed and fondled, and you didn't a thing to stop it. Shame.
Jenna Price is a Fairfax Media columnist.
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Court hears how Daily Telegraph prepared
Geoffrey Rush story
By Georgina Mitchell

Two newspaper articles alleging actor
Geoffrey Rush was involved in
"inappropriate" behaviour during a
Sydney theatre production were written
A
A
A
using sources including an anonymous
email and posts from social media, a court has heard.
19 February 2018 - 3:09pm

Rush, 66, launched defamation action after The Daily Telegraph published
stories in November and December 2017 alleging the actor had been investigated
for inappropriate conduct during the Sydney Theatre Company's production of
King Lear.
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The production ran for six weeks from November 2015 to January 2016.
Rush denied the allegations. In a statement of claim filed with the Federal Court
in December, he said the publication of two articles and a poster outside a
newsagent portrayed him as "a pervert" and "sexual predator" who had engaged
in "scandalously inappropriate behaviour in the theatre".
Nationwide News - the publisher of The Daily Telegraph - argued the stories
were truthful. In their defence, they included details of how journalist Jonathon
Moran prepared the stories and added detail of the allegations against Rush.

o

o
Geoffrey Rush speaking at a press conference on December 8 after the allegations were published.

Photo: Pat Scala

Rush's legal team argued earlier this month that publishing such details could
further harm the actor's reputation, causing Justice Michael Wigney to order the
defence to remain confidential until a hearing on Monday.
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Rush's barrister Richard McHugh, SC, told the hearing a significant part of the
defence should be struck out because it detailed vague incidents including a
"touch" without saying when it happened or what made it inappropriate.

Geoffrey Rush in the Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear.

Photo: Supplied

One of the alleged incidents happened "on stage in front of presumably
hundreds of people", Mr McHugh said, which made it "even more necessary to
say what it is that made it inappropriate".
"First of all, what would Mr Rush say in the witness box about that? What
evidence could he give about that, given the nature of it? It doesn't say what he
did, that's the problem," Mr McHugh said.
"He gets in the witness box and says, 'I didn't do it. I don't know what it is that
I've done, but I didn't do it'. "
The court heard journalists from the TeJegraph sent an email to Rush's agent to
request comment at S.06pm the night before the first story was published.
The story was also read out to a public relations worker from the Sydney Theatre
Company.
"They didn't read it out to my client, instead they tried to contact him on the
evenirrg before it was published and put some cursory things to him," 'Mr
McHugh said.
t
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Parts of the Telegraph s defence, read out by Mr McHugh, revealed the sources
for the initial story and a second article published a day later.
They include at least three confidential sources, as well as the Sydney Theatre
Company's executive director Patrick McIntyre, a woman based in the United
States, and an anonymous email claiming to be from someone with knowledge of
the production.
The court heard social media was the source for the second story, "Theatre cast
back accuser as Rush denies 'touching"', which featured a large front-page
photograph of actor Meyne Wyatt.
"They didn't talk to him before they did that," Mr McHugh said.
"The source from this, we see, is his Facebook page. It didn't slow them down in
putting the actor on the front page of the paper as though he was publicly
supporting the crusade being run by the Telegraph."

o

The newspaper's barrister Tom Blackburn, SC, said there was a "big difference"
between the particulars detailed in the Telegraph's defence and the evidence
that would be called in support of them.
The hearing continues.
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Newspaper accused of 'a crusade' against Rush
Georgina Mitchell Courts
Actor Geoffrey Rush was allegedly told to stop touching a woman "inappropriately" during a production of King Lear
but continued the behaviour she objected to for four days, a court has heard.
Rush, 66, launched defamation action against Sydney's The Daily Telegraph and its journalist Jonathon Moran in
December after two stories and a newsagent poster detailing the allegations of inappropriate behaviour were published
in November and December 2017.
The Telegraph alleged Rush touched a female cast member during the six-week production of the Shakespeare play,
which was put on by the Sydney Theatre Company from November 2015. Rush has vehemently denied the allegations.
In a statement of claim filed in the Federal Court, he said the allegations portray him as "a pervert" and "sexual predator"
who engaged in "scandalously inappropriate behaviour in the theatre". The Telegraph is defending the claims on the
basis of truth and qualified privilege.
In a hearing yesterday, to decide if part of the Telegraph's defence to the claims should be struck out, the newspaper's
barrister Tom Blackburn, SC, said the alleged behaviour was inappropriate because the woman asked Rush to "stop it"
and her request was "not complied with" .

o

"Your honour, that's repeated conduct," Mr Blackburn said.

"It was inappropriate, and possibly also scandalously inappropriate, and it was repeated over a period of time ... four
days, after being asked to stop."
Rush's barrister Richard McHugh, SC, said his client denied any wrongdoing and the allegations against him particularly on the definition of "inappropriate" - were vague and weak.
Mr McHugh said Rush was required to carry the woman as part of the play, and there was never a conversation in which
the actor was asked to "stop".
He said the Telegraph was on a "crusade" against his client and gave Rush only a "cursory" idea of the story against him
"when its journalist sent an email to Rush's agent at 5.06pm the night before the story was published.
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Mr McHugh said the newspaper's sources for the stories included an anonymous email claiming to be from someone
with knowledge of the production, the Sydney Theatre Company's executive director Patrick McIntyre, a woman based
in the United States who had no connection to the play and at least three confidential sources.
The second story - "Theatre cast back accuser as Rush denies 'touching'" - was sourced from social media and featured
a photograph of actor Meyne Wyatt.
"They didn't talk to him before they did that," Mr McHugh said. "The source from this, we see, is his Facebook page.
It didn't slow them down in putting the actor on the front page of the paper as though he was publicly supporting the
crusade being run by the Telegraph."
Justice Michael Wigney overturned an interim confidentiality order on the Telegraph's defence, which had been sought
by Rush's legal team in an attempt to prevent further damage to his reputation. He said the interest of open justice
outweighed those considerations.
His judgment is reserved.
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o

Georgina Mitchell
Allegations that actor Geoffrey R ush "inappropriately" touched a female colleague during a theatre production were
brought to light by actress Sarah Monahan, according to court documents.
Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph's publisher Nationwide News and journalist Jonathon Moran after two stories and
a newsagent poster published in late 2017 detailed allegations he had behaved "inappropriately" while appearing in the
Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear.
The newspaper alleged a complaint had been made against Rush by an actress he worked with during the six-week season,
which began in November 2015 and ended in January 2016.
Rush launched defamation proceedings in the Federal Court in December, saying the articles portrayed him as a
"pervert" and "sexual predator" and carried the imputation he had engaged in "scandalously inappropriate behaviour"
and "inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature" in the theatre.
The newspaper's defence, released by the Federal Court on Tuesday, argues the allegations are "substantially true" and
the publications are subject to qualified privilege.

o

In particulars which detail why the newspaper believes the allegations are true, the Telegraph alleges Rush touched a
younger female colleague "in a manner that made [her] feel uncomfortable" on January 5, 2016, while both were on stage
performing.
"The touch ... occurred during a performance of the production and specifically during the final scene in which [Rush]
walks on to the stage carrying the [woman] as she simulated the lifeless body of Cordelia, King Lear's daughter," the
document alleges.
"The touch .. . was not directed or scripted by any person or necessary for the purpose of the performance of the
production. "
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It is alleged by the Telegraph that the woman approached Rush after the perfolmance and said words to the effect of
"stop doing it", however the touch was repeated four times - on January 6,7,8 and 9, which left her upset.
A second incident alleged by the Telegraph unfolded on January 9 during the show's after party at Walsh Bay Kitchen,
adjacent to the Roslyn Packer Theatre where the play had been showing. The newspaper alleges the woman went to a
female bathroom in the lobby of the theatre and Rush walked in and stood outside her toilet cubicle.
The woman told Rush to "f--- off', the Telegraph alleges, and he walked out, however the incident left her "visibly upset".
In court on Monday, Rush's barrister Richard McHugh, SC, said his client strenuously denied the allegations against
him and denied there had been a conversation where he was asked to "stop".
He sought to have the newspaper's entire truth defence struck out on the basis it was too vague about the incidents alleged.

"It still doesn't say what he's done. It doesn't say what he did, that's the problem," Mr McHugh said.
"None of this is said to be sexual. If it's not sexual, then in what sense can it be inappropriate?"
Documents tendered by the Telegraph to the Federal Court reveal Sarah Monahan told the newspaper "that a complaint
had been made to the Sydney Theatre Company by [the woman] in substance that [Rush] had touched her genitals during
the production of King Lear without her consent".
The genital allegation was not included in the published stories, which used the phrases "inappropriate behaviour" and
"touched her inappropriately".
Monahan, who now lives in the US state of Florida, was the first to speak out against convicted child sex offender Robert
Hughes and is a vocal critic of abuse in the entertainment industry.
In 2014, Hughes was sentenced to at least six years in jail for abusing Monahan and three other young girls. He had
worked with Monahan on the sitcom Hey Dad! as her on-screen father.
Monahan later wrote she was emailed with stories of abuse from people all over Australia after revealing her own story.
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Georgina Mitchell
Allegations that actor Geoffrey Rush "inappropriately" touched a female colleague during a theatre production were
brought to light by actress Sarah Monahan, according to court documents.
Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph's publisher Nationwide News and journalist Jonathon Moran after two stories and
a newsagent poster published late last year detailed allegations he had behaved "inappropriately" while appearing in the
Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear.
The newspaper alleged a complaint had been made against Rush by an actress he worked with during the six-week season,
which began in November 2015 and ended in January 2016.
Rush launched defamation proceedings in the Federal Court in December, saying the articles portrayed him as a
"pervert" and "sexual predator" and carried the imputation he had engaged in "scandalously inappropriate behaviour"
and "inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature" in the theatre.
The newspaper's defence, released by the court yesterday, argues the allegations are "substantially true" and the
publications are subject to qualified privilege.
In particulars that detail why the newspaper believes the allegations are true, the Telegraph alleges Rush touched a
younger female colleague "in a manner that made [her] feel uncomfortable" on January 5, 2016, while both were on stage
performing. "The touch .. . was not directed or scripted by any person or necessary for the purpose of the performance
of the production."
The Telegraph alleges that the woman approached Rush after the performance and said words to the effect of "stop
doing it", but the touch was repeated on January 6, 7, 8 and 9, which left her upset.
A second incident alleged by the Telegraph unfolded on January 9 during the show's after-party. The newspaper alleges
the woman went to a female bathroom in the lobby of the theatre and Rush walked in and stood outside her toilet cubicle.
The woman told Rush to "f--- off', the Telegraph alleges, and he walked out, but the incident left her "visibly upset".
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In court on Monday, Rush's barrister Richard McHugh, SC, said his client strenuously denied the allegations against
him and denied there had been a conversation where he was asked to "stop". He sought to have the newspaper's entire
truth defence struck out on the basis it was too vague about the incidents alleged.
Documents tendered by the Telegraph to the court reveal Sarah Monahan told the newspaper "that a complaint had
been made to the Sydney Theatre Company by [the woman] in substance that [Rush] had touched her genitals during
the production of King Lear without her consent".
The genital allegation was not included in the published stories.
Monahan, who now lives in the US, was the first to speak out against convicted child sex offender Robert Hughes and
is a vocal critic of abuse in the entertainment industry.
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Geoffrey Rush v Daily Telegraph: Why women
won't rush to make harassment claims
by

Katie Wals h

Misa Han

The Geoffrey Rush defamation case against The Daily Telegraph could have a "chilling effect"
on the #MeToo movement in Australia, defamation lawyers say.
The Oscar-winning actor is suing the tabloid newspaper for defamation, alleging its two frontpage stories, one of which had the headline "King Leer", portrayed him as a "pervert" and a
"sexual predator" during the Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear.
In a decision handed down on Tuesday, Justice Michael Wigney of the Federal Court threw out
Dart of News Corp's defence against the defamation lawsuit, and dismissed News Corp's
application to inspect a copy of the complaint made to The Sydney Theatre Company.
Justice Wigney said News Corp's "truth" defence suffered many deficiencies and raised many
questions.
"What exactly was the 'scandalously inappropriate behaviour' or 'inappropriate behaviour'
that Mr Rush was said to have engaged in?" Justice Wigney asked.
"What exactly had he done which was said to meet those descriptions? If the inappropriate
behaviour was said to be the inappropriate touching, how exactly had Mr Rush
'inappropriately touched' the actress during the production of King Lear?
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"Where had he touched her and in exactly what circumstances? Was it said that the touching
was intentional? Why was the touching 'inappropriate' and 'so serious' that the Sydney
Theatre Company 'would never work' with Mr Rush again?"

'Abuse of process'
He said asking The Sydney Theatre Company for a copy of the complaint would amount to
"fishing" for News Corp's defence, and therefore an "abuse of process".
Corrs Chambers Westgarth special counsel Jim Micallef said the mass media "very rarely"
enjoys success with a defence of qualified privilege, and there was a similar risk that it would
be difficult to defend allegations of sexual misconduct on social media against defamation
claims.
He said while the Rush case will have no impact on the interpretation of defamation laws in
Australia, it could discourage people from speaking out about sexual harassment on social
media.
"The practical reality is, though, that most people posting comments on social media don't go
through the process of determining legal risk. They are more likely to think of risk in the
context of what they know about what happens in the Rush case," he said.
"For this reason, in practical terms, I think the Rush case may well cause people to think twice
about publishing allegations of sexual misconduct via the #MeToo movement and,
accordingly, there is at least a possibility that the Rush case may have a chilling impact on the
movement in Australia."

Onerous forensic burden
University of Sydney professor David Rolph said defamation cases could deter individuals
from speaking out, with varying consequences.
"Defamation law notoriously has a chilling effect, which inhibits people from speaking or
makes them speak very carefully. Sometimes that's a good thing, sometimes that's a bad
thing," he said.
He said in Australia, once a person establishes the publication carries defamatory meanihg, it
falls to the publisher to defend the case.
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In contrast, in a US defamation case, it was up to public figures to prove the facts were false
and published with actual malice.
"The forensic burden is more onerous in Australia," he said.
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Court deals major win to Rush in defamation case
Georgina Mitchell

o

Actor Geoffrey Rush has had a significant win in his defamation case against The Daily Telegraph, with a judge ruling
part of the newspaper's defence must be struck out.
Rush, 66, sued the Telegraph's publisher Nationwide News and journalist Jonathon Moran in the Federal Court after
the newspaper published two stories and a newsagent poster in late 2017 detailing allegations he had inappropriately
touched an actress during the 2015-2016 production of King Lear in Sydney.
The Telegraph defended the claims on the basis of truth and qualified privilege, alleging in court that the "touching"
happened repeatedly when Rush was carrying a female colleague across the stage, and the woman had asked him to
"stop it".
However, Justice Michael Wigney yesterday ruled the entirety of the truth defence should be struck out because it was
"vague and imprecise" and provided "inadequate and insufficient details ... about the alleged touching".
"What exactly distinguished the alleged touch from the contact that must otherwise have been made between Mr Rush
and the actress during the scene? How and why did the alleged touch make the actress feel uncomfortable? Was the
discomfort physical or emotional?" Justice Wigney asked.

o

"Because the particulars provided no meaningful details of the alleged touching, and how and why the touching made
the actress feel uncomfortable, it could not be concluded that they were capable of proving the substantial truth of the
statements that Mr Rush engaged in 'scandalously inappropriate' behaviour or 'inappropriately touched' the actress.
"The particulars ... and the justification defence itself must accordingly be struck out."
Justice Wigney also struck out three paragraphs of the qualified privilege defence, and set aside a Sydney Theatre
Company subpoena the newspaper sought, saying the publisher was not allowed to undertake a "fishing expedition".
In a statement, Telegraph editor Chris Dore said the decision was "one stage of complex legal proceedings".
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Paper can't use truth defence
Wen Mar 2100:00:002018
THE Daily Telegraph will not be able to use truth as a defence in the defamation lawsuit brought by Australian actor
Geoffrey Rush.

o

The Oscar winner is suing the Sydney newspaper and its journalist Jonathon Moran following articles alleging he behaved
inappropriately to a colleague during a Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear in 20IS.
In the Federal Court, lawyers for the 66-year-old were successful in their preliminary application to have all of the paper's
truth defence struck out. Justice Michael Wigney also ruled against a bid by the defence to subpoena the Sydney Theatre
Company.
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Rush case could mute #MeToo in Oz
Katie Walsh and Misa Han
The Geoffrey Rush defamation case against The Daily Telegraph could have a "chilling effect" on the #MeToo movement
in Australia, defamation lawyers say.
The Oscar-winning actor is suing the tabloid newspaper for defamation, alleging its two front-page stories, one of which
had the headline "King Leer" , portrayed him as a "pervert" and a "sexual predator" during the Sydney Theatre Company's
production of King Lear.
In a decision handed down on Tuesday, Justice Michael Wigney of the Federal Court threw out part of News Corp's
defence against the defamation lawsuit, and dismissed News Corp's application to inspect a copy of the complaint made
to The Sydney Theatre Company.
Justice Wigney said News Corp's "truth" defence suffered many deficiencies and raised many questions.
"What exactly was the 'scandalously inappropriate behaviour' or 'inappropriate behaviour' that Mr Rush was said to
have engaged in?" Justice Wigney asked.
"What exactly had he done which was said to meet those descriptions? If the inappropriate behaviour was said to be
the inappropriate touching, how exactly had Mr Rush 'inappropriately touched' the actress during the production of
King Lear?
"Where had he touched her and in exactly what circumstances? Was it said that the touching was intentional? Why was
the touching 'inappropriate' and 'so serious' that the Sydney Theatre Company 'would never work' with Mr Rush again?"
He said asking The Sydney Theatre Company for a copy of the complaint would amount to "fishing" for News Corp's
defence, and therefore an "abuse of process".
Corrs Chambers Westgarth partner Jim Micallef said the mass media "very rarely" enjoys success with a defence of
qualified privilege, and there was a similar risk that it would be difficult to defend allegations of sexual misconduct
on social media against defamation claims. He said while the Rush case will have no impact on the interpretation of
defamation laws in Australia, it could discourage people from speaking out about sexual harassment on social media.
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"I think the Rush case may well cause people to think twice about publishing allegations of sexual misconduct via the
#MeToo movement and, accordingly, there is at least a possibility that the Rush case may have a chilling impact on
the movement in Australia."
University of Sydney professor David Rolph said defamation cases could deter individuals from speaking out, with
varying consequences.
"Defamation law notoriously has a chilling effect, which inhibits people from speaking or makes them speak very
carefully. Sometimes that's a good thing, sometimes that's a bad thing."
He said in Australia, once a person establishes the publication carries defamatory meaning, it falls to the publisher to
defend the case. In a US defamation case, it was up to public figures to prove the facts were false and published with
malice.
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Geoffrey Rush: Lawyers for Daily Telegraph maintain
Oscar-winner engaged in 'inappropriate behaviour'
By Ashleigh Raper

Updated Tue 2 7 Mar 2018, 9:36pm

Sydney newspaper The Daily Telegraph has fired back in court against
actor Geoffrey Rush, maintaining its articles alleging the Oscar-winner
engaged in "inappropriate behaviour" were true.
The actor is suing the paper's publisher Nationwide News and its reporter
Jonathon Moran over the articles that allege he was inappropriate while
performing in the Sydney Theatre Company's 2015-16 production of King
Lear.
Last week Rush had a significant win in the Federal Court when the judge
ruled in his favour that parts of The Daily Telegraph's defence case should
be struck out.

PHOTO: Geoffrey Rush is one of A ustralia's bestknow n actors. (AAP: Alan Porritt)

It means when the case goes to trial , The Daily Telegraph 's use of the truth
and qualified privilege defence could not be used .
But today in court, the newspaper's legal team stated it will appeal against part of that ruling .
Tom Blackburn SC told the court The Daily Telegraph "took care, great care that what was published was true".
"We don't believe there were any errors of fact," he said.
He also called for a halt to any pre-trial proceedings until the appeal was resolved.
Rush's legal team, who had been pushing for the trial to happen as soon as
possible , called that a delaying tactic.
His lawyer Sue Chrysanthou told the court her client was an "international
figure" and allegations were being "reported around the world".
Ms Chrysanthou said the case should proceed as planned in August so Rush
can "vindicate his reputation".
The court also heard Rush intends to take the stand .
The Daily Telegraph's lawyer told the court that pushing ahead with that
timeframe will place "unnecessary pressure and cost" on his clients.

PHOTO: The court heart Sydney's The Daily Telegraph
'took ca re' w hen publishing the articles.
(ABC News: Dan Cox)

The case will return to court on April 9.
Topics : law-crime-and-ju stice, courts-and-trials, informati on-and-communicati on, print-media, sydney-2000
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~ Geoffrey Rush wants an early hearing to vindicate his reputation, a judge has been told (file).

Actor Geoffrey Rush is seeking the earliest possible hearing date for his defamation case so he can get in the witness box and "vindicate his reputation", a Federal
Court judge has been told.
The Oscar winner's lawyer Sue Chrysanthous was resisting what she called a "delaying tactic" by The Daily Telegraph to set a timetable for the hearing of his
defamation case against the Sydney tabloid and journalist Jonathon Moran.
The 66-year-old is suing over articles alleging he behaved inappropriately with a colleague during a Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear in 2015.
The Telegraph denies the articles made Rush out to be a pervert and a predator, submitting no allegations of a sexual nature were made.
stice Michael Wigney previously ruled in the actor's favour, striking out the defence of truth .
On Tuesday at a case management hearing, the newspaper's lawyer Tom Blackburn SC asked for a delay in setting the case timetable to enable an application for
leave to be made to appeal against the judge's ruling to remove parts of its qualified privilege defence.

0

"We say The Daily Telegraph and Mr Moran took care and great care to ensure what was published was true," he said.
"We do not think Mr Rush can point to any factual errors in what was published ... what was published was in fact true."
The Telegraph also wants to bring a cross-claim against the theatre company, which would result in it becoming another defendant in the lawsuit.
"The Sydney Theatre Company did what they did in issuing statements and material which, as we see it, was plainly intended for publication," he said.
Ms Chrysanthous, who asked for an August hearing date, said the actor's lawyers would be alleging malice in that the articles were published with "the
predominantly improper purpose to harm our client".
"These allegations are made around the world," she said.
"He is an international figure.
"He should be entitled to the earliest possible date to get into the witness box, which he intends to do, to vindicate his reputation."
The case will return to court on April 9 when Mr Blackburn will update the judge on the proposed appeal.
Aust,.aliall Associated p,.ess
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by STEVE JONES

The Daily Telegraph lawyers have argued Geoffrey Rush
"can't point to any factual errors" as the newspaper
sought leave to appeal against a ruling which threw out
parts of its defence in its ongoing defamation battle with
the actor.
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Qualified privilege requires a publisher in defamation
cases to prove that publishing a story was in the public
interest and reasonable.
Tom Blackburn, representing The Daily Telegraph and
journalist Jonathon Moran, argued that "great care" had
been taken in ensuring what was published was true.

"We don't think Mr Rush can point to any factual errors
that were published," he said.
Blackburn told the court that because of that "great
care" and because what was published was true, "Mr
Moran's conduct and the Daily Telegraph's conduct was
eminently reasonable".
He also told the court that Nationwide News was making
a cross-claim against Sydney Theatre Company on the
grounds that it issued a statement to the newspaper that
was "plainly intended for publication".
Addressing Justice Michael Wigney, Blackburn said there
would be littl e point in continuing "vith pre-trial
proceedings until the leave for appeal issue had been
resolved.
Sue Chrysanthou, representing Rush, arguel1 that the
cross claim against the Sydney Theatre Company should
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Blackburn, meanwhile, said the actor's lawyers were
attempting to put pressure on the publisher by pressing
for an early trial.
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Chrysanthou described that claim as "quite ridiculous".
She argued that Rush had been portrayed as a "pervert"
with headlines around the world damaging his
reputation. The stories were "malicious" and intended
to cause harm, she added.
Chrysanthou said her client wanted to stand in the
witness box as soon as possible to "vindicate his
reputation" .
The case was adjourned until April 9.
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Paper appeals Rush ruling
Georgina Mitchell
Actor Geoffrey Rush plans to give evidence as soon as August that he did not behave "inappropriately" towards an
actress during a production of King Lear in Sydney, a court has heard.
Rush, 66, is suing The Daily Telegraph's publisher, Nationwide News, and journalist Jonathon Moran for defamation
in the Federal Court after the newspaper published two front-page stories and a newsagent poster late last year alleging
Rush had been involved in "inappropriate behaviour" during the six-week production by the Sydney Theatre Company,
which began in late 2015.
In a statement of claim, Rush said the newspaper portrayed him as a "pervert" and "sexual predator" who had engaged
in "inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature".
Last week, Justice Michael Wigney ruled that part of the Telegraph's defence to the allegations - that they were true should be struck out, also striking out part of its qualified privilege defence.
In a case management hearing yesterday, barrister Tom Blackburn, SC, told the court he would apply for leave to appeal
the judgment, to reinstate part of the qualified privilege defence, and file an amended defence.
Mr Blackburn also outlined plans to file a cross-claim against Sydney Theatre Company, for issuing a statement in
November 2017 that there had been a "complaint" against Rush alleging "inappropriate behaviour" .
"The Sydney Theatre Company did what they did in issuing statements and material which, as we see it, was plainly
intended for publication," Mr Blackburn said.
Rush's barrister, Sue Chrysanthou, asked for a trial date in August, labelling the appeal a "very narrow one indeed"
which could not operate as "a stay of execution" .
The matter will return to court in April.
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Sydney Morning Herald, The (Australia)
Copyright © 2018 Fairfax Information and Learning Company; All Rights Reserved.
March 28, 2018
Section: News
Newspaper to appeal Rush case decisions
Georgina Mitchell I Courts
Actor Geoffrey Rush plans to give evidence as soon as August that he did not behave "inappropriately" towards an
actress during a production of King Lear in Sydney, a court has heard.
Rush, 66, is suing The Daily Telegraph's publisher Nationwide News and journalist Jonathon Moran for defamation
in the Federal Court after the newspaper published two front-page stories and a news agent poster in late 2017 alleging
Rush, pictured, had been involved in "inappropriate behaviour" during the six-week production by the Sydney Theatre
Company, which began in late 2015.
In a statement of claim, Rush said the publications portrayed him as a "pervert" and "sexual predator" who had engaged
in "inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature".
Last week, Justice Michael Wigney ruled that part of the Telegraph's defence to the allegations - that they were true should be struck out, also striking out part of its qualified privilege defence.
In a case management hearing yesterday, barrister Tom Blackburn, SC, told the court he would apply for leave to appeal
the judgment, to reinstate part of the qualified privilege defence, and file an amended defence.
Mr Blackburn also outlined plans to file a cross-claim against the Sydney Theatre Company, for issuing a statement in
November 2017 that there had been a "complaint" against Rush alleging "inappropriate behaviour" .
"Your honour, the Sydney Theatre Company did what they did in issuing statements and material which, as we see it,
was plainly intended for publication," Mr Blackburn said. Justice Wigney said if such a cross-claim was permitted, it
would "obviously complicate the trial".
Rush's barrister Sue Chrysanthou asked for a trial date in August, labelling the appeal a "very narrow one indeed" which
could not operate as "a stay of execution or a stay of proceedings".
"There seems no reason whatsoever, your honour, that my client's vindication - if that's what he comes to - will be
delayed," Ms Chrysanthou said. "These respondents continue to write articles about my client, [they] continue to defame
my client. These allegations are made around the world. He is an international figure. He should be entitled to the earliest
available date to get into the witness box, which he intends to do , and to vindicate his reputation."
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Ms Chrysanthou said Mr Moran and the person who wrote the headlines would also have to give evidence to explain
how they came to write "an article that accuses our client of sexual misconduct".
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Australian Financial Review
Copyright © 2018 Fairfax Information and Learning Company; All Rights Reserved.
April 7, 2018
Section: Perspective
OLD SHOW CAN'T GO ON
David Marin-Guzman
Theatre There are new rules around creative magic after #MeToo, writes David Marin-Guzman.
The industry at the forefront of dealing with sexual harassment in Australia also happens to be the one where questions
about consent and power exist on multiple levels.
In a collective effort that observers say is unprecedented, major theatre companies, directors and unions have joined
together to draft a new code of conduct for harassment in the live-performance industry.
The code follows allegations of inappropriate conduct against high-profile actors Geoffrey Rush and Craig McLachlan at
shows produced by the Sydney Theatre Company and the Gordon Frost Organisation, including during performances.
Both men deny the allegations.
Griffin Theatre artistic director Lee Lewis says the industry is "at the cutting edge" of dealing with sexual harassment
because its work is so intimate.
She concedes that in the past there has been "an institutional failure to take care of the people who work for us, despite
best intentions and words on paper" .
"There are traditions in theatre that have led people to suck up behaviour that they shouldn't have to - things like 'the
show must go on' or the idea that there are people who are protected by the star system because of the box office they pull."
How the industry deals with this change could be a model for other workplaces in the new era.
Lewis says theatres are dealing with the power structures that silence sexual harassment by reducing the reliance on a
single show or actor for financial success. New sexual harassment insurance options for productions or even for the
actors themselves are being considered.
"What I'm discussing with our board is how do we make sure the company is financially stable enough so that if I need
to replace the biggest box office draw of the year I can do that without making the company collapse."
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Head of the Media and Entertainment and Arts Alliance's equity division, Zoe Angus, says theatre companies have been
forced to deal with consent in the workplace on the most nuanced levels.
"There are additional risks inherent in the intimacy of the creative process itself, particularly where actors and actresses
are performing intense scenes."
Traditionally Australian theatres have not been great at managing that risk. Now they want to learn.
At the inaugural Safe Theatres Forum in March, major theatre companies committed to send their artistic and assistant
directors to what is called "intimacy training".
A so-called "intimacy coach" works to choreograph a scene much like a fight choreographer would a fight scene; working
with performers to mark out the boundaries of consent and where participants touch each other or how they express
affection.
The practice, common in Britain, the United States and New Zealand, can cover scenes of romantic interaction or
affection between family members, but also extends to scenes where aggression runs high, where characters are screaming
at each other, for example, and even to portrayals of sexual harassment itself.
An essential factor in managing what can sometimes be unseen is setting up channels for people to communicate when
they're not feeling comfortable.
The industry is empowering a largely transient workforce to speak up by establishing investigative and complaint
mechanisms where there have been none before. But it is also clarifying informal processes for complainants who don't
want to trigger a formal investigation.
A so-called "safe conversation officer", represented by a trained delegate who is not from senior management, will now
be present during productions for performers and crew to go and raise issues.
"You hope that people can deal with stuff at the coalface when it happens. If it can be dealt with in an efficient, quick,
informal way - often these things can be resolved informally," says Evelyn Richardson, chief executive at the peak body
for the live performance industry, Live Performance Australia.
The union backs informal communication channels too, as well as confidentiality, but has raised concerns that secrecy
should not be overly burdensome on the complainant.
"Confidentiality can and should be required for a live complaint," Angus says. "But people have the right to talk to a
support person and a family member. Employers shouldn't require confidentiality of a person their entire life."
Non-disclosure arrangements have attracted criticism in the US for hushing up much of the Harvey Weinstein allegations
that preceded the #MeToo movement, allowing companies to keep genuine claims out ofthe public eye but doing nothing
to deal with the perpetrator.
But the #MeToo social media juggernaut shattered traditional assumptions over confidentiality. Now allegations and
complaints are not only increasing, they are increasingly becoming public.
The high profile of many involved in the #MeToo movement has grabbed the headlines but sexual harassment has of
course not been limited to the creative arts.
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A 2015 study by workplace consultant Rebecca Michalak of SOO white-collar professionals, including engineers,
accountants, lawyers and consultants, found almost half had been exposed to some form of sexual harassment.
In the past, few have complained. This seems to be changing.
Employment lawyer Sarah Ralph, partner with Norton Rose Fulbright, says in the last six months complaints within
the workplace have risen significantly, not just sexual harassment claims but all range of grievances and concerns.
"The #MeToo movement has certainly shown people around the world that by raising your voice you can seek to address
Issues.
"It's not necessarily translating to more legal claims, at least at this stage. But it is very much a workplace central area."
Behaviour that was acceptable in the past is now not. Businesses around the country are rewriting the rules about
relationships in the workplace.
Few firms will own up to refining their policy as a response but experts say it is happening on a significant scale.
Facebook and Google were exposed through media leaks last year as having introduced "one strike" policies around
office dating, where workers are given just one chance to ask out a romantic interest. Answers such as "I'm busy" and
"I can't do that night" count as a no.
Such policies are not limited to the tech giants. Similar rules are spreading to other employers in Australia, both large
and small.
Ralph says many employers are redefining consent.
"There's much more focus on what consent is - not just sexual consent but consent to participate in a relationship or
a date."
In the past, sexual harassment policies often barred employees from repeatedly requesting dates from co-workers if
they got a refusal. But more employers are changing consent definitions to require "vigorous agreement" and classifying
ambivalent responses as refusals.
"It's quite a change in the way of thinking about when you have a green light from a workplace colleague to pursue
them," Ralph says. Now, if you don't get agreement the first time, you probably shouldn't pursue it. It may be sexual
harassment.P
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Things are looking grim for the Daily Telegraph in its defence of Geoffrey Rush's defamation case. The
story of the litigation has taken a very distinct turn in Rush's favour. That story is a courtroom drama and
the protagonists are the barristers, lawyers and the judge.

Rushing To Judgement: The Daily Tele
Geoffrey Rush, Explained

Behind the story of the litigation is another story. One that we won't hear. That's the story of what actually
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happened during the production of King Lear. That's the one with Geoffrey Rush and Eryn Jean Norvill in
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it. Not the STC, not their co-stars, not the Tele. No-one else really, truly knows what happened. Only
Malcolm Turnbull's Manufactured Nig

them.

Inside Peter Dutton's Iron Cage
By commencing this defamation action, Rush seeks
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vindication; proof that he did not commit the acts of which
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he was publicly accused. The legal system tries its very best
to provide actual vindication and find actual truth. But
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often it can't. Cases like the Rush case make this painfully
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clear.
NM Subscriber Sponsored Ad

The judge will make his decision based on the pleadings,
which document the parties' claims and defences, and the
evidence presented by Rush and the Tele. That's the way
our legal system works.

https:llnewmatilda.com/2018/04/08/rushing-judgement-daily-telegraph-versus-geoffrey-rush-explainedl
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Rush's claim says that the Tele articles broadly carried two kinds of defamatory imputations; non-sexual
imputations that he behaved inappropriately, and then sexual imputations, that he was a sexual predator,
sexually harassed an actress, and even engaged in sexual assault.
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The Tele's defence says that none of those imputations arose from its articles. It also claimed it could

~ RADIOSER'

prove the truth of the non-sexual imputations. Notably, the Tele did not claim it could prove the truth of
the sexual imputations. Then it argued another defence called qualified privilege over all of the

Australia's Arst Nation ~

imputations. That can apply even if the Tele can't prove truth.
In a pre-trial hearing recently, the judge struck out all of the Tele's truth defence and part of the qualified
privilege defence. That doesn't mean that the case is over. The Tele can still argue about whether the
imputations arose and whether the qualified privilege defence will apply. And apparently the Tele intends
to appeal the decision and try to re-plead its defence, so things could change again.

Advertisement

Australian actor Geoffrey Rush. (IMAGE: Eva Rinaldi, Flickr)

The reason that the Tele's truth defence was struck out was that it couldn't provide sufficient detail of

NM Subscriber Sponsored Ad!

what it alleged Rush actually did to Norvil!. It claimed it could prove that he had a crush on her, and that
he touched her inappropriately while on stage during performances of King Lear. It couldn't say how, or
where he touched her. It couldn't say why it was inappropriate, or why it went beyond the degree of
touching necessary for the play.
The Tele also claimed it could prove that Rush entered the women's bathroom while Norvill was inside a
cubicle, that she told him to fuck off, and then he left. It couldn't say why he went in. It didn't, for example,
claim that it could prove that he went in there to harass her.
The judge said the Tele's details weren't sufficient for Rush to be able to answer the allegations, and they
weren't sufficient to prove that he had acted inappropriately.
The most obvious reason that the Tele couldn't prove these things, and that it couldn't plead truth to the
sexual imputations, has to be that Norvill is not a witness. If it had her testimony, it ought to be able to

NM Subscriber Sponsored Ad

provide all the missing details that were fatal to its truth defence.
Elsewhere in its defence, the Tele describes some of its sources of information.
It claims that prior to publication it had information that Norvill had complained to the STC that Rush had
touched her genitals during the King Lear production without her consent. But the Tele does not name
Norvill as the source of that information. It names another actress in the production, Sarah Monahan, as
the source.
The genital touching allegation didn't make it into the Tele's truth defence. Maybe Monahan didn't witness
the touching; someone just told her about it. That would make it inadmissible as proof of the touching
happening. It could only be used to show what information the Tele had when it published.
htlps:llnewmalilda.com/2018/04/08/rushing-judgemenl-daily-lelegraph-versus-geoffrey-rush-explained/
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There's also a notable absence of reference to the toilet allegations where the Tele describes the
information that it had prior to publishing the stories. Reading between the lines, these allegations may
not have been known to the Tele until later.
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The point is that what's actually on trial in this case is the
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Tele; the words it published, the defences it pleaded and
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the evidence it can bring to court. Not Norvil!. Not her
complaint. Not whether Rush actually harassed or even
assaulted her.
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Without Norvill's account of what happened being put
before the Court, the litigation is unlikely to shed any real
light on what happened on the stage at the STC. Instead
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we'll see a courtroom drama focused on the words that the
Tele published, their 'natural ordinary meaning', the public
interest in #metoo allegations, and whether the Tele acted reasonably.
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To be clear, Norvill's under no obligation whatsoever to participate in the proceedings. She didn't write
the stories. She didn't give a statement to the Tele and she sought for her name to be withheld. It would
be understandable if she didn't want to be a witness. The unfortunate truth though is that without her,
the case has less meaning.
If Rush loses, it's not necessarily proof that he harassed Norvill or that he's a sexual predator. It might just
be proof that the Tele's words didn't create those inferences. Or that there was such a great public
interest in the story being told that it didn't matter if it wasn't completely accurate.
If Rush wins, it might prove that the Tele didn't investigate thoroughly enough before it published. That it
should have chosen better words. That it shouldn't have published without an account from Norvill
herself.
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All that is actually, technically on trial is the Tele. Whether its evidence is good enough. Whether its
defences hold up. That's the courtroom drama. It won't, and it can't, prove whether Rush assaulted Norvill.
That's another story altogether. We won't hear it. And because of the chilling effect of cases like this, there
are probably a lot of other #metoo stOJies that we won't hear either. That's on the Tele.
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Telegraph entertainment editor Jonathon Moran: eought commant from STC about Rush
Geoffrey Rush v Nationwide News Ply Ltd & Anor
Federal Court of Australia
Sydney
NSD 2179/2017
Justice Michael VVigney
April9, 2018
Nationwide News is seeking to sue ~s source for the front page King Leer story that
alleged actor Geoffrey Rush had engaged in 'inappropriate behaviour" during a
2015-2016 production at The Sydney Theetre Company.
It has'named Patrick Mcintyre, the executive director of the STC, as a source of
Information it relied on In publishing stories about Rush.
The newspaper publisher wants contribution and indemnity from the theatre
company in respect of any judgment given against it in the Rush defamation
proceedings.
After entertainment editor Jonathon Moran made Inquiries asking the STC to confirm
or deny complaints had been made In ralatlon to Rush, the company Issued the
following statement to the Telegraph:
'Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging Mr Geoffrey
Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour. The company received
the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the company had
ended. The company continues to work with the complain'ant to
minimise the risk of future instances of the alleged behaviour occunring
in the workplace.
The complainant has requested that their Identity be withheld. STC
respects that request and for privacy reasons, will not be making any
further comments:
In its cross-c!aim, the newspaper says the thaatra company knew the statement
would be, or was !ikely to be, published In the Daily Telegraph and impliedly
authorised its publication.
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It wa& alsc confirmad to the new&paper that a senior manager at the STC had
spoken to Rush about the complaint, without naming the complainant
The cross-claim also says that further information was provided to the newspeper by
Patnck Mcintyre, including that Rush by then had been told the identity of the
complainant, that the company's HR policies and practices had been changed and
that t,'le STC would never work with Rush again.
It's alleged in the cross.-claim that MCintyre said this information could be published
without attribution to him.
Nicho:as Pullan, Rush's solicitor at HIM. Ebsworth, in an affidavit filed on April 9,
ot.1iined what he said was the ongoing hurt experienced by his client, Including being
constantly associated with t."e #MeToo movement

As a result of the continuing coverage of the matter, Rush:
• has been virtually housebound;
• feels uncomfortable In public;
• raraly attends public events;
• is full of anxiety in public believing that people are staring at him In a way that
is frightening and unnerving;
• has lost his appetite;
• wakes up in the moming with a terrible sense of dread about his future
career;

o

• is concamed about the ongoing effect on his wife and chlldran;
• believes his worth to the theatre and film Industry i8 irreparably damaged;
• suffers from lack of sleep and anxiety requiring medication; and
• lacks the necessBI)' ma!ivalion to conduct his norma! activities.
Pullen's affidavit datails the first raspondent's ongoing reports about tha actor and
the case, along with articles published around the world - in the UK, the USA,
Canada, India, lraland, France and Japan.
Sue Chrysanthou, for Rush, said that the plaintiff opposad the application for the
cross-claim. She told Justice Michael Wigney in the Federal Court this moming
(Monday, April 9), that the applicant in the main proceedings would like "thasa
applications to be heard at the earliest opportunity ... At the moment these
interlocutory applications are an excuse for these proceedings not to progress'
'Your honour wUI see the devastating and significant effect of these
proceedings on my client'
Chrysanthou said the
decision to bring the crossclaim late in the piece 'has
been a purely tactical
decision ... It Is very unusual
and doomed to fail' .

0

She pointed out that here

was a joumailst ringing the
STC and asking for
Information. There was no
suggestion that the theatre
company had Instigated the
story.
The STC complied with
Moran's request for a
comment and Is now being
sued. She said that News
Corp had never before
suggested that when It rings
a person and asks for a
comment It is then
appropriate to sue that person.

Chrysanthou: cross-clalm Is a ·tactical decision

' V>hlat we have is a newspaper bringing a spurious application for
contribution against ita own source:
What the STC put in its statement [to the reporter] was an allegation of "suspicion'.
whereas the publication was one that the applicant says is one that alleges 'gullr
Further, the newspaper knew that MCintyre had made it clear he did not want his
statement to be attributed to him.
He was a confidential source, but 'now they are using .that comment to sue his
employer'.
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Chrysanthou claimed :!Jat the respondents are treating the litigation 'like a game'
and are using the cross-cielm to 'deley proceedings'.
She added that if the cross-clalm proceeds the respondents, 'will get their hands on
STC documents' dealing with Rush.
Alec Leopold SC, for the respondents/cross-claimants, thought that what had been
sa:d In court about the confidential source gave rise to 'serious allegations of
professional misconduct against my instructing solicitors [Ashurst]",

'It shouldn't have happened."
Justice Wigney said he intends to list the matter for hearing this rear,
"It's going to be heard sometime in December ... perhaps the first two
weeks of December:
'
The application for leave to appeal against the eariier strike-oul orders 'is going to
be determined this month. The respondents have filed additional: particulars of their
section 30 defence.
There'll be a further hearing on the cross-claim this Friday (April'13) at 10.15am.

See:
Further amended defence
Statement of cross-clalm
Affidavit of Nicholas Pullen
Federal Court file: Rush v Nationwide News
Appearances:
Applicant Sue Chrysanthou, instructed by Nicholas Pullen, HV\/!., Ebsworth
Respondents, Cross-Applicants: Alec Leopold se instructed by Robert Todd,
Ashurst Australia
Reporters: Richard Ackland with Nick Bonyhady
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In no Rush to leave house
Defending himself: Actor Geoffrey Rush speaks to the media during a press
conference announcing his defamation suit against the Daily Telegraph in Dec...

o

AAPviaNewsReader
Defending himself: Actor Geoffrey Rush speaks to the media during a press conference announcing his defamation suit
against the Daily Telegraph in December last year. Picture: AAP Image/Wayne Taylor

Actor Geoffrey Rush is virtually housebound, barely eats and wakes each morning with a &#8216;&#8216;terrible
sense of dread&#8217;&#8217; since the publication of articles alleging inappropriate behaviour towards a colleague,
according to a court document.
An affidavit tendered in the Federal Court in Sydney yesterday said the Oscar winner had suffered
&#8216;&#8216;tremendous emotional and social hardship&#8217;&#8217; sinceThe Daily Telegraph published the
articles last year.
Rush, 66, has lost his appetite, struggles to sleep and has rarely left his home, according to the affidavit by his solicitor
Nicholas Pullen.

0

Rush is suing The Daily Telegraph &#8217;s publisher Nationwide News and journalist Jonathon Moran for defamation
over the articles alleging the Oscar winner behaved inappropriately towards a female co-star during a Sydney Theatre
Company production of King Lear in 2015 .
He has denied the allegations.
The affidavit tendered said that when Rush did venture out in public he felt anxious as he believed people were staring
at him in a challenging, frightening and unnerving way.
He woke up every morning with a &#8216;&#8216;terrible sense of dread about his future career&#8217;&#8217;, and
felt his worth to the theatre and film industry was irreparably damaged, the document said.
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The Telegraph has denied the articles made Rush out to be a pervert and a predator, and submits no allegations of a
sexual nature were made.
The Federal Court yesterday heard the Telegraph and Moran had applied to bring a cross-claim against the STC that
would see it become another defendant in Rush&#S217;s lawsuit.
The application said the theatre company provided statements relating to a complaint alleging inappropriate behaviour
by Rush knowing they would, or would likely, be re-published by the Telegraph.
The first story was read to a staffer in the STC&#S217;s pUblicity department before publication and she did not indicate
that anything in the article was inaccurate, the application said.
But Rush&#S217;s lawyer, Sue Chrysanthou, said the decision to bring the &#S216;&#S216;spurious&#S217;&#S217;
application appeared to be a tactical decision that would further delay proceedings.
&#S216;&#S216;The respondents are treating this litigation like a game,&#S217;&#S217; she said.
Ms Chrysanthou said there was no suggestion the STC instigated the Telegraph &#S217;s stories, with the theatre
company providing a comment after a request from ajournalist.
She said the respondents had given no explanation as to why they were naming a previously confidential source from
the STC in court documents.
She suggested they had changed their stance on the source&#S217;s confidentiality so they could use the source&#S217;s
position to sue his employer.
But the newspaper&#S217;s lawyer, Alec Leopold SC, said Ms Chrysanthou was making serious allegations of
professional misconduct against instructing solicitors without a proper basis.
He said the defence was not trying to delay the proceedings.
The cross-claim application is scheduled to be heard on Friday.
Justice Michael Wigney, during yesterday&#S217;s case management hearing, said it was likely the trial would be heard
in December.
&#S212;AAP
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Rush 'virtually housebound' and barely eats
Georgina Mitchell
Actor Geoffrey Rush has been "virtually housebound" since news stories were published detailing "inappropriate
behaviour" by him, according to his lawyer.
In an affidavit filed yesterday with the Federal Court, Nicholas Pullen said Rush, 66, rarely left his home for three
months after two stories and a news agent poster were published by The Daily Telegraph late last year alleging he
behaved inappropriately towards another cast member during a 2015-16 production of King Lear by the Sydney Theatre
Company.
Mr Pullen, a partner at HWL Ebsworth, submitted to the court a folder of international articles which, he said, link
Rush to the "#MeToo" movement against sexual misconduct.
He said that Rush has since lost his appetite and barely eats, is full of anxiety when he goes out in public, wakes up each
morning with a terrible sense of dread about his future career, requires medication for lack of sleep and anxiety and
believes his worth to the community is now "irreparably damaged".
"[He] is seriously concerned about the ongoing effect on his children and his wife," Mr Pullen said.
Rush launched defamation action against the Telegraph's publisher Nationwide News and journalist Jonathon Moran
in December, saying the publications portrayed him as a "pervert" and "sexual predator".
The Telegraph has denied its articles were defamatory and says they were matters of proper and legitimate public interest.
In a hearing yesterday, the court heard the Telegraph has now named in court documents a previously "confidential"
source who provided information about Rush.
The Sydney Theatre Company source, fornlerly labelled "confidential source 3", had already been named in the
documents, attributing one published quote to them.
However, the newspaper's amended defence now links them to eight pieces of information told to the Telegraph.
Three additional sources remain confidential.
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The newspaper is attempting to file a cross-claim against the theatre company, alleging the STC sent out statements
about Rush that were clearly intended for publication and did not point out any inaccuracies in the story when it was
read to a publicist over the phone.
Rush's barrister Sue Chrysanthou said the cross-claim was "very unusual indeed" and "doomed to fail".
"What we have is a journalist ringing a person and asking for information for a story - there's no suggestion whatsoever
in this cross-claim that the STC instigated the story," Ms Chrysanthou said.
"Mr Moran telephoned the STC and asked the STC to provide an official comment. The STC complied with that request,
and now it is being sued.
"So what News Limited is saying - and I don't think News Limited has ever said this before, it's a novel claim - is when it
rings a person and asks for information for a story, it's appropriate to sue that person for complying with that request."
Defence barrister Alec Leopold, SC, accused Ms Chrysanthou of using the court to "muckrake" when she said the
Telegraph's legal team were "treating this litigation like a game".
The case is expected to go to trial in the first two weeks of December before Justice Michael Wigney.
It will return to court on Friday.
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Being first with the news has its down side
LIFE AS I KNOW ITLESLEY APPS
Traditional media is battling it out online but the road to recovery might be an old one
Wen Apr 1800:00:002018
IT'S always fraught with danger writing about your own industry but hey this column space isn't adverse to sticking
its head up occasionally in an attempt to provoke thought and highlight inadequacies, so let's just hope the bosses see
it that way.
Those clunky old beasts that were the traditional media platforms you grew up with, newspapers, radio and television come on, you remember - are still gnashing away, the climate they once operated supremely in now unrecognisable.
But if you can't beat 'em, at least keep nipping at the heels until you can reinvent yourself for the new millennium and,
at the moment, the traditional media is definitely in the thick of doing that.
But first, some reflection on the good 01' days.
It's hard to fathom how differently 9/11 would have unfolded had Twitter been around. Or if Monica Lewinsky had to
deal with being slut-shamed on Facebook as well as the front page.
Now things happen so quickly, it's almost a requirement to break the news before it even happens. Fox News discovered
the consequences of jumping that gun literally when they reported that a member of congress who was shot in the head
had died. She didn't, but they wanted to be first and pre-empting what they considered her inevitable demise, for want
of a better term, backfired mightily.
They were crucified by other media outlets but people still tune in to Fox anyhow.
It's a bit like those gossip magazines that doctor up photos of famous people that haven't seen each other in years. They
make up stories on info provided by a "close source"'or "their inner circle'" to reveal that they're back together again and
pregnant for the eighth time despite having never given birth, ever.
Being abducted by an alien is positively fathomable up against these cyclic doses of trite, but despite knowing most of
the content is questionable, people must still be buying it in every sense of the term.
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The pressure to get the scoop or exclusive also means the boundaries of good taste now sit in the lower intestinal tract
somewhere. Texting a child for comment while they're trapped in the middle of the mass shooting is becoming common
practice in the US. But Australia isn't immune to this practice.
Mike Munro got hammered for using an old-school landline to call the young hostages during the Cangai siege back in
1990s (later parodied by the satire Frontline) but what he was really doing was being prophetic.
The Daily Telegraph is in the thick of a potentially expensive law suit because it ran a piece on Geoffr-ey Rush that outed
him as groping a female actor during the production of King Lear, the heading opportunity (King Leer) seemingly too
good to pass up. It was midst #metoo revelations where Hollywood males were dropping like (their) flies so waiting for
the concrete to set isn't an option when you're on a treadmill oftawdriness.
But you've got to give the customer what it wants, right? Even if they turn around and criticise (or sue) you later for it.
Perhaps the most famous case was of the late Princess Diana. People couldn't get enough of this royal enigma.
The media made a fortune off her back thanks to the public's insatiable desire to know every move she made. Ultimately
this love/hate relationship cost her her life.
The world-wide grieving process that followed meant someone was to blame so between the evil paparazzi and her stonefaced Majesty at the time, the people had their sacrificial lambs in their sights. This was well before social media got
its hooks into us.
This kind of angry mob mentality is what drives the media's dominant platform today, that of the social ilk.
Even young people can't get enough of the "news", real and fake, which is good in some ways because it means they're
engaged with what's going on beyond their bedrooms, but they also don't have to leave those rooms to discover who's
to blame for everything this week.
Navigating what's real and what's not is the latest challenge for traditional media to overcome.
It highlights the power of these platforms and companies devoted to producing it have. You can no longer dismiss it as
the consequences are all-too-real. Like the 45th President of the United States.

The word media has never had a broader meaning than it does today. Everyone can get into the act now, hence the use
of the term "social".
But with this unregulated version, comes a huge number of problems not just for traditional media outlets in producing
content within it but for everyone who engages with it.
It's kind of amusing to see traditional media going back to its roots and investing in quality journalism ill order to stand
out in the sea of cIickbait.
After having jumped in head-first and whaled around in the muck for a good few years with not much to show for it in
paid subscriptions - and with Facebook being on the nose - being seen as a trusted news source has never been so vital.
Let's just hope people agree and are willing to pay for it.
LIFE AS I KNOW IT
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Court throws out legal bid against STC
RUSH DEFAMATION CASE

o

Georgina Mitchell
A Federal Court judge has thrown out an attempt by The Daily Telegraph to bring court action against the Sydney
Theatre Company for issuing a quote about actor Geoffrey Rush.
The Telegraph's publisher, Nationwide News, and journalist Jonathon Moran are being sued for defamation by Rush,
66, after they published two stories and a newsagent poster in late 2017 alleging the actor engaged in "inappropriate
behaviour" while starring in the play King Lear.
Rush (pictured) said the publications wrongly portray him as a "pervert" and "sexual predator" and have had a significant
impact on his life, causing him to rarely leave the house and to take medication to help him sleep.
The Telegraph has argued its publications did not convey the meanings Rush complains of, and are defensible as
reporting in the public interest.
Lawyers for the newspaper applied this month to bring a cross-claim against the Sydney Theatre Company, meaning
the artistic organisation would have to contribute to paying damages if the Telegraph is found to have defamed Rush.

0

The Telegraph argued the company's pUblicist sent out an emailed statement which was clearly intended for publication,
was later read the story over the phone and did not point out any errors, and another STC employee gave a quote that
he did not wanted attributed to him.
Yesterday, Justice Michael Wigney said a newspaper attempting to sue its own source "is, to say the least, unusual".
He threw out the cross-claim and a proposed change to the newspaper's defence which reintroduced infonnation
previously struck out by the court, saying if the additions were pennitted they would cause "delay and prejudice" to
Rush, who has "continued to suffer tremendous emotional and social hardship" since the publications.
Justice Wigney said there were reasonable grounds to suspect the Telegraph's "zealous, if not desperate pursuit" of
amendments to their defence was to justify issuing a subpoena to the Sydney Theatre Company, in the hope documents
produced would help with their case.
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"The proposed changes simply do not raise anything that could reasonably be said to be relevant to Nationwide and
Mr Moran's defence," he said.
At an earlier hearing, the entirety of the newspaper's truth defence was struck out, as well as several paragraphs of its
qualified privilege defence.
Justice Wigney said the proposed cross-claim faced "a number of major legal and factual hurdles" which added to "other
powerful discretionary reasons" for refusing the Telegraph's application. 'It is sufficient to say that the proposed crossclaim against the STC is very weak and tenuous," he said. "Its prospects of success are, at best, marginal." Justice Wigney
ordered a trial date of September 3 and directed the parties to mediate.
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Woman in Geoffrey Rush sexual allegations case agrees
to testify for newspaper
The actor, who co-starred with Rush, will give evidence for the Daily Telegraph in its
defamation battle

o

..chael McGowan
Fri 3 Aug 201812.43 AEST

The woman at the centre of allegations that Geoffrey Rush behaved inappropriately during a
2015 production of King Lear has agreed to appear as a witness for the Daily Telegraph in its
defamation battle with the actor.
Lawyers for News Corp - the publisher of the Telegraph - are seeking to again amend their
defence on the basis of a statement by the woman, who co-starred with Rush in the Sydney
Theatre Company production.
Rush is suing the Telegraph over a series of articles published in November and December. He
claims the articles defamed him by portraying him as a "pervert" and "sexual predator" .
The woman has not spoken publicly since the Telegraph published the stories, but on Friday
the federal court heard News would seek to argue truth in its defence on the basis of her
statement.
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Rush's lawyers are seeking to have the application thrown out on the basis that it is "too little
too late".
In court on Friday Rush's barrister Sue Chrysanthou said Rush had witnesses who would
"directly contradict" the woman's statement.
She also said there were inconsistencies in the woman's statement of what occurred and the
claims made in the Telegraph's original defence.
News previously argued that Rush touched his cast-mate in a manner that made her feel
uncomfortable on a number of occasions while carrying her on stage in front of an audience of
hundreds of people.
It had also alleged that, during a party for cast and crew after the production ended, Rush
"entered the female bathroom located in the foyer of the Roslyn Packer theatre, knowing [the
woman] was in there, and stood outside a cubicle" she was in.
On Friday Chrysanthou said the woman's statement contradicted those claims.
"The complainant says she told [Rush] to stop and he did;' she said.
(W''\~'i

'~'t~e original defence claimed he followed her into the toilet. The statement we now have, he
didn't follow her into the toilet. What is my client to do with this?"
The Telegraph had been relying on the defence of qualified privilege after Justice Michael
Wigney previously threw out the newspaper's truth defence. He has also refused to allow it to
subpoena the theatre company.
The Telegraph has argued the allegations were "matters of proper and legitimate public
interest" following a string of allegations concerning "sexual misconduct, bullying and
harassment in the entertainment industry", which started with the Harvey Weinstein scandal.
But Rush's lawyers argue the Telegraph was motivated by "malice" and that the newspaper
published the articles "predominantly for the improper motive of harming" Rush.
On. Friday

Chrysanthou said Rush intended to run a "substantial malice case" against the

(~!tgraph.
'f;~\;<~/

Wigney will hear News's application to amend its defence next Thursday, describing it as a
"significant application" .
He said he would not make the woman's statement available to the public because he did not
want a "trial by media" .

Since you're here ...

... we have a small favour to ask. The Guardian is editorially independent, meaning we set our
own agenda. Our journalism is free from commercial bias and not influenced by billionaire
owners, politicians or shareholders. No one edits our Editor. No one steers our opinion. This is
important because it enables us to give a voice to the voiceless, challenge the powerful and
hold them to account. It's what makes us different to so many others in the media, at a time
when factual, honest reporting is critical.
More people are reading the Guardian'S independent, investigative journalism than ever but
advertising revenues across the media are falling fast. And unlike many news organisations,
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we haven't put up a paywall - we want to keep our journalism as open as we can. So you can
see why we need to ask for your help.
If everyone who reads our reporting, who likes it, helps to support it, our future would be
much more secure. For as little as $1, you can support the Guardian - and it only takes a
minute. Thank you.
Support The Guardian
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Actor in Geoffrey Rush defamation case provides statement
The Daily Telegraph has applied to amend its defence in light of the statement, which Rush's barrister described as "too little, too late".
by Angus McPherson on August 6, 2018

6
In a new development in the Geoffrey Rush defamation case, the actor who made the original complaint about Rush to Sydney Theatre Company alleging "inappropriate behaviour" by Rush, who has denied any wrong-doing - has provided a statement in defence of The Daily Telegraph,
News.com.au reported.

Rush is gUngJkpublisher of VI e Daily...I§kgt:fl]w., Nationwide News Pty Ltd, as well as journalist Jonathon Moran, over a series of articles relating to a
complaint about " inarmTOp-riate behaviour" by Rush during STC's 2015/2016 King Lear.
Rush's King Lear co-star Eryn Jean Norvill, who made the complaint to STC, requested at the time that the complaint be dealt with confidentially and did
not want Rush notified or involved in any investigation.
The Federal Court was told a new statement provided by Norvill- commenting on the case for the first time - will be used in an application by The Daily
Telegraph to amend its defence to include the truth defence.
,tice Michael Wigney threw out Nationwide News's original truth defence in March, describing it as "plainly deficient". Rush's barrister Sue
'santhou has called this new application "too little, too late" but Wigney described it as a "significant application" and will hear Nationwide News's
cation to amend its defence on Thursday. Wigney said he would not release the statement publicly at this time, saying he did not want a "trial by
media".
Rush, who has consistently denied any wrong-doing, recently withdrew from Melbourne Theatre Company's production of Twelflh Nigbl citing "current
circumstances and medical advice".
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August 29,2018
Theatre
news

Black Swan's 2019 to exnlore Where the Heart Is
Exciting world premieres and a co-production with Sydney Theatre Company make this a bumper season.
August 27,2018
Theatre
Live Review

~eview:

The

Har[~

in the South: Part One and Part Two (Sy'dney' Theatre Comnany)

.t<.ate Mulvany's adaptation of Ruth Park's monumental trilogy of novels soars.

o

August 8, 2018
Theatre
fea tures

The Harp' in the South: Out of the Park
Sydney Theatre Company offered Kate Mulvany the chance to go "big and bold" with an Australian novel. So she has written a two-part, five and a half
hour adaptation of Ruth Park's Harp in the South trilogy.
August 2,2018
Classical Music, Orchestral, Theatre, Vocal & Choral
~

Read the August 2018 issue of Limelight Magazine online
The August 2018 issue of Limelight Magazine features the thrilling ride to international Wagnerian glory of Australian Heldentenor Stuart Skelton.
July 30, 2018
Theatre
~

State theatre comnanies welcome 13 emerging directors

o

The CAAP Directors Initiative unites three state theatre companies to discover the next generation of Asian Australian directors.
July 28,2018
Theatre
Live Review

Review: The Long Forgotten Dream (Sy'dney' Theatre Comp.any)
H Lawrence Sumner's latest play brims with life in this world premiere directed by Neil Armfield.
July 10,2018
Theatre
news

Geoffrey' Rush nulls out of Melbourne Theatre Comnany.'s Twelfth Night
The actor, who is suing The Daily Telegraph over stories accusing him of "inappropriate behaviour", has cited "current circumstances and medical advice"
for his withdrawal.
June 14, 2018
Theatre
news
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Cate Blanchett to make National Theatre debut
The Australian actor returns to the UK stage in a new Martin Crimp play inspired by Richardson's Pamela.
June 10,2018
Theatre
Live Review

Review: Saint Joan

(~y:dney'

Theatre Comnany)

A stark, strikingly staged production that offers an audacious, sharper, punchier rewrite of Shaw's play.
June 1,2018
~
~

Sy:dney' Theatre Comnany.'s 2017 saw larger audiences balanced bY.....Qnerating deficit
Sydney Theatre Company has released its annual report, which shows success from The Present and Muriel's Wedding tempered by production costs.
May 31, 2018
Theatre
~

A Shaw thing for Sarah Snook
~'e

renowned actor plays Joan of Arc in a "modernist" production for STC.

_ 21,2018
Theatre
news

Sue Smith announced as the new STC Patrick White Play:wrights' Fellow
Smith has been awarded the $25,000 Fellowship, while Kim Ho has taken out the Patrick White Playwrights' Award.
May 18,2018
Theatre
Live Review

Review: Blackie BJackie Brown

(~y:dney'

Theatre Comnany)

Nakkiah Lui's ferocious new comedy will have you on the edge of your seat from start to fmish.
May 1,2018
TheatTe
news

"-Takkiah Lui wins the Nick Enright Prize for Plamriting
o

incisive romantic comedy Black is the New White has won the Nick Enright Prize at this year's NSW Premier's Literary Awards.

April 27, 2018
~

Live Review

Review: Still Point Turning: The Catherine McGregor

Story_(~y:dney'

Theatre Comnany)

Heather Mitchell's fmely judged, compelling performance as Catherine McGregor is this new play's drawcard.
April 4, 2018
Theatre
Live Review

Review: The Children

(~y:dney:

Theatre Comnany)

Lucy Kirkwood's intimate dystopia paints a world in which sacrifices must be made.
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View Current Comp-etitions
Win tickets to the latest productions around Australia and films on the big screen! Check back for our monthly Caption Competition and Letters Prize.

Subscribe
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Subscribe To Limelight
All new and renewing subscribers this month will be entered into our prize draw to win Festival and Wine Package to the Huntington Estate Music
Festival!

Season Preview
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Music and Events to Look forward to next year

As Australia's premier arts companies launch their latest programs, Limelight brings you an exclusive 24-page preview anticipating many of the treats in
store for 2019
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Actress provides statement in Rush case
• Jodie Stephens
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The actress at the centre of Geoffrey Rush's defamation case has alleged he traced his hand across the side of her breast and touched her lower back
when they starred in a Sydney theatre production, according to court documents.
The Daily Telegraph and its reporter, Jonathon Moran, wiII attempt to prove a defence of truth when the case goes to trial in October now the actress
has provided their lawyers with a statement.
Rush is suing the Telegraph's publisher and Moran over articles about allegations he behaved inappropriately towards a female colleague - later
revealed to be Eryn Jean NorviII - during a Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear in 2015.
The 67-year-old actor denies the claims.
The Telegraph published the articles in 2017 ·without NorviII's co-operation and Rush's lawyer claims the STC begged Moran not to publish in an
email which stated: "This is her story to tell."
But the Federal Court on Thursday heard Norvill had agreed to give her account more than seven months after the first article was published,
providing a statement to the Telegraph's lawyers in July.
Their amended defence - based on her statement - includes allegations Rush's hand "traced across" the side ofNorviII's breast during a preview
performance, according to an outline of submissions filed by Rush's lawyers.
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He's accused of touching her lower back under her shirt, making lewd gestures in her direction and making groping gestures in the air.
Six months after the production, Rush also allegedly sent Norvill a text message saying he thought of her "more than is socially appropriate" .
Rush's lawyers in the document argue some of the allegations lack precision and there's no explanation why they vary starkly from claims previously
made by the Telegraph in an earlier defence.
That defence was struck out by Justice Michael Wigney in March after he found its claims were "plainly deficient" and "vague and imprecise" .
The new defence has forced the trial to be delayed by seven weeks and Rush's lawyer, Sue Chrysanthou, on Thursday said he would seek indenmity
costs and aggravated damages.

"Mr Rush is suffering continuing trauma because of these proceedings and because of the allegations, so the delay of seven weeks is maybe not a big
deal to News Limited, but it is a big deal to him," the lawyer said in the Federal Court.
She criticised the Telegraph for publishing the original articles without speaking to Norvil!.
"They did publish two front page articles accusing my client of sexual misconduct when they had nothing," Ms Chrysanthou said.
"Now we know what they did have was rubbish."
The Telegraph's lawyer, Alec Leopold SC, said they were seeking witnesses to corroborate what Norvill said about Rush touching her breast and
lower back.
He said the nature of the allegations and Rush's "position in the acting world" meant not everyone wanted to speak about the claims.
"There are people we know who can corroborate it," Mr Leopold said.
He rejected Ms Chrysanthou's claim that the STC had begged Moran not to publish.
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Geoffrey Rush allegedly 'touched actress' breasts, lower
back', court hears
By Ashleigh Raper

Updated Thu 9 Aug 2018, 9:38pm

o

PHOTO: Geoffrey Rush on stage with Eryn-Jean Norvil! during the production of King Lear. (Supplied)

The actress at the centre of Geoffrey Rush's defamation case against The Daily Telegraph claims the Oscar
winner touched her breasts and back, a court has heard.
Rush is suing the newspaper's publisher Nationwide News and reporter
Johnathan Moran over articles alleging he engaged in inappropriate
behaviour while performing in a Sydney Theatre Company (STC)
production of King Lear.
The trial was due to start next month, but has been delayed because ErynJean Norvill - the actress at the centre of The Daily Telegraph's
allegations - has been added to the newspaper's witness list.
A document submitted by Rush's legal team reveals for the first time the
extent of the allegations against him.

Key points:
• The articles were published late last
year
• Rush's co-star Eryn-Jean Norvill has
been added to the newspaper's
witness list
• Rush's lawyer said the newspaper
had been "looking under stones for
eight months"

o

The allegations include that in October 2015, during rehearsals, Rush "made groping gestures in the air about the
complainant's torso" and made "comments ... which contained sexual innuendo" as well as "lewd gestures".
The documents allege that during a pre-performance the actor's "hand traced across the side of the complainant's right
breast".
They also claimed he "touched the complainant's lower back under her shirt to her waistline".
When he allegedly did it again , on another occasion, "she told him to stop and he did", the document claimed .
Rush's legal team submitted that the allegations could not be considered "scandalously inappropriate".
"None of this material, at its highest, could be regarded as 'scandalously inappropriate' or amount to 'sexual assault'," the
document said.
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"It could also not result in a finding that [Rush] is a 'pervert' or a 'sexual predator"'.
Norvill was Rush's co-star in a 2015-16 production of King Lear.
Her statement detailing Rush's alleged inappropriate behaviour was today tendered to the Federal Court, however it will
not be made public.
Justice Michael Wigney questioned Norvill's decision to come forward at such a late stage, "after indicating for some
months she didn't want to co-operate".
The newspaper's lawyer Alec Leopold SC argued Norvill was "relatively junior actor" who "would be reluctant to come
out" against Rush who was a "very senior, indeed iconic, actor".

They've been Looking under stones'
Justice Wigney said when The Daily Telegraph had published the stories last year, it had "plainly not spoken to the
actress" and "not secured her co-operation".
In response, the newspaper's lawyer, Alec Leopold SC, argued the media could operate on "hearsay" and was not bound
by the same laws of evidence in a courtroom.
Rush's lawyer Sue Chrysanthou said it was completely inappropriate for The Daily Telegraph to publish the articles
without Norvill's co-operation.
"She didn't want the article to proceed," Ms Chrysanthou said.
The actor's lawyer said her client was looking forward to the trial starting.
"Now we know what they did have was rubbish," Ms Chrysanthou said.
"They've been looking under stones for eight months."
The trial is now expected to start at the end of October.
Topics: law-crime-and-justice, courts-and-trials, arts-and-entertainment, theatre, information-and-communication, sydney-2000
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Geoffrey Rush 'touched actress on breast and
lower back', court told
By Georgina Mitchell
9 August 2018 - 3:27pm

The actress at the centre of a defamation
case involving Geoffrey Rush has alleged
in a statement that he touched her on
the breast and lower back and traced his
finger across her lower back, a court has

o

heard.
Rush, 67, is suing Nationwide News - publisher of The Daily Telegraph - and
journalist Jonathon Moran over two front-page stories and a news agent poster
published in late 2017, which detailed allegations that Rush engaged in
"inappropriate behaviour" during a theatre production of King Lear.

o
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Geoffrey Rush outside court in Sydney last month.
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Rush has vehemently denied the allegations.
Eryn Jean Norvill, who played Cordelia in the production, allegedly made a

complaint to the Sydney Theatre Company but did not wish for it to be brought
to the attention of Rush.
On Thursday, the Federal Court heard Ms Norvill did not speak to the Telegraph
for its story and refused for months to become involved in the court case before
she asked her lawyer to issue a statement to the newspaper's lawyers in July.
The Telegraph's barrister Alec
Leopold, SC, said witnesses were
expected to corroborate Ms Norvill's
version of events.

Eryn Jean Norvill.

Photo: Supplied
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Court documents detail allegations Rush made "groping gestures in the air" near
Ms Norvill's torso during rehearsals in October 2015, made comments or jokes
about her body that contained sexual innuendo, and made "lewd gestures" in her
direction in late 2015.
Rush is also alleged to have "traced across" the side of her breast during a
preview performance in November 2015, to have touched her lower back under
her shirt to her waistline, and to have started to touch her lower back but
stopped when she asked him to.
It is alleged Rush sent a text message to Ms Norvill in June 2016, six months
after the production, that said he thought of her "more than is socially
appropriate" .

"Mr Rush denies the allegations," his barristers said in a written submission to
the court.
"He intends to call witnesses from the cast and crew of King Lear to contradict
the assertions
made."
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The newspaper has filed an amended defence based on Ms Norvill's statement,
which now pleads a defence of truth instead of qualified privilege. Due to the
new defence, the trial date has been pushed back to October 22 instead of
September 3.
Ms Norvill is expected to give evidence at the trial.
Rush's barrister, Sue Chrysanthou, consented to the amended defence being
filed but said the particulars within it were deficient and would be challenged at
trial.
"The applicant in no way concedes that what is put forward is an adequate
defence to the imputations pleaded," Ms Chrysanthou said.
The court heard journalists from the Telegraph made repeated attempts to
contact Ms Norvill for comment before publication. However she did not speak
to them and the stories proceeded with "secondhand information".

https:llamp-smh-com-au.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/1295
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Mr Leopold said newspapers were not bound by rules of evidence like courts, and
in the publishing world it was possible to operate on hearsay.
He said the newspaper's defence was amended when more precise information
came to hand.
Justice Michael Wigney said the information the newspaper had at the time of
publication seemed to be "quite unreliable and inaccurate" and though it was
possible to operate on hearsay, "you can't use that as an excuse when it doesn't
work out for you in the long run".
Ms Chrysanthou said the newspaper "had nothing" when it published articles
without the co-operation ofMs Norvill, which was "completely inappropriate".
"They should never have been published," Ms Chrysanthou said.

Ms Chrysanthou said Ms Norvill was "hounded and hounded" to talk to the
newspaper and the Sydney Theatre Company sent an email that "begged the
journalist to not publish the article".
She said the seven-week delay to the trial was "intolerable" to Rush and she
would be making an application for aggravated damages over the trial date being
moved.
"It's been caused by their reckless journalism in printing two front-page stories
when they had absolutely nothing," she said.
Mr Leopold denied the Sydney Theatre Company had "begged" the newspaper
not to publish.
The case will return to court for a further pre-trial hearing in October.
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The Actor At The Centre Of Allegations Against Geoffrey Rush Will
Testify In Court
The actor at the centre of the allegations against film star Geoffrey Rush , Eryn Jean Norvill, will
testify at the defamation trial later this year.
Posted on August 9, 2018, at 1: 26 p.m.
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The Sydney Theatre Company (STC) begged a journalist not to publish an article alleging film star
Geoffrey Rush had inappropriately touched actor Eryn Jean Norvill, saying to Daily Telegraph
reporter Jonathon Moran in an email that it was "her story to tell", a court has heard.
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profile defamation case filed by Rush later this year.
Rush is suing publisher Nationwide News and Moran over articles published in The Daily
Telegraph in November 2017 that alleged a complaint of "inappropriate behaviour" had been
made against Rush, and that he had "inappropriately touched" a female cast member during a
2015-16 STC production of King Lear.
Rush denies the allegations and claims the newspaper defamed him and painted him as a "sexual
predator" and a "pervert".
At a hearing on Thursday morning Nationwide News lawyer Alec Leopold said the parties had
now agreed for the publisher to file a new defence of truth.
Norvill will take the stand and witnesses will give evidence to corroborate allegations about Rush
"touching her breast, touching her lower back, tracing his finger across her lower back", Leopold
said.
In an argument about costs related to the new defence, Federal Court Justice Michael Wigney
pOinted out that Nationwide News had made "no attempt" to explain why it was only now that
Norvill had agreed to give a statement and testify.
"At the end of the day the blame can be sheeted only to your clients because they chose to
publish these articles in circumstances where they plainly had not spoken to the actress and have
plainly not secured her cooperation," he said.
Leopold said the first defence filed by the newspaper was based on a secondhand version of
events.
"It's not as if [Nationwide] News didn't have information at hand," he said.
"It's readily understandable that somebody in the acting world who's a relatively junior actor such
as Miss Norvill, who is at the centre of allegations about a very senior, indeed iconic, figure in the
acting world, would be reluctant to come out and speak."
Rush's lawyer Sue Chrysanthou said the stories "should never have been published".
"They published two front page articles accusing my client of sexual misconduct when they had
nothing," she said. "What they did have was rubbish.
"Not only did they not have her cooperation, the STC begged the journalist to not publish the
article in an email saying 'This is her story to tell'. Not only did they not have her cooperation, they
had a message through the STC that she didn't want the article to proceed."
Chrysanthou said the seven-week trial delay caused by the new defence was "intolerable" to
Rush, but he was tolerating it as he wanted the allegations dealt with.
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Nationwide News has set aside its defence of qualified privilege, under which it had to prove it
acted reasonably in publishing the stories, and will now rely on the new defence of truth.
The hearing was due to start on September 3 but has now been pushed back by seven weeks
and is likely to start in late October.
The matter is back in court on October 3.

Lane Sainty is a reporter for BuzzFeed r\jews and is based in Sydney, Australia.
Contact Lane Sainty at lane.sainty@buzzfeed .com .
Got a confidential tip? Submit it here.
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Section: News
Actor says Rush made lewd gestures
Georgina Mitchell I Courts
The actor at the centre of a defamation case involving Geoffrey Rush has alleged in a statement that he touched her on
the breast and lower back and traced his finger across her lower back, a court has heard.
Rush, 67, is suing Nationwide News - publisher of The Daily Telegraph - and journalist Jonathon Moran over two
front-page stories and a newsagent poster published in late 2017, which detailed allegations that Rush engaged in
"inappropriate behaviour" during a theatre production of King Lear.
Rush has vehemently denied the allegations.
Eryn Jean Norvill, who played Cordelia in the production, allegedly made a complaint to the Sydney Theatre Company
but did not wish for it to be brought to the attention of Rush.
The Federal Court heard yesterday Norvill did not speak to the Telegraph for its story and refused for months to become
involved in the court case before she asked her lawyer to issue a statement to the newspaper's lawyers last month.
The Telegraph's barrister Alec Leopold, SC, said witnesses were expected to corroborate Norvill's version of events.
Court documents detail allegations that Rush made "groping gestures in the air" near Norvill's torso during rehearsals
in October 2015, made comments or jokes about her body that contained sexual innuendo, and made "lewd gestures"
in her direction in late 2015.
Rush is also alleged to have "traced across" the side of her breast during a preview performance in November 2015, to
have touched her lower back under her shirt to her waistline, and to have started to touch her lower back but stopped
when she asked him to. It is alleged Rush sent a text message to Norvill in June 2016, six months after the production,
that said he thought of her "more than is socially appropriate".
"Mr Rush denies the allegations," his barristers said in a written submission to the court. "He intends to call witnesses
from the cast and crew of King Lear to contradict the assertions made."
The newspaper has filed an amended defence based on Norvill's statement, which now pleads a defence of truth instead
of qualified privilege. Due to the new defence, the trial date has been pushed back to October 22 instead of September 3.
WESTLAW
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Norvil! is expected to give evidence at the trial.
Rush's barrister, Sue Chrysanthou, consented to the amended defence being filed but said the particulars within it were
deficient and would be challenged at trial.
"The applicant in no way concedes that what is put forward is an adequate defence to the imputations pleaded," Ms
Chrysanthou said.
The court heard journalists from the Telegraph made repeated attempts to contact Norvil! for comment before
publication. However she did not speak to them and the stories proceeded with "second-hand information".
Mr Leopold said newspapers were not bound by rules of evidence like courts, and in the publishing world it was possible
to operate on hearsay.
He said the newspaper's defence was amended when more precise information came to hand.
Justice Michael Wigney said the information the newspaper had at the time of publication seemed to be "quite unreliable
and inaccurate" and though it was possible to operate on hearsay, "you can't use that as an excuse when it doesn't work
out for you in the long run".
Ms Chrysanthou said the newspaper "had nothing" when it published articles without the co-operation of NorviII, which
was "completely inappropriate".
"They should never have been published," Ms Chrysanthou said.
Ms Chrysanthou said Norvill was "hounded and hounded" to talk to the newspaper and the Sydney Theatre Company
sent an email that "begged the journalist to not publish the article".
Mr Leopold denied the Sydney Theatre Company had "begged" the newspaper not to publish.
The case will return to court for a further pre-trial hearing in October.
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Actress in Rush case details 'lewd gestures'
Georgina Mitchell
The actress at the centre of a defamation case involving Geoffrey Rush has alleged in a statement that he touched her on
the breast and lower back and traced his finger across her lower back, a court has heard.
Rush, 67, is suing Nationwide News - publisher of The Daily Telegraph - and journalist Jonathon Moran over two
front-page stories and a newsagent poster published in late 2017, which detailed allegations that Rush engaged in
"inappropriate behaviour" during a theatre production of King Lear.
Rush has vehemently denied the allegations.
Eryn Jean Norvill, who played Cordelia in the production, allegedly made a complaint to the Sydney Theatre Company
but did not wish for it to be brought to the attention of Rush.
Yesterday, the Federal Court heard Ms Norvill did not speak to the Telegraph for its story and refused for months to
become involved in the court case before she asked her lawyer to issue a statement to the newspaper's lawyers in July.
The Telegraph's barrister, Alec Leopold, SC, said witnesses were expected to corroborate Ms Norvill's version of events.
Court documents detail allegations Rush made "groping gestures in the air" near Ms Norvill's torso during rehearsals
in October 2015, made comments or jokes about her body that contained sexual innuendo, and made "lewd gestures"
in her direction in late 2015.
Rush is also alleged to have "traced across" the side of her breast during a preview performance in November 2015, to
have touched her lower back under her shirt to her waistline, and to have started to touch her lower back but stopped
when she asked him to .
It is alleged Rush sent a text message to Ms Norvill in June 2016, six months after the production, that said he thought

of her "more than is socially appropriate".
"Mr Rush denies the allegations ," his barristers said in a written submission to the court.
"He intends to call witnesses from the cast and crew of King Lear to contradict the assertions made."
WESTLAW
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The newspaper has filed an amended defence based on Ms Norvill's statement, which now pleads a defence of truth
instead of qualified privilege. Due to the new defence, the trial date has been pushed back to October 22'instead of
September 3.
Ms Norvill is expected to give evidence at the trial.
Rush's barrister, Sue Chrysanthou, consented to the amended defence being filed but said the particulars within it were
deficient and would be challenged at trial.
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TRACEY SPICER
TRUE LEADERS 2018 I LIGHTING THE FUSE
Patrick Durkin
A tweet seeking stories about sexual harassment in the workplace was enough to ignite the #MeToo movement in
Australia.
We are living through a social revolution not seen since the 1960s. The fragmentation of mass media, globalisation and
the rise of social media has given the community a voice like never before.
The #MeToo movement epitomises that revolution, BOSS True Leaders judge Elizabeth Proust says.
"As a campaign [#MeToo] is going to make a big difference, not just to current and past generations but to future
generations of women, this is enduring," Proust says.
Fellow judge Ming Long adds: "It is significant for both women and men. For the first time women are being believed.
That's the groundbreaking difference [of#MeToo].
It is saying that even if men have power and position, women are believed. If men felt they could get away with [sexually

harassing women], they no longer can."
A tweet posted by the local face of the #MeToo movement, Tracey Spicer, on October 18 last year asking people to
"contact me privately to tell your stories" was pivotal in delivering the movement from the United States to our shores.
The tweet sparked more than 2000 responses and lit a "tinderbox" that was ready to explode.
"A lot of women who perhaps would not have called up a newsroom in the past with a story or even sent a letter connected
predominantly on Facebook PM [private message] and Twitter DM [direct message] because they felt there was an
intimate connection through social media and someone they felt they knew," the former television presenter and media
trainer tells AFR BOSS magazine.
"We know that storytelling changes hearts and minds and that's the basis of the #MeToo movement; people don't often
change their opinions until they know someone who has been a victim or a survivor of wrongdoing."
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The term #MeToo dates back to 2006. It was coined by Tarana Burke, an African-American survivor of sexual assault
who wanted to do something to help women and girls of colour who had also survived sexual violence.
The movement took on a life of its own last October when it was alleged that movie mogul Harvey Weinstein had sexually
harassed women for decades. It set off a worldwide reckoning over sexual misconduct in the workplace.
In Australia, investigative journalists from the ABC and Fairfax Media, including reporter Kate McClymont, picked up
the stories sent to Spicer and published accusations against Don Burke.
"We all knew about Don Burke for 30-odd years and people had touched on doing that story but it was seen as too
difficult and there wasn't a desire to do the story," Spicer says.
Aside from politics and media, the business community has been hit hard with claims of sexual harassment, including at
the big four accounting firms, as revealed by The Australian Financial Review's Edmund Tadros.
Revelations of affairs among AFL executives and relationships between chief executives and their assistants, including
Seven West Media's Tim Worner and former QBE chief executive John Neal, have put companies and their boards on
notice.

o

"We have only seen the tip of the iceberg with the business sector," Spicer says. "These cases are about to roll through
the courts in the coming months. A lot of corporations are reviewing their policies, procedures and culture and, believe
me, they have to because the stories that are going to come out will be shocking."
But it has not been an easy ride. The allegations require meticulous research by investigative journalists and there are
defamation laws to contend with.
Actor Geoffrey Rush has sued The Daily Telegraph and journalist Jonathon Moran for defamation over articles alleging
that he behaved inappropriately towards a colleague during a Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear in 2015.
Actor Craig McLachlan is suing Fairfax Media, publisher of BOSS, over unproven allegations of misconduct, which
he denies.
The initial wave of support for #MeToo was followed by a backlash and Twitter was filled with attacks calling
campaigners such as Spicer "green-Ieft-ferninazi" and branding the campaign a "man-hating witch-hunt", along with the
ubiquitous #NotAllMen.

0

"The investigative journalism has happened a lot more slowly than I expected because we are restricted in Australia in
terms of defamation laws and lack of first amendment protections like they have in the US but what has changed really
quickly is the culture," Spicer says.
McClymont points to the difficulty in verifying allegations to the point where they can be published, adding: "Because
of our defamation laws, it is incredibly difficult to publish names of men who have sexually harassed women, especially
one on one."
Sex Discrimination Commissioner Kate Jenkins picked up the cause and began campaigning for an inquiry. In June,
Jenkins launched an inquiry into sexual harassment in the workplace, the first of its kind in the world.
After Time's Up was founded by a group of Hollywood celebrities in the US in January to support and fund legal action
against sexual assault and harassment in the workplace, local equivalent NOW Australia was born.
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It is a coalition of unlikely bedfellows including Spicer, political movers and shakers, musicians, actors and celebrities.

They have raised $150,000 through a crowd-funding campaign to set up a hotline, finance legal action and offer advocacy
and support.
THE BOUNDARIES ARE CLEAR The revelations about misconduct in the workplace have also sparked a wider
debate about the line for office affairs. Spicer argues that the line is clear and rejects moves such as Prime Minister
Ma1colmTumbull's"bonk ban".
"I believe we are talking about two different things. I met my husband, a cameraman, at work. We were pretty much on
the same power level and in a consensual relationship and ended up marrying. There is nothing wrong with that," she says.
"Where relationships in the workplace can become problematic is where there is a huge power imbalance and the
perception there has been some kind of coercion or favouritism because of that sexual relationship."
The worst result would be if women stopped being invited to networking drinks and conferences because "men don't feel
like they can trust themselves around women".
"We should be able to socialise and there is nothing wrong with flirting, particularly when they are at the same level in
the workplace," Spicer says.
Part of the panacea is putting more women in leadership positions, she says, especially across the judiciary and police.
And stand by for the next stage of #MeToo: "The focus now is on lowpaid industries who have missed out on this
movement so far," Spicer says.

-
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Emma.KellyGeorgina Mitchell
The actor at the centre of a defamation case involving Geoffrey Rush has alleged in a statement
that he touched her on the breast and lower back and traced his finger across her lower back, a
court has heard.
Rush, 67, is suing Nationwide News - publisher of The Daily Telegraph - and journalist Jonathon
Moran over two front-page stories and a newsagent poster published in late 2017, which detailed
allegations that Rush engaged in "inappropriate behaviour" during a theatre production of King
Lear.
Rush has denied the allegations.
Eryn Jean Norvill, who played Cordelia in the production, allegedly made a complaint to the Sydney
Theatre Company but did not wish for it to be brought to the attention of Rush. The Federal Court
heard on Thursday Norvill did not speak to the Telegraph for its story and refused for months to
become involved in the court case before she asked her lawyer to issue a statement to the
newspaper's lawyers last month.
The Telegraph's barrister Alec Leopold , SC, said witnesses were expected to corroborate Norvill's
version of events.
Court documents detail allegations that Rush made "groping gestures in the air" near Norvill's torso
during rehearsals in October 2015, made comments or jokes about her body that contained sexual
innuendo, and made "lewd gestures" in her direction in late 2015. Rush is also alleged to have
"traced across" the side of her breast during a preview performance in November 2015, to have
touched her lower back under her shirt to her waistline, and to have started to touch her lower back
but stopped when she asked him to. It is alleged Rush sent a text message to Norvill in June 2016,
six months after the production, that said he thought of her "more than is socially appropriate".
"Mr Rush denies the allegations," his barristers said in a written submission to the court.
"He intends to call witnesses from the cast and crew of King Lear to contradict the assertions
made."
The newspaper has filed an amended defence based on Norvill's statement, which now pleads a
defence of truth instead of qualified privilege. Due to the new defence, the trial date has been
pushed back to October 22. Norvill is expected to give evidence at the trial.
The court heard journalists from the Telegraph made repeated attempts to contact Norvill for
comment before publication. However, she did not speak to them and the stories proceeded with
"second-hand information".
Mr Leopold said newspapers were not bound by rules of evidence like courts, and in the publishing
world it was possible to operate on hearsay. He said the newspaper's defence was amended when
more precise information came to hand .
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Justice Michael Wigney said the information the newspaper had at the time of publication seemed
to be "quite unreliable and inaccurate" and though it was possible to operate on hearsay, "you can't
use that as an excuse when it doesn't work out for you in the long run".
Rush's barrister, Sue Chrysanthou, said Norvili was "hounded" to talk to the newspaper and the
Sydney Theatre Company sent an email that "begged the journalist to not publish the article".
Mr Leopold denied the Sydney Theatre Company had "begged" the newspaper not to publish.
The case wili return to court for a further pre-trial hearing in October.
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Actress joins witness list in Geoffrey Rush lawsuit
~ August 10th, 2018
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Actress Eryn-Jean Norvill's name has been added to the witness list in Geoffrey Rush's defamation
case against The Daily Telegraph.
Norvill had appeared in the Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear, alongside Rush.
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Her statement alleging inappropriate behaviour was tendered to the Federal Court yesterday. Her
inclusion is expected to dramatically change the high profile legal case.
The newspaper's lawyer Alec Leopold SC argued Norvill was "relatively junior actor" who "would be
reluctant to come out" against Rush who was a "very senior, indeed iconic, actor".
But Justice Wigney said when The Daily Telegraph had published the stories last year, it had "plainly
not spoken to the actress" and "not secured her co-operation".
Rush has denied all allegations.
The trial is expected to start at the end of October.
Source: ABC (http-://www.abc.net.au/news/201B-OB-09/geoffrey-rush-touched-actress-breasts-courthears/10093940)
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lifetime; Geoffrey Rush accuser; Third
Lombok quake.
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1. This couple was on a trip of a lifetime . On day
369 , their lives came to a harrowing end.
Last year Jay Austin and Lauren Geoghegan quit their office jobs to go
on an adventure together. But just over a year in, their trip came to a
sudden end when they were caught in a random ISIS attack.
The US couple, both 29, had been cycling around Africa, Europeblogging their journey on Instagram as they went - but it was when
they go to the Middle East that things took a dangerous turn .
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On July 29 - day 369 of their open-ended trip - the pair were cycling
with a group of other tourists along a road in Tajikistan - a central
Asian nation bordered by Afghanistan, China, Kyrgyzstan and
Uzbekistan, and known for its popular hiking mountains.

On that road a group of men in a car spotted them and decided to
attack. Footage captured by a driver shows the car pass the cyclists
then make a U-turn, driving back towards the cyclists, hitting the
group, The New York Times reports.
Four of the cyclists were killed: Jay and Lauren, and two cyclists from
Switzerland and the Netherlands.
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Days later, Islamic State released a video that showed the five alleged
attackers vowing to kill "disbelievers".

Jay and Lauren wrote often of the beauty they saw on their travels and
the kindness they encountered on their blog, Simply Cycling.
"You're led to believe that the world is a big, scary place," Jay wrote in
a post.
"'People,' the narrative goes, 'are not to be trusted. People are bad.
People are evil.' I don't buy it."

2. Actress who accused Geoffrey Rush of sexual
misconduct has been named as defamation case
progresses.
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The New Daily
•

@TheNewDailyAu

Geoffrey Rush allegedly 'touched actress' breasts, lower back',
court hears: bitiy/20oAMc3
8:00 PM - Aug 9, 2018
See The New Daily's other Tweets

The actress at the centre of Geoffrey Rush's defamation case has

o

alleged he traced his hand across the side of her breast and touched
her lower back when they starred in a Sydney theatre production,
according to court documents.
The Daily Telegraph and its reporter, Jonathon Moran, will attempt to

prove a defence of truth when the case goes to trial in October now the
actress has provided their lawyers with a statement.
Rush is suing the Telegraph's publisher and Moran over articles about
allegations he behaved inappropriately towards a female colleaguelater revealed to be Eryn Jean Norvill- during a Sydney Theatre
Company production of King Learin 2015.

o

The 67-year-old actor denies the claims.
The Telegraph published the articles in 2017 without Norvill's cooperation and Rush's lawyer claims the STC begged Moran not to
publish in an email which stated: "This is her story to tell."
But the Federal Court on Thursday heard Norvill had agreed to give her
account more than seven months after the first article was published,
providing a statement to the Telegraph's lawyers in July.
Their amended defence - based on her statement - includes
allegations Rush's hand "traced across" the side of Norvill's breast
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during a preview performance, according to an outline of submissions
filed by Rush's lawyers.

o

He's accused of touching her lower back under her shirt, making lewd
gestures in her direction and making groping gestures in the air.
Six months after the production, Rush also allegedly sent Norvill a text
message saying he thought of her "more than is socially appropriate".
Rush's lawyers in the document argue some of the allegations lack
precision and there's no explanation why they vary starkly from claims
previously made by the Telegraph in an earlier defence.

3. Third earthquake in Lombok as death toll
reaches 319.

Global's Newsroom
@GlobalsNewsroom

319 people have now died after Sunday's earthquake on
Indonesia's island of Lombok.
The island was hit by another shock this morning - making it the
third one in just over a week.
11:15 PM -Aug 9, 2018
See Global's Newsroom's other Tweets

The Indonesian island of Lombok has been shaken by a third big
earthquake in little more than a week as the official death toll from the
most powerful of the quakes reached 319.
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Thursday's strong aftershock, measured at magnitude 5.9 by the US
Geological Survey, caused panic, damage to buildings, landslides and
injuries.
It was centred in the northwest of the island and didn't have the
potential to cause a tsunami, said Indonesia's geological agency, which
had earlier put its magnitude at 6.2.
Videos showed rubble strewn across streets and clouds of dust
enveloping buildings.
In northern Lombok, some people leapt from their vehicles on a traffic
jammed road while an elderly woman standing in the back of a pickup
truck wailed "God is Great."
An Associated Press reporter in the provincial capital Mataram saw
people injured by the tremor and a hospital moved patients outside.
The aftershock had caused more "trauma," said national disaster
agency spokesman Sutopo Purwo Nugroho.
Wiranto, Indonesia's top security minister, told reporters the death toll
from Sunday's magnitude 6.9 quake had risen to 319.
Grieving relatives were burying their dead and medics tended to
people whose broken limbs hadn't yet been treated in the days since
the quake.
The Red Cross said it was focusing relief efforts on an estimated 20,000
people yet to get any assistance.

4. Calls to raise Queensland's imprisonment age
from 10 to 14 years old.
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Human rights, medical and legal experts have called on the
Queensland government to increase the minimum age children can be
locked behind bars for a criminal offence.
Each year around 150 children aged 10 to 13 are imprisoned in
Queensland's children's prisons each year, Amnesty International says.
The human rights group says it's the highest incarceration rate of all
states and territories and the Palaszczuk government should increase
the age of criminal responsibility to 14.
Campaigner Belinda Lowe said too many childhoods are being lost in
detention centres.
"We're not only taking away the lives of children now, we're taking
away their futures," Ms Lowe said.
Ms Lowe said children arrested under the age of 14 are three times
more likely to reoffend later in life than those arrested for the first time
after they've turned 14.
Indigenous children account for 70 per cent of youth detainees across
the state, with property and theft offences making up a majority of
crimes committed by all children, Amnesty International said.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Legal Service chief executive
Shane Duffy said the current approach to youth crime wasn't working.
"We've got a massive number of young people sitting on remand in
police ce[[s," he said.
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Mr Duffy said families not being able to afford bail meant many
children would remain on remand for periods stretching longer than

o

the sentences they are later given.

5. Australian arrested with cocaine in Bali and
now could face 20 years jail.
~ Daily Mail Australia
. , @DailyMailAU

Australian man and his Indonesian girlfriend are paraded in
orange jumpsuits and balaclavas in Bali 'after being caught
trafficking cocaine' dai/ym .ai/2MiRxrM
4:00 AM - Aug 10, 2018

o

A ustralian paraded in Bali 'after being caught trafficking cocai...
Johnson, who was staying in Kuta in Bali, could face 20 years in
prison for allegedly using and trafficking cocaine on the resort island,
dailymail.co.uk
See Daily Mail Australia's other Tweets

o

An Australian man faces up to 20 years in prison in Indonesia after
being arrested for allegedly possessing cocaine on the resort island of
Bali.
The chief of Denpasar district police, Hadi Purnomo, said on Thursday
that the 43-year-old man, whom he identified only as Brandon, was
arrested with his Indonesian girlfriend at a rented room last Saturday
in the tourist hotspot of Kuta.
He said police found 11.6 grams of cocaine packed into 13 plastic bags.
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Purnomo told reporters that the man had been living in Bali for four
years and was a designer or architect.
He faces between five and 20 years in prison if found gUilty.
The man was identified by Indonesian news site Kumparan as Brandon
Johnson but the ABC has reported the man is understood to be
Brendon Luke Johnsson, who originally lived on Queensland's
Sunshine Coast.
A Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade spokesperson said the
department was "providing consular assistance to an Australian man
detained in Bali".
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Rush v The Daily Telegraph, update
Actress Eryn Jean NorviU has agreed to testify in court
Broadcast: Mon 13 Aug 2018, 9:15pm
Published: Tue 14 Aug 2018, 8:19am

Transcript
plusminus
CD

And finally tonight, to the tabloid versus the Hollywood star.
There has been a big development in the defamation case between The Daily Telegraph and one of
Australia's most famous actors:
SALLY OBERMEDER: The actress at the centre of a sexual harassment complaint
against actor Geoffrey Rush has agreed to testify in court.
PETER FORD: .,. this is a massive game-changer in this case.
-

The Daily Edition, Channel Seven, 3 August, 2018

Game changer it certainly is.
Actress Eryn Jean Norvill complained to the Sydney Theatre Company that Rush touched her
inappropriately during a production of King Lear in 2015.
She also told the STC she didn't want Rush or anyone else to know.
Then, last November, The Daily Telegraph splashed it on the front page.
Rush sued, and the Tele's case was not looking good.
Back in March, the paper had its truth defence thrown out, after the judge ruled it would be unable to
substantiate the facts.
But now that the Tele has Norvill in its comer, that has all changed:
ANN SANDERS: Her testimony, that the Hollywood actor touched her inappropriately,
will now form the basis of the newspaper's defence after already having two arguments
stood aside.
-

Aftemoon News, Channel Seven, 9 August, 2018

And judging by a preview of that testimony, heard in court on Thursday, it could be damaging to the
actor's case:
ASHLEIGH RAPER: It's claimed Rush's hand traced across the side of the complainant's
right breast and he touched the complainant's lower back under her shirt to her waistline
Six months after the production it's alleged Rush sent Norvill a text message stating he
thought of her more than is socially appropriate.
-ABC News, 9 August, 2018
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Rush's lawyer said that doesn't amount to assault or justify the Telegraph's imputations of sleazy and
predatory behaviour.
And that will be for the court to decide when the trial resumes in October.
But a case that looked like being a slam-dunk for the Hollywood actor now promises to be an ugly and
protracted legal fight.
We'll keep you posted.
And there's more about tonight's stories on our Facebook page or our website, where you can read a
full statement from Ben Roberts-Smith denying those allegations against him.
You can also catch us on iview
And don't forget Media Bites, on your favourite social media platform every Thursday.
But for now until next week, that's it from us. Goodbye.

Media Watch
•
•
•
•
•

browser Podcast
browser Media News
browser COlTections
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NSW: Rush told to be 'less creepy': cou rt docs
Source:

AAP Newswire

Publ ication Date:

August 13, 2018

Country:

Australia

Source Type:

Newswire

8/13/18 AAP Newswire 13:24:42
News

Copyright © 2018 Australian Associated Press

(
Geoffrey Rush was told by the director of King Lear to be more paternal when touching
the body of his dead daughter in the play because the scene was "becoming creepy and
unclear", new court documents in the actor's defamation case state.
An account of the incident is revealed in The Daily Telegraph's amended defence lodged
in the Federal Court late last week and released publicly on Monday.

The document also includes fresh details about Rush's alleged conduct towards fellow
cast member Eryn Jean Norvill who played King Lear's daughter, Cordelia, in the 2015
Sydney Theatre Company production.
The amended truth defence alleges Rush, now 67, during a preview performance "moved
his hand so that it traced down the complainant's torso and across the side of her right
breast" during a scene when King Lear was meant to be grieving his daughter's death.
AAP RTV
---- INDEX REFERENCES ----

LANGUAGE :

English

NEWS SUBJECT:
INDUSTRY:
REGION :

Crime (lCR87); Defamation, Libel & Slander (lDE07); Social Issues (15005)

Celebrities (lCE65); Entertainment (lEN08)

Australasia (lAU56); Australia (lAU55); New South Wales (lNE75); Oceania (10C40)
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(Sydney Theatre Company) (Geoffrey Rush ; Cordelia; Eryn Jean Norvill)
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One year later: A timeline of how #MeToo has unfolded
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One year later: A timeline of how #MeToo has
unfolded
One year since explosive allegations against Harvey Weinstein launched the
#metoo movement, we explore 12 months of accusations.
By Michael Idato & Anna Prytz
5 OCTOBER 2018
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Some of the faces of those accused in the past year. AP, FAIRFAX
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It was the news story that triggered a revolution. When The New York Times and The
New Yorker published allegations against powerful film producer Harvey Weinstein
the world changed almost immediately. While allegations had been made against
powerful men before, the sheer scale and nature of the allegations against Weinstein
emboldened women and men to speak up about their own experiences. A year on, the
number of people who have been accused of heinous behaviour towards women, and
1336
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One year later: A timeline of how #MeToo has unfolded

some men, has grown exponentially. Many prominent figures have hit back at
allegations levelled against them, saying they are the victims of false claims that
have ruined their reputations.

ESN C

Harvey Weinstein.

AP

Film producer Harvey Weinstein
Reported October 5, 2017
Accused by more than a dozen women of sexual harassment and sexual assault; the
reports in The New York Times and The New Yorkerwere catalysts for more women
to come forward, accusing Weinstein and other men of similar crimes. In May 2018
he was charged in relation to two of the cases and released on bail. Weinstein was
sacked by the Weinstein Company.
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Adam Venit.
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ALAMY

Talent agent Adam Venit
Reported October 10, 2017
Accused by actor Terry Crews of groping him; Venit was not initially named in the
accusation and Crews said he had refrained from reporting the incident, which
occurred in 2016, for fear of retaliation. Venit's employer, the William Morris
Endeavour agency, investigated the incident and found it was "isolated". Venit
returned to work after a one-month suspension but was demoted; he also issued a
formal apology for the incident.

Roy Price.

AP

Amazon Studios boss Roy Price
Reported October 12, 2017
Price was accused by producer Isa Dick Hackett (The Man in the High Castle, Philip K
Dick's Electric Dreams) of a series of sexual harassment incidents. Price was
suspended indefinitely by Amazon; he later resigned from the company.

8- 301C
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James Toback AP

Film director James Toback
Reported October 22, 2017
Accused, initially, by 38 women of sexual harassment or sexual assault; Los Angeles
Times reporter Genn Whipp later revealed that in the aftermath of the publication of
the first accusations, almost 400 women had contacted the newspaper to accuse
Toback of sexual harassment or sexual assault. Toback was accused of using
auditions as excuses to entice women to hotel rooms, and his high-profile accusers
included Julianne Moore, Rachel McAdams, and Selma Blair. The accusations
spanned four decades; the LAPD later said most were beyond the statute of
limitations.
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Kevin Spacey. AP

Actor Kevin Spacey
Reported October 29, 2017
Accused, initially, by actor Anthony Rapp of making sexual advances to him when
Rapp was 14. (Spacey was 26 at the time.) In the wake of the publication of Rapp's
accusation, 15 more men came forward with stories of sexual harassment, including
the husband of Norway's Crown Princess Martha Louise and the son of actor Richard
Dreyfuss. Spacey was sacked by Netflix from his starring role in House of Cards, his
role in Ridley Scott's biographical film All the Money in the Worldwas recast and the
Television Academy cancelled plans to give him its Founders Emmy Award.

•Or

Michael Fallon. AP

British defence secretary Michael Fallon
Reported October 31, 2017
Accused initially of inappropriately and repeatedly touching a journalist at a dinner
in 2002; later accused of making lewd comments to another MP and making
comments of a sexual nature about MPs during committee meetings. Fallon resigned,
saying he had "fallen below the high standards that we require ... [and] to look back
now at the past, there are always things you regret, you would have done differently".
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Brett Ratner. AP

Film producer Brett Ratner
Reported November 1, 2017
Accused by six women, including actresses Olivia Munn and Natasha Henstridge, of
sexual misconduct and harassment; the incidents included following an actress into a
bathroom without invitation and masturbating as another entered his trailer. Ratner
"stepped away" from working at the Warner Bros studios and later, Warner Bros
confirmed they would not renew their US$450 million co-financing deal with Ratner's
company.
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Jeffrey Tambor. AP

Actor Jeffrey Tambor
Reported November 8, 2017
Accused of sexual misconduct by his former assistant Van Barnes; later accused by
actress Trace Lysette of repeatedly making "lewd, sexual and unwelcome remarks".
Tambor defended himself, saying "I am not a predator and the idea that someone
might see me in that way is more distressing than I can express" but resigned from
his hit series Transparent. "Given the politicised atmosphere that seems to have
afflicted our set I don't see how I can return," he said.

r
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Louis C.K. AP

Comedian Louis C.K.
Reported November 9, 2017
Accused by five women of sexual harassment, including incidents where he asked for
permission to masturbate in front of women and, in at least one case, proceeded to
do so before permission could be refused. The planned release of his upcoming film
was shelved, a TV special was cancelled and Disney Channel reruns of a series he had
voiced, Gravity Falls, were redubbed by actor Alex Hirsch. In August 2018 an attempt
to return to standup, via an unannounced appearance at the Comedy Cellar in
Manhattan, New York, was criticised as premature.

g- 3o7
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Adam Kreisberg. AP

TV producer Andrew Kreisberg
Reported November 10, 2017
Accused by 15 women and four men of sexual harassment and inappropriate physical
contact. The environment in the Vancouver-based production offices of the Warner
Bros DC Comics television shows, which Kreisberg oversaw, was described by one
male colleague as one where "sexual harassment and demeaning women was just
pervasive, like white noise in the background". Warner Bros terminated Kreisberg a
week later.
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Gary Goddard. ALAMY

Producer Gary Goddard
Reported November 10, 2017
Accused of sexually abusing a number of men when they were minors. One of them,
former ER actor Anthony Edwards, who had met Goddard when he was 12, said:
"Everyone has the need to bond, and I was no exception. My vulnerability was
exploited. I was molested by Goddard, my best friend was raped by him, and this went
on for years."

DO

Charlie Rose. AP

TV host Charlie Rose
Reported November 20, 2017
Accused by eight women of groping, contriving to be naked in their presence and
making lewd phone calls; by May 2017 the total number of women accusing Rose of
sexual harassment had risen to 35. Rose's contracts with the CBS, PBS and Bloomberg
channels were terminated.
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John Lasseter. AP

Pixar and Walt Disney Animation boss John Lasseter
Reported November 21, 2017
Accused by a number of women of "grabbing, kissing and making comments about
physical attributes". Lasseter took a six-month sabbatical from Pixar and Disney and
acknowledged his "missteps". In June 2018, Disney said he would remain a consultant
until the end of the year, after which he would part ways with the company.
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Matt Lauer. AP
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Today show host Matt Lauer
Reported November 29, 2017
Accused by a colleague of sexual harassment that had begun during the 2014 Winter
Olympics in Sochi, Russia, and continued in the Todayshow's New York production
office. NBC News sent a note to staff saying that while it was the first such complaint
"we were also presented with reason to believe this may not have been an isolated
incident". Subsequently, at least another 13 accusations were aired. Lauer said:
"Some of what is being said about me is untrue or mischaracterised but there is
enough truth in these stories to make me feel embarrassed and ashamed." Lauer was
sacked by NBC.
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Mario Batali.

AP

TV chef Mario Batali
Reported December 11, 2017
Accused by four women of sexual harassment and sexual misconduct; within 24
hours of publication, four more women came forward, and in May 2018, additional
accusations were aired on 60 Minutes. Batali said: "My past behaviour has been
deeply inappropriate and I am sincerely remorseful for my actions." Batali was sacked
from his TV series, The Chew, and another, Molto Mario, was shelved; his products
and books were pulled from stores and he took a "leave of absence" from his
company.
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Aziz Ansari. AP

Comedian Aziz Ansari
Reported January 13, 2018
Accused by an anonymous woman, quoted in an online report, of pressuring her into
sex during a date. Ansari stated that the incident "by all indications was completely
consensual". Publication of the article met with a polarised reaction in the media,
accused by one commentator for being "revenge porn" and of damaging the #MeToo
movement.
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Scott Baio. AP

Actor Scott Baio
Reported January 27, 2018
Accused by former co-star Nicole Eggert of sexual misconduct; Eggert claimed that
Baio had engaged in inappropriate conduct when she was 14 and he was 17 and that
the pair had engaged in intercourse when she was 17. Baio denied the allegations.
Another former co-star, actor Alexander Polinksy, said he had witnessed Baio's
"inappropriate" behaviour and that Baio had subjected him to verbal abuse, which
Polinksy described as "mental torture".

Philip Berk. AP

Journalist Philip Berk
Reported February 22, 2018
Accused by actor Brendan Fraser of groping him inappropriately. The accusation was
first aired in 2003 after which the Hollywood Foreign Press Association, of which
Berk is a member, acknowledged the "transgression" and apologised. The charge
resurfaced in the wake of the Weinstein scandal when Fraser questioned whether "if I
was a woman, Berk wouldn't have even been in a job in 2003". A HFPA internal
investigation said it had been intended to be "taken as a joke." Fraser said he felt
"violated, joke or no joke".
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Asia Argento. AP

Actor and presenter Asia Argento
Reported August 19, 2018
The New York Times published allegations that the actor and #MeToo advocate
sexually assaulted actor Jimmy Bennett in a hotel room in 2013, when he was 17 and
she was 37. She allegedly plied him with alcohol before pressuring him to have sex.
Argento denied the sexual assault allegations, but admitted she had paid him
$380,000 as a settlement. In September, Argento's lawyer admitted there had been a
sexual encounter but that Bennett had "sexually attacked" Argento. Argento has
been dropped as a judge on X-Factor Italy.

The Australian experience
After allegations about Harvey Weinstein surfaced, the gaze of investigative
journalists turned to Australia and allegations were levelled at a number of highprofile personalities. A local movement called NOW was established in the wake of
accusations being made about local identities. Those who have been caught up in
allegations in Australia range from politicans to television presenters, stage actors
and film stars. Many of the allegations have been strongly denied and a number of
cases are currently before the courts.
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Don Burke. AAP

TV host Don Burke
Reported November 26, 2017
Accused initially of being a "psychotic bully" and "sexual predator" who indecently
assaulted, sexually harassed and bullied a string of female employees on his popular
gardening program Burke's Backyard. More than 50 people made serious allegations
during the initial Fairfax Media investigation with hundreds more speaking out after
publication, including Olympic swimmer Susie O'Neill. Burke appeared on A Current
Affair calling the claims a "witch hunt" and denied many of the allegations, but also
sought forgiveness for some of his conduct, attributing his behaviour at different
times to being drunk and having undiagnosed Asperger's syndrome.
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Geoffrey Rush. AP

Actor Geoffrey Rush
Reported November 30, 2017
Accused in a Daily Telegraph article of inappropriately touching King Lear co-star
Eryn Jean Norvill on numerous occasions during the production in 2015. Norvill
allegedly made a complaint to the Sydney Theatre Company but did not speak to the
Telegraph for its story. Rush strenuously denied all allegations made against him and
promptly brought defamation action against the publisher Nationwide News, a
division of News Corp, as well as journalist Jonathan Moran. Rush's lawyers say he
has suffered "tremendous emotional and social hardship" as a result of the
allegations, which have "irreparably damaged" his reputation. The trial of Rush's
defamation action is listed to commence in the Federal Court on October 22.

.0"

Craig McLachlan.

Actor Craig McLachlan
Reported January 8, 2018
Accused initially of indecent assault, sexual harassment and exposing himself to and
bullying female colleagues after an investigation by Fairfax Media. Two Rocky Horror
Showco-stars, including Erika Heynatz, lodged a complaint with Victoria Police,
alleging a number of actresses in the show were subjected to McLachlan touching
their genitals, groping them and exposing himself to them. Actress Christie Whelan
Browne alleged McLachlan indecently assaulted her during the show. McLachlan
vehemently denies the allegations and says he has been grossly defamed. McLachlan
publicly hit back saying he was "shocked, horrified and bewildered at the character
assassination". He withdrew from the stage production and it was announced he
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would not continue to star in TV series Doctor Blake Mysteries. He is suing Fairfax
Media, the publisher of this website, and Whelan Browne. A trial of McLachlan's
defamation action is due to commence before a jury on February 4, 2019.

Robert Doyle. AAP

Melbourne Lord Mayor Robert Doyle
Reported December 17, 2017
Accused of repeated sexual harassment by fellow councillor Tessa Sullivan, who
resigned after lodging an official complaint with Melbourne City Council. At least
two more women, including councillor Cathy Oke, spoke out, accusing Doyle of
sexual harassment. The council's investigation upheld four allegations of
misconduct, including groping Sullivan's breast. Doyle stood down during the
investigation and eventually quit.
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Barnaby Joyce. DOMINIC LORRIMER

Politician Barnaby Joyce
Reported February 22, 2018
Accused of sexual harassment by West Australian businesswoman Catherine Marriott
who made a complaint to the National Party and was named against her wishes by
the Weekend Australian. Joyce denied the claims. A lengthy investigation by the
Nationals was ended in September having been unable to reach a conclusion due to
insufficient evidence.

Michael Idato
Michael Idato is a Senior Writer based in Los Angeles for The Sydney Morning
Herald.

Anna Prytz
Anna is a breaking and general news reporter at The Age.
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One year later: the list of
Weinstein allegations inspire women
(and men) around the world to speak
Michael idato
Anna Prytz
When The New York Times and The
New Yorker published allegations
against powerful film producer
Harvey Weinstein the world
almost immediately changed.
While allegations had been made
against powerful people before,
the sheer scale and the nature of
the allegations against Weinstein
emboldened people to speak up
about their own experiences. A
year on, the number of people who
have been accused of heinous
behaviour towards women, and
some men, has grown and grown.
Meanwhile, numerous
prominent figures have hit back
at allegations levelled against
them, saying they are the victims
of false claims which have ruined
their reputations.
Film producer Harvey
Weinstein: October 5,2017
Accused by more than a dozen
women of sexual harassment and
sexual assault; the reports in The
New York Times and The New
Yorker were catalysts for more
women to come forward, accusing
Weinstein and other men of similar
crimes. In May 2018 he was
charged in relation to two of the
cases and released on bail.
Weinstein was sacked by the
Weinstein Company.
Talent agent Adam Venit:
October 10 Accused by actor
Terry Crews of groping him; Venit
was not initially named in the
accusation and Crews said he had
refrained from reporting the
incident, which occurred in 2016,
for fear of retaliation. Venit's
employer, the William Morris
Endeavour agency, investigated
the incident and found it was
"isolated". Venit returned to work
after a one-month suspension but
was demoted; he also issued a
formal apology for the incident.
Amazon Studios boss Roy
Price: October 12 Accused by
producer Isa Dick Hackett (The
Man in the High Castle, Philip K.
Dick's Electric Dreams) of a series
of sexual harassment incidents.
Price was suspended indefinitely
by Amazon; he later resigned from
the company.

Film director James Toback:
October 22 Accused, initially, by
38 women of sexual harassment or
sexual assault; Los Angeles Times
reporter Genn Whipp later
revealed that in the aftermath of
the publication of the first
accusations, almost 400 women
had contacted the paper to accuse
Toback of sexual harassment or
sexual assault. Toback was
accused of using auditions as
excuses to entice women to hotel
rooms and his high-profile
accusers included Rachel
McAdams, Selma Blair and
Julianne Moore. The accusations
spanned four decades; the police
later said most were beyond the
statute of limitations.
Actor KevinSpacey: October 29
Accused, initially, by actor
Anthony Rapp of making sexual
advances to him when Rapp was
14. (Spacey was 26 at the time.) In
the wake of the publication of
Rapp's accusation, 15 more men
came forward with stories of
sexual harassment, including the
husband of Norway's Crown
Princess Martha Louise and the
son of actor Richard Dreyfuss.
Spacey was sacked by Netflix from
his starring role in House of Cards,
his role in Ridley Scott's
biographical film All the Money in
the World was recast and the
Television Academy cancelled
plans to give him its Founders
Emmy Award.
British defence secretary
Michael Fallon:October 31
Accused initially of
inappropriately and repeatedly
touching a journalist at a dinner in
2002; later accused of making lewd
comments to another MP and
making comments of a sexual
nature about MPs during
committee meetings. Fallon
resigned, saying he had "fallen
below the high standards that we
require ... [and] to look back now
at the past, there are always things
you regret, you would have done
differently."

Comedian Louis CK:
November 9 Accused by five
women of sexual harassment,
including incidents where he
asked for permission to
masturbate in front of women and,
in at least one case, proceeded to
do so before permission could be
refused. The planned release of
his upcoming film was shelved, a
TV special was cancelled and
Disney Channel reruns of a series
he had voiced, Gravity Falls, were
redubbed by actor Alex Hirsch. In
August 2018 an attempt to return
to standup, via an unannounced
appearance at the Comedy Cellar
in Manhattan, New York, was
criticised as premature.
TV host Charlie Rose:
November 20 Accused by eight
women of groping, contriving to
be naked in their presence and
making lewd phone calls. By May
the total number of women
accusing Rose of sexual
harassment had risen to 35.
Rose's contracts with the CBS,
PBS and Bloomberg channels
were terminated.

3t,

Accused: Kevin Spacey, Louis CK, Matt Lauer. Photos: AP

Today show host Matt Lauer:
November 29 Accused by a
colleague of sexual harassment
which had begun during the 2014
Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia,
and continued in the Today show's
New York production office. NBC
News sent a note to staff saying
that while it was the first such
complaint "we were also
presented with reason to believe
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Actor Jeffrey Tambor:
November 8 Accused of sexual
misconduct by his former assistant
Van Barnes; later accused by
actress Trace Lysette of
repeatedly making "lewd, sexual
and unwelcome remarks".
Tambor defended himself, saying
"I am not a predator and the idea
that someone might see me in that
way is more distressing than I can
express" but resigned from his hit
series Transparent. "Given the
politicised atmosphere that seems
to have afflicted our set I don't see
how I can return," he said.

Pixar and Walt Disney
Animation boss JohnLasseter:
November 21Accused by a
number of women of "grabbing,
kissing and making comments
about physical attributes".
Lasseter took a six month
sabbatical from Pixar and Disney
and acknowledged his "missteps".
In June Disney said he would
remain a consultant until the end
of the year after which he would
part ways with the company.

Film producer Brett Ratner:
November1Accused by six
women, including actresses Olivia
Munn and Natasha Henstridge, of
sexual misconduct and
harassment; the incidents
included following an actress into a

SO"
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bathroom without invitation and
masturbating as another entered
his trailer. Ratner "stepped away"
from working at the Warner Bros
studios and later Warner Bros
confirmed it would not renew its
US$450-million co-financing deal
with Ratner's company.
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Catalyst: Harvey Weinstein arrives at court (above); actors show their
solidarity at the Cannes Film Festival (right). Photos AP: AP
this may not have been an isolated
incident". Subsequently at least
another 13 accusations were
aired. Lauer said: "Some of what
is being said about me is untrue or
mischaracterised but there is
enough truth in these stories to
make me feel embarrassed and
ashamed." Lauer was sacked
by NBC.
Comedian Aziz Ansari: January
13, 2018 Accused by an
anonymous woman, quoted in an
online report, of pressuring her
into sex during a date. Ansari
stated that the incident "by all
indications was completely
consensual". Publication of the
article met with a polarised
reaction in the media, accused by
one commentator for being
"revenge porn" and of damaging
the #MeToo movement.
Actor Scott Belo: January 27
Accused by former co-star Nicole
Eggert of sexual misconduct;
Eggert claimed that Baio had
engaged in inappropriate conduct
when she was 14 and he was 17 and
that the pair had engaged in
intercourse when she was 17. Baio
denied the allegations. Another
former co-star, actor Alexander
Polinksy, said he had witnessed
Baio's "inappropriate" behaviour
and that Baio had subjected him to
verbal abuse, describing it as
"mental torture".
Journalist Philip Berk:
February 22 Accused by actor
Brendan Fraser of groping him
inappropriately. The accusation
was first aired in 2003 after which
the Hollywood Foreign Press

Association, of which Berk is a
member, acknowledged the
"transgression" and apologised.
The charge resurfaced in the wake
of the Weinstein scandal when
Fraser questioned whether "if I
was a woman, Berk wouldn't have
even been in a job in 2003". A
HFPA internal investigation said it
had been intended to be "taken as a
joke". Fraser said he felt "violated,
joke or no joke".
Actor and presenter Asia
Argento: August 19 The New York
Times published allegations that
the actor and #MeToo advocate
sexually assaulted actor Jimmy
Bennett in a hotel room in 2013,
when he was 17 and she was 37. She
allegedly plied him with alcohol
before pressuring him to have sex.
Argento denied the sexual assault
allegations, but admitted she had
paid him $380,000 as a settlement.
In September, Argento's lawyer
admitted there had been a sexual
encounter but that Bennett had
"sexually attacked" Argento.
Argento has been dropped as a
judge on X-Pactor Italy.

THE AUSTRALIAN
EXPERIENCE

After allegations about Harvey
Weinstein surfaced, the gaze of
investigative journalists turned to
Australia and allegations were
levelled at a number of high profile
personalities. A local movement
called NOW was established in the
wake of accusations being made
about local identities. Those who
have been caught up in allegations
in Australia range from politicians
to television presenters, stage
actors and film stars. Many of the
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allegations have been strongly
denied and a number of cases are
currently before the courts.
TV host Don Burke: November
26,2017 Accused initially of being
a "psychotic bully" and "sexual
predator" who indecently
assaulted, sexually harassed and
bullied a string of female
employees on his popular
gardening program Burke's
Backyard. More than 50 people
made serious allegations during
the initial Herald investigation
with hundreds more speaking out
after publication, including
Olympic swimmer Susie O'Neill.
Burke appeared onA Current
Affair calling the claims a "witch
hunt" and denied many of the
allegations, but also sought
forgiveness for some of his
conduct, attributing his behaviour
at different times to being drunk
and having undiagnosed
Asperger's syndrome.
Actor Geoffrey Rush:
November 30 Accused in a Daily
Telegraph article of
inappropriately touching King
Lear co-star Eryn Jean Norvill on
numerous occasions during the
production in 2015. Norvill
allegedly made a complaint to the
Sydney Theatre Company but did
not speak to the Telegraph for its
story. Rush strenuously denied all
allegations made against him and
promptly brought defamation
action against the publisher
Nationwide News, a division of
News Corp, as well as journalist
Jonathan Moran. Rush's lawyers
say he has suffered "tremendous
emotional and social hardship" as

a result of the allegations, which
have "irreparably damaged" his
reputation. The trial of Rush's
defamation action is listed to
commence in the Federal Court on
October 22.
Melbourne Lord Mayor Robert
Doyle: December 17 Accused of
repeated sexual harassment by
fellow councillor Tessa Sullivan,
who resigned after lodging an
official complaint with Melbourne
City Council. After the revelation
in a Melbourne newspaper, at least
two more women, including
councillor Cathy Oke, spoke out
accusing Doyle of sexual
harassment. The council launched
an investigation which upheld four
allegations off misconduct,

Of&
Allegations: Don Burke says claims
are a witch hunt Photo: Steve Baccon

including groping Sullivan's
breast. Doyle stood down during
the investigation and later quit.
Actor Craig McLachlan:
January 8, 2018 Accused
initially of indecent assault, sexual
harassment and exposing himself
to and bullying female colleagues
after an investigation by Fairfax
Media. Two Rocky Horror Show costars, including Erika Heynatz,
lodged a complaint with Victoria
Police, alleging a number of
actresses in the show were
subjected to McLachlan touching
their genitals, groping them and
exposing himself to them. Actress
Christie Whelan Browne alleged
McLachlan indecently assaulted
her during the show. McLachlan
vehemently denies the allegations
and says he has been grossly
defamed. He withdrew from the
production and it was announced
he would not continue to star in
The Doctor Blake Mysteries. He is
suing Fairfax Media, the publisher
of the Herald, and Whelan
Browne. A trial of McLachlan's
defamation action is due to
commence before a jury on
February 4 next year.
Politician Barnaby Joyce:
February 22 Accused of sexual
harassment by West Australian
businesswoman Catherine
Marriott, who made a complaint to
the National Party. She was named
against her wishes by the Weekend
Australian. Joyce denied the
claims. A lengthy investigation by
the Nationals was ended in
September having been unable to
reach a conclusion due to
insufficient evidence.

October 5, 2017, was a pivotal date in
the decades-long fight against
sexual harassment at work. It was
the date that the New York Times
reported multiple allegations of
serious sexual harassment,
including rape, against film
producer Harvey Weinstein. It
marked the start of global
momentum for #MeToo, a hashtag
initiated in 2006 by social activist
Tarana Burke and reinvigorated by
actor Alyssa Milano to encourage
people to share their stories of
sexual harassment and sexual
assault, long untold or unheard.
It was this combination of scandal
involving a wealthy, powerful, highprofile man coupled with the tidal
wave of everyday experiences
shared through social media that
has created an appetite for change
on sexual harassment. What started
in the United States turned quickly
to a global movement that has taken
firm hold in Australia.
As a country we are less inclined
to tweet about a problem and more
inclined to want to find solutions.
The Australian Human Rights
Commission's National
Inquiry into Sexual
Harassment in
Australian Workplaces
creates the chance for
#MeToo to have a
lasting positive impact
on Australian
workplaces by delivering new
solutions for an old problem.
I believe the current momentum
to call out and condemn sexual
harassment is an incredibly
powerful catalyst for change for a
number of reasons.
First, it shines a light on the true
prevalence of sexual harassment,
not only in our workplaces but also
in our everyday lives. While the
media and entertainment industry
started the conversation, #MeToo
tells us that these experiences are
not limited to any particular place,
industry or occupation.
Second, the stories shared by
victims educate us about the harm
caused by sexual harassment to
individuals and the costs to
organisations. While many have
assumed sexual jokes, comments,
propositions, banter and touching
cause no real harm, the reality is
sexual harassment affects health,
interferes with work performance,
impedes career progression and
lowers productivity.
Finally, we have learnt more
about the silence surrounding
sexual harassment, silence that is
explained by fears - for careers,
safety and livelihood; fears which
have been realised when complaints
were met by attitudes that excused,
minimised, trivialised or justified
sexual harassment, and worse blamed and punished the victims.

Twelve months on there are some
risks if we don't embrace the call for
action signalled by #MeToo.
These risks have been articulated
in my early consultations for the
national inquiry. The initial shock of
hearing the stories of sexual
harassment has settled and many
are reverting to the disbelief of old.
While our recent survey told us that
workers aged 18-29 are at the
greatest risk of sexual harassment,
many leaders assure me young
people will not tolerate this conduct.
While the most prevalent forms
of sexual harassment are sexually
suggestive comments or jokes, and
intrusive questions about a person's
private life or physical appearance,
our culture rewards those who "get
along", "take a joke" and "don't
whinge" and some media
commentators warn against the
dangers of political correctness.
These messages deter the kinds of
conversations that could eliminate
the most prevalent forms of
harassment. I hear of concerns that
there is no option to object to sexual
harassment below "nuclear", when
everyday feedback to colleagues
might solve most problems.
Instead of asking why sexual
harassment is so prevalent, the
initial response is often to question
why women don't complain about
sexual harassment. While most
employers already have
clear policies and
complaints procedures,
the most immediate
response to #MeToo
was to update those
same policies and
procedures. There has
been no avalanche of sexual
harassment complaints as women
remain fearful to bring complaints
of sexual harassment for fear of
reputational and career damage
but some male leaders say they are
afraid of employing women in a
#MeToo world.
While a few women have told
me they took courage from the
#MeToo movement to raise
complaints about their experience,
they have been shocked by the
brutal and heartbreaking
experience that followed. Both
complainants and respondents have
been devastated by the impact of the
media spotlight on their ability to
receive natural justice through a
confidential complaint process. A
significant impact of #MeToo in
Australia is the widespread support
- from government, business,
unions, workplaces and community,
from men and women - for the
national inquiry.
While #MeToo calls for action,
what it cannot deliver is solutions
for sustained change. This is the
work of the national inquiry and it
will be with the input of employees,
employers, industry, academics,
unions and other experts.

#MeToo
callsfor
action.

Kate Jenkins is the Australian Sex
Discrimination Commissioner, leading
the National Inquiry into Sexual
Harassment in Australian Workplaces.
NR 1HERSA1 A009
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Geoffrey Rush Denies Accusations of rrlnappropriate Bt
ydney Theatre Company
by MEG SWERTLOW I Wed., Nov. 29, 2017 8:06PM

Jordan Strauss/ lnvision/AP

Australian actor and Oscar winner Geoffrey Rush vehemently "denies" allegations of
https://www.eonline.com/au/news/897177/geoffrey-rush-denies-accusations-of-inappropriate-behavior
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"inappropriate behavior" made against him, a lawyer for the actor has said in a statement
obtained byE! News on Wednesday.
In a statement issued by Rush's legal team, HWL Ebsworth, the actor says that he "denies
having been involved in any 'inappropriate behavior' whatsoever."
In a now-delet ed Daily Telegraph article, the publication alleged earlier in the day that reports
of inappropriate behavior had been made against the actor when he starred in the Sydney
Theatre Company's (STC) production of King Lear in 2015 and 2016.
A rep for the theater company gave a statement toE! News on the matter: "Sydney Theatre
Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate

behavior. The Company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the
Company had ended."
The company's statement continued, "The Company continues to work with the complainant to
minimize the risk of future instances of the alleged behavior occurring in its workplace. The
complainant has requested that their identity be withheld. STC respects that request and for

0

privacy reasons, will not be making any further comments."

Hollywood's Many Men Accused of Sexual Misconduct

Subsequently, the 66-year-old issued a lengthy statement toE! News, denying the claims and
adding that he was still unaware of the specific allegations made against him, despite his best
efforts to ascertain details.
The document stated, "To date, Mr Rush or any of his representatives have not received any

0

representations from the STC or the complainant. In other words, there has been no provision
of any details, circumstances, allegations or events that can be meaningfully responded to."
The statement, which goes on at length to say that Rush is still in the dark on the claims,
continues, "lt must be made clear from the outset that Mr Rush abhors any form of
maltreatment of any person in any form."
The statement also says, "it is a great disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear
his name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way."
The statement continues," Not to afford a person their right to know what has been alleged
against them let alone not inform them of it but release such information to the public is both a
denial of natural justice and is not how our society operates."

The document also includes a direct statement from the actor in which he expresses that he

https://www.eonline .com/au/news/897177/geoffrey-rush-denies-accusations-of-inappropriate-behavior
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tried to find out more information from STC but did not receive it.
The actor states: "The moment I became aware of rumors of a complaint I immediately phoned
and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for clarification about
the details of the statement. They refused to illuminate me with the details."
The King's Speech actor says, "I also asked why this information was being withheld, and why,
according to standard theatre practice the issue had not been raised with me during the
production via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at management
level. However, no response was forthcoming."
The statement ends: "At this stage, Mr Rush can only reiterate his statement that he denies
having been involved in any 'inappropriate behavior' whatsoever. Until there is the decency
afforded to Mr Rush of what the 'inappropriate behavior' actually is then there is nothing more
that can be said at this stage.

A spokesperson for the Sydney Theatre Company issued a statement overnight, saying it "was
asked by a News Ltd. journalist earlier this month whether it had received a complaint alleging
inappropriate behavior by Mr. Rush while he was employed by the company. STC responded
truthfully that it had received such a complaint."
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with
confidentially, and did not want Mr. Rush notified or involved in any investigation. STC
complied, acting in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare. As already stated, the
Company received the complaint after Mr Rush's engagement had ended," the spokesperson
said . "STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a
conclusion of impropriety."
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Geoffrey Rush Denies 'lnappropri~clbl&r·
During Sydney Theatre Company Play

0

0
Geoffrey Rush

Vincent Sandovai/Getty Images

MIKE MILLER November 29, 2017 09:31PM

Geoffrey Rush is denying accusations of "inappropriate behavior" du r ing his
time w ith the Sydney Theatr e Company (STC).
"The moment I became awa re of rumo r s of a complaint I immediately pho ned
and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for
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clarification about the details of the statement," the Academy Award said in a
statement.
11

They refused to illuminate me with the details. I also asked why this

information was being withheld, and why, according to standard theatre
practice the issue had not been raised with me during the production via
stage management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at management
level. However, no response was forthcoming," he added.
A Sydney Theatre Company spokeswoman reportedly said that they had
~~received

a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in

inappropriate behavior" after his
/''~~~,but
\,,,~_}

~~engagement

with the company had ended,"

did not elaborate on the nature of the complaint.

RELATED: Matt Lauer Allegedly Harassed Multiple Women, Exposed
Himself: Reports
11

The complainant has requested that their identity be withheld," the STC
11

spokeswoman reportedly said, adding, STC respects that request and for
privacy reasons, will not be making any further comments."
PEOPLE has reached out for further comment from both the STC and Rush's
representatives but has yet to receive a response.
Rush, 66, recently performed in a production of Shakespeare's King Lear
between November 2015 and January 2016 at the STC.
11

lt is a great disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his

name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way," a representative
for Rush said in a statement.
The Australian actor is known for his recurring role as Captain Barbossa in
the Pirates of the Caribbean franchise, and is among a small group of
acclaimed actors who have won an Academy Award, Primetime Em my Award
and aTony Award.
https://people.com/movies/geoffrey-rush-denies-inappropriate-behavior-during-sydney-theatre-company-play/
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Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegation of 'Inappropriate Behavior' in
'King Lear' Production
By Alex Stedman

IT: INVIS ION/AP/REX/SHUTTERSTOCK

Oscar-winning Australian actor GeoffreY. Rush has issued a statement denying that he engaged in "inappropriate
behavior" during the Sydney Theatre Company's production of "King Lear."
Early on Wednesday, Australia's DailY. TelegraP-h published a statement from the Sydney Theatre Company, which said it
"received a complaint alleging that Mr GeoffreY. Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour." "The Company received
the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the Company had ended," the statement continued. "The Company
continues to work with the complainant to minimise the risk of future instances of the alleged behaviour occurring in its
workplace."
Neither the Sydney Theatre Company nor Rush 's statement through his lawyers at HWL Ebsworth detailed the nature of
the allegation. Rush 's statement maintains that the compla int was made 21 months ago, and says that Rush "abhors any
form of maltreatment of any person in any form."
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"lt is a great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage his reputation
in this way," the statement continues. "Not to afford a person their right to know what has been alleged against them let
alone not inform them of it but release such information to the public is both a denial of natural justice and is not how our
society operates."
In a personal statement in the letter, Rush said he called senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company once he
learned about the complaint, which the company allegedly "refused" to illuminate.
Rush starred in the local "King Lear" production from November 2015 to January 2016.

10
LEAVE A REPLY
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Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegations of "Inappropriate
Behavior"
3:05PM PST 11/29/2017 by Pip Bulbeck

Earl Gibson 111/Getty Images
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The unspecified behavior allegedly occurred during the Sydney Theatre
Company's production of 'King Lear' in 2015 and 2016.
Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush has denied allegations of inappropriate behavior during his run starring in the Sydney Theatre
Company's (STC} production of King Lear in 2015 and 2016, in a since-deleted report by the Daily Telegraph.
The Telegraph reported on Thursday (local time in Australia) that the STC had "received a complaint alleging that Mr. Geoffrey Rush had
engaged in inappropriate behavior," quoting an STC spokeswoman. The story did not detail what the alleged inappropriate behavior
was and did not say that it was sexual in nature. Hours after its publication, the report was deleted from the Telegraph's website and
Jeleted all tweets associated with the story. The Hollywood Reporter has reached out to the Daily Telegraph for comment.
Rush vehemently denied the allegation in an initial statement issued by his law firm, HWL Ebsworth. "Mr. Rush has not been
approached by the Sydney Theatre Company and the alleged complainant nor any representative of either of them concerning the
matter you have raised," the letter reportedly states.
Quoting the legal statement, the report claimed Rush said he had never been involved in any "inappropriate behavior" and that his
"regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked with has been impeccable beyond reproach."
"Further, he has not been informed by them of the nature of the complaint and what it involves," the statement reads. "In the
circumstances, if such a statement has been issued by the STC it is both irresponsible and highly damaging to say the least. Your
'understanding' of what has occurred is, with the greatest respect, simply fishing and unfounded. lt does not warrant comment except
that it is false and untrue."
The STC said it is still working "with the complainant to minimize the risk of future instances of the alleged behavior occurring in its
workplace." The complainant in question asked for their identity to be withheld.
/~',

Rush released a second statement on Thursday, saying, "The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I immediately phone(e_j)
and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for clarification about the details of the statement. They
refused to illuminate me with the details. I also asked why this information was being withheld, and why, according to standard theatre
practice the issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at
management level. However, no response was forthcoming."
Rush's lawyer Nicholas Pull en added: "In this current environment, "inappropriate behavior" may mean abuse, bullying or other forms
of reprehensible activity. These are matters that deserve forthright and objective levels of discussion. lt must be made clear from the
outset that Mr. Rush abhors any form of maltreatment of any person in any form."
The issue of harassment in the workplace has dominated the Australian news this week as allegations of indecent assault, sexual
harassment and bullying against Don Burke, the host and producer of former top-rated Nine Network lifestyle program, Burke's

Backyard, were detailed by former female employees. In total, over 200 women have come forward with complaints against Burke since
Fairfax Media and the Australian Broadcasting Corp broke the story earlier in the week.
In what's been dubbed Australia's "Weinstein moment," Tracy Spicer, one ofthe journalists who uncovered the allegations against
Burke, says she has a dossier that names 65 people working in the Australian media and entertainment industry as the subjects of over
500 complaints. lt was not revealed if Rush is one of the those names.
https://vvww.hollywoodreporter.com/news/geoffrey-rush-denies-allegations-inappropriate-behavior-1062707
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"This is only the beginning of an investigation that will take years, until all workplaces are safe for those within their walls.' Spicer said.
Updated at 5.38PM PST to

reflect a new statement from Geoffrey Rush and that the Daily Telegraph had deleted its story from its website.
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• Geoffrey Rush denies allegation of 'inappropriate behaviour' on King Lear set
• Misconduct allegedly went on for months of the Shakespeare play's 2015-16 run
• Alleged complaint received by Sydney Theatre Company after play's run ended
• Rush's lawyers have strenuously denied the claim against the Oscar-winning star
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Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush has strenuously denied a claim of 'inappropriate
behaviour' during a production of Shakespeare play King Lear.
Sydney Theatre Company (STC) said it received a complaint after the play's run was
over in January 2016, and that the alleged misconduct went on for months.
The Australian actor vigorously denied the claim, with his lawyers telling the Daily
Telegraph he never heard of any alleged complaint from the Company or the
complainant about the 'matter'.
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Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush (right) has strenuously denied a claim of 'inappropriate
behaviour' during a production of Shakespeare play King Lear (pictured)
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STC said the alleged complainant requested to remain anonymous and it would thus
not comment further.
The Shakespeare play ran from November 2015 to January 2016 in the Roslyn Packer
Theatre starring Rush in the title role of King Lear.

0

Kush's lawyers HWL Ebsworth said the 66-year-old was not approached by either the
STC or the complainant, or representatives thereof, about a complaint.
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'Further, he has not been informed by them of the nature of the complaint and what
it involves,' they said.
'In the circumstances, if such statement has been issued by the STC it is both
irresponsible and highly damaging to say the least.
'Your understanding of what has occu rred is, with the greatest respect, simply
fishing and unfounded .
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Daily Mail Australia contacted STC and HWL Ebsworth for further comment.
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Rush has been married to Jane Menelaus since 1988, with whom he has a daughter
Angelica born in 1992, and a son James born in 1995.

~transformation photo
five months after giving
birth

He was named Australian of the Year in 2012 for his services to acting, having
achieved the elusive 'triple crown' of winning an Oscar, Emmy and Tony award.
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Rush (pictured with Nicole Kid man in 2015) was nominated for Academy Awards for roles in
Shakespeare in Love, Quills, and most recently The King's Speech and won for Shine in 1996

Rush's performance in King Lear was praised by theatre critics even though they
noted some flaws with the overall production.
'From the moment a bandy-legged, wobbly-limbed Rush ambles forward to utter
theatre's most ill-fated demand- "Which of you shall we say doth love us most?"- he
is neither too blustery or too brutish,' the Guardian wrote.
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His career started on stage with the Queensland Theatre Company when his talent
was spotted while he was studying at the University of Queensland.
Rush's first play was Wrong Side of the Moon in 1971 and he regularly performed on
stage even after his film career began in 1981.
He only appeared in five films before his breakout role in 1996 as David Helfgott in
Shine, for which he won an Oscar for best actor.
The thespian was later nominated for Academy Awards for roles in Shakespeare in
Love, Quills, and most recently The King's Speech.
He also won two Golden Globes with three nominations, three BAFTAs, one Tony,
one Emmy, and two Helpmann stage awards.
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• 'We get so worried
about being pretty': Big
Brother star Tully Smyth
SLAMs Love Island
Australia, claiming it
emphasises superficial
appearances

• Suits star Patrick J .
Adams frolics in the
ocean with swimsuitclad wife Troian
Bellisario during
sunsh ine break in
Mykonos

Book with Carnival 6 ways to control
ave Up To
your business
0" Per Cabin!... energy costs
Carnival Cruises

Origin Energy

Enjoy great
discounts when
you switch to
Origin ...

Shell Card itemises
the GST on your
fuel purchases
Shell

Origin Energy

• Comedian Andy
Richter reveals his
parrot has claimed the
family DOG as his 'new
mate' this breeding
season • and Twitter
can't get enough of it

• Is Love Island about to
get even more X-rated?
Cassldy, 23, Is pict ured
accidentally flashing
her breasts as she takes
off her bikini top
SPOILER ALERT

Find out your
Borrowing
Capacity to
Purchase

Receive a $400
Travel Credit each
year. T&Cs ...

Fresh sparkling
water in seconds,
with just the...

Home loans have
never been this
easy.

American Express

Sodastream

Home Loan Report

• Blac Chyna, 30, wears
busty top and Gucci belt
as she holds beau YBN
Almighty, 19, on
bowling date

Home Loan Report
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Pilot and
accomplice are

British expat with
'Taiwan· tattooed

'The smirk on his
face made me sick'·

Heartbreaking
photos shows
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• Hailey Baldwin
endured 'weirdness'
with Justin Bieber after
split... but now they are
'friends ' again

• 'Can't believe this was
22 years ago' : Richard
Wilkins shares epic
throwback of Kylie
Minogue in a heartfelt
tribute on her 50th
birthday

• Spencer Pratt gets
'starstruck' meeting
'real legend' Ben
Affleck

• Chrissy Teigen proves
daughter Luna is
following in her father
John Legend's
footsteps as she sings
in a video

Sienna Miller looks
typically stylish in chic
white shift dress fo r
glitzy Louis Vuitton
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The comments below have been moderated in advance.
~ 'I realised we're just as

bad, I'm disgusting':
Bachelor In Paradise's
Megan Marx admits she
was a hypocrite for
slamming Love Island
with boyfriend Jake
Ell is

Loading ...

~ Pat Phelan was back

The views expressed in the contents above are those of our users and do not necessarily reflect the views of
MaiiOnline.
We are no longer accepting comments on this article.

MORE TOP STORIES

In Weatherfield! A
torture scene straight
out of Pulp Fiction
would have had Hllda
Ogden or Jack and Vera
turning in their graves
on Coronation Street

~ Meet the A&E doctor

who is taking eight
weeks off to appear on
Britain's reality TV show
Love Island

0

~ Sofia Richie flaunts

her figure in a barely
there bikini on St Barts
vacation with Scott
Disick and his three
kids

~ Putting the past

behind them: Jessica
Marais ends feud with
ex James Stewart for
daughter Scout's sixth
birthday... as her
romance with new beau
heats up

ADVERTISEMENT
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~ Eminem and Ni cki

Minaj enjoy f lirty
exchange after he tells
fa ns he wants to make
jo ke romance real

~ Suran ne Jones s trolls

down the street in a top
hat and t ails as she
film s scenes as 'the f irst
modern lesbian ' for
BBC's Gentleman Jack
in Huddersfield

~ Harry Styles is

pictured in his dre ssing
gown as he heads bac k
to his hotel following
world t our performance
in Rio De Janeiro

~ 'I love a hot cop':

Former high-class
escort Samantha X
appears tired as she
visits a police station in
Sydney

~ Are THESE eight rules
the key to a tidy home?
Experts share their failsafe cleaning t ips including when to throw
away leftovers and why
you should ALWAYS
follow a '15-minute' rule

~ Emily Ratajkowski
flashes a glimpse of her
gym-honed abs in a
fo rm-fitting crop top as
she touches down in
Paris

~ Love Island 201 8: 11

singles are unveiled for
the new season ...
including an air
stewardess, a doctor, a
nuclear engineer and
Danny Dyer's daughter

~ Britain's Got Talent:

Declan Donnelly wows
w ith The Greatest
Show man-themed
ent rance ... as he hosts
first semi-final without
Ant McPartlin
~ Britain's Got Talent

suffers major technical
failure minutes into first
live show... as Simon
Cowell jokes Ant
McPartlin is behind
glitch

~ Baldwin family torn

apart by Trump : Hailey
'strongly disagrees' with
supporter dad
Stephen ... after he fell
out with SNL star Alec
over views
ADVERTISEMENT
Justin Theroux, 46,
attends same Louis
Vuitton event as
'rumoured new love
interest' Laura Harrier,
28, in France
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~

~ Emma Stone puts on a

ch ic display in sequined
trousers as she joins
leggy Sophie Turner at
star-studded Lou is
Vuitton show in France

~ Leona Lewis flaunts

her trim physique in a
glittering lilac gown as
she performs at starstudded National
Memorial Day Concert

~ Amy Schumer cheers

on Boston Celtics game
with husband Chris
Fischer while enjoying
fun vacation

~ Khloe Kardashian

holds True as she
wishes fans Happy
Memorial Day... after
tweeting she doesn't
want love 'advice'

0

~ Enjoying the single

life! Married At First
Sight star Charlene
Perera enjoys a solo trip
to Europe after split
from Patrick Miller

~ Donatella Arpaia, 46,

announces on Today
she is pregnant with
twins after SIX rounds
of IVF (and a prediction
from God)

~ Jason Derulo

promotes his world cup
song at an ASDA In
Watford ... after wowing
crowds with his
performance at Radio
1's Biggest Weekend

0

~ Ariana Gran de teases

Miilie Bobby Brown, 14,
on lnstagram after she
posts kissing pie with
boyfriend

~ Ant McPartlin 'made a

little boy's day' by
FaceTiming him when
his mother stopped the
TV presenter in the
street

ADVERTISEMENT

~ Kendra Wilkinson's

'dream' life shattered:
Devastated star packs
family photos into
boxes amid divorce

Cher Lloyd gives birth
to baby girl as she
shares sweet snap of
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~first child Delilah-Rae

on lnstagram

~'We can't solve

inequality without half
of society': Natalie
Dormer praises
'feminist men' -insisting
they can bring 'lasting
change' to Hollywood

~ Chloe Green's 'Hot

Felon' beau Jeremy
Meeks rubs her baby
bump on dad's $130m
superyacht in Monaco,
as Kris Jenner and
Corey Gamble join the
family holiday

~

Enrique lglesias
missing family 'like
crazy' while on tour
without Anna
Kournikova and twins

~ Hilary Duff proves

she's a brainy beauty as
she picks up summer
reading material during
solo outing in LA

~ Georgina's new start:

Harvey Weinstein's
estranged wife buys a
home in Westchester as
her disgraced husband
fa ces charges for rape
and sexual misconduct
~ Lady Gaga puts a

kooky twist on pinstripe
power suit as she steps
out with fiance in New
York

~ Brody Jenner enjoys

pre-wedding fun in Bali
with fam ily... while his
dad Caitlyn picks up
fast food in Malibu

~Total Sellas : Nikki

Bella gets her heart
broken when John Cena
suggests they 'not go
through' with wedding

ADVERTISEMENT
~ Jennifer Metcalfe

reveals son Daye has
made her and
boyfriend Greg Lake
even 'closer' ... as she
admits she's ready to
return to Hollyoaks

Making a sexy splash!
Bikini-clad Ashley
Graham holds her nose
and jumps in the pool at
Memorial Day weekend
party
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~ Janet Jacks on looks

slim and flashes a huge
smile while enjoying
lunch with male
companion

~ 'I make money to do

explorations!' Oscaraward winning director
James Cameron reveals
he only made Titan ic to
fund his dive to the
wreck

~ Katie Price makes a

dig at estranged
husband Kieran Hayler
over Harvey's 16th
birthday cake ... as she
confirms he's moved
out of her home

~ Jess ica Alba wears

ch ic DVF wrap dress for
fun kid-free tour around
Beijing with husband
and pals

0

~ Paris Jackson puffs on

a cigarette as she
showcases her slender
pins in denim hotpants
in Venice

~ Reese Witherspoon's

look-alike daughter Ava
Phillippe, 18, heads to
her senior prom

~ 'Why wouldn't I?'

Three married men
reveal why they were
happy to take their
WIVES' last names even though they
weren't asked to

0

~ Nicki Minaj rushes to

back Drake in angry
tweet slamming rapper
Pus haT for accusing
him of using ghostwriter

ADVERTISEMENT
~'I'm VERY

metrosexual': MAFS
groom Nasser Sultan
denies gay rumours
again ... before jokingly
ask ing another man out
on a date

~ 'I'm very old
fash ioned': Love Island
Australia's Cassidy
bursts into tears after
fumbling under the
covers with eo-star
Grant so early on in the
show
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~ 'I've planned some

Oprah style prizes !' PR
queen Roxy Jacenko
vows to give one lucky
fan a $7,000 diamond
ring for free at her
Sydney seminar

~ Kerry Katon a

continues to parade her
impressive weight loss
as she lifts up her top to
reveal her toned abs at
charity football match

~ Rough night? Former

Neighbours heartthrob
Jason Donovan looks
worse fo r wear at ex
Kylie Minogue's 50th
b irthday in London as
he emerges with stained
jeans and his zip open

~White hot I NRL WAG

Terry Biviano, 43, cuts a
youthful figure in a
cleavage-baring frock
on a yacht in Monaco

~ 'H e really believes he's

the next Rock' : Michelle
Bridges ' partner Sieve
'Commando' Willis sets
his sights on Hollywood
after small role on
Home and Away

~ Ashley laconetti and

Jared Haibon re-create
Bachelor In Paradise
photo from three years
ago as they enjoy
Hawaii trip

~ Drew Barrymore

reveals the 'must-have'
beauty product she
grows in her own yard •
which banished a red
spot from her face when
even BLEACHING
creams didn't

~ 'You lied for years and

that's where our
daughter got it': Casey
Anthony's mom storms
off set during emotional
interview about the
death of baby Caylee
after lash ing out at
husband
ADVERTISEMENT
~ Pamela Anderson, 50,

shows off her famously
eye-popping cleavage in
an extreme plunging
gold satin gown for
Paris charity bash

~ Sarah Paulson ,

43 ,
goes makeup free after
a gym session in LA
after promoting Ocean's
8 in NY

Keeping the Blaze alive!
The Block's Shaynna
reveals the se cret to her
happy 18-year marriage
with personal trainer
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~ hubby Steve Vaughan

~ 'it's 100 per cent a

gender issue : The
Thinkergirls radio duo
Stacey June and Kristie
Mercer blame their 2017
axing on 'sexism ' and
claim bosses 'couldn't
handle' two women

~ Ramona Singer rear

ends vehicle in her
Maserati as she
celebrates Memorial
Day in The Hamptons

~ 'Teeth under

construction!' MAFS'
Telv Williams flaunts his
new veneers and
follows in the footsteps
of Tracey Jewel and
Nick Furphy who all
used the same dentist

0

~ Tulisa flashes a

glimpse of her toned
abs in a black crop top
and denim shorts with
trendy cut-out details
during casual stroll in
LA

~ Shoppers go wild fo r

'magical' Body Shop
lotion that's less than
HALF the price of
Rihanna's $80shimmer
cream

~ Eva Longoria display s

her blossoming baby
bump in a chic striped
dress as she enjoys
dinner with friend s in
LA

~ Anthony Hopki ns

defends his 'cold'
remarks about his
estranged daughter and
insists it's 'fine' that
they don't have a
relationship

0

ADVERTISEMENT
~ Showing him what

he's missing? Pop star
ex-girlfriend of tennis
ace Juan Martin del
Potro celebrates her
31st birthday with VERY
cheeky dance videos

~ Will Meghan and Harry

honeymoon in Canada?
Newlywed couple are
said to be heading to
6,000 sq ft lodge
dubbed 'The Royal
Retreat' nestled in the
Rockies

Abbey Clancy slips into
sizzling white bik ini as
she teases her
incredible post-baby
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~ body in holiday se lf ies

~T h at's a wrap ! Queen

Maxima of t he
Netherlands covers up
in a chic shaw l for a
United Natio ns meeti ng
in Delhi

~ Kourtney Kardashian

sets pulses racing as
she flaunts her
incredibly toned
physique in a ribbed
black bikini for sizzling
snap

~ Kimberley Garner

parades her lean legs in
a t iny button-front dress
as she puts on a flirty
display w ith her ex
during scooter ride in
London

~ 'See you in a minut e!'

One Direction star Liam
Payne reveals he's
heading to A ustralia ...
after candidly revealing
that being in t he iconic
band 'nearly killed him'
~ Tara Reid, 42, tops up

her tan in a skimpy re d
bikini as she enjoys a
sun-soaked girls
getaway in the
Dominican Republic

~ So sex DOESN'T sell?

Love Island Australia
premieres to dismal
ratings with a measly
155,000 metro v iewers
tuning in trailing behind
ABC's Bananas in
Pyjamas

~ Vicky Pattison puts on

a loved-up display w ith
fiance John Noble as
they share a passionate
smooch at New castle
Airport

ADVERTISEMENT
~ Bachelorette Ali

Oetjen puts on a brave
face as she goes for
lunch w ith her mother ...
amid reports Ten 'is
holding crisis meeti ngs
about her fut ure'

~ Another w ife swap !

MAFS' Nasser Sultan
CONFIRMS Gabrielle
Bartlett and Sean
Donnelly are dating
after faili ng to find love
with other people

Game Of Thrones star
Thor Bjornsson reveals
he's bee n trolled over
his girlfriend's petite
height...as she says he
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~ has to PICK HER UP to

kiss her

~ Kelly Brook reveals

she can go THREE days
without brushing her
teeth ... and admits
'parenting ' beau Jeremy
Parisi will tell her if
she's eating too much

~ 'Her Majesty's cattle

live a luxurious life!'
Countryfi le viewers are
left astonished as
Wind sor special
episode reveals the
Queen's cows sleep on
WATERBEDS to help
them de-stress

~ He moves fast!

Married At First Sight's
Patrick Miller is spotted
getting cosy with a
mystery brunette in
Adelaide days after his
romantic dinner with
Steph Dixon

0

• 'This is my vers ion of
the shoey... it's a
thongy!' Actor Shane
Jacobson celebrates
Australian racer Daniel
Ricciardo's Formula
One win by drinking
beer from a sandal

~ Is he going to quit?

Claims Boy George 'is
going to leave The Voice
and has his eyes on a
coaching position on
the US franchise'

~ Coleen Rooney

displays her sensational
post-baby body in
skimpy navy bikini as
she takes an adorable
selfie with son Kit, two,
during Barbados
holiday

0

~ Little Mix's Jesy

Nelson looks worse-forwear in a busty bikini
top and Gucci trousers
as she emerges from a
London club
BAREFOOT

ADVERTISEMENT
• Rebekah Vardy reveals
she underwent her
second boob j ob as her
implants turned
YELLOW due to a partial
rupture

~Thomas the Tank

Engine for the 21st
century: Classic
children's character
leaves behind the island
of Sodor to travel the
world in new 'inclusive
and gender balanced'
movie revamp
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~ 'My eyelid was closed

on one side, like I was
win king to myself! '
Gold Log ie nominee
Andrew Winte r recalls
suffering a Bell's palsy
episode

~ Mis sed opportunity?

Comedian Wil Anderson
reveals he TURNED
DOWN the chance to
replace Kyle and Jackie
0 ... after he slammed
his own Triple M
Breakfast show as 'a
f'*king mess !'

~ Lottie Moss goes

make-up fre e and
shows off her slender
pins in distressed
denim shorts during
low-key stroll in Ib iza

~ Lady Gaga commands

attention in cobalt blue
leather dress as she
enjoys a night out
with fiance Christian
Carino

~ Jacqueline Jossa

reveals worrying
hospital dash when sh e
couldn't feel unborn
baby mov ing as she
discusses
heartbreaking f amily cot
death history

~ 'Wh ere did your

manners go?' Taylor
Swift's fans infuriated
as Greg James tells her
to take a SHOWER after
she steps off stage in
sweltering Swansea in a
VERY awkward post-set
interview

~ Wo u ldn't change a
t hing! As Kylle Minogue
turns 50 -a look back at
the pop star's most
f abulous, shock ing and
cheeky fash ion
moments

~ 'I will never get used to

it': Julie Snook reveals
she struggles w ith actor
husband Hugo
Johnstone-Burt kissing
other women in films ...
after THAT Jacketgat e
incident
ADVERTISEMENT
~ 'I'm so glad I'm not

dating now': Kyle
Sandilands says he's
not impressed with the
female cast of Nine's
Love Island and takes
aim at the men

~ 'She's definitely the

best catch' : Bachelor In
Paradise's Grant Kemp
takes a swipe at ex Ali
Oetjen, saying Lisa
Hyde should be the
new Bachelorette
EXCLUSIVE
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~ Before she went under

the knife! Love Island's
Kim Harnett looks
unrecognisable as a
brunette in throwback
snaps from 2013

~ Ferne McCann denies

claims she's back with
ex Arthur Collins ... as
she reveals her
romance with an older
man 'fizzled out'

~ Brittany Furlan , 31 ,

reveals Beverly Hills
'wedding' to Motley
Criie drummer Tommy
Lee, 55, was a JOKE

~ Made In Chelsea's

Lucy Watson flaunts her
gym-honed frame in a
skimpy monochrome
bikini as she soaks up
the sun in Barcelona

~ Antony Cotton looks

worse for wear as he
tumbles into a taxi after
Kylie Minogue's starstudded 50th birthday
bash

0

~ Jeff Goldblum and wife

Emile Livingston treat
son Charlie Ocean while
out for stroll in Los
Angeles

~Who's that Guy? Actor

Pearce sports a quirky
moustache as he
arrives at former
Neighbours eo-star
Kylie Minogue's 50th
birthday bash in London

~ PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:

Kelly Brook's lacy white
bikini barely contains
her ample assets as she
splashes in the surf
make-up free with her
hunky beau Jeremy
Parisi on romantic
getaway to Mykonos

0

ADVERTISEMENT

~ Bachelorette
bombshell! Network
Ten is 'considering
dumping' Ali Oetjen and
replacing her with fan
favourite Nikki Gogan

~'Less crying over your
ex and more getting day
drunk!' Ruby Rose
shares a funny breakup
meme following her
split with Jessica
Origliasso

~ ' Girls don't need

surgery, they need a
psychologist! ' New
Love Island contestant
Elias Chigros slams
boob jobs and 'fake
faces'
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~ They're back together!

Convicted drug
smuggler Schapelle
Corby reunites with her
Balinese boyfriend Ben
Panangian in Southeast
Asia

~'Dean got nominated
for Biggest A**ehole!'
MAFS' Ryan Gallagher
'congratulates' his
former rival Dean Wells
at the Logie Awards
nomination party

~ We don't want

anything to do with
you': MAFS' Nasser
Sultan claims he was
'blacklisted' by Channel
Nine as he rages
against Dean and Ryan
~ Coronation Street

SPOILER: Michelle
Con nor 'fights for life'
after being taken
hostage and SHOT by
v illainous Pal Phelan on
her wedding day

~ 'I've had two boob jobs

and get face fillers all
the time!' Love Island's
single mum Kim
Hartnett, 22 , boasts
about her plastic
surgery

~Something to smile

about? MAFS' Jo
McPharlin looks upbeat
at charity function amid
rumours she's set to
return to the show

~ Rhian Sugden shows

off her ample bust as
she posts sizzling
topless snap during
romantic Turkey break
with fiance Oliver Melior

~ 'He doesn't even hold

a candle to James':
MAFS' Sarah Roza
SLAMS Telv Williams
and says he's insecure
about his height. .. after
confirming her new
relationship

~ From turning 40 to

getting her licence back
and reuniting with her
'soulmate': Convicted
drug trafficker
Schapelle Corby's first
year of freedom

~ 'I know him, I dated

him!' Love Island's
Millie is left shocked as
her ex Charlie arrives
on the Spanish Island ...
but insists they 'didn't
even have sex'

~ Cardi B says unborn

baby girl 'did her good'
by giving her a new pair
of boobs during
pregnancy
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~ Remember me! Big

Brother 2010 star John
James Parton set to
shake things up when
he joins Love Island
Australia as an intruder

~ Catherine Zeta-Jones

and Michael Douglas
send son Dylan off to
senior prom in
charming social share

~The death of her ex -

boyfriend Michael
Hutchence, a cancer
battle and THOSE gold
hotpants: The highs and
lows of pop princess
Kylie Minogue's career
~ 'This is a f**king joke':

Bachelor In Paradise's
Jake El lis and girlfriend
Megan Marx slam Love
Island and call the show
"disgusting'

~ What about her

daughter? MAFS'
Tracey Jewel reveals
plans to move to
America within a
YEAR ... leaving her little
girl Grace in Perth

0

~ Chrissy Teigen flaunts

her ample assets in
darling 'first post-Miles'
date night with John
Legend

~ Brie Larson spoons

Thrifty pistachio Ice
cream stra ight from
carton in vacation s nap
on lnstagram

~'That was hard, Mum

dying': Magda
Szubanski breaks down
in an emotional preview
of Andrew Denton's TV
show Intervi ew...

0

~ The Last Sharknado
teaser shows Fin time
traveling with sharks as
ferr is wheel breaks
loose In city

~ Demi Lovato's half-

s ister Madison attends
Brighton Hall prom in
black high-low dres s
and boots

~ Pink gets a tender kiss
from husband Carey
Hart before flying to Las
Vegas on Beautiful
Trauma tour

Kylie Minogue shows
off her youthful looks as
she marks her 50th
b irthday with star-
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• studded bash ... from
which ex Jason
Donovan makes a rather
worse-for-wear exit

• Khloe Kardashian fires
back at critics 'giving
advice' after Tristan
Thompson cheating
scandal

• Chris Martin snags
dinner for two before
heading off in a deluxe
golf cart to enjoy a cozy
night in

ADVERTISEMENT

MORE DON'T MISS
• 'She wants to move
forward' : Mariah Carey
sells her $13.2million
engagement ring
from ex-fiance James
Packer for a fraction of
the price

• Kevin Hart takes wife
Eniko Parrish and three
children out for lunch
and ice cream in Los
Angeles

Christina Milian sports
$195 HMN ALNS
bodysuit on dinner date
with French beau M.
Pokora at Catch LA
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•

• Westworld's Phase
Space reveals Maeve
reuniting with daughter
as Bernard stumbles
upon old friend
• Kelly Clarkson checks
cell phone before
singing national anthem
in stars and stripes at
lndy 500

• Champagne Charlene!
Princess necks Daniel
Ricciardo's fizz on the
podium as he wins the
Monaco Grand Prix (but
she doesn't join him for
a shoey!)

• 'The smirk on his face
made me sick':
Annabella Sciorra says
she found 'no relief'
from seeing her alleged
rapist Harvey Weinstein
arrested

0

• First Love Island hunk
revealed as 'hot male
model whose shirtless
snaps have made him
an lnstagram star'

• Sophie Monk 'threw a
tantrum after learning
Love Island wouldn't be
aired on Nine's main
channel' ... and seeing
happy couples is 'reopening old wounds'
• Caitlyn Jenner, 68,
escorts close gal pal
Sophia Hutchins , 21 , to
Nobu Malibu in her
$200K purple Porsche

• Former Bachelorette
Georgia Love is
accused of having
'double standards' after
she described Love
Island as 'absolutely
abhorrent'

0

• Lady Gaga dons fierce
leopard print coat and
matching boots as she
leaves recording studio
in NYC

• Kim Kardashian
shares tender family
shot from Wyoming ... as
fans ask why she left
out baby Chicago

Shia LaBeouf grabs
breakfast in Los
Angeles before heading
to the barber for a fresh
shave
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~

~ Facing the axe?

Reports Real
Housewives of Sydney
'will get the chop after
US network rejects
show because of its
extreme cat fights '

~ Lady in red! Pregnant

Pippa Middleton keeps
her blossoming bump
under wraps in a stylish
wrap dress as she
enjoys the French Open
with husband James

~ Brody Jenner calls
fiancee Kaitlynn Carter
'wifey' as he challenges
her to drink from a shoe
in Bali

~ Love Island star's
'secret girlfriend'
revealed! Charlie Taylor
'was seen at events with
a lovely lady only three
months ago' ·so what
went wrong?

~ 'it's the perfect way to

redeem his image':
Reality 'love rat' Blake
Garvey 'will get a
second chance at love
on Bachelor In Paradise
season two•

~ Mel C puts on a leggy

display in fringed blazer
as she arrives for Kylie
Minogue's 50th birthday
party

~Sofia Richie , 19, dons

barely-there bikini as
she joins beau Scott
Disick, 35, and his kids
on trip to St. Barts

~ Amanda Holden, 47 ,

shows off her legs in
tiny floral mini dress as
she hits Kylie Minogue's
50th birthday party

~Sofia Richie wishes

her big brother Miles a
happy 24th birthday
with throwback snaps

~ Love Island nude

photo scandal : Hunky
Josh Moss fears
incriminating pictures
could be circulated
online ... after he sent
naked snaps to women

Karl who? Stefanovic,
Lisa Wilkinson , Carrie
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~ Bickmore and Waleed

Aly are all SNUBBED as
they miss out on
prestigious Gold Logie
nominations

~ Hugh Grant, 57, looks
totally smitten with new
wife Anna Eberstein , 39,
at Monaco Grand Prix
as they are seen for first
time since low key
wedding

~ Ashley Graham offers

home remedy for
streaky spray tans
before going to pool
party in black bikini

~ First look: The cast of

Love Island flaunt their
genetically-blessed
bodies as they get
acquainted inside their
luxurious Spanish villa
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~ Miley Cyrus goes

make up free as she
enjoys a date night with
beau Liam Hemsworth
in Malibu

~ Bradley Cooper gives

daughter Lea De Seine
high-fives as she plays
on a swing in NYC park

~ Hunky Chris

Hems worth waves the
flag at lndianapolis
500 ... before taking
selfies with Bachelor
stars Arie Luyendyk Jr.
and Lauren Burnham

~ Kylie Jenner flaunts

0

her flat post-baby
tummy... after showing
off romantic neon
artwork in her house

~

Kieran Hayler shares a
sweet tribute to Katie
Price's son Harvey on
his 16th birthday... after
moving out of their
family home following
split

~ Jodie Sweetin keeps it

casual in striped shirt
and denim as she shops
at local farme r's market

Chantel Jeffries sizzles
in blue bikini during
wild weekend in Las
Vegas with DJ Diplo and
friends
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~

~ Hilary Duff showcases

her gym-honed
physique in Los
Angeles ... followin g
angry row with NY
neighbor

~ Jessica Simpson

rocks tiny denim shorts
and Mickey Mouse shirt
with sister Ash lee at
Disneyland

~ Solo: A Star Wars

Story nabs No. 1 at box
office with $83.3m, well
below expectations for
the prequel

~ Hilaria Baldwin

breastfeeds one-weekold son Romeo while
updating fans on her
pneumonia diagnosis

~ April Love Geary dons

hot pink bikini for
bubble bath with
adorable two-month-old
daughter Mia

~ Honeymoon Down

Under? Meghan's Suits
eo-star Gabriel Macht
and his Aussie wife
Jacinda Barrett offer to
host the Duchess and
Prince Harry

~ Steps' Claire Richards

dazzles on stage in
fuchsia leotard as band
take their nationwide
tour to Darlington

~ Jessica Wright is

spotted with mystery
man during a night out
in Soho with pal Ferne
McCann ... following
split from Giovanni
Pernice

~ 'it could get messy' :

MAFS' Carly Bowyer
reveals details about
her 'first fight' with
boyfriend Troy Delmege
following split rumours

~ Ha lie Berry, 51 , goes

makeup-free as she's
sheltered from
downpour at JFK

Selma Blair goes
make up-free and takes
adorable son Arthur
Bleick, six , to the
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~farmers market

~ Cindy Crawford flaunts

her long legs in jeans
shorts and camo shirt
on holiday weekend in
Nashville

~'Why is no one saving

me?' Love Island host
Sophie Monk cries for
help as she tries to
wriggle away from a bee
while filming the racy
show

~ Rupert Everett's new

project? Moving in with
mum! Actor reveals he
is moving back in with
his mother, 83, to help
her around the house

~ Nick Jonas and older

brother Kevin keep it
casualastheylunch
together with friends in
Los Angeles
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~ Whitney Houston's

nephew Gary approves
of Pus haT's Daytona
cover art and 'loves the
album'

• 'You are not my type':
Love Island's Josh
Moss is rejected by
FIVE of his female eostars ... just moments
after rating himself a

10/10
~ 'it's that freedom that

only young people can
get away with': Love
Island host Sophie
Monk says the show will
get VERY racy because
the cast have 'no
inhibitions'
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• The inspiration behind
Jumpin' Jack Flash
WASN'T Mick -it was
Keefs aged
gardener... and other
true-life facts behind the
Stones' greatest hits

~ Princess Mary's

bridesmaid Amber Petty
reveals how she felt
standing next to her
best friend as she
married Prince Frederik
in her fairytale wedding

• The moment actor
Hugh Grant finally tied
the knot: Britain's best
known bachelor marries
for the first time at 57 , to
Swedish TV producer
Anna Eberstein, 39,
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~ Caroline Flack

reminisces on naked
kiss with Danny Dyer...
ahead of his 'daughter
Dani starring on Love
Island'

~ Paloma Faith wows in

shocking pink wig and
racy lace bodysuit for
performance at Radio
1's Biggest Weekend

~ Demi Rose puts her

perky derriere on
display in a pair of
sheer trousers and very
low-cut leopard print
swimsuit

~ Kale Hudson drapes

baby bump in cozy
sweater as she bundles
balloons into Cadillac
out in LA

• Emily Ratajkowski
bares her cleavage in
plunging evening gown
as she shares
throwback from Paris

~ 'I

wouldn't do 11 at
gunpoint': Daniel Johns
shuts down Silverchair
reunion seven years
after the band split

~ Geri Horner looks chic

in navy shirt dress as
she consoles Lewls
Hamilton at Formula
One Grand Prix in
Monaco

~ 'I am having a party':

Pop princess Kylie
Minogue reveals her
very special 50th
birthday plans after
'finding herself again'

~ 'Why isn't he saying

how s.. t stuff is?' Fans
left baffled after Gordon
Ramsay makes a very
'nice' debut on
MasterChef Australia

• Lily Alien sports
electric pink braids and
billowing skirt at the
Common People
Festival ... after admitting
to 'cheating on her
husband'

• Gemma Coli ins parties
the night away with
James Argent. .. as their
relationship 'hits on the
rocks ' after explosive
row on TOWIE

How to look this good at
47 without ever going
on a diet: Amanda
Holden eats what she
li kes - and loves a glass
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~ of wine, so what IS her

secret?

~ TOWIE's Dan Edgar

FINALLY asks Amber
Turner to be his
girlfriend in grand
series finale

~ Khloe Kardashian
flaunts washboard abs
during workout after
welcoming baby True
one month ago

~ Taylor Swift

commands the stage in
a racy corset-style
leotard and knee-high
boots as she headlines
Radio 1's Biggest
Weekend in Swansea
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~ Lucy Mecklenburgh

and Ryan Thomas pack
on the PDA as they
enjoy romantic break in
Barcelona

~ Shadowhunters star

Isaiah Mustafa marries
Lisa Mitchell as couple
reveal it was 'love at
first sight' when they
met

~ Made In Chelsea star

Binky Felstead, 27,
reveals her 11-monthold daughter India's
nursery is 'ruined' after
their London home
floods

~ Lady Gaga looks ready
for business in grey
power dress ... after
visiting her old New
York apartment
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~ 'Does Gordon

Ramsay's hair have its
own Twitter handle?' :
Viewers mock celebrity
chefs hairdo after
making his debut on
MasterChef Australia

~'Why are parents still

giving this for
breakfast?' Former
Bachelor Tim Robards
rants about kids
drinking fruit juice

~ Grinning in green!

Sylvia Jeffreys looks
stunning in a Meghan
Markle inspired up-do
and off-the-shoulder
emerald gown at Logie
Award nominations
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No heirs or graces! Princess Charlotte
enjoys a strawberry ice cream during a
family day out with mum Kale ...
'Such a princess!' Heartbreaking final
Facebook post of wedding planner, 31, who
shared snap of her...
How to sleep better and live longer- just
by re-setting your body clock!
Pictured: Widow, 100, left with a broken neck
after a mugger tried to snatch her handbag
containing £1 ,000 ...
~

Are THESE eight rules the key to a tidy
iJ home? Experts share their fail-safe
cleaning tips -including when ...
Chelsea owner Roman Abramovich is
'granted Israeli citizenship' after jetting into
Tel Aviv following ...
Parents run to rescue terrified daughter,
15, after hearing her chilling screams as
she was pulled to the ...
British tourist, 38, 'is imprisoned and
repeatedly raped by barman fiance during 36hour ordeal in Turkish ...
Britain's Got Talent suffers major
technical failure minutes into first live
show... as Simon Cowell jokes ...
Britain's Got Talent fans poke fun at the
show's major technical failure with hilarious
memes as they blame ...
Ant McPartlin 'made a little boy's day' by
FaceTiming him when his mother stopped
the TV presenter in the ...
Love Island 2018: The first 11 singles are
unveiled ahead of the brand new season ...
including an air...
Not to be sniffed at! The nasal spray could
stop damage caused by a stroke
What's the best way to clean a baby's
dummy? Give it a lick, experts say
The arrogant EU elite is playing with
STEPHEN GLOVER says Italy's pain '
be Britain's gain as ...
Fury at Italian president's 'appalling' bet
as he ignores impeachment calls and pt
Europhile in ...
'lt was EASY': Prankster who duped
Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson with 18minute joke phone call brags ...
Kylie Minogue wows in figure-hugging gold
dress at her star-studded 50th party... as she
shares a birthday...
Russian football hooligans threaten to
stab gay and transgender England fans at
the World Cup
That's one way to look smart casual! Twitter
users mercilessly mock Spanish fashion
house Balenciaga over...

,

Baby-faced conman who sold the world's
richest tourists down the river: He posed
as a wealthy aristocrat but ...
From 'clones' of your follicles to a 'Miracle
Gro' made from chip-pan oil : Hair-raising
treatments that...
How much sun cream do you REALLY
need? it's almost certainly more than you
thought ... as this clever 'coin ...
'Thank you very much. See you soon. Love
you all': Tragic last message of murdered
marketing consultant, 29, ...
SAS: Who Dares Wins star says killing a
man was the 'closest thing to feeling like
God' as he recalls the ...

Pensioner who spent FOUR YEARS in a
Dubai hospital after suffering a stroke finally
- l returns to the UK
Downcast Morgan Freeman hides his face
• as he and girlfriend head to the set of his
new film accompanied by a...
'I'm not worth liking': 32-year-old virgin who
has never been kissed reveals the struggles
she faces - and ...
Maid of honour threatens to quit her
friend's nuptials after bride from hell
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Chloe Green's 'Hot Felon' beau
Jeremy Meeks rubs her burgeoning
baby bump on dad's $130m
superyacht in ...

•li

Pop star Will Young is banned from
driving for six months after his 4x4
Mercedes smashed into the back of a..•
'Pure evil' serial killer Joanna Dennehy
'threatened to kill Rose West' within minutes
of arriving at same ...
Revealed: Father of boy, 4, saved by
'Spider-Man' hero in Paris was out playing
Pokemon Go while his son was •..

I

'it looks like it was drawn in kindergarten':
., - Samantha Markle bashes Meghan's coat of
arms and then attacks ...
EU announces plans to ban cotton buds,
straws and balloon sticks in a crackdown
on single use plastics to .•.
'I promised I would NEVER touch a gun':
England star Raheem Sterling reveals
assault rifle tattoo on his ...
'I'd told my daughter mummy would be
going to heaven': Rugby star Tom Youngs'
wife, 32, claims her•.•
More knife bloodshed on Britain's streets as
'happy-go-lucky' boy, 15, and 17-year-old are
both stabbed to ...
Justice for Helen: Mother demands a
, change in the law to prevent her
daughter's murderer from being freed

_r-"

BBC accused of homophobia after it appea, ~_....
to 'apologise for same- sex dance' during
Demi Lovato's ...
Mother is trolled after complaining a 'men
at work' sign outside Morrisons is SEXIST
What a difference a week makes: Doria
Ragland heads to yoga in LA after royal
wedding amidst reports that...
Designer Emilia Wickstead BACKTRJ
on her remarks about Meghan's £200
Givenchy gown looking ...
Will Meghan and Harry honeymoon in
Canada? Newlywed couple are said to I
heading to 6,000 sq ft lodge ...
Outrage over 'horrendous' Active Shooter
video game that lets children play the role
of a gunman on a murder...
Cyclone slams into Yemen and Oman
deluging a major city with nearly three years'
worth of rainfall in a ...
'Reckless' car enthusiast sparks fury after
'smashing land speed record from John
O'Groats to Land's End ...
Forensic experts want volunteers to dona ,......._
their CORPSES to Britain's first body farm
Hope for Lyme disease sufferers: Drug
company makes first ever vaccine for
illness that affects supermodel...
Shoppers go wild for 'magical' Body Shop
lotion that's less than HALF the price of
Rihanna's £46 shimmer...
MORE HEADLINES

EDITOR'S SIX OF THE BEST
JAN MOIR: Four mothers who epitomise
everything that's awful about Britain
EPHRAIM HARDCASTLE: The zipless dress once
considered 'risque' ... that has proved a hit thanks
to the Duchess of Cambridge
DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Co-op, Labour and a
betrayal of values
TOM UTLEY: At last, a genuine medical condition
that explains why I never listen to a word my wife
says
RICHARD LITTLEJOHN : Life's too short to
measure a goldfish
Press the panic button ... Lucifer's legged it: The
Mail's theatre critic is directing his village's Easter
play. So why has the Devil disappeared and did the
Bible really feature green underpants
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Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegation Of 'Inappropriate
Behaviour'
The exact details of the alleged incident have not been revealed.
By Rach e l M c Grath

Actor Geoffrey Rush has denied an allegation of "inappropriate behaviour", following a
~omp l aint

made to the a Sydney Theatre Company, regarding an incident that allegedly

took place when he was starring in a production of 'King Lear'.

0

Rush's time in the Shakespeare production spanned from November 2015 to January
2016, and the exact details of the alleged incident- including whether it is a complaint
about sexually inappropriate behavior- have not been revealed .

0
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PAUL ARCHULETA VIA GETTY IMAGES

Geoffrey Rush

In a statement issued to the Guardian, Rush's lawyer stated that the actor is also unaware
of exactly what he stands accused of, saying: "In this current environment, 'inappropriate
behaviour' may mean abuse, bullying or other forms of reprehensible activity.
"These are matters that deserve forthright and objective levels of discussion. lt must be
made clear from the outset that Mr Rush abhors any form of maltreatment of any person in
any form ."
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The 66-year-old actor added: "The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I
immediately phoned and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company
asking fo r clarification about the details of the statement. They refused to illuminate me
with the details.
"I also asked why this information was being withheld and why, according to standard
theatre practice, the issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage
management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at management level. However, no
response was forthcoming ."
On Wednesday (29 November), the STC confirmed the complaint, stating that they told a
journalist the truth when asked about the matter earlier this month.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt
vith confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation,"
they said (via the Sydney Morning Herald). "STC complied , acting in the interest of the

0

complainant's health and welfare."
Over the past 35 years, Rush has performed in a number of STC productions. His film
credits include 'Shakespeare In Love', 'Quills' and 'Shine', which saw him win an Oscar for
Best Actor.
He also played Captain Barbossa in Disney's 'Pirates Of The Caribbean' franchise and
provided the voice for Nigel the pelican in 'Finding Nemo'.
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>ffrey Rush
1ies Allegatio
Inappropriate
•avior' in 'Kin
Production
Alex Stedman
Variety 30 November 2017

Oscar-winning Australian actor Geoffrey Rush has
issued a statement denying that he engaged in
"inappropriate behavior" during the Sydney The•
Company's production of "King Lear."
Early on Wednesday, Australia's Daily Telegrapl
published a statement from the Sydney Theatre
Company, which said it "received a complaint
alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour." "The Company receivE
the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement wit~Prince Harry and Meghan Markle Wedding
Highlights
Company had ended," the statement continued.Yahoo style UK
"The Company continues to work with the
complainant to minimise the risk of future instanmat to read next
of the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace."
Neither the Sydney Theatre Company nor Rush
statement through his lawyers at HWL

Ebswort~

detailed the nature of the allegation. Rush's
statement maintains that the complaint was mac

21 months ago, and says that Rush "abhors an)
form of maltreatment of any person in any form.
Kylie Minogue celebrates 50th birthday 1
"Mr. Rush has not been approached by the SydRW)e snap
Evening Standard
T heatre Company and the alleged complainant nor
any representative of either of them concerning

+ho

matter you have raised, " the strongly worded let
obtained by Variety, reads. "I n other words, ther
https://uk.news .yahoo.com/geoffrey-rush-den ies-allegation-inappropriate-0
12405538.html?guccounter= 1
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has been no provision of any details, circumstar

"lt is a great disappointment to Mr. Rush the ST@ This The True Reason Why Banks Fea
.
. .
Bitcoin?
has chosen to smear h1s name and unJUStifiably
.
Biz Winners 247 Sponsored ·:!¥:·
damage his reputation in this way," the statement
continues. "Not to afford a person their right to

k~~...

what has been alleged against them let alone n<
inform them of it but release such information to
public is both a denial of natural justice and is n1
how our society operates ."
In a personal statement in the letter, Rush said I
called senior management at the Sydney Theatre
Freiburg defender Soyuncu confirms Ar:
Company once he learned about the complaint. talks
which the company allegedly "refused" to illumirtateing standard
Rush starred in the local "King Lear" production from
November 2015 to January 2016.

0
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Geoffrey Rush denies allegations of 'inappropriate behaviour' in play 1 The Independent

News > World >Australasia

Geoffrey Rush denies allegations of
'inappropriate behaviour' in play
Sydney Theatre Company confirmed it had received a
complaint against the actor relating to his time starring in
their production of King Lear
Clarisse Loughrey

I

@clarisselou

I Thursday 30

November 2017 15:19 GMT

0

0
Geoffrey Rush has denied allegations of "inappropriate behaviour" during a
Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear, after the company said it
had received a complaint against him.
Rush's lawyer said in a statement that no direct notification of the allegation
had been received by Rush or any of his representatives by either the STC or
the complainant, neither was there any "provision of details, circumstances,
allegations or events that can be meaningfully responded to".
The allegation was first reported by Australia's The Daily Telegraph , in
which the STC confirmed that a complaint was made relating to Rush's time
with the production that ran from November 2015 to January 2016.
1411
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Sydney Opera House lit up with art to
celebrate world's oldest culture

"Sydney Theatre Company was asked by a News Ltd journalist earlier this
month whether it had received a complaint alleging inappropriate behaviour
by Mr Rush while he was employed by the company. STC responded
truthfully that it had received such a complaint," a spokesperson for the STC
has said.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the
matter be dealt with confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or
involved in any investigation. STC complied, acting in the interest of the
complainant's health and welfare. As already stated, the Company received
the complaint after Mr Rush's engagement had ended."
"STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by)
STC and not a conclusion of impropriety."
The actor said that, as soon as he was made aware of rumours of a complaint,
he immediately contacted senior management at STC to seek clarification
on the nature of the allegation.
"They refused to illuminate me with the details," he continued. "I also asked
why this information was being withheld, and why, according to standard
theatre practice the issue had not been raised with me during the production
via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at
management level. However, no response was forthcoming."
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"In this current environment, 'inappropriate behaviour' may mean abuse,
bullying or other forms of reprehensible activity. These are matters that
deserve forthright and objective levels of discussion," Rush's lawyer said. "It
must be made clear from the outset that Mr. Rush abhors any form of
maltreatment of any person in any form."
"His treatment of fellow colleagues and everyone he has worked with is
always conducted with respect and the utmost propriety. Whether on a film
set or in the theatre, Mr. Rush has always adhered to the finest professional
principles in pursuit of his craft."
"It is a great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his
name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way," his lawyer added.
"At this stage, Mr. Rush can only reiterate his statement that he denies
having been involved in any 'inappropriate behaviour' whatsoever. Until
there is decency afforded to Mr. Rush of what the 'inappropriate behaviour'
actually is then there is nothing more that can be said at this stage."
Rush won the Oscar for Best Actor for playing David Helfgott in Shine and
was nominated for Best Supporting Actor for Shakespeare in Love; he is
well-known for the role of Hector Barbossa in the Pirates of the Caribbean
films and has worked extensively in theatre. He previously worked with STC
on multiple projects, including The Importance ofBeing Earnest and The
Government Inspector.
More about:

I
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Geoffrey Rush denies 'inappropriate behavior'
at theater
By: ROD McGUIRK, Associated Press
Updated: Nov 30, 2017- 10:52 PM

CANBERRA, Australia (AP)- A leading Australian theater company said Friday it had received a complaint of
"inappropriate behavior" against Geoffrey Rush, an allegation lawyers for the Oscar winner denied.
The Sydney Theatre Company was not disclosing details of the allegations, which reports said dated from Rush's
starring role in the theater's staging of "King Lear" two years ago.
"At the time the complaint was made , the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with confidentially, and
did not want Mr. Rush notified or involved in any investigation," a statement said. The theater company said it
complied "in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare."
Content Continues Below
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HWL Ebsworth Lawyers did not respond to a request for comment Friday, but had issued an earlier statement
denying Rush was involved in any inappropriate behavior.
"lt is with great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage his
reputation in this way," Thursday's statement said.
Rush has performed at the Sydney theater for 35 years. The 66-year-old Australian actor won the 1997 best act
Academy Award for "Shine" and has three other Oscar nominations. He is perhaps best known as Captain
Barbossa in the "Pirates of the Caribbean" films.
Australian media reports say the allegation dated from the theater's production of William Shakespeare's "King
Lear" from November 2015 to January 2016.
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed theater sources in reporting Friday that an actress had accused
Rush of touching her inappropriately. The sources told the newspaper the theater wouldn't work with Rush again .
The company said the complaint was made after Rush's employment had ended and it disclosed it when a
journalist asked in early November. The company did not say what action it had taken and it did not respond to
questions about whether it would work with Rush in the future.
Rush 's lawyers said his "regard , actions and treatment of all the people he has worked with has been impeccable
'Jeyond reproach ." The actor had said Thursday he became aware of "rumors of a complaint" but the theater had
refused to provide details at the time.

Q

Copyright 2018 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate Behavior' at Theater
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph also cited two unnamed theater sources in reporting Friday that an actress had accused Rush
of touching her inappropriately
By Rod McGuirk
Published at 10:11 PM EST on Nov 30, 2017 1Updated at 12:04 AM EST on Dec 1, 2017
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Revealed
In this file photo, Geoffrey Rush arrives at the Los Angeles premiere of "Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Men Tell No Tales" at the Dolby Theatre on Thursday, May 18, 2017. The Sydney Theatre
Company says it received a complaint of "inappropriate behavior" against Rush, an allegation
lawyers for the Oscar winner denied. The company wasn't disclosing details of the behavior alleged
to have occurred while the 66-year-old Australian actor was an employee. Media reports say the
allegation dated from the !heater's production of "King Lear," about two years ago . His lawyers deny
Rush was involved in inappropriate behavior.
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Flushing, NY
A leading Australian theater company said Friday it had received a comp laint of
"inappropriate behavior" against Geoffrey Rush, an allegation lawyers for the
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The Sydney Theatre Company was not disclosing details of the allegations, which
reports said dated from Rush's starring role in the theater's staging of "King Lear''
Radar

two years ago.
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"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter
be dealt with confidentially, and did not want Mr. Rush notified or involved in any
investigation," a statement said. The theater company said it complied "in the
interest of the complainant's health and welfare."
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers did not respond to a request for comment Friday, but had
issued an earlier statement denying Rush was involved in any inappropriate
behavior.
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Harvey Weinstein's ouster from the Weinstein Company in light of multiple sexual misconduct
allegations against him is causing thousands of other women to speak up and speak out against
powerful abusers in the workplace. (Published Monday, Dec. 11, 2017)

"lt is with great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his
name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way," Thursday's statement
said.
Rush has performed at the Sydney theater for 35 years. The 66-year-old
Australian actor won the 1997 best actor Academy Award for "Shine" and has
three other Oscar nominations. He is perhaps best known as Captain Barbossa in
the "Pirates of the Caribbean" films.
Australian media reports say the allegation dated from the theater's production of
William Shakespeare's "King Lear" from November 2015 to January 2016.
1 •

• 1 'Today'

Host Lauer Fired for 'Inappropriate Sexual Behavior'

Sydney's The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed theater sources in reporting
Friday that an actress had accused Rush of touching her inappropriately. The
sources told the newspaper the !heater wouldn't work with Rush again.
The company said the complaint was made after Rush's employment had ended
and it disclosed it when a journalist asked in early November. The company did
not say what action it had taken and it did not respond to questions about whether
it would work with Rush in the future.
Rush's lawyers said his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has
worked with has been impeccable beyond reproach." The actor had said Thursday
he became aware of "rumors of a complaint" but the theater had refused to
provide details at the time.

Longtime 'Today" show anchor Matt Lauer was fired from NBC News within days of a colleague
reporting "inappropriate sexual behavior." (Published Wednesday, Nov. 29, 2017)

Copyright Associated Press
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Geoffrey Rush denies 'inappropriate
behavior' at theater
ASSOCIATED PRESS
NOV. 30,2017, 9:41 PM

CANBERRA, Australia (AP) - The Sydney Theatre Company says it received a complaint of "inappropriate
behavior" against Geoffrey Rush, an allegation lawyers for the Oscar winner denied.
The company was not disclosing details of the behavior alleged to have occurred while the 66-year-old Australian
actor was an employee.
NL Ebsworth Lawyers did not respond to a request for comment Friday, but had issued an earlier statement(~ '1
denying Rush was involved in any inappropriate behavior.
', j
Australian media reports say the allegation dated from Rush's participation in the theater's production ofWilliam
Shakespeare's "King Lear" from November 2015 to January 2016.
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed theater sources in reporting Friday that an actress had accused
Rush of touching her inappropriately. The sources told the newspaper the theater wouldn't work with Rush
again.
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Geoffrey Rush Denies Allegation of 'Inappropriate Behavior' During 'King
Lear' Production
The Oscar-winning Australian actor has been anonymously accused of "inappropriate
behavior" while starring in the Sydney Theatre Company production.
Jude Dry
Nov 30,201711:11 am
'# @jdry

Geoffrey Rush.
Richard Dobson/Newspix/REX/Shutterstock

Update {December 8, 2017): Geoffrey Rush has filed a defamation lawsuit against an Australian
newspaper for publishing what he called false and "spurious" allegations against him, BBC news
reports.
Earlier: Geoffrey Rush has issued a statement denying an allegation of "inappropriate behavior"
while performing in the Sydney Theatre Company's production of "King Lear:' Australia's The
Daily Telegraph initially reported that it "received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had
-1201902523/
http://www.indiewire .com/2017/11 /geoffrey-rush-denies-allegations-inappropriate-behavior
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"The Company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the Company had
ended;' the STC said through a spokeswoman, according to Variety. "The Company continues to
work with the complainant to minimise the risk of future instances of the alleged behaviour
occurring in its workplace:'
ADVERTISEMENT

Read More: Russell Si m mons Steps Down From Companies Following Jenny Lumet Sexual

Assault Allegation
In a statement issued through his lawyers, Rush adamantly denied the allegation, saying he
"abhors any form of maltreatment of any person in any form:'
I he statement continued:

Mr. Rush has not been approached by the Sydney Theatre Company and the alleged
complainant nor any representative of either of them concerning the matter you have
raised. In other words, there has been no provision of any details, circumstances, allegations
or events that can be meaningfully responded to.
lt is a great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and
unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way. Not to afford a person their right to know
what has been alleged against them let alone not inform them of it but release such
information to the public is both a denial of natural justice and is not how our society
operates.
Read More: Amazon Scraps Expensive David 0. Russell Drama In Light ofWeinstein Scandal

Rush starred in the STC's "King Lear" production from November 2015 to January 2016.

Sign Up: Stay on top of the latest breaking film and TV news! Sign up for our Email Newsletters
here.
THIS ARTICLE IS RELATED TO: Film and tagged Geoffrey Rush, Sexual Harassment
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CELEBRITY NEWS

Actor Geoffrey Rush denies
allegations of 'inappropriate behavior'
Updated Nov 30, 2017;
Posted Nov 30, 2017

Geoffrey Rush arrives at the Los Angeles
premiere of "Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Men Tell No Tales" at the Dolby
Theatre on Thursday, May 18, 2017.
(Jordan Strauss llnvision I AP)

By Geoff Herbert, gherbert@syracuse.com,
sy r acuse.com
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"Pirates of the Caribbean" star Geoffrey Rush is the latest
in Hollywood to be accused of "inappropriate behavior."
The DailY. TelegraQh reports the Sydney Theatre Company
(STC) said it received a complaint against the Oscar
winner about alleged misconduct that had gone on for
months. The alleged victim, who has not been identified,
came forward after the Australia native finished a
production of Shakespeare's "King Lear" in January 2016.
The 66-year-old actor's lawyers told the Australian
publication that he never heard of any complaints about
the "matter," and vigorously denied any allegations of
misconduct.
"He has not been informed by them of the nature of the
complaint and what it involves," Rush's representative
said in a statement. "In the circumstances, if such
statement has been issued by the STC it is both
irresponsible and highly damaging to say the least. .. lt
does not warrant comment except that it is false and
untrue."
STC told the DailY. Mail that it would not comment further
on the allegations, but vowed to "work with the
complainant to minimize the risk of future instances of
the alleged behavior occurring in its workplace."
Rush, who has also won Em my and Tony awards, starred
in the title role of "King Lear" at the Roslyn Packer
Theatre in Sydney from Nov. 2015 to Jan. 2016. He may
be best known for playing Captain Barbossa in Disney's
"Pirates of the Caribbean" movies, but his notable film
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credits also include "Shakespeare in Love," "House on
Haunted Hill," "Les Miserables," "The King's Speech" and
"Shine."
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BY DANNV SALEMME - ON NOV 30, 2017 IN MOVIE NEWS

Q

Amid the barrage of sexual harassment allegations over the past few months, Geoffrey Rush is the
latest actor to be accused of inappropriate behavior. However, Rush denies the allegations. According
to a statement made by Rush's lawyer, the accusation came from an actor with whom Rush shared the
stage during a Sydney Theater Company production of King Lear. The accuser's identity currently
remains undisclosed.
According to The Guardian, Rush personally spoke out about the accusation, saying:
"The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint, I immediately phoned and spoke to senior
management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for clarification about the details of the
statement. They refused to illuminate me with the details. I also asked why this information was
being withheld and why, according to standard theatre practice, the issue had not been raised with
me during the production via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at
management level. However, no response was forthcoming."
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'inappropriate behaviour ' may mean abuse, bullying or other forms of reprehensible activity." lt also
added, "These are matters that deserve forthright and objective levels of discussion. lt must be made

clear from the outset that Mr. Rush abhors any form of maltreatment of any person in any form."

The play in question had wrapped roughly two years ago, but following the accusation, the Sydney
Theater Company removed its listing on their official website. A spokeswoman from the STC reached
out to the Daily Telegraph in Sydney and explained that "the company received the complaint when Mr.

Rush 's engagement with the company had ended," adding , "STC has at all times been clear that this
was an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a conclusion of impropriety."
As of now, Rush vehemently denies the allegations. His lawyer added in the statement that "the

TC has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage his reputation," adding that their decision
LO

release information regarding the accusation to the public before informing Rush of the details "is

both a denial of natural justice and is not how our society operates."
Rush will next appear in the film Storm Boy alongside Jai Courtney, though it's unclear whether or not
the the film will be released as planned on account of the allegations.
Source: The Guardian
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Watch TV

CELEBRITY NEWS .

Geoffrey Rush denies allegations of 'inappropriate
behavior'
By Katherine Lam I Fox News

Geoffrey Rush denied on Wednesday the allegations of "inappropriate behavior" against him. (Reuters)

Geoffrey Rush denied allegations of "inappropriate behavior" against him and accused Sydney
Theater Company (STC) of attempting to "smear his name."
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Rush, 66, said in a statement to Fox News Thursday through his lawyers at HWL Ebsworth that
the actor "denies" being involved in "inappropriate behavior" when he was in the STC production
of "King Lear" in 2015.
"lt is a great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and
unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way," Rush's lawyers said. "Not to afford a person their
right to know what has been alleged against them, let alone not inform them of it but release
such information to the public is both a denial of natural justice and is not how our society
operates."
The allegations surfaced when The Daily Telegraph said in a now-deleted article STC received a
complaint against the Oscar-winning actor. STC said in a statement to Fox News on Thursday
there was "an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a conclusion of impropriety."
"STC responded truthfully that it had received such a complaint," the theater company said. "At
the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with
confrdentially, and did not want Mr. Rush notified or involved in any investigation. STC complied,
acting in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare."

Q

The company added it received the complaint after Rush left the "King Lear" production .

Sydney Theater Company said it received a complaint against Rush after he had left "King Lear" production.
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Rush said in his personal statement, released by his lawyers, that he "immediately" contacted
STC when he was made aware of the allegation and asked "for clarification about the details of
the statement."
'They refused to illuminate me with the details," the actor said. "I also asked why this information
was being withheld, and why, according to standard theatre practice the issue had not been
raised with me during the production via stage management, the director, my fellow actors or
anyone at management level. However, no response was forthcoming."
His lawyers reiterated that Rush "denies having been involved in any 'inappropriate behavior'
whatsoever."
("~0:,,~

\~juntil there is the decency afforded to Mr. Rush of what the 'inappropriate behavior' actually is
then there is nothing more that can be said at this stage," his statement read.

Katherine Lam is a breaking and trending news digital producer for Fox News. Follow her on Twitter at
@bykatherinelam
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Geoffrey Rush denies allegations of 'inappropriate
behaviour' in play
Rush's lawyers said they understood the complaint was made "over 21 months ago".
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The Guardian, London

File photo of Australian actor Geoffrey Rush in Los Angeles.(NYT)
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The Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush has denied allegations of "inappropriate behaviour" during
a Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear, after the company said it had received a
complaint against him.
Rush's lawyer said in a statement that Rush had not been informed of the nature of the complaint by
the complainant or the theatre company, either at the time the complaint was made 21 months ago
or since.
"In this current environment, 'inappropriate behaviour' may mean abuse, bullying or other forms of
reprehensible activity," the statement said. "These are matters that deserve forthright and objective
levels of discussion. It must be made clear from the outset that Mr Rush abhors any form of
maltreatment of any person in any form."
Rush, 66, who lives in Melbourne, said: "The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I
immediately phoned and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for
;#";~,[ification about the details of the statement. They refused to illuminate me with the details.
r"'-",,~,,,~}"
"I also asked why this information was being withheld and why, according to standard theatre
practice, the issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage management, the
director, my fellow actors or anyone at management level. However, no response was forthcoming."
An STC spokeswoman told Sydney's the Daily Telegraph, where the claims were first published, that
the company had "received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in
inappropriate behaviour". She said the complainant had asked for their identity to be withheld.
"The company received the complaint when Mr Rush's engagement with the company had ended,"
she said.
nn Thursday an STC spokeswoman said: "Sydney Theatre Company was asked by a News Ltd

(~)nalist earlier this month whether it had received a complaint alleging inappropriate behaviour
by Mr Rush while he was employed by the company. STC responded truthfully that it had received
such a complaint.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with
confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation. STC complied,
acting in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare. As already stated, the Company
received the complaint after Mr Rush's engagement had ended.
"STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a
conclusion of impropriety."
Rush won an Academy Award for best actor in 1997 for the film Shine and was named Australian of
the year in 2012.
https://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/geoffrey-rush-denies-allegations-of-inappropriate-behaviour-in-play/story-uCTq0m5kS5evshTPWfAVGO.html
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He appeared in the STC's production of King Lear between November 2015 and January 2016 and
has worked several times for the company.
On Thursday, the STC's online page listing of King Lear was taken down.
In their statement, Rush's lawyers said they understood the complaint was made "over 21 months
ago" and that the STC had originally released its statement "some weeks ago".
Rush's lawyer said: "To date, Mr Rush or any of his representatives have not received any
representations from the STC or the complainant. In other words, there has been no provision of
any details, circumstances, allegations or events that can be meaningfully responded to."
Rush is the president of Aacta, the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts. In November,
Aacta released a statement officially rescinding a historic award given to Harvey Weinstein in 2013.
"We recognise our role in working with our members in upholding standards in our industry that we
n all be proud of, including the provision of a safe and respectful workplace," it said.
Rush's lawyer said: "It is a great disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name
and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way. Not to afford a person their right to know what
has been alleged against them, let alone not inform them of it but release such information to the
public, is both a denial of natural justice and is not how our society operates.
"At this stage, Mr Rush can only reiterate his statement that he denies having been involved in any
'inappropriate behaviour' whatsoever. Until there is the decency afforded to Mr Rush of what the
'inappropriate behaviour' actually is then there is nothing more that can be said at this stage.
"The public and the media need to note this is a highly stressful and frustrating time for Mr Rush
and his family, especially when there are no details concerning the 'inappropriate behaviour'."
l"'"~~~,'c,,
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Geoffrey Rush: Never involved in any 'inappropriate behavior'
PTI

Nov 30 2017 17:52 IST

0

Veteran actor Geoffrey Rush has denied allegations of "inappropriate behaviour" levelled against him, claiming his conduct has always been beyond
reproach . A now deleted news report received a complaint against the Oscar-winner, who starred in the company's adaptation of King Lear in 2015, of
misconduct.
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According to sources, Rush's lawyers, in multiple statements, said, "In this current environment, 'inappropriate behaviour' may mean abuse, bullying or
'her forms of reprehensible activity. "These are matters that deserve forthright and objective levels of discussion. It must be made clear from the outset
Mr Rush abhors any form of maltreatment of any person in any form ," they added.
The statement also said that actor has not been made aware of the "nature ofthc comP- laint" against him. "Your 'understanding' of what has occurred is,
with the greatest respect, simply fishing and unfounded . It does not warrant comment except that it is false and untrue," the statement read.
The King's Speech : Geoffrey Rush interview
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Geoffrey Rush denies 'inappropriate
behaviour' during King Lear production
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Geoffrey Rush won the Oscar for best actor in 1997
RICH FURY/GETTY IMAGES

Geoffrey Rush, the Os car-winning actor, has been accused of
inappropriate behaviour with a fellow cast member during a
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stage production.
The 66-year-old star of The King's Speech and the Pirates of the
Caribbean films said that the allegations were false. His lawyers
accused the Sydney Theatre Company of attempting to "smear
his name".

Rush said that the company had never told him of concerns
about his behaviour during the production of King Learthat ran
from November 2015 to January 2016 at Roslyn Packer Theatre.
"In this current environment, 'inappropriate behaviour' may
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Geoffrey Rush denies 'inappropriate behavior'
at theater
By ROD McGUIRK
Associated Press
DECEMBER 1, 2017, 8:00PM

A

I

CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA

leading Australian theater company said Friday it had received a complaint of "inappropriate
behavior" against Geoffrey Rush, an allegation lawyers for the Oscar winner denied.

The Sydney Theatre Company was not disclosing details of the allegations, which reports said dated from
Rush's starring role in the theater's staging of"King Lear" two years ago.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with
"0nfidentially, and did not want Mr. Rush notified or involved in any investigation," a statement said. The
~.1eater company said it complied "in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare."
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers did not respond to a request for comment Friday, but had issued an earlier
statement denying Rush was involved in any inappropriate behavior.
"It is with great disappointment to Mr. Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably

damage his reputation in this way," Thursday's statement said.
Rush has performed at the Sydney theater for 35 years. The 66-year-old Australian actor won the 1997 best
actor Academy Award for "Shine" and has three other Oscar nominations. He is perhaps best known as
Captain Barboss a in the "Pirates of the Caribbean" films.
Australian media reports say the allegation dated from the theater's production of William Shakespeare's
~ing Lear" from November 2015 to January 2016.
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed theater sources in reporting Friday that an actress had
accused Rush of touching her inappropriately. The sources told the newspaper the theater wouldn't work
with Rush again.
The company said the complaint was made after Rush's employment had ended and it disclosed it when a
journalist asked in early November. The company did not say what action it had taken and it did not
respond to questions about whether it would work with Rush in the future.
Rush's lawyers said his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked with has been
impeccable beyond reproach." The actor had said Thursday he became aware of "rumors of a complaint" but
the theater had refused to provide details at the time.
Copyright 2017 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast,
rewritten or redistributed.
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Geoffrey Rush steps down from Australian film academy
after 'inappropriate behavior' claim
Rod Mcguirk, Associated Press

Published 3: 15 a.m. ET Dec. I, 2017 1 Updated 9:22 a.m. ET Dec. 2, 2017

CANBERRA, Australia -

Geoffrey Rush announced Saturday he's stepping down as president of Australia's

screen industry academy, days after a theater company revealed it had received a complaint against the Oscarwinning actor of "inappropriate behavior."

0

Rush has denied any inappropriate behavior at the Sydney Theatre Company. Media reports this week said the
allegation dated from Rush's starring role in the leading Australian !heater's staging of William Shakespeare's

King Leartwo years ago.
(Photo: Michae/ Sohn, AP)

Rush said he stepped down as president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts ahead of the
academy's annual televised awards in Sydney on Wednesday.
More: Geoffrey Rush denies 'inaJmroRriate behavior' at !heater (/story/life/ReORie/2017/12/01/geoffrey-rush-denies-inaRRroRriate-behaviortheater/91246900 1/).
"Certain recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my standing in the entertainment community. lt is unreasonable that my
professional colleagues should be somehow associated with such allegations," Rush said in a statement to The Associated Press through his lawyer
Nicholas Pullen.
"In the circumstances, I have decided to step aside in my ambassadorial role as president of AACTA effective immediately and until these issues have
been resolved," he said.
·,is decision has not been made lightly. However, in the current climate of innuendo and unjustifiable reporting, I believe the decision to make a cleaor
ureak to clear the air is the best for all concerned," he added.
AACTA said in a statement it accepted and respected Rush's decision to voluntarily step aside.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that both respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of innocence
and due process, but also acknowledges good corporate governance in these circumstances," said AACTA, adding it would not comment further.
The Sydney Theatre Company was not disclosing details of the allegation.
"At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with confidentially, and did not want Mr. Rush notified or
involved in any investigation," a statement said. The theater company said it complied "in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare."
Rush has performed at the Sydney theater for 35 years. The 66-year-old Australian actor won the 1997 best actor Academy Award for Shine and has
three other Oscar nominations. He is perhaps best known as Captain Barbossa in the Pirates of the Caribbean films.
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed !heater sources in reporting Friday that an actress had accused Rush of touching her inappropriately.
The sources told the newspaper the theater wouldn't work with Rush again.
The company said the complaint was made after Rush's employment had ended and it disclosed it when a journalist asked in early November. The
company did not say what action it had taken and it did not respond to questions about whether it would work with Rush in the future.
Rush's lawyers said his "regard , actions and treatment of all the people he has worked with has been impeccable beyond reproach." The actor had said
Thursday he became aware of "rumors of a complaint" but the !heater had refused to provide details at the time.
nnps:Jtwww.usamaay.com/story/uretpeople/LU'I r 1·1 L/U 'Itgeorrrey-rusn-aen 1es-1nappropnate-oenav1or-meatertl::l'l L4t>l::IUU ·11
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Rush denies
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Australian theatre company said on Friday it had received a complaint of
"inappropriate behaviour" against Geoffrey Rush. He is well knovvn for
playing Captain Barbossa in the Pirates of the Caribbean.
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"ooffrey Rush poses with his 'Berlinale Camera Award' wich he received prior to the screening of the
.• n 'Final Portrait' (AP Photo/Michael Sohn, File)

A leading Australian theatre company said on
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complainant requested that the matter is
dealt with confidentially, and did not want
Mr Rush notified or involved in any
investigation," a statement said. The theatre

company said it complied "in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare."
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers did not respond to a request for comment Friday but had
issued an earlier statement denying Rush was involved in any inappropriate
behaviour.
"It is with great disappointment to Mr Rush the STC has chosen to smear his name
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Australian media reports say the allegation dated from the theatre's production of
William Shakespeare's King Lear from November 2015 to January 2016. Sydney's
The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed theatre sources in reporting Friday that an
actress had accused Rush of touching her inappropriately. The sources told the
newspaper the theatre wouldn't work with Rush again.
The company said the complaint was made after Rush's employment had ended and
it disclosed it when a journalist asked in early November. The company did not say
what action it had taken and it did not respond to questions about whether it would
work with Rush in the future. Rush's lawyers said his "regard, actions and

0

treatment of all the people he has worked with has been impeccable beyond
reproach." The actor had said Thursday he became aware of "rumours of a
complaint" but the theatre had refused to provide details at the time.
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Geoffrey Rush steps away from academy president role after
allegations of 'inappropriate behaviour'
PascaleDay
Saturday 2 Dec 201710:13 am

f

Geoffrey Rush has stepped down as Aacta president after allegations surface (Picture: Bauer-Griffin/FilmMagic)

Another day, another wave of disturbing allegations in Hollywood.
This t ime, it's the turn of Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush, who has stepped down as president
of Australia's screen industry academy, just days after a theatre company revealed it had received a
complaint that accused him of 'inappropriate behaviour'.
Media reports suggest that the allegation dates back to Rush 's role in the Sydney Theatre
Company's staging of William Shakespeare's King Lear two years ago, in which he played the lead.
Rush has denied any wrongdoing .
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The actor has been accused of inappropriate behaviour (Picture: Getty Images)

'Certain recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my standing in the
entertainment community. lt is unreasonable that my professional colleagues should be somehow
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'In the circumstances, I have decided to step aside in my ambassadorial role as president of Aacta
effective immediately and until these issues have been resolved.
'This decision has not been made lightly. However, in the current climate of innuendo and
unjustifiable reporting, I believe the decision to make a clean break to clear the air is the best for all
concerned.'

The 66-year-old actor was president of Aacta (Picture: AP Photo)

Aacta said in a statement it respects Geoffrey's decision to step aside at this time.
'We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that both
respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of innocence and due process, but also
acknowledges good corporate governance in these circumstances,' the academy said.
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Geoffrey Rush quits screen industry post over 'inappropriate behaviour' claim

The allegation is reported to have dated from Mr Rush's starring role in Sydney Theatre Company's 2015 production of King Lear.
Mr Rush, 66, has denied any inappropriate behaviour at the Sydney Theatre Company.
Mr Rush, who plays Captain Barbossa in the Pirates of the Caribbean franchise and won an Oscar for his performance in 1997 film
Shine, stepped down as president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts (AACTA) in advance of its annual televised
awards ceremony on Wednesday.
"Certain recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my standing in the entertainment community. It is
unreasonable that my professional colleagues should be somehow associated with such allegations," he in a statement released
through his lawyer.
"In the circumstances, I have decided to step aside in my ambassadorial role as president of AACTA effective immediately and until
these issues have been resolved," he said.
"This decision has not been made lightly. However, in the current climate of innuendo and unjustifiable reporting, I believe the
decision to make a clean break to clear the air is the best for all concerned," he added.
AACTA said it respected and accepted Mr Rush's decision.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that both respects Geoffrey's rights to the
presumption of innocence and due process, but also acknowledges good corporate governance in these circumstances," AACTA said
in a statement.
Sydney Theatre Company has declined to disclose details of the allegation, and said the complainant requested that it be dealt
with confidentially, without Mr Rush's involvement.
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Geoffrey Rush quits industry post over 'inappropriate
behaviour' claim
Oscar winner steps down as Aacta president over allegation dating to his performance
for the Sydney Theatre Company two years ago

0

..>sociated Press
Sat 2 Dec 201716.52 AEDT

Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush has stepped down as president of Australia's screen
industry academy, days after a theatre company revealed it had received a complaint against
him of "inappropriate behaviour".
Rush has denied any inappropriate behaviour at the Sydney Theatre Company. Media reports
this week said the allegation dated from Rush's starring role in the leading Australian
company's staging ofWilliam Shakespeare's King Lear two years ago.
Rush said on Saturday he stepped down as president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts ahead of the academy's annual televised awards in Sydney on Wednesday.
"Certain recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my standing in the
entertainment community. It is unreasonable that my professional colleagues should be
somehow associated with such allegations;' Rush said in a statement through his lawyer,
Nicholas Pullen.
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"In the circumstances, I have decided to step aside in my ambassadorial role as president of
Aacta effective immediately and until these issues have been resolved.
"This decision has not been made lightly. However, in the current climate of innuendo and
unjustifiable reporting, I believe the decision to make a clean break to clear the air is the best
for all concerned!'
Aacta said in a statement it accepted and respected Rush's decision to voluntarily step aside.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that both
respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption ofinnocence and due process, but also
acknowledges good corporate governance in these circumstances;' Aacta said, adding it would
not comment further.
The Sydney Theatre Company has not disclosed details of the allegation. It said the
complainant asked that the allegation be dealt with confidentially and did not want Rush
notified or involved in any investigation.
Rush has performed at the company for 35 years. The 66-year-old won the 1997 best actor
,:~~'tdemy Award for Shine and has three other Oscar nominations. He is perhaps best known as
~~~.Ptain Barbossa in the Pirates of the Caribbean films.
Australian media reports say the allegation dated from the company's production of King Lear
from November 2015 to January 2016.
Sydney's the Daily Telegraph newspaper cited two unnamed theatre sources on Friday that an
actor had accused Rush of touching her inappropriately.
The company said the complaint was made after Rush's employment had ended and it
disclosed it when a journalist asked in early November. The company did not say what action it
had taken and it did not respond to questions about whether it would work with Rush in the
future.
Rush's lawyers said his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked with has
been impeccable beyond reproach".
actor said on Thursday he became aware of "rumours of a complaint", but the theatre
company had refused to provide details at the time.

Since you're here ...

... we have a small favour to ask. More people are reading the Guardian than ever but
advertising revenues across the media are falling fast. And unlike many news organisations,
we haven't put up a paywall- we want to keep our journalism as open as we can. So you can
see why we need to ask for your help. The Guardian's independent, investigative journalism
takes a lot of time, money and hard work to produce. But we do it because we believe our
perspective matters -because it might well be your perspective, too.
I appreciate there not being a paywall: it is more democratic for the media to be available for all
and not a commodity to be purchased by a few. Fm happy to make a contribution so others with
less means still have access to information. Thomasine, Sweden
Thank you to the many people who have already supported us financially - your contribution
is what makes stories like you've just read possible. We increasingly need our readers to fund
our work so that we can continue holding power to account and producing fearless journalism.
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2017/dec/02/geoffrey-rush-quits-industry-post-over-inappropriate-behaviour-claim
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Geoffrey Rush quits as president of Australian screen
academy after claim of 'inappropriate behaviour'
FRANCESCA GILLETT /Saturday 2 December 2017 21:20
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Actor Geoffrey Rush in LA in September 2017. (Getty Images for /MDb)
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Actor Geoffrey Rush has quit as president of Australia's screen industry academy after a theatre
company said it had received a complaint of "inappropriate behaviour".
The Oscar-winning star denied the accusation at the Sydney Theatre Company, which reportedly dates
from his role in the staging of King Lear two years ago.
https:l/www.standard .co.uk!news/world/geoffrey-rush-quits-as-president-of-australian-screen-academy-after-claim-of-inappropriate-behaviour-a3708771
.html
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"It is unreasonable that my professional colleagues should be somehow associated with such
allegations.
"In the circumstances, I have decided to step aside in my ambassadorial role as president of AACTA
(Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts) effective immediately and until these issues have
been resolved.

0

Actor Geoffrey Rush in California in May. (Getty Images for Disney)

"This decision has not been made lightly. However, in the current climate of innuendo and
unjustifiable reporting, I believe the decision to make a clean break to clear the air is the best for all
concerned."
The AACTA said it accepted Rush's decision to step down.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that both respects
Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of innocence and due process, but also acknowledges good
corporate governance in these circumstances," it said.
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BBC axes Aled Jones from Christmas Songs of Praise amid conduct claims

The Sydney Theatre Company has not disclosed details of the allegation and said the complainant
requested it was dealt with confidentially.
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed sources who said an actress had accused Rush of
touching her inappropriately.
The allegation was reportedly made after Rush's employment had ended.
.ush's lawyers said his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked with has been
impeccable beyond reproach".

Reporting by Press Association.
More about: I Geoffrey Rush
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Geoffrey Rush Resigns From Academy Presidency, Blaming
'Unjustifiable' Reports About Inappropriate Behavior
By Devon lvie
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Earlier this week, Geoffrey Rush became the latest prominent man in Hollywood to be embroiled
in the post-Harvey Weinstein reckoning- an unknown person or group of people at the Sydney
Theatre Company filed a complaint stating Rush engaged in "inappropriate behavior" after
his "engagement with the company had ended." (Rush played the lead in the company's King Lear
in 2015 and 2016.) Now, owing to the claim lodged against him, Rush has chosen to resign from
his presidential post at Australia's screen-industry academy, known as the Australian Academy of
Cinema and Television Arts. And although the academy has accepted his voluntary resignation,
Rush doesn't seem particularly happy about the series of events that have led to this -specifically,
how the media reported on the allegations.
"Certain recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my standing in the entertainment
community. It is unreasonable that my professional colleagues should be somehow associated with such
allegations," Rush said in a statement through his lawyer, according to The Guardian. "This decision has not
been made lightly. However, in the current climate of innuendo and unjustifiable reporting, I believe the
decision to make a clean break to clear the air is the best for all concerned."

0

Rush took on a similar tone when denying the claim earlier this week, stating that the Sydney Theater
Company refused to offer him information or clarification about the nature of his alleged inappropriate
behavior. "They refused to illuminate me with the details," Rush said. "[N]o response was forthcoming." The
theater company has yet to release an additional statement about the claim.
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Geoffrey Rush resigns from the Australian Academy over accusations of "inappropriate behavior"
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1

(Photo: Rich Fury/Getty Images)

Actor Geoffrey Rush resigned his position as the president of the Australian
Academy Of Cinema And Television Arts last night, amid accusations of
"inappropriate behavior" during a stint with the Sydney Theater Company in
2015.

Details about the complaint against Rush have been kept largely silent-

all we literally know is that someone said something-but the Oscar-winner
has accused the organization of "smearing [his] name" by making the
complaint public.
The Australian actor's disdain for the accusations against him is pretty clear in
the statement he made about leaving his role with the AACTA today, writing,
"Certain recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my
standing in the entertainment community. It is unreasonable that my
professional colleagues should be somehow associated with such allegations ...
In the current climate of innuendo and unjustifiable reporting, I believe the
decision to make a clean break to clear the air is the best for all concerned."
The AACTA swiftly accepted his resignation, issuing a statement on its website
that reads, "We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a
course of action that both respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of
innocence and due process, but also acknowledges good corporate governance
in these circumstances."
The organization's annual awards show is generally seen as the Australian
equivalent to the Oscars in America, or the BAFTAs in the U.K. The ceremony is
scheduled for late (from our perspective, anyway) tomorrow night.
[via Variety]
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SYDNEY, Australia- Academy award-winning actor Geoffrey Rush resigned as head of an Australian film
industry body Saturday after allegations surfaced against him of "inappropriate behavior".
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Rush, who has denied any wrongdoing, stepped down as president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts (AACTA), which he had led for several years, the organization said in a statement.
"AACTA acknowledges the decision today of Geoffrey Rush to voluntarily step aside as president of AACTA
and accepts and respects his decision to do so," it said.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that both respects Geoffrey's
rights to the presumption of innocence and due process, but also acknowledges good corporate governance in
these circumstances," it added, declining further comment.
Rush, 66, took the step after the Sydney Theatre Company revealed last week that it had received a complaint
alleging that the veteran Australian actor had engaged in "inappropriate behavior" when working with the
company.
No further information about the nature of the behavior or the identity of the person who made the complaint
was revealed, but Australian media reports said the allegations related to Rush's time playing King Lear for the
company in 2015 and 2016.
In a statement to public broadcaster ABC, Rush said he was unaware of the details of the allegations against
him.
"The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I immediately phoned and spoke to senior
.1anagement at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for clarification about the details of the statement. They
refused to illuminate me with the details," he said.

0

Neil Armfield, a theatre and film director who worked with Rush on King Lear, told the ABC he did not believe
the allegations.
"It's not correct, there's no basis ... I absolutely do not believe it," he was quoted as saying.
Rush's lawyer, Nicholas Pullen, told the broadcaster that it was "a great disappointment" to Rush that the theatre
company "has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way".
Rush won the Best Actor Academy Award in 1997 for his role in "Shine" and is one of the few actors to have
also won a primetime Emmy and a Tony Award.
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~~offrey

Rush has "voluntarily" stepped down as president of the Australian

Academy of Cinema and Television Arts following allegations of "inappropriate

0

behaviour" while he starred in a Sydney theatre production of Shakespeare's
"King Lear".
"AACTA acknowledges the decision today of Geoffrey Rush to voluntarily step
aside as President of AACTA and accepts and respects his decision to do so,"
said the AACTA in a statement, reP-orts Deadline
_(httP-://deadline.com/2017/12/geoffrey-rush-steP-s-down-as-P-resident-of-australianacademy-of-cinema-and-television-12022188561)_. "We have been deeply

concerned about the situation and support a course of action that both respects
Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of innocence and due process, but also
acknowledges good corporate governance in these circumstances,"
Rush, who has vehemently denied the allegations, confirms stepping down in a
statement issued via his lawyer, Nicholas Pullen, explaining his decision. "Certain
recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my standing in
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president of AACTA effective imm ediately and until these issues have been
1 :-, ; 1- 1 us i'l - 1 LL 1
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resolved," he added. "This decision has not been W~~t:Jtl igi~FW However, in the
current climate of innuendo ancl li,ll~,J~,I~~ Hi ;rh:r/;~i'l<!r't(jr,_jElg • U::;ei·~W~: ~be decision to
make a clean break to clear the ai r is thle best 1 for all concerned."
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RELATED: Producer Of Vancouver- Filmed 'Arrow', 'Flash' TV Series Fired Following
Sexual Harassment Allegations (httP-s://etcanada.com/news/270675/P-roducer-ofvancouver-filmed-arrow-flash-tv-series-fired-following-sexual-harassmentallegations/).

"The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I immediately phoned
and spoke to senior management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for
clarification about the details of the statement," said Rush, who has been
inated for four Oscars and won Best Actor honours for his performance in
19S?'s "Shine".
"They refused to illuminate me with the details," added Rush, 66. "I also asked
why this information was being withheld, and why, according to standard theatre
practice the issue had not been raised with me during the production via stage
management, the director, my fellow actors or anyone at management level.
However, no response was forthcoming."
According to the STC spokesperson, "The company received the complaint when
Mr. Rush's engagement with the company had ended," adding that the
complainant had wished to remain anonymous.
Rush's lawyer, however, is blasting the theatre for its handling of the allegation,
stating it gives Rush no way to respond while a cloud of suspicion hangs over his
head.
RELATED: Angela Lansbury SteP-S Into Discussion Of Sexual Harassment In
Hollywood - And Probably Wishes She Hadn't
_(httP-S://etcanada.com/news/275290/angela-lansbury-steP-s-into-discussion-of1510
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Brief: Oscar winner steps down as Aacta president over allegation dating to his
performance for the Sydney Theatre Company two years agoOscar-winning actor
Geoffrey Rush has stepped down as president of Australia's screen industry
academy, days after a theatre company revealed it had received a complaint
against him of "inappropriate behaviour".Rush has denied any inappropriate
behaviour at the Sydney Theatre Company. Media reports this week said the
allegation dated from Rush's starring role in the leading Australian company's
staging of William Shakespeare's King Lear two years ago. Continue reading .. .
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Geoffrey Rush quits industry job after &#039;inappropriate behavior&#039; claim - Saudi Gazette

Geoffrey Rush quits industry job after
'inappropriate behavior' claim
®67views
0 177 days ago
fW'

0

Geoffrey Rush

0
SYDNEY- Academy award-winning actor Geoffrey Rush resigned as head of an Australian
film industry body Saturday after allegations surfaced against him of "inappropriate
behavior".
Rush, who has denied any wrongdoing, stepped down as president of the Australian
Academy of Cinema and Television Arts (MCTA), which he had led for several years, the
organization said in a statement.
"MCTA acknowledges the decision today of Geoffrey Rush to voluntarily step aside as
president of MCTA and accepts and respects his decision to do so," it said.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that
both respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of innocence and due process, but also
acknowledges good corporate governance in these circumstances," it added, declining
1519
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further comment.
Rush, 66, took the step after the Sydney Theatre Company revealed last week that it had
received a complaint alleging that the veteran Australian actor had engaged in
"inappropriate behavior" when working with the company.
No further information about the natu re of the behavior or the identity of the person who
made the complaint was revealed, but Australian media reports said the allegations
related to Rush's time playing King Lear for the company in 2015 and 2016.
Rush won the Best Actor Academy Award in 1997 for his role in "Shine" and is one of the
few actors to have also won a primetime Em my and aTony Award.- AFP
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Oscar winner Geoffrey Rush quits as president of film academy after allegation of sexual harassment
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Geoffrey Rush quits as
president of film academy
after allegation of sexual
harassment
The 66-year-old has denied the allegations
against him
By Ben Leo
3rd December 2017, 3:11am

1

Updated: 3rd December 2017, 4:07am

OSCAR winner Geoffrey Rush has quit as president of a movie
academy in a sex harassment row.

An actress reportedly accused the Shine star, 66, of touching her
inappropriately.
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The allegations stem from an a 2015 theatre role in Sydney
He denied the "unten-able allegations"- said to stem from a 2015
theatre role in Sydney.

0

But the Aussie said: "In the current climate of innuendo and
unjustifiable reporting, making a clean break to clear the air is best
for all."
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He added that he was leaving his role at the Australian Academy of
Cinema and Television Arts "until these issues have been resolved".
The academy accepted his exit and said: "We've been deeply
concerned."
The theatre did not detail the claim and said the complainant
wanted it handled confidentially.
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Geoffrey Rush resigns from Australian film body
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Geoffrey Rush resigns from Australian film body
Elias Hubbard December 3, 2017
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"In the circumstances, I have chose to
step aside in my ambassadorial role as
president of AACTA (Australian
Academy of Cinema and Television
Arts) effective immediately and until
these issues have been resolved" .
In a statement, AACTA said: "AACTA
acknowledges the decision today of
Geoffrey Rush to voluntarily step aside
as President of AACTA and accepts
and respects his decision to do so".
"There has been no provision of any
details, circumstances, allegations or events that can be meaningfully responded to", the rep
said in a statement.
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Rush , 66, took the step after the Sydney Theatre Company revealed last week that it had
received a complaint alleging that the veteran Australian actor had engaged in "inappropriate
behavior" when working with the company.
"In the circumstances , I have made a decision to step aside in my ambassadorial role as
president of Aacta effective immediately and until these issues have been resolved". And
although the academy has accepted his voluntary resignation, Rush doesn't seem particularly
happy about the series of events that lead to this - specifically, how the media reported on the
allegation.
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Rush has been working with the company for 35 years.
Rush won the Best Actor Academy Award in 1997 for his role in Shine and is one of the few
actors to have also won a primetime Emmy and aTony Award.
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The Pirates of the Caribbean actor, denies the allegations of improper conduct.
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Australian media reports say the allegation dated from the company's production of King Lear
from November 2015 to January 2016 .
The claims against the Oscar-winning actor first emerged in a story by Sydney's Daily

England allrounder Ben
Stokes out for two in return
to first-class cricket

Telegraph on Thursday.
They dismissed the allegations adding that his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people
he has worked with has been impeccable beyond reproach".

Wichita State Volleyball
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"Until there is the decency afforded to Mr. Rush of what the "inappropriate behavior" actually
is then there is nothing more that can be said at this stage", they continued.
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eoffrey Rush steps down from Australian screen academy
following allegation
Press Association 2017

Geoffrey Rush said the decision 'has not been made lightly' (Ian West/PA)
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Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush has quit as president of Australia's screen industry
academy after a theatre company said it had received a complaint of "inappropriate
behaviour".
The star of screen and stage denied the accusation at the Sydney Theatre Company, with
the allegation reportedly dating from his role in the staging of King Lear two years ago.
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In a statement through his lawyer to the Associated Press, the 66-year-old said: "Certain
recent media reports have made untenable allegations concerning my standing in the
entertainment community.

It is unreasonable that my professional colleagues should be somehow associated with(~)
",<c,,/

such allegations.
"In the circumstances, I have decided to step aside in my ambassadorial role as
president of AACTA (Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts) effective
immediately and until these issues have been resolved.
"This decision has not been made lightly. However, in the current climate of innuendo
and unjustifiable reporting, I believe the decision to make a clean break to clear the air
is the best for all concerned."
The AACTA said it accepted Rush's decision to step down.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that
.Joth respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of innocence and due process, but
also acknowledges good corporate governance in these circumstances," it said.
The Sydney Theatre Company has not disclosed details of the allegation and said the
complainant requested it was dealt with confidentially.
Sydney's The Daily Telegraph cited two unnamed sources who said an actress had
accused Rush of touching her inappropriately.
The allegation was reportedly made after Rush's employment had ended.
Rush's lawyers said his "regard, actions and treatment of all the people he has worked
with has been impeccable beyond reproach".
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Geoffrey Rush quits industry job after 'inappropriate behavior' claim
The actor steps down from his role as the resident of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts

Agence France-Presse
Published 11 :16 AM, December 03, 2017
Updated 11 :16 AM, December 03, 2017
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INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR. Actor Geoffrey Rush has stepped down from his position as president of the Australian Academy of
Cinema and Television Arts, following accusations of 'inappropriate behavior.' Fi le photo by Valerie Macon/ AFP

SYDNEY, Australia- Academy award-winning actor Geoffrey Rush resigned as head of an Australian f1 lm
industry body Satu rday after allegat ions surfaced against him of "inappropriate behavior".
Rush, who has denied any wrongdoing, stepped down as president of the Aust ralian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts (AACTA), which he had led for several years, the organization said in a statement.
"AACTA acknowledges the decision today of Geoff rey Rush to voluntarily step aside as president of AACTA
and accepts and respects his decision to do so," it said .

0

"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action that both respects
Geoffrey's rights t o the presumption of innocence and due process, but also acknowledges good corporat e
governance in these circumstances," it added, declining further comment.
Rush, 66, took the step after the Sydney Theat re Company revealed last week that it had received a complaint
alleging that the veteran Australian actor had engaged in "inappropriate behavior" when working with the
company.
No further information about the nature of the behavior or the identity of the person who made the complaint
was revealed, but Australian media reports said the allegations related to Rush's time playing King Lear for the
company in 2015 and 20 16.
In a statement to public broadcaster ABC, Rush said he was unaware of the details of the allegations against
him.
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"The moment I became aware of rumours of a complaint I immediately phoned and spoke to senior
management at the Sydney Theatre Company asking for clarification about the details of the statement.
refused to illuminate me with the details," he said.
Neil Armfield, a theatre and film director who worked with Rush on King Lear, told the ABC he did not believe
the allegations.
"lt's not correct, there's no basis ... I absolutely do not believe it," he was quoted as saying.
Rush's lawyer, Nicholas Pull en, told the broadcaster that it was "a great disappointment" to Rush that the
theatre company "has chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably damage his reputation in this way".
Rush won the Best Actor Academy Award in 1997 for his role in Shine and is one of the few actors to have also
won a primetime Emmy and aTony Award. -

Rappler.com

Geoffrey Rush •virtually housebound' in defamation case
The 66-year-old actor is suing Sydney's 'Daily Telegraph' on allegations he engaged in inappropriate behavior
while working at the Sydney Theatre Company

( · 'jgence France-Presse
··~~ublished 5:03 PM, April 09, 2018
Updated 5:03 PM, April 09, 2018
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0
DEFAMATION CASE. Geoffrey Rush sues Sydney's 'Daily Telegraph' for defamation after the newspaper reported he engaged in
inappropriate behavior. Photo by Rich Fury/Getty Images for THR/ AFP

SYDNEY, Australia - Oscar-winner Geoffrey Rush is "virtually housebound" and "barely eats" after a Sydney
newspaper claimed he engaged in inappropriate behavior at a theatre, his lawyer said Monday, April 9, during a
defamation case.
The 66-year-old actor is suing Sydney's Daily Telegraph after a front-page story in November reported that the
Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint about him when he was working there. (READ: Geoffrey Rush
quits industry job after 'inappropriate behavior' claim)
The veteran Australian star has denied any wrongdoing and his lawyer Nicholas Pull en said in an affidavit
Monday that Rush has "continued to suffer tremendous emotional and social hardship".
The legal document said he was "virtually housebound" and in the f1rst 3 months after the publication "rarely

0

left his home".
lt added that he "feels uncomfortable when in public and will rarely attend public events", "barely eats" and
"wakes up every morning with a terrible sense of dread about his future career".
The affidavit said that as a direct result of the report, which received international coverage, Rush found he
was "constantly associated" locally and overseas with the global #Me Too movement against sexual
harassment.
Rush in December resigned as head of film industry body the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television
Arts, which he had led for several years.
He won the Best Actor Academy Award in 1997 for his role in Shine and is one of the few stars to have also
won a primetime Emmy and aTony Award.
https://www.rappler.com/entertainment/news/190220-geoffrey-rush-quits-president-australian-academy-of-cinema-inappropriate-behavior
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The Telegraph has said previously it had accurately reported the alleged complaint against Rush and would

defend the case in court.

-Rappler.com
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I MOVIES I
By MARK OLSEN

Geoffrey Rush steps down as Australian
Academy president amid allegations of
inappropriate behavior

(Genaro Molina I Los Angeles Times)

Actor Geoffrey Rush, an Oscar and Golden Globe winner, resigned over the
weekend from his position as president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts following allegations of inappropriate behavior while working on a
2015 production of "King Lear" at the Sydney Theater Company.
In a statement posted to its website, the AACTA said it accepted Rush's decision to
step aside.
"We have been deeply concerned about the situation and support a course of action
that both respects Geoffrey's rights to the presumption of innocence and due
READ MORE
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I CELEBRITY I
By CHRISTIE D'ZURILLA

Elton John 'in shock' over death of his
mom, Sheila Farebrother
0

0
Elton John and his mother, Sheila Farebrother, in 2003. (KMazur I Wirelmage)

Elton John's mom, Sheila Farebrother, has died, the singer announced Monday on
social media.
"So sad to say that my mother passed away this morning. I only saw her last
Monday and I am in shock. Travel safe Mum. Thank you for everything. I will miss
you so much," John wrote.

READ MORE
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By MARK OLSEN

Let it go: Disney is stripping 'Olaf's
Frozen Adventure' from 'Coco' screenings

"Oiaf's Frozen Adventure" (Disney Pixar)
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Even as the animated film "Coco" has led the box office for the last two weekends,
there have been comP-laints about the short film that precedes it, "Olafs Frozen
Adventure." The short will leave theaters after Thursday.
A representative for Disney confirmed that the short was always intended for a
limited run.
A "Frozen" spin-off featuring the voices of Josh Gad, Kristen Bell, Idina Menzel and
,..,..
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By LIBBY HILL

Patty Jenkins, Colin Kaepernick and, yes,
Donald Trump on Time 'Person of the
Year' shortlist
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(Aiex Brandon I Associated Press)

After all the free publicity President Trump has generated for Time magazine's 2017
Person of the Year title, it's little wonder that he ended up on the list of 10 finalists
for the honor.
The magazine announced its shortlist on NBC's "Today_: on Monday morning, its
choices representing a wide swath of individuals and issues that defined the year.
Battling the president for the title are Amazon CEO J eff Bezos, the undocumented
immigrants known as "Dreamers," "Wonder Woman" director Patty Jenkins, North
Korean leader Kim Jong Un, former San Francisco 49ers quarterback and activist
Colin Kaepernick, the #MeToo movement, special counsel Robert S. Mueller Ill,
Saudi Arabian Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman and Chinese President Xi
http://www.latimes.com/entertainmenUia-et-entertainment-news-updates-geoffrey-rush-steps-down-as-australian-1512417023-htmlstory.html
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By CHRISTIE D'ZURILLA

Billy Bush on Trump and 'Access
Hollywood' tape: 'Of course he said it'

(Richard Shotwell I Associated Press)

Billy Bush is back.
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He might not have a media job (yet?), but he stepped up Sunday with an essay
confirming that no matter what the president might say now, it was indeed Donald
Trump speaking on the "Access Hollywood" tape that leaked more than a year ago.
"Of course he said it. And we laughed along, without a single doubt that this was
hypothetical hot air from America's highest-rated bloviator," the former NBC star

ADVERTISEMENT
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By RANDY LEWIS

English singer Jorja Smith to receive Brit
Awards Critics' Choice prize
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Jorja Smith, right, will receive the Brit Awards 2018 Critics Choice Award given for "future British recording talent."
(Andrew Benge)

English R&B singer Jor.ja Smith has won the Brit Awards 2018 Critics' Choice
award, putting her in the rarefied company of previous honorees Adele, Sam Smith
and Ellie Goulding.
The annual award singles out "future British recording talent." It caps growing buzz
for Smith, who also has been recognized by Canadian rapper and producer Drake,
who included her on his "More Life" mixtape and brought her onstage earlier this
year when he played London's 02 Arena.
"It's been an unforgettable 2017, during which I've fulfilled so many of my dreams,"
the 20-year-old singer said after it was announced that she will pick up the award,
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By LOS ANGELES TIMES STAFF

A Star Is Born: Jeff Bridges turns 68 today

(Kirk McKoy I Los Angeles Times)

My M.O. is resistance; I try not to do anything at all. I only
take projects that come to the point where I have no choice.
http://www.latimes.com/entertainmentlla-et-entertainment-news-updates-geoffrey-rush-steps-down-as-australian-1512417023-htmlstory.html
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Whatever sucks me in, whatever beats my resistance, those
are the ones I did.
-

JEFF BRIDGES, 2009

FROM THE ARCHIVES: J eff Bridges,_JlSY-chic warrior

Dec. 3, 2017, 6:37 p.m.

By ASSOCIATED PRESS

Met Opera suspends conductor James
Levine as investigation continues into
sexual misconduct allegations
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Conductor James Levine at Tanglewood in 2006. (Michael Dwyer I Associated Press)

New York's Metropolitan Opera on Sunday said it was suspending its relationship
with longtime conductor J ames Levine pending an investigation into multiple
allegations of sexual misconduct against him.
"Mr. Levine will not be involved in any Met activities, including conducting
scheduled performances at the Met this season," the Met said in a statement.
The Met also said it has appointed Robert J. Cleary, a former U.S. attorney and the
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By SONAIYA KELLEY

'Call Me by Your Name' and 'Shape of
Water' pile up awards from L.A. Film
Critics Assn.

Richard Jenkins and Sally Hawkins in "The Shape of Water" (Fox Searchlight Pictures)

The Los Angeles Film Critics Assn. had lots of love for Luca Guadagnino's "Call Me
by Your Name" and Guillermo del Toro's "The Shape of Water" during its annual
http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/la-et-entertainment-news-updates-geoffrey-rush-steps-down-as-australian-1512417023-htmlstory.html
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awards deliberations on Sunday.
Guadagnino's coming-of-age story about a 17-year-old American boy who falls in
love with his father's assistant played by Armie Hammer won best picture. And
Timothee Chalamet was named best actor for his performance as the young
American in Italy.

Dec. 3, 2017, 10:16 a.m.

By SONAIYA KELLEY

Alec Baldwin's Trump on 'SNL' gets a
'Christmas Carol'-style haunting by
Michael Flynn and Hillary Clinton
White House Christmas Cold Open- SNL

Alec Baldwin reprised his role as President Trump on "Saturday Night Live" in a
cold open inspired by "A Christmas Carol."
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In the sketch, Baldwin as Trump is visited by "the ghost of witness flipped" Michael
Flynn, the president's fired national security advisor (played by Mikey Day),
appearing in chains in the style of Charles Dickens' doomed ghost Jacob Marley.
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Geoffrey Rush Sues Australia's Daily Telegraph for 'False,
Pejorative and Demeaning Claims'

Last month, the paper published an accusation of "inappropriate behavior" by Oscarwinning actor
Beatrice Verhoeven

I Last Updated: December 8, 2017 @ 7:44AM

Getty Images

https://www.thewrap.com/geoffrey-rush-defamation-suit-austalia-daily-telegraph-false-claims/
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I search...
ror puousnmg wnai ne caLLea raLse, peJoranve ana aemeanmg cLaims.
UToday I have filed defamation proceedings against The Daily Telegraph in the
Federal Court of Australia,u the actor said in a statement obtained by TheWrap.
ult is an action I am taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and hyperbole
they have created around my standing in the entertainment industry and greater
community."
The Oscar-winning actor added, UThe Daily Telegraph has made false, pejorative
and demeaning claims- splattering them with unrelenting bombast on its front
pages ... The situation is intolerable and I must now seek vindication of my good
name through the courts."

0

Also Read:

Geoffrey Rush Denies 'Inappropriate Behavior' During 2015 'King Lear' at
Australian Theater

Last month, Australia's Daily Telegraph published a statement from the Sydney
Theatre Company, which said it had ureceived a complaint alleging that
Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour."
The complaint came in after the production had ended, the statement said,
adding, UThe Company continues to work with the complainant to minimise the
risk of future instances of the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace."
The complaint was received 21 months ago, Rush's statement read, relating to

0

Rush's time on a production of IrKing Lear" that ran from November 2015 to
January 2016. The accuser asked to remain anonymous and didn't want Rush to
be informed or involved in any investigation, according to the Telegraph.

Also Read:

Geoffrey Rush Steps Aside as President of Australian Academy After
Misconduct Accusation

https://www.thewrap.com/geoffrey-rush-defamation-suit-austalia-daily-telegraph-false-claims/
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aside" as president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts in
the wake of the unspecified accusations.
A representative for The Daily Telegraph has not yet responded to TheWrap's
request for comment, but according to the BBC, Daily Telegraph editor Chris
Do re said the newspaper would defend itself in court.
"The Daily Telegraph accurately reported the Sydney Theatre Company received
a complaint alleging that Mr Geotfrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate
behavior," he said.

Show Comments •

79 Hollywood and Media Heavyweights Accused of Sexual
Misconduct Since Harvey Weinstein
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In the wake of the Harvey Wernste1n sexual m1sconduct scandal. women and men alike
1ave been more vocal a•Jout spE:'ak1nq out aga1nst unwanted sexu?l advances and
contact. 1he accusations have been many, dnd the t eaction and fallout has been svv1ft
act oss the 1ndustr y.
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At Glitzy Promo, Saudi Arabia Invites Hollywood to Join
Its $80 Billion Leap Into Entertainment

"In some of the entertainment areas, we're starting from scratch," says Faisal Bafarat,
CEO of Saudi Arabia's General Entertainment Authority
Trey W illiams I April4, 2018 @ 7:21 PM
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The Saudi Arabian government roLLed out the red carpet for HoLLywood on
Wednesday at a glitzy event promoting its plans to invest more than $70 biLLion
in entertainment infrastructure, and another $8 biLLion in spending with private
sector entertainment companies.
At an event where digital media doyenne Arianna Huffington Led two panel
discussions, Faisal Bafarat, the CEO of the General Entertainment Authority, told
a packed room at the Four Seasons Hotel Los Angeles in Beverly HiLLs: //In some
of the entertainment areas, we're starting from scratch. In cinema,we're starting
from scratch."
He said, however, that entertainment has already begun to be a Lucrative
industry for the country.

Also Read:

Saudi Arabia's New Movie Theaters 'Will Not Be Segregated' by Gender,
AMC CEO Says

Saurli Arahia has alrParlv announrPrl invPstmPnt nlans in PntPrtainmPnt_
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The Saudi Government has audacious plans to build out a massive entertainment
industry, and hosted the event as part of the crown prince Mohammad bin
Salman's visit meant to educate and excite Hollywood companies about the
growing market.
The Four Seasons ballroom where it was held was full of power brokers from
across the entertainment industry, including AMC Chief Executive Adam Aron,
Patrick Corcoran from the National Association of Theatre Owners, Raine
Managing Director Erik Hodge and Roy Salters, a senior advisor at FTI
Consulting.
MbS, as the crown prince is often called, has met this week with Hollywood
moguls ranging from Rupert Murdoch and Brian Grazer to Haim Sa ban, in what
one insider called a combination "Learning and promotion" offensive.

Also Read:

Saudi Crown Prince Charms Haim Saban, Jonathan Nelson, Dan Senor at
Private Dinner (Exclusive)

AMC also announced plans to open the country,s first cinema chain, earlier on
Wednesday.
"I don,t see any challenges for us. I see it as an opportunity that people need to
grab," said Loai Bafaqeeh, the head of Saudi Arabia,s Quality of Life program,
about the countr/s plans to have a massive entertainment industry by 2030.
"The only challenge for us now is how to capitalize on the existing opportunity,//
he continued.
Along with the more than $70 billion Saudi Arabia is investing in infrastructure,
they are also Looking to offer nearly $8 billion in investment partnerships with
mid- and- small-tier companies interested in doing business in the country.
The General Entertainment Authority of Saudi Arabia has already signed deals
with
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Saudi Ct own Prince Mohammad bin Salman Buys Out Four
Seasons Hotel for Hollywood Visit (Exclusive)

1 of 1
Royal he1r also rents out additional 40 rooms at L'Erm1tage, where rooms start off at
$559 a n1ght
Saud1 At abian crown pr1nce Mohammad b1n Salman w1Ll have plenty of room to
unw1nd after h1s meetmgs this week with Hollywood executives-- he's rented out the
Four Seasons Hotel in Beverly Hills for the duration of his visit. That should buy him
respite from the honking horns of Los Angeles, and from the feminist protesters who
object to h1s government's treatment of wornen.A The royal hell, also known by the
abbreviation MBS, IS m Hollywood to meet with such executives as Rupert Murdoch,
Bnan Grazer, WME boss Ar1 Emanuel, D1sney CEO Bob lger and Oprah Winfrey. "The
expense of a short-term buyout is mesmerizmg," an Insider with knowledge off the
Situation told TheWrap "Not only do they have to convince a hotel to shut down the1r
opet at1on -- but also, to relocate high-end guests who already made reservations. That
IS not somethmg you see every day Ill Beverly Hills."
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These stars have moved beyond the entertainment realm
When you're rak1ng in those big showbiz paychecks, you have to find a place to
1nvest your cash. And for these Hollywood celebs, moonlighting ac; tech
entrepreneurs is a senous business.

View In Gallery

View In Gallery
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Ari Emanuel's Endeavor Close to Investment by Saudi Arabia's
Crown Prince (Exclusive)
By Matt Donnelly and Sharon Waxman I January 15, 2018 @ 6:15 PM
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Saudi Arabia's Decision to Let Women Drive Drives Twitter Jokes
at Arab Nation's Expense
By Jeremy Fuster I September 26, 2017 @ 2:24 PM
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Geoffrey Rush sues Sydney newspaper over sexualpredator allegations
Rod Mcguirk,Associated Press

Published 4:27a.m. ET Dec. 8, 20171 Upd ated 7:00 a. m. ET Dec. 8, 2017

CANBERRA, Australia - Geoffrey Rush is suing a Sydney newspaper for allegedly portraying him as a sexual
predator in its reporting of an actress's complaint of "inappropriate behavior'' against the Oscar-winning actor.
The Daily Telegraph 's reporting and advertising over the past week carried the defamatory meanings that the
66-year-old Australian actor was a "pervert" and a "sexual predator'' while starring in the Sydney Theatre
Company's production of "King Lear" two years ago, according to documents filed in the Australian Federal
Court on Friday.
(Photo: WAYNE TAYLOR, EPA-EFE)

The case cites headlines including "King Leer'' and "Star's Bard Behavior" plus an advertising poster: "Geoffrey
Rush in Scandal Claims."
The News Corp. masthead broke the story last week that the Sydney Theatre Company had confirmed receiving the complaint. The company has
released no details of the complaint other than to say the allegation involved "inappropriate behavior'' while Rush was an employee and was not raised
until after he had left. Rush has denied any misconduct.

Rush told a news conference at his lawyer's Melbourne office that the newspaper's reporting had damaged his reputation and hurt his family and
colleagues. He did not take questions.
More: GeoffreY. Rush stegs down from Australian film academy_(/sto[Y./Iife/geogle/2017 /12/01 /geoffreY.-rush-denies-inaggrogriate-behaviortheater/912469001 /).
''t is an action I am taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo and hyperbole that they have created around my standing in the entertainment industry
nd in the greater community," Rush read from a prepared statement.
The Daily Telegraph editor Chris Dore said in a statement that his newspaper had accurately reported that the !heater had received the complaint.
"We will defend our position in court," Dore said.
Rush's lawyer Nicholas Pullen did not specify the damages that Rush was seeking .
"lt is certainly the desire of Mr. Rush to have this matter heard as quickly as possible in order to vindicate his name," Pullen said .
Last weekend, Rush stepped down as president of the Australian screen academy over media reports that he described as containing "untenable
allegations."
His court documents reveal that he had been asked to step aside ahead of the academy's annual awards this week.
The defamatory meanings listed in the court action include that Rush had inappropriately touched an actress in "King Lear" and that his behavior was so
serious that the company would never work with him again.
Rush has performed at the Sydney Theatre Company for 35 years . He won the 1997 best actor Academy Award for "Shine" and has three other Oscar
nominations. He is perhaps best known as Captain Barbossa in the "Pirates of the Caribbean" films.
Read or Share this story: https://usat.ly/2BWDrof
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Golden Globes: How Sexual Harassment Scandals Shaped the Nominees I Hollywood Reporter

Christopher Plummer was nominated for 'All the
Money in the World' after replacing Kevin Spacey in the
dramatic thriller.
The sexual harassment allegations that have rocked Hollywood in recent months inevitably shaped
some of the Golden Globe nominations announced Monday by the Hollywood Foreign Press
Association.
For stepping in and serving as a last-minute replacement for Kevin Spacey in All the Money in the
World, Christopher Plummer was nominated for a Golden Globe for best supporting actor for his role

as billionaire J. Paul Getty in Ridley Scott's film, which recounts the infamous 1973 kidnapping of
Getty's grandson, 16-year-old John Paul Getty Ill.
Spacey originally played the iconic financier in the dramatic thriller, but was replaced just last month
after he was accused of multiple accounts of alleged sexual harassment and assault.
In an ambitious move, Scott res hot portions of the movie that had starred Spacey. Plummer shot
roughly eight days, and many of his scenes were performed solo. For those that weren't, eo-stars
Mark Wahlberg and Michelle Williams were called back to work on the reshoots.
Williams also earned a best actress nom for her performance as the kidnapped boy's distraught
mother, while Scott was nominated for best director.
From the time the recasting was announced, Scott was steadfast in his assertion he could still make
the film's Dec. 22 release in theaters. He stuck to that plan, although Sony now plans to release the
film three days later, on Dec. 25.

I

READ MORE
Golden Globes: 'Shape of \Vater,' 'Big Little Lies' Top Nominations
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The animated feature Coca scored two nominations, including one for best animated film, despite the
film's release coming on the heels of Pixar chief creative officer John Lasseter's recent decision to
take a leave of absence amid allegations of misconduct. The situation was bittersweet for Coca
director Lee Unkrich, who told The Hollywood Reporter on Monday morning that "with all this
happiness, I'm also heartbroken for John, who has been my friend," adding that women have "come
forward to tell their stories; it's a complicated issue."
"We tried so hard to create a supportive and safe environment," he said, adding, "I think that's why
[Coca] was embraced by so many diverse voices."
Meanwhile, a TV series recently affected by a similar situation also received a Golden Globe nom:
Pamela Ad Ion is up for best actress in a comedy series for Better Things. The show, until last month,
counted Louis C.K. as an active executive producer and writer until FX severed all ties with the
comedian after he admitted to sexual misconduct with multiple women.
and Adlon collaborated for more than a decade, working together on multiple projects. In 2006,
she starred as his wife on the short-lived HBO sitcom Lucky Louie. Adlon also appeared on C.K.'s FX
comedy Louie, where she served as a writer and producer.
In addressing C.K.'s behavior, Adlon said in a brief statement: "Hi. I'm here. I have to say something.
lt's so important. My family and I are devastated and in shock after the admission of abhorrent
behavior by my friend and partner, Louis C.K. I feel deep sorrow and empathy for the women who
have come forward. I am asking for privacy at this time for myself and my family. I am processing and
grieving and hope to say more as soon as I am able."

I

READ MORE

Golden Globes: Nominations by Film, Studio, Series, Network
Geoffrey Rush was nominated for Genius, in which he plays Albert Einstein, in the category of best
actor in a limited series or TV movie. The Oscar-winning actor was recently accused of inappropriate
behavior during his run starring in the Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear in 2015
and 2016 in a since-deleted report by the Sydney Daily Telegraph.
Rush has emphatically denied those allegations and is suing the paper in what he called "an action I
am taking in order to redress the slurs, innuendo, and hyperbole they have created around my
standing in the entertainment industry and greater community. The Daily Telegraph has made false,
pejorative, and demeaning claim- splattering them with unrelenting bombast on its front pages."
Reacting to his nomination, Rush issued a statement, saying, "This is good news for Albert Einstein. I
believe in science. I also believe in the complexity of humankind. I am honored to be in the company
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/golden-globes-sexual-harassment-scandals-shaped-nominees-1
066155
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of fellow nominees, who, with their artistry, have strived to define the multiplicity of dimensions in
the male experience."
Other series recently rocked by sexual harassment scandals didn't fare as wel l. Transparent did not
receive any nominations on the heels of star jeffrey Tambor's exit from the Amazon series following
sexual harassment allegations against the actor.
Netflix's House of Cards, from which Spacey was fired, also was shut out.
And the film The Meyerowitz Stories (New and Selected) was snubbed following sexual harassment
allegations against star Dustin Hoffman.
Carolyn Giardina and Pamela McC!intock contributed to this report.
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Want to know if you're watching something made by an alleged sexual harasser? Check this database.
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By Tim Mulkerin I Dec. 14, 2017

Every day, it seems like yet another powerful figure in Hollywood is
accused of sexual misconduct. These accusations pervade just about
every level of Hollywood, and include those made toward chefs-turnedreality-TV stars, like Johnny luzzini, and industry-shaping behemoths, like
Harvey Weinstein.
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allegations brought against them.
That's where a new site, called Rotten Apples, comes in.

0
'Burlesque' on the site Rotten Apples Rotten Apples

Rotten Apples functions as a sort of database, allowing users to search for
a film or television show to see whether someone accused of sexual
misconduct was involved in its creation. According to the site, it only
tracks relatively high-profile positions: actors, screenwriters, executive
producers and directors.
"The goal of this site is to further drive awareness of just how pervasive

0

sexual misconduct in film and television is and to help make ethical media
consumption easier," Rotten Apples' site states. "By no means is this site
meant to serve as a condemnation of an entire project."

In an emailed statement, a spokesperson for Rotten Apples said it was
made by a team of four- Tal Wag man, Annie Johnston, Justice Erolin and
Bekah Nutt- who work together at Zambezi, an advertising firm in Los
Angeles.

https://mic.com/articles/186789/want-to-know-if-youre-watching-something-made-by-an-alleged-sexual-harasser-check-this-database#.1
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advertising industry, which is a message-making business, a business that
informs consumers. That's our skillset. So we created what we believe is a
tool that communicates a message about the issue and informs people."
For example, if you search for Shakespeare in Love, you'll see bright red
text that says "rotten apples," informing you that at least one person
accused of sexual misconduct was involved in the creation of that
particular movie. In the case of Shakespeare in Love, it lists Ben Affleck,
Harvey Weinstein and Bob Weinstein. Each person's name is a hyperlink
that'll take you to an article to show you what they've been accused of.
[Editor's note: Though Rotten Apples had included Geoffrey Rush in its
database, after this article was published, Rotten Apples removed Rush
from the database. An email from Rush's lawyers said the connection of
Rush to sexual misconduct allegations is "grossly incorrect." This article
has been updated to reflect his removal.]

lt's worth noting, however, that the site is not entirely comprehensive. For
example, if you search Frida -the 2002 Frida Kahlo biopic starring Salma
Hayek- it shows the message, "This movie has no known affiliation to
anyone with allegations of sexual misconduct against them," despite the
fact that Harvey Weinstein's company, Miramax, produced it. In fact, in a
recent New York Times article, Hayek accused Weinstein of harassing her
throughout Frida's creation. (To help keep things as up-to-date as
possible, Rotten Apples said it hopes users will flag any holes through its
site or via its Twitter.)
Of course, despite Weinstein's involvement in Frida, that might not be
reason enough to call off a Frida watch party with your friends. As Hayek
noted in her aforementioned Times piece, Frida was a movie Hayek
worked tirelessly to make, and it's clear that she feels strongly about its
value.
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reminder t hat we all play a pa rt in effect ing change.
Dec. 20, 2017, 7:36p.m.: This story has been updated.
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Mic invites contributors and staff to offer commentary and context about news and timely
issues.
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New York City's home to over 1500 parks. Alison is spending more and
more time running through a few of them and she's inviting her
community to join.
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79 Hollywood and Media Heavyweights Accused of
Sexual Misconduct Since Harvey Weinstein
From Brett Ratner, Kevin Spacey, Mark Halperin, James Toback to Louis CK
Brian Welk I January 5, 2018 @ 12:25 PM
Last Updated: February 13, 2018 @ 7:57AM
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In the wake of the Harvey Weinstein sexual misconduct scandal, women and men alike
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Brett Ratner Six women have accused the director and producer of sexual misconduct,
including Olivia Munn and Natasha Henstridge. Ratner's Lawyer says no woman has ever
requested or received any financial settlement from Ratner. Fallout: Ratner chose to
personally step away from all Warner Bros. related activities, and Playboy put Ratner/s
biopic about Hugh Hefner on hold. Ratner has filed a Libel Lawsuit against one of his
accusers, Melanie Kohler.
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james Toback Hundreds of women contacted an LA Times reporter to accuse Toback of
sexual harassment and assault, including Selma Blair, Rachel McAdams, Julianne Moore
and Caterina Scorsone. Fallout: Just before the LA Times story broke, Toback told Rolling
Stone that anyone who has accused him, "is a lying c---sucker or c---or both." Toback and
Harvey Weinstein are both under investigation by the Beverly Hills police department.
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Fallout: NBC News terminated Halperin's contract as a special contributor, Showtime,
which airs Halperin's show "The Circus," cut ties with the journalist, and CAA dropped him
from their client list. Halperin issued a lengthy public apology.

Getty Images

Kevin Spacey Actor Anthony Rapp told Buzzfeed that Spacey made a sexual advance on
him three decades ago when Rapp was 14. More than a dozen other individuals
subsequently came forward with claims of sexual harassment or assault, including an
anonymous former actor who said Spacey tried to rape him when he was 14. Fallout:
Spacey apologized to Rapp and also came out as gay, which was widely criticized. Netflix
since announced that "House of Cards" would end and halted production on the sixth and
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Louis C.K. Five women accused C.K. of masturbating in front of them or requesting to in a
New York Times report. The comedian Later admitted the allegations were true in a
statement, stopping short of apologizing for the behavior. Fallout: HBO, Netflix, FX and
TBS all cut ties with the comedian, dropping his projects from their networks. The premiere
of his film "I Love You, Daddy" was canceled, and he was cut from "The Secret Life of Pets
2." His publicist, manager and touring agent all dropped him as a client.
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while on set. Fallout: Hoffman issued an apology, saying it was not reflective of who I
am. Later that same day, a second woman accused him of sexual harassment.
I/

11

Getty Images

Michael Oreskes Two women told The Washington Post Oreskes made unwanted sexual
contact towards them while he was Washington bureau chief of The New York Times.
Fallout: Oreskes was forced to resign as Senior Vice President of News and Editorial
Director at NPR.
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jeremy Piven Actress Ariane Bellamar, a former Playboy Playmate, tweeted that Piven
groped her on the set of ~~Entourage" and at the Playboy Mansion, twice cornering and
fondling her. Actress Cassidy Freeman later accused Piven of "predatory behavior." Fallout:
CBS is looking into the situation, and Piven has ~~unequivocally" denied the allegations and
offered to take a polygraph test to prove his innocence.
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napping at his house. Westwick denied the allegations, calling them "provably untrue."
Fallout: Westwick said he was "cooperating with the authorities" on an investigation to
clear his name. Westwick was replaced on the BBC series "Ordeal by Innocence" after
originally pulling it from its schedule.

Getty Images

Andy Dick Sources close to the production "Raising Buchanan" told The Hollywood
Reporter Dick's misconduct on set included kissing, licking, groping and making Lewd
propositions toward at Least four members of the production. Fallout Dick was fired from
the production of "Raising Buchanan" and from the film "Vampire Dad." Dick denied the
groping claims but said it was "possible" he licked people.
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Roy Price Amazon Studios head Price allegedly told "The Man in the High Castlelf producer
lsa Hackett, "You'LL Love my dick," during a cab ride. Fallout: Amazon placed Price on a
Leave of absence.
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Chris Savino Several female employees at Nickelodeon accused liThe Loud Housell
showrunner of sexual assault, with 12 other women accusing him of sexual misconduct and
threats of being blacklisted. Fallout: Nickelodeon fired Savino, but will continue to air and
produce the show. Savino has since apologized.
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Ken Baker Three women anonymously spoke with TheWrap claiming Baker, an El News
correspondent, sent inappropriate text messages and in one instance groped a woman at
a party. Fallout: El is investigating the accusations and Baker will not appear on air during
the investigation. Baker said in a statement to TheWrap that the JJanonymous allegations
are simply not true, and, frankly, are heartbreaking to hear.
11
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appearance together on MTV's "Total Request Live." Fallout: Affleck wrote on Twitter, "I
acted inappropriately toward Ms. Burton and I sincerely apologize."

Getty Images

Andy Signore Several women alleged sexual misconduct against Signore, the creator of
the YouTube series "Honest Trailers." Signore was accused of sexual assault, sending
inappropriate messages and making lewd comments to employees. Fallout: His employers
at Defy Media and Screen Junkies fired Signore following an investigation.
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Fox

Bill O'Reilly After being fired from Fox News earlier in April, it was reported in October by
the New York Times that O'Reilly paid $32 million to settle sexual harassment claims from
a coworker. Fallout: O'Reilly told Matt Lauer he'd done "absolutely nothing wrong" and
that this was "a political and financial hit job."
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the agency, and Grasham was fired.

Getty Images

Rick Najera Najera, director of the CBS Diversity Sketch Comedy Showcase, made
inappropriate and lewd comments to coworkers in multiple instances. Actress Rachel
Bloom sent an email to participants warning of his behavior. Fallout: Najera resigned from
his role and issued a statement saying he was "heartbroken and confounded by deliberate
and cruel defamations."
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David Corn Mother Jones' Washington Bureau Chief was investigated for the second time
in three years for claims of inappropriate physical conduct and "rape jokes" in light of two
emails from former staffers in 2014 and 2015, according to Politico. Fallout: Mother Jones'
CEO said that in the initial investigation, they determined there was "no misconduct." Corn
denied the allegations but said it was possible his past actions had been misinterpreted.
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was 18. Fallout: Webster will step down from his company Webster Public Relations and
the company's name will be changed.

David Guillod Actress Jessica Barth told TheWrap she was drugged and sexually assaulted
by Guillod, the co-CEO of talent and literary management company Primary Wave
Entertainment, back in 2012. Three additional women Later accused Guillod of rape.
Fallout: Guillod announced he would take an immediate leave of absence from the
company. Barth also approached the LAPD to revive her attempt to bring criminal charges.
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Hamilton Fish Several female employees at The New Republic, where Fish is president
and publisher, came forward about workplace interactions that have made "an
uncomfortable environment," according to the New York Times. Fallout: The magazine's
owner Win McCormack asked Fish to remain on a leave of absence, pending an
investigation.
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Adam Venit Actor Terry Crews disclosed on Twitter that a Hollywood executive "groped his
privates," and he named Venit and described in detail to Good Morning America his
accusation. Fallout: Crews departed WME and has filed a lawsuit against Venit. The
agency stripped him of his position as head of the motion picture group but has kept him as
an agent.
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of my colleagues in the past I offer a shaken apology and ask for their forgiveness."
Fallout: The financial backer of a culture magazine Wieseltier had planned to launch
announced that the magazine was suspended.

jann Wenner Rolling Stone founder Jann Wenner was accused of offering to trade sex for
work by freelance journalist Ben Ryan. Wenner acknowledged the incident but denied any
instance of quid pro quo.
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NBC Universal

Matt Zimmerman NBC Universal Senior Vice President for Booking, News &
Entertainment Matt Zimmerman "engaged in inappropriate conduct with more than one
woman at NBCU," a company spokesperson told TheWrap. Fallout: Zimmerman has been
fired for sexual misconduct from NBCU.
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Andrew Kreisberg Kreisberg, the eo-creator and executive producer of "Arrow," "The Flash"
and "Supergirl," is accused of sexual harassment and inappropriate physical contact with 15
women and four men over a number of years, many of whom worked on shows Kreisberg
produced, according to Variety. Fallout: Warner Bros. Television fired Kreisberg. "Supergirl"
star Melissa Benoist along with other eo-stars called for change in Hollywood following
the allegations.
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alone together Late at night. Fallout: Weiner denied the accusation through a
spokesperson, saying, 1/He does not remember saying this comment nor does it reflect a
comment he would say to any colleague."

Getty Images

jeffrey Tambor Van Barnes, a transgender actress and former assistant to Tambor, posted
a private accusation to her social media but had no additional comment for the media.
Trace Lysette, another "Transparent" actress, also came forward claiming Tambor sexually
harassed her. Fallout: Amazon is conducting an investigation. Following reports that the
show was exploring options to write Tambor's character out of the show, Tambor issued a
statement stepping away from the show, though Amazon and Tambor have not come to an
official decision to part ways.
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Richard Dreyfuss Following Dreyfuss coming out in support of his son Harry's accusations
against Kevin Spacey, writer Jessica Teich told Vulture that while working together,
Dreyfuss exposed himself to her, made numerous advances over months and created an
unsafe work environment. Fallout: Dreyfuss "emphatically" denied exposing himself but
said he "became an a--hole" in the late '70s and "flirted with all the women."
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Gary Goddard Actor Anthony Edwards said producer and director Goddard molested him
when he was a child and raped his friend over the course of several years. In 2014, Goddard
was named in a lawsuit that was later dropped by Michael Egan, alongside "X-Men"
director Bryan Singer and two other executives, accusing them of sexually abusing him as a
teenager. Fallout: Goddard has taken a leave of absence amid the allegations. Goddard's
publicist Sam Singer "unequivocally" denied the accusation and said Goddard was a
"mentor, teacher and a friend" to Edwards.
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out and awoke with his pants down around his ankles and Takei was "groping my crotch
and trying to get my underwear off." Fallout: Takei said he was "shocked and bewildered"
by the claims. A recent clip from the Howard Stern Show in which the host and Takei talk
about grabbing men's genitals has since gone viral.

Billboard

Stephen Blackwell Former intern Amy Rose Spiegel accused Blackwell, Billboard•s Chief
Strategy Officer, of sexually harassing her when she was 19, along with other women who
reported directly to him. Fallout: Blackwell resigned from his position with Billboard.
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MSNBC

Glenn Thrush New York Times political reporter Glenn Thrush was accused of sexual
misconduct by several female journalists. Vox had obtained text messages between Thrush
and a 23-year-old journalist in a larger report alleging unwanted groping and kissing.
Fallout: The Times suspended Thrush, but he will for now remain an MSNBC
correspondent as they await the outcome of the Times investigation. Thrush issued a full
statement he's never offered mentorship or advice with an expectation of something in
return.
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Al Franken Radio host Leeann Tweeden said sitting U.S. Senator Al Franken groped and
kissed her without her consent during a 2006 USO tour. A second woman also came
forward accusing Franken of inappropriately grabbing her. Six women in all came forward.
Fallout: Franken resigned from the Senate on December 7 after Democratic senators
called on him to step down after a sixth accuser stepped forward to accuse him of an
unwanted kiss. Franken also apologized to Tweeden though he denied the specifics of
some of the accusations against him.
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executive producer Murray Miller of raping her when she was underage. Fallout: Miller's
attorney said he "categorically and vehemently denies Ms. Perrineau's outrageous claims."
"Girls" creators Lena Dunham and Jenni Konner initially defended Miller, saying this was
"one of the 3% of assault cases that are misreported every year." She has retracted that
statement.

ABC

Ryan Seacrest Ryan Sea crest was accused by an "El News" wardrobe stylist of
inappropriate behavior. The accusations have not been made public. Fallout: El opened an
investigation and Seacrest denied the allegations.
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Cameron Mitchell The CAA agent was accused of sexual harassment and assault by
actress Demi Mann. Fallout: CAA fired Mitchell following an internal investigation. Mitchell
"emphatically" denied Mann/s accusations in a press statement.
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Mark Schwahn "One Tree Hill" star Hilarie Burton said showrunner Mark Schwahn forced
himself on her on multiple occasions and issued a joint statement with the other women of
the cast and crew. Fallout: Schwahn was suspended by El as the showrunner for "The
Royals."

Getty Images
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accusations followed model Keri Claussen Khalighi saying in an LA. Times article that
Simmons sexually assaulted her in 1991 when she was 17 and that Brett Ratner watched.
Screenwriter Jenny Lumet also came forward with an accusation saying Simmons forced
himself into her home and intimidated her. Fallout: Simmons confirmed that he
and Khalighi had met but said everything that happened was "completely consensual."
Since the Lumet accusation, Simmons has stepped aside from his companies and his name
has been removed from HBO's "ALL Def Comedy."

Getty Images

Charlie Rose Eight women told the Washington Post that veteran newsman Charlie Rose
engaged in a variety of unwanted sexual ways, including groping, making unwanted sexual
advances and walking in front of them nude. Fallout: Rose issued an apology; CBS,
Bloomberg and PBS have cut ties with him.
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John Lasseter Former Pixar employees said in a Hollywood Reporter article that Oscarwinning animation boss John Lasseter made a habit of "grabbing, kissing, making
comments about physical attributes" of women at the company. Fallout: Lasseter
announced he would take a six-month sabbatical from Disney and Pixar and apologized for
"missteps" with staffers.
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Nick Carter Melissa Schuman, a member of the all-girl pop group Dream, wrote in a blog
post that Backstreet Boys singer Nick Carter raped her in his Santa Monica apartment in
2002. She wrote she was 18 and a virgin at the time. Fallout: Carter denied the allegations.

Getty Images
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accusations: //I am outraged and hurt by the recent statements made by Alice about me and
our prior relationship," he said. //Her story is pure fiction and I am consulting my lawyers as
to my legal options. Fortunately, there are many witnesses who can and will confirm that I
was never abusive to Alice."

Getty Images

Benny Medina Actor Jason Dottley accused manager Benny Medina, whose clients include
Jennifer Lopez and Mariah Carey, of attempting to rape him in 2008 in Medina's Los
Angeles home. Fallout: Medina's attorney's told The Advocate he "categorically denies the
allegation of attempted rape."
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Twiggy Ramirez (right) Jessicka Addams, a singer for band Jack Off Jill, accused the former
band mate of Marilyn Manson, Twiggy Ramirez (real name Jeordie White), of raping her
while they were dating. Fallout: Manson said on Twitter that he would be parting ways
with Ramirez.
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Getty Images

Terry Richardson Celebrity photographer Terry Richardson was accused by model Emma J.
Appleton of offering a photo shoot in exchange for sex. Fallout: Vogue said they will no
Longer work with Richardson, and he has been blacklisted from Conde Nast International.

Getty Images
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Sylvester Stallone A Daily Mail article said a police report had accused Sylvester Stallone
of sexual assault against a 16-year-old girl back in 1986. lt went on to say that the unnamed
teen was "intimidated" into having sex with Stallone and his bodyguard, Michael De Luca.
Fallout: Stallone's publicist said the report was a "ridiculous, categorically false story," and
Stallone's spokesperson said, "at no time was Mr. Stallone ever contacted by any
authorities or anyone else regarding this matter."
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Getty Images

Tom Sizemore According to The Hollywood Reporter, actor Tom Sizemore was told to
Leave a film set in 2003 after an 11-year-old actress told her mother Sizemore had touched
her genitals. He returned to the set for reshoots after the child's parents declined to press
charges. A dozen cast and crew members confirmed to THR that Sizemore was sent home.
Fallout: Sizemore denied the allegations at the time and the actress, now 26, declined to
comment to THR.
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Bob Weinstein (left} Bob Weinstein, brother to Harvey, was accused of sexual harassment
by TV producer Amanda Segel, who said Weinstein repeatedly invited her to his home and
hotel room over the course of a three-month period. Fallout: Spike TV told the Associated
Press they are investigating the claims.

Getty Images
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"sexual coercion." Hall wrote that he "monumentally misread the situation" and "caused
someone I care about deep emotional pain and I'm so sorry." Fallout: Pinegrove has
cancelled their upcoming tour.

Getty Images

Matt Lauer The Long-time "Today" show host was accused of "inappropriate sexual
behavior in the workplace." A staffer issued NBC News chairman a "detailed complaint."
Fallout: Lauer was fired from "Today."
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David Sweeney Three female journalists at NPR filed complaints of sexual harassment
against NPR Chief News Editor David Sweeney, including Sweeney attempting to give
unexpected and unwanted kisses and gifts. Fallout: Sweeney departed NPR following an
internal review of his conduct.
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Geraldo Rivera Bette M idler said that Geraldo Rivera and an unnamed producer once
groped her, shoved her into a bathroom and forced poppers under her nose. M idler
detailed the account in a 1991 interview with Barbara Walters that has gone viral. Fallout:
Rivera issued an apology to M idler and other women named in his "tawdry" memoir. Fox
News issued a statement saying that a series of Rivera's tweets criticizing Matt Lauer "do
not reflect the views of Fox News or its management."
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in inappropriate behavior" during a 2015 production of "King Lear" --after the paper
reported that an unnamed actress had accused Rush of touching her inappropriately.
Fallout: Rush denied the unspecified accusations. Rush announced he would "step aside"
from his duties as President of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts and
sued he Australia newspaper that reported them. A lawyer for Rush wrote to The Wrap, "Mr
Rush has not been the subject of any sexual misconduct allegations as implied by your
article."

Getty Images

Paul Haggis In a civil suit filed in December 2017, publicist Haleigh Breest accused the
Oscar-winning director of "Crash" was accused of rape. Subsequently, three more women
came forward with accusations of sexual misconduct, including one other case of assault.
Fallout: Haggis denied the first rape allegation in a counter-suit. And his lawyer responded
to the second wave of accusations by saying, "He didn't rape anybody."
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Andy Rubin Android creator Andy Rubin was investigated by Google for an //inappropriate
relationship with a subordinate" during his time at the tech giant, according to The
Information. Fallout: Rubin is taking a one-month Leave of absence from his role as CEO of
the smartphone company Essential for "personal reasons." The Google investigation found
Rubin's "behavior was improper and showed bad judgement."
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Israel Horovitz Nine women came forward in a New York Times report to accuse
playwright Israel Horovitz of sexual misconduct, including one woman who said Horovitz
pressed her against a wall and forcefully kissed her when she was 16. Another woman says
she was raped by Horovitz when she was 19. Fallout: Horovitz said he has a different
memory of these events and apologized. His son, Ad am Horovitz, said in his own
statement "I believe the allegations against my father are true, and I stand behind the
women that made them." The Times adds that the Gloucester Stage Company, where he
served as a founding artistic director, has cut ties with Horovitz.
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Getty Images

Garrison Keillor Garrison Keillor, the former host of "A Prairie Home Companion," was
accused of "inappropriate behavior." Fallout: Keillor was fired by Minnesota Public Radio.
"A Prairie Home Companion" will continue under a new title and with a new host, and MPR
will no longer broadcast old episodes of the show. Keillor says he was fired for touching a
"woman's bare back."
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Levine masturbated in front of two of the men and sexually abused another. Fallout: The
Met has suspended Levine, canceled his upcoming performance dates and hired an outside
Law firm to investigate the allegations.

Getty Images

Robert Knepper A former costume designer accused "Prison Break" actor Robert Knepper
of sexual assault in 1991, telling The Hollywood Reporter he shoved her against the wall,
reached under her dress and grabbed her crotch. Four more women have since come
forward accusing Knepper of sexual misconduct, including one who says Knepper forced
oral sex on him in 2010. Fallout: Knepper will remain as a series regular on the CW series
"iZombie" after an internal investigation by Warner Bros. TV found no evidence of
wrongdoing on set for the show. Knepper said in a statement to THR the accusations
against him are false.
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MSNBC

Harold Ford Jr. Harold Ford Jr., a Managing Director at Morgan Stanley and an on-air
contributor at MSNBC, was accused of grabbing a female reporter he had a professional
relationship with and routinely harassing her. Fallout: M organ Stanley fired Ford from his
position with the company. Ford said in a statement, "This simply did not happen," adding
that he would sue both the accuser and M organ Stanley.
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suspended Heely from his position. Heely pleaded not guilty to the charges at an
arraignment.

Getty Images

Mario Batali Four women accused celebrity chef Mario Batali of sexual misconduct and
groping over two decades. Fallout: ABC removed Batali from the show "The Chew," and
Batali said he would step away from the day-to-day management of his Batali & Bastianich
Hospitality Group.
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PBS- Frontline

Ryan lizza The New Yorker found in an investigation that contributor Ryan Lizza had
"engaged in what we believe was improper sexual conduct." Fallout: The New Yorker fired
Lizza and CNN, where he is also an on-air contributor, said Lizza won't be allowed on- air as
they look into the matter. Lizza issued a statement saying his firing was "a terrible mistake"
and involved a "respectful relationship with a woman" Lizza was dating.
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Tavis Smiley An investigation conducted by PBS found that TV personality Smiley
engaged in sexual relationships with his subordinates following reports by 10 male and
female witnesses, several of them former employees. Fallout: PBS "indefinitely" suspended
Smiley's talk show program following the accusations. Smiley criticized PBS's investigation
and said he was not provided due process or informed of the investigation. "This has gone
too far," he said.
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time at the Manhattan restaurant Jean-Georges. According to a report in Mic, the women
described being touched, licked and groped by luzzini without their permission. Fallout:
ABC pulled the show from their schedule after airing just one episode. luzzini denied some
of the accusations.

Getty Images

Peter Martins According to the New York Times, five dancers in the New York City Ballet
accused the ballet's leader Peter Martins of physical and verbal abuse. He was also
accused of sexual harassment. Fallout: Martins denies the accusations but announced in
January 2018 that he would retire.
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Getty Images

Dan Harmon Dan Harmon admitted to past misconduct after Megan Ganz, a former
writer on Harmon's show "Community," called him out on Twitter, but did not specify his
behavior. Fallout: Harmon apologized to Ganz, saying he was "disgusted and sorry that I
stained our show and your talent with my selfish, childish s---," earning a sharp response
from Ganz in return.
r
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Sou/pepper

Albert Schultz Four actresses -- Patricia Fagan, Kristin Booth, Diana Bentley and Hannah
Miller-- have filed separate civil lawsuits accusing Schultz, an actor on "Alias Grace" and
the artistic director of Canada's Soulpepper Theatre Company, of repeatedly groping and
kissing women without permission and exposing himself on stage. The lawsuits allege the
misbehavior extends 16 years. Fallout: The women are seeking 3.6 million Canadian
dollars in damages from Schultz and 4.3 million Canadian dollars from the theater
company. Schultz agreed to step aside while Soulpepper conducts an investigation but said
he would "vehemently defend" himself.
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Bruce Weber According to the Los Angeles Times, male model Jason Boyce filed a
complaint against fashion photographer Bruce Weber of forcing him to rub his genitals
during a 2014 photo shoot. Several others also accused Weber of sexual misconduct.
Fallout: Vanity Fair canceled an event planned for Weber. Weber denied the claims and
said he would "vigorously defend myself."
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with Butts, who joined the company in 2012.

CBS

Steve Chaggaris CBS News found in an investigation that its Washington, D.C.-based
political director Steve Chaggaris had engaged in "inappropriate behavior" that violated
company policy, but did not specify the nature or extent of his actions. Fallout: CBS News
has severed ties with Chaggaris (who could not be reached for comment).
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Miss America

Sam Haskell Miss America Organization CEO Sa m Haskell was found to have sent
disparaging emails about the contest's 2013 winner ,Mallory Hagan, mocking her weight
and purported sex life. Haskell also referred to other contestants as "c--ts." Fallout:
Haskell, President and COO Josh Randle, Board Chair Lynn Weidner and board member
Tammy Haddad all resigned. Dick Clark Productions has also cut ties with the
organization.
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was naked, pressed his erect penis on their bodies and pressured them to perform oral
sex. Fallout: Vereen apologized for his "inappropriate conduct."

Fox News

james Rosen Fox News reporter James Rosen was accused by multiple female employees
of sending racy messages to his former eo-workers, aggressively pursuing sexual
relationships with colleagues, and groping or forcibly kissing female Fox News employees.
Fallout: Rosen left the network in December, but no reason was initially given for his
departure. In January it was reported he was ousted following an investigation into his
workplace behavior.
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james Franco Five women, including four students at the shuttered Studio 4, and one who
considered him a mentor, accused actor James Franco of sexually exploitative behavior.
Sarah Tither-Kaplan told the Los Angeles Times Franco asked women on a production to
perform an orgy scene in which he would simulate oral sex on the women, but removed a
protective plastic guard over their vaginas. A fifth accuser, Violet Paley, claims she was
pressured to perform oral sex on Franco when she began a romantic relationship with him
in 2016. Fallout: Franco's attorney disputed the allegations to the Times and pointed to his
recent comments on "The Late Show." The New York Times also cancelled a recent panel
event for Franco's film "The Disaster Artist" citing "the controversy surrounding recent
allegations."
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After Weinstein: More than 100 high-powered men
accused of sexual misconduct
Editors, USA TODAY

Published 4:13p.m. ET Nov. 22, 2017) Updated 9:25a.m. ET Jan. 30, 2018

Corrections & Clarifications: Former CNN producer Teddy Davis has been removed from this list. He was
accused of inappropriate behavior, according to CNN.
Since the allegations of sexual abuse by Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein surfaced on Oct. 5, women
have been stepping forward to publicly share their stories of sexual misconduct.
Although many of the accusations originally focused on Hollywood, more than 100 high-profile men across
(Photo: AP, Getty Images)

industries- including tech, business, politics and media -

have since faced claims ranging from sexual

harassment to raJ2!L(/sto[Y./news/nation/2017/11/17/americans-agree-sexual-harassment-P.roblem-they:justdont-alway,s-agree-wha!/864621 001 D..
INTERACTIVE CALENDAR: The near daily onslaught of men accused {lp_!!ges/interactives/life/the-harvey,-weinstein-effec!/).
Below is a list (organized alphabetically) of powerful men who have been accused since the Weinstein scandal broke:_
.(ht!P.s:l/www.facebook.com/jurvetson/P.osts/1 0159616207180611 ?P.nref=storY.).

0

Ben Affleck
The actor and director was accused of g[QP.ing_(/sto[Y./Iife/movies/2017/1 0/1 0/rose-mcgowan-calls-out-ben-affleck-his-harvey,-weinstein-statement-y..Q!!:
lien52025001D. MTV host Hilarie Burton during a 2003 appearance on Total Request Live. He issued an apology on Oct. 11 , tweeting
.(ht!P.s://twitter.com/BenAffleck/status/918166049501208576)., "I acted inappropriately toward Ms. Burton and I sincerely apologize." His apology came a
day after he condemned Weinstein's behavior.

Tom Ash brook
The host of National Public Radio program On Pointwas susP-ended

following~gations

({§!Q_ry,/life/2017/12/11/veteran-nP.r-host-tom-ashbrook-

susP.ended-alleged-sexual-misconducti940903001D. including he engaged in "creepy" sex talks and gave unwanted hugs, neck and back rubs to 11
mostly young women and men who worked on the show. In a statement, Ashbrook said he is sure "once the facts come out that people will see me for
who I am- flawed but caring and decent in all my dealings with others."

Gavin Baker
The technology fund manager at Fidelity Investments was accused by multiple employees of harassment, most notably a female equity-research
associate who claims she was sexually harassed by Baker and filed a complaint, mP.orts The Wall Street Journal (b!!P.s://www.wsj.com/articles/star-

0

fidelity,-manager-gavin-baker-fired-over-sexual-harassment-allegations-1507841 061 ). An attorney for the woman claimed Baker was fired by Fidelity, but
Baker- who said in a statement he "strenuously" denies any allegations- claims he left the company "amicably."

Ken Baker
The E! News correspondent has been accused by two women of harassment, including an intern who claims he kissed her without consent in 2011 ,
mP.orts The WraP-..(ht!P.s://www.thewraP..cOm/ken-baker-e-news-sexual-harassment-from-an-unwanted-kiss-to-a-text-about-a-sex-toyl).. E! News said
Baker will remain off the air while it investigates. "I am very disturbed by these anonymous allegations, which make my heart ache. I take them very
seriously," said Baker in a statement to The Wrap.

Mario Batali
The renowned chef said he was steP.P.ing down from his comP.any, and TV show indefinitely_(/sto[Y./money,/2017/12/11/mario-batali-sexualharassmen!/939785001D following accusations of sexual harassment by mutiple women. "I take full responsibility and am deeply sorry for any pain ,
humiliation or discomfort I have caused to my peers, employees, customers, friends and family," said Batali in a statement.

Randy Baumgardner
A former legislative intern told NPR affiliate KUNC (httP.://www.kunc.org[P.os!/colorado-senators-baumgardner-and-tate-named-allegations-sexualharassment). of multiple uncomfortable encounters with Republican Colorado state Sen. Randy Baumgardner during the 2016 legislative session. She
has fi.Jed a formal complaint. The report also cites six unnamed lobbyists and staffers who say they avoid the senator while at work. Baumgardner denied
wrongdoing .
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RELATED:At least 40 state lawmakers accused of sexual misconduct in r;1ast year, USA TODAY Network investigation finds (/sto[Y./news/nationnow/2017/11/20/sexual-harassment-statehouses/88287 4001 D.

Eddie Berganza
Four women accused the DC Comics editor of sexual harassment in a piece P-Ublished on Buzzfeed (b!!P-s ://www.buzzfeed .com/jtes/dc-comics-editoreddie-berganza-sexual-harassment?utm term=.ayyE6LdGg#.kiOPMg!.QJS). Days later, Warner Bros. and DC Comics fired him, rsmorts Entertainment
Week/y_(b!!P- :1/ew. com/books/20 17/11/13/dc-com ics-fires-ed it or-ed d ie-berg a nza-over-sexual-ha rassme nt-accusati ons/)..

John Besh

Chef John Besh attends the Supper to benefit the Global Fund to fight AIDS in New York. Besh is stepping down from the restaurant group that bears his name after a
newspaper reported that 25 current or former employees of the business said they were victims of sexual harassment. (Photo: Brad Barketlfnvision!AP)

Twenty-five women have said they were sexually harassed (by John Besh or other male employees) while working at one of the celebrity chefs
.(httP-://www nola corn/business/index ssf/2017/10/john besh restaurants fostered.html#incart

~mecial-reJ;lort).

restaurants. Besh stepped down from Besh

Restaurant GrouP- (htlr;l://www.nola.com/business/index.ssf/2017/1 0/john besh restaurants fostered.html#incart

~mecial-rer;1ort).

on Oct. 23. "I have been

seeking to rebuild my marriage and come to terms with my reckless actions," he wrote in a statement
{b!!P-:1/www nola.com/business/index.ssf/2017/10/statements byjohn_besh_and_hi.html).. "I also regret any harm this may have caused to my second
family at the restaurant group, and sincerely apologize to anyone past and present who has worked for me who found my behavior as unacceptable as I
do."

Stephen Bittel
Florida Democratic Party Chairman Step hen Bittel has been accused of sexually inappropriate comments and behavior toward a number of women. Bittel
resigned .

Stephen Blackwell
Billboard magazine executive Stephen Blackwell was accused of sexual harassment by one woman. He has resigned from the magazine.

David Blaine
In a piece published by The Daily_ Beast (hff{2s :llwww.thedaily_beast.com/exc/usive-former-mode/-accuses-david-blaine-of-ra{2e).• model Natasha Prince
claims the magician raped her in 2004 shortly after her 21st birthday. Prince reported the incident to London police, and investigators contacted Blaine's
lawyer, Marty Singer, to return to the United Kingdom for an interview, said the report. In a statement to The Daily Beast and ABC News
.(htiJ;ls://twitter.com/Danlinden/status/921119602872082432).. Blaine's attorney denied the allegations (/sto[Y./Iife/J;leOJ;lle/2017/1 0/20/david-blaine-deniesallegation-he-raP.ed-model-2004-natasha-P-rince/783294001 D.

Sepp Blatter
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Former FIFA president Sepp Blatter gives an interview to news agencies on April 21. (Photo: Michae/ Buholzer, AFP!Getty Images)

0

Hope Solo, the former goalkeeper for the U.S. women's national soccer team, accused the former FIFA P-resident (l§!Q_ry~P-orts/soccer/2017/11/11/hoP-e
solo-say:s-blatter-grabbed-her-he-calls-it-ridiculous/1 07577500D. of grabbing her rear during a soccer ceremony. Blatter told the AP the accusation is
"ridiculous."

Raul Bocanegra
The California assemblyman announced Nov. 20 he will not seek re-election following accusations of harassment from six women, rnP-orts the Los

Angeles Times (httP-://www.latimes.com/P-olitics/essential/la-P-ol-ca-essentiai-P-olitics-uP-dates-assem bly:man-raul-bocanegra-announces-he-1511198136htmlstory:.html).. Bocanegra cited "persistent rumors and speculation" in his decision not to serve another term.

George H.W. Bush
Former Republican president George H W Bush has been accused by: seven women (/story:/news/P-olitics/2017/11/16/reP-ort-seventh-woman-accusesgeorge-h-w-bush:Q!:QP-ing-her-during-re-election-camP-illgn/871793001/). of grabbing their butts. One of the women says she was 16 at the time
.(/story:/news/[lolitics/2017/11/13/george-h-w-bush-aP-.Ql.Qgizes-after-woman-accuses-him-g!:QP-ing-her-when-she-16/8584 76001 D
. After the initial report
Oct. 25, a Bush spokesman issued a statement of apology, saying "on occasion, he has P-atted women's rears
.(l§!Q_ry:/newSiP-olitics/onP-olitics/20 17/1 0/25/P-resident-g~ge-h-w-bush-aP-.Q!.Qgizes-actress-who-alleged-imP-IQP-er-touching/797846001/)." and it was never
meant to cause offense.

Q

Louis C.K._(httP-s://www.facebook.com/jurvetson/P-osts/10159616207180611?
P-nref=storY).
The actor and comedian was accused of sexual misconduct by five woman in an expose P-Ublished by: The New York Times
.(httP-S :1/www. nyti mes.com/20 17/11/09/a rts/te levisio nllo uis-ck-sexual-m is conduct .html?

rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Farts&action=click&contentCollection=arts&region=rank&module=f1ackage&version=hig!:llights&contentPiacement=1
on Nov. 9. Among the claims, comedian Dana M in Good man alleged C.K. exposed himself and started masturbating in front of her and fellow comedian
Julia Wolov in his hotel room during a comedy festival in 2002. C.K. admitted to committing the acts described in the Times piece. "These stories are
true ," he wrote in a statement released by his publicist, Lewis Kay, on Nov. 10. C.K. has since lost a host of jobs, including his gig with the upcoming

Secret Life of Pets sequel.

Nick Carter
Melissa Schuman, formerly of the pop group Dream, accused Backstreet Boys' Nick Carter on Nov. 2 of rnP-ing..h!l.L(/story:/life/fleOflle/2017/11/22/nickcarter-denies-melissa-schuman-raP-e-allegations/888800001 D.when she was 18. Carter denies the allegations.

Giuseppe Castellano
Penguin Random House art director Giuseppe Castellano was accused by one woman of sexual harassment. Penguin Random House is investigating.
Castellano has not commented.

John Conyers
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Facing a rising chorus of voices demanding he step down because of sexual harassment claims, Rep . John Conyers Jr., D-Mich., retired on Dec. 5
.(/storx/news/Qolitics/2017/12/05/john-conY.ers-announcement/922417001/). from the seat he has held for more than five decades, a swift and crushing fall
from grace for a civil rights icon and the longest-serving active member of Congress. Conyers has been accused of sexual harassment toward staffers in
his office and has settled at least one claim . He has denied the allegations, even the one he settled. Conyers said, "They're not accurate, they're not true
and they're something I can't explain where they came from."

David Copperfield
The illusionist was accused bY. BrittneY. Lewis (/sto[Y./Iife/QeOQie/2018/01/24/david-coQQerfield-calls-metoo-movement-crucial-but-warns-newallegations/1 064051001 I} of drugging and sexually assaulting her when she was 17. Lewis told The Wrap the incident happened after she competed in a
modeling contest where Copperfield, then 32 , was a judge. Before the story published, Copperfield released a statement saying he supports the Me Too
movement but cautioned against rushing to judgment about false allegations.

Tony Cornish
Minnesota Republican state Rep. Tony Cornish announced on Nov. 21 that he would resign after being accused of inappropriate behavior by female
lobbyist Sarah Walker and Rep. Erin M aye Quade. Cornish said in a statement he had reached an agreement in principle with Walker, who told
Minnesota Public Radio News (b.tllls :1/www. m inn JlOSt. co m/Qolitics-Qo licY.f2 017/11/am id-sexua 1-harassment-alleg ations-sen-d a n-schoen-and-reQ-to ny.:
cornish-resig). that Cornish had propositioned her for sex dozens of times and once forced her into a wall in an attempt to kiss her. Cornish said the
agreement calls for him to apologize and resign . Quade produced texts in which Cornish makes inappropriate comments about her appearance.

Eric Davis
he former NFL player was susQended bY. ESPN (/story.llmorts/nfl/2017/12/12/donovan-mcnabb-eric-davis-susQended-esQn-investigates-sexualharassment-allegations-nfl-network/943898001[}. after he was named in a sexual misconduct lawsuit over claims while he was employed by NFL
Network. Davis has yet to comment on the claims.

Andy Dick
The actor and comedian (Road Trip), was accused of "groping people's genitals, unwanted kissing/licking and
sexual propositions of at least four members of the production," on the set of the independent feature
film Raising Buchanan, according to a @QOrt from The Hollm.ood ReP.,orter
.(httQ://www.hoiiY.YJ!OOdreQorter.com/rambling-reQorter/andY.-dick-fired-movie-sexual-harassment-claims1053162).. In an interview with the news outlet Oct. 30, Dick denied the groping claims, but admitted to licking
and propositioning people. He has since been fired from his role in Buchanan, and was let go from a seQarate
film (httP- :l/www.vulture .com/2017/11 /andY.-dick-fired-from-another-film-for-g[QQing-and-harassment.html). for
similar behavior.

Michael Douglas
Author and journalist Susan Braudy claims the actor harassed her (/sto[Y./Iife/QeoQie/2018/01/19/michaelActor and comedian Andy Dick
has been fired from his role in the
film 'Raising Buchanan' after he

production company, Stonebridge Productions. Braudy told The Hollm.ood ReP.,orter

was accused of "groping people's

.(httQS :1/www. hoiiY.Y!(ood reQorter. co m/features/m ichael-d oug las-alleged-h ara ss me nt-media-metoo-moment-

genitals, unwanted kissingnicking
and sexual propositions of at
least four members of the

meeting. Last month, Dougl.i!.§_gave a QreemQtive interview (/sto[Y./Iife/QeOQie/2018/01/1 0/michael-doug@§::

production on the set," according

denies-sexuaiiY.-harassing-blackballing-former-emQIOY.ee-comQiete-lie/1 01981 0001[} denying ever harassing any

to 'The Hollywood Reporter.' Dick
denied groping claims, but
admitted to licking and
propositioning people. (Photo:
Kevork Djansezian, Getty Images)

douglas-accused-sexual-misconduct-writer-susan-braudy.::l!Qilalled/1 047226001[}. while she worked at his

1075609). Douglas made sexually charged comments and masturbated in front of her during a private script

employees after THR contacted him about the story.

Richard Dreyfuss
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A writer who worked for actor and political activist Richard Dreyfuss said he sexually harassed her for years and exposed himself to her in a studio lot trailer when she
worked for him in the '80s. Jessica Teich told the 'New York Magazine' that the actor made continual, overt and lewd comments and invitations after they met at a !heater
where she worked and Dreyfuss appeared. Dreyfuss denied the actor ever exposed himself to Teich but acknowledged to other encounters he now realizes were
inappropriate. (Photo: Manuel Balce Ceneta, AP)

0

Actor Richard Drey.fuss (/sto[Y./Iife/P.eoP.Ie/2017/11 /1 0/daY.s-after-his-sons-sexual-assault-reveal-richard-d rey.fuss-denies-harassing±l!=

writer/854122001D. (Jaws, Mr. Holland's Opus) was accused on Nov. 10 of sexual harassment by writer Jessica Teich, who said Dreyfuss showed her his
penis. Dreyfuss denies exposing himself, but admitted that "at the height of my fame in the late 1970s I became an asshole -the kind of performative
masculine man my father had modeled for me to be. I lived by the motto, 'If you don't flirt, you die.' And flirt I did ... But I am not an assaulter."

Charles Dutoit
The artistic director and principal conductor of London's Royal Philharmonic Orchestra has been accused bY. four P.eOP.Ie
.(/sto[Y./Iife/P.eOP.Ie/2017/12/21 /famed-conductor-charles-dutoit-accused-sexual-misconduct/972882001 D. of sexual misconduct. Dutoit has yet to respond
to the claims .

Heath Evans
The former pro football player was SUSP-ended as an analy&(/story.i§P.orts/nfl/2017/12/12/nfl-network-susP.ends-anaiY.sts-over-sexual-misconductsuit/1 08532946D. by the NFL Network after a former wardrobe stylist accused him of misconduct in a lawsuit. He has yet to respond to the claim.

Michael Fallon

0

British Defense Secretary Michael Fallon was accused of inappropriate advances on two women . The Conservative resigned. Sexual harassment and
assault allegations have also emerged against a number of other U.K. political figures.

Blake Farenthold
The Texas state representative P-lans to withdraw from the ReP-Ublican J:!rimary_(/sto[Y./news/local/texas/state-bureau/2017/12/14/reP.Ort-farentholdwithdraw-race/951287001 D. on March 6 after details emerged he settled a sexual harassment lawsuit filed by a former aide with $84,000 in taxpayers'
money.

Marshall Faulk
The former pro football player was susP-ended as an analy&(/story.i§P.orts/nfl/2017/12/12/nfl-network-susP.ends-anaiY.sts-over-sexua l-misconductsuit/1 08532946D. by the NFL Network after a former wardrobe stylist accused him of misconduct in a lawsuit. He has yet to respond to the claim.

Adam Fields
Film producer Ad am Fields has been accused of offering a promotion to a woman at his fonner employer, Relativity Media, in exchange for sex. He has
denied the allegations.

Hamilton Fish
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The president and publisher of The New Republic magazine resigned on Nov. 3 followingJLrswort from The New York Times
.(httP-s://www.nY.times.com/2017/11/03/business/media/hamilton-fish-new-reP-ublic-resignation.html). of an investigation into allegations of inappropriate
conduct by female employees. In an email to New Republic owner Win McCormack, Fish expressed "deep dismay" at the claims. "Women have
longstanding and profound concerns with respect to their treatment in the workplace," he wrote. "Many men have a lot to learn in this regard. I know I do,
and I hope for and encourage that new direction."

Harold Ford Jr.
The former Tennessee congressman Harold Ford Jr. was fired bY. Morgan Stanley_(/sto[Y./moneY./nation-now/2017/12/07/reP-ort-former-reP--harold-ford-j[:
fired-alleged-misconducU931897001D. after accusations of misconduct. Ford denied the allegations and said he would bring legal action against the
woman and his former employer.

AI Franken
The Democratic U.S. Senator from Minnesota and Saturday Night Live alum was accused bY. TV host and broadcaster Leeann Tweeden
.(/sto[Y./news/flolitics/20 17/11 /16/sen-a 1-fra nken-accused-kissing-and-giQP-i ng::§P-Ortscaster-lee ann-tweed en-without-her-consenU870097 001 D. of kissing
and groping her without her consent while on a USO tour in the Middle East in 2006. A second woman has stepped forward claiming Franken
inappropriately touched her. While Congressional leaders seek a review of the claims, Franken S!P-Oiogized for the Tweed en incident
.(/sto[Y./news/flolitics/onP-olitics/2017/11 /16/read-al-frankens-aP-ologY.-broadcaster-leeann-tweeden/870913001 D.· "I respect women," he said. "I don't
respect men who don't. And the fact that my own actions have given people a good reason to doubt that makes me feel ashamed." Franken resigned on
Dec. 7 (/sto[Y./news/flolitics/onP-olitics/2017/12/07/sen-al-franken-takes-dig-trumP--moore-resignation-sP-eech/930997001 D. after more than a half dozen
women stepped forward with misconduct allegations.

Trent Franks
The Arizona representative said he would resign immediately_(/sto[Y./news/flolitics/2017/12/08/reP--trent-franks-saY.s-he-resign-immediateiY.-citing-wifesillnessa-daY.-after-announcing-he-would-steP-/935858001/), citing his wife's illness. Franks originally planned to step down in January after an aide
claimed he repeatedly asked her to serve as a surrogate.

Alex Gilady
International Olympic Committee member Alex GiladY. has been accused bY. two women of raP-e and bY. two others of inaP-P-rOP-riate conduct
.(/storY.l.§P-orts/oly,!@ics/2017/11/09/oly_!I!P-ic-ethics-P-anel-to-studY.-allegations-against-giladY./1 07494366D.. Gilady denied the rape accusations, said he
didn't recall one of the other allegations, but acknowledged a claim he'd propositioned a woman during a job interview 25 years ago was "mainly correct."
He stepped down as president of an Israeli broadcasting company he founded. The IOC has said it is looking into the allegations.

Gary Goddard
The producer and writer (Masters of the Universe), was accused by ER actor Anthony Edwards of molesting him in an essay,
.(httP-s://medium.com/@anthony,edwards/y,es-mom-there-is-something-wrong-f2bcf56434b9). published Nov. 10 on Medium. Edwards says he first met
Goddard when he was 12, and served as a leader for Edwards' group of friends. "Everyone has the need to bond, and I was no exception," Edwards
l~

·xrote. "My vulnerability was exploited. I was molested by Goddard, my best friend was raped by him- and this went on for years. The group of us, the

\<~plang, stayed quiet." Goddard's press representative Sam Singer put out a statement on Nov. 10 "unequivocally" denying Edward's charges. Since then,
§jght more former child actors have steP-P-ed forward (/sto[Y./Iife/fleOP-Ie/2017/12/20/8-former-child-actors-accuse-P-roducer-g!Lry.:goddard-sexualmisconduct/969095001D. to accuse Goddard of sexual harassment.

David Gomberg
Oregon state Rep. David Gomberg told The Oregonian/Oregonlive
.(httP-:IIwww.oregonlive.com/P-olitics/index.ssf/2017/1 0/oregQO_Iawmaker_accused_Qf_ina.html). that two women's complaints against him involved
"inappropriate humor or inappropriate touching," invasion of "personal space" and hugging. The Democratic representative has publicly .§P-Oiogized
.(httP-s://www.thenewsguard.com/news/reP-ort-reP-:gomberg-accused-of-inaP-P-rOP-riate-behavior-resP-onds/article 554063ee-bbfa-11 e7-924b1707c7ce98b7.html).

Brian Gosch
The former House Majority Leader in South Dakota was accused bY. former state lawmaker (/sto[Y./news/flolitics/2017/1 0/13/former-state-lawmakerlobbY.ist-tell-sexual-harassment-raP-e-P-ierre/762566001 D. and lobbyist Angie Buhl O'Donnell of asking for a hug and making comments about her breasts.
Gosch said the comments were made in jest and not meant to make her feel uncomfortable.

Tyler Grasham
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The Hollywood agent was fired from the Agency of the Performing Arts after a former actor accused him of sexual assault more than a decade ago while
he was in his teens, @P-Orts The Wra,Q

(httP-s:/lwww.thewraJ:!.com/blaise-godbe-liJ:!man-ty.lm::grasham-aP-a-holl~ood-agent-fed-me-alcohol-sexually.:

assaulted-meO.. Filmmaker Blaise Godbe Lip man claims Grasham gave him alcohol while underage and sexually assaulted. Actor Tyler Cornell also filed
a police report against Grasham , alleging "a sodomy crime ," according to Variety_(httP-://variet'{..com/2017/biz/news/tY.Ier-grasham-laP-d-investigation-aP-a.!!gent-sexual-assault-sodom'{.-1202601993[).. At least five men (httP-:IIIosangeles .cbslocal.com/2017/1 0/31/agent-sexual-assault-tY.Ier-grashamO. have
accused him of sexual misconduct.

Jon Grissom
Former child star Corey Feldman identified former actor Jon Grissom (/sto[Y./Iife/J:!eOJ:!Ie/2017/11/02/core'{.-feldman-identifies-man-he-sa'{.s-molestedhim/82821 00010. as one of the men who molested him when he was a young teen in Hollywood. Feldman identified Grissom to Dr. Oz on Nov. 2, but not
on air. Feldman called on victims to speak out and abusers to turn themselves in: "If you do not, we're coming for you."

David Guillod
The manager, producer and co-CEO of Primary Wave Entertainment (Atomic Blonde), was accused by actress Jessica Barth of drugging and sexually
assaulting her in 2012 when he was working as her manager, she confirmed to The Wra.Q...(b.l!P-s://www thewraJ:!.Com/david-guillod-jessica-barth-tedatomic-blonde-P-roducer-drugged-assaulted-exclusive/) on Nov. 2. Barth said she reported the incident to the LAPD after it happened. She then said that
Guillod threatened her with a lawsuit to keep her from pressing charges. Following the allegations, Guillod's attorney said charges were fully investigated
at the time , but he has taken a leave of absence from the company, reports Deadline (b.l!P-:IIdeadline.com/2017/11/david-guillod-leave-of-absenceP-rima['{.-wave-sexual-assault-accusation-jessica-barth-12022011620. and The Hol/yJ!!!.ood Re,Qorter (httP-:IIwww.holl~oodreP-orter.com/news/P-rimary.:
wave-ceo-david-guillod-takes-leave-absence-sexual-assault-claims-1 054750)..

0

Mark Halperin

0
NBC News ended its contract with political commentator Mark Halperin after he was accused of sexual harassment. (Photo: Richard Shotwe/1, AP)

The MSNBC political analyst was accused bY. five women of sexual harassment (b.l!lr//mone'{..cnn.com/2017/1 0/25/media/mark-haiP-erin-sexualharassment-allegations/index.html).• including forcible kissing. One woman claims Halperin grabbed her breasts. NBC News terminated his contract
.(/sto[Y./mone'{./nation-now/2017/1 0/30/nbc-terminates-mark-haiP-erins-contract-over-sexual-harassment-allegations-reJ:!orts-sa'{./8128850010, and he lost
both a book deal and HBO J:!rojru<i_(httP-s://J:!review.usatoda'{..com/sto[Y./moneY./nation-now/2017/1 0/26/5-accuse-nbc-anaiY.st-mark-haiJ:!erin-sexualharassment/801982001 D· In a statement to CNN, Halperin said he would take a step back to deal with the situation. "I now understand from these
accounts that my behavior was inappropriate and caused others pain," he said. "For that, I am deeply sorry and I apologize."

AndyHenry
Casting employee Andy Henry admitted to urging women to take off their clothes during coaching sessions in 2008 while working on the "CS I" series. He
was fired by his current employer.

Cliff Hite
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The former Ohio senator resigned over claims (/sto[Y./news/P.olitics/2017/1 0/28/Y,former-ohio-senator-cliff-hite-reP.eatediY,-sought-sex-legislativeemP.IOY,ee-desP.ite-refusals-memo-saY,/8092670010 he repeatedly asked a female legislative employee for sex. According to a memo obtained from the
woman's employer, she refused his advances eight or nine times. "I sometimes asked her for hugs and talked with her in a way that was not appropriate
for a married man, father and grandfather like myself," said Hite in a statement.

Dustin Hoffman

Ann a Graham Hunter alleges that Oscar-winning actor Dustin Hoffman groped her and talked about sex in front of her while she was a 17-year-old intern on the set of his
1985 TV-movie adaptation of 'Death of a Salesman.' Hoffman apologized in a statement to the 'Associated Press,' saying, "I have the utmost respect for women and feel
terrible that anything I might have done could have put her in an uncomfortable situation ... lt is not reflective of who I am.'' The following day, a second accuser, Wendy
Riss Gatsiounis told 'Variety' the actor made verbal advances and tried to convince her to go to a hotel. (Photo: Jordan Strauss, lnvision!AP)

The Oscar-winning actor known for Rain Man and The Graduate, was accused of sexual harassment by Anna Graham Hunter in an article published by
The Holfy.J!![pod Re!J.orler (httP.://www.holly:woodreP.orter.com/features/dustin-hoffman-sexuaiiY,-harassed-me-i-was-17-guest-column-1053466). on Nov. 1.

Hunter alleges talked about sex in front of her while she was a 17-year-old intern on the set of his 1985 TV-movie adaptation of Death of a
Salesman. Hoffman apologized in a statement to the Associated Press (l§iQIY.IIife/P.eOIJie/2017/11/01/dustin-hoffman-aiJologizes-alleged-1985-sexual-

harassment-incidenV821209001/), saying, "I have the utmost respect for women and feel terrible that anything I might have done could have put her in an
uncomfortable situation ... lt is not reflective of who I am." The following day, a second accuser (/storylli.fg[1Je01Jie/2017/11/02/dustin-hoffman-secondwoman-accuses-oscar-winner-sexual-harassmenV825099001 D.• Wendy Riss Gatsiounis, told Variety he made verbal advances and tried to convince her
to go to a nearby hotel when she was a playwright in her 20s.

Jeff Hoover
entucky House Speaker Jeff Hoover stepped down as speaker after news surfaced that the Republican had settled a sexual harassment claim from a
GOP caucus staffer. Hoover denied the harassment allegation but said he sent consensual yet inappropriate text messages. He remains in the
Legislature.

Israel Horovitz
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MYOLDLADY

Nine women have accused playwright Israel Horovitz of sexual misconduct and his son, Beastie Boys' Ad am Horovitz, says he believes the accusers. (Photo: Andy Kropa,
Andy Kropa llnvision!AP)

Nine women who have accused award-winning playwright Israel Horowitz of sexual misconduct have the SUJ::![!Ort of his son, Ad am Horovitz of the

0

Beastie Boy..§..(/sto[Y./Iife/[!eO[!Ie/2017/11/30/beastie-boY.s-adam-horovitz-father-sexuaJ-abuse-allegations/912229001D.. The women detailed their
allegations against Horovitz in a story Nov. 30 in The New York Times . Some were in the teens and others were in their 20s when they say the incidents
occurred. The alleged abuse by Horovitz includes forced kissing, sexual touching and rape.

Dylan Howard
blY.Ian Howard, the toP- editor for the National Enguirer (/sto[Y./moneY./business/2017/12/05/a[!-exclusive-to[!-gossi[!-editor-accused-sexualmisconduct/924783001D.. Us Weekly and other major gossip publications openly described his sexual partners in the newsroom, discussed female
employees' sex Jives and forced women to watch or listen to pornographic material, former employees told The Associated Press.

Jesse Jackson
The civil rights activist was accused by The Root writer Danielle Young_(l:illP-s ://www.theroot.com/don-t-Jet-the-smile-fooi-Y.ou-i-m-cringi!Jg-on-the-insid1819987586). of inappropriate touching following a keynote speech he gave. She said colleagues witnessed him grab her thigh . In a staterfMI!it~Mli\ to
The Root, a representative for Jackson said he does not recall the incident but "profoundly and sincerely regrets any pain Ms. Young may have

The Rev. Jesse Jackson through the
years

experienced."

Danny Jordaan

0

Former South African soccer association president DannY. Jordaan (/sto[Y./news/world/2017/11/14/weinstein-effect-goes-global-P-owerful-menconfronted/862353001D. has been accused by former member of parliament Jennifer Ferguson of raping her in 1993. Jordaan denies the accusati<

Ethan Kath
The songwriter and producer of Canadian music group Crystal Castles was accused of rape on Oct. 24 by
former band mate Alice Glass in a lengthy letter posted on her website, Vulture
.(htt[!://www.vulture .com/2017/1 O/alice-glass-accuses-c[Y.Stal-castless-ethan-kath-of-raJ::!e.html). and The
Huffington Post (htt[!s://www.huffing1Qn[!ost.com/ent[Y./alice-glass-c[Y.Stal-castlesabuse us 59f090f0e4b0e064db7e0d20). report. She claims the abuse lasted for almost 10 years, starting when
she was 15 years old , and that this was the reason she left the band , which she eo-founded with Kath, in 2014.
In a statement to Pitchfork (htt[!s://[!itchfork.com/news/alice-glass-accuses-cfY.stal-castles-co-founder-ethan-kathof-raP-e-and-assaul!l). via his attorney, Kath -whose real name is Claudio Palmieri- denied the allegations. "I
am outraged and hurt by the recent statements made by Alice about me and our prior relationship," the
statement reads. "Fortunately, there are many witnesses who can and will confirm that I was never abusive to
Alice. "
Ethan Kath (Ciaudio Palmieri), 34,
a songwriter and producer of
Canadian music group Crystal
Castles. (Photo: C F/anigan,

Garrison Keillor

Film Magic)
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The veteran radio host confirmed he was fired bY. Minnesota Public Radio

(/storyll@l~p le/2017/1 1/29/garrison

keillor-fired-alleged-improper-behavior-minnesota-public-radio/9054910010 for accusations of improper behavior. In a follow-up statement, Keillor told
The Associated Press he was dismissed over "a story that I think is more interesting and more complicated than the version MPR heard." MPR said it is
ending its business relationship with Keillor, which includes rebroadcasts of The Best of A Prairie Home Companion .

Ruben Kihuen

Rep. Ruben Kihuen, 0-Nev., speaks with reporters on Capitol Hill in Washington on Nov. 14, 2016. (Photo: Cliff Owen, AP)

U.S. Rep. Ruben Kihuen , D-Nev., is alleged to have touched the thighs of a campaign aide as well as asked her out on dates and commented on her
appearance, according to a Dec. 1 mport bY. Buzzfeed News (https://www.buzzfeed com/katenocera/she-saY.s-she-guit-her-campaigiJ:job-after-heharassed-her?utm term=.fxOxmVkZw#.gr89bK2EY).. Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee chairman Rep. Ben Ray Lujan called on Kihuen to
resign. Kihuen's office released a statement, including : "I sincerely apologize for anything that I may have said or done that made her feel
uncomfortable."

Robert Knepper
Actor Robert Knepper, star of Prison Break and iZombie, has been accused by one woman of sexual assault. He denies the allegations.

Andrew Kreisberg
The creator of CW superhero series Arrow, The Flash, Supergirl and Legends of Tomorrow, was fired bY. Warner Bros (/stonrllife/tv/2017/11/29/supergirlroducer-andrew-kreisberg-fired-after-sexual-misconduct-investigation/905716001/),, spokesperson Tammy Golihew confirmed to USA TODAY, after
Variety_(httfl:/lvariety_com/2017/tvlnews/warner-bros-sexua/-harassment-andrew-kreisberg-12026125220.PUblished a story in which 15 women and four
men alleged sexual harassment and inappropriate physical contact. He told the trade magazine that he denied any inappropriate touching or massages,
saying "I have made comments on women's appearances and clothes in my capacity as an executive producer, but they were not sexualized . Like many
people, I have given someone a non-sexual hug or kiss on the cheek."

Jeff Kruse
Two Oregon lawmakers filed formal complaints (http://www.oregonlive .com/politics/index. ssf/2017/11/second

oregQD_~_senator_pu . html).

against the

Republican state Sen. Jeff Kruse for sexual harassment and inappropriate touching . Kruse denied the allegations in an interview with The Oregonian
.(http://www.oregonlive .com/politics/index.ssf/2017/11/second oregQD_state_senator_pu. html),

Knight Landesman
The publisher of Artforum has been accused by multiple women of sexual harassment. According to The New York Times
.(https://www.nY.times.com/2017/1 0/25/ny.mgion/knight-landesman-artforum-sexual-harassment-lawsuit.html).• nine women filed a lawsuit in New York
claiming he sexually harassed them. Landesman has resigned from the magazine.

John Lasseter
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The chief creative officer of Pixar and Wait Disney Animation Studios, will take a six-month leave of absence (/sto[Y.IIife/movies/2017/11/21/disney.:P-ixarhead-john-lasseter-takes-leave-absence-after-missteP-s/8864250010. following what he called "missteps" in a memo obtained by USA TODAY on Nov. 21.
The news broke as The Hollywood Reporter was compiling a report into alleged sexual misconduct, which published later that day citing sources who
remain unnamed "out offear that their careers in the tight-knit animation community would be damaged." The insiders told the industry publication that
his behaviorwent beyond hugging to "grabbing, kissing, making comments about physical attributes."

Jack latvala
Florida Republican state Sen. Jack Latvala is being investigated by the Senate over allegations of harassment and groping. Latvala has denied the
allegations.

Matt lauer
NBC News announced it fired the Today show eo-host (/sto[Y./Iife/2017/11/29/matt-lauer-fired-nbc-inaP-P-roP-riate-workP-Iace-behavior/9043400010 for
"inappropriate workplace behavior." According to a memo from NBC News chairman Andrew Lack, Lauer's dismissal was sparked by "a detailed
complaint from a colleague about inappropriate sexual behavior" in the workplace. The memo also said while this is the first formal complaint against
Lauer during his NBC tenure, "we were also presented with reason to believe this may not have been an isolated incident."

Steve Lebsock
The Colorado state representative has been accused of harassment (/sto[Y./news/local/colorado/2017/11/11/accused-harassment-colorado-reP--Iebsock.1!P-Oiogizes-causing:P-ain/8557620010. including inappropriate comments. Lebsock later aP-ologized (httP-s://www.stevelebsockforcolorado.com/P-ressrelease-1/#P-ressreleases) for "the pain I have caused."

James levine
New York's Metropolitan Opera suspended its relationship with longtime conductor James Levine (/sto[Y./Iife/P-eOP-Ie/2017/12/03/metroP-olitan-oP-erasusP-ects-conductor-james-lesexual-abuse-accusations-against-conductor-james-levin/917728001/%20%C2%AO). Dec. 3 pending an investigation into
multiple allegations of sexual misconduct against him. Several of the men accusing him say they were underag!i
,(/sto[Y./Iife/m usic/2 0 17/12/05/metroP-Oiitan-oP-era-wa ited-year-to-act-on-a ccusation-against-cond uctor-ja mes-levine/1 083259560. when the incidents took
place.

Corey Lewandowski
President Trump's former campaign manager was accused of sexual assault after a singer and potential congressional candidate claimed he hit her twice
on her buttocks during a Washington gathering in November. According to the Associated Press (/sto[Y./news/P-olitics/2017/12/27/singer-says-she-filedsex-assault-comP-Iaint-against-former-trumP--aide-corey-lewandowski/9836720010.• Lewandowski did not respond to an email seeking comment.

lvan Lewis
U.K. Labour Party member lvan Lewis has been suspended over an allegation of sexual misconduct; Lewis disputed the account but apologized if his
behavior had been "unwelcome or inappropriate."

Ryan Lizza
The reporter was fired from The New Yorker on Dec. 11 (/sto[Y./money/business/2017/12/11/new-yorker-fires-reP-orter-[Y.an-lizza-over-alleged-sexualmisconducU9424120010. for an incident of "improper sexual conduct." CNN later suspended him as an on-air contributor. "I am dismayed that The New
Yorker has decided to characterize a respectful relationship with a woman I dated as somehow inappropriate," said Lizza in a statement.

Peter Martins
Peter Martins (/sto[Y./Iife/P-eOP-Ie/2017/12/05/new-york-city-ballet-P-eter-martins-under-investigation-sexual-harassmenU1 083260060.• who has led New
York City Ballet since the 1980s, has been removed from teaching his weekly class at the School of American Ballet while the two organizations jointly
investigate an accusation of sexual harassment against him, it was announced Dec. 4. On January 1, Martins announced he would retire, @P-Orts The
New York Times (httP-s://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/01/arts/dance/P-eter-martins-resigns-ballet.html?smid=tw-nY,!imes&smtyP-=cur),.

Danny Masterson
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Actor Danny Masterson has been ousted from the Netflix series 'The Ranch' amid multiple sexual assault allegations. Revisit Masterson's Hollywood career in photos,
from 'That '70s Show' to his more current projects. (Photo: Annie I. Bang, Annie I. Bang/lnvision!AP)

" 'etflix yanked the actor from the series The Ranchfollowing a series of sexual assault allegations (l§iQ_rY,IIife/P.eO(;lle/2017/12/05/dannY.-masterson-fired,etflixs-amid-allegations/922500001/)_. In March, Los Angeles police said they started investigating Masterson after three women reported being sexually
assaulted by him in the early 2000s. Masterson denies the allegations. "Law enforcement investigated these claims more than 15 years ago and
determined them to be without merit," he said in the statement. "I have never been charged with a crime, let alone convicted of one."

Donovan McNabb
The former NFL quarterback was sus(;lended bY. ESPN (/storyhmorts/nfl/2017/12/12/donovan-mcnabb-eric-davis-sus(;lended-es(;ln-investigates-sexualharassment-allegations-nfl-network/9438980010. after he was named in a sexual misconduct lawsuit over claims while he was employed by NFL
Network. McNabb has yet to comment on the claims.

Benny Medina
The manager who currently represents Jennifer Lopez was accused of attempted rape by Sordid Lives star Jason Dottley in an interview P-Ublished
.!:!Y. The Advocate (!:ll!P.s://www advocate.com/crime/2017/11/1 0/sordid-lives-actor-alleges-mogul-bennY.-medina-tried-ra(;le-him). on Nov. 10. After throwing
Dottley onto a bed in Medina's Los Angeles mansion in 2008, Medina "stuck his tongue down my mouth," Dottley alleges in the interview. A statement
from Medina's lawyers Howard Weitzman and Shawn Holley to USA TODAY said Medina "categorically denies the allegation of attempted rape."

Tony Mendoza
, hree women have accused California state Sen. Tony Mendoza of sexual harassment, the Los Angeles Times
(httP..:IIINww.latimes.comiP..olitics!essential/la-P..ol-ca-essentiai-P..olitics-uf2dates-senate-P..anel-on-sen-tony::-mendoza-from-1511802516-htmlsto£Y.:hfml). and
Sacramenta Bee (b1!P.:!Iwww.sacbee.com/news/(;lolitics-government/ca(;litol-alert/article185133028 html). report. The Democrat was booted from

leadership positions pending an investigation. He has denied wrongdoing.

Murray Miller
The screenwriter best known for the hit TV series Girls was accused of sexual assault by actress Aurora Perrineau, according to a. Nov. 20 nmort from
The Wra,Q...(htt(;ls://www.thewra(;l.com/girls-murraY.-miller-aurora-P.errineau-harold-P.errineau-lost-ozD.. Perrineau, who alleges the incident occurred in 2012

when she was 17, filed a report at the West Hollywood station of the Los Angeles County Sheriffs Department, Sgt. Nelson Rios confirmed to USA
TODAY. Miller's attorney, Matthew B. Walerstein, sent USA TODAY a statement (lsto[Y.IIife/tv/2017/11/18/re(;lort-actress-aurora-P.errineau-accuses-girlswriter-murraY.-miller-sexual-assault/8766650010 in which his client denied Perrineau's allegations. Girls creator and star Lena Dunham and executive
producer Jenni Konner issued a statement Friday in support of Miller, which she later aP-ologized for (/storY.IIife/(;leO(;lle/2017/11/19/lena-dunham-sorr.y.::
tim ing-statement-backing:g iris-writer-a ccused-sexu al-assa ult/8 78606001 D. after receiving criticism ._
.(htt(;ls://www.facebook.com/jurvetson/(;losts/1 0159616207180611 ?(;lnref=storY.).

T.J. Miller
The actor denied claims re(;lorted in The DailY. Beast (/sto[Y./Iife/(;leO(;lle/2017/12/19/actor-t-j-miller-denies-accusations-sexual-assault-P-hY.sicalviolence/964492001/). from an anonymous alleged victim who said he punched and sexually assaulted her.
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RoyMoore
The Republican candidate for U.S. Senator in Alabama was accused by eight women of a range of inappropriate conduct, ranging from unwanted
attention to sexual misconduct and assault. Most of the incidents took place when Moo re was assistant district attorney in Gadsden from 1977 to 1982.
One woman, Leigh Corfman, said she was 14 when Moore, then 32, took her to his home, undressed her and guided her hand over his crotch. The legal
age of consent, then and now, is 16. Moo re calls the allegations "com~Y. false,:_(l§!QIY.Inews/nation-now/2017/11/15/roY.-moore-attorneY.-demandsaccusers-Y.earbook/868848001D. and plans to continue his Senate campaign.

Rick Najera
The writer and producer was fired by CBS from his role as director of the network's annual diversity showcase after claims surfaced he made
inappropriate comments to performers, @P.orts Variety_(b.tlP.://varietY..com/2017/tv/news/cbs-diversitY.-showcase-1202601412D.. In a statement to Variety,
Najera said he was "shocked" by the allegations . "Anyone who has been slammed by libelous deceptions knows exactly how we feel."

Lorry Nassar
Longtime USA Gymnastics doctor Larry Nassar has been accused of sexual abuse by more than 120 women (/sto...ry.l§P.orts/olymP.ics/2017/11/21/lar...ry.:
nassar-usa-gY.mnastics-exP.ected-P.Iead-guiltY.-sexual-assauiV886906001D. since the lndianaP..olis Star (/sto[Y./news/2016/09/12/former-usa-gY.mnasticsdoctor-accused-abuse/89995734D. first reported on assault allegations in September 2016. Since the #metoo movement, three members of the Fierce
Five- the U.S. women 's gymnastics team that won all-around gold at the 2012 London Olympics- have said he abused them, too : McKaY.Ia MaroneY.
.(/sto...ry.l§P.orts/olymP.ics/2017/1 0/18/olymP.ic-gold-medalist-mckaY.Ia-maroneY.-SaY.s-she-victim-sexual-abuse/77 4970001 D. 6JY. Raisman
.(/sto...ryL!morts/olymP.ics/2017/11/12/aiY.-raisman-60-minutes-interview-lar[Y.-nassar/857203001 D.and GabbY. Douglas

0

.@.1Q_ry.l§P.orts/olymP.ics/2017/11/21/gl!..!2QY.-douglas-says-she-was-abused-former-usa-gY.mnastics-doctor-lar[Y.-nassar/886447001/),. On Dec. 7, Nassar

was sentenced to 60 years {l§.tQ...rY.Inews/local/2017/12/07/lar[Y.-nassar-sentenced-60-Y.ears-federal-child-P.ornogrsmbY.-case/908838001/). in federal prison
for child pornography.

Nelly
The rapper has been sued bY. a woman (/sto[Y./Iife/music/2017/12/21/woman-sues-raP.P.er-nelly-claiming-sexual-assault-defamation/972283001 D.
claiming he sexually assaulted her on his tour bus and later damaged her reputation by refuting her account. Nelly's attorney says the lawsuit is
financially motivated and a countersuit is planned .

Michael Oreskes

0

Mike Oreskes resigned as NPR's senior vice president for news after two women accused him of kissing them while discussing job prospects when he worked for the
New York Times in Washington, D. C. (Photo: Chuck Zoel/er, AP)

The senior vice president for news at National Public Radio resigned on Nov. 1 (httP.:IIwww.nP.r.org/sections/thetwo-way/2017/11/01/561363158/nP.rshead-of-news-resigns-following-harassment-allegations). after multiple women accused him of inappropriate conduct. Two women claimed
.(/sto[Y./money/media/20 17/11/01/nP.r-news-chief-michael-oreskes-resigns-after-sexual-harassment-accusations/821405001/). Oreskes abruptly kissed
them on the lips and stuck his tongue in their mouths while discussing job prospects, according to The Washington Post. The incidents took place while
he was The New York Times ' Wash ington D.C. bureau chief in the 1990s. A third woman filed a complaint at NPR accusing him of harassment in October
2015. "I am deeply sorry to the people I hurt," Oreskes said in a statement. "My behavior was wrong and inexcusable, and I accept full responsibility."
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Shervin Pishevar
Less than a week after being hit with claims that he sexually harassed six women. Virgin Hyperloop One eo-founder Shervin Pishevar
.(/sto[Y./tech/2017/12/05/hyP.erlooP.-cofounder-P.ishevar-takes-leaves-after-harassment-allegations/923730001 Dsaid Dec. 5 he was taking a leave of
absence from his businesses to focus on a lawsuit against a research firm that he believes is behind a smear campaign . A Bloomberg report charged that
the venture capitalist and early Uber investor groped Uber employee Austin Geidt at a 2014 Uber party, citing unnamed witnesses.

Jeremy Piven
The actor on the TV series Entourage, was accused by actress and reality star Aria ne Bellamar of groping her on two occasions. In her tweets
.(httP.s://twitter.com/ArianeBellamar/status/925104391748837377) published Oct. 30, she alleges one encounter took place in Piven's trailer on the

Entourage set, when he allegedly grabbed her breasts and bottom, and the other occurred at the Playboy Mansion. Piven denied the allegations in a
statement sent to USA TODAY (/sto[Y./Iife/2017/1 0/31/cbs-investigating-harassment-allegations-against-jeremy.:P-iven/819607001/). by his rep, Jennifer
Alien: "I unequivocally deny the appalling allegations being peddled about me." CBS, which airs Piven's new series, Wisdom ofthe Crowd, said in a
statement, "We are aware of the media reports and are looking into the matter."_(bllP-s://www.facebook.com/jurvetson/P.osts/1 0159616207180611?
P-nref=storY.)

Roy Price

am a~on
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ORANGE
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In August, producer lsa Hackett accused Amazon Studios chief Roy Price of making unwanted sexual remarks. 11 wasn't until after the Weinstein scandal broke that Price
was forced out of his high-profile job. (Photo: Barry Brecheisen, AP)

he Amazon Studios programming chief resigned in October after Isa Hackett, a producer of Amazon Studios' series The Man in the High Castle,
accused him of insistently and reP.eatedly_P-roP.ositioning..b.§L(/sto[Y./tech/2017/1 0/17/amazon-studios-head-roy.:P-rice-steP.s-down-amid-harassmentclaims/773801 001/) in 2015. Two of Price's lieutenants. Joe Lewis and Conrad Riggs, were also let go shortly after his departure. Price has yet to issue a
statement on the allegation.

Brett Ratner
The producer and director (Rush Hour, X-Men: The Last Stand), was accused of sexually harassing six women, including actresses Olivia Munn and
Natasha Henstridge, in a Nov. 1 !:§P-Ort from the Los Angeles Times (httP.:IIwww.latimes.com/business/holl)':tiood/la-fi-ct-brett-ratner-allegations20171101-htmlstory.html).. In an Facebook post, Melanie Kohler claimed Ratner "was a rapist at least one night in Hollywood about 12 years ago" and
that he "preyed on me as a drunk girl (and) forced himself on me." Ratner is suing Kohler for libel, and is no longer working on projects at Warner Bros.

Twiggy Ramirez
The former bassist and guitarist of the band Marilyn Manson was accused of rape Oct. 20 by Jack Off Jill singer Jessicka Addams, who shared in a
Facebook P-OSt (httP.s://www.facebook.com/MissJessickaAddams/P.osts/1 0155413298828005) that White- whose real name is Jeordie Whitephysically and sexually assaulted her while they were dating. On Oct. 24, Marilyn Mans on shared in a Twitter statement that he decided to "part ways
with Jeordie White as a member of Marilyn Manson."_(httP.s://www.facebook.com/jurvetson/P.osts/1 0159616207180611 ?P.nref=storY.).

Jerry Richardson
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The owner of the NFL's Carolina Panthers faces an NFL investigation into alleged sexual misconduct (/story.L§P-orts/nfl/2017/12/17/nfl-taking::QY§.[::
investigation-of-richardson-allegations/1 086984720. following a Sports Illustrated report claiming he made sexually suggestive comments to women.
Although he did not address allegations, Richardson said hours after the report surfaced he planned to sell the team.

Terry Richardson
The fashion photographer faces multiP-le allegations since 2010 (/sto!)l/life/2017/1 0/24/sexuaiiY.-eXP-Iicit-fashion-P-hotogrsP-her-ter[Y.-richardson-bannedbritish-vogue/795390001/).. when some models began going public, describing episodes of graphic abuse, inappropriate touching and sexual harassment
during photo shoots. Conde Nast International discontinued working with Richardson Oct. 24 and banned him from future assignments. "He is an artist
who has been known for his sexually explicit work so many of his professional interactions with subjects were sexual and explicit in nature but all of the
subjects of his work participated consensually," said a representative for Richardson in a statement to BuzzFeed
.(ht!P-s://www.buzzfeed.com/markdistefano/conde-nast-ter[Y.-richardson?utm term=.gP-XNMwY.88#.qj7ZBegg}._
.(ht!P-s://www.facebook.com/jurvetson/P-osts/1 0159616207180611 ?P-nref=sto[Y.).

Rich Rodriguez
The University of Arizona fired the football coach on Jan. 2 (/story.L§P-orts/ncaafiP-ac12/2018/01/02/arizona-fires-football-coach-rich-rodriguez/998676001/).
amidst an investigation into an off-the-field allegation of sexual harassment. The university said in a letter although the claims from a former athletic
department employee could not be substantiated, they became aware of information causing concerns over the direction of the football program.

Charlie Rose
The longtime TV journalist was accused bY. eight women of sexual harassment (/sto[Y./Iife/tv/2017/11/21/cbs-morning-addresses-charlie-rose-scandalcharlie-does-not-get-P.ass-here/8841 02001/) in a report from The Washington Post. The women claim Rose made unwanted sexual advances toward
them, including lewd phone calls and walking around naked in their presence. In a separate report, three CBS employees accused Rose of harassment
during his tenure. CBS fired Rose, while PBS revealed it would no longer carry his long-running interview show.

Paul Rosenthal
The Colorado state representative was accused of inaP-P-rOP-riatelY. touching_(/sto!)l/news/local/colorado/2017/11/15/second-colorado-lawmaker-accusedsexual-harassment/869220001/). a political organizer during a fundraiser in 2012. Rosenthal denies the claim.

Gilbert Rozon
Comedy festival organizer Gilbert Rozon has been accused by at least nine women of sexually harassing or sexually assaulting them. Rozon stepped
down as president of Montreal's renowned "Just for Laughs" festival and apologized "to all those I have offended during my life."

Geoffrey Rush
The Sydney Theatre Company announced that an actress accused GeoffreY. Rush (/storY.IIife/JleOP.Ie/2017/12/01/geoffreY.-rush-denies-inaP-P-rDP-riatebehavior-theater/9124690010, the Oscar-winning actor and a star of the Pirates of the Caribbean franchise, of inappropriate touching. Rush denies it, but
announced Dec. 2 that he stepped down as president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts amid the "current climate of innuendo
unjustifiable reporting."

Carl Sargeant
British Labour Party legislator earl Sargeant is believed to have taken his own life after harassment allegations cost him his post as the Welsh
government's Cabinet secretary for communities and children. He had asked for an independent inquiry to clear his name.

Chris Savino
An animator and writer best known for creating The Loud House was fired from Nickelodeon after multiple women lodged complaints against him, the
network confirmed in a statement to The Hoi!YJ!Y.OOd Re12orter (htlf.!://www.hoiiY.YtoodreP-orter.com/live-feed/nickelodeon-fires-loud-house-creator-sexualharassment-allegations-1050485).. On Oct. 23, Savino posted an apology to his Facebook page, writing he is "deeply sorry" that his words and actions
"created an uncomfortable environment," CBS News (htlf.!s://www.cbsnews.com/news/chris-savino-ex-nickelodeon-P-roducer-sexual-harassmentallegationsO. and The Hoi!YJ'Y.OOd Re12orter (htlf.!://www.hoiiY.YtoodreP-orter.com/live-feed/fired-nickelodeon-showrunner-aP-ologizes-sexual-harassmentallegations-surface-1 0511 07). report._(htlf.!s://www.facebook.com/jurvetson/f.!osts/1 0159616207180611 ?f.!nref=storY.).

Dan Schoen
Minnesota state legislator Dan Schoen announced his resignation in November after being accused of sexual misconduct. The Democratic first-term
senator was accused of making unwanted advances against several women and sexually assaulting one of them. Schoen, 42, was accused by a
Democratic candidate for office of grabbing her buttocks in 2015. Another candidate who is now a fellow Democratic lawmaker said he sent her a string of
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suggestive texts, and a Senate employee said he texted her a picture of male genitalia.

Mark Schwahn
A screenwriter best known for creating the popular TV series One Tree Hill, was accused of "traumatizing" sexual harassment by 18 cast and crew
members of the show, including Sophia Bush and Hilarie Burton, in a letter P-Ublished in VarietY.. on Nov. 13 (httP.://varietY..com/2017/tv/news/one-tree-hill3-1202614198/).. The letter was penned in support of former Tree Hill writer Audrey Wauchope, who detailed in a series of tweets
.(httP.s://twitter.com/audreY.alison/status/929504940254359552?
ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw&ref url=httP.s%3A%2F%2Fwww.usatodaY..com%2Fsto[Y.%2Fiife%2FJleOJlle%2F2017%2F11 %2F14 %2F one-tree-hill-cast-uniteaccuse-creator-mark-schwahn-sexual-harassment%2F861180001 %2F). the treatment female crew endured on the show. On Dec. 21, Schwahn was fired
QY. Lionsgate (/sto[Y./Iife/tv/2017/12/21/roY.als-creator-mark-schwahn-fired-after-sexual-misconduct-P.robe/97 5015001 D..

Robert Scoble
The tech consultant and blogger was accused of sexual harassment bY. two women (/sto[Y./tech/2017/1 0/22/robert-scoble-resigns-transformation-grouP.::

. A third woman claimed Scoble verbally harassed her. On Oct. 22, Scoble's friend and partner said
after-sexual-harassment-allegations/789071 001 D
Scoble had agreed to step down from their business consulting firm Transformation Group. After initially apologizing for doing things "that are really, really
hurtful to women," he said he's not guiltY. of sexual harassment (httP.s://scobleizer.blogD. because he had no power to "make or break" the careers of
women who made allegations against him. "Sexual Harassment requires that I have such power," he wrote.

Steven Seagal
,r·,~Jhe

actor and producer (Under Siege, Above the Law), was accused of sexual harassment QY. Portia de Rossi (/sto[Y./Iife/JleOJlle/2017/11/08/P.ortia-de-

(. __~;!Jssi-claims-steven-seagal-unziP.P.ed-his-leather-Jlants-during-office-audition/846985001D.• who claims he unzipped his pants during a private office
audition. ER actress Julianna Margulies also revealed an incident she had with Seagal in an interview with SiriusXM's JennY. Hutt
.(/sto[Y./Iife/2017/11/03/harveY.-weinstein-news-criminal-investigations-uJldates-sexual-assault-harassment/828432001 D. on Nov. 4. She claims the
producer requested to go over a scene with her in his hotel room when she was 23, and once she arrived, the female assistant who said she would be
there with her was gone.

Don Shooter
Eight women have accused Arizona state reJlresentative Don Shooter (/sto[Y./news/Jlolitics/legislature/2017/11/13/another-woman-accuses-arizona-reP.don-shooter-sexual-misconduct/860893001 D. of misconduct, including inappropriate touching and comments. The Arizona House of Representatives has
launched multiple investigations into the claims. Shooter has declined comment.

Andy Signore
The creator of entertainment site Screen Junkies and the YouTube series Honest Trailers was fired following several accusations from women on social
media. One woman claimed (httP.://varietY..com/2017/digital/news/honest-trailers-creator-andY.-signore-fired-for-egrngious-and-intolerable-sexualbehavior-1202583996/) Signore tried to sexually assault her and threatened to fire her boyfriend if she went public. In a statement Jlosted to Twitter
.(httP.s://twitter.com/defY.media/status/917199853658169345). on October 8, employer Defy Media called his behavior "egregious" and "intolerable." The
. New York Times (httP-s://wwW.nY.times.com/interactive/2017/11/1 0/us/men-accused-sexual-misconduct-weinstein.html)., VarietY..

...~)!!!P. :1/va rietY..com/2 0 17/dig ital/news/ho nest-trailers-creator-a ndY.-sig no re-fired-for-egrng ious-a nd-intolera ble-sexua 1-behavior-1202583996/)a nd Ind ieWire
.(httP.://www.indiewire.com/2017/1 O/andY.-signore-susJlended-screen-junkies-honest-trailers-1201884692D.reported on the fallout.

Gene Si m mons
The member of rock group Kiss was named in a lawsuit filed in Los Angeles Superior Court, according to the San Bernardino Sun
.(ht!P.://www.sbsun.com/2017/12/15/kiss-bassist-gene-simmons-facing-lawsuit-alleging-sexual-batte[Y.-during-socal-interview/).. Simmons is accused of
making unwarranted sexual advances at an on-air radio personality during an interview at a restaurant he eo-owns with band mate Paul Stanley. Simmons

..
denies the accusations (/sto[Y./Iife/JleOJlle/2017/12/17/kiss-frontman-gene-simmons-denies-accusations-sexual-misconduct/959583001 D

Bryan Singer
A lawsuit filed in Washington state claims (/sto[Y./Iife/movies/2017/12/07/new-lawsuit-alleges-director-b[Y.an-singer-raJled-17-Y.ear-old-boY./933265001 D.
the director behind the X-Men films sexually assaulted a 17-year-old boy. In a statement to Variety, Singer denies the allegations. The lawsuit landed the
same week Singer was fire from directing the Queen biopic Bohemian Rhapsody.

lra Silverstein
Illinois state Sen. lra Silverstein has been accused by activist Denise Rotheimer of "mind games" and commenting on her appearance, according to the
Chicago Sun-Times (.httP-.s:llchicago.suntimes.com!newsl/eadershiP-.-P-OSt-striP-P-.ed-for-senator-named-at-harassment-hearingO.. She said he did not

proposition her or initiate physical contact, the Chicago Tribune (f7tlf2:/lwww.chicagotribune.com/newslof2inionlzornlct-P-.ersf2ec-zorn-silverstein-rotheim-
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f22P..ers-11 08-201711 07-story_htm/)_reports.

Russell Simmons
The music mogul was accused of assault by model Keri Claussen Khalighi when she was 17, according.!2..l!....@P-ort in The Los Angeles Times
.(!::l!!P-:1/www latimes.com/business/hollwood/la-fi-brett-ratner-russell-simmons-20171119-htmlsto[Y..html).. Khalighi claims Simmons assaulted her and
coerced her to perform oral sex while director Brett Ratner- then a music video producer- was present. In a statement
.(/sto[Y./Iife/P-eoP-Ie/2017/11/19/russell-simmons-accusations-ter[Y.-crews-brett-ratner/878856001[).• Simmons said he "completely and unequivocally"
denies the claims.

John Singleton
Director John Singleton was accused by The Root author Danielle Young_(httP-s:l/www theroot.com/don-t-let-the-smile-fooi-Y.ou-i-m-cringi.og-on-the-insid1819987586). of making sexual advances while interviewing him about his new show Snowfall. She says others witnessed it. Singleton has yet to
comment on the incident.

Tom Sizemore

0

An 11-year-old actress on the set of crime thriller Born Killers (shot as Piggy Banks) In 2003, according to a report from The Hollywood Reporter published Nov. 13,
alleges that Tom Sizemore touched her genitals during a photo shoot for the film. His agent Step hen Rice, told the industry trade paper, "Our position is 'no
comment"' (Photo: Jordan Strauss, lnvision!AP)

0

The actor known for Saving Private Ryan, was accused of molesting an 11-year-old actress on the set of crime thriller Born Killers (shot as Piggy

Banks) in 2003, according to a mP-ort from (!:l!!P-:IIwww.hollwoodreP-orter.com/news/tom-sizemore-was-removed-movie-set-allegediY.-violating-11-Y.earold-girf-1 057629) The Holly}!L_ood ReP..orter (httP..:IIwww.holly}!L_oodreP..orter.com!newsltom-sizemore-was-removed-movie-set-a//eged/y_-violating-11-y_ear-old-

gir/-1 057629J.published Nov. 13. The child actress allegedly told her mother that Sizemore touched her genitals during a photo shoot for the film .
According to THR, her parents declined to press charges and months later, Sizemore returned for reshoots in Malibu. His agent, Stephen Rice, told the
industry trade paper, "Our position is 'no comment."'

Tavis Smiley
PBS indefinitelY. susP-ended the late-night TV show host (/sto[Y./Iife/2017/12/13/tavis-smileY,s-show-drOP-P-ed-P-bs-amid-troubling-allegationsmisconduct/950476001[). following "multiple, credible allegations" of misconduct. According to Variety_(httP-:I/varie!Y..com/2017/tv/news/tavis-smiley.:P-bS1202639424l).. an investigation found credible allegations Smiley had engaged in sexual relationships with multiple subordinates, and that some believed
their jobs depended on a sexual relationship with Smiley. Smiley denies any wrongdoing.

Kevin Spacey
The actor best known for his role on House of Cards and American Beauty, has been accused of sexual harassment by several people including actor
AnthonY. RaP-JL(/sto[Y./Iife/P-eOP-Ie/2017/1 0/30/who-anthonY,-raP-P--actor-who-accused-kevin-s~Y,-sexual-harassment/812414001/).• who claims he was 14
when Spacey made advances towards him in 1986. Spacey apologized to Rapp via Twitter on Oct. 30, writing, "I owe him the sincerest apology for what
would have been deeply inappropriate drunken behavior, and I am sorry for the feelings he describes having carried with him all these years." The actor
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also came out as gay in the statement. Spacey plans to "seek evaluation and treatment," the actor's representative Staci Wolfe told USA TODAY
.(/story/life/P-eOP-Ie/2 017/11/0 1/kevin-SP-a ceY.-scandal-new-accuser-saY. s-a ctor-made-advances-hi m-teen/82032400 1D._
.(!illP-s:!/www.facebook.com/jurvetson/P-osts/1 0159616207180611 ?J;1nref=story).

Sylvester Stallone
The actor-director whose Rocky franchise saw a rebirth with 2015's Creed, is facing reports of sexual assault
from the late 80s. An old police report detailed by the Daily_ Mail (htlf2 :/lwww.daily_mail.co.uk/newslarticle5081605/Syjvester-Stal/one-accused-forcing-teen-threesome.html). and the Baltimore Post-Examiner
.(httP-:IIbaltimoreJ;1ostexaminer.com/sY.Ivester-stallone-accused-30-Y.ears-ago-allegedly=grouJ;1-sex-teen-P-olicesaY./2016/02/16). website indicates an unnamed teen , then 16, consented to sex with Stallone in Las Vegas in
1986. But she told police she did not consent to group sex after Stallone invited his bodyguard to join them. She
said she felt intimidated into having sex with both of them. Under Nevada law, the age of consent is 16. "This is a
ridiculous, categorically false story," his rep , Michelle Bega, told USA TODAY. Meanwhile, a second woman has
steP-P-ed forward (/sto[Y.!Iife/P-eOP-Ie/20 17/12/21/sY.Ivester-stallone-categoricaiiY.-disP-utes-sexual-assault-claimsecond-accuser/9744180010.. reportedly filing a police report last month in Santa Monica , Calif.

A rep for Sylvester Stall one has
called decades-old sexual assault
allegations against the star
"categorically false." (Photo: Mike
Mars/and, Wirelmage)

Lockhart Steele
The editorial director for Vox Media was fired for harassment (!illP-:IImoneY..cnn .com/2017/1 0/20/media/voxmedia-fires-editorial-director-lockhart-steele/index.html). following allegations made by a former employee. In a
Medium post from Eden Rohatensky, a former web developer at Vox Media, she said a VP caressed her hand
and kissed her neck while in the back of an Uber. "Lock admitted engaging in conduct that is inconsistent with

our core values and is not tolerated at Vox Media," said CEO Jim Bankoff in a memo to employees, Variety_ reP-orts
.(httP- :IIvarietY..Com/2017/digital/news/vox-media-lockhart-steele-fired-sexual-harassment-1202595146/)..

Oliver Stone

Oliver Stone speaks during a press conference of the New Currents Jury at the Busan International Film Festival (BIFF) in Bus an, South Korea, on Oct. 13, 2017. (Photo:
JEON HEON-KYUN, EPA-EFE)

Carrie Stevens, an actress and former Playboy model, alleged the Oscar-winning director grabbed her breast during a party, she tweeted and detailed !Q
The Hollmood Reporter (hiiP-s:!/www.hollwoodreP-orter.com/news/oliver-stone-accused-g[QJ;1ing-tv-actress-eariY.-1990s-1 048468). and New York Daily
News. Meanwhile, actress Melissa Gilbert said she felt "humiliated" (/story/life/P-eoP-Ie/2017/11/21/melissa-gilbert-saY.s-oliver-stone-humiliated-her-inaudition-for-the-doors/8840740010. following an audition for the 1991 film The Doors, which Stone directed. "The whole scene was just my character on
her hands and knees saying, 'Do me, baby.' Really dirty, horrible," Gilbert said . "Then he said, 'I'd like you to stage it for me."' In a statement, Stone said
actors were told the aud ition process would be intense.

George Takei
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'Star Trek' original cast member George Takei denies the claim of former model Scott R. Brunton alleging Takei groped him in the actor's Los Angeles condominium in
1981. (Photo: USA TODAY)

The Star Trek actor and social activist was accused of sexually assaulting former model Scott R. Brunton, according to an interview P-Ublished bY. The

0

HoiiYJ!L.ood Re12orter on Nov. 10 (!:!!!Jl://www.hoiiY.YJloodreJlorter.com/news/george-takei-accused-sexuaiiY,-assaulting-model-1981-1 056698?

utm source=twitter&utm source=t.co&utm medium=referral&utm source=t.co&utm medium=referral). Brunton alleges Takei groped him in the actor's

Los Angeles condominium in 1981 . Takei denied the allegations (/storY,IIife/JleOJlle/2017/11/11/george-takei-sexuaiiY,-assault-accusation/854433001D. in a
series of tweets on Nov. 11, writing, "The events he describes back in the 1980s simply did not occur, and I do not know why he has claimed them now."

Jeffrey Tambor
The Transparent actor was accused of engaging in inappropriate behavior by his former assistant, a transgender woman named Van Barnes, according
to a Deadline reJlort (htlJl:l/deadline.com/2017/11/jeffreY,-tambor-sexual-harassment-claims-amazon-1202204220/). on Nov. 8. Tambor, who plays a trans
woman on the hit show, rejected the claims, calling Barnes' allegations "baseless." Tambor was also accused of sexual misconduct
.(iruQIY.IIife/JleOJlle/2017/11/16/transJlarent-trace-IY,sette-jeffreY,-tambor/873288001 D. by Transparent star Trace Lysette in a Nov. 16 report from The
Hollywood Reporter. Amazon Studios has initiated an investigation into the allegations, Amazon spokesperson Craig Berman confirmed to USA TODAY._

.(bl!P-s://www facebook.com/jurvetson/Jlosts/1 0159616207180611 ?Jlnref=storY.).

Jack late
A woman told NPR affiliate KUNC (htlJl://www.kunc org{Jlost/colorado-senators-baumgardner-and-tate-named-allegations-sexual-harassment) the
Colorado senator was inappropriate with her repeatedly over a period of two-and-a-half months in 2016, when she was 18. A formal comJllaint
.(hltJ:!:IIasJlenJlublicradio.org{Jlost/sen-jack-tate-fourth-colorado-lawmaker-accused-sexual-harrassment). has been filed . Tate denied wrongdoing, reports
KUNC.

o

lke Taylor
The former pro football player was susJlended as an analy.§L(/story.l§J)orts/nfl/2017/12/12/nfl-network-susJlends-anaiY,sts-over-sexual-misconductsuit/1 085329460. by the NFL Network after a former wardrobe stylist accused him of misconduct in a lawsuit. He has yet to respond to the claim.

Glenn Thrush
Several women accused the White House reporter for The New York Times of sexually inappropriate behavior, @P-Orts Vox
.(/storY,/news/Jlolitics/20 17/11/20/new-Y,ork-ti m es-susJle nds-sta r-reJlorter-g le nn-th rush-after-sexual-mi scond uct-a lleg atio n s/88 09 55001 0. The re port's
author, Laura McGann, claimed Thrush came on to her at a bar and she had to quickly leave. McGann said she believes he later disparaged her to their
newsroom colleagues. The Times said it will suspend Thrush while it investigates the matter. "Over the past several years, I have responded to a
succession of personal and health crises by drinking heavily," said Thrush in a statement to Vox. "During that period, I have done things that I am
ashamed of, actions that have brought great hurt to my family and friends ."

James Toback
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Director James Toback attending the photocall of the movie "The Private Life of a Modern Woman" presented out of competition at the 74th Venice Film Festival. (Photo:
Tiziana Fabi, AFP/Getty Images)

he screenwriter and film director (The Pick-up Artist, Two Girls and a Guy) , was accused of sexually harassing over 300 women , according to rngorts

,rom the Los Angeles Times (httg ://beta.latimes .comlentertainmenVmovies/la-et-mn-selma-blair-rachel-mcadams-james-toback-20171 026-sto[Y..html). on
Oct. 27. The Times says 31 of the women spoke on the record about their encounters with Toback, which go back decades, and more than 270 have
contacted journalist Glenn WhiP-P-.(!::lllP-://beta.latimes.com/entertainmenVmovies/la-et-mn-toback-follow-ug-20171 023-sto[Y..html). with similar claims .

AdamVenit
The agent faces a lawsuit from TerrY. Crews (/sto[Y./Iifelgeogle/2017/12/05/ter[Y.-crews-sues-holly:wood-agent-he-say.§:g[Qged-him/92551 0001 D.for
allegedly groping the actor at an industry event in 2016. Crews said in the lawsuit he shoved Venit after the agent grabbed his penis and testicles. "I have
never felt more emasculated , more objectified, I was horrified," Crews said during an interview (/sto(Y1lif§LP-eogle/2017/11/15/ter[Y.-crews-ogens-utc
alleged-assault-good-morning-america-interview/865631 001 D. on Good Morning America.

BruceWeber
Fashion ghotogrngher Bruce Weber has been accused (httg://www.tmz.com/2017/12/05/fashion-ghotogrngher-bruce-weber-sexual-harassmentallegationsD. by models Jason Boyce and Mark Ricketson of forcing them to touch their own genitals, they announced in a news conference with attorney
Lisa Bloom on Dec. 5.

Kirt Webster
INebster Public Relations CEO Kirt Webster has been accused of sexual assault by one woman. The firm has been renamed and Webster is "taking time
away."

Bob Weinstein
The film producer and brother of Harvey Weinstein has been accused of harassing TV producer Amanda Segel. In a statement, Spike TV told the
Associated Press (/sto[Y./Iife/movies/2017/1 0/17/bob-weinstein-accused-sexually,-harassing-female-tv-groducer/773055001 Dthat the network is
investigating the allegations by Segel, the showrunner on its adaptation of Stephen King's The Mist. According to a story published Oct. 17 by Varietr.
.(httg://variety,.com/2017/tv/news/bob-weinstein-sexual-harassment-1202592165D.. Weinstein invited her to dinner, to his home and to a hotel room during
a three-month period in the summer of 2016.

Harvey Weinstein
The film producer (Shakespeare in Love, Emma) , was accused of decades of alleged sexual harassment and assault in bombshell reports from the New
York Times (httgs://www.ny,times.com/2017/1 0/05/us/harvey,-weinstein-harassment-allegations.html? r=O). and New Yorker

Fullscreen

.(httgs://www.newy,orker.com/news/news-desk/from-aggressive-overtures-to-sexual-assault-harvey,-weinsteins-accusers-tell-their-stories). in early October.
The list of his accusers (/sto[Y./Iife/geogle/2017/1 0/27/weinstei n-scandal-comglete-list-accusers/8046~11my.,t.Mei»$teim!soo ptliktll~ includes
actresses Angelina Jolie, Gwyneth Paltrow and Rose McGowan. In wake of the allegations,

Weinsteilii ~~!P~~~pany board of directors on

Oct. 17. He has also filed suit against the Weinstein Company in an attempt to gain access to his emails and personnel file for the purpose of defel -~' 'ng
himself, the Associated Press reports .
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Matthew Weiner
The creator of hit series Mad Men was accused of sexual harassment by Mad Men staff writer Kater Gordon in an interview with The Information
.(httP-s://www thejnformation .com/articles/former-mad-men-writer-starts-nonP-rofit-after-alleged-harassment?
jwt=eY.JhbGciOiJI Uzl1 NiJ9.eY.JzdWiiOiJzaGFY.ZnP-h Y2tAZ21 haWwuY29tliwiZXhwljoxNTQxODixNjg2LCJuljoiR3VIc3QiLCJzY29wZS 16~JzaGFY.ZSJdfQ xl
Nov. 9. In the interview, she alleges Weiner told her late one night she "owed it to him to let him see her naked." She says she didn't report the comment
officially because she was afraid of losing her job. A year after the incident, Gordon was let go from Mad Men. Weiner's spokeswoman said in a statement
to The Information, "Mr. Weiner spent eight to ten hours a day writing dialogue aloud with Miss Gordon, who started on Mad Men as his writers assistant.
He does not remember saying this comment nor does it reflect a comment he would say to any colleague ."

JannWenner
Rolling Stone publisher Jann Wenner was accused by one man of sexual harassment. He says he did not intend to make the accuser uncomfortable.

EdWestwick

0

BAFTA

LOS ANCELES .

Ed Westwick known for his role on Gossip Girl is accused of sexual misconduct by two women. Actress Kristina Cohen accused Westwick in a Facebook post Nov. 6, of
raping her at his house three years ago and filed a Hollywood police on Nov. 7. Westwick denied the allegations, tweeting on Nov. 7, " I do not know this woman. I have
never forced myself in any manner, on any woman. I certainly have never committed rape. 11 Rachel Eck accused him of groping her and unwanted advances in a Buzzfeed

report on Nov. 14. (Photo: FREDERIC J. BROWN, AFP/Getty Images)

0

The Gossip Girl actor was accused of rape by actress Kristina Cohen, who filed a report of sexual assault with the Hollywood police station on Nov. 7,
LAPD spokesman Drake Madison confirmed to USA TODAY (l§iQ_rx/life/P-eOP-Ie/2017/11/07/laP-d-investigating-ed-westwick-allegations/842440001/),

Cohen accused Westwick in a Facebook P-OSt (httP-s://www.facebook.com/kristina.kruz.5/P-osts/10211729772336179). Nov. 6, which claimed he raped her
at his house three years ago. Westwick has denied the allegations, tweeting on Nov. 7 (httP-s://twitter.com/EdWestwick/status/927940546382913536).• "I
do not know this woman . I have never forced myself in any manner, on any woman . I certainly have never committed rape ." Westwick was also accused
of unwanted advances and groping by Rachel Eck in a Buzzfeed re1:1ort (httP-s:/lwww.buzzfeed.com/mbvd/a-third-woman-say.§.::gossiP-:girl-star-edwestwick-sexuaiiY.?utm_term=.P-sJYg2Ge1#.tn9aYKjOw). on Nov. 14._(httP-s:/lwww.facebook ,com/jurvetson/P-osts/1 0159616207180611 ?P-nref=sto[Y.).

Leon Wieseltier
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One-time New Republic literary editor Leon Wieseltier apologized to past staffers for behavior that accusers say included inappropriate touching. The Emerson Collective
immediately pulled its support for a magazine Wieseltier was set to publish. (Photo: June 9, 2013 photo by AP)

he former New Republic editor and senior fellow at The Brookings Institution was at the center of several stories about his conduct from former female
.mployees at the publication, @P-Orts Politico (httP-s:l/www.P-olitico .com/sto[Y./2017/1 0/24/leon-wieseltier-new-reP-ublic-emerson-collective-workP-Iaceconduct-244120).. Emerson Collective cut ties with Wieseltier, reported Politico, while The Brookings Institution suspended Wieseltier without pay,
according to the Washington Post (!ll!P-s:l/www.washingtonP-ost.com/blogs/erik-wemP-IelwP-/2017/1 0/25/brookings-institution-susP-ends-leon-wieseltierwithout-P-2Y.f?utm term= c4ed8c2e1534).. "For my offenses against some of my colleagues in the past I offer a shaken apology and ask for their
forgiveness," Wieseltier said in a statement.

Brendan Williams
Former Washington state Rep. Brendan Williams has been accused of four women of harassing or assaulting them while he was in office from 20052010.

Jameis Winston

(Photo: The Associated Press)

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers quarterback was accused by an Uber driver of groping, @P-Orts Buzzfeed (ht!P-s:l/www.buzzfeed.com/talalansari/jameiswinston?utm term=.ohOnQIX9V#.Y.cMkOXOEY),. The National Football League said it is investigating the matter (/story.!§.P-orts/nfl/2017/11/17/nflreviewing-allegation-jameis-winston-gmP-ed-uber-driver/1 0778467 4/),. In a statement from representative Russ Spielman, Winston denies the allegations.

SteveWynn
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The casino mogul resigned as finance chair of the ReP-ublican National Committee

(/sto[Y./news/J;!olitics/2018/01/27/steve-w~mn-sexual-misconduct

allegations-could-hurt-gQP-11 071968001/). following allegations of sexual assault. According to The Wall Street Journal, Wynn engaged in sexual
misconduct with company employees spanning decades. Wynn has vigorously disputed the accusations.

GreggZaun
The former Major League Baseball player who was a Toronto Blue Jays analyst for Sportsnet, was fired for "inappropriate behavior and comments"
toward female employees, Rogers Media announced

(/sto[Y~J;!orts/mlb/bluejl!Y.S/2017/11/30/blue-jl!Y.S-anaiY.st-gmgg-zaun-fired-inaRJ:lrOJ:Jriate

behavior/9118610010. Nov. 30. Zaun, 46, had played for nine major league teams over 16 seasons.

Matt Zimmerman
NBC News booker Matt Zimmerman was accused of inappropriate conduct by multiple women at the network. He was fired from NBC.
Contributing: Associated Press
Read or Share this story: https://usat.Jy/2iHPL3t
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Geoffrey Rush's repeated touching made actor 'uncomfortable',
court told
Actor's lawyer in defamation trial says allegation of inappropriate touching 'completely opaque'
0 Mon, Feb 19,2018,12:42

Australian actor Geoffrey Rush repeatedly touched a female cast member "in a way that made her feel uncomfortable"
during a 2015 production of King Lear despite being asked to stop, a Sydney court has heard.
The actor is suing the News Corp subsidiary Nationwide News and journalist Jonathon Moran for defamation over
articles published by the Daily Telegraph in November and December last year that reported on alleged "inappropriate
touching" of a female colleague during the Sydney Theatre Company production.
Rush denies the allegations and in a statement of claim lodged with the federal court argues that Australian newspaper
the Daily Telegraph made him out to be a "pervert" and a "sexual predator" who had "committed sexual assault". He has
labelled the allegations "spurious claims with bombastic titles".
In a court hearing on Monday his barrister, Richard McHugh SC, sought to have large sections of News Corp's defence
thrown out, partly on the basis that it failed to lay out specific accusations against Rush.
In a previous hearing Mr McH ugh argued that the defence contained "scandalous" information amounting to "rumours"
that would do further damage to Rush's reputation.
On Monday he said the allegation of "inappropriate touching" made against Rush was "completely opaque" and would
make it impossible for Rush to defend himself.
"To this day it's not clear what they're saying," he said. "Not just unclear, it's completely opaque.
"What would Mr Rush say in the witness box about that?
"He would get into the witness box and say, 'I didn't do it. I don't know what it is [but] I didn't do it."'
Justice Michael Whitney reserved judgment on the validity ofthe defence and a subpoena issued by News Corp seeking
access to Sydney Theatre Company but he did lift a confidentiality order suppressing the News Corp defence, arguing tha
the principle of open justice outweighed any risk of further damage to Rush's character.
During the hearing lawyers for News Corp laid out some ofthe allegations against Rush, arguing that he acted in a
"completely inappropriate" manner in a workplace during the production.
The court heard that Rush touched his cast-mate in a manner that made her feel uncomfortable while carrying her on
stage in front of an audience of hundreds of people and that the alleged conduct occurred on five occasions during the
final week of the Sydney Theatre Company production
"She said stop [and] he didn't, he went on doing it," the barrister for News Corp, Tom Blackburn SC, said. "Our case is
that in itself is inappropriate. If you touch someone out of the blue in a workplace situation ... in a way that makes the
person feel uncomfortable and the person says 'please stop this' and you don't stop, that in itself is inappropriate
conduct."
Mr McHugh said the argument that the touching was inappropriate because Rush was allegedly asked to stop was flawed
because he was required to touch the woman as part of the conditions of the workplace.
He also disputed whether Rush knew what it was he was being asked to stop.

https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/film/geoffrey-rush-s-repeated-touching-made-actor-uncomfortable-court-told-1.3397534
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Geoffrey Rush's repeated touching made actor 'uncomfortable', court told

"What is it my client was told to stop, and what was he supposed to do differently?" Mr McHugh said. "My client is
carrying the complainant. They must be touching. What is it that is new about the touching?"
The Daily Telegraph articles were published in November and December last year after the Sydney Theatre Company
released a statement to the newspaper saying it had received a complaint against Rush from someone who accused him c
"inappropriate behaviour" during the company's staging ofWilliam Shakespeare's King Lear two years earlier.
I
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Geoffrey Rush inappropriately touched actress, lawyer
tells courtroom
Associated Press

0

A lawyer in an Australian courtroom accused Oscar winner Geoffrey Rush of touching a woman inappropriately. (Reuters )

0
A lawyer accused Oscar-winning Australian actor Geoffrey Rush in court Monday of touching an
actress inappropriately on an Sydney stage three years ago while he was starring in a production
of "King Lear."

http://www. fox news.com/ente rta inment/2 0 18/02/19/g eoffrey-rus h-ina p propriately-touched-actress-lawyer-tells-courtroom.html
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Geoffrey Rush inappropriately touched actress, lawyer tells courtroom I Fox News

Rush is suing Sydney's The Daily Telegraph newspaper in Federal Court for defamation over
articles last year which alleged inappropriate behavior and touching during the Sydney Theatre
Company production in 2015.
The newspaper's lawyer, Tom Blackburn, told the court on Monday that Rush, now 66, touched an
actress who has not been identified on f1ve consecutive nights in the last week of the production
in a way that he had not done before and that made her uncomfortable.

"She said stop - he didn't. He went on doing it. Our case is that that in itself is inappropriate,"
Blackburn told the court.
But Rush's lawyer, Richard McHugh, told the court the accusations were vague.
Blackburn is fighting Rush's request to have the newspaper's truth defense struck out.

Justice Michael Wigney delayed his decision on that request to a later date.

http:/lwww.foxnews.com/entertainment/2018/02/19/geoffrey-rush-inappropriately-touched-actress-lawyer-tells-courtroom.html
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0
McHugh told the court that parts of the defense lacked specif1city and did not detail Rush's
alleged behavior.
The inappropriate behavior is alleged to have occurred when Rush and the actress were required
to touch on stage, McHugh said.
''To this day, it's not clear what they're saying. Not just unclear, it's completely opaque," McHugh
said.
The newspaper's lawyers have previously told the court that the articles did not allege Rush
engaged in inappropriate behavior of a sexual nature.
Blackburn said for the purposes of the defense it wasn't important where Rush touched the
actress, but the fact she allegedly asked him to stop - and he didn't stop - made it
inappropriate.

0

Rush, who was not in court on Monday, has denied behaving inappropriately.
Rush announced in December he was suing the newspaper over its reporting of the actress's
complaint of what the theatre company described in a statement as "inappropriate behavior."
The company said the complaint was made after the production closed. The actress had not
wanted Rush informed of her complaint, the company said.
Rush has performed in the Sydney Theatre Company for 35 years . He won the 1997 best actor
Academy Award for "Shine" and has three other Oscar nominations. He is perhaps best known
as Captain Barbossa in the "Pirates of the Caribbean" f1lms.

http://www.foxnews. com/entertainment/20 18/02/19/g eoffrey-rus h-inap propriately-touched-actress-lawyer-tells-courtroom. htm I
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The Never Ending List of Accused Perverts
by AVERY KLATSKY

(HTTPS://LONECONSERVATIVE.COM/AUTHOR/AVERYKLATSKY/)

FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 2018 (HTTPS://LONECONSERVATIVE.COM/2018/03/30/LIST·OF·ACCUSED·PERVERTS/)

In the midst of Hollywood award season, the Olympics, and a revolving political climate, the floodgates have been flung wide open of
accusations of sexual assault in the celebrital world. With this being said, major celebrities from all industries are under fire for their alleged
actions.
Below is a complete list of celebrities and public figures who have recently been accused of sexual misconduct.

(Notes: Chart as of 3/29/17, and names with an • have been added in. AI/ other names are according to The Associated Press
.(httgs://agnews.com/f9060549e9c54857a3657a26fc5eb099). An orange highlight indicates someone who is deceased.)

Occupation

Name

Comment/Action fo llowing Allegation(s)

Entertainment

Ben Affieck (http://www.dailywire.com/news/ 22196/another-allegation-againstaffleck·does-spell-doom-james-barrett)*

Actor

Apologized for behavior

Sherman Alexie (https://www.npr.org/2018/03/05/589909379/it-just·felt-verywrong-sherman·alexies-accusers·go·on·the·record)*

Author

Admits that some women are telling the truth ab•
allegations
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Mario Batali (https://ny.eater.com/2017/12/11/16759540/mario-batali-sexualmisconduct-allegations)'

Celebrity Chef

Takes leave following allegations

Hadrian Belove

Cinefamily Executive

Movie theater shut down due to debt

Eddie Berganza (http://ew.com/books/20 17/11/13/dc-comics-fires-editor-eddieberganza-over-sexual-harassment-accusations/)'

DC Comics Editor

Pending investigation, fired from DC comics

John Besh

Celebrity Chef

Stepped down from position

David Blaine (https://www.thedailybeast.com/exclusive-former-model-accusesdavid-blaine-of-rape)*

Magician

Denies allegations

Don Burke (https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/99303906/australiancelebrity-gardener-don-burke-denies-sexual-harassment-allegations)*

Australian Celebrity
Gardener

Denies allegations

Nick Carter

Singer

Denies allegations

David Cassidy
(http://www.miam iherald.com/enterta inmentlarticle 18 911998 9.html)' (Deceased)

Actor

Cassidy passed away on Nov. 21,2017, allegatior·~-,
broke after his death
I.

Louis C.K.

Actor

Says allegations are true, has apologized

Dallas Clayton (https://nypost.com/2017/11/16/make-magic-do-good-authordallas-clayton-accused-of-rape/)*

Author

Denies allegations

Stephen Collins (http://abcnews.go.com/US/stephen-collins-denies-pedophileconfessing-sexual-misconduct-girls/story?id=27728607)'

Actor

Denies allegations

Andy Dick (http://people.com/movies/andy-dick-fired-sexual-harassment/)*

Actor

Denied allegations of groping

Michael Douglas (http://www.cnn.com/2018/01/10/entertainment/michaeldouglas-sexual-harassment-interview-denial/index.html)*

Actor

Denies allegations

Richard Dreyfuss

Actor

Denies allegations

Andrew Duncan (https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/florida-projectproducer-accused-sexual-harassment-by-a-dozen-insiders-1068287)*

Film Producer

Denies any wrongdoing

Charles Dutoit (http://time.com/5100246/charles-dutoit-sexual-assault-rapeallegations/)'

Orchestra Conductor

Denies allegations

Shadie Elnashai

Cinefamily Executive

Movie theater shut down due to debt

Todd English (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5051939/Celebrity-chefTodd-English-accused-sexual-harassment.html)*

Celebrity Chef

No comment on allegations

Adam Fields

Film Producer

Denies allegations

James Franco (http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/la-et-entertainment-newsupdates-2018-james-franco-says-actresses-allegations-1515605045htmlstory.html)*

Actor

Says allegations are not accurate
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Yunxiang Gao (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5554433/Chinese-moviestar-accused-sexually-assaulting-woman-inside-ritzy-Sydney-hotel.html)'

Chinese Movie Star

Pleading not guilty

Gary Goddard

Director/Producer

Denies allegations

Raymond Grant (https://www.thesun.eo.uk/tvandshowbiz/5303291/kiosk-keithsacked-im-a-celebrity-smacking-girls-bum-drunkl)'

Actor (a.k.a. Kiosk Keith)

Fired from "I'm a Celebrity"

Tyler Grasham (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/8847780011)'

Hollywood Agent

Fired from the Agency of Performing Arts after
accusations

Paul Haggis (https://www.independent.ie/style/celebrity/celebritynews/oscarwinner-paul-haggis-denies-allegations-of-sexual-assault-from-fourwomen-36462601.html)*

Filmmaker

Denies allegations

Charlie Hallowell (http://www.foxnews.com/food-drink/2017/12/29/sanfrancisco-chef-charlie-hallowell-accused-sexual-harassment-by-17-women.html)*

Celebrity Chef

Apologizes for actions

Jon Heely (http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/20 17/12/08/d isney-musicexecutive-charged-with-sexual-misconduct-report-says.html)'

Music Executive at
Disney

Suspended without work, pleaded not guilty to
charges, denies allegations

AndyHenry

Casting Employee

Fired by employer

Dustin Hoffman

Actor

Apologized for behavior

Jens Hoffmann (https://www.metrotimes.com/thescene/archives/2017/12/05/mocad-curator-jens-hoffmann-suspended-fromother-projects-amid-sexual-harassment-claims)*

Museum of
Contemporary Art
Detroit (MOCAD)
Curator

On unpaid leave, denies allegations

Israel Horovitz (https://www.nyti mes.com/2017/11/30/theater/israel-horovitzsexual-misconduct.html)'

Actor, Director,
Playwright

Claims of having a "different memory of events;'
apologizes to women who have accused Horovit;

Mike lsabella (http://www.straitstimes.com/lifestyle/food/celebrity-chef-mikeisabella-accused-of-sexual-harassment)'

Celebrity Chef

Claims his company does not tolerate sexual
harassment

Johnny Iuzzini (http://www.foxnews.com/food-dri nk/2017 /11/2 9/celebrity-chefjohnny-iuzzini-accused-sexual-harassment.html)*

Celebrity Chef

Apologizes for actions, says some claims are
inaccurate

John Jarratt (http://www.news.eom.au/entertainment/celebrity-life/aussie-actorjohn-jarratt-has-responded-to-sexual-assault-accusations/newsstory/1f13034a44181e8aa00bb1911c793c14)'

Australian Actor

Denies allegations

Ron Jeremy (https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/features/inside-ron-jeremysexual-misconduct-allegations-w511844)*

Adult Film Actor

Denies allegations, cleared
(http://canoe.com/entertainment/celebrity/porn·
legend-ron-jeremy-cleared-in-sexual-assaultinvestigation-report) from allegations

Aled Jones (https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/aled-jones-bbc-axed-sexualharassment-claim-contact-denies-statement-songs-of-praise-classic-fma806337 6.html)'

Singer, "Songs of Praise"
Star

Taken off air by BBC amid allegations, apologizes
behavior

Ethan Kath (https://www.theguardian.com/music/2017/oct/25/alice-glass-crystalcastles-ethan-kath-sexual-assault-abuse)'

Singer/Songwriter,
Crystal Castles

Denies allegations
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R. Kelly (http://variety.com/2017/music/news/new-r-kelly-accuser-comesforward-with-claims-of-physical-and-sexual-abuse-12025970111)*

Singer/Songwriter

Denies allegations

Robert Knepper

Actor

Denies allegations

Joel Kramer (http://www.nydailynews.com/entertainment/james-camerondenies-knowing-eliza-dusku-alleged-assault-article-1.3756863)*

Stunt Coordinator

Denies allegations

Andrew Kreisberg

Showrunner

Told Variety he has made comments on women's
appearances, but they were "not sexualized"

Jesse Lacey (https://www.rollingstone.com/music/news/brand-news-jesse-laceyapologizes-for-sexual-misconduct-w511579)*

Musician

Apologizes for actions

John Lasseter

Pixar/Disney Animation
Chief

6 month leave of absence, apologized for behavic

Stan Lee (https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/01/09/mar.vel-creator-stan-leeaccused-of-groping-harassing-nurses/)*

Marvel Comics Creator

Denies allegations

James Levine (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/03/arts/music/james-levinemet-opera.html)*

Opera Conductor

No comment on allegations as of yet

Bey Logan (http://variety.com/2017/film/asia/weinstein-asia-executive-bey-loganaccused-of-sexual-misconduct-1202638722/)'

Actor

Denies any criminal wrongdoing

Melanie Martinez (https://jezebel.com/pop-singer-melanie-martinez-accused-ofsexual-assault-b-1821025157)*

Pop Singer

Denies allegations

Peter Martins (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/04/arts/dance/peter-martinsnew-york-city-ballet.html)*

Leader of the NYC Ballet

NYC Ballet is looking into allegations

Danny Masterson (https://www.thedailybeast.com/danny-masterson-rapeaccuser-comes-forward-to-blast-netflix-we-do-matter)'

Actor

No comment on allegations, fired from Netflix

Craig McLachlan (http://www.news.com.au/entertainment/celebrity-life/actorcraig-mclachlan-reportedly-accused-of-being-a-manipulative-sex-predator/newsstory/952fca8cae82f1c7458e521843a6ee08)*

Actor

Denies allegations

Benny Medina (https://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/pictures/hollywoodsexual-misconduct-scandals/benny-medinal)*

Manager

Denies allegations

Miguel
(https://docs.google.com/document/d/1 OtzGOOY_EC9q_tK9COxFPLis4p 1YfsJ MZr_dqbz_vs/edit)*

Singer

Denies allegations

Murray Miller (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/20 17/11/22/wei nsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Screenwriter

Denies allegations

TJ Miller (https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/people/2017/12/19/actor-t-jmiller-denies-accusations-sexual-assault-physical-violence/964492001/)'

Actor

Denies allegations

Rick Najera (http:!/variety.com/2017/tv/news/cbs-diversity-showcase1202601412/)*

Actor, Writer, Producer

Denies allegations, Fired from CBS
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Carter Oosterhouse (https://www.dai lywi re.com/news/24707/hgtv-star-accusedforcing-makeup-artist-repeatedly-amanda-prestigiacomo)'

HGTVStar

Denies any coercion, claims relations were
consensual

Jeremy Piven

Actor

Denies allegations

Roman Polanski (https://www.theguardian.com/film/2017/oct/23/romanpolanski-marianne-barnard-allegations)'

Film Producer/Director,
Writer, Actor

Denies some allegations, admits to unlawful sexu
intercourse

Twiggy Ra mirez (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinstei naftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)'

Guitarist

Dismissed from Marilyn Manson's band, denies
allegations

Brett Ratner

Filmmaker

Denies allegations

Terry Richardson (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/10/23/exclusive-terryrichardson-banned-working-vogue-leading-mags/)'

Fashion/Portrait
Photographer

Denies allegations

Gilbert Rozon

Comedy Festival
Organizer

Stepped down as president of Montreal's "Just fc
Laughs" festival, apologized for behavior

Geoffrey Rush (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/8847780011}'

Actor

Denies allegations

Chris Savino

Producer

Apologized for behavior

Mark Schwahn (https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/one-tree-hill-markschwahn-suspended_us_Sa0dabdce4b0b37054f4ec35)'

Showrunner

No comment on allegations, suspended

Ryan Sea crest (http://people.com/tv/ryan-seacrest-denies-misconductallegations-former-stylist/)'

TV Host, Radio
Personality

Denies allegations

Steven Seagal

Producer

Denies allegations

Charlie Sheen (http://www.syracuse.com/celebritynews/index.ssf/2017/12/hollywood_sexual_harassment_assault_list.html)'

Actor

Denies allegations, has sued the National Enquin
defamation

Andy Signore (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)'

Creator of Screen
Junkies

Fired from Screen Junkies

Gene Simmons (https://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/genesimmons-denies-any-wrongdoing-amid-sexual-misconduct-allegations/)'

Singer

Denies any wrongdoing

Russell Simmons (https://en.wikipedia.org!wiki/Russeii_Simmons)'

Def Jam Record eofounder, CEO of Rush
Communications

Says relationship was consensual, stepping down
from businesses amid allegations

Bryan Singer (http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2017/12/07 /bryan-singersued-over-alleged-sexual-assault-17-year-old-boy.html)'

Director, Producer, Actor,
Writer

Fired from "Bohemian Rhapsody;• no comment or
allegations

John Singleton (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)'

Director

No comment on allegations

Tom Sizemore

Actor

Denies allegations
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Kevin Spacey

Actor

Apologized for behavior, is seeking unspecified
treatment, not returning to "House of Cards"

Morgan Spurlock (https://www.dailywire.com/news/24683/leftist-filmmakermorgan-spurlock-preempts-claims-emily-zanotti)*

Filmmaker

Admits to sexual harassment

Sylvester Stall one (http://time.com/5029300/sylvester-stallone-sexual-assaultallegationsl)*

Actor

Denies allegations

Oliver Stone (http://variety.com/2017/tv/news/bob-weinstein-sexualharassment-12025921651)*

Filmmaker

No comment on allegations

Jeffrey Tambor

Actor

Denies allegations

George Takei

Actor

Denies allegations

Mario Testino (https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/14/mario-testinoand-bruce-weber-models-claim-fashion-vogue)*

Photographer

Disputes claims made against him

James To back

Writer/Director

Denies allegations

John Travolta (https://www.thedailybeast.com/john-travolta-accused-of-sexualbattery-by-male-masseur)*

Actor

Denies allegations

Eric Tsang (https://www.reuters.com/article/us-hongkong-actor-tsang/hong-kongstar-eric-tsang-denies-sexual-assault-allegations-idUSKBN1F61WD)*

Actor

Denies allegations

Ben Vereen (https://www.amny.com/entertainment/celebrities/ben-vereensexual-misconduct-1.15869055)*

Actor

Apologized for behavior

Jing Wang (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5554433/Chinese-moviestar-accused-sexually-assaulting-woman-inside-ritzy-Sydney-hotel.html)*

Chinese Movie Star

Pleading not guilty

Bruce Weber (https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/2017/12/05/fashionphotographer-bruce-weber-accused-groping-male-models/923407001/)*

Photographer/Filmmaker

No comment as of yet

Matthew Weiner

"Mad Men" Creator

Denies allegations

Bob Weinstein (http://variety.com/2017/tv/news/bob-weinstein-sexualharassment-12025921651)*

Film Producer, head of
the Weinstein Company,
(brother of Harvey
Weinstein)

Denies allegations

HarveyWeinstein

Producer

Denies allegations of non-consensual sex, apolog
forcausing"a lot of pain" with the way he acted
around colleagues in the past

EdWestwick

Actor

Denies allegations

Adam Venit (https://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/terry-crewsdetails-alleged-sexual-assault-by-adam-venit-in-tv-interviewl)*

Former Head ofWME's
Motion Picture Group

Took 30 days leave of absence, returned to work,
demoted to agent

Gianni Versace (https://www.dailywire.com/news/22790/actor-kevin-sorboclaims-he-was-victim-sexual-emily-zanotti)* (Deceased)

Fashion Designer

Versacewas murdered in 1997, allegations brokE
after his death
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Media, Publishing, &
Business

Tom Ashbrook (https://www.cbsnews.com/news/tom-ashbrook-on-point-radiohost-faces-misconduct-allegationsl}'

NPR Host

Placed on leave amid allegations

And re Balazs (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/09/style/andre-balazs-accusedof-groping-standard-chateau-marmont.html)'

President/CEO of Andre
Balazs Properties

No comment on allegations

Gavin Baker (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/8847780011}'

Technology Fund
Manager at Fidelity
Investments

Denies allegations

Ken Baker (http://variety.com/2017/tv/news/ken-ba ker-e-sexual-harassmentallegations-1202600640/)'

Journalist atE! News

"Disturbed by anonymous allegations; won't be c
the air during investigation from E! News

Stephen Blackwell

Billboard Magazine
Executive

Resigned from the magazine

Richard Branson (http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2017/11/27/richardbranson-accused-sexual-harassment-by-singer-says-has-no-recollection.html)'

Founder of Virgin
Atlantic Airways, Virgin
Mobile, Virgin Blue

Says he has "no recollection" of the events

Giuseppe Castellano

Penguin Random House
Art Director

No comment on allegations

Max Clifford (https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/peopl e/2017/12/10/britishcelebrity-publicist-max-clifford-dies-while-imprisoned-sexualassault/9385560011}' (Deceased)

British publicist

Died on Dec. 10,2017 in prison. Clifford was sen
an 8 year prison sentence.

Andrew Creighton
(http://www.sacbee.com/entertainment/celebrities/article192557059.html)'

President of Vice Media

Stepped down from position

Teddy Davis (http:/!thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/362432-senior-cnnproducer-dismissed-over-inappropriate)'

Senior Producer at CNN

Fired from CNN, no comment on allegations

Steve Edwards (https://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/steveedwards-fired-amid-sexual-harassment-allegationsl}'

'Good Day LA' Anchor

Fired amid allegations

Hamilton Fish

New Republic Publisher

Resigned from magazine

Harold Ford Jr. (http://wreg.com/2017/12/07/harold-ford-jr-fired-due-to-sexualharassment-allegationsl}'

Financial Managing
Director at Morgan
Stanley, Former U.S. HoR
Congressman (D)

Denies allegations, fired from Morgan Stanley

Ken Friedman (https://www.cbsnews.com/news/ken-friedman-spotted-pigowner-accused-sexual-misconductl}'

eo-owner of the Spotted
Pig (restaurant)

Apologizes for actions

Mike Germane
(http://www.sacbee.com/entertainment/celebrities/article192557059.html)'

Chief Digital Officer of
Vice Media

Stepped down from position

David Gui Ilad (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/wei nsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)'

Manager, Producer, and
co-CEO of Primary Wave
Entertainment

Took leave of absence from company following
allegations
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Mark Halperin

Journalist

Denies some allegations, fired from NBC, book
contract terminated

John Hockenberry (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/04/business/media/johnhockenberry-sexual-harassment.html)*

WNYC Radio Host

Apologizes for behavior, making colleagues feel
uncomfortable

Ken Holoman (http://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2017/12/12/former-uc-davisprofessor-stripped-of-titles-amid-sexual-assault-allegationsl]'

UC Davis Orchestra
Conductor

Stripped of titles, denies allegations

Dylan Howard (https://jezebel.com/top-national-enquirer-editor-dylan-howardaccused-of-se-1821028636)*

National Enquirer Editor

Claims allegations are "baseless"

Sa m lsaly (http://www.businessinsider.com/orbimeds-sam-isaly-steps-down-aftersexual-harassment-allegations-2017-12)*

Founder of OrbiMed

Stepping down from position as managing partne
"did not recall allegations"

Jesse Jackson (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)'

Reverend, Civil Rights
Activist

"Does not recall incident;• apologizes to any pain
accuser may have experienced

Florian Jaeger (https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-017-08235-z)'

Cognitive Scientist at the
University of Rochester

No comment on allegations

Steve Jurvetson (http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-tn-steve-jurvetson20171113-story.html)'

Former Partner of
Draper Fisher Jurvetson
(DFJ)

Left DFJ, Tesla and SpaceX/plans to pursue legal
action "against those whose false statements
defamed him"

Garrison Keillor (https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwoway/2017/11/2 9/56 7241644/garrison-keillor-accused-of-i nappropriatebehavior-minnesota-public-radio-says)'

Voice Actor/Radio
Personality

Fired from Minnesota Public Radio

Larry King (http://www.syracuse.com/celebritynews/index.ssf/2017/12/hollywood_sexual_harassment_assault_list.html)*

Former CNN Host

Denies allegations

Knight Landesman

Artforum Publisher

Resigned from magazine

Matt Lauer (https://www.nytimes.com/20 17/11/2 9/business/media/nbc-mattlauer.html)'

TV Journalist

Fired from NBC, issued apology

Ryan Lizza (https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-new-yorker-severs-ties-withstar-reporter-ryan-lizza?source=twitter&via=desktop)'

Reporter for the New
Yorker

Fired by The NewYorker, claims thefiring"was(
,
terrible mistake"
~~,"~j

Leonard Lopate (https://www.cbsnews.com/news/longtime-nyc-public-radiohosts-suspended-after-allegations-of-inappropriate-behaviorl]*

WNYC Radio Host

"Baffled" by suspension from WNYC, claims he h;
never done anything inappropriate on any level

Malcom Maddox (http://www.fox2detroit.com/news/local-news/wxyz-anchormalcom-maddox-placed-on-leave-amid-claims-of-sexual-harassment)'

WXYZ-TV Anchor

Placed on leave by WXYZ-TV

Massage Envy (https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/massage-envy-partnersanti-sexual-violence-group-after-misconduct-allegations-n826731)'

Largest massage
franchise in the U.S.

Partnering with Rape, Abuse & Incest National
Network (RAINN) as a result of more than 180 cl
of sexual assault

Chris Matthews (http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2017/12/16/nbc-paidoff-producer-who-accused-chris-matthews-harassment-report-says.html)'

MSNBC,NBC
Commentator

NBC paid off a producer who accused Matthews
about 2 decades ago

BiiiO'Reilly

Journalist, Author,
Former TV Host at Fox
News

Fired from Fox News, settled one allegation clairr
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Michael Oreskes

National Public Radio
News Chief

Ousted from NPR

Shervin Pishevar (https://www.engadget.com/20 17/12/05/hyperloop-one-cofounder-steps-down-sexual-harassment-claimsl)*

Founder of Sherpa
Capital and Virgin
Hyperloop One

Stepped down from positions, arrested for rape (•
never charged) in London in November 2017, der
all allegations

Ray Price

Amazon Executive

Resigned from Amazon

Geraldo Rivera (http://www.syracuse.com/celebritynews/index.ssf/2017/12/hollywood_sexual_harassment_assault_list.html)*

Fox News Reporter

Apologizes for actions

Charlie Rose

PBS/CBS Host

Apologized for behavior, questioned the accurac1
some of the accusations

Andy Rubin (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/29/technology/andy-rubinandroid-google-misconduct.html)*

CEO/Founder of
Essential Products

Stepped away from firm amid misconduct report

Jonathan Schwartz
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/06/business/media/wnyc-leonard-lopatejonathan-schwartz.html)*

WNYC Radio Host

Fired from WNYC, no comment on allegations

Robert Scoble (https://www.theverge.com/2017/10/23/16527862/robert-scobleresigns-transformation-group-sexual-harassment)'

Tech Blogger at the
Transformation Group

Apologized for behavior, acknowledged his actio!
were inappropriate

Tavis Smiley (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/13/business/media/tavis-smileymisconduct-pbs.html)*

PBS Talk Show Host

Suspended from PBS, denies allegations

Lockhart Steele (http://money.cnn.com/2017/10/20/media/vox-media-fireseditorial-director-lockhart-steele/index.html)'

Editorial Director at Vox

Fired from Vox

David Sweeney (https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwoway/20 17/11/28/567026 934/npr-chief-news-editor-departs-in-wake-ofharassment-allegations)*

NPR Chief News Editor

Fired from NPR, no comment as of yet

Glenn Thrush

NYTWhite House
Reporter

Disputes some allegations, says he has a drinking
problem, apologizes for "any situation where [he]
behaved inappropriately"

VICE (https://www.vice.com/en_us/page/statement113017)' (3 Employees)

Media Outlet

Fired 3 employees over alleged sexual misconduc
proposes 'sensitivity training'

Kirt Webster

Webster Public Relations
CEO

Firm renamed, Webster is "taking time away"

JannWenner

Rolling Stone Publisher

Says he did not intend to make the victim
uncomfortable

Lean Wieseltier

New Republic Editor

Removed from masthead of The Atlantic magazir
apologized for behavior

Matt Zimmerman

NBC News Beaker

Fired from NBC

Politics
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Johnny Anderson

Staffer for Louisiana Gov.
John Bel Edwards (D)

Denies allegations

Joe Barton (http://www.cnn.com/2017/11/22/politics/texas-joe-barton-apologygraphic-picture/index.html)*

Texas Rep. in the U.S.
House of
Representatives (R)

Apologizes for not having "better judgement;• wil
seek re-election in 2018

Randy Baumgardner
(https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017 /11/22/weinstein-aftermath-allmen-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Colorado House of
Representatives (R)

Joe Biden (http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2017/11/16/adventurescreepy-joe-biden-serial-young-girl-toucher!)*

Former Vice President of
theU.S.(D)

Legislator in the

Florida Democratic Party

Stephen Bittel

Chairman

Denies any wrongdoing

N/A

Resigned

Raul Bocanegra (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/8847780011)'

Former Member of the
California State
Assembly (D)

Will not seek re-election following allegations

George H.W. Bush

41st President of the
United States (R)

Issued apologies "to anyone he has offended"

Jeff Clemens

Member of the Florida
State Senate (D)

Resigned

John Conyers

U.S. Representative from
Michigan (D)

Tony Cornish

Minnesota State
Lawmaker (R)

Announced resignation

Matt Dababneh (http://www.dailywire.com/news/24327/lobbyist-recountsdemocrat-masturbating-front-her-amanda-prestigiacomo)'

Assemblyman from
California (D)

Denies allegations, announced resignation

Michael Fallon

Secretary, Conservative
Party member (UK)

Denied allegations, including one he settled, Con·
(http://www.cnn.com/2017/11/30/politics/johnconyers-hospitalized/index.html) was also
hospitalized for a 'stress-induced' condition,
announced retirement

British Defense

U.S. Representative from

Blake Farenthold (https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/rep-blakefarenthold-settled-sexual-harassment-claim-84-000-n825696)*

Texas (R)

Resigned from position

Settled seuxal harassment claim for $84,000

AI Franken

U.S. Senator from
Minnesota (D)

Faces a Senate ethics investigation, plans to resig

Trent Franks (http://www.cnn.com/2017/12/07/politics/trent-franksresigns/index.html)*

U.S. Representative from
Arizona (R)

Accounced resignation from Congress, to take ef
at the end of January

David Gomberg (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)'

Oregon State
Representative (D)

Publicly apologized for behavior
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Former House Majority
Leader in South Dakota

Brian Gosch (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)'

(R)

Said his comments were "made in jest and not me
to make her feel uncomfortable"

Greg Graves (http://www.heraldextra.com/news/local/govt-and-politics/sexualharassment-investigation-report-released-county-gop-joins-callsfor/article_45e7b88c-44ed-537d-9a96-86fe52873dcb.html)'

Utah County
Commissioner (Formerly
a Republican, now a
member of the
Democratic party)

Denies allegations

Cliff Hite (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/20 17/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/8847780011)'

Former Ohio Senator (R)

Admits to inappropriate behavior

JeffHoover

Speaker of the Kentucky
House of
Representatives (R)

Denies harassment allegations, admitted to send
consensual yet inappropriate text messages, rem
in Legislature

Kentucky Lawmaker (R)

Denied allegations, committed suicide on Decem
13 per The Washington Post
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/postnation/wp/2017/12/14/a-lawmaker-accused-ofmolesting-a-teen-killed-himself-his-widow-callshigh-tech-lynching!?utm_term=.7da2a56c19d9)

DanJohnson
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost!wp/2017/12/12/accused-ofmolesting-a-teenage-girl-kentucky-lawmaker-refuses-to-resign/?
utm_term=.fc04c027f651)' (Deceased}

Ruben Kihuen (http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nevada-democrat-accused-sexualmisconduct-resign/story?id=51599790)'

(D)

Alex Kozinski (https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwoway/2017/12/08/569559223/federal-appeals-judge-alex-kozinski-accused-ofsexual-harassment)*

Former Judge for the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit

Denies allegations, stepped down after allegatior

Jeff Kruse (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/20 17/11/22/wei nsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)'

Member of the Oregon
Senate(R)

Denies allegations

Jack Latvala

Member of the Florida
State Senate (R)

Denies allegations

Steve Lebsock (http://www.denverpost.com/2017/11/29/wake-sexualharassment-allegations-rep-steve-lebsock-resists-calls-resignation/)'

Former Rep. of Colorado
House District 34,
Candidate for Colorado
Treasurer (D)

Denies allegations, still plans to run

Corey Lewandowski (https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/dec/27/extrump-campaign-manager-corey-lewandowski-accused-of-sexual-assault)'

Former Campaign
Manager for President
Trump(R)

No comment on allegations

lvan Lewis

Member of Parliament,
Labour Party (UK)

Suspended, apologized if behavior was "unwelco1
or inappropriate"

Tony Mendoza (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/}'

Member of the California
Senate (D)

Denies any wrongdoing, booted from leadership
positions, pending investigation

RoyMoore

Judge from Alabama (R)

Denies allegations, lost Alabama Senate election

Ed Murray (https://www.dailywire.com/news/18695/after-alleged-sexual-abusevictim-goes-public-hank-berrien)'

Mayor of Seattle (D)

Denies allegations, resigned from position as Ma'
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Ed Murray (http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/12/16/wyoming-secretarystate-ed-murray-accused-sexual-assault-by-former-intern.html)•

Wyoming Secretary of
State(R)

Denies allegations

Paul Pressler Ill (https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houstontexas/houston/article/Lawsuit-accuses-retired-Texas-justice-of-sexual12458341.php)*

Retired Justice of the
Texas 14th Circuit Court
of Appeals (R)

Denies allegations

Andrea Ramsey (https://www.dailywire.com/news/24725/female-democrataccused-sexual-harassment-slams-james-barrett)*

Candidate for Kansas
Rep.(D)

Denies allegations, dropped out of race

Paul Rosenthal (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Colorado House of
Representatives (D)

Denies allegations

Carl Sargeant (Deceased)

Labour Party (UK)
Legislator

Sargeant
(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/11/13/"
found-welsh-carl-sargeant-hanged-home-readin
note-left/) committed suicide after the allegation

Dan Schoen

Minnesota State
Lawmaker (D)

Said he would resign

U.S. Rep. from Virginia

Bobby Scott (http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/aide-accusescongressman-bobby-scott-sexual-misconduct-article-1.3702026 )*

(D)

Denies allegations

Don Shooter (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Member of the Arizona
House of
Representatives (R)

No comment on allegations

Ralph Shortey (https://www.google.com/search?
client=safari&rls=en&q=ralph+shortey&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8)'

Former Oklahoma State
Senator(R)

Plead guilty to child sex trafficking

lra Silverstein (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/20 17/11/22/wei nsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Member of the Illinois
Senate (D)

Stripped of Democratic leadership position, per
Chicago Sun Times
(https://chicago.suntimes.com/news/leadership-1
stripped-for-senator-named-at-harassmenthearing/)

Jack Tate (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/8847780011)*

Legislator in Colorado (R)

Denies any wrongdoing

Donald J. Trump (https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/uspolitics/trump-sexual-assault-allegations-claims-women-how-many-gropingaccused-us-president-a8091581.html)*

45th President of the
United States (R)

Apologized for "Access Hollywood" tape, denies
sexual assault allegations

Brendan Williams
(https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinstein-aftermath-allmen-accused-sexual-misconduct/884778001/)*

Formerly of the
Washington State House
of Representatives (D)

Denies allegations

Sports

Jose ph "Sepp" Blatter (https://www.theguardian.com/football/2017/nov/10/hopesolo-sepp-blatter-flfa-sexual-assault-accusation)*

Swiss Football
Administrator, 8th
President of FIFA

Denies allegations

Fletcher Cox (https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fletcher-cox-lawsuit-philadelphiaeagles-player-seducing-wife/)*

Defensive Tackle (DT) for
the Philadelphia Eagles

No comment as of yet
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Eric Davis (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/12/sports/nfl-network-marshallfaulk-donovan-mcnabb.html)*

Former Cornerback (CB)
for the San Francisco
49ers, Carolina Panthers,
Denver Broncos, and
Detroit Lions, Analyst for
ESPN and

No comment on allegations, fired from ESPN

Heath Evans (https://www.dailywire.com/news/24571/nfl-network-rockedsexual-harassment-lawsuit-three-james-barrett)*

Former Fullback (FB) for
the Seattle Sea hawks,
Miami Dolphins, New
England Patriots, and
New Orleans Saints,
Analyst for NFL Network

Suspended by NFL Network

Marshal! Faulk (https://www.dailywire.com/news/24571/nfl-network-rockedsexual-harassment-lawsuit-three-james-barrett)*

Former Running Back
(RB) for the lndianapolis
Colts and the St. Louis
Rams

Suspended by NFL Network

AlexGilady

International Olympic
Committee Member

Denied rape accusations, acknowledged a claim t
he made propositions during a job interview, ste1=
down from broadcasting company,IOC is looking
the allegations

Danny Jordaan

Former South African
Soccer Association
President

Denies allegations

Donovan McNabb (https://deadspin.com/espn-suspends-donovan-mcnabb-ericdavis-after-nfl-netw-1821218948)'

Former Quarterback
(QB) for the Philadelphia
Eagles, Washington
Redskins, and Minnesota
Vikings

Suspended by ESPN

Warren Moon (http://www.espn.com/nfl/story/_jid/21694844/warren-moonsued-sexual-harassment-assistant-sports-marketing-firm)'

Hall of Fame NFL
Quarterback

Sued over allegations, to take leave of absence as
commentator for the Seattle Sea hawks

Larry Nassar (http://wwmt.com/news/local/larry-nassar-pleads-guilty-to-morecharges-of-criminal-sexual-conduct)*

Former U.S. Olympic
Gymnastics Team Doctor

Pleaded guilty to seven counts of first degree crir
sexual charges, also plead guilty to federal chargE
regarding child pornography in July 2017

Jerry Richardson (http://www.foxnews.com/sports/2017/12/15/carolinapanthers-owner-jerry-richardson-accused-workplace-misconduct.html)'

Owner of the Carolina
Panthers (NFL)

No comment on allegations

Miguel Sano (http://www.espn.com/mlb/storyl_lid/21903348/miguel-sanominnesota-twins-denies-assault-allegations-mlb-looking-matter)*

3rd Baseman (3B) for the
Minnesota Twins

Denies allegations

Warren Sa pp (http://www.tampabay.com/sports/football/bucs/Warren-Sappaccused-of-harassment-NFL-Network-suspends-three-analysts-over-sexualassault-allegations_163524103)*

Former Defensive Tackle
(DT) for the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers and the
Oakland Raiders

Suspended by NFL Network

lke Taylor (https://www.dailywire.com/news/24571/nfl-network-rocked-sexualharassment-lawsuit-three-james-barrett)'

Former Cornerback (CB)
for the Pittsburgh
Steelers, Analyst for NFL
Network

Suspended by NFL Network

Eric Weinberger (http://www.newsweek.com/who-eric-weinberger-billsimmonss-top-exec-accused-sexual-harassment-nfl-745337)'

President of the website
"The Ringer"

Suspended "indefinitely"
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Jameis Winston (https://247sports.com/Bolt/NFL-investigating-Jameis-Winstonfor-sexual-assault-110625710)•

Quarterback (QB) for the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers

Being investigated by the NFL, previously settled
rape case while at Florida State University (FSU)
$950,000, per N PR
(https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwoway/2016/01/25/464332250/fsu-pays-950-00C
woman-who-accused-jameis-winston-of-sexualassault)

Gregg Zaun (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/11/22/weinsteinaftermath-all-men-accused-sexual-misconduct/8847780011)•

Former Major League
Baseball (MLB) Catcher,
Toronto Blue Jays
Analyst

Apologizes for "any harm or distress his commen·
may have caused his female colleagues," per
Sports Net
(http://www.sportsnet.ca/baseball/mlb/gregg-zal
issues-apology-inappropriate-behaviour/)

Extra Statistics:

General Breakdown:

Industry

#of People Accused (% ofTotal Amount)

Entertainment

94

Media, Publishing, & Business

51

Politics

44

Sports

17

Total

206

Political Breakdown:

Political Affiliation (of Politics Category)

#of People Accused

Democrat (D)

20

Republican (R)

20

Labour Party (United Kingdom)

2

Conservative Party (United Kingdom)

1

Other/NA

1

Total

44

Sports Breakdown:

14/17
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Sport/League

Number of People Accused

National Football League (NFL)

10

Soccer

2

Olympic

2

Major League Baseball (MLB)

2

Other

1

Total

17
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#MeToo has led to an asphyxiating vortex of
litigation
Richard Ac/(/and

Defamation cases have exploded around the world in response to sexual misconduct
allegations
Tue 3 Apr 2018 16.53 AEST

The legal system crashing headlong into #MeTooism provides theatre of an altogether
dramatic spectacle.
On stage we find Geo:ffrey Rush's defamation claim against the Daily Telegraph for its "King
Leer" article, alleging he behaved "inappropriately" towards another actor in the Sydney
Theatre Company's production of the Shakespearian play two years ago. Rush denies all
claims.
No less commanding is Craig McLachlan's litigation against Fairfax, the ABC and actor Christie
Whelan Browne. According to his pleadings before the New South Wales supreme court he
claims the publications meant he indecently assaulted, sexually harassed, indecently exposed
himself and bullied female cast members during the 2014 production of The Rocky Horror
Show- allegations he rejects.
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/apr/03/metoo-has-led-to-an-asphyxiating-vortex-of-litigation
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Accusers have been prompted to come forward about sexual misconduct in the wake of the
allegations oflurid conduct by the Hollywood film producer Harvey Weinstein. Whatever the
label- TimesUp, #MeToo, #balancetonporc- women now feel motivated to speak up.
A number of women also levelled allegations against the former TV personality Don Burke,
which he denies. Craig McLachlan has been the subject of allegations by five women.
Antony Catalano, the former CEO of Domain Holdings, has gone to his lawyers to reject the
Financial Review's report that the real estate marketing business was run like a "boys club"
where female employees were "made to feel uncomfortable".
Guardian Australia had a story that a 2DayFM executive was fired for allegedly raping a video
producer who worked at the radio station.
The calling out of allegedly predatory behaviour is a global movement. The "rat on your pig"
movement in France has had a roiling effect in that country.
In the United States, porn stars and Penthouse models are making allegations against Donald
Trump and his extramural trysts. In Britain, the defence secretary fell on his sword, so to
/"~~peak, after a series of allegations surfaced, including lunging at a female journalist's lips after
''',,rfinch and repeatedly touching another reporter's knee.
Maybe some of these outings do not qualify for inclusion within the strict definitional confines
of the #MeToo category. The complaint to the Sydney Theatre Company from an actor about
Geoffrey Rush was not an instance of a woman loudly declaring her version of events to the
world. It only became evident in the defence pleadings that the allegation was made by Eryn
Jean Norvill, who played Cordelia opposite Rush.
We now descend into the abyss oflegal technicalities.
The NSW supreme court defamation judge, Lucy McCallum, in the first preliminary hearing of
the McLachlan case pointed to the "infinite complexity and ambiguity of sexual and sexualised
behaviour". The responses range from:
... people who would dismiss the most inappropriate and unacceptable conduct as being (only a
joke', to those of the champions of the #MeToo movement, to the French feminist response to that
( 1ovement reflected in the statement of the famous French actor Catherine Deneuve.
V

'-''"'~jf

The difficulty also extends to finding the right words to fit the descriptions used by the media.
For instance, the defendants in the McLachlan case unsuccessfully objected to the plaintiff's
claim that the publications mean the actor ((is guilty of indecently assaulting, sexually
harassing, indecently exposing himself to, and bullying female cast members ..."
It was contended that this rolls up several distinct defamatory meanings which makes it harder

to defend. McLachlan's barrister said that the four kinds of conduct described in the pleading
((represents a catalogue within a genus".
Justice McCallum thought that the complexity of the language in the Fairfax articles and the
issues raised ((defies distillation into a single word or phrase".
In the Rush case, which is before the federal court of Australia, where judges sit without juries,
Justice Michael Wigney has struck out the Telegraph's defence of truth and set aside a
subpoena served on the Sydney Theatre Company seeking documents in relation to the
complaints laid against Rush.
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/apr/03/metoo-has-led-to-an-asphyxiating-vortex-of-litigation
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The judge found the particulars of the truth defence were deficient. In relation to the alleged
"inappropriate" touching by Rush of Norvill, the judge said the "touch" would have occurred
on stage, "observed by hundreds of patrons" in circumstances where he had to carry Norvill
"and therefore touch her".
The judge wanted more details about "the touch".
What exactly was the 'touch'? What part ofMr Rush relevantly touched the actress? Was it one or
both hands or some other part of his body? And what part of the actress' body was touched? What
was the nature and duration of the touch? ...

Justice Wigney also thought there might be an innocent explanation for Rush to be in the STC's
women's bathroom at the same time as Norvill. The claim is he stood outside a cubicle she
occupied until she told him to "fuck off".
The judge questioned whether Rush knew she was in the bathroom before he entered.
IfMr Rush had another reason for entering the bathroom it might not be able to be characterised
as 'inappropriate'.

He also felt obliged to comment on the motivation behind the Telegraph's headlines "King
Leer" and "Star's Bard Behaviour", saying:
It would seem that the sub-editors~ or whoever it was responsible for the headlines and subheadlines~ simply could not help themselves.

Nationwide News has flagged its intention to seek leave to appeal against the strikeout
decision, to be able to replead its defences and to cross sue the Sydney Theatre Company,
which provided information to the paper on which its story about Rush was based.
If Justice Wigney's ruling stands, then the newspaper and its reporter Jonathon Moran are in
difficulty. To have a reasonable prospect of success they need to be able to defend the story on
the ground that it was true. "It's true or it's nothing;' is the refrain media lawyers sing all the
time.
That invariably means the complainant will have to give evidence and as we saw in the Chris
Gayle defamation case against Fairfax, women who blow the whistle are also in for a torrid
time in the witness box.
Christie Whelan Browne, one of the complainants in the McLachlan case, is now also a
defendant as well as a witness.
In France, the creator of that country's #MeToo movement, Sandra Muller, is being sued for
defamation by her former boss who she accused of sexual harassment.
Former Fox News employee Laurie Dhue is suing Bill O'Reilly over claims he made that
allegations against him were "unfounded". She had previously received settlements in relation
to O'Reilly's behaviour.
Complainants complain, media organisations that publish the complaints are sued, the
perpetrators complain about their victims and the victims sue the perpetrators.
This might well be described as an asphyxiating vortex oflitigation.

https://VNNV.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/apr/03/metoo-has-led-to-an-asphyxiating-vortex-of-litigation
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In a slightly different version on the theme, Stormy Daniels, who is a complainant but hardly a
victim, is suing Donald Trump's lawyer Michael Cohen for casting doubt on the veracity of her
allegations against the president.
Defamation proceedings are far from a satisfactory way for aggrieved celebrities to regain their
footing. This is a long, complex, expensive and risky path to undo the harm.
In Canada Patrick Brown, a conservative politician in Ontario accused of sexual misconduct,
mounted a vehement social media campaign proclaiming his innocence and gave selected
interviews to try and rehabilitate his reputation, which he said had been damaged by "sloppy
journalism". He is also suing the TV network which broadcast the allegations.
It's interesting that in January, following the publication of the allegations against him,
McLachlan gave an extensive and exclusive interview to the Sunday Telegraph. It was a
carefully choreographed piece, which didn't press for details about his alleged behaviour.
The article said:
There were no restrictions on the interview, but, citing legal advice, the actor would not comment
the specific allegations made against him.
With his partner, orchestra conductor Vanessa Scammell, by his side, he conceded he had a
~Benny Hill' sense of humour but had said he didn't come close ~in the filth department' to other
cast members.

"By God, I will fight this;' he added.
Only seven weeks earlier the Telegraph published its story about Geoffrey Rush, which just
goes to show that the media is perfectly capable of straddling both sides of the street.
Richard Ackland is a Guardian Australia columnist

Since you're here ...

... we have a small favour to ask. More people are reading the Guardian than ever but
advertising revenues across the media are falling fast. And unlike many news organisations,
we haven't put up a paywall- we want to keep our journalism as open as we can. So you can
see why we need to ask for your help. The Guardian's independent, investigative journalism
1kes a lot of time, money and hard work to produce. But we do it because we believe our
perspective matters -because it might well be your perspective, too.
I appreciate there not being a paywall: it is more democratic for the media to be available for all
and not a commodity to be purchased by a few. I'm happy to make a contribution so others with
less means still have access to information. Thomasine, Sweden
If everyone who reads our reporting, who likes it, helps fund it, our future would be much
more secure. For as little as $1, you can support the Guardian- and it only takes a minute.
Thank you.

Support The Guardian

VISA
Topics
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A bit of Geoffrey Rush goes too far in Final Portrait 1 Georgia Straight Vancouver's News & Entertainment Weekly
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bit of Geoffrey Rush goes too far in Final Portrait
oy Ken Eisner on April 4th, 2018 at 5:07PM

1

Starring Geoffrey Rush. In English and French, with English subtitles. Rated PG
1714
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A bit of Geoffrey Rush goes too far in Final Portrait. Certainly, the Australian Oscar winner
bears an uncanny resemblance to the wild-haired Swiss-Italian artist Alberto Giacometti, most
famous for raw-textured sculptures so elongated, they make El Greco's stufflook hyperrealistic(~,

1

~,~;

Written and directed by actor Stanley Tucci, the story is loosely based on journalist J ames
Lord's A Giacometti Portrait, in which he recounted an afternoon sitting that stretched into 18
days-much as the movie stretches a half-hour's worth of material to 90 minutes and never gets
under the creative skin of its subject.
We meet Giacometti, as did Lord (Call Me by Your Name's Armie Hammer), in 1964 Paris,
where the rumpled modernist had kept a small studio for more than 40 years. Shot in dark,
near-monochromatic tones that allow a few Parisian colours to intrude-the odd party dress or
a red BMW-Final Portrait mostly sticks to the confines of that cramped and crumbling atelier.
The strategy is initially engaging, but viewers may soon share Lord's bum-numbing discomfort
at watching the theatrical whims of a 63-year-old baby who always gets his way, even if he
rarely knows quite what that way should be.
The celluloid Giacometti changes his mind as often as he lights cigarettes (and every character
smokes in every scene, to go with the Gypsy-jazz score, presumably). This oddly arrogant self1715
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doubt obtains in wiping out his most recent attempts, bullying his patient younger brother
(Tony Shalhoub), and ignoring his long-suffering wife (Sylvie Testud) whenever distracted by
his current mistress, a flighty prostitute (Clemence Poesy, of In Bruges and several Harry
Potter movies).
Giacometti also talks smack about other artists, including Picasso, who in real life befriended
Lord just after the war, as did Gertrude Stein, who helped the young writer escape the closet
that hid him while he was in the U.S. army. None of this comes out on-screen, and the young
scribe remains a cipher, thereby missing the chance to make this a double portrait, with
commentary about the process of making art and consuming it. An art critic becomes one of a
painter's last subjects, and yet the movie relies on tortured-genius cliches and gives the
audience little sense of why either of its antiheroes matter. (Hard to say if Rush's current
#MeToo problems inform the role or hinder it.)
Spoiler alert: the painting, which was eventually finished, sort of, was sold at auction in 2015 for
more than US$20 million. That buys a lot of paint, and a few indie movies, as well.
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Geoffrey Rush Is "Virtually Housebound" Hears Australian Court I Deadline

-INTERNATIONAL

Geoffrey Rush Is "Virtually Housebound" And His Career Is
"Irreparably Damaged" Oz Court Told In Defamation Case
by Andreas Wiseman
• April 9, 2018 5:31am

Oscar winner Geoffrey Rush is "virtually housebound" and believes his career
has been "irreparably damaged" following the publication of an allegation
gainst him, his lawyers claimed in an Australian court today.
The Shine and The King 's Speech star is suing Sydney's Daily Telegraph and
journalist Jonathan Moran for defamation over articles that said he was
suspected of inappropriate behavior toward a fellow performer during a
Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear in 2015.
Rush, who denies the allegation, since had endured "tremendous emotional
and social hardship," according to legal documents filed in the Federal Court of
Australia. This included him eating little food, having difficulty sleeping and
feeling anxious in public, his lawyers said. "The applicant has found that as a
direct result of the publications he has been constantly associated in Australia
and internationally with the #MeToo movement," they detailed. Rush stepped
own from his role as president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts in December, and he won a gag order against the Daily
Telegraph in February.
The tabloid, which is published by News Corp subsidiary Nationwide News, has
defended its reports, but Rush accused the newspaper of false and "spurious"
claims when he filed the defmnation suit in December. The newspaper argues
that its articles were not defamatory and that it reported no accusations of a
sexual nature. Last month, however, Justice Michael Wigney struck out large
parts of the newspaper 's defense of truth . The newspaper has appealed that
decision .
Our Privacy Polin has changed.
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statements relating to a complaint
alleging inappropriate behavior by Rush
knowing they would, or would likely, be
re-published by the Telegraph.
In court this morning, Rush's barrister
attacked the cross claim as "spurious" and
a time-wasting exercise. The cross-claim
application is scheduled to be heard on
Friday. Wigney said it was likely that the
trial would be heard in December.

Sydney
Theatre
Company
Sydney Theatre Company

Rush last year received a Golden Globe nomination for Nat Geo's Genius .
Subscribe to Deadline Breaking News Alerts and keep your inbox happy
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Luke • on Apr 9, 2018 8 :01am

A disgusting situation all round. First of all, the accuser has been allowed to remain anonymous while
smearing her victim's good name. Second of all, Geoffrey was not even furnished with the accusations.
Just that there were accusations. How do you defend yourself when you don't even know what exactly
you're being accused of much less who you supposedly did it to? And third of all, the media as usual dived
right in despite knowing as little about the situation as Geoffrey. Lots oflurid headlines but with no
information in the articles beneath because nobody knows what the hell is alleged to have happened.
I hope this anonymous accusation thing when it comes to sex is eliminated and Geoffrey successfully sues
the woman to hell and back.

J.D. • on Apr 10, 2018 7:02pm
http ://deadline.eo m/20 18/04/geoffrey-rus h-vi rtua lly-hou se bound-career -i rrepa
ra bly-d am aged-hears-eo urt -defa mation-case-1202360758/
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well said Luke!

Jane "' on Apr

2018 8:03 am

I hope he puts them out of business the scum.

e

on Apr 9, 2018 8:25am

Good for you, Geoffrey Rush. Unfortunately, they rushed to judgement, not having all the facts. In this
particular case, I hope you make millions in damages.

" on Apr 9, 201811:39 am
Hang in there Mr. RUSH! You're true fans have not deserted you and are wishing you well .... both in your
lawsuit and you're career!

mooncove " on Apr 10, 2018 8:58am

Here here! Lots of love to you Geoffrey. We know you're telling the truth.

David 0 • on Apr 9, 201811:43 am

I stand with Mr. Rush. Hope he gets his career back and a ton of money. Disgusting.

Cra " on Apr 9, 2018 3:39 pm

This like a Kafka play. You don't know what you are accused of or who accuses you. I support Me Too but
can't be used for annymous allegations. This type of thing will damage the movement.

• on Apr 9, 2018 7:40 pm

Charlie Rose is going around NY without a problem

Fred • on Apr 10, 201810:57 am

Here's an idea. Man up and grow a pair ...

Donaldo • on Apr 10, 201812:43 pm

Man up and grow a pair? What exactly would that look like, Fred?
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Up close- but not too personal: The 'intimacy workshops' giving actors guidelines for sex scenes I London Evening Standard
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It's mid-afternoon at Camden's New Diorama Theatre and two actresses are practising a sex scenewithout touching.
Instead, they're saying every action out loud: "''m looking at you and smiling, I put my hand between
your legs, I turn my body and lift my buttocks, I go down!' Across the room, a male and a female actor
are rehearsing an on-stage kiss as a director watches on. They begin by establishing boundaries: "Can I

https://www.standard.co.uk/go/london/theatre/up-close-but-not-too-personal-the-intimacy-workshops-giving-actors-guidelines-for-sex-scenes-a3828901.html
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GO LONDON
It sounds remarkably scripted but that's the point. This is one of a new set of "intimacy workshops" for
actors, producers and directors by professional movement director Ita O'Brien. Together with London
casting agency Carey Dodd Associates, she has developed a set of guidelines for approaching simulated
sex and nudity in theatre, TV and film in the post-Weinstein era: a code of conduct, if you like, for
getting intimate on stage and on screen.
O'Brien's reasons are two-fold: to equip cast and crew for this type of scene, and to keep them safe. "It's
about helping to address something that's often embarrassing or pushed to the side;' she explains.
Talking about it takes away that embarrassment and opens up a conversation to ensure "everyone is on
the same page", from the actors to the crew.

READ MORE

Why UK actresses and activists are saying Time's Up too

Crucially, it's also about safety. After more than 30 years in the industry, O'Brien recalls many
"upsetting" stories from actors she's worked with, and just this year Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush
has been accused in court of touching an actress inappropriately on stage in a production of King Lear.
According to documents, the touch was "not directed or scripted by any person or necessary for the
purpose of the performance of the production," and left the female cast member "visibly upset". In 2013,
the lesbian sex scene in Abdellatif Kechiche's film Blue Is The Warmest Colour brought the actordirector relationship into the limelight after actress Lea Seydoux revealed it had been "extremely
difficult", "humiliating" and "gross" to shoot. She said she was made to feel like a "prostitute" filming the
scenes, which reportedly took 10 days to film, and said she would never again work with Kechiche.

https://www.standard.co.uk/go/london/theatre/up-close-but-not-too-personal-the-intimacy-workshops-giving-actors-guidelines-for-sex-scenes-a3828901.html
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GO LO £ 0
as an actor. For student actors, it's about going out into the profession in a more empowered way. Being
ready to work doesn't mean opening yourself up to being abused - it's that element of being able to say
no."
O'Brien insists that her guidelines are "not a set of rules" but a code of conduct for best practice.
Similarly to off the stage, the key word is consent. The nine principles include asking actors to consent
to scenes of an intimate nature, agreeing strategies for halting action if an actor is uncomfortable and
setting pre-agreed times when nudity will be used. It may sound restrictive but actors say it leaves them
feeling free. "You discover so many other things that might not happen 'in the moment'," says actress
Maeve O'Sullivan.
@ THE BEST THEATRE TO SEE IN MAY

•

• •

•

@) 10
show all

When it comes down to it, the guidelines are simple: treat sex scenes in the same way you would a fight
scene, O'Brien explains. Actors should identify the shape of the scene, agree "danger zones" and areas
of physical touch, choreograph physical actions using plain words, identify emotional content then
integrate the physical actions with it. For scripts of a particularly sensitive nature, she suggests
i!.ploying a suitably trained "intimacy director" to help formulate the scene - a role she practices
nerself at her workshops.
The majority of people who come say they simply want to find out more. O'Sullivan says it's a
"misconception that actors are love-y people" who are "open to whatever". She says the workshops have
helped her to feel "braver".
Some have had a bad experience with what directors expect from them. One student says she's had
many kisses forced on her in past auditions. "It's like using tongues in a kiss;' she says. "It should be
something that's specifically spoken about and nothing should ever be a surprise. That's where people
can take advantage of situations because it's like 'Oh, I'm just in character':'

https://www.standard .co.uklgo/london/theatre/up-close-but-not-too-personal-the-intimacy-workshops-giving-actors-guidelines-for-sex-scenes-a3828901
.html
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Female writers unite to write free plays about power

O'Brien says ultimately it's about professionalism. The stage is a workplace for those in the industry,
and "everybody deserves to be treated in the workplace with respect". She hopes her guidelines will be
formally adopted by the industry. Lamda introduced them last year: the workshops now take place as
part of the induction week programme for BA and MA actors and Mountview drama school in Wood
Green now works with O'Brien.
"The intention is that just as people wouldn't dream of not having a stunt co-ordinator for a fight scene,
if there's an intimate scene they wouldn't dream of doing it without making sure they've agreed
consent or employed an intimacy coordinator:' She wants that to become the "absolute standard"
industry-wide. "It's a more efficient and streamlined way of working and it creates exciting and
believable sex scenes: a safe space to be sexy."

@katie_strick
. . . lick here to buy London theatre tickets with GO London Tickets
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'I apologise to anyone who felt uncomfortable or disrespected- that was
never my intent,' he said.
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Updated May 25, 2018 · 02:56 pm.
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after t~en#MeToo and Time's Up movements began around October. The
movements, which seek to expose sexual harassment and assault,
especially at workplace, gathered momentum after Hollywood producer
Harvey Weinstein was accused of sexual harassment by nearly 70 women,
including actors Ashley Judd, Rose Me Gowan, Asia Argento and Angelina
Jolie. Actors and directors such as Dustin Hoffman, Brett Ratner, Geoffrey
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NORTH EAST NEWS

North East: Rain and landslide
damage major roads, Manipur cut
off from rest of the country
Part of a highway sank in a landslide near Kohima and a bridge got
damaged in Manipur.
by Scroll Staff

Published 2 minutes ago

Kohima-Dimapur sector of NH 29 near Kohima

I HT Photo

Manipur was virtually cut off from the rest of the country on Sunday after
a bridge along the National Highway 37 got damaged following heavy rain.
Rain over the last few days has also damaged a part of National Highway
29 in Nagaland, the Hindustan Times reported.
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A stretch of around 100 metres on the busy Kohima-Dimapur sector ofNH29 near Kohima sank early on Sunday because of a landslide. This left more
than 100 Manipur-bound goods trucks stranded on the highway.
The bridge, over Barak River along the Imphal-Jiribam sector ofNH-37, got
damaged when a loaded truck was on it on Sunday morning. Dozens of
trucks were unable to move near the bridge.
"We have removed the truck from the bridge and now the repairing and
restoration works of the bridge is underway," an official of the National
Highway and Infrastructure Development Corporation told the Hindustan

0

Times.

The rain also caused landslides along parts of NH-2, affecting traffic along
the Kohima-Dimapur road, PTI reported on Sunday, quoting Nagaland
Police ....
(Read more)
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Barry Humphries: 1 defend to the ultimate my
right to give deep and profound offence'
4

Simon Hattenstone
The creator of Dame Edna Everage and Sir Les Patterson is back on stage with a
show highlighting the dangers of censorship. He talks about living in a prudish
age, sexual harassment and why he regrets voting for Brexit
Wed 11 Jul2018 23.51 AEST

arry Humphries' latest stage show celebrates the music of the Weimar
Republic -radical, risque and ultimately banned by the Nazis. The
performer, best known for his monstrous creations Dame Edna Everage
and Sir Les Patterson, believes there is no better time to highlight the
danger of censorship. Today, Dame Edna's sly prejudices and Sir Les's
outlandish views (his monologues are peppered with references to spags, slopies,
muff-munchers and shirt-lifters) are regarded by many as relics. Some might even
regard them as "degenerate", just as Hitler did the art of the Weimar Republic. As for
Humphries, he is scathing about what he calls "the new puritanism".
We meet at his agent's office in King's Cross, London. At 84, Humphries is super
bright, fearlessly opinionated and more rakish than ever. Baggy check suit, bright
green tie, matching pocket square that could double up as a tablecloth, snakeskin
shoes and fedora, he looks every inch the boho dandy.
The grotesque global superstar Dame Edna Everage and the foul-mouthed priapic
dribbler Sir Les Patterson are hilarious spoofs of old-school Australian bigotry. In the
flesh, Humphries is unrecognisable from Everage and Patterson. Intellectually, he
could not be more different- a bibliophile with 30,000 books at home, most of them
read. While Dame Edna and Sir Les are loud and boorish, Humphries is quiet and
urbane ("I never swear;' he says). He sounds more like a 1950s upper-class English
gent than Sir Les. And yet people continue to ask -with good reason - where do Dame
Edna and Sir Les end and Barry Humphries begin?
His return to the stage is unusual because he appears as himself, curating an evening
of songs sung by the Australian chanteuse Meow Meow. Weimar Cabaret pays homage
to the cultural revolution that blossomed between the end of the first world war and
the rise of Hitler. It was a short-lived period in which jazz, expressionism and
dadaism flourished. Humphries is a huge fan of this period. It shouldn't surprise us.
Dame Edna and Sir Les are caricatures every bit as savage as the paintings of Otto Dix
or George Grosz.
Humphries says none of his characters give him quite as much pleasure as Australian
ambassador Sir Les, best known for his puce cheeks, huge appendage and formidable
frothing. "I enjoy playing Les more than any other character because it release my
inner vulgarity. It liberates my repressed ribaldry:' In 1999, Sir Les appeared with
Kylie Minogue at Nick Cave's Meltdown, in a duet that concluded with him chasing
her round the stage and whipping out his famous (and thankfully fake) "frightener".
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Sir Les is an acquired taste. When I first came across him in my teens, I couldn't
believe somebody could be so disgusting on TV and get away with it - he was one of
the funniest things I'd ever seen.

Barry Humphries with Meow Meow at the Barbican.
Photograph: Tristram l<enton for the Guardian

Does he still have sufficient saliva to play the dissolute ambassador? "Well, look, the
same question was asked by Prince Charles." Like Edna, Humphries is an
accomplished name-dropper. "He said: 'Do you have some kind of tube running down
your mouth?' and I said: 'No, I produce it myself: It really is organic. I can expectorate
six rows into the stalls." He looks at me with undisguised pride. "That is an
accomplishment, isn't it? I can almost hit a target half a block away!" Does the royal
family like Sir Les? "Prince Charles likes Les a lot," he whispers lubriciously. Of Dame
Edna's formidable gladdy-chucking feats, he says: "With the gladioli, I can get them
into Camilla's lap if she's sitting in the front row of the dress circle:' How does he
know? "She told me:' British royalty seem to adore Dame Edna as much as Dame
Edna adores them.
Dame Edna remains Humphries' most successful creation. She first appeared in the
1950s when he was living in Australia. Edna was a parody of polite, decent, smallminded suburban housewives. "Edna was painfully shy at first. Angonisingly shy:'
His eyes twinkle. "Hard to believe!" And how she evolved - the voice became louder,
the diamante spectacles more spectacular, the purple rinse more flamboyant and the
ego more untamed. The amazing thing about Edna is that she was never regarded as a
man in drag, she was simply Edna. In the late 1980s she was given her own chatshow,
The Dame Edna Experience, which paved the way for Mrs Merton (who had more
than a touch ofEdna about her). Edna became a brilliant pricker of pomposity. She
was merciless on her guests, memorably telling Jeffrey Archer: "If you can't laugh at
yourself you might be missing the joke of the century."

0

0

Ultimately, Edna satirises the nature of celebrity itself- the faux intimacy of stars who
actually hold their fans in contempt. She talks of "the little faces" in the audience,
"looking up, grotesque with gratitude" . In her song That's What My Public Means to
Me, she sings: "You can keep the company of Roman Polanksi and Bianca, it's after
nobodies like you that I hanker:'
After Humphries' mother died, he admitted Edna was largely based on her. In the
past, he has painted a picture of a cold, unhappy, priggish woman who would point
out Jews in the street as if they were a lower form oflife. Louisa Humphries wanted
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her Barry to be a somebody, and she was embarrassed when he opted for a career in
theatre. She would often say: "We don't know where he came from!'
His mother seemed to take pleasure in him getting bad reviews. "She'd say: 'Don't be
depressed, Barry. There's something you have to learn - not everybody likes you!"'
Did she mean that she didn't like him? "I'm not sure. There was a kind of relish. I
think she was finally a bit proud of me, but she teetered on the brink of being
embarrassed as well. She was very complex!'
Nowadays he sees a lot of his mother in himself, "the same mentality - a bit waspish,
prepared to see the negative side of people and situations".

As Dame Edna Everage. Photograph: Robbie Jack/Corbis via
Getty Images

Humphries says his childhood was stultifying. His father was a builder who made
good, and bought into middle-class life. Despite living in Melbourne, the family were
little Englanders. "We were pretending we were in the home counties. We had nice
churches, English gardens with nice lawns, crumpets for tea, teapots in the form of
thatched cottages, pictures of Winston Churchill on the back of the kitchen door, and
we subscribed to the Church of England. As Germaine Greer has brutally expressed it,
it was a very boring life. And you either submerged yourself in it or left."
Humphries was one of a group of Australian contemporaries, including Greer, Clive
James and Rupert Murdoch, who left - ironically, for the mother country, England. He
remains friendly with all of them, and refers to them frequently. "It's wonderful that
Clive's still alive;' he says of James, who announced he was close to death in 2015.
"He's blind in one eye and tiny now. I wrote this poem: Poor old Clive I Is still alive. I
We know he is not dead I Because he keeps telling us I About all the books he's read."
He giggles. Has he shown it to James? "I should, shouldn't I?" And he recites it once
more to amuse himself.
By the time he left Melbourne in 1959, he had enjoyed some success with Edna. His
comedy verged on performance art, and often seemed as much for his amusement as
that of others. On plane journeys, he would sneak a can of vegetable soup onboard,
drink a mouthful, then vomit it into the sick bag. He would then get out a spoon and
eat the contents.
In England, he struggled. He befriended his hero Peter Cook and created the cartoon
character Barry McKenzie for Private Eye (McKenzie was another debauched
1740
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womaniser), but struggled as a jobbing stage actor. He started to drink heavily. The
Private Eye editor, Richard Ingrams, sacked him despite the cartoon's popularity
because he kept missing deadlines. Over 15 years, he almost drank himself to death.
He went through women as rapidly as booze. (Humphries has been "very happily"
married to his fourth wife, Lizzie Spender, the daughter of the poet Stephen Spender,
for 28 years. He has four children - two daughters with his second wife and two sons
with his third.) Humphries has described himself as "a dissolute, guilt-ridden, selfpitying boozer". He reached his nadir in 197 3, when he was found beaten
unconscious in a gutter. He was admitted to hospital to dry out, and he turned his life
around. He has been sober for 45 years. What made him stop? "I got sick and tired of
being tired and sick:' The answer might be pat, but it's also true.

At his wedding in 1979. Photograph: Richard
Young/Rex/Shutterstock

Perhaps Sir Les is a warning to himself of what he could have become. Would any part
of him want to be Les? "No, I don't want to be Les Patterson. I do rather admire him,
though. He's very genial. It would be therapeutic if Les was on TV constantly,
reminding people there is another attitude to the fairer sex which doesn't entirely
displease them. I've noticed that people who laugh at Les's most offensive,
controversial, sexual sallies are old ladies. I have the lights up, and can see the old
ladies on the front row. And they love it, as they used to love Max Miller:'
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Humphries is a clever man. Within one sentence he can segue from the ironic to the
heartfelt and back again. On such occasions, his conversation can be hard to unpick.
At other times, he talks with a simple, if scabrous, warmth.
I mention that the Australian actor Geoffrey Rush said he thought Dame Edna should
have a full celebrity breakdown. "He's a funny man, Geoffrey Rush. He's a great actor
.. :' Silence. You know something is coming - and this is when I see Edna in
Humphries. "He's having a very hard time in Australia ... " Is he surprised by the
allegations of inappropriate touching? "Well, I feel for him. You know:' Does he think
it's fair? "No, I don't think it's fair:' There are"genuine cases", but as for cases where
an actor is accused of touching "some Sheila on stage", he says, "well, part of the job,
isn't it?" Now I can see the Les in him.
Have the rules of behaviour changed? "Look, I'm a solo performer. I don't get a
chance:' He grins. "Les does it for me. He drinks for me, too:'
Humphries says he adores women. "I wouldn't mind if there were no men in the
world at all. I really do like women. Women know more. My sister's school magazine
was full of poems and romance, mine was full of sport, and I used to think how lovely
to be at the Presbyterian ladies college writing these poems. Women know more
about life ... they bring it into the world ... they are much more honest ... they cook.
My wife is a wonderful cook, which is why I'm so morbidly obese:' How much does
he weigh? "I'm not going to tell you. Or your readers. All I can say is that in the next
few weeks, it's going to go down. When I'm on the stage, my weight disappears:'
The older Humphries gets, the more outrageous he becomes. In recent years, his
comments have caused controversy. In 2014, he defended the University of Sydney
professor Barry Spun after the academic was suspended for sending allegedly racist
emails. Humphries said of them: "How could anyone take such deliberate Touretting
seriously?" and concluded: "The answer, I fear, is that there are a lot of Australians
these days who are totally bereft of a sense of humour. The new puritanism is alive,
well and powerful:'
In 2016, he told the Radio Times that Downton Abbey was popular in the US "because
there are no black people in it". It is a comment that can be read in many ways. What
did he mean? "It was a throwaway comment - a joke really. And I would not wish to
offend [Julian] Fellowes, who has created a wonderful thing. I think Americans like it
because it describes a society so unlike American life that it is intriguing to them. It's
fascinating annd attractive ... and good manners are a curiosity, aren't they?"
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0
As Sir Les Patterson in 1984. Photograph:
ITV/Rex/Shutterstock

Does it bother him if people say it is a racist comment? "Oh, I don't really care. If
people think it is racist, they'll be sensitive to everything of that kind. You can't
pussyfoot around them. You just say what you think. I was being provocative!' I ask if
he thinks he has become more like Sir Les over the years. "No. Sir Les Patterson has
never said anything I've agreed with!'
Humphries splits his time between Melbourne and London, and regards both as
home. "I'm a very conservative, sentimental old person. And I like the Melbourne of
my memories." He says the old-fashioned backwaters of his youth still exist and he
enjoys visiting them.
How does he feel about Brexit? "I voted in favour of Brexit and I would reverse my
vote now if I could!' Why? "Because I have changed my mind. There is a lot to be said
for a European solidarity that includes Britain!'

0

He returns to the new puritanism, and the relevance of his Weimar Cabaret, which he
first performed two years ago. "There was this burst of wonderful art and invention,
and discovery and beauty. It only lasted a few years. And the musical side of it was
suppressed almost immediately by the Nazis. A lot of the composers were Jewish.
Some of them fled to Hollywood. The Nazis called it Entartete Musik, degenerate
music!'
Humphries fears political correctness may lead us into a new era of censorship - or
self-censorship. Indeed, he believes Edna was an early victim of political correctness.
In 2003, her agony column for Vanity Fair was dropped after she was asked: "I am
thinking of! earning Spanish. Is this a good idea?", and answered: "Why Spanish, who
would you talk to -your maid?" Humphries was dumbfounded. "It's so much easier
https ://www. theguardian.com/culture/20 18/jul/111743
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to shock people these days. I find it extremely provocative and therefore inspiring to
find myself in a society that is so prudish when it thinks it's being liberal. It's
ridiculous:'
That is why, he says, he is determined to bring Sir Les back to Britain for one last
hurrah. "I think Les might have adapted to new conditions:' Is he less offensive? He
guffaws. "No, he's more offensive. He's had to ramp it up:'
Does anything frighten Humphries? Yes, he says: death. Now there is no irony or
grandstanding. The thing is, he says, after the desperation of the alcohol years, he
started to love life. "I picked up the gift oflife 45 years ago. And now I look at the
obituaries and see how old people are, and I think I'm getting to be that. And I think
of all the things I'd like to be doing." What scares him most? "Dropping dead on stage
worries me. It's happened to people I've admired like Tommy Cooper:'
Humphries has to leave. He is having lunch with his friend, the chef Rick Stein. As we
get up, I ask where he got his dress sense from. "My father. There he was, striding
across the joists of suburban villas in their construction and talking to the plumbers,
always in a suit and a tie. And he always took his hat off in lifts for ladies. And I still
do that. Almost as a tribute to my father. When ladies get in a lift, I take my hat off.
Nobody ever does it any more:'
As we enter the lift, he tells me how lucky he has been and how much he is looking
forward to the future - particularly reviving Sir Les. "I defend to the ultimate my right
to give deep and profound offence:' He pauses. "So long as people laugh while they're
being offended:' And do they laugh as much nowadays? "Oh yes, of course they do:'
A young woman enters the lift. Humphries discreetly raises his hat. She doesn't notice
that one of the world's great provocateurs has just paid his respects.
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Geoffrey Rush's lawyers argue newspaper's allegations
"motivated to harm" the actor
By Richard Phillips
1 August 2018

Lawyers for internationally-acclaimed actor Geoffrey Rush have lodged an amended outline of evidence in
his defamation case against the Murdoch-owned Nationwide News, which publishes the Daily Telegraph,
and Jason Moran, the newspaper's entertainment and celebrity journalist.
Amid the global #MeToo furore, the Sydney tabloid claimed in articles last November 30 and December 1
that Rush had behaved in a sexually inappropriate manner toward a female cast member during a Sydney
Theatre Company (STC) production of King Lear in 2015-16. The articles were sensationally headlined
"King Leer" and "Bard Behaviour."
Rush immediately denied the claims and launched legal action a week later, accusing the newspaper of
rtraying him as a "sexual predator" and a "pervert."
In their amended submission, Rush's lawyers assert that the Telegraph articles-and repeated claims in
Nationwide News outlets in the following months-were "actuated by malice" and published "for the
improper motive of harming" the Oscar-winning actor.
Like most of those targeted by #MeToo-style allegations, no charges were ever laid against Rush, let alone
an official complaint made to police. The actor was not informed by the newspaper about the supposed
"inappropriate" behaviour allegations until the evening before they were printed in the Telegraph and then
republished uncritically around the world.
Despite Rush's strong denials, Nationwide News' publications, in fact, continued to "pile on" against him in
subsequent articles, weeks and months after the defamation case was launched.
The spurious claims had a serious impact on the 66-year-old actor, who was pressured to stand down as
president of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts (AACTA), the peak drama body he
helped establish. The actor's pre-recorded video message to AACTA's annual awards ceremony in early
December was pulled following demands from television executives.
sh has not worked since the newspaper's accusations. According to his lawyers, the actor was virtually
housebound and on medication in the three months after the newspaper's claims. An affidavit lodged in
April said the actor woke up "every morning with a terrible sense of dread." He would "rarely attend public
events" and felt that his worth to the theatre and film industry had been "irreparably damaged."
In June, Rush bravely announced that he would play Malvolio in the Melbourne Theatre Company
production of Twelfth Night later this year. He decided this month, following medical advice, however, to
withdraw from the production because he could not provide "the necessary creative spirit and the
professional stamina required for the project."
Rush's amended submission points to ongoing detrimental reportage by Nationwide News publications. It
references articles published by the Australian, Daily Telegraph, Herald-Sun and Courier Mail in February
and March this year.
These articles, the submission argues, were "misleading and sensationalist" and repeated unsubstantiated
This website uses cookies. To disable cookies or learn about our use of cookies, see our Rrivacy_RolicY..
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The newspaper was told by the STC, moreover, on November 29 that the female cast member alleged to
have made a complaint against Rush was "distressed and extremely fragile." The STC "took the view that it
was the complainant's story to tell it at a time of her choosing and on her own terms. Notwithstanding that,
the [Telegraph] still published the matters complained of ... because they were motivated to harm [Rush]
rather than to support the alleged complainant."
The new documents also state that on November 30, the Telegraph ignored a written statement from the
theatre company, which said the complaint was "made to the STC, not by the STC, and was not a conclusion
of impropriety."
The Telegraph did not publish that part of the STC statement. On the contrary, its article declared: "Two
STC sources said the company stood by her [the complainant's] claims."
The Telegraph also lifted generic comments about the international entertainment industry from the
Facebook account of actor Meyne Wyatt and posted it on the newspaper's front page. Rush's lawyers argue
that the newspaper "misrepresented" the comment, "representing that he was personally taking a stand
against [Rush]." The newspaper's journalist did not even speak to Wyatt before publishing the comment.
In March, Federal Court Justice Michael Wigney struck out the entirety of Nationwide News "truth defence"
and several paragraphs of its "qualified privilege" defence. He also refused to allow Nationwide News
lawyers to subpoena the STC, describing it as a "fishing expedition." In April, the court rejected
Nationwide's attempts to file a "cross-claim" against the theatre company-i.e., enjoin it as a co-defendant!laiming that it was "an accessory" to the newspaper's publications.
The "qualified privilege" defence means that the publisher must show the alleged defamatory articles were
in the "public interest" and that it "acted reasonably." Nationwide News lawyers will attempt to claim that
the Telegraph's articles, which were inspired by the upper-middle class, anti-democratic #MeToo
movement's witch-hunting of filmmakers, actors and others in the US, were "matters of proper and
legitimate public interest."
Closed-door discussions were held between Rush and his lawyers and Nationwide News in the Federal Court
in early July. While this fuelled some media speculation that the publishing company may seek a pre-trial
settlement, such court-mediated discussions normally occur before defamation trials.
Irrespective of the outcome of the scheduled eight-day trial, due to start on September 3, or whether the
media conglomerate offers a pre-trial deal, the case, thus far, has indicated that Nationwide News targeted
Rush in pursuit of #MeToo's right-wing agenda.
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Robert Seaborne • a month ago

Thank you Richard,
for this illuminating report on the #Me Too Rush debacle. Let
us hope that Geoffrey Rush has at least one more public
role to play in exposing this 'upper-middle class, antidemocratic #Me Too movement's witch-hunting of
filmmakers, actors and others ..'
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RBHoughton · a month ago

I sincerely hope the case goes to trial so the responsible
journalist can be exposed to public view and his opinions
evaluated. Let all the poison out. There will be a reason for
his opinions - let's see if its proper.
1
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Greg • a month ago

"The newspaper's journalist did not even speak to Wyatt
before publishing the comment."
That's gotta be journalism 101.
v
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Ambricourt · a month ago

Can an individual win against organizations skilled in
disseminating distortions? Self-defence against defamation
places immeasurable strain on a creative person. Mr Rush
deserves immense public support.
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Kalen • a month ago

I am afraid that this whole affair will end up in secret
settlement without admitting guilt as there is tremendous
political pressure on Rush to take money and go away so
this will be forgotten next week under barrage of new
accusation as part of political campaign of misdirection
before US elections making Dems look "good".
1 "'
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lee le brigand _.... Kalen • a month ago

good point, comrade kalen -- low-life Dems wouldn't
know the truth if it ran over them like a small toyota
truck ! misdirection, misdirection, a simple magic
trick -- but a hustle that doesn't work anymore : the
magicians are naked and have no skills, no derisory
tricks left to play -- but they remain murderers, and
we, the mob, we never forget -2 "'
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RlilsB judgment
AC'J.FR.ESS Eryn Jean Norvill
says she'll testify for Australian
newspaper the F>aily Telegraph,
which•is being sued for defamation by A:c::ademy Award-winning
actoI' Geoft'rey Rush. Nai!Vill eostarred with Rush in a 2015-2016
production of the Sydney Theatre
Company's "King Lear," and
lodged a complaint o£ sexual ha:
rassment against Rush with the
theater. Rush ~above) sued over
the newspape11's reports an the
matter last year. it will be the first
time that Norvill's spoken publicly about the incident. The paper has now moved to amend its
defense, whic::h Rush's side is trying to block. The judge has said
that he will not yet release Norvill's statement to the public,
since he does not want this to be
a "trial by media."
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Actress says Geoffrey Rush touched her inappropriately
Source:
Publication Date:
Country:
Source Type:

Canadian Press
August 9, 2018
Canada
Newswire

8/9/18 Can. Press 16:13:00
News

Copyright (c) 2018 The Canadian Press
SYDNEY, Australia_ The actress at the centre of Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush's defamation
suit against a Sydney newspaper alleged he touched her breast and lower back during a
Shakespeare production three years ago, documents presented in court said Thursday.
The 67-year-old Australian actor is suing The Daily Telegraph in the Federal Court over articles in
December that reported Sydney Theatre Company had received a complaint of "inappropriate
behaviour" against Rush during a production of "King Lear" in 2015. The company said the actress
who complained had requested anonymity and had not wanted Rush informed.

0

That actress was later identified as Eryn Jean Norvill, who played Cordelia, the youngest daughter
of King Lear, played by Rush. Lawyers told the court on Thursday that Norvill had agreed to provide
the newspaper with a sworn statement detailing her allegations last month .
Justice Michael Wigney was told on Thursday that the newspaper would use Norvill's statement in
its defence against the defamation suit, which is to be tried by a jury in October. Both Rush and
Norvill are expected to testify.
The newspaper's defence will include allegations Rush's hand "traced across" the side of Norvill's
breast during a performance.
Rush is also accused of touching her lower back under her shirt, making lewd gestures in her
direction and making groping gestures in the air.
Rush has denied any inappropriate behaviour.
Rush's lawyer, Sue Chrysanthou, criticized the newspaper for publishing the original articles without
speaking to Norvill.
"They did publish two front-page articles accusing my client of sexual misconduct when they had
nothing," Chrysanthou said.

0

The newspaper's lawyer, Alec Leopold, said his legal team was searching for witnesses to
corroborate what Norvill said.
He said the nature of the allegations and Rush's "position in the acting world" meant not everyone
wanted to speak about the claims.
Rush argues the newspaper articles portray him as a pervert and sexual predator.
He won the 1997 best actor Academy Award for "Shine" and has three other Oscar nominations.
He is perhaps best known as Captain Barbossa in the "Pirates of the Caribbean" films.
---- INDEX REFERENCES ---LANGUAGE: English
COMPANY: RUSH ENTERPRISES INC
NEWS SUBJECT: Crime (1 CR87); Defamation, Libel & Slander (1 DE07); Sex

Crimes (1 SE01 ); Social Issues (

1S005)
INDUSTRY:
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Actress says Geoffrey Rush touched her inappropriately
Source:
Publication Date:
Source Type:

Postmedia News (Canada)
August 9, 2018
Newswire

8/9/18 Postmedia News (Can .) 00:00:00
News

Copyright© 2018 CanWest Interactive
The Associated Press
SYDNEY, Australia - The actress at the centre of Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush's defamation
suit against a Sydney newspaper alleged he touched her breast and lower back during a
Shakespeare production three years ago, documents presented in court said Thursday.
The 67-year-old Australian actor is suing The Daily Telegraph in the Federal Court over articles in
December that reported Sydney Theatre Company had received a complaint of "inappropriate
behaviour" against Rush during a production of "King Lear" in 2015. The company said the actress
who complained had requested anonymity and had not wanted Rush informed .

o

That actress was later identified as Eryn Jean Norvill , who played Cordelia, the youngest daughter
of King Lear, played by Rush. lawyers told the court on Thursday that Norvill had agreed to provide
the newspaper with a sworn statement detailing her allegations last month.
Justice Michael Wigney was told on Thursday that the newspaper would use Norvill's statement in
its defence against the defamation suit, which is to be tried by a jury in October. Both Rush and
Norvill are expected to testify.
The newspaper's defence will include allegations Rush's hand "traced across" the side of Norvill's
breast during a performance.
Rush is also accused of touching her lower back under her shirt, making lewd gestures in her
direction and making groping gestures in the air.
Rush has denied any inappropriate behaviour.
Rush's lawyer, Sue Chrysanthou , criticized the newspaper for publishing the original articles without
speaking to Norvill.
"They did publish two front-page articles accusing my client of sexual misconduct when they had
nothing," Chrysanthou said.

0

The newspaper's lawyer, Alec Leopold , said his legal team was searching for witnesses to
corroborate what Norvill said .
He said the nature of the allegations and Rush's "position in the acting world" meant not everyone
wanted to speak about the claims.
Rush argues the newspaper articles portray him as a pervert and sexual predator.
He won the 1997 best actor Academy Award for "Shine" and has three other Oscar nominations.
He is perhaps best known as Captain Barbossa in the "Pirates of the Caribbean" films .
---- INDEX REFERENCES---LANGUAGE: English
COMPANY: RUSH ENTERPRISES INC
NEWS SUBJECT: Crime (1 CR87); Defamation,
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Actress says Geoffrey Rush touched her inappropriately
Source:
Publication Date:
Source Type:

AP Worldstream
August 9, 2018
Newswire

8/9/18 AP Worldstream 13:54:29
News

Copyright (c) 2018 AP
SYDNEY
SYDNEY (AP)- The actress at the center of Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush's defamation suit
against a Sydney newspaper alleged he touched her breast and lower back during a Shakespeare
production three years ago, documents presented in court said Thursday.
The 67-year-old Australian actor is suing The Daily Telegraph in the Federal Court over articles in
December that reported Sydney Theatre Company had received a complaint of "inappropriate
behavior" against Rush during a production of "King Lear" in 2015. The company said the actress
who complained had requested anonymity and had not wanted Rush informed .
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That actress was later identified as Eryn Jean Norvill, who played Cordelia, the youngest daughter
of King Lear, played by Rush. Lawyers told the court on Thursday that Norvill had agreed to provide
the newspaper with a sworn statement detailing her allegations last month .
Justice Michael Wigney was told on Thursday that the newspaper would use Norvill's statement in
its defense against the defamation suit, which is to be tried by a jury in October. Both Rush and
Norvill are expected to testify.
The newspaper's defense will include allegations Rush's hand "traced across" the side of Norvill's
breast during a performance .
Rush is also accused of touching her lower back under her shirt, making lewd gestures in her
direction and making groping gestures in the air.
Rush has denied any inappropriate behavior.
Rush's lawyer, Sue Chrysanthou , criticized the newspaper for publishing the original articles without
speaking to Norvill.
"They did publish two front-page articles accusing my client of sexual misconduct when they had
nothing," Chrysanthou said.
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The newspaper's lawyer, Alec Leopold, said his legal team was searching for witnesses to
corroborate what Norvill said.
He said the nature of the allegations and Rush's "position in the acting world" meant not everyone
wanted to speak about the claims.
Rush argues the newspaper articles portray him as a pervert and sexual predator.
He won the 1997 best actor Academy Award for "Shine" and has three other Oscar nominations.
He is perhaps best known as Captain Barbossa in the "Pirates of the Caribbean" films.
---- INDEX REFERENCES ---COMPANY: RUSH ENTERPRISES INC
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Geoffrey Rus h accuser says th e actor 'traced his hand across her breast and made groping
gestu res towards her'
Source:
Publicat ion Date:
Country:
Source Type:

Daily Mail Online (UK)
August 9, 2018
United Kingdom
Newspaper

8/9/18 Daily Mail Online (U.K.) (Pg. Unavail. Online)
News

Copyright (c) 2018 Dailymail.co.uk
Australian Associated Press
The actress at the centre of Geoffrey Rush's defamation case has alleged he traced his hand
across the side of her breast and touched her lower back when they starred in a Sydney theatre ·
production, according to court documents.
The Daily Telegraph and reporter, Jonathon Moran, will attempt to prove a defence of truth when
the case goes to trial in October now actress Eryn Jean Norvill has provided their lawyers with a
statement.

0

Actress alleges Geoffrey Rush touched her breasts and back in court documents
Eryn Jean Norvill has provided her statement to The Daily Telegraph lawyers
Rush is suing the publication after it published the allegations against him
Publication to try to prove defence of truth when case goes to trial in October
Alleged conduct occurred when Norvill and Rush starred in a theatre production
Rush is suing the Telegraph's publisher and Moran over articles about allegations he behaved
inappropriately towards a female colleague - later revealed to be Norvill - during a Sydney Theatre
Company production of King Lear in 2015.
The 67-year-old Oscar winning actor denies the claims against him.
The Telegraph published the articles in 2017 without Norvill's co-operation and Rush's lawyer
claims the STC begged Moran not to publish in an email which stated: 'This is her story to tell.'
But the Federal Court on Thursday heard Norvill had agreed to give her account more than seven
months after the first article was published, providing a statement to the Telegraph's lawyers in July.

0

Their amended defence - based on her statement- includes allegations Rush's hand 'traced across'
the side of Norvill's breast during a preview performance, according to an outline of submissions
filed by Rush's lawyers.
He's accused of touching her lower back under her shirt, making lewd gestures in her direction and
making groping gestures in the air.
Six months after the production, Rush also allegedly sent Norvill a text message saying he thought
of her 'more than is socially appropriate'.
Rush's lawyers in the document argue some of the allegations lack precision and there's no
explanation why they vary starkly from claims previously made by the Telegraph in an earlier
defence.
That defence was struck out by Justice Michael Wigney in March after he found its claims were
'plainly deficient' and 'vague and imprecise'.
The new defence has forced the trial to be delayed by seven weeks and Rush's lawyer, Sue
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Chrysanthou , on Thu rsday said he would seek indemnity costs and aggravated damages.
'Mr Rush is suffering continuing trauma because of these proceedings and because of the
allegations, so the delay of seven weeks is maybe not a big deal to News Limited, but it is a big
deal to him,' the lawyer said in the Federal Court.
She criticised the Telegraph for publishing the original articles without speaking to Norvill.
'They did publish two front page articles accusing my client of sexual misconduct when they had
nothing,' Ms Chrysanthou said.
'Now we know what they did have was rubbish.'
The Telegraph's lawyer, Alec Leopold SC, said they were seeking witnesses to corroborate what
Norvill said about Rush touching her breast and lower back.
He said the nature of the allegations and Rush's 'position in the acting world' meant not everyone
wanted to speak about the claims.
'There are people we know who can corroborate it,' Mr Leopold said.
He rejected Ms Chrysanthou's claim that the STC had begged Moran not to publish .
---- INDEX REFERENCES ---COMPANY: NEWS LTO
NEWS SUBJECT: Crime (1 CR87); Criminal
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Geoffrey Rush inappropriately touch ed actress Eryn Jean Norvill, court hears
Source:
Publication Date:
Country:
Source Type:

Sky News (UK)
August 9, 2018
United Kingdom
Other

8/9/18 Sky News (U .K.) (Pg. Unavail. Online)
News

Copyright© hears Sky News 2018: Geoffrey Rush inappropriately touched actress Eryn Jean Norvill,
court
Eryn Jean Norvill alleges that the Australian actor, 67, touched her breast and lower back under her
shirt while rehearsing for King Lear in Sydney in 2015.
She claims the actor, who plays Captain Barbossa in the Pirates Of The Caribbean series, also
"made groping gestures in the air" around her torso and made "comments which contained sexual
innuendo" and "lewd gestures".

Q

The allegations were revealed in court documents submitted by Rush's legal team during a
defamation case brought by Rush against Sydney's Daily Telegraph.
The case is about an article in December which said Sydney Theatre Company had received a
complaint of "inappropriate behaviour" against Rush during the production of King Lear.
The trial was due to start in September but was delayed because Norvill eventually agreed to be
added to the newspaper's witness list, with a sworn statement with details of her allegations.
Rush 's legal team said the allegations by Norvill could not be considered "'scandalously
inappropriate' or amount to 'sexual assault"'.
The document said : "it could also not result in a finding that [Rush] is a 'pervert' or a 'sexual
predator'."
The Daily Telegraph will use Norvill's statement in its defence against the defamation suit, which
will be tried by a jury in October.
Rush's lawyer, Sue Chrysanthou, criticised the newspaper for publishing the original articles without
speaking to Norvill.
"They did publish two front-page articles accusing my client of sexual misconduct when they had
nothing ," she said .
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Actress accuses Rush of improper contact
Source:
Publication Date:
Country:
Source Type:

Portland Press Herald (Maine)
August 10, 2018
USA
Newspaper

8/10/18 Portland Press Herald A
News

Portland Newspapers Aug 10, 2018
SYDNEY -- The actress at the center of Oscar-winning actor Geoffrey Rush's defamation suit
against a Sydney newspaper alleged he touched her breast and lower back during a Shakespeare
production three years ago, court documents said Thursday.
The 67-year-old Australian actor is suing The Daily Telegraph in Federal Court over articles in
December that reported Sydney Theatre Company had received a complaint of "inappropriate
behavior" against Rush during a production of "King Lear" in 2015. The company said the actress
who complained had requested anonymity.
That actress was later identified as Eryn Jean Norvill, who played Cordelia, the youngest daughter
of King Lear, played by Rush.
- From news service reports
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Geoffrey Rush Accused of "Sexually
Predatory Behavior" in Defamation Lawsuit
Documents
12:02 AM POT 8/13/2018 by Pip Bulbeck
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Earl Gibson 111/Getty Images

Geoffrey Rush
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News Corp. tabloid the Daily Telegraph has amended
its defense in the case to include statements from the
actress who has made allegations of inappropriate
()behavior against Rush.
Australian actress Eryn jean Norvill alleged that Geoffrey Rush made "groping gestures in the air with
two cupped hands" that simulated "fondling" her breasts during rehearsals for King Lear in 2015, in
documents tendered to the Federal Court of Australia on Thursday.
Norvill's statement is part of News Corp. tabloid The Daily Telegraph's amended defense in the
defamation suit Rush has brought against the newspaper after it published a complaint of
inappropriate behavior by the actor during the Sydney Theatre Company's production of King Lear
between 2015 and 2016.
Rush has denied all allegations of wrongdoing.

(~)\Jorvill, who

had previously declined to provide a statement to the court, last month agreed to give

evidence for the Daily Telegraph at the upcoming trial.
Her decision allows the News Corp. tabloid to argue a defense of truth. Rush's barrister Sue
Chrysanthou did not oppose the newspaper's application to include the truth defense but said "it
should not be seen as acceptance of the claim by him."
In the document, The Daily Telegraph's defense lists a series of incidents which their legal team argues
show Rush "engaged in conduct of a kind in which only a pervert would engage" and engaged in
"sexually predatory behaviour."
The document alleges that Rush touched Norvill's breast during preview performances and moved
his hand under her shirt and along the waistline of her jeans to touch the skin of her lower back in a
"deliberate" way when they were about to go on stage, in separate incidents.

1762

8-712

The new defense means the trial has been delaye.dseven weeks. lt will now start in October and is
expected to run for 13 days.
Rush's barrister says the delays are causing Rush "continuing trauma."
"Mr Rush is suffering continuing trauma because of these proceedings and because of the
allegations, so the delay of seven weeks is maybe not a big deal to News Limited, but it is a big deal to
him," she told the federal court last week.

I

READ MORE
Geoffrey Rush Pulls Out of Stage Production Due to Defamation Case
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Geoffrey Rush accused of simulating 'groping and fondling' actor at centre of lawsuit
Source:
Publication Date:
Country:
Source Type:

Guardian (UK)
August 13, 2018
United Kingdom
Newspaper

8/13/18 The Guardian (U .K.) (Pg. Unavail. Online)
News

Copyright (c) 2018 theguardian.com-NonSyndicated
Michael McGowan
Geoffrey Rush simulated "groping and fondling" the actor at the centre of his defamation suit
against the Sydney Daily Telegraph, the newspaper has alleged in court documents.
Last week the federal court heard the Telegraph and its reporter, Jonathon Moran , will attempt to
prove a defence of truth when the case goes to trial in October after the actor, Eryn Jean Norvill ,
provided their lawyers with a statement .
Rush is suing the Telegraph's publisher News Carp and Moran over articles about allegations he
behaved inappropriately towards a female colleague - later revealed to be Norvill - during a
Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear in 2015.
Rush has strenuously denied the claims.
The documents list a series of incidents in which the Telegraph's lawyers argue Rush acted like a
"pervert" and engaged in "sexually predatory behaviour".
In one instance during the final weeks of production Rush and Norvill were rehearsing a scene in
front of cast and crew members when Rush allegedly simulated "groping" Norvill while she lay on
stage.
During the scene Norvill , who played Lear's daughter Cordelia, lay prone on the stage with her eyes
closed while Rush, who played Lear, grieved above her.
The documents state that while Rush would usually touch her "on the face and arm" during the
scene "in the manner of a grieving father" , on this occasion Norvill opened her eyes when she
heard people laughing and saw Rush "hovering his hands above her torso and pretending to stroke
or caress her upper torso".
The documents state Rush then "made groping gestures in the air with two cupped hands [which
were] intended to simulate and in fact did simulate him groping and fondling [Norvill's] breasts".
The document states the conduct intended to "mock" Norvill while she was in a vulnerable position,
and that he "engaged in conduct of a kind in which only a pervert would engage".
The amended defence - based on Norvill's statement - also includes allegations Rush's hand
"traced across" the side of her breast during a preview performance of the same scene.
it alleges that in the lead-up to the preview performance the director of the production, Neil
Armfield, gave Rush an instruction that he should make the scene more "paternal" as it was
"becoming creepy and unclear".
He's also accused of touch ing her lower back under her shirt, making lewd gestures in her direction
such as licking his lips and "using his hands to grope the air like he was fondling [Norvill's] hips or
breasts".
Six months after the production, Rush also allegedly sent Norvill a text message saying he thought
of her "more than is socially appropriate".
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Rush's lawyers had sought to have the document thrown out, arguing some of the allegations lack
precision and there's no explanation why they vary starkly from claims previously made by the
Telegraph in an earlier defence.
The previous defence was struck out by Justice Michael Wigney in March after he found its claims
were "plainly deficient" and "vague and imprecise".
The new defence has forced the trial to be delayed by seven weeks and Rush's lawyer, Sue
Chrysanthou, on Thursday said he would seek indemnity costs and aggravated damages.
"Mr Rush is suffering continuing trauma because of these proceedings and because of the
allegations, so the delay of seven weeks is maybe not a big deal to News Limited, but it is a big
deal to him," the lawyer said in the federal court last week.
---- INDEX REFERENCES---COMPANY: NEWS LTO; NEWS CORP; TELEGRAPH MEDIA GROUP LTO
NEWS SUBJECT: Assault & Battery (1AS33); Crime (1 CR87); Defamation, Libel
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Neil Armfield; Jonathon Moran; Sue Chrysanthou; Jean NoNill)
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Geoffrey Rush Defamation Case: News Corp Tabloid
Alleges Actor Behaved Like A "Pervert"
by Andreas Wiseman
• August 13, 2018 2:59am

Court documents filed by the Sydney Daily Telegraph claim that actor
Geoffrey Rush behaved like a "pervert" and engaged in "sexually predatory
behaviour" during a 2015 theater production.
RELATED

Geoffrey Rush Exits Australian Stage Production Amidst Defamation Lawsuit
Against Newspaper

Oscar-winner Rush is suing the Telegraph's publisher News Corp over articles
bout allegations he behaved inappropriately towards actress Eryn Jean
1~orvill during a Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear.
Norvill had previously declined to provide a statement to the court but last
month agreed to provide evidence for the Daily Telegraph at the upcoming
trial. Her decision means theN ews Corp tabloid can argue a defense of truth.
According to the Guardian, the latest court documents filed by the publisher
allege that Rush simulated "groping and fondling" towards the actress; Rush's
hand "traced across" the side of her breast during a preview performance; he
touched her lower back under her shirt; made lewd gestures in her direction
such as licking his lips; and sent her a text message months after the
production saying he thought of her "more than is socially appropriate."
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Rush's lawyers had tried to have the document thrown out, claiming some of
the allegations lack precision and inexplicably deviate from the Telegraph's
previous defense, which was thrown out by a local judge in March after he
found its claims were "vague and imprecise."
Rush has vigorously denied all claims of inappropriate conduct.
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The new defense has meant the trial will be delayed by seven weeks and Rush's
lawyer, Sue Chrysanthou, last week said he would seek indemnity costs and
aggravated damages due to the "continuing trauma" of the case and its delay.
Earlier this year, the Shine star's lawyers said he was "virtually housebound"
and that his career has been "irreparably damaged" by the articles. Last month,
the actor exited an Australian stage production.
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your tacts wrong.

This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
Cap'n Sparkle • on Aug 13, 2018 4 :33am

Typical News Corp smear and innuendo ..... damned if i know what sort of "journalist" is ever attracted to
work in that cesspit.. ..
Reply

• on Aug 13, 2018 9:54am

This is disgusting! Just because he is famous, and in a position of power does not mean Geoffrey Rush did
1ything inappropriate to that woman! I realize that a lot of male celebrities in high places have done
gross and disturbing things to their female counterparts, but that just does not mean that every male
celebrity is going to misbehave in this way. Get a life, Daily Telegraph! Don't help a spiteful little twit ruin
a good man! There are plenty of real scumbags out there for you to pursue! You know, like, a certain
costar of mr. Rush's, from a certain multi billion-dollar film franchise, who drinks himself legless, smokes
himself hazy on marijuana, and probably other substances, and may very well be a wife beater? Yeah,
now, that guy is justifiable tabloid fodder! Leave mister Rush alone!
Reply

Ally Glerke • on Aug 15, 2018 3:01pm

Mr. Rush is an amazing actor and a good man. This metoo# stuff has to have limits. To be able to ruin
a reputation by uttering whatever appeals is very frightening. I hope Mr. Rush gets the justice and his
peace as he deserves. This woman clearly has an ax to grind.
Reply

Poof • on Aug 13, 201810:22 am
I'd call that flirting, not molesting or whatever she calls it.
Reply

D Chappell • on Aug 15, 2018 2 :12 pm

To the other commenters: This isn't flirting. This is why the Me Too movement started. I have some
personal insight on Geoffrey Rush, having worked on a film set in which Rush worked on over the course
of several weeks. All actors/ crew were being hold up in the same hotel, and I saw him act in very
unbecoming ways multiple times (while he was apparently married), and this kind ofbehavior from him
does not surprise me in any way. There's more to this story I assure you. Geoffrey Rush may be a great
actor, but from my observations and encounters, he isn't a great person.
Reply
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Brandon McClelland @bjmcclelland • 4h
Nor
Believe the women. This wasn't just once. It wasn't a misunderstanding. It wasn't a
joke.
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Meyne Raoul Wyatt
See All Friends >
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Meyne Raoul Wyatt
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I was in the show. I believe whoever has come forward. It's
time for Sydney Theatre Company and the industry in
Australia and worldwide as a whole to make a stand on this
behaviour!!! It's been going on for far too long! And this
culture of protecting people in power has to stop
ti

Rush denies claim of 'inappropriate behaviour'
GEOFFREY Rush strongly denies a claim of 'inappropriate beh._
hc,ralcisun.cormau
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Brandon James >

< Home

Messenger

Nathaniel Dean
Lives in Sydney, Australia
You added Brandon on 30 November 2017

30 NOV 2:37 PM

hey mate, apologies for reaching out
direct but not sure how else to get in
touch. I wrote the Geoffrey Rush
story today and am being slammed. I
am trying to push forward regardless
and saw your tweet. Would you talk
to me off the record on background?
jmo
Brandon James accepted your request.

My tweet was not directly related to
any particular individual and I am
not able to comment on the
complaint filed at STC as I do not
have intimate or first hand
knowledge regarding that
production. I'm sorry.

Can you talk off the record on
background
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Moran, Jonathon <jonathon.moran@news.com.au>

Updated statement from STC
1 message

Katherine Stevenson <Redacted for Public File
To: Katherine Stevenson < Redacted for Public File
Bee: Redacted for Public File

>

30 November 2017 at 16:05
>

Updated statement from STC

Sydney Theatre Company was asked by a News Ltd journalist earlier this month whether it had received a complaint
alleging inappropriate behaviour by Mr Rush while he was employed by the company. STC responded truthfully that it
had received such a complaint.

At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with confidentially, and did
not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation. STC complied, acting in the interest of the complainant's
health and welfare. As already stated, the Company received the complaint after Mr Rush's engagement had ended.

STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a conclusion of impropriety.

Katherine Stevenson I Public Relations Manager
Sydney Theatre Company
P Redacted for Public File1 M

Redacted for Public File

Redacted for Public File
The Wharf, Pier 4 Hickson Road, Walsh Bay NSW 2000
P.O. Box 777, Millers Point, NSW 2000
vniw.sydneythec;tre.com.au
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JONATHON MORAN
Chief Entertainment Writer/Columnist Sydney Confidential

2 Holt Street Surry Hills NSW 2010
T Redacted for Public File M Redacted for Public File
ERedacted for Public File
W www.dallv.teleg@Dh.com.au

Follow us online

Proudly supporting 1 deg[§g, A News Corp Australia initiative.

Attachments:
image001.png 4.1k
email:
"Redacted for Public File
To: email: Redacted for Public File

Thursday, November 30, 2017 at 4:13:32 PM Australian Eastern Daylight Time
DeCeglle, Anthony"
Moran, Jonathon"

Hmmm they are watering down their stance a bit ... especially the "not a conclusion of impropriety"
Are they going to come through on the idea that actually DID speak to Rush about the allegations
several weeks ago? Or were they lying to us about that?
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And I know I am a broken record, but what about Belvoir?
Do we need someone to go the actor's house again? Maybe the parents will confirm this time round?

On 30 November 2017 at 16:08, Moran, Jonathon Redacted for Public File
( pushing back. jmo X
' ------ Forwarded message ------From: Katherine Stevenson Redacted for Public File
Date: 30 November 2017 at 16:05
Subject: Updated statement from STC
! To: Katherine Stevenson Redacted for Public File

wrote:

I

Updated statement from STC

Sydney Theatre Company was asked by a News Ltd journalist earlier this month whether it had
received a complaint alleging inappropriate behaviour by Mr Rush while he was employed by the
company. STC responded truthfully that it had received such a complaint.

At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with
· confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation. STC complied,
acting in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare. As already stated, the Company
received the complaint after Mr Rush's engagement had ended.

STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a
conclusion of impropriety.

Katherine Stevenson I Public Relations Manager
Sydney Theatre Company
P Redacted for Public File1 M

Redacted for Public File

Redacted for Public File
The Wharf, Pier 4 Hickson Road, Walsh Bay NSW 2000
P.O. Box 777, Millers Point, NSW 2000
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JONATHON MORAN
Chief Entertainment Writer/Columnist Sydney Confidential

2 Holt Street Surr.v. Hills NSW 201Q
T Redacted for Public File M Redacted for Public File
E Redacted for Public File
W www.daily..t!l.!.§grsP-h.com.au

Follow us online

Proudly supporting l..!:lggcgg, A News Corp Australia initiative.

ANTHONY DECEGLIE
Deputy Editor

2 Holt Street Surry Hills NSW 2010
T Redacted for Public File M Redacted for Public File
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Attachments:
lmage001.png 4.1 k
email:
Thursday, November 30, 2017 at 4:29:03 PM Australian Eastern Daylight Time
"Redacted for Public File
DeCeglie, Anthony"
To: email: "Redacted for Public File
Moran, Jonathon"

You around to chat about this?
On 30 November 2017 at 16:13, DeCeglie, Anthony <Redacted for Public File
> wrote:
Hmmm
they
are
watering
down
their
stance
a
bit
...
especially
the
"not
a
conclusion
of
impropriety"
1
, Are they going to come through on the idea that actually DID speak to Rush about the allegations

I several weeks ago? Or were they lying to us about that?
And I know I am a broken record, but what about Belvoir?
Do we need someone to go the actor's house again? Maybe the parents will confirm this time
round?

On 30 November 2017 at 16:08, Moran, Jonathon <Redacted for Public File
pushing back. jmo x
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Katherine Stevenson Redacted for Public File
Date: 30 November 2017 at 16:05
Subject: Updated statement from STC
To: Katherine Stevenson Redacted for Public File
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Updated statement from STC

Sydney Theatre Company was asked by a News Ltd journalist earlier this month whether it had
received a complaint alleging inappropriate behaviour by Mr Rush while he was employed by the
company. STC responded truthfully that it had received such a complaint.

At the time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with
confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation. STC complied,
acting in the interest of the complainant's health and welfare. As already stated, the Company
received the complaint after Mr Rush's engagement had ended.

STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a
conclusion of impropriety.
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Katherine Stevenson I Public Relations Manager
Sydney Theatre Company
P Redacted for Public File1 M

Redacted for Public File

Redacted for Public File

The Wharf, Pier 4 Hickson Road, Walsh Bay NSW 2000
P.O. Box 777, Millers Point, NSW 2000
www.sydneytheatre.com.au

JONATHON MORAN
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Chief Entertainment Writer/Columnist Sydney Confidential

2 Holt.Sve·etSyrrv. HJ!Is NSW 2010
T Redacted for Public File M Redacted for Public File
f Redacted for Public File
W www.daiiY,relegtgP-h.com.au

Follow us online
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ANTHONY DECEGLIE

Deputy Editor

2 Holt Street Surry Hills NSW 2010
T Redacted for Public File M Redacted for Public File
ERedacted for Public File
W www.daily~gmP.h.com.au

Follow us online
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From: Katherine Stevenson <Redacted for Public File
Date: 30 November 2017 at 17:08
Subject: RE:
To: "Moran, Jonathon" Redacted for Public File

>

Jonathan, as background only and not to be contributed to me or STC.

A senior member of the STC management team spoke to Geoffrey Rush on or around the 9 or 10 of November. This
person did not pass on any specific information regarding the nature of the complaint to Mr Rush as they were
maintaining the confidentiality of the complainant, however Mr Rush was aware that a complaint had been made.

From: Moran, Jonathon Redacted for Public File
Sent: Thursday, 30 November 2017 2:28 PM
To: Katherine Stevenson Redacted for Public File
Subject:

Hi Katherine,

Are you able to provide a statement confirming Patrick Mcintyre spoke with Geoffrey Rush regarding
allegations highlighted in today's article.

I believe this took place on around November 9 or 10 this year.

Any further detail on that conversation would be appreciated.
1
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Regards,

Jonathon

OA.

JONATHON MORAN
Chief Entertainment Writer/Columnist Sydney Confidential

WadiVerelegraPh
2 Holt Street Surry Hills NSW 2010
T Redacted for Public File M Redacted for Public File
W www.dailvteleeraoh.com.au
E Redacted for Public File
Follow us online
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This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It is intended solely for the named
addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this message or responsible for delivery of the message to the addressee. you
may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather. you should permanently delete this message and its
attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its attachments which does not relate to
the official business of the sending company must be taken not to have been sent or endorsed by that company or any of its
related entities. No warranty is made that the e-mail or attachments are free from computer virus or other defect.
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Expert Report of Fred Schepisi
Geoffrey Roy Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd & Anor
(Federal Court of Australia Proceedings: NSD2179/2017)
1.

I have been instructed by Nicholas Pullen and Jeremy Marel of HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
(HWLE), solicitors for Mr. Rush, to provide an expert opinion in these proceedings.

2.

I have been provided with a letter of instruction dated 31 August 2018. A copy of that
letter is Annexure A. I have read the letter of instruction and the documents which
were enclosed with it. One of the documents enclosed with the letter was the 'Expert
Evidence Practice Note GPN-EXPT'. I have read and understood that Practice Note,
and agree to comply with it in giving evidence in these proceedings.

3.

I have also read Mr. Rush's Statement of Claim. I understand that my expert evidence
is relevant to the question whether the articles which were published by the
Respondents in November and December 2017 are likely to cause Mr. Rush financial
loss in the future. I believe I am qualified to give that evidence based on my own
personal knowledge of Mr. Rush and my specialised knowledge of the acting and
entertainment industry of which I have been a part for over 40 years.

Background
4.

A copy of my Curriculum Vitae is Annexure B.

5.

I am a film director, producer, and screen-writer.

6.

My films include: Libido (part) 1974, The Devil's Playground (1976), The Chant of
Jimmie Blacksmith (1978), Barbarosa (1981), Iceman (1983), Plenty (1985), Roxanne
(1987), Evil Angels (1988), The Russia House (1989), Mr. Baseball (1992), Six Degrees
of Separation (1993), IQ (1994), Fierce Creatures (1997), Last Orders (2001), it Runs in
the Family (2003), The Eye of the Storm (2011), Words And Pictures (2013), and
currently developing Travels with Gauguin, King Of Grapes, Burnt Piano and Last Man.

7.

The Devil's Playground won the Australian Film Institute (AFI) Award for Best Film in
1976. I also won the AFI Award for Best Direction and the AFI Award for Best
Screenplay for The Devil's Playground. I am one of seven people who have won more
than one AFI Award for Best Direction - I won for The Devil's Playground in 1976 and
for Evil Angels in 1989. I was also nominated for the AFI Award for Best Direction for
The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith in 1978 and The Eye of the Storm in 2011.

8.

The Russia House was nominated for the Golden Bear Award (the award for best film)
at the Berlin International Film Festival.

9.

I also directed and produced the HBO TV film Empire Falls (2005), which starred Paul
Newman, Joanna Woodward, Ed Harris, Helen Hunt, and Philip Seymour Hoffman.
Empire Falls won a Golden Globe for Best Miniseries or Television Film, and was
nominated for a Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Miniseries. I was myself
nominated for a Directors Guild of America Award for Best Director of a TV Film and for

Doc ID 587087493/v1
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a Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Director for a Miniseries, Movie or Dramatic
Special.
Experience with and knowledge of Mr. Rush
10.

I have read the assumptions at Schedule 1 of HWLE's letter of instruction, and have
assumed those facts in preparing this report. In addition, I rely upon my own personal
knowledge of Mr. Rush.

Report of Richard Marks
11.

I have read the report of Richard Marks, dated 26 July 2018.

12.

I have been asked to address the following questions:
(a)

Do you agree with the opinion expressed by Mr Marks at paragraph 10(a)
of his report) - on pages 2 and 3?

13.

I find some of Mr. Marks' opinions regarding how films come into being somewhat out of
date. This is an area that is constantly evolving, particularly with the emergence of new
delivery systems that started with pay TV and cable and has evolved to streaming
services. It is true the larger studio productions are developed in the way Mr. Marks
states. But the rest of the productions, from cable to streamers to outright
independents, are created many different ways - for example, writers creating or
adapting material 'on spec' which are then taken up by independent producers and or
directors; or directors having ideas or finding material from novels or plays and then
commissioning writers to script them or scripting them themselves, then involving
producers; or producers doing likewise. In whatever case, they then put them out for
financing with one of the mini major studios, streaming services, cable companies or TV
networks. They only go to the major studios for high concept movies of action or
comedy, franchise movies, or remakes of well known material from plays or novels.

14.

This is an area I know well as I'm right in the middle of this process at all times and
even I have trouble keeping up with the constant changes. Mr. Marks is correct when
he says that casting is a major component in getting the movie or TV series made but
even that may well be changing. The newer companies are more attracted to acting
ability than star power, at least at the moment. An actor with the standing and abilities of
Mr. Rush is in higher demand these days for leading roles because of it, as opposed to
just character roles in major studio productions.

15.

Mr. Marks' descriptions of two types of agreements is not the same anymore. In my
experience, major stars or great actors will rarely test for a part. Lesser or less well
known actors might. I expect that an actor like Mr. Rush would not need to read or test
for a new role, because his talent is already so well known.
(a)

Do you agree with the opinion expressed by Mr Marks at paragraph 10(b)
of his report) - on pages 3 and 4? In particular:
Do you agree with Mr Marks' comment (on page 3) that: "As a
general rule...actors' roles and remuneration over the course of
their career are speculative, uncertain, and unpredictable
especially because they are dependent on offers from third parties

Page 2
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which ebb, flow and/or dry up based upon the producers'
perceptions of the actor and the marketplace"? If not, why not?
16.

Mr. Marks' comment might be generally true, but I do not think it applies to Mr. Rush
specifically. Mr. Rush enjoys a special position as an elite actor. He has won almost
every acting award there is and is widely recognised for his exceptional talents and
creativity. Mr. Rush is also highly sought after because of the contributions he makes
not just as an actor but as a generous collaborator on every production. His skills and
ideas on script and casting are well known and well regarded. In my opinion he is one
of the finest and most creative actors Australia has produced. His fame and reputation
has spread worldwide. He is widely recognised and loved by the international public
because of movies as diverse as Elizabeth, Shakespeare in Love, The King's Speech
and the Pirates of the Caribbean franchise. It is that diversity of skill and box office
popularity that has directors and producers scrambling to get Mr. Rush in their
productions.

17.

I think it is true there are fewer actors of Mr. Rush's age (in their 60's) who are still
getting regular work as leads or featured players, but for those actors who are in that
special category, as Mr. Rush is, age is no impediment to getting work. For example,
look at Christopher Plummer - another 'go to first' actor who is still getting major roles at
age 88. Other examples are Harrison Ford (age 76), Clint Eastwood (age 88), Anthony
Hopkins, Jeremy Irons, Tommy Lee Jones, Sylvester Stallone, De Niro, Pacino, Keaton
etc.

18.

In my opinion an actor like Mr. Rush is always going to be in regular work - more and
more as the lead and at very least as the featured actor.

(i)

19.

If you agree with that "general rule", do you think it applies in the
case of Mr Rush specifically? Please answer that question in light
of your own personal knowledge of Mr Rush's professional
attributes, background and experience, and professional
recognition (including the assumptions set out in Schedule 1, any
other accolades and awards you are aware of Mr Rush receiving,
and any other matters you think are relevant).

As above.
(i)

Do you agree with Mr Marks' comment (on page 3) that "the
number of roles offered (to] actors decreases when they are
perceived as 'old"'? If so, do you think that is likely to be true in
the case of Mr Rush specifically? In other words, assuming that
the matters complained of had not been published in 2017, would
you have expected at any rate that the number and quality of the
roles offered to Mr Rush would have decreased in the next 5 or 10
years? Please answer those questions in light of your own
personal knowledge of Mr Rush's professional attributes,
background and experience, and professional recognition
(including the assumptions set out in Schedule 1, any other
accolades and awards you are aware of Mr Rush receiving, and
any other matters you think are relevant).

Page 3
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20.

Again, it might be true that there are less roles offered to older actors than to younger
actors, but that is changing rapidly as audiences age and the streaming services and
cable make it easier for them to see movies or series that cater to their sensibilities. For
example, look at the acceptance of Lily Tomlin and Jane Fonda and Robert Redford in
recent highly popular productions. And again, I do not think that applies to Mr. Rush.
His skill and popularity is growing, not diminishing, and the way he takes care of his
fitness and health ensures he'll be 'up for it', as they say, for a very long time. He is still
more in demand because he can be 'the star' in the right role or add prestige to a
production in a featured character part or even a guest-starring role. Plus he is, as I
have said, capable of such diversity. You only have to see his latest roles as Einstein or
Giocametti, or as the star of The Book Thief, to see that diversity on display.

21.

I also disagree with Mr. Marks' comment that roles for older characters are generally
played by younger actors with make-up and prosthetics. That would only happen if an
actor's character, if he doesn't start out too young, was aging throughout the course of
the film, and the film-makers wanted to use the same actor throughout that aging
process. However, even then, it is not often favoured because it is costly to do both in
time and money and rarely looks anywhere near convincing. It is more common to cast
different actors to play younger and older versions of the same character. For example,
in the US TV series Genius, Johnny Flynn was cast as a young Albert Einstein and Mr.
Rush was cast as the older Einstein. In Shine, Alex Rafalowicz played David Helfgott
as a child, Noah Taylor played him as an adolescent, and Mr. Rush played the older
David Helfgott.
Do you agree with Mr Marks' comments (on page 4) in relation to
the importance of "cast insurance"?

22.

I disagree with those comments. In my experience, actors would on every film be
required to undergo a medical test. But provided the actor did not have a particular
health problem, an actor's age by itself would not be a relevant factor in casting.
Do you agree with Mr Marks' comments (on page 4) that "the
number and quality of roles in terms of remuneration generally
decrease with age, in general the number and quality of roles and
remuneration would be less for an actor between the ages 67 and
77 than for an actor between the ages of 57 and 67 and further
decreasing for an actor between the ages of 77 and 87, etc"? If so,
do you think that is likely to be true in the case of Mr Rush
specifically?
In other words, assuming that the matters
complained of had not been published in 2017, would you have
expected at any rate that Mr Rush's remuneration would have
decreased in the next 5 or 10 years? Please answer those
questions in light of your own personal knowledge of Mr Rush's
professional attributes, background and experience, and
professional recognition (including the assumptions set out in
Schedule 1, any other accolades and awards you are aware of Mr
Rush receiving, and any other matters you think are relevant).

23.

Mr. Marks' comments might be true of lesser actors, but in my opinion they are not true
of special actors like Mr. Rush. When an actor like Mr. Rush has won so many awards,
and had such a prestigious career, there are different rules. Film-makers pay a
premium to cast him. Even more these days, because of the quality he brings to a

Page 4
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production plus his ever growing reputation in the eyes of the audience and therefore, in
the eyes of financiers.
(a)

Do you agree with the opinion expressed by Mr Marks at paragraph 10(c)
of his report) - on pages 4 and 5. In particular, assuming that the Court
finds in favour of Mr Rush, and finds that the matters complained of were
defamatory and false, would you expect that Mr Rush's income, and the
number and quality of offers of work, would return to the same or similar
level as prior to the matters complained of? If not, why not?

24.

No. I do not agree with Mr. Marks that Mr. Rush's prospects of receiving the same
income and quality of work will be unchanged if the court finds in his favour. And I
certainly don't think you can compare the example of Robert Downey Jnr's situation with
Mr. Rush's. Mr. Downey Jnr was shunned by the studios, not necessarily the public,
and not because of any disgrace about taking drugs. In my view it was more for the bad
behaviour the drugs caused in him when he was supposed to be working. Obviously
that costs productions considerable amounts of money. It does not carry the same
stigma as does the accusations that Mr. Rush has had to face, which, even with
vindication, will not disappear from Google and the like, especially in this #metoo age.
Studios and producers and distributors are highly sensitive about casting or even being
involved with anyone who is alleged to have engaged in sexual misconduct. Their
concern is only about its affect on their box office. Kevin Spacey is an example. After
he was accused of sexual misconduct in October 2017, his role in All the Money in the
World was re-cast and his scenes were re-shot to replace him with Christopher
Plummer (a man who is a quarter of a century older than Mr. Spacey). Mr. Spacey's
latest film Billionaire Boys Club only made approximately US$126.00 on its opening day
in August 2018. It's the public's reaction like that they are afraid of. Mr Spacey hasn't
been found guilty of anything in a court of law yet.

25.

In my opinion, not even the most favourable possible outcome in court - that the
allegations made against Mr. Rush are completely false - would return Mr. Rush to the
position he was in prior to the articles being published. For the producers and
distributors there is the fear the stigma will stick regardless. Even if Mr. Rush is cleared
of all alleged misconduct, in the current environment, there might always be some doubt
in the eyes of the public. They are likely to only remember the allegations because they
find them far juicier than the verdict, and that is fuelled by social media and the internet
constantly.

26.

Furthermore, even with the most favourable outcome in court it is reasonable to assume
there would be a delay of twelve to eighteen months before anyone would even start to
think of considering Mr. Rush for film work of the level he has been used to.

September 18, 2018
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LBSWORTH
Our Ref: NWP:JJM:687924

31 August 2018

Mr Fred Schepisi
Redacted for Public File

Private & Confidential

Email: Redacted for Public File
This document, Including any attachments, may contain privileged and confidential Information Intended only for
the addressee named above. If you are not the Intended recipient please notify us. Any unauthorised use,
distribution or reproduction of the content of this document is expressly forbidden.

Dear Sir,
Geoffrey Roy Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd & Anor
Federal Court of Australia Proceedings: NSD2179/2017
1.

As you know, we act for the Applicant, Geoffrey Rush, in Federal Court of Australia
proceedings NSD2179/2017 (the Proceedings).

2.

The purpose of this letter is to request that you please provide us with an expert opinion
in relation to Mr Rush's claim for economic loss in the Proceedings. In this letter, we
have set out the requirements for giving expert evidence in the Federal Court as well as
the specific questions we would like you to answer.

3.

We have also *enclosed with this letter:
(a)

At 'Schedule 1', the assumptions on which you should found your opinion; and

(b)

At 'Schedule 2', the relevant documents which you should have regard to in
forming your opinion.

Background
4.

Mr Rush sues, in the Proceedings:
Adelaide

(a)
(b)

Nationwide News Pty Limited, as the First Respondent; and
Jonathan Moran, as the Second Respondent;

Brisbane
Canberra
Darwin
Hobart
Melbourne
Norwest
Perth
Sydney
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in respect of a poster and two front page articles published by the Respondents on 30
November and 1 December 2017 ("the matters complained of') which he alleges were
defamatory of him.
5.

We have *enclosed, at Tab 1 of Schedule 2, a copy of Mr Rush's Statement of Claim
filed on 8 December 2017.

6.

You will see that, at paragraphs 12(1) to (o) of the Statement of Claim, on page 11, Mr
Rush brings a claim for "special damages". In brief, if a plaintiff in a defamation matter
can prove that the matters complained of caused actual financial loss, he or she is
entitled to claim special damages.

7.

Thank you for agreeing to provide us and Mr Rush with an expert opinion, in support of
his claim for special damages.

8.

Please note that:
(a)

The Court has on 9 August 2018 ordered that Mr Rush is to serve any further
expert evidence by 4.O0pm on 14 September 2018; and

(b)

The Proceedings are listed for a final hearing to commence on 22 October 2018
and with a 14 day estimate (so from Monday 22 October to Thursday 8
November inclusive). You will be required to attend to give evidence at that
hearing.

Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth)
9.

In addition to the Statement of Claim, we have also *enclosed, at Tab 4 of Schedule 2,
a copy of Rules 23.11, 23.12 and 23.13 of the Federal Court Rules 2011(Cth).

10.

Rule 23.11 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) provides that a party may call an
expert to give expert evidence at a trial only if the party has delivered an expert report
that complies with Rule 23.13 to all other parties.

11.

Rule 23.12 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) obliges us to provide you with a copy
of the relevant Federal Court Practice Note in relation to expert witnesses. As such, we
have *enclosed, at Tab 3 of Schedule 2, a copy of Expert Evidence Practice Note
"GPN-EXPT" (the Practice Note). Please familiarise yourself with the content of the
Practice Note.

12.

Rule 23.13 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) provides:
(1)

An expert report must:
(i)

be signed by the expert who prepared the report; and

(It)

contain an acknowledgement at the beginning of the report that the
expert has read, understood and complied with the Practice Note; and

(iii)

contain particulars of the training, study or experience by which the
expert has acquired specialised knowledge; and
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13.

(iv)

identify the questions that the expert was asked to address; and

(v)

set out separately each of the factual findings or assumptions on which
the expert's opinion is based; and

(vi)

set out separately from the factual findings or assumptions each of the
expert's opinions; and

(vii)

set out the reasons for each of the expert's opinions; and

(viii)

comply with the Practice Note.

The requirement at Rule 23.13(c) - that your expert report contain particulars of the
training, study or experience by which you have acquired specialised knowledge - is
consistent with sections 76 and 79 of the Evidence Act 1995 (NSW). We have also
*enclosed, at Tab 5 of Schedule 2, a copy of those sections. Section 76 ("The Opinion
Rule") provides that evidence of an opinion is not admissible to prove the existence of a
fact about the existence of which the opinion was expressed. However, section 79(1)
provides an exception to the opinion rule. It provides that:
If a person has specialised knowledge based on the person's training, study or
experience, the opinion rule does not apply to evidence of an opinion of that
person that is wholly or substantially based on that knowledge.

14.

Schedule 1 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) contains the following definitions:
(a)

The term "expert" means "a person who has specialised knowledge based on
the person's training, study or experience".

(b)

The term "expert evidence" means "the evidence of an expert that is based
wholly or substantially on the expert's specialised knowledge".

(c)

The term "expert report" means "a written report that contains the opinion of any
expert on any question in issue in the proceeding based wholly or substantially
on that expert's specialised knowledge, including any report in which an expert
comments on the report of any other expert".

Assumptions
15.

Please assume the assumptions which are set out in Schedule 1 to this letter.
Respondents' Evidence

16.

The Respondents rely upon the report of Mr Richard Marks, whose report of 26 July
2018 is *enclosed at Tab 2 of Schedule 2.
Questions

17.

We would be grateful if you would please review Mr Marks' report and then provide us
with your own report in which you address the following questions:

Page 3
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(a)

Do you agree with the opinion expressed by Mr Marks at paragraph 10(a) of his
report) - on pages 2 and 3?

(b)

Do you agree with the opinion expressed by Mr Marks at paragraph 10(b) of his
report) - on pages 3 and 4? In particular:

(i)

Do you agree with Mr Marks' comment (on page 3) that: "As a general
rule...actors' roles and remuneration over the course of their career are
speculative, uncertain, and unpredictable especially because they are
dependent on offers from third parties which ebb, flow and/or dry up
based upon the producers' perceptions of the actor and the
marketplace"? If not, why not?

(ii)

If you agree with that "general rule", do you think it applies in the case
of Mr Rush specifically? Please answer that question in light of your
own personal knowledge of Mr Rush's professional attributes,
background and experience, and professional recognition (including the
assumptions set out in Schedule 1, any other accolades and awards
you are aware of Mr Rush receiving, and any other matters you think
are relevant).

(iii)

Do you agree with Mr Marks' comment (on page 3) that "the number of
roles offered [to] actors decreases when they are perceived as 'old'"? If
so, do you think that is likely to be true in the case of Mr Rush
specifically? In other words, assuming that the matters complained of
had not been published in 2017, would you have expected at any rate
that the number and quality of the roles offered to Mr Rush would have
decreased in the next 5 or 10 years? Please answer those questions in
light of your own personal knowledge of Mr Rush's professional
attributes, background and experience, and professional recognition
(including the assumptions set out in Schedule 1, any other accolades
and awards you are aware of Mr Rush receiving, and any other matters
you think are relevant).

(iv)

Do you agree with Mr Marks' comments (on page 4) in relation to the
importance of "cast insurance"?

(v)

Do you agree with Mr Marks' comments (on page 4) that "the number
and quality of roles in terms of remuneration generally decrease with
age, in general the number and quality of roles and remuneration would
be less for an actor between the ages 67 and 77 than for an actor
between the ages of 57 and 67 and further decreasing for an actor
between the ages of 77 and 87, etc"? If so, do you think that Is likely to
be true in the case of Mr Rush specifically? In other words, assuming
that the matters complained of had not been published in 2017, would
you have expected at any rate that Mr Rush's remuneration would have
decreased in the next 5 or 10 years? Please answer those questions in
light of your own personal knowledge of Mr Rush's professional
attributes, background and experience, and professional recognition
(including the assumptions set out in Schedule 1, any other accolades
and awards you are aware of Mr Rush receiving, and any other matters
you think are relevant).
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(c)

Do you agree with the opinion expressed by Mr Marks at paragraph 10(c) of his
report) - on pages 4 and 5. In particular, assuming that the Court finds in favour
of Mr Rush, and finds that the matters complained of were defamatory and
false, would you expect that Mr Rush's income, and the number and quality of
offers of work, would return to the same or similar level as prior to the matters
complained of? If not, why not?

18.

We would be grateful to receive your report as soon as possible prior to 14 September.

19.

In the meantime, please feel free at any time to contact either Nicholas Pullen on 03
8644 3408 or Jeremy Marel on 02 9334 8705.

Yours faithfully,

/4
.Nrchf
o as PL i
Partner
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Jeremy Marel
Associate
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

+61 3 8644 3408
npullen@hwle.com.au

+61 2 9334 8705
jmarel@hwle.com.au
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"Schedule 1" - Assumptions
In preparing your report, please assume the following facts:
1.

Mr Rush was born on 6 July 1951, and so is currently 67 years old.

2.

Mr Rush has been acting since the early 1970's, when he appeared in 21 productions
for the Queensland Theatre Company (QTC) between 1971 and 1974.

3.

Since that time, Mr Rush has acted in movies, in theatre, and on television - both in
Australia and overseas. He rose to particular international acclaim after winning the
Academy Award for Best Actor in 1996 for his role in the movie Shine In 1996, and then
winning the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor for his role in the movie
Shakespeare in Love in 1998.

4.

In particular:
Film / television

5.

Mr Rush has been in various well-known films and television programs - including:
(a)

1979-1981 - Consumer Capers (TV series) - playing Jim Boy;

(b)

1981:
(i)

Hoodwink;

(ii)

Menotti (TV series);

(c)

1987 - Twelfth Night (an Australian film) - playing Sir Andrew Aguecheek;

(d)

1996:

(e)

(i)

Shine - playing David Helfgottl;

(1i)

Mercury (TV series) - playing Bill Wyatt;

(iii)

Children of the Revolution - an Australian film in which Mr Rush played
Zachary Welch and which also starred Judy Davis, Sam Neill, F. Murray
Abraham, Richard Roxburgh, and Rachel Griffiths;

1997:
(i)

Frontier (TV miniseries);

For which he won the Academy Award for Best Actor, an Australian Film Institute Award for Best Actor in a Leading
Role; a BAFTA Award for Best Actor in a Leading Role; a Boston Society of Film Critics Award for Best Actor; a
Broadcast Film Critics Association Award for Best Actor; a Films Critics Circle of Australia Award for Best Actor; a
Florida Film Critics Circle Award for Best Actor; a Golden Globe for Best Actor (Motion Picture Drama); a London Film
Critics Circle Award for Best Actor; a Los Angeles Film Critics Circle Award for Best Actor; a New York Film Critics
Circle Award for Best Actor; a Satellite Award for Best Actor (Motion Picture Drama); a Screen Actors Guild Award (for
Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Leading Role); a Society of Texas Film Critics Award for Best Actor. He
was also nominated for various other awards internationally.
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(ii)
(f)

(g)

Oscar and Lucinda - as the narrator;

1998:
(i)

A Little Bit of Soul an Australian film in which Mr Rush played Godfrey
Usher and which also starred David Wenham and Heather Mitchell - for
which Mr Rush was nominated for an Australian Film Institute Award for
Best Actor in a Supporting Role;

(ii)

Elizabeth - a British film in which Mr Rush played Sir Francis
Walsingham and which also starred Cate Blanchett, Christopher
Eccleston, Joseph Fiennes, Richard Attenborough and Daniel Craig for which Mr Rush won a BAFTA Award for Best Actor in a Supporting
Role;

(iii)

Les Miserables - in which Mr Rush played Javert and starred alongside
Liam Neeson, Uma Thurman and Claire Danes;

(iv)

Shakespeare in Love - in which Mr Rush played Philip Henslowe and
which also starred Gwyneth Paltrow, Joseph Fiennes, Colin Firth, Ben
Affleck and Judi Dench - for which Mr Rush won a Screen Actors Guild
Award (for Outstanding Performance by a Cast in a Motion Picture);
and for which he was nominated for various other awards including an
Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor, a BAFTA Award for Best
Supporting Actor, a Golden Globe Award for Best Supporting Actor
(Motion Picture), and a Screen Actors Guild Award (for Outstanding
Performance by a Male Actor in a Supporting Role);

1999:
Mystery Men - playing Casanova Frankenstein;
(ii)

(h)

(i)

House on Haunted Hill - playing Stephen H. Price;

2000:
(i)

Quills - in which Mr Rush played Marquis de Sade and starred
alongside Kate Winslet, Joaquin Phoenix and Michael Caine - for which
Mr Rush won various awards including a Florida Film Critics Circle
Award for Best Actor, a Kansas City Film Critics Circle Award for Best
Actor, a Las Vegas Film Circle Award for Best Actor, a Phoenix Film
Critics Society Award for Best Actor, and a Satellite Award for Best
Actor (Motion Picture Drama); and for which he was nominated for
various other awards including an Academy Award for Best Actor, a
BAFTA Award for Best Supporting Actor, a Golden Globe Award for
Best Actor (Motion Picture Drama), and a Screen Actors Guild Award
(for Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Leading Role).

(ii)

The Magic Pudding;

2001:
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(i)

The Tailor of Panama - in which Mr Rush played Harold 'Harry' Pendel
and starred alongside Pierce Brosnan, Jamie Lee Curtis, Brendan
Gleason and Daniel Radcliffe;

(ii)

Lantana In which Mr Rush played John Knox and which also starred
Anthony LaPaglia, Kerry Armstrong and Vince Colosimo;

2002:

(k)

(I)

Frida - in which Mr Rush played Leon Trotsky and which also starred
Salma Hayek;

(ii)

The Banger Sisters;

2003:
(i)

Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl - in which Mr
Rush played Captain Hector Barbossa and which also starred Johnny
Depp, Orlando Bloom and Kiera Knightley;

(ii)

Swimming Upstream;

(iii)

Ned Kelly - in which Mr Rush played Superintendent Francis Hare and
which also starred Heath Ledger, Naomi Watts and Orlando Bloom;

(iv)

Finding Nemo - playing the voice of Nigel;

(v)

Intolerable Cruelty,

(vi)

Harvie /Crumpet - narrating;

(I)

2004 - The Life and Death of Peter Sellers - playing Peter Sellers - for which he
won a Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Lead Actor in a Miniseries or
Movie, a Golden Globe Award for Best Actor (Miniseries or Television Film),
and a Screen Actors Guild Award (for Oustanding Performance by a Male Actor
in a Miniseries or Television Movie); and for which he was nominated for
various other awards;

(m)

2005 - Munich - which also starred Eric Bane and Daniel Craig;

(n)

2006:
Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest - playing Captain Hector
Barbossa;
(ii)

(o)

Candy - playing Casper - for which he won a Film Critics Circle of
Australia Award for Best Actor in a Supporting Role and was nominated
for an Australian Film Institute Award for Best Actor in a Supporting
Role;

2007:
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(i)

Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End - playing Captain Hector
Barbossa;

(ii)

Elizabeth: The Golden Age - playing Sir Francis Walsingham;

(p)

2009 - Bran Nue Dae - playing Father Benedictus;

(q)

2010:
Legends of the Guardians: The Owls of Ga'Hoole - playing the voice of
Ezylryb & Lyze of Kiel - for which he was nominated for an Annie Award
for Best Voice Acting in an Animated Feature Production;

(r)

(ii)

The King's Speech - in which Mr Rush played Lionel Logue and starred
alongside Colin Firth, Helena Bonham Carter, Guy Pearce, Derek
Jacobi and Michael Gambon - for which Mr Rush won various awards
including a BAFTA Award for Best Actor in a Supporting Role, British
Independent Film Award for Best Supporting Actor, and Screen Actors
Guild Award (for Outstanding Performance by a Cast in a Motion
Picture); and was nominated for various other awards including an
Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor, a Golden Globe Award for
Best Supporting Actor (Motion Picture), and a Screen Actors Guild
Award (for Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Supporting
Role);

(iii)

Lowdown;

(iv)

The Warrior's Way;

2011:
Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides - playing Captain Hector
Barbossa - for which he was nominated with a People's Choice Award
for Favourite Ensemble Movie Cast;

(s)

(t)

(ii)

Green Lantern - playing the voice of Tomar-Re;

(iii)

The Eye of the Storm - playing Basil Hunter - for which he was
nominated for an AACTA Award for Best Actor in a Leading Role, a
Film Critics Circle of Australia Award for Best Actor, and an Inside Film
Award for Best Actor;

2013:
(i)

The Best Offer;

(ii)

The Book Thief - in which Mr Rush played Hans Hubermann and
starred alongside Emily Watson - for which he was nominated for an
AACTA International Award for Best Supporting Actor;

2014 - Unity - narrating;
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(u)

2015:
(i)

The Daughter;

(ii)

Minions - narrating;

(iii)

Holding the Man;

(v)

2016 - Gods of Egypt - in which Mr Rush played Ra and which also starred
Gerard Butler and Nikolaj Coster-Waldau;

(w)

2017:
(i)

The Final Portrait - playing Alberto Giacometti;

(ii)

Genius - playing Albert Einstein - for which he was nominated for a
Golden Globe Award for Best Actor (Miniseries or Television Film), a
Primetime Emmy Award (for Outstanding Actor in a Limited Series or
Movie), and a Screen Actors Guild Award (for Outstanding Performance
by a Male Actor in a Miniseries or Television Movie);

(iii)

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales - playing Captain
Hector Barbossa.

Theatre
6.

In addition to the 21 QTC productions referred to at paragraph 2 above, Mr Rush has
also been in various other stage productions - including:
(a)

The Fool in King Lear (QTC);

(b)

Co-Director of A Midsummer's Night Dream (QTC);

(c)

Clowneroonies;

(d)

Dave in On Our Selection (Jane St Theatre);

(e)

Vladimir in Waiting for Godot (Jane St Theatre);

(f)

The Revengers Tragedy (South Australian Theatre Company (SATC));

(g)

No End of Blame (SATC);

(h)

Various plays for the Lighthouse Company;

(i)

Various plays for the Magpie Theatre for Young People;

(j)

Co-Director of Cabaret Scandals of '85 (Beivoir);

(k)

Director of Pearls Before Swine (Beivoir);

(I)

Benefactors (STCSA);
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(m)

On Parliament's Hill (Belvoir);

(n)

Shepherd on the Rocks (STCSA);

(0)

The Winter's Tale (STCSA);

(p)

Director of Merry Wives Of Windsor (QTC);

(q)

Director of The Popular Mechanicals (Belvoir);

(r)

Tristram Shandy (Melbourne Theatre Company (MTC));

(s)

The Fool in King Lear (STCSA);

(t)

The Importance Of Being Earnest (MTC);

(u)

Troilus and Cressida (Grin and Tonic Theatre Company - Queensland);

(v)

Les Enfants du Paradis (Belvoir);

(w)

The Diary of A Madman (Belvoir);

(x)

Director of The Wolf's Banquet (Belvoir);

(y)

Marat-Sade (STCSA);

(z)

The Comedy Of Errors (STCSA);

(aa)

The Importance of Being Earnest (Sydney Theatre Company (STC));

(bb)

The Government Inspector (STC);

(cc)

Popular Mechanicals 2 (Belvoir);

(dd)

Uncle Vanya (STC);

(ee)

Director of FROGS (Belvoir) ;

(1f)

Oleanna (STC);

(gg)

Horatio in Hamlet (Belvoir);

(hh)

The Alchemist (Belvoir);

(ii)

The Marriage of Figaro (QTC);

(jj)

Small Poppies (Belvoir);

(kk)

Life x 3 (MTC);

(II)

King Berenger in Exit the King (Maithouse Theatre and Belvoir, then Broadway);

(mm)

Man in Chair in The Drowsy Chaperone (MTC);
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(nn)

The Diary of a Madman (Belvoir);

(oo)

Lady Bracknell in The Importance of Being Earnest (MTC);

(pp)

Pseudolus in A Funny Thing Happened On the Way to the Forum (MTC);

(qq)

King Lear (STC);

Awards
7

In addition to the awards which have been referred to at paragraph 5 above, Mr Rush
has also been honoured with the following awards:
(a)

He is one of 23 people who has won the 'Triple Crown' of Acting: an Academy
Award, a Primetime Emmy Award, and a Tony Award;

(b)

He has won one Academy Award for Best Actor out of four nominations;

(c)

He has won three British Academy Film Awards out of five nominations;

(d)

He has won two Golden Globe Awards out of six nominations;

(e)

He has been awarded four Screen Actors Guild Awards;

(f)

He has won three AFI Awards;

(g)

He has won two Helpmann awards;

(h)

He was the first actor to win the Academy Award, BAFTA Award, Critics' Choice
Movie Award, Golden Globe Award, and Screen Actors Guild Award for a single
performance in a film, for Shine in 1996;

(i)

He was awarded the Sidney Myer Award in 1993;

(j)

In 2004 he received the Charles Chauvel Award;

(k)

In 2009 he received the AFI Raymond Longford Award;

(1)

He is the founding President of the Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts which honours achievements (performance and technical in 49
categories) for Australian screen excellence. It was formerly (1958 — 2011) the
Australian Film Institute;

(m)

He is the Patron of the Melbourne International Film Festival, the Empire
Theatre Foundation for Young Artists in Toowoomba and the Spina Bifida
Foundation of Victoria. He is also an Ambassador of the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra and UNICEF;

(n)

In 2012 he was named Australian of the Year for services to the arts and
community;
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(o)

In 2013 he was honoured for 4 months in a career retrospective multi-media
exhibition The Extraordinary Shapes of Geoffrey Rush at the Victoria Arts
Centre;

(p)

On Australia Day in 2014 he was awarded a Companion of the Order of
Australia for eminent service to the arts as a theatre performer, motion picture
actor, role model and mentor for aspiring artists, and through support for, and
promoting of, the Australian Arts Industry;

(q)

In 2017 he was honoured with the Berlinale Camera award at the Berlin Film
Festival.

The matters complained of
8.

On 30 November 2017 and 1 December 2017, two front page articles ("the matters
complained of") were published by The Daily Telegraph about Mr Rush, in which it was
alleged that an actress had made a complaint against Mr Rush of "inappropriate
behaviour" during the stage production of King Lear which ran from November 2015 to
January 2016.

9.

The matters complained of have damaged Mr Rush's reputation such that he has not
received, and is unlikely in the foreseeable future to receive, the same number of offers
of work as an actor.

10.

As a result of the matters complained of, Mr Rush has been unable to work since
publication of the matters complained of and is unlikely to be able to work for some time
in the future.

11.

Before publication of the matters complained of Mr Rush was expecting to continue his
acting career for at least another 10 years.

12.

The continuity of Mr Rush's career is predicated on the roles he enjoys in cinema as
more of a 'character actor' than in a leading role. However, in theatre productions there
Is more likelihood to have a leading role.
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"Schedule 2". Documents

No.

Date

Document

8 December 2017

1.

Mr Rush's Statement of Claim

2.

Report of Richard Marks

3.

Expert Evidence Practice Note "GPN-EXPT"

N/A

4.

Rules 23.11, 23.12 and 23.13 of the Federal Court
Rules 2011 (Cth)

N/A

5.

Sections 76 and 79 of the Evidence Act 1995 (NSW)

N/A

26 July 2018
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Fred Schepisi Biography
Fred Schepisi (b. Melbourne, 1939) began his production career in the advertising
world before joining Cinesound Productions (1964) then starting the Film House
(1966) where for 20 plus years he directed both commercials and documentaries.
His first foray into feature films as a writer, producer, director was 'The Priest'
starring Robyn Nevin and Arthur Dignam, which was part of the portmanteau film
Libido (1973).
His first full length feature film as writer, producer, director was the semiautobiographical The Devil's Playground (1976) - starring Simon Burke, Nick Tate
and Arthur Dignam - which won 6 AFI awards including Best Film, Best Screenplay.
Writer, producer, director of The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith (1978) - starring
Tommy Lewis and Freddy Reynolds - which was nominated for 12 AFI awards,
winning 3.
Directed Barbarosa (1981), for Marble Arch released by Universal Pictures, starring
Willie Nelson and Garey Busey.
Directed Iceman (1983) for Universal Pictures starring Timothy Hutton, John Lone
and Lindsay Crouse.
Directed Plenty (1985) for R.K.O. distributed by 20th Century Fox, starring Meryl
Streep, John Gielgud, Charles Dance, Sam Neill. Won Oscar nomination for Ms
Streep.
Directed Roxanne (1987) for Columbia Pictures, starring Steve Martin, Daryl Hannah.
Won WGA Best Screenplay for Steve Martin.
Co-wrote and directed Evil Angels (a.k.a. A Cry in the Dark, 1988) for Warner
Brothers, EMI and Cannon Films, starring Meryl Streep and Sam Neill. Ms Streep
won Cannes Best Actress award and was nominated for an Oscar. The film was
nominated for 2 Golden Globe nominations for Best Screenplay and Best Director. It
was also nominated for 8 AFI awards, winning three.
Produced and directed Russia House (1989) for Pathe and MGM, starring Sean
Connery, Michelle Pfeiffer and Klaus Maria Brandauer.
Co-wrote, produced and directed Mr. Baseball (1991) for Universal Pictures, starring
Tom Selleck, Ken Takakura and Aya Takanashi.
Produced and directed Six Degrees of Separation (1993) for MGM, New Regency,
starring Stockard Channing, Donald Sutherland and Will Smith.
Co-produced and directed IQ (1994) for Paramount Pictures, starring Meg Ryan,
Walter Matthau and Tim Robbins.
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Directed new material and restructuring of Fierce Creatures (1996) for Universal
Pictures, starring John Cleese, Jamie Lee Curtis, Kevin Kline and Michael Palin.
Wrote, produced and directed Last Orders (2001) for Scala Productions, starring
Michael Caine, Bob Hoskins, Ray Winston, Tom Courtenay, David Hemmings and
Helen Mirren.
Co-produced, directed It Runs In The Family (2002) for MGM, starring Michael
Douglas, Kirk Douglas and Bernadette Peters.
Co-produced and directed Empire Falls (2004) for HBO, starring Paul Newman,
Joanne Woodward, Ed Harris, Helen Hunt. Empire Falls had 10 Emmy nominations,
and won Best Supporting Actor for Mr. Newman. It also won two Golden Globes for
Best TV Film and Best Supporting Actor.
Co-produced and directed The Eye Of The Storm (2010) for Paper Bark Films,
starring Geoffrey Rush, Charlotte Rampling, Judy Davis. The film was nominated for
10 AACTA awards and won 3.
Co-produced and directed Words and Pictures ( 2013) for Higher Learning Prods,
starring Juliette Binoche and Clive Owen.
Currently (2018) co-writing and preparing King Of Grapes, and developing Burnt
Piano, Travels with Gauguin, Last Man.
In 2004 Fred was awarded the Order of Australia for his service to the Australian film
industry first as a mentor and then as a director, producer and screenwriter.
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LET JOYCE
KEEP HIS
JOB: WIFE
SHARRI MARKSON & KYIAR LOOSSIKIAH
NATALIE Joyce has told close friends she
wants her cheating husband Barnaby to
keep his job despite the devastation his affair with a now pregnant young staffer has
caused her and theirfou r daughters.
Tcying to shake off the trauma of the
past two weeks. Mrs Joyce made her first
public appearance since the scandal broke
on Saturday nightwhen she attended a Juxucy boat birthday party of a major Coalition
donor on Sydney Harbour. Friends of Mrs
Joyce's said she does not want the Deputy
Prime Minister to lose his job, which is
partly why she has been hesitant to agree to
a major media interview.
Mrs Joyce even voiced concerns about
colleagues using the family's pain to jostle
for the party's leadership.
It comes as onlv one-third of Nationals
MPs were yesterday willing to publicly back
Mr Joyce as leader of the party.
::. Fllll. REPORlS PAGES TO· il

ABBOTT·s
BIG DIG AT
GLIB MAL
SHARRI MARKSON
FORMER prime minister Tony Abbotll'lill
today unleash a stinging rebuke of modem
Australian politics - including a thinly
\'eiled take-down of Malcolm Turnbull's
elitist attitude and the grol'ling gulfbetween
the "talking class" and the "working class~.
Deli\•ering a speech to the Sydney Institute tonight, Mr Abbottv.ill deliver a brutal
assessment of Mr Turnbull's National Energy Guarantee and education policy, while
highlighting the ·insiders versus outsiders~
chasm dividing Western democracies.
Mr Abbott. who lost the leadership to Mr
Turnbull in September 20!5, will also call
for immigration levels to be cut to 110,000
people a year from 190.000, until migrants
are able to properly integrate into the Australian way of life, and to help wages grow
and make house prices more affordable.
But it is his attack of Mr Turnbull and his
"glib tal k" that is the most cutting.
"All too often. it seems. the
CONTINUF.[) PAGE II
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We lived
next door
to malice
NEIGHBOURS of Australian
terrorist Khaled Sharrouf have
given a scathing account of the
IS recruit's time in Svria.
Sharrouf. 36. who packed
up his young family and travelled half Wa\' across the world
to fight for the cowardly terror
group in 2013, used his brother's passport to leave Australia.
He then set up horne in the
Syrian city of Raqqa.
"He was so corrupt. it's unbelieo.·able. He was such an
outlaw.
He
was even outside
Islamic
law,"
his
neighbour
AbdelAziz Bin
Khalafa told
ABC's Four
Corners. Mr
Sharrouf.
Bin Khalafa
remembered
the way Sharrouf exposed his
children to a violent life.
"\\'henever he would step
outside here, as soon as he'd
see me. he'd carry his weapons
and fire in the air as if he wanted to make a point - I am
here. I have weaoons," Mr Bin
Khalafa said
·
His neighbours often complained to IS about his behaviour and the extremists
eventuallv turned on him. one
time sending security to reprimand him at 2am.
Sharrouf and two of his
children were reportedly killed
by a US air strike last year.

MATTHEW BEHNS
EDITOR-AHAR6£

..
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MORE than 200 men are
suing the Commonwealth.
claiming they did not recen·e
promised training in the navy
which was supposed to give
them a trade in rn·illife.
Opening the Supreme
Court class action yesterday,
the men's barrister, Nick Kidd
SC, said their training contracts were binding but were
not honoured bv the Roval
Australian Nav.,:. One man
claimed he and ' other recruits
posted to HMAS Kuttabul in
20Il spent a lot of time just
playing games on their phones.

"" ''"' '

duction's run in Januarv 2016.
Torn Blackburn. SC. counsel for Nationwide ·N~·s, publisher of The Daily Telegraph,
told the court this touching
could amount to '·scandalous
and inappropriate behaviour".
"The allegation is not that
she was touched in a particular
place but she was touched in a
way that made her uncomfortable. She said stop and he kept
doing it" he said.
Mr McHugh said Rush denied the allegations.
"They
are
necessarily
touching as part of what the
production requires." he said
And he said an earlier re-~ '
port which quoted Rush as
":!~i>-?:.y.1
saying he had a •stage door
Johnny crush" on the actress
was clearly said in jest
~
Mr McHugh had argued
that the newspaper's truth defence should be struck out because it lacked sufficient detail.
According to The Daily
Telegraph's defence. Rush engaged in further inappropriate
behaviour at the party to celebrate the final night of the production at the Walsh Bav
Kitchen. next door to the pla/s
one of the stories at the
venue.
centn! of Rush's legal claim.
During the party for cast
and crew Rush ·entered the feduring the play's final scene.
male bathroom located in the
As King Lear. Rush had to foyer of the Rosl}n Packer
carry Nor;ill on to the stage as Theatre, knm\ing (NorviU)
she simulated the lifeless body was in there, and stood outside
of the title character's daugh- a cubicle" that she was in.
ter. Cordelia.
He left when she told him to
Norvill asked Rush to "stop "F... off'.
doing it" but it is alleged that
She was "visibly upset" folhe repeated the touching on lowing the incident.
Mr Blackburn said: "There
another four occasions in the
final week of the STC pro- can be no more compelling

D8ilyTelegraph

Navy life not
so fulfilling

fftfJ....

Media and Channel 9, Justice
Michael Wigney said fears that
releasing details of the defence
case could further damage
Rmh's reputation were outweighed by the need for open
justice.
For the first time the extent
of the allegations against Rush
can now be revealed.
According to the document,
Rush touched the actress "in a
manner that made the Complainant feel uncomfortable"
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reason for publication than il
was true."
According to the defence
document •Following the investigation the STC decided
that it would never work v.ith
the Applicant (Rush) again."
Apart from truth. The
Daily Telegraph, is also relying on the defence of qualified
pri~ilege in defending the
defamation case.
It argued the allegations
were "matters of proper and
legitimate public interest- in
the wake of a string of allegations concerning "sexual mis-

conduct
bullying
and
harassment in the entertainment industry• which started
with the H~nr~· Weinstein
scandal.
•

The Dally Telegraph argues it had more information
about the Rush aRegations at
the time of publication but
did not include them in its

reports. This included an allegation that Rush had touched
Norvil! on the eenital.~.
The defence document
stated: "that a complaint had

been made to the STC by the
complainant (Norvil!) in substance that the Applicant
(Rush) had touched her genitals during the production of
King Lear Ytithout her consent"
The Judge reserved his decision on Mr McHugh's application to strike out large parts
of The Daily Telegraph's defence including the entirety of
its truth defence.
Justice Wigney also reserved his decision on Rush's
application to stop the issuing
of a subpoena by NationYtide

News on the Sydney Theatre
Company for documents relating to the alleged complaint
Mr McHugh argued therequest for a subpoena was a
"fiShing expedition" and an
abuse of process.
Mr Rush launched the
defamation proceedings in
the Federal Court in December 2017. alleging The Daily
Telegraph had engaged in
"hyperbole, lies and spurious
claims" in its report of the
complaint from the actress to
theSTC.

Win a $12.000
Collette Travel Voucher!
To celebrate Collette's 100th year of leading travel. we are offering you the chance to win $12.000 worth of
travel with Collette!
Wrth dassic tours, small groups and spotlight city-stays, Collette offers over 150 tours across the globe, with

exceptional choice. inclusive value and quality.
Discover the Collette difference today! See the Collette range at gocollette.com/win
For your chance to win, tell us in25 words or less which Collette tour you would choose and why.
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•John McGrath calls in
Paul Hogan's~l\)'er.{P!7L

ALPTOPLTfFAIR \VORKFOCUSONLOW -PAID

Actress at heart of case against Rush revealed

Backdown
on radical
wage plan
Labor find'i some
coal comfort but not for Adani

.\V I1' 11,\ Nf'o \ i\l
WOR K PL.AC.t: El) l"fOR

!Jill Short.:n·s l.abc•r Partyi; hdci..mg away .froui a cvntrovt:)"':)JaJ
proposal tt) tegb:latt- srgnifica111 l! l·r-< PACt.l!,\o:
mil1imunt wage rises, iru.tead c~:.n <;I.OFI· C!i AII-IIlt · H~
s idcrin~ a plan to for..;e th~ FcUr
\Vork Comnussiou togl\'egrt!ater
Labor has mot,o·ed lo l"e&SUt'C
weight to the needs oi lol<-paitl minersandunionsthata
workers when awardmg mim- Shorten government would
continuf' to support existing
mw n wagenKrt:3So
Empl oyer~ warnetl tht.· new
coal min.,:. while declaring
awroach. flagged yesterday by Adani'sproposed Galilee Basin
opposition work11la.:e rel"tion> mine wa.t,; tinancialht unviahle.
;pokesman Brendan o·eonnor.
Opposition eneri:Y
wuuld still cost thousands ofjohs. spokesman Mark Buller, iiJ a
A Shorten gove rnmt"Jlt would .!Jo)ll!t..·dtlo lht" S.vdney ln~litule
'-.:o nsideramending tht' Farr \Vorh. la.<t nighl. empha.,i...J that
Act to chan~ethe factors the com- Labor remain.!~~ sceptical about
mtsston m~st tak~ mto a((:..m m !henna! coal but would
when cletermmin~ :-l.nnual in- <·ontinue to support the
":rea... Q , uoderthe rww apr1I·oad1
JJ..Nnnin.t:: l'Ukin ~~ :odJ c...:von
T he com nu:,..\:u;n eurf r>urly
indust1y. 'ff1e lt•tl-wingcnergy
ta k~s mw d l'CCJWlt the perior mancc und competiti vcncs~ oi lh t=
nalional econotn\', including: pro ducti\•!ty. husu1ess ..:om~titive
ncss and \'JaiJJiity , intl<Jt ion .HJt l
emplnynac:nt growth. It also con· Brendan O'Connor is one
ufthe mosl unimprc:.sive
siders the prom ot ion ,1f M)CW:I
mclusion th rough IIUTt':&~t'll
members of the. Labor
workfon."e participation. rd atiVt" lrontbench. At ll'asthe
iivmg standanls and needs of the has seen thl' li!,!hl
low-paid, and the pnnciple of
&}ual remu neration ft1r wo rk of on this
6.}Ualor comparablt: value

Mr O'Couuor toJd Th& Au.s-

particularly
reckless idl'a.

Cu llllllh..-.to ll :, tn kt· ·l

whctht' r t l1c andependcnt u n iiiJrt ·

•mcc hct wcC'II a nu111 llt' r0f ')Ql'ntk

h<.~~ ~ u fti cien t

fa::tor~. ·· ~-J r Smu.h srud.

guidanct: fwnl th ~.·
e-nsure workers get

thcirf:ursha re Tht>
A u~ a.ral 1 a t1
lmh a:o.trv
<..iroup'~ head of n:~hona l \\'ork
place rd atiol\s policy. ~t \.' p h c n
Smith, wamcd las:t mght against
changing tht minimum wage
objective in tho Fair Work Act.
"ltrequirt:: that the Fa1r Work

HClORli~

Opposition Leader's lurch lo Ute
left on Adani, amid Ute political
6ghl l'ilh theGreensin the
Babnan by-cled.ion.
In Ute past week, MrShorten
h 11> tra•·eHed to Queenslaml,
Com inu~d tm Pa~.! 2

RO~l' \L>.HX

SI.OAN p(,

~Th e

rart:fu! hal -

r.Cimmission nmsr

tak~

into account the nn.-;1:-- of Jt·,w-

pa:d worl-..t!P· ,,;) wdl a:, cconomk
f:H·w r... o., uch as cntpJ(,ym.:nt
~1'(\Wlh . IJU!l !nt..~ \'lahifi t}', I.'Uill-

pt:titt \'t::!h:::::iSand inflallOII
"It wuuJd not bt: in anvoneJs
interests for the criteria in ihe act
to b~ ; kcwed in favour of any one

incident had oc.::urred. In its "particulars oftruth" defence-which
RllS!rs lawyer.: have descnbed as
"scanty" and vague - the new;paper al!eg.,. that the ac'tor
touchedNonill "in a marmer that
made the complainant feel un-

:-lfll .l.

Emerging st38e actress El)n Jean

Nom ll ha.• been revealed a;; lhe
wuman atthe c.'elltreofallegations
levelled against Geoffrey Rush
after th<'O~r~wi n ni ng a ctoryes

tltf..: rt •t. If au un;;:u.'-tain.ihle wagt!
incr~asc is :1wardcrl tv lf'IW~ paid
;,·orkcr~ bccaus~ thr.! ~.. rite-ria t!ivcs
umdt:4uate \\"c:"ight to b u~ incs
\'iability and t.:n mpetni vt:n ~, .
thowand.s of lm•• -paid \\·orke1 :t

i,;Ould Iuse thcir.i\>b!) a~ a r~ ui t.
~ rr is essential rh:.1t tht commis:o-IOH b uot houn~ trung when
carerullr we1ghmg up all of t he
rdevomt t3cton; and detenninill ~

terday ·lost his b\rl to ct:nsor T"ht:

comforbble"fivetimes dmingthe
production'.-: dosin ~ w~k at S)'ti ~

Jef.r~ mation

eai-ly 20lb."'

Oait\·· T~egraph :S dd~nce 1n his

L"aSe agdinst

long-term "lhing wa~ t" tal)!et of
6(.) per ccnr of lhl~ rnOOian wage.
up from :~ per ( t"nl. Thr currtnt
minimum w~t..·kly wag.(' b$NJ5.
tn a daun rcjc"'tt:J .!Jy the Fa1r
Work Cummissiun Ja.,<: year,
Continul.i ~"~n Pagz ?
MOREREPORTSP6

Rush "'" playing King Lear
and Non·ill was portraying Cordelia, !..ear's youngest d1ughter. In
one of the play's m ost famous

I11e Dai(y Teiegraph" amenddl def~cedvL1 nnents. \\hidt had
previously been .:iup pr~~eJ. in-

etude allega tiou~ Rush m appro ·
priatdy toudte<l Nurllll while
they were: on stag~ in a Sydn.:y
Thc::a.lre ( ompany pwGuction (1r'
Ki11g L<·ar Rush strc-.: nur.Jus!y
.jc;:nies the aHegation,:.:
Th~ ne ~,-:. J)aper·.s p artk.War~

On January JU. Mr o ·c ounur
:-aid a Lahor gm:en unent , ..·ouid
<.u. nsidrr changing the Ia ~,· to pt:g
tilt' nunimurn wa~w ru a t:t~ rt.nn
proportionoftht: med mn w a~e .
The ACl'U has prupo;ed a

llt!\"S R< 1:'l\' ll Packer The:llrc jn

the

Sy dneyne~>>Paver.

appropriate."
JI IHITH

r.J!'

ttualifit.>J. prwilege claim N•)r.rill
:..0 JOO!amc:-fi ro \hc STCth3t r<. u~· l !
·n:uJ tnuch"·J her ~enHa~~ during

Ru~h,

who has vehemently

denied the claims

tile producti•Jn of King U..r withuut her COP.senr'. Rush denies this
cb 1m. The actor said it had not
i·c..-t:n rai ~ whh him b\• the <:om··

Tit.; Quillilito1-privilegt particular:, al~ o cl.rim Rush hara.o;.-red
Norvil! thn lu~ht.lUt lh!! pnlduction and that another board

p!ahtantor thc5TC

ll"lem.ht..·r t.:v nfimt~ the ab<wt.~

·

Abbott's call to cut migrant intake
r

'\

lll·.t'..,ON

A.llO...,A I. A... I'A IKS EDITO R

·1on \ v

Abbo tt h as called on
~J al~m Turnbull to hake Aus-

u:a1ia's-f-im nngt<'t tion program in a
rerum tol> t b~ l iowanl-ero targets
and acci'• 1sed f rontbcncl1 col!eaJ;UCS of1,1acking tile courag~ to
lake the 15>1 ve on as a key part of
tackling the 1 ; smgco:.-t. ofliving.
The- fonnes-'" pdme mimsr~r has
abOJ sava_!.!Cil ~ tlh~ gov~ntm~nrs
National En~ w~.Y Gua.rant~~.

d aiming IT 1s at.-. example vf the:
-low ebb" of p<.)lilic.' hec.aus.: it
!lounds "wondertrul " bllt Jacks any
explanation a~ to i how tt \'iuuld

bringdown pncc:-.
Calling on h1s own gor cm m~nt to adopt ~ p ntMJ p lrd , prd.ctiui! and popular poiic•es· Mr

KYM

s~., rm

Tony Abbott
Ahhott argues that cutting Ute
~>•igration rate could be enacted
;wiftly as it would not require
;tare a111l tenitol}· appruval ur
Senate negotiation.
Ju ~xtracts of a ::,-pee:dl tv be
delivered t•) the Sydney Institute

tonight and supplied to The Anstralian, Mr Abbott says the immigration rate should be returned to
what he claims was the long-term
average under the 11 year> of the
Howard government, at least
until infra;tructure and housmg
stock could catch up.
Ha;ing tim: raised fue L<.<ue a
year agu, Mr Abbott bas put fum
figures around his proposal. suggesting the Turnbull government
should .>eale back Ute arulUal
mtake to 110,000 a yearto address
Jc,w wage growth. housing prices
and social mtegral!on Uta! he
claims have be.:oru~.:rili<:al i.;sues
due to historically high munigration levels.
"It's a basic Jaw ot economics
that

increasin~ th~

supply of

lal>) ur depresses wages; and that
Co!1tbued on Pagi! 2

scenes. the ageing m ~march carries his lifeless daughter across Ute
stage. After the fi r."! ·'uncomfort-

able" touch, ·•uw complainant said
t<> the applicant, words to Ute
clfect ·stop doing it' _ however,
the •pplicanl repeated the conc.iu\.1. ... on four on:asions". aa:oniin ~ lvthcam •o•nleddefence.
Rush .t~uk-s Ulal tht~ Ct.•Jl \·t: r-

Nationals phone a friend on Joyce crisis
Bamaby's pd
p roject off track

tOE K..f.Ll.l

Nationals president Lany Anthony has convened an emergenmeeting of senior party
officials to dis..'USS Ute widening
Barnaby Joyce crisis, foOowing
pleas by former deput;y prime
minister John AndeiSOn for MPs
t o "exercise Uteir responsibility"
. and resolve Ute stand-off by next
week.
The phone hook-ur included
Nationals rarty officials from
NSW, Queeruland, Victoria and
WesternAustraliaand.:anvassed
Ute political fallout over Mr
Joy.:e's affair with former shlffer
and mother of his unbom cil.ild
Vikki Campion, which ha.
imperilled his leadership and
escalated calls f9r his resignation.
The A.ilstraiian understands
the meeting was briei and Utere
was no final decision made about
:\fr Joyce's future. The !:alk;
speciiicaJiy discussed yestercla)' S
New;-poll, which ;bowed fuat
65 per .:ent of Australians wanted
the Nationals leader to resign to
the backbench or leave parliamentaltogether.
Michael McCormack - Ute

The Australian Rail Track
Onporation has conceded Utat
Barnaby Joyce'sVOOkm inland
rail project is unlikely to
generate a commercial return,
despite its off-budget treatment
a5 an equityiovestmenl

cy

,1\t<ll'.

LOHi(

Geon·rey Rush and Eryn Jean Norvil! as King Lear and his daughter Cordelia in the SfC production of the Shakespearean play

pt!SJ.I!'!I~ aga.i~~-lh~

what minimunl-\'l·age mcrt:a..'C iS

tmlian: '·I .tbor sti ll COIJ>iders tho."
comnu :,~ IOn to be essential 1n settmg wage:s m this C'o unlry. hut
Ll,l\'en the pers ~:-Jtt: IH low wa g~
.erowth: W(! art cousu..lc·rin!!
parfiam~nr to

spokesman said Uteoutlookfor
coking coal remained
"relatively robust as industry
slill searches for clearer ways to
make steel" and Labor
supported Ute viability of
them1al coal production in
established ba.<in.,, including
the Hunter \'alley.
This monUt Labor
fullllbenchers warned Bill
Shorten lhatUteopposition
could not be seen as uanti-coa.l"'
urging him to ~hifitheAdani
debate away from ·'green"
issu .... ·fh, _-\.ustralian reported
Utatl.aborright-wingMPshad

FULL REPORT P4

McCormack

Joyce

\'eterans' Affairs Mmister touted
as most likeiy to succeed Mr
Joyce-futlledleadership sJ'<'CUIation further after repeatedly
refusing to support the Deputy
Prime Minister. He also refused
t:.:· ruie out a challenge at next
Monday's partyrvom meeting
before reluctantly signalling hi;
perscmalsupport.
'!here is no challenge at the
moment," ~Ir McC.ormack told
SkvNews.
-..Oi cour~e, there's been talk
about what may or may not happen .. butatUte moment Barnaby
Jovceis the leader ofthe National
party. lflknewwhat wasgoingm
happen this week, I'd be down at
the local racetrack betting on Ute

.Anderson

horses I knew were goingto come
home."
Senior Nationals sources said
Mr Joyce commanded Ute support of a key bloc of MPs, including Matthew Canavan, David
littleproud, Nigel Scullion,
Bridget McKenzie, George
Christensen, Danrlan Drum and
LlewO'Brien.
Speaking in Pyeong(Jlang at
the Winter Olympics yesterday,
Ms McKenzie lent bet support to
Mr Joyce, saying he "delivers for
regional and rural Australia like
nobodv else"
"I sUpport our leader," Ms McKenzie, Ute Sport Minister, said.
"This is a parzy that's been delivering for Ute regions for 100 years.

"I have been unequivocal in
my comments around Barnaby
.and his leadership and the National party's role in Australian
politics,sothat'swhereitstands.'.
MPs unden.tood to be testing
Ute moods in Uteir electorates
about the Joyce affair include
Darren Cbe:.1er, Keith Pitt,
Andrew Broad, Micl•ael McCormack, Ken O'Dowd, Barry
O'Sullivan and Luke Hartsuyker.
Other MPs who have provided
qualifiedsupportfor Mr Joyce include John Williams and IvlichelleLandry.
Continued .an P.1ge 4

sation wiUt Norvill took place.
The particulars oftruth further
allege that at a closing-night party
tor Ute STC cast ami cre•v at Ute
upmarket Walsh Bay Kitchen
Restaurant, Rush allegedly went
into the female toilets and "stood
outside a cuhirle that ' wa; occul>ied hy •he c"Omplainant. The
complainant told the applicant tv
L k off, and he fuen left Ute baUtroom". After this alleged incident,
the oomplainanl was "visibiv
upset'' the derence documents
stale.
Rush, who vehemently denies
any allegations of iuappWpriate
behaviour, launched defamation
proceedings against The Dui(y
T<legraph late last year, after the
newspaper published allegations
he had been Ute subje<.t of an
' inappropriate llo!haviour·· cum)llaint towards a temalo colleague
( 'onlinuc.t ,:11 Page 2

Space next frontier
fo1· hi-tecb crims
\. nmmab m ~-h.•xin) have built a
Hatiom\1tk cn<.: ryptetl mobilt
phone network to shield their
phone conversations from
authorities- andthey areoddson to harness satellite technology to spy on law-enforrement
agencies.
US futurist and auUtor Marc
Goodman highlighted Utese and
oUter examples of criminals
operating at Ute cutting edge of
technology at a summit in Sydney yesterday.
Mr Goodman is a speaker at
the tllrre-day SingularityU Australia Summit that looks at how
massive technological change is
shaping Ute world, including
crime. •There is a great quote by
GK Chesterton, who says: 'The
criminal is Ute true artist, and Ute
detective is only the critic,' " Mr
Goodman said yesterday.
I'ULLREPOP.T P3

THE LA ND ROV ER
MAI N E VENT IS NOW ON
ABOVE & BEYO ND

RECEIVE CO M PLIMENTARY STAMP DUTY, CTP AND REGISTRATION,
PLUS 5 Y EAR S FR E E SCHEDULED SERVICING ' ON SELECTED VEHICLES.
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African street
T-"orce
gangs tas1..1\.1
'a firont ftor ALP
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- -- - - - call to cut
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DISORDER
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Vktoria Police's African-Australian Community Taskfon:e has
come under scrutiny for heing too
politically partisan, with members
ofthe taskfon:ecaughtup in Facebook posts pledgin~ allegiance to
Labor and making disparaging
comments about Uheral MPs.
A month after South Sudanese
communiD· leadrr Richard Denc
called for ~lalcolm Turnhnll anrl
Home Affairs Minb1er Peh!r Dut·
ton to be tlerortc•l. Faecbook
posts have emt-l"'t!L'tl showing him
pledginghis suppnrtto Labor
Both Mr Dcng and feJI,)w
South Sudan~t.~· co~munil\' k•;1d ·

er Kot ManfJah have ht..'COlll C two
of Victoria's most pruminent
spokesmen in the wake of gang·

related e\·ents over summer.
The two have heen appointed
to Victoria Police's African-Au<trdlian Community Taskfon.'l" to
help tackleyouth street gangs. but
concerns have cropped up as
e>idenee cmefJ!e< of the men ·s
allegedly partisan links.
In comments on a Facebook
event apparently Ofl!anis<'tl "ith
Wyndham ALP organiser Emily
Yuille and in other oonv=ations.
Mr Deng and Mr Manoah speak
oftheir allegiance to I.abor and its
leader, Bill Shorten. while l"ughing- at disparnging L"Ounnentr.
made "bout st•te Liberal Oppc•·
sition U...atlerMatthewGuy.
to :1 \."'rrun~nt t.m
the Facebook page that said
'·1m·ite Matthew Guv - we a m
cook him on the RBQ.- Mr Den~
In

resp\ln~

$aid: "Please don't blow up your
co"·er. We '\\ill show him how to
t dk and how to coo~" RBQ.''
Another post in the thread. by
other respondents. requested that
Uberal MP Bernie finn wasn't
imited to the event because the
guest "can't promise I won't take

Ricbard Deng with Bill Shorten at a Labor Cbristmas party

Kot Manoah

to him .,;th a pair<•ftongs _ sharp
one;(ifyou know what I mean)".
In another thread, Mr Manoah
"'rites to Mr beng: ''Richard
Deng, Labour values are· traditioflallr focus on improving

for services and bridging
the dass difference. You as a son
•.1f a ~hief should always rally the
fanners and farmers' children to
go Labour."
Mr Deng responded: "I intend
to always he there for people's
vartr ."
In other P'»!s, Mr Dt>ng >peaks
of Mr Shorten as th~ "potential
PM of Austrnlia. fie's doin~ very
~~•eW. while also menlion!lw the
3f<'e$S

"'l .ibcr;"tl Party'~w<\r -;,ith mi2rants

is gcnin!Jdc-ddiy~
Oppo.sition police SI Xlk~ n1ao
Ed O'Donohue ,:aid parfuan links
<.".(..'ulci undermine the .,.,·nrk and

st.atus of the community ta~k
tix ce. '' ft'.-= 1mportantanycommit-

tee directlv ~ssodatt!d with th~
Chief Commis.<ioner Graham
A<hton is not only independent
but perceived to be politically
imlcpendent,"hesaitl.
Victoria Police unveiled the
taskforce in a high-profile media
event as it fought to addres.< gang

violence over summer. Oppo<ition spokesman for scrutiny of
government Tim Smith slammed
tbetaskforceas a "sham".
"Daniel Andrew5's sham AfriC.'ln communitytaskfor<Eisnothing but a political front for the
Labor Part)·." he ~'aid .
Mr Deng rejected thathehada
bias to either political party, hut
saidhewouldstronglyopposeany
political party that usetl the issue
of youth crime tor political gain.
"I support bipartisan politi.:F,
but I don't want politicians usiiig
crime for political gain." he told
The Australian. "Mv position as a
community leader is to represent
the people. And I'm not a Labor
memher in any form.'
He also said the comments did
not reflect on his work on the
taskforcein any wa,·.
"There's
no
correlation
between those messages and the
taskforce; those m"'-<ages are
from Decemherandthetaskforce
~-as announced
in January.
There'snot:onnection.-hcAAirf.
M r Mano•h. a lawyer at Slater
& Gordon·~ Slinshlne office, did
not rt:sJ)(Iud t <1 requ(":5:tS for comntentregarding theposts.
Victorian L1hoi ;t..-si.;tant strte
recr<>tary Kosmo:; Samaras said
neitbermen had ever been memhers ofthcparty.
"The Victorian Labor Partv
ha< had no contact and ....ill continue to haYe no contact with any
individual who " active within
any szovernment or goverrunent
related body/taskforce Our only
inlerest.is to see these bodiessucceed"ltesaid.

Sw~Us of up to 4m w~n.:

predicted as hig surf genera red
by Tropical Cyclone Gitasaw
dozens of beaches d osed.
All beaches in the Gold Coast.
as well as Mooloolabaon the
SunshineCoa.c;:t were dosed
yest~rday. :1$ wen a~

more th;m

10 Sydney beaches and
Newcastle's Merewetherheach.
SurfLiflosaving NSW snid it
was. one of the busi~tweekends
of the season as «..'Qnditions
causet.l "cha(ts·· along the L"(J:JSt

More than L"D ("-''ple were
rescued at the weekend with 42
ambulances called to treat
s.,;mmers dumped by the surf.
A search continued yesterday
for.\ 22-vear-olrl man who
di&3PIW~red while- S\\imming at
Valia Re<Jch on tht! ~tate·s north
coast ~m Saturdav. Another man
m hi~ lO:; wasfountl dearl at Hat
Heat! near Kempseym1 Sunday.
A hazanloussurfwarningin
NSW "ill mos11ikely remain in
placeuntil totlay.
Yorkevs Knob beach near
Cairns was also closed yesterday
Jfter a lifeguanl spotted a 2m
crocodile 5\\immingjust ISm

I
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reporting I would he expa:ted to
do that" she said.
Despite ABC ne'\v.-; director
Gaven Morris flagging
problems via email with
.maJ>agersabouttwohours.after
thepieceswerepublished, the
ABC did notremovethe
analysis from its website until
the following day and did not
update and republish the news
report until Friday.
It is understood
consultations between editors
and with Alberid contributed to
the delay. By that time the
Prime Minister's office, the
Treasurer's office and
Communications Minister
Mitch Fifield had written to
ABC managing director
Michelle Guthrie urging her to
investigate the articles, which
Senator Fifield said "fell well
short of the standards set by the
ABC'~ edih,ria.l P''lidt"s'"
One section in the 1000wordcomplaintfrom the Prime
Minister's office said the
coverage had confused inwme
with profit" All>erici reveatedly
compares the 'incomE"• ~everal
companies have eametl. with
the taxes Ihey pay. Ct,rporote
income tax is payahle on profits.
not gross income," the
complaint said

An Indian woman was allegedly forced to live"" bread and
pickles and made into a slave
by her husband after moving to
Australia to he "ith him, a
court has heard.
The man. who L"'33lnot be
identified, is charged with
reducing his wiie to slavery in
August-Octoher2015.
Melbourne
Magistrates
Court documenll; aUege the
woman was forcetl into domestic chores for her husband
and his brother inunediately
upon her arrival in Melbourne
The ·brother was initially
charged with a slavery offence
but the .:hargewas.,..ithdrav.n.

I

C0~7ACfSSydney 923S 31,.."1(10 Canllerrn. SiiJ

ofhusioess and finance

bread, pickles'

SECO"U F.DnTON 16,591

New!'ll~ptinn!>! 1300 TNFORM

FACT CHECK ON ALBERICI

'Enslaved on

Warnings as cyclone surl hits
Heavy surf along Australia's east
coast has led to hundreds of
res.."Ue:> and at lea.<t one death a>
lifeguards in Queensland and
NSW urged swimmers to slav
outofthewater.
·

ABC chief eronomics correspondent Emma Aiberici bas been criticised b)· management

Lear.

In hi> statement oi claim
lodged with the Federal Conr',
Rush allegoo the newspaper articles carried "deiamatory meanings" that he "behaved a$ asexual
predatN'' while working on the
production.
Federal Court ,iudge Michael
Wigney yesterday decided he
would not extend a confidentiality order he placed on The Daily
T<legraph'samendeddefence.
'"The central rea>on is that I
think the intere;,ts of open justice
outweigh t.he ... P'>tential damage
to your client'> (Rush'si reputation.'· he said. addressing
Rush's
barrister
Richard
McHughSC
However. the judge has r..,.
served his decision on Rush's arplication to strike out key
elementsofThe Daily Telegmph's
defence. If sucre;sfuL this would
mean these elernenl>: could not
Peusedin<...'('lurt.

has already been criticised by
ABC management that said
there were issu~ with accuracy
in her news report and issues
with impartiality in her analysis
report about how one in five
m;ijor Australian companies
werenotpa}ingcompanytax,
both publishedlastWednesday.
TheABCiastweekremoved
the analy5is for rewriting and
editing and repuhlished the
news report with additional
information.
The host of Media Watch
Paul Bany said Alberici's
analysis was "well-argued but
one-sided". "You can still see
Alberici's news story online, but
it has now been drastically
rewritten, and we believe it
needed to be-to clear up the
confusion between income and
profit to moderate the tone, and
to getrid of gratuitous swipes,"
he said
Media Watch criticised the
ABC!orits editori"l stniY
guidelines about writing
opinion and analysis pieces and
called forth em to he revised.
Bany said the analysis was
initiaiJy.r.enwved becau:;e it
overstepped the ABC' "rigid"
guidelines on analv.lii~ ;md
opinion, anti argo Ct.! these
guidelines neerllt) he rcl<'xol
"The analysis report was
v.ithdrawn from publication on
the advice from Editorial
Policies that it did Mt comply
with opinion guidelines for ABC
.iournalisll;," an ABC spokesman
told TheAm1ralian.
Alberici told Media Watch
she contested the ABC claim
about inaccuracies. ''J set about
testing the claim that tax cull;
for big companies are
necessarily linked to wages
growth. As the ABC's chief
economics COTJ'esp0ndentwith
25 y=' experience in the fields

The newspaper sap; it is true

thar allegation!) w~ made
a~ainst Rush out denies the more
$t!riou$ meaning- that Ru~h actual!v committed the coP. duct in
m:e..c:ti"c-n-is convto.yed b..- tht!ar-

Uck

·

·

It al.<0 pleads qualified privilege over the entire article, arguing publication of the allegations
was in thepuhlicinterest
~:lr McHugh argued that The
Daily Tdegrap~>!s "whole truth
defence should be struck'. becau.seitlacked "specificity"
He described a move by Tltc
Daily Tefe~raph'sdefenre team t,,
subpoena documents from t.he
STC as "a fishing expedition of
thehighest<•rder·
He also said the newspaper
cited 36 source< tor the articles
that ::parked the defamation proceedings. but had not >poken directly to Norvil!. Among the
paper's source; was Patrick
Mcintyre, the Sydney Theatre
Company's generalmanager.
Tom Blackhurn SC. barrister
for Nationwide News, owners of
Tlto Dairy Telegraph as well as The

Australian, told the ccurt yesterdav Ru~h's ffiike-cut bid was. '':.
drnsticremedr -· s.,ughtatavery
early stage 0fproceedings'·
The Pirates of t~e Caribbc.m
star vtas not in court yesterday.
when details ofthe defence start·
~ to tmerge as t!Je suppres>ion
application was debated Mr
Blackburn claimed that when
Norvill asked Rush to stop touching her in a way that made her
feel uncomfortable, "he didn't, he
keptondoingit''
However, Mr McHugh said
the actor and the complainant
were "necessarily IIJuching" as
the production required. He ;aid
the respondents' detailsaooutt.lJ,;
nature of the touching were ~u
vague they left a "gaping hole" in
the defence case.
Justice Wigney agreed tht
lack ofdetail around the touching
allegationwas"bizarre"
In court, TlteDai!Y Tilegrorh'>
lawyers admitted Ruslfs alleged
"inappropriate behaviour" had
occurred during the last week 0f
the production. not over months,
as the newspaper had reported.
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Continued (rom Page 1

increasing demand for housing
boc>stsprice," Mr Abbott said
"Such is the unreality of om:
political discourse, though, that
amidst great concern about
unaffordable housing and.
stagnant wages, no one on the
fronthench of government or
opposition had been prepared to
raise the one big contnbuting
factor that is wholly and solely
within the federal government's
control - until Peter Dutton
finally said last week that immigration could be cut "if it's in our
national interest'."
Mr Abbott's call has support
from several conservative colleagues, with Mr Dutton, the..
Home Affairs Minister, recently
agreeing the migrant intake
should be reviewed Critics ofthe
high intake argue that companies abuse the 457 visa ·program
that helps subdue wage costs.
The Department of Home
Affairs stati..<tics for last year
revealed a net migration intake
"f 183.6Q!J. which was b~low the
government's "planning level" of
.\90,C)C)(l. More than two-thirds
0f migrants arrive as skilled
migrants and one-tbirdfrom the
f:unily visa stream.
The maior source countries
indude lndia, China and Britain.
More than a third of all new
migrants settle in NSW.
Mr Abbott, who as prime
minister in 2014 approved a rise
in the humanitarian refugee intake from J3,i50to 18,750 by this
year, admitted that some busi·
nesses would be "incoovenienced"hy a cut to the skilled and
family migration intake
"But that's hardly unreasouable if it helps wages to grow
more strongly and makes homes
more affordable _ At least until
infrastmctnre, ·housing stock,
and integration has better
caught up, we simply have to
move the overall numbers :rub.<tantially down," he says.
"A strong migration program
in thelongterrn doesn't preclude
a smallq one in the short term
especially when there's acute
pressure on living standards and
quality oflife'·
.!vir.Abbott also ciaimsthereis
a political imperative for the
Turnbull government in targetiugimmigration.
"In order to win the next election, the government needs policy positions which are principled, practical and popular," he
says.
"And if they also outrage the
l.abor Party, so much the better.
Scaling back immigration acknowledges that government's
firstdut;ristoits own citizens."
In a continuation of a theme
be has pursued since losing the
leadership in 2015, Mr Abbott
argues that I,JOiitiCS is at a "low
ebb" He cites the Queensland
government's demands for a
.-... "'''"'"'c.h ft>r bullying
despite having no ideas on how
to tackle it and knowing the f.ederal government does not ru11
schools.
"Another instance is the feder•l government's National
Energy Guarantee," Mr Abbott
s•.ys. "It sounds wonderful. Both
prices and emi..<sionswill fall and
the lights will stay on. ''We just
have to rely on the el\l)eltS at the
Australian Energy Market Operator anrlattbe EnergySecurity
Board to tell us how it's done'·

labor finds some coal comfo;rt
r

Contfnue:d from Page 1

talking up jobs creation and the
importance 0f mining. "There is a
roj~ for mining in Australia; there
Is a role for coal in Australia'· he
said in Towmvilleyesterday.
In !tis speech, Mr Butler said
.\u>tralia's coking coal industry
had a bright future, while the
economic care for thermal coal
was becoming more marginal.
"If anything, Au.<trd!ia is likely
to mcr~e i~ already dominant
shareoftheseabornetradeincoking coal from Queensland, but the
outlook f0r t.hennal coal is a
differentmatter,"hesaid.
The case made a decade ago
f0r opening up Q>.1een•l~nd's Galilee Basin "reste<l on demanu projections that are fundamentally
inconsistent ''ith 01rrent market
treods and the more probable scenarios for future global demand"
"In all of the many discussions
J'yebadoverrecentyean;withdiff~rent interests about the Galilee
Ba_c:in projects., a consensus view
has been put that they are simply
not financially 1>iable - that the

cost of developing the new mines
cannotherecouped from a declining market with a thermal coal
price prqiected to h.e in the doldrums for years: Mr Butler said.
'Adani continues to struggle to
get financial backin~ for the Carmichael mine, most recently seen
in the decision of the large Chinese banks to walk awar from the
project. And in lightofwh•t's happening in the Indian energy market including to Adani's
massive power station in the state
ofGujarat, the Mundra stationit's increasingly difficult to see
how Adani would get off-take
agreementsforCannkhaeloo•l •·
Mr Butler '~id he could be
piYJven wrong if the Adan! prQTect
secured t:lxpayer funds to helv
make the mine viable. and that
Labor couceded there would continue to be "substantial demand
overseas for thermal coal exported" from the Hunter Valley.
"That coal is high-quality,
close to port and seen as: a stable
source for importers," he~aid
"Even on the lnternational Energy Agency's h•c~degree seen-

ario, thosf! operdtions will
continue t0 have ~! market for
auite some time to ,. come, but the
growtl"t prqiection rs that underpinned plans fo'' a brand new
basin havedisapp'eared.''
>vlr Butler saidj governments in
Australia, throt\;fll their resources
agencies, had he<>..n "bullish about
the outlook fGir thermal coal exp0t'ts".Hepoi ntedtoLabor's2012
t::nergy ·Whit(j! l)aper, which forecastthermallcoalexports increasing pruductilon by an average of
2.8 per centuyear over20 years.
"Coal e>':ports (of coking and
tllennal C~>al) were 'expected to
gr<>ll' ~ngly' to h.etweeu 5~0
(miUion) ;dlld 690 miTiion tonnes
by '2025," he sairi. 'And the paper
said pointed~y th~t 'increasing demand has meant that an entirely
new coal precinct has opened up
in Queensland's Galilee Basin'.A decade on, those prq,iections
were"fundarnentallyinconsistent
with currentmarkettrends"
Resources Minister Matt Canavan recently called coal a ''beautiful industry". but said exports
wereunderthreatfrom the US.
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tip of the ic
NATASHA BITA
VIOLENCE. malnutrition and neglect have been exposed in
Queensland nursing homes. with
one in seven faiHng government
inspections in the past year.
Fineen homes have failed audits in the past 12 months, induct-

STROKE victims could
soon be given an infusion of
cells from the placenta to
help heal the brain after
promising worJd-first Australian re.search.

including two run by the QueeiL<·
land Government.
Queensland Nurses and Midwives Union secretary Beth Mohle
yesterday warned the failed audits
were "the tip of the iceberg" and
urged families to check on their
loved ones in nursing homes.
REPORTPG

Rush was told to 'stop'

Stroke hope for victims
LUCIE VAN DEN BERG

ing one that failed to report
a<Sault< to police. and another that
neglected to •tminimise skin tears
and bruising" when restraining
elderly residents.
Aged-care inspectors have
alerted the federal Health Depalt·
menl' about a "'serious risk'' to residents' safety in four homes,

MATTHEW BENNS

Human trials will ;tart
later this year, after scientists discovered their e:~per
imental therapy can r<'duce
brain injury and aid recovery up to three days after a
stroke.

OSCAR winner GeoffreY
Rush allegedly touched an
actms repeatedly in a way
that made her uncomforl·
able and ignored her requests for him to "stop doing

REPORTPS

1808

it''. the Federal Court heard
yesterday. Eryn Jean Norvil!, Rush's co-star in the
theatre production of King
Lear, claims he also followed
her into the female toilets at
the after-party. He denies
the allegations. REPOR'l P9

9-151
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Two-hour

limit pain
for nurses

Actress tells King lear to llf= .... off' in toilet, court told
MATTHEW BENNS

reporting of Ms Norvill's
complaint about alleged
OSCAR winner Geoffrey inappropriate behaviour
Rush repeatedly touched an to the Sydney Theatre
actress in a way that made her Company in 2016. Rush
uncomfortable and ignored denies the allegations.
Yesterday the Federal
her reque;ts for him to "stop
doing it". the Federal Court Court lifted a suppression
order on the newspaper's
was told yesterday.
Rush's co-star in the Syd- defence document, rejectney Theatre Company's ing an application by
2015-2016 production of King Rush's lawyer Richard
Lear. Eryn Jean Norvill, com- McHugh SC to stop the deplained about the Pirates of tails being made public.
Now, for the first time, the
the Cal'ibbean star after heallegedly touched her four extent of the allegations
more times during the final against Rush can be revealed.
weekoftheplay.
According to the doeuThe court heard the actor ment, Rush touched the acfollowed her into the female tress "'in a manner that made
toilets at the after-party on the Complainant feel unthe final night and stood out- comfortable" during the
play's
final
side her cubicle until she
told him to "f- off'.
scene.
As King
The incident left her
Lear,
"visibly upset".
Rush, 66, is
Rush
had t6
suing 'J7~e Daily
Teleg1·apl1 for its

had a "stage door Johnny
crush" on the actress was

SHE WAS TOUCHED
INAWAYTHAT
MADE HER
UNCOMFORTABLE
Tom Blatkbum, QC

clearly said in jest
According to the newspaper's defence, Rush enin
further
ingaged
appropriate behaviour at the
final night after-party.
Mr Blackburn said: "There
can be no more eompelling
reason for publication than it

was true."
Norvill on to tile stage as sl1e
simulated the lifeless body of
Lear's daughter, Cordelia
Norvill asked Rush to
"stop doing it" but it is alleged
he repeated the touching on

another four occasions in the
final week ofthe play in January2016.
Tom Blackburn, SC, counsel for The Daily Telegraph,
told the court this touching
amounted to "scandalous and

Jar place but sl1e wa< touched
in a way that made her un~
comfortable. She said stop
and he kept doing it," he said.
Mr McHugh said Rush denied ti1e allegations.
"They are necessarily
touching as part of what the
1

production requires,' he said.
And he said an earlier report which quoted RlL'h as
saying he

inappropriate behaviour''.
"The a1Jcgation is not that
she was touched in a particu-

According to the defence
document "Follmving the investigation the STC decided
that it would never work with
the Applicant (Rush) again."
The Daily Telegraph is also
relying on the defence of
qualified privilege in defending the defamation case.
It aq,'Ued the allegations
were "matters of proper and
legitimate public interest".
The judge reserved his decision on Mr McHugh's application to strike out large
part< of The Daily Telegrapl!'s defence.
ACTION:

NURSES fear they will have to

leave every two hours during
hospital shifts to move their
vehicles due to the lack of
long-term parking options
around the Commonwealth
Games Village.
The Cawier-Mail can reveal
Queensland Health •talf at
Parklands have been told the
only guarantee of getting a
park was the e>:pensive private
parking facility used by patients and their families.
Staff are being advised that
"the only way of a guarante<.-'d
park is to salary sacrifice• to

obtain a com:ession spot at the
car park. But nurses were advi•ed by the parking manage-

ment that <~we are nearing the
cap for desi&'llalt>d staff parking through salary sacrificing:
once that figure is reached a
waiting list will be established
for applicants".
Concession rates for •taff
are not advertt<ed but daily
parking can cost between $6
an hour and $16.50 for more
than three hours.

The two-hour zones around
tl1e precinct and other Games
hot spot< will take effect from
Friday. and enforced between
9am-5pm on week days.
Opposition health spokes-

Geoffrey Rush

man Ros Bates said: 'Tm con-

and Eryn Jean
Norvillin
King Lear.

cerned for the safely of these
hard-working staff."

Don•t learn.
don•t earn
QUEENSLAND'S poor rate of

higher education

·~ust

won't

L'Ut it" if the economy is to
meet its goals over the next lO
years, a Deloitte report says.
The reprnt said people were
being left behind when their
industry was overtaken bY
technology.
"Education has not been a

strong point for Queensland in
recent years," the report said.

"Jn a knowk->d.ge &anomy.
this just won't cut it There is

much more work to be done
here."
Deloitte said that if
Queensland "gets it right" the
economy could grow bY $54
billion and 230,000 jobs over
the ne>-1: decade.

Who will benefit:
People with full or partial dentures
People with failing or missing teeth
Advantages:
l& Beautiful new teeth in one visit•
<il Requires less implants than other techniques
GJ A pick up and drop o!J service is available on surgery days**
<il Affordable payment options available
Procedures performed by Prosthodontist Dr Tony Rotondo
More Information:
A dental implant information evening will be presented by
Prosthodontist Dr Tony Rotondo on Tuesday, 27th February
at 6.0Dpm at the Malo Clinic, Level4, 106 Edward Street,
BRISBANE. Admission is FREE.
online
oreal!;
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Court hears that actress repeatedly asked Geoffrey Rush to ...

STOP DOING IT
\

Geoffrey Rush
and Eryn Jean
Norvlllln the

i6!t~

COmpany's
KlngiR<Ir.

\

OSCAR winner Geoffroy
Rush allcgedly touched an actress repeatedly in a way that
made her uncomfortable and
ignored her requests for him
to ·stop doing it". the Federal
Court heard yesterday.
Rush's co-star in the Sydney Theatre Company's
2015-2016 production or King
Lear. Eryn Jean Norvil!. complained about tho Pirates or
The Caribbean star after ho :J!.
lcgedly touched her on fJVo
ocrasions during the final
week or the play.
Tho court heard tho actor
followed her into fomalo toilets at the after-party on tho
final ni~ht of tho performance
of the Shakespeare classic and

MATTHEWBENNS
stood outside her cubicle until
the "visibly upset" 'ctross told
himto"f-orr
Rush, 66. is suing the Daily
Tcl,'l:raph for its reporting of
Ms ~orv ill's complaint about
aUO!""l inappropriate heha\'iour, made to STC in 2016.
Rush donios tho all<j!ation.s.
Yesterda\' the Federal
Court lirtod a suppression
order on tho newspaper's defence document rejecting an
application by Rush's la\\)'er
Richard :-.!eliugh. SC, to stop
tho details being made put> lie.
Justice Michael Wigney
said the need for open justice
outweighed rem that reloas-

ing dc\ails of tho defence case
could further damage Rush's
reputation.
According to tho documenl Rush touched the actress "'in a manner that made
tiM> Complainant feel uncomfortable" during tho play's
final scene.
As King Lear. Rush had to
carry Norvil! on to the stage
as sho simulated tho lifeless
body of tho Iitle character's
daul!hter, Cordelia.
Norvitl asked Rush to "stop
doing it" but it is alleged that
ho n:pcoted tho touching on
another rour occasions in the
final week of tho play in
Januan· 2016.
Toni Blackburn. SC, coun-

sel for ~ationwide News, publisher of the Dait>• Telegraph.
told the court this touching
couJd amount to ..scandalous
and inappropriate behaviour
"The allegation is not that
she was touched in a particular place but she was touched
in a way that mad~ her un-comfortable. She said stop
and he kept doing it" ho said.
Mr McHu~h said Rush d.,.
rued tho allegations.
"They are necessarily
touching as part or what tho
production requires." he said.
And he said an .artier report which quoted Rush as
saying ho had a "stage door
Johnny cru<h" on the actress
wascl.arly saidinjcsl

Mr McHu~h had argued reason for publication than it
the nl'\\·spapor's truth defence was true,"
should be struck out because
According to the defence
it lacked $ufficlent detail.
document "Following the inAccording to the news- vestigation the STC decided
paper's defence. Rush en- that it would never work with
the Applicant (Rush) a~ain."
~aged in further inappropriate
behaviour at the pari:\' to col.,.
Tho Daily TC!kgraph is also
brate the final niJ!hl
n?lying on the defen<l! of
During tho party. Rush qual ified privilege in the defaallegedly "entered tho female mation case. arguing it was in
bathroom located in the royer the public interest
or tiM> RosyIn Packer Thealr<!.
The Daily Tclegroph says it
knowing (Norvi l! ) was in had more infonnation about
there, and stood outside a cu- tho Rush atl<'l!ations at tho
bicle"thatohewas in.
time or publication but did not
He left when she told him include thorn in its reports.
to ·r- of!" She was "visibly
This included an allegation
upset" foiiOII'inr. the incident that Rush had touched NorMr Hlackbum said: "Thoro VIII on tho genitals
can be no moro compelling

-

__IJI:_ II

http:llmetros.smedia.com.au/heraldsun/PnntPages.aspx?doc=NCHRS/2018/02/20&from=5&to=5
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KIN

REHEARSAl SCHEDUlE

LEAR

FRIDAY 30th OCTOBER, 2015

1O:OOam

Act 5 Scene 3
(pg 91-101)

Full Cast

Full Cast

IMPORTANT CONTACTS:

Stage Manager:
Company Manager:
Printed 1319/18

Georgia Gilbert

Redacted for Public File

Colm O'Callaghan

Redacted for Public File

THIS SCHEDULE IS PROVISIONAL AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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SYDf\EY

REHEARSAL SCHEDULE

TI-EAt~E

KING LEAR
FRIDAY 30th OCTOBER, 2015

~~BIG r(E}fE~~~~{.f~QQM~-~~~:,~, ~ ~,

~~~'~' ~~ ~,,
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ctt

Time

Detail

Artists

10:00am

Act5 Scene 3
(pg 91-101)

Full Cast

1:00pm

LUNCH

2:00pm

Stumble though of play

6:00pm

FINISH

tttt

~'

~

'

~,"

~

~

~-~0-

-

''

Full Cast

IMPORTANT CONTACTS:
Stage Manager:
Company Manager:

Printed 13/9/18

Georgia Gilbert

Redacted for Public File

Colm O'Callaghan

Redacted for Public File

THIS SCHEDULE IS PROVISIONAL AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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KIN

REHEARSAL SCHEDULE

LEAR

FRIDAY 30th OCTOBE R, 2015

10:00am

Act 5 Scene 3
(pg 91-101)

Full Cast

Full Cast

Full Cast

IMPORTANT CONTACTS:
stage Manager:
Company Manager:

Printed 13/9/18

Georgia Gilbert

Redacted for Public File

Colm O'Callaghan

Redacted for Public File

THIS SCHEDULE IS PROVISIONAL AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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REHEARSAL SCHEDULE

KING LEAR
Week3

FRIDAY 30th OCTOBER, 2015
Time

Detail

Artists

10:00am

Act5 Scene 3
(pg 91-101)

Full Cast

1:30pm

LUNCH

2:30pm

Act 5 Scene 3
(pg 91-101)

Full Cast

3:30pm

Run Part 2 (Act 4 and Act 5)

Full Cast

6:00pm

FINISH

10:00am
2:15pm

PLEASE NOTE THAT REHEARSAL ROOM PHOTOS WILL BE TAKEN ON MONDAY

IMPORTANT CONTACTS:
Stage Manager:
Company Manager:
Printed 13/9118

Georgia Gilbert

Redacted for Public File

Colm O'Callaghan

Redacted for Public File

THIS SCHEDULE IS PROVISIONAL AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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KIN

REHEARSAl SCHEDUlE

LEAR

Week3

FRIDAY 30th OCTOBER, 2015

1O:OOam

Act 5 Scene 3
(pg 91-101)

Full Cast

Act 5 Scene 3
(pg 91-101)

Full Cast

Run Part 2 (Act 4 and Act 5)

Full Cast

PLEASE NOTE THAT REHEARSAL ROOM PHOTOS WILL BE TAKEN ON MONDAY

IMPORTANT CONTACTS:

Stage Manager:
Company Manager:
Printed 13/9/18

Georgia Gilbert

Redacted for Public File

Colm O'Callaghan

Redacted for Public File

THIS SCHEDULE IS PROVISIONAL AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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NewsLocal (Web) on 2015-12-03 16:00:00

Page 26194e52-994f-11e5ae4a-149ca2fe24e6

King Lear star Eryn Jean Norvill spills on Geoffrey Rush,
Neil Armfield and the challenge of Shakespeare's women
Sydney Theatre Company'sRISING star ofthe stage Eryn Jean Norvill is Geoffrey
Rush's favourite daughter- in fiction, if not in reality. The Sydney-based actress
opens up about playing Shakespearean women and working opposite Oscar-winner
Rush in the King Lear.
Norvill and Rush have joined forces with director Neil Armfield to present
Shakespeare's tale of the king and his youngest daughter, both of whom are destined
for fatal ends.
Hamlet- Norvill is no stranger to inhabiting and pushing the boundaries of a
Shakespeare woman- the Sydney-based actress has been Romeo's Juliet and the
water-bound Ophelia in now rounding out a trio of ill-fated females with her
interpretation of Cordelia.
"Playing a Shakespearean woman can be tricky. Their journeys happen off the page,
as footnotes or trigger points for the male protagonists to realise they should be
better people," Norvill said.
Often cast to play "frightened, fraught, overly-generous women, real Joan of Arcian characters", N orvill said that the power of Cordelia lies in her conflictions.
"Neil (Armfield) has managed to make Cordelia as fallible as possible so hopefully
the audience can see all the things that terrify her. She has such rage but somehow
finds a softness," Norvill said.
Geoffrey Rush and Eryn Jean Norvill in rehearsal for STC's <i>King Lear</i>.
"In a world surrounded by men who are cruel and self-indulgent, she somehow
manages to be the youngest with this bizarre breadth of perspective. She's a better
person than I am- I struggle with her." "But my rage and my small mindedness,
all the things that make me a smaller person she struggles with as well." Lear, which
runs at an impressive three hours, hides nothing of the king's descent into madness
as he obsessively tries to weed out those who would betray him - including his
most beloved daughter.
This sense of exile, of being separated from one's home, is a theme which Norvill
said resonates with the current political climate around the world, and especially
in Australia.
Geoffrey Rush and Eryn Jean Norvill in Sydney Theatre Company's King Lear.
Picture: Heidrun Lohr "It's so frustrating what is going on in the world today with
the amount of people displaced, asking "what is home?''," she said.
"We are very lucky as Australians ... when we think of these people and how
they find strength. I hope that in telling this story we reach to their depths." "The
heart of the piece and the intellect of the piece are these character who need, who
you empathise with and feel, how all you want to do is rail against the machine."

1816
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Working opposite Oscar-winner Geoffrey Rush, who is "always flipping the coin
to see what's underneath" is exciting, Norvill said.
"Geoffrey is just forever playful. He's so generous, he's very cheeky which is
perfect for me. I feel very privileged to work with him and proud to be his 'favourite
daughter'," she joked.
Eryn Jean Norvill and Geoffrey Rush in Sydney Theatre Company's <i>King
Lear</i>. Picture: Heidrun Lohr This sense of playfulness means that the cast are
"forever mining away" at the "beast" of a play- mirroring director Armfield's
desire for a fresh piece which asks unexpected questions.
Suddenly Last Summer, Robyn Nevin, who Norvill played opposite in STC's
production of plays The Fool, which is traditionally played by a man.
"There's this idea of a person who this slippery form of gender. She can move
through the cracks ... there is something to be said about how deeply the genius of
Shakespeare runs. I don't see why we can't take them and explore them with women
at the helm.""Sometimes you get to do these roles which end with a question mark
about what makes a good person or leader, how can we be better humans? Women
like Ophelia and Juliet and Cordelia, they're people that have some ability to hope."
Geoffrey Rush and Eryn Jean Norvill in rehearsal for STC's <i>K.ing Lear</i>.
Geoffrey Rush and Eryn Jean Norvill in Sydney Theatre Company's King Lear.
Picture: Heidrun Lohr Eryn Jean Norvill and Geoffrey Rush in Sydney Theatre
Company's <i>King Lear</i>. Picture: Heidrun Lohr Geoffrey Rush and Eryn
Jean Norvill star as Lear and Cordelia in King Lear.
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Form 40
Rule 21.03(1)(a)(i)
Answers to interrogatories
No.

NSD2179 of 2017

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant
Nationwide News Pty Limited and another

Pursuant to an order made on 20 April 2018, the First Respondent provides the following answers
to the Applicant's interrogatories:

EXTENT OF PUBLICATION
First matter complained of
Distribution
1.

How many copies of the first matter complained of (or any poster to the same effect) were
distributed in (please answer separately in relation to each):
(a)

New South Wales;

(b)

Victoria;

(c)

Queensland;

(d)

South Australia;

(e)

Western Australia;

(f)

Tasmania;

(g)

Australian Capital Territory; and

(h)

Northern Territory.

Please annex a document to the first respondent's answers that records the addresses to
which each copy of the first matter complained of was distributed.
1A

4,242 copies of the first matter complained of were distributed in New South
Wales and the Australian Capital Territory combined.

Second Matter Complained of

1
2508777704
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Sales
2.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 30 November 2017 in New South Wales?

2A

178,595

3.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 30 November 2017 in Victoria?

3A

52

4.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 30 November 2017 in Queensland?

4A

4,681

5.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 30 November 2017 in South Australia?

5A

0

6.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 30 November 2017 in Tasmania?

6A

0

7.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 30 November 2017 in Western Australia?

7A

0

8.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 30 November 2017 in the Australian Capital Territory?

8A

7,072

9.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 30 November 2017 in the Northern Territory?

9A

0

Readershia
10.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 30 November 2017 in New South Wales?

10A

909,000

11.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 30 November 2017 in Victoria?

11A

Unknown to the Respondents.

12.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 30 November 2017 In Queensland?

12A

Unknown to the Respondents.

2
2508777704
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13.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 30 November 2017 in Tasmania?

13A

0

14.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 30 November 2017 in Western Australia?

14A

0

15.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 30 November 2017 in South Australia?

15A

0

16.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 30 November 2017 in the Australia Capital Territory?

16A

24,000

17.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 30 November 2017 in the Northern Territory?

17A

0

Third Matter Complained of
Sales
18.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 1 December 2017 in New South Wales?

18A

192,344

19.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 1 December 2017 in Victoria?

19A

78

20.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 1 December 2017 in Queensland?

20A

5,420

21.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 1 December 2017 in South Australia?

21A

0

22.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 1 December 2017 in Tasmania?

22A

0

23.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 1 December 2017 in Western Australia?

23A

0
3
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24.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 1 December 2017 in the Australian Capital Territory?

24A

7,466

25.

What was the number of sales (or estimated number of sales) of the edition of the DT
published on about 1 December 2017 in the Northern Territory?

25A

0

Readership
26.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 1 December 2017 in New South Wales?

26A

909,000

27.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 1 December 2017 in Victoria?

27A

Unknown to the Respondents.

28.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 1 December 2017 in Queensland?

28A

Unknown to the Respondents.

29.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 1 December 2017 in Tasmania?

29A

0

30.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 1 December 2017 in Western Australia?

30A

0

31.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 1 December 2017 in South Australia?

31A

0

32.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 1 December 2017 in the Australia Capital Territory?

32A

24,000

33.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the DT published on
about 1 December 2017 in the Northern Territory?

33A

0

4
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REPUBLICATION
Second Matter Complained of
Hardcoov
34.

35.

Was the second matter complained of (or an any article to the same effect) published in
any of the following newspapers (please answer separately in relation to each):
(a)

the Advertiser;

(a)A

Yes.

(b)

the Courier Mail;

(b)A

Yes.

(c)

the Gold Coast Bulletin?

(c)A

Yes.

Is any of the following newspapers published by the first respondent or an entity related to
the first respondent (please answer separately in relation to each):
(a)

the Advertiser;

(a)A

Yes.

(b)

the Courier Mail;

(b)A

Yes.

(c)

the Gold Coast Bulletin?

(c)A

Yes.

36.

If the answer to any of the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, in relation to each
such newspaper, identify the entity that publishes that newspaper.

36A

Advertiser Newspapers Pty Ltd; Queensland Newspapers Pty Ltd; and Gold Coast
Publications Pty Ltd.

37.

Did the first respondent authorise the publication of the second matter complained of in
any of the following newspapers (please answer separately in relation to each):
(a)

the Advertiser;

(a)A

The first respondent implicitly authorised the publication of the second
matter complained of by the Advertiser in that all Daily Telegraph content
is placed on a centralised system which is available to other mastheads
for publication at the discretion of those other mastheads.

(b)

the Courier Mail;

(b)A

The first respondent implicitly authorised the publication of the second
matter complained of by the Courier Mail in that all Daily Telegraph
content is placed on a centralised system which is available to other
mastheads for publication at the discretion of those other mastheads.

(c)

the Gold Coast Bulletin?
5
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(c)A

The first respondent implicitly authorised the publication of the second
matter complained of by the Gold Coast Bulletin in that all Daily Telegraph
content is placed on a centralised system which is available to other
mastheads for publication at the discretion of those other mastheads.

38.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, in relation to any such
newspaper, was the first respondent aware that such newspaper would be, or was likely to
publish the second matter complained of, prior to its publication?

38A

No.

39.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the Advertiser
published on about 30 November 2017?

39A

383,000

40.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the Courier Mail
published on about 30 November 2017?

40A

514,000

41.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the Gold Coast
Bulletin published on about 30 November 2017?

41A

87,000

Internet
42.

43.

Was the second matter complained of (or an any article to the same effect) made available
for publication on any of the following websites (please answer separately in relation to
each):
(a)

DT website,

(a)A

Yes.

(b)

htto://www.adelaidenow.com.4u (the "Advertiser website");

(b)A

Yes.

(c)

htto://www.couriermail.com.au (the "Courier Mail website");

(c)A

Yes.

(d)

httpji/www.00ldcoastbulletin.com.au (the "Gold Coast Bulletin website");

(d)A

Yes.

(e)

htto://www.heraldsun.com.au (the "Herald Sun website");

(e)A

Yes.

(f)

htto://www.news.com.au (the "News website")?

(f)A

No.

Is any of the following websites operated by the first respondent or an entity related to the
first respondent (please answer separately in relation to each):
(a)

DT website;
6
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44.

45.

(

(a)A

Yes

(b)

Advertiser website;

(b)A

Yes

(c)

Courier Mail website;

(c)A

Yes

(d)

Gold Coast Bulletin website;

(d)A

Yes

(e)

Herald Sun website;

(e)A

Yes

(f)

News website?

(f)A

Not applicable.

If the answer to any of the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, in relation to each
such website, identify the entity that operates that website.
(a)A

Nationwide News Pty Ltd.

(b)A

Advertiser Newspapers Pty Ltd.

(c)A

Queensland Newspapers Pty Ltd.

(d)A

Gold Coast Publications Pty Ltd.

(e)A

The Herald and Weekly Times Pty Ltd.

(f)A

Not applicable.

Did the first respondent authorise the publication of the second matter complained of in
any of the following websites (please answer separately in relation to each):
(a)

DT website;

(a)A

Yes.

(b)

Advertiser website;

(b)A

Yes.

(c)

Courier Mail website;

(c)A

Yes.

(d)

Gold Coast Bulletin website;

(d)A

Yes.

(e)

Herald Sun website;

(e)A

Yes.

7
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(0

News website?

(f)A

Not applicable.

46.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative in relation to any such
website, was the first respondent aware that such website would be, or was likely to
publish the second matter complained of, prior to its publication?

46A

Not applicable.

DT
47.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the second matter complained of
received on the DT website on about 30 November 2017.

47A

670

48.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the second matter complained of
received on the DT website after 30 November 2017.

48A

949

49.

Please state what proportion (or estimated proportion) of the hits on the DT website on
about 30 November 2017 originated from Australia.

49A

89%

50.

Please state what proportion (or estimated proportion) of the hits on the second matter
complained of on the DT website originated from Australia.

50A

91%

Advertiser
51.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the second matter complained of
received on the Advertiser website on about 30 November 2017.

51A

0

52.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the second matter complained of
received on the Advertiser website after 30 November 2017.

52A

0

The Courier Mail
53.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the second matter complained of
received on the Courier Mail website on about 30 November 2017.

53A

5 hits from 29 November 2017 to present.

54.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the second matter complained of
received on the Courier Mail website after 30 November 2017.

54A

5 hits from 29 November 2017 to present.

Gold Coast Bulletin
55.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the second matter complained of
received on the Gold Coast Bulletin website on about 30 November 2017.
8
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55A

0

56.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the second matter complained of
received on the Gold Coast Bulletin website after 30 November 2017.

56A

0

Herald Sun
57.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the second matter complained of
received on the Herald Sun website on about 30 November 2017.

57A

17 hits from 29 November 2017 to present.

58.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the second matter complained of
received on the Herald Sun website after 30 November 2017.

58A

17 hits from 29 November 2017 to present.

News
59.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the second matter complained of
received on the News website on about 30 November 2017.

59A

Not applicable.

60.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the second matter complained of
received on the News website after 30 November 2017.

60A

Not applicable.

Third Matter Complained of
Hardcoov
61.

62.

Was the third matter complained of (or an any article to the same effect) published in any
of the following newspapers (please answer separately in relation to each):
(a)

the Advertiser;

(a)A

Yes.

(b)

the Australian;

(b)A

No.

(c)

the Courier Mail;

(c)A

Yes.

(d)

the Gold Coast Bulletin.

(d)A

Yes.

(e)

the Herald Sun?

(e)A

No.

Is any of the following newspapers published by the first respondent or an entity related to
the first respondent (please answer separately in relation to each):
9
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63.

64.

(a)

the Advertiser;

(a)A

Yes.

(b)

the Australian;

(b)A

Not applicable.

(c)

the Courier Mail;

(c)A

Yes.

(d)

the Gold Coast Bulletin.

(d)A

Yes.

(e)

the Herald Sun?

(e)A

Not applicable.

If the answer to any of the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, in relation to each
such newspaper, identify the entity that publishes that newspaper.
(a)A

Advertiser Newspapers Pty Ltd.

(b)A

Not applicable.

(c)A

Queensland Newspapers Pty Ltd.

(d)A

Gold Coast Publications Pty Ltd.

(e)A

Not applicable.

Did the first respondent authorise the publication of the third matter complained of in any
of the following newspapers (please answer separately in relation to each):
(a)

the Advertiser;

(a)A

The first respondent implicitly authorised the publication of the third
matter complained of by the Advertiser in that all Daily Telegraph content
is placed on a centralised system which is available to other mastheads
for publication at the discretion of those other mastheads.

(b)

the Australian;

(b)A

Not applicable.

(c)

the Courier Mail;

(c)A

The first respondent implicitly authorised the publication of the third
matter complained of by the Courier Mail in that all Daily Telegraph
content is placed on a centralised system which is available to other
mastheads for publication at the discretion of those other mastheads.

(d)

the Gold Coast Bulletin.

(d)A

The first respondent implicitly authorised the publication of the third
matter complained of by the Gold Coast Bulletin in that all Daily Telegraph
content is placed on a centralised system which is available to other
mastheads for publication at the discretion of those other mastheads.
10
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(e)

the Herald Sun?

(e)A

Not applicable.

65.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, in relation to any such
newspaper, was the first respondent aware that such newspaper would be, or was likely to
publish the third matter complained of, prior to its publication?

65A

Not applicable.

66.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the Advertiser
published on about 1 December 2017?

66A

383,000

67.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the Australian
published on about 1 December 2017?

67A

Not applicable.

68.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the Courier Mail
published on about 1 December 2017?

68A

514,000

69.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the Gold Coast
Bulletin published on about 1 December 2017?

69A

87,000

70.

What was the readership (or estimated readership) of the editions of the Herald Sun
published on about 1 December 2017?

70A

Not applicable.

Internet
71.

Was the third matter complained of (or an any article to the same effect) made available
for publication on any of the following websites (please answer separately in relation to
each):
(a)

DT website;

(a)A

Yes.

(b)

Advertiser website;

(b)A

Yes.

(c)

htto://www.theaustralian.com.au/ (the "Australian website");

(c)A

No.

(d)

Courier Mail website;

(d)A

Yes.

(e)

Gold Coast Bulletin website;

(e)A

Yes.
11
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72.

73.

74.

(f)

Herald Sun website;

(f)A

Yes.

(g)

News website?

(g)A

No.

Is any of the following websites operated by the first respondent or an entity related to the
first respondent (please answer separately in relation to each):
(a)

DT website;

(a)A

Yes.

(b)

Advertiser website;

(b)A

Yes.

(c)

Australian website;

(c)A

Not applicable.

(d)

Courier Mail website;

(d)A

Yes.

(e)

Gold Coast Bulletin website;

(e)A

Yes.

(f)

Herald Sun website;

(f)A

Yes.

(g)

News website?

(g)A

Not applicable.

If the answer to any of the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, in relation to each
such website, identify the entity that operates that website.
(a)A

Nationwide News Pty Ltd.

(b)A

Advertiser Newspapers Pty Ltd.

(c)A

Not applicable.

(d)A

Queensland Newspapers Pty Ltd.

(e)A

Gold Coast Publications Pty Ltd.

(f)A

The Herald and Weekly Times Pty Ltd.

(g)A

Not applicable.

Did the third respondent authorise the publication of the third matter complained of in any
of the following websites (please answer separately in relation to each):
(a)

DT website;
12
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(a)A

Yes.

(b)

Advertiser website;

(b)A

Yes.

(c)

Australian website;

(c)A

Not applicable.

(d)

Courier Mail website;

(d)A

Yes.

(e)

Gold Coast Bulletin website;

(e)A

Yes.

(f)

Herald Sun website;

(f)A

Yes.

(g)

News website?

(g)A

Not applicable.

75.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, in relation to any such
website, was the first respondent aware that such website would be, or was likely to
publish the third matter complained of, prior to its publication?

75A

Not applicable.

DT
76.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the third matter complained of
received on the DT website on about 1 December 2017.

76A

10,157

77.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the third matter complained of
received on the DT website after 1 December 2017.

77A

5,449

78.

Please state what proportion (or estimated proportion) of the hits on the DT website on
about 1 December 2017 originated from Australia.

78A

890/0

79.

Please state what proportion (or estimated proportion) of the hits on the third matter
complained of on the DT website originated from Australia.

79A

89%

Advertiser
80.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the third matter complained of
received on the Advertiser website on about 1 December 2017.

80A

5
13
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81.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the third matter complained of
received on the Advertiser website after 1 December 2017.

81A

5

Australian
82.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the third matter complained of
received on the Australian website on about 1 December 2017.

82A

Not applicable.

83.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the third matter complained of
received on the Advertiser website after 1 December 2017.

83A

Not applicable.

The Courier Mail
84.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the third matter complained of
received on the Courier Mail website on about 1. December 2017.

84A

227

85.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the third matter complained of
received on the Courier Mail website after 1 December 2017.

85A

227

The Gold Coast Bulletin
86.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the third matter complained of
received on the Gold Coast Bulletin website on about 1 December 2017.

86A

1

87.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the third matter complained of
received on the Gold Coast Bulletin website after 1 December 2017.

87A

1

Herald Sun
88.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the third matter complained of
received on the Herald Sun website on about 1 December 2017.

88A

4

89.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the third matter complained of
received on the Herald Sun website after 1 December 2017.

89A

4

News
90.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the third matter complained of
received on the News website on about 1 December 2017.

90A

Not applicable.
14
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91.

Please state how many hits (or estimated number of hits) the third matter complained of
received on the News website after 1 December 2017.

91A

Not applicable.

CONTINUED PUBLICATION
Second Matter Complained of
92.

Is the second matter complained of, or any article to the same effect, still available for
publication on the DT website?

92A

Yes.

93.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, when was the second
matter complained of removed from the DT website?

93A

Not applicable.

94.

Is the second matter complained of, or any article to the same effect, still available for
publication on the Advertiser website?

94A

Yes.

95.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, when was the second
matter complained of removed from the Advertiser website?

95A

Not applicable.

96.

Is the second matter complained of, or any article to the same effect, still available for
publication on the Courier Mail website?

96A

Yes.

97.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, when was the second
matter complained of removed from the Courier Mail website?

97A

Not applicable.

98.

Is the second matter complained of, or any article to the same effect, still available for
publication on the Gold Coast Bulletin website?

98A

Yes.

99.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, when was the second
matter complained of removed from the Gold Coast Bulletin website?

99A

Not applicable.

100.

Is the second matter complained of, or any article to the same effect, still available for
publication on the Herald Sun website?

100A

Yes.

101.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, when was the second
matter complained of removed from the Herald Sun website?

101A Not applicable.
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102.

Is the second matter complained of, or any article to the same effect, still available for
publication on the News website?

102A Not applicable.
103.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, when was the second
matter complained of removed from the News website?

103A Not applicable.
Third Matter Complained of
104.

Is the third matter complained of, or any article to the same effect, still available for
publication on the DT website?

104A Yes.
105.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, when was the third matter
complained of removed from the DT website?

105A Not applicable.
106.

Is the third matter complained of, or any article to the same effect, still available for
publication on the Advertiser website?

106A

Yes.

107.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, when was the third matter
complained of removed from the Advertiser website?

107A Not applicable.
108.

Is the second matter complained of, or any article to the same effect, still available for
publication on the Australian website?

1048A Not applicable.
109.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, when was the second
matter complained of removed from the Australian website?

109A Not applicable.
110.

Is the third matter complained of, or any article to the same effect, still available for
publication on the Courier Mail website?

110A Yes.
111.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, when was the third matter
complained of removed from the Courier Mail website?

111A Not applicable.
112.

Is the third matter complained of, or any article to the same effect, still available for
publication on the Gold Coast Bulletin website?

112A Yes.
113.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, when was the third matter
complained of removed from the Gold Coast Bulletin website?
16
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113A

Not applicable.

114.

Is the third matter complained of, or any article to the same effect, still available for
publication on the Herald Sun website?

114A

Yes.

115.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, when was the third matter
complained of removed from the Herald Sun website?

115A Not applicable.
116.

Is the third matter complained of, or any article to the same effect, still available for
publication on the News website?

116A Not applicable.
117.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, when was the third matter
complained of removed from the News website?

117A

Not applicable.
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Third matter complained of
137.

At the time of the publication of the third matter complained of, did the first respondent
intend to convey any of the following imputations (please answer separately in relation to
each meaning) by the publication of the third matter complained of:

(g)

Geoffrey Rush had falsely denied that the Sydney Theatre Company had told him
the identity of the person who had made a complaint against him.

(g)A

Yes.

55
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MALICE/AGGRAVATION
156.

Did the first respondent "Tweet" the second matter complained of on Twitter? If so, please
provide a print-out of that Tweet.

156A Yes.
157.

Did the first respondent "Tweet" the third matter complained of on Twitter? If so, please
provide a print-out of that Tweet.

157A

Yes.
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162.

Has the first respondent ever apologised to Geoffrey Rush in relation to the content of any
of the first or second or third matters complained of?

162A No.
163.

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative please state:
(a)

the date of the apology;

(b)

the substance of the apology; and

(c)

the form of the apology (whether it was oral or in writing).

163A Not applicable.

Date: 25

018

Signed
Robert James odd
Lawyer for the Respon nts
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Affidavit
On 25 May 2018, I Marna Ruth Saunders, solicitor, affirm:
1.

I am the Senior Litigation Counsel of the First Respondent and I am authorised to make
this affidavit on the First Respondent's behalf.

2.

I verify that the above answers are true and complete answers to the Applicant's
interrogatories.

Affirmed by the deponent
at Sydney
in New South Wales
on 25 May 2018
Before me:

Signed by depone t

Cit4U StI/VVVIA
Sig ed by witness
Anne Cheeseman
itor
c/- 5 Martin Place
Sydney, New South Wales
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20.

At the time of the publication of the third matter complained of, did you intend to convey
any of the following imputations (please answer separately in relation to each meaning) by
the publication of the third matter complained of:

42

1839

(g)

Geoffrey Rush had falsely denied that the Sydney Theatre Company had told him
the identity of the person who had made a complaint against him.

(g)A Yes.
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MALICE/AGGRAVATION

(

39.

39A
40.

40A
41.

Did you "Tweet" the second matter complained of on Twitter? If so, please provide a
printout of the Tweet.
I tweeted an image of the first page of the second matter complained of.
Did you "Tweet" the third matter complained of on Twitter? If so, please provide a printout
of the Tweet.
I tweeted a link to the third matter complained of.
Did you communicate with the Complainant about Mr Rush prior to the publication of the
first and second matters complained of?

(
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45.

Have you ever apologised to Geoffrey Rush in relation to the content of any of the first or
second or third matters complained of?

45A

No.
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46.

46A

If the answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative please state:
(a)

the date of the apology;

(b)

the substance of the apology; and

(c)

the form of the apology (whether it was oral or in writing).

Not applicable.

Dat- 25

ay/018

Signe• by Rober,Aames Todd
Lawyer for the 4espondents
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Affidavit
On 25 May 201.8, I, Jonathon William Moran, affirm:
1.

I am the Second Respondent.

2.

I verify that the above answers are true and complete answers to the Applicant's
interrogatories.

Affirmed by the deponent
at Sydney
in New South Wales
on 25 May 2018
Before me:

Signed b9 deponent

Si ned by witness

Ju Pe, kywit,

bilt&SV/VtiZo
Solicitor
c/- 5 Martin Place
Sydney, New South Wales
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From: Annelies Crowe Redacted for Public File
Date: 6 April 2016 at 14:48
Subject: Meeting Request
To: Patrick Mclntyre Redacted for Public File
Redacted for Public File
Cc: Redacted for Public File

, Rachael Azzopardi

Dear Patrick and Rachael,

I'm writing because r have requested a meeting with both of you, and I'd like Serena to come too, on
Monday morning to discuss a very sensitive matter.

The matter involves Eryn Jean Norvill and Geoffrey Rush. EJ asked me to meet her yesterday where she
revealed that she was sexually harassed on multiple occasions by GeoiTrey Rush during rehearsals and the
season of King Lear.

This is the outline of what she told me;

In the beginning, she had heard rumours about Geoffrey's behaviour in the past but believed she had a
platonic, intellectual relationship with him, and didn't feel the need to steer clear of him.
When rehearsals began, it started out with mild commentary of her in the room, suggestive comments and
flirting. She used a few different strategies in the beginning, laughing it off, ignoring him, and trying to
dissuade him. Once she felt uncomfortable, she directly said to him that his behaviour and comments were
making her feel uncomfortable and she would like him to stop, which he didn't. As they went into the
theatre, things progressively got worse to where she felt quite afraid when she was backstage. Other
members of the cast would have seen him touching her back stage, but didn't do anything. At it's worse,
when he had to carry her on as a dead body, he would grope her as he pkked her up, and when she was
lying on the stage 'dead', he would grope her with the hand that was upstage of the audience. At the closing
night party at Walsh Bay Kitchen, she went into the bathroom and when she turned around Geoffrey was in
there standing behind her. At this point EJ broke down, fell to the i"loor <md told him to leave, he said
nothing and left. This was the first time she saw some recognition in his face that he realised he had crossed
a line.
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I saw EJ

~bout

5 minutes afte~: this occurred on closing night, and could tell she was very tlpset.l asked her

if she wanted to talk, and she said not tonight but soon. Knowing Geoffrey's reputation I'm afraid I'd
assumed he may have been the cause but didn't want to push her at the time. I also knew she was going
through some pers~mal troubles at the s;,une time, so thought it could have been unrelated. On the following
Monday, I emailed EJ to check in with her, she still said she wasn't ready to talk about it; but would come
back to me if she changed her mind, and so I gave her the information of our staff counsel1ors and
encouraged her to access the seryice. ifshe felt the need. She told me last night she did use a few sessions
with a counsellor there and it was somewhat helpful.

Most, if not .all of the cast and crew would have witnessed this happening in rehearsals and in the theatre.
But most conceming, EJ directly approached each of the 3 other fen.'lales in the cast to get their advice, and
they each brushed it off. She approached a few of the younger males in the cast but they said they didn't
know what she should do. She then approached Neil in her dressing room one evening and told her she was
having difficulties with Geoffrey and was co11cerned about his behaviour, and Neil said he would taik to
him, blll the harassment continued. S.he did not approach Georgia Gilbert directly because she felt Georgia
was already working two shows and didn't want to burden her further.

I discussed all of the above with Serena this morning, and as I said, we'd both like to meet with you on
Monday to speak further. I also spoke to Francisca (without naming names) to check whether I had an
obligation as an employee to do anything specific with the above information, and she encouraged me to
write to you both immediately. Francisca also said she would like HR included on the initial meeting so they
are across the situaLion, but I'm not sure if initially it would be better to keep it to the four of us?

I'm sorry I've had to send this via email, but I thought it important you have this information as soon as
possible.

With thanks,

Annelies

Annelies Crowe
Cqmpany Manager
Sydney Theatre Company
D:

Redacted for Public File

E: Redacted for Public File

A: The Wharf, Pier 4 Hickson Road, Walsh
P: P.O. ~ox 777, Millers Point, NSW 2000
VI/: ww\v.sydneythcatrc.com.au

B~1y

NSW 2000
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NOTICE OF FILING AND HEARING
This document was lodged electronically in the FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA (FCA) on 13/09/2018
9:33:20 AM AEST and has been accepted for filing under the Court’s Rules. Filing and hearing details follow
and important additional information about these are set out below.

Filing and Hearing Details
Document Lodged:

Subpoena to Give Evidence - Form 43A - Rule 24.13(1)(a)

File Number:

NSD2179/2017

File Title:

Reason for Listing:

GEOFFREY ROY RUSH v NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED &
ANOR
NEW SOUTH WALES REGISTRY - FEDERAL COURT OF
AUSTRALIA
Hearing

Time and date for hearing:

22/10/2018, 10:15 AM

Place:

Please check Daily Court List for details

Registry:

Dated: 13/09/2018 10:54:07 AM AEST

Registrar
Important Information

As required by the Court’s Rules, this Notice has been inserted as the first page of the document which has been
accepted for electronic filing. It is now taken to be part of that document for the purposes of the proceeding in
the Court and contains important information for all parties to that proceeding. It must be included in the
document served on each of those parties.
The Reason for Listing shown above is descriptive and does not limit the issues that might be dealt with, or the
orders that might be made, at the hearing.
The date and time of lodgment also shown above are the date and time that the document was received by the
Court. Under the Court’s Rules the date of filing of the document is the day it was lodged (if that is a business
day for the Registry which accepts it and the document was received by 4.30 pm local time at that Registry) or
otherwise the next working day for that Registry.

LAST DAY FOR SERVICE IS 12 OCTOBER 2018.
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Form 43A
Rule 24.13(1)(a)

Subpoena to give evidence
No.

NSD2179 of 2017

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant
Nationwide News Pty Limited and another
Respondents

To:

Patrick McIntyre
Sydney Theatre Company Limited
Fox Studios 103/U9
38 Driver Avenue
MOORE PARK NSW 2021

You are ordered to attend to give evidence. See next page for details.
Failure to comply with this subpoena without lawful excuse is a contempt of court and
may result in your arrest.
Please read Notes 1 to 8 at the end of this subpoena.
The last date for service of this subpoena is 12 October 2018. (See Note 1)

Date:

Signed by an officer acting with the authority
of the District Registrar
Issued at the request of the Respondents, whose address for service is:
Place: Level 11, 5 Martin Place Sydney NSW 2000
Email: robert.todd@ashurst.com / nicholas.perkins@ashurst.com

Filed on behalf of (name & role of party)
Nationwide News Pty Limited and Jonathon Moran, Respondents
Prepared by (name of person/lawyer)
Robert Todd / Nicholas Perkins
Law firm (if applicable)
Ashurst Australia
Tel
+61 2 9258 6000
Tel
+61 2 9258 6000
Email
robert.todd@ashurst.com / nicholas.perkins@ashurst.com
Address
for
service Level 11, 5 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000
(include state and postcode) DX 388 Sydney
.
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2
Details of subpoena
Date, time and place at which you must attend to give evidence, unless you receive a notice of
a later date or time from the issuing party, in which case the later date or time is substituted:
Date: 22 October 2018
Time: 10:15am
Place: Federal Court of Australia
New South Wales District Registry
Level 17 Law Courts Building Queens Square
Sydney NSW 2000
You must continue to attend from day to day unless excused by the Court or the person
authorised to take evidence in this proceeding or until the hearing of the matter is completed.
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Notes
Last day for service
1.

You need not comply with the subpoena unless it is served on you on or before the date
specified in the subpoena as the last date for service of the subpoena.

Informal service
2.

Even if this subpoena has not been served personally on you, you must, nevertheless,
comply with its requirements, if you have, by the last date for service of the subpoena,
actual knowledge of the subpoena and of its requirements.

Addressee a corporation
3.

If the subpoena is addressed to a corporation, the corporation must comply with the
subpoena by its appropriate or proper officer.

Conduct money
4.

You need not comply with the subpoena in so far as it requires you to attend to give
evidence unless conduct money sufficient to meet your reasonable expenses of
attending as required by the subpoena is handed or tendered to you a reasonable time
before the date your attendance is required.

Applications in relation to subpoena
5.

You have the right to apply to the Court:
(a)

for an order setting aside the subpoena (or a part of it) or for relief in respect of
the subpoena; and

(b)

for an order with respect to your claim for privilege, public interest immunity or
confidentiality in relation to any document or thing the subject of the subpoena.

Loss or expense of compliance
6.

If you are not a party to the proceeding, you may apply to the Court for an order that the
issuing party pay an amount (in addition to conduct money and any witness’s expenses)
in respect of the loss or expense, including legal costs, reasonably incurred in complying
with the subpoena.

Contempt of court - arrest
7.

Failure to comply with a subpoena without lawful excuse is a contempt of court and may
be dealt with accordingly.

8.

Note 7 is without prejudice to any power of the Court under any rules of the Court
(including any rules of the Court providing for the arrest of an addressee who defaults in
attendance in accordance with a subpoena) or otherwise, to enforce compliance with a
subpoena.
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Schedule
No.
Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General
Respondents
Second Respondent:

Jonathon Moran

Date: 12 September 2018
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NSD2179 of 2017

NOTICE OF FILING AND HEARING
This document was lodged electronically in the FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA (FCA) on 13/09/2018
9:33:20 AM AEST and has been accepted for filing under the Court’s Rules. Filing and hearing details follow
and important additional information about these are set out below.

Filing and Hearing Details
Document Lodged:

Subpoena to Give Evidence - Form 43A - Rule 24.13(1)(a)

File Number:

NSD2179/2017

File Title:

Reason for Listing:

GEOFFREY ROY RUSH v NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED &
ANOR
NEW SOUTH WALES REGISTRY - FEDERAL COURT OF
AUSTRALIA
Hearing

Time and date for hearing:

22/10/2018, 10:15 AM

Place:

Please check Daily Court List for details

Registry:

Dated: 13/09/2018 10:54:02 AM AEST

Registrar
Important Information

As required by the Court’s Rules, this Notice has been inserted as the first page of the document which has been
accepted for electronic filing. It is now taken to be part of that document for the purposes of the proceeding in
the Court and contains important information for all parties to that proceeding. It must be included in the
document served on each of those parties.
The Reason for Listing shown above is descriptive and does not limit the issues that might be dealt with, or the
orders that might be made, at the hearing.
The date and time of lodgment also shown above are the date and time that the document was received by the
Court. Under the Court’s Rules the date of filing of the document is the day it was lodged (if that is a business
day for the Registry which accepts it and the document was received by 4.30 pm local time at that Registry) or
otherwise the next working day for that Registry.

LAST DAY FOR SERVICE IS 12 OCTOBER 2018.
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Form 43A
Rule 24.13(1)(a)

Subpoena to give evidence
No.

NSD2179 of 2017

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant
Nationwide News Pty Limited and another
Respondents

To:

Annelies Crowe
Redacted for Public File

You are ordered to attend to give evidence. See next page for details.
Failure to comply with this subpoena without lawful excuse is a contempt of court and
may result in your arrest.
Please read Notes 1 to 8 at the end of this subpoena.
The last date for service of this subpoena is 12 October 2018. (See Note 1)

Date:

Signed by an officer acting with the authority
of the District Registrar
Issued at the request of the Respondents, whose address for service is:
Place: Level 11, 5 Martin Place Sydney NSW 2000
Email: robert.todd@ashurst.com / nicholas.perkins@ashurst.com

Filed on behalf of (name & role of party)
Nationwide News Pty Limited and Jonathon Moran, Respondents
Prepared by (name of person/lawyer)
Robert Todd / Nicholas Perkins
Law firm (if applicable)
Ashurst Australia
Tel
+61 2 9258 6000
Tel
+61 2 9258 6000
Email
robert.todd@ashurst.com / nicholas.perkins@ashurst.com
Address
for
service Level 11, 5 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000
(include state and postcode) DX 388 Sydney
.
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Details of subpoena
Date, time and place at which you must attend to give evidence, unless you receive a notice of
a later date or time from the issuing party, in which case the later date or time is substituted:
Date: 22 October 2018
Time: 10:15am
Place: Federal Court of Australia
New South Wales District Registry
Level 17 Law Courts Building Queens Square
Sydney NSW 2000
You must continue to attend from day to day unless excused by the Court or the person
authorised to take evidence in this proceeding or until the hearing of the matter is completed.
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Notes
Last day for service
1.

You need not comply with the subpoena unless it is served on you on or before the date
specified in the subpoena as the last date for service of the subpoena.

Informal service
2.

Even if this subpoena has not been served personally on you, you must, nevertheless,
comply with its requirements, if you have, by the last date for service of the subpoena,
actual knowledge of the subpoena and of its requirements.

Addressee a corporation
3.

If the subpoena is addressed to a corporation, the corporation must comply with the
subpoena by its appropriate or proper officer.

Conduct money
4.

You need not comply with the subpoena in so far as it requires you to attend to give
evidence unless conduct money sufficient to meet your reasonable expenses of
attending as required by the subpoena is handed or tendered to you a reasonable time
before the date your attendance is required.

Applications in relation to subpoena
5.

You have the right to apply to the Court:
(a)

for an order setting aside the subpoena (or a part of it) or for relief in respect of
the subpoena; and

(b)

for an order with respect to your claim for privilege, public interest immunity or
confidentiality in relation to any document or thing the subject of the subpoena.

Loss or expense of compliance
6.

If you are not a party to the proceeding, you may apply to the Court for an order that the
issuing party pay an amount (in addition to conduct money and any witness’s expenses)
in respect of the loss or expense, including legal costs, reasonably incurred in complying
with the subpoena.

Contempt of court - arrest
7.

Failure to comply with a subpoena without lawful excuse is a contempt of court and may
be dealt with accordingly.

8.

Note 7 is without prejudice to any power of the Court under any rules of the Court
(including any rules of the Court providing for the arrest of an addressee who defaults in
attendance in accordance with a subpoena) or otherwise, to enforce compliance with a
subpoena.
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Schedule
No.
Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General
Respondents
Second Respondent:

Jonathon Moran

Date: 12 September 2018
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NSD2179 of 2017

Frederick Alan Specktor
Report of Fred Specktor
Geoffrey Roy Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd & Anor
(Federal Court of AuatraHa Proceedings: NSD2179/2017)
1.

I am the agent of the Applicant (Mr Geoffrey Rush). I live and work In Los Angeles.

-2.

Mr Rush's Australian lawyers, HWL Ebsworth Lawyers, have requested that I provide expert
evidence for the purposes of Mr Rush's claim in defamation against Nationwide News Pty Ltd and
Jonathon Moran (the Respondents). They have requested that I give evidence In relation to the
h"kely effect of the articles about Mr Rush which were published by the Respondents on 30
November and 1 December 2017 on Mr Rush's future earnings and future film, television and
theatre work.

3.

Given I have been Mr Rush's agent since February 199&, I think I am uniquely well-positioned to
give that evidence based on my personal knowledge of Mr Rush, and my specia&sed knowledge of
the entertainment industry In Hollywood over the course of over 60 years.

4.

I have read the letter of Instruction from Mr Rush's lawyers, dated 31 August 2018. A oopy of that
letter is Annexure A. I have also read all of the documents which were enclosed with that letter.
One of the documents was the 'Expert Evidence Practice Note GPN-EXPT'. I have read and
understood that Practice Note, and agree to comply with it in giving evidence In these proceedings.

.

'

Background

5.

I have worked as an agent since 1958, so for approximately 60 years. I have only ever worked as

anagenl
6.

I am a talent agent at Craatlve Artists Agency (CAA) based In Hollywood. CAA Is one of the largest
end most successful agencies In America. CAA's clients range from Bruce Springsteen to Madonna

to Steven Spielberg.

now (WME), located in

7.

I previously worked for another talent agency, William Morris Agency
Beverly HIUs, Callfomfa.

8.

Apart from Mr Rush, some of my other clients include Morgan Freeman, Jeremy Irons, Helen
Mirren, Taylor Hackford (an American director and fonner president of the Directors Guild of
America), Danny Devito, Dan Aykroyd, Beau Bridges, Gene Hackman, PhD Kaufman, and play
writes and screenwriters Jez and John-Henry Butterworth, Kirk Douglas, among others.

9.

In the past, I have represented actors such as Robert De Niro, Glenn Close, Jack Lemmon, and
Gregory Peck.
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Frederick Alan Specktor
Background With Geoffrey RIIM

10.

For the purposes of giving evidence In these proceedings, I have assumed the facta set out at
'Schedule 1' to the letter of lnatruatlon. Moat of those facts were already within my knowledge since
I have repmented Mr Ruah for ewer 20 years.

11.

I aaw the film Sh/n8 (1996), soon after It was played at the SUndance Festival. A friend showed It
to me. Jleft my frlernfa hoUM, went back to the omce. and decJded to fly to Auatralla to connect

with Gaoffrwy. I thought he was a terrific talenL I have been hla agent ever alnce.

12.

AI Geoffrey's agent, I aollclt new work for him, and negotiate contractaldeala. He has been in very
significant highly acetilmed movies, such as Elizabeth and Shake8peei8/n Love (both in 1998)
and The King's Speech (2010). He has also been In block-buster movies such as the Pirates of
the Caribbean franchise, which are famous In America and throughout the world.

Report of RJcluud Marlca
13.

I have been asked to respond to the report of Richard Marks dated 26 July 2018.

14.

In response to Mr Marks' opinion, my response Is as follows:

15.

I agree with Mr Marks' general proposition that there tend to be more roles for younger actors than
older actors. At the same time, however, there tend to be fewer elite older actors for those roles to
go to. Mr Marks' mistake is that he is generallslng. He Is not referring to a pedigree actor like
Geoffrey. In my opinion, Mr Rush is an elite actor, and one of the top character actors In the
business.

16.

There are many examples of actors who are still well-known and successful, and are stiH earning
significant money, through their 60's, 70's and 80's. For example • Bruce Willis (63), Danny DeVIto
(73), Don Johnson (68), AI Paclno (78), Donald Sutherland (83), Gene Hackman (88), Jackie Chan
(64), Jeff Bridges (68), Jeremy Irons (69), Tom Hanks (62), Tommy Lee Jones (71 ), Robert De Niro
(74), Morgan Freeman (81), Anthony Hopkins (80), Jack Nicholson (81), Jan McKellen (79), Helen
Mirren (73), Meryl Streep (69), and Glenn Close (71) etc.

17.

Mr Rush has won an Academy Award, and various other awards including three BAFTA's, two
Golden Globes, a Tony Award and four Screen Actors Guild Awards. He was also been nominated
for other Academy Awards and countless other awards. In my experience, actors do not reach
such a level of professional acclaim because they are average actors - they do not win all those
awards by accident; they only reach that level if they are exceptional, highly gifted actors. Such
actors do not tend to lose their appeal as they get older. Mr Rush is, In my opinion, in the same
errte echelon as the ·actors referred to In the preceding paragraph.

18.

Because Mr Rush's reputation, prior to the publications in late 2017 I other actors wanted to work
with him. He was very highly regarded. I recall taking Jeremy Irons to see Geoffrey play Diary of
a Madman at the Brooklyn Academy In about 2011. Jeremy joked that he should quit acting
because he had just seen "a master" perform.

19.

Ukewise, directors and producers wanted to work with Mr Rush. As an example, I recall fl1at
Academy Award winner steven Spielberg wanted to work with Mr Rush (for the mm Munich (2005)).
Academy Award winner Ron Howard wanted to work with Geoffrey so badly that he waited for 3

of
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Frederick Alan Specktor
months for him to become available to do the mini-series Genius. Also, the script for The King's
Speech was sent straight to Geoffrey's house by the writers. He was the first actor cast In that
movie. In my opinion, that film would not have been made at all if Geoffrey had not agreed to be
Involved. It certainly would not have been as successful. Geoffrey tumed down Pirates Of The
Caribbean multiple tlme8 because he wanted to do a play instead. I finally convinced him that the
movie was the right thing to do but it was because of Jerry Bruckhelmer a renowned HoDywood
pJOducer who wouldn't give up trying to get him to do the film.
20.

In addition, Mr Rush is what is described as a "character actor". He Is not an "action star" (those
sorts of roles may require a younger actor who Is more physical). Leading men might lose value as
they get older because it is not as easy to stap into character roles. Geoffrey likes to play character
roles and colllJ)lex human beings. For example, King's Speech and Genius. His age does not
matter for those sorts of roles. If anything his age works In his favour in my opinion.

21.

Prior to the publications in late 2017, Mr Rush was a star and was steadily working. Since I have
been his agent from 1998, I have never felt there was a decUne In demand for Geoffrey or the offers
I received for him. For example In 2017 he was In Genius and The Final PoJtralt. I would have
expected that, but for the publications of the articles In late 2017, Mr Rush would have continued
to act, and would have continued to earn similar Income, for at least another 10 years.

22.

I do not agree with Mr Marks' comment that, when there are roles for older characters, they are
generally played by younger actors with make-up and prosthetics. It is very expensiVe to do that,
and is not common.

23.

I also do not agree with Mr Marks' characterisation of the importance of cast insurance. All actors
have to be insured for a film but If they are a star they are not turned down for roles because of this
unless they have a prior illness which can't be insured. In my experience, that Is not a relevant
factor (and certainly It Is not a detennlnative factor} In who is cast for film roles unless they have a
prior illness such as cancer etc.

24.

Finally, I disagree with Mr Marks' opinion that, If Mr Rush is successful in this case, Hollywood
would show support for him and he would begin to receive new work. I hope that is the case, but I
do not think It wDI be In the Immediate future. Often, In my experience, when an actor or celebrity
Is tainted by an allegation of impropriety then, regardless of whether or not that allegation is proven,
there can be lingering doubts In the minds of the public. If that Is the case for Geoffrey, which I
think Is likely, then It would be unlikely that HoUywood would publicly support him by gMng him
further work.

25.

Even If Mr Rush's case is successful, and he is cleared by the Court. I think there would still be a
lag of twelve months or more before he would receive offers for movies at the same rate as before
the publication of the articles.

Dated:

-'1'-~--~,l._.ze=-<,_/1-=-s/_ __

Signed:

ru~A~
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CAA.
Redacted for Public File
LOS ANGELES, CAUFORNIA 90067
Redacted for Public File
TELEPHONE:
• FACSIMILE: Redacted for Public File

FRED SPECKTOR
Fred Specktor is a Motion Picture Agent at leading entertainment and sports agency Creative Mists
Agency (CAA}. A 39-year veteran of CAA, Fred is based in the. company's Los Angeles office.

Fred represents many of the entertainment industry's most renowned actors, actresses, and directors,
including Bille August, Dan Aykr~yd, Steven Bochco, Beau Bridges, Pierce Brosnan, Bryan Brown,
Jez Butterworth,

John-Henry Butterworth,

Peter Bogdanovich,

Danny DeVito,

Kirk Douglas,

Morgan Freeman, Taylor Hackford, Gene Hackman, Stephen Hopkins, Jeremy Irons, Helen Mirren,
Goldie Hawn, Jean Reno, and Geoffrey Rush. While representing DeVito and De Niro, Fred formed their
production companies, Jersey Films and Tribeca Films, respectively, and brokered their initial studio
deals. In addition, he represents Pat Riley, who is the President of the Miami Heat, the 2006, 2012, and
2013 NBA champions.

Prior to the entertainment business, Fred attended USC and UCLA. Between universities, he served in
the U.S. Army from 1953 to 1955. He graduated from UCLA in 1956 and began his career at MCA in
Los Angeles in October of 1956. In 1968, Fred joined the Motion Picture Department at the William
Morris Agency. He joined CAA in 1978.

Fred is on the Board of Directors for the American Civil Uberties Union, The Geffen Playhouse, and the
Atlantic Theatre in New York City.

He is married to Nancy Heller. Together, they have thrE;}e a<;lult

children.

###

Updated 5.2017
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HWbBSWORTH

Our Ref. NWP:JJM:687924

31 August 2018

Mr Fred Specktor

Privata & Confidential

Email: Redacted for Public File
This dooument, Including any attachments, may contain prtvnegecl and confidential Information intended only for
the addressee named above. If you are not the Intended recipient please notify us. Any unauthorised use,
dlstrlbuflon or reproduciiOn of the content of this document Is expressly forbidden.

D~rSir,

Geoffrey Roy Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd & Anor
Federal Court of Australia Proceedings: NSD2179/2017

1.

As you know, we act for the Applicant. Geoffrey Rush, in Federal Court of Australia
prOceedings NSD2179/2017 (the Proceedings).

2.

The purpose of this letter is to request that you please provide us with an expert opinion
ln relation to Mr Rush's claim for economic loss In the Proceedings. In this letter, we
have set out the requirements for gMng expert evidence In the Federal Court as well as
the specif'IC questions we would like you to answer.

3.

We have also "'enclosed with this letter:
{a)

At 'Schedule 1', the assumptions on which you should found your opinion; and

(b)

At 'Schedule 2', the relevant documents which you should have regard to in
forming your opinion.

Background
4.

Mr Rush sues, In the Proceedings:
(a)

NationWide News pty Limited, as the First Respondent; and

(b)

Jonathan Moran, as the Second Respondent;

Adelaide
Brisbane
Canberra

in respect of a poster and two front page articles published by the Respondents on 30 0 .
.
arwrn
November and 1 December 2017 ('1he matters complained of') which he alleges were b
Ho art
defamatory of him.

Melbourne

Norwest
Perth

Sydney
Doo 10 5828501731v1
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5.

We have "enclosed, at Tab 1 of Schedule 2, a copy of Mr Rush's Statement of Claim
filed on 8 December 2017.

6.

You will see that, at paragraphs 12(1) to (o) of the Statement of Claim, on page 11, Mr
Rush brings a claim for "special damages". In brief, If a plaintiff In a defamation matter
can prove that the matters complained of caused actual financial loss, he or she Is
entitled to claim special damages.

7.

Thank you for agreeing to provide us and Mr Rush with an expert opinion, In support of
his claim for special damages.

8.

Please note that:

to serve any further

(a)

The Court has on 9 August 2018 ordered that Mr Rush Is
expert evidence by 4.00pm on 14 September 2018; and

(b)

The Proceedings are listed for a final hearing to commence on 22 October 2018
and with a 14 day estimate (so from Monday 22 October to Thursday 8
November Inclusive). You wfll be required to attend to give evidence at that
hearing.

Eecieral Court Rules 2011 fCth)

9.

In addition to the Statement of Claim, we have also •enclosed, at Tab 4 of Schedule 2,
a copy of Rules 23.11, 23.12 and 23.13 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth).

10.

Rule 23.11 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) provides that a party may call an
expert to give expert evidence at a trial only If the party has delivered an expert report
that complies with Rule 23.13 to all other parties.

11.

Rule 23.12 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) obliges us to provide you with a copy
of the relevant Federal Court Practice Note In relation to expert witnesses. As such, we
have "enclosed, at Tab 3 of Schedule 2, a copy of Expert Evidence Practice Note
"GPN-EXPT" (the Practice Note). Please familiarise yourself with the content of the
Practice Note.

12.

Rule 23.13 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) provides:
(1)

An expert report must:
(i)

be signed by the expert who prepared the report; and

(li)

contain an acknowledgement at the beginning of the report that the
expert has read, understood and complied with the Practice Note; and

(iii)

contain particulars of the training, study or experience by which the
expert has acquired specialised knowledge; and

(iv)

identify the questions that the expert was asked to address; and

(v)

set out separately each of the factual findings or assumptions on which
the expert's opinion is based; and

Doc ID 582850113/v1
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13.

(vi)

set out separately from the factual findings or assumptions each of the
expert's opinions; and

(vii)

set out the reasons for each of the expert's opinions; and

(vii/)

comply with the Practice Note.

The requirement at Rule 23.13(c) ~that your expert report contain particulars of the
training, study or experience by which you have acquired specialised knowledge - is
consistent with sections 76 and 79 of the Evidence Act 1995 (NSW). We have also
*enclosed, at Tab 5 of Schedule 2, a copy of those sections. Section 76 ("The Opinion
Rule") provides that evidence of an opinion is not admissible to prove the existence of a
fact about the existence of which the opinion was expressed. However, section 79(1)
provides an exception to the opinion rule. It provides that:

If a person has specialised knowledge based on the person's training, study or
experience, the opinion rule does not apply to evidence of an opinion of that
person that is wholly or substantially based on that knowledge.
14.

Schedule 1 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) contains the following definitions:
(a)

The term "expert' means "a person who has specialised knowledge based on
the person's training, study or experience".

{b)

The term "expert evidence" means "the evidence of an expert that is based
wholly or substantially on the expert's specialised knowledge".

(c)

The term "expert report' means "a written report that contains the opinion of any
expert on any question in issue in the proceeding based wholly or substanUa/ly
on that expert's specialised knowledge, including any report in which an expert
comments on the report of any other expert".

Assumptions
15.

Please assume the assumptions which are set out in Schedule 1 to this letter.
Respondents' Evidence

16.

The Respondents rely upon the report of Mr Richard Marks, whose report of 26 July
2018 is *enclosed at Tab 2 of Schedule 2.
Questions

17.

We would be grateful if you would please review Mr Marks' report and then provide us
with your own report In which you address the following questions:
(a)

Do you agree with the opinion expressed by Mr Marks at paragraph 10(a} of his
report) - on pages 2 and 3?

(b)

Do you agree with the opinion expressed by Mr Marks at paragraph 10(b) of his
report) - on pages 3 and 4? In particular:

Page3
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(I)

Do you agree with Mr Marks' comment (on page 3) that: "As a general
rule .•.actors' roles and remuneration over the course of their career are
speculative, uncertain, and unpredictable especially bacause they are
dependent on offers from third parties which ebb, ffow and/or dry up
based upon the producers' perceptions of the actor end the
msrketp/ace"? If not, why not?

(II)

tf you agree with that "general rule", do you think it applies in the case
of Mr Rush speclflcally? Please answer that question In light of your
own personal knowledge of Mr Rush's professional attributes,
background and experience, and professional recognition (Including the
assumptions set out In Schedule 1, any other accolades and awards
you are aware of Mr Rush receiving, and any other matters you think
are relevant).

(ill)

Do you agree with Mr Marks' comment (on page 3) that "the number of
roles offered [to] actors decrea89s when they are perceived as 'old'•? If

so, do you think that Is likely to be true In the case of Mr Rush
speclfleally? In other words, assuming that the matters complained of
had not been published In 2017, would you have expected at any rate
that the number and quality of the roles offered to Mr Rush would have
decreased in the next 5 or 10 years? Please answer those questions in
light of your own personal knowledge of Mr Rush's professional
attributes, background and experience, and professional recognition
(Including the assumptions set out In Schedule 1, any other accolades
and awards you are aware of Mr Rush receiving, and any other matters
you think are relevant).

(c)

(iv)

Do you agree with Mr Marks' comments (on page 4) In relation to the
Importance of "cast Insurance"?

(v)

Do you agree with Mr Marks' comments (on page 4) that "the number
and quality of roles in terms of remuneration generally decrease with
age, in general the numbar and quality of roles and remuneration would
be less for an actor between the ages 67 and 77 than for an actor
between the ages of 57 and 67 and further decreasing for an actor
between the ages of 77 and 87, etc'? If so, do you think that Is likely to
be true in the case of Mr Rush specifically? In other words, assuming
that the matters complained of had not been published in 2017, would
you have expected at any rate that Mr Rush's remuneration would have
decreased in the next 5 or 10 years? Please answer those questions in
· light of your own personal knowledge of Mr Rush's professional
attributes. background and experience, and professional recognition
(Including the assumptions set out in Schedule 1, any other accolades
and awards you are aware of Mr Rush receiving, and any other matters
you think are relevant).

Do you agree with the opinion expressed by Mr Marks at paragraph 1O(c) of his
report) - on pages 4 and 5. In particular, assuming that the Court finds in favour

of Mr Rush, and finds that the matters complained of were defamatory and
false, would you expect that Mr Rush's income, and the number and quality of

Page4
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offers of work, would return to the same or slmOar level as prior to the matters
complained of? If not, why not?

18.

We would be grateful to receive your report as soon as possible prior to 14 September.

19.

In the meantime, please feel free at any time to
8644 3408 or Jeremy Mare! on 02 9334 8705.

contact either Nicho.las Pullen on 03

YoursfaJ~

~
Partner

Jeremy Marel
Associate

HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

+61 3 8844 3408
npullen@hwle.com.au

+61 2 9334 8705
jmarel@hwle.com.au

Page5
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"Schedule 1 "- Auumptlons

In preparing your report, please assume the following facts:

1.

Mr Rush was born on 6 July 1951, and so Is currently 67 years old.

2.

Mr Rush has been acting since the earty 1970's, when he appeared In 21 productions
for the Queensland Theatre Company (QTC) between 1971 and 1974.

3.

Since that time, Mr Rush has acted In movies, In theatre, and on television - both in
Australia and overseas. He rose to particular lntemaUonal acclaim after winning the
Academy Award for Best Actor In 1996 for his role In the movie Shine In 1996, and then
winning the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor for his role In the movie
Shakespeare Jn Love In 1998.

4.

In particular:

Blm I television
5.

Mr Rush has been In various well-known films and television programs - including:
(a)

1979·1981 -Consumer Capers (TV series)- playing Jim Boy;

(b)

1981:
(I)

Hoodwink;

(il)

Menotti (TV series);

(c)

1987- Twelfth Night (an Australian film)- playing Sir Andrew Aguecheek;

(d)

1996:

(e)

(i)

Shine- playing David Helfgott\

(ii)

Mercury (TV series)- playing Bill Wyatt;

(Ill}

Ch17dran of the Revolution • an Australian film in which Mr Rush played
zachary Welch and which also starred Judy Davis, Sam Neill, F. Murray
Abraham, Richard Roxburgh, and Rachel Griffiths;

1997:
(I)

Frontier (TV miniseries);

1
For which he won the Academy Award for Best Actor; an Australian Film Institute Award for Best Actor In a Leading
Role; a BAFTA Award for Best Actor in a Leading Role; a Boston Society of Film Critics Award for Best Actor; a
Broadcast Film Critics Association Award for Best AGIDr; a Films Critics Circle of Australia Award for Best Actor; a
Florida Film CriUcs Circle Award for Best Actor; a Golden Globe for Best Actor (MoHon Picture Drama}; a London Film
Critics Circle Award for Best Actor: a Los Angeles Film Cr!Ucs Circle Award for Best Actor; a New York Film Crltlcs
Circle Award for Best Actor; a Satellite Award for Best Ador (Motion Picture Drama); a Screen Actors GuDd Award (for
Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor In a Leading Role); a Society of Texas Film Critics Award for Best Actor. He
was also nominated for various other awards lntematlonally.

Page6
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(ii)
(f)

Oscar and Lucinda - as the narrator;

1998:
(i}

A Little Bit of Soul- an Australian film in which Mr Rush played Godfrey
Usher and which also starred David Wenham and Heather Mitchell - for
which Mr Rush was nominated for an Australian Rim Institute Award for
Best Actor in a Supporting Role;

(g)

(h)

(i)

(ii)

Elizabeth - a British film in which Mr Rush played Sir Francis
Walsingham and which also starred Gate Blanchett, Christopher
Eccleston, Joseph Fiennes, Richard Attenborough and Daniel Craig for which Mr Rush won a BAFTA Award for Best Actor in a Supporting
Role;

(iii)

Les Mis8rables - in which Mr Rush played Javert and starred alongside
Uam Neeson, Uma Thurman and Claire Danes;

(iv)

Shakespeare in Love - in which Mr Rush played Philip Henslowe and
which also starred Gwyneth Paltrow, Joseph Fiennes, Colin Firth, Ben
Affleck and Judi Dench - for which Mr Rush won a Screen Actors Guild
Award (for Outstanding Performance by a Cast In a Motion Picture);
and for which he was nominated for various other awards including an
Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor, a BAFTA Award for Best
Supporting Actor, a Golden Globe Award for Best Supporting Actor
(Motion Picture}, and a Screen Actors Guild Award (for Outstanding
Performance by a Male Actor In a Supporting Role);

1999:
(i)

Mystery Men - playing Casanova Frankenstein;

(II)

House on Haunted Ht11- playing Stephen H. Price;

2000:
(i)

Quills - in which Mr Rush played Marquis de Sade and starred
alongside Kate Winslet, Joaquin Phoenix and Michael Caine -for which
Mr Rush won various awards Including a Florida Film Critics Circle
Award for Best Actor, a Kansas City Film Critics Circle Award for Best
Actor, a Las Vegas Film Circle Award for Best Actor, a Phoenix Film
Critics Society Award for Best Actor, and a Satellite Award for Best
Actor (Motion Picture Drama); and for which he was nominated for
various other awards including an Academy Award for Best Actor, a
BAFTA Award for Best Supporting Actor, a Golden Globe Award for
Best Actor (Motion Picture Drama), and a Screen Actors Guild Award
(for Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Leading Role).

(ii)

The Magic Pudding;

2001:
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(f)

(k)

(I)

The Tel/or of Panama - In which Mr Rush played Harold 'Harry' Pendel
and starred alongside Pierce Brosnan, Jamie Lee Curtis, Brendan
Gleeson and Daniel Radcliffe;

(II)

Lantana - In which Mr Rush played John Knox and which also starred
Anthony LaPaglia, Kerry Armstrong and Vince Colosimo;

2002:
(I)

Frida - In which Mr Rush played Leon Trotsky and which also starred
Salma Hayek;

(II}

The Banger Sisters;

2003:
(I}

Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl - in which Mr
Rush played Captain Hector Barbossa and which also starred Johnny
Depp, Orlando Bloom and Klera Knlghtley;

(II)

Swimming Upstream;

(iii)

Ned Kelly - In which Mr Rush played Superintendent Francis Hare and
which also starred Heath Ledger, Naomi Watts and Orlando Bloom;

(iv)

Finding Nemo - playing the voice of Nigel;

(v)

Intolerable Cruelty;

(vi}

HBNie Krumpet- narrating;

(I}

2004 - The Ule and Death of Peter Sellers - playing Peter Sellers -for which he
won a Primetlme Emmy Award for Outstanding Lead Actor in a Miniseries or
Movie, a Golden Globe Award for Best Actor (Miniseries or Television Film),
and a Screen Actors Guild Award (for Oustanding Performance by a Male Actor
In a Miniseries or Television Movie); and for which he was nominated for
various other awards;

{m)

2005- Munich- which also starred Eric Bana and Daniel Craig;

(n)

2006:

(o)

(i)

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest - playing Captain Hector
Barbossa;

(ii)

Candy - playing Casper - for which he won a Film Critics Circle of
Australia Award for Best Actor in a Supporting Role and was nominated
for an Australian Film Institute Award for Best Actor In a Supporting
Role;

2007:
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(i)

Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End ~ playing Captain Hector
Barbossa;

{ii)

Elizabeth: The Golden Age - playing Sir Francis Walsingham;

(p}

2009- Bran Nue Dae- playing Father Benedictus;

(q)

2010:

(r)

(s)

(t)

(I)

Legends of the Guardians: The OWls of Ga'Hoole - playing the voice of
Ezylryb & Lyze of Klel ~ for which he was nominated for an Annie Award
for Best Voice Acting in an Animated Feature Production;

(ii)

The King's Speech - in which Mr Rush played Lionel Logue and starred
alongside Colin Firth, Helena Bonham Carter, Guy Pearce, Derek
Jacobi and Michael Gambon - for which Mr Rush won various awards
including a BAFTA Award for Best Actor in a Supporting Role, British
Independent Film Award for Best Supporting Actor, and Screen Actors
Guild Award (for Outstanding Performance by a Cast in a Motion
Picture); and was nominated for various other awards Including an
Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor, a Golden Globe Award for
Best Supporting Actor (Motion Picture), and a Screen Actors Guild
Award (for Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Supporting
Role);

(iii)

Lowdown;

(iv)

The Warrior's Way;

2011:
(i)

Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides - playing Captain Hector
Barbossa - for which he was nominated with a People's Choice Award
for Favourite Ensemble Movie Cast;

(il)

Green Lantern - playing the voice of Tomar-Re;

(Iii)

The Eye of the Storm - playing Basil Hunter - for which he was
nominated for an AACTA Award for Best Actor in a Leading Role, a
Film Critics Circle of Australia Award for Best Actor, and an Inside Film
Award for Best Actor;

2013:
(i)

The Best Offer;

(ii)

The Book Thief - in which Mr Rush played Hans Hubermann and
starred alongside Emily Watson -for which he was nominated for an
AACTA International Award for Best Supporting Actor;

2014 - Unity· narrating;
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2015:

(u)

(I)

The Daughter;

(II)

Minions • narrating;

(lll)

Holding the Man;

(v)

2016 - Gods of Egypt - In whlcl:l Mr Rush played Re and which also starred
Gerard Butler and NlkolaJ Coster-Waldau:

{w)

2017:
(I)

The Final Portrait- playing Alberto Glacomettl;

(II)

Genius • playing Albert Einstein - for which he was nominated for a
Golden Globe Award for Best Actor (Miniseries or Television Film), a
Prlmetlme Emmy Award (for Outstanding Actor In a LimHed Series or
Movie), and a Screen Actors Guild Award (for Outstanding Performance
by a Male Actor in a Miniseries or Television Movie);

(HI)

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales - playing Captain
Hector Barbossa.

Theatre
6.

In addition to the 21 QTC productions referred to at paragraph 2 above, Mr Rush has
also been in various other stage productions - including:
(a)

The Fool in King Lear (QTC);

(b)

Co-Director of A Midsummer's Night Dream (QTC);

(c)

Clowneroonies;

(d)

Dave in On Our Selection (Jane St Theatre);

(e)

Vladimir In Wafting for Godot (Jane St Theatre);

(f)

The Revengers Tragedy (South Australian Theatre Company {SATC));

(g)

No End of Blame (SATC);

(h)

Various plays for the Lighthouse Company;

(i)

Various plays for the Magpie Theatre for Young People;

(j)

Co-Director of Cabaret Scandals of '85 (Belvoir);

(k)

Director of Pearls Before Swine (Belvoir);

(I)

Benefactors (STCSA);
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(m)

On Parliament's Hill (Belvoir);

(n}

Shepherd on the Rocks (STCSA);

(o)

The Winter's Tale (STCSA);

(p)

Director of Men-y Wives Of Windsor (QTC);

(q)

Director of The Popular Mechanlcals (Belvoir);

(r)

Tristram Shandy (Melbourne Theatre Company (MTC));

(s)

The Fool in King Lear (STCSA);

(t)

The Importance Of Being Earnest (MTC};

(u)

Trol/us and Cressida (Grin and Tonic Theatre Company- Queensland);

{v)

Les Enfants du Paradis (Belvoir);

(w}

The Diary of A Madman (Belvoir);

(x)

Director of The Wolfs Banquet (Belvoir);

(y)

Marat-Sade (STCSA);

(z)

The Comedy Of En-ors (STCSA);

(aa)

The Importance of Being Earnest (Sydney Theatre Company (STC));

(bb)

The Government lnspector(STC};

(cc)

Popular Mechanicals 2 (Belvoir);

(dd)

Uncle Vanya (STC);

(ee)

Director of FROGS (Belvoir) ;

(ff)

0/eanna (STC);

(gg)

Horatio in Hamlet (Belvoir);

(hh)

The Alchemist (Belvoir);

(ii)

The Marriage of Figaro (QTC);

(jj)

Small Poppies (Belvoir);

(kk)

Life x 3 {MTC);

(II)

King Berenger in Exit the King (Malthouse Theatre and Belvoir, then Broadway);

(mm)

Man in Chair in The Drowsy Chaperone (MTC);
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(nn)

The Diary of s Madman (Belvoir);

(oo)

Lady Bracknellln The Importance of Being Earnest (MTC);

(pp)

Pseudolus In A Funny Thing Happened On the Way to the Forum (MTC);

(qq)

King Lear (STC);

Awards
7.

In addition to the awards which have been referred to at paragraph 5 above, Mr Rush
has also been honoured with the following awards:
(a)

He Is one of 23 people who has won the 'Triple Crown' of Acting: an Academy
Award, a Prlmetlme Emmy Award, and a Tony Award;

(b)

He has won one Academy Award for Best Actor out of four nominations;

{c)

He has won three British Academy Film Awards out of five nominations;

(d)

He has won two Golden Globe Awards out of six nominations;

(e)

He has been awarded four Screen Actors Guild Awards;

(f)

He has won three AFI Awards;

(g)

He has won two Helpmann awards;

(h)

He was the first actor to win the Academy Award, BAFTA Award, Critics' Choice
Movie Award, Golden Globe Award, and Screen Actors Guild Award for a single
performance in a fllm, for Shine In 1996;

(i)

He was awarded the Sidney Myer Award In 1993;

0)

In 2004 he received the Charles Chauvel Award;

(k)

In 2009 he received the AFI Raymond Longford Award;

(I)

He Is the founding President of the Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts which honours achievements (performance and technical in 49
categories} for Australian screen excellence. It was formerly (1958- 2011) the
Australian Film Institute;

(m)

He is the Patron of the Melbourne International Film Festival, the Empire
Theatre Foundation for Young Artists In Toowoomba and the Spina Biflda
Foundation of Victoria. He is also an Ambassador of the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra and UNICEF;

(n)

In 2012 he was named Australian of the Year for services to the arts and
community;
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{o)

In 2013 he was honoured for 4 months in a career retrospective multl-medla
exhibition The Extraordinary Shapes of Geoffrey Rush at the Victoria Arts
Centre;

(p)

On Australia Day In 2014 he was awarded a Companion of the Order of
Australia for eminent service to the arts as a theatre performer, motion picture
actor, role model and mentor for aspiring artists, and through support for, and
promoting of, the Australian Arts Industry;

(q)

In 2017 he was honoured with the Berlinale Camera award at the Berlin Film
Festival.

The matters complained of

8.

On 30 November 2017 and 1 December 2017, two front page articles {''the matters
complained of') were published by The Dally Telegraph about Mr Rush, in which it was
alleged that an actress had made a complaint against Mr Rush of "inappropriate
behaviour' during the stage production of King Lear which ran from November 2015 to
January 2016.

9.

The matters complained of have damaged Mr Rush's reputation such that he has not
received, and is unlikely in the foreseeable future to receive, the same number of offers
of work as an actor.

10.

As a result of the matters complained of, Mr Rush has been unable to work since
publication of the matters complained of and is unlikely to be able to work for some time
in the future.

11.

Before publication of the matters complained of Mr Rush was expecting to continue his
acting career for at least another 10 years.

12.

The continuity of Mr Rush's career is predicated on the roles he enjoys in cinema as
more of a 'character actor' than in a leading role. However, in theatre productions there
is more likelihood to have a leading role.
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"Schedule 2• • Documents·
'

No.

'

.

..

.. .
Document

..

:

..

..

bate

'•

l

8 December 2017

1.

Mr Rush's Statement of Claim

2.

Report of Richard Marks

3.

Expert Evidence Practice Note "GPN-EXPT"

N/A

Rules 23.11, 23.12 and 23.13 of the Federal Courll

N/A

4.

26 July 2018

Rules 2011 (Cth)

5.

Sections 76 and 79 of the Evidence Act 1995 (NSW)

N/A
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Geoffrey Roy Rush v Nationwide News Pty Limited & Jonathon Moran
Federal Court Proceedings: NSD 2179/2017
EXPERT OPINION REPORT OF ROBIN RUSSELL
19 September 2018
1.

I have been retained as an expert witness by HWL Ebsworth Lawyers on behalf of the Applicant,
Geoffrey Rush ("Mr. Rush") in this matter. I submit this Expert Opinion Report pursuant to the
letter of instruction dated 13 September 2018 provided by HWL Ebsworth, attached hereto as
"Exhibit 1". My opinions are based on my specialized knowledge, training and experience in the
motion picture and television industry as set forth herein below.

2.

I have been provided with, read, understand and complied with Federal Court Expert Evidence
Practice Note "GPN-EXPT" - including Annexure A to that Practice Note ("Harmonised Expert
Witness Code of Conduct" and Annexure B to that Practice Note ("Concurrent Expert
Guidelines"). I have also been provided with and have read Rules 23.11, 23.12 and 23.13 of the
Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth), and sections 76 and 79 of the Evidence Act 1995 (NSW). .

3.

I confirm that my fee for the preparation of this Report is not dependent upon the outcome of
these Proceedings, and that I have no prior relationship with Mr. Rush or the Respondents,
Nationwide News Pty Ltd and Jonathan Moran (together, "Nationwide" or "the Respondents").

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE
4.

I have extensive experience working in the motion picture and television industry ("Entertainment
Industry"), including nearly 30 years as a senior business executive in the Motion Picture
Divisions of two major studios, Walt Disney Studios and Sony Pictures Entertainment.

5.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the state of California. I received my J.D. from the
University of California, Hastings College of Law in 1978, and received a B.A. in Economics from
the University of California, Berkeley in 1975. Upon graduating from law school, I was an
attorney at Beardsley, Hufstedler and Kemble and Gang, Tyre, Ramer and Brown, where I
practiced business litigation and entertainment law for five years. Thereafter, for six years at
Disney, I served as Senior Vice President of Business Affairs.

6.

At Disney, I had responsibility for the oversight of the development, production, and distribution
of an annual slate of 20 to 25 theatrical motion pictures. A staff of three Business Affairs
executives and a legal department reported directly to me. From a development slate of
hundreds of possibilities, the creative/production executives would identify the film projects they
were interested in making into movies. My specific day-to-day responsibility was to negotiate on
behalf of the studio with the representatives of the directors, the individual producers, the writers
and the principal actors, known as "above-the-line elements" for the pieces required to put the
movie together. Generally I handled the high level deals, leaving my staff to do most of the other
negotiations. Given Mr. Rush's standing in the Industry, he would have been considered a
principal actor and thus I would have been involved in negotiating his agreement. However, I was
ultimately responsible to insure that all of the elements were in-place from the business and legal
perspective (as distinct from the creative considerations) so that production could proceed. I
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served in the same capacity as Executive Vice President of Business Affairs at Columbia
Pictures for three years from 1994 to 1996 where my role was virtually identical, the only
exception being that, at Columbia, the legal affairs attorneys reported to the Sony Office of the
General Counsel rather than to me.
7.

After Columbia Pictures, in 1997, I became the Chief Operating Officer of Sony Pictures Home
Entertainment ("SPHE"). My focus at SPHE was on the acquisition and financing of completed
movies and television content and the marketing (advertising) and distribution of this product in
the home delivery markets. At that time, as the DVD business was developing, each year SPHE
purchased 20 to 30 third party movies (often referred to as "independent films"), which were
produced and financed in a myriad of ways, including "Negative Pick-Ups "(labeled as such from
the practice where the distributor was buying a film negative from a third party without having
been previously involved in any way; however, the concept has evolved), to "Rent-a-System"
deals where SPHE's only role was to market and distribute finished product on a Fee basis..
SPHE was able to purchase and decided to purchase so many third party produced motion
pictures because it had the distribution and sales capacity, and the DVD consumer had the
appetite, to distribute and sell more than the 20 films that Sony Pictures could produce itself. As
with my prior role, I had a business and legal affairs staff doing this work at my direction. During
my 10 years in this role, SPHE built a film library in excess of 300 movies, many of which
employed actors of the stature of Mr. Rush for both starring and supporting roles.

8.

During my last four years at Sony, I served as Senior Executive Vice President, Worldwide
Marketing and Distribution ("WWMPG"), where, in addition to distribution and marketing
oversight for the Sony produced-product, I was involved with the marketing and distribution of
films produced by financiers and/or producers whose production costs were funded, in whole or
in part by third party sources, including banks and other financial institutions. Studios, such as
Sony, have limited funds available for production of films. As the cost of making films has
exponentially increased, the studios need to access production financing from third party
resources in order to provide enough product to fulfill their distribution needs. A major point in
these deals is the financing and recoupment by the studio of its production cost contribution, and
its marketing and releasing investment.

9.

During my 30 years as a motion picture studio executive at both Disney and SPHE, I was
responsible for the oversight and/or negotiation of more than 500 theatrical motion picture and
television projects, all of which would have included agreements for principal and supporting cast
roles.

10.

I am currently an Entertainment Media Consultant practicing in Los Angeles, California. I provide
advice and expertise concerning the entertainment industry. In addition to my long time
employment and experience in the entertainment industry, I am an Adjunct Professor at USC
Gould School of Law where I teach in the Entertainment Law Program, with a focus on legal and
business issues in the Digital Age. A copy of my current resume is attached as "Exhibit 2".

11.

In July of this year, I concluded a 14 month consulting assignment for Screen Gems Pictures, the
specialty division of the Sony Pictures Motion Picture Group. Because of a restructuring of the
executive ranks, I was engaged to oversee the development (including the casting and cast
deals) and physical production and post-production of two theatrical motion pictures: a horror film
entitled Slender Man and an urban action drama entitled "Proud Mary". Coincidentally, it was my
responsibility to identify and negotiate the agreement for the actor to play the role of the father of
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our principal actor Taraji P. Henson who is 48 years old. We ultimately engaged Danny Glover, a
well respected, award winning actor at the age of 72 years old (for whom I was able to obtain
cast insurance in the ordinary course of the pre-production process).
12.

While it is generally true (and as confirmed by Mr. Marks) that the attorney is not normally
involved in the creative process of deciding which actors to offer the roles, but rather the
negotiation and documentation of their agreements, my experience as the senior business
executive put me "in the room" when those decisions were made. Thus, I have participated in the
dialogue and decisions as to "the kinds of roles available to actors, the kind of actors offered and
hired for roles and trends in both the number and types of roles available and who they are
offered to".

13.

Separately, and more importantly, in my role at SPHE acquiring content and my oversight
responsibility at WWMPG for marketing (advertising) theatrical motion pictures, the identity of the
cast is a significant factor, second only to the underlying story. Cast is relevant for purposes of
reaching the targeted audience and demographic, and territory. Theatrical distributors only get
one shot at the release and they need to be certain that they stack the deck in their favor for the
best results!

OPINIONS AND REBUTTAL
14.

I offer the following opinions based on my specialized knowledge, the assumptions set forth in
Schedule 1 of my letter of instruction (Exhibit 1), and the documents provided to me as part of
Schedule 2 of my letter of instruction (Exhibit 1), and most specifically in rebuttal to the Expert
Report by Richard Marks, dated 26 July 2018, upon which Respondents have relied.
A.

How contractual arrangements for actors in film and television generally arise.

15.

In the development process, first and foremost for the producer is the acquisition of the
underlying material, original screenplay/teleplay, book, newspaper article, life story rights, etc.
Second, it is critical to attach at least one above-the-line creative element which will drive the
project along with the producer. This can be a writer/showrunner, director, or a principal actor.
Simultaneously, a project can only move toward production if its financing is in place. If a Studio
is producing the picture or television program, it will cover the cost of the production- otherwise
the Producer will seek individual investors, pursue foreign territory pre-sales, and/or a bank or
other financial institution to loan all or part of the production cost. At each juncture the investor(s)
will examine the key elements of the project and assess the financial risk profile. The subject and
the principal cast are the most significant going-in indicators. As such, the principal cast will be
lined up well in advance of the "green-light" of the project ("green-light" is the term used in the
Entertainment Industry when the actual production commitment is made).

16.

The next step will be to prepare the schedule which will be location and cast availability
dependent. It is at this point that the casting director for the supporting and secondary casting will
start their work. While I do agree with Mr. Marks summary (on page 3 of his report) of the
"myriad of factors" taken into account in making casting decisions, it is my opinion that the
factors referred to by Mr. Marks - specifically "...career history, critical acclaim and/or financial
success, ratings and/or box office success...awards, local and worldwide popularity" - actually
support Mr. Rush's value as an extremely talented, desirable, bankable, actor who scores at the
highest level against all of these casting considerations; and as such would be a key casting
element to obtain the financing and green-light of projects. As such, Mr. Rush's contractual
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commitments would most often come early in the process, stretching from multiple months to as
much as one to two years. Rush is not the type of actor who would be subject to a test/option
situation or be cast in a period as short as a few days to a few weeks before the commencement
of production.
B.

Assuming that Nationwide's publication had not taken place, Mr. Rush could have
reasonably expected to receive offers for his acting services of a similar number,
quality and remuneration as he has enjoyed in the past and realistically for the
next ten years.

17.

Based on my 35 plus years as an entertainment business executive, even I would not presume
to suggest that there is a "general rule" with regard to the acting profession. Obviously from the
hundreds of thousands of individual aspirants staring in high school presentations, very few
become financially self-sufficient professionals and but a fraction of those working actors ever
become winners of Oscars, Emmy's, Golden Globes, etc.

18.

Mr. Rush has achieved status as one of the rarified actors who are consistently in-demand for a
type of role that he has played and perfected and been rewarded for both financially and through
peer recognition over the last 40 years (See Schedule 1 for the specifics of Mr. Rush's
professional experience, roles and awards). So while Mr. Marks may be correct that casting
decisions are plagued by vagaries and ambiguous measurement; this assessment applies to
unknowns and the lesser and moderately successful, not to multiple Academy Award winning
established actors like Mr. Rush.

19.

However, I do agree with Mr Marks' assertion that actors "... are dependent on offers from third
parties which ebb, flow and/or dry up based upon...perceptions of the actor and the
marketplace" (emphasis added). This is exactly the basis for Mr. Rush's claim of loss. He is no
less the talented actor than he was prior to the publication; his resume of his body of work and
awards remain intact, but the perception of who he is has been fundamentally altered as a result
of the publications. This has absolutely nothing to do with his age or with the types of movies
and television content being produced.

20.

Again, while I agree that the younger audiences generally prefer movies and television focused
on relatable youth centric cultures, this in no way precludes casting of older, established actors
to play roles within such stories that necessitate age differentials for both story arcs and also so
as to not completely abandon the over-25 quadrant.' .The more quadrants a project can appeal
to the more likely the success. Indeed Mr Rush's experience speaks to this practice. The Disney
"Pirates of the Caribbean" franchise starring Johnny Depp, first launched in 2003 (with 3
subsequent sequel pictures released in 2006, 2011 and 2017) cast Mr. Rush in a supporting, but
critical to the story, role of Hector Barbossa. Indeed, if one to were to examine the spate of Super
Hero films and television shows, to a one, they include older actors in key roles, often as the foil
or conscience of the young protagonists (not to mention some of the best super villains!) For
example, Alfred Molina (65) in Spider Man; Harrison Ford (76) in Star Wars; Ian McKellan (79) in
Lord of the Rings; and Alan Arkin (84), Michael Caine (85) and Morgan Freemen (85) in Going In
Style.

1 Movie marketing has historically been based on a 4 quadrant film demographic targeting process: 1. Males under 25; 2. Females
under 25; 3. Males over 25; and 4. Females over 25.
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21.

Similarly, it is my experience with the mid-budget level films that Producers often seek out "stuntcasting" for supporting roles in order to give the project a feel of quality and legitimacy. Stuntcasting is the practice of engaging well known, name actors for lesser supporting roles that while
shot within a limited duration, are compensated at the actor's "going-rate", in order to feature
their involvement in the marketing and publicity of the film or television program.

22.

I wholly disagree with Mr. Marks contention that "...when there are roles for older characters,
they are generally played by younger actors aged with make-up and prosthetics..." In my
experience, the only time we ever cast a young actor to portray an older role was when it was
required by the story arc of the film; that within the story being told the single character ages as
the story progresses. And yes, it is easier to age up a younger person with make-up than it is to
age down an older person. As an aside, Mr. Marks totally ignores the time commitment to agingup an actor. The makeup/prosthetics process is an art unto itself and requires fastidious attention
to detail to provide realism and continuity to the believability of the performer. In my experience,
this takes no less than 1 1/2 to 2 hours each workday to apply and 1 to 2 hours at the end of each
workday to remove. It is an exhausting undertaking for the actor and these 2 to 4 hours each day
count against the SAG rules on work day and turnaround times which extends the shooting
schedule and thus, increases the budget.

23.

Additionally, Mr. Marks' focus on "young beautiful people" completely ignores another type of
film/television and stage content, that being the dramatic, often historical fiction, properties for
which Mr. Rush has both excelled and made his own. There is nothing to suggest that these
types of programs would ever engage a young male actor and age him up with make-up, nor to
suggest that there is any less appetite for these types of stories. Indeed, prior to the Publication
at issue in this matter, Mr. Rush portrayed an age appropriate Albert Einstein to audience and
critical success.
C.

24.

Production Insurance is a line item in the Budget for every professional film, television and stage
production. Cast Insurance is part of the package, and as Mr. Marks states, covers the loss or
damage caused to the production as a result of an accident, illness, injury, death, etc. of an
actor. Obtaining cast insurance is a standard condition included in every acting deal that I have
ever negotiated. All of the attorneys, agents and managers are quite familiar with this
requirement. The medical exam is fairly routine. If there are any unique restrictions or limitations
(ie. history of substance abuse, limitation on working hours or conditions etc.) this is dealt with
up-front between the representatives of the producer and the talent. On many occasions I
negotiated special terms, or what we refer to as insurance "Riders" in order to cast the actor that
the Producer wanted and still obtain the necessary insurance. In certain instances if the "Rider"
was extremely costly, the actor would reduce his compensation to cover the additional expense.
D.

25.

Cast Insurance

Diminishing roles for older actors

It is difficult to offer an opinion on this subject without also examining the changing nature of both
theatrical motion pictures and television broadcast and streaming programming. Since this
Report is not the place for such a treatise, suffice it to say that the entertainment industry is
undergoing a sea-change, the likes of which I have not experienced in my more that 35 years in
the Industry. On a per program basis, there are actually more movies and television hours being
produced; the dynamic change is in the stratification of movies to popular big-budget global
franchise films and independent, dramatic fare and the methods of distribution.
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26.

On this question, I would point to the evidence offered by Mr. Rush's agent Fred Specktor at the
Creative Artists Agency to support my opinion. I have known and been on the other side of deals
with Mr. Specktor for 30 years. He is one of the most successful talent representatives in what is
a very competitive business. He has also tended to retain his clients over many decades, so he
fully understands the arc of an actor's career. CAA is now, and has been, the pre-eminent talent
agency for actors. The agency will be aware of every project in development and every open
casting role across every media platform. I fully endorse and agree with Mr. Specktor's comment
in his Outline of Evidence that "...[Geoffrey Rush's] age was not an impediment to him being
offered and carrying out work. [Mr. Rush] was able to continue to receive quality work for at least
10 more years." That is not to suggest that Mr. Rush will be cast as the romantic lead in a youth
oriented high school romantic comedy or as the next Marvel superhero. But these were not the
types of roles that established his career.

27.

It is my opinion that, had the Publication not occurred, Mr. Rush would have maintained his place
on the "short list" for all of the age appropriate supporting cast roles in popular films and principal
roles in dramatic works and works of historical fiction which he has always enjoyed and which
the audiences continue to want. It is worth noting, that Mr. Rush has adapted to the changing
nature of distribution platforms better than most. He was able to "pivot" to dramatic limited series
television in his acclaimed performance as Albert Einstein for "Genius", a program which would
not have been produced or reached its level of viewership just 10 years ago.2
E.

Even assuming the Court finds that the matters complained of were defamatory
and false, it is my opinion that Mr. Rush's income and the number and quality of
offers of work will be significantly diminished by the fact of the Publication.

28.

I do not agree with Mr. Mark's assertion that such "vindication" would allow Mr. Rush to return to
the same or similar level as prior to these proceedings. Nor has it been my experience that "The
Hollywood community is known for rushing to the aid of the underdog, those in need, and those
discriminated against." I have been a practicing attorney and business executive for 40 years.
There have been hundreds of times that I was the only woman in the room. While the numbers
and the behaviors and levels of tolerance have changed over the years, I have never seen
anything slam into the wall with as much speed and ferocity as the "#MeToo" movement.
Unfortunately for Mr. Rush, false claim or not, the movement, being in its infancy, has not refined
its response or addressed behaviors in the gray areas. Perhaps it will evolve to such a place, but
by then Mr. Rush's career is likely to be irreparably damaged.

29.

Even if Mr. Rush is successful in these proceedings, and the Court finds the allegations made
against him are false, it is quite likely Mr. Rush will not receive the same offers he was receiving
prior to the publications. Producers of entertainment content make significant financial
investments in the production, marketing and distribution of their product. A superhero feature
film can cost upwards of $180 Million dollars to produce and $150Million dollars to market; High
quality, high value television programs can cost as much as $7 to $11Million per broadcast hour
to produce. I have been in many "green-light" meetings where the executives discuss the
elements of a particular movie. We try to assess the consumers' interest for the project and the
best approach to reach and appeal to our targeted audience and which actors may further, or
hamper, our efforts. There is no appetite for risk. Even if, all things being equal, Geoffrey Rush
would be perfect for the role, the Studio is going to go with an alternative actor, F Murray

Indeed Mr. Rush's role as Albert Einstein led the 2017 television series "Genius" to become the highest rated scripted program
ever broadcast on the National Geographic network.]

2
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Abraham (78) or Ben Kingsley (74), to avoid even the slightest risk of a boycott or negative
discourse. My opinion is supported by the Producer's withdrawal of Mr. Rush's offer on "Great
Barrier Reef". I am not at all surprised by their decision and fully understand the reasons for it.
These assets are melting icebergs. In order to optimize the monetization of the product, it must
be released quickly. Producers do not have the luxury of waiting out taint or scandal.
30.

If he does start to receive offers again, following a judgment in his favour, there would still in my
opinion be a lag period of at least 12 months, and possibly more, between the judgment and
those offers. Directors and producers are not likely to want to take a risk by casting Mr. Rush
while the allegations are still fresh in the minds'of the public (even if those allegations are found
to be false).

Dated: 19 September 2018

Signed by Robin Russell
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ExhAit

L'BSWORTH
LAWYERS
Our Ref: NWP:JJM:687924

13 September 2018

Ms Robin Russell

Private & Confidential

Email: Redacted for Public File
This document, including any attachments, may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for
the addressee named above. If you are not the Intended recipient please notify us. Any unauthorised use,
distribution or reproduction of the content of this document is expressly forbidden.

Dear Ms Russell,
Geoffrey Roy Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd & Anor
Federal Court of Australia Proceedings: NSD2179/2017
1.

We act for the Applicant, Geoffrey Rush, in Federal Court of Australia proceedings
NSD2179/2017 (the Proceedings).

2.

The purpose of this letter is to request that you please provide us with an expert opinion
in relation to Mr Rush's claim for economic loss in the Proceedings. In this letter, we
have set out the requirements for giving expert evidence in the Federal Court as well as
the specific questions we would like you to answer.

3.

We have also *enclosed with this letter:
(a)

At 'Schedule 1', the assumptions on which you should found your opinion; and

(b)

At 'Schedule 2', the relevant documents which you should have regard to in
forming your opinion.

Background
4.

Mr Rush sues, in the Proceedings:
(a)

Nationwide News Pty Limited, as the First Respondent; and

(b)

Jonathan Moran, as the Second Respondent;

Adelaide
Brisbane
Canberra

in respect of a poster and two front page articles published by the Respondents on 30 Darwin
November and 1 December 2017 ("the matters complained of') which he alleges were
Hobart
defamatory of him.

Melbourne
Norwest

Perth
Sydney
Doc ID 585819383/v1
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5.

We have *enclosed, at Tab 1 of Schedule 2, a copy of Mr Rush's Statement of Claim
filed on 8 December 2017.

6.

You will see that, at paragraphs 12(1) to (o) of the Statement of Claim, on page 11, Mr
Rush brings a claim for "special damages". In brief, if a plaintiff in a defamation matter
can prove that the matters complained of caused actual financial loss, he or she is
entitled to claim special damages.

7.

Thank you for agreeing to provide us and Mr Rush with an expert opinion, in support of
his claim for special damages.

8.

Please note that:
(a)

The Court has on 12 September 2018 ordered that Mr Rush is to serve any
further expert evidence by 4.00pm on 21 September 2018; and

(b)

The Proceedings are listed for a final hearing to commence on 22 October 2018
and with a 14 day estimate (so from Monday 22 October to Thursday 8
November inclusive). You will be required to attend to give evidence at that
hearing.

Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth)
9.

In addition to the Statement of Claim, we have also *enclosed, at Tab 4 of Schedule 2,
a copy of Rules 23.11, 23.12 and 23.13 of the Federal Court Rules 2011(Cth).

10.

Rule 23.11 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) provides that a party may call an
expert to give expert evidence at a trial only if the party has delivered an expert report
that complies with Rule 23.13 to all other parties.

11.

Rule 23.12 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) obliges us to provide you with a copy
of the relevant Federal Court Practice Note in relation to expert witnesses. As such, we
have *enclosed, at Tab 3 of Schedule 2, a copy of Expert Evidence Practice Note
"GPN-EXPT" (the Practice Note). Please familiarise yourself with the content of the
Practice Note.

12.

Rule 23.13 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) provides:
(1)

An expert report must:
be signed by the expert who prepared the report; and
(ii)

contain an acknowledgement at the beginning of the report that the
expert has read, understood and complied with the Practice Note; and

(iii)

contain particulars of the training, study or experience by which the
expert has acquired specialised knowledge; and

(iv)

identify the questions that the expert was asked to address; and

(v)

set out separately each of the factual findings or assumptions on which
the expert's opinion is based; and
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13.

(vi)

set out separately from the factual findings or assumptions each of the
expert's opinions; and

(vii)

set out the reasons for each of the expert's opinions; and

(viii)

comply with the Practice Note.

The requirement at Rule 23.13(c) - that your expert report contain particulars of the
training, study or experience by which you have acquired specialised knowledge - is
consistent with sections 76 and 79 of the Evidence Act 1995 (NSW). We have also
*enclosed, at Tab 5 of Schedule 2, a copy of those sections. Section 76 ("The Opinion
Rule") provides that evidence of an opinion is not admissible to prove the existence of a
fact about the existence of which the opinion was expressed. However, section 79(1)
provides an exception to the opinion rule. It provides that:
If a person has specialised knowledge based on the person's training, study or
experience, the opinion rule does not apply to evidence of an opinion of that
person that is wholly or substantially based on that knowledge.

14.

Schedule 1 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) contains the following definitions:
(a)

The term "expert' means "a person who has specialised knowledge based on
the person's training, study or experience".

(b)

The term "expert evidence" means "the evidence of an expert that is based
wholly or substantially on the expert's specialised knowledge".

(c)

The term "expert report" means "a written report that contains the opinion of any
expert on any question in issue in the proceeding based wholly or substantially
on that expert's specialised knowledge, including any report in which an expert
comments on the report of any other expert".

Assumptions
15.

Please assume the assumptions which are set out in Schedule 1 to this letter.
Respondents' Evidence

16.

The Respondents rely upon the report of Mr Richard Marks, whose report of 26 July
2018 is *enclosed at Tab 2 of Schedule 2.
Questions

17.

We would be grateful if you would please review Mr Marks' report and then provide us
with your own report in which you address the following questions:
(a)

Do you agree with the opinion expressed by Mr Marks at paragraph 10(a) of his
report) - on pages 2 and 3?

(b)

Do you agree with the opinion expressed by Mr Marks at paragraph 10(b) of his
report) - on pages 3 and 4? In particular:
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(c)

(i)

Do you agree with Mr Marks' comment (on page 3) that: "As a general
rule...actors' roles and remuneration over the course of their career are
speculative, uncertain, and unpredictable especially because they are
dependent on offers from third parties which ebb, flow and/or dry up
based upon the producers' perceptions of the actor and the
marketplace"? If not, why not?

(ii)

If you agree with that "general rule", do you think it applies in the case
of Mr Rush specifically? Please answer that question in light of your
own personal knowledge of Mr Rush's professional attributes,
background and experience, and professional recognition (including the
assumptions set out in Schedule 1, any other accolades and awards
you are aware of Mr Rush receiving, and any other matters you think
are relevant).

(iii)

Do you agree with Mr Marks' comment (on page 3) that "the number of
roles offered [to] actors decreases when they are perceived as 'old"? If
so, do you think that is likely to be true in the case of Mr Rush
specifically? In other words, assuming that the matters complained of
had not been published in 2017, would you have expected at any rate
that the number and quality of the roles offered to Mr Rush would have
decreased in the next 5 or 10 years? Please answer those questions in
light of your own personal knowledge of Mr Rush's professional
attributes, background and experience, and professional recognition
(including the assumptions set out in Schedule 1, any other accolades
and awards you are aware of Mr Rush receiving, and any other matters
you think are relevant).

(iv)

Do you agree with Mr Marks' comments (on page 4) in relation to the
importance of "cast insurance"?

(v)

Do you agree with Mr Marks' comments (on page 4) that "the number
and quality of roles in terms of remuneration generally decrease with
age, in general the number and quality ofroles and remuneration would
be less for an actor between the ages 67 and 77 than for an actor
between the ages of 57 and 67 and further decreasing for an actor
between the ages of 77 and 87, etc'"? If so, do you think that is likely to
be true in the case of Mr Rush specifically? In other words, assuming
that the matters complained of had not been published in 2017, would
you have expected at any rate that Mr Rush's remuneration would have
decreased in the next 5 or 10 years? Please answer those questions in
light of your own personal knowledge of Mr Rush's professional
attributes, background and experience, and professional recognition
(including the assumptions set out in Schedule 1, any other accolades
and awards you are aware of Mr Rush receiving, and any other matters
you think are relevant).

Do you agree with the opinion expressed by Mr Marks at paragraph 10(c) of his
report) - on pages 4 and 5. In particular, assuming that the Court finds in favour
of Mr Rush, and finds that the matters complained of were defamatory and
false, would you expect that Mr Rush's income, and the number and quality of
offers of work, would return to the same or similar level as prior to the matters
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complained of? If not, why not? Further, what might be the expected lead time
within which any significant offer might be made to Mr Rush following a
favourable judgment.
Your Report
18.

We would be grateful to receive your report as soon as possible prior to 21 September.

19.

We also look forward to receipt of your fee agreement by return correspondence in
order to formalise this matter.

20.

In the meantime, please feel free at any time to contact either Nicholas Pullen on +613
8644 3408 or Jeremy Marel on +612 9334 8705.

Yours faithfully,

Pullen
—IViii;Im
ci
Partner
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
+61 3 8644 3408
npullen@hwle.com.au

Jeremy Marel
Associate
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
+61 2 9334 8705
jmarel@hwle.com.au
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"Schedule 1"- Assumptions
In preparing your report, please assume the following facts:
1.

Mr Rush was born on 6 July 1951, and so is currently 67 years old.

2.

Mr Rush has been acting since the early 1970's, when he appeared in 21 productions
for the Queensland Theatre Company (QTC) between 1971 and 1974.

3.

Since that time, Mr Rush has acted in movies, in theatre, and on television - both in
Australia and overseas. He rose to particular international acclaim after winning the
Academy Award for Best Actor in 1996 for his role in the movie Shine in 1996, and then
winning the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor for his role in the movie
Shakespeare in Love in 1998.

4.

In particular:
Film / television

5.

Mr Rush has been in various well-known films and television programs - including:
(a)

1979-1981 - Consumer Capers (TV series) - playing Jim Boy;

(b)

1981:
(i)

Hoodwink;

(ii)

Menotti (TV series);

(c)

1987 - Twelfth Night (an Australian film) - playing Sir Andrew Aguecheek;

(d)

1996:

(e)

(i)

Shine - playing David Helfgottl;

(ii)

Mercury (TV series) - playing Bill Wyatt;

(iii)

Children of the Revolution - an Australian film in which Mr Rush played
Zachary Welch and which also starred Judy Davis, Sam Neill, F. Murray
Abraham, Richard Roxburgh, and Rachel Griffiths;

1997:
(i)

Frontier (TV miniseries);

1 For which he won the Academy Award for Best Actor; an Australian Film Institute Award for Best Actor in a Leading
Role; a BAFTA Award for Best Actor in a Leading Role; a Boston Society of Film Critics Award for Best Actor; a
Broadcast Film Critics Association Award for Best Actor; a Films Critics Circle of Australia Award for Best Actor; a
Florida Film Critics Circle Award for Best Actor; a Golden Globe for Best Actor (Motion Picture Drama); a London Film
Critics Circle Award for Best Actor; a Los Angeles Film Critics Circle Award for Best Actor; a New York Film Critics
Circle Award for Best Actor; a Satellite Award for Best Actor (Motion Picture Drama); a Screen Actors Guild Award (for
Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Leading Role); a Society of Texas Film Critics Award for Best Actor. He
was also nominated for various other awards internationally.
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(ii)
(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Oscar and Lucinda - as the narrator;

1998:
(i)

A Little Bit of Soul - an Australian film in which Mr Rush played Godfrey
Usher and which also starred David Wenham and Heather Mitchell - for
which Mr Rush was nominated for an Australian Film Institute Award for
Best Actor in a Supporting Role;

(ii)

Elizabeth - a British film in which Mr Rush played Sir Francis
Walsingham and which also starred Cate Blanchett, Christopher
Eccieston, Joseph Fiennes, Richard Attenborough and Daniel Craig for which Mr Rush won a BAFTA Award for Best Actor in a Supporting
Role;

(iii)

Les Miserables - in which Mr Rush played Javert and starred alongside
Liam Neeson, Uma Thurman and Claire Danes;

(iv)

Shakespeare in Love - in which Mr Rush played Philip Henslowe and
which also starred Gwyneth Paltrow, Joseph Fiennes, Colin Firth, Ben
Affleck and Judi Dench - for which Mr Rush won a Screen Actors Guild
Award (for Outstanding Performance by a Cast in a Motion Picture);
and for which he was nominated for various other awards including an
Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor, a BAFTA Award for Best
Supporting Actor, a Golden Globe Award for Best Supporting Actor
(Motion Picture), and a Screen Actors Guild Award (for Outstanding
Performance by a Male Actor in a Supporting Role);

1999:
(i)

Mystery Men - playing Casanova Frankenstein;

(ii)

House on Haunted Hill - playing Stephen H. Price;

2000:

(i)

Quills - in which Mr Rush played Marquis de Sade and starred
alongside Kate Winslet, Joaquin Phoenix and Michael Caine - for which
Mr Rush won various awards including a Florida Film Critics Circle
Award for Best Actor, a Kansas City Film Critics Circle Award for Best
Actor, a Las Vegas Film Circle Award for Best Actor, a Phoenix Film
Critics Society Award for Best Actor, and a Satellite Award for Best
Actor (Motion Picture Drama); and for which he was nominated for
various other awards including an Academy Award for Best Actor, a
BAFTA Award for Best Supporting Actor, a Golden Globe Award for
Best Actor (Motion Picture Drama), and a Screen Actors Guild Award
(for Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Leading Role).

(ii)

The Magic Pudding;

2001:
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(i)

The Tailor of Panama - in which Mr Rush played Harold 'Harry' Pendel
and starred alongside Pierce Brosnan, Jamie Lee Curtis, Brendan
Gleeson and Daniel Radcliffe;
Lantana - in which Mr Rush played John Knox and which also starred
Anthony LaPaglia, Kerry Armstrong and Vince Colosimo;

(i)

(k)

2002:
(i)

Frida - in which Mr Rush played Leon Trotsky and which also starred
Salma Hayek;

(ii)

The Banger Sisters;

2003:
(i)

Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl - in which Mr
Rush played Captain Hector Barbossa and which also starred Johnny
Depp, Orlando Bloom and Kiera Knightley;

(ii)

Swimming Upstream;

(iii)

Ned Kelly - in which Mr Rush played Superintendent Francis Hare and
which also starred Heath Ledger, Naomi Watts and Orlando Bloom;

(iv)

Finding Nemo - playing the voice of Nigel;

(v)

Intolerable Cruelty,

(vi)

Harvie Krumpet - narrating;

(I)

2004 - The Life and Death of Peter Sellers - playing Peter Sellers - for which he
won a Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Lead Actor in a Miniseries or
Movie, a Golden Globe Award for Best Actor (Miniseries or Television Film),
and a Screen Actors Guild Award (for Oustanding Performance by a Male Actor
in a Miniseries or Television Movie); and for which he was nominated for
various other awards;

(m)

2005 - Munich - which also starred Eric Bana and Daniel Craig;

(n)

2006:

(o)

(i)

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest - playing Captain Hector
Barbossa;

(ii)

Candy - playing Casper - for which he won a Film Critics Circle of
Australia Award for Best Actor in a Supporting Role and was nominated
for an Australian Film Institute Award for Best Actor in a Supporting
Role;

2007:
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(i)

Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End - playing Captain Hector
Barbossa;

(ii)

Elizabeth: The Golden Age - playing Sir Francis Walsingham;

(p)

2009 - Bran Nue Dae - playing Father Benedictus;

(q)

2010:

(r)

(i)

Legends of the Guardians: The Owls of Ga'Hoole - playing the voice of
Ezylryb & Lyze of Kiel - for which he was nominated for an Annie Award
for Best Voice Acting in an Animated Feature Production;

(ii)

The King's Speech - in which Mr Rush played Lionel Logue and starred
alongside Colin Firth, Helena Bonham Carter, Guy Pearce, Derek
Jacobi and Michael Gambon - for which Mr Rush won various awards
including a BAFTA Award for Best Actor in a Supporting Role, British
Independent Film Award for Best Supporting Actor, and Screen Actors
Guild Award (for Outstanding Performance by a Cast in a Motion
Picture); and was nominated for various other awards including an
Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor, a Golden Globe Award for
Best Supporting Actor (Motion Picture), and a Screen Actors Guild
Award (for Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Supporting
Role);

(iii)

Lowdown;

(iv)

The Warrior's Way;

2011:
Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides - playing Captain Hector
Barbossa - for which he was nominated with a People's Choice Award
for Favourite Ensemble Movie Cast;

(s)

(t)

(ii)

Green Lantern - playing the voice of Tomar-Re;

(iii)

The Eye of the Storm - playing Basil Hunter - for which he was
nominated for an AACTA Award for Best Actor in a Leading Role, a
Film Critics Circle of Australia Award for Best Actor, and an Inside Film
Award for Best Actor;

2013:
(i)

The Best Offer;

(ii)

The Book Thief - in which Mr Rush played Hans Hubermann and
starred alongside Emily Watson - for which he was nominated for an
AACTA International Award for Best Supporting Actor;

2014 - Unity - narrating;
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2015:

(u)

(i)

The Daughter;

(ii)

Minions - narrating;

(iii)

Holding the Man;

(v)

2016 - Gods of Egypt - in which Mr Rush played Ra and which also starred
Gerard Butler and Nikolaj Coster-Waldau;

(w)

2017:
(I)

The Final Portrait - playing Alberto Giacometti;

(ii)

Genius - playing Albert Einstein - for which he was nominated for a
Golden Globe Award for Best Actor (Miniseries or Television Film), a
Primetime Emmy Award (for Outstanding Actor in a Limited Series or
Movie), and a Screen Actors Guild Award (for Outstanding Performance
by a Male Actor in a Miniseries or Television Movie);

(iii)

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales - playing Captain
Hector Barbossa.

Theatre
6.

In addition to the 21 QTC productions referred to at paragraph 2 above, Mr Rush has
also been in various other stage productions - including:
(a)

The Fool in King Lear (QTC);

(b)

Co-Director of A Midsummer's Night Dream (QTC);

(c)

Clowneroonies;

(d)

Dave in On Our Selection (Jane St Theatre);

(e)

Vladimir in Waiting for Godot (Jane St Theatre);

(f)

The Revengers Tragedy (South Australian Theatre Company (SATC));

(g)

No End of Blame (SATC);

(h)

Various plays for the Lighthouse Company;

(i)

Various plays for the Magpie Theatre for Young People;

(j)

Co-Director of Cabaret Scandals of '85 (Belvoir);

(k)

Director of Pearls Before Swine (Belvoir);

(I)

Benefactors (STCSA);
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(m)

On Parliament's Hill (Belvoir);

(n)

Shepherd on the Rocks (STCSA);

(o)

The Winter's Tale (STCSA);

(p)

Director of Merry Wives Of Windsor (QTC);

(q)

Director of The Popular Mechanicals (Belvoir);

(r)

Tristram Shandy (Melbourne Theatre Company (MTC));

(s)

The Fool in King Lear (STCSA);

(t)

The Importance Of Being Earnest (MTC);

(u)

Troilus and Cressida (Grin and Tonic Theatre Company - Queensland);

(v)

Les Enfants du Paradis (Belvoir);

(w)

The Diary of A Madman (Belvoir);

(x)

Director of The Wolf's Banquet (Belvoir);

(y)

Marat-Sade (STCSA);

(z)

The Comedy Of Errors (STCSA);

(aa)

The Importance of Being Earnest (Sydney Theatre Company (STC));

(bb)

The Government Inspector (STC);

(cc)

Popular Mechanicals 2 (Belvoir);

(dd)

Uncle Vanya (STC);

(ee)

Director of FROGS (Belvoir) ;

(ff)

Oleanna (STC);

(gg)

Horatio in Hamlet (Belvoir);

(hh)

The Alchemist (Belvoir);

(ii)

The Marriage of Figaro (QTC);

(jj)

Small Poppies (Belvoir);

(kk)

Life x 3 (MTC);

(II)

King Berenger in Exit the King (Malthouse Theatre and Belvoir, then Broadway);

(mm)

Man in Chair in The Drowsy Chaperone (MTC);
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(nn)

The Diary of a Madman (Belvoir);

(oo)

Lady Bracknell in The Importance of Being Earnest (MTC);

(pp)

Pseudolus in A Funny Thing Happened On the Way to the Forum (MTC);

(qq)

King Lear (STC);

Awards
7.

In addition to the awards which have been referred to at paragraph 5 above, Mr Rush
has also been honoured with the following awards:
(a)

He is one of 23 people who has won the 'Triple Crown' of Acting: an Academy
Award, a Primetime Emmy Award, and a Tony Award;

(b)

He has won one Academy Award for Best Actor out of four nominations;

(c)

He has won three British Academy Film Awards out of five nominations;

(d)

He has won two Golden Globe Awards out of six nominations;

(e)

He has been awarded four Screen Actors Guild Awards;

(f)

He has won three AFI Awards;

(g)

He has won two Helpmann awards;

(h)

He was the first actor to win the Academy Award, BAFTA Award, Critics' Choice
Movie Award, Golden Globe Award, and Screen Actors Guild Award for a single
performance in a film, for Shine in 1996;

(i)

He was awarded the Sidney Myer Award in 1993;

(j)

In 2004 he received the Charles Chauvel Award;

(k)

In 2009 he received the AFI Raymond Longford Award;

(I)

He is the founding President of the Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts which honours achievements (performance and technical in 49
categories) for Australian screen excellence. It was formerly (1958 — 2011) the
Australian Film Institute;

(m)

He is the Patron of the Melbourne International Film Festival, the Empire
Theatre Foundation for Young Artists in Toowoomba and the Spina Bifida
Foundation of Victoria. He is also an Ambassador of the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra and UNICEF;

(n)

In 2012 he was named Australian of the Year for services to the arts and
community;
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(o)

In 2013 he was honoured for 4 months in a career retrospective multi-media
exhibition The Extraordinary Shapes of Geoffrey Rush at the Victoria Arts
Centre;

(p)

On Australia Day in 2014 he was awarded a Companion of the Order of
Australia for eminent service to the arts as a theatre performer, motion picture
actor, role model and mentor for aspiring artists, and through support for, and
promoting of, the Australian Arts Industry;

(q)

In 2017 he was honoured with the Berlinale Camera award at the Berlin Film
Festival.

The matters complained of
8.

On 30 November 2017 and 1 December 2017, two front page articles ("the matters
complained of") were published by The Daily Telegraph about Mr Rush, in which it was
alleged that an actress had made a complaint against Mr Rush of "inappropriate
behaviour" during the stage production of King Lear which ran from November 2015 to
January 2016.

9.

The matters complained of have damaged Mr Rush's reputation such that he has not
received, and is unlikely in the foreseeable future to receive, the same number of offers
of work as an actor.

10.

As a result of the matters complained of, Mr Rush has been unable to work since
publication of the matters complained of and is unlikely to be able to work for some time
in the future.

11.

Before publication of the matters complained of Mr Rush was expecting to continue his
acting career for at least another 10 years.

12.

The continuity of Mr Rush's career is predicated on the roles he enjoys in cinema as
more of a 'character actor' than in a leading role. However, in theatre productions there
is more likelihood to have a leading role.

13.

Other actors who are still in regular work in their 60's, 70's and 80's include: Tom Hanks
(62) and Jeremy Irons (69), Tommy Lee Jones (71) and Robert De Niro (74), and
Anthony Hopkins (80) and Morgan Freeman (81).
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"Schedule 2"- Documents

No.

Date

Document

8 December 2017

1.

Mr Rush's Statement of Claim

2.

Outline of Evidence of Geoffrey Rush

15 June 2018

3.

Outline of Evidence of Fred Specktor

15 June 2018

4.

Letter from HWLE to the Respondents' solicitors

22 May 2018

5.

Report of Richard Marks

26 July 2018

6.

Email from Tony Wright to Ann Churchill-Brown

20 April 2018

7.

Expert Evidence Practice Note "GPN-EXPT"

N/A

8.

Rules 23.11, 23.12 and 23.13 of the Federal Court
Rules 2011 (Cth)

N/A

9.

Sections 76 and 79 of the Evidence Act 1995 (NSW)

N/A
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ROBIN RUSSELL
Redacted for Public File • Redacted for Public File
Redacted for Public File • Los Angeles, California 90049

ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA ENTREPRENEUR
An uncommon business professional, combining the knowledge and intuition of a trend-starting marketing
and distribution executive with the negotiation skills of an expert business lawyer. Creating products and
programs that have helped Sony Pictures Entertainment and The Walt Disney Company develop profitable
competititve advantages. A strategic mind and tactical talent. The acumen to recognize financially
rewarding potentials and the management expertise to turn them into smoothly functioning ventures.
Exceptional teaching, presentation and persuasion skills. Trusted, effective advisor and business partner
to top executives worldwide.
Areas of expertise include:
• Distribution & Marketing

• Litigation Strategy

• Expert Witness Testimony

• Digital Distribution

• Home Entertainment

• New Media/Social Media

• Alternative Content

• Media Spend Optimization

• New Business Development

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
• Innovated and drove development of Sony Pictures Releasing's "Hot Ticket" alternative content business,
delivering high definition digital product to movie theatres worldwide
• Steered production, marketing and distribution of "Hot Ticket" events: Cirque du Soleil's Delirium, Rent-Filmed
Live on Broadway, Celine Dion: Through the Eyes of the World, and Kenny Chesney: Summer in 3D
• Fueled robust expansion of the home entertainment market which became one of the biggest revenue-generating
sectors of the motion picture business
• Adroitly led Sony's successful migration from VHS to DVD and guided business transition to a
sell-through pricing model
• Significantly contributed to the formation of Sony's digital download and streaming business
• Forged the first revenue sharing arrangement with Netflix, creating the basis for the Netflix IPO
• Built expertise through detailed research strategies in social media and desktop and mobile content delivery to
facilitate spend optimization of motion picture distribution and marketing

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA CONSULTANT, Los Angeles, CA

2012 — Present

• Provide expertise in litigation strategy, expert witness testimony, contract negotiation, and
marketing and distribution planning and services
• Provide guidance for capitalizing on corporate social responsibility opportunities
• Create strategies for developing successful ventures in the fast-growing media and technology markets
• Teach "Law and Business in the Digital Age" at USC Gould School of Law
SONY PICTURES ENTERTAINMENT, Culver City, CA
Senior Executive VP, Worldwide Operations - Marketing and Distribution

1993 — 2011
2007 — 201/

• Managed global operations staffing, facilities, product logistics, IT, motion picture marketing
and distribution budgeting and business affairs
• Secured a $200MM product logistics agreement with Deluxe Media Services
• Drove $650MM annual "Agency of Record" agreement with UM covering all domestic media buying services
and staffing, plus a $100MM annual agreement with OMD for all European media buying services and staffing
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Robin Russell
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SONY PICTURES ENTERTAINMENT, Culver City, CA (cont.)
Senior Executive VP/GM, Sony Pictures Home Entertainment

1997 — 2007

• As COO of the Home Entertainment Division, managed operations in North America and
16 international offices; facilities, human resources, physical manufacturing and distribution,
business and legal affairs and third party acquisitions
• Pioneered first-of-its-type revenue sharing agreement between Sony and Blockbuster Home Vide
• Instrumental in establishing worldwide manufacturing and distribution network for
DVD products through integration of Sony Music manufacturing subsidiaryA
Executive VP, Business Affairs Columbia Pictures

1993 — 1996

• Directed the 45-person Legal and Business Affairs Department with contract oversight and
administration of all Columbia's business relationships with the creative community
• Skillfully managed a $40MM annual budget for project development and talent agreements
• Negotiated "above-the-line" talent and rights acquisitions agreements for an annual slate of 20 motion pictures,
collaborating with physical production and post-production operations
• Advised Corporate Development Group on acquisition and integration of new business opportunities
CAREER PROGRESS
• INTERTALENT TALENT AGENCY, Los Angeles, CA
Partner and Chief Financial Officer, Business Affairs and Administration

1991 — 1993

• THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY, Burbank, CA
Senior VP, Legal and Business Affairs, Walt Disney Pictures

1984 — 1990

• GANG, TYRE, RAMER AND BROWN, Los Angeles, CA

1981 — 1984

• BEARDSLEY, HUFSTEDLER AND KEMBLE, Los Angeles, CA

1978 — 1981

EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW, San Francisco, CA
Juris Doctor

1978

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BERKELEY, Berkeley, CA
BA - Economics

1975

CONTINUED LEARNING
HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL - KENNEDY SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT, Cambridge, MA
Advanced Leadership Fellow

2012 — 2013

Studied Corporate Social Responsibility, examining environmental, social, and governance performance
metrics and objectives as critical components of strategic planning and reporting by corporations
HONORS & AWARDS
Lecturer
Harvard Law School, Harvard Business School, MIT Sloan School of Business
"Entertainment Law and Business" Study Groups

2012 — 2013

Adjunct Professor
USC Gould School of Law, "Entertainment Law" curriculum

2015- present

Recognition
Hollywood Reporter's listing "Women In Entertainment Power 100"
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21 May 2018
Mr Michael Potter
Axiom Forensics
Level 6, 44 Market Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Private & Confidential
Email: Redacted for Public File
This document, including any attachments, may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for
the addressee named above. If you are not the intended recipient please notify us. Any unauthorised use,
distribution or reproduction of the content of this document is expressly forbidden.

Dear Sir,
Geoffrey Roy Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd & Anor
Federal Court of Australia Proceedings: NSD2179/2017
1.

We act for the Applicant, Mr Geoffrey Rush, in Federal Court of Australia proceedings
NSD2179/2017 (the Proceedings).

2.

Mr Rush sues, in the Proceedings:
(a)

Nationwide News Pty Limited, as the First Respondent; and

(b)

Jonathan Moran, as the Second Respondent;

in respect of a poster and two front page articles published by the Respondents on 30
November and 1 December 2017 ("the matters complained of") which he alleges were
defamatory of him.
3.

We *enclose a copy of Mr Rush's Statement of Claim filed on 8 December 2017.

4.

You will see that, at paragraphs 12(1) to (o) of the Statement of Claim, on page 11, Mr
Rush brings a claim for "special damages". In brief, if a plaintiff in a defamation matter
can prove that the matters complained of caused actual financial loss, he or she is
entitled to claim special damages.

5.

Thank you for agreeing to provide us and Mr Rush with an expert opinion, in support of
his claim for special damages. We agree, on behalf of our client, to the draft letter of Adelaide
engagement attached to your email of 23 March 2018.
Brisbane

6.

Please note that:
(a)

Canberra
Darwin

The Court has on 20 April 2018 ordered that Mr Rush is to serve his evidence Hobart
Melbourne
by 4.00pm on 15 June 2018; and
Norwest
Perth
Sydney

Doc ID 558580523/v1
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(b)

The Proceedings are listed for a final hearing to commence on 3 September
2018 and with an 8 day estimate (so from Monday 3 September to Wednesday
12 September 2018 inclusive). You may be required to attend to give evidence
at the hearing.

Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth)
7.

In addition to the Statement of Claim, we also *enclose a copy of Rules 23.11, 23.12
and 23.13 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth).

8.

Rule 23.11 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) provides that a party may call an
expert to give expert evidence at a trial only if the party has delivered an expert report
that complies with Rule 23.13 to all other parties.

9.

Rule 23.12 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) obliges us to provide you with a copy
of the relevant Federal Court Practice Note in relation to expert witnesses. As such, we
*enclose a copy of Expert Evidence Practice Note "GPN-EXPT" (the Practice Note).
Please familiarise yourself with the content of the Practice Note.

10.

Rule 23.13 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) provides
(1)

An expert report must::

(a)

be signed by the expert who prepared the report; and

(b)

contain an acknowledgement at the beginning of the report that the expert has
read, understood and complied with the Practice Note; and

(c)

contain particulars of the training, study or experience by which the expert has
acquired specialised knowledge; and

(d)

identify the questions that the expert was asked to address; and

(e)

set out separately each of the factual findings or assumptions on which the
expert's opinion is based; and
set out separately from the factual findings or assumptions each of the expert's
opinions; and

11.

(g)

set out the reasons for each of the expert's opinions; and

(h)

comply with the Practice Note.

The requirement at Rule 23.13(c) - that your expert report contain particulars of the
training, study or experience by which you have acquired specialised knowledge - is
consistent with sections 76 and 79 of the Evidence Act /995 (NSW). We also *enclose
a copy of those sections. Section 76 ("The Opinion Rule") provides that evidence of an
opinion is not admissible to prove the existence of a fact about the existence of which
the opinion was expressed. However, section 79(1) provides an exception to the
opinion rule. It provides that:

Page 2
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If a person has specialised knowledge based on the person's training, study or
experience, the opinion rule does not apply to evidence of an opinion of that
person that is wholly or substantially based on that knowledge.
12.

Schedule 1 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) contains the following definitions:
(a)

The term "expert' means "a person who has specialised knowledge based on
the person's training, study or experience".

(b)

The term "expert evidence" means "the evidence of an expert that is based
wholly or substantially on the expert's specialised knowledge".

(c)

The term "expert report" means "a written report that contains the opinion of any
expert on any question in issue in the proceeding based wholly or substantially
on that expert's specialised knowledge, including any report in which an expert
comments on the report of any other expert".

13.

We will separately send you the assumptions and documents with which to prepare
your expert report.

14.

In the meantime, please feel free at any time to contact either Nicholas Pullen on 03
8644 3408 or Jeremy Marel on 02 9334 8705.

Yours faithfully,

Nicholas Pullen
Partner
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Jeremy Marel
Associate
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

+61 3 8644 3408
npullen@hwle.com.au

+61 2 9334 8705
jmarel@hwle.com.au
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HWL
LBSWORTH
LAWYERS
Our Ref: NWP:JJM:687924

14 June 2018

Mr Michael Potter
Axiom Forensics
Level 6, 44 Market Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Private & Confidential

Email: Redacted for Public File
This document, including any attachments, may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for
the addressee named above. If you are not the intended recipient please notify us. Any unauthorised use,
distribution or reproduction of the content of this document is expressly forbidden.

Dear Sir,
Geoffrey Roy Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd & Anor
Federal Court of Australia Proceedings: NSD2179/2017
1.

We refer to our previous letter of 21 May 2018.

2.

We *enclose, for your consideration, the documents listed in Schedule 1 to this letter.
Assumptions

3.

In preparing your report, please assume the following:
(a)

Mr Rush was born on 6 July 1951, and so is currently 66 years old.

(b)

Mr Rush has been acting since the early 1970's, when he appeared in 21
productions for the Queensland Theatre Company between 1971 and 1974.

(c)

Since that time, Mr Rush has acted in movies, theatre, and on television - both
in Australia and overseas. He rose to particular international acclaim after
winning the Academy Award for Best Actor in 1996 for his role in the movie
Shine in 1996, and then being nominated by the Academy 3 further times for
Best Supporting Actor in Shakespeare In Love (1998); for Best Actor in Quills Adelaide
(2001); and for Best Supporting Actor in The King's Speech (2011). Numerous Brisbane
other local and global awards have furthered his career.
Canberra

(d)

On 30 November 2017 and 1 December 2017, two front page articles (the
matters complained of) were published by The Daily Telegraph about Mr
Rush, in which it was alleged that an actress had made a complaint against Mr

Darwin
Hobart
Melbourne
Norwest
Perth
Sydney
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Rush of "inappropriate behaviour" during the stage production of King Lear
which ran from November 2015 to January 2016.
(e)

The matters complained of have damaged our client's reputation such that he
has not received, and is unlikely in the foreseeable future to receive, the same
number of offers of work as an actor.
As a result of the matters complained of, Mr Rush has been unable to work
since publication of the matters complained of and is unlikely to be able to work
for some time in the future.

(g)

Before publication of the matters complained of, Mr Rush was expecting to
continue his acting career for at least another 10 years.

(h)

The continuity of Mr Rush's career is predicated on the roles he enjoys in
cinema - in 'supporting' and 'principal' roles, rather than in a leading role.
However, in theatre productions there is more likelihood to have a leading role.

Questions
4.

We would be grateful if you would please address the following questions in your report:
(a)

Set out Mr Rush's past average income (gross and net) over the last 15 years
(beginning 2003) by reference to the documents you have been provided.

(b)

Set out the proportion of that income that has come from new work and the
proportion that has come from royalties for past work.

(c)

Calculate what Mr Rush's likely future loss will be if he is not able to work until
the conclusion of the hearing of these proceedings (which are listed for a final
hearing to commence on 3 September 2018 and with an 8 day estimate (so
from Monday 3 September to Wednesday 12 September 2018 inclusive)).

(d)

Please calculate what Mr Rush's likely future loss will be if he is not able to work
for a further 12 months following the conclusion of these proceedings on 12
September 2018 (so if he is not able to work until 12 September 2019).

(e)

For each of the scenarios contemplated by paragraphs (c) and (d) above - that
is, that Mr Rush is not able to work until at least 12 September 2018 (paragraph
(c)) and that he is not able to work until at least 12 September 2019 (paragraph
(d) - please also calculate what Mr Rush's likely future loss will be, per annum,
after those periods, if he is only offered and carries out 75% of his nominal past
workload prior to publication of the matters complained of.

(f)

For each of the scenarios contemplated by paragraphs (c) and (d) above - that
is, that Mr Rush is not able to work until at least 12 September 2018 (paragraph
(c)) and that he is not able to work until at least 12 September 2019 (paragraph
(d) - please also calculate what Mr Rush's likely future loss will be, per annum,
after those periods, if he is only offered and carries out 50% of his nominal past
workload prior to publication of the matters complained of.
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5.

(g)

For each of the scenarios contemplated by paragraphs (c) and (d) above - that
is, that Mr Rush is not able to work until at least 12 September 2018 (paragraph
(c)) and that he is not able to work until at least 12 September 2019 (paragraph
(d) - please also calculate what Mr Rush's likely future loss will be, per annum,
after those periods, if he is only offered and carries out 25% of his nominal past
workload prior to publication of the matters complained of.

(h)

Please set out, for each of the scenarios contemplated by paragraphs (e), (f)
and (g) above, Mr Rush's likely loss of income from royalties.

We would be grateful to receive your report as soon as possible, and by no later than
say Monday 25 June 2018 (we have proposed to the Respondents' solicitors that we
will have finalised and served your report by 4.00pm on Friday 29 June 2018).

Yours faithfully,

Nichoas Pullen
Partner
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Jeremy Marel
Associate
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

+61 3 8644 3408
npullen@hwle.com.au

+61 2 9334 8705
jmarel@hwle.com.au
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Lachlan Fitzgerald
Jeremy Marel <jmarel@hwle.com.au>
Tuesday, 26 June 2018 3:24 PM
Michael Potter; Lachlan Fitzgerald
Nicholas Pullen
Geoffrey Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd & Anor [HWLE-Matter.FID8537549]

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dear Michael and Lachlan,
We refer to our letters of instruction dated 21 May and 14 June 2018.
In addition to the questions at paragraphs 4(a) to (h), inclusive, of our letter of 14 June 2018, we would also be
grateful if you would include, in your report, the pre-judgment interest on the Applicant's likely losses.
Specifically, we would be grateful if you would please include the amount of pre-judgment interest on the scenario at
paragraph 4(c) of our letter of 14 June 2018 - that is, the scenario in which Mr Rush is not able to work until the
conclusion of the hearing of these proceedings (which are listed for a final hearing to commence on 3 September
2018 and with an 8 day estimate (so from Monday 3 September to Wednesday 12 September 2018 inclusive)).
Given we do not know when the Court would deliver judgment, could you please separately calculate the amount of
pre-judgment interest:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Up to and including 12 September 2018;
Up to and including 12 November 2018;
Up to and including 12 December 2018; and
Up to and including 12 March 2019.

Section 51A of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) (the Act) provides:
(1) In any proceedings for the recovery of any money (including any debt or damages or the value of any
goods) in respect of a cause of action that arises after the commencement of this section, the Court or a
Judge shall, upon application, unless good cause is shown to the contrary, either:
(a) order that there be included in the sum for which judgment is given interest at such rate as the
Court or the Judge, as the case may be, thinks fit on the whole or any part of the money for the whole
or any part of the period between the date when the cause of action arose and the date as of which
judgment is entered; or
(b) without proceeding to calculate interest in accordance with paragraph (a), order that there be
included in the sum for which judgment is given a lump sum in lieu of any such interest.
Section 51A of the Act can be accessed at the following link: http://www6.austlii.edu.au/cgibin/viewdoc/au/legis/cth/consol_act/fcoaa1976249/s51a.html
The Federal Court Practice Note GPN-INT (entitled "Interest on Judgments Practice Note") provides as follows:
2.1 Section 51A(1)(a) of the Federal Court Act and s 547(2) of the Fair Work Act provide for the making of
orders for the inclusion of interest in judgments.
2.2 Parties and their lawyers should expect that when, pursuant to s 51A(1)(a), interest in respect of a prejudgment period2 is to be included in a judgment, the Court will have regard to the following rates, being rates
agreed upon by the Discount and Interest Rate Harmonisation Committee established following a referral by
the Council of Chief Justices of Australia and New Zealand:
(a) in respect of the period from 1 January to 30 June in any year – the rate that is 4% above the
cash rate last published by the Reserve Bank of Australia before that period commenced; and
(b) in respect of the period from 1 July to 31 December in any year – the rate that is 4% above the
cash rate last published by the Reserve Bank of Australia before that period commenced.
1
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A copy of Practice Note GPN-INT can be accessed at the following link: http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-andpractice/practice-documents/practice-notes/gpn-int
The cash rates published by the Reserve Bank of Australia can be accessed at the following link:
http://www.rba.gov.au/statistics/cash-rate/.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Kind regards,

Jeremy Marel
Associate
Level 14, Australia Square 264-278 George Street | Sydney NSW 2000
Phone +61 2 9334 8705 Fax 1300 369 656 (Australia) | Fax +61 2 8507 6582 (International)
jmarel@hwle.com.au | www.hwlebsworth.com.au

Full service | Commercially oriented | Unrivalled value
Adelaide | Brisbane | Canberra | Darwin | Hobart | Melbourne | Norwest | Perth | Sydney
If you receive this communication by mistake we prohibit you from using it in any way and do not waive client legal privilege. Please notify us, delete the
communication (and any attachments) and destroy all copies. We do not represent or warrant that this communication is free from computer viruses or other
defects. You are responsible for all loss or damage caused directly or indirectly by the use of this communication. If you do not receive all of the email or
attachments please notify us immediately by reply email. This notice should not be deleted or altered.

Email secured by Check Point
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OUTLINE OF EVIDENCE OF MARK LEONARD WINTER
No.

NSD2179 of 2017

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant
Nationwide News Pty Limited and another
Respondents

Mark Leonard Winter will give evidence about the following matters:
1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

Mr Winter was engaged to play the part of Edgar, the eldest son of the Earl of Gloucester
in the Sydney Theatre Company’s (STC) 2015 production of King Lear (King Lear) in
which Geoffrey Rush played King Lear and Eryn Jean Norvill played Cordelia, the youngest
daughter of King Lear.

2.

INCIDENTS INVOLVING ERYN JEAN NORVILL AND THE APPLICANT

2.1

Mr Winter’s character, Edgar, was present in the final scene of King Lear during which
King Lear grieves over the death of his daughter Cordelia. In the STC’s production of King
Lear, King Lear carries Cordelia’s dead body onto stage, lays her on the ground and
mourns over her body.

2.2

During one of the early performances of King Lear, Mr Winter was onstage in the final
scene watching Mr Rush act as King Lear grieving over Cordelia’s body. Mr Winter’s
position on the stage during that scene, relative to the audience, was directly behind Mr
Rush (playing King Lear) and Ms Norvill (playing Cordelia) looking out to the audience.

2.3

Mr Winter saw that Mr Rush had his hand on Ms Norvill’s breast. Ms Norvill was at that
time lying still pretending to be dead. Mr Winter had been present during the rehearsals
of this scene and the early performances and had not seen Mr Rush touch Ms Norvill’s
breast on those occasions.

2.4

On 9 January 2016, Mr Winter attended the closing night party for King Lear at the Walsh
Bay Kitchen, next door to the STC. During the evening, Ms Norvill spoke to Mr Winter and
told him that Mr Rush had followed her to the bathroom and she was going to leave the
party.

1
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Jeremy Marel
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Marel
Thursday, 1 November 2018 10:55 AM
sue@chrysanthou.com.au
FW: Rush and The Daily Telegraph [HWLE-Matter.FID8583546]

Jeremy Marel
Associate
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
Level 14, Australia Square
264-278 George Street I Sydney NSW 2000
Phone +61 2 9334 8705 Fax 1300 369 656 (Australia) I Fax +61 2 8507 6582
(International) jmarel@hwle.com.au I www.hwlebsworth.com.au
Full service I Commercially oriented I Unrivalled value Adelaide I Brisbane
Canberra I Darwin I Hobart I Melbourne I Norwest I Perth I Sydney
If you receive this communication by mistake we prohibit you from using it in any way
and do not waive client legal privilege. Please notify us, delete the communication
(and any attachments) and destroy all copies. We do not represent or warrant that
this communication is free from computer viruses or other defects. You are
responsible for all loss or damage caused directly or indirectly by the use of this
communication. If you do not receive all of the email or attachments please notify us
immediately by reply email. This notice should not be deleted or altered.
Original Message
From: mark winter Redacted for Public File
Sent: Sunday, 7 October 2018 8:30 PM
To: Nicholas Pullen
Subject: Re: Rush and The Daily Telegraph [HWLE-Matter.FID8583546]
Dear Nicholas,
I've tried to be really clear about how I would like to talk if we talk. If that is
not suitable for you then I would just like to leave it at my statement. I hope that
you can respect my position.
Respectfully,
Mark
> On 7 Oct 2018, at 7:05 pm, Nicholas Pullen <npullen@hwle.com.au> wrote:
> Dear Mark,
> as you know Geoffrey has not taken action against Erryn Jean, only against The
Daily Telegraph for what they have said.
> The main purpose of needing to speak with you concerns your statement to the
lawyers for The Daily Telegraph (not those for Erryn Jean). In the outline of your
evidence they have provided to us there are matters that appear to conflict with what
you told me earlier this year.
> Further, since we spoke the issues have changed dramatically due to the changes
made by The Daily Telegraph in their Defence.
> I'd be grateful if we could still speak
> Best regards
1
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>
> Nicholas Pullen
> Partner
>
> HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
> Level 26,
> 530 Collins Street 1 Melbourne VIC 3000 Phone +61 3 8644
> 3565<tel:+61%203%208644%203565> I Mobile 0419 374 779 Fax 1300 365 323
> (Australia) I Fax +61 2 8507 6582<tel:+61%202%208507%206582>
> (International) npullen@hwle.com.au<mailto:npullen@hwle.com.au> I
> www.hwlebsworth.com.au<http://www.hwlebsworth.com.au>
>
>
Original message
>
> From: mark winter Redacted for Public File
> Date: 7/10/18 16:30 (GMT+10:00)
> To: Nicholas Pullen <npullen@hwle.com.au>
> Subject: Re: Rush and The Daily Telegraph [HWLE-Matter.FID8583546]
>
> Hi Nicholas,
>
> I have said the same thing to both parties and I believe you both have my
statement, I don't have anything more to add to that to either side so if there is
anything you would like to discuss further then I would like both parties involved.
>
> Hope you understand that these are the conditions under which I would feel
comfortable.
>
> Let me know what you like to do.
>
> Best,
> Mark
>
>> On 7 Oct 2018, at 3:44 pm, Nicholas Pullen <npullen@hwle.com.au> wrote:
>>
>> Thanks, Mark.
>>
>> Will call you in the morning. However, I don't understand the 'balance' that might
br achieved by having Theresa involved in the conversation.
>>
>> In any event it's not appropriate she is on the call for conflict reasons unless
she has been formally briefed to act on your behalf.
>>
>> Besy regards
>>
>>
>>
>> Nicholas Pullen
>> Partner
>>
» HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
>> Level 26,
» 530 Collins Street I Melbourne VIC 3000 Phone +61 3 8644
» 3565<tel:+61%203%208644%203565> I Mobile 0419 374 779 Fax 1300 365
>> 323 (Australia) 1 Fax +61 2 8507 6582<tel:+61%202%208507%206582>
>> (International) npullen@hwle.com.au<mailto:npullen@hwle.com.au> I
>> www.hwlebsworth.com.au<http://www.hwlebsworth.com.au<http://www.hwleb
>> sworth.com.au<http://www.hwlebsworth.com.au>>
>>
>>
>>
Original message
>> From: mark winter Redacted for Public File
>> Date: 7/10/18 15:00 (GMT+10:00)
>> To: Nicholas Pullen <npullen@hwle.com.au>
>> Subject: Re: Rush and The Daily Telegraph [HWLE-Matter.FID8583546]
>>
2
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» Hi Nicholas,
>>
>> Happy to chat tomorrow but would like to request that Teresa Ward be included on
the phone call. As you know I am friends with both parties and am saying the same
thing to both sides so would like to include her in this conversation.
>>
>> With thanks,
>> Mark
>>
>>
>>
>> On 5 Oct 2018, at 8:49 am, Nicholas Pullen
<npullen@hwle.com.au<mailto:npullen@hwle.com.au>> wrote:
>>
>> Dear Mark,
>>
>> Could we call you at 9.30am this Monday, 8 October?
>>
» I have your number as 0407 096 954.
>>
>> I look forward to speaking with you.
>>
>> Best regards
>>
>>
>> Nicholas Pullen
>> Partner
» <image001.png>
>>
>> Level 26, 530 Collins Street 1 Melbourne VIC 3000 Phone +61 3 8644
>> 3565 1 Mobile 0419 374 779 Fax 1300 365 323 (Australia) 1 Fax +61 2
>> 8507 6582 (International)
>> npullen@hwle.com.au<mailto:npullen@hwle.com.au> 1
>> www.hwlebsworth.com.au<http://www.hwlebsworth.com.au/<http://www.hwle
>> bsworth.com.au<http://www.hwlebsworth.com.au/>>
>>
>>
>>
>> Full service 1 Commercially oriented 1 Unrivalled value
>>
>> Adelaide 1 Brisbane 1 Canberra 1 Darwin 1 Hobart 1 Melbourne 1
>> Norwest 1 Perth 1 Sydney
>>
>> If you receive this communication by mistake we prohibit you from using it in any
way and do not waive client legal privilege. Please notify us, delete the
communication (and any attachments) and destroy all copies. We do not represent or
warrant that this communication is free from computer viruses or other defects. You
are responsible for all loss or damage caused directly or indirectly by the use of
this communication. If you do not receive all of the email or attachments please
notify us immediately by reply email. This notice should not be deleted or altered.
>>
>> From: mark winter Redacted for Public File
>> Sent: Friday, 5 October 2018 6:51 AM
>> To: Nicholas Pullen
>> Subject: Re: Rush and The Daily Telegraph [HWLE-Matter.FID8583546]
>>
>> Hi Nicholas,
>>
>> I'm currently shooting a film and am on every scene this week. I am free to talk
tomorrow morning or Monday morning before midday if that can work for you? Understand
the time pressure for you and apologise for the constraints.
>>
» Mark
>>
>> On 4 Oct 2018, at 2:14 pm, Nicholas Pullen
<npullen@hwle.com.au<mailto:npullen@hwle.com.au>> wrote:
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. >> Dear Mark,
>>
>> Sorry to trouble you but is it possible we can speak now? Geoffrey's trial is now
just over a fortnight away and we need to cover off on material that may help us
with.
>>
>> Best regards
>>
>>
>> Nicholas Pullen
>> Partner
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>>
>> Level 26, 530 Collins Street I Melbourne VIC 3000 Phone +61 3 8644
>> 3565 I Mobile 0419 374 779 Fax 1300 365 323 (Australia) I Fax +61 2
>> 8507 6582 (International)
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way and do not waive client legal privilege. Please notify us, delete the
communication (and any attachments) and destroy all copies. We do not represent or
warrant that this communication is free from computer viruses or other defects. You
are responsible for all loss or damage caused directly or indirectly by the use of
this communication. If you do not receive all of the email or attachments please
notify us immediately by reply email. This notice should not be deleted or altered.
>>
>>
>> From: mark winter Redacted for Public File
>> Sent: Sunday, 30 September 2018 8:03 PM
>> To: Nicholas Pullen
>> Subject: Re: Rush and The Daily Telegraph [HWLE-Matter.FID8583546]
>>
>> Hi Nicholas,
>>
>> Just writing to let you know I have received your email. I have recently had a
friend and colleague pass away which has had some unforeseen consequences. I will be
in touch mid week to try and organise a time.
>>
>> Regards,
» Mark
>>
>> On 27 Sep 2018, at 3:49 pm, Nicholas Pullen
<npullen@hwle.com.au<mailto:npullen@hwle.com.au>> wrote:
>> Dear Mark,
>>
>> As you will recall I act on behalf of Geoffrey Rush and we spoke over the phone
earlier this year.
>>
>> I wondered if I could again speak with you together with our barrister by
telephone to review a number of issues that have come up. This is not for the purpose
of providing evidence on Geoffrey's behalf but just to clarify some matters. I do not
foresee the conversation taking more than 15-20 minutes.
>>
>> Can we speak and when would be a convenient time to call?
>>
>> Best regards
>>
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>> Nicholas Pullen
>> Partner
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>>
>> Level 26, 530 Collins Street 1 Melbourne VIC 3000 Phone +61 3 8644
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>>
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>>
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way and do not waive client legal privilege. Please notify us, delete the
communication (and any attachments) and destroy all copies. We do not represent or
warrant that this communication is free from computer viruses or other defects. You
are responsible for all loss or damage caused directly or indirectly by the use of
this communication. If you do not receive all of the email or attachments please
notify us immediately by reply email. This notice should not be deleted or altered.
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35

I’m coming to them. But can I ask you – well, in fact, just hang onto that and I will
ask if Mr Rush might be shown exhibit A2, that is, the second matter complained of.
It’s volume 1, tab 2. Yes, open it up. You said you saw that first?---That is correct.
5

Yes. Just have a look at it, Mr Rush. Do you see the front page?---Yes.
Now, just pausing on the front page, have you actually read the script that appears
below the photograph of you? If you haven’t, I would like you to read it to yourself
now?---After “world exclusive”?

10
Yes. And indeed, the words “King Leer” that appear before there. Just read it all to
yourself. Have you read it?---Yes.

15

First, how did you – I will withdraw that. What’s the first thing that you noticed
about this when you looked at it, I take it, on November 30, two thousand - - MR BLACKBURN: Well, I object, your Honour. ..... evidence .....

20

MR McCLINTOCK: Well, when did you first see this, Mr Rush? When did you
first see the front page of The Telegraph?---It would have been probably – Ann gets
into the office about 9.30, 10 of that morning.
Right. Of 30 November?---Mmm.

25

Thank you. How did you feel or what’s the first thing you noticed when you looked
at this?---The kind of branding font of “King Leer” was very upsetting:
Oscar Winner Rush Denies Inappropriate Behaviour During Sydney Stage
Show.

30

35

40

45

Because my memory of the actual event of the play was that Ms Norvill and I, as far
as I was concerned, had enjoyed a very sparky, congenial rapport that didn’t seem to
suggest – it was a shock that this statement had come out, particularly through Mr
Moran’s email the night before. It disturbed me personally, I suppose, that the photo,
which was very carefully art directed for an appropriate image for the show some –
well, by the middle of 2014 went to help support the release of the brochure we – the
director and I and the creative team at the STC, the publicity department, had to
decide on an image that we thought was going to be engaging, interesting, hopefully
original. I had said to Mr Armfield, you know, most posters of Lear – this is an
extract from the poster which is seemingly naked to the waist. I said, “I can’t grow a
beard and I think it’s quite interesting to not have a bearded Lear.” That to me is –
had been a bit of a cliché historically. Not long before that a very good English
actor, Simon Russell Beale had played Lear and I said, “It’s always the grizzled
faced patriarch in black and white looking very stern.” And I knew from myself as
an actor that what appealed to me about the play or perhaps my doorway into it was
to take as a starting point the big scene in act 4 where Lear is – has gone pretty crazy
in a very, you know, psychically disturbed way and that imagine appealed to me
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5

management room. The one on the far side has traditionally been the star’s dressing
room or the principal actor or actors. It depends on how big the company is. If
you’re doing something with 24 people they will cram more people in. Then there
were two actors in the next dressing room. Ms Nevin was there. Ms Norvill was in
with the two musicians, curtained off, I think. And then the – the rest of the men in
the company were in a combination of three, two and two, I believe.
Where was the dressing room that you used?---I was in the one as soon as you turn
down that corridor, opposite the stage management room, directly opposite.

10
And you saw me have played during the course of my opening a segment of act 5,
scene 3 of Lear?---Mmm.
You recall seeing that yesterday, Mr Rush?---Yes.
15

20

25

30

35

Yes. Can I just ask you this about that. Did that accurately represent the stage, the
physical stage when you saw it on television yesterday, on the screens
yesterday?---Yes. Yes, more or less. It’s – it’s an archival recording and that is
normally – that’s always completely copyright. The reason companies have started
doing them is if there’s a chance that the production might tour or be remounted and
people are being replaced, it’s kind of a blueprint of the physical action of the play.
It’s a visual record of the rhythms of the play. And that camera was positioned
slightly over to the left – sorry, to the – no, to the left from the audience point of
view, because it was – the stage was not square on. It wasn’t – the camera wasn’t
dead centre.
Yes. Now, could I ask you this then. It’s apparent from the DVD or the case it came
in that that archival footage was filmed on 22 December 2015. Was that footage
representative of the performance as it took place over the run of the play? Did it
represent what happened in that part of act 5, scene 3 that I had shown
yesterday?---Yes, I would say so. The show normally ran about three hours, 12 in
total and occasionally you would get a message from the stage manager saying, “We
put on two minutes last night,” or, “You put on five minutes. Stop going to sleep.”
But that level of variability is inevitable because some lines we can do – be – are to
do with the audience or, you know, laughing or whatever.
But is what you’re saying, subject to minor timing variations, that was representative
of - - -?---Yes, indeed.

40

45

Now, can I just go back to one thing? I just want to ask you a bit more about
Mr Armfield. I’m going to come back to ask you some things about that last scene,
but before I do, was Mr Armfield present for all the rehearsals?---Yes, he was.
Yes. And I take it that there must have been rehearsals, for example, where you
weren’t present because it didn’t involve Lear and, for example, Ms Nevin wasn’t
present because it didn’t involve the fool and so on?---Yes.
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5

10

gave a figure of taxable income of 1.519 million for that five-month period. The
column on the right gave the taxable income for the ten and a half month period to 17
October of $44,000. Mr Rush has said orally that he made from residuals
approximately $45,000. These documents, which Mr Rush is looking at, your
Honour, are the source documents for the column on the right. Actually, both
columns, I apologise. And I will ask them simply be marked for identification now
and I will tender them when my learned friend has had a chance to have a look at
them. I would be suggesting that they are, in fact, business records and are
admissible on their face. Are you looking for anything in particular, Mr Rush, while
you’re - - -?---No, no. They’re all above board.
Yes. Thank you.

15

HIS HONOUR: Yes. Well, I will have the documents that Mr Rush just referred to
and identified in his evidence marked for identification 4. Actually, I will have them
all marked together as MFI3.

MFI #3 INCOME OF GEOFFREY RUSH SINCE THIRD PUBLICATION
20
MR McCLINTOCK: Thank you, your Honour. Is there anything in the pipeline,
Mr Rush?---No. At the moment, no.
25

30

Might Mr Rush be shown – well, could Mr Rush be shown volume 7 of the court
book, but I will, in a second, after I’ve asked a question, have him taken to a
particular paragraph.
Had you been asked, Mr Rush, to do the voice-over for a documentary on the Barrier
Reef?---Yes, I was.
When were you asked that, Mr Rush?---I would say it was sometime during February
of this year.

35

40

I see. Did you actually enter into any contract for that voice-over?---No, I put it on
hold because this was around the time of the, “Stop doing it. Fuck off. Get out of
the toilet” scenario. When I spoke to my agent I said to her, “I am interested in this
job”, because I have narrated claymation films, I have narrated feature films, I have
narrated TV series, I have narrated for the Planetarium, most of which have been a
labour of love, rather than income, and I said, “Can you find out the most extreme
stop date for when a decision needs to be made?”. But then, in the interim, there was
a message back from the producers of this film, which I believe was going to be a
hope for an international release in – in an IMAX format, but that could only be a
percentage of the distribution, where the producers had said - - -

45
MR BLACKBURN: I object. I object. I object.
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to say people said, “Stop it” in relation to gestures. I’m not sure that was how you
put the question, but - - MR BLACKBURN: That’s what I intended to put, your Honour.
5
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Yes. I may have just misheard it.
MR BLACKBURN: No. Well, I will make it clear.
10

I’m asking you – I’m referring you to the gestures that I’ve suggested you made, and
what I’m putting to you now is on occasion when you made those gestures people
said to you words to the effect – people of the cast and members of the crew said to
you words to the effect, “Geoffrey, stop that,” or, “Stop it, Geoffrey”?---That did not
happen.

15
And Ms Norvill, I would suggest to you, said sometimes on those occasions she said,
“Dad” along - - -?---Yes.
Yes. She did say that to you?---Yes.
20
Yes.
HIS HONOUR: Sorry - - 25

MR BLACKBURN: No. Not - - HIS HONOUR: See, this is – you have to be more specific because she did say that,
but it would have to be in what context it was said.

30

35

MR BLACKBURN: I’m not going to allow any unfairness to creep in here, your
Honour.
Mr Rush, I’m suggesting to you very explicitly that Ms Norvill said those things to
you on occasions when you were making the gestures that I’ve put to you; do you
understand the question?---I do.
Yes?---I don’t recall specific moments of when she said, “Dad” but she would say it
like an embarrassed teenager playfully because I was playing her father in the show.
It was – it was a playful admonishment of, “Oh, give over, Pop”.

40
Well, what she was admonishing you for, Mr Rush, can I suggest to you, was, first of
all, making the groping gestures with your hands that I’ve asked you about. That
was what she was admonishing you for, wasn’t it?---I don’t believe there’s any
connection between those two things.
45
She was admonishing you for the hourglass gestures that you were making?---No.
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I think you said that you would make a note of what he told you. Do you have those
notes still?---I do. My team have them.
All right?---In – in some scanned form.
5
I call for production of those documents.
MR McCLINTOCK: I will have to take a moment to find them, your Honour, or get
them found.
10
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR McCLINTOCK: I can’t do it immediately
15

MS CHRYSANTHOU: They’re not in court, but we can find them.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR McCLINTOCK: I’m told – your Honour probably heard Ms Chrysanthou.

20
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR McCLINTOCK: I don’t want to add anything further to what she said, your
Honour.
25
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Very well. If you can do whatever you can to get them as
soon as possible so - - MR McCLINTOCK: Yes. Yes. Yes.
30

35

40

45

MR BLACKBURN: All right. Well, now, Mr Rush, I’m going to say in this
rehearsal period that we’re talking about from the 24th to the 27th – just before I go to
this, Mr Armfield’s notes – I keep on wanting to call it a direction, but Mr
Armfield’s note about, as it were, countermining your idea for the play that there
should be some sort of – she shouldn’t be completely horizontal in the Forest of the
Dead, that’s something that – is that something that you worked into your
performance at some point after Mr Armfield - - -?---Yes. I – I - - - –
- - - suggested this to you?---We would have, but I can’t recall. There was an
evolutionary period of refinement and tweaking around this relatively static moment
in the play; a horizontal dead person, someone tending them. It’s – it – it falls
eventually into almost a repetition of the same or comparable moments night by
night. But there may be one night I might touch her on the shoulder, and I have my
hand on her shin. It’s not mechanised to the point of it being sterile because that
would take away from the spontaneity of the scene. So things evolved on a very
slow level, and that would be closely monitored as the best choice or not so good a
choice. But I would imagine by the time we got into previews it was – it would be
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pretty determined what the general repertoire of connections with the body because it
is a very tactile scene. I mean, it’s carrying somebody. It’s lowering them. It’s
embracing them. It’s lamenting over them. Plus the absence of anything that we
thought weakened the scene with a small, physical gesture or whatever.
5
In the period up to the previews in that scene when Cordelia was lying on the stage,
it had been your practice, had it not, as to the contact that you made with her, it had
been your practice to put your hand on her face?---Mmm.
10

And also on her arm?---Mmm.
In one of those days during the previews, your hand didn’t touch her arm and face as
you had done before, but I want to suggest, first of all, you touched the right side of
her face with your left hand holding it still there for a couple of seconds?---Yes.

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

And then with your right hand you traced down the side of her torso with two or
three fingers and across the side of her right breast?---That’s not specifically an
accurate description. I always touched her face because the – the – the use of her
hair for the – the feather was pretty much there from the get-go because we had to
discuss do you want it to be an a – an a – a delusional feather, and I look at the idea
of her hair being – that it is delusion that he’s thinking I have a feather. He’s in a
pretty mentally shattered state at this point. Neil and I had had a discussion at some
point based on the notion of my own daughter. He said, “What – what do you think
would happen. And I said, “Well, I don’t know how to do this,” but there’s a point
somewhere in the script she will come no more that I wanted to feel the silhouette or
the halo of her torso from her face to her shoulders down her arms that this is no
longer alive. And we’re not even at the end of the scene where it goes deeper, and he
goes, “Never – all of these people are never, never, never, never, never going to be
coming – be alive”. And it – it’s his own fault. He has brought on the hubris that he
is responsible for the way he led his life, his kinship and let things get run out of
control. So in that moment, depending on whether Ms Norvill’s arm fell away from
the body, I caressed down, but it wasn’t at breast level. It was down torso level with
the image of a silhouette, a halo around an empty, lifeless vessel.
Yes. Thank you. Now, let me be very specific, though, about what I’m putting to
you. The touch with your right hand began at just below shoulder level – I’m just
talking about the height or level here, if you like. I’m putting to you that the touch
began just below shoulder level and in a continuous motion – and I will say in a
moment where the fingers went, but in a continuous motion, the motion ended about
eight seconds later a bit below the breast, and that’s the first proposition I’m putting
to you. The second proposition I’m putting to you is that the fingers of your right
hand in that eight-second motion from below the shoulder to a bit below the breast
deliberately traced across the side of Ms Norvill’s right breast, not, as you’ve said, on
the side of the body but deliberately across the side of the right breast?---No. That
was – if – did a thumb accidentally touch the lower part of her chest? Possibly. I
wasn’t monitoring this with detachment. The image was – it – it – it was the arm on
this side that often, being lowered – when you’re dead, you don’t readjust because
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that means you’re alive. Sometimes her arm would fall out that way, but mostly she
fell with her arms pretty much next to her body like a catafalque, and that was the –
the – the silhouette – the very outline if I was drawing her with a pencil. It was not a
– it was not a deliberate attempt to run my hands across her breasts at any moment.
5

20

Mr Rush, you will just have to help me here. If her arms normally fell to the side of
her body, then you couldn’t have described the motion that you gave evidence about
a few minutes ago that, in effect, your hand traced down the side of her torso
because, as I understand your evidence, her arm was pressed up against her
torso?---Well, it depended on the variability, Mr Blackburn, of whether the arms
were close to the body or partly away or in whatever combination. But the idea was
the feeling of the outline of whatever shape presented itself to me in a random kind
of way. Because of the way Yachek assisted, it was pretty much the same thing
every night, but there was always room for how – we weren’t like morticians laying
the body out for official presentation. It was however it happened, but it did settle
generally into being a regular shape. I’ve noticed from the difference, say, between
the production week photographs and what I see in the video, on some nights Ms
Norvill’s head would be completely lulled to one side and I would readjust it to do
the feather. Those kinds of evolutionary discoveries or making the best use of the
moment.

25

On those occasions when her arms fell directly down the side, the movement that you
traced with your hands had to be higher up on the torso, didn’t it, closer to the breast
and further away from the side of her body?---At the extremity of her – of her
outline, not on the front of her shape, yes.

10

15

Well, Mr Rush, can I just ask you this: are you saying that you could have described
with your hand the touch on her right breast that I’ve suggested to you, that that
could have happened?
30
MR McCLINTOCK: I object to that question. The word “described” doesn’t make
sense.
MR BLACKBURN: I thought it did, your Honour.
35
HIS HONOUR: Can you put the question again.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Certainly, your Honour.
40

45

Mr Rush, the proposition I put to you that you moved your two or three fingers of
your hand down slowly in an eight-second motion down the side of her right breast,
are you saying in the very detailed answer that you’ve given that that could have
happened?---By the way you’re describing it, Mr Blackburn, you’re – you are
actually going down across your own male areole. That is not the area and not the
image that I was working towards. It was the – it was the outline – the extremity of
the corpse.
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Well, I certainly didn’t - - -?---So I’m saying, no, there was – there was no touching
of breast.
I’m certainly not suggesting - - -?---Did a finger graze the lower part? Possibly.
5
Yes. I’m certainly not suggesting, Mr Rush, that you put your hand or moved your
fingers over the top of Ms Norvill’s right breast. What I’m suggesting to you is that
you moved your fingers down the side of her right breast?---It was the interior of my
palms wanting to feel the loss of her soul.
10
Well, thank you, but my question is: could that have happened? Could you have
moved two or three of your fingers down the side of her right breast?---No. That
couldn’t have happened. There would have been no deliberation in such a movement
at that point – in that moment of the play.
15
Well, just taking the fingers out of it, is it possible in the motion you describe that
you touched with your hand or some part of your hand the side of her right breast?
MR McCLINTOCK: I object.
20
HIS HONOUR: I think what’s being put to you, Mr Rush, is that you intentionally
groped Ms Norvill. What do you say to that proposition?---I did not do that at all.
MR BLACKBURN: Well - - 25
HIS HONOUR: That’s what you’re trying to put at the end of the day.
MR BLACKBURN: No, it isn’t. I’m asking now whether it happened intentionally
or not.
30
MR McCLINTOCK: But the problem with - - MR BLACKBURN: That’s a perfectly proper question.
35

MR McCLINTOCK: I object. The problem with that, your Honour – my learned
friend’s case is intention, not accident.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Because .....

40

MR McCLINTOCK: And if it’s accident, we win.
HIS HONOUR: You deliberately touched Ms Norvill’s breast; that’s what’s being
put to you, effectively?---No, I did not deliberately touch Ms Norvill’s breast.

45

MR BLACKBURN: No, but this - - HIS HONOUR: I think that’s what you’ve got to put, Mr Blackburn.
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MR BLACKBURN: This is - - HIS HONOUR: That’s your case, isn’t it?
5

MR BLACKBURN: Well, this is cross-examination, your Honour, and these things
go incrementally.
HIS HONOUR: Well, I – very well. Continue.

10

MR BLACKBURN: Is it possible that you did touch her right breast with your
hand?
MR McCLINTOCK: I object to that.

15

MR BLACKBURN: I’m going to press it.

20

HIS HONOUR: I reject the question. I think he has answered what he was
intending to do the scene. How he could possibly answer that question in all of the
circumstances I don’t know. I don’t think a possible unintentional question is going
to assist me at all.
MR BLACKBURN: Excuse me, your Honour. Excuse me, your Honour. Okay.
All right.

25

Mr Rush, just to be clear about this, prior to this happening, or the matters that I put
to you, prior to that happening, the motion was that you touched her – I think you’ve
agreed you touched her face - - -?---Mmm.
- - - and then stroked down her arm - - -?---Mmm.

30
- - - and then held her hand?---It’s likely.
Yes?---I’m not sure of the – the finales of that. It’s driven by the text.
35

All right. Now, I want to ask you some questions about the stage set up. On the
prompt side - - -?---Mmm.
The prompt side is stage left; is that right?---Stage left from the actor’s point of
view, yes.

40
From the actor’s point of view. And that’s called the prompt side, is it? Yes. There
was a wing – well, first of all, there was a – there was a corridor off stage on the
prompt side - - -?---Mmm.
45

- - - from which the actors emerged when they came in on prompt side?---Mmm.
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MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour, has the applicant seen these? Otherwise the
evidence is not relevant.
MS CHRYSANTHOU: Well, we’re about to - - 5
THE WITNESS: Has Geoffrey seen them?
MS CHRYSANTHOU: She’s about to give that evidence.
10

THE WITNESS: Rotten Apples, which actually I found and showed to Geoffrey,
where you look up any movie and they will show if it has a sexual predator in it. So
if you type in Shakespeare in Love or The King’s Speech, it says, “Two sexual
predators involved in this film, Geoffrey Rush and Harvey Weinstein.”

15

MS CHRYSANTHOU: And did you observe how he reacted to seeing that
material?---Just that it’s all over. Everything was all over. Just gone. Everything in
his life was gone.

20

25

30

35

And have you been with him when he has reviewed material generally where his
name has been connected to the Me Too movement?---Well, yes. There have been
lists. Like, there was one in The Age about – I suppose 10 days ago where it showed
a list of all the Me Too people that have been accused by the Me Too movement, and
I think he was fourth or seventh after Spacey or – I think it was Kevin Spacey or Don
Burke. I can’t remember which. No. Because it was about the – I suppose Don
Burke is in the media, but it was certainly a whole full page and he was maybe
seventh across.
And did you observe his reaction to that article?---Yes. He threw it on the other side
of the room. He was fed up by then. We’ve all – we’re just fed up now. He’s fed up
now. It can’t get any worse. You can’t – you can’t – you can’t kick him any more,
really.
And has he told you how he feels about the prospect of acting again?---He doesn’t
wish to act again, and that’s what I was trying to say to you before when I – you said
I couldn’t. But you can’t divorce Geoffrey from his work. He’s a strange creature.
He is his work. You can’t – so I’ve – I have watched him be destroyed, really,
because it has been his whole reason for being.
No further questions, your Honour.

40
HIS HONOUR: Yes, Mr Blackburn.

<CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR BLACKBURN

[3.53 pm]

45
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Thank you, your Honour.
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5

injury. Obviously, the requirements are for Eryn Jean’s body to be absolutely inert.
And we – we looked at ways in which that could be achieved without – without any
damage to Geoffrey’s back, particularly. And I do note in my own notes that we –
that we tried to get the – the sense of – of her head hanging back maybe with her –
with her mouth open as a development of – of that action.
Thank you. Could I then go to a number of other things.

10

HIS HONOUR: Just before you move on from there, Mr McClintock, this may be
contentious, but are you proposing to tender the document as formally MFI. It’s Mr
Rush’s notes.
MR McCLINTOCK: I do, your Honour. I tender Mr Rush’s notes, MFI5.

15

HIS HONOUR: Yes. Any objection, Mr Blackburn?
MR BLACKBURN: No, your Honour.

20

HIS HONOUR: Well, the document that was formally MFI5, that’s Mr Rush’s
notes, as admitted is exhibit A26.

EXHIBIT #A26 DOCUMENT THAT WAS FORMALLY MFI 5,. MR RUSH’S
NOTES
25
MR McCLINTOCK: Thank you, your Honour.

30

35

40

Let’s just go back, if we could, to the general rehearsals. Well, I will ask you about
this: do you recall Mr Rush, Ms Thomson and Ms Buday and Ms Norvill going to an
interview with a journalist from the Sydney Morning Herald?---I have a – a memory
of that day. They were all – they were dressed up a bit for – for the photo, I
remember, and – and I remember them coming back.
Did you observe anything about them when they came back?---I – they seemed to be
in high spirits.
Thank you. Now, can I ask you some particular things. Just – I’m going to ask you
about the third week of the rehearsals, apparently, and did you ever see Mr Rush –
or, actually, in the third week, or at any time, did you ever see Mr Rush hovering
hands – his hands over Ms Norvill’s torso and pretending to caress or stroke her
upper torso?---Pretending to - - Caress or stroke her upper torso?---No.

45
Did you ever see him make groping gestures in the air with two cupped hands as if to
simulate groping or fondling her breasts?---No, certainly not.
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And of course, you were present, weren’t you, during the entirety of the rehearsals,
Mr Armfield?---Yes.

5

Yes. And do you recall – did you ever hear Mr Rush make jokes or comments about
Ms Norvill’s body - - -?---No, never.
- - - or sexual innuendo about her body?---Certainly not.

10

If you’ve seen any of the things I’ve been asking you about, Mr Armfield, would you
have done anything? Would you have taken any steps?---Yes, I would have said,
“What are you doing? Stop.”
Did you ever have cause to do that?---No.

15

No. Did you ever see Mr Rush stick his tongue out and lick his lips and use his
hands to grope the air like he was fondling Ms Norvill’s hips or breasts?---No. No.
Did you – just, by the way, if Ms Norvill had raised – did she raise any matter with
you concerning any event like that?---No. No.

20
If she had, would you have – how would you have reacted? What would you have
done?---If she had – if she had raised as a – as a – as a problem, I would have talked
to Geoffrey about it, I would have thought, and – and maybe, with the stage manager,
gathered the – the three of them together.
25
Did you ever say to Mr Rush in the presence of the cast that his – that – during one
of the previews that his touching of Ms Norvill was becoming creeping and
unclear?---I have no memory of that.
30

35

Did you say that – did you say that he should make the touch of her body more
paternal?---I – I don’t remember saying that.
Thank you. Could I just ask you this: you’ve indicated that you’re a friend of Ms
Norvill’s – Mr Rush’s – I’m sorry. I apologise. Yes, a - - -?---I would like to think
I’m a friend of both.
A longstanding friend and – I will come back to that. When the previews were on,
were you paying attention to what has happening on the – in the previews, Mr
Armfield?---I was watching like a hawk.

40
Right. That’s your job, isn’t it?---Absolutely.
Yes, and did - - -?---That’s why – that’s why I dictate notes to the – to the assistant
director, so that my eyes don’t leave the stage.
45
Could I ask you this: did you ever see Mr Rush brush Ms – brush the side of Ms
Norvill’s breast with a hand?---Not as a – yes, like, to ask someone to pick up
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loving, comforted satisfaction is the satisfaction of thinking that his daughter may yet
live just before he goes himself.

5

10

15

20

I’ve got one final question, Mr Armfield. Did you notice how Ms Norvill and Mr
Rush were getting on during the rehearsals and the performances of the play?---I
thought wonderfully. They – it – it – it felt like a – it felt like a – a deep friendship.
Thank you. Just one final thing. Did Ms Norvill ever complain to you about
anything in relation to the play that you recall, Mr Armfield?---Everyone who plays
Cordelia, I think, has a – and plays Cordelia alone, rather than in double with the
fool, has a – you know, has a problem in the second half of the – of the play where –
where she’s – where she’s absent. And it wasn’t a complaint. Eyrn Jean came up
with ideas, like that maybe she – when she returns to the play, she – her – her face
should be painted. You know, there were a number of thoughts that – in the – in the
– in the playing of the part that – that – that she came up – that, you know, she came
and – and talked to me about. But there was no – I – I can’t – I can’t recall any – any
complaint as such.
Did she ever report any personal issue to you?---I remember she had a friend coming
in to – to see the show that she was very anxious about in – who had – a friend who
was coming out from America she was – had invited to see the show and that she
wasn’t sure if it was – when she came out if she wanted her to come and – and see it.
But nothing to do with Mr Rush?---Nothing to do with Mr Rush, no.

25
That’s all I wish to ask Mr Armfield.

30

HIS HONOUR: Just before Mr Blackburn – I was just going to ask. Mr Armfield,
those notes that you were just taken to, did I hear you correctly earlier saying that
you dictated these notes to your assistant as the previews were taking place?---Yes,
yes. We were - - And so you couldn’t take your eyes off the stage?---That’s right.

35

So you wouldn’t have to take your eyes off the stage?---Yes. We would try and find
a couple of seats that were away from – like, without someone sitting directly in
front or behind so that I wasn’t distracting, but I would whisper them into – into his
ear and he would write them down so that he was keeping his eye on the – on the
page and that – and – so that I could keep watching the show.

40

45

And how far away from the stage were you? Are you able to recall?---We – we
would sit at – at different previews at different parts of the auditorium in order to get
the experience of – of – of audience that were further away. But the house seats that
we would be provided, which would often be the ones that – or sometimes the ones
that we ended up in, I think, were in G row.
Yes. Very well. Thank you?---Thanks, your Honour.
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important to avoid such tension, wouldn’t it, in relation to that final scene?---I think
relationship to the – in relation to the whole play, you know, you – you aim for a
kind of harmony and – and – in a company, and where people speak what – if –
about any anxieties.
5
Just going back to – Mr McClintock put to you that – I don’t want to repeat them
again, but Mr Rush made certain gestures during the rehearsal period, and you – your
evidence was that you said that you didn’t see those – you didn’t see him do that; he
didn’t do that, to your observation?---Are you talking about rehearsal period now?
10
Yes. Yes, the rehearsal period. Yes?---Yes, that’s right.

15

20

Yes. I think I didn’t – I asked you some questions about what you would have said
had you seen that, and I suggest that you – if you had seen it, you would have said,
“Geoffrey, stop that,” or something very similar, and you agreed with that
proposition?---That’s right.
I just need to put to you that, in fact, you did say that. You did say, “Geoffrey, stop
that,” to Mr Rush in that period, in the rehearsal period?---No, I don’t – I don’t
believe I did. I - - And - - -?---I have no memory of saying, “Geoffrey, stop that.”

25

And you said that because you observed him doing the things that Mr McClintock
described to you?---No, that’s not correct.
What you did observe, though, didn’t you, Mr Armfield, was Mr Rush commenting
on the way Ms Norvill looked?---Never.

30

35

He said – on a number of occasions, he used the word “scrumptious” to describe the
way Ms Norvill looked, and I meant that to her face, in front of her?---I never
witnessed that.
And he said that she looked yummy on a number of occasions?---I have heard the
word “yummy” used in a rehearsal room by Patrick White about John Gaden. I
haven’t heard – I didn’t hear Geoffrey describe Eryn Jean as yummy.
At some point in the lead up to the rehearsals, or perhaps during the rehearsals, Ms
Norvill from time to time spoke to you about the role, didn’t she?---Yes.

40
Yes?---In the – during the rehearsals, not actually in the lead up to rehearsals.

45

How often were you present at the production during the actual run of the show, and
I mean after the previews? Were you there every night or - - -?---No, certainly not
every night. I tried to – to go, I would have thought, once a week.
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HIS HONOUR: I mean, isn’t it – isn’t it – isn’t it relevant to that issue generally
about future prospects of work and Mr Rush’s mental state and the effect it had on
him?
5

MR BLACKBURN: I don’t think – I think the evidence was going to be what Mr
Rush said to Mr Phillips. I don’t see how that goes to hurt feelings or his reputation
or anything of that kind.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Ms Chrysanthou.

10
MS CHRYSANTHOU: The question was did they discuss how he felt about being
able to perform on stage, which is directly a hurt feelings issue, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. I will allow it.
15

20

25

30

MS CHRYSANTHOU: Sorry. Can you please – do you remember the
question?---Yes. Geoffrey’s anxiety about – about performing was that he felt that,
you know, this is a – this play we were doing is a comedy. He felt very anxious that
it would only – at the most extreme, it would only take one person to heckle him as a
result of the contents of the articles for the entire – his entire confidence as a
performer to deflate, and indeed for the – the – he was very, very concerned also for
the morale of the rest of the actors in the production, that they would go on stage
nightly with a sense of insecurity and uncertainty, and it is – you know, I need hardly
point out that to perform requires a degree of self-confidence and certainty which, if
you have every reason to be insecure on a nightly about what might transpire, he was
very anxious about that side of things.
And did there come a time when a decision had to be made about whether he
continued?---Yes. Yes, obviously, I needed at some point to replace him, and I
didn’t want to leave that for too long, although I have to say that my – for – for some
months I was – in the face of Geoffrey’s insecurity, I was trying to look on the bright
side of whether – whether everything might be over quickly, and - - MR BLACKBURN: Objection, your Honour.

35
THE WITNESS: - - - whatever, but - - HIS HONOUR: Just take a moment, Mr Phillips.
40

MR BLACKBURN: (a) This is not reputation evidence or evidence of Mr Rush’s
feelings, and secondly it goes completely outside the outline of evidence. It’s just
irrelevant, what is being said now, whatever it was going to be – Mr Phillips thought
about whether he should cast – I don’t know what it’s about.

45

HIS HONOUR: Yes. Ms Chrysanthou.
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MS CHRYSANTHOU: It’s just hurt feelings evidence, your Honour. I’m trying to
get from Mr Phillips – after this question I was going to ask about any change he
noticed in Mr Rush, as I’ve asked the other witnesses as a result of these
publications.
5
HIS HONOUR: Very well.
MR BLACKBURN: Well, she can ask that question, your Honour, but I objected to
this evidence.
10
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR BLACKBURN: And I won’t be objecting to a question about the changes that
he observed in Mr Rush.
15
HIS HONOUR: Yes. I’ve completely lost train of where Mr Phillips was up to.
MS CHRYSANTHOU: So have I, your Honour, given he was halfway through the
answer.
20
MR BLACKBURN: What he said - - HIS HONOUR: What was the - - 25

MR BLACKBURN: I’m sorry.
HIS HONOUR: What was the previous question that - - -

30

MS CHRYSANTHOU: I think the question was did a decision have to be come to
at some point at Twelfth Night.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MS CHRYSANTHOU: And Mr Phillips was answering that.

35
HIS HONOUR: Right.
MS CHRYSANTHOU: And my next question was going to be about his
observation as to whether, you know, Mr Rush - - 40
HIS HONOUR: Well, I think - - MS CHRYSANTHOU: - - - appeared to be in a position to be able to perform in
that play given the changes to him.
45
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Yes. Very well. Well, I think Mr Phillips has already said
basically that that time for the decision had come.
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5

10

Did you perceive yourself as having a role in relation to those younger actors, Ms
Buday?---Well, I always do. I – I’ve realised as I’ve – it happened when I – I did a
two year tour of Dirty Dancing, and I remember when my agent rang me for the role,
and I said, “I’m a bit old, aren’t I, to play Baby?” She – “No, no, no. It’s for the
mother.” And so, “Okay”. So that – now, that was when I was 42. So within that, I
realised, “I’ve gone up”. And there’s a responsibility you have in this – it’s not a –
it’s – I don’t – I’m not in a profession. I’m in – in an art form that is inherited from
ancient times, but right through to Shakespeare, Molière, to – to today, to – to pass it
on, to pass it on. So when – in Earnest, when we were working on Earnest, and
Frank Thring was in the company, I – I remember, I used to sit and listen to him
because he had such wonderful stories to tell. He would talk about Vivian and Larry
– Laurence Oliver and Vivien Leigh – and it’s respect for your elders and the elders
have a role to play with the younger members in the cast. Am I talking too much?

15

No, no. Please go on?---Okay. And then, yes, but certainly in Lear, because of the –
well, I’ve done 15 plays for Sydney Theatre Company, and – and my first one was in
1984. And then there was a 15-year gap before King Lear. So that – that was my
15th. So I’ve watched the company evolve from what it was to what it is now.

20

You – what you were saying, if I could summarise, was that you felt a responsibility
to educate or assist in the education of younger actors, to transmit the knowledge, so
to speak, to them; is that what - - -?---Yes, you foster them. You can’t give it to
them because as an actor in a company, you can’t give them notes. If they come to
you and ask, you can suggest, but it has to go via the director. You can’t – I can’t
give another actor a note. It doesn’t mean that actors don’t give other actors notes,
but it’s – it’s not good.

25

30

35

Yes. Could you – did you see – to your observation, did Mr Rush have the same
attitude towards the younger actors, that is, assisting them to develop, and so
on?---Yes. I think there was a lot of trepidation from the younger members in the
cast. Working with Geoffrey, working with Sydney Theatre Company, everything is
high status, but working in – within and with Shakespeare as well. So it all
compounded. Geoffrey is a team player. So he - - Thank you. How did he get on with the younger actors in the play, to your
observation?---Well.
Yes?---I – I think.

40

Thank you. Do you recall a photo shoot – I withdraw that. Do you recall an
interview that you and Ms Thomson, who played Regan, and Ms Norvill, who played
Cordelia, and Mr Rush, participated in with the journalist from the Sydney Morning
Herald?---Yes, I do.

45

Did you discuss that event beforehand with Ms Thomson and Ms Norvill?---Yes,
because we – we all decided to wear black, which is a slimming colour. And in the
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photo, you will see, I’m hidden behind Helen Thomson so that my baby belly doesn’t
get seen. Sorry. If that’s too personal.
No, no. Don’t worry, Ms Buday, please?---Okay.
5
You know, just – the - - -?---But, yes, it was a girly sort of – what – you know, “How
are you going to” – “What are you going to wear? What are you going to wear?
Okay. Good, good, good. Fine”
10

Yes?---So you have to agree on a colour so someone else doesn’t sort of stand out
too much too.
All right. So none of you upstage the others; is that - - -?---That’s correct. Yes.

15

20

Thank you. So you made a decision, the three of you, to wear black?---Three sisters.
Yes, yes.
Yes. And can I ask you whether you observed anything about Ms Norvill during the
course of that or, indeed, after the interview; any discomfort, any – you know,
anything like that?---No.
No. Thank you. Now, could I ask you: who did you share your dressing room with
in the course of the performance of Lear?---Helen Thomson.

25

30

Did you have a discussion with Ms Norvill about dressing rooms, and where
- - -?---Yes, because she was – the way they – because Robin never had her own.
Geoffrey had his own, which is normal, and fair, but the way they divide it up at the
Sydney – it’s called something else now, but the Pink Theatre down there in the
Wharf, Erin was in with a couple of the boys, which is fine, usually. Like at Belvoir,
you’re all in together. You know, men and woman together. And that was – she was
– she was fine with. And we – we asked her if she would like to come and join our
dressing room because ours was rather luxurious.
And what did she say?---No. She declined.

35

40

Yes. Did you ever observe her – or do you recall her ever being in a distressed state
or unhappy during the course of the production, Ms Buday?---Not distressed. I – I
saw her frustrated, a bit confused, in rehearsals. She came to me at one point to say,
“Is” – you know, “Is it” – something like, “Is it” – “Is it like this? Is this normal?”
And she was referring to the – the way the rehearsals were being – were evolving,
were being conducted.
By Mr Armfield, was that a reference to?

45

MR BLACKBURN: Well, no, don’t lead, please.
THE WITNESS: Well, by - - -
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such an enormous piece that is Lear after seven weeks of performance, there is a
final purging. Things – you just – you know, you let go. People were present,
packing up this – their make-up boxes, going out to have a drink, coming back.
5

10

Let’s go back to the period of the rehearsals. Do you recall seeing Mr Rush hovering
his hands over Ms Norvill’s torso and pretending to caress or stroke the upper
torso?---No.
Do you recall seeing, during the course of the rehearsals, him groping – making
groping gestures in the air with two cupped hands as if to simulate groping or
fondling Ms Norvill’s breasts?---No.
You, of course, were present for the rehearsals of the final scene, weren’t
you?---Yes.

15
Because you are – or you’re a – the – act 5, scene 3 has some crucial events
including Goneril, doesn’t it?---Yes.

20

Yes. And we can take it that you were present throughout the rehearsals of act 5,
scene 3?---Yes.
Thank you. Now, do you recall Mr Rush ever making a joke about Ms Norvill’s
body?---No.

25

No. Do you recall him making lewd gestures in her direction?---No.
No. Do you recall him sticking his tongue out and licking his lips and using his
hands to grope the air like he was fondling her hips or breasts?---No.

30

35

40

45

No. Do you recall – just, by the way, if you had seen any of these things, would you
have done something?---Of course I would.
What - - -?---Of course I would, and I did, in fact, and there is a responsibility you –
I feel, particularly. I’m a mother, but as an elder there I know what it is to be a
young actress, a younger player, and especially at Sydney Theatre Company,
especially with high-status older actors. I know what that feels like, and I have a lot
of empathy, and – and I’m a natural teacher. I – I want to help. So – and I did, on
several occasions, help – I spoke up for Wade, who played Oswald and also played
the King of France. Poor boy didn’t have a crown. Got him a crown. I – I wrote to
Neil about Eryn’s misjudging her performance so that it – he could help her, because
she was drowning in it, with it. There was a lot of problems with the design, the
concept of design getting in the way of – of the text, of – of the story that we had the
responsibility of telling. I spoke up on a number of occasions, in rehearsals and even
in performance because it doesn’t stop. Theatre is a live entity. It – you don’t repeat
it. I think there’s some preconception about what actors actually do, that they go into
rehearsals and learn their lines and learn their moves and then go out and – and do
that, and it’s not what happens. Rehearsals start the moment you wake up in the
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Thank you. That’s all I wish to ask Ms Buday, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Yes, Mr Blackburn.
5
<CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR BLACKBURN

10

[3.14 pm]

MR BLACKBURN: Ms Buday, at one point, can I suggest to you, in the course of
the previews, Mr Rush was kneeling beside – I’m sorry – in the course of the
rehearsals, Mr Rush was kneeling beside Ms Norvill’s prone and dead - - -?---Hello.
- - - body in - - -?---Sorry. I’m just – from France, we always say hello. I’m just
saying hello - - -

15
Yes. Thank you?--- - - - because I have an – I - - Well - - -?---You’re Mr Blackburn. Okay.
20

Very well. Thank you. Now could you please concentrate on my questions
- - -?---Certainly.
- - - Ms Buday? Thank you?---Off you go.

25

What I’m suggesting to you is that in the rehearsal period, act 5, scene 3 - - -?---Yes.
- - - there was one point when Mr Rush – in act 5, scene 3, when he was beside the
prone body of Cordelia - - -?---Yes.

30

- - - he stopped saying his lines and started to make groping motions with his hands
over her torso?---Can you – like that?
Yes. Not touching her but making those motions over her torso?---No.

35

And - - -?---In rehearsals, you’re talking about?
Yes, in rehearsals?---No.

40

And there was nervous and restrained laughter from those standing around?---Well, I
was present. No.
And - - -?---There was not.
And Mr Armfield said words to the effect, “Geoffrey, stop that”?---No, he did not.

45
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by Heydon J in Makita’s case, for example, and as in part reflected in this practice
note would be more rigorously applied in the case of scientific or financial opinion
evidence. But it’s a long way from the sort of opinions being expressed by these
gentlemen, the longevity of life of an actor and those sorts of things. I mean, they’re
very subjective matters.
MR BLACKBURN: No. They’re not subjective matters, your Honour, in our
submission. They’re based on the specialised knowledge that these people have of
the industry.

10
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

15

MR BLACKBURN: And it’s not widely removed, your Honour. When Mr
Schepisi says, “In addition, I rely on my own personal knowledge of Mr Rush,” we
have no idea what he relied on. But then can I take your Honour to what he then
goes on to say.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

20

MR BLACKBURN: Paragraph 16.
HIS HONOUR: He might know Mr Plummer as well - - MR BLACKBURN: He might know who?

25
HIS HONOUR: - - - and Mr Ford and Mr Eastwood and Mr Hopkins and - - -

30

MR BLACKBURN: But he’s not giving – it doesn’t matter, your Honour. At
paragraph 16, he says about Mr Rush – and I’m just selecting the most objectionable
parts of paragraph 16:
In my opinion, he is one of the finest and most creative actors Australia has
produced.

35

Well, your Honour, that’s verging into hagiography and is nothing if not advocating
Mr Rush’s - - HIS HONOUR: Is it a fact in dispute?

40

MR BLACKBURN: Well, we don’t – it’s a matter for my learned friends to prove,
presumably on their damages case.
HIS HONOUR: As a fact.

45

MR BLACKBURN: “Finest and most creative actors”. Well, that’s just gloss, your
Honour. I’m not going to concede – he is a very well-known and capable and very –
extremely capable actor. We all know that.
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HIS HONOUR: Well, I didn’t hear you cross-examine any of the witnesses
yesterday who expressed similar opinions.

5

10

15

MR BLACKBURN: But they were giving reputation evidence, your Honour, and I
did object – I did object, repeatedly, to expressions of opinion by those witnesses
because it wasn’t reputation evidence. And he goes on to say:
His fame and reputation has spread worldwide. He is widely recognised and
loved by the international public because of movies as diverse as Elizabeth,
Shakespeare in Love –
etcetera. Your Honour, those kinds of statements have no place whatever in expert
evidence. The expert should be someone at arm’s length to say, “This is my opinion
about longevity issues in relation to Hollywood.” But someone who is a friend of the
applicant who is going to give favourable character evidence or reputation evidence
for the applicant to then turn around and produce an expert report and say things like,
“He is widely recognised and loved by the international public” - - HIS HONOUR: Well, let me ask you this.

20
MR BLACKBURN: - - - is completely inappropriate.
HIS HONOUR: Are you going to go through this statement and ask me to rule line
by line or sentence by sentence on matters like that or are you - - 25
MR BLACKBURN: No. We’re objecting - - HIS HONOUR: Is your application simply to exclude the entire report?
30

MR BLACKBURN: To exclude the entire report because he - - HIS HONOUR: Right. So you’re not asking me to go – because what I will do, if
that’s what you’re going to do, is I will ask Mr McClintock to lead his evidence
orally so I don’t have to rule line by line or sentence by sentence - - -

35
MR BLACKBURN: Well, your Honour - - HIS HONOUR: - - - particularly in circumstances where this report was served
when, Mr McClintock?
40
MR McCLINTOCK: Some considerable time ago, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. That’s enough.
45

MR BLACKBURN: It’s – no. It wasn’t served very long ago at all. 21 September.
Yes. There are a couple of other points that I need to make, your Honour, that is,
that this is not actually evidence in reply. It’s a saving exercise because when the
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5

10

15

applicant put on their evidence, there was no evidence in support of the proposition
that Mr Rush was going to go on working or that he was going to go on working for
10 years. And the applicant should have put that evidence on, and they didn’t. And
they’re getting this evidence in by, kind of, side wind by treating it as reply evidence
to Mr Marks. But I’m putting that to one side just for the moment. Those words or
those statements in paragraph 16 should have no place in an expert’s report. And it
merely underpins the fact you have Mr Schepisi giving – advocating in Mr Rush’s
cause, and then immediately turning around and purporting not to.
HIS HONOUR: So I just want to be clear, you’re not asking me to exclude those
sentences; you’re saying those sentences support your argument that the entire
report should be excluded.
MR BLACKBURN: Well, I do ask your Honour – I will be asking your Honour to
exclude those sentences. But certainly, our application is to exclude the entire report.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

20

25

30

35

40

45

MR BLACKBURN: Now, your Honour, the primary position as a matter of
principle is that he is quite unable and obviously unable to comply with the rules, the
practice direction and the code of conduct because he is an advocate in Mr Rush’s
cause. And the evidence must be excluded for that reason. Can I just take your
Honour to some passages in Guy’s case where Mortimer J said this at paragraph 49:
When the express and deliberate link between part 23 and 79(1) of
the Evidence Act is understood, and seen in its context, it is apparent that a
capacity for a witness whose evidence is said to fall within 79(1) of
the Evidence Act to identify himself or herself as a person who can assist the
court impartially and not to be an advocate for the cause of a party, are core
preconditions to the calling of that witness by a party, and to the admission of
that witness’s evidence pursuant to section 79.
And I’ve taken your Honour to clause 2 of the code of conduct and clause 4.2 of the
practice note. And our submission is that Mr Schepisi – no criticism of him – is
completely incapable of being other than an advocate for the cause of the party. And
he says – sorry, the learned judge says at paragraph 50:
In my opinion this means, at a minimum, that there must be substantial, at least
purportedly substantial, compliance with part 23, or a capacity substantially to
comply with part 23 by both a party and that party’s proposed witnesses,
including a preparedness and capacity to acknowledge the necessity for an
expert witness to be independent in the sense set out in the authorities, the
practice note and the harmonised code.
Well, your Honour, for the reasons we have submitted, Mr Schepisi does not have
the capacity to comply with part 23 and neither does the applicant. And I don’t need
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to read it out, but your Honour will see what’s written in paragraph 51. Then at
paragraph 53:

5

10

15

20

Second, I accept there may be situations, such as that dealt with by DoddsStreeton J in the Ananda Marga case where the question of an expert’s
independence will go to weight but not admissibility of his or her report. Those
circumstances will generally be where there has been at least purported or
substantial compliance with part 23, and a purported acknowledgment by an
expert of the need for independence, and a purported assertion of her actual
independence.
And that was the case before her Honour. The distinction, your Honour, between
this case and the Ananda Marga case is not that there hasn’t been purported
compliance with part 23 or, indeed, an assertion by Mr Schepisi and Mr Specktor in
their expert report that they are independent and they understand the terms of the
code of conduct. The distinction between that situation and this situation is that Mr
Schepisi and Mr Specktor are not capable of satisfying the requirements of the rules
in the practice direction. They’re just not capable of it. They can’t come here and
give evidence advocating the cause of Mr Rush and then turn around and give expert
evidence.
And if your Honour goes to paragraph 58 this, perhaps, touches on the point that
your Honour raised with me a few minutes ago about different kinds of expert
evidence. Paragraph 58:

25

30

It would be inimical to the structure and purpose of part 23 to waive the
requirements of that part entirely or of 23.11. This court’s rules do not intend
that there are two kinds of expert evidence admissible in proceedings in this
court independent and non-independent substantially compliant with part 23
and wholly non-compliant. The purpose of part 23 as a whole is to regulate the
form and preconditions to admissibility of opinion evidence within the terms of
section 79(1).
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

35

40

MR BLACKBURN: And there’s a distinction to be made, your Honour, between
what your Honour referred to yesterday about an employee of the party giving
evidence. One can see that that could occur. But not an employee, your Honour,
who had been intimately involved in some aspects of preparation of the applicant’s
or the party’s case or, a fortiori, not an employee who was advocating in the party’s
cause as a lay witness.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

45

MR BLACKBURN: That would be quite inappropriate. Your Honour, can I just go
to ASIC v Rich. I just want to refer to some certain paragraphs. I think the only
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passage I wanted to take your Honour to is the passage that I’ve actually referred to
in - - HIS HONOUR: That’s at 304.
5
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. That’s right.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
10

MR BLACKBURN: But in relation to Mr Specktor I make the same submissions.
And in particular, in relation to Mr Specktor, if your Honour looks at paragraph 3 of
Mr Specktor’s expert evidence - - HIS HONOUR: Yes.

15
MR BLACKBURN: - - - what he says:

20

Given that I have been Mr Rush’s agent since February 1996, I think I am
uniquely well-positioned to give that evidence based on my personal knowledge
of Mr Rush and my specialised knowledge of the entertainment industry.
It’s not the latter specialised knowledge, your Honour, he says, “It’s based on my
personal knowledge of Mr Rush”. We have no idea standing here what that personal
knowledge is.

25
HIS HONOUR: I suspect you will hear all about that if you haven’t already seen it
in his outline when he gives evidence in relation to his reputation – Mr Rush’s
reputation. Now, I know you say that that simply illustrates that he’s not
independent but I don’t - - 30
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Well - - HIS HONOUR: That’s a separate point to the one that you’re just making that you
don’t know what the facts are. I think you - - 35
MR BLACKBURN: It’s worse than that, your Honour. It’s not just a question that
shows that he’s not independent. We don’t know what that information that is relied
on is. It’s fundamental - - 40

45

HIS HONOUR: Well, it’s in the outline of evidence, I imagine.
MR BLACKBURN: Well, I don’t know whether it is or not, your Honour, but it
should be stated in the expert report. It’s a fundamental precondition of the
admissibility according to Austin J, and Heydon J in Makita. It’s a fundamental
precondition of the admissibility of an expert report that the expert lays bare the
factual matters that he or she has relied on and, of course, the rules state that – the
rules state that explicitly – 23.11 – 13 – that the factual matters have to be set out
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separately. And what Mr Specktor says is, “I’m relying on my personal knowledge
of Mr Rush”. Well, we don’t know what that is. Just before I conclude, your
Honour – yes. Paragraph 348 of ASIC v Rich where his Honour said this:
5

One additional factor –
and this relates to admissibility. 348:
...especially pertinent in the present case is that - - -

10
HIS HONOUR: Is this judgment entirely in relation to the admissibility of an expert
report? I think it is.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes, it is, your Honour.
15
MR McCLINTOCK: It was overruled on appeal, wasn’t it?
HIS HONOUR: It would count well with Austin Js stats.
20

25

30

MR BLACKBURN:
One additional factor especially pertinent in the present case is that expert
opinion evidence might be excluded if the expert, in the course of his or her
prior relationship with the party who has retained him or her, has obtained
information relevant to the formation of his or her expert opinion, which is not
part of the identified body of information to which the expert is authorised to
have regard in preparing the report. Here the problem is not lack of
independence per se –
and I interpolate we certainly have that problem in this case –
but the fact that, in the course of acting in relationship with a party to the
litigation in a non-independent way –

35

both Mr Specktor and Mr Schepisi –
the expert may have obtained information which is not appropriate or
permissible to be used as a factual basis for the expert opinion.

40

45

We don’t know what information they have obtained; they just say that they have.
The final point is this, your Honour: Mr Specktor, apart from everything else, is the
applicant’s agent. He is a financial relationship with the applicant. We called for
production of the contract. We were told from the bar table there wasn’t one and it
was – the written contract, I mean. We were told from the bar table that there wasn’t
one and it was just a handshake. But one can confidently infer that Mr Specktor, as
part of his contract, has a financial relationship with the applicant and he gets some
sort of percentage or cut of what the applicant earns. And, your Honour, is Mr
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Specktor – and given that that must be the case, is Mr Specktor entitled to a
proportion of any special damages that this court awards him? He must be.
Logically, he must be.
5

10

15

Your Honour, it would be an error of discretion, in our respectful submission, to
admit particularly the evidence of Mr Specktor on that basis alone, allayed to the
other matters. Yes. And the other thing about Mr Specktor, your Honour, is that he
was, of course, involved in public relations advice. Mr Rush said he rang Mr
Rosenfield, but he thought that he probably also rang Mr Specktor as well as Ms
Churchill-Brown when this came out and got advice from both. That’s more
involvement, apart from being Mr Rush’s longstanding Hollywood agent. So, your
Honour, for all those reasons, although Mr Specktor hasn’t stepped up to the box yet,
both of their expert reports should be excluded. They should be confined to lay
evidence. They are not capable of being expert witnesses. They’re not capable of
complying with the rules and the practice directions.
HIS HONOUR: Yes, Mr McClintock.

20

25

30

35

MR McCLINTOCK: Your Honour, first, the fact that someone knows a party to
proceedings – knows them intimately, is on close terms of friendship with them – is
not and never has been a bar to giving evidence. It does not, in my submission, make
the person an advocate for the party in question. The unstated premise, although my
friend disclaimed it – but it’s clearly there – is that Mr Schepisi and Mr Specktor will
be less than honest or less than truthful in what they say about Mr Rush and his
career prospects.
Putting aside the fact that it’s insulting, it’s wrong, and they do not become
advocates for that reason. That can be tested by a simple and obvious example.
Many people become friends with their general practitioner. I have, in fact, for
example. Does that mean that my GP couldn’t give evidence in a court case that he
had diagnosed me with shingles, for example? The proposition is fatuous. Second,
in relation to that: to say that they’re giving reputation evidence does not make them
advocates in any sense. I actually fail to see how the fact that you give reputation
evidence makes either of these gentlemen an advocate. They’re just simply saying
that they know Mr Rush and how he has been talked about in the area.
HIS HONOUR: Well, the evidence is what they know of his reputation amongst his
colleagues - - -

40

MR McCLINTOCK: The circles in which - - HIS HONOUR: - - - and certain - - MR McCLINTOCK: The circles in which they move, yes, your Honour.

45
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
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And do you remember how long the rehearsal period was?---Too short.
And - - -?---I – I don’t remember specifically, but I was very acutely aware that we
had not been given enough time to – to – to produce such a difficult play.
5

10

15

20

And did you observe at all how Mr Rush got along with the other cast and crew
members?---He got on as he – as I’ve perceived him, or was getting on with people.
He’s generally – Geoffrey’s demeanour in the rehearsal room is always very positive,
cheerful, uplifting unlike my own. And in that way he is a very successful leader of
a company because I’ve – I’ve now experienced that in Figaro, Drowsy Chaperone
and Leer. He was really leading the company in those three productions. And his –
his buoyancy and sense of optimism and just general cheerfulness and enthusiasm for
the work because he’s so steeply – deeply steeped in – in – in being an actor. That’s
who he is, and he brings all of that enthusiasm. But it’s not just that; he also brings
research. He’s obsessed with his work and, so, every project that he embarks on he
researches very thoroughly with extraordinary enthusiasm, and he brings that all to
the rehearsal room. So his demeanour is always in my experience cheerful and
positive and funny. He’s a very cheerful kind of jolly person.
To your observation - - -?---He’s witty.
Sorry. To your observation did you see him interacting with Ms Norvill?---I would
have done because he was interacting with everybody in the room, so yes.

25

And do you recall how he was getting along with her during the rehearsals?---Well, I
would have – I would have observed his relationship with Ms Norvill as the same –
similar to his relationship with me and everybody else; jovial, friendly, enthusiastic,
cheerful.

30

So did you notice anything out of the ordinary in relation to his relationship with Ms
Norvill?---I didn’t. No.
Now, you were in the final scene of the play?---Yes.

35

Do you recall that there was a rehearsal of that scene in about the third week of
rehearsals?---I’m sure I was present. I would have been present.
Yes. And during the rehearsal of that scene do you recall any incident where Mr
Rush hovered his hands over Ms Norvill’s torso as she was lying on the floor?---No.

40
Do you remember him pretending to caress or stroke her upper torso?---No.
Do you remember him making groping gestures in the air?---No.
45

With two cupped hands?---No.
As if to simulate groping or fondling of the breasts?---No.
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Now, do you remember at any time in the rehearsal of that scene which is about the
last week of October everyone laughing at Mr Rush engaging in that conduct towards
Ms Norvill?---No.
5

Now, do you recall at any time in the rehearsals seeing Mr Rush – or first of all
hearing Mr Rush make comments about Ms Norvill’s body?---No.
Do you recall Mr Rush calling her scrumptious?---No.

10

Or yummy?---No.
And do you recall him ever sticking his tongue out at her?---No.
Do you recall him growling at her?---No.

15
Do you recall him using his hands towards Ms Norvill and making an hourglass
- - -?---No.
- - - gesture towards her figure?---No.
20
Do you ever recall other members of the cast or crew telling Mr Rush to stop
it?---Stop what? No. No.

25

Now, during the rehearsal period did Mr Rush ever make comments to you about
your body?---No. Mr Rush has never made any comments to me about my body.
Did he ever make lewd gestures towards you throughout rehearsals?---No.
Or gestures you would consider to be lewd?---No.

30
Now, just thinking back about the things I’ve just asked you about the - - -?---I’m
sure, though, Mr Rush has told me in the past that I looked attractive or pleasing or
something, I’m sure, because he’s – he’s very generous in his enthusiasm towards
people.
35
And did you find that offensive at the time?---No. I’ve never found him offensive.

40

Now, just thinking of those things I’ve described, if you had seen any of that conduct
by Mr Rush towards Ms Norvill in the rehearsals would you have done
anything?---Yes.
What would you have done?

45

MR BLACKBURN: Well, I object to this, your Honour. It’s just speculation. It’s
not going to help your Honour. Ms Nevin said she didn’t see it. That’s the end of it.
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5

All right. Well, let me ask you this: another conversation at another time, what time
are you referring to?---Well, it was in a – the – a similar timeframe; the same
timeframe as the conversation we’ve just noted. She was in a – in a tearful state and
– and when I asked her what was wrong she said, “It just reminds me,” – and I’m
absolutely paraphrasing. I can’t quote her, “It reminds me of the trouble I had here
during King Leer”. I think we were – we were in the same theatre.
Yes. In the same theatre in the same production, All My Sons?---No. She was
referring to her – All My Sons was in the same theatre as King Leer had been.

10
Yes?---Yes.
Yes?---The same building
15

But you see, what I’m putting to you, Ms Nevin, is that in the course of the
production of All My Sons, you had a conversation with Norvill on the subject of
sexual harassment?---No.
All right?---There was no mention of sexual harassment.

20

25

Well, the evidence you’ve just given is that there was evidence of - - -?---Not – no –
not. I beg your pardon. There was no – no suggestion of sexual harassment in the
conversation with Ms Norvill when she was tearful. In the subsequent conversation
when we were backstage waiting to go on the dark whispering, she told me about this
unfortunate experience with her friend. That was sexual harassment.
All right. And so, let’s go to the first conversation when she was tearful?---Yes.

30

35

40

That was a conversation about sexual harassment; I put to you?---No. I just said that
was not about sexual harassment. She was tearful. I said, “What’s the matter”. She
said, and I’m paraphrasing, “Being back here reminds me of the stuff,” – trouble with
Geoffrey or the problem or the something which I took to be the difficulties she was
having with Cordelia, and she had great struggles. She was very unhappy in the role.
And I also was reminded of my unhappiness during Leer, so I kind of understood
what she meant as far as that’s all I understood. I didn’t leap to the conclusion it was
sexual harassment.
But she said to you, didn’t she, that the problem was one of – she may not have used
the word sexual harassment but - - -?---No. She certainly didn’t. There was no
mention - - - - - inappropriate behaviour?---No. She didn’t say inappropriate behaviour.

45

But she indicated to you that it was a sexually inappropriate behaviour that
- - -?---No. She didn’t indicate to me. There was no sense of sexual - - No. No. Can you please let me finish my question?---I beg your pardon.
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5

Thank you. She indicated to you, didn’t she, that it was inappropriate behaviour of a
sexual kind that she was upset about?---She most definitely did not suggest that to
me. You’re putting words into my mouth. I beg your pardon for raising my voice,
but that is – it is just appalling that you would put those words in my mouth. I just
told you specifically I couldn’t quote precisely, but there was absolutely no – illusion
or reference made to sexual – anything sexual.
You said a moment ago that she made a reference to unwanted attention. Sorry.
Was that what she indicated, unwanted attention?---No. Absolutely not.

10
So she was in tears; is that right?---Yes.

15

And she said she had had a bad time or was it something of that kind?---She didn’t
say she had a bad time. She said, “This reminds me of the difficulty or the problems
or – with Leer”.
And - - -?---It could have been anything.

20

25

30

And what, do you say you didn’t ask her about that, what she meant?---Well, I would
have, but somebody came into the room who was unknown to both of us with a wig
or something, and I didn’t continue the conversation because I assumed, perhaps,
incorrectly, but I assumed she wouldn’t want to reveal her distress in front of a
member of staff who we didn’t know.
Well - - -?---And I obviously didn’t – I just said, well, you know, “I will see you
later”. So it wasn’t something that I felt that I needed to get to the bottom of.
You understood, I put it to you, from what she was saying to you that she had
received inappropriate or unwanted attention from Mr Rush in the course of
Leer?---Absolutely not. She did not infer that at all in any way.
You see, and you said to her, didn’t you, “I thought Geoffrey had stopped doing that.
Poor Jane”?---No. Well, I have no – I don’t know what that refers to. That’s just –
excuse me, may I ask what – what that is supposed to be.

35
HIS HONOUR: I take it from your answer that you have no recollection of those
words ever being put to you – said to you?

40

MR BLACKBURN: No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. I’m putting to the
witness, your Honour, that that’s what she said to Ms Norvill.
HIS HONOUR: I’m sorry, I do apologise.

45

MR BLACKBURN: You said to Ms Norvill - - -?---No. What would that be in
response to? I haven’t had any kind of conversation with – with Eryn Jean - - Please let me finish?---I beg your pardon.
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You said to Ms Norvill, “Oh, I thought Geoffrey had stopped doing that. Poor
Jane”?---No. I – well, I deny that.
You do. Might you have said that?---I beg your pardon?
5
Might you have said that?---Well, I might have said anything. I mean - - HIS HONOUR: I think she has denied it, Mr Blackburn.
10

MR BLACKBURN: Thank you, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: In fairly strong terms.

15

20

MR BLACKBURN: When you found out that it was – the complainant or the
person who was complaining was Ms Norvill, whenever that was, and I think you’ve
told the court that you’re not quite when you became aware of that, you knew Ms
Norvill. Obviously, you worked with her, and you spoke quite highly of her. When
you became aware that it was she who was – who had apparently made this
complaint about Mr Rush, what was your attitude towards her – towards Ms Norvill?
Were you upset with her, angry with her when you discovered that she was the
complainant?---I was distressed for her. I contacted her by text.
Yes?---And said, “Are you all right”.

25

Distressed for her?---Yes.
Yes. But Ms Nevin, as far as you were concerned, I take it, this complaint that you
understood she had made, as far as you were concerned it was entirely baseless?

30

35

MS CHRYSANTHOU: I object to that. Ms Norvill has said many, many, many
things. There are some things that Ms Nevin was present for. There are other things
she wasn’t present for.
HIS HONOUR: And I’m not sure at this stage that you’ve established Ms Nevin
knew what the complaint was. You might just have to put the question in more
specific terms.
MR BLACKBURN: You knew that the complaint was one of inappropriate
conduct, didn’t you, but you didn’t know what the details were?---Yes.

40
Yes. And knowing Mr Rush as you do, can we take it that you assumed or you
thought that that complaint must be completely baseless? Is that what you thought
when you heard about this complaint?---Yes. I was present. I was part of Leer.
45

Well – and at some point you became aware and you said that you sent her a text.
We will come back to that. At some point you became aware that she was the
complainant, Ms Norvill?---Yes.
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And you said that you were very upset for her?---Yes.
You see, I’m just – were you also angry with her, though - - -?---No.
5

- - - for raising a baseless complaint - - -?---No.
- - - against - - -?---No.

10

- - - against Mr Rush?---No. I wasn’t angry with Ms Norvill. I was angry with the
Sydney Theatre Company.
You weren’t angry with Ms Norvill?---No.
Is that what you’re saying?---Yes. That’s what I’m - - -

15

20

25

Even though she had made what you considered to be a baseless complaint against –
and a very serious complaint against a good friend of yours?---Yes. I was distressed
for Ms Norvill because I knew it would – what it would mean to her to have this
revealed to the public. That was my level of distress; my concern for her. She was
also – at the time she was in a production doing eight shows a week of a very
difficult performance. And I – I – I knew that she would be in a terrible state as
would her family.
Well, what did you think, though? What did you think about the fact that she was
making this - - -?---I was puzzled.
- - - baseless complaint against a very good friend of yours? What did you think
about that?---I didn’t understand it.

30

Yes?---I didn’t understand it.
Or is it the case that you actually weren’t sure whether it was true or not?---I beg
your pardon?

35

Is it the case that you weren’t sure whether it was true or not?---No. I was there. I
didn’t see anything that would justify the kind of complaint that was made. My
concern was for the effect this would have on her when she had not wanted it made
public.

40

Well, did you think that she was mistaken?
MS CHRYSANTHOU: I object to this. We’re just getting into the realms of wild
speculation.

45

HIS HONOUR: That is a - - MR BLACKBURN: I press it, your Honour.
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So how was it that on Friday, 1 December you knew that Eryn Jean Norvill was the
person who had complained?---I don’t know. I think I’ve made that clear to you
before. I don’t know when I found out. I mean, this is quite a long time and I – I just
don’t know. I would tell you if I knew.
5
Well, can I suggest to you that - - -?---But obviously I knew then.
Thank you. Can I suggest to you that you didn’t need to be told, did you, that it was
Eryn Jean Norvill because you knew already, didn’t you?---How did I know?
10
Because of what she said to you in the course of the production of All My
Sons?---No, I didn’t. No, that’s not right. What did she say to me during All My
Sons? She didn’t talk to me about anything that related to this matter during All My
Sons.
15
Your partner, or perhaps it’s your husband, is Mr Hammond; is that right?---Mr
Hammond is my husband; yes.

20

25

Yes. Yes. Are you aware that in about sometime in the first half of 2017 Mr
Hammond told Ms Menelaus that a complaint of some sort had been made against
during Mr Rush during the performance – in relation to the performance in King
Lear? Were you aware of that?---I’m aware that Mr Hammond was contacted by the
media, a journalist, or maybe - - Yes?--- - - - more than one journalist, as was I.
Was this at the time the newspaper articles came out, are you talking about?---I don’t
know.

30

35

Well - - -?---I’m not – I’m obviously not helping you with timeframes. I’m sorry,
but I - - No, no. But was this in – when you say that you and he were contacted by the
media, was this at about the time that The Daily Telegraph articles came out? Was it
at that time - - -?---No. No.
- - - after the - - -?---It was before that.
All right. How long before that?---I don’t know.

40
Was it a few weeks before or a month before or what?---I’m notorious for this
inability to judge time, but it was clearly before. I – I don’t know how many weeks
it was.
45

Was it a matter of weeks rather than months?---I don’t know how many weeks it
was.
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MS CHRYSANTHOU: She has been asked this about 10 different ways. It’s
getting quite repetitive, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Yes, Mr Blackburn.
5
MR BLACKBURN: Thank you, your Honour.
Can I suggest to you that it hadn’t been made public on 1 December, that is the
identity of Ms Norvill?---It hadn’t.
10
No?---Well, “I was contacted today by Channel 9”, suggests that I was - - Well - - -?--- - - - given the information.
15

HIS HONOUR: You’re just making assumptions, are you, from what’s written
here. You really can’t remember what was public at that time, or what’s your
- - -?---No, I’ve got no idea when – I mean, I’m afraid I don’t even know when the –
when the article was published. I just don’t know the date of that.

20

MR BLACKBURN: Well, Ms Norvill, then, let me be clear about what I’m - - MS CHRYSANTHOU: Ms Nevin.

25

MR BLACKBURN: Ms Nevin, let me be clear about what I’m suggesting. When
these articles came on Friday 1 December - - -?---Yes.
- - - you knew, didn’t you, by then, obviously - - -?---Yes.
- - - who the complainant was?---Yes.

30
And when you first heard about this in the rehearsal room in Melbourne on probably
the day before or thereabouts, you knew immediately, didn’t you, or you guessed
immediately who the complainant was?---I don’t know.
35

And you guessed it - - -?---I guessed it.
- - - because of what Ms Norvill had said to you, that I’ve suggested to you in the
course of All My Sons?---That’s absolutely incorrect.

40

And that’s why you said to her - - -?---Ms Norvill didn’t – may I – may I – may I
expand?
HIS HONOUR: It’s either now or re-examination, I suspect - - -

45

MR BLACKBURN: Yes. I’m - - HIS HONOUR: - - - Mr Blackburn, so - - -
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MR BLACKBURN: Please do, Ms Nevin.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
5

10

15

20

THE WITNESS: I’m only repeating what I said earlier, but I need to repeat it. Ms
Norvill in that state of tearfulness did not suggest in any way at all that there was any
– any occurrence of – of – or experience of inappropriate behaviour of a sexual
nature.
MR BLACKBURN: And - - -?---We both had difficulties that we could both have
shared in that moment.
And you can’t otherwise explain to the court how you knew on 1 December that it
was Ms Norvill who was the complainant?---No. I’m sorry that I’m not able to tell
you precisely when I heard or how I knew, but I think it was – I mean, it was
obviously around.
Thank you. And the reason that you didn’t ask Ms Norvill in this email exchange –
you didn’t in this text exchange – the reason you didn’t ask you to explain herself
and why she was making these allegations was because you thought – you suspected
that this conduct had occurred?---I didn’t say that, and that’s not what I think or what
I--That’s what I’m suggesting to you?---I beg your pardon?

25
Well, that’s what I’m suggesting to you?---Well, I refute that.
Yes?---I just - - 30

I mean?---That’s not so.
There is not a word of reproach in this exchange, is there - - -?---No because - - - - - to Ms Norvill?--- - - - I loved the girl.

35
Yes?---I felt concerned for the girl.

40

Even though she had made this damaging allegation against one of your best
friends?---And she was – and it was made public. And my concern for Geoffrey was
paramount, but I – I also had compassion and concern for the girl because both of
their lives had been damaged by it.
At 9.22 on the Saturday morning you said:

45

Oh sweetheart, is your agent any help, anyone at STC, xx.
?---Yes.
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MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour, the matter is proceeding.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
5

MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour, the respondents have an application.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR BLACKBURN: It involves Yael Stone, an actor - - -

10
MR McCLINTOCK: Your Honour, before my learned friend goes any further – and
he shouldn’t have said that – we received, on - - MR BLACKBURN: Why not?
15
MR McCLINTOCK: - - - Sunday night - - HIS HONOUR: Sorry. I’m not sure - - 20

MR McCLINTOCK: - - - 85 – eighty - - HIS HONOUR: - - - that I understand what’s meant by it anyway. So - - MR BLACKBURN: I’ve been interrupted, your Honour.

25
MR McCLINTOCK: I am going to interrupt.
MR BLACKBURN: Well - - 30

MR McCLINTOCK: 85 pages of material that we’re not in a position to deal with
now raising something entirely different and in circumstances where, because of my
other commitments in relation to this case, we – I have – my clients have retained Mr
Smark to deal with this application. It requires evidence, and my learned friend
should not have said that. I know what he was doing.

35
MR BLACKBURN: Said what?
MR McCLINTOCK: It’s perfectly obvious what he was doing in relation to that.
40

MR BLACKBURN: I’ve hardly said anything.
HIS HONOUR: I actually – I don’t know what he said at the moment. I - - MR BLACKBURN: No.

45
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Geoffrey Rush at the helm of a production. It would have been a very big thing for
everyone in the cast, but also extremely exciting.

5

Was that something that reduced the pressure or increased the pressure or - - -?---I’m
pretty sure the pressure went up.
Now, I just want to jump ahead now to around about the third week of rehearsals and
as we know already, act 5 scene 3 involved you lying dead on the stage - - -?---Yes,
that’s right.

10
- - - and with Lear grieving over your dead body?---Yes.

15

20

25

30

Yes. Now, do you recall to mind during that rehearsal period – and I’m suggesting
to you about the third week of rehearsals – do you recall to mind something that
happened that was different from what had gone before in the course of that
scene?---Yes.
All right. Could you tell the court what happened?---I was lying on my back on the
floor, and I remember Geoffrey had stopped talking. He was delivering a
monologue, grieving over the – the death of Cordelia and he had stopped talking. I
don’t remember whether he was looking for a line or whether Neil was giving him a
note. I had my eyes closed and I remember hearing, like, titters of laughter,
murmuring responses around the – around the rehearsal room. And I – I opened my
eyes and Geoffrey was kneeling over me and he had both of his hands above my
torso, and he was stroking – gesturing, stroking up and down my torso and gesturing
– groping or cupping above my breasts, and he was looking up to the front of the
room and kind of raising his eyebrows and bulging his eyes and smiling and licking
his lips.
All right. And did – do you recall whether Mr Armfield said something at that
point?---Yes.
What did he say?---I heard Neil say “Geoffrey, stop that.”

35

40

And what was the tone? What was Mr Armfield’s tone? By that I mean was it
amused, was it not amused? What was the tone of - - -?---It was reprimanding and
angry. He – he sounded angry.
And when you opened your eyes and saw what Mr Rush was doing, how did that
make you feel?---I felt shocked. I guess I was confused. I mean, to Geoffrey – I
considered Geoffrey a friend. I felt belittled and embarrassed and was, I guess,
ashamed.
After Mr Armfield said what he said, what did Mr Rush do?---He stopped.

45
Right. And what about the sort of tittering and so on, did that – what happened with
that?---It stopped.
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Towards you?---That’s right.
Right. Yes. And level with any particular part of your body?---They were level with
my breasts.
5
HIS HONOUR: How far away from you was he at this time or times?---Probably
two metres from here to there, or maybe a – yes, two metres, about. Yes. It – it
wasn’t close.
10

MR BLACKBURN: How often did that happen, Ms Norvill, what you’ve just
described? And we’re talking about the rehearsal period here, of course?---It
happened a lot, you know. I soon discovered that Geoffrey had a - - MR McCLINTOCK: I object.

15
HIS HONOUR: I think Ms Norvill’s answer was not strictly responsive to your
question. I think that’s the nature of the objection. I think she has answered the
question, which was “how often.” So I think you might just move on to the next
question.
20
MR BLACKBURN: Did you discover something else?---That he – yes. I
discovered that Geoffrey’s behaviour was inappropriate, mostly toward women.
MR McCLINTOCK: I object to that.
25
MR BLACKBURN: It’s offered, your Honour, as what she thought, her reactions,
which are part of the particulars.
MR McCLINTOCK: It’s not part of the particulars.
30
MR BLACKBURN: Yes, it is.
HIS HONOUR: Well, you thought his actions were inappropriate?---That’s right.
35

40

45

Yes.
MR BLACKBURN: All right. Perhaps I should ask this question: the – what you
described – the descriptions, the hand movements, the facial movements, the
occasional growling – how did that make you feel?---Compromised. And pressured.
And, again, I have to say, confused. Because I – I just didn’t really understand why
Geoffrey would make fun of my body, or a comment on my body, if he was my
friend and respected me as a colleague.
I asked you a moment ago how often this happened, and I think your answer was
“quite often.” “Happened a lot.” I’m sorry. Thank you. Thank you, Ms
Chrysanthou. Did it happen on a daily basis or less than a daily basis, or - - -?---Yes.
It – his gestures or comments would have been daily, but they weren’t just to me.
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described in the rehearsal room and whispering in your ear, did you speak to Mr
Rush about those things and – at that time or later?---No, I didn’t.

5

10

15

Yes. And was there a reason for that?---Yes, I mean there were many reasons I
guess.
Well, could you tell the court what the reasons were, please, and take your time?---I
was at the bottom of the rung in terms of the hierarchy and Geoffrey was definitely at
the top. That was in play. I have to be honest and say that his power was
intimidating and his person. I wanted to be a part of his world and we were also
playing father and daughter. I felt that if I was to speak or reprimand the behaviour I
might jeopardise – I would jeopardise that relationship, the tenderness, the closeness,
the love that is needed in those two roles. Everyone else didn’t seem to have a
problem about it, you know, so I was looking at a room that was complicit. My
director didn’t seem to have a problem with it, so I felt quashed, in terms of my
ability to find allies. And, again, Geoffrey was – I wanted him to be my mentor. But
I – I was able to try to make a joke out of it, I’d say, “Dad. Oh Dad, don’t. Dad”,
reminding him that I was playing his daughter and it really wasn’t appropriate to be
belittling me like that and it wasn’t funny.

20

25

You’ve said something about the nature of the role, but, in particular – I might be
wrong about this, but act 5, scene 3, is that a difficult scene for you in Lear?---Well,
it’s an extremely difficult scene for Lear. It’s one of the pivotal scenes where he
delivers a – a huge emotional speech where he grieves over the body of his murdered
daughter, who he has discovered is the only one he should have trusted and, you
know, it’s a moment of awakening and dying at the same time. It’s huge for him and
it requires a depth and an outpouring of extreme emotion and, yes, it’s difficult for
me, I had to play dead. So I – you know, that – that – that is strangely difficult on
stage.

30
What you’ve just described, the difficulties as you’ve perceived it at that scene, did
that have anything to do with the fact that, as you said, you didn’t make a complaint
to Mr Rush then or later about things that you’ve just described? Did that have a
bearing?---Yes.
35

40

45

Well, in what way? How did the – what you perceived as the difficulties of that
scene affect your decision not to say anything to Mr Rush?---I in no way wanted to
jeopardise that scene for Geoffrey. It required him to, as I said, go to an – an
extremely splayed place and I felt that if I created any tension around that scene that
it – it would absolutely impede upon that. I – I didn’t want to jeopardise his
performance or my performance, you know, not necessarily, obviously, as I was
playing a dead body, but, yes, it was a – it’s a very big scene in that play.
And you’ve given evidence about the – what you perceived to be the tension
involved during the rehearsal period, did that have any bearing on your – the fact that
you didn’t say anything to Mr Rush?---Yes, the rehearsal period – period, it became
increasingly difficult. You know, we were trying to get up a three hour show and
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5

10

15

20

there were lots of factors that hadn’t come together necessarily until, you know, the
very end and it was a very technical show. You know, strangely enough it was – it
was in empty space, a – a black space and then a white space, but that meant that the
performers had to carry in the – the – the stakes, the contexts, the story, they had to
keep the momentum going. An audience was watching a blank space and bodies in
them and so it had to be fluid and focused and we didn’t really have a fluid or
focused room. And, yes, people were getting sick, there were clashes of
personalities. It was pressurised in there and there was a whole lot of really young
actors, myself included, that were extremely intimidated by that room. We wanted to
do the best we could, but, of course, we have fear and then there was some really big
hitters and they bring their own tension as well. Yes.
Was the rehearsal period long enough for something like Lear?---I mean, we were
given the luxury of, I think, it was five/six weeks. I think we had a couple – we had
a longer technical production, but no, I mean, it’s never long enough, but especially
not for a three hour play that’s Shakespeare. You know, the – the amount that you
have to pull the Shakespearean words apart then put them back together and find the
rhythm and understand each other and then try to get the audience to understand you,
it’s – it was a big task. And – and Neil and the company were very ambitious and,
again, the expectations on the – the level of excellence, you know, was very high.
Just in relation to the gestures and the remarks that you’ve described, did you recall
other members of the cast saying anything from time to time about those things that
were happening?---Yes, I do.

25
What kinds of things?---I remember Helen Thomson would always hit Geoffrey and
say, “Geoffrey, stop that”, or “Don’t”, or – you know, like, there was a chorus of,
“Geoffrey, stop that”, you know, and yes – yes.
30

Just jumping ahead for a moment, there was a – do you recall an interview with
Melissa Blake of the Sydney Morning Herald?---Yes, I do.
In about some time in November, approximately, 2015?---Yes, I remember. It was
in the loft.

35
Right. The loft at the STC?---Yes. That’s right.
Yes. And who was there apart from yourself?---Helen Buday and Helen Thomson
and myself. It was an article about the sisters and Lear, or daughters and Lear.
40
And do you recall in particular something that Mr Rush said in the course of that
interview? Before I ask you that question, was this after the rehearsal period or
during the rehearsal period?---This was during. We often do interviews during the
rehearsal period.
45
And are you able to recall whether this interview was after, first of all, after or before
– if you’re able to recall – after or before, first of all, the incident when you were
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When you say “pressured”, what do you mean by that?---I mean it wasn’t a – a light
touch, or a – it wasn’t a – an accident. It couldn’t have been an accident, because it
was slow and pressured. I – I don’t know what the – what I - - 5

HIS HONOUR: It was really something that you thought because of the way – the
actual feeling of the action?---That – that’s right.
Yes?---It didn’t feel like an accident.

10

Yes.

15

MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Thank you. And I asked you what you thought and you
said that you thought it was deliberate. Perhaps I should have really asked you how
you felt when that happened?---Well, at the time I was on stage with my eyes closed
playing a dead body, so I probably felt very trapped. Because I couldn’t do or say or
move or – but I probably also felt frightened and, again, I imagine, probably
confused, trying to make sense of what Geoffrey’s intentions were. But I imagined I
– I would have gone on alert, high alert, after that around Geoffrey.

20

And, again, did you say anything to him afterwards about that?---No, I didn’t.

25

30

35

And I had better ask the question in the proper way, I think. What was the reason –
what were the reason or reasons why you didn’t say anything, and do those reasons
relate to what you’ve said before on this topic, or was there something additional, or
- - -?---I mean, we were just about to – to open, so the pressure would have been
extreme. I imagine that I would have been frightened. I had also – I had tried to
speak to people. I tried to understand how I could help myself or get out of the
situation, and I hadn’t really received any support. So the – I – I may have felt
isolated in that experience and that I needed to just – maybe I thought it was part of
my job. I don’t know.
Now, you mentioned, a little while ago, the process during the preview period of – I
think you mentioned, made reference to getting notes. Could you just explain to the
court what notes are and what that means in the theatrical context?---After a
performance, or during a performance, a director will take notes of the run and then
the next day, usually, they’re given orally, sometimes they’re sent overnight via
email, sometimes they arrive in your dressing room, but, basically, it’s just notes, and
– notes on the last night’s performance of where time needs to come in, or just as –
it’s just like changes; suggestions.

40
And is there a meeting, a kind of cast meeting, during the preview period where these
things are discussed?---Yes. There – there usually is. The – before a performance
we would receive notes and during Lear we received oral notes in the Ruth Cracknell
room in the afternoons before that night’s show.
45
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Yes?--- - - - from right to left like a – I don’t know, like, “I’m here”. A comforting
kind of touch.

5

And how long did that part of it last – I mean, doing the best you can?---10 seconds,
I – about 10 seconds.
And then you said that the hand moved down and under the flap of the shirt; is that
right?---Yes, that’s right.

10

And the fingers moved up to your bare skin?---Yes, that’s right.
Yes. Okay. And was that meant to be one continuous motion that the hand went
down and then under the shirt and then up to your skin?---Yes, I imagine it was.

15

When you received the cue what happened?---He – Geoffrey squeezed my hand. He
took his hand out of my shirt and he squeezed my hand, and we went into the
mechanic of the – of the lift. And I remember that because it was in juxtaposition to
what had just happened; this “I’m with you” squeeze, and I – I remember the
squeeze very vividly.

20
And in relation to cue, at what point – in terms of the fingers moving across the
waistline of your jeans at what point did the cue occur?---Toward the end of the
motion.
25

Right?---I - - Yes. So there was no gap between the end of that motion and the cue; is that –
yes?---No. No.

30

Okay. Yes. How did you feel at that moment when he had – or was moving his
fingers on your bare skin above the waistline of your jeans?---I felt threatened.
Anything else?---Panicked. I – yes. I – I think that my panic levels shot up and I felt
unsafe and probably sad.

35
Did you say sad?---Yes.
Did you say sad? Why did you feel sad, Ms Norvill?---Because I think Geoffrey’s
idea of friendship was different to mine.
40
Did you think that he was your friend before that happened?---Yes, I did. Yes. I –
absolutely.
Did that change as a result of what happened in Lear?---Yes. Absolutely.
45
And I take it you didn’t say anything to him, first of all, at the time when this
happened, and - - -?---No. Because we were on stage and I was being a dead body,
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and we were doing the end of the show. So, no, I didn’t speak at the time. And I
imagine I would have been very stifled and frightened, so I didn’t speak.

5

Yes. And you didn’t say anything to him later about the incident either?---No, I
didn’t.
And was there a reason or reasons for that?---Accumulatively there were a
cacophony of reasons why I didn’t feel that I was able to – to front-up to that
circumstance.

10

15

20

First of all – yes. I will ask this question. Did those reasons at that point include the
reasons that you’ve already given for not complaining?---Yes. And also we were
nearly finished. I – we were nearly finished the run. I hadn’t said anything to date.
The show had been very difficult, not only for me but, you know, it – it had been a
difficult run, and so I – I decided to preference the show, and its health and
wellbeing, before my own. I just decided to just buck up and get through. “Pretend
it’s not happening. You’ve only got a couple of more days.” I didn’t want to also –
again, that scene is very important.
You said you said to yourself “Buck up and get through”?---Well, Geoffrey had
come to my Christmas party.
Well, I will come to that. Incidentally, did you invite Mr Rush to your Christmas
party?---Not personally. No, I didn’t.

25
Well, when you say “not personally”, did you invite him at all?---No, I didn’t.
Right. Was there a reason for that?
30

MR McCLINTOCK: Your Honour, I object.
MR BLACKBURN: I do press it, your Honour, only for this: that this was actually
– Mr Rush gave fairly explicit evidence that he was invited, and - - -

35

40

HIS HONOUR: I’m not sure he was giving evidence that he was invited by Ms
Norvill. I think he - - MR BLACKBURN: No, no. He didn’t. That’s true. But I think my question
actually was, was there a reason why she didn’t invite him. I think that’s probably a
relevant question.
HIS HONOUR: I will allow it.
MR BLACKBURN: Thank you.

45
Was there a reason why you didn’t invite Mr Rush?---Yes. Because I didn’t want
him to meet my family, and he wasn’t my friend any more.
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5

And was there a reason why you decided to, in fact, respond and send him the polite,
concise response? What was in your mind?---I guess I was in survival mode. I
wanted to get to the end of the show. We were nearly there. I had two shows to go.
I was very frightened. I didn’t want to risk the performance. I guess I chose to put
Geoffrey’s comfortability above my own. Yes. I – I just thought I –I could keep
going, I have come this far, and I felt trapped by my own silence, I guess.
Now, staying with volume 12, Ms Norvill, could you turn to the document behind tab
112. Have you got tab 112 there?---Yes.

10
And what I want you to look at is – just ignore the text of 12 September 2014, which
I think I’ve already asked you some questions about. What I want you to look at it is
the text of 10 June 2016, which is quite a long one. It begins at the bottom of page
12-23 and goes over three more pages?---Yes.
15
Is that a text message that you received on that date on 10 June 2016?---Yes, it is.

20

Had you, to your recollection, received any electronic communications from Mr
Rush from the time of the email that I just showed you until this text message?---No,
he did not contact me.
Right. And do you see on the second page of this document there’s a bit of a play on
words there. He said:

25

Delicious mysterious daughter of the miller in Die schöne Müllerin –
and then, that’s, of course, you were appearing in an Arthur Miller and that was –
just started appearing in All My Sons - - -?---That’s right.

30

- - - which was written by Arthur Miller?---Yes.
Yes. And about halfway down page 2 – this is page 12-24 on the bottom right-hand
corner – he says:

35

Apologies for missing your opening last night. I sent a scrappy hasty message
through Mrs Nevin.
And then he said:

40

But I was thinking of you, as I do more than is socially appropriate –
and then there’s an emoji there with its tongue hanging out. How did you feel when
you read that, first of all:

45

But I was thinking of you, as I do more than is socially appropriate –
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Now, that statement was prepared for you by your solicitor, Mr Zwier, of Arnold
Bloch Leibler, wasn’t it?---I wrote the statement.

5

It went through several drafts, didn’t it, over the weeks before you signed it, didn’t
it?---Yes, it did.
Yes. And you knew it was going to be relied upon in these proceedings, didn’t
you?---I don’t understand the question.

10

You knew that the respondents – that is, Blackburn’s client – were going to use .....
you knew it was going to be put before the court, didn’t you?---I knew it had to be
true.
Right. And you wanted it to be true, didn’t you?---It is true.

15
You wanted it to be accurate and complete, didn’t you?---Yes.
You read it carefully before you signed it, didn’t you?---I knew it.
20

You read it carefully before you signed it, didn’t you?---Yes.

25

Just look, for example, if you would, at paragraph 31 – sorry, look at paragraph 30 –
look at paragraph 30. What you say there is true, isn’t it? Read that – read
paragraph 30 to yourself and read it carefully. Your Honour, does your Honour want
a copy .....
HIS HONOUR: Might be useful, yes.

30

MR McCLINTOCK: Yes. It’s paragraph 30 I was asking about, your Honour,
which appears on page 8.
That’s true, isn’t it?---That is, to the best of my memory, what happened that night,
yes.

35

I want you to keep that statement there, but I want to go to something else that you
said this morning, Ms Norvill. You said in your evidence this morning that – and
I’m quoting:
Everyone else didn’t seem to have a problem with it.

40
That being Mr Rush’s behaviour:
The room was complicit.
45

Do you recall giving that evidence?---Yes, I do.
Was it true?---Yes – well, I felt like it was at the time.
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You see, what you’re saying about Mrs Nevin in particular is that she recognised you
were the victim of sexual harassment and did nothing about it. That’s what you’re
saying, isn’t it?---No, that’s not what I’m saying.
5

10

Well, what are you saying, Ms Norvill, about Mrs Nevin?---I’m saying that she’s
part of a problem – a cultural problem that maybe – possibly Robyn doesn’t see the
behaviour as damaging, whereas I believe that it is.
You see, on your evidence, Ms Norvill, if it’s true, no one could have missed what
you say was occurring during the course of the rehearsals and the previews. That’s
correct, isn’t it?---That is not correct.
I see. Each of those incidents took place in the presence of other people, didn’t
they?---No, they didn’t.

15
MR BLACKBURN: I object to that.

20

MR McCLINTOCK: I’m sorry. Now, what I want to suggest to you is that you
were not saying there was a cultural problem. You were saying, weren’t you, that
Mrs Nevin had let you down?---Sorry, I don’t understand the question.
That she had let you down by doing nothing about what – about Mr Rush’s
behaviour. That’s what you were saying, wasn’t it?---No, I was saying that I had a
conversation with her. I didn’t have expectations of whether she let me down or not.

25
HIS HONOUR: I think you might be at cross-purposes with Ms Norvill. You’re
still referring to her evidence about the room being - - MR McCLINTOCK: Yes.
30
HIS HONOUR: - - - complicit, rather than the conversation.

35

40

MR McCLINTOCK: Let’s focus on that. Everyone else didn’t seem to have a
problem with it. The room was complicit. What you’re focussing particularly on Ms
Nevin, what you were saying was that she let you down by doing nothing about what
she had seen Mr Rush do. That’s right, isn’t it?---I don’t believe that I was saying
that, no.
Well, what – you actually said on another occasion in your evidence that this
behaviour became normalised in the rehearsal room, didn’t you?---Yes, I did.
That means that it had come to appear normal to everyone there, including Mrs
Nevin. That’s right, isn’t it?---It was a regular part of our day, yes.

45

And had become normalised, you said?---Yes, I did.
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No. You see, I’m not criticising you – please don’t think I am – but you had quite a
lot to drink that night, didn’t you?---It was a closing night party. Everyone was
drinking.
5

Yes. And you had quite a lot to drink, didn’t you?---I drank, yes.
Yes. Now, you see that you say about four lines – five lines before the end:

10

I entered the bathroom but to the best of my recollection, Mr Rush did not
follow me in.
You see that, don’t you?---Yes, I do.

15

And you’ve told us that was true, haven’t you?---To the best of my memory, yes,
that’s what I remember.
All right. It’s not what you told Annelies Crowe on 5 April 2016, is it, Ms
Norvill?---I’m sure it’s exactly what I said to Annelies Crowe.

20

25

30

35

40

I see. You say that you said that Mr Rush had – you said that Mr Rush did not
follow you into the toilets?---To the best of my memory, I don’t think that he did.
No.
Now, in fact, you did not say anything about Mr Rush to Annelies Crowe on the
night in question, did you?---I did.
Look at paragraph 31. I want to suggest to you that what you say there is actually
untrue, that is about mentioning Mr Rush to Ms Crowe?---It is true. I remember
leaning against a wall, as having a cigarette. She asked how I was. I said, “I can’t go
back in. I’m not okay. I’ve had a bad time with Geoffrey. I don’t want to talk about
it.”
Just go, if you would, Ms Norvill, now, to tab 110 of the article you see in front of
you. You see – we will just go to page – well, actually, we will go back a bit earlier.
Go, if you would, to page 1 of the – I’m sorry – to page 1, yes. You see, this is the
email that you sent to Mr Rush after he had given you - - -?---I don’t think – sorry – I
don’t think I have that in front of me.
I’m sorry. I apologise. Tab 108, Ms Norvill. It’s actually the first page, 121?---Sorry, 108?
Tab 108. You see the tabs are on the side?---Yes.

45

You will see your email there, that’s an email that you wrote on 2 June 2014 to Mr
Rush. You will see that?---Yes.
Could you read it to yourself? You’ve read it?---Yes.
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Oi, O-1 blurb from GR –
haven’t you?---Yes.
5

Again – and then over the page, you will see on pages 3 and 4, the actual reference.
See that?---Yes.
But – and you will agree with me that the email is of considerable affection, isn’t it,
from you to Mr Rush?---I was very grateful.

10
Let’s just go, if you would now, to tab 110. You see, you write there:
See you tonight, Gently Thrust.
15

?---Yes.
And he puns on your name, “Ovaltine Oval”, and so on?---That’s right.
And then the next one you say – you refer to him as:

20
Ahem, god of generic lust.
?---Yes.
25

30

As a matter of curiosity, you wouldn’t have found it offensive if he called you
goddess of generic lust, would you?---I don’t think that these messages were sexual,
if that’s what you’re implying.
You don’t think there’s something about – I’m not suggesting anything at this stage,
Ms Norvill, but you don’t think there’s – you say there’s nothing sexual about
“generic lust”?---It was a play on words between two friends.
HIS HONOUR: What about “Gently Thrust”?---A rocket ship.

35

40

MR McCLINTOCK: “Thrust” doesn’t occur to you to have a slight sexual
overtone, Ms Norvill?---I don’t think the messages were inappropriate.
I’m not suggesting they’re inappropriate, Ms Norvill. I’m asking you whether you
think “thrust” had – or a better – had a slight sexual overtone?---“Gently Thrust” was
to do with a rocket ship. “God of generic lust”, sure, that could have been sexually
flirtatious. Somebody could have - - They’re plainly sexually flirtatious, aren’t they, Ms Norvill?---There’s nothing wrong
with that.

45
Just by the way, just go, if you would, to page 11 – 12-11?---Yes.
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You see, I just want to understand this. You may have mentioned it in your evidence
this morning, but I don’t – I can’t recall. “Gentle Riddler.” What was that
about?---Maybe it was a name that Geoffrey had called himself. I’m – it was just
another play on words.
5
I see on page 13 of the bundle there’s a text on 24 May 2014. You sign yourself:
B-Pay, aka Ellen DeJeanerous.
10

?---Yes.
What was that about?---Ellen DeJeanerous, B-Pay, EJ.

15

Thanks. Sorry. I hadn’t picked up on the rhyme of – I hadn’t picked up on the
rhyme with - - -?---That’s all right.
Thank you. And just go over the next page, Ms Norvill, and you will see on 28
August 2014 you ask Mr Rush to your birthday in Sydney?---Yes, that’s right.

20

At Marrickville?---Yes.
Yes. Was that a share house you were living in, or was it your house, or was it your
family house?---It was a share house.

25

Right. And your family was present at that party, weren’t they?---My brother was.
Just go over the next page. “Jersey Cream Filled Puff”?---Yes.
4 September 2014. Can you see how Mr Rush responded:

30
Ditto on all those fronts.
MR BLACKBURN: I object to this. What is the relevance of all this? It’s not
relevant to any issue that your Honour has to decide.
35
HIS HONOUR: I think it’s very relevant, Mr Blackburn.
MR McCLINTOCK: You see, let’s just go to the next – to that one, Ms Norvill.
40

Ditto on all those fronts. Am I cream filled!!? –
exclamation mark, exclamation mark, question mark. You can hardly blame Mr
Rush for responding to your salutation in that way, can you?

45

MR BLACKBURN: There’s no suggestion that there’s any blame for these texts,
your Honour. It’s not Mr Rush’s evidence and it’s not this witness’s evidence.
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MR BLACKBURN: Well, I object to this, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Well, Mr Blackburn - - 5

MR BLACKBURN: What’s the ..... of relevance.
HIS HONOUR: - - - you spent about an hour the other day about panting emotions,
so it’s on the same sort of topic, I suspect.

10

MR BLACKBURN: No. But there’s no suggestion, your Honour, that this witness
would have acted sexually inappropriately to Mr Rush in King Lear.
HIS HONOUR: Well, I think Mr McClintock is able to cross-examine on that topic.

15

20

MR McCLINTOCK: How did you think a man would take that?---Can you define
“man”?
Do you have a difficulty with that? All right. I will define “man”. Someone over
the age of 18 and below the age of 80 and who’s male, as Ms Chrysanthou reminds
me?---I apologise.
I’m sorry? I’m sorry. I didn’t catch your answer, Ms Norvill.
HIS HONOUR: No. She was just - - -

25
THE WITNESS: I just apologised.

30

MR McCLINTOCK: Would you answer my question though? How did you think a
male – that being a male over the age of 18 and under the age of 80 – would take
that?---That was a joke.
I see. A sexual joke, isn’t it, Ms Norvill?---An intellectually flirtatious joke.

35

40

45

Ms Norvill, let’s just now go to that’s behind tab 111 that Mr Blackburn asked you
some questions about. Well, actually, before I do, let’s just go forward to tab 112,
and I just want to understand this, you see there is the text that Mr Rush sent you on
10 June 2016; do you see that?---Yes.
Do you make any criticism of Mr Rush for the terms of that text, including the use of
the emoji and the words used immediately before it; do you make any criticism of
him?---I criticise Geoffrey for sending me the email to think that we were on terms to
speak.
You see, it would be fair to say that he was doing exactly what you were doing,
wouldn’t it? That’s one way – in the earlier SMSs – that’s one way of interpreting
this, isn’t it?---I hadn’t spent several months sexually harassing him.
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You see that?---Yes.

5

10

15

Don’t you? “DeGush” harks back, Ms Norvill, to the reference “Generous DeGush”
on page 1 of the bundle, doesn’t it? Just look at it?---I called him “DeGush” a lot,
yes.
And just look at page 1 of the – page 12-1 where I took you to – it’s tab 108 – I took
you there before. And you’ve told us about that earlier email on 2 June 2014 was at
a time of – I don’t think you quite put it like this, but I will suggest it to you – of
friendship and affection between you and Mr Rush, and gratitude on your part; that’s
right, isn’t it?---Yes.
And you signified part of that gratitude, Ms Norvill, by using the word “DeGush” in
that 2014 email, didn’t you?---I think I was – my – my – I believe the way that I
gushed – I said a lot in this email. It was not just that that was showing how much –
how grateful I was or how warm I felt to him for supplying this reference for me. It
was - - But, you see, the point I’m making - - -?---I understand.

20
- - - Ms Norvill, is this: on 7 January 2016, the third last day of the play, you chose
to use the same playful name for Mr Rush that you used when you were expressing
gratitude towards him, didn’t you?---I used the same words, yes.
25

Yes. You said, “Dearest Daddy DeGush”. You see that, don’t you?---Yes.
Daddy, of course, echoes his signature, Dad, doesn’t it, and it’s again a reference to
his role as your father in Lear?---Yes.

30

35

Now, let’s just look at the word “Dearest”, Ms Norvill. Just look at it there on the
page, capitalised, “Dearest Daddy DeGush”. What were you trying to convey to Mr
Rush when you used the word “Dearest”, Ms Norvill? What did you want him to
think?---I was repeating the wordplay, “Dearest Daddy DeGush”. They’re all
capitals, “Dearest Daddy”, it’s onomatopoeic. I’m not proud of this, but I was
honestly just trying to keep it normal.
I want you - - -?---That’s the way that I would have referred to him previously and I
was doing it again.

40

45

Ms Norvill, the – I want you to ask my – answer my question. My question was
what did you want Mr Rush to think when you used the word “Dearest”? Would you
answer that?---I wanted him to think that everything was normal.
Yes. It’s a term of deep affection, “Dearest”, isn’t it?---It’s also the way you start a
letter, you know, like – but, yes, “Dearest Geoffrey”, “Dearest Daddy”, yes.
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You see, then you added, “XOXO”. Hugs and kisses it means, doesn’t it?---I’ve
ended a lot of emails like that previously.
But you ended – it’s an affectionate ending to any email, isn’t it, Ms Norvill?---Yes.
5

10

15

You see, you could, if you wish, have responded, “Dear Geoffrey, thank you. Eryn
Jean.” Nothing is stopping you doing that, is there?---No, I couldn’t have. Every
time Geoffrey would write to me, I would always immediately reply and I was – I
embellished my letters. I was prompt and I embellished. I wrote in poetry to him to
say, “Dear Geoffrey, thank you. Eryn.” It would have caused complete tension. No,
I couldn’t have done that. I felt like it would have disrupted the performance. I had
two days to go. I was in survival mode. I’m not proud of this, but I can’t apologise
for something – for coping mechanisms.
It’s not the kind of email that someone had been sexually harassed. It’s - - -?---It
absolutely is.
I see. It is, is it?---It absolutely is. Someone who’s coping and trying to normalise a
circumstance to get through, have you experienced – I apologise.

20
It’s neither concise nor polite, is it?---It is concise and it’s very polite.

25

I will put this to you again just to make sure. You see, when you called Mr Rush
“Dearest”, you’re being sincere, weren’t you – I withdraw that. I haven’t put that to
you before. You were being sincere when you put that to him, weren’t you. It’s
what you meant?---No, it wasn’t.
It actually reads as quite a loving email, doesn’t it?---Yes, it does.

30

35

Not the sort of email, may I suggest, that anyone in the position that you say you
were in would ever have sent, Ms Norvill?---Absolutely. Somebody who was in my
position sent it, because I sent it.
You see, Ms Norvill, let’s just go to something else. It’s true in the course of your
contact with Mr Rush from 2014 on – and I suggest we can see it in those texts –
there was an awful lot of joking and playfulness, wasn’t there?---Yes, we were
friendly.

40

But there was an awful lot of joking and playfulness going both ways?---We were
playful, yes.

45

And let’s just go now, if you would, to tab 116. You will see it’s 12-169. If you
would just read that to yourself, Ms Norvill, and I want to take you to some
particular parts of it. And can you stop reading, Ms Norvill, at the – where it says
“Hail to the King” on page 12-174?---Yes.
You read this article at the time, didn’t you?---I may have. I don’t remember.
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Was that true?---No.
That’s really something because this play looks into some deep, dark holes in
humanity.
5
You see you’re referring there to the importance of his ebullience because of the
tragic nature of the play; that’s what you’re referring to there, aren’t you?---I
imagine so.
10

And you concluded by saying:
But Neil and Geoffrey work from moment to moment and we’re all on the same
journey together.

15

20

Was that true?---Neil and Geoffrey would work from moment to moment; I guess
that’s true. We were on the same journey together – I guess that’s not true.
Why did you tell those untruths to the Herald, Ms Norvill?---It was a difficult
position to be – being interviewed and have it being photographed with two other
women that, you know, were actually having probably a good time and I wasn’t.
What was I supposed to say? How would the journalist – that – “oh and by the way,
I don’t know if Geoffrey has the right intentions towards me. I don’t find his jokes
that funny, actually; they make me feel small as a human”. What was I supposed to
do?

25
But doesn’t - - -?---I’m the youngest. I’m the least experienced. I have the least
power. What was I supposed to do?

30

Doesn’t it occur to you that this whole, ghastly mess could have been avoided if you
had said just one word?---Absolutely.
The reason why you didn’t say that one word, Ms Norvill, was because nothing was
wrong with what Mr Rush had done; that’s right, isn’t it?---No, that is not right.

35

Is that a convenient time, your Honour?

40

HIS HONOUR: Yes, I think so. Very well. We will adjourn until 10.15 tomorrow
morning. Now, Ms Norvill, as I’ve said to each witness who has been in crossexamination at the – when the court is adjourned, you should be careful not to talk to
anyone about your evidence. It just – it’s better not to, for various reasons.

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW

[4.15 pm]

45
MATTER ADJOURNED at 4.15 pm UNTIL
WEDNESDAY, 31 OCTOBER 2018
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Is exciting – I don’t know if I said that or not, but – yes, I would believe that would
be something that I would say about Geoffrey, whether I said it was exciting or not.
And it goes on to say:
5
“Geoffrey is just forever playful. He’s so generous. He’s very cheeky, which is
perfect for me. I feel very privileged to have worked with him, and proud to be
‘his favourite daughter’,” she joked.
10

You said that, didn’t you?---I did feel privileged to work with Geoffrey, and I was
proud to be in that show.
And – but what I want you to agree with me is that you said this to the journalist, that
that quote there is accurate. That’s right, isn’t it?---I would have said that, yes.

15
This was, of course, after the rehearsals, and while the play was actually being
performed, wasn’t it? That is, 3 December 2015. The run had started. Indeed, after
the previews, too, wasn’t it?---Yes.
20

25

You see, there’s no suggestion there of any fear or discomfort on your part about
working with Mr Rush, is there, Ms Norvill?---I’m not talking with a friend; I’m
talking with a journalist. And it’s also a part of my job to speak about my colleagues
with respect. I would not disrespect him in that forum. I wouldn’t do that. So yes, I
understand why I would have praised Geoffrey. And, you know, I probably wanted
to believe that, as well. He – he was cheeky. But that cheekiness damaged me.
You see, Ms Norvill – let’s go to something else. I asked you some questions
yesterday about Ms – Your Honour, I’m going to – sorry; I withdraw that. I’m
going to tender that article at some point, your Honour.

30
I asked you some questions yesterday, Ms Norvill, about Ms Nevin. And indeed
you’ve given some evidence about Ms Nevin in response to Mr Blackburn’s
questions. I’m going to have you shown a document. Document R10, your Honour.
Exhibit R10.
35
While that’s being obtained, Ms Norvill, the – it would be accurate to summarise
what you said about Ms Nevin is that you raised the issue of harassment with her,
and she let you down by doing nothing. That would be an accurate summary of your
evidence yesterday, wouldn’t it?---No, it would not.
40

45

Well, what do you say about Ms Nevin and how she behaved towards you in the
course of the run of King Lear?---I said, Ms Nevin has always been kind to me.
Whether she was – whether she enabled Geoffrey’s behaviour is a different matter.
We’re from different generations; maybe we have different ideas about what is
culturally appropriate in a workplace.
Do you recall, Ms Norvill, these questions – page 549 of the transcript:
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To say, of an actress of Ms Nevin’s standing, that she was complicit in an act of
sexual harassment, you say, is deeply understanding – is deeply respectful of you? Is
that your evidence?---To speak the truth is very respectful. Yes, I will speak the
truth to her.
5
I see. In fact, what you said about her being complicit, Ms Norvill, is simply false,
isn’t it?---She enabled that behaviour, as did everyone in that room.

10

15

20

HIS HONOUR: What do you mean by “enabled that behaviour”?---There was a
culture of bullying and harassment in that room, and in my industry. And it is
accepted and normalised. And that word, “complicit”, that – I guess, that’s what I
mean.
Do you mean everyone in the room was bullying and harassing?---No, I don’t mean
that, but - - Well, what specifically do you mean, then?---There are bullies, and sexual predators,
and sexual harassment happens in my workplace, and it happens often; and it
happened in that room, to me; and, I believe, people knew about it, but didn’t know
what to say. They didn’t know what to do; they were frightened. And there was a
level of hierarchy that kept that fear and silence in place.
But – and that included Ms Nevin, did it?---Yes, it did.

25

You don’t suggest she was frightened, do you? She’s a very senior, accomplished
actor?---No, I imagine she wouldn’t have been frightened.
And she wasn’t one of the bullies?---She has never bullied me.

30

Yes, Mr McClintock.
MR McCLINTOCK: It’s ludicrous to suggest, isn’t it, that Ms Nevin, of all people,
would ever have tolerated an act of sexual harassment of a younger actor. It’s just
ridiculous, isn’t it, Ms – Ms Norvill?---No, it isn’t.

35
What about Ms Buday? Someone, herself, with a 30-plus-year career in Australian
film and theatre. It would be ludicrous – well, I withdraw that. A person of – one –
to put it mildly – a powerful personality. You would agree with that, wouldn’t you?
40

MR BLACKBURN: Well, I object to that, your Honour. Ms Norvill can’t speak
about what Ms Buday would or wouldn’t do; that’s speculation.
HIS HONOUR: I think the question is asking her about Ms Buday’s character and I
think she can answer her observations of what Ms Buday was like.

45
MR BLACKBURN: Well, that’s not what was asked, your Honour. What was
asked was it would be ludicrous to think that - - -
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5

MR McCLINTOCK: You see, Ms Norvill, if you – bearing in mind – and I will
have you shown it if you want me to – what’s in paragraph 30 of your statement – if
you had ever said that Mr Rush was actually in the toilet with you, that would have
been quite false, wouldn’t it?---To my memory, Mr Rush didn’t enter the bathroom.
No.
HIS HONOUR: So it would have been false if you had said that on another
occasion?---Yes.

10

15

20

25

MR McCLINTOCK: It would have been false to say that you told him to “fuck off”
in the toilet, wouldn’t it?---I don’t remember what I said that night, but I do
remember yelling, but I - - It would also be quite false to say that, in the toilet, you saw some recognition in his
face that he had realised he had crossed the line. If he wasn’t in the toilet, that
couldn’t have happened, could it?---I didn’t say that.
Well, let’s just have a look. Let’s just – just let’s go to something else. Is it true or
false to say that most, if not all, of the cast and crew would have witnessed Mr
Rush’s supposed acts of harassment in rehearsals and in the theatre; is that true or
false?---I believe the cast would have witnessed some of it. Yes.
Is it true or false to say that you approached each of the other three women in the cast
to get their advice and they brushed it off; is that true?---I spoke to Helen Thomson
and Robyn Nevin. I didn’t speak to Helen Buday.
But your evidence yesterday was silent in – well, you didn’t say anything about
mentioning Mr Rush and Ms Niven, did you?---I spoke to Ms Nevin and our
conversation was about sexual harassment in the workplace.

30
But you didn’t mention Rush, did you?---I don’t believe that I did that first time, but
I believe that she knew what I was talking about.

35

It wouldn’t be true to say, would it, that you approached a few of the younger males
in the cast who said they didn’t know what you should do; that’s not true, is it?---I
spoke to Nick Masters and Mark Winter, but they didn’t know what to do. That’s
true.
Where is Mr Masters now?---I don’t know.

40
Right. When did you last see him or hear from him?---Early 2016. He sent me a text
actually when it all broke out to see if I was okay.

45

You see, it would also be false to say, wouldn’t it, that you approached Mr Armfield
in your dressing room one evening and you told him that you were having difficulties
with Mr Rush and were concerned about his behaviour; you never did that, did
you?---I had a conversation with Neil to say that I was having difficulties. I spoke
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HIS HONOUR: This, unfortunately, some of the technical rules of evidence, Ms
Norvill, that you don’t need to concern yourself with. Just forget about the document
for a moment and just focus on Mr McClintock’s questions.
5

MR McCLINTOCK: I am suggesting to you, Ms Norvill, that you did tell Ms
Crowe, on 5 April 2016, in the Annandale pub that you had said directly to Mr Rush
that his behaviour and comments were making you feel uncomfortable and you
would like him to stop. That’s what you told her, isn’t it?---I wouldn’t have told her
that.

10

15

Just look at the document in front of you, and in particular at the – do you see there’s
a paragraph that – well, the last paragraph on the page in front of you, that is, the first
page of the document, and just look at what appears from the middle of line 3 to
about three-quarters of the way through line 4. Just look at that and read it to
yourself?---Yes.
You wouldn’t now say, would you, that you never said what I put to you to Ms
Crowe, would you?---This is not my email. I – my memory is that I said to
Geoffrey, “Please stop that.” I would have conveyed that to – to Annelies.

20

25

You see – just by the way, the meeting on 5 April 2016, that was the first occasion
that you actually mentioned or asserted that you had been harassed by Mr Rush – to
Ms Crowe, that is; that’s correct, isn’t it?---No. I believe that at the after party, she
asked if I was okay. I said, “I am not okay. Like, I’m not going to go back in there.
I’ve had a bad time with Geoffrey, and – and I’m – I’m not okay.” Words to those
effect, you know. I – I – I have admitted that I was drinking that night.
You didn’t mention Mr Rush to Ms Crowe at all at the party on 9 January, did
you?---Yes, I did.

30
Let’s go on. You see – just look. You told us a short while ago that – do you recall
me asking you about touching you back stage and other members of the cast seeing
it. Just look a couple of lines down. Having read that, what do you say you said to
Ms Crowe?
35
MR BLACKBURN: I object to that, your Honour. She’s being cross-examined on
a document that is not hers. That question is not permissible.

40

HIS HONOUR: Strictly, under 44 you just have to ask do you – is your testimony
the same as you gave earlier? You can put it in slightly different words, of course,
but - - MR McCLINTOCK: Your Honour, I tender this document.

45

MR BLACKBURN: I object.
HIS HONOUR: What’s your objection?
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MR BLACKBURN: It’s hearsay, your Honour. That’s the – the purpose of it is a
hearsay tender, obviously.

5

HIS HONOUR: I think Mr McClintock is going to say it’s a business record. Why
isn’t it a business record?
MR BLACKBURN: Well, it’s an email from Annelies Crowe to Patrick McIntyre
and Rachael Azzopardi. That doesn’t make it a business record, your Honour.

10

HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR BLACKBURN: It’s just an email from - - HIS HONOUR: That’s your submission?

15
MR BLACKBURN: Yes, that’s my submission.
HIS HONOUR: I will admit the document. It’s admitted as exhibit A68.
20
EXHIBIT #A68 EMAIL FROM ANNELIES CROWE TO PATRICK
MCINTYRE AND RACHAEL AZZOPARDI

25

MR BLACKBURN: Well, your Honour, now I make a further submission, your
Honour. It should also be rejected under section 135. It contains a whole range of
allegations about what - - HIS HONOUR: Under 135?

30
MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
35

MR BLACKBURN: Yes. It contains a whole range of statements about what Ms
Norvill is supposed to have said on crucial matters going to her – presumably, it will
be said to be going to her credit. The way to do that, in my submission, is to call Ms
Crowe, not to tender some - - -

40

HIS HONOUR: What’s the unfair prejudicial effect?
MR BLACKBURN: Sorry?
HIS HONOUR: What’s the unfair prejudicial effect?

45
MR BLACKBURN: That the evidence can’t be tested.
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HIS HONOUR: Well, you can call Ms Crowe. I thought she was on your witness
list.
MR BLACKBURN: Well, so can - - 5
HIS HONOUR: In fact, I thought you had served an outline of evidence.

10

MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Look, we’ve made it very clear, your Honour, that we
haven’t made any decision about whether we’re going to call Ms Crowe. Anyway,
that’s my application.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. I admit the document. Exhibit A68.

15

MR McCLINTOCK: Before I go on, I call for production of any subpoena by the
respondents to Ms Annelies Crowe or to Mr Patrick McIntyre issued by the
respondent. Doesn’t have to be produced now, but I call for those.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Mr Blackburn, can you get some instructions - - -

20

MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: - - - and deal with that in due course.

25

MR McCLINTOCK: You see, Ms Norvill, what this document is, don’t you? You
see it’s an email dated 6 April 2016 from Ms Crowe to Mr McIntyre, who you know
is the executive director of the STC. You see that?---Yes.
And to Rachael Azzopardi. What position did she have?---Company manager, I
think.

30
Yes. And also to S. Hill. That’s Serena Hill, isn’t it?---That’s right.
And who’s Serena Hill?---She’s the casting agent for STC.
35

40

45

Yes. And you see it deals with the meeting that you had on 5 April 2016 with Ms
Crowe. You see that, don’t you?---Yes.
And you see that Ms Crowe is setting out there what she is telling Mr McIntyre about
what you said to her. You see that, don’t you?---I see an email of Ms Crowe’s
recollection of a conversation, and I see things that I agree with, and I see things that
I believe I would not have said. “Groping”: no; I said “touching”. That’s her
words, not mine.
Well, let’s look at it, Ms Norvill. But, you see, you agree with me that it’s the day
after you had the meeting with Ms Crowe, isn’t it?---Yes.
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uncomfortable, claustrophobic. I went downstairs to get some space. It did happen.
I was there.
Why isn’t it referred to in your statement?---Because I didn’t include it.
5
I see. Well, let’s move on. You said – and this is page 516 of the transcript, that Mr
Armfield said “Geoffrey, stop that” in a reprimanding and angry tone. You said that,
didn’t you?---Yes. I did.
10

Look at paragraph 17 of your statement, Ms Norvill, and indeed, paragraph 18 and
paragraph 19.
HIS HONOUR: Just take your time and read them all again, I think?---Okay.

15

MR McCLINTOCK: Do you see, Ms Norvill, there’s nothing there about Mr
Armfield saying that, is there?---No. There isn’t, but he did say it.

20

I see. Again, you simply made that up, didn’t you, as you sat in the witness box
yesterday?---No. I remember – I remember Neil saying it and I was surprised at his
tone.

25

HIS HONOUR: Is there reason you didn’t put that or ask that to be put in your
statement?---Perhaps it’s something that came to me later or perhaps I was trying to
have my – have it as my experience, Geoffrey’s – Geoffrey’s behaviour toward me.
I don’t know.
MR McCLINTOCK: It wouldn’t be that you left it out because it would have made
your assertion that the room was complicit ridiculous. Is that the reason why you did
it?---No.

30
I see. Just look at paragraph 26. You see - - MR BLACKBURN: There are two paragraph 26.
35

MR McCLINTOCK: Page 6, paragraph 26.
HIS HONOUR: There’s two on page 6.

40

MR McCLINTOCK: I’m sorry. The second paragraph 26. The renumbering is
- - -?---Yes.
You see, you make an assertion there in that paragraph about something Mr Armfield
did and said, don’t you?---I speak about what I remember Mr Armfield saying, yes.

45

Yes. Nothing equivalent in relation to the rehearsal period when you now say that he
said, “Stop that,” is there?---Sorry, can you clarify the question.
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You see you weren’t at rehearsals for the first or second week, were you? You were
there in the third week but not the fourth. Do you recall that? You certainly weren’t
there every day, were you?---I believe that I was there for most of the time and so
--5
Just one thing, or one different thing. You went to Orlando with Mr – a performance
of Orlando with Mr Rush and his daughter, didn’t you?---And his daughter.
MR BLACKBURN: I beg your pardon?
10
THE WITNESS: Sorry. Can you repeat the question.

15

MR McCLINTOCK: You went to a performance of Orlando with Mr Rush and his
daughter?---I went with Mark and Mr Rush. Yes. I believe Geoffrey’s daughter was
there, but I don’t really remember. I’m sorry.
And had dinner with him beforehand, didn’t you?---Yes. We did.
In fact, you shared an Uber, didn’t you?---Yes. We did.

20
That was on 13 November 2015, wasn’t it, Ms Norvill?---Yes. It was.
Well into the run of the play. I’m sorry. Well into the rehearsals. I
apologise?---Yes. It was a month.
25
You told his Honour yesterday about your Christmas party 2015, that you hadn’t
invited Mr Rush, didn’t you?---No. I personally invited a bunch of people that were
interstate and some of my closer friends in the company, but I hadn’t invited Mr
Rush personally. No.
30

35

You see you actually did invite Mr Rush in front of Georgie Gilbert, didn’t
you?---We met – I remember there were a bunch of leaving after a show. We were
leaving in the halls. We met Geoffrey in the halls and Georgia may have been there.
He mentioned the party, as there was a crowd of people, and also I didn’t want to
make him feel uncomfortable, so yes, I said it. He said, “I heard about your
Christmas party” and I said “Come. If you have to come. Yes, come”.
You see what actually happened was – so can we take it from what you just said that
you actually did invite Mr Rush?---He asked if he could come. Yes.

40
And you said yes?---Yes. I was polite. Yes.

45

And also, in fact, what actually occurred was that Mr Rush had some friends, I think
the Adaires, visiting from overseas, and you invited them to the Christmas party in
front of Mr Rush, didn’t you?---I don’t remember that. But yes, they came. They
were lovely.
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MR McCLINTOCK: I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to cut you off. Had you
finished?---I’m just saying that a rehearsal is fluid, so yes, the full cast may have
been present or they may not have been present. Some of us may have been there.
I’m just saying that. But go on, sorry.
5

10

15

Just to go page 79 and 80, 81, 82 and you will see that they all suggest that
- - -?---Yes. Neil liked to have a bunch of us in the room or we were called. We
were all called. It didn’t necessarily mean that we were all there, but often there
were a lot of people in the room. Sometimes I was working up in the loft.
Sometimes people were doing fight calls. Sometimes people – Geoffrey was off
working with a voice coach. This is just to say that we were present in the building,
not necessary in the room.
But you see, just go, if you would, to tab 129 of that volume and you will the cast list
appears there?---Yes.
And I particular want to suggest to you that the rehearsals which I’ve been taking
you to the schedules about that in October, that Ms Buday was present and Ms Nevin
was present. That’s correct, isn’t it?---Yes, possibly.

20
And Mr Armfield, of course?---Yes.
And of course, Ms Gilbert was present, wasn’t she, too?---Georgia. Yes. She would
have been there.
25
Mr Winter was there, wasn’t he?---He was watching. Yes. He was in the scenes, so
yes, he was definitely there.
Mr Jacek Koman was there, wasn’t he?---Yes. They were possibly there.
30
I want to go to something entirely different. I want to take you – now, you recall that
I was asking you earlier about the meeting you had with Ms Crowe on 5 April 2016.
You recall that, don’t you?---Yes. I do.
35

You also had a meeting a little later in April with Ms Azzopardi and Ms Hill, didn’t
you?---Yes. And – yes, yes. I did. I believe Patrick was there was well, I think.
And you said Lisa Mann was there as well, I think?---Yes. My agent, Lisa.

40

Where’s she at the moment?---Lisa is in America.
I see. In fact, you mention that meeting in paragraph 36 of your statement, don’t
you?---Yes.

45

You see at that meeting you told – well, what you said was you didn’t want to make
a formal complaint and the meeting was off the record. That’s what you said, isn’t
it?---Yes. I didn’t want to make a formal complaint.
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You see, Ms Norvill, Mr Rush never behaved inappropriately to you at any time
during the production of King Lear. That’s what I want to suggest. Do you agree
with me or not?---Unfortunately, Mr McClintock, I do not agree with you. He did.
5

And when you told his Honour that he did so, and indeed in that answer, you’re
lying, aren’t you? What do you say about that?---Your Honour, I am not lying.
That’s all I wish to ask Ms Norvill.

10

HIS HONOUR: Just bear with me for one moment - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes.

15

HIS HONOUR: - - - Mr Blackburn. Ms Norvill, I just want to ask you, so I’ve got
it straight in my mind, some questions about the scene that we just – or part of the
scene that we’ve just seen when Mr Rush, as King Lear, carries you on and there’s a
period of time when you’re on stage and you’ve given your evidence about the one
occasion when you say Mr Rush touched your breast during part of the
scene?---That’s right.

20

25

30

Do you follow? Now, just so my questions are in context. I just want to remind you
of what your evidence-in-chief was. Firstly, I think you describe the fact that up
until the occurrence of this particular event – this is at page 525 of the transcript, Mr
Rush, as King Lear, he touched the top of your head and your shoulder, but it was
mainly down – I will read it verbatim:
Sometimes he touched the top of my head and my shoulder, but it was mainly
my face, and then he would use his right had to go down and touch, stroke
down my arm, sometimes grab, and then he would hold my hand and sometimes
he would lift me up and like hug me, I guess. Cradle me. That was what the
touch was.
So this is 54, this incident that you gave evidence about. Do you follow?---Mmm.

35

You recall giving that evidence yesterday?---Yes.
And then Mr Blackburn asked you questions about the lifting up. And the question
was:

40

All right. And when you say sometimes he would lift you up, was that
something that started happening at a particular point?
And your answer was:

45

Yes. It started – happened in front of audiences. I don’t believe – it may have
happened once or twice in rehearsal, but I mainly remember the touch being on
the face and on the right-hand side of my arm and on my hand.
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There’s some further questions which I won’t ask you about, but then Mr Blackburn
said again – this is before the time that it changed on your evidence:

5

The hand motion that you’ve described were – I think it was the left-hand on
the face and the right-hand stroking down the arm and then holding your hand.
Your answer was:
That’s right.

10
Now, then the question was:
Did that change in some way one night during the preview period?---Yes. It
did.
15
And then this is the particular answer I wanted to draw your attention to before I
asked you some more questions. This is Mr Blackburn’s question:
All right. Now, could you tell the court what happened?
20
And your answer was:

25

I remember Geoffrey placed his – I had my eyes closed. Geoffrey placed his
hand on my face and then his other hand touched under my armpit or just near
my armpit and stroked down my – across my right side of my right breast and
onto my hip.
And question from Mr Blackburn:

30

You’ve made some hand motions there how far up. You describe this very well.
You said the right side of your right breast?---That’s right.
Sorry. Your answer was:

35

That’s right.
Question:
Yes. Exactly where was his hand in relation to your right breast?

40
Your answer:
He had maybe three or four fingers and it was halfway up my breast.
45

Question:
All right.
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And you responded:
Didn’t touch my nipple, I don’t think, but I remember.
5

10

And I think there’s some further questions. Now, on the occasion that you – the
evidence you’ve just described; Mr Rush touching your breast. Do you recall
whether that was one of the occasions where, at least at some stage during the scene,
Mr Rush cradled you, as you’ve described?---No.
I think that the scene that we’ve just seen on the video was an occasion where Mr
Rush, in fact – when I say Mr Rush, I mean King Lear, of course?---Okay.
In fact, did cradle you as you’ve described. Did you see that?---Yes. I did.

15

20

But you can’t now remember whether on the occasion that he touched your breast, as
you described it, was one of those occasions where he did cradle you?---I don’t
remember. I’m sorry.
All right. Now, as I was watching that video, I just made a couple of brief notes and
you will have seen, of course, Mr King Lear carrying you on stage along the words –
and I won’t even attempt to say this directly, “Howl, howl, howl. You are men of
stones” etcetera. And he puts you down on the stage in the course of saying “That’s
heaven’s vault should crack. She’s gone forever”, I think, roughly. Does that accord
with your recollection? I know it’s very difficult?---I think so. Yes.

25

30

35

40

45

And on the video that we’ve just seen about a minute later roughly was when he
cradled you. That’s King Lear cradled Cordelia when he was staying – shortly after
Edgar said “Tis Noble Kent, you’re friend” and Lear says, “A plague upon you.
Murderers, traitors all, etcetera. So there’s about a minute there. He cradles you for
a short period of time and then after a relatively short period of time Lear starts
talking to Kent and is not directly over your body. Does that again accord with your
recollection roughly?---Yes.
And that at some stage, and again, my rough note says that about three minutes after
Lar had put you down, he stands up roughly when he says, “I will see that straight”
and walks around at various states, so - - -?---That’s right.
So that will put this in sequence. Now, again, and I know this tremendously difficult
for you and – but I’m just trying to get you put your mind back as best you can.
When you say that Mr – the occasion that Mr Rush touched your right breast, were
you lying flat on your back or were you on your side?---I mean, it depends – I don’t
– I would usually have my back on the ground but sometimes my legs would kick
my hips to the side, but I don’t specifically remember.
There is a reason why I asked you that, and if I could – I think you’ve got volume 12
there. If you could to go take 134 please and there’s some photographs and that’s
part of the reason I ask. Now, I know you haven’t been asked about those
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photographs and it well be as a result of my questions, but just before I ask you
- - -?---Sorry? What tab was it again?

5

134. So it’s towards the back of that volume. Mr McClintock, Mr Blackburn as to
when these photos were – it’s not – there’s no suggestion that, of course, it was
during the - - -?---I’m sorry. Sorry. I’ve made a disaster.
We don’t know – there’s no evidence as to whether it’s preview performance,
rehearsal or what, is there?

10
MR BLACKBURN: Very unlikely to have been performance. There’s just no
evidence.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. There’s no evidence. No. That’s all I - - 15
THE WITNESS: Sorry.
MR McCLINTOCK: We’ve got copies here, your Honour.
20

25

30

HIS HONOUR: Those folders where the things come apart are designed to torment
us all?---Okay. Sorry.
Now, these are some photographs that are in evidence and I think the parties just
agreed that there’s no evidence as to exactly when they were taken, but can ask you
this. That’s – what the actors are wearing in those photos is the costumes that were
in the performance; is that right?---Yes.
So this would either have been perhaps a dress rehearsal or a - - -?---This would
probably have been a tech rehearsal, which is usually – I don’t remember specifically
when they were taken, but usually they’re taken in tech rehearsals with dress runs.
I see?---So it’s before we’ve headed into previews before performance.

35

40

45

Yes. Very well. But I think I asked you a question yesterday about what you were
wearing and that what you’re wearing as Cordelia was what you wore during the
performance; is that right?---Yes. That’s right. The black jeans and the blue linen
shirt.
Yes. Now, the reason I asked you the question before as to whether you were lying
flat on your back on your side is you will see the first of those photos where Jacek
Koman as Kent is there, you’re sort of on your side; do you see that?---Yes. That’s
for – I believe that was when first his – Lear and Kent are lying me down.
Yes. Now, again, I know this is tremendously difficult, but from the time that you
were laid down on the stage – just putting your mind back to this occasion that
you’ve described where your breast was touched, from the time that you were put
down on stage to the time that that touching occurred, roughly how long do you think
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was there? Was it towards the beginning, shortly after you were put down, or a
minute, or two minutes, or what’s your best recollection, if you have any?---I recall it
being shortly after.
5

Yes. And I think if you – it’s a bit unfortunate, but on the back of that, that was – I
was just asking you about 12698, the next one, 12699, presumably is some short time
afterwards and you’re more towards – your back – your shoulders are flatter even
though your hips are slightly on the side?---Yes. That’s right.

10

Now, does that assist you in recalling whether – perhaps I will put it this way –
whether your shoulders were flat at the time that you say Mr Rush touched your
breast, or were you more on your side as depicted in the first of those photos; are
you able to say?---I would have been on my back.

15

Right. So more like the photo perhaps at 12699, or even the next one, 12700?---I
reckon 12701, 12700. Yes.

20

Yes. And you will excuse me for not using the correct theatrical terms, but how far
were you front of the stage when you were lying down, doing the best you can?---I
believe we were a few metres from the front of the stage. I feel the middle – we
were just in front of the middle line of the stage, so I imagine that would be a few
metres.

25

Right?---And then the audience would have been a metre from the lip of the stage, to
the best of my memory.

30

And – sorry – I may have misheard you before – did you say, in terms of the time –
in terms of the depiction in these photographs, your position in photograph 12700 is
more or less the position you were in when you say Mr Rush touched your
breast?---Yes.
Yes. And where was – you will see in photograph 12699, Jacek Koman, as the Earl
of Kent, is perhaps a metre from your head looking down towards you?---Yes.

35

The other actors – I think we have Mr Winter off on stage right - - -?---Yes.
- - - to the left of the photo as Edgar, Mr Wyatt as Edmund behind him and then Ms
Thomson is just directly behind Mr Rush?---That’s right.

40

45

Now, I don’t want you – I mean, listen to my question and please don’t for one
second agree with me simply because I’m a judge or the judge - - -?---Okay.
- - - but if you’re in the position at 12700 and Mr Rush – you will see in that 12700
his hand is just on your hip, but if he stroked down the side over your breast and
perhaps ended up with his hand near your hip there, that most likely would – I know
your eyes were closed, but most likely would have been able to be seen by the
members of the audience; would you agree?---No. I don’t.
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5

10

Okay. And what about the members of the cast who were standing behind you?---I
know that the chorus of the dead or the people that are standing behind me who are
dead, they were to look straight ahead. In terms of Mark and Jacek, yes, they
perhaps – if they were looking directly at the action, they’re not looking away, they
would have been able to see. Yes.
Yes. And – sorry – I think you’ve already said this – you can’t remember whether
this touching of the breast occurred on one of the performances where you were
cradled or not. As you sit there now, you just have no recollection?---I – do you
mean if both of those actions happened on that night or if the action happened during
the cradle?
No, no. I mean - - -?---Sorry.

15

I don’t – and you can correct if I’m wrong – I don’t understand your evidence to be
- - -?---No. It isn’t.
- - - that the touching occurred during - - -?---I was just clarifying.

20

Yes. No. It was whether it – I think there’s an indication in the evidence so far that
it wasn’t always the case that you were cradled. I’m just trying to explore whether
the occasion that you say Lear touched your breast was one of those occasions where
you were cradled at some stage during the time you - - -?---Okay. I’m sorry, but I
don’t remember.

25
That’s not a problem at all?---Sorry.

30

35

I should have perhaps asked you this before. Just have a look at all of those
photographs and – I should have asked whether they are a general depiction of that
part of the act 5, scene 3. There’s nothing that strikes you as unusual about these
particular photographs, is that right, or if there is, please let us know?---I don’t think
so. No.
I should have said that in the scene that was just played on the DVD or the video
after King Lear gets up, after about three minutes he stands, walks around, and it’s
not until very briefly before he dies – if I can put it that way – that he then returns to
your side, as it were, as Cordelia. Are you able to say whether, as you recall now,
the touching occurred in the first time that he was over your body or at that very brief
stage at the end?---I remember it in the first part.

40
Yes?---When he – after he laid me down.
Yes. Yes, Mr McClintock, anything arising from that?
45

MR McCLINTOCK: Yes, there are a couple of things, your Honour. First, Ms
Norvill, the decision to perform the scene in the way you saw it on the DVD, that is,
including the lift by Mr Rush of your upper torso and the cradling of your upper
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have been in performance. This might have been in dress rehearsal. You can’t see
this – the right side of my right breast in this photo. If I was an audience member, I
might not have been able to see that touch. So, no, I disagree with you, Mr
McClintock.
5
But we can see Mr Rush’s right hand, can’t we?---Yes.
In the photograph, and Mr Blackburn suggested the camera can?---Yes, but that’s
because he’s lifting his hand above my body.
10
And we can see it in the video we saw too, can’t we?---I don’t know. We would
have to go back and watch it again.
That’s all I wish to ask, your Honour.
15

20

HIS HONOUR: I’m sorry. If you look at 12700 again – have you got that one? Mr
Rush is sitting in such a way that he’s leaning on his left hand there; do you see that?
It’s hard to see how he could have sat in that position and touched your face with his
left hand at that time; would you agree with that?---I said that he touched my face
first - - -

25

First?--- - - - and then went down my arm. That’s – that’s my memory of it. So he
may have done the action of the face first. You saw it in the video here, but that time
my head moved in a strange direction and he used his other arm, but it didn’t usually
happen like that.
Yes?---To my memory, anyway.
Yes. Thank you. Nothing arising from that, Mr McClintock?

30
MR McCLINTOCK: No, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: I’m sorry, Mr Blackburn. Yes.
35

MR BLACKBURN: No, that’s all right, your Honour. Your Honour, could I have a
short time?
HIS HONOUR: Of course.

40

MR BLACKBURN: Thank you.
HIS HONOUR: How long will you need?
MR BLACKBURN: 10 minutes.

45
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
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MR BLACKBURN: Was it just drinks or did you have something to eat as
well?---It was over dinner. We were meeting for a dinner date. I think we may have
had something to eat. Yes.
5

How long were you there with Ms Crowe; do you remember?---I remember we were
one of the last to leave, so I would say about three hours, maybe more.
About three hours, maybe more?---Mmm.

10

And you talked – obviously had a lot of conversation in that time?---Yes. We did.
Did you have a bit to drink, you and Ms Crowe?---Yes. We did.
Did you drink a little, or a lot, or what?---We drank a lot.

15
Was Ms Crowe taking notes?---No. She wasn’t.
In the first week of rehearsals, was the whole cast present in the first week of
rehearsals?---Yes. They – usually they do. We do a table read.
20
MR McCLINTOCK: I don’t think this arises, your Honour.
MR BLACKBURN: My learned friend said – put to Ms Norvill that she wasn’t
there for the first two weeks of rehearsals.
25
HIS HONOUR: What’s the thing that needs clarification?
MR BLACKBURN: Well - - 30

HIS HONOUR: What arises for re-examination?
MR McCLINTOCK: I withdraw the objection, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Very well.

35
MR BLACKBURN: And, Ms Norvill, were you there – regardless of whether
you’re on the casting call page, were you there in the second week of
rehearsals?---Yes. I was. There were a lot of very impressive actors in that
company, and so I was there to watch.
40
Were you watching during that time, during that second week?---Yes. I would have
been. Definitely.

45

Do you remember Mr McClintock asked you some questions? He suggested to you
that the chair – or the lift position was offstage; do you remember that – those
questions?---Yes. I do.
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HIS HONOUR: That’s very modest of you, Mr Winter.
MR BLACKBURN: ..... just have a look at this document, please. Sorry. Just have
a look at that document, if you will, Mr Winter?---Mmm.
5
Yes. Is that your CV?---Yes.
I tender that document.
10

HIS HONOUR: Exhibit R13.

EXHIBIT #R13 CV OF MARK LEONARD WINTER
15
MR BLACKBURN: I should have mentioned also you’re a graduate of the
Victorian College of the Arts acting program?---Yes. That’s correct.
You graduated in 2005?---Yes.
20
Thank you. And we know that you played the role of Edgar in the STC production
of King Lear back in – at the end of 2015, early 2016?---Yes.

25

I just want to ask you some questions about that show, Mr Winter, but, first of all, I
want to ask you about something. Do you – I want to take you back to the rehearsal
period - - -?---Okay.
MR McCLINTOCK: I object.

30

MR BLACKBURN: - - - of Lear. What basis?
HIS HONOUR: What’s the objection?

35

MR McCLINTOCK: Your Honour, there was an order made on 9 August that the –
that the respondents could not go outside the served outlines of evidence without
leave.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

40

MR McCLINTOCK: This is outside the outline of evidence.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR BLACKBURN: We don’t think there was such an order, your Honour.

45
HIS HONOUR: Well, perhaps you might just hand up to me Mr Winter’s outline of
evidence.
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MR BLACKBURN: Certainly, but I might say this, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Just excuse us for a moment, Mr Winter.
5

MR BLACKBURN: If there had been such an order, we would have been jumping
up and down like jack-in-the-boxes during the plaintiff’s evidence – applicant’s
evidence.
HIS HONOUR: Well, let me just - - -

10
MR McCLINTOCK: .....
MR BLACKBURN: I don’t know whether your Honour saw the outlines, but they
were as razor-thin - - 15
HIS HONOUR: I didn’t see the outlines.
MR BLACKBURN: In any event, your Honour .....
20

25

MR McCLINTOCK: Yes, your Honour. I have the order in my hand, and it was the
order made on 9 August 2018. Order – orders 5, 6 and 7 are that the respondents are
to serve ..... well, that deals with Ms Norvill. 6 says:
The respondents are to serve any further outlines of evidence in support of their
defence under section – by 4 pm on 20 August.
I ask your Honour to remember that. That’s paragraph 6. Paragraph 9 says:

30

The parties may not rely upon further evidence other than the evidence referred
to in orders –
relevantly, 6 above –
without the leave of the court.

35
There’s a reason for that order.
HIS HONOUR: Anyway, let me just have a look at the outline of evidence.
40

MR McCLINTOCK: Certainly, your Honour. I have a clean copy, your Honour,
which I can hand up.
HIS HONOUR: Hang on.

45

MR BLACKBURN: I will let Mr Blackburn hand his up.
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HIS HONOUR: Mr Blackburn, there’s not even a hint in this outline – you can
hand that back – hint in this outline about any evidence about what, if anything,
occurred in the rehearsals. It’s not even touched on, not even as a heading.
5

MR BLACKBURN: There – it isn’t, your Honour, but can I go back to the order.
HIS HONOUR: No. You might want to just tell me why there wasn’t anything in
the outline of evidence about it.

10

MR BLACKBURN: Well, wasn’t in the outline. I can’t - - HIS HONOUR: The purpose of – what do you think the purpose of serving outlines
of evidence is?

15

MR BLACKBURN: To give an outline of the evidence, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: So that the other side knows the headline points, the topics that will
be addressed in the evidence, and this isn’t even a topic.

20

MR BLACKBURN: No. It’s not.

25

HIS HONOUR: So that when Mr McClintock leads his evidence-in-chief, he has an
idea of what sorts of allegations are to be made and what the evidence in support of
those allegations is said to be, so he’s able to lead evidence in response to those
matters - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes.

30

HIS HONOUR: - - - and I don’t know what the evidence is. Nor does Mr
McClintock – that you’re about to lead because it’s not even touched on in the
outline. Now, why?
MR BLACKBURN: Well, I can’t tell your Honour that standing here, why it’s not
in the outline. I would have to take instructions on it, your Honour, but - - -

35
HIS HONOUR: Well, you might want to get some instructions.
MR BLACKBURN: Well, can I just go to the order, your Honour.
40

HIS HONOUR: No.
MR McCLINTOCK: No.
HIS HONOUR: I’ve heard – I know what the order is. I’ve just heard it.

45
MR McCLINTOCK: Yes.
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HIS HONOUR: I just – I want to know why this topic is not touched on in the
outline, not even touched on, not even a – not even a suggestion that Mr Winter was
going to give any evidence whatsoever about this topic.
5

MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour, I’m not – he’s – I don’t anticipate that the
evidence will be other than evidence of the kind that - - HIS HONOUR: Well, don’t say anything, please.

10

Mr Winter, would you just wait outside for a moment while we have some legal
discussion?---Of course.

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW

[10.27 am]

15
MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour, may I make a submission about the order.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
20
MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour, order 9 is:
The parties may not rely upon any further evidence other than the evidence
referred to in orders 5, 6 and 7 above.
25
We understood that to mean – and certainly the way the applicant has treated their
outlines, which your Honour hasn’t seen – to mean that we can’t spring stray
witnesses, new witnesses, on the court without leave.
30

35

40

HIS HONOUR: Well, I come back to the – what do you think the point of outlines
of evidence is? Otherwise, I may as well just make an – a direction as to identifying
the names of the witnesses. There’s no point having them if you’re not going to at
least – I’m not suggesting – and I’ve said numerous times during the course of the
case management hearings that I didn’t expect detailed affidavits, and you’ve
complied with that, and you’ve indicated the general nature of the evidence, and I
can see that in the outline, but why should I permit this?
MR BLACKBURN: Well, we didn’t apprehend, your Honour, that the orders
prevented, and there’s certainly – we haven’t objected, your Honour – well, we
didn’t apprehend that we were prevented from doing so, your Honour, and I can tell
your Honour what – the nature of the evidence that I expect to be adduced.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. And what is it?

45

MR BLACKBURN: It relates to the episode during the rehearsal period when - - HIS HONOUR: What, a specific thing, or are we just going to have - - -
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MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: - - - some general things about yummy and scrumptious again?
5

MR BLACKBURN: No. No. A specific thing, when Miss - - HIS HONOUR: What?
MR BLACKBURN: When Ms Norvill was - - -

10
HIS HONOUR: Is this just the general topic of it, which - - MR BLACKBURN: No. No. No. When Miss Norvill was lying on her back.
15

HIS HONOUR: The one specific - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes.

20

HIS HONOUR: - - - occasion. So that has been the subject of specific evidence
already, and cross-examination - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: - - - and you’re not going to go beyond that.

25
MR BLACKBURN: No.
HIS HONOUR: Well, Mr McClintock, it has been dealt with in evidence.
30

MR McCLINTOCK: Your Honour, it has been dealt with in evidence, your
Honour, but it’s – but I’ve made – we’ve made tactical decisions about this based on
these statements. Certainly it has been dealt with in evidence, but I don’t know, as I
sit here, what else I could have done had I known, for example, that Mr Winter was
going to say this. There’s a purpose for these things - - -

35
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR McCLINTOCK: - - - your Honour, and, your Honour, this has come up
repeatedly in this - - 40
HIS HONOUR: I think this is the same point that was made in relation to the late
service of the other witness statement, that is, that you made decisions as to who to
call and why based on what outlines had been served and - - 45

MR McCLINTOCK: For example, your Honour, there – we’ve got in the bundle all
the rehearsal schedules. Now, I could have – I don’t know. I could have gone
through those and checked when this man was there. I could have asked Ms Nevin
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about it. I could’ve asked Ms Buday. They’ve gone. Mr Armfield might have been
thought to have something relevant to say about - - -

5

HIS HONOUR: As – just as a matter of interest, was it suggested to Ms Nevin that
she was complicit or – in bullying behaviour in the - - MR McCLINTOCK: No, it was not, your Honour.

10

HIS HONOUR: Anyway, that’s another issue that we will no doubt hear some
submissions on in due course.
MR McCLINTOCK: I will, your Honour. I might also say that Ms Nevin gave
evidence about the incident apparently that my learned friend wants to leads
evidence about, and she was not cross-examined about it. It was never - - -

15
HIS HONOUR: She was not cross-examined about it.
MR McCLINTOCK: She – as my learned - - 20

25

HIS HONOUR: And she wasn’t cross-examined about.
MR McCLINTOCK: She said it did not happen. And the contrary was never put to
her. Your Honour, your Honour dealt with these matters in Rush v Nationwide
News (No 4). The judgment your Honour gave on 10 October, less than a month
ago, about this. Your Honour, I don’t want to make a big point about it, but the
conduct of the respondents in this case has been very far from satisfactory.
HIS HONOUR: Less than ideal, I think is the expression in the outline of
submissions about the amendment application.

30
MR McCLINTOCK: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: Yes, Mr Blackburn.
35

MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour, the chronology is this. Ms Norvill put on her
statement. Mr Winter put on his statement. Then we got evidence from Ms Buday
and Ms Nevin saying that the incident that I want to get the evidence about didn’t
happen. There’s no prejudice.

40

HIS HONOUR: Well, you could have put on a further outline, and then we could
have had – at least it would have put the applicant on some notice as to what was
expected to come from Mr Winter.
MR BLACKBURN: ..... putting on a further outline.

45
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HIS HONOUR: Well, no, I didn’t. You could have sought leave. I’m not going to
allow it. Mr Winter can return. But just – sorry. Wait for a minute. Mr
McClintock, I’m going to allow the evidence.
5

MR McCLINTOCK: As your Honour pleases.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Mr Winter can return, please. No doubt you will make some
submissions on that in due course.

10

MR McCLINTOCK: I will, your Honour.

<MARK LEONARD WINTER, RECALLED

[10.32 am]

15
<EXAMINATION-IN-CHIEF BY MR BLACKBURN

20

THE WITNESS: Yes. Sorry for that interruption, Mr Winter. That was just
lawyers being lawyers. Yes, Mr Blackburn.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Thank you, your Honour.
Now, I’m just directing your attention to the rehearsal period, Mr Winter?---Yes.

25
Do you remember – well, you obviously remember act 5, scene 3, when Cordelia’s
dead body is lying on the stage?---Yes.

30

Do you remember an incident happening in the rehearsal period involving that
scene?
MR McCLINTOCK: I .....

35

MR BLACKBURN: Do you remember an incident happening in the rehearsal
period? It’s hardly a leading question. It’s directing the witness’ attention to the
topic.
HIS HONOUR: It’s coming pretty close, Mr Blackburn, but I will allow the
question.

40
THE WITNESS: Do I remember an incident - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes?--- - - - in the rehearsal of that scene?
45

Yes?---I’m not sure whether I would – there’s two things I remember about the
rehearsal of that scene. I’m not sure whether I would describe either as incidents, in
my opinion. They were things that occurred. The first being that there was in a
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5

rehearsal day where Geoffrey was doing a bit of a skit over EJ when she was lying
on the floor of the stage. I was talking to somebody at the time. This is probably the
vaguest of my recollections. The skit – it was, like, a Three Stooges-y type bit, if
you will. I can’t describe for you the whole thing, but it was sort of a sequence of
quick jokes, and then there was like a “ngya” at the end, like - - Well - - -?---Making, like, a – a – a jokey gesture at the end.

10

Right. What was the gesture?---Well, that was the gesture, I guess, a – a boobsqueezing gesture.
Where was Mr Rush standing when he did it?---Well, they were in the positions that
they were in for those final moments of the play. Should I talk about the other – did
you want to talk about that more or - - -

15
Have you given all your recollection about the incident that you just
described?---That’s pretty much all I can remember. I know that people laughed. As
I say, I was talking to somebody at the time, so I sort of tuned into it late. But that –
that’s about all I can say about that.
20
All right. Thank you, Mr Winter. Now, I want to go back to the actual period of
performances of the play?---Yes.

25

30

And, first of all, I want you to – can you describe for the court in act 5, scene 3, when
Cordelia’s body is lying on the stage and Mr Rush is beside her, can you tell the
court what you recall about – generally about Mr Rush’s arm and hand motions as
they involve Cordelia in that part of the scene?---Okay. Well, obviously – I think
you’ve all seen the video or – or whatnot. She’s carried in from the – from the
wings. So he’s cradling her. Then he brings her to centre stage, or thereabout. I’m
standing just behind that. He’s helped to lay her down gently. He’s – obvious –
obviously the character is grieving over the death of his daughter. The actions that I
remember are hands on shoulders, hair, face, bottom side, sort of thing, of – of the –
of the waist, and there was also a sort of lift up into a cradling – more cradling
position.

35
Now, on one night during the performances did you see something different?---Yes, I
did.

40

45

All right. Just pausing there. Do you remember, doing the best you can, when it
was? Was it - - -?---I must apologise. My sense of time while working in the theatre
goes a little bit out the window. It – it all becomes one block of just nights that
you’re doing the show. It was definitely in the first – towards the beginning of that
period of time.
And what did you see on this occasion?---On that occasion I saw Geoffrey’s hand
cupping around the bottom of EJs breast, which was something that I hadn’t seen
before on stage and it – I – I definitely - - -
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MR McCLINTOCK: I object.
HIS HONOUR: What to?
5

MR McCLINTOCK: The answer is non – it’s becoming non-responsive, your
Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. I think he has given evidence as to what he saw.

10

15

MR BLACKBURN: Well, he’s trying to describe what he saw, I think, your
Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Is there anything else that you saw that you – in terms of what you
actually saw, as opposed to what you were thinking at the time?---No, that was the
action.
Yes?---His hand on her breast.
Yes.

20

25

MR BLACKBURN: Could you describe with a bit more precision whereabouts on
the breast the hand was?---The nipple was not covered. It was sort of more of a
cupped position. I – it’s a little bit tricky to describe, I guess. But I would say the
sort of side and under. So not like a squeeze, if – if you will. Not like that. It wasn’t
like that.
Well, I think the witness indicated - - -

30

HIS HONOUR: I think he has given a verbal description of it. I think that’s
sufficient.
MR BLACKBURN: Well, but he made a gesture as well, your Honour. It probably
should be recorded for the transcript.

35

HIS HONOUR: Well, he might just do the gesture again, because I must say I
missed it. But what - - -?---Sorry, I’m - - Will you?---I would say the gesture was – so the – the nipple was not covered and it
was sort of around the – the bottom of the breast, side and bottom of the breast.

40
And you had your hand – you had your right hand against - - -?---Left.
It was the left?---That’s – that’s my recollection of it.
45

So Mr Rush’s left hand; is that - - -?---No, my – the picture in my mind - - Yes?--- - - - is that it was his right hand on her left breast; that’s my memory of it.
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understanding is that Teresa is Eryn Jean’s lawyer, which is separate to those guys
who are the newspaper’s lawyers.

5

Yes. Why did you – it occur to you to ask yourself why Ms Norvill’s lawyers were
sending you that material, Mr Winter?---Well, I had been subpoenaed to the case.
But why was it – did it occur to yourself to ask yourself why it was them rather than
the lawyers for the Daily Telegraph?

10

MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour, what’s the relevance of whether it - - HIS HONOUR: I will allow it.

15

MR McCLINTOCK: Did it?---I’m sorry, could you just be – clarify what you’re
asking.
Did you ask yourself why you were getting this material from Ms Norvill’s lawyers
rather than the lawyers for the Daily Telegraph?---No, I didn’t.

20

Right. Who helped you prepare – I withdraw that. You recall making an outline of
evidence, don’t you?---Yes.
Which lawyer helped you prepare that, Mr Winter?---I spoke to Leon and Teresa.

25

That’s Leon Zwier, isn’t it?---I’m – I’m not sure of his surname. I haven’t ever
emailed him; I’ve emailed Teresa.
And – I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to cut you off. You hadn’t – I don’t think you
finished?---It’s fine.

30
Right. You say you spoke to Mr Zwier, did you or mister – the lawyer you called
Leon?---I spoke to Leon and Teresa.

35

I see. And you told them, did you, what was to go in the outline of evidence?---I
didn’t tell them what was to go in it. I told them what my account of the situation
was.
All right. Did you see the document before – or before it was served on my side, or
did you see the document at any time, the outline of evidence?---Yes.

40
Yes. I’m just going to have you shown a copy of the outline of evidence. I’m going
to ask you to look at it and read it to yourself, and I’m going to ask you whether that
was what you were shown, Mr Winter?---I’ve seen this and it hasn’t changed since
what I saw.
45
But it was prepared by Leon and Teresa, wasn’t it?---To be honest, I don’t know the
answer to that.
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I see. You see, you did discuss with Mr Pullen something that you said occurred in
the last – well, that may have occurred towards the end of the season, didn’t
you?---Are you talking about this bathroom incident?
5

10

No, I’m not talking about the bathroom incident. I’m going to come back to that, Mr
Winter?---You’ve lost me. I – I’m not sure what – what you’re getting at, sorry.
Well, let’s just – I will cut to the chase, Mr Winter. You see, you told Mr Pullen that
there was an incident towards the end of the season, but you can’t say for sure – you
couldn’t say for sure whether it was in the last week. Do you recall saying
something like that?---I’m sorry, I don’t understand.
HIS HONOUR: I think – I’m not sure I do either, Mr McClintock. You might have
to rephrase it.

15
MR McCLINTOCK: I will – sorry. I will properly cut to the chase.

20

You never said anything to Mr Pullen in the course of the conversation with him in
March 2018 about anything that happened in the rehearsals or happened early in the
performances of Lear, did you?---I would disagree with that.
I see. You see, what you said to Mr Pullen was that there was as moment when
Cordelia is laid on the ground:

25

There was only once when I thought there was a moment when Mr Rush’s
hands were near the chest of Ms Norvill.
That’s what you said to Mr Pullen, isn’t it, in March 2018?---I don’t recall phrasing it
like that, but that is certainly not my opinion on it.

30
I see. And you then said that this occurred towards the end of the season, didn’t
you?---I do not recall saying that.

35

It was certainly not in the previews, was it?---Like I said before, my concept of time
on this is off, but I would say early.
Yes. We can take it, can’t we, that you had a better recollection of these matters in
March than you do six months later in November – seven months later?---I’ve been
meditating quite heavily on these matters.

40
I see. You also told Mr Pullen that you didn’t think anything of it at the time, didn’t
you?---No, I didn’t. I said to Mr Pullen that this was pre-Me Too and that there was
a strange thing that occurred that we just went “that happened” and then we moved
on. It wasn’t something that – that I – I dwelled on.
45
Now, you said in your evidence this morning that you recall that this was on Ms
Norvill’s left side, didn’t you?---That’s my recollection, yes.
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HIS HONOUR: Can I just ask you this, Mr Winter. Why did you view the
video?---Why did I view it?

5

10

15

Yes?---Because I knew that I was coming to court, and it was said that I should have
a look at it again.
Who said that you should have a look at it again?---Teresa. I would like the court to
know too that I would have been more than happy to talk with Mr Pullen. I had lost
a friend at that time, and I was stepping into a very difficult role in very difficult
circumstances, and I was very emotionally fragile, and I was also a little bit nervous
about talking to Mr Pullen by myself in the context of how much this case had
revved up, and that was the reason why I wanted her on the line as well.
And that – when you referred to, just a minute or two ago – to the context, that’s the
context that you wanted to have - - -?---That was the context.
Yes. I follow?---I was not in a fit state myself to feel like – that I could have a – a –
a – a conversation alone.

20

Yes. Thank you?---That’s why, and – and – excuse me. Sorry. It wasn’t, also,
alone. It was with a barrister who I had never spoken to before. That was the – what
was the – the – the premise of the – of the invitation. It was to talk with him - - I see?--- - - - and another barrister, who I hadn’t - - -

25
I see?--- - - - known before, and that made me nervous, which is why I wanted to
invite Teresa.
Yes.
30
MR McCLINTOCK: Just ..... you see, you actually sent a further email to Mr
Pullen on 7 October, didn’t you, Mr Winter? You said this:

35

Dear Nicholas, I’ve tried to be really clear about how I would like to talk if we
talked. If that’s not suitable to you, then I would just like to leave it at my
statement. I hope that you can respect my position.
See that?---Yes.

40

You hear that? Yes?---Yes.
That’s what you said?---Yes.

45

You see, the evidence about the Three Stooges doesn’t appear in your outline of
evidence, does it, Mr Winter?---Look, I was not even thinking of the outline of
evidence with that. I was just trying to be as clear as I could with him about the
parameters under which I would talk to him.
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And, in fact – in fact, the first time, I wish to suggest to you, that you’ve ever raised
the Three Stooges business is in the last week, Mr Winter. Do you agree with me or
not?---The first time with who?
5

The first time you ever told anyone about it is in the last week?---Well, I’ve only
really been discussing it with people in the last week, aside from this conversation.
Like I said before, I was in a conversation at the time when that happened. I
admitted to the judge that that is the vaguest of my recollections, but I do recall it,
and I stand by that.

10
Who raised it with you, Mr Winter? Who?---Well, when I came up to Sydney on
Sunday night, I met with - - MR BLACKBURN: Well, I object to this, your Honour.
15
HIS HONOUR: Don’t tell us what was discussed. Just – I think the question was
who you - - MR McCLINTOCK: Yes. Who.
20
HIS HONOUR: Who first – you first discussed it with, not the content of the
discussion?---I chatted with the newspaper’s lawyers.
MR McCLINTOCK: Was Ms Ward and Mr Zwier there?---Yes.
25
Mr – was Ms Ward or Leon there?---Teresa was there. I can’t – I think Leon was
there too.

30

I see, and you had a conversation with them on Sunday night, that is, 28 October?---I
don’t even know what day it is at the minute. Is it – was that last Sunday?
That was last Sunday?---Yes. As I was due to appear on the Monday. So I travelled
up on the Sunday night.

35

40

And that’s when you said for the first time to anyone this incident about the Three
Stooges, isn’t it?---No. I said it was raised that there was some clowning, and I said,
“Yeah. There was that thing that happened,” but that’s all I can really say about it.
And, of course, you thought nothing of it at the time, did you?---Well, no. It didn’t
happen to me. It was just something happening.
Just by the way, you – just moving to something slightly different, you had sufficient
respect for Mr Rush after the performance of Lear to ask for that reference, didn’t
you?---Of course.

45
Yes?---I mean, there’s always a tendency in this to paint people as black and white,
but, you know, Rush has some - - -
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Now, if you go – you will see – you will see that, at various points on the – usually,
on the bottom right-hand page, there’s page numbers that read like nine-dash and
then the number. I would like you to go to 9-146?---46.
5

Have you got 9-146?---Yes, it’s a pull-out.
You see – you see Mr Rush as Lear and Ms Norvill as playing Cordelia?---Yes.
And you see the lurid headline, “Stop doing it”?---Yes.

10
And you see the sub-headline. You see it’s “The court hears”?---Yes.
Did you see this front page?---I’ve never seen this before.
15

20

25

Right. If you just go to the second – just go to the next page, which is 9-147. The
middle of – the middle column underneath the publicity photograph of Mr
Rush?---Yes.
Now, can I – could you just read to yourself the last paragraph in the middle column
that begins “Norvill asked” up to the top of the next page – the top of the next
column, finishing with “January 2016”?---Sorry, where do you want me to stop; at
“2016”?
You see – basically at the end of the first line, before the reference to Mr
Blackburn?---Okay.
You’ve read that?---Yes.
Have you read that before?---No, I haven’t.

30
Yes. But you certainly knew, didn’t you, the substance of what is set out there and,
particularly, the reference to the final week. You knew that, didn’t you; that that
was what was being said in the case?---You’ve lost me with this final week stuff. I
don’t know what you’re talking - - 35
Well, don’t worry. Just tell me what you recall. You knew, at this time, that the –
that the newspaper was making an allegation about something that happened in the
final week of the production of King Lear; you knew that, didn’t you?---No, I didn’t.
40

Indeed, Mr Pullen, in the conversation that I’ve been asking you about – asking
about, specifically asked you whether anything happened in the final week of the
play, didn’t he?---The only thing I can say that happened in the final week was this
toilet thing.

45

I’m going to come to that actually. In fact, I will come to it now?---Okay.
You’re referring to the party, aren’t you, on the last night?---Yes.
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Now, you saw Ms Norvill there, didn’t you?---I did.
She was drunk, wasn’t she?---I couldn’t say that. I wouldn’t say that actually.
5

She told you something, didn’t she?---Yes.
She told you that my client had followed her into the women’s toilet, didn’t
she?---She didn’t – I guess it was women’s, she just said followed her into the
bathroom.

10
Did you – have you become aware – have you discussed with her since what her
current position about that is?---No, I haven’t.
How many discussions have you had with her concerning that?---None, really.
15
What do you mean “none, really”. How many have you had?---About that incident?
About that incident?---The toilet incident.
20

Well, we won’t call it that. We will call it Ms Norvill’s assertion about the toilet.
How many discussions have you had with her about that?
MR BLACKBURN: Excuse me, your Honour - - -

25

THE WITNESS: I – I haven’t - - MR BLACKBURN: - - - there’s no evidence to that effect and my friend is being
gratuitously rude to the witness by putting it in that way.

30

HIS HONOUR: In what way, sorry?
MR BLACKBURN: Well, he’s – the asserted incident. There has been no evidence
that the incident has been asserted in these proceedings.

35

HIS HONOUR: Well, let’s come up with a neutral term then.
MR McCLINTOCK: I will withdraw the question.

40

Have you ever, since 9 January 2016, discussed what Ms Norvill said happened at
the party on that date with her?---Not that I can recall, no.
Have you ever discussed it with Teresa Ward?---Aside from saying - - -

45

Would you answer my question. Have you ever discussed it with Teresa
Ward?---I’m trying to - - Yes or no?--- - - - answer your question.
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MR McCLINTOCK: Mr Winter, I’m not going to take what I was asking you about
just then any further. But could I just ask you about this. You’ve acted with Ms
Nevin on several occasions, I think, since the conclusion of Lear, haven’t
you?---Robyn and I acted together in Suddenly, Last Summer and King Lear.
5
Thank you. And you would regard Ms Nevin as a friend, wouldn’t you?---I don’t
have as close a personal relationship – I – I would. I – I like Robyn.

10

Yes. A powerful personality, isn’t she?---Yes. That was a fairly formidable Monday
you had.
Who else other than Ms Nevin are you talking about, Mr Winter?---Well, Judy Davis
and Robyn Nevin.

15

Yes?---I was almost glad to get booted from Monday. That’s a tough act to follow.
It is pretty formidable. Just have some sympathy for the barrister.
HIS HONOUR: And the judge.

20
MR McCLINTOCK: And – that would be misplaced.

25

The – but you put Ms Nevin in the same category as – I withdraw that. And you
would also put Ms Buday in the same category, wouldn’t you? Another formidable
personality?---Different weight class.
Not very gentlemanly, Mr Winter. Now – would your Honour excuse me?

30

35

You would certainly agree with me, wouldn’t you, that neither Ms Nevin nor Ms
Buday, in the course of King Lear, had any difficulty speaking up when they
perceived a problem. You would agree with that, wouldn’t you?---About the work?
No, anything. Anything at all?---I would agree with that to a point. I think Robyn at
some stage just sort of leg go a little bit and was prepared to be quite quiet. But in
general that is their essence, yes.
Nothing further for Mr Winter, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Yes, Mr Blackburn.

40
<RE-EXAMINATION BY MR BLACKBURN

45

[11.23 am]

MR BLACKBURN: Mr Winter, you were asked about a conversation you had with
Mr Pullen - - -?---Yes.
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5

And the premiums, are you able – and if you’re not able to give evidence about this,
please say so – but the premiums for cast insurance are based on a number of factors,
aren’t they?---I can’t answer that question, but I can tell you none of my clients, who
are all older, have any problem. Nobody has said, “I don’t want to buy that actor,
because insurance is too expensive.”
No?---They do not use prosthetics on younger actors to make them older.
Yes, but you don’t the details of the premiums or - - -?---No, no.

10
- - - you don’t know the details of their premiums, do you?---No.
Or what factors go into the calculation of the premiums. You don’t know those, do
you?---Well, I know, you know, that I’ve never had a problem.
15
Yes?---And my actors are older.

20

Well, I just – because you’ve given some evidence about cast insurance, I just want
to be clear about this. You don’t know, because – and it’s not a criticism, but it’s not
your business – you don’t know what factors go into the calculation of the premiums,
do you?---Well, as I said to you, my insurance would be higher than yours, because
I’m older than you are, but as you get older, your insurance premiums are going to
go up. I can tell you, my health insurance, at a company I work, are exactly the same
as a 25 year old kid and, believe me, it costs them more for me.

25
Yes. And is the answer to my question “yes”?---No, I – it’s – I can’t answer your
question the way you want it answered.

30

35

40

45

You don’t know what factors go into the calculation of the premiums for cast
insurance, do you?---I don’t know what calculations go into certain parts of a budget,
but I know, if they fit into the scheme of the budget of the film or they want the actor
enough, they will take care of it. And the only time that it’s ever a concern is if
somebody has a prior history of something.
And you’re talking here about whether they get insurance or not?---I’ve never – you
know, Christopher Plummer – look, he got insurance to replace Kevin Spacey
without a problem. He’s a little older than I am, I believe.
If Mr Rush is vindicated by winning this court case, Hollywood will forgive him
quick-smart, won’t it? It will - - -?---That’s a question one – that one can’t say yes or
no. All I know is his reputation has been one thing, but his psyche has changed, and
it’s about his ability to work that concerns me and probably concerns him.
And you haven’t said anything in your report, have you, about – about the effect of
this on his psyche and his ability to work. You haven’t said anything in your report
about that, have you?
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MR McCLINTOCK: Well, I object to that. The expert report is directed to look
towards something completely different, and I might say it was also – were – if my
friend wants to look at that fairly and completely, he should take him to the outline of
evidence that was served.
5
HIS HONOUR: I think he gave evidence-in-chief on that issue. But, anyway, I
mean, there’s nothing in this report; is that the question, mister - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes, it is.
10
HIS HONOUR: Well, I think the witness can answer that question, Mr McClintock.
As to what follows, I don’t know. Do you want to repeat the question, Mr
Blackburn?
15

MR BLACKBURN: There’s nothing in your report about Mr Rush being unable to
work because of the effect on his psyche, is there?---No. I don’t think I put anything
in the report about his ability to work, one way or the other, in this.
You say, in paragraph 25:

20
If Mr Rush’s case is successful and he’s cleared by the court, I think there
would still be a lag of 12 months or more before he would receive offers for
movies at the same rate as before the publication of the articles.
25

Do you see that?---Yes.
And can we take it that what you’re saying there is that he would receive offers if
he’s cleared by the court, but you think it might be at a lower rate?---Well, I can’t
answer that, because I’m not fielding any offers at the moment.

30
You see, you’ve specifically used the words there:
…be a lag of 12 months or more before he would receive offers for movies at
the same rate as before.
35
Do you see that?
HIS HONOUR: Sorry.
40

THE WITNESS: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: Sorry, just before you go on - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes.

45
HIS HONOUR: - - - I just, because it’s a little bit unclear, when you say “rate”
there, are you meaning “rate” as in money rate or “rate” as in number of roles?
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MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: That’s – you see in paragraph 20 you say:
5

…he would receive offers for movies at the same rate as before.
I just want to make sure we’re all on the same page. Are you saying “rate” there as
in a money amount - - -?---I’m - - -

10

- - - or are you saying “rate” as in the number of roles?---I’m not saying it, your
Honour. It’s – but I’m assuming - - HIS HONOUR: No.

15

MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Yes.
HIS HONOUR:

I want to know what he’s saying before we go off and - - -

THE WITNESS: What is your assumption?
20
HIS HONOUR: No. No. You - - MR BLACKBURN: ..... his Honour’s question.
25

HIS HONOUR: In what sense are you using the word “rate” there?---Well, at the –
in other words, you know – we’re talking about, in this particular ..... talking about
offers on movies. I didn’t – it wasn’t a reference to money. It was reference to - - Right. The number of offers?--- - - - the number of pictures.

30
Yes?---That’s correct.
MR BLACKBURN: Well, that’s – I must say that’s how I took it, Mr Specktor.
35

HIS HONOUR: I just wanted to make sure I understood it correctly.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. No. Absolutely.
THE WITNESS: Didn’t sound like that to me, sir.

40
MR BLACKBURN:
It would still be a lag of 12 months or more before he would receive offers for
movies at the same rate as before.
45
So what you’re assuming there, Mr Specktor, is that he would receive some offers
but not at the same rate. That’s the implication in that sentence, isn’t it?---You can
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5

10

15

call it an implication. Okay? I wasn’t quite looking at these things quite in the same
way. We’re sitting in a courtroom now, and you’re asking certain things about
what’s here. I know what the facts are now. Okay? I really do. I know that he is
damaged as a human being. Okay? Damaged as a human being because of this
garbage that was in the newspaper. Okay? That much I know, and – and that’s what
concerns me. That’s what concerns me about his ability to work. My job is to go get
him jobs. Okay? That’s what my job is, not to answer the telephone when
somebody calls up.
Mr Specktor, the proposition I’m putting to you is this. Would you please attend to
it. You believe that, if he’s cleared, he will at least get some offers, but it might not
be at the same rate as before for 12 months or more. That’s what you’re trying to say
in - - -?---I – I – I believe ..... there’s some lag time to this, but it’s more important –
his ability to work, even if he gets offers – this has damaged him. Ask yourself the
question if this was you that was in that newspaper.
There is absolutely nothing in your report, is there, where you say the effect of these
articles is going to mean that he’s not going to be able to work any more because his
psyche is damaged? That’s something that you have - - -

20
MR McCLINTOCK: I .....
MR BLACKBURN: - - - come up with in the witness box.
25

MR McCLINTOCK: I object .....
THE WITNESS: No.
HIS HONOUR: Well - - -

30
THE WITNESS: It is not something I came up with in the witness box. May I say
something, your Honour.

35

HIS HONOUR: Mr McClintock might have a question in re-examination?---Okay.
All right.
We will just – so just bide your time.
MR BLACKBURN: Could Mr Specktor be shown this document.

40
Now, have you seen that document before?---Well, I have to read it first.
MR McCLINTOCK: I think he’s looking at – Mr Specktor is looking at the second
page.
45
You should really start with the first page?---You’re right. This was - - -
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Yes?---..... the wrong side. Okay. I’ve seen this. Yes. I believe so. Wait just one
second. Yes.

5

MR BLACKBURN: And that – you understand that’s the outline of evidence that
has been prepared by Mr – outline of your evidence on Mr Rush’s reputation
- - -?---Mmm.
- - - that has been prepared by his lawyers?---Mmm.

10

Yes. Yes. There’s nothing in there, is there, about his psyche being damaged and
him not being able to work?
MR McCLINTOCK: I object to that, your Honour. First, your Honour might need
to see it, but I would have thought - - -

15
HIS HONOUR: Well, just let me see it first.
MR BLACKBURN: Well, no. No. No. No. No.
20

HIS HONOUR: What?
MR BLACKBURN: No. No. I don’t mind your Honour seeing it, but Mr - - HIS HONOUR: Yes. That’s what I was ..... just show it to me.

25
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Yes.
MR McCLINTOCK: It’s - - 30

HIS HONOUR: While I’m having a look at it, Mr Specktor, you might want to read
it in its entirety.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes.

35

HIS HONOUR: Take your time.
MR McCLINTOCK: It’s also a perversion of what’s – what the purpose of an
outline of evidence actually is, your Honour.

40

HIS HONOUR: Well, I don’t know.
MR BLACKBURN: My learned friend - - HIS HONOUR: We had a discussion about that earlier this morning. So - - -

45
MR McCLINTOCK: I would ask your Honour to look at the second-last paragraph
---
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MR BLACKBURN: And only a couple of questions, Mr Marks. Mr Marks, has –
to your knowledge, has Dustin Hoffman’s career hit the skids. Has he stopped
working?---I – I haven’t studied him, but as – as far as I know, he is still doing
things. I saw him in temple in the High Holidays.
5
Has Michael Douglas’ career, as far as you’re aware, suddenly come to a crashing
end?---Just like the – the careers of other actors as they age, the opportunities, the
roles, the remuneration differs. Their appetite for taking the roles differs, but I
haven’t seen a – a – from what I know of, a crashing end. No.
10

15

20

And are you aware whether Ben Affleck’s career has crashed to an end because of
allegations of inappropriate behaviour?---I’m not aware of that, and that’s – that’s
why I keep saying I don’t know that Mr Rush’s offers have completely dried up, but
I do know that they would come back, and you’re listing actors who have had
allegations, some less serious, some more, where it hasn’t put them out of work
entirely.
Yes. And Miss Chrysanthou took you to page 536 of the bundle, and there was an
article from the Hollywood Reporter, it looks like, called Golden Globes: How
Sexual Harassment Scandals Shaped the Nominees, and then she took you to page
536, and she asked you, or put to you, that this would have an impact, and you said,
“I agree it would have - - -”?---Well, she actually took me to 534.
Yes?---Just for the headline, and if you – we didn’t want to go into the article.

25
Right, okay. Well, she put to you that it would have an impact on Mr Rush’s career?
Do you remember her asking you that?---Yes. She was talking about if – if someone
saw this headline and you were in that articles would it have an effect. And, you
know, I – it would probably have an effect.
30

35

40

45

That’s what I was going to ask you. I mean, it would probably have an effect? What
sort of effect?---Well, again, until it has been adjudicated, it’s – it’s different if
you’re talking about one person, public, versus multiple people, rape, over a long
period of time, drugging, paedophilia. You know, you’re at different ends of the
spectrum and would it have an effect? We’re talking about millions of people – well,
we’re talking about a number of studios. It might have an effect. I – I don’t – in – in
– you know, if we’re narrowing it down, it would have a small effect.
And after vindication? After a favourable verdict?---I think after favourable verdict,
you know, I stand by my opinion that of course there’s always a ramping up period
when someone has taken themselves off the market or when they’ve been ill –
there’s a ramping up period, yet – for instance, if Mr Specktor right now has told the
public, “I’m not fielding any offers. Don’t give me any offers,” and then there’s a
vindication and he says, “Okay. Now I’m ready to field offers,” they would come
back, and proportionately, and at some point I think they would hit the same level,
taking into consideration that the older Mr Rush got there would be the natural tailoff.
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5

Just what does that expression mean in the Hollywood business? Fielding
offers?---When you represent a client like Mr Rush, you – you get – you – you take
orders. People call you. And, you know, I took him to mean that he was – could be
getting calls, but he’s not fielding them. He’s – he’s saying, “We’re not available.
My client is too distraught. He’s distracted by this trial.” I don’t know what it is, but
fielding is different than, you know, the balls are coming, but I choose not to catch
them. Fielding would be you’re out trying to catch them.
Yes. Thank you, your Honour.

10
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR BLACKBURN: Thank you, Mr Marks.
15

20

HIS HONOUR: Well, Mr Marks, this is a serious proceeding and you have given
some serious opinion evidence. But you’ve also been asked questions ranging from
Wikipedia to USA Today to all manner of things, so you will perhaps forgive me for
asking this question – and I’m not making light of your evidence, but has anybody
ever said to you before that you look and sound remarkably like Jack
Nicholson?---Yes. And if I had my Ray-Ban sunglasses, which are back at my seat,
and I put them on, people would ask me for an autograph.
Very well. Thank you for your evidence and you can step down. You’re free to go.

25
<THE WITNESS WITHDREW

[12.28 pm]

HIS HONOUR: Yes, Mr McClintock.
30
MR McCLINTOCK: Your Honour, we do have some documentary tenders to close
our case.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
35
MR McCLINTOCK: And then, of course, there are the accountants next week.
Although I think they’re going to actually be pretty short, in fact, having now
understood what their - - 40

HIS HONOUR: Well, that’s the one piece of good news I’ve heard all week.
MR McCLINTOCK: Well, I might say this now, your Honour, it seems to me – to
explain why - - -

45

HIS HONOUR: I’m not even going to begin to describe for the record what just
occurred then, but anyway. We will press on.
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MR SMARK: He said - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes, we do object to this affidavit.
5

HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR SMARK: Your Honour, in light of the time, if there’s going to be substantive
argument, perhaps it would be convenient if my learned friend were to just state the
ground of his objection and that might see us through or - - -

10
HIS HONOUR: What are the – what paragraphs are objected to?

15

MR BLACKBURN: Well, your Honour, the whole of the affidavit, because your
Honour will see what it annexes: a note purporting to say – purporting to say what
happened in a court ordered, or a court supervised mediation involving, in addition to
Mr Zwier, Mr Pullen and Ms Chrysanthou, also Ms Lagos, a registrar of this court.
HIS HONOUR: This is the mediation that Ms Norvill referred to in her evidence
the other day in re-examination?

20
MR BLACKBURN: No, no, not the same one; not at all, your Honour. It’s not
what Ms Norvill refer – Ms Norvill referred to a private – it certainly wasn’t this one.
Ms Norvill, your Honour, was referring to something that happened some time ago
--25
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR BLACKBURN: - - - as part of a settlement negotiation, but it wasn’t part of the
court ordered mediation or a court supervised mediation.
30
HIS HONOUR: Well, Ms Lagos was there apparently.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
35

HIS HONOUR: At this one as well.
MR BLACKBURN: At this one.
HIS HONOUR: Very well.

40
MR BLACKBURN: Well, in any event, your Honour, Ms Norvill wasn’t talking
about this mediation. You can go back to the - - HIS HONOUR: Yes, Mr Smark. Your – so what’s the basis of your objection?
45
MR BLACKBURN: Well, your Honour, it is part of the court ordered mediation. It
ought not to become part of the evidence in this case.
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HIS HONOUR: No, no, it’s not the evidence in this case, it’s evidence in relation to
the amendment application.

5

MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Well, it ought not to be. It ought not to be tendered into
evidence on this - - HIS HONOUR: On what basis?
MR BLACKBURN: On this – because it’s part of a mediation.

10
HIS HONOUR: And?
MR BLACKBURN: It’s without prejudice.
15

HIS HONOUR: And?
MR BLACKBURN: Well, it is not admissible for that reason.
HIS HONOUR: Section 131, Mr Blackburn, is what I was hinting at.

20
MR McCLINTOCK: Yes.
MR SMARK: Section 131, subsection (1), your Honour.
25

HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR SMARK: And we rely on some exceptions to that.

30

HIS HONOUR: Yes, that’s what I was getting at. I suspected, Mr Smark, you
might have been relying on some of the exceptions.
MR SMARK: Yes, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Perhaps - - -

35
MR SMARK: I think (i), (j) and (k).
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
40

MR SMARK: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: That’s what I was getting at, Mr Blackburn.

45

MR BLACKBURN: Yes, your Honour. Well, your Honour, the (i), (j) and (k), the
exception:
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Making the communication, or preparing the document, affects a right of a
person –

5

is a very obscure provision and it’s difficult to see what – I mean, any withoutprejudice communication can arguably affect the right of a person. It’s not clear
what rights of what person are being affected by - - HIS HONOUR: Well, let’s focus on (k):

10

15

20

25

One of the persons in dispute, or an employee or agent of such a person, knew
or ought reasonably have known that the communication was made, or the
document was prepared, in furtherance of a deliberate abuse of power.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Well, your Honour, the authorities on that subsection, as
we understand them, are that you would have to establish, by evidence, a case, at
least on the balance of probabilities, to establish that there has been an abuse of
power. You can’t just allege an abuse of power and, thereby, bypass the exception to
the without-prejudice rule.
HIS HONOUR: But that’s what Mr Pullen’s affidavit goes to.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes, but it alleges it. No, no, your Honour, to bypass the
prejudice – I haven’t brought the authorities with me – but to bypass the prejudice,
you have to at least establish by evidence that there is a prima facie or a prima facie
case of an abuse of power on the balance of probabilities. You can’t rely on
subsection (k) on the authorities to say, “We allege an abuse of power, therefore, the
privilege is waived.”
HIS HONOUR: I don’t seem to have the - - -

30
MR BLACKBURN: You have to establish, your Honour, that - - -

35

HIS HONOUR: I don’t seem to have the file note here, but, in any event, I’m going
to adjourn until 2.15. You might want to bring some authorities in relation to that
point, but I think that’s the point that’s being made.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Very well. I will adjourn until 2.15.

40

45

ADJOURNED

[12.48 pm]

RESUMED

[2.16 pm]
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HIS HONOUR: Mr Blackburn, just before we go to the legal argument about what
section 131 and otherwise, I just want to get straight in my mind what the chronology
is without referring it all to the content of the communications.
5

10

15

MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: So, firstly – so the trial commences on Monday the 1st – sorry,
Monday, 22 October. Hear Mr Rush’s evidence on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Ms Menelaus’ evidence on Wednesday, then we have Mr Smith, Mr Armfield, Ms
Kershaw, Ms O’Brien, Mr Phillips, Mr Gaden, Ms Buday, on Thursday, Mr Schepisi,
on Friday – we finish early-ish on Friday. Then on Friday evening there is the – I
will put it in inverted commas – “mediation” apparently on the phone involving the
prospective witness, if I can refer to the witness as such, and I will call that
prospective Witness X, and Mr Zwier and Mr Pullen. Now, that – if it is a
mediation, it is not suggested to be the mediation of this matter; is that right?
MR BLACKBURN: No, it was a mediation of this matter, your Honour. The –
there was a court-ordered mediation - - -

20

25

HIS HONOUR: No, no, I’m talking about this on Friday night.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. But the court-ordered mediation was never terminated,
and, yes, we understand that it was. The court-ordered mediation, your Honour, as I
understand it – the court record, I think, shows that there was assisted dispute
resolution and that it’s ongoing. And my instructions are it was in that context that
what happened on Friday night was part of the assisted dispute resolution.
HIS HONOUR: So it’s Ms Chrysanthou, a registrar of this court, Mr Zwier - - -

30

MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: - - - who’s a witness for – a solicitor for Ms Norvill - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes.

35
HIS HONOUR: - - - the prospective witness X - - MR BLACKBURN: That’s right.
40

HIS HONOUR: - - - and your understanding, it seems, from Monday’s proceedings
was also acted for Mr Winter, but - - MR BLACKBURN: Well, that was my understanding.

45

HIS HONOUR: - - - it seems a little bit unclear.
MR BLACKBURN: That letter, yes.
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HIS HONOUR: Anyway, Mr Zwier seems to have had something to do with all of
them. But anyway - - MR BLACKBURN: I might say, your Honour - - 5
HIS HONOUR: And who else was party to this - - MR BLACKBURN: Well - - 10

HIS HONOUR: - - - mediation discussion on the Friday night? Anyone from your
legal team?
MR BLACKBURN: No. No, your Honour.

15

HIS HONOUR: No one?
MR BLACKBURN: No one. No one.

20

HIS HONOUR: I see. But this was a mediation of this proceeding which didn’t
involve any lawyer from your side?
MR BLACKBURN: There was no one on that conversation, no.

25

HIS HONOUR: Right. Okay. Well, there you go. I’m glad I put “mediation” in
inverted commas.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes, yes, and I - - -

30

HIS HONOUR: No, no, no, I’m going on. Just going on with the chronology. So
that happens at 8.10 pm on Friday evening. According to Ms Saunders, on the same
day Mr Zwier contacts News Limited’s lawyers and says, “Witness X might be
prepared to give evidence in this case.”
MR BLACKBURN: Yes.

35
HIS HONOUR: Right. That’s the day of the - - MR BLACKBURN: That was in - - 40

HIS HONOUR: - - - “mediation” in inverted commas.
MR BLACKBURN: That was in the morning, your Honour, I think.
HIS HONOUR: Well - - -

45
MR BLACKBURN: Morning of Friday the - - -
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HIS HONOUR: - - - the affidavit doesn’t say as much. It just says - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes, it does. It does - - 5

HIS HONOUR: - - - Friday at the moment.
MR BLACKBURN: Sorry, your Honour. Paragraph 13:
Verily believe that in the morning of Friday, 26 October.

10
HIS HONOUR: Okay. Very well. Saturday the 27th at 2.30 pm, Mr Pullen tells the
registrar that Mr Rush doesn’t want to engage any further with Mr Zwier. Is that part
of the mediation or is that to do with something else or what?
15

MR BLACKBURN: It must be, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Okay, great. Very well. Then at 6.28 pm on Sunday, low and
behold, an interlocutory application with an affidavit, draft defence and a statement
of Witness X gets sent to the solicitors for Mr Rush.

20
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. And I can tell your Honour that after the - - HIS HONOUR: No, no, just - - 25

MR BLACKBURN: After the communication on Friday, we worked – all worked
all weekend trying to get that application ready.
HIS HONOUR: Right. Okay.

30

MR BLACKBURN: That is, an application to amend the defence.
HIS HONOUR: And then – I’m not sure that Mr Smark has read this affidavit yes,
but then we have Mr Zwier on Monday at some stage - - -

35

MR BLACKBURN: Yes, I wanted to - - -

40

HIS HONOUR: - - - approaching Mr Pullen and saying the parties should have
some discussions. I don’t know what “the parties” means there. Mr Zwier is not
acting for News Limited or Mr Moran. So Mr Zwier says, “Let’s have a chat.” In
the meantime, the respondent wouldn’t move on the interlocutory application.
MR BLACKBURN: No. Well, your Honour, will your Honour please - - HIS HONOUR: That’s what the affidavit says.

45
MR BLACKBURN: Will your Honour please give me a chance to tell your Honour
what happened? The affidavit does say that and we don’t agree with it.
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HIS HONOUR: Well, do you - - MR BLACKBURN: I was - - 5

HIS HONOUR: - - - say it’s not admissible?
MR BLACKBURN: No, no, it is admissible, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Okay. Very well. Well, we will come back to it in a moment.

10
MR BLACKBURN: Well - - HIS HONOUR: You can - - 15

MR BLACKBURN: - - - your Honour put to me rather – with respect, rather
sharply and in an accusing tone, “That’s what the affidavit said.” I want to tell your
Honour – we don’t agree with that. I was there and I was involved. I can tell your
Honour what happened.

20

HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR BLACKBURN: There was - - -

25

30

35

40

45

HIS HONOUR: Well, if there’s a dispute about this, there will have to be some oral
evidence about it. I don’t know whether – there may not be a dispute. So you tell
me what your version of events is.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Certainly, your Honour. There were some discussions
between the parties on Monday morning and it was agreed and completely by
consent that the application – and, indeed, we were requested by the applicant – I’m
sorry, I will rephrase that. We were told by the applicant or by the applicant’s legal
advisors that if we move on our application on Monday all settlement discussions
would be off. And so we agreed consensually not to move on our – that’s what
happened. That’s what I was told. And we agreed consensually and I agreed with
Mr McClintock that we would not move on our application on Monday and I
specifically said to Mr McClintock – or it might have been Ms Chrysanthou – and
we’re happy to move on Tuesday in order to facilitate discussions, but it’s not to be
put against us that we waited for a day and didn’t move on it until Tuesday, and there
was agreement to that, and that’s what happened, your Honour. It is quite misleading
what appears in this affidavit.
HIS HONOUR: Well, I will hear from Mr Smark, and if there’s a dispute about it,
then there will have to be some evidence about it. In any event, so we heard then Ms
Davis and Ms Nevin on Monday and adjourned early for the day, and that’s when I
was told that the early adjournment was by consent. And then, Tuesday morning, it
appears that discussions came to nothing and you stood up and moved on the
interlocutory application.
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MR BLACKBURN: Yes, yes.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. So that’s the chronology. The only real dispute is about that
discussion that occurred on the morning of - - 5
MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: - - - Monday, and I don’t know if there’s a dispute about it.
10

15

20

25

MR BLACKBURN: I don’t know. I can’t speak for Mr Zwier, your Honour. But
what I was told, in no uncertain terms, was that, if we moved on our application, all
settlement discussions would be off, and there was consensual agreement between
this side of the bar table that we wouldn’t move on our application on Monday. We
would – if settlement discussions broke down, we would move on it on Tuesday and
no point would be taken about the fact that it was done on Tuesday rather than on
Monday. And - - HIS HONOUR: Now, if there’s no particular dispute about the – that chronology of
events, I’m not at the moment – I will hear from Mr Smark about it. I’m not sure
whether the precise content of the discussions that took place as recorded in that file
note are either here nor there. I mean, he may have a different view, and in which
case he can make that submission. But the case that’s put against you in relation to
admissibility is at least in part – and this is a submission that appears to also be in
their submissions in opposition to the amendment, is that this amounted to improper
pressure on a litigant.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Now - - -

30

HIS HONOUR: Now, whether that is an abuse of process or a contempt or anything
else is perhaps open to legal debate.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: But at least that’s the basis upon which it’s put.

35
MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: Now - - 40

MR BLACKBURN: Well, we’re not – I don’t understand that submission to be
made against the respondents in this case.
HIS HONOUR: Well, I don’t know. It’s certainly – it’s put in - - -

45

MR BLACKBURN: No, it’s very unclear.
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MR BLACKBURN: Perhaps I could just indicate, your Honour, that if the
document goes in, there is obviously a very large question about whether it
constitutes any kind of admission by my client, but I just want to relay that.
5

HIS HONOUR: No. I’ve not suggested anything at the moment.
MR BLACKBURN: No.
HIS HONOUR: I’m just saying that your client is not there – your client - - -

10
MR BLACKBURN: No.
HIS HONOUR: There’s no evidence that your client even knew that this was
occurring at the moment.
15
MR BLACKBURN: No. That’s right. And - - -

20

HIS HONOUR: I don’t know. You might want to lead some evidence about that
one way or another, but at the moment there’s nothing to suggest you even knew
about it.
MR BLACKBURN: And, of course, the admission – the – or the admission aspect
includes a hearsay aspect as well, but I haven’t – I’m saving that submission,
obviously.

25
HIS HONOUR: Excellent. Yes.
MR SMARK: So I think your Honour was about to ask me, before we went
somewhere else – about paragraph 12.
30
HIS HONOUR: That conversation on the Monday morning, yes.

35

MR SMARK: Indeed. So I will just finish off what I – in one sentence, what I was
saying about the scope of the proceedings: that what was referred did not and could
not include this discrete matter which was being raised by this solicitor on behalf of a
third party. That’s why, as it turned out, it was nothing to do with the mediation.
I’m not – just to be abundantly clear, I’m not in any way suggesting that Ms Lagos
ought to, as it were, have downed tools or behaved inappropriately by staying on the
call - - -

40
HIS HONOUR: No.

45

MR SMARK: - - - or anything remotely like that. Not for a moment. Now, if I
could go to the matter your Honour raised – paragraph 12, there wouldn’t seem, on
its face, to be any conflict between the matters Mr Blackburn raised from the bar
table and what appears in this affidavit. The sequence, if we go back to the
chronology, would seem to be that the approach which occurred on the morning by
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MR SMARK: Now, sorry. I - - MR BLACKBURN: May I - - 5

10

MR SMARK: Of course ..... course ..... course.
MR BLACKBURN: May I just quickly say something, your Honour. I may not
have made our position clear. Well, I don’t know whether I did or not. We’re
having an argument, and your Honour is talking about receiving the document on the
voir dire. One of the things, of course, your Honour will have to decide is whether
the document is admissible at all as a piece of hearsay. It’s not an admission either
under section 81 or 82. It’s - - HIS HONOUR: I don’t think – well, I will hear from Mr - - -

15
MR BLACKBURN: It’s just hearsay.
HIS HONOUR: ..... hear from Mr Smark, but I don’t think he relies on anything in
that file note as evidence as the truth of any assertion. It’s just what was said.
20
MR BLACKBURN: No. But he relies on it as an admission. Otherwise, it’s
completely irrelevant.
HIS HONOUR: Admission?
25
MR BLACKBURN: Well, we don’t know, your Honour, because the submissions
don’t make it clear, but if it’s intended to be an admission by Nationwide News or
Mr Moran - - 30

MR SMARK: I don’t say that. I simply don’t say that. It’s a threat by a third party.
HIS HONOUR: A third party.
MR SMARK: By a third party.

35
HIS HONOUR: So it’s not against you. It’s a threat by a third party.
MR BLACKBURN: No. But, even so, your Honour, it’s Mr Pullen’s account of
what was said and what happened, and it’s hearsay because it says - - 40
HIS HONOUR: It’s not hearsay unless it’s relied on as truth of – to prove the truth
of a fact asserted in there, and, at the moment - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Well, we understand it is relied on for that.
45
HIS HONOUR: Well, I don’t think it is. So we’re not arguing about anything.
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HIS HONOUR: Safely assume I have no recollection - - MR SMARK: Yes, your Honour.
5

10

15

20

HIS HONOUR: - - - whatsoever of that judgment.
MR SMARK: I will just hand up a copy, if I might. I think I will have to share my
copy with my learned friend ..... we’ve got a copy. The Petrolink matter: at
paragraph 31, your Honour referred to the voir dire procedure following New South
Wales Court of Appeal procedure – authority, and then, at paragraph 34, your
Honour observed that the balance of authority was that power, which is defined in
somewhat obscure terms in the Act – it says “means”, but then it says means are
something conferred under Australian law, etcetera – is that it includes a power to
make an application to a court, and, your Honour, in paragraph 35 of that judgment,
your Honour is there picking up the effect of the facultative provision in the Act, and,
in relation to (j) and (k), your Honour may recall from the form of the Act there are
facultative provisions which mean your Honour doesn’t have to make a
determination that the relevant facts are so. Your Honour is – the word is “may”.
Not quite sure if that’s suggesting a further discretion or something, but it says:
The court may make a finding if there are reasonable grounds.

25

30

And that seems to be facultative, your Honour, perhaps reflecting the fact that there
could be some potentially serious findings involved. There could be third parties,
perhaps, involved whose interests might not be able to be consulted. Your Honour
wouldn’t want to make findings of that kind. Your Honour doesn’t have to because
the provisions are such that your Honour could admit it on a less stringent basis, if I
can put it that way. The application – could I just – it’s the Evidence Act, of course.
It’s not the common law, but there is a - - HIS HONOUR: Can I just ask this question?
MR SMARK: Yes.

35

40

HIS HONOUR: And I think this is what Mr Blackburn is getting at before, it’s a
fairly important one, who do you say was – if there was – and I’m not suggesting, of
course, either way – but your case is that there’s improper pressure on a litigant
which may amount to an abuse or contempt or whatever. Do you say that is the
respondents or a third party that’s responsible for the abuse and/or contempt or
whatever?
MR SMARK: It’s a third party, your Honour.

45

HIS HONOUR: All right. And the third party is?
MR SMARK: The - - -
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HIS HONOUR: Witness X, through her agent.

5

MR SMARK: Yes, X. X, yes. I should say, just adverting back to the respective
136 restriction on the file note, that’s fine, we’re not relying upon the truth of any
fact - - HIS HONOUR: Yes.

10

15

MR SMARK: - - - except, I suppose, a level of abstraction. We proceed on the
basis, with respect to the agent involved, that he was acting on instructions; that he’s
a conduit in that respect. We don’t suggest that he was making it up. So that when
he says, “I act for X, and she will do X”, that he was faithfully - - HIS HONOUR: Probably an inference I draw from the note what was discussed in
any event - - MR SMARK: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: - - - without necessarily having to rely - - -

20
MR SMARK: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: - - - on that as evidence of the truth of that assertion.
25

MR SMARK: Yes, indeed. Indeed. Quite, quite.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR SMARK: That’s how lawyers act.

30
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

35

MR SMARK: So on that basis, yes, it’s X, and one doesn’t – this aspect, if I could
call it the improper pressure aspect, as it happens, although it assumes a fair degree
of relevance to the suppression aspect, is only, in terms of the present application - - HIS HONOUR: The secondary argument.
MR SMARK: Indeed, indeed.

40
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

45

MR SMARK: So I don’t wish to take a great deal of time with it, but I am
answering your Honour’s question. It becomes much more pressing, perhaps, for the
suppression issue; that’s the answer. There’s then a - - -
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MR BLACKBURN: - - - a number of relevant matters. The first of those matters,
your Honour, was the nature and importance of the amendment to the party applying
for it. Your Honour, we would say the amendment is plainly relevant to the facts in
issue in the proceedings.
5
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

10

MR BLACKBURN: The second matter is the extent of the delay and the costs
associated with the amendment. Your Honour, on that point, not particular costs are
associated with the amendment, except for any costs thrown away, in our
submission.
HIS HONOUR: Mr Blackburn, can I just cut to the chase?

15

MR BLACKBURN: Yes, yes.
HIS HONOUR: We are now – you made this application effectively at the close of
the applicant’s case. There were two other witnesses and the experts had been put
off to the end.

20
MR BLACKBURN: Yes.

25

HIS HONOUR: And – look, I will come back to it later, but putting aside all that
had occurred prior to that, including the previous amendment and the vacation of the
trial – we will come back to that. Make the application effectively at the close of the
applicant’s case, and by the time I’ve come to really consider it, I suspect the case
will be all but over but for this. As I understand it, you accept that if the amendment
is allowed the proceedings would have to be adjourned part heard. Do you agree
with that?

30
MR BLACKBURN: We have to accept that, unless my learned friends stand up and
say that’s not going to be necessary, but we can’t - - HIS HONOUR: Well, I can – I think you can assume - - 35
MR BLACKBURN: No.
HIS HONOUR: I think you can assume that that - - 40

45

MR BLACKBURN: We accept that. We accept that.
HIS HONOUR: So, we have to be adjourned part heard. As I read, Witness X –
and perhaps it’s in the affidavit as well – could not be heard before the end of
February 2019. I should add that, even irrespective of Witness Xs position, the
matter could not be heard because of my other commitments until April 2019. That
further hearing would involve essentially an entirely new set of allegations and an
entirely new set of witnesses. Mr Rush would have to be recalled, amongst other
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5

10

things. I think you would accept and acknowledge that from the very first day this
case was in my docket from the very first case management hearing it was made
abundantly clear that Mr Rush, not surprisingly, was very anxious to have this case
heard at the earliest opportunity. I’m not going to say anything more than I have
already said in my – I don’t know how many other judgments, but there’s a couple –
about the respondent’s conduct of these proceedings to date. But I think, with
respect, to reduce this to a question of costs thrown away is bordering on a farcical
submission. This would - - MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour - - HIS HONOUR: - - - cause – this would cause – and if you want to disagree with
this you can after I’ve said it.

15

20

25

MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: It seems to me that I could reasonably and rationally infer from all
of the evidence that this would cause the most egregious prejudice to Mr Rush
personally – and his family – personally, to his health, and to – economically,
commercially, having regard to the evidence I have heard in the trial so far. Now,
what do you say about that?
MR BLACKBURN: Well, several things, your Honour. I – we are not for a minute
reducing this to a question of costs thrown away. I’m merely trying to go through
the matters that on the authorities are said to be - - HIS HONOUR: Perhaps I cut to the chase too soon. But that, to be blunt, is what –
that’s what concerns me more than anything else.

30

MR BLACKBURN: The matters that your Honour has just raised?
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR BLACKBURN: Well, your Honour - - -

35
HIS HONOUR: I know it’s part of a balancing exercise, and I’m just being - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes, it is. No, no.
40

45

HIS HONOUR: I’m just telling you what is causing me the gravest concerns.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Well, I mean, there are two things about that, your
Honour. There is the – to some extent, it depends upon whether your Honour
ultimately decides whether these imputations are true or false, and if your Honour
ultimately decides that the imputations are false, then what your Honour has just put
to me has more weight and has more relevance. If the implications are true, those
matters have far less significance and - - -
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HIS HONOUR: But why – anyway, you go on.

5

10
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MR BLACKBURN: Well, if the imputations are true, the matters have far less
significance. Now, your Honours, the – your Honour, the respondent has not
dragged the chain at all in this application. We’ve moved with the greatest possible
dispatch, and your Honour is faced with a very stark evidentiary choice, as we’ve
submitted, in these proceedings. This evidence is plainly and centrally relevant to
the truth or falsity of - - HIS HONOUR: Not to all of the imputations, though.
MR BLACKBURN: No. But – not to all of the imputations, your Honour, but it
must be said that this is the kind of case where, for example, if your Honour were to
find that this – these imputations were true, it would be a very, very significant
matter of mitigation, quite obviously, to any damages that the applicant might –
indeed, if your Honour thought he was entitled to more than nominal damages, if
your Honour thought that these imputations were true – so there are other
imputations, but there is a very big question, your Honour, whether they would
sound in more than nominal damages if your Honour found that these imputations
were true, and, your Honour, this – there may – there is obvious prejudice to the
applicant. We’ve conceded that – in any application.
There is prejudice to the respondents if this material, which we’ve only just come
into possession of – and we’ve moved with the greatest dispatch in bringing it –
bringing the application to the court’s attention – is excluded, and, your Honour, one
of the things – one of the considerations – and that deals, your Honour, with the
explanation for the delay in the application for leave. One of the considerations,
your Honour, is the potential loss of public confidence in the legal system which can
arise where the court is seen to accede to an application made without adequate
explanation or justification. Well, that’s not the case here, but, your Honour,
although there is an unresolved suppression order – well, really, in a sense, makes
matters worse.
Whether the suppression order is lifted or remains in place, the public will know that
there is an application which goes to the truth or falsity of some of the central
imputations in this matter, and, whether the – that suppression order remains in place
or whether it doesn’t remain in place, the public will know that those matters were
never ventilated, and that’s not good for the administration of justice either, your
Honour, and, as your Honour says, it is a balancing exercise at the end of the day,
but, when your Honour puts to me or puts to us that your Honour has concerns about
the – about the applicant – and those concerns your Honour puts are legitimate to put
to me, but they do rather depend, your Honour, in our submission, on the ultimate
outcome of the litigation, and the matters that your Honour put to me have much
greater force if the applicant is ultimately vindicated, and that’s what these – this
additional material goes to, the very matters which are at the heart of the case, and, as
I say, your Honour, we have moved with all possible dispatch.
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Not only have we moved with all possible dispatch, but we have made attempts,
which your Honour has seen in the affidavit of Miss Saunders, to get – to secure the
matters that are there mentioned within paragraph 6, I think, of Miss Saunders’
affidavit and – so, whatever the – whatever the respondents may have done in the
course of the interlocutory stage of the proceedings, the respondents can’t be
criticised for the speed with which they have moved, the relevance and the
pertinence of the evidence that they – the amendment that they make in the evidence
that they would seek to adduce.
Those are matters, your Honour, in respect of which criticism can’t be levelled at the
respondents, and it is vitally important evidence, your Honour might think, to resolve
a difficult factual dispute between the respondents and the applicants. Your Honour,
strain and stress and – are an incident of much litigation. They are an incident of
most defamation litigation. It’s highly undesirable. I’m not saying it’s a matter that
should be disregarded, but it’s very much – those considerations are very much
premised upon whether the imputations are true or not, in our submission, so that the
real prejudice, your Honour, is merely the delay, and that’s the beginning and the end
of the prejudice.
HIS HONOUR: I don’t accept that, Mr Blackburn. You’ve effectively run the
whole case, and this is made – to say that it’s made at the heel of the hunt is the – is
an understatement. To say that it’s less than desirable is the biggest understatement
I’ve ever heard in a submission for – this is just extraordinary on any view of it. At
the end of the case, we have to conduct a whole new trial in relation to completely
separate matters.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. But, your Honour, through no fault of the respondents
---

30

HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR BLACKBURN: - - - and nothing to date has been wasted.
HIS HONOUR: I beg your pardon?

35
MR BLACKBURN: Nothing in this trial to date has been wasted.
HIS HONOUR: What about Mr Rush’s evidence? He will have to get back in the
witness box. He has – he was in the witness box for almost three days - - 40
MR BLACKBURN: Well, that’s an incident - - -

45

HIS HONOUR: - - - and he will have to get back and be recalled in relation to a
whole series of new matters, and he will have to wait for six months for this – these
new matters to be determined.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
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HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR BLACKBURN: Well, that’s an incident of the amendment, your Honour. At
the end of the day, it’s a balancing exercise and - - 5
HIS HONOUR: Yes. It is.

10

MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour, there is this consideration too. Obviously, we
freely concede, your Honour, the undesirability of it. It is – in a sense, it is not our
fault that the application has been brought late because we have tried – and the
evidence – your Honour understands the circumstances in which the evidence has
become available. The prejudice to my clients could be - - HIS HONOUR: Your clients chose to publish.

15
MR BLACKBURN: Well, they did, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. They did.
20

MR BLACKBURN: They did chose to publish, and it may be that what they
published was true.
HIS HONOUR: Maybe they should have made some more inquiries before they
published.

25
MR BLACKBURN: Well, your Honour, that’s actually not a matter in issue in
these proceedings.
HIS HONOUR: Maybe not.
30

35

MR BLACKBURN: What’s in issue in these proceedings is whether it’s true or not,
and this evidence goes to that issue, and the inquiries or otherwise that my client
made – your Honour says my client should have made more inquiries before they
published, which seems to contain a suggestion, your Honour, that what my clients
published was untrue.
HIS HONOUR: No. No. You’re talking about all the efforts they’ve made after the
fact to chase people down. That’s what I’m responding to. Is that not a relevant
consideration?

40
MR BLACKBURN: No. It is not, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: And why not?
45

MR BLACKBURN: Well, because the media or the press can’t be expected not to
publish something because they’re incapable of chasing down every conceivable
witness that may be required in a court case or every conceivable witness or person
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that may be – that may be able to contribute evidence to – contribute material to
what’s going to be published. In any event, your Honour, this is vital evidence. It
goes to the very heart of the matters that your Honour has to decide, and my clients
have moved with all possible dispatch in bringing this application and bringing the
evidence before the court, bringing the application before the court.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Thank you, Mr Blackburn. Yes, Mr Smark.

10

15

20

25

30

MR SMARK: Your Honour, the position of the applicant in relation to the
application to amend is that this application lies fairly clearly over the line of the sort
of circumstances where the application would be refused, that is, in the way we
would present the context of the application to your Honour, this isn’t an application
– while no doubt your Honour would be anxious to look at the material in relation to
it – which would ultimately occasion, your Honour, anxiety in its resolution. We say
that for a few reasons. In Rush (No. 1), your Honour had occasion – or Rush (No. 2)
– I think it was Rush (No. 1). Your Honour is not alone in perhaps being lost in the
blizzard of the interlocutory proceedings in this matter, if I may say that with respect.
Your Honour said of the respondents that they were quick to publish, but slow to
defend. That slowness now finds its reflection in the fact that they are forced to find
some way to defend the case, to grasp at something which comes up, as it were, on
the fly. And what is said, I suppose, if we pushed it into the authorities, is it’s in
terms of having to tick the box of having an explanation for the delay; that’s the way
it falls in that context.
But what’s relied on there is that those on behalf of the respondent have pestered Ms
X since shortly after the commencement of the proceedings, in different contexts
where an otherwise well-researched piece was published and there were gaps,
nevertheless, gaps on this part or that part, and one would have, one might think,
considerable sympathy for a defendant who said, “We’ve realised that we’re a little
bit short on this, and here’s something, could we bring that in?” So that the
underlying principle of amendments would be engaged; the true issues between the
parties and so on. When these publications were published – let’s leave aside Ms X
for the moment – the respondents haven’t even secured the cooperation of Ms
Norville. The articles - - -

35
HIS HONOUR: Well, it’s not just a matter of not having secured her cooperation,
they hadn’t spoken to her.

40

45

MR SMARK: They didn’t even have reliable hearsay accounts, and against that
background, having published what was a shadow of a story, they now seek to ask
your Honour to give them permission, at the stage we’ve reached, to run what is, in
substance, a new and different case. The only integer that joins the two is that there
is some of the applicant’s imputations which have a general character. The context
includes that the delinquencies of journalism, which were exhibited in the initial
publication, caused this court, ultimately, by consent, to vacate the hearing that was
initially fixed – 3 September, I’m reminded – and that has nothing to do with Ms X
at one level.
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MR SMARK: Indeed, your Honour.

5

10

15

HIS HONOUR: And it’s also, I have to say, extremely difficult to – while the
principles are clearly expounded in cases such as Tamaya, it’s a little bit difficult to
equate the sorts of issues that arise in a purely commercial case, with the sorts of
issues that arise here that, involve not just money but people and lives, and there’s no
winners.
MR SMARK: It’s not only defamation cases that involve or can involve very
significant impacts upon humans, but they are an exemplar, and they vary, and this is
at one extreme. So the impact – let me – if I could just say this, your Honour: the
history of case management in this matter – and what I’m about to say isn’t about to
be another criticism of the respondents or anyone else.
HIS HONOUR: You’re far too diplomatic, Mr Smark.
MS CHRYSANTHOU: I will say it.

20

25

30

35

40

45

MR SMARK: The history of case management in this matter reflects, in terms of
the orders made, a concern by the court and a recognition by the court of the fact that
this matter, at least as much and maybe more than other matters in this court, was
one that needed to be heard in a timely way and, further, that the applicant had done
everything reasonably that might be expected of him to further that objective. In
those – and the orders – and I have in mind as recently as those of 9 August of this
year, your Honour – and the rejection of, for example, Mooney (No. 4), your Honour
has been astute to ensure that the respondents have been held to the operation of the
way this court runs, to some sense screaming and kicking. To allow – in Manock,
the Full Court reflected upon why it was, in defamation cases, there were impacts of
a particular kind. They’re factual impacts because this is actually how people feel
and hurt. They’re economic impacts too, and your Honour has heard a lot of
evidence about that. They’re also, in a sense, juristic impacts because that’s what
defamation cases are about.
These matters are not different. They coalesce. That’s what this case is about, Mr
Rush’s damage as a result of these publications. In Manock, the media defendant
there said, “It’s not our fault that we’ve had to amend,” and that was still, I think,
before a trial date had been set, “because the High Court changed the law or told us
what the law was, and it never occurred to us to plead this comment defence. So –”
the Full Court was having none of that. Here, the attempt by the defendants –
withdraw that – the respondents to say, “Well, it’s not our fault,” is simply to say,
“Well, the person who we should have had, the sort of witness we should have had
before we published, wouldn’t talk to us. Please don’t blame us.”
In – the prospect that Mr Rush, in April next year, would be being called upon to reenter the witness box, no doubt having to recapitulate his evidence-in-chief as to hurt
to feelings because it was a different factual submission, other witnesses as to hurt to
feeling recalled and then the cross-examination, all in the context, of course, of these
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MR BLACKBURN: Well - - HIS HONOUR: Now, you can deal with that on a factual matter first.
5

MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: On a factual level first and then what flows from it.
MR BLACKBURN: Well - - -

10
HIS HONOUR: That accords with my reading of the document, I have to say, Mr
Blackburn.
MR BLACKBURN: Well, your Honour, it’s a - - 15
HIS HONOUR: Unless you can point me to something else.

20

MR BLACKBURN: No, no, but it’s a reading of the document and a reading of the
evidence which simply, your Honour, presents an utterly false picture of what was
happening. This was – yes, I think Mr Smark is ready to make a concession.
MR SMARK: Your Honour, could I just say, whether it’s a concession or – could I
respectfully just draw your Honour’s attention to an aspect of the note?

25

HIS HONOUR: Sure.
MR SMARK: If your Honour has it there.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

30
MR SMARK: On the second page, the reference to “the trial” in the third paragraph
and the reference to “the trial” in the second-last paragraph, we would understand to
be a reference to these proceedings. We actually rely on that as giving part of the –
that’s why this involved pressure.
35
HIS HONOUR: But, well, the second – the reference in the second-last paragraph
must be a reference to this proceeding.

40

MR SMARK: Yes, that’s what we say, and we draw on that for other reasons, but
just because of what your Honour said, I think we should make that clear in case
your Honour were thinking, for some reason, that was a reference to some other trial,
which it couldn’t be. And that’s – anyway, I won’t say more about it, but I - - HIS HONOUR: No, just – just let me read this closely again.

45
MR SMARK: Of course, your Honour.
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HIS HONOUR: Thank you for drawing that to my attention. Well, that amounts to
a threat, as far as I read it.
MR SMARK: That’s the way we put it.
5
MR BLACKBURN: Well, your Honour, there are two things to say about that.
This was part of – as I understand it and as we understand it, part of – and I’m sure
it’s not going to be denied – a part of a wider attempt to settle the proceedings. And
it’s part of the court-ordered mediation which was never - - 10
HIS HONOUR: It’s a very bizarre way to settle it if your - - MR BLACKBURN: Well - - 15

HIS HONOUR: Your client’s representatives aren’t even there.
MR BLACKBURN: No. Well, they’re not there, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: This is just extraordinary. Quite extraordinary.

20
MR BLACKBURN: But, your Honour, mediations - - HIS HONOUR: How can this be a mediation when you’re not even there?
25

MR BLACKBURN: Because - - HIS HONOUR: I don’t even – there’s not even any evidence you knew that this
was going on.

30

MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour, mediations are conducted in a lot of different
ways, and third parties - - HIS HONOUR: Well, I’ve never known one to be conducted like this.

35

40

MR BLACKBURN: Well, it doesn’t cease to be a mediation because a third party
becomes involved, your Honour, and attempts to assist in settling the proceedings. I
mean, if, your Honour, there was a rule that a mediation ceased to be a mediation
because when a third party become involved in a mediation in order to settle the
proceedings, it certainly wouldn’t conduce to the – what a mediation was supposed
to – is supposed to achieve. I mean, there are lots of different ways of mediating,
your Honour. There are lots of - - HIS HONOUR: This is a very unique one, I must say. But anyway.

45

MR BLACKBURN: Well, there are lots of different ways. But, your Honour, we
would be very surprised if it is denied – if it is said that this wasn’t part of an attempt
to settle the proceedings, is our understanding of it.
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HIS HONOUR: Is this part of an attempt to settle the proceedings?
MR SMARK: This?
5

HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR SMARK: No.
HIS HONOUR: There you go. It’s denied. So you’re surprised?

10
MR BLACKBURN: Well, this is the mediator in private session, your Honour. In
any event, your Honour sees – on the question of improper pressure, your Honour
sees what is in the last two sentences of the third paragraph - - 15

HIS HONOUR: So, the third - - MR BLACKBURN: Let me take - - HIS HONOUR: We’re back on the third - - -

20
MR BLACKBURN: Let me take your Honour to about halfway – I’m sorry, I
interrupted your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: No, no, I interrupted you. You go.
25
MR BLACKBURN: Well, about halfway down page 1 of this document - - HIS HONOUR: Yes.
30

MR BLACKBURN: - - - the paragraph that begins “He repeated”.
HIS HONOUR: At the - - -

35

MR BLACKBURN: We don’t understand, your Honour, what it is in this document
that is said to amount to improper pressure, as we understand, not by the respondents
at all, and it couldn’t, in any event, stand for that proposition. It doesn’t constitute
any kind of admission by the respondents at all and that submission has not been
made. But we still don’t understand, your Honour, what part of this document is
relied on, because Mr Smark hasn’t articulated it.

40
HIS HONOUR: I suspect he might rely on that paragraph you’ve just taken me to,
as well.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes, yes, yes.
45
HIS HONOUR: It seems to be a threat, as well.
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MR BLACKBURN: Not at all, your Honour. It’s in the – it is – yes, and you have
to read it with the whole document, your Honour, and – with the second-last
paragraph, for example. I mean, it’s difficult, your Honour, because I can’t read out
--5
HIS HONOUR: No, I understand.
MR BLACKBURN: - - - and make submissions about what I want to refer to.
10

15

20

25

30

HIS HONOUR: I appreciate that.
MR BLACKBURN: But a great deal of sinister significance is said presumably –
and this is not put against us, but put against Witness X – presumably significance is
placed on that middle paragraph in the sentence beginning “If not” and the words
“act accordingly”. Your Honour, there is no basis for putting a sinister construction
on that. This was in the context of my client had been notified that morning of a
certain thing. My client was busily preparing an application, which was served on
the applicant on Sunday night. Mr Smark, your Honour, has not made it clear which
parts of this document he relies on for what submission and for what improper
pressure. He has referred to the second-last paragraph of the document. Your
Honour, it is a difficult submission to make and it’s a submission that needs to be
made with great care, the submission that has been made.
This is somebody who has come – who has been – the mediation has gone into
private session. What is being discussed is settlement of the proceedings, or that’s
the background to the discussion. What the document says is that a private
mediation or arbitration was being requested and the alternative that is set out there
might be embarked upon. That, your Honour, is not – that’s not an instance – it’s not
an instance of improper pressure. It’s just stating a fact. In any event, your Honour,
it’s not conduct of – yes. And that’s the other point, your Honour, I should say.
That’s not something that Mr Pullen says was actually said. Your Honour has to
bear in mind that that is Mr Pullen’s conclusion. In this discussion, Mr Zwier made
it clear. That’s Mr Pullen’s conclusion. So your Honour has to proceed, in our
submission, very carefully to infer from that statement - - -

35
HIS HONOUR: You could have adduced other evidence if you wanted to.
MR BLACKBURN: We weren’t there, your Honour.
40

HIS HONOUR: Well, you could have got Mr Zwier to swear an affidavit or get in
the witness box now.
MR BLACKBURN: No, no. I – we’re not that party. Yes. Your Honour, I should
call for the handwritten notes, since we’re - - -

45
MR SMARK: The original of the notes and a copy is produced.
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HIS HONOUR: So what you’re saying is that what has been said in open court, as
Mr Blackburn has put in forceful terms, is that these amendments are important
amendments.
5

MR SIBTAIN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: They relate to the various imputations and that should not – there
should be no prohibition in relation to reporting that.

10

MR SIBTAIN: Well, could I put it back to your Honour in this way. I sat and took
a careful note of the way in which the parties very carefully dealt with the material in
this case, and what they did – what each of the counsel at the bar table did is explain
to your Honour as best they could the controversy as – that your Honour has to
resolve in terms of whether to grant an amendment or not.

15
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

20

25

MR SIBTAIN: The importance on the one hand of the elements for the defence and,
on the other side, the prejudice that would be occasioned. Some of the things that
were said by Mr Blackburn – there are matters going to the heart of the case that they
want to advance and that there was a stark – there are stark evidentiary choices. He
referred to various documents that no one has seen, and at this stage no one is likely
to see. He made a submission that if these new matters are true, they’re capable of
being – they’re capable of justifying some of the imputations. These are matters that
explain for the purposes of the exercise that has to be undertaken in Tamaya. There
shouldn’t be a restriction on that, is my submission. And - - HIS HONOUR: Well, what do you want me to do about it?

30

MR SIBTAIN: Well - - -

35

HIS HONOUR: I mean, I can’t give advice to anyone. The only thing I could do
would be, and I would have to hear Mr Smark from this, saying make an additional –
I don’t know if you know it’s an order, but occasionally the court will make an order
and then say the court notes, and I could say, subject to hearing from anyone, that the
court notes that anything said in open court during the course of argument on
whatever today is, 2 November, is not caught by the non-publication and suppression
orders.

40

45

MR SIBTAIN: Well, your Honour would order that nothing said – well, your
Honour would make another order to say nothing said in open court would form the
subject of either of a contravention of either (b) or (c).
HIS HONOUR: Yes. I don’t know whether it’s an order or a note. It probably
doesn’t matter.
MR SIBTAIN: Yes, your Honour.
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MR BLACKBURN: - - - over the last five years. I’m just looking at page 2 of your
– at MFI12, which is the big graphs. You will see that in 2015 we’ve got total
earnings of 5,647,000 approximately. In 2015.
5

MR POTTER: Yes, I see.
MR BLACKBURN: I mean, a very substantial part of that, of course, was Pirates of
the Caribbean, wasn’t it?

10

MR POTTER: Yes, it was.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes, and so it’s a one-off in the sense that although – by that I
mean that doesn’t happen every year, does it?

15

MR POTTER: That’s correct, yes.
That’s correct, yes.
MR BLACKBURN: And it has skewed, to some extent, hasn’t it, the average over
the past five years because it is such a high figure?

20
MR POTTER: Yes. He tended to – from what I saw in the last five years, there
tended to be earnings from one – one movie in the one to two million-dollar level.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
25
MR POTTER: And then a Pirates of the Caribbean, which – which made it – took it
to that – that five-million level.

30

35

MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Well, we may be getting – just jumping slightly off topic
– yes, well, perhaps not. If you look at the last five years especially, the earnings
really tend to – the majority of the earnings really tend to rely on one big-ticket item,
don’t they? It seems to be the pattern.
MR POTTER: Tends to be, yes. Yes, one – one significant movie each – each year,
other than Pirates - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
MR POTTER: - - - I would suggest, yes.

40

45

MR BLACKBURN: And one of the risks – and I’m not asking you for a minute to
say how big or small a risk this is, but I’m just asking you in principle – one of the
risks that would have to be taken into account in the exercise that we’ve been talking
about would be the possibility, whatever it is, of a big-ticket item not happening in
one year.
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POTTER/SAMUEL

MR BLACKBURN: He’s throwing it out there, your Honour, and seeing what kind
of response he got.
HIS HONOUR: But - - 5
MR BLACKBURN: I mean, it’s obvious.
HIS HONOUR: Well – I just – I – anyway.
10

MR BLACKBURN: When he says to Ms Norvill:
I was thinking of you (as I do more than is socially appropriate) - - -

15

20

HIS HONOUR: I say again, an invitation for what? Are you – okay. I will be
blunt. Are you seriously suggesting he is expecting to have some sort of affair or
something with her? I mean, it just – bizarre.
MR BLACKBURN: He’s asking for something, your Honour. And the emoji, the
little figure with its tongue hanging out and panting. I mean, it has a sexual
connotation, your Honour, or a sexual invitation connotation which is completely
different from anything that had gone before. You will look in vain in the earlier
texts with all the racy terms for their names to find anything like that. It just doesn’t
exist. And why does Mr Rush say to Mr Norvill that:

25

But I was thinking of you.
Says:
Apologies for missing your opening night - - -

30
HIS HONOUR: But - - MR BLACKBURN:
35

…but I was thinking of you (as I do more than is socially appropriate).
“I’m thinking of you a lot and it’s socially inappropriate what I’m thinking”. It’s
clear as day, your Honour.

40

HIS HONOUR: He goes on to say:
How are you going? How’s your big wheel turning? What are you doing?

45

I have to confess, I struggle to see the sinister aspect of this. Maybe it’s just me. But
anyway. I mean, there’s no other – it’s not as if he says, you know, “Do you want to
meet at a café tomorrow night?” or some other rendezvous. It just ends up him
saying:
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HIS HONOUR: I don’t think it’s – you can’t just say it’s a different breast. It’s – it
would, given Ms Norvill’s position and Mr Rush’s position, it would have been a
completely different movement.
5

MR BLACKBURN: Well, that’s the problem, your Honour. Talks about Mr
Rush’s position. Mr Rush had many positions. These photographs show only four
of them. But it’s perfectly obvious that Mr Rush moved around - - HIS HONOUR: Yes.

10
MR BLACKBURN: - - - quite dramatically. And your Honour wants to sort of take
one of these positions and say, “Oh, Mr Rush couldn’t have done what Mr Winter
says.”
15

20

25

HIS HONOUR: No, no, that’s not – that – I think you might have –I think you’re
misunderstanding my point. I’m not – it’s clear as clear can be that he moved around
during this period. Yes. Now, I’m assuming – and I’m not wanting you to rush, but
the other significant issue – and if you’ve got anything more to say about Ms
Norvill’s evidence and Mr Winter’s evidence, then you can defer this and come back
to it. But the other critical issue here is that this is preview performance which Mr
Armfield watched –and as I recall that he said he watched it like a hawk – and he just
does not support Ms Norvill’s account of the note session the next day, whether it
was in the – and whether it was in the typed notes or otherwise.
MR BLACKBURN: Well - - HIS HONOUR: And he just doesn’t support this version - - MR BLACKBURN: - - - Ms - - -

30
HIS HONOUR: - - - of events. And it’s hard to see at first blush if this occurred.
You called it a cupping of the breasts for five – a breast for five seconds, but Mr
Armfield could have missed it.
35

MR BLACKBURN: Well, your Honour, Mr Armfield gave – obviously gave lots of
notes and not all of them are written down.
HIS HONOUR: Well, he denied that he’s – he gave the note that - - -

40

MR BLACKBURN: Yes, he does. He does.
HIS HONOUR: - - - Ms Norvill says.
MR BLACKBURN: And unfortunately - - -

45
HIS HONOUR: He didn’t just not forget it, he denied it.
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MR BLACKBURN: Well, he denied it, and we’re not in a position to call Mr
Moody.
HIS HONOUR: Well, forget about Mr Moody.
5
MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: I’m just dealing with Mr Armfield. Now, what do you say about
his evidence?
10
MR BLACKBURN: Well, your Honour, Mr Armfield may have missed it or may
have missed the significance of it.

15

HIS HONOUR: Well, he may have missed it – may have missed the significance of
the touching. What about the note?
MR BLACKBURN: Well, your Honour, your Honour accepts Ms Norvill or not. It
would be a very - - -

20

HIS HONOUR: Well, that – but doesn’t that tend to then go to – if I accept Mr
Armfield’s evidence – and as I recall it, it certainly wasn’t suggested to him that he
was not being truthful about that evidence – if I accept that, doesn’t it go to Ms
Norvill’s credit generally?

25

MR BLACKBURN: No, your Honour, because Mr Armfield may simply have
forgotten. It’s not a question of being truthful. Mr Armfield says he doesn’t have a
recollection of doing it. I think he said he didn’t give that note. He may have
forgotten it. It doesn’t mean that you have to find that Ms Norvill is not telling the
truth when it was squarely put to Mr Armfield that he said it.

30
HIS HONOUR: Where was that?
MR BLACKBURN: Well, I will find – your Honour, I will find the transcript.
35

HIS HONOUR: I was just looking for his evidence about it. 305:
I would have thought it would – such a significant thing, I believe I would
remember it had I said it.

40

That’s 305, 10 to 15.
MR BLACKBURN: But all that means is, your Honour, that he doesn’t remember –
and as your Honour said, bottom – line 39:

45

Well, he said he doesn’t remember saying those words. It’s a significant thing.
He would remember it if he had said it. He has denied having any recollection
of saying anything.
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5

HIS HONOUR: - - - given the – to use his words, that he emptied his mind, that he
was in the zone – they’re my words, not his – to perform this intense scene, and this
is in the seconds beforehand, what if this is some sort of involuntary – something he
doesn’t even – involuntary is not even the right word. It’s something he doesn’t even
know he was doing because of the state of - - MR BLACKBURN: Because he’s - - HIS HONOUR: Because of his state of mind.

10
MR BLACKBURN: Because, your Honour, he has put himself into a sort of higher
zone - - HIS HONOUR: Yes.
15
MR BLACKBURN: - - - while he’s doing all this pre - - HIS HONOUR: Yes.
20

MR BLACKBURN: - - - scene preparation.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. And none of that is implausible, frankly, I wouldn’t have
thought.

25

MR BLACKBURN: No. Intense - - HIS HONOUR: But the question - - MR BLACKBURN: - - - concentration - - -

30
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

35

40

MR BLACKBURN: - - - is not implausible. But it just seems, I – nothing is
impossible, your Honour, but it seems highly implausible, in our submission. Your
Honour, I do have to stress this point again, too. And I said this earlier in the day,
but I stress it again, too. Ms Norvill was never a person who wanted to make a
splash. She didn’t go to US Today or – this is not some sort of American tabloid
sensation. Ms Norvill’s involvement in this was only ever that she was deeply upset
and by April she had composed herself sufficiently to go to the STC and say, “Look,
I don’t want to make a formal complaint. I don’t even want Mr Rush to know, but I
don’t want this to happen again.” She didn’t want Mr Rush to know about it.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. She was - - -

45

MR BLACKBURN: And - - HIS HONOUR: She was dragged into it - - -
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MR BLACKBURN: She was.
HIS HONOUR: - - - involuntarily - - 5

MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: - - - which certainly doesn’t reflect – it may reflect on your client,
but it certainly doesn’t reflect on her.

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

MR BLACKBURN: No. No, it doesn’t. But the point about it is, your Honour, that
she didn’t want – she didn’t even want Mr Rush to know. And there’s no suggestion
that she wanted money or fame or celebrity. And when it all blew up, your Honour
saw what the text with Ms Nevin on 1 December, she was terrified. She was
appalled. And she was barely coping. She didn’t want any part of it. And until
about August this year, she didn’t want – I mean, your Honour will recall the
evidence that was put on on the amendment application, until that time, Ms Norvill
had not wanted any part of it.
And, your Honour, there is absolutely no reason to think, because it certainly wasn’t
put to her in cross-examination, that her attitude has changed because of some
nefarious or discreditable reason. In other words, she finally made up her mind that
she would agree to give evidence in these proceedings. It was never put to her that
that was – no motive was put to her. I’ve made that point already.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR BLACKBURN: But certainly what wasn’t put to her was that she changed her
mind for some ulterior motive, some motive of profit or publicity-seeking, so on.
Never put. Never put. And ..... never put as a motive for telling untruths. And, your
Honour, we, with respect, agree with your Honour. It’s a difficult question for your
Honour to decide. Your Honour has to bear those things in mind. I mean, what’s in
it for Ms Norvill? Nothing. What has ever been in it for her? Nothing. Has she
ever sought to put herself in the limelight? Not even slightly. And there is
absolutely no evidence or cross-examination from which your Honour could
conceivably infer the reverse.
When your Honour bears those things in mind, it starts, with great respect to Mr
Rush, to look like this incident which she has described so carefully actually
happened. And then a similar incident happened – or one might think – I will
withdraw that. Another incident happened on about 8 January 2016. And the
evidence here is at transcript page 540. The applicant arrived at the chair ready for
the cue. Ms Norvill was already there. And, on this occasion, he placed his left hand
on her lower back again, above her shirt, and repeated the stroking movement across
the small of her back. And what is evident, and understandably evident, your
Honour, is that on this occasion Ms Norvill didn’t think that this was a comforting
gesture. And that’s significant, because the earlier occasion - - -
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HIS HONOUR: Yes.

5

MR BLACKBURN: But there’s just nothing – there’s nothing to suggest the notion
of predation, preying on the victim, which is obviously a very different meaning
from the idea of inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

10

15

MR BLACKBURN: Now, your Honour, that’s the first point to make, of course.
But the other point we make – and we make this point generally – and I will make
the point once so that I don’t have to keep on repeating it – when you look at – when
your Honour looks at the second matter complained of, your Honour will see that it
has been carefully constructed to highlight and emphasise Mr Rush’s denials. When
one gets past the headline – and, your Honour, we take the headline as it is, King
Lear – the next wording is:
Oscar-winning Rush denies inappropriate behaviour during Sydney stage
show.

20

And then the article begins that he has been accused of inappropriate behaviour
during the recent Sydney Theatre Company’s recent production of King Lear. And
then again, the next paragraph is:
Rush, through his lawyers, last night vigorously denied the claims.

25
And where I’m going, your Honour, of course, with this is that when you take the –
and I want to go to specific parts of the article – when you take the article as a whole,
the impression that the ordinary reasonable reader would get is this is, in effect,
claim and counterclaim. And a fair-minded person - - 30
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

35

MR BLACKBURN: - - - would simply not get the imputation of guilt, as it were.
It’s probably not a very good expression. The imputation that the conduct had
actually been engaged in.
HIS HONOUR: I think – again, with respect – your argument would have
considerably more force but for the subeditors and their – the fact that they just can’t
help themselves with their bad puns.

40
MR BLACKBURN: Well - - HIS HONOUR: That’s – “bad pun” is probably putting it in mild terms.
45

MR BLACKBURN: Your Honour – I mean, your Honour is not a newspaper editor
---
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HIS HONOUR: Well, I will put it again. The way it’s set out under that headlining
– headline is undermining the denials. So the denials are there, but they’re
undermined by the whole way the article – the whole tenor and tone and set out –
layout of the articles. That’s what I’m putting to you.
5
MR BLACKBURN: Well, we would say no, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: I know you would.
10

MR BLACKBURN: We would say no. Well - - HIS HONOUR: I’m – that’s why I’m - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes.

15
HIS HONOUR: Why do you say no?

20

MR BLACKBURN: Why we say no, your Honour, is that this – the denials from
Mr Rush as set out in – are very strong, and the passages that are just read out from
Mr Pullen’s statement are very strong indeed, and they would resonate with the
reader. In particular - - HIS HONOUR: Sorry, I should have added that “We’re with you,” again, is there.
As well as being fundamentally misleading on what we know - - -

25
MR BLACKBURN: Well, it has got nothing to do with meaning, your Honour.
Nothing at all.

30

HIS HONOUR: I know it hasn’t, but it’s – in terms of the meaning argument, it
undermines the denials that are set out there. That’s the argument that I’m sure is
going to be put against you, and that’s what I’m inviting you to address me about.
MR BLACKBURN: That Mr Rush is being defiant and somehow being
disingenuously defiant?

35
HIS HONOUR: Yes. Yes.

40

MR BLACKBURN: Well, no, your Honour. What it means is – and this is not
necessarily even in my client’s favour, but what we would say it means is the acts of
defiance are the young actors who are saying it happened, and that’s probably
doesn’t help us at all, but that’s the logical - - HIS HONOUR: No, because they didn’t – no, they didn’t know anything about it.

45

MR BLACKBURN: That has nothing to do with meaning, your Honour. Nothing
at all. Nothing at all. Your Honour has asked me about meaning here, and that’s - - -
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5

10

15

20

director, I think. There was some evidence about that. So in re-examination, they try
and gloss over this by saying Ms Crowe drank a lot and she didn’t take notes. Well,
we could have been told exactly what Ms Crowe thought and what she was told if
they had enforced their subpoena to Ms Crowe. So what we have is we have Ms
Norvill’s version which we say your Honour shouldn’t accept. We have a
contemporaneous business record the day after the conversation reporting to her
seniors – her employers, I should say. I shouldn’t use the word “seniors” in this case
because I will get into trouble. To her employer or her bosses.
We have the respondents issuing a subpoena to Annalies Crowe, dangling it over our
heads for two weeks and not telling us if they’re calling her, even though they were
directly asked whether she was coming or not, and my learned friend wouldn’t even
say if he, at that time, intended to call her, and we have the principles that I took your
Honour to in Ho v Powell. They subpoenaed her. She was in a position to come and
give evidence to tell your Honour all about this conversation. Why should we call
her – because the respondents bear the onus, and they’re the ones trying to attack this
document. They bear the onus and they want your Honour to believe this document
is not correct, and they don’t call her.
And the Court of Appeal says, Beazley and Hodgson JJ – as she then was; now
President Beazley. But your Honour can infer the evidence of Ms Crowe could not
have assisted their case. The document is in; they didn’t call her. Your Honour
should not make findings that Ms Crowe has misunderstood or mistranscribed what
Ms Norvill told her that night.

25
HIS HONOUR: Well, putting aside the Jones v Dunkel inference, I’ve got a
document which, on its face, suggests it’s a serious issue. It’s from a senior officer
of the STC, company manager to her senior Mr McIntyre. Who’s Rachael Azzopardi
again?
30
MS CHRYSANTHOU: She’s a company manager at – she’s a company manager,
your Honour.

35

HIS HONOUR: She – is there any evidence about that? I don’t want to – anyway,
you might just - - MS CHRYSANTHOU: I think – I will double check that.

40

HIS HONOUR: - - - take that. Copy to S. Hill at Sydney Theatre Company, that
--MS CHRYSANTHOU: Was the cast – there was evidence that she was the casting
person – casting director.

45

HIS HONOUR: That’s Serena. I see, yes.
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HIS HONOUR: - - - it could be – well, could be those scenarios but others.
MR BLACKBURN: But others.
5

10

HIS HONOUR: For whatever reason, the sorts of roles that would ordinarily – I
mean, this – I suppose that stands against the consistency of work for the previous 15
years, but, in any event, it at least could be either of those two options, and we don’t
know which - - MR BLACKBURN: No. Your Honour – yes.
HIS HONOUR: - - - and there’s just literally no evidence - - MR BLACKBURN: No evidence. Your Honour would – yes.

15
HIS HONOUR: - - - apart from those oblique points - - MR BLACKBURN: Very.
20

25

HIS HONOUR: - - - oblique references that you’ve already made some submissions
about ..... look at them in context.
MR BLACKBURN: I mean, your Honour, I will say it once more, but, on those two
fundamental foundationary points, bad psyche, no offers – they’re fundamental to the
special damages claim, and you would expect Mr Rush to give both pieces of
evidence, and you would expect Mr Specktor to give – certainly give the evidence
about no offers, but only Mr Specktor gave the psyche evidence.
HIS HONOUR: I suppose, on one view - - -

30
MR BLACKBURN: Well, on one view.
HIS HONOUR: - - - submissions that were repeated - - 35

MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: - - - yesterday, albeit it in an entirely different context, is if you call
a witness and don’t ask them questions about something, then the inference is,
whether you call it Jones v Dunkel or anything else – the inference is - - -

40
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Wouldn’t have assisted.
HIS HONOUR: - - - their evidence wouldn’t have assisted.
45

MR BLACKBURN: Yes. That’s right and – that’s right, your Honour, and that’s
what we say here. I mean, it’s a very serious point, your Honour, when - - -
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HIS HONOUR: Yes. No. No. I understand that.

5

10

MR BLACKBURN: I mean, even if your Honour finds to the contrary – but if your
Honour accepts that he had no film work as at 30 November, well, the – I think Ms
Russell gave evidence about the lead time for film work. She said it could be –
sorry. I don’t have the references as I speak, but she said it could be couple of
months, but it could be longer. It could be up to a year, I think she said. That was
the effect of her evidence. So, I mean, if you took, for example – I think it’s – if you
took six months as a kind of averaged-out lead time for film work, you know, even
assuming that there are actually no offers coming in now, and you somehow read
into Mr Specktor’s conclusion that, when he says rate of offers, he means offers –
you read that into what Mr Specktor says, and we say that your Honour can’t, but
even if you take that, then, after vindication, you know, lead time might only be six
months.

15
HIS HONOUR: I know each case has to be looked at entirely on its own facts and
circumstances and evidence, but wasn’t the deficiencies in the evidence about this
sort of issue the problem in the Rebel Wilson case, the very problem that led to the
Court of Appeal overturning the primary judge’s findings on economic loss?
20

25

30

MR BLACKBURN: It was very close, your Honour. Yes. And it was certainly the
deficiencies in the evidence about whether – what – whether she was going to get
any more work and whether the articles caused the ..... deficiency – and that evidence
that caused the economic loss claim to be turned around. Yes. Be reversed, and the
Court of Appeal also, your Honour, with great respect inexplicably, knocked her
generals from 650 down to 600. It’s a – considering it’s a discretionary exercise, it’s
bit of a puzzle that – anyway.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. But at the – but the – really, it was the principal point that .....
was overturned was the economic loss point
MR BLACKBURN: It was. Yes.
HIS HONOUR: - - - and it was basically on the evidence issues.

35
MR BLACKBURN: It was. Yes. It was absolutely on the evidence issue, and that,
as I understand it, your Honour, is the subject of an application for special leave. So
--40

HIS HONOUR: But it’s very much a facts and evidence ..... so it’s a bit hard to see
--MR BLACKBURN: Very much so. So it would be very much a - - -

45

HIS HONOUR: - - - what the – there’s – what is the point of – anyway - - MR BLACKBURN: I don’t know. Very much a supervisory - - -
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HIS HONOUR: In a way that made the complainant feel uncomfortable, that might
have been causing her physical discomfort because he had to grab hold of a part of
her body to firmly or something. That – so that could be uncomfortable - - 5

MR BLACKBURN: No, there’s no - - HIS HONOUR: - - - in an entirely unsexual way – asexual way.

10

MR BLACKBURN: There’s no suggestion, your Honour, that the contact was
something that caused her physical pain.
HIS HONOUR: No, I know, but there’s no – but that’s – would be equally open on
those particulars – on those particulars. We just don’t know what it could cover - - -

15

MR BLACKBURN: Well, I mean, we could say, your Honour, that - - HIS HONOUR: - - - all manner of - - -

20

25

MR BLACKBURN: - - - it wasn’t – it wasn’t – then the problem wasn’t the causing
of physical pain, but can I just – may I just finish, your Honour, what I’m trying to
explain. What happened or what’s alleged in paragraph 18 is that she was touched in
a manner that made her feel uncomfortable. And it was the kind of touch that hadn’t
happened before. Now, she said, “Stop.” He didn’t. He went on doing it. And that
in itself, your Honour, our case is – our case is and I – we don’t – I don’t shy away
from this. Our case is that that in itself is inappropriate. If you touch somebody in a
workplace situation out of the blue – and by that I mean in the workplace situation –
it hasn’t happened before but it’s new conduct; if you touch somebody in a way that
makes the person in the workplace feel uncomfortable, and the person says, “Please
stop this”, and you don’t stop it? That in itself is inappropriate conduct.

30

35

40

When allied with the other matters that we plead, there is a clear case of
inappropriate conduct in the workplace. But just dwelling on paragraph 18, your
Honour, because I understand that is what your Honour is asking me about; to touch
somebody in a workplace in these circumstances where it hasn’t happened before
and it demonstrably is not part of what is required in the workplace, that’s just new
conduct out of the blue, you say to your colleague, “Please, that makes me feel
uncomfortable. Don’t do it.” You colleague keeps on doing it? That is
inappropriate conduct. And it doesn’t matter where you’re being touched. It’s
plainly inappropriate conduct in our submission, your Honour.
Now, that’s a matter for trial.
HIS HONOUR: Is it scandalous? You would say again, that is a matter for trial?

45

MR BLACKBURN: That is definitely a matter for trial because remember, your
Honour, that is the totality. Scandalous – no. It may or may not be on the evidence.
The touching may or may not be on the evidence scandalous. That will be a matter
for – although we would say it’s perfectly capable of being scandalous and, on the
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5

authority of Cheiko, if that’s what we say that we will prove, then the particulars
shouldn’t be disturbed. But, yes, to answer your Honour’s question, when you take
the totality of the conduct. It’s – and I don’t like using the word capable, your
Honour, because it really takes away from General Steel, but it’s perfectly capable of
amounting to scandalously inappropriate conduct.
HIS HONOUR: Well, I suppose it – I suppose it comes down to whether it is
reasonably arguable, is probably a better way of putting it, I suppose.

10

MR BLACKBURN: Well, we wouldn’t like to get away from General Steel, your
Honour, but if it’s unreasonably arguable, that’s getting pretty close to General Steel,
I suppose.
HIS HONOUR: Okay.

15

20

25

30

35

MR BLACKBURN: But not manifestly hopeless. And so, I just wanted to be clear
about our case, your Honour. We say that where she was touched is not important
for the purposes of our defence. And I will not repeat myself, your Honour, but if,
out of the blue, you start touching somebody in an established, as it were, workplace
pattern of work, that hadn’t happened before, it started happening, please stop, it
doesn’t stop – that’s inappropriate behaviour in the workplace. And that’s our
answer, your Honour, to the complaint, “Well, we don’t know where the touching
occurred.” It was – that was inappropriate conduct by itself.
When you combine that with the rest of our particulars, it seems to us, your Honour,
it’s just – it’s – it’s hopeless for the applicant to say, well, we will try and sort of put
on our thinking caps and our 3D goggles and try and see what the evidence is going
to be at trial. And we will sort of try and imagine what the evidence is going to be
and when you imagine what the evidence might be, it’s – it’s manifestly hopeless
that they will be able to make out a case. This can’t be right, your Honour, in our
respectful submission.
So – but I was particularly concerned to answer your Honour’s question about 18.
We say it’s not – it’s not necessary to our case to know. I mean, if – it may be your
Honour that there could be more particularity there, but it’s not deficient, in our
submission. I don’t know whether that answers the proposition.
HIS HONOUR: No, I follow you.

40

45

MR BLACKBURN: Yes. And, as I say, your Honour, when you then combine that
with the balance of particulars, particularly the particulars in 22 to 23(b); and you
combine it – you can’t atomise it – you combine it with the initial comments made
by the – it may well be, and it’s a million miles from being, manifestly hopeless that
we will establish a case both of inappropriate behaviour and scandalously
inappropriate behaviour. The reality is, your Honour, that whatever my learned
friends want, the Court simply can’t, in our respectful submission, be satisfied that
the case is manifestly hopeless at this stage.
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HIS HONOUR: Well, I think your submission about 18, and I – and when – I’m not
isolating it as a – I accept that it – well, it seems in my view, that it has to be read in
the context of all the other particulars.
5

10

MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: But just focussing on it for the moment. Your submission that
touched for the first time during the performance in the last week, the request to stop
and then the conduct continued is, itself, inappropriate and arguably scandalous.
Now, that sort of answers, I suppose the sufficiency aspect of the particulars to use
the expression, I think - - MR BLACKBURN: Yes.

15

HIS HONOUR: McCallum J’s used. But how does – how does the applicant
respond to that in terms of putting on his evidence. I mean, it’s - - MR BLACKBURN: Well, in this way, your Honour - - -

20

HIS HONOUR: It’s so vague that it’s difficult. You may not know what it is that
he has – it’s alleged that he has done.
MR BLACKBURN: Well - - -

25

HIS HONOUR: And I suppose he can say, “I don’t recall ever being asked to stop
--MR BLACKBURN: Well, that’s apparently what he is going to say.

30

35

40

45

HIS HONOUR: - - - doing something”, but - - MR BLACKBURN: That’s – and my learned friend said he’s going to allege that
the complainant never spoke to him about it. In other words, the allegation, your
Honour, is not that she – she was touched in a particular place. The allegation is that
she was touched in a way that made her feel uncomfortable. She said to him, “Stop”
and he went on doing it. And Mr Rush is going to say, as I understand what my
learned friend said this morning, “No, she never said to me that my touching her in
some way was making her feel uncomfortable.” So, your Honour, he’s not at a
disadvantage. He is presumably – I’m just speculating wildly what the applicant
might say, but say, “Well, we were in a production of King Lear. I had to carry her
dead body on the stage. She never said anything to me. It’s” – he can say, “As far as
I’m concerned, I never did anything to make her feel uncomfortable, because she
never told me that she had done so.” And where is the difficulty, your Honour?
HIS HONOUR: I mean, it’s all – it’s very difficult to determine this in – given that
how bare the particulars are in the sense that it’s somewhat artificial because one
would expect that if – as is particularised, the complainant said “Stop it”; he didn’t
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know. He would say “Stop what?” So it all gets a bit – it’s somewhat artificial and
difficult to determine, really. I mean, if that’s all that was said, it’s difficult to know
– whether – he may not have known what it was. But if he didn’t know what it was,
he would have asked.
5

10

15

MR BLACKBURN: Well, that’s right. He would have, but he apparently is going
to say – and my learned friend said it from the bar table, that he’s going to say she
never made a complaint that I was doing something to make me feel uncomfortable.
To make – sorry – to make her feel uncomfortable. That’s apparently what his
evidence will be.
So the allegation in – the substance of the allegation, your Honour, is that he touched
her in a way that made her feel uncomfortable and she complained about it to him or
asked him to stop doing it. His evidence is apparently going to be, “She never said
anything of the kind to me.” There is no difficulty there, your Honour, the
particulars, presumably, could be – I mean, there is no difficulty, in our submission,
with that particular, bearing in mind that our case is not that he touched her in a
particular place, but he touched her in a way that made her feel uncomfortable and
she said to him, “Please stop it.”

20

25

HIS HONOUR: But putting aside the sufficiency argument, if you just come back
to – what I will – what, I suppose, is really – whether it’s fair – whether it’s so vague
as to be unfair to ask him to respond to it, so I think I suggested to Mr McHugh one
way of dealing with it would be to require the respondent to file its outlines of its
evidence – well, not file, but at least serve outlines of its evidence on the applicant
first, so then he knows what the evidence is going to be, and if it goes beyond what’s
in paragraph 18, then, he has more of an idea what to respond to. That was met with
Mr McHugh’s submission, well, that’s sort of putting it around the wrong way, and
it’s allowing the respondent to effectively bootstrap its case.

30
MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: What’s your response to that?
35

40

45

MR BLACKBURN: Our response to that is, your Honour, again, my learned friend
took you to – well, my response in outline is that there is no general proposition as
put to your Honour by my learned friend that a respondent should never make or
publish an allegation unless, in effect, it’s ready to defend a defamation action.
McCallum Js one line, which might suggest that, she then came back in a subsequent
case and, in effect, said, “I wasn’t ever putting it so high.” Now, I think – to answer
your Honour’s question, I think my learned friend said, “No, you can’t bootstrap it
that way, because here’s an authority that says you ought never to publish something
unless you’re ready to defend a defamation action on the face of it.”
Your Honour, not only is that wrong in principle, but it raises – it raises some fairly
important philosophical questions, your Honour, about the role of the media. I mean,
the mass media, your Honour, sometimes they get it right, and they don’t invariably
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MR BLACKBURN: I see. Yes.
HIS HONOUR: - - - other than in relation to formal matters - - 5

MR BLACKBURN: Yes.
HIS HONOUR: - - - so I would be most likely directing the exchange of just
outlines of evidence to put the other side on notice of what the anticipated evidence
is, but the witnesses give their evidence viva voce.

10
MR BLACKBURN: I mean, ultimately, your Honour, I would probably need to get
some instructions about that - - HIS HONOUR: Yes.
15
MR BLACKBURN: - - - but, I mean, it may be – it may be that that’s – would be
an appropriate order. I just not – I don’t think I’m really in a position to say much
more about it than that.
20

25

30

35

HIS HONOUR: Yes.
MR BLACKBURN: Other than to say that, of course, that would be probably a
perfectly reasonable order to make at the appropriate time. But the particular – our
primary position is that bearing in mind what our case is, I’ve tried to explain to your
Honour the particular 18, it’s not fulsome, but it’s not deficient. It’s the fact of the
touching and the request to persist, which wasn’t complied with, which is part of the
inappropriate behaviour.
HIS HONOUR: I mean, I think I have to proceed on the basis that, at least at this
stage, this is as good as the particular is going to get, because Mr McHugh made
effectively the same submissions in relation to what he says are the deficiencies to
paragraph 18 on the last occasion and there was – well, minor amendments to it, but
not adding any real detail.
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Yes.
HIS HONOUR: So in the absence of any - - MR BLACKBURN: I think – I think - - -

40
HIS HONOUR: - - - further interlocutory process, the particulars are probably
unlikely of getting better.

45

MR BLACKBURN: Well, your Honour, I think we’ve said in our response, on this
point – in the written response to the correspondence, that we’ve given the best
particulars we can at the moment - - -
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question for the tribunal of fact after hearing all the evidence. It’s a question for the
tribunal of fact whether a discrepancy in the pleaded defamatory sting, and the
evidence that comes out to justify it, is a matter of significance.
5

10

15

20

In other words, whether the discrepancy is – sorry, your Honour – the – it’s a matter
for the tribunal of fact whether the discrepancy between the evidence and the
defamatory sting that has been pleaded is so substantial that it can be said that the
respondent hasn’t proved it’s substantially true. Now, it is true, your Honour, and we
don’t shy away from it for a minute, that the relevant imputation is that – there we
are, sorry, page 6 – page 5, it’s paragraph 8D and at paragraph 75 – the applicant, a
famous actor, engaged in inappropriate behaviour against another person over several
months while working on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear.
Now, your Honour, let’s just assume against us in the sense that we have to prove
inappropriate behaviour and we also have to prove that – or at least the imputation
says that the conduct occurred over several months. Now, your Honour, that’s
repeated conduct – and, obviously, we don’t disagree that it’s, in a sense, a
significant part of the imputation that it wasn’t a one-off that, according to the
imputation, it continued over several months. What we do propose to prove, your
Honour, is something slightly different, that it was inappropriate behaviour and
possibly also a scandalously inappropriate behaviour, and it was repeated over a
period of time.
HIS HONOUR: But the period of time on your case is five days.

25
MR BLACKBURN: Yes. Well, five days. Five – five - - HIS HONOUR: Four days, sorry.
30

MR BLACKBURN: Four days – four – four - - HIS HONOUR: As opposed to several months.

35

40

45

MR BLACKBURN: As opposed to several months. But that’s five one initial thing
and four repeats after being asked to stop. Now, your Honour, it’s immaterial, in our
submission – and, sorry – and also the after party inside. It’s immaterial, your
Honour, in our submission – and the evidence might disclose and the tribunal of fact,
your Honour, might be satisfied that that is really – whether it occurred over five
days, in the context of being asked to stop, or whether it occurred over several
months is immaterial to the string of the liable and that will depend upon the
evidence.
Your Honour, can I hand up to your Honour the kind of classic case on the subject –
I’ve only got one, I’m sorry. A decision of the House of Lords in Sutherland v
Stopes which is (1925) AC 47 and I haven’t reproduced all 50 or so pages of the
judgment, just the relevant pages. If your Honour looks at page 78 in the speech of
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Lord Shaw about halfway down – two-thirds of the way down, Clark v Taylor,
Tindall CJ said:

5

10

There can be no doubt that a defendant may justify part only of the libel
concerning several distinct charges. It would be amiss to justify a part which
contains libellous matter, is libel in damages for that which he has so omitted
to justify. The plea in the present instance does not effect to justify the whole of
the publication and we are to see whether the part omitted would by itself form
the substantive ground of an action to libel. I cannot say that it is of that
description.
And then over the page – or down the bottom of that page his Lordship said this:

15

20

25

30

It remains to be considered what are the conditions and breadth of the plea of
justification on the ground of truth. The plea must not be considered in a
meticulous sense. It is that the words employed were true in substance and in
fact. I view with great satisfaction the charge of Lord Chief Justice when he
made the point perfectly clear to the jury that all that was required to affirm
that plea was that the jury should be satisfied that the sting of the libel or, if
there were more than one, the stings of the libel should be made out. To which
I may add that there may be mistakes here and there in what has been said
which would make no substantial difference to the quality of any of the alleged
libel or in the justification pleaded for it.
And then he goes on to quote the thing about taking the saddle on a particular date
and so on. Your Honour, the sting of the libel here, your Honour might think when
your Honour has heard the evidence at the trial, is repeated conduct over a period of
time in the face of a requirement or – sorry, a request to stop it. That’s the nature –
or that is part of the inappropriate conduct, your Honour. The fact that the
imputation is over several months says nothing about how often it occurred over
several months. It may have only occurred - - HIS HONOUR: Your argument really is that it occurred over a period of time - - -

35

MR BLACKBURN: That’s right.
HIS HONOUR: - - - and the difference in - - MR BLACKBURN: That’s our argument.

40
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

45

MR BLACKBURN: So if it’s said, your Honour, appeared – the conduct took place
every night over a period of months then, your Honour, we would have a much
harder task. But the imputation is just it took place over a period of several months.
It doesn’t say how often it took place.
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5

referred to in fact quotes from the notice of appeal, which quotes gave rise to an
apprehension of bias. So that is the basis. There is no suggestion that your Honour
was actually biased, and I wish to make that clear from the outset. The second thing,
your Honour, is my learned friends have had the basis upon which we assert an
apprehension of bias from 1 May when the notice of appeal was filed.
HIS HONOUR: That’s the appeal. That’s not - - -

10

MS BARNETT: Well, it is, your Honour, except that the ground of appeal sets out
the matters which the respondents submit gave rise to that apprehension. They are
the very same matters. Now, my learned friend, with respect, has - - HIS HONOUR: So what are they in a nutshell?

15

20

25

MS BARNETT: I can provide them to your Honour. Your Honour will see the
subparagraphs to ground 1 set out the matters relied upon, which – and I draw your
Honour’s attention to the words at the end of the chapeaux in ground 1, “taken as a
whole”. So my learned friend referred to reliance upon interlocutory injunctions.
The – I withdraw that – interlocutory judgments. It – with respect, it seems to have
been misunderstood. Those judgments are not relied upon on their own. The way
the argument is put is that taken as a whole, these matters give rise to an
apprehension of bias. They do not by themselves - - HIS HONOUR: I’m still puzzled, I have to say. So the fact that I decided a number
of points against your client means that therefore I must – a reasonable observer must
have thought that I’m biased because I found against you.
MS BARNETT: No, your Honour. I - - -

30

HIS HONOUR: And that everyone that loses - - MS BARNETT: Precisely, your Honour. I - - -

35

HIS HONOUR: - - - would be able to argue an apprehension of bias. That’s a bit
bizarre.
MS BARNETT: Yes. No. No, your Honour. That’s not the way it’s put, and I
accept - - -

40

HIS HONOUR: Well, how is it put, then?
MS BARNETT: Your Honour, it’s put by way of a number of findings in the
judgment.

45

HIS HONOUR: Anyway, sorry, I don’t – I shouldn’t say that, because you –
because I don’t want you to outline your whole argument now, because we might be
doing that after the break when you get some instructions.
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ORDERS
NSD 2179 of 2017
BETWEEN:

GEOFFREY ROY RUSH
Applicant

AND:

NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED
First Respondent
JONATHON MORAN
Second Respondent

JUDGE:

WIGNEY J

DATE OF ORDER:

20 MARCH 2018

THE COURT ORDERS THAT:
1.

Pursuant to r. 16.21(1) of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth), paragraphs 13(a), 14 to
28 and 36.9A to 36.9C of the respondent’s amended defence filed on 15 February
2018 be struck out.

2.

Pursuant to r 24.15 of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth), the respondent’s subpoena
issued on 14 February 2018 and served upon the Sydney Theatre Company Limited
be set aside.

3.

The respondents to pay the applicant’s costs thrown away by reason of amendments
to the defence and arising from the filing of the amended defence.

4.

The respondents to pay the applicant’s costs of and associated with the interlocutory
application filed on 2 February 2018 and the amended interlocutory application filed
on 20 February 2018.

5.

The parties jointly contact the associate to Wigney J to arrange for the matter to be
listed for a further case management hearing on a mutually convenient date.

Note: Entry of orders is dealt with in Rule 39.32 of the Federal Court Rules 2011.
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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
WIGNEY J:
1

Mr Geoffrey Rush is a well-known Australian actor. On 30 November 2017 and 1 December
2017, Nationwide News Pty Limited, the publisher of both a newspaper known as the Daily
Telegraph and its associated website, published material concerning Mr Rush. The first
publication was on a billboard which advertised or promoted a story which appeared in the
Telegraph on 30 November 2017. The second publication was a series of articles that
appeared in the Telegraph and the Telegraph’s website on 30 November 2017. Mr Jonathon
Moran was the author of parts of those articles. The third publication was a series of articles,
again authored at least in part by Mr Moran, which appeared in the Telegraph and the
Telegraph’s website on 1 December 2017. The relevant articles concerned a complaint which
had been made to the Sydney Theatre Company alleging that Mr Rush had engaged in
“inappropriate behaviour” during a performance or performances of that theatre company’s
production of the Shakespeare play “King Lear”.

2

Mr Rush claims that the billboard and articles that were published on 30 November and 1
December defamed him. He has commenced proceedings in this Court seeking damages,
including aggravated damages, in respect of the hurt and harm occasioned, he alleges, by
defamatory meanings or imputations that he contends were conveyed by the billboard and
stories.

3

Nationwide and Mr Moran filed a defence to Mr Rush’s claims. They deny that the billboard
and the Telegraph stories conveyed, or were reasonably capable of conveying, the defamatory
imputations alleged by Mr Rush. Perhaps more importantly, at least for present purposes,
they also claim the benefit of the defence of justification and the defence of qualified
privilege in, respectively, ss 25 and 30 of the Defamation Act 2005 (NSW). In simple terms,
to make out the defence of justification, Nationwide and Mr Moran have to prove that the
defamatory imputations of which Mr Rush complains were substantially true. To make out
the defence of qualified privilege, Nationwide and Mr Moran have to prove that the recipient
of the published material had an interest in having information on a particular subject, that the
stories were published in the course of giving the recipient information on that subject and,
importantly, that their conduct in publishing the stories was reasonable in the circumstances.
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By interlocutory application filed on 2 February 2018, Mr Rush applied to have those parts of
Nationwide and Mr Moran’s defence which raise the defence of justification and qualified
privilege struck out pursuant to r 16.21(1) of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth). That rule
gives the Court power to strike out all or part of a pleading if it, relevantly, contains
scandalous, frivolous or vexatious material, is evasive or ambiguous, is likely to cause
prejudice, embarrassment or delay in the proceeding, fails to disclose a reasonable defence, or
is otherwise an abuse of process. Mr Rush also sought an order that the defence filed by
Nationwide and Mr Moran be treated as confidential and not be distributed to any third party.

5

When Mr Rush first moved on his interlocutory application, Nationwide and Mr Moran’s
response was, amongst other things, to seek leave to amend their defence.

Following

argument, they were granted leave to amend and the interlocutory application was adjourned.
An Amended Defence was, in due course, filed. It should be noted in this context that
interim confidentiality orders were made in relation to the original defence. Those orders
only extended until the further hearing of the interlocutory application.
6

In the meantime, Nationwide, by leave, issued a subpoena to the Sydney Theatre Company.
In short terms, the subpoena sought the production of documents relating to a complaint
made to the Sydney Theatre Company in relation to alleged inappropriate conduct by
Mr Rush during the production of King Lear.

7

Mr Rush’s response to the Amended Defence was to amend his interlocutory application. In
his amended interlocutory application, Mr Rush sought: an order that Nationwide and
Mr Moran’s justification defence and the particulars thereto, as well as three new paragraphs
in the Amended Defence that purported to relate to Nationwide and Mr Moran’s qualified
privilege defence (paragraphs 36.9A to 36.9C), be struck out; orders that would require the
original defence to be treated as confidential and not made available to third parties; orders
the effect of which would be that certain paragraphs of the Amended Defence would remain
confidential; an order that the subpoena issued and served on the Sydney Theatre Company
be set aside; and an order that Nationwide and Mr Moran pay his costs thrown away as a
result of the amendment of the defence, and his costs of the interlocutory application and
amended interlocutory application. Mr Rush no longer sought further particulars and no
longer sought to strike out the entirety of the qualified privilege defence.

8

At the conclusion of the hearing of Mr Rush’s amended interlocutory application on
19 February 2018, I indicted that I would not extend the interim confidentiality orders that
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sought by Mr Rush.

My reasons for declining to make the confidentiality orders are

explained later in these reasons.
9

The critical issues that remain for consideration and determination are: first, whether the
particulars of Nationwide and Mr Moran’s justification defence are inadequate and
insufficient to support the defence and, accordingly, that the justification defence and the
particulars thereto should be struck out; second, whether paragraphs 36.9A to 36.9C of the
Amended Defence plead facts and allegations that are irrelevant to Nationwide and
Mr Moran’s defence of qualified privilege and should accordingly be struck out; and third,
whether the subpoena issued to the Sydney Theatre Company should be set aside on the basis
that it has no legitimate forensic purpose or is otherwise an abuse of process. Before dealing
with those issues, it is necessary to briefly summarise the key components of Mr Rush’s case
and Nationwide and Mr Moran’s defence to it.
MR RUSH’S CASE

10

As has already been noted, Mr Rush’s claim concerns three publications, or “matters
complained of”, each of which he contends contained numerous defamatory imputations.

11

The first matter complained of was a billboard which was allegedly displayed outside
newsagencies throughout Australia on 30 November 2017. The billboard advertised a story
or article that appeared in the Telegraph that day. It contained the words: “World Exclusive
Geoffrey Rush in Scandal Claims” and “Theatre Company Confirms ‘Inappropriate
Behaviour’”. Mr Rush claimed that this publication conveyed the following two defamatory
meanings or imputations:

12

(a)

The applicant [Mr Rush] had engaged in scandalously inappropriate
behaviour in the theatre.

(b)

The applicant had engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature in
the theatre.

Mr Rush also alleged that, by reason of certain “extrinsic facts”, the billboard conveyed two
further defamatory imputations, being:
(a)

The applicant had committed sexual assault in the theatre.

(b)

The applicant had engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature in
the theatre.
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The alleged extrinsic facts, in summary, were that in the weeks preceding the publication, a
number of famous actors and movie and television producers and personalities had been
portrayed in the media and on social media as sexual predators who had committed acts of
sexual assault and/or sexual harassment. Those actors, producers or personalities included a
famous Hollywood film producer, Harvey Weinstein, a famous Hollywood actor, Kevin
Spacey, and the perhaps somewhat less famous, and arguably less notable, home-grown
“celebrity gardener” and “TV personality” Don Burke.

14

The second matter complained of was a series of articles published in the Telegraph on 30
November 2017. Those articles appeared on the front page and pages 4 and 5. Those
articles, or the substance of them, were also published on the Telegraph’s website and tablet
app.

15

In short terms, the front page of that edition of the Telegraph published on that day contained
a large head and shoulders photograph of Mr Rush made up in the character of King Lear.
That photograph appeared above a large headline “King Leer” and the words “World
Exclusive Oscar-winner Rush denies ‘inappropriate behaviour’ during Sydney stage show”.
The article on the first page stated, amongst other things, that Mr Rush had been accused of
“inappropriate behaviour” during the Sydney Theatre Company’s recent production of King
Lear. It noted that Mr Rush vigorously denied the claims.

16

The main article on pages 4 and 5 appeared under the large headline “Star’s Bard Behaviour”.

17

It would seem that the sub-editors, or whoever it was who was responsible for the headlines
and sub-headlines, simply could not help themselves.

18

The main article on pages 4 and 5 itself stated, amongst other things that:
The Daily Telegraph can today reveal that one of the country’s most successful
actors was the subject of a complaint during the production of King Lear. It is
understood the allegations of inappropriate behaviour occurred over several months.
The local production of the classic William Shakespeare play ran from November
2015 to January 2016 at the Roslyn Packer Theatre.

19

The article notes that Mr Rush denied the claims and quoted extensively from a letter written
by Mr Rush’s lawyer to that effect.

20

It is worth noting that, immediately adjacent to the article on page 5 was an article concerning
allegations that had been made against Don Burke, who, it was noted, had been described as a
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Backyard”.
21

Mr Rush alleged that the second matter complained of conveyed the following defamatory
imputations:

22

(a)

The applicant is a pervert.

(b)

The applicant behaved as a sexual predator while working on the Sydney
Theatre Company’s production of King Lear.

(c)

The applicant engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature while
working on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear.

(d)

The applicant, a famous actor, engaged in inappropriate behaviour against
another person over several months while working on the Sydney Theatre
Company’s production of King Lear.

Mr Rush also alleged, in the alternative, that the second matter complained of conveyed those
four defamatory imputations by reason of the same extrinsic facts referred to earlier in the
context of the billboard.

23

The third matter complained of was a series of articles published in the Telegraph on 1
December 2017. Those articles appeared on the front page and pages 4 and 5. Those articles,
or the substance of them, were also published on the Telegraph’s website and tablet app.

24

The front page of that edition of the Telegraph contained the words “Unscripted Drama: the
Oscar Star Scandal” and the large headline “We’re With You” and “Theatre cast back accuser
as Rush denies ‘touching’”. The first few paragraphs of the article stated:
Two Sydney Theatre Company actors yesterday spoke out in support of the actress
who has accused Oscar winner Geoffrey Rush of touching her inappropriately during
the stage production of King Lear.
Rush - one of Australia’s biggest stars - was yesterday continuing to vehemently
deny the claims.
Meyne Raoul Wyatt, who also appeared in King Lear, said he believed the
allegations: “I believe (the person who) has come forward. It’s time for Sydney
Theatre Company and the industry in Australia and worldwide as a whole to make a
stand,” Wyatt said.

25

The front page article also stated:
Two STC sources said the company stood by her claims. Both said the company
wouldn’t work with Rush again. Despite denials, Rush was told who made the claims
in a phone call with Executive Director Patrick McIntyre weeks ago. Mr McIntyre
last night said the STC had ‘is reviewed policies’ is about ‘is inappropriate
behaviour’.
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Another article on page 4 quoted a “tweet” by another actor, Mr Brandon McClelland, who
was said to have worked alongside the woman at the centre of the alleged complaint. That
tweet stated: “It wasn’t a misunderstanding. It wasn’t a joke”. That tweet was said to have
been “reposted” by several other Sydney theatre actors.

27

Mr Rush alleged that the third matter complained of conveyed the following defamatory
imputations:

28

(a)

The applicant had committed sexual assault while working on the Sydney
Theatre Company’s production of King Lear.

(b)

The applicant behaved as a sexual predator while working on the Sydney
Theatre Company’s production of King Lear.

(c)

The applicant engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature while
working on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear.

(d)

The applicant, an acting legend, had inappropriately touched an actress while
working on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear.

(e)

The applicant is a pervert.

(f)

The applicant’s conduct in inappropriately touching an actress during King
Lear was so serious that the Sydney Theatre Company would never work
with him again.

(g)

The applicant had falsely denied that the Sydney Theatre Company had told
him the identity of the person who had made a complaint against him.

Mr Rush also alleged, in the alternative, that the third publication conveyed the same six
defamatory imputations referred to in paragraphs (a) to (f) above, by reason of the extrinsic
facts referred to earlier.

29

Mr Rush contended that by reason of the publication of the first, second and third matters
complained of, and by reason of further republication of those matters, he had been brought
into hatred, ridicule and contempt, had been gravely injured in his character and reputation as
an actor, and had suffered hurt and embarrassment and had suffered and would continue to
suffer, loss and damage.
NATIONWIDE AND MR MORAN’S DEFENCE

30

Nationwide admitted that it published the three matters complained of, though it denied that it
published the billboard otherwise than in New South Wales.

31

Both Nationwide and Mr Moran denied that the relevant publications, in their natural and
ordinary meanings or otherwise, were reasonably capable of conveying, or in fact conveyed,
any of the imputations that Mr Rush alleged that they conveyed. They also denied that
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his character or reputation, or had suffered hurt or embarrassment as a result of the
publications.
32

As noted earlier, Nationwide and Mr Moran relied on the defence of justification under s 25
of the Defamation Act. They contended that the following imputations were substantially
true:

33

(a)

The applicant [Mr Rush] had engaged in scandalously inappropriate
behaviour in the theatre.

(b)

The applicant, a famous actor, engaged in inappropriate behaviour against
another person over several months while working on the Sydney Theatre
Company’s production of King Lear.

(c)

The applicant, and acting legend, had inappropriately touched an actress
while working on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear.

(d)

The applicant’s conduct in inappropriately touching an actress during King
Lear was so serious that the Sydney Theatre Company would never work
with him again.

Nationwide and Mr Moran did not contend that the other imputations were substantially true.
It follows that their justification defence will fail, even if they establish that the four
imputations the subject of the defence are substantially true, if it is found, contrary to their
denials, that the publications are reasonably capable of conveying the other pleaded
imputations.

34

The particulars of truth provided in the Amended Defence are addressed later in these
reasons.

35

Nationwide and Mr Moran also relied on the defence of qualified privilege pursuant to s 30 of
the Defamation Act. They no longer rely on the defence of qualified privilege at common
law.

36

Nationwide and Mr Moran contended, in summary, that the recipients of the relevant
publications had an interest in having information on certain subjects because those subjects
were matters of proper and legitimate public interest. Those subjects were:
(a)

The alleged misconduct of Mr Rush, an Oscar-winning Australian actor;

(b)

The response of the Sydney Theatre Company to an allegation of misconduct
by Mr Rush;

(c)

Mr Rush’s response to the allegation;
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The alleged misconduct of Mr Rush, an Oscar-winning Australian actor, in
inappropriately touching an actress during the Sydney Theatre Company’s
production of King Lear;

(e)

The public support of the actress by Meyne Wyatt, an actor who appeared with
Mr Rush and the actress in King Lear; and

(f)

The public support of the actress by Mr McClelland, an actor who had worked
with the actress in another production and was working in the Sydney Theatre
Company’s production of The Three Sisters at the time of the publication of
the matters complained of.

37

Nationwide and Mr Moran asserted that their conduct in publishing the matters complained
of was reasonable in the circumstances for a number of reasons. Those reasons are set out in
considerable detail in paragraph 36 of the Amended Defence and its many subparagraphs.
They include that: the matters complained of were published in the context of widespread
reporting in Australia and internationally in relation to allegations of sexual misconduct,
bullying and harassment in the entertainment industry and allegations to the effect that the
misconduct was known in the industry but covered up, silenced or protected; the matters
complained of related to the subjects referred to earlier; the matters complained of related to
the alleged public activities of Mr Rush performing in the theatre; and they were involved in
the business of providing information to the public.

38

Perhaps more significantly, Nationwide and Mr Moran claimed that their conduct in
publishing the matters complained of was reasonable because, prior to publishing the matters
complained of, they had certain specified information which they had obtained from certain
specified sources. It is unnecessary, for present purposes, to list that information or the
sources of it. Nationwide and Mr Moran asserted that: they were reasonably satisfied about
the integrity, authenticity and accuracy of the sources of the information; they believed that
what they published was true; they were reasonably satisfied as to the fairness of the
language and the manner in which the matters complained of were composed; they took
certain steps to verify the information; they took reasonable care to distinguish between
suspicions, allegations and proven facts; they reported Mr Rush’s side of the story; and they
made clear that the allegations were unproven.

39

The contentious paragraphs in the Amended Defence of qualified privilege, paragraphs
36.9A, 36.9B and 36.9C are discussed in detail later.
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-9THE JUSTIFICATION DEFENCE - ADEQUACY AND SUFFICIENCY OF THE
PARTICULARS OF TRUTH
40

Mr Rush contended that the particulars of the justification defence in the Amended Defence
were both inadequate by reason of their lack of precision and insufficient in the sense that
they were not capable of supporting the substantial truth of the imputations they purport to
justify. They were, in Mr Rush’s submission, ambiguous, embarrassing or prejudicial and
failed to raise a reasonable defence.

He contended that both the particulars and the

justification defence itself should accordingly be struck out.
41

Before addressing the specific arguments advanced by Mr Rush in relation to the particulars,
it is necessary to briefly discuss the principles that should be applied in respect of such an
application.
Striking out pleadings or particulars in a defamation case - relevant principles

42

The general principles that apply when considering an application to strike out all or part of a
pleading are well-settled and were not in dispute as between the parties here. In short, the
power to strike out pleadings or portions of pleadings on the basis that no reasonable cause of
action or defence is disclosed is discretionary, and should be employed sparingly and only in
a clear case “lest one deprive a party of a case which in justice it ought to be able to bring”:
Trade Practices Commission v Pioneer Concrete (Qld) Pty Ltd (1994) 52 FCR 164 at 175. In
Agar v Hyde (2000) 201 CLR 552, Gaudron, McHugh, Gummow and Hayne JJ said (at 575576) that “[o]rdinarily, a party is not to be denied the opportunity to place his or her case
before the court in the ordinary way, and after taking advantage of the usual interlocutory
processes” and that, while the test has been expressed in a number of ways, “all of the verbal
formulae which have been used are intended to describe a high degree of certainty about the
ultimate outcome of the proceeding if it were allowed to go to trial in the ordinary way”.

43

In the context of defamation proceedings, in John Fairfax Publications Pty Ltd v Hitchcock
(2007) 70 NSWLR 484, McColl JA said (at [112]), after referring to the statements in Agar v
Hyde that have just been referred to, as follows:
These observations echo Starke J’s statement in Howden v “Truth” and
“Sportsman” Ltd (1937) 58 CLR 416 at 418 that the jurisdiction to strike out a
defence in a defamation case “should be exercised with great care and a plea should
not be struck out unless it is perfectly clear that it cannot succeed — that it ‘has not a
solid basis capable of proof’ …” and Evatt J’s statement (at 424) that “[w]here the
defendant in a libel action pleads truth and public benefit the defence cannot be
struck out unless the case presents exceptional features”.
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In relation to the adequacy of particulars, r 16.41 of the Rules provides that “[a] party must
state in a pleading … the necessary particulars of each claim, defence or other matter pleaded
by the party”. The degree of particularity required by this general obligation depends on the
circumstances of the case and the nature of the allegations: Police & Nurses Credit Society
Ltd v Burgess Rawson (WA) Pty Ltd [2006] FCA 1395 at [17]; Power Infrastructure Pty Ltd v
Downer EDI Engineering Power Pty Ltd (No 3) [2011] FCA 539 at [10]. In that context,
although trite, it is worth recalling that the basic purpose of a pleading, including particulars,
is to clearly define the issues to be tried, and to allow the other party an opportunity to know
the case that they are required to meet: Dare v Pulham (1982) 148 CLR 658 at 664; Betfair
Pty Ltd v Racing New South Wales (2010) 189 FCR 356 at [49]-[52]. If the particulars that
are provided in a pleading are sufficient to achieve that objective, it is difficult to see why
they should be regarded as being deficient and liable to be struck out, even if it is possible to
conceive of ways the pleading could perhaps be improved.

45

There are no specific rules in this Court concerning particulars in defamation cases. Nor is
there a specific practice note. That is undoubtedly because, at least until very recent times,
virtually all defamation proceedings were commenced and determined in State courts. It is
common ground, and in any event a matter of common sense and comity, that in those
circumstances, the Court should have regard to and generally apply the jurisprudence, rules
and practices in the State courts concerning particulars in defamation cases, at least unless
there is some good reason not to do so.

46

Particulars provided in support of a defence of justification must generally satisfy two
requirements. First, they must be shown to be capable of proving the truth of the defamatory
meaning sought to be justified. Second, they must be sufficiently specific and precise to
enable a claimant to know the case they are required to meet. In Khan v Fairfax Media
Publications Pty Limited (No 3) [2015] WASC 400 at [21], Le Miere J referred, with
approval, to the following passage from the judgment of the Court of Appeal of England and
Wales in Ashcroft v Foley [2012] EWCA Civ 423; [2012] EMLR 25 at [49]-[50]:
So far as the particulars are concerned, the vice of a vague and general meaning is
that it is liable to lead to a loose and ineffective pleading with excessive and
irrelevant particulars, a state of affairs which is not permissible and which has been
deprecated, particularly in libel actions, for many years: see for example, Associated
Leisure v Associated Newspapers Ltd [1970] 2 Q.B. 450 and Atkinson v Fitzwalter
[1987] 1 All E.R. 483. Particulars provided in support of a plea of justification must
be both sufficient and pleaded with proper particularity. The former requirement is
met if the (properly pleaded) particulars are capable of proving the truth of the
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judged not by the number of particulars provided, but by the pleading of a succinct
and clear summary of the essential (and relevant) facts relied on, enabling a claimant
to know the precise nature of the case against him, and providing him with sufficient
detail so he can meet it. As Lord Woolf pointed out in McPhilemy v Times
Newspapers Ltd [1999] All E.R. 775 at 793c, a loose and ineffective pleading can
achieve directly the opposite effect from that which is intended by obscuring the
issues rather than providing clarification. In our judgment this is what has happened
here, and we do not think the problem is curable by a request for further information
or by simple pruning.
There are difficulties in managing a case justly to which a loose and ineffective
pleading will give rise at each stage of the litigation. These include at the reply stage
when a claimant must specifically admit or deny the allegations against him, giving
the facts on which he relies: see CPR 52 PD 19 para.2.8, when disclosure takes place,
when witness statements are prepared, and at the trial itself which may take place
before a jury. Time and money will almost inevitably end up being wasted over
matters which have little to do with the overall merits of the litigation.
47

In relation to the first requirement, sufficiency, in Gallagher v Destiny Publications Pty Ltd
(No 2) [2015] WASC 475, Kenneth Martin J referred to the difficulties often faced by the
court in resolving interlocutory disputes concerning particulars of truth in defamation cases,
and emphasised the caution with which the court should exhibit in resolving such disputes.
His Honour said (at [39]):
With respect, that is the approach I would also assess as appropriate to follow on this
application, necessarily recognising a high level of curial caution to be exhibited,
towards not attempting to resolve at an interlocutory level, underlying disputes over
what are, ultimately, disputed questions of fact - that of their very nature must require
a proper resolution finally at a trial.

48

The difficulty faced by the court when asked to strike out a justification defence based on the
insufficiency or inadequacy of the particulars, and the resulting need for caution, arises
because in determining the strike out application, it is necessary to make “factual evaluations
– which are difficult to render within the context of an interlocutory hearing, pitched at an
evaluative (low) threshold of showing respectable arguability”: Gallagher at [33].

49

The need for caution also arises because the particulars are simply a summary of the relevant
facts, and are therefore unlikely to be as fulsome as the evidence that may ultimately be led to
prove those facts. In Hayson v John Fairfax Publications Pty Limited [2007] NSWCA 376,
Hodgson JA (with whom Santow and Tobias JJA agreed), said (at [20]):
For my part I would accept that there could be circumstances where particulars fall so
far short of being capable of supporting the truth of imputations that it could be
justified to strike out imputations. However, the particulars do not themselves
indicate the outer limits of what may be proved. They indicate, in effect, topics on
which evidence may be led. But the full effect of evidence led within the particulars
may be greater than what the bare particulars themselves indicate.
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The fact that the evidence ultimately adduced in support of a justification defence may be
greater than the bare content of the “topics” outlined in the particulars plainly does not mean
that particulars of a justification defence can never be struck out on the ground that they are
not capable of proving the truth of the defamatory meanings sought to be justified: see the
observations of McCallum J in Eardley v Nine Network Australia Pty Ltd [2017] NSWSC
1374 at [16]; and Gair v Greenwood [2017] NSWSC 1652 at [11]. In approaching such an
application, the Court must determine whether the particulars that have been provided, taken
at their highest, are capable of proving the truth of the defamatory imputations that are sought
to be justified. In making that determination, the Court must not only bear in mind that the
particulars are a bare outline of the facts that the claimant will seek to prove, but also exhibit
the “curial caution” that must necessarily be exhibited in determining, at an interlocutory
stage, factual issues that may be better finally determined on the basis of all of the evidence
led at the trial.

51

In assessing the sufficiency of the particulars, it is also necessary to have regard to the
cumulative effect of the particulars: Pahuja v TCN Channel Nine Pty Limited (No 2) [2016]
NSWSC 1074 at [11]. In Gallagher, Kenneth Martin J said (at [54]):
The in-principle defect conceptually undermining the plaintiffs’ interlocutory
challenge this time is that it seeks to wholly isolate, then pick off one by one, each of
the particulars as being insufficient to support a plea of justification, as regards a
particular imputation. That, on my assessment, is the incorrect evaluative approach,
as a matter of principle. The materials assembled under particulars 5.1 through 5.37
need to be evaluated as a whole. Some of the areas indicated by the justification
particulars will have greater or lesser importance towards the overall end product.

52

As for the second requirement, the requirement of specificity or precision, the common law
rule is said to be that a defendant must specify the particulars of truth relied on with the same
precision as in an indictment: Hickinbotham v Leach (1842) 152 ER 510 at 510; Zierenberg
v Labouchere [1893] 2 QB 183 at 186-187; Wootton v Sievier [1913] 3 KB 499 at 503;
Crosby v Kelly [2013] FCA 1343 at [33]; Brooks v Fairfax Media Publications Pty Ltd (No
2) [2015] NSWSC 1331 at [9]-[12].

53

Like an accused in a criminal proceeding, who is entitled to be put on notice of the particulars
of the Crown case in respect of each element of the offence with which he or she is charged, a
plaintiff in a defamation action is entitled to be put on notice of the precise particulars of the
facts or allegations that are said to be true. Indeed, the need for precision in a defamation
case is perhaps even more acute, given that ordinarily the plaintiff gives evidence first. The
importance of the provision of precise particulars by a publisher who seeks to justify a
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(1787) 99 ER 1357, the defendant was alleged to have made a libellous statement that the
plaintiff was a swindler. The defendant sought to justify that statement by pleading that the
plaintiff “had been illegally, fraudulently, and dishonestly concerned and connected with, and
was one of, a gang of swindlers and common informers, and had also been guilty of
deceiving and defrauding divers persons”. It was held that the plea was bad on account of its
generality. Ashurst J said (at 1359):
The defendant is primâ facie to be considered as a wrong-doer. When he took upon
himself to justify generally the charge of swindling, he must be prepared with the
facts which constitute the charge in order to maintain his plea: then he ought to state
those facts specifically, to give the plaintiff an opportunity of denying them; for the
plaintiff cannot come to the trial prepared to justify his whole life.
54

The requirement is one of specificity and precision. The issue is not how much information
is provided in the particulars, but whether the information that is given is sufficient to give
the plaintiff or applicant in a defamation action sufficient notice of exactly what the
defendant or respondent alleges against him or her in the context of a defence of justification.
As McCallum J said in Brooks at [12]:
That expression (“with the same precision as in an indictment”) is one which is
capable of being misunderstood. It is a requirement of specificity rather than one
going to the amount of information to be provided. As I observed during argument,
the amount of detail in an indictment is often spare but the specificity provided
should be such as to put an accused person on notice of the Crown case as to each
element of the offence with which he or she is charged.

Are the justification particulars defective or deficient?
55

The question whether the particulars of truth in this matter are capable of proving the truth of
the defamatory meanings sought to be justified is inextricably intertwined with the question
whether the particulars are sufficiently specific and precise. That is because, as will be seen,
the particulars are so imprecise and lacking in specificity, and their meaning is so unclear,
that it is difficult to know exactly what it is that is alleged against Mr Rush. If it is not known
exactly what is alleged in the particulars, it is not possible to conclude that the particulars are
capable of proving the truth of the defamatory meanings or imputations that they are said to
justify.

56

In those circumstances, it is perhaps best to start with the requirement of specificity and
precision. Do the particulars enable Mr Rush to know the precise nature of the case against
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the issues?
Are the particulars sufficiently specific and precise?
57

It will be recalled from the earlier consideration of the Amended Defence that Nationwide
and Mr Moran sought only to justify and prove the substantial truth of some of the alleged
defamatory meanings, being the defamatory meanings pleaded in subparagraphs 4(a), 7(d),
8(d), 10(d), 11(d) and 11(f) of the Statement of Claim. The key element or “sting” in
subparagraph 4(a) is that Mr Rush had engaged in “scandalously inappropriate behaviour in
the theatre”. The defamatory meanings in subparagraphs 7(d) and 8(d) are in the same terms.
The sting in those subparagraphs is that Mr Rush “engaged in inappropriate behaviour against
another person over several months while working on the Sydney Theatre Company’s
production of King Lear”. The common element in those imputations is “inappropriate
behaviour”. The defamatory meanings in subparagraphs 10(d) and 11(d) are also in the same
terms. The sting in those paragraphs is that Mr Rush had “inappropriately touched an actress
while working on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear”. The common
element in those imputations is that Mr Rush “inappropriately touched” the actress. Finally,
the sting in paragraphs 10(f) and 11(f), which are in the same terms, again involves Mr Rush
“inappropriately touching the actress”, though it is also said that his conduct in so doing was
“so serious” that the Sydney Theatre Company “would never work with him again”.

58

Given that Nationwide and Mr Moran contend that those meanings or imputations were
substantially true, the following questions might reasonably be asked: what exactly was the
“scandalously inappropriate behaviour” or “inappropriate behaviour” that Mr Rush was said
to have engaged in? What exactly had he done which was said to meet those descriptions? If
the inappropriate behaviour was said to be the inappropriate touching, how exactly had
Mr Rush “inappropriately touched” the actress during the production of King Lear? Where
had he touched her and in exactly what circumstances? Was it said that the touching was
intentional? Why was the touching “inappropriate” and “so serious” that the Sydney Theatre
Company “would never work” with Mr Rush again?

59

Those are just some of the questions that one might reasonably be expected to be answered or
addressed in the pleaded particulars of the facts, matters and circumstances that were said to
support the substantial truth of the defamatory meanings or imputations that Nationwide and
Mr Moran sought to justify.
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The particulars, which are in paragraphs 14 to 24 of the Amended Defence, are in the
following terms (omitting the underlining and strike-through that appear in the document to
identify the portions the subject of the amendment):
14.

In around 2015, the Applicant began rehearsals for the Sydney Theatre
Company Limited’s (Sydney Theatre Company) production of the play
“King Lear”, in which the Applicant played the role of King Lear (the
Production).

15.

The role of King Lear’s daughter, Cordelia, in the Production was played by
Eryn Jean Norvill (the Complainant).

16.

In the period between around 24 November 2015 and 9 January 2016, the
Production was performed at the Sydney Theatre Company.

17.

In around November 2015, in an interview with Elissa Blake of the Sydney
Morning Herald the Applicant described having a “stage-door Johnny crush”
on the Complainant.

17 A. The phrase “stage-door Johnny” refers to a man who frequents a theatre for
the purpose of courting an actress or chorus girl.
18.

On or about 5 January 2016, the Applicant touched the Complainant in a
manner that made the Complainant feel uncomfortable.

18A.

The touch referred to in the preceding paragraph occurred during a
performance of the Production and specifically during the final scene in
which the Applicant walks on to the stage carrying the Complainant as she
simulated the lifeless body of Cordelia, King Lear’s daughter.

19.

The touch referred to in paragraph 18 above was not directed or scripted by
any person or necessary for the purpose of the performance of the
Production.

20.

Following the performance referred to in paragraph 18A above the
Complainant said to the Applicant words to the effect “stop doing it”.

21.

Notwithstanding the Complainant’s demand referred to in paragraph 20, the
Applicant repeated the conduct referred to in paragraphs 18 and 18A above
on four occasions on 6, 7, 8 and 9 January 2016.

21A.

Following each incident referred to in paragraphs 18, 18A and 21 above the
Complainant was visibly upset.

22.

On around 9 January 2016, the Applicant and the Complainant, attended an
after party for crew and cast for the purpose of celebrating the conclusion of
the Production at Walsh Bay Kitchen restaurant, which is co-located with the
foyer of the Roslyn Packer Theatre where the Production was performed.

23.

During the after party the Applicant entered the female bathroom located in
the foyer of the Roslyn Packer Theatre, knowing that the Complainant was in
there, and stood outside a cubicle that was occupied by the Complainant.

23A.

The Complainant told the Applicant to “fuck off”, and he then left the
bathroom.

23B.

Following the incident referred to in paragraphs 23 and 23A above the
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24.

61

The conduct referred to in the preceding paragraphs was inappropriate;
24.1

in a workplace, namely the Sydney Theatre Company; and

24.2

in a location regarded as a workplace for the purposes of
characterising the Applicant’s conduct, in that the conduct occurred
at the after party held immediately at the conclusion of the
Production, at a restaurant co-located with the theatre, which was
attended by the Applicant’s professional colleagues (cast and crew)
involved in the Production, for the purpose of celebrating the end of
the Production.

It can readily be seen that the critical allegations are the allegation in paragraphs 18 to 21A.
Paragraphs 14, 15 and 16 would appear to be uncontentious and to simply put the following
paragraphs in context. Paragraphs 17 and 17A also appear to be contextual. It is hard to see
how the statement made by Mr Rush could itself amount to “inappropriate behaviour”. More
will be said about those paragraphs in due course. Paragraphs 22 to 23B concern a separate
incident and will be addressed in more detail later.

62

The immediate question, however, is whether the particulars of the incident or incidents
referred to in paragraphs 18 to 21A are sufficiently specific and precise to fairly put Mr Rush
on notice of the case that is sought to be made against him. Are the allegations particularised
with the same degree of specificity and precision that one would expect if they were they
particulars of a charge in an indictment?

63

The short answer to those questions is “no”. Indeed, the particulars raise more questions than
they answer.

64

The central allegation is that contained in paragraph 18. The allegation is that Mr Rush
“touched” the actress who was playing Cordelia “in a manner that made [her] feel
uncomfortable”. Paragraphs 18A and 19 provide some further contextual detail about the
circumstances in which the “touch” occurred. It occurred during the performance of King
Lear when Mr Rush was carrying the actress across the stage as she simulated the lifeless
body of Cordelia. The “touch” therefore occurred in circumstances where the actions of
Mr Rush and the actress were being observed by the hundreds of patrons who were no doubt
intently watching the performance. And, given that Mr Rush had to carry the actress during
that scene, he obviously was required to be in contact with, and therefore touch, her. The
alleged “touch” must, therefore, have been something more than the contact that must have
been necessary for Mr Rush to carry the actress across the stage. The final detail is said to be
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purpose of the performance”.
65

But what exactly was the “touch”? What part of Mr Rush relevantly touched the actress?
Was it one or both of his hands or some other part of his body? And what part of the actress’
body was touched? What was the nature and duration of the “touch”? As has already been
noted, plainly if Mr Rush was required to carry the actress, his arms and hands were likely to,
and likely to be required to, touch parts of the actress’ body. What exactly distinguished the
alleged “touch” from the contact that must otherwise have been made between Mr Rush and
the actress during the scene?

66

The “touch” is said to have made the actress feel uncomfortable. But how so and why?
Given that the scene required Mr Rush to carry the actress as she feigned being dead, it is
possible to imagine many different ways in which the necessary contact between Mr Rush
and the actress may have made her feel uncomfortable. Was it because Mr Rush held onto
her tightly, or in a position that caused her some pain? Or was it the part of her body that was
touched, or the particular nature or character of the touching? Was the discomfort physical or
purely emotional?

67

As for the fact that the “touch” was not directed or scripted, exactly what did the script
provide in relation to this scene? There was obviously a director of the play. What exactly
did the director tell Mr Rush and the actress to do, or not to do, during this scene? Given that
Mr Rush was a highly experienced and accomplished actor, was he given a degree of artistic
licence? The relevance or materiality of the fact that the “touch” was not directed or scripted
would plainly turn on such considerations.

The same goes for what was or was not

“necessary” for the performance. What exactly was said to be necessary for the performance
and why exactly was the “touch” unnecessary? And unnecessary from what, or from whose
perspective?
68

Other questions arise concerning what Nationwide and Mr Moran contend was Mr Rush’s
motive, reasons or intentions in touching the actress in some way that was said to be beyond
what was otherwise necessary for the purpose of the performance. That is important because
the “touch” is said to justify the statement that it constituted, or was part of what was said to
be, “scandalously inappropriate” or otherwise “inappropriate behaviour” on the part of
Mr Rush. The “touch” itself is also said to be inappropriate. It is difficult to see how a touch
could be inappropriate if it was accidental, or unintended, or indeed if, despite what others
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Do

Nationwide and Mr Moran contend that Mr Rush intended to touch the actress for his own
gratification, sexual or otherwise? If not, what is alleged to be his purpose or intention?
69

The question just raised is of some considerable significance because other paragraphs of the
particulars hint at, but do not directly allege, that Mr Rush touched the actress because he was
sexually attracted to her. Why else would the particulars include paragraphs 17 and 17A?
There is nothing especially scandalous or inappropriate about the “stage-door Johnny crush”
comment itself, particularly given the context in which it was made. That statement appears
to have been made to a journalist in a promotional interview with Mr Rush and the lead
actresses involved in the play. Read in context, the statement appears to have been intended
to be humorous or in jest.

The apparent intention of including the statement in the

particulars, however, is to suggest that Mr Rush had a crush on the actress and wanted to
court her. Is that why it is said that Mr Rush touched her as alleged? If so, why is that not
included in the particulars so Mr Rush knows the case that he has to meet? If not, what is the
relevance of paragraphs 17 and 17A?
70

Much the same can be said about the particulars of the bathroom incident in paragraphs 22 to
23B. More will be said about those particulars later, but the suggestion appears to be that Mr
Rush entered the bathroom because he was attracted, if not smitten or infatuated, by the
actress. Are those paragraphs included so as to suggest that Mr Rush touched the actress
during the performance for that reason?

71

Paragraphs 18, 18A and 19 must be read in the context of paragraphs 20 and 21, which refer
to events that occurred after, but relate to, the touching referred to in paragraph 18.
Paragraph 20 states that after the performance the actress said words to the effect “stop doing
it” to Mr Rush. While the apparent suggestion is that “it” is the touching referred to in
paragraph 18, in the absence of further details about this conversation, it is difficult to know
exactly what the actress was referring to. What exactly was “it”? Perhaps more significantly,
in the absence of further detail, it is difficult to see how Mr Rush could respond to this
paragraph. How long after the performance did this event occur? Where and in what context
did it occur? Did the actress say anything else? Did Mr Rush say anything in response? If it
is alleged that the actress was referring to the alleged touching, is it also alleged that Mr Rush
knew what the “it” was?
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Paragraph 21 states that after the “demand” referred to in paragraph 20, Mr Rush repeated
“the conduct” referred to in paragraphs 18 and 18A on four subsequent occasions. That again
begs the question: exactly what is “the conduct”? It may perhaps be inferred, though it is not
expressly stated, that the four further occasions were during subsequent performances of the
play. The reference to the actress’s “demand” suffers the same deficiencies as paragraph 20.
The reference to the “conduct” being repeated suffers the same deficiencies as paragraphs 18
and 18A. Exactly the same questions arise. What exactly is it alleged that Mr Rush did on
the subsequent occasions?

73

Paragraph 21A is that following each “incident” referred to in paragraph 18, 18A and 21, the
actress was visibly upset. That particular also raises a number of questions. Accepting that
the reference to the “incident” is a reference to the alleged touching that occurred during the
performances, it is unclear exactly when and in what circumstances the actress was seen to be
visibly upset. Was it while she was still on stage, or some time after the performance? If
after the performance, how long after and where was she when she was visibly upset? Who
saw her to be upset? Is it alleged that Mr Rush saw her in that state?

74

In my opinion, the particulars that have been provided in relation to the alleged “touch”
during the performance on 5 January 2016, the alleged “demand” that occurred sometime
after that performance, the alleged repetition of the “conduct” and the allegation that the
actress was visibly upset are not sufficiently specific or precise.

They are loose and

ineffective and tend to obscure, not elucidate or clarify the issues. In terms of r 16.21(1) of
the Rules, they are evasive and ambiguous. They are also likely to cause prejudice or
embarrassment in the proceeding.

That is because they do not give Mr Rush fair or

reasonable notice of the case that is made against him.
75

Mr Rush is required to file, or consider filing, a reply to the Amended Defence. It is difficult
to see how he could do that given the lack of specificity and precision in those paragraphs of
the particulars. Nationwide and Mr Moran contended that it is open to Mr Rush to deny the
allegations in the particulars. The problem is, however, that he is entitled to know exactly
what it is he is denying. Perhaps more importantly, Mr Rush must also give consideration to
what evidence he might marshal in response to the justification defence and what
interlocutory processes of the Court he should utilise in that regard. The lack of specificity
and precision of the particulars will undoubtedly prejudice Mr Rush in that regard. What
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witnesses to call?
76

The problems with the particulars in paragraphs 18 to 21 are not limited to lack of specificity
and precision. As will be seen, there is also a real issue concerning their capacity to prove the
substantial truth of the imputations that they are supposed to justify. Before addressing that
issue, it is necessary to briefly consider whether the remaining particulars are similarly
deficient in terms of their precision and specificity. It would, however, be fair to say that if
paragraphs 18 to 21 are struck out, it is almost impossible to see how the remaining
paragraphs of the particulars alone could be capable of making out the justification defence.

77

Paragraph 22 appears to be relatively uncontentious and seems to have been included to put
the particulars of the following incident in context. Paragraphs 23 and 23A refer to an
incident during which Mr Rush entered the female bathroom in the foyer of the theatre
knowing that the actress was in the bathroom. He stood outside a cubicle occupied by the
actress. She told him to “fuck off” and he then left.

78

Like the particulars of the “touching” incidents, the particulars of this incident raise a number
of unanswered questions. How long was the actress in the bathroom before Mr Rush entered
it? Was she in the cubicle at that time? What is the basis of, and what are the facts and
circumstances that provide support for, the statement that Mr Rush knew that the actress was
in the bathroom? Is it alleged that there was a conversation between Mr Rush and the actress
beforehand? Or was Mr Rush seen to enter the bathroom immediately following the actress?
How long was Mr Rush in the bathroom? Did he leave immediately after the actress said
“fuck off”?

79

Perhaps most importantly, however, there is no allegation concerning Mr Rush’s purpose or
intention in entering into the bathroom. Nor does the particular provide sufficient context to
enable any relevant inference or deduction to be drawn about his purpose. That is critical in
determining the relevance and materiality of the alleged incident.

That is the case,

particularly since this particular is supposedly provided to establish the substantial truth of
the statements that Mr Rush engaged in “scandalously inappropriate” or otherwise
“inappropriate” conduct. If, for example, Mr Rush was alleged to follow the actress into the
bathroom to proposition or sexually harass the actress, that conduct might readily be
characterised as inappropriate, particularly in a workplace setting. However, that is not what
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bathroom, it might not be able to be characterised as “inappropriate”.
80

Another unanswered question in relation to the particulars of the alleged bathroom incident is
whether Nationwide and Mr Moran contend that the incident is in some way associated with
the earlier alleged touching incidents. Their submissions appeared to proceed on that basis,
however the particulars themselves do not make that clear.

81

In the particular circumstances of this case, I would incline towards the view that the
particulars of this bathroom incident are insufficiently precise and specific. The critical
omission in my view is the absence of any allegation concerning Mr Rush’s purpose or
intention, though that deficiency is made worse by the absence of the further detail, which
could at least put the incident in some proper context.

82

Finally, additional particulars of truth are provided in relation to the imputations in
paragraphs 10(f) and 11(f). They are directed to that part of the imputation concerning the
seriousness of the complaint leading the Sydney Theatre Company to never work with
Mr Rush again.

The additional particulars in paragraph 28 are that the actress made a

complaint to the Sydney Theatre Company in April 2016, the Sydney Theatre Company
investigated the complaint, and following the investigation, the Sydney Theatre Company
decided that it would never work with Mr Rush again.
83

Those additional particulars again raise some questions.

First, the exact nature of the

complaint is unclear. The complaint was said to relate to Mr Rush’s conduct towards the
actress during the production.

Did the complaint concern the “touching” incident in

paragraphs 18 to 21, or did it relate or extend to the other alleged incidents, including the
bathroom incident in paragraphs 23 and 23A? The nature of the investigation is also unclear.
Who investigated the complaint and how was it investigated? Who was spoken to? Were
records of the investigation created and maintained? Is it alleged that Mr Rush was advised
of the complaint and asked to respond? What were the factual findings made by the person
or persons who investigated the complaint? As for the decision by the Sydney Theatre
Company, who made the decision? When and how was it made? Who was it communicated
to?
84

I would again incline towards the view that the particulars in paragraph 28 are insufficiently
specific and precise. The real difficulty, however, arises because those particulars cannot be
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touching incidents in paragraphs 18 to 21, assuming for present purposes that those incidents
were the main focus of the investigation and findings.

That is also revealed by the

imputations that those particulars are said to justify or substantiate, which link the seriousness
of the incidents with the decision not to work with Mr Rush again. The clear deficiencies
with the particulars of the touching incidents flow through to and infect these additional
particulars.
85

It follows that I am satisfied that the particulars in paragraphs 14 to 24 and 28 are
insufficiently precise and specific to constitute proper particulars for a defence of justification
in defamation proceedings.

They are, in that specific context, evasive and ambiguous:

r 16.21(1)(c) of the Rules. They are also likely to cause prejudice or embarrassment in the
proceeding: r 16.21(1)(d) of the Rules. That is because they do not give Mr Rush fair or
reasonable notice of the case that is made against him and are likely to prejudice his
preparation and presentation of his case at trial.

I should emphasise that, while I have to

some extent dealt with some of the particulars separately, I have also considered the
particulars as a whole.
86

These findings are not made lightly.

They are made cognisant of the fact that if the

particulars are struck out, the defence of justification defence must also be struck out as
disclosing no reasonable cause of action. As discussed earlier, the authorities clearly show
that the power to strike out a defence in a defamation case should be exercised with
considerable care and caution and a defence should generally only be struck out in a clear, if
not exceptional, case. For the reasons just given, this is such a case.
Are the particulars capable of proving the truth of the defamatory meanings sought to be
justified?
87

The problems with the particulars of truth are compounded when consideration is given to the
requirement that the particulars are capable of proving the truth of the defamatory meanings
sought to be justified. The problem, in short terms, is that given the paucity of detail,
ambiguity and lack of specificity in the particulars, it is difficult if not impossible to conclude
that the particulars, taken at their highest, are capable of proving the truth of some, if not all,
of the imputations in paragraphs 4(a), 7(d), 8(d), 10(d), 10(f), 11(d) and 11(f).

88

The difficulties are perhaps most acute in relation to the imputation in paragraph 4(a), that
Mr Rush had engaged in “scandalously inappropriate behaviour in the theatre”. The ordinary
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Oxford English Dictionary) and “shameful or shocking” (Macquarie Dictionary).

The

ordinary meaning of “inappropriate” is “unsuitable” (Shorter Oxford English Dictionary).
Are the particulars concerning Mr Rush’s conduct, considered as a whole, and taken at their
highest, capable of proving that his conduct was “scandalously inappropriate”? Given the
paucity of detail, in particular concerning the alleged touching, including where and how the
actress was touched, why she felt uncomfortable, and what Mr Rush’s purpose or intention
was, the answer must be “no”.
89

Of course, one can imagine some circumstances where the conduct could be so described, but
those circumstances are not alleged. For example, if the particulars were that Mr Rush
deliberately and repeatedly touched the actress’ genitals during the performance, without her
consent, for the purpose of his own sexual gratification, or for the purpose of harassing or
intimidating her, that could no doubt be described as “scandalously inappropriate”. But that
is not what is alleged. It is not alleged in the particulars that Mr Rush touched the actress’
genitals, or that the touching was sexual in nature, or that Mr Rush’s purpose was his own
gratification, or that he intended to harass or intimidate the actress. Indeed, it is clear from
the Amended Defence that Nationwide and Mr Moran do not seek to establish that the
imputations that suggest that Mr Rush’s conduct was sexual in nature are substantially true.
The problem with the particulars is that one can equally imagine many scenarios that could
fall within the general and unspecific conduct that is particularised which could not be
described as “scandalous” or “inappropriate”.

90

Nationwide and Mr Moran contended that Mr Rush’s conduct, as particularised in paragraphs
14 to 24, could be described as “scandalously inappropriate” because the touching made the
actress feel uncomfortable, she asked him to stop, he repeated the touching in the face of that
demand, and the touching occurred in the workplace. In their submission, the repetition of
the conduct in those circumstances, considered together with the bathroom incident,
amounted to a course of conduct in the nature of harassment and intimidation. That, it was
submitted, was sufficient to establish that the conduct was “scandalously inappropriate”.

91

Putting aside, for the moment, the fact that it is not known how the actress was touched and
why she felt uncomfortable, it could perhaps be argued that the continuation of conduct in the
face of a request or demand for that conduct to stop, particularly in a workplace, could in
some circumstances be described as inappropriate. But again, that depends on the precise
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if, for example, the touching was not in any respect sexual or intimate in nature, and Mr Rush
was not aware that the touching made the actress feel uncomfortable, or how or why it made
her feel uncomfortable?

And what if Mr Rush considered that it was appropriate and

necessary for the purposes of his performance? The conduct in those circumstances could
scarcely be described as inappropriate, even if the actress asked Mr Rush to stop it. And if
the actress did ask Mr Rush to stop, what if he believed that she was irrational or
unreasonable to do so because he considered the touching to be artistically necessary? In
those circumstances, his conduct could scarcely be described as scandalous.
92

The problem again comes back to the fact that the allegations are so general, and so lacking
in detail and specifics, that they are capable of encompassing a range of different scenarios,
some of which could not be said to involve scandalous or inappropriate conduct. They are so
vague and general that it is not possible to conclude that, taken at their highest, they are
capable of proving that Mr Rush engaged in “scandalously inappropriate” behaviour.

93

The same thing can be said about the bathroom incident. It is not difficult to imagine some
circumstances where that incident could amount to “scandalously inappropriate” behaviour.
But much would depend on the context and circumstances in which Mr Rush entered the
female bathroom and, more significantly, his purpose and intentions in so doing. It would
also depend on what, if anything, was said and done while Mr Rush was in the bathroom.
The difficulty is that the particulars relating to the bathroom incident provide no detail
whatsoever in relation to those matters. All that is said, in substance, is that Mr Rush entered
the bathroom knowing that the actress was in there and left after the actress said “fuck off”.
Even taken together with the particulars of the repeated touching, which for the reasons
already given are themselves problematic, it is not possible to conclude that the particulars of
the bathroom incident, taken at their highest, are capable of proving that Mr Rush engaged in
“scandalously inappropriate” behaviour.

94

I should emphasise, in this context, that I accept that the particulars must be considered
together and as a whole. As discussed earlier, it would be wrong to look at each particular in
isolation. In my opinion, however, the particulars, considered together and as a whole, are
not capable of proving the substantial truth of the imputation in paragraph 4(a) of the
Statement of Claim. Taken at their highest, they are not capable of proving that Mr Rush
engaged in “scandalously inappropriate behaviour in the theatre”.
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It should also be noted, in this context, that I reject the submission advanced on behalf of
Nationwide and Mr Moran that the particulars, taken together, amount to an allegation of a
course of conduct of harassment and intimidation.

For the reasons already given, the

generality, lack of detail and imprecision of the particulars preclude any such finding.
96

In reaching that conclusion I have again borne in mind the caution that must be exercised in
relation to strike out applications of this type. I accept that factual evaluations are often
difficult at an interlocutory stage, and that the evidence led at trial may sometimes add
context, detail and “colour” beyond what the bare particulars would otherwise suggest. In
this case, however, the nature of the evidence that Nationwide and Mr Moran may adduce at
trial to prove the substantial truth of the relevant imputations is a matter of pure speculation.
In seeking to defend the particulars, Nationwide and Mr Moran did not reveal the witnesses
that they would be likely to call, or the evidence that they intended to lead, to prove the facts
in the particulars. There is no basis for any inference that the “full effect” of the evidence
that is expected to be led at trial will be “greater than what the bare particulars themselves
indicate”: cf. Hayson at [20]. Indeed, the fact that Nationwide and Mr Moran were unable to
provide further particulars of the alleged incidents would tend to suggest that, at this stage at
least, they do not expect to be able to lead any evidence beyond what the particulars indicate.
That is particularly so given that the deficiencies in the particulars are manifest and were, in
any event, identified by Mr Rush at an early stage.

97

The problems arising from the generality, lack of detail and imprecision of the particulars
similarly preclude a finding that the particulars, taken at their highest, are capable of proving
the substantial truth of any of the other pleaded imputations that are the subject of
Nationwide and Mr Moran’s defence of justification. The deficiencies with the particulars
are such that the particulars, taken together and at their highest, are not capable of proving
that Mr Rush’s conduct was inappropriate, despite the workplace setting and the alleged
demand that Mr Rush “stop doing it”. Nor are they capable of proving that Mr Rush
“inappropriately touched” the actress.

98

The imputation in paragraphs 7(d) and 8(d) of the Statement of Claim is that Mr Rush
“engaged in inappropriate behaviour against another person over several months while
working on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear”. While this imputation
does not include “scandalously”, the same issues arise in determining whether the particulars
are capable of proving that Mr Rush’s behaviour was inappropriate. There is, however, an
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of the material elements of the imputation is that the inappropriate behaviour occurred over
“several months”. The particulars, taken at their highest, are incapable of supporting the
substantial truth of that allegation.

At most, the conduct occurred over five days. An

allegation that inappropriate conduct of the sort alleged occurred over several months is
materially different to an allegation that the conduct occurred over five days. An allegation
that such conduct occurred over several months is plainly more serious than an allegation that
the conduct occurred over five days.
99

In order to prove the substantial truth of an imputation, it is necessary to prove that every
material part of the imputation is true: Channel Seven Sydney Pty Ltd v Mahommed (2010)
278 ALR 232; [2010] NSWCA 335 at [138] (McColl JA; Spigelman CJ, Beazley JA,
McClellan CJ at CL; Bergin CJ in EQ agreeing); O’Brien v Australian Broadcasting
Corporation [2017] NSWCA 338 at [172] (McColl JA, with whom Macfarlan and Leeming
JJA relevantly agreed). The particulars are incapable of proving every material part of the
imputation in paragraphs 7(d) and 8(d) of the Statement of Claim because they are not
capable of proving that the alleged inappropriate conduct occurred over several months.
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In my opinion, the particulars are not capable of proving the substantial truth of the
imputation in paragraphs 7(d) and 8(d).
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The position in relation to the imputation in paragraphs 10(d) and 11(d) is perhaps not so
clear cut.

The imputation is that Mr Rush “inappropriately touched” the actress while

working on the production of King Lear. Are the particulars, taken at their highest, capable
of proving that the touching was “inappropriate” in all the circumstances? The issue again
comes back to the generality and lack of details concerning the alleged touching. In the
absence of any clear details of how, where and in exactly what circumstances Mr Rush was
said to have touched the actress, it cannot be concluded that the touching was inappropriate.
While repetition of the touching in the face of a demand to stop may in some circumstances
considered to be inappropriate, there is insufficient detail of the nature and circumstances of
the demand and Mr Rush’s state of mind and intentions. For the reasons given above in the
context of the imputation in paragraph 4(a) of the Statement of Claim, I am unable to find
that the repetition of the touching in a workplace in the face of a demand to stop is alone
sufficient to prove that the touching was inappropriate. Further and better particulars would
be required to allow such a conclusion to be drawn.
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In my opinion, the particulars are not capable of proving the substantial truth of the
imputation in paragraphs 10(d) and 11(d).
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The same can be said in relation to the imputation in paragraphs 10(f) and 11(f) of the
Statement of Claim. That imputation again relates to Mr Rush inappropriately touching the
actress, with the added element that the conduct was “so serious that the Sydney Theatre
Company would never work with him again”. For the reasons already given, the particulars,
taken at their highest, are incapable of proving the truth of the allegation that Mr Rush
inappropriately touched the actress, let alone that the conduct was serious.
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It follows that, upon careful analysis, the particulars in paragraphs 14 to 24 and 28, taken
together and at their highest, are not capable of proving the substantial truth of any of the
imputations that are sought to be justified. In terms of r 16.21 of the Rules, the deficiency or
issue with the particulars is that they “fail to disclose a reasonable … defence … appropriate
to the nature of the pleading”.
Should the particulars and the justification defence be struck out?
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I have concluded that the particulars in paragraphs 14 to 24 and 28 of the Amended Defence
are not sufficiently precise or specific to amount to proper particulars of the defence of
justification defence pleaded by Nationwide and Mr Moran. The particulars are, in terms
of r 16.21(1)(c) and (d) of the Rules, evasive or ambiguous and likely to cause prejudice or
embarrassment in the proceeding. The deficiencies in the particulars in that regard are
sufficient alone to justify striking them out pursuant to r 16.21 of the Rules. I note in that
regard that Nationwide and Mr Moran have been given ample opportunity to supplement the
particulars.

A request for further particulars was first sent to their solicitors on 2 February

2018. On the first return date of the interlocutory application, leave to file the Amended
Defence was granted for the purposes of allowing the particulars to be supplemented. There
is no reason to suppose that Nationwide and Mr Moran are in a position to further supplement
the particulars at this time.
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The position in relation to striking out the particulars is made even clearer by the conclusions
I have reached concerning the capacity of the particulars to prove the truth of the imputations
that they are said to justify. In short, the particulars, taken at their highest, are not capable of
proving the substantial truth of any of the imputations that are sought to be justified. That
conclusion is to an extent intertwined with, or flows from, the findings that have been made
concerning the lack of precision and specificity of the particulars.
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- 28 generality and uncertainty of the allegations make it impossible to conclude that they are
capable of proving the substantial truth of the relevant imputations. The problem, in short,
arises as much from what the particulars do not include or allege, as much as from what they
do.
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In my opinion, the deficiencies and inadequacies in the particulars of truth are such that there
is no alternative to striking them out. As noted earlier, there is no point in giving Nationwide
and Mr Moran a further opportunity to supplement or bolster the existing particulars. They
have been given that opportunity and, for whatever reason, were unwilling, or more likely
unable, to answer the many unanswered questions that arise from the particulars. The effect
of striking out the particulars is that there is no longer any reasonable basis for the
contentions in paragraphs 25, 26, 27 and 28 and no reasonable basis for the defence of
justification in paragraph 13(a) of the Amended Defence. Those paragraphs must also be
struck out.
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I reiterate that I am mindful of the care and caution that must be exercised when considering
what amounts, in effect, to the summary dismissal of Nationwide and Mr Moran’s defence of
justification. I accept that a defence of justification should generally only be struck out on
the basis of the deficiencies and inadequacies of the particulars of truth in a clear case where
there is a high degree of certainty about the outcome if the defence was allowed to be run at
trial. This is such a case.
QUALIFIED PRIVILEGE AND PARAGRAPHS 36.9A TO 36.9C OF THE
AMENDED DEFENCE
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As has already been noted, Mr Rush did not seek to strike out the statutory defence of
qualified privilege raised by Nationwide and Mr Moran in the Amended Defence.

He

accepted, though somewhat belatedly and apparently begrudgingly, that the qualified
privilege defence is reasonably arguable.

He did, however, apply to strike out three

paragraphs – paragraphs 36.9A, 36.9B and 36.9C – on the basis that those paragraphs pleaded
matters that are logically irrelevant to the defence of qualified privilege and therefore have no
forensic purpose. In oral submissions, Mr Rush went so far as to submit that the paragraphs
were an abuse of the process of the Court: cf. r 16.21(1)(f) of the Rules.
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The key issue concerning paragraphs 36.9A to 36.9C hinges on the element of the defence of
statutory qualified privilege that requires a defendant to prove that “the conduct of the
defendant in publishing that matter is reasonable in the circumstances”. The question, in
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the conduct of the defendant was reasonable in the circumstances. If the answer to that
question is “no”, as Mr Rush contended, paragraphs 36.9A to 36.9C would appear to be
logically irrelevant to the defence of qualified privilege.

If the answer is “yes”, as

Nationwide and Mr Moran contended, the facts pleaded in paragraphs 36.9A to 36.9C may
assist it in its defence and should not be struck out.
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Before addressing that key question, it is necessary to provide some context. As has already
been noted, paragraph 36 (and it’s many subparagraphs) of the Amended Defence pleads the
facts and circumstances that are said to have made the conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran
in publishing the matters complained of reasonable. Paragraph 36.6 states that prior to
publishing the first and second matters complained of (the billboard and the articles in the 30
November 2017 edition of the Telegraph), Nationwide and Mr Moran had certain
information.

That information is set out in paragraphs (a) to (g) of paragraph 36.6.

Paragraph 36.6A sets out the sources of the information in paragraphs 36.6(a) to (g). In
similar fashion, paragraph 36.7 sets out the information that Nationwide and Mr Moran had
prior to publishing the third matter complained of (the articles in the 1 December 2017
edition of the Telegraph) and paragraph 36.7A sets out the sources of that information.
Paragraph 36.8 states that Nationwide and Mr Moran were reasonably satisfied about the
sources of the information and the integrity, authenticity and accuracy of those sources. No
complaint is made concerning those paragraphs of the Amended Defence.
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Paragraph 36.9 of the Defence stated that Nationwide and Mr Moran “believed what it [sic]
published to be true”. The Amended Defence adds the words “specifically the matters set out
in paragraphs 36.9A and 36.9C” between the words “published” and “to be true”. Paragraph
36.9A, which was inserted in the Amended Defence, states as follows (omitting the
underlining that appear in the document to identify the portions the subject of the
amendment):
[T]he second matter complained of contained the following facts concerning the
Applicant, each of which was a matter of substantial truth;
(a)

the Applicant was an Oscar winning actor, having won the Academy
Award for Best Actor in 1996 for his role as David Helfgott in the
movie Shine;

(b)

the Applicant was nominated an Oscar:
(i)

in 1998 for in the Best Supporting Actor category for his role
in Shakespeare in Love;
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in 2000 for in the Best Actor category for his role in Quills;

(iii)

in 2011 for in the Best Actor category for his role in The
King’s Speech;

(c)

the Applicant has found fame being one of the few people to have
won acting’s triple crown - the Academy Award, the Primetime
Emmy Award and the Tony Award;

(d)

the Applicant was 66 years old and a married father of two;

(e)

the Applicant is a Melbourne resident;

(f)

the Applicant was the President of the Australian Academy of
Cinema Television and Arts;

(g)

the Applicant was expected to attend the annual AACTA Awards at
The Star Event Centre the following week;

(h)

the Applicant was one of the country’s most successful actors;

(i)

the Applicant had been accused of ‘inappropriate behaviour’ during
the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear;

(j)

the Sydney Theatre Company had told The Daily Telegraph that it
“received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged
in inappropriate behaviour. The company received the complaint
when Mr Rush’s engagement with the company had ended. The
company continues to work with the complainant to minimise the
risk of future instances of the alleged behaviour occurring in its
workplace. The complainant has requested that their identity be
withheld. STC respects that request and for privacy reasons, will not
be making any further comments”;

(k)

the Applicant, through his lawyers. vigorously denied the claims;

(l)

the Applicant’s lawyers, HWL Ebsworth, said:

(m)

(i)

the Applicant had “not been approached by the Sydney
Theatre Company, the alleged complainant nor any
representative of either. Further, he has not been informed by
them of the nature of the complaint and what it involves. If
such a statement has been issued by the STC it is both
irresponsible and highly damaging”;

(ii)

the Applicant’s “regard, actions and treatment of all the
people he has worked with has been impeccable beyond
reproach”

(iii)

that the Applicant had not been involved with the Sydney
Theatre Company or its representatives for more than 22
months;

(iv)

that the Daily Telegraph’s understanding of what has
occurred is fishing and unfounded and that “it does not
warrant comment except that it is false and untrue”;

the local production of King Lear ran from November 2015 to
January 2016 at the Roslyn Packer Theatre;
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(n)

there were several months of rehearsals;

(o)

the Applicant has worked with the Sydney Theatre Company many
times, both acting and directing productions like Uncle Vanya,
Oleanna, The Importance of Being Ernest, You Can’t Take It With
You, King Lear and The Government Inspector;

The important point to note about paragraph 36.9A is that it includes two assertions
concerning the information that is set out in paragraphs (a) through to (o). The first assertion
is that the second matter complained of (the articles in the 30 November edition of the
Telegraph) “contained” the “facts” in those paragraphs. The second contention is that each of
the “facts” in paragraphs (a) to (o) “was a matter of substantial truth”.

It may be of

significance that the word “facts” is used in paragraph 36.9A, rather than “information”.
That is in contrast to paragraphs 36.6 and 36.7 which state the “information” that Nationwide
and Mr Moran possessed prior to publication.
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Three further things should also be noted about paragraph 36.9A. First, the “facts” set out in
paragraph 36.9A are far more extensive than, and do not precisely correspond with, the
“information” which paragraphs 36.6 and 36.7 assert was possessed by Nationwide and
Mr Moran prior to publication. Second, unlike with the information set out in paragraphs
36.6 and 36.7, the Amended Defence does not refer to the source of the facts in paragraph
36.9A. Third, while it is asserted that the “facts” in paragraphs (a) to (o) were matters of
substantial truth, those facts are not relied on as particulars of truth in the context of the
defence of justification.
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Paragraph 36.9B states as follows (omitting the underlining that appear in the document to
identify the portions the subject of the amendment):
[I]n support of the substantial truth of the matter set out in particular 36.9A(i), the
Respondents rely upon the following facts, matters and circumstances:
(a)

on 9 January 2016, following the incident referred to in paragraphs
23 and 23A above, Rachael Azzopardi, the Sydney Theatre
Company’s Director of Programming and Artistic Operations,
witnessed the Complainant crying and approached her to see if she
was okay. The Complainant told Ms Azzopardi, in substance, that
she was not ready to talk about it.

(b)

on around 1 April 2016, the Complainant contacted Ms Azzopardi
and asked to arrange a meeting between the two of them.

(c)

on around 4 April 2016, the Complainant met with Ms Azzopardi
and told Ms Azzopardi about the Applicant’s conduct towards her
during the Production.

(d)

on around 14 April 2016, a meeting was held between the
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of the Sydney Theatre Company, Kate Crisp, and another employee
of the Sydney Theatre Company whose identity is presently
unknown to the Respondents. At that meeting the Complainant made
a complaint about the Applicant’s conduct towards her during the
Production.
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(e)

the substance of the complaint referred to in paragraphs (c) and (d)
was that the Applicant had groped the Complainant “all over” during
the Production.

(f)

the Complainant stated at the meeting referred to in paragraph (d)
that the main reason for her deciding to report the Applicant’s
conduct was to bring the matter to the attention to the Sydney
Theatre Company in order to minimise the possibility of such an
experience occurring again. The Complainant also advised the
Sydney Theatre Company that she did not want the Applicant to be
informed of the Complaint for fear of repercussions against the
Complainant;

Three points should be noted about paragraph 36.9B.

First, the facts pleaded in this

paragraph are said to support the “substantial truth” of only one of the “facts” set out in
paragraph 36.9A: the “fact” in paragraph 36.9B(i). Second, the source of the “facts” in
paragraph 36.9B(a) to (f) is not provided in the Amended Defence. Third, it is not asserted in
the Amended Defence that the information in paragraph 36.9B was known to or possessed by
Nationwide or Mr Moran prior to publication.
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Paragraph 36.9C is in similar terms to paragraph 36.9A, though it relates to “facts” contained
in the third matter complained of (the articles in the 1 December 2017 edition of the
Telegraph). It states as follows (omitting the underlining that appear in the document to
identify the portions the subject of the amendment):
[T]he third matter complained of contained the following facts concerning the
Applicant, each of which was a matter of substantial truth:
(a)

two Sydney Theatre Company actors had spoken out in support of
the Complainant, namely:
(i)

Meyne Raoul Wyatt, an actor who also appeared in King
Lear, had said he believed the allegations concerning the
Applicant and had posted the following statement o[n] his
Facebook page: “I was in the show. I believe whoever has
come forward. It’s time for Sydney Theatre Company and
the industry in Australia and worldwide as a whole to make a
stand on this behaviour!!!”;

(ii)

Brandon McClelland, an actor who has worked alongside the
Complainant, had posted the following statement on his
Twitter account: “It wasn’t a misunderstanding. It wasn’t a
joke”;
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the Applicant is one of Australia’s biggest stars;

(c)

the Applicant was continuing to vehemently deny the claims that he
had inappropriately touched the Complainant during the stage
production of King Lear;

(d)

Brandon McClelland’s tweet had been reposted by several other
Sydney theatre actors;

(e)

two sources from the Sydney Theatre Company had said that the
company stood by the Complainant’s claims;

(f)

the two sources referred to in the preceding particular had both said
that the Sydney Theatre Company would not work with the
Applicant again, with one saying: “There is no chance. How could
we work with him again? That question doesn’t even need an
answer. Another actor backed what she said ... we’ve taken this very
seriously”;

(g)

the source referred to in the preceding particular had also defended
not naming the Complainant, saying “It is not our story to tell”;

(h)

the Applicant had been told the identity of the Complainant in a
telephone call with Sydney Theatre Company’s Executive Director,
Patrick Mcintyre, two weeks earlier;

(i)

the Sydney Theatre Company had revised its HR policies to try to
ensure it maintained a safe environment for staff;

(j)

Patrick Mcintyre, the Executive Director of the Sydney Theatre
Company had stated the following:

(k)

(i)

that it was important actors felt safe to speak up and that he
believed maintenance of confidentiality was key;

(ii)

the Sydney Theatre Company had “reviewed policies and
procedures in place and that includes educating actors when
they come in to the company about our intolerance of
inappropriate behaviour, who they should speak to and
encouraging them to speak up”;

(iii)

the executive team at the Sydney Theatre Company had a
duty of care to ensure all staff feel safe and respected in the
workplace;

(iv)

“This isn’t about creating drama and blame but if everyone
holds each other accountable, we create the kind of
workplace we all want to be in”;

(v)

that it was a wide ranging issue for the industry to address in
the wake of the Harvey Weinstein scandal;

(vi)

“Many still view that speaking up comes with adverse
repercussions. This is a trust issue that the industry needs to
work towards resolving and the observance of confidentiality
is key to this. If people don’t trust us with their stories, they
won’t speak up”

the Sydney Theatre Company had confirmed it had received a
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behaviour by the Applicant;
(l)

an Actors Equity survey aimed at theatre actors had preliminary
findings that 40% of respondents claimed they had directly
experienced sexual harassment, bullying or misconduct;

(m)

the Sydney Theatre Company production of King Lear ran from
November 2015 to January 2016;

(n)

the Applicant was 66 years old;

(o)

the Applicant had stated the following:

(p)

(i)

he had “immediately phoned and spoke to senior
management” when he became aware of rumours there was a
complaint;

(ii)

“they refused to illuminate me with the details. I also asked
why this information was being withheld, and why,
according to standard theatre practice, the issue had not been
raised with me during the production via stage management,
the director, my fellow actors or anyone at management
level. However, no response was forthcoming.”

the Applicant’s lawyer. Nicholas Pullen of HWL Ebsworth, had
stated the following:
(i)

it was a “great disappointment” that the Sydney Theatre
Company had “chosen to smear his name and unjustifiably
damage his reputation. Not to afford a person their right to
know what has been alleged against them, let alone not
inform them of it but release such information to the public,
is both a denial of natural justice and is not how our society
operates”;

(ii)

that the Applicant “abhorred any form of maltreatement of
any person”;

(iii)

“until there is the decency afforded to Mr Rush of what the
‘inappropriate behaviour’ actually is then there is nothing
more than can be said at this stage”;

(q)

the Applicant had worked with the Sydney Theatre Company both
acting and directing productions including Uncle Vanya, Oleanna,
The Importance of Being Ernest and The Government Inspector;

(r)

the Applicant’s management had stated the following:
(i)

that the Sydney Theatre Company had “chosen to smear his
name and unjustifiably damage his reputation”;

(ii)

“his treatment of fellow colleagues and everyone he has
worked with is always conducted with respect and the utmost
propriety. The allegation made against Mr Rush comes from
a statement provided by the Sydney Theatre Company”;

(iii)

that it is understood that the Sydney Theatre Company’s
statement concerned a complaint made more than 21 months
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(s)

(t)
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(iv)

“to date, Mr Rush or any of his representatives have not
received any representations from the STC or the
complainant. In other words, there has been no provision of
any details, circumstances, allegations or events that can be
meaningfully responded to”;

(v)

that Mr Rush reiterated that he denied being involved in any
“inappropriate behaviour” whatsoever;

the Sydney Theatre Company had stated the following:
(i)

that it “was asked by a News Ltd journalist earlier this month
whether it had received a complaint alleging inappropriate
behaviour by Mr Rush while he was employed by the
company. STC responded truthfully that it had received such
a complaint”;

(ii)

that the Complainant had “requested the matter be dealt with
confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or
involved” in any inquiry;

(iii)

“STC complied, acting in the interest of the complainant’s
health and welfare. As already stated, the Company received
the Complaint after Mr Rush’s engagement had ended”;

the Applicant was the star of the Pirates of the Caribbean.

The points that were made in relation to paragraph 36.9A apply equally to paragraph 36.9C.
There is, however, one additional point to note about paragraph 36.9C. That is, that there is
no equivalent to paragraph 36.9B in respect of the “facts” pleaded in paragraph 36.9C: there
is no paragraph that pleads the facts, matters or circumstances that are said to prove the
substantial truth of any of the facts identified in paragraph 36.9C.
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Paragraphs 36.10 to 36.15 plead additional facts that are said to be relevant to the
reasonableness of the conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran in publishing the relevant
matters. They are not the subject of complaint.
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As indicated earlier, Mr Rush contended that the objective truth or otherwise of the published
statements is irrelevant to the defence of statutory qualified privilege. He relied, in support of
that contention, on the decision of Hunt J at CL in Makim v John Fairfax & Sons Ltd
(unreported, Supreme Court of New South Wales, Hunt J, 15 June 1990).
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Makim primarily concerned whether the defendant was entitled to interrogate the plaintiff
about certain matters, including matters that went only to the objective truth of what the
defendant had published. The defendant sought to justify the interrogatories on the basis,
inter alia, that they were relevant to its defence of qualified privilege under the Defamation
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was established, inter alia, that “the conduct of the publisher in publishing that matter is
reasonable in the circumstances”.
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In that context, Hunt J said:
As a matter of principle, the objective truth or falsity of what was said is
irrelevant to the defence of qualified privilege. That defence (whether statutory or
common law) proceeds upon the basis that the defendant was honestly mistaken in
what he said; the authorities are collected in Barbaro v Amalgamated Television
Services Pty Ltd (1985) 1 NSWLR 30 at 41-22. What the defendant must establish in
relation to the statutory defence is that he took all reasonable steps to ensure that he
got his facts right - to ensure that the published statements were true: Austin v Mirror
Newspapers Ltd (1985) 3 NSWLR 354 (PC) at 361, 363, 364. The defendant does
not have to establish that they were objectively true in fact, and proof of such
objective truth does not assist the defendant to establish that the steps which he
took to ensure that truth were reasonable.
(Emphasis added.)
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His Honour returned to that issue later, when he said:
A person’s belief in the truth of a particular fact is not established by showing
that objectively the fact is true. That belief in the truth may be honestly held even
though there is in fact objectively no truth at all in what was said. The defendant’s
belief may be one engendered by carelessness, impulsiveness or irrationality. The
defendant may hold that belief after being swayed by strong prejudice, or he may be
obstinate and pigheaded, or stupid and obtuse in coming to the conclusion which he
did. But if he nevertheless had an honest belief in the truth of what he said, the
defendant will have established that particular ingredient of the defence of statutory
qualified privilege, however objectively false that statement may be: Horrocks v
Lowe [1975] AC 135 at 150-153.
What the defendant is entitled to do is to establish the matters upon which his belief
was based. This is not done in order to show that his belief was a reasonable one, or
that it was a belief that was based upon reasonable grounds, for that is never the test
of the existence or non-existence of an honest belief: Clark v Molyneux (1877) 3
QBD 237 at 249. It is done simply to support the existence of his honest belief, by
demonstrating what was present to the defendant’s mind at the time of the
publication and what led to the existence of that belief on his part.
(Emphasis added.)
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Finally, his Honour said:
There is authority for the proposition that, in some circumstances, evidence that a
particular fact published is false is relevant to a plaintiff’s proof of the defendant’s
knowledge of that falsity: Rigby v Associated Newspapers Ltd (No 2) at 736. It could
be so where the circumstances were such that knowledge of the falsity could be
inferred from them: Uren v Australian Consolidated Press Ltd (1965) 66 SR 271 at
296. But, as Walsh JA said in the former case, the circumstances would have to be
unusual. It is certainly very difficult to suggest an example other than a very unusual
one where such knowledge could be inferred from the mere fact of falsity.
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defendant seeks to establish that he believed in the truth of a particular fact, the
only thing which is relevant is the defendant’s state of mind, and the
circumstance that the fact turns out to have been true does not advance the
proof of the defendant’s belief in the truth of that fact. The question of privilege
only arises where the defendant has failed to establish a defence of truth. As I
said earlier, this defence proceeds upon the basis that the defence was honestly
mistaken in what he published. What the defendant must establish is what was in his
mind. If the defendant is a corporation, it must do so by showing what was in the
mind of the relevant servant or agent who was responsible for composing the matter
complained of; the authorities are collected in Bickel v John Fairfax and Sons Ltd
[1981] 2 NSWLR 474 at 499. See also Austin v Mirror Newspapers Ltd at 363.
(Emphasis added.)
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Hunt J’s finding that the objective truth of the matters published was irrelevant to the
statutory defence of qualified privilege was followed by Levine J in Sewell v National
Australia Bank Ltd (unreported, Supreme Court of New South Wales, Levine J, 12 June
1997) and Alan Jones v John Fairfax Publications Pty Ltd [2002] NSWSC 1210 at [59]; and
Anderson AUJ in Rayney v The State of Western Australia (No 2) [2009] WASC 133 at [21][23]. The latter case was decided under the Defamation Act 2005 (WA). Anderson AUJ
struck out paragraphs of a reply on the basis that they related only to the objective truth or
falsity of the defamatory material.
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The position would appear to be much the same in the United Kingdom. In Flood v Times
Newspapers Ltd [2012] UKSC 11; 2 AC 273; 4 All ER 913, a decision of the United
Kingdom Supreme Court, Lord Mance SCJ referred to the defence of public interest privilege
and said (at [122]):
Its basic elements are ‘the public interest of the material and the conduct of the
journalists at the time’. Whether the material is true is a ‘neutral circumstance’. In
contrast, whether at the time the relevant journalists believed it to be true is (other
than in cases of purely neutral reportage of allegations) highly material when
considering their conduct. See, on these points, Jameel v Wall Street Journal Europe
SPRL at [62] per Lord Hoffmann.
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Nationwide and Mr Moran relied on a decision of White J in this Court in Hockey v Fairfax
Media Publications Pty Ltd (2015) 237 FCR 33. An issue arose in that case whether the
objective truth of certain facts in the relevant publications was irrelevant to the publisher’s
defence of qualified privilege. The issue arose when objection was taken to questions put to
the applicant, Mr Hockey, in cross-examination.

His Honour deferred ruling on the

objections and received the evidence on the basis that he would hear submissions in relation
to the relevance of the evidence in final submissions. As events transpired, his Honour found
that the publisher’s conduct was not reasonable. He nevertheless ruled that the evidence was
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(at 331]), however, that the decision in Makim, “while persuasive, is no longer decisive of the
question of whether proof of the objective truth of facts comprising, or contributing to, a
defamatory imputation is admissible in support of a defence of qualified privilege”.
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His Honour’s reasoning hinged primarily on the terms of s 30(3) of the Defamation Act,
which provides as follows:
In determining for the purposes of subsection (1) whether the conduct of the
defendant in publishing matter about a person is reasonable in the circumstances, a
court may take into account:
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(a)

the extent to which the matter published is of public interest, and

(b)

the extent to which the matter published relates to the performance of
the public functions or activities of the person, and

(c)

the seriousness of any defamatory imputation carried by the matter
published, and

(d)

the extent to which the matter published distinguishes between
suspicions, allegations and proven facts, and

(e)

whether it was in the public interest in the circumstances for the
matter published to be published expeditiously, and

(f)

the nature of the business environment in which the defendant
operates, and

(g)

the sources of the information in the matter published and the
integrity of those sources, and

(h)

whether the matter published contained the substance of the person’s
side of the story and, if not, whether a reasonable attempt was made
by the defendant to obtain and publish a response from the person,
and

(i)

any other steps taken to verify the information in the matter
published, and

(j)

any other circumstances that the court considers relevant.

There was no equivalent provision in the 1974 Act at the time Hunt J decided Makim, though
in 2002 the 1974 Act was amended to include s 22(2A), which was in relevantly the same
terms as s 30(3) of the Defamation Act
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White J reasoned as follows (at [328] to [330]).
It is appropriate to keep in mind that what the respondents must establish under
s 30(1)(c) is not the reasonableness of the publication itself, but the reasonableness of
their conduct in the circumstances in publishing the defamatory matter, ie, the
defamatory imputations. Prima facie, this requires an objective assessment of the
respondents’ conduct at the time of publication in the circumstances then known.
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determinative of the issues which arise under s 30 of the 2005 Act. That is because
subs (3) appears to enlarge the range of matters to which the Court may have regard
in determining the reasonableness of a defendant’s conduct. In particular, it appears
to indicate that courts may now have regard to matters going beyond the belief of the
defendant in the truth of the defamatory imputation pleaded by a plaintiff, this being
the principal consideration underpinning the reasoning of Hunt J in Makim. In
addition to the listed matters, courts may have regard to any other matter which,
considered objectively, may be relevant (subs (3)(j)).
If the Court may take these matters into account, the parties should be permitted to
adduce evidence bearing on them. A defendant, in particular, should be able to put
material before a court bearing upon its consideration of the matters enumerated in
subs (3). As presently advised, I see no reason in principle why this may not, in some
cases, include evidence establishing the objective truth of matters making out the
defamatory imputation if, and to the extent to which, they bear on the Court’s
evaluation of the s 30(3) matters. In some cases, evidence of the objective truth of
some facts may have a material bearing upon the extent to which the “matter
published” is in the public interest (subpara (a)), or on the extent to which the matter
published relates to the performance of public functions or activities of the plaintiff
(subpara (b)), or on the seriousness of the defamatory imputation carried by the
matter published (subpara (c)). Evidence may possibly assist in the evaluation of a
defendant’s investigation and attempts at verification if it demonstrates that there was
no further information to be ascertained.
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His Honour ultimately held that the evidence which had been objected to on the grounds of
relevance was relevant to the Court’s consideration of the matters arising under s 30(3)(a), (b)
and (c).

132

Mr Rush submitted that Makim should be followed and that White J in Hockey was plainly
wrong to distinguish Makim on the grounds that he did. Nationwide and Mr Moran, on the
other hand, argued that White J was correct to distinguish Makim, that it is at least arguable
that Makim should not be followed and that White J was correct in finding that the objective
truth of what was published is not always irrelevant to the defence of qualified privilege.
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In my view, however, the parties’ submissions concerning Makim and Hockey mostly missed
the point.

The question whether paragraphs 36.9A, 36.9B and 36.9C of the Amended

Defence should or should not be struck out is not answered by simply determining which of
those two cases should be followed. The real issue, rather, is whether the objective truth of
the matters pleaded in paragraphs 36.9A and 36.9C is reasonably capable of bearing upon the
question whether the conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran in publishing the matters
complained of was reasonable in the circumstances. A subsidiary issue is whether paragraphs
36.9A to 36.9C otherwise fail to raise a reasonable defence, or are ambiguous or likely to
cause prejudice, embarrassment or delay in the proceeding.
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Before addressing those issues, in light of the detailed submissions that were advanced by the
parties, the following points should be made concerning the decisions in Makim and Hockey.

135

First, neither Makim nor Hockey concerned the question whether parts of a pleading raising
the defence of qualified privilege should be struck out. Makim concerned the question
whether a defendant should be permitted to interrogate the plaintiff about the objective truth
of some of the defamatory statements that had been published in the context of a defence of
qualified privilege. Hockey concerned the admissibility of questions put to the plaintiff,
Mr Hockey, in cross-examination that supposedly related to the objective truth of some of the
published defamatory statements. The critical issue in both cases was the extent to which the
objective truth of the relevant statements could bear on the question of whether the conduct
of the defendant in publishing the matter complained of was reasonable in the circumstances.
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Second, the reasoning of Hunt J in Makim primarily related to what is ordinarily the primary
consideration in determining the reasonableness of the conduct of the publisher: whether the
publisher believed and took all reasonable steps to ensure that what was published was true.
The usual way that question is addressed is by the publisher pleading and providing
particulars of the information that it possessed at the time the matter was published, the
reasonableness of the sources of that information, and other steps that were taken to verify the
truth and accuracy of the statements. In this case, those matters are pleaded at paragraphs
36.6, 36.6A, 36.7, 36.7A and 36.8 of the Amended Defence.
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It was in that context that Hunt J stated that, as a matter of principle, the objective truth or
falsity of what was said is irrelevant to the defence of qualified privilege and that proof of the
objective truth does not assist the publisher to establish the reasonableness of the steps which
were taken to ensure that what was published was true. The logic of Hunt J’s reasoning
cannot be doubted. It may perhaps be doubted, however, that Hunt J intended to lay down a
concrete rule that the objective truth of the published statements can never be relevant to the
reasonableness of the publisher’s conduct in publishing, and can never be relevant to any
issue that may arise in the context of the defence of qualified privilege.

138

Third, the defendant in Hockey did not seek to justify the relevance and admissibility of the
questions concerning the objective truth of the relevant published statements on the basis that
the evidence was relevant to the question whether it took reasonable steps to ensure that what
was published was true. Rather, it was argued that the evidence was relevant because it went
to the extent to which the matter published was of public interest and therefore fell within
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respect. His Honour also found that the evidence was relevant to the extent to which the
matter published related to the performance of the public functions of Mr Hockey, and the
seriousness of the defamatory imputations carried by the matter published, and therefore fell
within s 30(3)(b) and (c) of the Defamation Act. White J did not question or query the
reasoning of Hunt J in Makim to the effect that the objective truth does not assist the
publisher to establish the reasonableness of the steps which were taken to ensure that what
was published was true.
139

Fourth, while it is not a major point, I doubt that it is correct to say, as White J does at [329],
that s 30(3) of the Defamation Act relevantly enlarged the range of matters to which the
Court may have regard in determining the reasonableness of the defendant’s conduct. All
that s 30(3) does it to provide a non-exhaustive list of considerations that the Court may, not
must, take into account in determining the reasonableness of the defendant’s conduct. There
is nothing to suggest that the Court could have not have had regard to those sorts of
considerations when considering the reasonableness of the defendant’s conduct for the
purposes of s 22(1)(c) of the 1974 Act, even before the amendment in 2002 which inserted
s 22(2A), if they were considered to be relevant to the reasonableness of the defendant’s
conduct. It was, for example, always open to the Court to have regard to the extent to which
the matter published was of public interest if that relevantly bore on the reasonableness of the
defendant’s conduct.

140

Fifth, with the greatest respect to White J, I have some considerable difficulty seeing how the
objective truth of what was published can be relevant to the reasonableness of the defendant’s
conduct for the purposes of a qualified privilege defence, even having regard to the range of
matters in s 30(3). As Hunt J pointed out in Makim, the defence of qualified privilege
proceeds on the basis that the relevant statements that were published were not true. If they
were true, it is hard to see how the defendant would not have available to it a defence of
justification, making a defence of qualified privilege largely unnecessary. The main question
for determination in respect of the defence of qualified privilege is whether the defendant
acted reasonably in publishing despite the fact that what was published turned out to be
untrue.

141

It is equally difficult to see how the objective truth or falsity of the statements can have any
real bearing on any of the s 30(3) matters.
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In relation to s 30(3)(a), which appears to have provided the main basis for White J’s finding
that the disputed evidence in Hockey was relevant, it is hard to see how the objective truth of
the statements published can bear on the extent to which the matter published is of public
interest. The extent to which the matter published is of public interest will depend on the
background context and nature and character of the subject matter of the publication, rather
than the objective truth of what is published.

143

That appears to be reflected in the way the public interest of the matter published has been
pleaded by Nationwide and Mr Moran. They allege that the matters complained of were
published in the “background context” of widespread reporting in Australia and
internationally of sexual misconduct, bullying and harassment in the entertainment industry,
as well as the covering up of those allegations by the industry: paragraph 29 of the Amended
Defence. The relevant subjects of the matters complained of are alleged to be the alleged
misconduct of Mr Rush, an Oscar-winning Australian actor; the response of the Sydney
Theatre Company to that alleged misconduct; Mr Rush’s response to that allegation and the
public support of the actress by Sydney Theatre Company actors: paragraphs 31 and 32 of the
Amended Defence. Those subjects are alleged to be “matters of proper and legitimate public
interest”: paragraph 33 of the Amended Defence.

Alternatively, it is alleged that the

recipients of the matters complained of had an apparent interest in having information on
those subjects because Nationwide and Mr Moran believed that the subjects were matters of
proper and legitimate public interest: paragraph 34 of the Amended Defence.
144

Nationwide and Mr Moran do not provide any particulars of the basis upon which it is
asserted that the subjects were matters of proper and legitimate public interest. Their case
appears to be that this follows from the very nature and character of the subjects, perhaps
considered in the context of earlier reporting of allegations of sexual misconduct in the
entertainment industry. Nowhere in the Amended Defence is it contended that the public
interest in the subjects arose from the objective truth of what was published. It is certainly
not readily apparent from the pleading why the objective truth of what was published could
have had any bearing on the extent of the public interest in the subjects.
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It is equally not readily apparent how the objective truth of the matters published could have
any bearing on the other s 30(3) matters.

146

In the case of s 30(3)(b), the matters published either relate to the performance of the public
functions or activities of the person, or they do not. The objective truth or otherwise of the
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matters published relate to the performance of the public functions or activities of Mr Rush
will be the same irrespective of the truth or otherwise of the published statements.
Nationwide and Mr Moran contend, in paragraph 36.3 of the Amended Defence, that the
matters complained of related to the alleged public activities of Mr Rush whilst performing in
the theatre. They do not suggest that that allegation depends on the objective truth of what
they published.
147

The truth or otherwise of the published statements are, on close analysis, also highly unlikely
to bear on the matters referred to in s 30(3)(d), (e), (f), (g), (h) and (i). Nor is it expressly
stated in the pleading that the objective truth of the statements bear on any of those matters.
As for s 30(3)(c), if the published statements are objectively true, the defendant will most
likely have a defence of justification open to it, and the seriousness or otherwise of the
defamatory imputations is unlikely to be an issue.
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It follows from what has just been said that I have some doubts about the correctness of some
of White J’s reasoning in Hockey. If I was required to decide whether to follow Makim or
Hockey, I would be inclined to follow Makim. I do not consider, however, that I am required
to make any such an election. As already noted, neither Makim nor Hockey concerned the
striking out of particulars of a defence of qualified privilege. Hockey relevantly concerned
the admissibility of evidence. I have no reason to doubt that White J was correct, in the
particular and possibly unique circumstances of that case, in admitted the challenged
evidence. I also accept, as White J effectively found, that Makim and the cases that have
followed it are not necessarily determinative of whether the objective truth of the statements
published can ever be relevant to a defence of qualified privilege. That is because Makim
primarily concerned whether the objective truth of the statement could be relevant to the
question whether the publisher reasonably believed that what it published was true. Hunt J
did not specifically address the types of considerations that are now in s 30(3) of the
Defamation Act. Nevertheless, the force and logic of Hunt J’s reasoning remains. It is
difficult to see how the objective truth of what was published can be relevant to the
reasonableness of the publisher’s conduct for the purposes of the defence of qualified
privilege, even having regard to the list of possible considerations in s 30(3).
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In any event, as has already been said, the important question here is not so much whether the
reasoning in Makim or Hockey should be followed, but whether it is at least reasonably
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36.9C can relevantly bear on the reasonableness of the conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran
in publishing the matters complained of. In that regard it is important to emphasise that in
Hockey, the defendant sought to justify the receipt of the evidence relating to the objective
truth of some of the matters published by reference to a specific paragraph or paragraphs of
s 30(3). No such attempt was made by Nationwide and Mr Moran in this case. They did not
submit, for example, that the objective truth of the “facts” pleaded in paragraphs 36.9A and
36.9C was relevant to determining the extent to which the matter published was of public
interest for the purposes of s 30(3)(a).

Nor was there any specific reference to any of the

other s 30(3) matters.
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Nor is the relevance of the objective truth of the facts and matters pleaded in paragraphs
36.9A and 36.9C readily apparent from the pleading itself. It should also be noted in that
context that paragraphs 36.1 to 36.8 and 36.10 to 36.15 specifically advert to the
considerations in listed in s 30(3). That is not the case in respect of 36.9A to 36.9C.
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The question remains, then, what is the possible relevance of the matters pleaded in
paragraphs 36.9A and 36.9C to Nationwide and Mr Moran’s defence of qualified privilege?
Can it be said that the objective proof of any of the facts pleaded in those paragraphs can or
might bear on the reasonableness of the conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran in publishing
the matters complained of?

152

Upon close analysis of those paragraphs, the short answer to that question is “no”. Moreover,
paragraphs 36.9A to 36.9C are ambiguous, appear to repeat other parts of the pleading and
lack appropriate clarity. It is difficult to see how they relate to or interact with the other parts
of the pleading concerning the defence of qualified privilege.
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As for the “facts” pleaded on paragraph 36.9A, it can readily be accepted that if Nationwide
and Mr Moran were in possession of information concerning the matters referred to in
paragraphs 36.9A(a) to (o) at the time of publication, and had obtained that information from
apparently reputable and reliable sources, that could well be relevant to assessing the
reasonableness of their conduct in publishing the second matter complained of.

It is,

however, unclear why the objective truth or otherwise of those matters could have a bearing
on the assessment of the reasonableness of the conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran. It is
equally unclear why this information is pleaded separately to the information pleaded in
paragraph 36.6 of the Amended Defence, and why there is no equivalent paragraph to
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the source or sources of the facts referred to in paragraph 36.9A, other than in those cases
where the source is implicit in the fact itself: see for example paragraph 36.9A(j).
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It would appear that the objective truth of many of the facts pleaded in paragraph 36.9A is
unlikely to be in issue: see in particular paragraphs 36.9A(a) to (h) and (m) to (o). What is
entirely unclear, however, is why the fact that the second matter complained of included
those facts, and more particularly the objective truth of those facts, could have any bearing on
the reasonableness of the conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran in publishing the matter. It is
also unlikely that the objective truth of the facts pleaded in paragraphs 36.9A(k) and (l) will
be in issue. Those facts are relevant to whether the matter published contained the substance
of Mr Rush’s side of the story: s 30(3)(h).

That very matter, however, is specifically

addressed in paragraphs 36.12A to 36.14 of the Amended Defence.

It is unclear what

paragraphs 36.9A(k) and (l) add to what is already pleaded in paragraphs 36.12A to 36.14
and, more significantly, why the objective truth of the facts referred to in 36.9A(k) and (l) is
also said to be relevant.
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That leaves the somewhat more contentious paragraphs 36.9A(i) and (j). What is unusual
about those paragraphs is that the facts or information referred to in them are already the
subject of paragraphs 36.6(a1) and (b). Paragraph 36.6A(b) specifies the source of that
information. The fact that Nationwide and Mr Moran obtained that information from a
source who they contend was reputable and reliable is plainly relevant to the reasonableness
of their conduct. That is no doubt why Mr Rush has not applied to strike out 36.6(a1) and
(b). What is entirely unclear, however, is why that information is repeated in 36.9A(i) and
(j), without any reference to the source of that information, and more significantly why the
objective truth of that information is relevant to the reasonableness of the conduct of
Nationwide and Mr Moran in publishing the matter complained of.
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As has already been noted, Nationwide and Mr Moran did not even attempt to demonstrate,
how the objective truth of the facts pleaded in paragraph 36.9A, or the fact that the first
matter complained of contained those facts, bore on any of the s 30(3) matters or, more
particularly, the reasonableness of their conduct for the purposes of their defence of qualified
privilege. The relevance of the objective truth of the facts referred to in paragraph 36.9A is
not readily apparent from the pleading itself. And has already been explained, while it may
be relevant that Nationwide and Mr Rush possessed some of the information referred to in
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matters are pleaded elsewhere in the Amended Defence in any event.
157

In all the circumstances, I am satisfied that the facts and matters pleaded in paragraph 36.9A
do not disclose a reasonable defence.
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I should note that I have given some consideration to whether it would be sufficient to simply
srike out the words “each of which was a matter of substantial truth” as they appear in
paragraph 36.9A. If that was done, however, that would mean that paragraph 36.9A would
simply read as a list of “facts” contained in the relevant articles. That itself would not be
capable of disclosing a reasonable defence. Paragraph 36.9 does now include the words
“specifically the matters set out in paragraphs 36.9A and 36.9C below”. Those words,
however, do not meaningfully add to the broader contention in paragraph 36.9 that
Nationwide and Mr Moran believed all of what they published to be true. It should also be
noted that no particulars are provided in relation to the contention that Nationwide and Mr
Moran believed that the “facts” in paragraph 36.9A to be true.
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I am also satisfied that paragraph 36.9A is ambiguous and is likely to cause embarrassment,
prejudice or delay in the proceeding. The embarrassment and prejudice flows from the
ambiguity and lack of clarity and apparent relevance of the matters pleaded in the paragraph.
It is, in short, not possible to discern the relevance of the matters pleaded in paragraph 36.9A
and how they intersect with or relate to the other paragraphs of the Amended Defence which
plead and particularise the defence of qualified privilege in a more conventional and
comprehensible way.
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Prejudice and delay is also likely to flow from the fact that, if permitted to plead the objective
truth of the matters in paragraphs 36.9A, Nationwide and Mr Moran will no doubt attempt to
prove the truth of the matters pleaded at trial. If the paragraphs are permitted to stand, there
will be a collateral inquiry into the truth of the statements made in the relevant publications in
circumstances where, for the reasons already given, it is at best unclear how and why the
objective proof of the statements is relevant to the reasonableness of the conduct in
publishing and the defence of qualified privilege. For the reasons already given, the defence
of justification currently pleaded by Nationwide and Mr Moran is to be struck out. An
inquiry into the objective truth of the published statements cannot be justified by reference to
that defence.
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Nationwide and Mr Moran may also attempt to utilise the Court’s processes to obtain
evidence to prove the truth of the matters pleaded in paragraph 36.9A. Indeed, they have
already endeavoured to do so by having the Court issue a subpoena directed to the Sydney
Theatre Company. That should not be permitted in circumstances where they have not
demonstrated, in clear terms, how and why proof of the truth of the facts pleaded in
paragraphs 36.9A can or might advance their defence of qualified privilege. Mr Rush went
so far as to submit that paragraphs 36.9A to 36.9C were included for the purpose of justifying
the subpoena and that they were therefore an abuse of process. I doubt that it is open to infer
that the paragraphs were included for that purpose. Nor is it necessary to go that far. For the
reasons given later in the context of the subpoena to the Sydney Theatre Company, it would
be an abuse of process for Nationwide and Mr Moran to utilise the Court’s compulsory
processes to undertake a “fishing expedition” in the hope of finding something that might
provide it with a defence, particularly if no proper basis for that defence has been
demonstrated.

162

For all those reasons it is appropriate to strike out paragraph 36.9A pursuant to r 16.21 of the
Rules.
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Paragraph 36.9B pleads certain facts that are said to substantial truth of paragraph 36.9A(i).
As already noted, it is unclear why the substantial truth of the fact pleaded in that paragraph
is relevant to the reasonableness of the conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran. It is also
unclear whether the facts pleaded in paragraph 36.9B were known to Nationwide and
Mr Moran at the time of publication, and unclear what the source of the information was.
Neither of those matters is pleaded. In any event, paragraph 36.9B must be struck out in
circumstances where paragraph 36.9A is to be struck out. I am satisfied that paragraph 36.9B
does not disclose a reasonable defence, is ambiguous and is likely to cause embarrassment,
prejudice or delay in the proceeding.
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Paragraph 36.9C has the same problems and deficiencies as paragraph 36.9A. It is at best
unclear how the objective truth of the “facts” detailed in paragraphs 36.9C(a) to (t), or the
fact that the third matter complained of contained those facts, bears at all on the issue of the
reasonableness of the conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran. Some of the facts referred to in
paragraph 36.9C appear to repeat or expand upon the facts already pleaded in paragraph 36.7.
As already noted, paragraph 36.7 details the information that was possessed by Nationwide
and Mr Moran at the time of the publication of the third matter complained of. The sources
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that Nationwide and Mr Moran possessed certain information at the time of publication, and
obtained that information from identified sources who are said to be reliable, may be relevant
to the reasonableness of their conduct in publishing.

It is, however, unclear why that

information is repeated or expanded in paragraph 36.9C, or why the objective truth of that
information bears on the reasonableness of Nationwide and Mr Moran.
165

To the extent that paragraph 36.9C refers to facts additional to those pleaded in paragraph
36.7, the sources of that information are not pleaded.

Some of the facts referred to in

paragraph 36.9C would also appear to be relevant to the reasonableness of the conduct of
Nationwide and Mr Moran having regard to s 30(3)(h) (whether the matter published
contained the substance of the person’s side of the story), but those facts are pleaded in any
event in paragraphs 36.12A to 36.14. It is unclear why the repetition is necessary.
166

In all the circumstances, for effectively the same reasons as those given earlier in relation to
paragraph 36.9A, I am satisfied that paragraph 36.9C does not disclose a reasonable defence.
I am also satisfied that paragraph 36.9C is ambiguous and is likely to cause embarrassment,
prejudice or delay in the proceeding. It is accordingly appropriate to strike it out pursuant to
r 16.21 of the Rules.
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The words “specifically the matters set out in paragraphs 36.9A and 36.9C below” as they
appear in paragraph 36.9 of the Amended Defence should also be struck out.
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I am again mindful of the care and caution that must generally be exercised when striking out
parts of a pleading. I note, however, that striking out paragraphs 36.9A to 36.9C of the
Amended Defence does not deny Nationwide and Mr Moran the opportunity to raise a
defence of qualified privilege at the trial. The balance of their defence of qualified privilege
remains. As has already been said, many of the facts pleaded in paragraphs 36.9A to 36.9C
are already referred to in some way or another elsewhere in the pleading, as information that
Nationwide and Mr Moran possessed at the time of publication and believed, based on the
reliability of the sources, to be true. All that has been struck out is paragraphs that are
unclear and ambiguous and raise matters that are not apparently relevant to the
reasonableness of the conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran or the availability of the defence
of qualified privilege more generally.
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The key issue in relation to the subpoena to the Sydney Theatre Company is whether, in all
the circumstances, Nationwide and Mr Moran have a legitimate forensic purpose in requiring
the production of documents which relate, in general terms, to the complaint concerning
Mr Rush’s conduct and the investigation concerning that complaint.

The relevant

circumstances include the fact that, for the reasons just given, the justification defence and
paragraphs 36.9A to 36.9C of the Amended Defence are to be struck out.

In those

circumstances, is the subpoena an exercise in “fishing” or third party discovery by
Nationwide and Mr Rush?

Are they seeking the production of documents by the Sydney

Theatre Company for the purpose ascertaining whether they have a defence, as opposed to for
the purpose of securing evidence in support of their defence?
170

The classes of documents that the Sydney Theatre Company would be required to produce in
answer to the subpoena if it is not set aside are described in the schedule to the subpoena,
which is in the following terms:
1.

Copies of all documents comprising or recording a complaint made in
relation to inappropriate conduct by Geoffrey Rush in connection with, or at
or around the time of, the production of “King Lear”, which was performed
by the Sydney Theatre Company Limited (STC) between November 2015
and January 2016 (the Complaint).

2.

Copies of all documents comprising or recording a report or other conclusion
following any investigation of the Complaint.

3.

Copies of correspondence between Patrick McIntyre and other Board
members of the STC regarding the Complaint including, but not limited to:
(a)

email correspondence from Patrick McIntyre to STC Board members
dated 10 November 2017; and

(b)

email correspondence from Patrick McIntyre to STC Board members
regarding a meeting at Gretel Packer’s house held on 3 December
2017.

4.

Copies of correspondence between STC employees regarding the Complaint
including, but not limited to, email correspondence between STC employees
dated early April 2016.

5.

Copies of correspondence between Eryn Jean Norvill (or her representative)
and STC employees and/or STC Board members regarding the Complaint
including, but not limited to, email correspondence from Eryn Jean Norvill
(or her representative) to an STC employee dated early April 2016.

6.

Copies of correspondence between persons contracted to the STC for the
purpose of the production of “King Lear” and employees and/or Board
members of the STC regarding the Complaint.
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7.

Copies of the nightly show report and/or any other report or log by stage
management or production personnel relating to the production of “King
Lear”, which was performed by the STC between November 2015 and
January 2016.

8.

Copies of any reports or notes prepared by or on behalf of the STC’s Human
Resources personnel relating to the Complaint.

9.

Copies of any documents, including Board minutes, emails or other
correspondence recording or otherwise referring to the STC’s decision not to
work with Geoffrey Rush again.

It can readily be seen that the class of documents that the subpoena requires to be produced
are very broad. The apparent forensic purpose of requiring the Sydney Theatre Company to
produce these documents is to support a defence of justification.

The difficulty for

Nationwide and Mr Moran is that, for the reasons that have been given, their justification
defence has not been properly particularised and accordingly must be struck out. There is no
apparent forensic purpose for the subpoena. Nor are Nationwide and Mr Moran permitted to
subpoena documents for the purpose of supporting an improperly pleaded or particularised
defence of justification.
172

A defendant who pleads justification must do so on the basis of the information which it has
in its possession when the defence is delivered and is not permitted to undertake a fishing
expedition in the hope of finding something in support of its plea: TCN Channel Nine Pty
Ltd v Berrigan (1996) Aust Torts Reports 81-404; (unreported, Supreme Court of Western
Australia Full Court, Kennedy, Rowland and Franklyn JJ, 17 June 1996) at p. 12; Associated
Dominions Assurance Society Pty Ltd v John Fairfax & Sons Pty Ltd (1955) 72 WN (NSW)
250 at 254; Sunday Times Newspaper Co Ltd v Sun Newspaper Co Ltd (1919) 36 WN (NSW)
72 at 73. In Zierenberg, Kay LJ said (at 188-189):
If the defendant says that he is unable to state any such facts without discovery, the
answer is simple and conclusive – he ought not to have published the libel, and
cannot plead any justification for having done so.
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In Kingsfield Holdings Pty Ltd v Sullivan Commercial Pty Ltd [2013] WASC 347, Kenneth
Martin J referred to Zierenberg and Berrigan, along with some other authorities, and said (at
[40]):
A position of principle seen taken in these cases is that a pleaded defence of
justification in a defamation action ought be pleaded by reference to existing
materials, rather than on a hope of later locating some material upon which the plea
might be legitimately based. On the face of it, that presents as a completely orthodox
proposition. Obviously, the application of this principle in practice then needs to be
evaluated against the precise circumstances of every individual case. For instance, in
a scenario of an allegation as to somebody’s asserted misconduct or criminality, it
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course the process of discovery, or answered subpoenas, will unearth some
supporting evidence of criminality or misconduct. There must exist an underlying
factual base to support the plea as it is made. But that does not mean a provided fact
base which is sufficient cannot be augmented, to be proved at a trial, after properly
invoking the forensic processes of the court. An example of this is found in Yorkshire
Provident, which concerned a plea of an insurance company not meeting claims by
its clients.
174

This passage was referred to with approval by Le Miere J in Marshall v Smith [2013] WASC
432 at [6]. Berrigan was also referred to with approval by McCallum J in Pahuja at [19].
Importantly, her Honour then said:
I would not understand that decision to hold that, after the defence has been filed, no
further material can be sought to support the defence; that would be heresy. There is
an important distinction to be drawn between a case in which the defendant is unable
to state any facts to support the defence (requiring discovery and interrogatories to
find out if he has a defence, which is not permitted) and a case in which the pleaded
facts are spare, but capable of sustaining the defence.

175

In this matter, the particulars of the justification defence have been found to be deficient and
not capable of sustaining the defence. It is for that reason that they are to be struck out. It
follows that Nationwide and Mr Moran have no legitimate forensic purpose for the subpoena
and cannot be permitted to rely on the subpoena to ascertain whether they may, upon
production of documents by the Sydney Theatre Company, be able to properly plead and
particularise a defence of justification. It should also be noted that this is entirely consistent
with the general principle that a party should only be able to obtain by subpoena documents
which are relevant to an issue on the pleadings: Bailey v Beagle Management Pty Ltd (2001)
105 FCR 136 at [28]; Marshall at [9]-[10].

176

For completeness it should also perhaps be noted that Nationwide and Mr Moran may also
have intended to rely on the subpoena to prove the matters that it had pleaded in paragraphs
36.9A to 36.9C in the context of their defence of qualified privilege. For the reasons given
earlier, those paragraphs must also be struck out on the basis that they do not raise a
reasonable defence, and are ambiguous and likely to lead to prejudice, embarrassment and
delay in the proceeding. The defence of qualified privilege pleaded in the Amended Defence,
in the absence of paragraphs 36.9A to 36.9C, does not raise any issue in respect of which the
documents sought by the subpoena could be relevant.

177

It follows that the subpoena issued to the Sydney Theatre Company must be set aside on the
basis that no legitimate forensic purpose for requiring the production of the documents has
been demonstrated by reference to the issues raised by the pleadings following the striking
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all the circumstances, the subpoena amounts to “fishing” or third party discovery in the hope
of supporting a justification defence that has not been properly pleaded and particularised. It
is therefore an abuse of process.
CONFIDENTIALITY
178

As has already been noted, at the conclusion of the hearing of the amended interlocutory
application, I declined to extend the interim confidentiality order, or to make the further
confidentiality orders sought in the amended interlocutory application. Following are my
reasons for declining to make confidentiality orders.

179

Mr Rush sought orders the effect of which was to ensure that the original defence and the
Amended Defence would be “treated as confidential” and “not to be distributed to any third
party outside of the proceedings”, and that no access to either the Defence or Amended
Defence would be granted to any third party under r 2.32 of the Rules. He also sought orders
the effect of which was to require Nationwide and Mr Moran to file a further amended
defence which did not include any of the paragraphs struck out by the Court, as well as orders
that certain paragraphs of the further amended defence be redacted to mask those paragraphs
in any copy of that document that was to be distributed to any third party.

180

Mr Rush contended that the Court had power to make those orders under either r 2.32(3)(a)
or r 16.21(2) of the Rules and s 37AF(1)(b) of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth)
(FCA Act). It should perhaps be noted, however, that the orders sought by him were not
expressed in the terms of those rules or that section. In any event, he submitted that the
making of the orders was justified by reason of the fact that if some of the allegations made in
the Defence and Amended Defence were released in the public domain, Mr Rush would
suffer further damage to his reputation. That, it was submitted, would essentially defeat Mr
Rush’s purpose in commencing these proceedings. He also submitted that if parts of the
Amended Defence are struck out, they no longer form part of the pleadings and should either
be removed from the file, or access to them by third parties should be denied.

181

Rule 2.32(2) of the Rules provides that a person who is not a party may inspect certain
specified documents in the Registry. The specified documents include, in paragraph (c), a
pleading or particulars of a pleading or similar document.

Rule 2.32(3)(a) provides,

however, that a person who is not a party is not entitled to inspect a document that the Court
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Court would order a document to be confidential for the purposes of r 2.32(3)(a).
182

Rule 16.21(2) provides that a party may apply for an order that a pleading be removed from
the Court file if the pleading contains material of a kind mentioned in paragraph 1(a)
(“scandalous material”), 1(b) (“frivolous or vexatious material”) or 1(c) (“evasive or
ambiguous”). Rule 16.21 does not, however, in terms set out the circumstances in which the
Court would grant such an application. Nor does it expressly provide for the removal of part
of a pleading or, more particularly, the redaction of the parts of a pleading that have been
struck out pursuant to r 16.21(1).

183

Section 37AF(1)(b)(iv) of the FCA Act relevantly provides that the Court may, by making a
suppression order or non-publication order on grounds permitted by Part VAA, prohibit or
restrict the publication or other disclosure of information that relates to a proceeding before
the Court and is “information lodged with or filed in the Court”. A suppression order is
defined in s 37AA as an order that prohibits or restricts the disclosure of information (by
publication or otherwise) and a non-publication order is defined as meaning an order that
prohibits or restricts the publication of information (but that does not otherwise prohibit or
restrict the disclosure of information).

Mr Rush did not, in terms, apply for either a

suppression order or a non-publication order.
184

Section 37AG of the FCA Act specifies the grounds upon which the Court may make a
suppression or non-publication order. The only ground that was said to be relevant to
Mr Rush’s application was that the order “is necessary to prevent prejudice to the proper
administration of justice”: s 37AG(1)(a). Importantly, s 37AE provides that in deciding
whether to make a suppression order or non-publication order, the Court must take into
account that a primary objective of the administration of justice is to safeguard the public
interest in open justice.

185

It is convenient to first address whether any of the orders sought by Mr Rush were necessary
to prevent prejudice to the proper administration of justice for the purposes of s 37AG of the
FCA Act. The short answer to that question is “no”. There are a number of reasons why that
is so.

186

First, suppression or non-publication orders should only be made in exceptional
circumstances: Rinehart v Welker (2011) 93 NSWLR 311; [2011] NSWCA 403 at [27];
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[23]. That is both because the operative word in s 37AG(1)(a) is “necessary” and because the
Court must take into account that a primary objective of the administration of justice is to
safeguard the public interest in open justice: Rinehart v Welker at [32]; Rinehart at [25]. The
paramount consideration is the need to do justice; publication can only be avoided where
necessity compels departure from the open justice principle: Rinehart v Welker at [30];
Rinehart at [26].
187

Second, the only substantive reason advanced by Mr Rush for departing from the open justice
principle was that he would likely suffer further embarrassment if the allegations and other
information relating to him that are contained in the Amended Defence are made public and
are therefore able to be published. In Rinehart v Welker, Bathurst CJ and McColl JA referred
with approval to the statement of Lord Woolf MR in R v Legal Aid Board; Ex parte Kaim
Todner (a firm) [1999] QB 966 at 978 that “[i]n general … parties and witnesses have to
accept the embarrassment and damage to their reputation and the possible consequential loss
which can be inherent in being involved in litigation”. Their Honours went on to say that:
It is the price of open justice that allegations about individuals are aired in open
court. Such individuals, particularly if they are parties, can make their response to
such allegations public in the same forum. The media, the vehicle by which such
allegations are usually published to the world, would be obliged to publish any
response to ensure any report of the proceedings was fair: s 29 of the Defamation Act
2005 (NSW).

188

Embarrassment is not itself a ground for making an order under s 37AG(1) of the Act, except
in a case which falls under s 37AG(1)(d): embarrassment to a party to or witness in a criminal
proceeding involving an offence of a sexual nature.

189

Third, as has already been noted, the Rules provide that the pleadings filed by a party are
ordinarily available for public inspection. That is an important part of the system of open
justice. As Rares J pointed out in Llewellyn v Nine Network Australia Pty Ltd (2006) 154
FCR 293 at [29], the reason that the pleadings may be inspected by the public is so that the
public “may see what is the controversy brought to the court for resolution by it in its
ordinary function as a court constituted under Chapter III of the Constitution”.

190

In Llewellyn, Rares J rejected, as erroneous, the approach that had been taken by some judges
in defamation cases in the Supreme Court of New South Wales in relation to the public
dissemination of the pleadings.

That approach involved refusing any public access to

pleadings prior to the trial. The basis for that approach was said to be that if pleadings were
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the pleadings would most likely be unfairly prejudiced with no necessary redress in
defamation.

Rares J said (at [24]) that in his view that approach was fundamentally

erroneous:
It misunderstands the function of fair reports of proceedings and the availability to all
persons of the right to be able to make fair reports of proceedings that have been
initiated in courts. Ordinary members of the public are well aware of the difference
between allegations made in courts and findings made by courts. People who make
allegations or cause the processes of courts to be invoked do so in the circumstance
that they are asking for the judicial power of the state or, here, the Commonwealth to
be applied to the resolution of their dispute.
191

His Honour continued (at [28]):
The proposition that untested allegations in civil proceedings are somehow to be
shielded from public view merely because they are untested allegations and could
only possibly be properly understood in the context of a fully contested hearing is, in
my opinion, not one that can sit with the principle of open justice or the right of
anyone to fairly report proceedings in a court of justice.

192

It is fairly common for defendants in defamation cases to plead a defence of justification.
The particulars of such a defence are likely to put in issue the truth of the very matters about
which the plaintiff complains. Until the matter proceeds to trial and the issue is determined,
the particulars of truth in a defence of justification amount to nothing more than allegations.
A fair report of those particulars would ordinarily have to make it clear that they amounted to
nothing more than untested allegations. There is no reason to think that members of the
media would not know and appreciate that to be the case. Similarly, it is fairly common for a
defendant in a defamation case to plead qualified privilege and, in that context, for the
defence to include particulars of information that the defendant had in its possession at the
time of publication of the allegedly defamatory matter. That information may be disputed.
In some cases, the defendant may accept that the information ultimately turned out to be
inaccurate or even false, though they had no reason to believe so at the time of the
publication. A fair media report of such a defence would ordinarily have to point that out.

193

I am unable to see why this case is any different to any other defamation case. While the case
may well be the subject of considerable public and media attention, there is no reason to
suppose that the particulars in the Amended Defence will not be fairly reported. In any event,
if they are not fairly reported, Mr Rush may well have a further cause of action in
defamation.
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Nor is there any reason to suppose that members of the public will not appreciate that the
particulars in the Amended Defence are anything other than untested allegations that may
turn out to be proved false or incorrect. As Rares J said in Llewellyn (at [37]):
Members of the public, as Mason J made clear in Mirror Newspapers v Harrison
(1982) 149 CLR at 300-301, understand that it is fundamental to the open
administration of justice that, as a routine, courts have allegations made in them
which are untested at stages in the course of proceedings. At the end of the day the
ordinary reasonable member of the community understands that it is the
responsibility of the court, be it a judge or jury, to make findings about those
allegations and then to decide cases. Ordinary members of the community understand
that those matters are part of the administration of justice. Members of the media
generally have a similar understanding.

195

Fourth, I doubt that the fact that parts of the Amended Defence will be struck out justifies the
making of a suppression or non-publication order over the entirety of the pleading, or the
parts that have been struck out. Nor does it warrant the removal of the pleading, or part of it,
if that is possible, from the Court file. The principle of open justice demands and requires
that the public be able to follow and understand all stages of a proceeding, including
interlocutory steps such as the striking out of part of a defence. It is difficult to see how such
a step could be fully understood, or fairly reported on, if the parts of the defence that are
struck out are suppressed.

196

Of course, there may well be exceptional cases where the parts of a pleading that are struck
out contain manifestly scandalous or vexatious material. This, however, is not such a case.

197

It is, in any event, difficult to see why Mr Rush would be further embarrassed by any
reporting of those parts of the Amended Defence that are to be struck out. A fair report of
any of the parts of the Amended Defence that have been struck out would almost certainly
have to include details of why those parts were struck out. In this matter, a fair report would
most likely have to refer to the fact that some of the paragraphs of the justification defence
were struck out because they were found not to be capable of supporting the truth of the
imputations that they were said to have justified. That would hardly be likely to embarrass
Mr Rush.

198

In all the circumstances, I am not satisfied that Mr Rush demonstrated that the orders sought
by him, to the extent that they were sought pursuant to s 37AF and 37AG, were necessary to
prevent prejudice to the proper administration of justice.
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As for access to the documents pursuant to r 2.32 of the Rules, while the Court can make an
order under r 2.32(3)(a) that a document that would otherwise be available for inspection by a
third party be kept confidential, it is difficult to see why the principles concerning open
justice that apply to ss 37AF and 37AG should not apply equally in those circumstances. For
the reasons already given, Mr Rush has failed to demonstrate a good reason why the original
Defence, the Amended Defence, or any part of those documents should be confidential and
not be available for inspection by third parties.

200

Much the same can be said regarding Mr Rush’s application that the Amended Defence, or
the parts of it that are to be struck out, should be removed from the Court file pursuant to
r 16.21(2) of the Rules. It is doubtful that removal from the Court file would be justified
simply because the parts of the Amended Defence that are to be struck out no longer form
part of the pleading. Something more would ordinarily need to be shown. Removal of
material that was struck out because it was manifestly scandalous and vexatious might be
justified in some cases. The material struck out of the Amended Defence in this matter,
however, does not really meet that description. In any event, in this matter in my view the
principles of open justice discussed earlier clearly outweigh any further embarrassment that
Mr Rush may suffer if the Amended Defence, or the parts of it that are to be struck out, are
not removed from the Court file.
DISPOSITION AND ORDERS

201

For the reasons that have been given, paragraphs 13(a), 14 to 28 and 36.9A to 36.9C of the
Amended Defence should be struck out pursuant to r 16.21 of the Rules.

The words

“specifically the matters set out in paragraphs 36.9A and 36.9C below” in paragraph 36.9
should also be struck out. The subpoena issued to the Sydney Theatre Company, on the
application of Nationwide and Mr Moran, should be set aside.

Nationwide and Mr Moran

should pay Mr Rush’s costs of the interlocutory application and the amended interlocutory
application. They should also pay Mr Rush’s costs occasioned by the amendment to the
defence. The parties should jointly approach the Court to have the matter relisted for further
case management at the earliest opportunity.

I certify that the preceding two
hundred and one (201) numbered
paragraphs are a true copy of the
Reasons for Judgment herein of the
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Dated:

20 March 2018
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ORDERS
NSD 2179 of 2017
BETWEEN:

GEOFFREY ROY RUSH
Applicant

AND:

NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED
First Respondent
JONATHON MORAN
Second Respondent

JUDGE:

WIGNEY J

DATE OF ORDER:

20 APRIL 2018

THE COURT ORDERS THAT:
1.

The amended interlocutory application filed by the First and Second Respondents
seeking leave to file a further amended defence in the form annexed to that
application is dismissed.

2.

The First and Second Respondents be granted leave to file a further amended defence
strictly in the form annexed to the interlocutory application as originally filed on
3 April 2018.

3.

The amended interlocutory application filed by the First and Second Respondents
seeking leave to file a cross-claim in the form annexed to that application pursuant to
r 15.05(1) of the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) is dismissed.

4.

The First and Second Respondents pay the Applicant’s costs of and associated with
the amended interlocutory applications.

5.

If the First and Second Respondents file a further amended defence in accordance
with the leave granted in order 2, the First and Second Respondents pay the
Applicant’s costs thrown away as a result of the filing of the further amended defence.

Note: Entry of orders is dealt with in Rule 39.32 of the Federal Court Rules 2011.
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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
WIGNEY J:
1

Mr Geoffrey Rush has commenced defamation proceedings against Nationwide News Pty
Ltd and Mr Jonathon Moran. Like many applicants in defamation proceedings, he is anxious
to have his claim dealt with quickly so that, if successful, he may be publicly vindicated
while the offending publications are still fresh in the mind of the public. He has made that
clear from the outset. Perhaps more significantly, like any litigant in this Court, be they an
asylum seeker, a Minister of the Crown, a regulatory body, a large media corporation or any
ordinary Australian citizen, he is entitled to expect that his claim will be resolved as quickly,
inexpensively and efficiently as possible. Regrettably, the approach that Nationwide and
Mr Moran have taken to their defence of Mr Rush’s claim threatens to stymie or frustrate the
achievement of that overarching objective of the Court’s civil practice and procedure.

2

It would not be unfair to say, in all the circumstances, that while Nationwide and Mr Moran
were quick to publish, they have been slow to defend.

3

There are before the Court two interlocutory applications. Both of them were filed by
Nationwide and Mr Moran. In the first application, they sought leave to file a further
amended defence. The proposed further amended defence was effectively Nationwide and
Mr Moran’s fourth attempt at filing the defence that they wish to take to trial. In the second
interlocutory application, Nationwide and Mr Moran sought leave to file a notice of crossclaim outside the time period prescribed in the Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth). The crossrespondent named in the draft notice of cross-claim is the Sydney Theatre Company Limited
(STC).

4

Mr Rush opposed both applications. In relation to the further amendments to the defence, he
contended that the additional paragraphs sought to be included in the defence did not disclose
any reasonable defence or other case appropriate to the nature of the pleading. He also
submitted that the further amendments should be refused on discretionary grounds. Mr Rush
opposed the grant of leave to file the cross-claim on a similar basis. He submitted that the
proposed claim against the STC was, if not hopeless, then certainly weak. He also contended
that there were strong discretionary reasons why, if Nationwide and Mr Moran want to sue
the STC, they should do so in separate proceedings, rather than delaying these proceedings to
his prejudice.
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5

Before giving detailed consideration to the arguments for and against permitting Nationwide
and Mr Moran to further amend their defence and file the proposed cross-claim, it is
necessary to briefly outline the course of the proceeding to date.

6

Mr Rush commenced this proceeding against Nationwide and Mr Moran by filing an
originating application and statement of claim on 8 December 2017.

The nature of

Mr Rush’s pleaded claim against Nationwide and Mr Moran was explained in detail in Rush v
Nationwide News [2018] FCA 357 (Rush v Nationwide No. 1). These reasons presume
familiarity with that judgment. It is sufficient for present purposes to note that the alleged
defamatory statements were published on 30 November and 1 December 2017. Mr Rush
therefore commenced the proceedings very soon after the publications.
7

Nationwide and Mr Moran filed their defence on 1 February 2018. That was just outside the
time period prescribed in the Rules for the filing of a defence, though Mr Rush took no issue
with that slight delay. On the day following the filing of the defence, Mr Rush sought further
particulars of aspects of the defence and, more significantly, filed an interlocutory application
which sought, amongst other things, to strike out the defence. That interlocutory application
was made returnable at the first case management hearing on 8 February 2018.

8

Mr Rush moved on his interlocutory application at the first case management hearing.
Nationwide and Mr Moran, however, opposed that course. They said that they were not
ready for the hearing. They applied for an adjournment to allow them to file an amended
defence. In doing so, they effectively acknowledged that their filed defence did not include
adequate or sufficient particulars of some of their pleaded defences, including the defence of
justification pursuant to s 25 of the Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) and the defence of qualified
privilege pursuant to s 30 of the Defamation Act. No explanation was proffered for the filing
of what was effectively conceded to be a deficient defence. It should also be noted that
Nationwide and Mr Moran had not fully answered Mr Rush’s request for further particulars
by this time. In the circumstances, Mr Rush’s interlocutory application to strike out the
defence was adjourned and listed for hearing on 19 February 2018.

9

Nationwide and Mr Moran filed an amended defence on 15 February 2018. They also filed
and served a subpoena on the STC. As will be seen, Nationwide and Mr Moran’s desire to
obtain documents from the STC, which they no doubt hope will assist them in their defence
of Mr Rush’s claim, appears to lie at the very heart of their continuing attempts to include
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the STC.
10

On 19 February 2018, Mr Rush moved on his application to strike out the defence. He was
wholly successful, other than in respect of his attempt to maintain the confidentiality of parts
of Nationwide and Mr Moran’s defence. In Rush v Nationwide No. 1, which was handed
down on 20 March 2018, the Court struck out Nationwide and Mr Moran’s defence of
justification, struck out certain paragraphs relating to the defence of qualified privilege that
had been inserted in the amended defence and set aside the subpoena to the STC.

11

When the judgment in Rush v Nationwide No. 1 was handed down, Mr Rush sought orders
which would progress the matter towards an early hearing of the substantive trial. Those
orders were opposed by Nationwide and Mr Moran on the basis that they needed time to
review the judgment for the purpose of deciding whether or not to seek leave to appeal. The
matter was listed for a further case management hearing on 27 March 2018.

12

At the case management hearing on 27 March 2018, Nationwide and Mr Moran notified the
Court, for the first time, that they proposed to seek leave to file a cross-claim for contribution
against the STC as a joint or concurrent tortfeasor in respect of the alleged defamation. They
did not at that time, however, have a draft of the proposed cross-claim. Nationwide and
Mr Moran also notified the Court of their intention to seek leave to file a further amended
defence and an application for leave to appeal in relation to the order striking out some
paragraphs of their pleaded defence of qualified privilege. They did not propose to seek
leave to appeal the orders striking out their justification defence. Despite those notifications,
Mr Rush again sought procedural orders to progress the matter. The orders proposed by
Mr Rush were again opposed by Nationwide and Mr Moran. Orders were made requiring
Nationwide and Mr Moran to file their application for leave to file the further amended
defence and cross-claim, and their application for leave to appeal, by 3 April 2018. The
matter was listed for a further case management hearing on 9 April 2018.

13

Nationwide and Mr Moran filed their interlocutory applications and the application for leave
to appeal on 3 April 2018. It is worth noting, at this stage, that the proposed further amended
defence that was annexed to Nationwide and Mr Moran’s interlocutory application seeking
leave to amend appeared to be fairly uncontroversial. It essentially gave effect to the strike
out orders which had been made, and remedied some other aspects of the defence that had
been the subject of criticism in Rush v Nationwide No. 1.
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At the case management hearing on 9 April 2018, Mr Rush advised the Court that he opposed
the filing of the cross-claim against the STC, but did not oppose the filing of the proposed
further amended defence. Nationwide and Mr Moran, however, said that they did not want
their application for leave to amend dealt with straight away. That was because they were
giving consideration to making further changes to the proposed further amended defence.
The effect of the foreshadowed changes to the proposed further amended defence was said to
be to include particulars of further facts and circumstances that were relevant to the question
of mitigation of damages. As will be seen, those additional particulars turned out to include
what were, in substance, the same paragraphs of the qualified privilege defence that had been
struck out in Rush v Nationwide No. 1.

In response, Mr Rush applied to have the

interlocutory applications filed by Nationwide and Mr Moran heard at the earliest
opportunity. That application was granted and the interlocutory applications were listed for
hearing on 13 April 2018. As events transpired, however, they were not able to be heard until
16 April 2018.
15

On 12 April 2018, Nationwide and Mr Moran served amended interlocutory applications.
Those amended interlocutory applications annexed amended versions of both the proposed
further amended defence and the proposed cross-claim. The changes to both documents were
substantial and significant. It should also perhaps be noted that Nationwide and Mr Moran
had not given either the Court or Mr Rush forewarning that they were going to make changes
to the proposed cross-claim.
THE PROPOSED FURTHER AMENDED DEFENCE

16

As noted earlier, the original version of the proposed further amended defence was
uncontroversial. Mr Rush did not oppose the grant of leave to file it. The proposed further
amended defence which was ultimately the subject of Nationwide and Mr Moran’s leave
application makes two substantive and substantial additions to the defence. Both of them are
controversial.

17

The first addition is to effectively reintroduce paragraphs of the qualified privilege defence
that were struck out in Rush v Nationwide No. 1, but as particulars of facts and matters said to
be relevant to the mitigation of damages, rather than as particulars of the defence of qualified
privilege. Paragraph 37 of the proposed further amended defence, including underlining
denoting the proposed new paragraphs, and strike-through denoting proposed deletions, is in
the following terms:
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-5If (which is denied) the Applicant suffered any damage as a result of the publication
of the matters complained of and/or the imputations pleaded in paragraphs 4, 5, 7, 8,
10 and 11 of the Statement of Claim, then the Respondents intend to rely upon the
following facts and matters in mitigation of such damage:
(a) the substantial truth of the imputations in sub-paragraphs 4(a), 47(d),
8(d), 10(d), 10(f), 11(d) and 11(f) of the Statement of Claim (or so many
of them as are established by the Respondents to be substantially true);
(b) the facts, matters and circumstances proven in evidence in support of the
defences pleaded in this Defence;
(c) the circumstances in which it is proved the matters complained of were
published;
(d) the background context to which (ba) to (c) above comprised.
(e) the relevant background facts in the context of which the matters
complained of were published, namely:
(i) In around 2015, the Applicant began rehearsals for the Sydney
Theatre Company Limited’s (Sydney Theatre Company)
production of the play “King Lear”, in which the Applicant
played the role of King Lear (the Production).
(ii) The role of King Lear’s daughter, Cordelia, in the Production
was played by Eryn Jean Norvill (the Complainant).
(iii) In the period between around 24 November 2015 and 9 January
2016, the Production was performed at the Sydney Theatre
Company.
(iv) that the Applicant had been accused of ‘inappropriate behaviour’
during the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear;
(v) that the Sydney Theatre Company had told the Respondents that
it “received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey Rush had
engaged in inappropriate behaviour. The company received the
complaint when Mr Rush’s engagement with the company had
ended. The company continues to work with the complainant to
minimise the risk of future instances of the alleged behaviour
occurring in its workplace. The complainant has requested that
their identity be withheld. STC respects that request and for
privacy reasons, will not be making any further comments”;
(f) that:
(i) on around 1 April 2016, the Complainant contacted Ms Rachael
Azzopardi (the Sydney Theatre Company’s Director of
Programming and Artistic Operations) and asked to arrange a
meeting between the two of them;
(ii) on around 4 April 2016, the Complainant met with
Ms Azzopardi and told Ms Azzopardi about the Applicant’s
conduct towards her during the Production, that is, she made the
Complaint;
(iii) on around 14 April 2016, a meeting was held between the
Complainant, the Complainant’s agent, Lisa Mann, the HR
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-6Manager of the Sydney Theatre Company, Kate Crisp, and
another employee of the Sydney Theatre Company whose
identity is presently unknown to the Respondents. At that
meeting the Complainant made a complaint about the
Applicant’s conduct towards her during the Production;
(iv) the substance of the Complaint at that meeting was that the
Applicant had groped the Complainant “all over” during the
Production.
(v) the Complainant stated at the meeting referred to in paragraph
(iii) that the main reason for her deciding to report the
Applicant’s conduct was to bring the matter to the attention to
[sic] the Sydney Theatre Company in order to minimise the
possibility of such an experience occurring again. The
Complainant also advised the Sydney Theatre Company that she
did not want the Applicant to be informed of the Complaint for
fear of repercussions against the Complainant;
(g) that two Sydney Theatre Company actors had spoken out in support of
the Complainant, namely:
(i) Meyne Raoul Wyatt, an actor who also appeared in King Lear,
had said he believed the allegations concerning the Applicant
and had posted the following statement of [sic] his Facebook
page: “I was in the show. I believe whoever has come forward.
It’s time for Sydney Theatre Company and the industry in
Australia and worldwide as a whole to make a stand on this
behaviour!!!”;
(ii) Brandon McClelland, an actor who has worked alongside the
Complainant, who posted the following statement on his Twitter
account: “It wasn’t a misunderstanding. It wasn’t a joke”;
(h) that Brandon McClelland’s tweet had been reposted by several other
Sydney theatre actors;
(i) that two sources from the Sydney Theatre Company had said that the
Sydney Theatre Company stood by the Complainant’s claims;
(j) that the two sources referred to in the preceding particular had both said
that the Sydney Theatre Company would not work with the Applicant
again, with one saying: “There is no chance. How could we work with
him again? That question doesn’t even need an answer. Another actor
backed what she said … we’ve taken this very seriously”;
(k) that the source referred to in the preceding particular had also defended
not naming the Complainant, saying “It is not our story to tell”;
(l) that the Applicant had been told the identity of the Complainant in a
telephone call with Sydney Theatre Company’s Executive Director,
Patrick McIntyre, two weeks earlier;
(m) that the Sydney Theatre Company had revised its HR policies to try to
ensure it maintained a safe environment for staff;
(n) that Patrick McIntyre, the Executive Director of the Sydney Theatre
Company had stated the following:
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-7(i) it was important actors felt safe to speak up and that he believed
maintenance of confidentiality was key;
(ii) the Sydney Theatre Company had “reviewed policies and
procedures in place and that includes educating actors when they
come in to the company about our intolerance of inappropriate
behaviour, who they should speak to and encouraging them to
speak up”;
(iii) the executive team at the Sydney Theatre Company had a duty
of care to ensure all staff feel safe and respected in the
workplace;
(iv) “This isn’t about creating drama and blame but if everyone holds
each other accountable, we create the kind of workplace we all
want to be in”;
(v) it was a wide ranging issue for the industry to address in the
wake of the Harvey Weinstein scandal;
(vi) “Many still view that speaking up comes with adverse
repercussions. This is a trust issue that the industry needs to
work towards resolving and the observance of confidentiality is
key to this. If people don’t trust us with their stories, they won’t
speak up”
(o) that an Actors Equity survey aimed at theatre actors had preliminary
findings that 40% of respondents claimed they had directly experienced
sexual harassment, bullying or misconduct;
(p) that the Sydney Theatre Company had stated the following:
(i) it “was asked by a News Ltd journalist earlier this month
whether it had received a complaint alleging inappropriate
behaviour by Mr Rush while he was employed by the company.
STC responded truthfully that it had received such a complaint”;
(ii) the Complainant had “requested the matter be dealt with
confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or involved”
in any inquiry;
(iii) “STC complied, acting in the interest of the complainant’s health
and welfare. As already stated, the Company received the
Complaint after Mr Rush’s engagement had ended”;
(q) the Applicant had worked with the Sydney Theatre Company both acting
and directing productions including Uncle Vanya, Oleanna, The
Importance of Being Ernest and The Government Inspector;
(r) the fact that the Applicant is one of Australia’s biggest film and theatre
stars.
18

Nationwide and Mr Moran justified the re-insertion of the previously struck out paragraphs as
particulars of facts relevant to the mitigation of damages on the basis of the so-called
Burstein principle: Burstein v Times Newspapers Ltd [2001] 1 WLR 579. The scope and
operation of the Burstein principle is considered later in these reasons. Suffice it to say at this
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-8stage that Nationwide and Mr Moran contended that the facts set out in paragraph 37 of the
proposed further amended defence fall within the Burstein principle. That was said to be
because the facts were “closely connected with the core of the matters complained of, namely
the complaint by a complainant about inappropriate behaviour by [Mr Rush] towards her”.
They were therefore, in Nationwide and Mr Moran’s submission, relevant to Mr Rush’s
reputation and the damages properly payable to him should he succeed in proving that he was
defamed.
19

Mr Rush contended that the facts in paragraph 37 of the proposed further amended defence
do not fall within the Burstein principle. That was because they do not involve any actual
conduct by him. Rather, at their highest, the facts concern nothing more than allegation or
suspicion or, worse still, rumour and innuendo. The essence of the defamatory imputations
pleaded by Mr Rush is that he was in fact guilty of engaging in inappropriate behaviour. In
Mr Rush’s submission, there was no rational basis on which proof of mere suspicion,
allegation or rumour could diminish the harm caused by a defamatory imputation of actual
guilt. The facts were therefore not relevant to the mitigation of damages.

20

The second substantive addition to the proposed further amended defence was to reintroduce
parts of the paragraphs previously struck out as particulars of the pleaded qualified privilege
defence. The only basis upon which it was said to be appropriate to reintroduce those
paragraphs was that, if they were permitted to be included as facts relevant to the mitigation
of damages, then as a matter of discretion they should be permitted to be included in the
defence as particulars of the qualified privilege defence. It was suggested by Nationwide and
Mr Moran that this would then avoid the need for them to pursue their application for leave to
appeal.

21

Mr Rush, on the other hand, contended that the paragraphs should not be permitted to be
reintroduced because none of the defects with the paragraphs identified in Rush v Nationwide
No. 1 had been cured. In Mr Rush’s submission, if the facts were permitted to be included
elsewhere in the pleading, that was beside the point and no reason to allow them to be
inserted in a part of the pleading where their presence was not justified.

22

In relation to discretionary considerations, Nationwide and Mr Moran relied on evidence
from their solicitor, Mr Nicholas Perkins. Mr Perkins’ explanation for the late proposal to
include “Burstein particulars” in the further amended defence was that “it had not been
suggested prior to new counsel for the respondents being briefed in the matter”.
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Mr Rush contended, however, that the obvious purpose of the proposed further amendments
to the defence was to include sufficient facts to justify the reissue of the subpoena to the STC.
That was, in Mr Rush’s submission, the only rational inference that could explain why
Nationwide and Mr Moran were pressing so hard to reintroduce in the defence facts that were
plainly irrelevant and had previously been struck out.

24

Mr Rush also relied on evidence from his solicitor, Mr Nicholas Pullen. The effect of
Mr Pullen’s evidence was that, since the relevant publications, Mr Rush has continued to
suffer “tremendous emotional and social hardship”.

The nature of that hardship was

explained in some detail. Mr Pullen exhibited to his affidavit a very large bundle of articles
published in media and other outlets throughout the world concerning Mr Rush, many of
which linked him with the so-called “#MeToo” movement.
RELEVANT PRINCIPLES – LEAVE TO AMEND
25

The power of the Court to grant or refuse leave to amend under rr 8.21 and 16.51 of the Rules
must be exercised in the way that best promotes the Court’s overarching purpose to facilitate
the just resolution of disputes according to law as quickly, inexpensively and efficiently as
possible: s 37M(3) of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth); Caason Investments
Pty Ltd v Cao (2015) 236 FCR 322 at 326 [19] and the cases there cited. The Court’s power
to grant leave to amend is broad and has the remedial objective of ensuring that any defect in
the pleadings is cured and that the real questions in the controversy are properly agitated:
Aon Risk Services Australia Ltd v Australian National University (2009) 239 CLR 175 at 185
[14]; Caason Investments at 327 [20]. The object of the Court is not to punish parties for
mistakes made in the course of their case, but to correct errors with the result that a decision
can be made on the real matters in controversy: Clough v Frog (1974) 4 ALR 615 at 618;
(1974) 48 ALJR 481 at 482; Caason Investments at 327 [20].

26

Leave to amend should be granted unless the proposed amendment is futile, such that the
issue sought to be raised by the amendment has no reasonable prospects of success, or would
be liable to be struck out as not raising a reasonable cause of action, or where the amendment
would cause substantial prejudice or injustice to the opposing party in a way that cannot be
compensated by the award of costs: Research in Motion Ltd v Samsung Electronics Australia
Pty Ltd (2009) 176 FCR 66 at 69-70 [21]-[22]; Medich v Bentley-Smythe Pty Ltd [2010] FCA
494 at [8]; Caason Investments at 327 [21].
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There are limits to be placed upon re-pleading. An amendment application should not be
approached on the basis that a party is entitled to raise an arguable claim or defence subject to
the payment of costs by way of compensation: Aon at 217 [111]. An order for costs may not
always provide sufficient compensation and, therefore, achieve a just resolution. Parties are
also entitled to expect that litigation be resolved with reasonable despatch: Richards v
Cornford (No 3) [2010] NSWCA 134 at [44].

28

In Tamaya Resources Ltd (in liq) v Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu (A Firm), in the matter of
Tamaya Resources Ltd (in liq) [2015] FCA 1098, Gleeson J provided a useful summary of
the types of matters that the Court should consider in exercising its discretion whether or not
to grant leave to amend (at [127]):
The principles articulated by the High Court in Aon apply to matters in this Court:
Cement Australia Pty Ltd v Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
[2010] FCAFC 101; (2010) 187 FCR 261 at [43]. Relevant matters the Court is to
consider include:

29



The nature and importance of the amendment to the party applying for it: Aon
at [102];



The extent of the delay and the costs associated with the amendment: Aon at
[102];



The prejudice that might be assumed to follow from the amendment, and that
which is shown: Aon at [5], [100] and [102];



The explanation for any delay in applying for that leave: Aon at [108]; and



The parties’ choices to date in the litigation and the consequences of those
choices: Aon at [112] and Luck v Chief Executive Officer of Centrelink
[2015] FCAFC 75 (“Luck“) at [44];



The detriment to other litigants in the Court: Aon at [93], [95] and [114] and
Luck at [44]; and



Potential loss of public confidence in the legal system which can arise where
a court is seen to accede to applications made without adequate explanation
or justification: Aon at [5], [24] and [30].

Gleeson J did not suggest that this list was exhaustive, or that each of the matters in the list
would necessarily be material in every case. At [128], her Honour noted that the weight to be
given to those considerations, individually and in combination, and the outcome of the
balancing process generally, may vary depending on the particular facts of the case.

30

The onus is on the party seeking leave to amend to persuade the Court that such leave should
be given: Dye v Commonwealth Securities Limited (No 2) [2010] FCAFC 118 at [17].
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31

It would be appropriate to permit Nationwide and Mr Moran to file a further amended
defence in the form attached to the interlocutory application as originally filed on 3 April
2018. Mr Rush did not oppose the filing of the further amended defence in that form. Leave
to file the further amended defence in the form annexed to the amended interlocutory
application, however, is not appropriate and should be refused. That is so for three reasons.
First, the inclusion of the facts in paragraphs 37(e) to 37(r) is not justified by Burstein or any
of the cases that have followed or applied the principles that flow from it. The facts in those
paragraphs are not, on any view, relevant to the mitigation of damages. Second, there is no
proper basis for the reinsertion of the paragraphs previously struck out of the defence of
qualified privilege. No attempt was made to demonstrate how those facts are relevant to the
defence of qualified privilege. Third, there are significant discretionary considerations that
tell against the grant of leave.
Mitigation of damages and the Burstein principle

32

In Warren v Random House Group Limited [2009] QB 600, the Court of Appeal of England
and Wales explained the Burstein principle in the following terms (at [78]):
The decision of this court in Burstein v Times Newspapers Ltd [2001] 1 WLR 579,
cited above, established two important interlocking propositions. (a) In relation to the
court’s assessment of damages for libel it is open to a defendant to seek to rely upon
such facts as fall within the “directly relevant background context” to the defamatory
publication. See in particular the judgment of May LJ, at para 42. (b) It is illogical
and undesirable that a defendant can seek to rely upon such facts in relation to such
assessment only if he has presented them as part of a substantive defence to liability,
in particular within a plea of justification of the publication. He can rely upon them
as freestanding matters pleaded as relevant only to the assessment of damages: see in
particular the judgment of May LJ, at para 47.

33

That rather simple statement of the propositions flowing from Burstein somewhat belies the
uncertainty that has arisen concerning the application of those propositions. That uncertainty
mainly revolves around the vague and unhelpful expression “directly relevant background
context”. Judges are often rightly sceptical when the tender of evidence is sought to be
justified on the basis that it provides “background” or “context”. Those words often conceal
or obscure, rather than explain, whether or why the evidence is relevant. Careful attention to
what was actually decided in Burstein, however, tends to remove some of the uncertainty.

34

In Burstein, the claimant claimed that a publication in “The Times” was defamatory of him
because it stated that he “used to organise bands of hecklers to go about wrecking
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The publisher relied on a defence of fair comment, though the trial judge proceeded to strike
out that defence. There was, therefore, “no effective issue but that the words complained of
were defamatory”. In relation to the assessment of damages, the trial judge refused to allow
the publisher to rely, in reduction of damages, on facts it had pleaded in support of its defence
of fair comment. Those facts, the particulars of which are set out at [10] of the judgment of
May LJ, all involved the claimant’s conduct as a co-founder of a “group of militant
campaigners against modernist atonal music which styled itself ‘the Hecklers’”. The Court of
Appeal of England and Wales found that the trial judge erred in excluding evidence of the
particularised facts.
35

May LJ (at [19]) noted that the evidence which is properly admissible in reduction of
damages for defamation includes evidence of the claimant’s bad reputation, evidence
properly before the court on some other issue and evidence of the claimant’s own conduct.
The admissibility of evidence of the claimant’s reputation centred, May LJ noted (at [20]) on
the decision of the Queens Bench Divisional Court in Scott v Sampson (1882) 8 QBD 491.
That case established that evidence of general bad reputation was admissible in reduction of
damages, but that “evidence of rumours that the plaintiff had done what was charged in the
libel and evidence of particular acts of misconduct on the part of the plaintiff tending to show
his character and disposition were inadmissible”.

36

In relation to the second category of evidence, evidence properly before the court on some
other issue, May LJ referred (at [21]) to Pamplin v Express Newspapers Ltd (Note) [1988] 1
WLR 116 in which Neill LJ stated:
But a defendant is also entitled to rely in mitigation of damages on any other
evidence which is properly before the court and jury. This other evidence can
include evidence which has been primarily directed to, for example, a plea of
justification or fair comment … There may be many cases, however, where a
defendant who puts forward a defence of justification will be unable to prove
sufficient facts to establish the defence at common law and will also be unable to
bring himself within the statutory extension of the defence contained in section 5 of
the Defamation Act 1952. Nevertheless the defendant may be able to rely on such
facts as he has proved to reduce the damages, perhaps almost to vanishing point.
Thus a defence of partial justification, though it may not prevent the plaintiff from
succeeding on the issue of liability, may be of great importance on the issue of
damages.

37

This “apparently straightforward state of law and practice” had, according to May LJ, led to
“unsatisfactory tactical manoeuvring” (at [22]). In short, defendants had pleaded weak cases
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defence in reduction of damages.
38

May LJ referred at length (at [29]-[34]) to Speidel v Plato Films Ltd [1961] AC 1090, a case
in which the House of Lords gave detailed consideration to Scott v Sampson. The House of
Lords confirmed that evidence as to the “circumstances under which the alleged libel was
published” was inadmissible and that evidence of particular acts on the part of the plaintiff
could not be given in reduction of damages where the defendants had failed to justify the libel
complained of. At [35], May LJ said:
I have quoted at length from the speeches in Speidel v Plato Films Ltd to show that a
main concern was to prevent libel trials from becoming roving inquiries into the
plaintiff’s reputation, character or disposition; that what was held to be inadmissible
was particular facts said to be relevant to the plaintiff’s general reputation or
disposition; and that the case does not decide that particular facts directly relevant to
the context in which a defamatory publication came to be made are inadmissible.
Indeed, two of the speeches by inference accept that evidence of the circumstances
surrounding the publication are admissible.

39

To understand the reference, in that passage, to “facts directly relevant to the context in
which a defamatory publication came to be made”, it is necessary to go back to the speech of
Lord Denning in Speidel, which was one of the two speeches that May LJ was plainly
referring to. In Speidel, Lord Denning had given an example of a publication that a man had
been convicted six times for dishonesty, when in fact he had only been convicted twice.
According to Lord Denning, in such a case, the defendant could adduce evidence of the two
convictions “in partial justification” because, otherwise “the plaintiff would recover damages
for a character which he did not possess or deserve; and this the law will not permit”.

40

It was in that context that May LJ said (at [42]):
In my view, permitting the defendants to rely on the directly relevant background
context in the way in which I have described would not offend anything said in Scott
v Sampson 8 QBD 491 or Speidel v Plato Films Ltd [1961] AC 1090. The material to
which I have referred as directly relevant background context was, as I have
indicated, recognised in Speidel v Plato Films Ltd as being admissible as the
circumstances in which the publication came to be made. In the present case, those
circumstances are not sensibly limited to the concert in memory of John Smith and
the fact that the claimant’s music was played at it. For practical purposes, every
publication has a contextual background, even if the publication is substantially
untrue. In addition, the evidence which Scott v Sampson excludes is particular
evidence of general reputation, character or disposition which is not directly
connected with the subject matter of the defamatory publication. It does not exclude
evidence of directly relevant background context. To the extent that evidence of this
kind may also be characterised as evidence of the claimant’s reputation, it is
admissible because it is directly relevant to the damage which he claims has been
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41

May LJ then referred to some authorities relevant to what had earlier been referred to as
“unsatisfactory tactical manoeuvring” and said (at [47]):
In my view, these authorities show that it is not permissible to advance an
unsustainable defence of justification and thereby, under the guise of particulars of
justification, seek to rely on particulars which Scott v Sampson 8 QBD 491 and
Speidel v Plato Films Ltd [1961] AC 1090 would not permit. That, however, does not
prevent a defendant from frankly accepting that there is no proper plea of
justification, but seeking to rely in reduction of damages on particulars which Scott v
Sampson and Speidel v Plato Films Ltd do not exclude. If this were not so, there is a
danger that the jury would be required to assess damages in blinkers, in ignorance of
background context directly relevant to the damage which the claimant claims has
been caused by the defamatory publication. This is consistent with the sense of what
Lord Denning said in Speidel v Plato Films Ltd, where his conclusion was that it was
permissible to adduce the evidence in question. Thus, in my view, a defendant is not
prevented from taking the sensible course of accepting that the publication means
what it says and that it is not on the facts justified, and yet putting in evidence
directly relevant facts which in other circumstances might have been ingredients of a
defence of justification. It would, I think, be illogical and unfair if this were not so.
Evidence in support of a plea of justification which fails is admissible in reduction of
damages. But the very same evidence would not be admissible to a sensible
defendant who acknowledges that it will not support a plea of justification. What is
not permissible is to plead a defence of partial justification which in truth is no
defence at all.

42

It is tolerably clear, when paragraphs [42] and [47] of the judgment of May LJ are read in
context, that the expression “directly relevant background context” is a reference to evidence
of misconduct on the part of the claimant which, while not sufficient to make out a defence of
justification, nevertheless was conduct which was in the same sector of the claimant’s life as
the defamatory publication and was therefore directly relevant to his or her reputation. The
example given by Lord Denning in Speidel is a classic example of such evidence. “Directly
relevant background context” does not include rumours or mere allegations that the claimant
had done what was charged in the libel. That type of evidence is properly excluded by what
was said in Scott v Sampson. Nothing said by May LJ in Burstein suggested that Scott v
Sampson did not continue to apply in the case of such evidence.

43

Notwithstanding this, the Burstein principle has been productive of some uncertainty, mainly
because the expression “directly relevant background context”, if not properly considered and
understood in context, is apt to obscure exactly what sort of evidence can be admitted
pursuant to the principle. That point was made in Turner v News Group Newspapers Ltd
[2006] 1 WLR 3469, where Keene LJ (with whom Moses LJ and Pill LJ agreed) said (at
[56]):
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“background” and “context” in the phrase “directly relevant background context”,
but that in itself does not produce obscurity. It is in any event inevitable that cases
will occur where it is not easy to determine whether the test in Burstein’s case is met
or not. That does not mean that the test is an inappropriate one, any more than is that
propounded in Scott v Sampson: as Viscount Simonds recognised in Speidel’s case,
the line between evidence of general bad reputation and evidence of specific conduct
giving rise to such a reputation is not easy to draw. What constitutes the directly
relevant background will vary from case to case, but I would myself accept the need
for the courts to proceed, as Mr Browne advocates, with some caution in applying
Burstein’s case, given that it represents a modification of the long-standing rule in
Scott v Sampson. As Eady J put it in Polanski v Condé Nast Publications Ltd
(unreported) 21 October 2003, one should guard against extending too creatively the
concept of “directly relevant background”. The Court of Appeal in Burstein’s case
was concerned to avoid jurors having to assess damages while wearing blinkers. If
evidence is to qualify under the principle spelt out in Burstein’s case, it has to be
evidence which is so clearly relevant to the subject matter of the libel or to the
claimant’s reputation or sensitivity in that part of his life that there would be a real
risk of the jury assessing damages on a false basis if they were kept in ignorance of
the facts to which the evidence relates.
44

Moses LJ explained the difficulties in the following way (at [87]-[90]):
The purpose of the approach taken by the Court of Appeal in Burstein’s case is clear;
it was to ensure that the claimant was properly vindicated and fairly compensated.
Exclusion of the facts identified by Sir Christopher Slade, at paras 59 and 60, would
not have achieved that result. The problem, as in so many branches of the law, lies in
the expressions used to identify and describe the principle deployed to admit that
evidence. May LJ referred to “relevant background context”: para 41 or “background
context directly relevant to damage”: para 47. Ever forgetful of the need not to read
judgments as if they were statutes, the words “directly relevant background context”
have been used as a label to be stuck on by a defendant or ripped off by a claimant.
But the words themselves are no substitute for the reasoning of the court in
Burstein’s case.
The difficulty may lie, I suggest, in the fact that the label, which it has been sought to
apply in subsequent cases, does not itself greatly assist in identification. Once
detached, it does not, pace Keene LJ at para 56, provide a test, since it assumes a
meaning to the words of description it employs. To describe a fact as “directly
relevant” has no meaning without identification of the issue to which it is alleged to
be relevant. The word “context” may itself be misleading. It is accepted that,
following Burstein’s case, facts may be admitted, notwithstanding that they did not
themselves cause or provoke the publication of the defamatory material; that must
follow from the decision in Burstein’s case itself. Further, there is no requirement
that the facts should have been known to the publisher at the time of publication;
there is no logic in such a requirement to achieve that which the principle seeks to
achieve, a fair measure of damages. In those circumstances to ask whether the facts
form part of the context in which the defamatory material was published does not
seem to me to be of help to anyone save the lawyers who may gain much by endless
debate as to what the label signifies. Nor does it assist to speak of the jury or judge
being kept “in blinkers”, unless it is clear what is to be hidden from their eyes.
Keene LJ refers to “directly relevant background” and Sir Christopher Slade
similarly refers to “directly relevant background facts”; the reference to
“background” draws a distinction from those facts which relate directly to the
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justification or to deploy the defence of fair comment. After an offer of amends, only
those facts which are directly relevant to the existence and extent of the alleged
damage may be admitted, unless a claimant seeks to rebut the presumption in section
4(3) of the Defamation Act 1996. The key lies in identifying that which is directly
relevant to the issue of damages. That lies, in my view, in recalling the reference by
Cave J in Scott v Sampson to “uniform propriety” cited by Keene LJ at para 29. A
claimant’s life may appropriately be considered in sectors: see Lord Denning in
Speidel v Plato Films Ltd [1961] AC 1090, 1140 and Goody v Odhams Press Ltd
[1967] 1 QB 333, 341a. A defendant may seek to reduce the damages by adducing
evidence which is directly relevant to a claimant’s conduct or reputation in the
particular sector to which the defamatory material relates for the purpose of
mitigating damage.
Direct relevance to a particular sector of the claimant’s life should be assessed by
starting with a careful identification of the sector of the claimant’s life to which the
defamatory material relates; too broad an approach, such as his private life, will
defeat the function of the reference to “direct relevance”. Further restriction may be
achieved by scrutiny of the purpose for which it is sought to adduce the facts in issue.
It should be recalled that the purpose of the rule in Scott v Sampson was by no means
only a desire to keep a case within manageable proportion. The rule serves the
important function of preventing a claimant from being terrorised into submission. It
is worth recalling that, alongside its failed attempt to abrogate the rule in Scott v
Sampson, the Neill Committee advised that a defendant making an offer of amends
should not be permitted to attack a claimant’s character. Such an attack, once the rule
had been abolished, should only be made before a jury: see the Supreme Court
Committee Report on Practice and Procedure in Defamation (July 1991), p 79, para
VII.28. But that advice has gone, along with the recommendation to abolish the rule.
45

Those passages from Turner support the proposition that the facts which are able to be
pleaded and proved in the mitigation of damages pursuant to the Burstein principle must
concern specific conduct that is directly relevant to either the subject matter of the alleged
defamatory statement, or the claimant’s reputation in the part of his or her life the subject of
the defamatory publication. The rationale for permitting evidence of such facts being led is
that otherwise damages may be assessed on a false basis. It is equally clear that courts,
including this Court, must proceed with caution in applying Burstein, should guard against
“extending too creatively” the concept of “directly relevant background”, and should subject
the proposal to adduce facts under the Burstein principle to careful scrutiny. Mere resort to
the label “directly relevant background context” will not suffice.

46

The Burstein principle has been accepted in Australia: Australian Broadcasting Corporation
v McBride (2001) 53 NSWLR 430; Channel Seven Sydney Pty Ltd v Mahommed (2010) 278
ALR 232 at [262]-[265]); Holt v TCN Channel Nine Pty Ltd (2014) 86 NSWLR 96; Gacic v
John Fairfax Publications Pty Ltd (2015) 89 NSWLR 538; Coxon v Wilson [2016] WASCA
48; and, most recently, Fairfax Digital Australia & New Zealand Pty Ltd v Kazal [2017]
NSWCA 77.
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47

The short answer to this question is “no”. It is not reasonably arguable that evidence of the
“facts” referred to in paragraphs 37(e) to (r) either fall within the Burstein principle or are
otherwise relevant to the mitigation of damages. Granting leave to amend the defence to
include the particulars in paragraphs 37(e) to (r) would be futile as those particulars would, in
any event, properly be struck out.

48

The fundamental difficulty with the proposed Burstein particulars in paragraphs 37(e) to (r) is
that they do not concern conduct of Mr Rush that is directly relevant to the alleged
defamatory imputations, or to his reputation in that part of his life which was the subject of
the defamatory imputations. The facts in some of the paragraphs, at their very highest,
comprise nothing more than hearsay statements about allegations that had been made against
Mr Rush. Other paragraphs plead facts which amount to little more than rumour or innuendo.
Some of the paragraphs refer to facts which, on any view, having nothing whatsoever to do
with Mr Rush’s conduct or reputation. None of the facts in the relevant paragraphs, if
proved, could rationally diminish the harm to Mr Rush’s reputation from the alleged
defamatory imputations.

49

Before addressing paragraphs 37(e) to (r) individually, it is important to emphasise one
fundamental aspect of the imputations that Mr Rush contends were conveyed by the relevant
publications. The imputations are, of course, addressed in considerable detail in Rush v
Nationwide No. 1. The important point to emphasise is that all of the imputations comprise
statements that Mr Rush was guilty of engaging in certain conduct (“scandalously
inappropriate behaviour in the theatre”; “inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature”; “sexual
assault”; “behaved as a sexual predator”; “inappropriately touched an actress”) or statements
that Mr Rush was a particular type of person (a “pervert”; a “sexual predator”).

The

imputations are not that Mr Rush was alleged to have engaged in that conduct, or that there
were reasonable grounds to suspect that he engaged in that conduct, or that there were
grounds to investigate whether that conduct had occurred: cf Chase v Newsgroup Newspapers
Ltd [2002] EWCA Civ 1772 at [45]-[46]; Lewis v Daily Telegraph [1964] AC 234 at 283.
Asserting that someone was guilty of certain conduct is, generally speaking, significantly
different than simply asserting that there may be grounds to suspect that the person engaged
in that conduct, or that it was alleged that the conduct had been engaged in.
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It is, in those circumstances, difficult to see how facts which, at their highest, might establish
that the STC had said that a complaint had been made against Mr Rush which alleged that he
had engaged in “inappropriate behaviour”, or facts which suggested no more than that some
people, who did not appear to know the details of the complaint, had said that they suspected
that Mr Rush had engaged in such behaviour, could relevantly mitigate damages should it be
found that Mr Rush was defamed by statements that contended that he was guilty of engaging
in even more serious behaviour: “scandalously inappropriate behaviour” or “inappropriate
behaviour of a sexual nature” etcetera. In any event, as will be seen, most, if not all, of the
“facts” in paragraph 37(e) to (r) of the proposed amended defence do not even rise as high as
establishing that Mr Rush was alleged to have engaged in such behaviour, or that there were
reasonable grounds to suspect that he had. Rather, they comprise little more than hearsay
statements, rumour or innuendo.

51

It should be noted, in this context, that Nationwide and Mr Moran relied on the decision of
the Court of Appeal of the Supreme Court of Western Australia in West Australian
Newspapers Ltd v Elliott [2008] WASCA 172; (2008) 250 ALR 363 as authority for the
proposition that evidence that someone was reasonably suspected of having engaged in
certain conduct can be admitted on the basis of the Burstein principle, even if the pleaded
defamatory imputation was that the claimant had in fact engaged in that conduct. It is,
however, readily apparent from the judgment of the Court of Appeal (at [64]), that the
question whether such evidence was admissible on the basis of the Burstein principle was not
fully addressed in the submissions. The court found no more than that it was arguable that
evidence of what was called the “lesser imputation” would be admissible as directly relevant
background context. The issue in Elliott also arose in the context of the so-called Polly Peck
defence (Polly Peck (Holdings) Plc v Trelford [1986] QB 1000; [1986] 2 All ER 84), an issue
which does not and cannot arise in this matter. In any event, lest there be any doubt about it,
had the court found that evidence of the lesser imputation was admissible on the basis of the
Burnstein principle, it would plainly have been wrong.

52

In their submissions, Nationwide and Mr Moran for the most part did not directly address the
relevance of each of the individual subparagraphs in paragraph 37.

That exercise is,

however, necessary. When closely analysed, none of the individual paragraphs, considered
alone, in combination or cumulatively, could reasonably be said to be relevant to the
mitigation of damages should Mr Rush make out his case.
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Paragraphs 37(e)(i), (ii) and (iii) are simply uncontentious facts about the STC’s production
of King Lear. They do not involve conduct by Mr Rush and are incapable, by themselves, of
mitigating damage.

54

Paragraphs 37(e)(iv) and (v) concern, respectively, an accusation made against Mr Rush, and
the fact that the STC had told Nationwide and Mr Moran about that accusation; or more
particularly that it had received a complaint alleging something against Mr Rush. They do
not assert directly that Mr Rush had engaged in particular conduct.

Rather, they rise no

higher than that it was alleged that he had, or in the case of paragraph 37(e)(v), that the STC
had told Nationwide and Mr Moran that such an allegation had been made. The fact that an
unproven allegation had been made against Mr Rush, or that the STC had said that such an
allegation had been made, could not rationally diminish the harm to Mr Rush’s reputation
from the alleged defamatory imputations which assert guilt.
55

Paragraph 37(f) concerns meetings between “the Complainant” and employees of the STC,
apparently held in private, on 1 and 4 April 2016, concerning the complaint that had been
made against Mr Rush. The facts in paragraph 37(f) do not directly relate to conduct by
Mr Rush, but instead involve hearsay statements by the complainant and others about the
allegation, and other things apparently related in some way to it. It is not suggested that
Mr Rush was at this meeting, or was aware of what was said at it, or knew anything about it.
Words spoken at this meeting could not rationally diminish the harm to Mr Rush’s reputation
from the alleged defamatory imputations which assert guilt, not mere suspicion or allegation.

56

Paragraphs 37(g) and (h) concern statements made on social media by two actors. There is
nothing to suggest that either of the actors had any direct knowledge of any conduct of
Mr Rush relevant to the complaint or otherwise. Those facts amount to nothing more than
rumour and innuendo. Paragraphs 37(i), (j) and (k) are even further removed. They refer to
statements by two unnamed sources who say nothing more than that the STC “stood by the
Complainant’s claims”, whatever that means; that the STC would not work with Mr Rush
again, and that they stood by the decision not to name the complainant. The facts in those
paragraphs, if proved, could not rationally diminish the harm to Mr Rush’s reputation from
the alleged defamatory imputations which, as has already been emphasised, assert guilt not
suspicion. Facts concerning what unnamed sources said about their attitude to an allegation,
which it is not even suggested they knew the precise details of, could scarcely be said to be
directly relevant to Mr Rush’s reputation or conduct engaged in by him.
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Paragraph 37(l) states no more than that Mr Rush had been told the identity of the
complainant. How, it might be asked rhetorically, could that possibly rationally diminish the
harm to Mr Rush’s reputation from the alleged defamatory imputations? The same can be
said of paragraph 37(m), which is that the STC had changed its “HR” policies.

58

Paragraph 37(n) relates to statements made by Mr Patrick McIntyre of the STC about all
manner of things, including: his view that it was important for actors to feel safe to “speak
up”; that the STC had changed its policies; that the STC had certain duties; and that he or the
STC held various views or opinions about issues for the “industry”. None of those statements
directly concern the conduct of Mr Rush or anything else that could be said to relate to his
reputation.

59

Paragraph 37(o) concerns an Actors Equity survey. Exactly how this could possibly mitigate
damage was never explained by Nationwide and Mr Moran in their written or oral
submissions. Yet they continued to maintain that the facts in paragraph 37 were “directly
relevant background context”.

60

Paragraph 37(p) concerns further general statements made by the STC concerning the
complaint. The relevance of such statements to the question of mitigation of damages has
already been dealt with in detail. They are not relevant.

61

Paragraphs 37(q) and (r) can again be dealt with shortly.

In one sense they relate to

Mr Rush’s conduct and character. They are not contentious. If anything, however, they
would tend to increase, not mitigate, damages if the defamatory imputations are found to
have been conveyed.
62

Beyond asserting that paragraphs 37(e) to (r) were “directly relevant background context”,
Nationwide and Mr Moran did not advance any submissions, either in writing or orally,
explaining how any of those paragraphs could be said to fall within the Burstein principle,
properly considered. Nor did they explain how the facts in those paragraphs could possibly
be said to be directly relevant to Mr Rush’s reputation or conduct engaged in by him, or how
they could rationally diminish the harm to Mr Rush’s reputation from the alleged defamatory
imputations. For the reasons already given, the facts in those paragraphs are not proper
Burstein particulars and could not, if proved, be relevant to the mitigation of damages.

63

The final point to note is that, in Kazal, Gleeson JA (with whom McColl and Meagher JJA
agreed) noted that particulars of mitigation of damages can be struck out on the basis that
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court upheld the decision of the trial judge to strike out purported Burstein particulars on the
basis that they were broad, lacked precision and were “an unhelpful exposition of the case to
be put at trial”. The same description would apply to the particulars provided in paragraphs
37(e) to (r) of the proposed further amended defence. It is difficult to see how Mr Rush could
comprehend, from the particulars, the case that he has to meet at trial in relation to the
mitigation of damages. That difficulty was, and is, compounded by the fact that Nationwide
and Mr Moran were unable to explain in their submissions exactly how those particulars were
relevant to the mitigation of damages.
The reinsertion of the struck out particulars
64

The reasons for striking out certain paragraphs of Nationwide and Mr Moran’s qualified
privilege defence were explained in detail in Rush v Nationwide No. 1. In summary, it was
found that the paragraphs were not relevant to the pleaded defence of qualified privilege and
were otherwise ambiguous or likely to be productive of delay and prejudice. Nationwide and
Mr Moran have applied for leave to appeal from the orders striking out those paragraphs.
That application has not yet been heard.

65

Despite the existence of the application for leave to appeal, Nationwide and Mr Moran want
to amend their defence to reinsert those paragraphs, with minor alternations, in support of
their qualified privilege defence. They sought to do so, not because they have remedied any
of the deficiencies identified in Rush v Nationwide No. 1, but rather on the basis that if they
were permitted to be included as facts relevant to the mitigation of damages they should also
be permitted to be included in the defence as particulars of the qualified privilege defence.

66

That is, with respect, rather strange logic. It is, in a sense, the reverse of Burstein, which
concerned the admissibility of evidence of facts not able to be led in support of a defence.
Nationwide and Mr Moran appeared to contend that, if the facts are admitted on the basis that
they are relevant to the mitigation of damages, it somehow follows that they are relevant to
the defence of qualified privilege.

67

In any event, for the reasons already given, the paragraphs should not be permitted to be
included in the defence as particulars of the mitigation of damages. It follows that the
asserted basis for including the paragraphs in the pleading of the qualified privilege defence
also falls away.
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The inclusion of those paragraphs in the defence will, of course, need to be reconsidered if
Nationwide and Mr Moran are successful in their appeal.

In the meantime, however,

Nationwide and Mr Moran should not be permitted to amend the defence to reinsert the
struck out paragraphs.
Discretionary considerations
69

The delays that have been encountered thus far in this proceeding have already been
considered. The version of the further amended defence that was the subject of Nationwide
and Mr Moran’s amended interlocutory application was, in effect, their fourth attempt at
settling a viable and satisfactory defence. That tortuous process alone has been productive of
delay.

70

The only explanation given for the failure to include the supposed Burstein particulars in the
earlier iterations of the defence was the explanation by Mr Perkins that the inclusion of those
particulars had not been suggested prior to new counsel being briefed. That is hardly an
acceptable explanation for the delay. If those particulars had been even remotely important
to Nationwide and Mr Moran’s defence, it is difficult to see how existing counsel, who was
and is highly regarded and experienced in defamation law, could have missed it. It should
also be noted that, as the Full Court pointed out in Tamaya Resources Ltd v Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu [2016] FCAFC 2; (2016) 332 ALR 199 (at [155]), the explanation required is that
of the party who applied for the amendment, not merely their solicitor or counsel. The client
may know of matters relevant to the explanation for delay which are not known by the
lawyers.

71

Despite, or perhaps irrespective, of what Mr Perkins said in his evidence, there are reasonable
grounds to suspect that the real reason that Nationwide and Mr Moran have pressed for the
inclusion of the previously struck out paragraphs of the defence, either in relation to the
mitigation of damages or qualified privilege, is that if those paragraphs are included, they
may then seek to re-agitate the subpoena to the STC in the hope that documents produced by
the STC might allow it to re-plead a defence of justification. That inference flows from the
conduct of the proceeding to date and, in particular, the zeal, if not desperation, which has
been displayed by Nationwide and Mr Moran in pursuing what have been found to be
impermissible inclusions in their defence. It is also supported by their late attempt to file a
cross-claim against the STC, about which more will be said shortly. There could be little
doubt that, if they were granted leave to file the further amended defence, in its final iteration,
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subpoena reissued.
72

That is not to say that Mr Perkins had that purpose. He was not cross-examined on his
evidence. Nor could it be (or was it) suggested that counsel for Nationwide and Mr Moran
had that purpose.

The question, however, is what the clients’ purpose was.

Neither

Mr Moran, or any relevant decision-maker from Nationwide, gave evidence in support of the
amendment application. That is despite the fact that Mr Rush, through his counsel, had
submitted, in forceful and at times colourful terms, that Nationwide and Mr Moran’s sole
purpose in pursuing the amendments was to attempt to justify a subpoena to the STC.
73

It is, however, sufficient for present purposes to simply find that Nationwide and Mr Moran’s
conduct of their defence to date has been productive of delay, that the delays will be added to
if leave was granted to file the further amended defence, and that the explanation that has
been provided for the delay was unsatisfactory. Those discretionary considerations weigh
against granting leave to amend.
THE PROPOSED CROSS-CLAIM AGAINST THE STC

74

In the proposed cross-claim, Nationwide and Mr Moran claim contribution or indemnity from
the STC pursuant to s 5 of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1946 (NSW) in
respect of any judgment given against them in this proceeding. Section 5(1)(c) of that Act
provides as follows:
5 Proceedings against and contribution between joint and several tort-feasors
(1) Where damage is suffered by any person as a result of a tort (whether a crime or
not):
…
(c)

75

any tort-feasor liable in respect of that damage may recover
contribution from any other tort-feasor who is, or would if sued have
been, liable in respect of the same damage, whether as a joint tortfeasor or otherwise, so, however, that no person shall be entitled to
recover contribution under this section from any person entitled to be
indemnified by that person in respect of the liability in respect of
which the contribution is sought.

Nationwide and Mr Moran wish to claim, in short, that if it they are held liable for damage
suffered by Mr Rush as a result of the alleged defamatory publications, they may recover
contribution from the STC because the STC would, if sued, have been liable in respect of the
same damage, whether as joint tort-feasor or otherwise.
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The claim that the STC would, if sued, be liable in respect of the same damage suffered by
Mr Rush was essentially put on four bases, though it must be said that the four separate bases
are not entirely clear or apparent on the face of the pleading.

77

First, it is alleged that the STC published three statements concerning Mr Rush to Nationwide
and Mr Moran. The nature and content of those statements will be discussed shortly. It is
critical to note, however, that the imputations that are alleged to have been conveyed by the
first two of those statements were all of the imputations pleaded by Mr Rush against
Nationwide and Mr Moran: see [5A]-[5C] and [9A]-[9D] of the proposed cross-claim. The
imputations allegedly conveyed by the third statement were allegedly the same imputations
pleaded by Mr Rush in respect of the third matter complained of: see [17A]-[17E] of the
proposed cross-claim.

78

Second, it is alleged that the damages for the STC publishing the defamatory statements to
Nationwide and Mr Moran would include damages for the foreseeable consequence of the
tort, including the republication of the defamatory statements. In that regard, Nationwide and
Mr Moran rely on what was said in Habib v Radio 2UE Sydney Pty Ltd [2009] NSWCA 231
at [126].

79

The first and second bases of Nationwide and Mr Moran’s proposed cross-claim may
conveniently be referred to as the publication to Mr Moran claim.

80

Third, it is alleged that the STC is liable as an original publisher of the three matters
complained of in Mr Rush’s case against Nationwide and Mr Moran (the 30 November
poster; the 30 November 2017 Daily Telegraph article and associated web article; and the
1 December 2017 Daily Telegraph article and associated web article). That is because it is
alleged that the STC “encouraged, assented to or conduced or was accessorial in the
publication of each of those matters”. This may conveniently be referred to as the Webb v
Bloch claim, because it is based on the principles enunciated in Webb v Bloch (1928) 41
CLR 331.

81

Fourth, it is alleged that the STC is liable for the republication by Nationwide and Mr Moran
of each of the three matters complained of in Mr Rush’s case against Nationwide and
Mr Moran. This may conveniently be referred to as the Speight v Gosnay claim, because it
is based on the proposition, flowing from Speight v Gosnay (1891) 60 LJQB 231 at 232, that
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republication was the natural and probable result of the original publication.
The three statements allegedly made by the STC
82

The first statement allegedly published by the STC (the first STC statement) was in an
email sent by Ms Katherine Stevenson of the STC to Nationwide and Mr Moran on
28 November 2017. Paragraph 5 of the proposed cross-claim states:
At approximately 3.57pm on 28 November 2017, Ms Stevenson published the
following statement to the Cross-Applicants by email (the First Statement) as
follows:
Sydney Theatre Company received a complaint alleging that Mr Geoffrey
Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour. The Company received the
complaint when Mr Rush’s engagement with the Company had ended. The
Company continues to work with the complainant to minimise the risk of
future instances of the alleged behaviour occurring in its workplace.
The complainant has requested that their identity be withheld. STC respects
that request and for privacy reasons, will not be making any further
comments.

83

The second STC statement is pleaded in the following terms in paragraph 9 of the proposed
cross-claim:
Further and alternatively, on 30 November 2017, prior to publication of the first and
second matters complained of:
a)

Ms Stevenson requested that the Second Cross-Applicant read to her the
contents of the proposed article before publication in the First CrossApplicant’s newspaper;

b) the Second Cross-Applicant read the content of the second matter
complained of, including the headline, to Ms Stevenson at her request;
Ms Stevenson did not inform the Cross-Applicants that anything in the article was
inaccurate, and thereby published to the Cross-Applicants, by implication, that the
contents of the first and second matters complained of in the Statement of Claim
were accurate (Second Statement).
84

The third STC statement is pleaded in the following terms in paragraph 17 of the proposed
cross-claim:
Further and alternatively, on or about 30 November 2017, the Second CrossApplicant spoke to Patrick McIntyre, who stated to the Second Cross-Applicant:
(a) I spoke to the Mr Rush on 10 or 11 November and he was aware of the
complaint and I told him who had made the complaint, but I’m not sure
how much detail he knew;
(b) as a result of the complaint, the STC has changed its HR policies and
practices, and, don’t attribute this to me, but the STC has vowed never to
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(together the Third Statement).

LEAVE TO FILE A CROSS-CLAIM OUT OF TIME – RELEVANT PRINCIPLES
85

Rule 15.04 of the Rules requires a party to file and serve any cross-claim on the date that its
defence is due. In Nationwide and Mr Moran’s case, that was 30 January 2018.

86

Rule 15.05 of the Rules provides that a respondent who wants to file a notice of cross-claim,
but has not complied with r 15.04, must apply for leave. The leave application must be
accompanied by an affidavit which states the nature of the cross-claim and its relationship
with the subject matter of the proceeding and why the notice of cross-claim was not filed in
accordance with r 15.04.

87

The principles that are applicable to the grant of leave to file a cross-claim out of time are
relevantly the same as those that apply in the case of applications for leave to amend.
Relevant considerations include: whether the subject matter of the claim fell within the
Court’s jurisdiction; the extent of the delay; whether an acceptable explanation has been
provided for the delay; any prejudice to the other party or parties occasioned by the delay; the
merits or strength of the proposed cross-claim; the degree of connection between the
proposed cross-claim and the subject matter of the principal proceedings; and the desirability
that all disputed matters between the parties connected with the subject matter of the
proceedings be dealt with in the main trial: Trade Practices Commission v Allied Mills
Industries Pty Ltd (1980) 33 ALR 127 at 129, 133, 134; Hunter Valley Developments Pty Ltd
v Cohen (1984) 3 FCR 344 at 348–9; Sunbeam Corporation Ltd v Breville Pty Ltd [2007]
FCA 496;

Lendlease Project Management and Construction (Australia) Pty Ltd v

Construction, Forestry Mining and Energy Union (No 3) [2011] FCA 912 at [18]; Tada
Constructions Corporation Pty Ltd v JP Dixon Real Estate Pty Ltd (No 3) [2012] FCA 329.
88

As has already been touched on, Mr Rush opposed the grant of leave to file the proposed
cross-claim. He advanced two main grounds for the opposition. First, he submitted that the
cross-claim was hopeless, if not absurd, and doomed to fail. Second, he submitted that there
were powerful discretionary factors which weighed against the grant of leave to file the crossclaim. In particular, he contended that if leave was granted, it would result in a significant
delay, and a much lengthier hearing, and would effectively mean that the trial could not be
listed for hearing in August or September 2018, as had been envisaged by the Court.
Consistent with the approach taken in relation to the application for leave to amend the
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to file the cross-claim was so they could seek discovery of the STC’s documents and thereby
could “fish” for a justification defence to Mr Rush’s claim against them. In any event, he
submitted that the explanation given for the delay in seeking to file the cross-claim was
unsatisfactory.
89

For their part, Nationwide and Mr Moran submitted that the cross-claim against the STC was
strongly arguable, that there was a high degree of connection between the proposed crossclaim and the principal proceedings, that the delay had been slight and had been reasonably
explained, and that if leave was not granted, it would be necessary for separate proceedings to
be commenced against the STC, in which case there was a risk of inconsistent findings by the
Court.
SHOULD LEAVE BE GRANTED TO FILE THE PROPOSED CROSS-CLAIM?

90

There is no doubt that the subject matter of the proposed cross-claim falls within the Court’s
jurisdiction and no doubt that the subject matter of the proposed cross-claim is closely related
to the subject matter of the principal proceedings between Mr Rush and Nationwide and
Mr Moran. It may also be readily accepted that it would be preferable and desirable for all
the disputed matters between the parties connected with the subject matter of the proceedings
to be dealt with in the main trial. If Nationwide and Mr Moran were required to commence
separate proceedings against the STC, any risk of inconsistent findings would be undesirable.
Each of these considerations weigh in favour of the grant of leave.

91

There are, however, three powerful considerations that militate against the grant of leave to
file the proposed cross-claim. The first relates to the merits of the proposed cross-claim. The
second is the delay and the risk of prejudice to Mr Rush. The third concerns the adequacy of
the explanation for the delay and related discretionary considerations.
The merits of the proposed cross-claim

92

It would be fair to say that the proposed cross-claim is novel. The notion of a major media
organisation and one of its journalists joining one of its sources for a story, and in doing so,
identifying someone previously regarded as a confidential source, is unusual. The STC did
not instigate any of the publications. Rather, it was Mr Moran, on behalf of Nationwide, who
contacted the STC and asked it to provide an “official comment”. The STC complied with
that request and provided what, on one view at least, is a very carefully worded statement
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In the following days,

Mr Moran sought and received further comment. The suggestion that the STC defamed
Mr Rush by providing an official comment to Mr Moran in response to a request by him is, to
say the least, somewhat unusual.
93

Novelty, however, is no basis to refuse leave. The more significant issue is whether the
proposed cross-claim against the STC has, or is likely to have, any real merit.

94

In circumstances where, should leave be refused, Nationwide and Mr Moran may choose to
pursue a separate claim against the STC, it would imprudent and undesirable to express a
concluded view on whether the proposed cross-claim against the STC is reasonably arguable.
It would be even less desirable to express a concluded view on whether the claim is hopeless,
absurd or doomed to fail, as contended by Mr Rush. In considering whether leave to file the
cross-claim should be granted, it is sufficient to make a finding concerning the strength or
potential merits of the claim. That is plainly a relevant consideration in the exercise of the
discretion whether or not to grant leave.

95

The significant problem for Nationwide and Mr Moran is that, when the proposed cross-claim
is carefully analysed in light of the relevant authorities, the very best that could be said of the
proposed cross-claim is that it is very weak, if not highly tenuous or questionable.
The publication to Mr Moran claim

96

The fundamental difficulty with the claim based on the publications to Mr Moran is that it is
highly questionable that the alleged publications – the three statements the STC allegedly
made to Mr Moran – are reasonably capable of conveying any, let alone all, of the
imputations that Nationwide and Mr Moran allege they conveyed.

97

It will be recalled that the first statement made by the STC was the email sent on
28 November 2017 which stated that the STC had “received a complaint alleging that
Mr Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour” and that the STC “continues to
work with the complainant to minimise the risk of future instances of the alleged behaviour
occurring in its workplace”. The proposed cross-claim alleges that the first STC statement
conveyed all of the imputations that Mr Rush pleads against Nationwide and Mr Moran. That
includes, in summary, that Mr Rush had engaged in “scandalously inappropriate behaviour in
the theatre”; “inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature”; “sexual assault”; “behaved as a
sexual predator”; “inappropriately touched an actress”; and was a “pervert”.
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It is, to say the very least, extremely difficult to see how it could possibly be asserted that the
first statement conveyed any of those imputations. For a start, the first STC statement is
couched entirely in terms of an allegation.

Mr Rush’s pleaded imputations, which the

proposed cross-claim asserts were also conveyed by the first STC statement, are couched in
terms of guilt. The first STC statement also states only that Mr Rush was alleged to have
engaged in “inappropriate behaviour”.

It says nothing which would suggest that the

behaviour could be characterised as “scandalous”, let alone that it was of “a sexual nature”,
or involved “sexual assault”, or “inappropriate touch[ing] of an actress”.
99

In their submissions, Nationwide and Mr Moran resorted to the well-known statements of
Lord Devlin in Lewis v Daily Telegraph that the ordinary reader would “read between the
lines” and that “[a] man who wants to talk at large about smoke may have to pick his words
very carefully if he wants to exclude the suggestion that there is also a fire”. The difficulty,
however, is that the STC appears to have picked its words carefully, given little scope for
reading between the lines, and generated little if any “smoke”.

100

Different issues arise in relation to the second STC statement.

101

The first difficulty is that it is, to say the very least, difficult to see how, by her silence,
Ms Stevenson of the STC could seriously be said to have “published” a defamatory
communication to the effect that the contents of the first and second matters complained of
were accurate. The key factual allegation, as pleaded, is that on 30 November 2017, which
was the date on which the first and second matters complained of were published,
Ms Stevenson asked Mr Moran to read to her the contents of the “proposed article”.
Mr Moran did so. He also read the “headline” (singular). Ms Stevenson said nothing.

102

The issues that arise from this pleading are manifest.

103

First, it is difficult to come to grips with the notion of a publication constituted by silence. In
Gatley on Libel and Slander, (12th ed (2013), Sweet & Maxwell), a frequently cited and wellrespected text in relation to libel and defamation law, it is stated (at [6.12], page 202) that
“[a]s a general rule, silence is not libel so that a failure to object to a defamatory
communication made by another will not without more, be actionable”. The cases cited in
support of that proposition include Frawley v State of New South Wales [2006] NSWSC 248
and Underhill v Corser [2010] EWHC 1195; see also the cases referred to in Frawley,
including Urbanchich v Drummoyne Municipal Council (1991) Aust Torts Reports 81-127
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of those cases are somewhat removed from the facts and circumstances of this case.
Nevertheless, they support the proposition that silence, or the failure to object, to a
defamatory communication will not itself constitute a defamatory publication unless the
defendant is aware of the entirety of the defamatory publication, and had the opportunity,
ability and power to put a stop to it.
104

It is difficult to see how it could be said that Ms Stevenson of the STC was aware of the
entirety of the second matter complained of (let alone the first and third matters complained
of), even if it was read to her. It is even more difficult to see how it could seriously be
contended that she had the opportunity, ability or power to put a stop to the publication.

105

Second, the conversation supposedly occurred on the day of publication.

Unless the

conversation occurred very early in the morning, which is unlikely, it is hard to see how this
conversation could have occurred before the first and second matters had already been
published to the public at large.

It was suggested, in the course of Nationwide and

Mr Moran’s submissions, that the date referred to in paragraph 9 of the proposed cross-claim
was an error and should read 29 November 2017. Nevertheless, this difficulty exists on the
present state of the proposed pleading.
106

Third, there is nothing to suggest that Ms Stevenson’s purpose in having the article read to
her was so that she could say, one way or the other, whether the contents of the article were
accurate. It is not alleged that Ms Stevenson asked for the article to be read for that purpose.
Nor is there any suggestion that Mr Moran read the article to Ms Stevenson for that purpose.
It is not, for example, alleged that Mr Moran asked Ms Stevenson to verify or confirm the
accuracy of the article.

It is also to be noted, in that regard, that in Nationwide and

Mr Moran’s defence, it is asserted that Mr Moran read the article to Ms Stevenson “for the
purpose of it being relayed to the Complainant”. That obvious and important inconsistency
between the existing defence and the proposed cross-claim has not been explained.
107

Fourth, there is no suggestion that, when he read the article to Ms Stevenson, Mr Moran spelt
the headline “King Leer” (so as to make it clear that the headline was not “King Lear” which,
of course, would carry an altogether different connotation), or read the headline “Bard
Behaviour”, or described the layout of the articles, including the positioning of the article
concerning allegations of sexual assault that had been made against Don Burke directly
adjacent to the article concerning Mr Rush, or read the first matter complained of at all. It
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Ms Stevenson was aware of the entirety of the second matter complained of. It is, in many
respects, the headlines, photographs and layout of the articles, including the juxtaposition
with the story concerning Don Burke, which is alleged to have carried the real “sting” of the
publication.
108

The second difficulty is that the silence of Ms Stevenson, after having been read the “article”
(presumably the second matter complained of) is alleged to have conveyed all the
imputations that Mr Rush contends the three matters complained of conveyed. It is difficult
enough to come to grips with the contention that Ms Stevenson’s silence conveyed any, let
alone all, of the imputations allegedly carried by the second matter complained of. It is even
more difficult to see how Ms Stevenson could be said to have approved or verified the
accuracy of the imputations allegedly carried by the first and third matters complained of. It
is not alleged that those publications were read to Ms Stevenson. Indeed, the third matter
complained of probably had not even been drafted at the time of the conversation between Mr
Moran and Ms Stevenson.

109

Needless to say, the contentions in the cross-claim concerning the second STC statement and
the imputations said to have been conveyed by it are, to say the very least, weak and at best
highly tenuous.

110

As for the third STC statement, the allegation is that Mr McIntyre of the STC told Mr Moran
that he had spoken with Mr Rush on 10 or 11 November and “he [Mr Rush] was aware of the
complaint and I told him who had made the complaint, but I’m not sure how much detail he
knew” and that, as a result of the complaint, “the STC has changed its HR policies and
practices, and, don’t attribute this to me, but the STC has vowed never to work with Mr Rush
again”.

These statements are alleged to have conveyed all the defamatory imputations

carried by the first and third matters complained.
111

The suggestion that, in this conversation, Mr McIntyre somehow conveyed that Mr Rush was
a “pervert”, or had behaved as a “sexual predator”, or had engaged in “inappropriate
behaviour of a sexual nature”, or had “committed sexual assault”, or had “inappropriately
touched an actress” is, to say the very least, rather hard to accept.

112

The proposed cross-claim also alleges that the third STC statement conveyed to Mr Moran
the imputation that Mr Rush had “falsely denied that the Sydney Theatre Company had told
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to be conveyed because Mr Moran “knew the extrinsic fact that [Mr Rush], through his
solicitors, had denied that he had been approached by [Nationwide] or the complainant or any
representative of either of them concerning the complaint of inappropriate behaviour by him
and had denied that he had been informed of the nature of the complaint or what it involved
(denials which had been reported in The Daily Telegraph that morning)”. The difficulty,
however, is that nowhere is it stated, reported or alleged that Mr Rush denied that the STC
had told him the identity of the complainant. It is, in those circumstances, difficult to see
how the imputation could have been conveyed by what Mr McIntyre said to Mr Moran, even
if Mr Moran knew the alleged extrinsic fact.
113

Finally, there may well be an issue concerning the authority or capacity of Mr McIntyre to
make the third STC statement on behalf of the STC in circumstances where he expressly said
that part of the statement should not be attributed to him.

114

In all those circumstances, as with the first two STC statements, the contentions in the
proposed cross-claim concerning the third STC statement are, at best, weak and highly
tenuous.

115

The contention that the damages flowing from the defamatory statements that the STC
allegedly made to Nationwide and Mr Moran would include damages for the foreseeable
consequence of the tort, including Nationwide and Mr Moran’s republication of those
statements, is referred to later in the context of the Speight v Gosnay claim. It is sufficient, at
this stage, to make two brief points. First, unless STC could reasonably be said to be liable
for damages flowing from the alleged republication by Nationwide and Mr Moran, the
damages (and therefore contribution) that would flow from STC’s publication to Mr Moran
alone would be nominal, if not, infinitesimal. Second, the suggestion that the STC could
reasonably have foreseen that Nationwide and Mr Moran would have republished the
statements in the form they did in the three matters complained of is, to say the very least,
extremely difficult to accept.
The Webb v Bloch claim

116

In Habib, McColl JA (with whom Giles and Campbell JJA agreed), explained the basis of
liability as a principal for publication in the following terms (at [121]):
Liability as a principal for publication of defamatory material depends upon
participation: see Gatley (at [6.16]). All who are in any degree accessory to the
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be considered as principals in the act of publication: thus if one suggests illegal
matter in order that another may write or print it, and that a third may publish it, all
are equally amenable for the act of publication when it has been so effected: Webb v
Bloch (at 364) per Isaacs J. Such persons are regarded as joint tortfeasors: Webb v
Bloch (at 359) per Knox CJ. Subordinate distributors can plead the common law
defence of innocent dissemination (Emmens v Pottle (1885) 16 QBD 354), or its
statutory analogues: see, for example, s 32, Defamation Act 2005.
117

In the event that the reader (like the writer) is not immediately familiar with the word
“conduce”, when used in this context, it means “to lead or contribute to a result” (Macquarie
Dictionary) or “bring about, bring to effect; lead or tend towards, contribute to; promote,
encourage” (Shorter Oxford Dictionary).

118

It is important to emphasise three important points that are likely to arise in cases where a
defendant is alleged to be liable as a principal for publication on the basis that he or she
contributed a statement or other material that was included in the publication. Each of these
points relate, in one way or another, to the question whether a defendant who simply provides
a statement or other material to a third person who includes it in a larger published article,
may be held to have participated in, or been an accessory to, the larger published article.

119

First, it is generally necessary for the claimant to prove that, by contributing the statement or
other material to the publisher, the defendant participated in, or was an accessory to, the
entire publication. Thus, it will be necessary for Nationwide and Mr Moran to prove that the
STC participated in, or was an accessory to, or brought about the publication of the entirety
of each of the three matters complained of. That is clear from the terms of ss 4 and 8 of the
Defamation Act. Section 8 of the Defamation Act provides that a person has a single cause
of action in relation to the publication of “defamatory matter” about the person even if more
than one defamatory imputation about the person is carried by the “matter”. The word
“matter” is defined in s 4 of the Defamation Act as including, relevantly, “an article, report
… or other thing communicated by means of a newspaper …”.

120

It is, in those circumstances, not enough for Nationwide and Mr Moran to prove that the STC
was only an accessory to, or brought about, the republication of the three statements it made
to Mr Moran. It is not permissible for Nationwide and Mr Moran to plead a cause of action
based on publication of only part of an article: Mohareb v Fairfax Media Publications Pty
Ltd (No 3) [2017] NSWSC 645 at [40]-[44].
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Second, it is generally necessary for the claimant in such a case to prove that the relevant
publication reproduced the “sense and substance” of the statement or other material provided
by the defendant, even if the reproduction or republication may have, to some extent, altered
the language: Parkes v Prescott (1869) LR 4 Ex 169 at 178; Mohareb v Fairfax at [34]-[38].
If the publisher altered the sense or substance of the statement or other material provided by
the defendant, it is difficult to see how it could be said that the defendant participated in, or
was an accessory to the publication.

122

It should be noted, in this context, that Nationwide and Mr Moran relied on what was said by
Hunt J in Sims v Wran [1984] 1 NSWLR 317 at 320C:
Where a prominent politician such as the defendant makes a statement at a press
conference, it may be taken without doubt that the natural and probable result of his
act will be that his statement will be republished in the media, thereby making him
responsible for that republication: Speight v Gosnay (1891) 60 LJQB 231 at 232; and
usually in whatever form in which that republication takes place: Webb v Bloch
(1928) 41 CLR 331 at 363-366.

123

Nationwide and Mr Moran highlighted the words “in whatever form in which that
republication takes place”. It is, however, doubtful that in using those words, Hunt J was
suggesting that, adopting the example given by his Honour, the politician would be liable for
the republication if it changed the sense or substance of what he said. Nor would it appear
that his Honour was suggesting that the politician would be responsible for the entirety of the
publication if it contained additional material, or conveyed different or additional
imputations: see Mohareb v Fairfax at [20].

124

Third, “where a person merely contributes material to an article but has no control over the
publishing process, liability as a publisher will not ordinarily be established unless he or she
has assented to its final form”: Dank v Whittaker (No 1) [2013] NSWSC 1062 at [26]. In
Dank v Cronulla Sutherland District Rugby League Football Club Ltd [2014] NSWCA 288,
at [129]-[137], Ward JA (with whom Emmett and Gleeson JJA agreed) appeared to approve
that proposition, albeit as a particular application of the test in Webb v Bloch.

125

That proposition is also supported by what was said by the Full Court of the Supreme Court
of Queensland in Theiss v T.C.N. Channel Nine Pty Limited (No. 5) [1994] 1 Qd R 156. In
that case, it was alleged, amongst other things, that Mr Woodham published all of the
imputations that were conveyed by a number of television programs broadcast by Channel
Nine. Mr Woodham had provided content for those programs. The Full Court said (at 195):
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liable with TCN 9 if he had seen the script or viewed the programmes before
publication; but the evidence is that he did not do so. The decision in Webb v. Bloch
is concerned with a case that is in some ways the direct converse of this. There the
question was whether the defendants were principals of the solicitor Norman, who
was the author and publisher of the defamatory circulars. No one suggests that
Woodham was the principal of TCN 9 as author and publisher of the television
programmes. He is not shown to have exercised control over its final form. At most
he played a subsidiary and intermediate, if important, part in the creation of the
product that in its finished state ultimately went to air. It is true that Woodham
himself, or the visual image of Woodham, appeared in one or more of the
programmes (principally the first ACA programme) broadcast by TCN 9, and that he
was visible and audible to viewers as saying words that may have formed part of “the
matter supporting the imputations or any of them”. However, as we have seen, and
despite the form of question 1, what the jury were asked to do was not to say whether
Woodham published some, but whether he published all, of the matter supporting the
defamatory imputations. Unless he was a co-publisher of all, the jury were, having
regard to the way in which that question was left to them, entitled and indeed bound
to find that he was not a co-publisher “with” TCN 9. As to that, the evidence is that
there were some matters published about which Woodham knew little or nothing.
126

It should be reiterated that these three points all ultimately relate to the question whether the
person who provided the statement or content that was then published in a newspaper article
or television program could be said to be liable as the original publisher on the basis that he
or she participated in, or was an accessory to, the publication. Each case must of course be
considered on its own facts.

127

The application of those principles may be illustrated by three relatively recent cases in the
Supreme Court of New South Wales which involved facts and circumstances that were
relatively analogous to the facts and circumstances of this case.

128

In Mohareb v Harbour Radio Pty Ltd [2017] NSWSC 353, McCallum J considered a claim
against the Attorney-General, who had been sued as a joint tortfeasor on that basis that an
interview between her and a radio announcer had been included in two radio broadcasts by
that announcer. McCallum J struck out the claim against the Attorney-General on the basis
that she could not be taken to have joined in or assented to the whole of the broadcasts and
had no control over their final form.

129

Similarly, in Mohareb v Fairfax, the Attorney-General published an email to a journalist and
authorised the republication of the contents of the email by the journalist. The email was
subsequently republished in a newspaper article.

McCallum J refused leave to file an

amended pleading which alleged that the Attorney-General was liable as an original publisher
of the newspaper article. Her Honour held (at [39]):
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being characterised as a republication of the Attorney’s email. It may be accepted
that it is at least capable of conveying some of the same imputations. The difficulty is
that it also contains a considerable amount of additional material giving rise to
additional imputations that are incapable of arising from the Attorney’s email. In my
view, that is determinative of the present question.
130

Finally, in Noble v Phillips (No 2) [2018] NSWSC 25, McCallum J struck out a claim which
asserted that two persons who gave quotes for attribution that were used in a newspaper
article were liable as joint tortfeasors. Her Honour found (at [45]) that the facts alleged were
not capable of establishing the necessary assent or control in respect of the article.

131

When close consideration is given to the relevant principles and the pleaded facts and
circumstances in this case, it can readily be seen that the proposed cross-claim against STC
on the basis that it is liable as the original publisher of the three matters complained of is
extremely weak and tenuous. Putting the second STC statement to one side for the moment,
there could be little doubt that the substance of the first and third STC statements was
republished in the second and third matters complained of. The difficulty, however, is that it
is equally clear that those three publications travelled well beyond the first and third STC
statements. They contained a good deal of additional material. Perhaps more significantly,
Mr Rush’s case is that the real “sting” in the publications was the product of the headlines,
photographs, layout and juxtaposition of other articles, including the article concerning Don
Burke.

It is difficult to conclude otherwise than that the two publications conveyed

materially different and additional imputations than those conveyed by the first and third STC
statements.
132

As for the second STC statement, the difficulties with Nationwide and Mr Moran’s case in
relation to that statement have already been discussed in considerable detail. Suffice it to say
that the contention that, by her silence, Ms Stevenson assented to the final form of the second
matter complained of is, at best, extremely weak. The contention that Ms Stevenson assented
to the final form of the first and third matters complained of borders on the unarguable.
Equally, the apparent suggestion that Ms Stevenson had the opportunity, ability or power to
somehow stop or change the final form of any of the publications by Nationwide and
Mr Moran borders on the fanciful.

133

All in all, the best that could be said about the proposed Webb v Bloch claim against the STC
is that it faces significant legal and factual hurdles and is, on just about any view, an
extremely tenuous claim.
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134

Much the same can be said about the proposed Speight v Gosnay claim. The difficulties that
have been addressed in detail in the context of the publication to Mr Moran claim and the
Webb v Bloch claim all apply equally to the Speight v Gosnay claim. It is unnecessary to
repeat what has already been said. Suffice it to say that the fundamental problem is that, like
the other claims, the Speight v Gosnay claim requires Nationwide and Mr Moran to prove that
the statements made by the STC conveyed all the same imputations that Mr Rush alleges
were conveyed by the three matters complained of (the poster and the two Daily Telegraph
articles). For the reasons already given, that contention is, to say the very least, extremely
difficult to accept. Indeed it is difficult to accept that the STC statements conveyed any of
the imputations alleged by Mr Rush against Nationwide and Mr Moran. The overall content,
headlines, photographs, layout and other features of the three matters complained of
conveyed something entirely different to the statements made by the STC. As has also
already been explained in detail, the contention that Ms Stevenson, on behalf of the STC,
approved or assented to the second matter complained of (let alone the first and third matters
complained of), or somehow had the opportunity, ability or power to stop or even alter that
publication is also extremely weak.
Conclusion in relation to the merits of the cross-claim

135

It follows from this discussion of the proposed cross-claim that each of the four ways that
Nationwide and Mr Moran put their case against the STC faces significant factual and legal
hurdles. The proposed cross-claim as presently pleaded is weak and the prospects of success
are poor. It should be emphasised and reiterated that this is not a concluded finding that any
claim that Nationwide and Mr Moran may have against the STC is not reasonably arguable.

136

Equally, nothing that has been said should be taken to be directed to the merits of Nationwide
and Mr Moran’s defence to Mr Rush’s claim. That was not the subject of argument. This
analysis has been directed solely to the merits of the proposed cross-claim against the STC.
Delay and prejudice

137

The Rules provide that Nationwide and Mr Moran were required to file the cross-claim on
30 January 2018. They did not seek leave to file the cross-claim until 3 April 2018, though
the amended interlocutory application annexing the final version of the proposed cross-claim
was later still. The delay is accordingly just over two months. In some litigation, such a
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significant and is likely to be productive of considerable prejudice to Mr Rush.
138

Mr Rush commenced these proceedings promptly. He has, at each opportunity, sought to
pursue his claim without delay. He seeks public vindication at a time when the alleged
defamatory publications are still fresh in the mind of the public. As the chronology of the
proceedings described earlier clearly shows, however, Mr Rush’s attempts to have his matter
heard at the earliest opportunity have been frustrated by Nationwide and Mr Moran’s conduct
of their defence. They filed a defence towards the very end of the period prescribed by the
Rules. The defence as originally filed contained insufficient and deficient particulars of
Nationwide and Mr Moran’s pleaded defences. They effectively admitted as much when they
sought leave to file an amended defence. They were given leave to file, and in due course
filed, an amended defence. That amended defence was found, in Rush v Nationwide No. 1, to
have contained insufficient particulars of the defence of justification, and to have included
irrelevant and ambiguous particulars of their defence of qualified privilege. Nationwide and
Mr Moran are pursuing an application for leave to appeal against the judgment striking out
parts of their defence of qualified privilege, but at the same time have sought to amend the
defence and file a cross-claim.

139

The prejudice to Mr Rush is that the filing of the cross-claim, if permitted, will almost
certainly make it considerably more difficult, if not impossible, for Mr Rush to secure a
hearing date for his case this year. The pleadings in Mr Rush’s case against Nationwide and
Mr Moran are now effectively closed, subject perhaps to the grant of leave to appeal. If leave
is granted to file the cross-claim, the effect will be that a new party will be joined in the
proceedings. That new party, the STC, will need time to consider its position and file a
defence. It may also seek to strike out some or all of the claims made against it. Indeed,
having regard to the earlier detailed analysis of the cross-claim, that would appear to be
almost inevitable. It is difficult to see how the matter could be set down for a trial involving
the claims against the STC before the STC is given a fair and reasonable opportunity to
consider and file its defence, or take any other interlocutory steps properly available to it.

140

If leave is not granted to file the cross-claim, Mr Rush’s case could be heard as early as
August or September 2018.

141

Nationwide and Mr Moran submitted that they were prepared to meet a timetable which had
the final trial being heard in August or September 2018. They said that they would do all that
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able to meet such a timetable. That suggestion is at best speculative. Putting aside the fact
that fairness would require that, if joined, the STC be given some opportunity to make
submissions in relation to the hearing date, it is almost impossible to see how the STC could
consider its position, file a defence and pursue all necessary interlocutory steps it needs to
pursue in time for a trial in August or September 2018.
142

The earlier discussion concerning the merits of the proposed cross-claim also strongly
indicates that the joinder of the STC would significantly complicate and lengthen the hearing.
The cross-claim undoubtedly raises some difficult and complex questions that simply do not
arise in Mr Rush’s claim against Nationwide and Mr Moran. The estimate that has been
given of the duration of the trial of Mr Rush’s claim against Nationwide and Mr Moran is one
week. The estimate of the duration of the trial if the STC is joined is two weeks. That
estimate appears to be reasonable. It may well be overly conservative.

143

The submissions made by Nationwide and Mr Moran in respect of delay and prejudice also
conveniently ignore that if the STC is joined, they will almost inevitably seek an order for
discovery against the STC.

More will be said about that later in the context of the

explanation for the delay. Suffice it to say at this stage that it is not known what additional
issues may arise, and what additional delays may be encountered, as a result of the discovery
process.
Explanation for the delay
144

The only explanation for the delay in filing the cross-claim is that a forensic or tactical
decision was taken by Nationwide News and Mr Moran. That is the effect of Mr Perkins’
evidence. His evidence should be set out in full, if only because what he does not say is
perhaps as significant as what he does. His evidence was:
Prior to the filing of the defence in these proceedings on 1 February 2018,
consideration was given by the respondents to whether the Sydney Theatre Company
should be joined as a cross respondent in view of the reliance by the respondents on
the information obtained from the Company. The respondents made the decision not
to join the Sydney Theatre Company at that time. The respondents have reconsidered
the question and now wish to join the Sydney Theatre Company as a crossrespondent. The decision of the Respondents to add the Sydney Theatre Company as
a Cross Respondent has been taken by the Respondents in consequence of the
striking out of the defence of justification and parts of the defence of qualified
privilege. The Respondents consider that the defence is not as strong as previously
and for that reason wish to join the Sydney Theatre Company.
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The following points may be made about this evidence. First, the explanation is given by a
solicitor, not the client: cf Tamaya at [155]. Second, Mr Perkins does not identify who, on
behalf of Nationwide and Mr Moran, made the decision. Third, Mr Perkins does not reveal
why Nationwide and Mr Moran decided not to join the STC at the time they filed their
defence. In the absence of any other explanation, the available inference is that the decision
was taken because such a claim was novel and faced major legal and factual hurdles.
Another available inference is that Nationwide and Mr Moran initially thought that they
would be able to subpoena the STC to produce documents in relation to the alleged complaint
made against Mr Rush. Fourth, Mr Perkins does not say who, on behalf of Nationwide and
Mr Moran, was involved in the reconsideration and change of mind concerning the filing of a
cross-claim. Fifth, when stating the reasons for deciding to join the STC, Mr Perkins does
not refer to the significance of the setting aside of the subpoena to the STC.

Sixth,

Mr Perkins does not explain exactly how the fact that Nationwide and Mr Moran considered
that the “defence is not as strong as previously” had a bearing on their decision to join the
STC.

Was he saying that his clients thought that the cross-claim against the STC for

contribution somehow strengthened their defence to the claim by Mr Rush? If so, how?
146

The available, indeed almost inescapable, inference is that the decision taken by Nationwide
and Mr Moran to file a cross-claim against the STC was taken because they knew that if they
filed a cross-claim, they could seek a discovery order against the STC. They could then
obtain documents from the STC which might provide them with a justification defence to
Mr Rush’s claim.

They previously thought that they could obtain those documents by

subpoena. Their hopes in that regard, however, were dashed by the decision in Rush v
Nationwide No. 1. That explains the change of heart in relation to the cross-claim.
147

This inference is, in a sense, consistent with Mr Perkins’ evidence, or at least not inconsistent
with it. After the judgment in Rush v Nationwide No. 1, Nationwide and Mr Moran no doubt
considered that their defence was not as strong as previously. That was for the most part
because they no longer had a defence of justification. They saw that one way of potentially
strengthening their defence was to join the STC and hopefully obtain documents from it by
way of discovery. In that sense, it may be accepted that they did make the decision because
they considered that their defence was not as strong as previously.

148

Nationwide and Mr Moran submitted that this inference could not be drawn because
Mr Perkins was not cross-examined. That submission is rejected. For the reasons just given,
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- 41 the inference is not inconsistent with Mr Perkins’ evidence. In any event, Mr Perkins was the
solicitor, not the client. The explanation that was required was the explanation of Nationwide
and Mr Moran. It was open to Mr Moran and the relevant decision-maker at Nationwide to
give direct evidence about how they came to change their mind about filing the cross-claim.
They chose instead to lead hearsay evidence through their solicitor.
149

In any event, and irrespective of whether or not that inference can or should be drawn,
Mr Perkins’ explanation for the delay is far from satisfactory or adequate.

More

significantly, it provides no good reason why leave to file the cross-claim should be granted.
Nationwide is an experienced, sophisticated and well-represented litigant in defamation
matters. It is difficult to see how the making of a tactical decision not to file the cross-claim
when it was required to be filed is an adequate explanation for the delay. There is good
reason to hold Nationwide and Mr Moran to their earlier tactical decision, particularly where
the result of granting them leave would be to visit delay and substantial prejudice upon
Mr Rush.
Countervailing considerations
150

As has already been noted, the effect of refusing leave to file the cross-claim is that, if
Nationwide and Mr Moran wish to pursue their claim against the STC, they will need to do so
in separate proceedings. It may readily be accepted that such an outcome would not be
desirable for a number of reasons. It would plainly be preferable for all disputed matters
between the parties connected with the alleged defamation of Mr Rush, including any claims
for contribution, be dealt with in the one proceeding.

The desirability of avoiding a

multiplicity of proceedings in and of itself weighs in favour of the grant of leave.
151

The risk of inconsistent findings in any separate proceedings is an even weightier
consideration. There is no doubt that if leave to file the cross-claim is not granted, and
Nationwide and Mr Moran subsequently commence separate proceedings against the STC,
the STC would not be bound by all of the findings made in the proceedings between Mr Rush
and Nationwide and Mr Moran.

Nationwide and Mr Moran put forward a number of

possible scenarios which gave rise to the risk of inconsistent findings. It may be accepted
that the very point of the third party procedure is to get the third party (in this case, if leave is
granted, the STC) bound by the decision between the plaintiff and the defendant (here
Mr Rush and Nationwide and Mr Moran respectively): Barclays Bank v Tom [1923] 1 KB
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- 42 221 at 224.

Equally, it may be accepted that the spectre of inconsistent findings is

undesirable.
152

While those are weighty considerations, they are not sufficient to outweigh the substantial
considerations that weigh against the grant of leave. That is so for a number of reasons.
First, Nationwide and Mr Moran should have weighed those considerations in the balance
when they decided against joining the STC at the outset. Second, for the reasons already
given, the cross-claim is weak, tenuous and uncertain. There is a very real prospect that
Nationwide and Mr Moran will ultimately decide against filing separate proceedings against
the STC. Third, that is all the more so given that the available inference is that the main
reason that Nationwide and Mr Moran want to join the STC is so they can get their hands on
the STC’s documents pursuant to a discovery order and thereby “fish” for a defence to
Mr Rush’s claim. That motivation disappears if Nationwide and Mr Moran are required to
commence separate proceedings. Fourth, the possibility of inconsistent findings is little more
than speculation. Given the nature of the issues involved in this proceeding, and the fact that
this, and any separate proceedings, will be tried by a judge alone, not a jury, the possibility of
any inconsistent findings is more apparent than real. Fifth, and in any event, for the reasons
already given, the delay and prejudice to Mr Rush, should leave be granted, is sufficiently
serious to outweigh those considerations.
Weighing the considerations – Conclusion

153

Once all the relevant considerations are weighed in the balance, the balance comes down
firmly in favour of refusing leave to file the cross-claim. The proposed cross-claim is, at
best, very weak and highly questionable. The prejudice to Mr Rush arising from the delay in
filing the cross-claim within time is substantial.

The delay has not been adequately

explained. While the multiplicity of proceedings is undesirable, it is by no means certain that
Nationwide and Mr Moran will ultimately file separate proceedings against the STC. If they
do, there is theoretically a risk of inconsistent findings, but in all the circumstances that risk is
very small.
154

In all the circumstances, leave to file the cross-claim against the STC should be refused.
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- 43 CONCLUSION AND DISPOSITION
155

Leave to file the further amended defence, in the form annexed to the amended interlocutory
application filed by Nationwide and Mr Moran is refused.

The amended interlocutory

application seeking that leave is dismissed with costs.
156

Leave to file the proposed amended defence in the form annexed to the interlocutory
application as originally filed on 3 April 2018 should be granted in the event that Nationwide
and Mr Moran want to file that document.

157

Leave to file the proposed cross-claim against the STC is also refused and the amended
interlocutory application seeking that leave is dismissed with costs.

158

Upon the handing down of this judgment, orders will be made for the further conduct of the
proceeding. Those orders will include fixing the matter for trial to commence in either
August or September 2018. The parties will be given an opportunity of making further
submissions before those orders are made.

I certify that the preceding one
hundred and fifty-eight (158)
numbered paragraphs are a true copy
of the Reasons for Judgment herein
of the Honourable Justice Wigney.

Associate:

Dated:

20 April 2018
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A.

BACKGROUND

Pleadings
1.

This matter was commenced by way of Application and Statement of Claim filed on
8 December 2017.

It concerns a poster and two front page articles published by the

Respondents on 30 November and 1 December 2017 (the “Publications”).
2.

As His Honour has observed, the Respondents "were quick to publish, they have been slow
to defend".1 They filed and served a Defence on 1 February 2018, outside the period
allowed under Rule 16.32. Since then, they have served a number of further versions of the
Defence, resulting in interlocutory disputes that were each resolved in the Applicant’s
favour in March and April 2018. One of those disputes was the subject of an application for
leave to appeal, which failed. In August 2018 the Respondents sought leave to amend yet
again. That amendment was acceded to by the Applicant, in order that he could meet the
false allegations which were finally formally made against him - with the result that the 3
September hearing was vacated and the s.30 defence (which had long been pressed by the
Respondents despite its obvious failings) voluntarily abandoned.

3.

4.

The current pleadings are:
(a)

Application and Statement of Claimed filed on 8 December 2017;

(b)

Second Further Amended Defence filed on 10 August 2018 (2FAD); and

(c)

Amended Reply filed on 3 July 20182.

The Publications carry serious defamatory allegations about the Applicant - namely, that:
a)

Geoffrey Rush had engaged in scandalously inappropriate behaviour in the theatre;

b)

Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature in the
theatre;

c)

Geoffrey Rush had committed sexual assault in the theatre;

d)

Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature in the
theatre;

1
2

Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 2) [2018] FCA 550, at [2] (Tab 16 p.1/280).
The Amended Reply is now of no effect given the abandonment of the s.30 defence after it was filed.
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e)

Geoffrey Rush is a pervert;

f)

Geoffrey Rush behaved as a sexual predator while working on the Sydney Theatre
Company’s production of King Lear;

g)

Geoffrey Rush engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature while working
on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear;

h)

Geoffrey Rush, a famous actor, engaged in inappropriate behaviour against another
person over several months while working on the Sydney Theatre Company’s
production of King Lear;

i)

Geoffrey Rush had committed sexual assault while working on the Sydney Theatre
Company’s production of King Lear;

j)

Geoffrey Rush behaved as a sexual predator while working on the Sydney Theatre
Company’s production of King Lear;

k)

Geoffrey Rush engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature while working
on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear;

l)

Geoffrey Rush, an acting legend, had inappropriately touched an actress while
working on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear;

m)

Geoffrey Rush’s conduct in inappropriately touching an actress during King Lear was
so serious that the Sydney Theatre Company would never work with him again; and

n)

Geoffrey Rush had falsely denied that the Sydney Theatre Company had told him the
identity of the person who had made a complaint against him.

5.

The Respondents now (since August) plead justification to each of the imputations except
the last one3. The particulars of justification fail, even taken at their highest, to prove the
truth of many of the imputations.

6.

The Respondents persistently refuse to admit facts that are notorious matters of public
knowledge such as the existence of the #metoo movement and the fact that the Applicant has
won an Academy Award and has been Australian of the Year. That is despite the fact that

3

The Respondents admit they intended to convey that imputation - the First Respondent's answer to interrogatory 137(g) (at CB 1/184), and the
Second Respondent's answer to interrogatory 20(g) (at CB 1/202).
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the First Respondent’s publications have made these assertions repeatedly: Tabs 19, 20, 28,
29, 31, 33, 34.
Conduct of the proceedings
7.

The Respondents filed and served their Defence at 9.30pm on 1 February 2018. The
Applicant raised complaints about the Defence, and sought particulars of it, in the early
afternoon on 2 February 2018. The Applicant also filed, that same day, an Interlocutory
Application to strike out the Defence and a Notice to Produce seeking documents which had
been referred to in the Defence.

8.

At the first directions hearing on 8 February 2018, the Respondents were not ready to
proceed and had not responded to the particulars sought. They requested an adjournment in
order to prepare and propound an Amended Defence, acknowledging that they had not
supplied all of the necessary particulars.

In answer to the Notice to Produce, despite

referring to complaints and findings about the Applicant in their Defence, the only document
the Respondents could produce was a newspaper article from 2015 (CB 9/77-79).
9.

On 14 February 2018 the Respondents caused the issuing of a Subpoena to the Sydney
Theatre Company Limited (STC) seeking a raft of documents.

10.

11.

On 15 February 2018 the Respondents served an Amended Defence which:
(a)

failed to rectify the defects in the justification defence;

(b)

abandoned the defence of common law qualified privilege;

(c)

rectified some of the complaints regarding s.30;

(d)

included new, irrelevant, and scandalous particulars of s.30.

They also responded to the Applicant’s request for particulars on 2 February 2018, but failed
to provide most of the particulars sought.

12.

The Applicant moved to strike out the defence of justification and the irrelevant parts of the
s.30 defence and to set aside the Subpoena. At the argument of the application on 19
February 2018 the following notable concessions were made by the Respondents:
(a)

they were not in a position to improve the justification particulars (T18.34-35; 79.2946; 102.34-36);
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(b)

they could not explain the relevance to the issue of reasonableness of the new material
pleaded (T85.25-86.23 - compare to T.103.25-44);

(c)

they could not explain why they had provided particulars of the truth of some of the
new s.30 particulars and not others (T88.11-89.19 - compare to T.104.9-106.4).

13.

By judgment handed down on 20 March 2018 the Court struck out the justification defence,
struck out particulars 14-28, 36.9A-36.9C of the Amended Defence, and set aside the
Subpoena: Rush v Nationwide News [2018] FCA 357 (Tab 15). The Applicant sought orders
that morning to progress the matter, including an order for the earliest possible hearing date.
Those orders were opposed by the Respondents who sought time to review the judgment.

14.

The matter was listed for further directions on 27 March 2018. The Respondents, for the
first time, notified the Court and the Applicant that they sought an order to file a CrossClaim for contribution against the STC as a joint tortfeasor: T6.5-22. They also notified
their intention to seek leave to appeal in relation to the struck out s.30 particulars: T2.33.
They again opposed any orders to progress the matter: T4.33.40.

15.

The next day, 28 March 2018, the Applicant filed his Reply, alleging that the Respondents
were motivated by malice in publishing each of the Publications, namely an improper
motive to harm the Applicant.

16.

At 8.23pm on 3 April 2018 the Respondents served their application to file a Cross-Claim
out of time and their application for leave to appeal. Later that evening, at 10.17pm, they
served a proposed Further Amended Defence.

17.

On 11 April 2018 before Lee J, in relation to the application for leave to appeal, the
Respondents informed the Court that if they were successful in seeking to further amend
their Defence they may no longer pursue the appeal.

18.

A second proposed Further Amended Defence was served after 6pm on 11 April 2018. It
inserted some particulars previously ruled to be irrelevant to the s.30 defence and included a
new plea in mitigation of “background facts”.

19.

Each of the Respondents’ interlocutory applications and their application for leave to appeal
failed: Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 2) [2018] FCA 550 (Tab 16) and Nationwide
News v Rush [2018] FCAFC 70 (Tab 17).
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20.

On 31 July 2018 the Respondents served yet another Interlocutory Application seeking leave
to plead truth to nearly all of the imputations on the basis of belated cooperation by ErynJean Norvill. At the first return date of that application on 3 August 2018, the Applicant was
ready to proceed but the Respondents were not: T2.39-44; T4.28-41.

The Applicant

submitted that, if the amendment was allowed, the hearing would have to be vacated. The
Respondents submitted that was not necessarily the case: T5.4; T10.10-11. Despite that
submission, the Respondents then filed an affidavit of Marlia Saunders on 6 August 2018 in
which they accepted, at paragraph 9, that both of the defences of justification and qualified
privilege could not be heard in the allocated hearing time in September. They abandoned
their s.30 defence in order to accommodate a new October hearing. The abandonment of the
s.30 defence resulted in a massive waste of costs (as set out in the affidavit of Nicholas
Pullen filed 8 August 2018, at paragraph 10). It might be thought that their readiness to
jettison that defence reflected its poor prospects.
21.

The Respondents have reported on each of the interlocutory proceedings, causing further
harm to the Applicant - particularly by reporting on the particulars of truth (even after they
were struck out) and by reporting on some of the more scandalous material in the particulars
of their s.30 defence which they have never sought to prove true.

22.

The repeated assertions by the Respondents that no allegation of misconduct of a sexual
nature arises from the Publications are absurd.

The headline of the second matter

complained of was "King Leer", it appeared alongside an article about Don Burke (who is
described in that article as a "sexual predator"), and each of the first three iterations of the
Respondents' own Defence acknowledged, at paragraph 29, that the Publications were
released against a background of "widespread reporting in Australia and internationally [of]
allegations of sexual misconduct" (colloquially referred to as the #metoo movement).
23.

Prior to the Publications, the Applicant had an impeccable reputation in Australia and
overseas. He has received many awards which recognise his achievements as an actor over
a 40-year career. In certain eyes he is the finest actor Australia has ever produced.

24.

The effect of the Publications on the Applicant, and on his career, has been acute and
ongoing. He has been unable to work since they were published (and then re-published
throughout the world) and has suffered such intense harm to his reputation that he is not
receiving the same offers of work as prior to the Publications.
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25.

The s.30 defences relied upon by the Respondents until as late as August 2018 (being the
only substantive defences until that point) were hopeless to the point of being unarguable.
The Applicant submits the Respondents' persistent reliance upon it, in circumstances in
which it must have been clear it was hopeless and would fail, was improper and lacking in
good faith, and therefore gives rise to a claim in aggravated damages: Tab 24. In addition to
a failure of reasonableness on the part of the Respondents in hastily preparing and
publishing the Publications, the Respondents were clearly actuated by malice – namely a
predominantly improper purpose in making the Publications.

26.

The Respondents' conduct - in filing hopeless defences, running interlocutory proceedings
that had no prospect of success, and reporting on these proceedings so as to cause further
harm to the Applicant - is relied on as a matter of aggravation. Also relied on as aggravation
is material that has come to light through the discovery process.

Facts
Childhood
27.

The Applicant was born in 1951 in Toowoomba, Queensland and grew up in Brisbane.

28.

He completed Year 12 in 1968. He was very active in the School Drama Club and was in a
school rock band. He attended Queensland University and completed his Bachelor of Arts
degree there in 1971. He started acting seriously while at University and took part in many
productions.

29.

His wife Jane Menelaus is a theatre and film actress. There were married in 1988 and they
have two (now adult) children.

Theatre
30.

Mr Rush joined the Queensland Theatre Company (QTC) and also taught drama during
1971 at a Brisbane high school. He took part in 24 productions with the QTC between 1971
and 1974.

31.

In 1975 he moved to Paris to study mime, movement and theatre at L'École Internationale de
Théâtre Jacques Lecoq. In the late 1970s he did part-time teaching at NIDA.

32.

From 1978 to 2016 he took part in many stage productions including the following:
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(a)

The Fool in King Lear (QTC)

(b)

Co-Director of A Midsummer’s Night Dream (QTC)

(c)

Clowneroonies

(d)

Dave in On Our Selection (Jane St Theatre)

(e)

Vladimir in Waiting for Godot (Jane St Theatre)

(f)

The Revengers Tragedy (South Australian Theatre Company (SATC))

(g)

No End of Blame (SATC)

(h)

Various plays for the Lighthouse Company, including Marriage of Figaro

(i)

Various plays for the Magpie Theatre for Young People

(j)

Co-Director Cabaret Scandals of ’85 (Belvoir Street Theatre (Belvoir))

(k)

Director Pearls Before Swine (Belvoir)

(l)

Benefactors (STCSA)

(m) On Parliament’s Hill (Belvoir)
(n)

Shepherd on the Rocks (STCSA)

(o)

The Winter’s Tale (STCSA)

(p)

Director of Merry Wives Of Windsor (QTC)

(q)

Director of The Popular Mechanicals (Belvoir)

(r)

Tristram Shandy (Melbourne Theatre Company (MTC))

(s)

The Fool in King Lear (STCSA)

(t)

The Importance Of Being Earnest (MTC)

(u)

Troilus and Cressida (Grin and Tonic Theatre Company - Queensland)

(v)

Les Enfants du Paradis (Belvoir)
Page 8
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(w) The Diary of A Madman (Belvoir)
(x)

Director of The Wolf’s Banquet (Belvoir)

(y)

Marat-Sade (STCSA)

(z)

The Comedy Of Errors (STCSA)

(aa) The Importance of Being Earnest (STC)
(bb) The Government Inspector (STC)
(cc) Popular Mechanicals 2 (Belvoir)
(dd) Uncle Vanya (STC)
(ee) Director of FROGS (Belvoir)
(ff)

Oleanna (STC)

(gg) Horatio in Hamlet (Belvoir)
(hh) The Alchemist (Belvoir)
(ii)

The Marriage of Figaro (QTC).

(jj)

Small Poppies (Belvoir)

(kk) Life x 3 (MTC)
(ll)

King Berenger in Exit the King (Malthouse Theatre and Belvoir then Broadway)

(mm) Man in Chair in The Drowsy Chaperone (MTC)
(nn) The Diary of a Madman (Belvoir)
(oo) Lady Bracknell in The Importance of Being Earnest (MTC)
(pp) Pseudolus in A Funny Thing Happened On the Way to the Forum (MTC)
(qq) King Lear (STC)
33.

He has been represented in Australia by Shanahan Management Pty Ltd since 1979, and has
been represented in America by Fred Specktor of Creative Artists Agency since 1996.
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Film and Television
34.

In about 1979/1980 the Applicant did a 3-part series called Consumer Capers for the ABC.

35.

In 1980/81 he did a television series for the ABC s called Menotti.

36.

He has appeared in roles on television dramas including The Burning Piano (1993) and
Frontier (1997), as well as a number of short films including Small Confessions (1994/1995)
and Five Easy Pizzas (1996).

37.

At the end of 1995 he appeared in Mercury - a 12 part television series for the ABC.

38.

In 2004 he co-starred with his wife Jane as guests in an episode of Kath’n’Kim.

39.

In 2006, he hosted and co-wrote material for the Australian Film Institute (AFI) Awards for
the Nine Network. He was the 'Master of Ceremonies' again at the 2007 AFI Awards.

40.

In the beginning of 2009, he appeared in a series of special edition “Australian Legends”
series postage stamps (Tab 6/56) featuring some of Australia's internationally recognised
personalities.

41.

In 2011, he made a cameo in a commercial, The Potato Peeler, for the Melbourne
International Film Festival (MIFF).

42.

In August 2011 the Applicant was appointed the foundation President of the newly formed
Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts (AACTA).4

43.

He narrated 2 six-part seasons of ABC TV’s Low Down in 2012/13.

44.

In 2012 he was in a web series episode of Being Brendo – created as a community service
by the Victorian Aids Council.

45.

In 2016-2017 he appeared in Genius, playing Albert Einstein in a 10 part series, for which
he was nominated for a Golden Globe for Best Actor (Miniseries or Television Film), a
Primetime Emmy Award (for Outstanding Actor in a Limited Series or Movie), and a Screen
Actors Guild Award (for Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Miniseries or
Television Movie).

4

The AACTA was formerly the AFI.
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46.

He was the narrator for the ABC TV Series Lowdown in 2010.

47.

He was narrator for short film The Nightingale and the Rose in 2015.

48.

He has also appeared in the following films from 1981 until 2017 - being a mixture of
Australian films, Hollywood films and films made in the United Kingdom:
a)

Hoodwink (1981);

b)

Starstruck (1982);

c)

Twelfth Night (1987) - an Australian film in which the Applicant played Sir Andrew
Aguecheek);

d)

Dad and Dave: On Our Selection (1995);

e)

Children of the Revolution (1996);

f)

Shine (1995)

g)

A Little Bit of Soul (1997) - an Australian film in which the Applicant was nominated
for an AFI Award for Best Actor in a Supporting Role;

h)

Les Misérables (1998);

i)

Elizabeth (1998) - for which the Applicant won a BAFTA Award for Best Actor in a
Supporting Role;

j)

Shakespeare in Love (1998) - for which the Applicant won a Screen Actors Guild
Award (for Outstanding Performance by a Cast in a Motion Picture); and for which he
was nominated for various other awards including an Academy Award for Best
Supporting Actor, a BAFTA Award for Best Supporting Actor, a Golden Globe
Award for Best Supporting Actor (Motion Picture), and a Screen Actors Guild Award
(for Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Supporting Role);

k)

House on Haunted Hill (1999);

l)

Mystery Men (1999);

m)

Quills (1999) - for which the Applicant won various awards including a Florida Film
Critics Circle Award for Best Actor, a Kansas City Film Critics Circle Award for Best
Page 11
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Actor, a Las Vegas Film Circle Award for Best Actor, a Phoenix Film Critics Society
Award for Best Actor, and a Satellite Award for Best Actor (Motion Picture Drama);
and for which he was nominated for various other awards including an Academy
Award for Best Actor, a BAFTA Award for Best Supporting Actor, a Golden Globe
Award for Best Actor (Motion Picture Drama), and a Screen Actors Guild Award (for
Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Leading Role);
n)

The Magic Pudding (2000);

o)

Tailor of Panama (2001);

p)

Lantana (2001);

q)

Frida (2002);

r)

Banger Sisters (2002);

s)

Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl (2002/2003);

t)

Swimming Upstream (2003);

u)

Ned Kelly (2003);

v)

Harvey Krumpet (2003);

w)

Finding Nemo (2003);

x)

Intolerable Cruelty (2003);

y)

The Life and Death of Peter Sellers (2004) - for which he won a Primetime Emmy
Award for Outstanding Lead Actor in a Miniseries or Movie, a Golden Globe Award
for Best Actor (Miniseries or Television Film), and a Screen Actors Guild Award (for
Oustanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Miniseries or Television Movie); and
for which he was nominated for various other awards;

z)

Munich (2005);

aa)

Candy (2006) - for which the Applicant won a Film Critics Circle of Australia Award
for Best Actor in a Supporting Role and was nominated for an AFI Award for Best
Actor in a Supporting Role;
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bb)

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest (2006);

cc)

Elizabeth: The Golden Age (2007);

dd)

$9.99 (2007);

ee)

Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End (2007);

ff)

Bran Nue Dae (2009);

gg)

Warriors Way (2010);

hh)

The Legends of the Guardians (2010) - for which the Applicant was nominated for an
Annie Award for Best Voice Acting in an Animated Feature Production;

ii)

The King's Speech (2010) - for which the Applicant won various awards including a
BAFTA Award for Best Actor in a Supporting Role, British Independent Film Award
for Best Supporting Actor, and Screen Actors Guild Award (for Outstanding
Performance by a Cast in a Motion Picture); and was nominated for various other
awards including an Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor, a Golden Globe
Award for Best Supporting Actor (Motion Picture), and a Screen Actors Guild Award
(for Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Supporting Role);

jj)

The Eye of The Storm (2011);

kk)

Green Lantern (2011);

ll)

Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides (2011) - for which the Applicant was
nominated for a People's Choice Award for Favourite Ensemble Movie Cast;

mm) The Man Who Could Not Dream (2012);
nn)

The Best Offer (2013);

oo)

The Book Thief (2013) - for which the Applicant was nominated for an AACTA
International Award for Best Supporting Actor;

pp)

Unity (2014);

qq)

The Daughter (2015);
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rr)

Minions (2015);

ss)

Holding The Man (2014);

tt)

The Gods of Egypt (2016);

uu)

The Final Portrait (2017);

vv)

Genius (2017);

ww) Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales (2017);
xx)
49.

Storm Boy (2018).

He reprised his character's voice for the enhancements at the Pirates of the Caribbean
attractions at the Disneyland and Magic Kingdom theme parks, which involved an AudioAnimatronic with his likeness being installed (including one at Tokyo Disneyland).

Awards
50.

The Applicant is one of 23 people to have won the 'Triple Crown of Acting' - an Academy
Award, a Primetime Emmy Award, and a Tony Award.

51.

He was the first actor to win the Academy Award, BAFTA Award, Critics' Choice Movie
Award, Golden Globe Award, and Screen Actors Guild Award for a single performance in
film for Shine in 1996.

52.

He won the Academy Award for Best Actor for playing David Helfgott in Shine (1996).
He was also nominated for: an Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor for Shakespeare
in Love (1998); an Academy Award for Best Actor for playing Marquis de Sade in Quills
(2000); and an Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor for playing Lionel Logue in The
King's Speech (2010).

53.

He has won three British Academy Film Awards (BAFTA's) for: Best Actor in a Leading
Role, for Shine (1996); Best Actor in a Supporting Role, for Elizabeth (1998); Best Actor in
a Supporting Role, for The King's Speech (2010). In addition, he was nominated for a
BAFTA for: Best Supporting Actor in Shakespeare in Love (1998); Best Supporting Actor
in Quills (2000).
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54.

He has won two Golden Globe Awards for: Best Actor in Shine (1996); and Best Actor
(Miniseries or Television Film) for The Life and Death of Peter Sellers (2004). In addition,
he was nominated for a Golden Globe for: Best Supporting Actor (Motion Picture) in
Shakespeare in Love (1998); and Best Actor (Motion Picture) for Quills (2000); and Best
Supporting Actor (Motion Picture) for The King's Speech (2001).

55.

He has been awarded four Screen Actors Guild Awards for: Male Actor in a Leading Role
for Shine (1996); Cast in a Motion Picture for Shakespeare in Love (1998); Male Actor in a
Miniseries or TV Movie for The Life and Death of Peter Sellers (2004); and Cast in a
Motion Picture for The King's Speech (2011). In addition, he has been nominated for further
Screen Actors Guild Awards for: Cast in a Motion Picture for Shine (1996); Male Actor in a
Supporting Role for Shakespeare in Love (1998); Male Actor in a Leading Role for Quills
(2001); Male Actor in a Supporting Role for The King's Speech (2011); and Male Actor in a
Miniseries or Movie for Genius (2017).

56.

He has won three AFI Awards: for Best Lead Actor for Shine (1996); a Global
Achievement Award in 2003; and the Raymond Longford Award in 2009. In addition, he
has been nominated for further AFI Awards for: Best Supporting Actor for A Little Bit of
Soul (1998); Best Lead Actor for Swimming Upstream (2002); Best Supporting Actor for
Candy (2006); and Best Lead Actor for The Eye of the Storm (2012).

57.

He has won two Helpmann Awards5 - the first for Best Male Actor in a Play, for The Diary
of a Madman (2011); and the second for Best Male Actor in a Musical, for A Funny Thing
Happened On The Way To The Forum (2013). He has also been nominated for Helpmann
awards for: Best Male Actor in a Play, for The Small Poppies (2001); Best Male Actor in a
Play, for Exit the King (2008); and Best Male Actor in a Musical, for The Drowsy
Chaperone (2010).

58.

He was awarded the Sidney Myer Award in 1993. The Sidney Myer Awards were created
in 1984 to mark the 50th anniversary of the death of Sidney Myer, and are intended recognise
outstanding achievements in Australian performing arts.

59.

In 2004 he received the Charles Chauvel Award. That award was established in 1992, in
honour of Australian filmmaker Charles Chauvel, and recognises significant contribution to
the Australian screen industry.

5

The Helpmann Awards are accolades which recognise artistic achievement and excellence in Australia's live performance sectors, including theatre
(and so are similar to the Tony Awards on Broadway, or the Olivier Awards in London).
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60.

In 2009 he received the AFI Raymond Longford Award. That award was first presented
in 1968 in honour of the Australian film pioneer Raymond Longford. The website of the
AFI/AACTA describes the Raymond Longford Award as "the highest honour that the
Australian Academy can bestow upon an individual" and states that it "recognises a person
who has made a truly outstanding contribution to the enrichment of Australia's screen
environment and culture". Apart from the Applicant, other recipients of the Raymond
Longford Award include Cate Blanchett, David Stratton, Jan Chapman, Fred Schepisi, and
Peter Weir.

61.

The Applicant is the founding President of the AACTA which honours achievements
(performance and technical in 49 categories) for Australian screen excellence. The AACTA
was formerly (1958 – 2011) known as the Australian Film Institute (AFI).

62.

He is the Patron of the Melbourne International Film Festival, the Empire Theatre
Foundation for Young Artists in Toowoomba, and the Spina Bifida Foundation of Victoria.
He is also an Ambassador of the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra and UNICEF.

63.

In 2012 he was named Australian of the Year for services to the arts and community.

64.

In 2013 he was honoured for 4 months in a career retrospective multi-media exhibition (The
Extraordinary Shapes of Geoffrey Rush) at the Victoria Arts Centre.

65.

On Australia Day in 2014 Mr Rush was awarded a Companion of the Order of Australia for
eminent service to the arts as a theatre performer, motion picture actor, role model and
mentor for aspiring artists, and through support for, and promoting of, the Australian Arts
Industry.

66.

In 2017 the Applicant was honoured with the Berlinale Camera award at the Berlin Film
Festival.

Applicant’s standing prior to matters complained of
67.

The Applicant was renowned worldwide as a talented actor and contributor to the arts. The
fact that he was so well-known is relevant to the case made on republication, discussed
below, in that his fame made it more likely that the allegations would be republished
worldwide.
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68.

The extent of his fame can be discerned, not only by the many awards that he has won, nor
by the many films, television shows and theatre productions in which he has starred over
some 40 years, but by the many articles published about him prior to November 2017: Tabs
46, 47, 48. The Applicant has prepared summaries of this material to assist the Court.

69.

The Applicant is a living National Treasure.

Twelfth Night
70.

On 27 June 2017 the Applicant was engaged to perform the role of Malvolio in the MTC
production of Twelfth Night, with rehearsals commencing on 1 October 2018. He agreed to
be paid $3,000 per week for rehearsals (which would continue until mid-November) and
then $3,000 per week for the performances from 12 November until 5 January (with a
possible further week): Tab 49.

Income
71.

From 2003 to 2017 the Applicant earned $37,976,444.6 His average annual income during
that period was $2,531,763 although, for the period 5 years prior to the Publications (2013 to
2017), that average annual income had in fact increased to $3,016,874.

Matters complained of
72.

On 10 November 2017, the Applicant was contacted by a journalist from The Australian
(also owned by the First Respondent) about a complaint of inappropriate conduct in relation
to the STC. She decided not to write a story after he responded to her.

73.

By 23 November 2017 Jonathan Moran had apparently decided he needed an Australian
#metoo scalp – he was looking for “anyone willing to speak on the local industry in relation
to Weinstein and any local Australian angles” [our emphasis]: Tab 64.

74.

Mr Moran contacted the STC on 28 November 2017 and alleged he had heard reports of the
Applicant harassing “a number of women” on the set of King Lear: Tab 65. There is
absolutely no evidence that Mr Moran had any basis whatsoever for making that false
statement, which has never been alleged in these proceedings. This seems to have been the
first step taken by the Respondents in a campaign against the Applicant which has
unrelentingly continued ever since.

6

Table 1, paragraph 3.10 of Mr Potter's and Mr Samuel's joint report, at CB 5/423.
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75.

On 29 November 2017, Mr Moran informed the STC over the phone that the Daily
Telegraph would be running a story about the Applicant on the front page. Katherine
Stevenson (Public Relations Manager of the STC) “urged” Mr Moran not to publish it
because, she said, it was the complainant’s decision “if/when to tell story…this is her story
to tell and she should tell it”: Tab 66.

76.

Mr Rush only became aware that The Daily Telegraph was proposing to write an article
about him on 29 November 2017, at 5:06pm, after Mr Moran sent an email (Tab 68) to the
Applicant's Australian agent, Ann Churchill-Brown. Although the statement from the STC
(Tab 67) had referred to alleged "inappropriate behaviour", Mr Moran instead referred in
his email to an "alleged incident of abuse". The Applicant was told the story was running
the next day: Tab 68.

77.

At 6:33pm on 29 November 2017 Ms Stevenson repeated to Mr Moran her assertion that the
complainant should have the right to tell the story “at a time of her choosing – and on her
own terms”: Tab 69. She specifically told Mr Moran that the complainant "does not want
any part in this story".

78.

The Applicant was shocked and appalled when he read Mr Moran's email to Ms ChurchillBrown. He engaged a solicitor to respond who, later that evening, sent an email clearly
marked "NOT FOR PUBLICATION" to Mr Moran in which he denied the allegations (to the
extent they could be discerned from Mr Moran's email): Tab 70.

79.

The Applicant saw the first and second matters complained of on 30 November 2017. He
was horrified.

80.

On 30 November 2017, Mr Moran tweeted an image of the first matter complained of: Tab
50, and the Second Respondent's answer to interrogatory 39 (at Tab 13, p.1/203).

81.

On 30 November 2017 Brandon McClelland, an actor who had not been involved in King
Lear, tweeted (Tabs 73; 76):
“Believe the women. This wasn’t just once. It wasn’t a misunderstanding. It wasn’t a joke.”

82.

Also on 30 November 2017 Mayne Wyatt (who played Edmund in King Lear) made the
following Facebook post (Tab 74):
“I was in the show. I believe whoever has come forward. It’s time for Sydney Theatre
Company and the industry in Australia and worldwide as a whole to make a stand on this
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behaviour!!! It’s been going on for far too long! And this culture of protecting people in
power has to stop.”

83.

At 11:34 am on 30 November 2017 Anthony DeCeglie (Deputy Editor of the Daily
Telegraph) sent an email to Christopher Dore (the Editor) and the Second Respondent
referring to a “mega creep interview from Rush”: Tab 75. That was a reference to the
Applicant's interview with the Sydney Morning Herald published on 19 November 2015.

84.

When Mr Moran tried to contact Mr Wyatt he did not respond.

85.

It should already have been obvious to Mr Moran that Mr McClelland's tweet was not based
on any direct knowledge of the King Lear production (since he was not involved in it), and
was probably not about the Applicant at all. The tweet refers to "women" (plural), and
seems clearly enough on its face to be a tweet in support of the #metoo movement generally
rather than a condemnation of the Applicant specifically. To the extent there was any doubt,
it soon disappeared when Mr Moran contacted Mr McClelland on 30 November 2017. Mr
McClelland messaged Mr Moran (Tab 77):
“My tweet was not directly related to any particular individual and I am not able to comment
on the complaint filed at STC as I do not have intimate or first hand knowledge regarding that
production. I’m sorry.”

86.

At 4:05pm on 30 November 2017 the STC sent a revised statement to the Second
Respondent as follows (Tab 78):
“Sydney Theatre Company was asked by News Ltd journalist earlier this month whether it had
received a complaint alleging inappropriate behaviour by Mr Rush while he was employed by
the company. STC responded truthfully that it had received such a complaint.
At that time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with
confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation. STC
complied, acting in the interest of the complainant’s health and welfare. As already stated,
the Company received the complaint after Mr Rush’s engagement had ended.
STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a
conclusion of impropriety.”

87.

The Respondents never printed the third, crucial paragraph of that revised statement, despite
it being forwarded by Moran to the Deputy Editor: Tab 79.
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88.

Also on 30 November 2017 the STC received many requests for comment from media
organisations around the world: Tab 60.

89.

On 30 November 2017 Mr Rush’s agent received further questions from Mr Moran at
6:20pm. Mr Moran neglected to say there would be a second front-page story the very next
day: Tab 80.

90.

The third matter complained of was published on 1 December 2017. It was misleading and
deceptive. The McClelland tweet was edited to delete the first two sentences. The Wyatt
post was redacted and cut off so as to change its meaning - for example, it was edited so that
it read "I believe (the person who) has come forward" (instead of "I believe whoever has
come forward"). The article also carries an implication that the actors spoke to Mr Moran
when they did not.

91.

Mr Moran also tweeted the third matter complained of on 1 December 2017: Tab 51.

92.

Mr Rush saw the third matter complained of on 1 December 2017. He was devastated.

93.

That day, Foxtel and Seven Network sent a joint letter to AACTA (Tab 53), emphasising
that the "entertainment industry, both here and abroad, [was] under intense scrutiny in
relation to allegations of unacceptable behaviour" and that they "were concerned to ensure
that the Board expresses AACTA's general condemnation of inappropriate behaviour by
anyone associated with the industry". The letter did not specifically refer to the Applicant
but repeated the precise words, "inappropriate behaviour", which had been re-published
throughout the world following the Publications.

94.

Damian Trewhella, the CEO of AACTA/AFI, emailed the Applicant on 1 December 2018:
Tab 52. Although he referred to the matters complained of as "a storm full of a lot of
bullshit", nonetheless he said that the stakeholders of AACTA/AFI were "piling on massive
pressure" - he requested the Applicant "step aside" as President of the AACTA.

95.

The Applicant graciously agreed, and stepped aside from his post as President of the
AACTA on 2 December 2017 as a result of the matters complained of.

96.

That same day, Mr Trewhella responded to Foxtel and Seven Network: Tab 54.

He

acknowledged the STC's statement about the Applicant was "serious in nature", and that the
Applicant that stepped aside as President of the AACTA "until these matters are resolved".
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97.

Since then, the negative publications about the Applicant by the Respondents have been
relentless: Tab 61.

98.

On 3 December 2017 Mr Moran sent further offensive questions to Mr Rush’s agent: Tab
81. Though the Applicant had consistently denied the allegations in the strongest possible
terms, Mr Moran nonetheless asked the Applicant whether he would "like to say sorry to the
victim".

99.

The same day, The Daily Telegraph published an article by Mr Moran entitled “Rush quits
arts academy” which repeated allegations in the matters complained of and again misused
and misquoted the Meyne Wyatt post: Tab 101, p.9/126.

100.

On 4 December 2017 yet another article by Mr Moran appeared in The Daily Telegraph
entitled “Ugly open secret is centre stage” (Tab 101, p.9/127). In that article, the Applicant
is named, and a photograph of the Applicant is published, alongside actress Yael Stone's
comments - the comments were in relation to the #metoo movement generally, but were
quoted as though she was referring to the Applicant. The article also repeats the false
allegation that the STC changed its policies as a result of the complaint about the Applicant.

101.

On 5 December 2017 the Daily Telegraph repeated the allegations in another article entitled
“AACTA Awards: Stars of stage and screen urge industry to tackle cancer of sexual
harassment”: Tab 61, p.7/122-129. The article contained links to the second and third
matters complained of, at 7/125. The article, about the "cancer of sexual harassment", again
featured a prominent photograph of the Applicant, immediately below the following words:
"Australia's version of the Oscars has been hit by a last-minute plot twist that has put the
dark side of the entertainment industry squarely in the spotlight". The Applicant is referred
to, at CB 7/124, as one of "the figures in the spotlight".

102.

On 7 December 2017 The Daily Telegraph published another article about the Applicant above an article about Kevin Spacey being a “sex suspect” and beside a story about women
speaking out against abuse and harassment being “pioneers”: Tab 61, p.7/132; Tab 101,
p.9/138.

103.

On 8 December 2017, the day the Applicant commenced these proceedings, Chris Dore
(Editor of The Daily Telegraph) stated that the Daily Telegraph stood by and "would defend
its accurate reporting": Tabs 84, 85.

104.

Mr Moran repeated that statement on Facebook on 8 December 2017: Tab 83.
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105.

On 9 December 2017 the First Respondent published a story in The Australian which
referred to the Applicant being part of “a tsunami of sexual harassment, assault and
inappropriate behaviour allegations”: Tab 101, p.140. The article repeats imputation 10(g)
and notes that the matters complained of “generated headlines around the world, and has
seen the Oscar-winner step aside as president of screen awards body AACTA”: p.9/143. It
also repeats the allegation - now known to be false - that the STC had conducted an
investigation.

106.

On 12 December 2017, after the Applicant was nominated for a Golden Globe, he was
gratuitously ridiculed by the First Respondent in an article entitled “Geoffrey Rush’s bizarre
nomination rant”: Tab 86.

107.

On 19 December 2017, Mr Trewhella wrote to the AFI Board: Tab 55. He wanted AFI to
attempt to "re-stablish connection and trust" with the Applicant after he stepped aside as
President.

At 7/11, Mr Trewhella reminded the Board that the Applicant had "near

singularly built this organisation through his tireless work over 7 years".
108.

On 31 January 2018, the Respondents' solicitor (Mr Todd) had a conversation with Ms
Norvill's solicitor (Ms Stiel), in which Ms Stiel informed Mr Todd "that Ms Norvill was not
willing to speak to the Respondents' legal representatives or give evidence".7

109.

Nonetheless, the very next day, the Respondents served a Defence on 1 February 2018
which sought to prove true vague allegations about the Applicant having inappropriately
"touched" the Applicant "on a number of occasions". Mr Rush saw that original Defence
and considered it to be preposterous and manufactured: Tab 87.

110.

On 3 February 2018 the First Respondent published an article entitled “Rush tries to censor
paper’s defence” (Tab 89), even though that application had only been served on 2
February, was not filed until 5 February, and was not made publicly available until after the
parties appeared in Court for the first time on 8 February 2018.

111.

On 8 February 2018, when the matter was first before the Court, Counsel for the
Respondents asserted that the matters complained of did not make any allegation that Mr
Rush had engaged in inappropriate conduct of a sexual nature: Tab 89A, lines 13-14. That
submission was disingenuous and improper given the content of the matters complained of

7

Affidavit of Marlia Saunders dated 31 July 2018, at [12(c)].
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including repeated allegations of unwanted "touching" in the third matter complained of.
The Respondents' Counsel also stated that her clients' intention was not to abandon the s.30
defence and that it "will be run": Tab 91, p.9/81, line 28. That was notwithstanding the
submission of the Applicant's Counsel:
[The] statutory defence of qualified privilege…is a hopeless defence for media defences in
cases like this, because it turns on a touchstone of reasonableness. And once one looks at
the headline and the front page, "King Leer", that defence is dead in the water and will be
abandoned…

112.

On 8 February the First Respondent published an article entitled “Geoffrey Rush secures
interim order to gag The Daily Telegraph’s evidence”: Tab 92. The headline is selfevidently incorrect given that no evidence was sought to be adduced – the application
concerned the Defence, not any evidence. The article also took the opportunity to repeat the
matters complained of, including the full text of the Poster. Further, notwithstanding the
Respondents' Counsel's submission that day - that the matters complained of made no
allegation of misconduct of a sexual nature - nonetheless the article referred to the Applicant
having sued over "a story detailing an investigation into the actor…over alleged sexual
misconduct".

113.

The Amended Defence filed on 20 February 2018 (Tabs 8 and 94) contained allegations that
are now completely contradicted by Ms Norvill. It is difficult to see how the Respondents
had a proper basis to make many of those allegations given most of them concerned conduct
between the Applicant and Ms Norvill which is alleged to have occurred in no one else’s
presence (for example the assertion that Mr Rush entered the female bathrooms and Ms
Norvill told him to “fuck off”), and given at that time the Respondents did not have Ms
Norvill's cooperation. The Respondents later conceded that, until 24 July 2018, they "did
not have knowledge of the details of Ms Norvill's complaint sufficient to plead a defence to
the level of specificity required": Tab 98.

114.

On 19 February 2018 the matter was before the Court in relation to the Amended Defence.
Counsel for the Respondents repeatedly asserted that their case was that Mr Rush touched
Ms Norvill in a manner that made her "feel uncomfortable", that she asked him to stop, but
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that “He didn’t. He went on doing it”: Tab 938. Those assertions are now contradicted by
Ms Norvill.
115.

The First Respondent took the opportunity to further defame Mr Rush on the front pages of
both The Daily Telegraph and The Australian on 20 February 2018 - publishing, what they
now say are false, allegations in the Amended Defence and also taking the opportunity to
report the particulars of their s.30 defence in which scandalous allegations are made about
Mr Rush that the Respondents have never asserted are true: Tab 101, pp.9-146-148; 9-149150; Tab 103. Those articles also named Ms Norvill, apparently against her wishes: Tabs 95
and 96. The story also appeared on the front page of the Courier Mail (Tab 101, pp. 9-151152) and in The Herald Sun (Tab 101, p.9/153).

116.

On 19 March 2017 the First Respondent, in The Australian, again took the opportunity to
repeat the s.30 particular (not said to be true) that Mr Rush touched Ms Norvill’s genitals
without her consent: Tab 101, p.9/156.

117.

On 21 March 2018, the day after the judgment striking out the Amended Defence was
delivered, the First Respondent took the opportunity to further publicise particulars of truth
that had been struck out. It also reported the Editor of the Daily Telegraph defending the
articles: Tab 97; Tab 101, p.9/158.

Similar material appeared in other News Corp

publications: Tab 101, p.9/157; p.9/159.
118.

On 20 April 2018 Tony Wright from December Media Pty Ltd cancelled Mr Rush’s
engagement to narrate a documentary about the Great Barrier Reef: Tab 57. He said he had
been contacted by the distributors to the film who "said that they think that [the] Geoffrey
situation, while unresolved, is currently an issue for them".

119.

In July 2018 the Applicant was forced to withdraw from Twelfth Night for medical reasons:
Tabs 58 and 59.

120.

On 9 August 2018 Counsel for the Respondents asserted there would be corroborative
evidence of “touching of her breast and touching of the lower back and tracing his finger
across the lower back and those incidents”: Tab 99, lines 44-46.

In fact, no such

corroboration exists.

8

9/86 lines 21-39; 9/87 lines 17-23; 9/88 lines 7-13 and 34-36; 9/89 lines 12-19; 9/90 lines 23-27; 9/91 lines 34-41.
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121.

On 20 August 2018 the Respondents served outlines of evidence from Ms Norvill and Mr
Winter, as well as Ms Crowe and Mr McIntyre of the STC. At no time was it suggested on
behalf of the Respondents that those witnesses had not cooperated in the preparation of the
outlines.

The Applicant proceeded from 20 August until 26 September 2018 on the

assumption that Ms Crowe and Mr McIntyre had endorsed what was said in the outlines. He
was confused and distressed by the positions they had apparently taken.
122.

On 26 September 2018 Counsel for the STC informed the Court that "there was no
cooperation" and "no input" from either Ms Crowe or Mr McIntyre in the preparation of
their outlines. In fact, the Court was told, the STC did not receive Mr McIntyre’s outline
until 4 September and his evidence, if called, would "be different" to what was contained in
the outline: Tab 35; Tab 100.

123.

The Applicant has, since the matters complained of, seen the correspondence from the STC
to the Respondents on 30 November 2017 in which the STC clarifies its position. He has
seen the McClelland and Wyatt material. His hurt has been aggravated by the fact that the
Respondents used such despicable tactics for the purpose of causing maximum damage to
his reputation.

124.

Mr Rush has suffered ongoing hurt and anxiety about the publications. Many people have
spoken to him about them. He has read other media that have republished the allegations
made by the Respondents, and is hurt by the worldwide dissemination of those allegations.
He is concerned about the damage done to his reputation as a result.

125.

He continues to read the media about the matters complained of and about these
proceedings, and suffers as a result. He has been unable to work since the publications and
he has an ongoing concern about the effect of the publications on his family.

126.

After each Court listing of this matter Mr Rush read articles about the proceedings published
by the Respondents and was upset they were improperly covering the proceedings.

127.

He has been further upset by the Respondents’ conduct of the proceedings including their
hopeless interlocutory applications to amend and to bring a Cross-Claim against the STC.

128.

He intended to continue acting for about another 10 years. In the past he has generally been
offered roles that are uninhibited by his age.
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129.

Since the Publications he has felt unable to work at all, and at any rate has had projects
withdrawn. He has also been unable to promote the work he completed before the matters
complained of. He is unsure whether he will be able to work in the future.

130.

He suffers from ongoing distress as a result of the Publications.

B.

ISSUES FOR DETERMINATION

131.

The Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) (the “Act”) governs the proceedings.

132.

The issues for determination (together with the answers to each issue sought by the
Applicant) are:
(a)

Was each of the matters complained of published? Yes.

(b)

Was each of the matters complained of republished? Yes

(c)

Are the Respondents liable for the republications referred to in (b)? Yes

(d)

Is the first matter complained of (Poster) defamatory of the Applicant - namely are
the imputations pleaded in paragraphs 4 and 5 of the Statement of Claim (or
imputations that do not differ in substance) carried (whether in their natural and
ordinary meaning or by reason of extrinsic facts) and defamatory? Yes.

(e)

Is the second matter complained of defamatory of the Applicant - namely are the
imputations pleaded in paragraphs 7 and 8 of the Statement of Claim (or imputations
that do not differ in substance) carried (whether in their natural and ordinary meaning
or by reason of extrinsic facts) and defamatory? Yes.

(f)

Is the third matter complained of defamatory of the Applicant - namely are the
imputations pleaded in paragraphs 10 and 11 of the Statement of Claim (or
imputations that do not differ in substance) carried (whether in their natural and
ordinary meaning or by reason of extrinsic facts) and defamatory? Yes.

(g)

Are each (or any) of the imputations pleaded in the Statement of Claim substantially
true? No.

(h)

Did the Applicant suffer economic loss as a result of the publication (and
republication) of any of the first, second or third matters complained of, including
likely future economic loss? Yes.
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(i)

What amount of general damages should the Applicant be awarded as a result of the
damage done to his reputation by reason of the publication and republication of the
matters complained of, his hurt to feelings and in order to vindicate his reputation?
In excess of $800,000.

(j)

Should the amount of general damages payable to Mr Rush be increased by reason of
the conduct of the Respondents which is said to have aggravated his damage (such
that the statutory cap is exceeded)? Yes.

C.

PUBLICATION & REPUBLICATION

Publication
133.

Publication is admitted by each of the Respondents: [3]; [6]; [9] 2FAD.

134.

The extent of each publication was the subject of interrogatories: Tabs 12 & 14.

135.

4,242 copies of the first matter complained of were distributed and displayed in front of
newsagencies in the ACT and NSW (Tab 12, p.1/155).

136.

The second and third matters complained of were widely published and read:

Second MCO

Third MCO

The Daily Telegraph
newspaper

933,0009

933,00010

The Daily Telegraph
website

8,70611

15,60612

Other newspapers
operated by First
Respondent

984,00013

984,00014

Other websites operated
by First Respondent

97915

47416

Total

1,926,685

1,933,080

9

Tab 12 1/156-157, paragraphs 10 to 17.
Tab 12 1/158, paragraphs 26 to 33.
Tab 12 1/162, paragraph 48; and Tab 14 1/209, paragraph 47.
12
Tab 12 1/167, paragraphs 76 and 77.
13
Tab 12 1/160, paragraphs 38 to 41.
14
Tab 12 1/165, paragraphs 66 to 70.
15
Tab 14 1/209-210, paragraphs 51 to 58.
16
Tab 12 1/167-169, paragraphs 80 to 91.
10
11
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137.

However, readership of the second and third matters complained of must have been higher
than indicated in the table in the preceding paragraph. The Respondents apparently (and
inexplicably) do not know their readership in Victoria and in Queensland (answers 11 and
12 of the First Respondent's interrogatories at p. 1/156, and answers 27 and 28 on p. 1/158),
so the further readership in those States are not included in the table.

Republication principles
138.

An allegation of republication may be put in one of two ways - as a separate cause of action,
or as a matter going to damages said to flow from the initial publication. In the present case,
the Applicant has elected to plead the matter as going to damages: [6]; [9] SOC, Tab 5,
pp.1/17; 1/19-20.

139.

A person is liable for the republication of his words where:
(a)

he has directly provided defamatory material to another for inclusion in a publication;

(b)

he authorises the republication of his words;

(c)

he intended his words to be republished;

(d)

the republication is the natural and probable consequence of his original publication;
or

(e)

the recipient of the original publication has a duty to republish.

Speight v Gosnay (1891) 60 LJQB 231; Webb v Bloch (1928) 41 CLR 331 per Isaacs J at
363-366; Sims v Wran [1984] 1 NSWLR 317 at 320D per Hunt J.
Republication evidence
140.

The Applicant alleges that the second and third matters complained of were republished:
(a)

on the Daily Telegraph website;

(b)

by other newspapers published by the First Respondent (or related entities);

(c)

on other websites operated by the First Respondent (or related entities); and

(d)

worldwide over the internet.

Tabs 61, 62, 63. The Applicant has prepared summary tables of that material.
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141.

Each of the second and third matters complained of were published on media websites
accessible throughout Australia and worldwide. Given the Applicant’s identity, and the
nature of the allegations, it was the natural and probable consequence of the Respondents’
conduct that those articles would be republished by media worldwide. The Respondents are
liable for the damage caused to Mr Rush by those republications.

D.

DEFAMATORY MEANING

142.

The Court’s task in relation to defamatory meaning is a familiar one, being to decide
whether, on the balance of probabilities, the Applicant has established that one or more (and
if so which) of the meanings alleged by him were carried by each of the matters complained
of, and if so, whether they were defamatory of him.

143.

The Applicant is relevantly named in each of the matters complained of, so identification is
not an issue.

Imputations carried
144.

To determine whether the imputations alleged are carried by the publications in question,
and whether they are defamatory, the Court must place itself in the position of a hypothetical
character known as the ordinary reasonable reader.

145.

The Courts have characterised the ordinary reasonable reader as a person of fixed, unvarying
attributes: see generally Amalgamated Television Services v Marsden (1998) 43 NSWLR
158.

146.

The characteristics of the ordinary reasonable reader have long been settled and are wellknown - in particular the ordinary reasonable reader: reads between the lines; is of fair
average intelligence; is a fair-minded person; is not overly suspicious; is not avid for
scandal; is not naïve; does not search for strained or forced meanings; and reads the entire
matter complained of: Lewis v Daily Telegraph [1964] AC 234 at 260; Mirror Newspapers
v World Hosts Pty Ltd (1979) 141 CLR 632 at 646; Nevill v Fine Art and General Insurance
Co Ltd [1897] AC 68 at 72, 78; John Fairfax Publications Pty Limited v Rivkin (2003) 201
ALR 77 at [26] per McHugh J.

147.

Each imputation relied upon has to be considered in the context of the entire matter
complained of: Favell v Queensland Newspapers (2005) 221 ALR 186 at [17]; John Fairfax
Publications Pty Limited v Rivkin [2003] HCA 50; (2003) 201 ALR 77 at [26] per McHugh
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J; Greek Herald Pty Ltd v Nikolopoulos (2002) 54 NSWLR 165 at [26] per Mason P (with
whom Wood CJ at CL agreed); Saunders v Nationwide News Pty Ltd [2005] NSWCA 404
per Hunt AJA (with whom Ipp and Tobias JJA agreed).
148.

In Lewis v Daily Telegraph [1964] AC 234, Lord Devlin observed:
“…the layman’s capacity for implication is much greater than the lawyer’s. The lawyer’s
rule is that the implication must be necessary as well as reasonable. The layman reads an
implication much more freely; and unfortunately, as the law of defamation has to take into
account, is especially prone to do so when it is derogatory.” (at 277.6)

Later:
“A rumour that a man is suspected of fraud is different from one that he is guilty of it. For the
purpose of the law of libel a hearsay statement is the same as a direct statement, and that is all
there is to it.” (at 284.3)

Then later:
“[A]lthough suspicion of guilt is something different from proof of guilt, it is the broad
impression conveyed by the libel that has to be considered and not the meaning of each word
under analysis. A man who wants to talk at large about smoke may have to pick his words
very carefully if he wants to exclude the suggestion that there is also a fire; but it can be
done. … [L]oose talk about suspicion can very easily convey the impression that it is a
suspicion that is well founded.” (at 285.3)

149.

The repetition by a publisher of defamatory hearsay is sufficient to attract liability: Corby
v Allen & Unwin [2014] NSWCA 227 at [139] – [141] per McColl JA with whom Bathurst
CJ and Gleeson JA agreed; John Fairfax Publications Pty Ltd v Obeid (2005) 64 NSWLR
485 at [98] – [99] per McColl JA with whom Sheller JA and McClellan AJA agreed.

150.

The repetition by the publisher of the defamatory statements will carry the defamatory
meanings unless the publication includes something that removes the defamatory conclusion
– referred to as bane and antidote. This too was discussed by McColl JA in Corby (at
[142] – [146]), esp. at [146]:
The bane and antidote theory reflects the fundamental proposition the "reader is entitled to
give some parts of the article more weight than other parts": Rivkin (at [50] per McHugh J).
To apply, however, something "disreputable to the plaintiff" must be "removed by the
conclusion": see Chalmers v Payne (1835) 2 Cr M & R 156 (at 159); 150 ER 67 (at 68);
Ahmed v John Fairfax Publications Pty Limited [2006] NSWCA 6 (at [16]) per McColl JA
(Santow and Basten JJA agreeing).

151.

An example of a case in which a true antidote was published is Bik v Mirror Newspapers Ltd
[1979] 2 NSWLR 679. In that matter the purpose of the publication in question, although
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repeating the allegations against the plaintiff, was to inform the readers that he had been
“completely cleared”.
152.

The natural and ordinary meaning of words may either be the literal meaning or an implied
or inferred meaning based on the general knowledge of the ordinary reasonable reader: see
Jones v Skelton (1963) 62 SR NSW 644 at 650. The trier of fact brings his own general
knowledge with him, and relies on that experience when deciding what is within the general
knowledge of the ordinary reasonable reader: see Habib v Nationwide News Pty Ltd [2007]
NSWCA 91 at [14]-[15] (Ipp JA), [70]-[75] (Handley AJA). Evidence is not admissible to
prove the general knowledge of the ordinary reasonable reader: see Reader’s Digest Services
Pty Ltd v Lamb (1982) 150 CLR 500 at 506 (per Brennan J).

153.

In this case, at the time of publication, it was widely publicised, commonly known and
notorious that famous men in the entertainment industry were being exposed for
misconducting themselves towards others (Tabs 104-107).

In particular, the #metoo

movement was (and still is) in progress which involved women “outing” powerful men in
the entertainment industry who had sexually assaulted or harassed them in the past.
Therefore, an assertion that a famous actor such as the Applicant had misconducted himself
in the theatre in a “scandal” would impute sexual assault or sexual misconduct to the
ordinary reasonable reader.
True innuendo
154.

In addition to pleading imputations that arise from the natural and ordinary meaning of the
words, the Applicant also relies in the alternative on extrinsic facts known to some readers
of the matters complained of to whom additional meanings would have been carried.

155.

See Lewis v Daily Telegraph [1964] AC per Lord Devlin at 278.5; see also Mirror
Newspapers Ltd v World Hosts Pty Ltd (1979) 141 CLR 632 at 641 in the joint judgment of
Mason and Jacobs JJ, where their Honours said:
"When read in conjunction with extrinsic facts, words may in the law of defamation have some
special or secondary meaning additional to or different from their natural and ordinary
meaning. This special or ordinary meaning is not one which the words viewed in isolation are
capable of sustaining. It is one which a reader acquainted with the extrinsic facts will ascribe
to the matter complained of by reason of his knowledge of those facts because he will
understand the words in the light of those facts".

156.

The Applicant relies on the following extrinsic facts:
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a.

The Applicant is a famous Australian Hollywood actor.

b.

In the weeks preceding the publication of the first matter complained of, a number of
famous actors and movie and television executives, including in Hollywood, had been
portrayed in the media and on social media as sexual predators who had committed
acts of sexual assault and/or sexual harassment.

c.

In the weeks preceding the publication of the first matter complained of, famous
Hollywood film producer Harvey Weinstein had been portrayed as a sexual predator
who had committed acts of sexual assault and/or sexual harassment.

d.

In the weeks preceding the publication of the first matter complained of, famous
Hollywood actor Kevin Spacey had been portrayed as a sexual predator who had
committed acts of sexual assault and/or sexual harassment.

e.

In the days preceding the publication of the first matter complained of, Australian
television personality Don Burke was portrayed by the media as being a sexual
predator.

157.

The essential requirement of the plea of true innuendo is that the extrinsic fact is not one
within the general knowledge of the hypothetical referees: see Radio 2UE Sydney Pty Ltd v
Chesterton (2009) 238 CLR 460 at [51]. It may well be that the Court forms the view that
by November 2017 those facts were notorious, such that a true innuendo plea is unnecessary
because those facts formed part of the general knowledge of the ordinary reasonable reader
(discussed above). True innuendo is relied on in the alternative if the Court decides to the
contrary.

158.

The extrinsic facts were effectively admitted by the Respondents in paragraph 29 of the
FAD (Tab 10, p.1/120-121) in which they asserted that:
(a)

There had been widespread reporting in Australia and internationally in relation to
allegations of sexual misconduct, bullying and harassment in the entertainment
industry which originated with allegations of misconduct by Harvey Weinstein, a
powerful Hollywood producer and included allegations of misconduct by other men in
the entertainment industry including, but not limited to, Kevin Spacey, Dustin
Hoffman, Louis CK and Casey Affleck, as well as a report by the Media
Entertainment & Arts Alliance Actors Equity into widespread sexual harassment in
Australian theatre (paragraph 29.1).
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(b)

The reporting gave rise to a movement commonly known as the #metoo movement
which encouraged women who had been subject to sexual misconduct, bullying or
harassment to speak out with a view to discouraging such conduct from occurring
(paragraph 29.3).

159.

In those circumstances, additional meanings would have been carried to readers who were
aware of the #metoo movement.

Poster
195.

The Applicant complains of the following imputations arising from the Poster in its natural
and ordinary meaning:
a.

Geoffrey Rush had engaged in scandalously inappropriate behaviour in the theatre;

b.

Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature in the
theatre.

196.

He further complains of imputations arising as a matter of true innuendo:
a.

Geoffrey Rush had committed sexual assault in the theatre;

b.

Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature in the
theatre.

197.

The Poster was published in circumstances where a series of allegations of sexual assault
and harassment had been made against prominent entertainment industry figures. The fact
of the Applicant's celebrity as a film and theatre star, the sensational presentation of the
Poster, and its wording gives rise to each of the pleaded imputations.

Second matter complained of
198.

The Applicant complains of the following imputations arising from the second matter
complained of in its natural and ordinary meaning:
a.

Geoffrey Rush is a pervert;

b.

Geoffrey Rush behaved as a sexual predator while working on the STC’s production
of King Lear;

c.

Geoffrey Rush engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature while working
on the STC’s production of King Lear;
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d.

Geoffrey Rush, a famous actor, engaged in inappropriate behaviour against another
person over several months while working on the STC’s production of King Lear.

199.

He further complains of the same four imputations arising as a matter of true innuendo in the
alternative.

200.

These imputations are clearly carried by reason of the headline and byline as well as by the
presentation of Mr Rush “looking guilty” in the photograph on the front page – as though
caught in the "scandal" referred to in the Poster.

201.

The inclusion of his denials is of no effect in the context of the presentation as a whole –
because the ordinary reasonable reader would not give those any weight against the
overwhelming presentation of guilt that is otherwise carried. Those denials would definitely
not constitute an “antidote” to the bane.

202.

Notably, the story forms part of a larger presentation about sexual misconduct in that it is “in
the same box” as a story about Don Burke.

Third matter complained of
203.

The Applicant complains of the following imputations arising from the third matter
complained of in its natural and ordinary meaning:
a.

Geoffrey Rush had committed sexual assault while working on the STC’s production
of King Lear;

b.

Geoffrey Rush behaved as a sexual predator while working on the STC’s production
of King Lear;

c.

Geoffrey Rush engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature while working
on the STC’s production of King Lear;

d.

Geoffrey Rush, an acting legend, had inappropriately touched an actress while
working on the STC’s production of King Lear;

e.

Geoffrey Rush is a pervert;

f.

Geoffrey Rush’s conduct in inappropriately touching actress during King Lear was so
serious that the STC would never work with him again;

g.

Geoffrey Rush had falsely denied that the STC had told him the identity of the person
who had made a complaint against him.
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204.

He further complains of the first six imputations (paragraphs (a) to (f) above) arising as a
matter of true innuendo in the alternative.

205.

The article is plain in its meaning - the repeated assertion of “touching”, the assertion that
the conduct was such that the STC would never work with him again, the allegation that the
conduct occurred over months, all contribute to the carrying of the serious imputations
pleaded.

Defamatory
206.

To determine whether something is defamatory of the Applicant, the Court must consider
whether it tends to lower the Applicant's reputation in the minds of right thinking ordinary
members of the community (persons of fair average intelligence): see Slatyer v Daily
Telegraph Newspaper Co (1908) 6 CLR 1 per Griffith CJ at 7; Sim v Stretch (1936) 53 TLR
669 at 671; Gardiner v John Fairfax & Sons (1942) 42 SR (NSW) 171 per Jordan CJ at 172;
Mirror Newspapers v World Hosts (1979) 141 CLR 632 at 638 per Mason and Jacobs JJ.

207.

This question is to be decided by considering the Applicant’s imputations in the context of
each matter complained of.

208.

It would be surprising if the Respondents debated this issue. Each of the imputations
complained of by the Applicant are extremely serious and are plainly defamatory of him.

E.

JUSTIFICATION

Section 25
209.

Section 25 of the Act relevantly provides:
Defence of justification
It is a defence to the publication of defamatory matter if the defendant proves that the
defamatory imputations carried by the matter of which the plaintiff complains are
substantially true.

Substantial truth
210.

Section 4 of the Act (the dictionary) defines substantial truth to mean:
“true in substance or not materially different from the truth.”
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211.

In order to succeed, the Respondents must prove the main charge or gist of the slander – and
not statements or comments which do not add to the sting of the charge: see Chase v
Newsgroup Newspapers Limited [2002] EWCA Civ 1722 at [34].

212.

The issue of “substantial truth” was also discussed in Cross v Queensland Newspapers Pty
Ltd [2008] NSWCA 80 at [70] – [71].

213.

In finding that such an imputation is true, the tribunal of fact is finding that the Applicant's
meaning is true because immaterial variances are to be disregarded - although “substantial”
does not mean “near enough”; every material part of the meaning must be proved.

Truth of all carried defamatory imputations is necessary
214.

To succeed in a defence of truth the Respondents must prove the truth of all of the carried
defamatory imputations in relation to the matter complained of in question. Proof of the
truth of less than all of the carried defamatory imputations does not bear upon the question
of liability: s.25.

Natural and ordinary meaning of words
215.

The words are to be construed in their natural and ordinary meaning when considering
defences unless a true innuendo is pleaded that gives rise to the words having a special
meaning to those who know additional facts.

Context of matter complained of
216.

It is only in context that the true meaning of the words can be disclosed: Polly Peck
(Holdings) plc v Trelford [1986] 2 All ER 84 at 94 per O’Connor LJ; State of New South
Wales v Derren [1999] NSWCA 22.

217.

The truth or otherwise of the imputations is to be determined in the context of the matter
complained of: Greek Herald Pty Ltd v Nikolopoulos (2002) 54 NSWLR 165 per Mason P
(with whom Wood CJ at CL agreed).

Timing
218.

The rule in Nikolopoulos has next to be placed alongside the rule in Maisel v Financial
Times [1915] KB 336: context is everything. Where the conduct at issue has no proximity to
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the time or subject-matter of publication of the matter complained of, it is so remote that
evidence of it is inadmissible.
219.

Pickford LJ in Maisel emphasised the need for “relevance...having regard to the time of the
libel”, and its absence making the evidence inadmissible. The question, as Cozens-Hardy
MR put it, is whether the conduct was “too remote to be allowed to be evidence of what a
man was likely to have done at the time of publication.”

220.

Therefore, as a general rule, an imputation must be proved true by reference to facts as they
were at the time that the matter complained of was published, and neither side may rely on
facts that occur after publication, except to the extent that such facts are in turn probative of
the situation at the time of publication.

221.

In other words, the Respondents must prove that the Applicant engaged in the conduct in
question during the production of King Lear.

Onus
222.

The onus is in the Respondents to prove the allegations true.

223.

In Neat Holdings Pty Limited v Karajan Holdings Pty Limited [1992] HCA 66, at 172-171,
the Court stated:
“The ordinary standard of proof required of a party who bears the onus in civil
litigation in this country is proof on the balance of probabilities. That remains so even
where the mater to be proved involves criminal conduct or fraud.”

224.

This principle is now to be considered in the context of s.140 of the Evidence Act 1995.

225.

The Respondents will not be able to prove their case. Indeed, the Applicant and other
witnesses will give evidence that will comfortably satisfy the Court that the alleged conduct
did not occur.

F.

GENERAL DAMAGES

General principles
226.

If the matters complained of are found to be defamatory of the Applicant, then he is entitled
to at least some award of damages, since damage is presumed: Bristow v Adams [2012]
NSWCA 166 at [20] – [31] per Basten JA.
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227.

Section 34 of the Act provides: “In determining the amount of damages to be awarded in
any defamation proceedings, the court is to ensure that there is an appropriate and rational
relationship between the harm sustained by the plaintiff and the amount of damages
awarded”.

228.

There are three purposes to an award of damages in defamation:
(a)

consolation for hurt to feelings;

(b)

recompense for damage to reputation (including where relevant, business reputation);
and

(c)

vindication of the plaintiff’s reputation,

Carson v John Fairfax & Sons Ltd (1993) 178 CLR 44 at 60.7-61.2 per Mason CJ, Deane,
Dawson and Gaudron JJ; Rogers v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (2003) 216 CLR 327 at 347
[60] per Hayne J, Gleeson CJ and Gummow J agreeing.
229.

In the assessment of compensatory damages for harm to reputation in a case such as this it is
important to take into account the observations of Mahoney ACJ in Crampton v Nugawela
(1996) 41 NSWLR 176 - at p 193, that “... In some cases, a person’s reputation is, in a
relevant sense, his whole life. The reputation of a clerk for financial honesty and of a
solicitor for integrity are illustrations of this ... the trustworthiness, actual or reputed of a
professional colleague is a matter of a legitimate and ongoing interest”; and at p 195, that:
“In my opinion, the law should place a high value upon reputation and in particular upon
the reputation of those whose work and life depend upon their honesty, integrity and
judgment”.

230.

In Readers Digest Services Pty Ltd v Lamb (1982) 150 CLR 500, Brennan J held (p 507)
that account may be taken of an especially adverse impact of the defamatory imputation
upon the plaintiff’s reputation in the eyes of some group or class in the community.

The Cap
231.

Damages are capped at $250,000: s. 35 Defamation Act 2005. The maximum damages
amount has been increased, from 1 July 2015, to the sum of $ $398,500 by declaration
published in the NSW Government Gazette No. Gazette No 66 of 29.06.2018, p3970. The
increase in the cap from 2006 is thus over 50%.
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232.

The cap does not require the Court to engage in a scaling exercise, rather it merely acts as a
“cut off” amount: Cripps v Vakras [2014] VSC 279 at [599] – [609] per Kyrou J; Carolan v
Fairfax (No. 6) [2016] NSWSC 1091 at [125]-[127] per McCallum J; Bauer Media Pty Ltd v
Wilson (No 2) [2018] VSCA 154 at [197]-[213]; c.f. Attrill v Christie [2007] NSWSC 1386.

Aggravation
233.

For an award of aggravated damages to be made, the conduct of the defendant toward the
plaintiff must be found to be improper, unjustifiable, or lacking in bona fides - the so-called
“rule in Triggell v Pheeney” (1951) 82 CLR 497.

234.

An example of the application of these principles is that if the Applicant is cross-examined
in a manner that is unjustifiable, that can give rise to an award of aggravated damages:
Haertsch v Channel Nine Pty Ltd & Ors [2010] NSWSC 182 per Nicholas J at [54]. A
failure to make enquiries is relevant to this question, particularly where there is an obligation
to do so – Warehouse v Broadcasting Station 2GB Pty Ltd (1985) 1 NSWLR 58 at 77 per
Hunt J. The assessment of factors of aggravation includes the defendant’s conduct from the
date of publication to the date of judgment: Cerutti v Crestside Pty Ltd [2014] QCA 33 at
[37] per Applegarth J.

235.

An award of aggravated damages does not need to be made separately from the award of
general damages: Cerutti at [42] per Applegarth J; Bauer Media Pty Ltd v Wilson (No 2)
[2018] VSCA 154 at [217]-[227].

236.

Previously, an award for aggravated damages could result in an amount being awarded
above the statutory cap where that amount represented the award for aggravated damages:
Forrest v Askew [2007] WASC 161 per Newnes J at [74] discussed in Cripps at [610] –
[615] per Kyrou J; Al Mouderis v Duncan (No. 3) [2017] NSWSC 726 at [120]-[122] per
Rothman J.

237.

A different approach was adopted by Dixon J in Wilson v Bauer Media [2017] VSC 521 at
[65] – [82]. His Honour held that once a finding was made that an award of aggravation was
warranted, then the cap became irrelevant to the award of general damages. Dixon J
awarded the plaintiff $650,000 in general damages including aggravation.

238.

In Bauer Media Pty Ltd v Wilson (No 2) [2018] VSCA 154, the reasoning of Dixon J was
upheld on appeal.

Their Honours at [215] rejected an argument that (the Victorian

equivalent of) s.35(1) Defamation Act 2005 fixed an upper limit of a range of damages.
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Their Honours continued at [228] to hold that s.35(2) Defamation Act 2005 allows the
statutory cap to be exceeded in respect of both compensatory damages and aggravated
compensatory damages (to be awarded in a global sum) if an award of aggravated damages
is warranted.
239.

In doing so the Court of Appeal relied on the plain reading of s.35 (read with s.34) and
rejected the need to consider extrinsic materials, such as the Second Reading Speech, for the
purposes of construing the section: esp. at [236] – [238]. Their Honours concluded at [249]:
“the court is entitled to make an order for damages for non-economic loss that exceeds the
statutory cap in respect of both pure compensatory damages and aggravated compensatory
damages. In other words, the statutory cap does not then constrain the court’s assessment of
damages for non-economic loss; when an award of aggravated damages is warranted, the
statutory cap is inapplicable.”

240.

However, the assessment remains subject to s.34, which stands as “an ever-present guide”:
at [244]. This reasoning was considered and applied by McCallum J in Pahuja v TCN
Channel 9 (No. 3) [2018] NSWSC 893 at [26] – [28]; by Dixon J in Moroney v Zegers
[2018] VSC 446 at [241] and by Flanagan J in Wagner v Harbour Radio [2018] QSC 201 at
[758]-[762].

Conclusion
241.

The amount of damage done to a plaintiff’s reputation is nearly always speculative. In this
case, the imputations are directed to the Applicant's conduct in his profession. They allege
conduct which would make him unsuitable to continue as an actor because it is alleged that
he behaves inappropriately towards his colleagues.

242.

The amount of general damages awarded needs to be sufficiently high to vindicate the
Applicant's reputation internationally by “nailing the lie”.

G.

SPECIAL DAMAGES

Principles
243.

As a matter of principle, a loss of earning capacity productive of financial loss is a head of
special damages recoverable in proceedings for defamation. General principles of causation
and remoteness of loss apply in the same way as they apply to other torts: Duffy v Google
Inc (No 2) [2015] SASC 206.
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244.

Adopting the approach of the High Court of Australia in March v Stramare (E & MH) Pty
Ltd (1991) 171 CLR 506, the question is whether or not the publication of the defamatory
material was a cause of the loss of earning capacity productive of financial loss to the
Applicant. As to causation, it is sufficient to establish that the publication of the defamatory
imputations was a cause of, or materially contributed to, the loss: Selecta Homes and
Building Co Pty Ltd v Advertiser-News Weekend Publishing Co Pty Ltd [2001] SASC 140 at
[142]-[143] and Haertsch v Channel Nine Pty Ltd & Ors [2010] NSWSC 182 at [75].

Cancellations
245.

From the date of the publication of the matters complained of, and until the conclusion of
the proceedings, the Applicant has not been offered, and has not been able to carry out, any
paid work.

246.

Further, the Applicant has lost opportunities for acting roles as a result of the Publications,
including his role in Twelfth Night and Great Barrier Reef. He was willing and able to carry
out these roles prior to the Publications. The revocation of the offer of The Great Barrier
Reef was a direct consequence of the Publications, and is compensable as a separate head of
special damages: Flegg v Hallett [2015] QSC 167 at [267] to [271].

A discount for

appropriate contingencies is appropriate: Flegg v Hallett [2015] QSC 167 at [267] to [271].
The lost opportunities to the Applicant were secured to a high degree, and any contingency
discount would be minimal.
247.

The Applicant will never know what other work he was not offered as a result of the
Publications.

Calculations of past earnings
248.

The parties each rely on expert reports in relation to calculations of past and future earnings.

249.

The parties’ experts are largely agreed on the value of the Applicant’s past earnings.

Past economic loss
250.

The Applicant has not been offered, or been able to carry out, any work since the first and
second matters complained of were published on 30 November 2017.
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251.

Mr Potter calculates the Applicant's past economic loss17 as between $1,108,337.00 and
$2,147,839.00 (depending upon which of Mr Potter's four methods are used): Table 2, Tab
36, p.2/12. When pre-judgment interest is also added, the Applicant's past economic loss
increases to between $1,137,313.00 and $2,203,991: Table 3, Tab 36, p.2/13.

Future Economic Loss
252.

Mr Potter has undertaken an assessment, pursuant to the four methods outlined at paragraph
3.9 of the his report (see Tab 36 p.2/24), of the future economic loss caused to the Applicant
for 10 years from the date of the Publication.

253.

Mr Samuels disagrees with the calculation of future economic loss in this way, principally
on the basis that the approach taken by Mr Potter does not allow for specific risks with Mr
Rush generating future income (Joint Report at [2.4]). Mr Samuels disagrees with Mr Potter
discounting at a risk-free rate, and says the failure to take into account specific risks means
that the methodology employed by Mr Potter does not account for specific risks. He
suggests Mr Potter should:
a)

Identify general and specific factors to the Applicant to identify all possible reasonably
likely future cash flow scenarios;

b)

Discount all future cash flow scenarios to allow for their inherent risks (and not at the
risk-free rate employed by Potter);

c)

Apply a probability weighting to each potential scenario.

254.

The Applicant disagrees with this. This issue will therefore need to be determined.

255.

Also a matter of dispute is the period of time in the future in relation to which to award
economic loss.

Andrews Damages
256.

In the alternative to his claim for special damages, the Applicant seeks Andrews damages in
increasing his general damages as a result of his exposure to the potential of future financial
loss: Andrews v John Fairfax & Sons Ltd [1980] 2 NSWLR 225.

17

Up until 12 September 2018, being the conclusion of the original hearing which was to commence on 3 September 2018 with an 8 day estimate.
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257.

The agreed figures contained in the Joint Report of Mr Potter and Mr Samuel (Tab 45)
establish the Applicant's annual net income prior to 30 November 2017.

Following

publication, the Applicant has not been offered, nor has he carried out, any work. Further,
the evidence of the Applicant's experts - Mr Schepisi, Ms Russell and Mr Specktor (Tabs
38-40) - is that the Applicant will continue to experience a significant decline in his business
following a judgment in his favour. This decline in the Applicant’s business should be taken
into account by the Court in increasing any award of general damages.

Bruce McClintock SC
Sue Chrysanthou

12 October 2018

Counsel for the Applicant
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(Respondents’ Opening Submissions).
JUSTIFICATION
2.

The defence of justification is concerned with whether the imputations conveyed
by the matter complained of were substantially true at the time of publication.
The defence is not concerned with the circumstances of publication and evidence
as to the circumstances of publication is not relevant to this defence.

3.

Ultimately the defence turns on whether the Court accepts Ms Norvill’s evidence
or the Applicant’s evidence, and if it accepts Ms Norvill’s evidence whether the
conduct alleged meets each of the imputations.

Key witnesses
Eryn Jean Norvill
4.

Ms Norvill is an accomplished actor. She graduated from the Victorian College of
the Arts with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in 2006 (T506.29-30) and has since
performed in various theatre productions throughout Australia and won several
awards (Exhibit R11).
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5.

Ms Norvill first met the Applicant in about February 2008 when she was
performing in a play in Melbourne called Platonov Recut (T507.41-43). After that
time Ms Norvill and the Applicant saw each other from time to time and
communicated via various message services (T508.4-11; 42-46).

6.

By the time Ms Norvill came to be cast as Cordelia in King Lear, in July 2015
(T513.46-47) she considered the Applicant her friend (T516.40-41).

7.

Ms Norvill’s experience with the Applicant during King Lear is discussed in detail
below.

8.

Ms Norvill disclosed the Applicant’s conduct to the Sydney Theatre Company in
April 2016 (Exhibit A68).

She did not want to make a formal complaint and

wanted it “off the record” (Exhibit A70).
9.

In about July 2016, during the play All My Sons, Ms Norvill told Ms Nevin that she
had been harassed by the Applicant during King Lear and she thought it was
sexual harassment (T546.4-5). Ms Nevin responded “I didn’t think Geoffrey was
doing that anymore.

Poor Jane” (T546.7-8).

Whilst Ms Nevin denied the

conversation in the form Ms Norvill recalls she does accept that she had a
conversation with Ms Norvill during this play when Ms Norvill was tearful.
According to Ms Nevin when she asked Ms Norvill what was wrong Ms Norvill had
said “’Being back here reminds me of the stuff,’ – trouble with Geoffrey or the
problem or the something which I took to be the difficulties she was having with
Cordelia, and she had great struggles.” (T475.29-36).

The text messages that

Ms Nevin sent to Ms Norvill at the time of publication (Exhibit R10) demonstrate
that Ms Nevin knew immediately who the complainant was, and she had a
sympathy for her.

These messages support Ms Norvill’s account of the

conversation.
10.

Ms Norvill had no involvement in the publication of the matters complained of
(Exhibit A41).

Her reaction to the publication of them is apparent from her

message exchange with Robyn Nevin (Exhibit A10). Ms Norvill was frightened,
the media were ferociously hounding her, she was scared and trying to do the
show and survive.

Ms Norvill stated “I didn’t ask for any of this.

It’s awful

Robyn.” What Ms Norvill said in the next message is perhaps equally descriptive
of Ms Norvill’s position now - “the truth is I tried to keep out of it. But here I am,
in the eye of the storm.”
11.

Ms Norvill has nothing to gain from giving evidence in this proceeding and has no
motivation to give anything other than truthful evidence. For example, she is not
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seeking any money and she did not seek for her allegations to be made public.
One can readily assume that a person in Ms Norvill’s position would not put
themselves forward to be called a liar multiple times and go through the
experience of giving evidence unless they had a truth to tell.
12.

Ms Norvill was an impressive witness. Her answers were direct and she was not
prone to exaggeration or embellishment.

She was honest as to when her

memory was unclear, and was adamant as to her evidence when it was.
13.

The cross-examination focussed on a number of matters which it is anticipated
the Applicant will rely upon in relation to Ms Norvill’s credit.

14.

First, questions were directed to matters Ms Norvill had allegedly said to Annelies
Crowe and it was alleged that those matters were inconsistent with Ms Norvill’s
evidence. The Applicant relies upon the contents of Exhibit A68 to evidence the
alleged prior inconsistent statements.

15.

Ms Crowe’s email in many ways is consistent with and corroborative of Ms
Norvill’s evidence.

16.

However, without intending to cast an aspersion on Ms Crowe, the Respondents
submit that great caution must be exercised with respect to Exhibit A68.

The

circumstances in which that document was created were as follows:
(a)

Ms Norvill and Ms Crowe met at a pub at Annandale and had dinner and
drank a lot (T631.1-3; 14);

(b)

The meeting went for several hours (T631.5-6);

(c)

Ms Crowe did not take any notes (T631.16);

(d)

The next afternoon Ms Crowe sent a short email to Patrick McIntyre,
Rachael Azzopardi and Serena Hill (Exhibit A68).

17.

The email is not, and does not purport to be, a transcript of the conversation. It
may be inferred from the contents of the email that it is simply Ms Crowe’s short
“outline” or summation of what was said to her over the course of several hours.
The email does not reliably establish any statement actually made by Ms Norvill
on that occasion.

18.

Ms Norvill’s approach to Ms Crowe’s email, and in particular the part of the email
about what happened surrounding the bathroom at the closing night party, is
indicative of her honesty and credibility as a witness (T600.4-41; 632.19-32).
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Ms Norvill’s evidence on oath represents a downgrade of the allegation from what
is recorded in the email; in fact Ms Norvill’s evidence as to what occurred on that
night amounts to no allegation of inappropriate conduct at all. One might expect
a dishonest witness to latch on to the account set out in the email as support for
an allegation of inappropriate conduct. Ms Norvill’s refusal to do so is admirable.
19.

Mr Winter also gave evidence that Ms Norvill told him, on the night of the closing
night party, that Ms Rush had followed her “into” the bathroom (T686.5-9). In
circumstances where Ms Norvill’s evidence is that she went to the bathroom and
when she turned around she saw the Applicant (T600.13-18) it is easy to see
how Mr Winter may have misunderstood what Ms Norvill told him.

20.

Secondly, reliance was placed on the fact that aspects of Ms Norvill’s evidence
were not included in the outline of evidence served in these proceedings.

Ms

Norvill’s evidence in that regard is that after making her statement she thought a
lot more about the matters in her statement and was able to recall additional
details (T639.26-640.5).
21.

Thirdly, reliance was placed on Ms Norvill’s evidence as to her not inviting the
Applicant to her Christmas party. At T537.23-26 Ms Norvill gave evidence that
she did not personally invite the Applicant to her Christmas party. The effect of
Ms Norvill’s evidence at T611.26-41 is that the Applicant invited himself to the
Christmas party and Ms Norvill acquiesced with that invitation so as not to make
the Applicant feel uncomfortable.

Ms Norvill’s evidence in this regard is

consistent with the Applicant’s evidence at T111 and T215 to the effect that he
did not receive a personal invitation from Ms Norvill.
22.

Fourthly, the Applicant relies upon the terms of Ms Norvill’s email to the Applicant
dated 7 January 2016 (Exhibit A22).
that email warrants revisiting.

Ms Norvill’s explanation of why she sent

Ms Norvill wanted the Applicant to think that

everything was normal (T566.34-35) to avoid tension because she felt tension
would have disrupted the performance (T567.6-13). Ms Norvill stated (T543.26):
I guess I was in survival mode. I wanted to get to the end of the show. We
were nearly there. I had two shows to go. I was very frightened. I didn’t
want to risk the performance. I guess I chose to put Geoffrey’s
comfortability above my own. Yes. I – I just thought I –I could keep going,
I have come this far, and I felt trapped by my own silence, I guess.
23.

Fifthly, the cross-examination focussed at some length on the terms of the
nicknames used by Ms Norvill in the exchange of text messages (Exhibit A19).
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The implicit suggestion seemed to be that because Ms Norvill had referred to the
Applicant by names that he may have perceived as flirtatious, his conduct
towards her was inviting. If that suggestion is made, it is difficult to see how it
could stand in view of the Applicant’s denials of Ms Norvill’s allegations. If the
relevance of the cross-examination was simply to draw a comparison between
the tone of the earlier texts and the text sent by the Applicant in June 2016, the
following exchange at T563.44-46 is apposite:
You see, it would be fair to say that he was doing exactly what you were
doing, wouldn’t it? That’s one way – in the earlier SMSs – that’s one way of
interpreting this, isn’t it?---I hadn’t spent several months sexually
harassing him.
The Applicant
24.

The Respondents submit that Ms Norvill’s evidence ought be preferred over the
Applicant’s on matters in which they do not agree.

25.

The unreliability of the Applicant’s evidence may be demonstrated by his
evidence in relation to the text message in June 2016 (Exhibit R1).

The

Applicant’s explanation that he meant “I haven’t forgotten about you” (T142.3446) bears no resemblance to the unambiguous words of the text message. The
Applicant’s reluctance to accept the obvious demonstrates his reluctance to agree
to matters he perceives to be against his interests.
26.

The same may be said about the Applicant’s evidence in relation to his
conversation with Damian Trewhella (Exhibit R3).

The Applicant’s attempt to

suggest that maybe he said to Mr Trewhella that Ms Norvill experienced
discomfort because she felt unsafe because he is old and might drop her
(T168.20-21) is ludicrous.

The topic came up in the course of a conversation

about issues following the allegation against Harvey Weinstein where the
Applicant referred to being “baited”.
The evidence relied upon in relation to the defence of justification
27.

The Respondents primarily rely upon three categories of conduct which it alleges
was inappropriate.

Conduct during the rehearsal period
28.

First, the Applicant’s conduct towards Ms Norvill in the rehearsal period for the
play.
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29.

At its worst this comprised the Applicant making a joke of a sexual nature over
Ms Norvill’s body and at her expense. The “joke” was in the presence of the cast.
Ms Norvill described the event at T516.18-28 as follows:
I was lying on my back on the floor, and I remember Geoffrey had stopped
talking. He was delivering a monologue, grieving over the – the death of
Cordelia and he had stopped talking. I don’t remember whether he was
looking for a line or whether Neil was giving him a note. I had my eyes
closed and I remember hearing, like, titters of laughter, murmuring
responses around the – around the rehearsal room. And I – I opened my
eyes and Geoffrey was kneeling over me and he had both of his hands
above my torso, and he was stroking – gesturing, stroking up and down
my torso and gesturing – groping or cupping above my breasts, and he
was looking up to the front of the room and kind of raising his eyebrows
and bulging his eyes and smiling and licking his lips.

30.

The event made Ms Norvill feel shocked, confused because she thought the
Applicant was her friend, belittled, embarrassed and ashamed (T516.39-42).

31.

Mr Winter had a vague recollection of the event and described it at T671.46672.19 as follows:
I’m not sure whether I would describe either as incidents, in my opinion.
They were things that occurred. The first being that there was in a
rehearsal day where Geoffrey was doing a bit of a skit over EJ when she
was lying on the floor of the stage. I was talking to somebody at the time.
This is probably the vaguest of my recollections. The skit – it was, like, a
Three Stooges-y type bit, if you will. I can’t describe for you the whole
thing, but it was sort of a sequence of quick jokes, and then there was like
a “ngya” at the end, like - - Well - - -?---Making, like, a – a – a jokey gesture at the end.
Right. What was the gesture?---Well, that was the gesture, I guess, a – a
boob squeezing gesture.
Where was Mr Rush standing when he did it?---Well, they were in the
positions that they were in for those final moments of the play. Should I
talk about the other – did you want to talk about that more or - - Have you given all your recollection about the incident that you just
described?---That’s pretty much all I can remember. I know that people
laughed. As I say, I was talking to somebody at the time, so I sort of tuned
into it late. But that – that’s about all I can say about that.

32.

The fact that Mr Winter’s recollection of the event is vague is not surprising. As
he indicated, he was talking to someone else at the time. Further, the conduct
did not happen to him, he was simply a bystander. There is no reason why Mr
Winter would recall to the extent Ms Norvill did given she who was the subject of
the “joke” and suffered the feelings she described. The fact that Mr Winter was
frank about the vagueness of his recollection is telling of an honest witness.
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33.

The way in which the event was described by Ms Norvill and Mr Winter is also
significant.

Ms Norvill’s careful description of the event is consistent with her

memory of it being something that caused her distress and embarrassment. In
contrast, Mr Winter’s description of it as a “Three Stooges-y type bit” is
consistent with him seeing it as a joke in the manner in which it was intended by
the Applicant (the fact that Mr Winter was not comfortable with it being described
as an “incident” is also consistent with this).

34.

Mr Winter’s evidence (given in relation to the Applicant touching Ms Norvill’s
breast) is also pertinent. He indicated (in the context of giving evidence about
what he had earlier told the Applicant’s solicitor) that “this was pre-Me Too and
that there was a strange thing that occurred that we just went ‘that happened’
and then we moved on” (T681.42-44).

This evidence is consistent with Ms

Norvill’s evidence at T520.13-14: “Everyone else didn’t seem to have a problem
about it, you know, so I was looking at a room that was complicit.” At T580.9-12
Ms Norvill explained what she meant by people being “complicit” or “enabling”
the Applicant’s behaviour as follows:
There was a culture of bullying and harassment in that room, and in my
industry. And it is accepted and normalised. And that word, “complicit”,
that – I guess, that’s what I mean.
35.

Ms Norvill was clear that she does not seek to attribute blame to any person
other than the Applicant, and in relation to Ms Nevin in particular Ms Norvill
stated “We’re from different generations; maybe we have different ideas about
what is culturally appropriate in a workplace” (at T578.44-45)

36.

Ms Nevin and Ms Buday’s evidence that they did not recall this event needs to be
considered in this context (T465.35-466.3; T357.5-31; 359.25-42 (Ms Buday)).
The same applies to Mr Armfield’s evidence that he does not believe that he said,
and has no memory of saying “Geoffrey, stop that” (T311.13-22; see T516.33-37
as to Ms Norvill’s evidence about Mr Armfield’s comment made in a reprimanding
tone).

37.

The Respondents submit that this conduct was inappropriate. A sexualised “joke”
about a co-worker’s body in a workplace is not funny and there is no justification
for it.

38.

Ms Norvill also gave evidence that the Applicant made sexual gestures toward her
body when she came into work comprising motioning in the shape of her body /
an hourglass, groping the air, licking his lips, bulging his eyes, sometimes
growling and describing her as “yummy” and “scrumptious” (T517.17-518.12).
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These gestures and comments made her feel compromised, pressured and
confused. Ms Norvill did not understand why the Applicant was making fun of her
body, or commenting on her body, when he was her friend and respected her as
a colleague (T518.37-42).
39.

The Applicant admits that he might have used the word “yummy” to describe
Ms Norvill (T180.22-25). He accepts that he might have said “You’re looking very
scrumptious today” (T179.41-44). These matters alone tell very heavily against
the Applicant.

Referring to a colleague in such a manner in a workplace, as

though they are an object to be consumed, is entirely inappropriate.
40.

Ms Norvill sought advice from Ms Nevin (T524.7-35) and Helen Thompson
(T523.27-46; Exhibit A71).

41.

Ultimately Ms Norvill dealt with this conduct by jovially responding to the
Applicant to the effect ”Daad, oh Dad, don’t” (T520.16-17).

See also the

Applicant’s evidence at T112.45-113.2.
Touch of Ms Norvill’s breast
42.

Secondly, the Respondents rely upon the Applicant’s conduct in touching Ms
Norvill’s breast during Act 5, Scene 3 of one of the preview performances of the
play.

43.

Ms Norvill described part of the touching usually performed in that scene as
follows (T525.15-21):
I remember the – the choreography, I guess, or the gestures, the touching
that Geoffrey would do in rehearsal was he would use his left hand to
touch the right side of my face. Sometimes he top – he touched the top of
my head and – and my shoulder but it was mainly my face, and then he
would use his right hand to go down touch – touch stroke down my arm,
sometimes grab, and then he would hold my hand, and sometimes he
would lift me up and – and, like, hug me, I guess, cradle me. That was
what the touch was.

44.

On one occasion during the preview week the touch differed, as described by
Ms Norvill at T525.44-47:
All right. Now, could you tell the court what happened?---I remember
Geoffrey placed his – I had my eyes closed, Geoffrey placed his hand on
my – my face, and then his other hand touched under my armpit or just
near my armpit and stroked down my – across my right side of my right
breast and onto my hip.
You’ve made some hand motions there. How far up – you describe this
very well – you said the right side of your right breast?---That’s right.
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Yes. Exactly where was his hand in relation to your right breast?---He had
maybe three or four fingers and it was halfway up my breast.
All right?---Didn’t touch my nipple, I don’t think, but I remember - - 45.

Ms Norvill indicated that the touch lasted 8 to 10 seconds and that “it was – felt
slow” (T526.44-45). Her recollection was that the Applicant’s hand was on her
breast for approximately two to four seconds (T527.1-2).

She considered that

the touch was deliberate because (T527.45-47):
The touch was different to what I had experienced previously. It was slow
and light and pressured across my – my breast, and that’s why I thought it
was deliberate.
46.

Mr Winter saw the Applicant touch Ms Norvill’s breast. Whilst his memory was
that it was the left breast, he indicated that this was his memory only, but was
adamant that he had seen the Applicant touch Ms Norvill’s breast. Mr Winter’s
evidence in this regard was as follows (T672.45-47):
On that occasion I saw Geoffrey’s hand cupping around the bottom of EJs
breast, which was something that I hadn’t seen before on stage and it – I
– I definitely - - -

47.

See also T673.22-25:
The nipple was not covered. It was sort of more of a cupped position. I –
it’s a little bit tricky to describe, I guess. But I would say the sort of side
and under. So not like a squeeze, if – if you will. Not like that. It wasn’t
like that.

48.

The fact that Mr Winter’s recollection as to which breast was touched is different
to Ms Norvill’s is explicable by the fact that he was not the one who had the touch
visited upon himself, and he was on stage focusing on his performance at the
time. It is also indicative that he has not colluded with Ms Norvill as the crossexamination appeared to suggest.

49.

Much was made in cross-examination of both Ms Norvill and Mr Winter of whether
the touch described by Ms Norvill would have been possible, and would have
been seen by the audience.

Those questions were asked by refence to the

photographs which are Exhibit A18. Ms Norvill was taken primarily to the photos
at 12-699 and 12-700. It must be remembered that those photographs were not
taken on the occasion when it is said that the touch occurred and that there is a
possibility that her body fell differently.

Ms Norvill’s evidence was that she

“would usually have my back on the ground but sometimes my legs would kick
my hips to the side” (T624.42-43). If she fell flat the position would have been
more like that depicted in 12-701.

In that scenario it is easy to see how the
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Applicant could trace his hand down the side of her torso and it would be
obscured. The very action described by Ms Norvill as the Applicant placing one
hand on her face and the other tracing down her arm (which was in this one
instance replaced with the side of her body) can be seen at the start of the tactile
action in the video which is Exhibit A9.
Touches as the Applicant and Ms Norvill were waiting to go on stage
50.

Thirdly, the Respondents rely upon the Applicant’s conduct in touching Ms Norvill
as the Applicant and Ms Norvill were waiting to enter the stage for the final scene
of Act 5, Scene 3.

51.

Ms Norvill gave evidence that in preparation for this scene she would stand on a
chair that had been placed on the stage behind flats so that the audience could
not see it (T529.33-530.3. See also Exhibit R12). The Applicant would arrive at
the chair and stand beside Ms Norvill approximately 20 to 40 seconds before the
pair’s cue to enter the stage (“Haste thee, for thy life”) (T103.28-40 (the
Applicant); 531.42-44; 532.21-27 (Ms Norvill)).

Ms Norvill stood on the chair

with her back to the audience, facing the back of the theatre, and the Applicant
stood beside her, facing her (T532.29-34).
52.

Ms Norvill stated that on approximately eight occasions the Applicant “started to
take his left hand and lightly, like, brush his fingers across my fingers and he
started – he would trace on my palm with his fingers” in a circular motion and
gently fondled the tops of her fingers (T533.4-534.7).

53.

Ms Norvill recounted an incident in the period before Christmas where a more
invasive and personal touch occurred. Her evidence in that regard was as follows
(T535.3-34):
All right. And what happened on that occasion?---I remember Geoffrey
arrived at the chair and he placed his left hand on my lower back above
my shirt and he moved his hand from right to left, as in rubbing or stroking
my back. His hand then moved from above my shirt to below my shirt and
I remember feeling his fingers touch my skin and he - - Well, just pausing you there, you said below your shirt, where did his hand
go when it moved below your shirt?---It went to – up to the line of my
jeans where my jeans and my skin meet.
Yes, underneath your shirt?---Underneath, yes.
Yes, yes. Sorry. Please go on. And then you said you remember him – his
hand on your back?---His fingers.
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His fingers, yes, yes?---His fingers kind of traced – traced the line where
my jeans and my skin – lower – my lower back, I guess, across from –
from left to right very softly and lightly.
So you said fingers traced across from left to right, how many fingers, do
you recall?---I think it was three – two/three.
And you said it was at the point where the jeans met your, what, the skin
– the bare skin of your back?---Yes.
Yes?---My jeans were, I think they were low risers, so it was my sacrum I
guess.
Yes. And how long did the movement of his fingers on the waistline of – on
the – “waistline” is probably not the right word, but I will call it that – how
long did it take for his fingers to move from left to right along the waistline
of your jeans and on your skin?---About – about 10 seconds.
54.

When the cue was received the Applicant took his hand out from under Ms
Norvill’s shirt, squeezed her hand and they went in to the mechanic of the lift
(T536.15-19).

55.

When this happened Ms Norvill felt threatened, panicked, unsafe and sad
(T536.30-44).

56.

A similar incident occurred on about 8 January 2016.

On that occasion the

Applicant arrived beside the chair ready for the cue to go on stage and he placed
his left hand on Ms Norvill’s lower back again, above her shirt, and repeated the
stroking movement across the small of her back. Ms Norvill whispered “Please
stop that” and the Applicant did (T540.39-541.32).
57.

Ms Norvill did not say anything to the Applicant or make any complaint about his
conduct at the time, other than jovially saying words to the effect “Dad, oh Dad
don’t! Daad” in response to comments and gestures throughout the rehearsal
period (T520.16-19). Ms Norvill also said to the Applicant “Please stop that” after
he touched the small of her back for the second time (T541.24-25). Her reasons
for doing so are understandable. She was concerned that she might lose her job
but most importantly she was very concerned about the consequences for the
performance which was very dependent upon the relationship and tenderness
between Lear and Cordelia (T517.6-10; 520.7-42;528.20-30; 536.46-537.18).
Ms Norvill considered that any tension would be catastrophic to the play and
opted to place the health of the performance over her own safety.
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Intention
58.

The Respondents rely upon the following conduct of the Applicant to support the
inference that his conduct described above was intentional and for a sexual
purpose:
(a)

The Applicant’s conduct towards Ms Norvill after the play Suddenly Last
Summer (T512.6-513.38);

(b)

The Applicant’s conduct in informing a journalist that he has a “stage Door
Johnny Crush” on Ms Norvill (Exhibit R9); and

(c)

The Applicant’s conduct in June 2014 texting Ms Norvill that he thinks of
her “more than is socially appropriate” (Exhibit R1).

The imputations
59.

The Respondents did not plead truth to imputation 10(g). Further it is accepted
that they have not made out their defence with respect to imputation 10(f).
Accordingly, the Applicant is entitled to a judgment on these imputations.

60.

The Respondents submit that the Applicant’s conduct towards Ms Norvill
described above:

61.

(a)

was inappropriate, and scandalously so;

(b)

was of a sexual nature;

(c)

makes him a pervert;

(d)

constituted sexual assault;

(e)

was the behaviour of a sexual predator.

In these circumstances each of imputations 4(a), 4(b)/5(b), 5(a), 7(a)/8(a),
7(b)/8(b),

7(c)/8(c),

7(d)/8(d),

10(a)/11(a),

10(d)/11(d) and 10(e)/11(e) was substantially true.
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DAMAGES
General damages
Principles
62.

Division 3, Part 4 of the Defamation Act governs the award of general damages
for non-economic loss.

63.

In awarding damages, the Court is to ensure that there is an appropriate and
rational relationship between the harm sustained by the Applicant and the
amount of damages awarded: section 34 of the Defamation Act.

64.

Section 35 of the Defamation Act provides for a maximum amount of damages
for non-economic loss that may be awarded in defamation proceedings, which is
currently $398,500: Gazette No 66 of 29.6.2018, p 3970.

65.

The Court may order a defendant in defamation proceedings to pay damages for
non-economic loss that exceed the maximum damages amount applicable at the
time the order is made if, and only if, the court is satisfied that the circumstances
of the publication of the defamatory matter to which the proceedings relate are
such as to warrant an award of aggravated damages (sub-section 35(2)).

66.

In the assessment of an award of damages, a defendant is entitled to rely in
mitigation of damages on the truth of any imputations which were found to be
substantially true and also the evidence before the Court directed to a plea of
justification: Fairfax Media Publications Pty Limited v Kermode (2011) 81 NSWLR
157 at 179 [86]; Pamplin v Express Newspapers [1988] 1 WLR 116 at 120;
Prager v Times Newspapers Ltd [1988] 1 WLR 77 (CA) at 93.

67.

The defendants may also rely in mitigation on evidence that was before the Court
on an unsuccessful or only partially successful plea of justification. The relevant
principles are set out in Holt v TCN Channel 9 (2014) 86 NSWLR 96 at [26] –
[32].

Hurt to feelings
68.

The Respondents accept that the imputations are serious.

They further accept

that the publication of the matters complained of caused the Applicant hurt and
distress.
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Damage to reputation
69.

Much of the evidence adduced by the Applicant in relation to reputation went to
his reputation as an actor and for being a skilled, hardworking and dedicated
actor. That he had and continues to have a good reputation in that regard may
be readily accepted.

That reputation was not impugned by the matters

complained of.
70.

The Applicant adduced very little evidence as to his reputation in the relevant
sector, namely his reputation for propriety with female actors.

Curiously, the

only evidence that touched on the Applicant’s reputation in that sector was the
email from Ms Crowe which states “Knowing Geoffrey’s reputation I’m afraid I’d
assumed he may have been the cause...” of Ms Norvill’s distress (Exhibit A68).
71.

The evidence as to damage to the Applicant’s reputation is also scant.

In his

evidence in chief the Applicant relied upon AACTA asking the Applicant to resign
(T84.35-39). That evidence is not borne out by the evidence which demonstrates
that AACTA is keen to have the Applicant back (Exhibit A8).
72.

In any event the Respondents accept that publication of the matters complained
of would have caused damage to the Applicant’s reputation.

Mitigation
73.

The Respondents rely upon the substantial truth of such of the imputations and
background facts found to be substantially true in mitigation of damages.

Aggravated damages
74.

Aggravated damages may be awarded where the conduct of the respondent has
increased the subjective hurt suffered by the applicant.

In order to obtain an

award of aggravated damages the applicant must additionally establish that the
respondent’s conduct was lacking in bona fides, improper or unjustifiable: Triggell
v Pheeny (1951) 82 CLR 497.
75.

A schedule responding to the matters relied upon by the Applicant in the
document entitled “Aggravated Damages” will be provided separately.

Special damages
76.

The Applicant’s case in relation to economic loss is premised upon him having
received no offers for work since the publication of the matters complained of,
and the likelihood that he will not receive offers in the future.
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effectively seeks to be compensated for this alleged lost income for a period of up
to 10 years based upon his average income earned over the preceding 15 years.
77.

The assumptions provided to Michael Potter included:
(e)

The matters complained of have damaged the Applicant’s reputation such
that he has not received, and is unlikely in the foreseeable future to
receive, the same number of offers of work as an actor.

(f)

As a result of the matters complained of, Mr Rush has been unable to work
since the publication of the matters complained of and is unlikely to be able
to work for some time in the future.

(g)

Before publication of the matters complained of, Mr Rush was expecting to
continue his acting career for at least another 10 years.

(h)

The continuity of Mr Rush’s career is predicated in the roles he enjoys in
cinema – in ‘supporting’ and ‘principal’ roles, rather than in a leading role.
However, in theatre productions there is more likelihood he would have a
leading role.

78.

Against that background the evidence may be summarised as follows:
(a)

As at 30 November 2017 the Applicant had finished shooting for Storm Boy
(T51.25-26).

(b)

The Applicant earned $500,000 for Storm Boy (Exhibit A62).

(c)

As at 30 November 2017 the Applicant was contracted to perform the role
of Malvolio in the Melbourne Theatre Company’s production of Twelfth
Night, having been cast in that role in about June 2017 (Exhibit A9).

(d)

Other than that, as at 30 November 2017 the Applicant was “waiting for
the phone to ring” (T51.27).

(e)

In about February 2018 (after the publications) the Applicant was engaged
to do a voiceover for a documentary on the Great Barrier Reef (T136.2933).

(f)

On 20 April 2018 the offer in relation to the Great Barrier Reef was
withdrawn (Exhibit A23).
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(g)

In about June 2018 the Applicant withdrew from the Twelfth Night (T62.2021).

79.

There is no evidence at all that the Applicant has not received any offers of work.
The highest the evidence goes was Mr Spektor’s evidence that he was not
“fielding any offers at the moment” (T728.28-29). Mr Marks’ evidence as to what
that expression means in the Hollywood business was as follows:
Fielding offers?---When you represent a client like Mr Rush, you – you get
– you – you take orders. People call you. And, you know, I took him to
mean that he was – could be getting calls, but he’s not fielding them. He’s
– he’s saying, “We’re not available. My client is too distraught. He’s
distracted by this trial.” I don’t know what it is, but fielding is different
than, you know, the balls are coming, but I choose not to catch them.
Fielding would be you’re out trying to catch them.

80.

Mr Marks’ understanding of this phrase is consistent with Mr Spektor’s evidence
at T729.46-730.15, as follows:
So what you’re assuming there, Mr Specktor, is that he would receive
some offers but not at the same rate. That’s the implication in that
sentence, isn’t it?---You can call it an implication. Okay? I wasn’t quite
looking at these things quite in the same way. We’re sitting in a courtroom
now, and you’re asking certain things about what’s here. I know what the
facts are now. Okay? I really do. I know that he is damaged as a human
being. Okay? Damaged as a human being because of this garbage that was
in the newspaper. Okay? That much I know, and – and that’s what
concerns me. That’s what concerns me about his ability to work. My job is
to go get him jobs. Okay? That’s what my job is, not to answer the
telephone when somebody calls up.
Mr Specktor, the proposition I’m putting to you is this. Would you please
attend to it. You believe that, if he’s cleared, he will at least get some
offers, but it might not be at the same rate as before for 12 months or
more. That’s what you’re trying to say in - - -?---I – I – I believe .....
there’s some lag time to this, but it’s more important – his ability to work,
even if he gets offers – this has damaged him. Ask yourself the question if
this was you that was in that newspaper.

81.

Contrary to the assumptions put to Mr Potter, the premise underlying Mr
Spektor’s evidence is that the Applicant will receive offers (and potentially has
received offers), but that he is unable to perform the work.

Ms Menelaus also

gave evidence that the Applicant did not wish to act again (T264.33-34).
Curiously, the Applicant did not give this evidence and the Court has no evidence
upon which it could reliably make a finding to the effect that the Applicant will be
unable or unwilling to perform work in the future.

Further, this evidence is

contrary to the Applicant’s own statement in the email which is Exhibit R8, “If
(and it’s a big if) we came to a suitable settlement at Mediation on July 4th – it
may affect my TN decision more favourably”.
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Applicant may well be able to act, and will be able to work again, shortly after the
conclusion of these proceedings.
82.

In relation to voiceover work for The Great Barrier Reef, it is important to note
that the offer was made to the Applicant after the publications (T136.29-33). It
is difficult to see how the publications have caused that loss.

The email

withdrawing the offer (Exhibit A23) refers to the “Geoffrey situation, while
unresolved”. This infers that the “situation” that was concerning the distributors
and caused them to withdraw the offer was the litigation and the publicity
surrounding it.

Publicity and reporting of allegations and evidence made in

proceedings is an ordinary incident of litigation.

By bringing proceedings the

Applicant assumed that risk. In the absence of impropriety (and none is pointed
to as causing the loss of this work), such publicity cannot sound in damages: see
Habib v Nationwide News Pty Limited (2010) 78 NSWLR 619 at 626-627.
83.

In these circumstances the evidence does not establish that the publications have
caused the Applicant any economic loss.

84.

In the event that the Court finds that the publication of the matters complained
of has caused economic loss, the question becomes quantification.

85.

The first question is what amount, if any, should be awarded to cover the period
following the publication of the matters complained of and the judgment.

As

indicated above, the evidence was that as at 30 November 2017 the Applicant
was “waiting for the phone to ring” (T51.27). In relation to film and television
work the evidence of Robin Russell was that the Applicant’s contractual
commitments would most often come early in the process, stretching from
multiple months to as much as one to two years (Exhibit A73, paragraph 16). In
these circumstances it may be inferred that the Applicant had no film work lined
up, such that he has lost it, for this period or for at least the first half of this year.
86.

There is no direct evidence as to the “lead time” for when the Applicant is cast in
a play.

The evidence establishes that he was cast in King Lear by at least

January 2015, nine months before the start of rehearsals (Exhibit A56) and he
was cast in Twelfth Night in June 2017, approximately 15 months prior to the
start of rehearsals (Exhibit A29). In these circumstances it may be inferred that
the Applicant had no theatre work lined up for this period other than the Twelfth
Night, which the Applicant withdrew from.
87.

The next question is what amount, if any, should be awarded to cover the period
following the judgment.

As referred to above, there is no evidence that the
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Applicant has not received any offers. If offers have in fact been made and the
Applicant feels able to accept them having received a favourable outcome (which
a damages scenario assumes) there is a possibility that the Applicant could be
working again soon after judgment.
88.

In any event, the effect of the evidence from Mr Spektor (who in this regard one
must accept is in a unique position to know) is that the offers for movies would
be at the same rate as before the publication in about 12 months (or more). The
Court does not know what that “rate” is, as there is no evidence of the number of
offers the Applicant received prior to the publications. However, the Applicant’s
film history demonstrates that he works on approximately one main film per
year. Accordingly, it may be assumed that he only needs one offer to be back
where he was before. Taking the Hollywood experts’ evidence together the worst
case scenario for the Applicant appears to be a lag time of 12-18 months after
judgment. Mr Marks’ opinion is that the offers will start to come in much sooner.
In light of the evidence in relation to the demand for the Applicant’s services (see
for example paragraphs 14, 16, 18 and 23 of the report of Ms Schepisi and
paragraph 19 of the report of Mr Spektor).

89.

The final question is whether any amount is awarded for any period beyond 1218 months after judgment.

90.

The Applicant’s evidence was that prior to the publication of the matters
complained of he was seeking to work into his mid to late 70s (T51.29-40).
However, there was no evidence from the Applicant as to whether he intended to
work at the same rate (in terms of number of films / plays per year, amount of
time spent working etc) for the whole of these years, or the type of work he
intended to do in those years.

91.

Leaving the Applicant’s intentions aside, there is also a risk that the Applicant
would not have obtained work at the same level as he had enjoyed in the past,
both in terms of the type of role and the remuneration. The Respondents rely
upon the expert opinion of Mr Marks in this regard. No one is suggesting that the
Applicant, being an actor of his calibre would not receive any offers. Mr Marks’
opinion is to the effect that there are generally less roles available for older
actors, and that the roles that are available generally for lesser remuneration.

92.

There is also the risk, inherent with every person, that they will suffer a health
issue, independent of the publications, that will result in them being unable to
work for a period or at all.
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93.

Accordingly, as the accounting experts appear to agree, these risks need to be
accounted for in any quantification of loss.

94.

Mr Potter’s calculations adopt four alternative methods (see page 7).

On any

view the Pirates franchise is an outlier in terms of the Applicant’s past income.
The experts appear to agree that this income (and the associated Over There Inc
income) ought be excluded.

On this basis methods 1 and 2 ought be

disregarded.
95.

Finally, it must be noted that there is no evidence at all to found the assumptions
in Mr Potter’s calculations, namely that the Applicant will receive offers equivalent
to 25%, 50% and 75% of his former work.

These calculations ought to be

disregarded.
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF, COSTS AND INTEREST
96.

Questions of injunctive relief (if any), costs and interest (if any) are most
conveniently dealt with once the Court has decided the question of liability and
any question of damages.

Tom Blackburn SC

and

Lyndelle Barnett

Counsel for the Respondents
Dated: 7 November 2018
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A.

BACKGROUND

Pleadings
1.

This matter was commenced by way of Application and Statement of Claim filed on
8 December 2017. It concerns a poster and two front page articles published by the
Respondents on 30 November and 1 December 2017 (the “Publications”).

2.

3.

The current pleadings are:
(a)

Application and Statement of Claimed filed on 8 December 2017;

(b)

Second Further Amended Defence filed on 10 August 2018 (2FAD); and

(c)

Amended Reply filed on 3 July 20181.

The Publications carry serious defamatory allegations about the Applicant - namely, that:
a)

Geoffrey Rush had engaged in scandalously inappropriate behaviour in the theatre;

b)

Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature in the
theatre;

c)

Geoffrey Rush had committed sexual assault in the theatre;

d)

Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature in the
theatre;

e)

Geoffrey Rush is a pervert;

f)

Geoffrey Rush behaved as a sexual predator while working on the Sydney Theatre
Company’s production of King Lear;

g)

Geoffrey Rush engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature while working
on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear;

h)

Geoffrey Rush, a famous actor, engaged in inappropriate behaviour against another
person over several months while working on the Sydney Theatre Company’s
production of King Lear;

1

The Amended Reply is now of no effect given the abandonment of the s.30 defence after it was filed.

2
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i)

Geoffrey Rush had committed sexual assault while working on the Sydney Theatre
Company’s production of King Lear;

j)

Geoffrey Rush behaved as a sexual predator while working on the Sydney Theatre
Company’s production of King Lear;

k)

Geoffrey Rush engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature while working
on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear;

l)

Geoffrey Rush, an acting legend, had inappropriately touched an actress while
working on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear;

m)

Geoffrey Rush’s conduct in inappropriately touching an actress during King Lear was
so serious that the Sydney Theatre Company would never work with him again; and

n)

Geoffrey Rush had falsely denied that the Sydney Theatre Company had told him the
identity of the person who had made a complaint against him.

4.

The Respondents now (since August) plead justification to each of the imputations except
the last one2. The particulars of justification fail, even taken at their highest, to prove the
truth of many of the imputations.

Conduct of the proceedings
5.

The conduct of the proceedings is largely set out in the Applicant's Outline of Opening and
in previous judgments: Rush v Nationwide News [2018] FCA 357 (Tab 15); Rush v
Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 2) [2018] FCA 550 (Tab 16); Nationwide News v Rush
[2018] FCAFC 70 (Tab 17); Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 4) [2018] FCA 1558.

6.

As His Honour has observed, although the Respondents "were quick to publish, they have
been slow to defend".3 They filed and served a Defence on 1 February 2018 and, since
then, have served a number of further versions of the Defence, resulting in interlocutory
disputes that were each resolved in the Applicant’s favour in March and April 2018. One
of those disputes was the subject of an application for leave to appeal, which failed. In
August 2018 the Respondents sought leave to amend yet again.

2

The Respondents admit they intended to convey that imputation - the First Respondent's answer to interrogatory
137(g) (at 1/184), and the Second Respondent's answer to interrogatory 20(g) (at 1/202).
3
Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 2) [2018] FCA 550, at [2] (1/281).

3
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7.

That amendment was acceded to by the Applicant, in order that he could meet the false
allegations which were finally formally made against him - with the result that the 3
September hearing was vacated and the s.30 defence (which had long been pressed by the
Respondents despite its obvious failings) was voluntarily abandoned.

8.

The Court observed in Rush (No 2) at [138]:
Mr Rush commenced these proceedings promptly. He has, at each opportunity,
sought to pursue his claim without delay. He seeks public vindication at a time when
the alleged defamatory publications are still fresh in the mind of the public. As the
chronology of the proceedings…clearly shows, however, Mr Rush's attempts to have
his matter heard at the earliest opportunity have been frustrated by Nationwide and
Mr Moran's conduct of their defence.

9.

Since Rush (No 2), the quick resolution of the proceedings consistently with s.37M of the
Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) has been further frustrated by yet further
applications brought by the Respondents. The first, served on 31 July 2018, resulted in the
vacation of the hearing originally scheduled for September 2018. The second, served late
in the evening of 28 October 2018, the night before the second week of the trial, was an
application to file a Third Further Amended Defence (the seventh different version of the
Defence served). The application came after Mr Rush had given evidence and been crossexamined over the first three days, and after most of the witnesses in the Applicant’s case
had come and gone.

10.

The Respondents have reported on each of the interlocutory proceedings, and the trial, and
in doing so have caused further harm to the Applicant - particularly by reporting on the
original particulars of truth (even after they were struck out in March 2018) and by
reporting on material in the particulars of their s.30 defence which they have never sought
to prove true: Tab 101; Ex A67; Affidavit of Nicholas Pullen sworn 30 October 2018
(paragraph [13] – [16]); Affidavit of Nicholas Pullen sworn 1 November 2018 (20 pages).

11.

The Respondents' conduct in filing hopeless defences, running interlocutory proceedings
that had no prospect of success, and reporting on these proceedings so as to cause further
harm to the Applicant, is relied on as a matter of aggravation.

4
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Facts
Childhood
12.

The Applicant was born in 1951 in Toowoomba, Queensland and grew up in Brisbane. He
completed Year 12 in 1968. He then attended Queensland University and completed his
Bachelor of Arts degree in 1971. He started acting seriously while at University and took
part in many productions: T39.18ff. His wife Jane Menelaus is a theatre and film actress.
There were married in 1988 and they have two (now adult) children.

13.

His background in film, television and theatre is set out in Exhibit A4 as are his extensive
awards, accolades and nominations.

Applicant’s standing prior to matters complained of
14.

The Applicant was renowned worldwide as a talented actor and contributor to the arts. The
fact that he was so well known is relevant to the case made in relation to republication,
discussed below, in that his fame made it more likely that the allegations would be
republished worldwide.

15.

The extent of his fame can be discerned by the many awards that he has won, the many
films, television shows and theatre productions in which he has starred over some 40 years,
and by the many articles published about him prior to November 2017: Tabs 46, 47, 48.

16.

After his success in Shine he has appeared in films continuously, most of which have
achieved critical and popular success.

17.

In his sixties he deepened his experiences and found a diversity in his work – he has done
musicals, films and theatre and developed himself as a character actor. He intended to
keep working at least into his late 70s: T51.29-52.5.

Twelfth Night
18.

On 27 June 2017 the Applicant was engaged to perform the role of Malvolio in the
Melbourne Theatre Company (“MTC”) production of Twelfth Night, with rehearsals
commencing on 1 October 2018. He agreed to be paid $3,000 per week for rehearsals
(which would continue until mid-November) and then $3,000 per week for the
performances from 12 November until 5 January (with a possible further week): Tab 49.
5
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Income
19.

From 2003 to 2017 the Applicant earned $37,976,4444. His average annual income during
that period was $2,531,763 although, for the period five years prior to the Publications
(2013 to 2017), that average annual income had in fact increased to $3,016,874. His
income for the last 11 months has been about $45,000: T134.16; Ex A-62.

Eryn-Jean Norvill
20.

The Applicant does not recall precisely when he met Ms Norvill. He knew of her through
Lindy Davies from the Victorian College of the Arts (“VCA”) as part of a group of talented
graduates: T73.41-74.1.

21.

In 2008 the Applicant and Mr Armfield saw Ms Norvill in a production of Platonov - a
Chekhov play being directed by Simon Stone: T74.11.

22.

He saw her playing Ophelia in Hamlet at the MTC in 2011/ 2012, and later in Cyrano de
Bergerac as Roxanne. He also saw her in Simon Stone’s The Government Inspector:
T74.19-25. They discovered they had both studied with Philippe Gaulier: T74.33-38.

23.

He recalls being asked to prepare a reference for her in mid-2014 and he happily prepared
one: Tabs 108; 109. He has often been asked to prepare such references and has done so
about 25 times over the last 20 years: T109.15-21; T.508.23-24.

24.

At some point they developed a joke in which they tried to think of homophones of their
names and engaged in a “one upmanship” in their texts: T109.39; Tabs 110 and 112.

25.

The Applicant recalls being invited to, and attending, Ms Norvill’s birthday party in 2014:
Tab 110, pp.12/15-20: T108.44-46. They also saw each other at the Sydney Theatre
Company (STC) launch of King Lear: T110.23-24.

26.

In 2015, the Applicant returned from shooting Pirates of the Caribbean and saw Ms
Norvill's performance in Suddenly Last Summer. After the show, he met the cast. He was
with his voice coach and friend, Barbara Berkery. He also knew a number of other actors
in that play including Robyn Nevin and Mark Leonard Winter: T75.8-19.

4

Table 1, paragraph 3.10 of Mr Potter's and Mr Samuel's joint report, at CB 5/423.
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King Lear
27.

Mr Rush and Mr Armfield had discussed doing a production of King Lear as early as 2009
T71.33-34. Mr Rush had first met Mr Armfield in 1979 at a Nimrod Theatre Company
event. He considers Mr Armfield his "artistic brother" – they have done over 20 plays
together and three films: T70.39-44.

28.

It was only in 2014, however, that he was approached by Andrew Upton, the artistic
director of the STC. Mr Upton was programing his final, "farewell season" at the STC. He
said he wanted to do King Lear with Mr Armfield and Mr Rush - he said "I want to do the
greatest play with what I regard as the greatest actor in the country and the greatest
director in the country": T71.34 - T72.4.

29.

In early 2014 they did a read through of the play at Mr Armfield's house: T74.45. They
started to seek interest from others.

30.

They did promotional photographs in mid-2014, which were converted into a brochure that
was released in the second half of 2014. On 25 March 2015 Mr Rush signed a "Deal
Memo" (Tab 113) in which he agreed to be paid $2,815 per week for rehearsals and $2,815
per week for performances. On 13 October 2015 he signed a more detailed STC contract
for the production (Tab 114), which confirmed (at Tab 12/29) the Applicant's agreement to
accept $2,815 per week for rehearsals and $2,815 per week for performances.

31.

Mr Rush had worked with, or knew, many of the actors in the cast and had followed their
work: T72.35-74.11. Ms Norvill was cast as Cordelia by Mr Armfield in June 2015 after
many other names had been bandied about: T73.27-29.

32.

The Applicant’s preparation for King Lear began in early 2015. It included reading
through the script with the key creative team in January 2015, and then the arduous process
of learning the script over the course of several months while he was shooting Pirates of
the Caribbean in Queensland (which included working with a voice coach). He analysed
the script and took detailed notes: Tab 118; T75.11-76.3.

33.

Ultimately the play included 14 actors, the director (Mr Armfield) and two assistant
directors, two musicians, the stage manager (Georgia Gilbert) and two assistant stage
managers, set, lighting and costume and sound designers, composers, a voice and text

7
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coach, wardrobe and wig and makeup staff, mechanists, an electrician, sound and mic
operators – so about 45 people: Tab 129.
34.

Rehearsals for the play commenced on 12 October 2015 and went for 5 weeks in a
rehearsal room: T86.7-24. The time allocated was insufficient for a play of that magnitude
so the rehearsal period was a busy one for all involved: T87.11. The Applicant was
focussed on the task of playing King Lear, in a 3-hour play that was to be performed 8
times per week for 7 weeks.

35.

The rehearsal schedules indicate who was present at various times. The actors only had to
attend when their scene was being rehearsed: T40.44. It is apparent from those documents
that Ms Norvill was often not required to attend rehearsals at all or was only required for
half a day: Tab 115, see e.g. 12/54; 12/56; 12/58; 12/64 (not until 4pm); 12/70; 12/72 (only
until lunch); 12/88; 12/91 (only for 1 hour); 12/94; 12/96; 12/100; 12/104; 12/124; 12/128
(only for 30 minutes); 12/132; 12/138 (only after lunch). Mr Armfield was always present:
T89.40.

36.

There was a large stage management team (5 people) and the designers sat in a lot during
rehearsals: T87.25-31. They were in charge of running the rehearsals and ensuring that the
production ran smoothly by co-ordinating the cast and the creative team.

37.

The Applicant got on well with the other cast and crew during the rehearsals including with
Ms Norvill: T295.5-6 (Mr Armfield); T352.35; T353.36-37 (Ms Buday); T465.25-31 (Ms
Nevin). It seemed happy business as usual: T88.4-8. It felt congenial and collegiate:
T113.20-1.

38.

Mr Armfield saw his role as paternal. Actors raised issues with him (they are needy
creatures, he said in evidence) and he did not notice any inhibition of any of the cast in
approaching him: T288.8-18.

Rehearsals of the final scene - Act V, Scene III
39.

The rehearsal schedules show that the final scene, Act V Scene III, was first rehearsed in
Week 3 on Friday 30 October 2015: Tab 115, p.12/78.

40.

The entire cast was required to be present for the rehearsal of that scene. The stage
manager and her team were also likely to have been present. Mr Armfield was also
present: T89.40-42; T291.1-2; T613.14-29.
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41.

There was also a technical, mechanical rehearsal of that scene that was choreographed in
order to allow Cordelia to be safely carried and then lowered onto the stage. There was
quite a bit of discussion as to how to best carry out that part of the scene – in order to
ensure Ms Norvill’s safety and given the Applicant could not lower her to the stage without
assistance: see Tab 115, p.12/108.

42.

Other than Act V, Scene III the Applicant was in 3 other scenes with Ms Norvill. Images
from the relevant scene are found behind Tab 134 of the Court Book and a DVD of the
entire production (from 22 December 2015) is behind Tab 132.

43.

On 17 November 2015 the Applicant attended an interview with each of King Lear's
daughters - Ms Buday (Goneril), Ms Norvill (Cordelia), and Ms Thomson (Regan). The
purpose of the interview was to promote the play. It was conducted on the premises of the
STC: Tab 115, p.12/140.

It was published by The Sydney Morning Herald on 19

November 2015: Tab 116. Ms Norvill said of the Applicant during that interview:
“I love Geoffrey’s ebullience and that’s really something because this play looks into
some deep dark holes in humanity…Sometimes fear can get into a rehearsal room
and rot it. Nervousness, formality, all that bullshit. But Neil and Geoffrey work from
moment to moment and we’re all on the same journey together.” [Tab 116, p.12/173]
44.

This was one of a number of interviews that Mr Rush did in order to promote the play: see
e.g. Tab 115, pp.12/70; 12/71; 12/72; 12/76; 12/79.

45.

The Applicant attended the opening night of Orlando on about 13 November 2015 with Ms
Norvill and Mr Winter. Mr Rush’s daughter, Angelica, also attended as her father’s date:
T110.26-45.

46.

Ms Norvill gave an interview in late November or early December 2015 to the Daily
Telegraph (after rehearsals had ended and even after the previews, discussed below) in
which she joked of Mr Rush: (Tab 117):
“[He] is always flipping the coin to see what’s underneath…Geoffrey is just forever
playful. He’s so generous he’s very cheeky which is perfect for me. I feel very
privileged to work with him and proud to be his ‘favourite daughter.’”
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Previews
47.

There were four previews of the play – Tuesday 24 November to Friday 27 November
2015.

48.

There was a full audience for each preview - to give the actors a sense of the audience
reactions, and what was still to be fine-tuned. The previews were a vital part of preparing
for the play. They were sold out: T88.20.

49.

Mr Armfield gave notes after each preview which were emailed to the cast by the Stage
Manager. He then spoke to the cast before the next performance: Tab 121, 122, 123, 124,
125, 126, 127, 128; T90.18ff. There is no suggestion in any of the notes, or any of the
performance reports, that Mr Rush interacted with, or touched, Ms Norvill in the final
scene (Act V, Scene III) any differently from in rehearsals.

It is apparent from Mr

Armfield’s notes, and the performance reports by the Stage Manager, that both of them
were watching each preview intently. In fact Mr Armfield said he was watching the
previews like “a hawk” – so much so that he dictated his notes to the assistant director as
the play was running so that he wouldn’t miss anything: T291.39-43; T295.28-31.
Performances
50.

Opening Night was on Saturday 28 November 2015.

51.

The play was about a four and a half hour exercise for the Applicant from start to finish beginning with humming and other warm-up exercises, then getting into costume, putting
on make-up and wigs, then the play itself (about 3 hours). There was an intermission at the
end of Act III, Scene VII.

52.

King Lear has about 900 lines, so is on stage for about 2 hours. The Applicant was
therefore busy changing costumes between scenes – including having to dry off after the
storm scenes. He was assisted by stage staff to remove costumes and to reapply make-up
between scenes.

53.

The Applicant's dressing room was close to the stage, across from the Stage Manager’s
office. He would often "hang out" in the Stage Manager’s office during intermission and
to see part of the final scene on the plasma TV screen, then go to his dressing room and sit
quietly and begin a process to go into neutral mental space to prepare for the final death
scene: T101.35.
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54.

He went through the rear of the theatre in order to take a solo path in the semi-gloom and
arrive on prompt side at about the time when the Fool (Ms Nevin) was walking across the
stage. He meditated to clear his mind before the scene and then, when performing the
scene, imagined his own daughter hit by a bus dead on the sidewalk: T102.6ff; T107.6.
None of this evidence was the subject of any challenge.

55.

Mr Rush would wait prompt side (stage left) from about the time the Fool was walking
across the stage and wait for about 30-40 seconds before going on. In that time the
Messenger (Eugene Gilfedder) would run off towards where Mr Rush was waiting:
T103.19-104.14. Ms Norvill then stood on a structure so that she could lower herself into
Mr Rush’s arms before the first “Howl”: T104.24. About a minute after he ran off stage
the Messenger returned to the stage: Ex A-9.

56.

There were eight shows per week (around 56 performances in total). Some days there was
a matinee as well as the evening show: T88.39-40.

57.

About 960 people would watch each show (so about 54,000 people in total): T88.24.

58.

There was a break for Christmas day. There was a matinee (possibly 2 shows) on Boxing
Day.

59.

On 22 December 2015 the STC filmed one of the performances of the play, it was typical
of other performances save for minor differences, particularly in timing: Ex A-7; T89.2738; T288.45-46.

60.

The Applicant attended pre-Christmas drinks with Mr Masters (who was shortly after in a
personal relationship with Ms Norvill) at Russell Crowe’s house: T111.41-112.3.

61.

The Applicant was invited, by Ms Norvill, to attend a Christmas Party at Ms Norvill's
parents’ home – although he does not recall the specific invitation. Ms Norvill recalls
saying to him “come”, “Yes come”: T611.36. His friends, who were visiting from overseas,
were also invited by Ms Norvill to attend. The Applicant and his friends attended the party
on Christmas Day: T111.4-30.

62.

Throughout the rehearsals and performances Ms Norvill often jokingly referred to the
Applicant as “Daaad” as a jocular nickname: T112.45-113.2; T564.34-8. The Applicant
got along with Ms Norvill during the rehearsal and performance period of King Lear:
T59.31-32.
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63.

On 6 January 2016 the Applicant received an email about the play from Andrew Bovell, a
playwright, particularly about the relationship between King Lear and Cordelia.

He

forwarded it to Ms Norvill (and signed off “Daaad”). Ms Norvill responded:
“That was wonderful.
Thanks for sending it through Dearest Daddy DeGush.
xoxo”. (See T112.17-43).
64.

The Applicant attended the final party on 9 January 2016 but does not recall specifically
seeing Ms Norvill or speaking to her. He did not follow Ms Norvill to the bathrooms:
T118.5; T215.1-2.

Complaints
65.

Ms Norvill says she drank on the evening of the final party (T558.5) on 9 January 2016
(although Mr Winter disputed that): T688.3. She was upset and spoke to Annelies Crowe
(Company Manager of the STC) but did not tell her why she was upset: see Tab 140.

66.

Ms Norvill apparently met with Ms Crowe on 5 April 2016 at a bar in Annandale. That
meeting was not mentioned in Ms Norvill's statement.

Patrick McIntyre (Executive

Director of the STC) was informed of this “off the record” meeting but appears to have
done nothing in response: Tab 140. During the meeting, Ms Norvill told a number of lies –
including that Mr Rush followed her into the female toilet.
67.

On 14 April 2016 Ms Norvill apparently also met with Rachel Azzopardi and Serena Hill
of the STC in a bar, but did not supply any details. Neither Ms Azzopardi nor Ms Hill gave
evidence. There is no contemporaneous document recording that encounter. The only
record of it were emails in November 2017, over 18 months later, from Serena Hill to
Patrick McIntyre: Tabs 141; 142; T613.35.

68.

Mr Rush (oblivious to these events) sent a text to Ms Norvill about her opening night in the
Arthur Miller play “All My Sons”, which also featured Ms Nevin (to whom he had also sent
a message): T141.35-45; Tab 112.

69.

At about the same time, Ms Norvill told Ms Nevin that she was concerned about an issue of
sexual harassment towards her friend in another STC production (Disgraced): T474.13-38;
T475.23-25; T487.37.
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70.

The Applicant has never been told by anyone at the STC that it has made a decision to
never work with him again. There is no document that supports any such contention.

71.

In fact, in a media release on 10 May 2016, the STC notes as a highlight in 2015 “the
return of Geoffrey Rush to the STC, tackling one of the great roles of the canon, Lear, in a
bold production by director Neil Armfield”: Tab 140A, 12/721B.

Matters complained of
72.

On 10 November 2017, the Applicant was contacted by a journalist from The Australian
(also owned by the First Respondent) about a complaint of inappropriate conduct in
relation to the STC: T52.38ff. He responded that day to her queries: Ex R2.

73.

Mr Rush contacted his agent and PR consultant, Stan Rozenfield, and was advised to
contact the STC: T53.24-29. He telephoned the STC and spoke to Patrick McIntyre and
asked him about the allegation of inappropriate behaviour during King Lear. Mr McIntyre
refused to give Mr Rush details because the complainant had requested anonymity and Mr
Rush was no longer an employee: T55.16. The Australian did not include the allegation in
its article: T55.40.

74.

By 23 November 2017 Jonathan Moran had apparently decided he needed an Australian
#metoo scalp – he was looking for “anyone willing to speak on the local industry in
relation to Weinstein and any local Australian angles” [our emphasis]: Tab 64.

75.

Mr Moran contacted the STC on 28 November 2017 and alleged he had heard reports of
Geoffrey Rush harassing “a number of women” on the set of King Lear: Tab 65. There is
absolutely no evidence that Mr Moran had any basis whatsoever for making that false
statement, which has never been alleged in these proceedings. This seems to have been the
first step taken by the Respondents in a campaign against the Applicant which has
continued unrelentingly ever since.

76.

On 29 November 2017, Mr Moran informed the STC over the phone that the Daily
Telegraph would be running a story about the Applicant on the front page. Katherine
Stevenson (Public Relations Manager of the STC) “urged” Mr Moran not to publish it
because, she said, it was the complainant’s decision “if/when to tell story…this is her story
to tell and she should tell it”: Tab 66.
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77.

Mr Rush only became aware The Daily Telegraph was proposing to write an article about
him on 29 November 2017, at 5:06 pm, after Mr Moran sent an email (Tab 68) to the
Applicant's Australian agent, Ann Churchill-Brown. Although the statement from the STC
(Tab 67) had referred to alleged "inappropriate behaviour", Mr Moran referred in his email
to an "alleged incident of abuse". The Applicant was told the story was running the next
day: Tab 68. He felt “quite disturbed” because it was late in the day and time was running
out. It was very nerve wrecking because of the nature of the situation and how serious it
was looking: T58.25-31.

78.

The Applicant engaged his solicitor, Mr Pullen, to respond. Later that evening, Mr Pullen
sent an email clearly marked "NOT FOR PUBLICATION" to Mr Moran denying the
allegations (to the extent they could be discerned from Mr Moran's email): Tab 70.

79.

At 6:33pm on 29 November 2017 Ms Stevenson repeated to Mr Moran her assertion that
the complainant should have the right to tell the story “at a time of her choosing – and on
her own terms”: Tab 69. She specifically said the complainant "does not want any part in
this story".

80.

The Applicant saw the second matter complained of on 30 November 2017 in the morning.
He noticed the font of KING LEER and found it upsetting: T59.26. It was a shock that the
statement had been made. It disturbed him that the photo used to promote the play was
used with the headline. It polluted the original intention of the image and converted it to
look like a police lineup – it made him look like a criminal: T60.26.

81.

It was devastating. He was home with his son and wife and he could see how distressed
they were, which in turn created a great deal of hurt for him. He felt as though someone
had poured lead into his head – he couldn’t believe it was happening, he was numb:
T60.34-38.

82.

Mr Rush interpreted the headline KING LEER to mean “major depravity” and that he was
a “major pervert”. It made him feel sick to his stomach. He interpreted “bard behaviour”
to mean that his conduct was “despicable rather than Shakespearean”: T61.23-36. The
content of the article did not relate to the experience that he had doing the production of
King Lear. His memory of that was strenuous but cheerful with the other actors: T65.3045. He was distressed because he felt he was in a diabolical and vulnerable position
because he had been ambushed the day before. He was in free fall because he had no
information and had been denied access to the allegations: T66.13-16.
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83.

The Applicant saw the Poster later that same day and thought that the words “scandal
claims” were overly potent: T66.31. He looked upset in the witness box when he was
shown the Poster. At the time, he was outraged and understood that it meant that the STC
agreed with the content: T66.40-45.

84.

On 30 November 2017, Mr Moran tweeted an image of the first matter complained of: Tab
50, and the Second Respondent's answer to interrogatory 39 (at 1/203).

85.

On 30 November 2017 Brandon McClelland, an actor who had not been involved in King
Lear, tweeted (Tabs 73; 76):
“Believe the women. This wasn’t just once. It wasn’t a misunderstanding. It wasn’t
a joke.”

86.

On 30 November 2017, Meyne Wyatt, who had played Edmund in King Lear, made the
following Facebook post (Tab 74):
“I was in the show. I believe whoever has come forward. It’s time for Sydney
Theatre Company and the industry in Australia and worldwide as a whole to make a
stand on this behaviour!!! It’s been going on for far too long! And this culture of
protecting people in power has to stop.”

87.

At 11:34 am on 30 November 2017 Anthony DeCeglie (Deputy Editor of the Daily
Telegraph) sent an email to Christopher Dore (the Editor) and Mr Moran referring to a
“mega creep interview from Rush”: Tab 75. That was a reference to the Applicant's
interview with the Sydney Morning Herald published on 19 November 2015.

88.

When Mr Moran tried to contact Mr Wyatt he did not respond.

89.

It should already have been obvious to Mr Moran that Mr McClelland's tweet was not
based on any direct knowledge of the King Lear production (since he was not involved in
it), and was probably not about the Applicant at all. The tweet refers to "women" (plural),
and seems clearly enough on its face to be a tweet in support of the #metoo movement
generally rather than a condemnation of the Applicant specifically. To the extent there was
any doubt, it soon disappeared when Mr Moran contacted Mr McClelland on 30 November
2017.
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90.

Mr McClelland messaged Mr Moran (Tab 77):
“My tweet was not directly related to any particular individual and I am not able to comment
on the complaint filed at STC as I do not have intimate or first hand knowledge regarding
that production. I’m sorry.”

During the trial the Respondents indicated that they might call Mr McClelland but did not:
T641.25-26.
91.

At 4:05pm on 30 November 2017 the STC sent a revised statement to the Second
Respondent as follows (Tab 78):
“Sydney Theatre Company was asked by a News Ltd journalist earlier this month whether it
had received a complaint alleging inappropriate behaviour by Mr Rush while he was
employed by the company. STC responded truthfully that it had received such a complaint.
At that time the complaint was made, the complainant requested that the matter be dealt with
confidentially, and did not want Mr Rush notified or involved in any investigation. STC
complied, acting in the interest of the complainant’s health and welfare. As already stated,
the Company received the complaint after Mr Rush’s engagement had ended.
STC has at all times been clear that this was an allegation made to (not by) STC and not a
conclusion of impropriety.”

92.

The Respondents never printed the third, crucial paragraph of that revised statement,
despite it being forwarded by Mr Moran to the Deputy Editor: Tab 79.

93.

In response to an email from Mr Moran at 2:28pm that day requesting a statement
“confirming Patrick McIntyre spoke with Geoffrey Rush regarding allegations highlighted
in today’s article. I believe this took place on around November 9 or 10 this year” Ms
Stevenson from the STC (at 5:08pm) said:
“A senior member of the STC management team spoke to Geoffrey Rush on or around the 9
or 10 of November. This person did not pass on any specific information regarding the
nature of the complaint to Mr Rush as they were maintaining the confidentiality of the
complainant, however Mr Rush was aware that a complaint had been made.”

94.

Also on 30 November 2017 the STC received many requests for comment from media
organisations around the world: Tab 60.
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95.

On 30 November 2017 Mr Rush’s agent received further questions from Mr Moran at
6:20pm. Mr Moran neglected to say there would be a second front-page story the very next
day: Tab 80.

96.

The third matter complained of was published on 1 December 2017. It was misleading and
deceptive. The McClelland tweet was edited to delete the first two sentences. The Wyatt
post was redacted and cut off so as to change its meaning - including being edited so that it
read "I believe (the person who) has come forward" (instead of "I believe whoever has
come forward"). The article also carries an implication that the actors spoke to Mr Moran
when they did not.

97.

Mr Rush read the third matter complained of on 1 December 2017. His blood ran cold and
he went to jelly when he read the front page heading “unscripted drama: the Oscar star
scandal”: T67.44-47.

98.

He was wondering “who the fuck is Brandon McClelland”? It was also the first time
“touching” was used – the only new clue as to what the allegation was: T68.15. He was
distraught by the way the story was running off the rails as it did not reflect anything he
had personally experienced. He could not understand why younger members of the cast
were ganging up: T68.45. He felt he was being demonised by untruths: T69.1. He went
into quite an emotional spiral, and was torn between a brave front in front of his son and
wife and daughter. They were tough distressing family moments: T70.19.

99.

Mr Moran also tweeted the third matter complained of on 1 December 2017: Tab 51.

100.

That day, Foxtel and the Seven Network sent a joint letter to AACTA (Tab 53),
emphasising that the "entertainment industry, both here and abroad, [was] under intense
scrutiny in relation to allegations of unacceptable behaviour" and that they "were
concerned to ensure that the Board expresses AACTA's general condemnation of
inappropriate behaviour by anyone associated with the industry".

The letter did not

specifically refer to the Applicant but repeated the precise words, "inappropriate
behaviour", which had been re-published throughout the world following the Publications.
101.

Damian Trewhella, the CEO of AACTA/AFI, had a telephone conversation with Mr Rush
on 1 December 2017 telling him there was a dispute at the Board level, “there was blood
on the walls”, and that he would need to resign otherwise he would be asked to resign:
T84.39.
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102.

He then emailed the Applicant on 1 December 2017: Tab 52. Although he referred to the
matters complained of as "a storm full of a lot of bullshit", nonetheless he said that the
stakeholders of AACTA/AFI were "piling on massive pressure" - he requested the
Applicant "step aside" as President of the AACTA. He further stated that there was a
concern as to whether “our awards next week would have a chance of survival”.

103.

The Applicant graciously agreed, and stepped aside from his post as President of the
AACTA on 2 December 2017 as a result of the matters complained of: T84.29-85.46. That
made him feel regretful: T85.40.

104.

That same day, Mr Trewhella responded to Foxtel and Seven Network: Tab 54. He
acknowledged the STC's statement about the Applicant was "serious in nature", and that
the Applicant that stepped aside as President of the AACTA "until these matters are
resolved".

105.

The pressure AACTA put on Mr Rush on 1 December 2017 is referred to in an email from
Mr Trewhella on 19 December 2017 to the Board that they “put massive pressure on him
and his representatives (at a very difficult time for them) to act incredibly hastily”: Tab 55,
p.7/11.

106.

Since then, the negative publications about Mr Rush by the Respondents have been
relentless.

107.

On 3 December 2017 Mr Moran sent further offensive questions to Mr Rush’s agent: Tab
81. Though the Applicant had consistently denied the allegations in the strongest possible
terms, Mr Moran nonetheless asked the Applicant whether he would "like to say sorry to
the victim".

108.

The same day The Daily Telegraph published an article by Mr Moran entitled “Rush quits
arts academy” which repeated allegations in the matters complained of and again misused
and misquoted the Meyne Wyatt post: Tab 101, p.9/126.

109.

On 4 December 2017 yet another article by Mr Moran appeared in The Daily Telegraph
entitled “Ugly open secret is centre stage” (Tab 101, p.9/127). In that article, the Applicant
is named, and a photograph of the Applicant is published. The article also repeats the false
allegation that the STC changed its policies as a result of the complaint about the
Applicant.
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110.

On 5 December 2017 the Daily Telegraph repeated the allegations in another article
entitled “AACTA Awards: Stars of stage and screen urge industry to tackle cancer of
sexual harassment”: Tab 61, p.7/122-129. The article contained links to the second and
third matters complained of, at 7/125.

The article, about the "cancer of sexual

harassment", again featured a prominent photograph of the Applicant, immediately below
the following words: "Australia's version of the Oscars has been hit by a last-minute plot
twist that has put the dark side of the entertainment industry squarely in the spotlight".
The Applicant is referred to, at CB 7/124, as one of "the figures in the spotlight".
111.

On 7 December 2017 The Daily Telegraph published another article about the Applicant above an article about Kevin Spacey being a “sex suspect” and beside a story about
“pioneer” women speaking out against abuse and harassment: Tab 61, p.7/132; Tab 101,
p.9/138.

112.

On 8 December 2017, the day the Applicant commenced these proceedings, Chris Dore
(Editor of The Daily Telegraph) stated that the Daily Telegraph stood by and "would
defend its accurate reporting": Tabs 84, 85.

Mr Moran repeated that statement on

Facebook on 8 December 2017: Tab 83.
113.

On 9 December 2017 the First Respondent published a story in The Australian which
referred to the Applicant being part of “a tsunami of sexual harassment, assault and
inappropriate behaviour allegations”: Tab 101, p.140. The article repeats imputation 10(g)
and notes that the matters complained of “generated headlines around the world, and has
seen the Oscar-winner step aside as president of screen awards body AACTA”: p.9/143. It
also repeats the allegation - now known to be false - that the STC had conducted an
investigation.

114.

On 12 December 2017, after the Applicant was nominated for a Golden Globe, he was
gratuitously ridiculed by the First Respondent in an article entitled “Geoffrey Rush’s
bizarre nomination rant”: Tab 86. There was nothing bizarre about his comments.

115.

On 19 December 2017, Mr Trewhella wrote to the AFI Board: Tab 55. He wanted AFI to
attempt to "re-establish connection and trust" with the Applicant after he stepped aside as
President.

At 7/11, Mr Trewhella reminded the Board that the Applicant had "near

singularly built this organisation through his tireless work over 7 years".
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116.

On 31 January 2018, the Respondents' solicitor (Mr Todd) had a conversation with the
STC’s solicitor (Ms Stiel), in which Ms Stiel informed Mr Todd "that Ms Norvill was not
willing to speak to the Respondents' legal representatives or give evidence".5

117.

Nonetheless, the very next day, the Respondents served a Defence on 1 February 2018
which particularised vague allegations about the Applicant having inappropriately
"touched" the Applicant "on a number of occasions": Tab 87.

118.

On 3 February 2018 the First Respondent published an article entitled “Rush tries to censor
paper’s defence” (Tab 89), even though that application had only been served on 2
February, was not filed until 5 February, and was not made publicly available until after the
parties appeared in Court for the first time on 8 February 2018.

119.

On 8 February 2018, when the matter was first before the Court, Counsel for the
Respondents asserted that the matters complained of did not make any allegation that Mr
Rush had engaged in inappropriate conduct of a sexual nature: Tab 89A, lines 13-14. That
submission was disingenuous and improper given that the content of the third matter
complained of including repeated allegations of unwanted "touching". On that occasion,
the Respondents' Counsel also stated that her clients' intention was not to abandon the s.30
defence and that it "will be run": Tab 91, p.9/81, line 28. That was notwithstanding the
submission of the Applicant's Counsel:
[The] statutory defence of qualified privilege…is a hopeless defence for media defences in
cases like this, because it turns on a touchstone of reasonableness. And once one looks at
the headline and the front page, "King Leer", that defence is dead in the water and will be
abandoned…

120.

On 8 February 2018 the First Respondent published an article entitled “Geoffrey Rush
secures interim order to gag The Daily Telegraph’s evidence”: Tab 92. The headline is
self-evidently incorrect given that no evidence was sought to be adduced – the application
concerned the Defence, not any evidence. The article also took the opportunity to repeat
the matters complained of, including the full text of the Poster. Further, notwithstanding
the Respondents' Counsel's submission that day - that the matters complained of made no
allegation of misconduct of a sexual nature - nonetheless the article referred to the
Applicant having sued over "a story detailing an investigation into the actor…over alleged
sexual misconduct".

5

Affidavit of Marlia Saunders dated 31 July 2018, at [12(c)].
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121.

The Amended Defence (Tab 94) contained allegations that are now completely
contradicted by Ms Norvill. It is difficult to see how the Respondents had a proper basis to
make many of those allegations given most of them concerned conduct between the
Applicant and Ms Norvill alleged to have occurred in no one else’s presence (for example
the assertion that Mr Rush entered the women’s bathrooms and Ms Norvill told him to
“fuck off”), and given at that time the Respondents did not have Ms Norvill's cooperation.
The Respondents later conceded that, until 24 July 2018, they "did not have knowledge of
the details of Ms Norvill's complaint sufficient to plead a defence to the level of specificity
required": Tab 98. They pleaded the Defence anyway.

122.

On 19 February 2018 the matter was before the Court in relation to the Amended Defence.
Counsel for the Respondents repeatedly asserted that their case was that Mr Rush touched
Ms Norvill in a manner that made her "feel uncomfortable", that she asked him to stop, but
that “He didn’t. He went on doing it.”: Tab 936. Those assertions are now contradicted by
Ms Norvill.

123.

The First Respondent took the opportunity to further defame Mr Rush on the front pages of
both The Daily Telegraph and The Australian on 20 February 2018 - publishing, what they
now say are false, allegations in the Amended Defence and reporting the particulars of their
s.30 defence in which scandalous allegations are made about Mr Rush that the Respondents
have never asserted are true: Tab 101, pp9-146-148; 9-149-150; Tab 103. Those articles
also named Ms Norvill, apparently against her wishes: Tabs 95 and 96. The story also
appeared on the front page of the Courier Mail in Queensland (Tab 101, pp. 9-151-152)
and in The Herald Sun in Melbourne, where the Applicant lives: Tab 101, p.9/153.

124.

On 19 March 2018 the First Respondent, in The Australian, again took the opportunity to
repeat the s.30 particular (never said to be true) that Mr Rush touched Ms Norvill’s genitals
without her consent: Tab 101, p.9/156.

125.

On 21 March 2018, the day after the judgment striking out the Amended Defence was
delivered, the First Respondent took the opportunity to further publicise particulars of truth
that had been struck out. It also reported the Editor of the Daily Telegraph defending the
articles: Tab 97; Tab 101, p.9/158.

Similar material appeared in other News Corp

publications: Tab 101, p.9/157; p.9/159.

6

9/86 lines 21-39; 9/87 lines 17-23; 9/88 lines 7-13 and 34-36; 9/89 lines 12-19; 9/90 lines 23-27; 9/91 lines 34-41.
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126.

On 20 April 2018 Tony Wright from December Media Pty Ltd cancelled Mr Rush’s
engagement to narrate a documentary about the Great Barrier Reef: Tab 57. He said he had
been contacted by the distributors of the film who "said that they think that [the] Geoffrey
situation, while unresolved, is currently an issue for them". It referred to another “metoo
situation”.

127.

In June 2018 the Applicant was away with his family in Umbria because of the impact
these matters were having on him and his family: T62.24-25; T63.18-21; T222.30-41 He
decided to withdraw from Twelfth Night because of the mental state he was in. He told
Simon Phillips, the director, that he thought he would have to withdraw – they had done 12
or 13 productions together in the last 30 years: T63.23.

128.

He suffered from sleeplessness, poor appetite and feeling hurt about the levels of distress it
was creating in his family. He was weak and weakening: T63.46-64.5. He had hit a brick
wall: T64.5. He was worried he wouldn’t be in a funny frame of mind: T64.11. He
thought his presence in Twelfth Night would spoil it because of the stain that had built up
over the last 11 months and ruin it for the cast. He thought it would overwhelm the purity
of the play: T63.46-64.31.

129.

On 9 August 2018 Counsel for the Respondents asserted there would be corroborative
evidence of “touching of her breast and touching of the lower back and tracing his finger
across the lower back and those incidents”: Tab 99, lines 44-46.

In fact, no such

corroboration exists.
130.

On 20 August 2018 the Respondents served outlines of evidence from Ms Norvill and Mr
Winter, as well as Ms Crowe and Mr McIntyre of the STC. At no time was it suggested on
behalf of the Respondents that those witnesses had not cooperated in the preparation of the
outlines.

The Applicant proceeded from 20 August until 26 November 2018 on the

assumption that Ms Crowe and Mr McIntyre had endorsed what was said in the outlines.
131.

On 26 November 2018 Counsel for the STC informed the Court that "there was no
cooperation" and "no input" from either Ms Crowe or Mr McIntyre in the preparation of
their outlines. In fact, the Court was told, the STC did not receive Mr McIntyre’s outline
until 4 September and his evidence, if called, would "be different" to what was contained in
the outline: Tab 35; Tab 100.
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132.

The Applicant has, since the matters complained of, seen the correspondence from the STC
to the Respondents on 30 November 2017 in which the STC clarifies its position. He has
seen the McClelland and Wyatt material. His hurt has been aggravated by the fact that the
Respondents used such despicable tactics for the purpose of causing maximum damage to
his reputation.

133.

Mr Rush has suffered ongoing hurt and anxiety about the Publications. Many people have
spoken to him about them. He has read other media that have republished the allegations
made by the Respondents and is hurt by the worldwide dissemination of those allegations
and is concerned about the damage done to his reputation as a result.

134.

He continues to read the media about the matters complained of and these proceedings and
suffers as a result. He is always on the internet: T263.38-39; T469.5-6. He has been
unable to work since the publications and he has an ongoing concern about the effect of the
publications on his family.

135.

After each Court listing of this matter Mr Rush read articles about the proceedings
published by the Respondents and was upset they were improperly covering the
proceedings.

136.

He intended to continue acting for about another 10 years. In the past he has generally
been offered roles that are uninhibited by his age – he is a character actor meaning he has
chameleon like qualities such that he can play many different types of roles: T762.47.

137.

Mr Rush suffers from ongoing distress as a result of the publications. He gave evidence
that it has been the worst 11 months of his life – the Publications were the starting point
and it only got worse: T70.31. Ms Menelaus also gave evidence to that effect: T255.43-46.

138.

The First Respondent’s reporting of the trial was also offensive: Ex A-67.
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B.

ISSUES FOR DETERMINATION

139.

The Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) (the “Act”) governs the proceedings.

140.

The issues for determination (together with the answers to each issue sought by the
Applicant) are:
(a)

Was each of the matters complained of published? Yes.

(b)

Was each of the matters complained of republished? Yes

(c)

Are the Respondents liable for the republications referred to in (b)? Yes

(d)

Is the first matter complained of (Poster) defamatory of Geoffrey Rush - namely are
the imputations pleaded in paragraphs 4 and 5 of the Statement of Claim (or
imputations that do not differ in substance) carried (whether in their natural and
ordinary meaning or by reason of extrinsic facts) and defamatory? Yes.

(e)

Is the second matter complained of defamatory of Geoffrey Rush - namely are the
imputations pleaded in paragraphs 7 and 8 of the Statement of Claim (or
imputations that do not differ in substance) carried (whether in their natural and
ordinary meaning or by reason of extrinsic facts) and defamatory? Yes.

(f)

Is the third matter complained of defamatory of Geoffrey Rush - namely are the
imputations pleaded in paragraphs 10 and 11 of the Statement of Claim (or
imputations that do not differ in substance) carried (whether in their natural and
ordinary meaning or by reason of extrinsic facts) and defamatory? Yes.

(g)

Are each (or any) of the imputations pleaded in the Statement of Claim substantially
true? No.

(h)

Did Geoffrey Rush suffer economic loss as a result of the publication (and
republication) of any of the first, second or third matters complained of, including
likely future economic loss? Yes.

(i)

What amount of general damages should Geoffrey Rush be awarded as a result of
the damage done to his reputation by reason of the publication and republication of
the matters complained of, his hurt to feelings and in order to vindicate his
reputation? In excess of $800,000.
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(j)

Should the amount of general damages payable to Mr Rush be increased by reason
of the conduct of the Respondents which is said to have aggravated his damage
(such that the statutory cap is exceeded)? Yes.
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C.

PUBLICATION & REPUBLICATION

Publication
141.

Publication is admitted by each of the Respondents: [3]; [6]; [9] 2FAD.

142.

The extent of each publication was the subject of interrogatories: Tabs 12 & 14.

143.

4,242 copies of the first matter complained of were distributed and displayed in front of
news agencies in the ACT and NSW (Tab 12, p.1/155). They are likely to have been seen
by hundreds of thousands of people.

144.

The second and third matters complained of were widely published and read:

Second MCO

Third MCO

The Daily Telegraph
newspaper

933,0007

933,0008

The Daily Telegraph
website

8,7069

15,60610

Other newspapers
operated by First
Respondent

984,00011

984,00012

Other websites operated
by First Respondent

97913

47414

Total

1,926,685

1,933,080

7

Tab 12 1/156-157, paragraphs 10 to 17.
Tab 12 1/158, paragraphs 26 to 33.
9
Tab 12 1/162, paragraph 48; and Tab 14 1/209, paragraph 47.
10
Tab 12 1/167, paragraphs 76 and 77.
11
Tab 12 1/160, paragraphs 38 to 41.
12
Tab 12 1/165, paragraphs 66 to 70.
13
Tab 14 1/209-210, paragraphs 51 to 58.
14
Tab 12 1/167-169, paragraphs 80 to 91.
8
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145.

However, readership of the second and third matters complained of must have been higher
than indicated in the table in the preceding paragraph. The Respondents apparently (and
inexplicably) do not know their readership in Victoria and in Queensland (answers 11 and
12 of the First Respondent's interrogatories at p. 1/156, and answers 27 and 28 on p.
1/158), so the further readership in those States are not included in the table. Ms O’Bryan,
for example, gave evidence she saw the articles while she was driving past a newsagency in
Melbourne: T325.17-21; T328.3-5; T328.14-16.

Republication principles
146.

An allegation of republication may be put in one of two ways -as a separate cause of action,
or as a matter going to damages said to flow from the initial publication: see, e.g. Bracks v
Smyth-Kirk [2008] NSWSC 930 at [26]. In the present case, the Applicant has elected to
plead the matter as going to damages: [6]; [9] SOC, Tab 5, pp.1/17; 1/19-20.

147.

A person is liable for the republication of his words where:
(a)

he has directly provided defamatory material to another for inclusion in a publication;

(b)

he authorises the republication of his words;

(c)

he intended his words to be republished;

(d)

the republication is the natural and probable consequence of his original publication;
or

(e)

the recipient of the original publication has a duty to republish.

Speight v Gosnay (1891) 60 LJQB 231; Webb v Bloch (1928) 41 CLR 331 per Isaacs J at
363-366.
Republication evidence
148.

The Applicant alleges that the second and third matters complained of were republished:
(a)

on the DT website;

(b)

other newspapers published by the First Respondent (or related entities);

(c)

other websites operated by the First Respondent (or related entities);
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(d)
149.

worldwide over the internet. (Tabs 61, 62, 63).

Each of the second and third matters complained of were published on media websites
accessible throughout Australia and worldwide.

Given the Applicant’s identity (see

previous articles about him which show he was of significant media interest – Tabs 46, 47,
48), and the nature of the allegations, it was the natural and probable consequence of the
Respondents’ conduct that those articles would be republished by media worldwide.
150.

Witnesses gave evidence that they heard of the allegations about Mr Rush overseas on or
shortly after 30 November 2017: T277.24-33 (Mr Smith); T319.34-42 (Ms Kershaw).
Other students and staff at Angelica Rush’s school in London knew about the allegations:
T266.47-267.5.
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D.

DEFAMATORY MEANING

151.

The Court’s task in relation to defamatory meaning is a familiar one, being to decide
whether, on the balance of probabilities, the plaintiff has established that one or more (and
if so which) of the meanings alleged by the plaintiffs were carried by each of the matters
complained of, and if so, whether they were defamatory of him.

152.

Mr Rush is relevantly named in each of the matters complained of, so identification is not
an issue.

Imputations carried
153.

To determine whether the imputations alleged are carried by the publications in question
and are defamatory, the Court must place itself in the position of a hypothetical character
known as the ordinary reasonable reader.

154.

The Courts have characterised the ordinary reasonable reader as a person of fixed,
unvarying attributes: see generally Amalgamated Television Services v Marsden (1998) 43
NSWLR 158.

155.

The characteristics of the ordinary reasonable reader have long been settled and are wellknown, in particular the ordinary reasonable reader: reads between the lines; is of fair
average intelligence; is a fair-minded person; is not overly suspicious; is not avid for
scandal; is not naïve; does not search for strained or forced meanings; and reads the entire
matter complained of: Lewis v Daily Telegraph [1964] AC 234 at 260; Mirror Newspapers
v World Hosts Pty Ltd (1979) 141 CLR 632 at 646; Nevill v Fine Art and General
Insurance Co Ltd [1897] AC 68 at 72, 78; John Fairfax Publications Pty Limited v Rivkin
(2003) 201 ALR 77 at [26] per McHugh J. The Court must place itself in the position of
the ordinary reasonable reader.

156.

Each imputation relied upon has to be considered in the context of the entire matter
complained of: Favell v Queensland Newspapers (2005) 221 ALR 186 at [17]; John
Fairfax Publications Pty Limited v Rivkin [2003] HCA 50; (2003) 201 ALR 77 at [26] per
McHugh J; Greek Herald Pty Ltd v Nikolopoulos (2002) 54 NSWLR 165 at [26] per
Mason P (with whom Wood CJ at CL agreed); Saunders v Nationwide News Pty Ltd [2005]
NSWCA 404 per Hunt AJA (with whom Ipp and Tobias JJA agreed).
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157.

In Lewis v Daily Telegraph [1964] AC 234, Lord Devlin observed:
“…the layman’s capacity for implication is much greater than the lawyer’s. The lawyer’s
rule is that the implication must be necessary as well as reasonable. The layman reads an
implication much more freely; and unfortunately, as the law of defamation has to take into
account, is especially prone to do so when it is derogatory.” (at 277.6)

Later:
“A rumour that a man is suspected of fraud is different from one that he is guilty of it. For
the purpose of the law of libel a hearsay statement is the same as a direct statement, and that
is all there is to it.” (at 284.3)

Then later:
“[A]lthough suspicion of guilt is something different from proof of guilt, it is the broad
impression conveyed by the libel that has to be considered and not the meaning of each word
under analysis. A man who wants to talk at large about smoke may have to pick his words
very carefully if he wants to exclude the suggestion that there is also a fire; but it can be
done. … [L]oose talk about suspicion can very easily convey the impression that it is a
suspicion that is well founded.” (at 285.3)

158.

The repetition by a publisher of defamatory hearsay is sufficient to attract liability: Corby
v Allen & Unwin [2014] NSWCA 227 at [139] – [141] per McColl JA with whom Bathurst
CJ and Gleeson JA agreed; John Fairfax Publications Pty Ltd v Obeid (2005) 64 NSWLR
485 at [98] – [99] per McColl JA with whom Sheller JA and McClellan AJA agreed.

159.

The repetition by the publisher of the defamatory statements will carry the defamatory
meanings unless the publication includes something that removes the defamatory
conclusion – referred to as bane and antidote. This too was discussed by McColl JA in
Corby (at [142] – [146]), esp. at [146]:
The bane and antidote theory reflects the fundamental proposition the "reader is entitled to
give some parts of the article more weight than other parts": Rivkin (at [50] per McHugh J).
To apply, however, something "disreputable to the plaintiff" must be "removed by the
conclusion": see Chalmers v Payne (1835) 2 Cr M & R 156 (at 159); 150 ER 67 (at 68);
Ahmed v John Fairfax Publications Pty Limited [2006] NSWCA 6 (at [16]) per McColl JA
(Santow and Basten JJA agreeing).

160.

An example of a case where a true antidote was published is Bik v Mirror Newspapers Ltd
[1979] 2 NSWLR 679. In that matter the purpose of the publication in question, although
repeating the allegations against the plaintiff, was to inform the readers that he had been
“completely cleared”.
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161.

The Respondents apparently take comfort from the decision in Charleston v News Group
Newspaper Ltd [1995] 2 AC 65 which stands for the limited principle that ordinary
reasonable readers of publication are taken to read the whole publication and not just the
headline or particular portion of which complaint is made. That is true – so far as it goes.

162.

Kirby J in Chakravarti v Advertiser Newspapers Limited (1998) 193 CLR 519 at [134]
(concurring in a unanimous decision) considered that Charleston was incorrectly decided
in the context of modern mass media and also expressed the view that to the “extent that
dicta in Charleston or other cases suggest that the courts should attribute to the recipients
of matter published in the mass media a close and careful attention to the entirety of the
item published, I would not follow that opinion”. This judgment is the only consideration of
Charleston in the High Court but Kirby J’s latter observation about any broader principle
or application from Charleston is consistent with authority in Australia.

163.

Aicken J in Mirror Newspapers Ltd v World Hosts Pty Ltd [1979] HCA 3; (1979) 141 CLR
632 at 646 explained that when considering a publication as a whole the jury or Court does
not have to give equal significance to each part of the publication and the emphasis
provided by the publisher such as to the size of the headline is not to be ignored. It is well
recognised that the ordinary reasonable reader may not read publications, particularly
sensational newspaper articles, with analytical care: see Amalgamated Television Services
Pty Ltd V Marsden (1998) 43 NSWLR 158 at 165; Griffith v John Fairfax Publications Pty
Ltd [2004] NSWCA 300 at [19]; Malcolm v Nationwide News Pty Ltd [2007] NSWCA 254
at [14]; Rayney v State of Western Australia (No 9) [2017] WASC 367 at [86] (per Chaney
J).

164.

In John Fairfax Publications Pty Ltd v Rivkin (2003) 201 ALR 77, Callinan J at [187]
(Gleeson CJ at [1] and Heydon J at [219] agreeing) explained:
“It is true that an article has to be read as a whole. But that does not mean that matters that
have been emphasized should be treated as if they have only the same impact or significance
as matters that are treated differently.

A headline, for example, expressed pithily and

necessarily incompletely, but designed to catch the eye and give the reader a predisposition
about what follows may well assume more importance than the latter. There are two such
headline here: “It’s a Bad Business” and “Caroline’s World and the Rivkin Link”. Layout
may create its own impression. Some black and white shading which was used for one of the
stories does have some sinister overtones. The order is which matters are dealt with can be
significant.”
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See also McHugh J (dissenting) at [26]:
“But [that an article has to be read as a whole] does not mean that the reasonable reader
does or must give equal weight to every part of the publication. [Mirror Newspapers at 646]
The emphasis that the publisher supplies by inserting conspicuous headlines, headings and
captions is a legitimate matter that readers do and are entitled to take into account. [Mirror
Newspapers at 646] Contrary statements in an article do not automatically negate the effect
of other defamatory statements in the article. [Savige v News Ltd [1932] SASR 240; Hopman
v Mirror Newspapers Ltd (1960) 61 SR (NSW) 631; Sergi v Australian Broadcasting
Commission [1983] 2 NSWLR 669.]”

See also Malcolm above at [18].
165.

The natural and ordinary meaning of words may either be the literal meaning or an implied
or inferred meaning based on the general knowledge of the ordinary reasonable reader: see
Jones v Skelton (1963) 62 SR NSW 644 at 650. The trier of fact brings his own general
knowledge with him, and relies on that experience when deciding what is within the
general knowledge of the ordinary reasonable reader: see Habib v Nationwide News Pty
Ltd [2007] NSWCA 91 at [14]-[15] (Ipp JA), [70]-[75] (Handley AJA). Evidence is not
admissible to prove the general knowledge of the ordinary reasonable reader: see Reader’s
Digest Services Pty Ltd v Lamb (1982) 150 CLR 500 at 506 (per Brennan J).

166.

In this case, at the time of publication, it was widely publicised, commonly known and
notorious that famous men in the entertainment industry were being exposed for
misconducting themselves towards others: Tabs 104-107.

In particular, the #metoo

movement was (and still is) in progress which involved women “outing” powerful men in
the entertainment industry who had sexually assaulted or harassed them in the past.
Therefore, an assertion that a famous actor such as the Applicant had misconducted himself
in the theatre in a “scandal” would impute sexual assault or sexual misconduct to the
ordinary reasonable reader.
True innuendo
167.

In addition to pleading imputations that arise from the natural and ordinary meaning of the
words, the Applicant also relies, in the alternative, on extrinsic facts known to some readers
of the matters complained of to whom additional meanings would have been carried.
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168.

See Lewis v Daily Telegraph [1964] AC per Lord Devlin at 278.5; see also Mirror
Newspapers Ltd v World Hosts Pty Ltd (1979) 141 CLR 632 at 641 in the joint judgment of
Mason and Jacobs JJ, where their Honours said:
"When read in conjunction with extrinsic facts, words may in the law of defamation have
some special or secondary meaning additional to or different from their natural and ordinary
meaning. This special or ordinary meaning is not one which the words viewed in isolation
are capable of sustaining. It is one which a reader acquainted with the extrinsic facts will
ascribe to the matter complained of by reason of his knowledge of those facts because he will
understand the words in the light of those facts".

169.

The Applicant relies on the following extrinsic facts15:
a.

The Applicant is a famous Australian Hollywood actor.

b.

In the weeks preceding the publication of the first matter complained of, a number of
famous actors and movie and television executives, including in Hollywood, had
been portrayed in the media and on social media as sexual predators who had
committed acts of sexual assault and/or sexual harassment.

c.

In the weeks preceding the publication of the first matter complained of, famous
Hollywood film producer Harvey Weinstein had been portrayed as a sexual predator
who had committed acts of sexual assault and/or sexual harassment.

d.

In the weeks preceding the publication of the first matter complained of, famous
Hollywood actor Kevin Spacey had been portrayed as a sexual predator who had
committed acts of sexual assault and/or sexual harassment.

e.

In the days preceding the publication of the first matter complained of, Australian
television personality Don Burke was portrayed by the media as being a sexual
predator.

170.

The essential requirement of the plea of true innuendo is that the extrinsic fact is not one
within the general knowledge of the hypothetical referees: see Radio 2UE Sydney Pty Ltd v
Chesterton (2009) 238 CLR 460 at [51].

15

The Respondents have refused to admit the extrinsic facts even in response to the Applicant's Notice to Admit: Tabs
19 and 20.
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171.

It may well be that the Court forms the view that by November 2017 those facts were
notorious, such that a true innuendo plea is unnecessary because those facts formed part of
the general knowledge of the ordinary reasonable reader (discussed above). True innuendo
is relied on in the alternative if the Court decides to the contrary.

172.

The extrinsic facts were effectively admitted by the Respondents in paragraph 29 of the
FAD (Tab 10, p.1/120-121) in which they asserted that:
a.

There had been widespread reporting in Australia and internationally in relation to
allegations of sexual misconduct, bullying and harassment in the entertainment
industry which originated with allegations of misconduct by Harvey Weinstein, a
powerful Hollywood producer and included allegations of misconduct by other men
in the entertainment industry including, but not limited to, Kevin Spacey, Dustin
Hoffman, Louis CK and Casey Affleck, as well as a report by the Media
Entertainment & Arts Alliance Actors Equity into widespread sexual harassment in
Australian theatre (paragraph 29.1).

b.

The reporting gave rise to a movement commonly known as the #metoo movement
which encouraged women who had been subject to sexual misconduct, bullying or
harassment to speak out with a view to discouraging such conduct from occurring
(paragraph 29.3).

173.

In any event the material appears behind Tabs 104-107. In those circumstances, additional
meanings would have been carried to any readers who were aware of the #metoo
movement.

Poster
174.

Mr Rush complains of the following imputations arising from the Poster in its natural and
ordinary meaning:
a.

Geoffrey Rush had engaged in scandalously inappropriate behaviour in the theatre;

b.

Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature in the
theatre.

175.

He further complains of imputations arising as a matter of true innuendo:
a.

Geoffrey Rush had committed sexual assault in the theatre;
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b.

Geoffrey Rush had engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature in the
theatre.

176.

The Poster was published in circumstances where a series of allegations of sexual assault
and harassment had been made against prominent entertainment industry figures. The fact
of Mr Rush’s celebrity as a film and theatre star, the sensational presentation of the Poster,
and its wording, gives rise to each of the pleaded imputations.

177.

The reference to the STC at the bottom of the Poster ("Theatre company confirms
'inappropriate behaviour'") could only be read as meaning that the STC had confirmed the
conduct had in fact occurred. There is no reference to any allegation or complaint. Those
words would have been understood to mean that the behaviour referred to had been
confirmed by the STC.

Second matter complained of
178.

Mr Rush complains of the following imputations arising from the second matter
complained of in its natural and ordinary meaning:
a.

Geoffrey Rush is a pervert;

b.

Geoffrey Rush behaved as a sexual predator while working on the STC’s production
of King Lear;

c.

Geoffrey Rush engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature while working
on the STC’s production of King Lear;

d.

Geoffrey Rush, a famous actor, engaged in inappropriate behaviour against another
person over several months while working on the STC’s production of King Lear.

179.

He further complains of the same four imputations arising as a matter of true innuendo in
the alternative.

180.

These imputations are clearly carried by reason of the headline “KING LEER” and byline
“Actor accused of Bard Behaviour” and the presentation of Mr Rush “looking guilty” in the
photograph on the front page – as though caught.

181.

The inclusion of the Applicant's denials is of no effect in the context of the presentation as
a whole – because the ordinary reasonable reader would not give those any weight against
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the overwhelming presentation of guilt that is carried. Those denials would definitely not
constitute an “antidote” to the bane.
182.

Notably, the story forms part of a larger presentation about sexual misconduct in that it is
“in the same box” as a story about Don Burke. The newspaper is thus presenting the
allegations about Mr Rush in the same category as those against Don Burke – as part of the
#metoo movement. That has been an ongoing tactic of the Respondents - other articles in
which the allegations against the Applicant are reported as part of the #metoo movement
are at, for example: 7/119, 121, 122-129, 130-131, 132, 205-207, 221, 224-227, 232-235,
263-265, 278-280, 285, 299, 309.

Third matter complained of
183.

Mr Rush complains of the following imputations arising from the third matter complained
of in its natural and ordinary meaning:
a.

Geoffrey Rush had committed sexual assault while working on the STC’s production
of King Lear;

b.

Geoffrey Rush behaved as a sexual predator while working on the STC’s production
of King Lear;

c.

Geoffrey Rush engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature while working
on the STC’s production of King Lear;

d.

Geoffrey Rush, an acting legend, had inappropriately touched an actress while
working on the STC’s production of King Lear;

e.

Geoffrey Rush is a pervert;

f.

Geoffrey Rush’s conduct in inappropriately touching actress during King Lear was so
serious that the STC would never work with him again;

g.

Geoffrey Rush had falsely denied that the STC had told him the identity of the person
who had made a complaint against him.

184.

He further complains of the first six imputations arising as a matter of true innuendo in the
alternative.
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185.

This article is plain in its meaning - the repeated assertion of “touching”, the assertion the
conduct was such that the STC would never work with him again, the allegation that the
conduct occurred over months, all contribute to the carrying of the serious imputations
pleaded.

186.

The allegations of repeated unwanted touching support imputation (a) – sexual assault.

187.

The repeated nature of the alleged touching gives rise to imputation (b) – sexual predator.

188.

The remaining imputations clearly arise – including by reason of the inclusion of the image
from the front page from the previous day including the KING LEER headline.

Defamatory
189.

To determine whether something is defamatory of the plaintiff, the Court must consider
whether it tends to lower the plaintiff’s reputation in the minds of right thinking ordinary
members of the community (persons of fair average intelligence): see Slatyer v Daily
Telegraph Newspaper Co (1908) 6 CLR 1 per Griffith CJ at 7; Sim v Stretch (1936) 53
TLR 669 at 671; Gardiner v John Fairfax & Sons (1942) 42 SR (NSW) 171 per Jordan CJ
at 172; Mirror Newspapers v World Hosts (1979) 141 CLR 632 at 638 per Mason and
Jacobs JJ.

190.

This question is to be decided by considering the Applicant’s imputations in the context of
each matter complained of.

191.

Each of the imputations complained of by the Applicant are extremely serious and are
plainly defamatory of him.

192.

Finally, in their Outline of Opening Submissions served on 12 October 2018, the
Respondents admit (at paragraph 3) that the imputations pleaded are defamatory (having
previously denied, in each of their four filed Defences, that the imputations were
reasonably capable of being, or were in fact, defamatory16).

16

Another example of improper conduct in the running of the Respondents’ defence of these proceedings.
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E.

JUSTIFICATION

Imputations
193.

The Respondents allege that the following imputations are substantially true:
a.

the Applicant had engaged in scandalously inappropriate behaviour in the theatre;

b.

the Applicant had engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature in the
theatre;

c.

the Applicant had committed sexual assault in the theatre;

d.

the Applicant is a pervert;

e.

the Applicant behaved as a sexual predator while working on the Sydney Theatre
Company’s production of King Lear;

f.

the Applicant engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature while working
on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear;

g.

the Applicant, a famous actor, engaged in inappropriate behaviour against another
person over several months while working on the Sydney Theatre Company’s
production of King Lear;

h.

the Applicant had committed sexual assault while working on the Sydney Theatre
Company’s production of King Lear;

i.

the Applicant, an acting legend, had inappropriately touched an actress while
working on the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear;

j.

the Applicant’s conduct in inappropriately touching an actress during King Lear was
so serious that the Sydney Theatre Company would never work with him again.
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Section 25
194.

Section 25 of the Act relevantly provides:
Defence of justification
It is a defence to the publication of defamatory matter if the defendant proves that the
defamatory imputations carried by the matter of which the plaintiff complains are
substantially true.

Substantial truth
195.

Section 4 of the Act (the dictionary) defines substantial truth to mean:
“true in substance or not materially different from the truth.”

196.

In order to succeed, the defendant needs to prove the main charge or gist of the slander –
and not statements or comments which do not add to the sting of the charge: see Chase v
Newsgroup Newspapers Limited [2002] EWCA Civ 1722 at [34].

197.

The issue of “substantial truth” was also discussed in Cross v Queensland Newspapers Pty
Ltd [2008] NSWCA 80 at [70] – [71] applying Howden v Truth and Sportsman Ltd [1937]
HCA 74; (1937) 58 CLR 416 at 420 (per Dixon J) and Herald & Weekly Times Ltd v
Popovic [2003] VSCA 161; (2003) 9 VR 1 at [274].

198.

In finding that such an imputation is true, the tribunal of fact is finding that the plaintiff’s
meaning is true because immaterial variances are to be disregarded - although “substantial”
does not mean “near enough”; every material part of the meaning must be proved.

199.

These principles are applied under the Act: see Setka v Abbott [2014] VSCA 287 at
[107]; Stone v Moore [2016] SASCFC 50 at [139]; see also recently, Pahuja v TCN
Channel Nine Pty Ltd (No 4) [2018] NSWSC 1575 at [26] (per McCallum J).

200.

In Wagner v Harbour Radio Pty Ltd [2018] QSC 2018 at [440], Flanagan J accepted:
“To succeed in a plea of truth, the defendant must prove that the imputations are true
in substance or not materially different from the truth. What must be proved to be
true is every material part of the imputation relied upon by the plaintiffs; errors in
detail are tolerated.”
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Truth of all carried defamatory imputations is necessary
201.

To succeed in a defence of truth the defendant needs to prove the truth of all of the carried
defamatory imputations in relation to the matter complained of in question. Proof of the
truth of less than all of the carried defamatory imputations does not bear upon the question
of liability: s.25.

Natural and ordinary meaning of words
202.

The words are to be construed in their natural and ordinary meaning when considering
defences unless a true innuendo is pleaded that gives rise to the words having a special
meaning to those who know additional facts.

Context of matter complained of
203.

It is only in context that the true meaning of the words can be disclosed: Polly Peck
(Holdings) plc v Trelford [1986] 2 All ER 84 at 94 per O’Connor LJ; State of New South
Wales v Derren [1999] NSWCA 22.

204.

The truth or otherwise of the imputations is to be determined in the context of the matter
complained of: Greek Herald Pty Ltd v Nikolopoulos (2002) 54 NSWLR 165 per Mason P
(with whom Wood CJ at CL agreed).

Timing
205.

The rule in Nikolopoulos has next to be placed alongside the rule in Maisel v Financial
Times [1915] KB 336: context is everything. Where the conduct at issue has no proximity
to the time or subject-matter of publication of the matter complained of it is so remote that
evidence of it is inadmissible. Pickford LJ in Maisel emphasised the need for “relevance ...
having regard to the time of the libel”, and its absence making the evidence inadmissible.
The question, as Cozens-Hardy MR put it, is whether the conduct was “too remote to be
allowed to be evidence of what a man was likely to have done at the time of publication.”

206.

Therefore, as a general rule an imputation must be proved true by reference to facts as they
were at the time that the matter complained of was published and neither side may rely on
facts that occur after publication, except to the extent that such facts are in turn probative of
the situation at the time of publication. In other words, the respondents must prove that the
applicant engaged in the conduct in question during the production of King Lear.
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Onus
207.

The onus is on the Respondents to prove the allegations true.

208.

In Neat Holdings Pty Limited v Karajan Holdings Pty Limited [1992] HCA 66, at 172-171,
the Court stated:
“The ordinary standard of proof required of a party who bears the onus in civil
litigation in this country is proof on the balance of probabilities. That remains so
even where the mater to be proved involves criminal conduct or fraud.”

209.

This principle is now to be considered in the context of s.140 of the Evidence Act 1995.

Respondents' particulars
210.

At the outset it should be noted there was no evidence adduced whatsoever that the STC
had made a decision never to work with Mr Rush again. No document was tendered and
no witness was called – despite two STC witnesses (Ms Crowe and Mr McIntyre) being on
the Respondents’ witness list and the subject of Subpoenas to Appear issued at the request
of the Respondents: Ex A-69. Because of those Subpoenas, the Respondents were plainly
in a position to call Ms Crowe and Mr McIntyre. The Respondents gave no explanation for
their failure to call them. As such, the Court should infer that their evidence would not
have assisted the Respondents and should find that imputation 10(f) is false. The defence
of that imputation should have been withdrawn during the Respondents’ opening when it
was made clear that Mr McIntyre would not be called as a witness. That is yet another
example of unjustifiable conduct on the part of the Respondents, which is relied upon as a
matter of aggravation.

211.

The particulars, even if proved, are incapable of proving the truth of imputations 5(a) and
10(a)/11(a) “sexual assault”, 7(b)/8(b) and 10(b)/11(b) “sexual predator”.

212.

The Respondents allege the following conduct occurred during King Lear:

213.

First, that during the third week of rehearsals, from about 26 to 30 October 2015, while the
Applicant and Ms Norvill and others were rehearsing the final scene, there was an occasion
on which Ms Norvill, as Cordelia, was lying on the floor - on her back, with her eyes
closed. She heard laughter, opened her eyes, and saw the Applicant "hovering his hands
over her torso and pretending to caress or stroke her upper torso". He made "cupping
gestures in the air with two cupper hands", which the Respondents allege "were intended to
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simulate and did in fact simulate him groping and fondling [Ms Norvill's breasts]": [15]
2FAD.
214.

Second, that during the rehearsal period, from about 12 October to 23 November 2015, the
Applicant "regularly" made comments or jokes about Ms Norvill's body "which contained
sexual innuendo". He also "regularly (every few days)" made lewd gestures to Ms Novill said to include "sticking his tongue out and licking his lips and using his hands to grope the
air like he was fondling [Ms Norvill’s] hips and breasts": [16]; [17] 2FAD.

215.

Third, that during an interview with The Sydney Morning Herald in November 2015, the
Applicant described himself having "a stage-door Johnny crush" on Ms Norvill: [18]
2FAD.

216.

Fourth, that during the previews between 24 and 27 November 2015, during the
performance of the final scene, the Applicant traced his hand across the side of Ms
Norvill's right breast. The Respondents allege (impliedly) that Mr Armfield saw that
conduct, and that he gave the Applicant a note, the following evening, to the effect that the
Applicant's actions should be more "paternal" as they were "becoming creepy and
unclear": [19], [20] 2FAD.

217.

Fifth, that during the final weeks of the production, between 14 and 26 December 2015,
while the Applicant and Ms Norvill were waiting for their final entrance, the Applicant
placed his hand on Ms Norvill's lower back, above her shirt, then moved his hand under her
shirt, along the waistline of Ms Norvill's jeans, "brushing across" Ms Norvill's lower back.
When a cue was given, the Applicant stopped touching her lower back, "squeezed her hand
and went into the mechanical action for the lift": [22] 2FAD.

218.

Sixth, that during the final week of the production, between 4 and 9 January 2016, while
the Applicant and Ms Norvill were again waiting for their final entrance, the Applicant
started to touch Ms Norvill's lower back, on top of her shirt, "gently rubbing his fingers
over [her] lower back from right to left": [23] 2FAD.

219.

Seventh, that the Applicant sent Ms Norvill a text message on 10 June 2016 in which he
said he thought of her "more than is socially appropriate": [24] 2FAD.

220.

The Applicant will consider each of those claims in turn.
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221.

However, relevant to all of Ms Norvill’s claims is the unchallenged evidence from Mr
Rush (T59.31-32), Mr Armfield (T295.5-6), Ms Buday (T352.35; T353.36-37) and Ms
Nevin (T465.25-31) that the Applicant was getting along well with Ms Norvill throughout
the rehearsal and production period of King Lear. Indeed, Mr Armfield thought it seemed
like "a deep friendship": T295.6. That evidence does not sit well with Ms Norvill’s claims
that she felt "compromised" and "pressured" (T518.39); "extremely intimidated" (T521.9);
"frightened" (T528.26); and "threatened" and "panicked" (T536.31-33).

222.

Also, Mr Rush denies the allegations: T113.28-47; T114.31-41; T115.1-5; T117.6; T118.5;
T119.11-120.6; T173.1-174.6. His evidence should be accepted. There is no reason why
the Court would not accept him completely – his credit was not challenged at all in crossexamination.

Evidence
Allegation 1: Hovering hands above breast and laughter
223.

The conduct is said to have occurred during the third week of rehearsals, from about 26 to
30 October 2015. Ms Norvill gave evidence of this allegation which included (not in the
particulars) eye bulging and licking of lips: T516.18 - T517.4.

224.

The rehearsal schedules at Tab 115 show that the entire cast was required to be present for
the rehearsal of the final scene: pp.12/78-12/82. That is at least 14 people: Tab 129. In
addition, Mr Armfield was present (T291:1-2) and presumably so too were other members
of the crew such as the Stage Manager (Ms Gilbert), the Deputy Stage Manager (Mr
Eichorn), and the Assistant Stage Managers (Ms Bowes and Ms Hankin). According to
Tab 129, that could have meant over 20 people.

225.

Only Mark Leonard Winter was called to attempt to corroborate Ms Norvill. Mr Winter's
evidence should not be accepted, including for these reasons:

226.

First, he gave very belated evidence about his memory of that rehearsal. Notably, his
Outline of Evidence (which, curiously, was prepared by Ms Norvill's solicitors rather than
the Respondents' solicitors: T677.23; Ex A79) included no such recollection. Mr Winter
gave evidence that, in preparing that Outline, he told Ms Norvill's solicitors his "account of
the situation". There is no satisfactory explanation why that account included no reference
whatsoever to the alleged incident in rehearsal.
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227.

Second, Mr Winter's memory of that particular rehearsal apparently only came during a
conference with Ms Norvill's and the Respondents' lawyers on 28 October 2018, just prior
to him giving evidence: T685.11-37. It suffices to say that preparing a witness in that way,
with another witness' (Ms Norvill's) solicitors present, is highly undesirable. It increases
the likelihood that Mr Winter's evidence was contaminated (even if only subconsciously)
by Ms Norvill through her representatives. Mr Winter also refused to meet with the
Applicant’s lawyers without Ms Norvill’s lawyers present: Ex A-80. The Court should
treat Mr Winter's evidence with scepticism.

228.

Third, Mr Winter's evidence was exceedingly vague. Mr Winter himself described it as
"the vaguest of my recollections": T672.2-3; T685.8. He was apparently not even paying
attention to the scene at the time - he was "talking to somebody at the time" and "tuned into
it late": T672.17-19.

229.

Further, Mr Winter, who is only a year older than Ms Norvill, confirmed that Mr Rush
was an exemplary company leader, from whom he was grateful to receive a reference after
King Lear: T676.22-23; T679.14-15; T685.42-44. It would be surprising if he held that
view having witnessed what he claimed.

230.

No other witness was called by the Respondents despite so many people being present. In
particular, the Respondents did not call Ms Gilbert, the Stage Manager, who Ms Norvill
said she saw recently: T551.21-24.

231.

On the other hand, each of Mr Rush, Mr Armfield, Ms Buday and Ms Nevin were present
at the rehearsal: T357.13-20; T465.35-36. They each denied the alleged conduct occurred:
T113.23-29;

T290.38-47;

T311.13-25;

T357.5-11;

T359.25-44;

T465.38-T466.3.

Ms Nevin was not challenged on that evidence.
232.

Ms Buday specifically rejected Ms Norvill's (recently invented: T608.6) assertion (not in
her statement) that, in response to the alleged conduct, Mr Armfield said "Geoffrey, stop
that": T359.44. That version was not even put to Ms Nevin, who was there. Mr
Armfield himself said he had no memory of saying that: T311.22. At any rate, the Court
would find he did not say that because he did not observe the conduct in the first place.

233.

The Court should find that the conduct did not occur.
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Allegation 2: Regular comments on appearance and lewd gestures
234.

The conduct is said to have occurred from 12 October to 23 November 2015. It is said to
have occurred daily, though Ms Norvill was not required to attend each day of rehearsals.
Despite the frequency of the occurrence, and Ms Norvill's assertion that it occurred in front
of others, not one person was called to corroborate it.

235.

In Ms Norvill's signed statement of 13 August 2018, at paragraph 18, she stated she did not
recall the precise comments made, or words spoken, by Mr Rush: T608.11-15. Despite
that, she complained, for the first time on 30 October 2018, that Mr Rush had called her
“scrumptious” and “yummy”: T517.32-35.

236.

Mr Rush did not specifically recall calling Ms Norvill scrumptious or yummy, although he
conceded he may have: T179.41-42; T180.19-25. Mr Armfield, Ms Buday and Ms Nevin
denied hearing Mr Rush call Ms Norvill scrumptious or yummy: T311.27-36: T366.40-41;
T367.9-12; T466.8-10. Ms Nevin was not challenged on her denial.

237.

Even if the Court accepted Mr Rush did call Ms Norvill scrumptious, or yummy, which the
Court should not accept, that conduct is not in itself inappropriate. Context is everything.
Even if reasonable minds might come to different views whether - at an abstract,
hypothetical level - a male describing a female colleague as scrumptious, or yummy, might
in some circumstances be inappropriate (in say an office workplace), there is no reason to
think it was inappropriate in this particular theatre setting. Mr Rush has given an innocent
explanation why he may have used the words (T179.41-44; T180.14-25), and has explained
the particular environment in which the words might have been uttered ("Theatrical
rehearsal rooms can be very boisterous, very playful, very mocking, very sardonic, very
self-deprecating environments": T212.35-40). He did not agree they were inappropriate. It
is worth noting that Mr Armfield recalled hearing Patrick White call John Gaden "yummy"
in a rehearsal room: T311.34-35.

238.

Ms Norvill also gave evidence the Applicant would regularly make gestures towards her,
including making hourglass shapes with his hands, licking his lips, raising his eyebrows,
bulging out his eyes, and growling: T517.17-32.

Ms Norvill gave evidence that the

behaviour occurred "a lot" (T518.12), then later said it occurred "daily": T518.47. She
then said it was a “normalised” and “regular part of our day”: T550.42-43.
239.

Mr Rush denied those allegations: T113:31-44; T173:1 - T174.6; T180.37-44.
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240.

Mr Rush's denial at T173.22-29 is particularly revealing - in effect, he would never have
behaved like that because it would endanger the relationship between King Lear and
Cordelia, which he described as the "spine to the play".

The totality of Mr Rush's

evidence, and indeed the evidence of the Applicant's other witnesses and even the
Respondents' witnesses, makes clear that he was utterly committed to, and focused on, his
role. He would not have made such gestures to Ms Norvill - not only because it would be
out of character for him, but also because it would have ruined the production.
241.

In addition, each of Mr Armfield (T290.46-47; T291.4-16; T311.6-36), Ms Buday
(T358.15-24; T366.37 - T367.12) and Ms Nevin (T466.5-22) denied hearing any such
comments or seeing any such gestures. Mr Armfield gave evidence that, had he observed
any such behaviour, or had Ms Norvill raised it with him, he would have confronted Mr
Rush about it together with Ms Gilbert: T291.21-24. Ms Nevin gave similar evidence that,
had she observed such behaviour, she would have spoken to Mr Armfield and Ms Gilbert:
T467.13-17.

Had Ms Buday seen such behaviour she would have “of course” done

something: T357.31-32.
242.

Importantly, Mr Winter - called for the Respondents - was not asked a single question
about whether he had heard or seen the alleged comments and gestures. The Court should
infer his evidence, on that topic, would not have assisted the Respondents.

243.

Despite the complete lack of evidence from any other person on this issue, Ms Norvill
maintained that Mr Rush made such comments and gestures not only towards her but also
towards others. The behaviour, she said, was also directed to: Georgia Gilbert (T519.1516), "some of the younger ASMs" (T519.23-24), Helen Buday, and Helen Thomson:
T519.24. None of those allegations are contained within Ms Norvill's statement. Mr
Armfield gave evidence that he "never saw" Mr Rush make gestures to Ms Gilbert and that
Ms Gilbert "would have slapped Geoffrey on the face had such a thing happened":
T312.29-31. Both Ms Buday (T358.20) and Ms Nevin (T466.24-29) specifically denied
that Mr Rush made any such comments or gestures to them. That evidence was not
challenged. The Respondents did not call any evidence from Ms Thomson.

244.

In relation to the “younger ASMs”, Ms Norvill first asserted that the conduct was directed
towards them (T551.45-46) – later, she said they happened to be on either side of Ms
Gilbert (T554.20-22), and later still she changed that evidence when challenged on it:
T554.6-43. She was, literally, making it up as she went along: T619.11.
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245.

Not one of the 45 or more people working on the production has corroborated any part of
Ms Norvill's evidence in relation to the comments or gestures. It is highly improbable,
almost to the point of impossibility, that such behaviour occurred "daily", as alleged,
throughout the rehearsal period between 12 October and 13 November 2015, without a
single person observing them.

246.

Importantly, however, Ms Norvill went further still. She claimed (for the first time in the
witness box) that, in response to the Applicant making such comments and gestures, Helen
Thomson "would always hit Geoffrey and say, 'Geoffrey, stop that'" and that there was
otherwise "a chorus of, 'Geoffrey, stop that'" within the rehearsal room: T521.26-27. There
is absolutely no support from any other witness for that proposition – in fact it was not put
to the other witnesses. That is astounding given that Ms Norvill's position is not that Mr
Rush made comments, and gestures, to her (and to Ms Buday and Ms Gilbert and Ms
Thompson and some of the younger ASMs) without those comments and gestures being
observed. She says the opposite - that they were observed, and that they were observed by
so many people that, she says, it was not just Mr Armfield's voice that rose in complaint
but a "chorus" of voices. Who are these people and where are they?

247.

The Court should positively find that Ms Norvill has lied in the witness box when she
said that the Applicant made comments and gestures to her, and to Ms Buday, and to Ms
Gilbert, and to Ms Thomson, and to the younger ASMs; and that such comments and
gestures were observed by the rehearsal room. That finding is particularly important
because of Ms Norvill's assertions that such behaviour became "regular" and "normalised"
in the rehearsal room (T519.24-25) - which she went on to describe as "a room that was
complicit". Those assertions can only be understood as a serious claim that the cast and
crew, as a collective, observed the alleged behaviour and deliberately turned a blind eye.
In effect, Ms Norvill’s position is that the cast and crew were “complicit” in her sexual
harassment.

Allegation 3: Stage-door Johnny crush
248.

The Applicant was being interviewed by the Sydney Morning Herald, to promote the play.
The first page of the article makes it clear the Applicant was joking with the journalist.
The Applicant's shrug in the photograph is playful. The headline ("Three girls - lucky me!
Says Geoffrey Rush as he plays in King Lear") is a joke. The question he asked of the
journalist ("Do I have that regal stud-muffin quality coming through") was a joke.
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249.

His comment that after seeing Ms Norvill in Hamlet he "developed an immediate stagedoor Johnny crush" is, quite obviously, also a joke. Mr Rush told the Court he intended
the comment to be ironic (T116.44) and "whimsical" (T117.2). He had just complimented
his other colleagues, Ms Buday and Ms Thomson, and was trying to also compliment Ms
Norvill.

250.

The allegation that the comment was somehow inappropriate is ridiculous, cannot possibly
be relevant to the truth of any of the imputations, and should never have been pleaded.

251.

Indeed, Ms Norvill's complaint about the Applicant describing himself as having a "stage
door Johnny crush" seems to be a retrospective attempt to find some impropriety where
there was none. Ms Norvill’s evidence that she found the comment concerning (T522.1922) should be rejected. She never complained to anyone about that comment, or about the
interview, before it was pleaded as part of the Respondents' original Defences in February
2018. She did not raise it with Mr Rush at any time: T575.42-47.

252.

Mr Armfield gave evidence he observed that Mr Rush, Ms Buday, Ms Norvill and Ms
Thomson returned from the interview "in high spirits": T290.35-36. Ms Buday gave
evidence that she did not observe Ms Norvill to be in "any discomfort" either during or
after the interview: T353.17-20.

253.

Neither Mr Armfield nor Ms Buday were cross-examined about that evidence. Further,
there is no mention of the interview in Annelies Crowe's email of 6 April 2016 (Tab 140)
or in the subsequent email exchange between Serena Hill and Patrick McIntyre of 9
November 2017: Tab 141 and Tab 142.

254.

The Court should find Ms Norvill's "distress" about the interview is a fabricated, selfserving recent invention.

255.

At any rate, there was nothing objectively wrong, or even inappropriate, with the joke
made by Mr Rush. It was consistent with the joking nature in which Mr Rush and Ms
Norvill had previously interacted: Tabs 108-110. It was also consistent with the joking
manner in which Ms Norvill referred to Mr Rush during interviews at that time: Tabs 116
and 117.
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Allegation 4: Breast allegation
256.

It was put to Mr Rush that he deliberately traced the side of Ms Norvill’s right breast in a
continuous eight second motion with his right hand: T201.35; T202.40.

257.

Ms Norvill gave evidence that, during a preview performance of the final scene:
Geoffrey placed his hand on my - my face, and then his other hand touched under my
armpit or just near my armpit and stroked down my - across my right side of my
breast and onto my hip. [T525.44-47]

258.

She gave evidence that "three of four fingers" of the Applicant's hand was "halfway up" her
right breast: T526.4-5. His hand was on her breast for "Two, three, four seconds": T527.2.
She said that she was on her back as in p.12/700 and 12/701: T626.15.

259.

She alleges that, the following day, Mr Armfield gave Mr Rush a note to the effect that the
touch "had become unclear and creepy and that he should make it more paternal": T529.811. She asserts that Mr Armfield did so because he saw the breast touch that she says
occurred: T621.6; T628.21-27.

260.

Each of those allegations should be rejected as false.

261.

First, the conduct as described by Ms Norvill makes no practical sense: T620.16-22. It
would have required Mr Rush to unnaturally extend his right arm back over her body and
twist his hand (otherwise it would have been the back of his hand touching her – which was
not suggested): Tab 134; T628.39-629.6.

262.

Further, if it had occurred, it would have been seen by other members of the cast, and by
the audience: T620.21-41; T627.1-5. The suggestion that the audience would have been
watching King Lear alone, and not watching Cordelia, is ridiculous given their relative
positions to the audience: T620.36-41.

263.

Mr Rush denied it, and Mr Armfield denied seeing it: T291.46-297.5; T299.36-45. Mr
Armfield was watching each preview “like a hawk”: T291.39.

264.

Mr Winter thinks he saw Mr Rush's hand on Ms Norvill’s breast. However, his evidence
directly contradicted Ms Norvill on this issue. He gave evidence it was the left breast that
was touched, not the right breast: T673.47; T681.46-47.

He also said that it was a

“cupping” motion which is not what Ms Norvill described: T672.45.
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265.

He agreed it would have been impossible for Mr Rush to have touched Ms Norvill on the
right breast in the position that he was in: T683.11-18.

266.

If the touch had occurred as alleged by Mr Winter then many people in the audience would
have seen it – the theatre holds 960 people and the seats ascend up into the theatre from the
stage: T700.1-6. It is absurd to suggest that Mr Winter was the only person who saw a
cupping motion on the left breast that lasted more than 5 seconds.

267.

There is no “note” from Mr Armfield to the effect that Mr Rush needed to be more
“paternal” or was being “creepy”. The only references to that part of the scene in relation
to the Applicant, in Mr Armfield’s carefully prepared written notes, are that:
(a)

he should “pull at collar of shirt” (Tab 121, p.12/667);

(b)

he should “laugh at gilded butterflies” and should “try pressing your face against
EJ’s looking towards prison” and “‘hence like foxes’ clearer” (Tab 123, p.12/674);

(c)

he was “a little too far downstage with Cordelia” (Tab 123, p.12/674);

(d)

he should “claw at shirt more simply on ‘undo this button’” (Tab 123, p.12/675);

(e)

he was “too far downstage lowering Cordelia to floor” and “’feather stirs; she lives
more concentration” (Tab 125, p.12/683);

(f)

he should “take in Colin on walk around” (Tab 125, p.12/683);

(g)

“don’t let us hear your first breath before first Howl” and “‘Prithee away’ [needs to
be] obsessively intense” (Tab 127, p.12/687);

(h)

“don’t hug Kent quite so much” (Tab 127, p.12/687);

(i)

“maybe settle back on to haunches through the two ‘look there’, as if in a weird
loving comforted satisfaction” (Tab 127, p.12/687).

268.

Mr Armfield gave evidence he did not give such a note (T300.1-7), and he thought it
improbable that he used the word “paternal”: T302.34. He also gave evidence that if he
thought Mr Rush was being “creepy” he would have told him in his dressing room. He
denied using the word “creepy” to Mr Rush: T309.24-25. He said he had no memory of
the note and believed that he would have remembered it had he said it: T305.6-14.
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269.

Mr Armfield saw no “gratuitous” action outside what was required for the performance of
the scene: T291.4-5.

270.

Ms Buday was present during the note sessions following each preview and she did not
hear Mr Armfield say “creepy and unclear” or “paternal”: T358.29-31; T358.44-46. She
was not cross-examined about this.

271.

Ms Nevin was also present during the note sessions and she did not ever hear Mr Armfield
give Mr Rush a note that he was being “creepy or unclear” or that he needed to be more
“paternal”: T467.23-27. She was not cross-examined about this.

272.

At any rate, even if the Applicant accidentally brushed Ms Norvill's breast, that does not
justify any of the imputations. The Respondents can only succeed if the touch is proven to
have been intentional. Mr Rush has strongly denied he ever "intentionally touched" Ms
Norvill's breast: T115.1; T203.21-22; T203.42-43.

273.

The Applicant gave emotional evidence about his state of mind during those particular
moments of the scene. He said (at T107:6-12):
For this scene I always imagined that it was my own real-life daughter…And that she had
been hit by a bus on the street near where we live in Camberwell and I knew she was gone. I
carried her to the footpath and every night I would reinvent that scene in my mind because
she's in her early to mid-twenties now and she was my daughter and I needed that - I needed
that trigger.

274.

It is clear from Mr Armfield's and Mr Rush's evidence they were aiming to demonstrate
"the most powerful physical expression" (T286.8) of the grief of King Lear over his dead
daughter. Mr Rush was focused on that aim.

275.

Ms Norvill agreed that Mr Rush was an utterly dedicated professional, and that the scene is
an extremely challenging one: T614.22-31. She also agreed that Mr Rush is a focussed
actor: T6157-8. Mr Winter concurred that Mr Rush is a dedicated actor: T700.14-15.

276.

The Court should find that, given it was the emotional climax of a 3-hour play, in which
the Applicant was imagining his own real-life dead daughter in order to access the depth of
grief required for that most tragic scene, the Applicant would not have deliberately touched
Ms Norvill's breast.
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277.

The Court should also find that, if that had occurred, it would have been obvious to the
audience and crew watching the performance – none of whom have given evidence.

Allegations 5 and 6: Back touching
278.

Ms Norvill alleges that Mr Rush rubbed her back with his left hand twice while she was
standing on the chair – a few weeks before Christmas 2015 and then again in the final week
on 8 January 2016: T534.46-536.28. She says that on that second occasion she told him to
stop and he did: T541.1-41. Strangely she said that she said nothing on the first occasion
(which was early-mid December) because there were only “a couple of days left”: T537.17.

279.

Ms Norvill's evidence was that she would stand on a chair, ready for the final entrance, "a
minute or two, three maybe" before she would be carried on: T532.11-13. Her evidence
was that Mr Rush would arrive 20-40 seconds before the entrance: T532.25-27. Her eyes
would be closed: T532.47. She said that there was no gap between the end of the back
stroking motion and the lift: T536.21-28.

280.

Mr Rush denies the allegations: T117.4-19. At the time, as he waited backstage, he was
focusing in an “alert state of neutrality” in preparation for the “howl”: T104.35-38. He
knew it was “the biggest challenge of the whole production” that “could make or break a
performance any night” and he knew that “there was no way of coming in under par on
that level of raw primal grief”: T102.30-33. He then “went on stage to light the fuse of
Lear’s grief cutting through the air like a knife”: T209.39-43.

281.

There is no corroborative evidence. Further, the evidence is incredible given that Mr
Gilfedder, the actor who played the Messenger, catapulted himself at high speed off stage
towards Ms Norvill and Mr Rush during that scene, and then remained there until after the
“howl, howl, howl”, at which time the Applicant and Ms Norvill entered the stage: Ex A-9.

Allegation 7: Text message of 10 June 2016 (Tab 112)
282.

The text message is irrelevant to any of the imputations. It was sent 6 months after the
production of King Lear had ended in June 2016: Tab 112. It is completely innocuous and
is clearly a joke – it is utterly consistent with their previous communications.

283.

Mr Rush was cross-examined at length about the text. He explained what he intended by
its content, and why he sent it: T141.15-T146.10. His evidence should be accepted.
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284.

The proposition that a comical emoji, intended as a joke, was intended to be sexual or
“panting”, or some sort of veiled sexual invitation, is preposterous.

285.

Ms Buday, an actress with lengthy experience in film and in the theatre, agreed there was
nothing inappropriate about the text: T362.30-35.

286.

Further, Ms Norvill did not actually identify in her evidence she said was the problem with
the text: T543.8-544.5. She was led through parts of the text and she said that she was
“bewildered” because she did not “understand why he would have sent me a message in the
first place”.

She then said that she was “probably panicked” because she believed

“Geoffrey to be unsafe”. In other words it was the mere receipt of the text that concerned
her, not any of its content. No doubt that is because she did not actually have an issue with
it – she had sent Mr Rush flirtatious texts before – and gave evidence “there is nothing
wrong with that”: T560.43. In cross-examination she confirmed that she criticised Mr
Rush for sending the text at all – “to think that we were on terms to speak”: T563.39-42.
Again, she did not criticise the content of the text. That is curious evidence given her
position that she never complained to Mr Rush.
287.

Finally, it is worth noting the Applicant had used the exact same phrase – “socially
acceptable” – in a previous text on 6 September 2014 (CB Tab 110, 12/19).

Ms Norvill's evidence generally
288.

There are many other difficulties with Ms Norvill's evidence.

289.

By the time Ms Norvill was cast in King Lear, she was an experienced actor, having
worked for all of the major Australian theatre companies and having appeared in major
roles in a number of classical plays – she was no novice – she had been working for 10
years: T506.24-45; Ex R-10. She was not, as she suggested, “the bottom of the rung”:
T520.8.

290.

The correspondence between Mr Rush and Ms Norvill from 2014 until mid-2016 proves a
friendly relationship: Tabs 108-112. Ms Norvill seemed to accept that her correspondences
were flirtatious - particularly T560.44-46; T562.36-37; T563.32.

Her attempt to

distinguish between intellectual flirtation and sexual flirtation was, in the Applicant’s
submission, evasive and insincere.

At the very least, she and Mr Rush were

communicating as equals and friends – again, it would not be true to say, as Mr Norvill
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attempted to say, that there was a hierarchy separating her from Mr Rush or that she found
Mr Rush’s “power…intimidating”: T519.7-10.
291.

Ms Norvill claims that she tried to keep her distance from Mr Rush by hiding in the Stage
Manager’s office: T529.26-28. That makes no sense given the Stage Manager’s office was
across the hallway from Mr Rush’s dressing room and he used that office as a "hangout
room": T101.38; T610.6-17.

292.

Ms Norvill claims she did not complain to Mr Rush, at the time, because it might have
ruined the play. However, she then claims she said "stop that" right before the final scene
on 8 January 2016: T541.24-25. It did not ruin the play.

293.

Ms Norvill signed a statement in these proceedings and, prior to that, prepared a number of
drafts of that statement (with the assistance of her solicitor): T546.41-547.5.

It was

prepared over two to three weeks: T639.26-27. She ensured that it was complete and
accurate, and she read it carefully before signing it: T547.10-20.

Despite that, the

following matters were raised for the first time at trial (none of which were in her signed
statement, and most of which were not put to Mr Rush in cross-examination – so one can
infer she did not tell any lawyer who prepared her to give evidence):
(a)

Standing too close to her in the Green Room and downstairs during Suddenly Last
Summer (not in statement, not corroborated by Mr Winter, and Mr McClelland not
called) (T605.19-32; T606.42; T641.26);

(b)

Whispering in her ear in the Green Room at Suddenly Last Summer (not put to Mr
Rush, not in statement, not corroborated by Mr Winter) (T606.45-47);

(c)

“Scrumptious” and “yummy” (not in statement – in fact, she said in her statement she
could not recall the precise words spoken);

(d)

Eye bulging while sticking tongue out (not in statement, not put to Mr Rush)
(T608.20-25);

(e)

Growling while sticking tongue out (not in statement) (T517.32; T608.21-25);

(f)

Whispering in ear during rehearsals (not in statement, not put to Mr Rush) (T519.4344; T609.39);
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(g)

Comments towards Ms Buday (not in statement, not put to Mr Rush, not put to Ms
Buday in cross-examination (T519.24), further expanded upon in cross-examination
that he would “often do the eye – eye bulging and the lip – the lips – the licking of the
lips, and the hand gestures” (T553.5-9);

(h)

Comments towards Ms Gilbert (not in statement) (T519.15; T551.40);

(i)

Conduct directed toward “younger ASMs” (not in statement, not put to Mr Rush)
(T519.23-24; T554.1-43);

(j)

Mr Armfield saying “Geoffrey Stop It” (not in statement – in fact contrary to
assertion that the “room was complicit”);

(k)

Ms Thomson hitting Mr Rush and telling him to “stop it” and “don’t” (not in
statement – again contrary to assertion that the “room was complicit”; and also not
put to Mr Rush) (T519.24; T553.44-47; T608.30-32);

(l)

Ms Buday saying “Geoffrey, that’s disgusting”, “Geoffrey don’t do that”, “Oh,
Geoffrey, stop it” (T553.14-16) (not in statement, not put to Ms Buday, raised for
first time in cross-examination – she agreed she never said it before) (T553.20-28);

(m) Chorus of “don’t” (not in statement – in fact contrary to assertion that the “room was
complicit”, and also not put to Mr Rush) (T608.30-34);
(n)

“Daad” as a way to tell Mr Rush off (T520.17-19) (not in statement – in fact contrary
to assertion that she said nothing – recent invention once there was evidence that she
used that nickname for him during the production – she later agreed it was a jocular
reference and a nickname) (T564.34-38);

(o)

Hand fondling and playing with fingers (not in statement despite being said to have
occurred 8-10 times) (T533.4-47; T609.20-33) (not in particulars – objected to
T.207.11-17);

(p)

Standing too close to her during the bow (often) then later before the bow backstage
(clearly made up in the witness box – not in statement and not put to Mr Rush – not
mentioned at all until cross-examination) (T588.10-15; T589.1; T605.1-13);

(q)

Conversation with Ms Nevin during King Lear performances while Ms Nevin was
wearing sparkly dress (not in statement) (T608.39-43);
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(r)

Conversation with Ms Nevin during All My Sons (not in statement) (T545.1-546.10);

(s)

Conversation with Mr Armfield where she said she “wasn’t in a good place” and she
assumed they were talking about Mr Rush (not in statement, not put to Mr Armfield,
raised for the first time in cross-examination) (T557.5-37);

(t)

New allegation that she was “closed down” from her girlfriend because of Mr Rush’s
behaviour (alleged for the first time in re-examination) (T634.36-38).

294.

In her evidence in chief, the new allegation of hand/finger fondling was said to have started
in the previews and occurred 8-10 times: T533.1-534.2. In cross-examination, she said it
did not occur until the last weeks of the performances: T616.16-19; T616.38-40.

295.

On one of her many versions, Ms Norvill did not complain to anyone, about any conduct of
Mr Rush, until mid-April 2016. Mr Armfield gave evidence that there was never "any
inhibition" on any member of the cast raising any concern or issue with him: T288.20-22.

296.

In relation to the “younger ASMs”, she first said Mr Rush's conduct was directed at them
(T519.24), then she said “when Geoffrey used to speak to Georgia of the ASMs would be on
either side of her; that’s why I mentioned them” (T554.19-22). When the difficulty with
this was pointed out to her, she tried to fix it up by saying “Georgia being at the table and
Geoffrey speaking to the ASMs – it was directed at them”: T554.39-43.

297.

In relation to Mr Armfield – she claimed he was in the room and complicit, but otherwise
gave new evidence that he reprimanded Mr Rush and sounded angry: T555.1-16.

298.

Similarly, apparently the admonishments given by others still made them complicit:
T555.18-20.

299.

The evidence about the bow was bizarre, and clearly made up on the spot. At first she said
that Mr Masters saw Mr Rush standing close to her “when we were doing the bow” and that
Mr Masters would often stand in the way: T588.10. She later claimed it was before they
were going to do the bow: T589.1-5. Later still, she said it happened off-stage but agreed
she had never said that before: T605.1-13. She then claimed it was before the “encore
bows”: T620.4. Notably, she and Mr Rush are not standing anywhere near each other
during the bows: Ex A9.
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300.

Ms Norvill falsely asserted to other people, including Ms Crowe and Mr Winter, that Mr
Rush had followed her into the female toilets on 9 January 2016. That never occurred, nor
is it now being said by Ms Norvill to have occurred. It is beyond belief that Ms Norvill
could have mistakenly thought that Mr Rush deliberately followed her into the bathroom;
that he stood outside her cubicle; that she shouted at him; and that he then left the toilet.
Those allegations could only have been deliberately false.

301.

More significantly, Ms Norvill then lied in the witness box about making that allegation.
She said she did not tell Annelies Crowe that she was following into the bathroom
(T558.17-18; T600.33-34). However, it is quite plain from Tab 140 that she did. Where
could Ms Crowe have otherwise got those very precise allegations? It could not have been
a mistaken, or misunderstood, reference. It is a contemporaneous document (the day after
Ms Crowe and Ms Norvill met), written by Ms Crowe to her boss, and recording some very
serious allegations. Further, Ms Crowe records much more than simply that Mr Rush
followed Ms Norvill “into” the bathroom – she writes with precision that, when Ms Norvill
turned around in the bathroom, Mr Rush was “in there standing behind her”; that Ms
Norvill then “fell to the floor and told him to leave”; and that she Ms Norvill saw “some
recognition in his face that he realised he had crossed a line”. That could only have come
from Ms Norvill.

302.

Ms Norvill also denied in the witness box that she made the same false allegation to Mr
Winter on the evening of the party: T600.45-601.2. He said that she did tell him that on 9
January 2016, and, further, that she was not drunk at the time: T688.3-9.

303.

The re-examination of Ms Norvill (after a conference with the lawyers for the
Respondents) was contrived and was followed by a further lie. Ms Norvill attempted to
deflect blame onto Ms Crowe by asserting that she was drunk on 5 April 2016: T631.5-14.
That allegation was astounding given she never made such a suggestion previously, and
given the failure of the Respondents to call Ms Crowe (again, Ms Crowe was available to
be called and the Court should infer her evidence would not have assisted the
Respondents). Ms Norvill had previously given evidence that she told Ms Crowe the truth
during that meeting: T546.37-39.

304.

The email from Ms Crowe is a significant document in the Court’s consideration of Ms
Norvill’s credit since it is a contemporaneous record of what she said to Ms Crowe at the
bar in April 2016. It also records that Ms Norvill did not mention Mr Rush’s name at the
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party on 9 January 2016, since that was only “revealed” to Ms Crowe on 5 April 2016: Tab
140. Ms Norvill lied about this in her evidence: T558.27-31. She was also cross-examined
about other lies that she told Ms Crowe: T583.28ff; T588.1-592.34.
305.

Ms Norvill lied in the witness box in chief when she said she did not personally invite Mr
Rush to her Christmas Party (or at all) because she did not want him to meet her family and
because he wasn’t her friend any more: T537.23-47.

In cross-examination, when

confronted with the fact that she did invite Mr Rush in front of Ms Gilbert, she then finally
admitted she did invite him – she said “Yes, come” in order to be polite: T611.26-46. It is
difficult to see how her earlier denial could have been anything but a lie.
306.

Ms Norvill’s evidence about the interviews she gave about Mr Rush (in which she was
complimentary and joking) was unsatisfactory and should be rejected. On her evidence,
she lied to the journalists at the time but should be believed now: T570.42. It was clearly
the opposite.

307.

She attended Orlando with Mr Rush and Mr Winter after much of the alleged conduct is
said to have occurred – she offered no explanation why she did so when, prior to that time,
she had apparently been subjected to sexual harassment by Mr Rush: T611.13-24.

308.

In relation to Ms Nevin, Ms Norvill said that:
(a)

Mr Rush’s gestures towards her, and other women, were daily and were normalised
(T518.47; T519.20);

(b)

Everyone saw it and didn’t have a problem with it (T520.13-16);

(c)

Ms Nevin at the time didn’t say anything so maybe she wasn’t aware (T548.37-39);

(d)

Maybe Ms Nevin didn’t see the behaviour the way she did (T551.1-3);

(e)

Ms Nevin had always been kind to her (T552.23-24) but the room was complicit
and the room included Ms Nevin (T549.30-41);

(f)

Nobody spoke up because they were “frightened” - they “enabled” the behaviour although Ms Nevin herself was not “frightened” (T580.6-26);

(g)

Ms Nevin showed her no kindness (Tab 142).
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309.

All of this contradictory evidence should be considered in light of the caring, friendly text
messages from Ms Nevin in December 2017, and Ms Norvill’s response: Ex R-10. Much
was made of that exchange by the Respondents. It is unclear why. Ms Nevin could not
recall how she found out the complainant was Ms Norvill but it is quite clear that
(although not yet in the newspaper) it was already generally known it was her given the
email from Mr Moran to Mr Rush’s agent on 29 November 2017 in which she is named:
Tab 68. It is likely Ms Menelaus told Ms Nevin the complainant’s identity given they
likely emailed, texted or spoke before they saw each other on the weekend: T481.35-46.

310.

The email from Ms Norvill to Mr Rush on 7 January 2016 (two days before the production
closed) confirms they still had a collegiate, happy relationship. It is in stark conflict with
the allegations in the 2FAD, and with the evidence of Ms Norvill: Tab 108. Her evidence
about that email was incredible and clearly also a lie. Her affection towards Mr Rush in
that email was consistent with her earlier correspondence in a period in which there is no
dispute they were on friendly terms: Tabs 104 - 108.

311.

It was suggested to Mr Rush that if Ms Norvill had complained then the play would not
have run as clockwork and he agreed: T172.17-20. That was bizarre evidence given the
Respondents do (now) assert that she told him to stop (right before they went onto stage);
he was told by Mr Armfield to stop, he was told by Ms Thomson to stop, there was a
chorus of “don’t”, and Ms Norvill remonstrated him as “Daad”. If Ms Norvill is to be
believed, she now says that there were complaints to Mr Rush. If that had occurred,
according to the Respondents, the show would not have run like clockwork and the
uncontroverted evidence (led by the Respondents in cross-examination) is that it did run
like clockwork. It also contradicts all of her evidence, led at length in chief where she gave
evidence of her reasons for not complaining.

Witnesses not called
312.

Where a party bears the onus of proof, they Subpoena a relevant witness, and they then do
not call that person, unless it is established that the witness has since otherwise become
unavailable then it is open to the Court to draw the conclusion that the evidence of that
witness would not have assisted that party: Ho v Powell [2001] NSWCA 168 at [13] – [16]
per Hodgson JA with whom Beazley JA agreed.
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313.

The Respondents have not adduced any evidence from other cast or crew to corroborate Ms
Norvill. That is despite her repeated assertions that the conduct occurred in the presence of
others (everyone saw it; regular part of our day; normalised): T550.42-45; T551.40-43.

314.

It is highly unlikely (to the point of being unbelievable) that such conduct occurred, on the
scale alleged by Ms Norvill, and that no one saw it given the 45 people involved: Tab 129.

315.

Further, Mr Winter, who was present, did not give evidence to corroborate Ms Norvill on
key issues. It can be inferred that his evidence would not have assisted the Respondents.

316.

None of the other cast, or the creative team or management, were called to give evidence.

317.

Mr Gilfedder, the actor who played The Messenger, who was in the wings with Mr Rush
and Ms Norvill every night before the final scene, was also not called: Ex A-9.

318.

Ms Gilbert was not called – despite the Respondents putting to Mr Rush (for the first time
at trial, and even though there was no mention of her in any of the six versions of the
Defence) that he made a lewd gesture to her (and despite the fact that Ms Norvill saw her a
little while back): T551.21-24.

319.

Mr Masters, who was in a relationship with Ms Norvill shortly after the production, was
not called.

320.

Ms Thomson, who is alive and well and performing at the STC, and who was the subject of
many (recently invented) assertions by Ms Norvill in evidence, was not called: T608.36-37.

321.

Jacek Koman, who was standing over King Lear and the body of Cordelia on the stage
during each performance, was not called: Tab 134. He is alive and well according to Mr
Winter: T613.29: T701.19-26.

322.

Despite being subpoenaed by the Respondents to appear, and despite service of outlines of
evidence, they did not call Ms Crowe or Mr McIntyre from the STC. The Court can infer
their evidence would not have assisted the Respondents.

323.

The was no onus on Mr Rush to prove anything in relation to truth. He did not need to
adduce any evidence about the issue.

324.

In any event, the evidence is such that the Court can comfortably find, and should find, that
the conduct did not occur.
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F.

GENERAL DAMAGES

General principles
325.

If the matters complained of are found to be defamatory of the plaintiff, then he is entitled
to at least some award of damages, since damage is presumed: Bristow v Adams [2012]
NSWCA 166 at [20] – [31] per Basten JA.

326.

“In determining the amount of damages to be awarded in any defamation proceedings, the
court is to ensure that there is an appropriate and rational relationship between the harm
sustained by the plaintiff and the amount of damages awarded”: s. 34 Defamation Act
2005.

327.

There are three purposes to an award of damages in defamation:
(a)

consolation for hurt to feelings;

(b)

recompense for damage to reputation (including where relevant, business reputation);
and

(c)

vindication of the plaintiff’s reputation,

Carson v John Fairfax & Sons Ltd (1993) 178 CLR 44 at 60.7-61.2 per Mason CJ, Deane,
Dawson and Gaudron JJ; Rogers v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (2003) 216 CLR 327 at 347
[60] per Hayne J, Gleeson CJ and Gummow J agreeing.
328.

In the assessment of compensatory damages for harm to reputation in a case such as this it
is important to take into account the observations of Mahoney, ACJ in Crampton v
Nugawela (1996) 41 NSWLR 176, p 193 that “... In some cases, a person’s reputation is,
in a relevant sense, his whole life. The reputation of a clerk for financial honesty and of a
solicitor for integrity are illustrations of this ... the trustworthiness, actual or reputed of a
professional colleague is a matter of a legitimate and ongoing interest”, and p 195 “In my
opinion, the law should place a high value upon reputation and in particular upon the
reputation of those whose work and life depend upon their honesty, integrity and
judgment”.

329.

In Readers Digest Services Pty Ltd v Lamb (1982) 150 CLR 500, Brennan J held (p 507)
that account may be taken of an especially adverse impact of the defamatory imputation
upon the plaintiff’s reputation in the eyes of some group or class in the community.
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The Cap
330.

Damages are capped at $250,000: s. 35 Defamation Act 2005. The maximum damages
amount has been increased, from 1 July 2015, to the sum of $ $398,500 by declaration
published in the NSW Government Gazette No. Gazette No 66 of 29.06.2018, p3970. The
increase in the cap from 2006 is thus over 50%.

331.

The cap does not require the Court to engage in a scaling exercise, rather it merely acts as a
“cut off” amount: Cripps v Vakras [2014] VSC 279 at [599] – [609] per Kyrou J; Carolan v
Fairfax (No. 6) [2016] NSWSC 1091 at [125]-[127] per McCallum J; Bauer Media Pty Ltd
v Wilson (No 2) [2018] VSCA 154 at [197]-[213]; c.f. Attrill v Christie [2007] NSWSC
1386.

Aggravation
332.

For an award of aggravated damages to be made, the conduct of the defendant toward the
plaintiff must be found to be improper, unjustifiable, or lacking in bona fides - the so-called
“rule in Triggell v Pheeney” (1951) 82 CLR 497.

333.

An example of the application of these principles is that if the plaintiff is cross-examined in
a manner that is unjustifiable, that can give rise to an award of aggravated damages:
Haertsch v Channel Nine Pty Ltd & Ors [2010] NSWSC 182 per Nicholas J at [54];
Fairfax Media Pty Limited v Pedavoli [2015] NSWCA 237. A failure to make enquiries is
relevant to this question, particularly where there is an obligation to do so – Warehouse v
Broadcasting Station 2GB Pty Ltd (1985) 1 NSWLR 58 at 77 per Hunt J. The assessment
of factors of aggravation includes the defendant’s conduct from the date of publication to
the date of judgment: Cerutti v Crestside Pty Ltd [2014] QCA 33 at [37] per Applegarth J.

334.

An award of aggravated damages does not need to be made separately from the award of
general damages: Cerutti at [42] per Applegarth J; Bauer at [217]-[227].

335.

Previously, an award for aggravated damages could result in an amount being awarded
above the statutory cap where that amount represented the award for aggravated damages:
Forrest v Askew [2007] WASC 161 per Newnes J at [74] discussed in Cripps at [610] –
[615] per Kyrou J; Al Mouderis v Duncan (No. 3) [2017] NSWSC 726 at [120]-[122] per
Rothman J.
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336.

A different approach was adopted by Dixon J in Wilson v Bauer Media [2017] VSC 521 at
[65] – [82]. His Honour held that once a finding was made that an award of aggravation
was warranted, then the cap became irrelevant to the award of general damages. Dixon J
awarded the plaintiff $650,000 in general damages including aggravation.

337.

In Bauer Media Pty Ltd v Wilson (No 2) [2018] VSCA 154 the reasoning of Dixon J was
upheld on appeal.

Their Honours at [215] rejected an argument that (the Victorian

equivalent of) s35(1) Defamation Act 2005 fixed an upper limit of a range of damages.
Their Honours continued at [228] to hold that s35(2) Defamation Act 2005 allows the
statutory cap to be exceeded in respect of both compensatory damages and aggravated
compensatory damages (to be awarded in a global sum) if an award of aggravated damages
is warranted.
338.

In doing so they relied on the plain reading of s.35 (read with s.34) and rejected the need to
consider extrinsic materials, such as the Second Reading Speech, for the purposes of
construing the section: esp. at [236] – [238].

339.

Their Honours concluded at [249]:
“the court is entitled to make an order for damages for non-economic loss that
exceeds the statutory cap in respect of both pure compensatory damages and
aggravated compensatory damages. In other words, the statutory cap does not then
constrain the court’s assessment of damages for non-economic loss; when an award
of aggravated damages is warranted, the statutory cap is inapplicable.”

340.

However, the assessment remains subject to s.34, which stands as “an ever-present guide”:
at [244].

341.

This reasoning was considered and applied by McCallum J in Pahuja v TCN Channel 9
(No. 3) [2018] NSWSC 893 at [26] – [28]; by Dixon J in Moroney v Zegers [2018] VSC
446 at [241] and by Flanagan J in Wagner v Harbour Radio [2018] QSC 201 at [758][762].
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Evidence
Prior good reputation
342.

The Applicant had an exemplary reputation prior to the Publications. That is evident from
the awards he has won and the accolades he has been honoured with. It is also evident
from the material at Tabs 46-48. It would be no exaggeration to say the Applicant was,
prior to the Publications, one of the most acclaimed and eminent talents Australia had ever
produced.

343.

Jane Menelaus is a theatre actress who has known the Applicant since 1984. They have
worked together in 9 or 10 plays, and they are married with two children. Ms Menelaus
knows many people who know the Applicant, in professional and personal circles. Prior to
the Publications he had a reputation of being focussed as an actor (and he was admired for
that): T251.41-252.35.

344.

Trevor Smith is a of a theatre company in Bath and another in London. He has known the
Applicant since 1970 when they did a play together at University: T276.38. Although he
now lives in the United Kingdom, he sees the Applicant about once per year: T276.45277.1. He knows friends, theatre colleagues and people who have worked in films who
also know the Applicant. Prior to the Publications Mr Rush had a reputation (in Australia
and the United Kingdom) as a "supreme actor" with a reputation of "the highest quality of
such incredible respect": T277.16-17.

345.

Neil Armfield is a world renowned director of theatre and opera with decades of experience
in Australia and worldwide: see Ex A-25. He has known the Applicant since 1979 when
Mr Armfield was co-artistic director of the Nimrod Theatre and the Applicant was invited
from Brisbane to Sydney with his production of Clownroonies: T280.43-281.4. They have
done 22 plays together and 3 films. They are close friends. Prior to the Publications, Mr
Rush had a reputation amongst people who Mr Armfield knew (in Australia, the United
Kingdom and the United States) as one of the greatest actors in the world. He was "an
internationally important actor", with a reputation of being "utterly diligent", "playful",
and "spirited": T281.39-43.

346.

Robyn Kershaw is an Australian independent film and TV producer and was the General
Manager of Belvoir Street Theatre and the Head of Drama and Narrative Comedy for the
ABC: see Ex A-27. She has known the Applicant since 1989 when they worked together
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on Diary of A Madman: T315.7-10. They have since worked together a number of times.
Ms Kershaw knows people in theatre, film and television who know the Applicant. They
are also friends and mix socially. Prior to the Publications, he had a "legendary reputation"
(T317.10) as being a collaborator of extraordinary energy, as being incredibly funny, and
warm-hearted, with an exceptional understanding of actor-audience relationships: T317.716; 317.35-37. He had "achieved what so many actor [only] dream of: international
accolades that were beyond just what was recognised in LA but all over the world":
T317.46 -318.1.
347.

Margaret (Marnie) O’Bryan is a university academic who has known Mr Rush and Ms
Menelaus since the early 2000's. Their sons went to school together, and they developed a
close family friendship. She has friends and acquaintances in common with them. Prior to
the Publications, Mr Rush had a reputation of being committed to his family, and to being
"the best father that he could be": T324.23. He was passionate about the community and
about education: T325.4-5. He was "a man of gravitas and grace in equal proportions":
T324.28-29.

348.

Simon Phillips is a well-known Australia theatre director who met the Applicant in 1988
when he was an Associate Director of the MTC and cast the Applicant in an adaptation of
Tristram Shandy: T337.15-19. He has worked with Mr Rush on a number of occasions
since that time and has become friends with him. He knows many actors, directors and
producers in Australian theatre who also know the Applicant. Prior to the Publications, Mr
Rush had a reputation amongst those persons as a "hugely admired and respected actor"
(T337.41) who was held in the highest regard and whose position was unparalleled.

349.

John Gaden is an actor and director who has appeared in countless plays since 1966 (and is
still working).

He has worked for most of the major theatre companies throughout

Australia: T342.19-29. He has known the Applicant since 1982 and has either acted with,
or directed, him in many plays since then.

Mr Rush had an "extraordinarily high"

reputation prior to the Publications (T343.14) of being a "consummate theatre and film
actor" - who brought creativity, joy, light heartedness, and "meticulous attention for detail"
and "such focus" into the rehearsal room: T343.14-18.
350.

Helen Buday is an Australian theatre actress who also appeared in film and television:
T344.36-37. She has been an actress for 35-40 years: T344.30-31. King Lear was Ms
Buday's fifteenth production with the STC: T345.9-10. She first met Mr Rush in 1981
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when he tutored Ms Buday's class at NIDA: T345.33-38. Even at that time, he had an
"aura" and passed on what he had learnt in France to his aspiring Australian students:
T346.6-9. Prior to King Lear, Ms Buday had worked alongside the Applicant in The
Importance of Being Earnest in 1988 and Uncle Vanya in the mid-1990's: T346.11-17. Ms
Buday gave evidence that, prior to the Publications, the Applicant was "iconic" (T350.2130) - even in the south of France where Ms Buday now lives. Quite poignantly, Ms Buday
recalled that when the Applicant won his Academy Award, he thanked "every Australian
actor" he had "ever worked with": T350.35-36. The effect of Ms Buday's evidence was she
understood the Applicant was acknowledging her part, and the part of all Australian actors,
in the Applicant's own success - even with fame in Hollywood, the Applicant would return
to Australian theatre - "he comes back": T350.34-38.
351.

Fred Schepisi is a film director, producer and screenwriter who has won many awards over
his lengthy career. He has known the Applicant for about 14 years (T413.24), socially and
professionally, and knows many people who know Mr Rush. Amongst those persons, the
Applicant had been prior to the Publications admired as dedicated, friendly, and extremely
professional: T413.40-T414.3. He had a reputation for mentoring younger actors, and for
being hard working: T414.5-8. Overseas, he was also known for his collaborative skills,
marketability, professionalism, and talent: T44.10-16. In his report (Tab 38), he noted that
the Applicant was “widely recognised and loved by the international public” (at [16]).

352.

Judy Davis is a well-known and highly regarded Australian actor who has been in more
than 50 films: see Ex A-63. She first worked with the Applicant in the 1980's during a film
called The Burning Piano (T459.44-45), and has since then worked with him in Children of
the Revolution in 1996, Swimming Upstream in 2003, and The Eye of the Storm in 2011.
Ms Davis gave evidence that, prior to the Publications, the Applicant had a "very fine
reputation" (T460.26), not only in Australia but also in the US and UK: T460.39-43. He
had a "tremendous record of achievement" and was regarded as having "a very serious
heavyweight reputation…as an actor": T460.39-43.

353.

Robyn Nevin is one of Australia’s most experienced actors having worked as an actor since
1959: see Ex A-64. She has won many awards over her lengthy career in theatre, film and
television. She met the Applicant in the 1980s and is friends with Jane Menelaus. They
have since worked together on a number of productions and she has seen him perform in
other show. She knows people who know Mr Rush. Prior to the Publications, she said that
Mr Rush was “celebrated internationally” and “held in very high esteem”: T464.7-15.
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354.

Fred Specktor has been a talent agent in Los Angeles for about 60 years.

He has

represented the Applicant for over 20 years, and knows people in the United States in the
film and television industry who know the Applicant. Amongst those persons, prior to the
Publications, Mr Rush had a "perfect" reputation. He was an actor who other actors, and
directors and film-makers, wanted to work with: T708.1-19; Tab 40 - paragraphs 18, 19.
355.

Indeed, even the Respondents' witnesses gave evidence of the Applicant's prior good
reputation. Ms Norvill gave evidence that the Applicant was a role model who went
overseas and took over the world: T507.35-39.

Mr Winter gave evidence that the

Applicant was an "exemplary company leader" during King Lear (T679.14-15), that he had
great enthusiasm and energy (T679.30-38), and that he was "a consummate professional"
(T670.11-12), that he was "utterly dedicated to his craft": T670.14-15. Mr Marks gave
evidence that he admired the Applicant, that he is a “consummate character actor”, and
that "there's very few actors, working actors, very few actors with awards, very few actors
like Geoffrey Rush": T763.4; T781.37-44.
Extent of publication and republication
356.

Relevantly the Publications were both front page stories and also appeared on the internet.
The readership figures are set out above – hundreds and thousands of readers.

357.

The allegations have been repeated worldwide since that time, causing irreparable damage
to the Applicant’s reputation: Tabs 61, 62 and 63. Mr Smith, for example, read the
allegations in The Guardian in England: T277.28-29. Ms Kershaw read them in Los
Angeles: T319.34-40.

Damage to reputation
358.

The damage to the Applicant’s reputation is presumed by reason of the seriousness of the
allegations and their distribution throughout the world: Tabs 61-63; Affidavit of Jeremy
Marel sworn 5 November 2018.

359.

Judy Davis heard people talking about the Applicant after the articles – people were saying
that his “career was finished”: T461.5-6.

360.

Robyn Nevin was in a play in Melbourne at the time and the news of the Publications
"spread amongst the group" which was rehearsing: T467.40-43.
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361.

Fred Schepisi gave evidence you "would have to be dead not to have come across" the
articles (T413.21), and that it was a shock to "the whole industry": T414.24. He said the
damage will be particularly acute in Hollywood - in the current "Me Too world": T415.46T416.3. He also gave evidence the allegations about Mr Rush in these proceedings are “all
over the place in the Hollywood trades”: T440.39-41. He went on to say the Hollywood
trades are Hollywood online and printed trade newspapers, which are of “special interest”
in the cinema and film industry: T443.7-16.

Hurt to feelings
362.

It is difficult to imagine any article having a more severe effect on a plaintiff.

363.

Prior to considering the evidence, it is important to attempt to understand Mr Rush's
personality and psyche.

364.

Ms Menelaus, who knows him best, said he “is his work" (T264.35-36). He had so deeply
invested himself in his work, over a 40-year career, that his identity, personality, and sense
of self had come to be inseparable from his work - his personal and professional selves
were entwined one with the other. Ms Menelaus gave evidence that "you cannot extract
Geoffrey's work from Geoffrey" (T260.11-12) and similarly that "you can't divorce
Geoffrey from his work". The Publications, in attacking the Applicant's character and
conduct as a professional, have therefore attacked him to his core. Ms Menelaus described
that, after the Publications, "Everything in his life was gone": T264.16-17. Ms O'Bryan
described watching "a light go out": T327.5. Several witnesses gave evidence that they
feared he may never recover. The harm has been as grave as one could imagine.

The Applicant’s evidence
365.

The Applicant gave evidence that, when he saw the first and second matters complained of
on 30 November 2017, "it was devastating" (T60.34). His son and wife were home. He
could see how distressed they were, which in turn "created a great deal of hurt" for him
personally. He felt as though someone had poured lead into his head (T60.32-38). He was
"numb" (T60.48) and sick to his stomach (T61.29).

366.

He was particularly disappointed, and distressed, that the Publications had misappropriated
and “polluted or…dirtied” the photograph of him as King Lear - in an attempt to make him
appear as a criminal or madman: T60.26-30.
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367.

The very next day, he saw the third matter complained of. His blood ran cold and he went
to jelly (T67.45-46). He was “distraught by the way the story was running off the rails”
(T68.43). He felt “demonised by untruths”: T69.2.

368.

Unfortunately, that was just“the starting point” and it “only got worse”: T70.32. Since
then, he went into an “emotional spiral” (T70.20) - he has experienced the worst 11 months
of his life: T70.32-33.

369.

In addition to his express evidence, the Court should contrast the ease and eloquence with
which the Applicant spoke of other matters (such as his background and filmography) with
the obvious discomfort he showed in attempting to explain the depth of his hurt following
the Publications. That is consistent with the evidence of other witnesses – that, as a result
of the Publications, the Applicant has withdrawn or retreated within himself. For example,
Mr Armfield described that he has "closed down": T282.36. The Court could infer, from
all of that, that in fact the harm and hurt suffered by the Applicant has been even more
severe than he has been able to express to the Court.

370.

The proceedings have been a very long process in which his sense of self has been under
ongoing, pejorative media coverage and insinuations: T120.10-20.

The evidence of other witnesses
371.

Ms Menelaus gave evidence of her husband’s suffering over the last 11 months. Her
evidence was compelling. She said they went to bed on 29 November 2017 "with a terrible
sense of dread" (T253.41-42), that they "didn't sleep very much" that night (T254.30-31),
and that the next day when they saw the first and second matters complained of it was even
worse than they had imagined: T254.36. She described Mr Rush's reaction to that first
article as "tragic" (T254.37) - he put his arms around her and wept: T254.46. He went very
quiet which was unlike him: T255.38-39.

372.

Ms Menelaus gave evidence that Mr Rush has still not recovered from having seen the first
article: T255.33-34.

373.

At times he was foetal on the bed (T255.41-42); he could not sleep (T255.42); he groaned
"every morning" (T255.42); he told Ms Menelaus "I dread going to bed and I dread waking
up": T255.43.
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374.

Perhaps worst of all, Ms Menelaus gave evidence that Mr Rush thought - first, that his
children no longer loved him as much as they had prior to the Publications (T260.2); and
second, that his career and livelihood had been taken away from him "in an instant":
T260.35-36.

375.

The effect of the Publications can hardly be over-stated:
I saw a man so altered and changed. His eyes sunk into his head. He treated very
much from…the world…[H]he was retreating into a sort of solo world. He would
get up very late, he would not speak for a lot of the day. I was - we were losing
him, and to a certain extent we have…[I]t will take us a very, very long time to get
over this…[O]ur approach to the world and people has changed, and I - I think
Geoffrey will take a very - we will all take a very long time to get over it. (T263.2636)

376.

Trevor Smith, who has known Mr Rush since the early 1970s, gave evidence he visited
Australia and found the Applicant in "a miserable condition": T277.38. He convinced the
Applicant to leave the house ("He hadn't been out of the house for months and months").
He was afraid to join Mr Smith in Adelaide because he was scared people might spit on
him: T277.42-43.

377.

Robyn Kershaw gave evidence that the Applicant was "incredibly distressed". He was
anxious about his family, and about the future; he was "laden with grief"; and he obsessed
over the allegations "to the point where he couldn't talk about anything else" and "his
whole life [was] subsumed": T320.1-10. The articles had a visceral effect on the Applicant
- he stopped laughing (T320.9), and he stopped using his hands: T320.16. He has, since
the Articles, "lived…in a very dark place": T320.20. Ms Kershaw said the Applicant "fears
that he will never be able to recover from this period in his life": T322.21-22.

378.

Marnie O’Bryan, a family friend, visited the Applicant on 4 December 2017.

She

telephoned Ms Menelaus who was hysterical and sobbing: T325.34. She went to the
Applicant's house. He and Ms Menelaus were in a terrible state - they were "extremely
agitated, smoking very heavily, crying - almost nonstop crying, really not functioning very
well": T325.37-38. She cooked them dinner, but Mr Rush didn't eat: T325.42-43. Since
then, they have not improved. Ms O'Bryan described that, "over the last 11 months it's like
we have watched a light go out, the joy, and the…lightness of spirit, the outward-looking
person": T327.3-6.
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379.

Simon Phillips gave evidence that the Applicant was angry and distressed by the
Publications, to the extent that it affected his ability to play Malvolio in the MTC's
production of Twelfth Night: T338.31-34.

380.

Fred Schepisi gave evidence that he contacted Mr Rush and Ms Menelaus soon after the
Publications. They were "taken aback" and housebound. Ms Menelaus told him she
thought the butcher was "staring at her", "as though she was culpable of something as
well": T414.29-37. When Mr Schepisi went to the Applicant's house, the Applicant was
was a "basket case”: T414.12. Mr Schepisi gave evidence that, since then, "despite the
good face he was putting on…he was still entirely rattled" and was not able "to look
forward to what life was going to hold for him": T415.37-41.

381.

Robyn Nevin gave evidence that she visited Mr Rush and Ms Menelaus soon after the
Publications. Ms Menelaus was “hysterical” (T468.13). She found it “deeply upsetting”
(T468.13). She also stayed with Mr Rush and Ms Menelaus when they were in Umbria in
mid-2018 – they had hoped for a period “of peace and reparation” but, even there, they
were “terribly upset”: T468.20-32. After that, Mr Rush started “losing his capacity to
work”: T469.20. He told her he was “grieving for the loss of walking into a room and not
being able to start”. He was, Ms Nevin described, “talking about a kind of death”:
T469.25.

382.

Fred Specktor is concerned that the Publications have damaged the Applicant’s "psyche",
and that he has had "a very difficult time thinking about acting in anything": T710.13-18.
He went on to say that "his psyche has changed, and it's about his ability to work that
concerns me and probably concerns him": T727.40-42.

Aggravation
383.

The Applicant relies upon the matters set out in the document handed up on 7 November
2018 as aggravating the damages to which he is entitled.

384.

The Court should find the conduct of the Respondents, including their reporting on the
proceedings, was calculated to, and did in fact, aggravate the harm and hurt suffered by the
Applicant.
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385.

In that regard, the Applicant gave evidence he has been harmed not just by the original
Publications but by "the events of the last 11 months" and "the accumulation of events"
(T62.23-25); and by "the wear and tear of the toing and froing with News Corp and my
legal team" (T63.15-16); and by "the developments that had started with these articles"
(T63.20-21); and by "the stain that was building up over the last 11 months": T64.22.

386.

He gave evidence that he had experienced "the worst 11 months of [his] life" - that the
matters complained of had been "the starting point of that" but that things "only got worse"
(T70.31-34). He gave (somewhat understated) evidence the litigation had "been a very
long process": T120.10. He also gave evidence, specifically in relation to Exhibit A-53,
that he felt "nauseated, by this continuing process of up to the last minute snooping around
beyond what [he] thought were the legal precedents": T125.13-16.

387.

All of that evidence makes clear that, while the Applicant was obviously distressed and
hurt by the original Publications, he has also continued to suffer ongoing harm and hurt by
the course of events over the last 11 months - the Court would comfortably conclude that
included the conduct of the Respondents, including their biased and relentless reporting.

Conclusion
388.

The amount of damage done to a plaintiff’s reputation is nearly always speculative. In this
case the imputations are directed to Mr Rush’s conduct in his profession. They allege
conduct which would make him unsuitable to continue as an actor because it is alleged that
he behaves inappropriately towards his colleagues. It would be hard to imagine him ever
being offered another role in a film for children – something that he had done previously.

389.

The amount of general damages awarded needs to be sufficiently high to vindicate the Mr
Rush’s reputation internationally by “nailing the lie”.

390.

Annexed as the Schedule to these submissions are comparative damages awards. Notably,
most of these awards were made before the decision in Bauer. The larger awards in which
there was an aggravated damages component may have been constrained by a different
interpretation of s.35 than was held to be correct in Bauer.
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G.

ECONOMIC LOSS

Key facts
391.

The Applicant’s body of work, and income, prior to the Publications are not in dispute: Ex
A4. Mr Specktor gave evidence that, prior to the Publications, the Applicant could have
done 2.5 to 3 films each year, if he wanted: T708.21-24. He was “a star and was steadily
working” Tab 40 at [21]; T708.26-27. Ms Russell also noted the Applicant “has worked
very consistently for the last 40 years”: T743.25-33.

392.

The Applicant has not worked at all since the Publications: T134.39-44. The Court would
comfortably find that the only reason for him not working is the Publications. It is quite
clear from the whole of the Applicant's evidence that he has not been in the right emotional
and physical state to work. Ms Kershaw, for example, gave evidence that the Applicant no
longer even talks about work. She described that: "all of his body - everything - all of his
DNA is subsumed by the grief that he is carrying, and the injustice": T320.23-24. Mr
Specktor expressed concern that the Applicant’s “psyche” is such that he does not have the
confidence to work.

393.

Mr Phillips discussed Mr Rush's withdrawal from Twelfth Night. He said this:
So he spent some months - you know, some weeks in a state of anxiety and confusion
about what actually was going on. And then, the more that things progressed and it
went on, and the more things that came out in different articles, he became angrier
and more distressed and eventually we obviously started to talk about the extent to
which what was happening would affect his ability to take part in the play.
…
He felt very anxious that it would only - at the most extreme, it would only take one
person to heckle him as a result of the contents of the articles for the entire - his
entire confidence as a performer to deflate, and indeed…he was very, very concerned
also for the morale of the rest of the actors in the production, that they would go on
stage nighty with a sense of insecurity and uncertainty…
(T338.26-34; T339.16-26)
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394.

He went on to say, in relation to the Applicant's ability to work:
[H]e increasingly lost confidence in his ability to perform. He became depressed
and…obsessed about - about the nature of - of what was being said about him
publicly and his ability to - I felt that his ability to focus on…performing had
diminished to a point of no return… (T341.8-17)

395.

All of Mr Phillips' evidence was unchallenged.

396.

Ms Nevin described how the Applicant started “losing his capacity to work”: T469.20.

397.

The Applicant’s income has plummeted since the Publications - since the Publications he
has only earned around $45,000 - being mostly residuals from past films: T134.46-47; Ex
A62.

398.

The Applicant has also expressed to his family and friends that he does not wish to, or does
not think he can, work again in the future: T264.33-34. Ms O'Bryan gave the following
evidence (T326.23-28):
And there has been a sense in which he has expressed, many times, that this is the
end of his life as he knows it. That he can't see himself going back to acting, he - he
has always believed that the audience is with him, and he says to me, "I can't - "you
know, you make yourself vulnerable when you go on stage, and "I can't make myself
vulnerable if I think the audience is not with me, and I don't know that they are
anymore."

399.

Ms O'Bryan accurately described that as "a loss to all of us".

400.

Similarly, Mr Phillips gave evidence that "Geoffrey has talked about the fact that the
inherent joy that he felt in performing has been beaten out of him by the proceedings over
this year": T341.16-17.

401.

The Respondents suggest, in their Outline of Closing Submissions (at [81]), that “the
Applicant may well be able to act, and will be able to work again, shortly after the
conclusion of these proceedings”. The Court should readily reject that submission as being
utterly unrealistic in light of the totality of the evidence, largely unchallenged, of the
significant damage done to Mr Rush by the Publications. The evidence supports a finding
that the Applicant may not recover for a long time.
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402.

At any rate, regardless of the Applicant’s own feelings about his future work, Ms Davis
gave evidence that, since the Publications, she has heard people saying that the Applicant's
"career is finished": T461.5-6. The Applicant’s experts each also express fears about the
Applicant’s prospects of obtaining future work, even with a favourable Court outcome: Tab
38 at [24]-[26]; Tab 39 at [28]-[30]; Tab 40 at [24]-[25].

403.

Prior to the Publications, the Applicant was an international success, and was in constant
demand. He gave unchallenged evidence that he intended to work at least into his 70s:
T51.29-40. There is no evidence he would have been impeded in that aim for any reason.

404.

The expert evidence of Mr Schepisi (Tab 38), Ms Russell (Tab 39) and Mr Specktor (Tab
40) support the proposition that Mr Rush’s career was an ongoing concern. Indeed, his
income had increased in the last 5 years: T939.14-15.

405.

The opinions of Mr Marks are, with respect to him, outdated and not based on any relevant
data or examples. They are also contradicted by each of Mr Schepisi, Ms Russell and Mr
Specktor. Mr Marks could not give one example of a younger actor that was aged to play
an older actor (where the character does not age in the film), he had no real basis to assert
there “are generally more roles for younger actors than older actors”, and he did not take
into account the fact that over the last few years the amount of content that is made has
substantially increased because of streaming services (such that there is therefore more
work for all actors, including older actors): T797.38-41; T798.14-24.

406.

Mr Marks also could not think of one example where the cost of cast insurance was
determinative of the casting of a particular role: T799.14-22. In that regard, Mr Specktor
gave evidence he had “never” had a problem obtaining insurance for an older actor:
T710.1-8. He went on to say: “Nobody has ever said, ‘I don’t want to buy that actor
because insurance is too expensive”: T727.4-5. Ms Russell gave evidence that the cost of
insuring an older actor would only be higher than the cost of insuring a younger actor if the
older actor had some particular issue such as a significant health problem: T749.14-16.
She had only ever (in 35 years) had two issues obtaining cast insurance – they were in
relation to a 32 year old woman with a drug problem, and a 41 year old man “who showed
up on a street corner with a gun”: T749.18-30. She specifically disagreed that an older
actor is less likely to be cast than a younger actor because of the increased cost of cast
insurance: Tab 39 at [24]; T750.3-12.
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407.

Mr Marks clung to the general proposition that older actors tend to get less work than older
actors, but he repeatedly emphasised there are exceptions to that general rule.

The

Applicant’s position is: first, that general rule may well be wrong in the first place; and
second, at any rate, Mr Rush is clearly an exception to that rule.
(a)

Mr Schepisi (T433.32-45) and Ms Robin (T744.4-17) disagreed there are fewer roles
for older actors;

(b)

Mr Schepisi gave evidence that Mr Marks’ general proposition does not apply to
actors which Mr Schepisi described as “elite actors”, including Mr Rush: Tab 38 at
[17], [20], [23]; T431.12-23. So did Ms Russell (Tab 39 at [26] and [27]) and Mr
Specktor (Tab 40 at [15]). Mr Specktor gave evidence that, but for the Publications,
there would have been “enough roles offered to [Mr Rush] that he could play enough
– as much as he wants to”: T719.9-12.

408.

Each of Mr Schepisi (T434.42-44), Mr Specktor (Tab 40 at [22]) and Ms Russell (Tab 39 at
[22]) disagreed with Mr Marks’ general view that older roles are played by younger actors.

409.

Mr Marks accepted that Mr Rush is “an immensely talented actor” and “in that rarefied air
of character actors”: T781.25-41. He conceded there are “very few actors like Geoffrey
Rush”: T781.39-41. He conceded further that, but for the Publications, the Applicant
would have continued playing supporting roles: T785.30-38. The diverse roles that the
Applicant has been offered, and played successfully in the past, show the success with
which he can transform himself into any character – irrespective of age. Mr Specktor, in
his expert report (Tab 40 at [20]), expressed the following view:
Mr Rush is what is described as a “character actor”. He is not an “action star” (those sorts
of roles may require a younger actor who is more physical). Leading men might lose value
as they get older because it is not as easy to step into character roles. Geoffrey likes to play
character roles and complex human beings. For example, King’s Speech and Genius. His
age does not matter for those sorts of roles. If anything, his age works in his favour in my
opinion.

410.

At the very least, the Applicant would always, regardless of his age, have been able to be
stunt casted. Ms Russell disagreed that Mr Rush was “not famous enough to appear in a
movie in a stunt casting role”: T746.35-44.
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411.

Mr Marks accepted that the Applicant had been stunt casted in the past – for example, in
Intolerable Cruelty (T789.36-T790.3; T791.30-36), and Gods of Egypt (T793.36-T794.2),
for which he was paid over $2,000,000.

412.

Mr Rush had also been “stunt cast” in a number of children’s films including Finding
Nemo and Minions: Ex A4. Mr Marks agreed that the trend has been for a number of years
to cast famous actors to do the voices in animated children’s films: T792.17-43. He also
agreed that age was not an impediment to an actor carrying out such work: T792.39-43.

413.

In those circumstances, the Court can safely find that the Applicant’s career would have
continued for at least another 10 years. That is particularly so given his average income
had actually increased in the last 5 years.

414.

As to whether he will ever work again, even if he is vindicated by these proceedings:
(a)

at the moment the Applicant does not have the “spirit” or the confidence to work –
there is no suggestion that will change (or change any time soon).

(b)

the outcome of the proceedings will not likely eradicate the extent of the publication
of the allegations on the internet – see, for example, T436.5-8; T442.8-14.

(c)

there will be many people, particularly in the context of the #metoo movement, who
will not accept the Court’s findings irrespective of what they are – to the extent that
is not logical or reasonable, the unfortunate reality is there are many individuals who
are not logical or reasonable: T808.37-38. That is exactly the point made by Mr
Schepisi when, referring to the Hollywood trade papers, he said (T440.39-T441.2):
[T]hey’re the organs that…everybody there reads and everybody makes judgments on.
But they don’t make good judgments.

They take the headlines, the things that

somebody’s accused of and because they’re Hollywood, because they have a certain
attitude to the – what the public might and might not like, even though it’s highly
hypocritical, it affects them and it affects their decisions.

(d)

in circumstances where millions of dollars are invested in films, it is unlikely that,
given the allegations, film studios will take the risk.

(e)

the #metoo movement is a new cultural and social phenomenon. It is impossible to
predict whether a favourable Court outcome, for Mr Rush, would be enough to erase,
or even start to meaningfully unwind, the negative effect of the Publications. In
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response to the question whether Hollywood would forgive Mr Rush, if he wins this
case, Mr Specktor said that “one can’t say yes or no”: T727.40-41. Ms Russell gave
evidence she had been in the business for 35 years and had “never seen anything like”
the #metoo movement: T752.3-4.

Importantly, her view was that the mere

association of Mr Rush with that movement, regardless of whether or not the
allegations were found to be true or false, was enough for him to be a risk to filmmakers: T752.2-24; T753.28-33; T754.1-6; T754.23-26; T754.39-44; T756.5-45. Mr
Schepisi expressed a similar view – that there is a negative stigma attached to anyone
caught up in the #metoo movement, which is likely to continue to effect Mr Rush’s
prospects of obtaining work regardless of the outcome of these proceedings: Tab 38
at [24], [25]; T438.27-T439.2.
(f)

the likelihood of the Applicant being selected for a children’s film in the future must
be remote given the nature of the allegations against him: c.f T793.23-34.

Principles
415.

As a matter of principle, a loss of earning capacity productive of financial loss is
recoverable in proceedings for defamation and general principles of causation and
remoteness of loss apply in the same way as they apply to other torts: Duffy v Google Inc
(No 2) [2015] SASC 206.

416.

Adopting the approach of the High Court of Australia in March v Stramare (E & MH) Pty
Ltd (1991) 171 CLR 506, the question is whether or not the publication of the defamatory
material was a cause of the loss of earning capacity productive of financial loss to the
Applicant.

As to causation, it is sufficient to establish that the publication of the

defamatory imputations was a cause of, or materially contributed to, the loss; Selecta
Homes and Building Co Pty Ltd v Advertiser-News Weekend Publishing Co Pty Ltd [2001]
SASC 140 at [142]-[143] and Haertsch v Channel Nine Pty Ltd & Ors [2010] NSWSC 182
at [75].
Cancellations
417.

From the date of the publication of the matters complained of, and until the conclusion of
the proceedings, the Applicant has not been able to carry out any paid work.
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418.

Further, the Applicant has lost opportunities for acting roles as a result of the Publications,
including his role in Twelfth Night. The evidence from Mr Rush and Mr Phillips shows he
was forced to withdraw from Twelfth Night as a result of the Publications. Mr Phillips
gave evidence that Mr Rush was anxious that "it would only take one person to heckle him
as a result of the contents of the articles for…his entire confidence as a performer to
deflate" (T339.18-26). He also gave evidence (T341.8-12):
[H]e increasingly lost confidence in his ability to perform.

He became

depressed…and obsessed about…what was being said about him publicly and his
ability to - I felt that his ability to focus…on performing had diminished to a point
of no return."
419.

He was willing and able to carry out these roles prior to the Publications. The revocation
of the offer of The Great Barrier Reef was a direct consequence of the publications, and is
compensable as a separate head of special damages: Flegg v Hallett [2015] QSC 167 at
[267] to [271]. A discount for appropriate contingencies is appropriate: Flegg v Hallett
[2015] QSC 167 at [267] to [271]. The lost opportunities to Mr Rush were secured to a
high degree, and any contingency discount applied would be minimal.

Calculations of past earnings
420.

The parties’ experts are largely agreed on the value of the Applicant’s past earnings.

421.

Mr Potter is instructed [in Questions 4(a) and 4(b)] to determine the past income of Mr
Rush for the last 15 years (since 2013), and the proportion of that income that arises from
new work and from royalties. Mr Samuel is instructed to review the accuracy of Mr
Potter’s answers to 4(a) and 4(b), and whether any income derives from other than acting
work.

422.

Mr Samuel identifies a number of errors in Mr Potter's original report (TS[17]), all of
which have been corrected (Joint Report [2.5(b)]). Further, Mr Samuels identifies sources
of income from other than acting work (TS[18]-[19]), and these discrepancies have also
been addressed (JR[2.5(b)]).
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423.

In relation to past income, the only remaining disagreement concerns the “Over There”
entity – (TS[21]). Mr Samuels says he is unable to determine from source documentation
the exact nature of the income earned through the entity (specifically whether there is any
income included which is not from acting) – TS[65]. Further, an amount of $250,367 in
2016 described as “US Income” in Appendix 4 of Potter’s report should have been
excluded in Methods 3 and 4 – TS[64].

424.

Apart from the above, the agreed amended Potter model appears at pp.436 to 710 of CB5.
A summary of the model outcomes is at Appendix B which appears at pp.430-434 of CB5.
At page 431 CB5, Table 1 shows the past average income for Mr Rush and a breakdown of
the income types, in response to Potter’s questions 4(a) and 4(b). This is a revision of the
table which originally occurs at Page 5 of Mr Potter’s report (p.9, CB2).

425.

The revised table shows the following ‘total sums’ and ‘averages’ for the period 2003 to
2017:

Total for
2003 to
2017
Average
per year

Total
income or
loss
$44,162,084

Deductions

Tax Paid

Net
earnings

Salaries
and Wages

Royalties

$(2,762,922)

$(19,042,350)

$22,356,812

$37,676,632

$7,496,135

$2,944,139

$(184,195)

$(1,269,490)

$1,490,454

$2,511,775

$499,742

Past economic loss
426.

Mr Rush has not been offered, or been able to carry out, any work since the first
publications on 30 November 2017.

427.

His past economic loss caused by the publication was calculated by Mr Potter from 30
November 2017 to the (originally set) date of the conclusion of the hearing on 12
September 2018 - p.8 of Mr Potter's report, Court Book 2, p.12. Revised figures appear at
Court Book 5, p.431 in Table 2 entitled “Net loss after discounting: 30-Nov-2017 to 12September-2018”.

428.

Adjusting for the present value of the net loss, and including an amount for pre-judgment
interest and a 47% gross-up for tax, the total amounts for past economic loss calculated in
accordance with Methods 1 to 4 employed by Mr Potter are as follows for ‘new works’ and
‘royalties’:
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429.

Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

Method 4

New Works
Income Loss
Royalties Loss

$1,873,076

$1,993,236

$748,962

$775,727

$359,116

$388,890

$318,892

$340,690

Total Loss

$2,232,192

$2,382,125

$1,067,853

$1,116,417

The “Total Loss” figures above represent the loss of income to Mr Rush caused by
publication for the period 30 November 2017 to 12 September 2018, a period of 286 days.
The average daily loss of income over this period is therefore:

Total Average
Daily Loss

Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

Method 4

$7,804.87

$8,329.11

$3,733.75

$3,903.56

Future Economic Loss
430.

Mr Potter has undertaken an assessment, pursuant to the four methods outlined at
paragraph 3.9 of his report (see Tab 36 p.2/24), of the future economic loss caused to Mr
Rush for 10 years from the date of publication.

431.

Mr Samuels disagrees with the calculation of future economic loss in this way, principally
on the basis that the approach taken by Mr Potter does not allow for specific risks with Mr
Rush generating future income (Joint Report [2.4]). Mr Samuels disagrees with Mr Potter
discounting at a risk-free rate, and says the failure to take into account specific risks means
that the methodology employed by Mr Potter does not account for specific risks. He
suggests Mr Potter should:
a)

Identify general and specific factors to Mr Rush to identify all possible reasonably
likely future cash flow scenarios;

b)

Discount all future cash flow scenarios to allow for their inherent risks (and not at the
risk-free rate employed by Potter);

c)

Apply a probability weighting to each potential scenario.
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432.

The Applicant disagrees with this. Whilst it is true that specific risks have not been taken
into account by Potter, his analysis of scenarios allowing for reductions of 25%, 50% and
75% of future earnings (over the course of 10 years from the date of publication)
adequately provides an outline to the Court of the complete range of possible outcomes for
his future earnings, having regard to the associated possible future earning scenarios, and
the associated risks.

What time period should the loss be calculated for?
433.

Mr Schepisi, a film director, producer and screen writer of more than 50 years’ experience,
gives an opinion in his expert report at Tab 38, p.5 at [26] that “even with the most
favourable outcome in court it is reasonable to assume there would be a delay of twelve to
eighteen months before anyone would even start to think of considering Mr Rush for film
work of the level he has been used to”.

434.

Ms Robin Russell, a senior business executive in the motion picture and television industry
of more than 30 years’ experience, gives an opinion at Tab 39, p.28 [30] of her report that
“if he does start to receive offers again, following a judgment in his favour, there would
still in my opinion be a lag period of at least 12 months, and possibly more, between the
judgment and those offers”.

435.

Likewise, Mr Fred Specktor at Tab 40, p.47 at [25] of his report states “Even if Mr Rush’s
case is successful, and he is cleared by the Court, I think there would still be a lag of
twelve months or more before he would receive offers for movies at the same rate as before
the publication of the articles”.

436.

At the least, the Court should take into account future economic loss following judgment to
Mr Rush for a period of 12 months. Mr Potter has provided revised figures (incorporating
the amendments agreed in the joint report) calculating the loss to Mr Rush for past
economic loss and future economic loss for a period of 12 months to 12 September 2019
(i.e., 12 months from the original hearing date). The results are set out in Table 4 located at
Tab 45, p.5/432.
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437.

438.

The loss from ‘new works’, ‘royalties’ and the combined sums of both are as follows:
Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

Method 4

New Works
Income Loss
Royalties Loss

$4,203,250

$4,568,429

$1,680,697

$1,777,836

$805,870

$895,302

$715,605

$784,546

Total Loss

$5,009,120

$5,463,731

$2,396,302

$2,562,382

The figures for “total loss” represent the economic loss to the Applicant caused by the
Respondents' publication of the matters complained of from 30 November 2017 to 12
September 2019. In light of the evidence, and having regard to the fact that it is highly
likely that judgment will be reserved for an unknown period, it is reasonable in the
circumstances to infer that the economic loss sustained by the Applicant will be at least
sustained until 12 September 2019, being only 11 months from the date of the conclusion
of the proceedings.

439.

The Applicant has given evidence that he intended to continue his acting career for 10
years following publication of the matters complained of. Mr Schepisi, Ms Russell and Mr
Specktor have given evidence that, given the high regard that the Applicant held in the
acting industry, but for the Publications, he would have been able to obtain and carry out
acting work at a level consistent with his previous level of work in the acting industry for
10 years from publication. Mr Schepisi, Ms Russell and Mr Specktor have also given
evidence that the Applicant is likely to suffer sustained financial loss for the period of his
resumption of paid employment after a favourable judgment.

440.

Mr Potter has calculated the values of such losses for a period of 10 years from 30
November 2017. The values in tables 6, 8 and 10 at CB5, page 430 outline the possible
range of values for the future economic loss that Mr Rush will suffer as a result of
publication of the matters complained of (assuming varied amounts of work being offered
and carried out by Mr Rush, namely whether he will be offered an average of only 75%,
50% or 25% of his nominal past workload after 12 September 2019).
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441.

The results for the ‘Grand Total Loss’ (i.e., the combined loss of New Work and Royalties)
for each of these 3 possible scenarios, and employing each of Mr Potter’s 4 methods, is
reproduced below:

442.

Reduction

Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

Method 4

75%

$20,300,783

$22,088,328

$9,711,645

$10,371,601

50%

$15,203,562

$16,546,796

$7,273,197

$7,768,528

25%

$10,106,341

$11,006,263

$4,834,749

$5,165,455

The special damages sustained by Mr Rush for the remaining period following 12
September 2019 and which are caused by the Respondents' publication of the matters
complained of is substantial, ranging from $20,300,783 assuming Mr Rush is offered and
carries out 75% less acting work in future (including income from the Pirates of the
Caribbean franchise for the purposes of the calculation), to $4,834,749 assuming Mr Rush
is offered and carious out only 25% less acting work in future (excluding income from the
Pirates of the Caribbean franchise for the purpose of that calculation).

Andrews Damages
443.

In the alternative to his claim for special damages, the Applicant seeks Andrews Damages
in increasing his general damages as a result of his exposure to the potential of future
financial loss: Andrews v John Fairfax & Sons Ltd [1980] 2 NSWLR 225.

444.

The agreed figures contained in the Joint Report of Mr Potter and Mr Samuel establish that
Mr Rush had an average net yearly earning of $1,490,454 over the 15 year period prior to
30 November 2017. Following publication, the Applicant has not been offered or carried
out any work. Further, the evidence of Mr Schepisi, Ms Russell and Mr Specktor is that
the Applicant will continue to experience a decline in his business following a judgment in
his favour. This decline in the Applicant’s business should be taken into account by the
court in increasing any award of general damages.

Bauer Media Pty Ltd & Anor v Wilson Media (No 2) [2018] VSCA 154
445.

In assessing the economic loss occasioned to the Applicant, it would be appropriate to
consider the recent decision of the Court of Appeal of the Supreme Court of Victoria in
Bauer Media Pty Ltd and Anor v Wilson (No 2) [2018] VSCA 154 (Bauer).
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446.

The findings in Bauer turned on the facts and evidence in that case and do not affect
findings in respect of special damages and Andrews damages in these proceedings for the
following reasons:
a)

Ms Wilson was unable to establish the existence of a valuable opportunity which was
lost. Mr Rush has lost the opportunity to perform in the MTC's production of Twelfth
Night, for which he signed a “Deal Memo” on 27 June 2017 and which was
scheduled to commence rehearsals on 1 October 2018, with an opening night of 16
November 2018 and closing night of 5 January 2019 – Court Book 7, Page 1, page 21
and page 22.

b)

The matter complained of in Bauer was published in a local Australian magazine. No
satisfactory evidence was adduced by Ms Wilson to establish the spread and impact
of the grapevine effect in respect of the matters complained of to the United States.
On the other hand, there is no doubt that the substance of the matters complained of
in these proceedings has spread internationally, including most importantly to both
the United States and the United Kingdom. Partially, this is due to the rapid and
sustained international interest in the “Me Too” movement, and the relevance of the
allegations contained in the Publications to that movement.

c)

The allegations made against Mr Rush are far more serious in nature than those that
were levelled against Ms Wilson, particularly in light of the “Me Too” movement.
The impact that the allegations had on Mr Rush’s professional career was both swift
and severe. On 1 December 2017, the day following publication of the first matter
complained of, Mr Rush was asked by the CEO of the Australian Film Institute |
Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts to step down as its President.
This followed immediate concerns from sponsors. Mr Rush complied with this
request - (CB 7, pages 5-8).

d)

Ms Wilson was able to gain subsequent employment in a major acting role. On the
other hand, Mr Rush has not been offered or been able to carry out any work since
publication. In the circumstances, the Court can readily infer that the publications
caused this direct financial loss to the Applicant.
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e)

Mr Rush, unlike Ms Wilson, is an established actor with a career spanning more than
four decades. The largely agreed evidence in the joint report of Mr Potter and Mr
Samuel is that, over the past 15 years, Mr Rush’s average net yearly income has been
$1,490,454. Conversely, Ms Wilson had an acting career of less than 10 years. She
was only recently established as a prominent celebrity earning significant amounts.
Mr Rush, having established consistently (for at least the past 15 years) a relatively
steady income from acting, demonstrates that there is demand for his acting and a
consistent stream of suitable roles. In the circumstances, the absence of being offered
any such work since publication leads to no competing hypothesis as to the cause of
the loss other than the publications.

Bruce McClintock SC
Sue Chrysanthou

8 November 2018

Counsel for the Applicant
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H.

SCHEDULE: COMPARATIVE AWARDS
a.

Wagner v Harbour Radio [2018] QSC 201 an award of $750,000 for each of 4
plaintiffs including aggravation for allegations by Alan Jones that they were
responsible for the deaths of others.

b.

Pahuja v TCN Channel 9 (No. 3) [2018] NSWSC 893 award of $300,000 for a
Current Affair programme broadcast on Channel 9 that the plaintiff was part of a
scheme to exploit vulnerable immigrants.

c.

Mirabella v Price [2018] VCC 650 award of $175,000 for a publication in a local
newspaper that a politician had pushed another politician out of a photograph.
Newspaper apologised a few months later.

d.

Fraser v Business News Group [2018] VSC 196 $150,000 for publication on a
subscription website targeting at hotel and tourism industry alleging that the plaintiff
was incompetent as the CEO of a hotel and not a fit and proper person.

e.

Zaia v Eshow [2017] NSWSC 1540 $150,000 for a series of Facebook posts against a
religious leader alleging hypocrisy, incompetence and unfitness to be a bishop in
relation to the appointment of priests.

f.

Sheales v The Age [2017] VSC 380 $175,000 for a publication in The Age newspaper
accusing the plaintiff, a barrister, a deliberately misled Racing Stewards when
appearing before them.

g.

Al Mouderis v Duncan (No. 3) [2017] NSWSC 726 award of $480,000 for an
orthopaedic surgeon that was defamed in a number of website publications alleging
gross negligence, including calling the plaintiff a “butcher”, unethical and disgraceful
conduct, breach of interlocutory injunctions aggravated damage.

h.

Weatherup v Nationwide News Pty Ltd [2016] QSC 266 award of $100,000 for
allegations in a newspaper that the plaintiff was habitually intoxicated.

i.

Douglas v McLernon [No 4] [2016] WASC 320 awards of $250,000, $250,000 and
$200,000 to 3 plaintiffs who brought claims against common defendants in relation to
internet publications. Various allegations including distribution of pornography, is
dangerous to others, sets up internet sites to blackmail people, committed perjury,
threatens women and children, firebombed a premises, is part of a criminal gang.
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j.

Carolan v Fairfax [2016] NSWSC 1091 and award of $300,000 in damages
including aggravation for Fairfax online articles alleging that a personal trainer
injected football players with HGH, got fired from a football club, took unauthorised
blood tests from football players and leaked blood tests results to an organised crime
figure.

k.

Flegg v Hallett [2015] QSC 167 an award of $275,000 in damages including
aggravated damages for allegations made during a press conference and a radio
interview by a former staffer that he had lost trust in the plaintiff and the plaintiff had
opened himself up to a charge that he had misled a Parliamentary committee and
should be dismissed as a Minister.

l.

Gacic v Fairfax [2015] NSWCA 99 damages of $175,000 for each plaintiff for
Restaurant reviews that the plaintiffs served unpalatable food, gave bad service and
were incompetent in their conduct of their restaurant (issues of mitigation).

m.

Polias v Ryall & Ors [2014] NSWSC 1692 damages totaling $340,000 against 4
defendants for 5 Facebook publications and 3 slanders alleging that the plaintiff, a
poker player was a thief. Grapevine effect significant, aggravated damages awarded.
Final injunctions granted.

n.

Pedavoli v Fairfax [2014] NSWSC 164 damages of $350,000 to a school teacher
defamed in the Sydney Morning Herald where she was not named but identified by
extrinsic facts published. Imputations of being a sexual predator.

o.

Fisher v Channel Seven Sydney [2014] NSWSC 1616 damages of $125,000 for a bus
driver who was accused on television of being a menace to the safety of others and
stranding children who were passengers on his bus. Imputations that he drove in a
dangerous manner and without wearing a seat belt found to be true (thus mitigating
the damages award).

p.

Cripps v Vakras [2014] VSC 279 where compensatory damages in the amount of
$250,000 were awarded for limited internet publications concerning the plaintiff in
respect of imputations of being a disgraceful individual who is to be avoided
assiduously; being a racist; bullying; intimidating artists and sexually harassing
volunteers and staff. (rehearing on a number of issues ordered after appeal so
damages will be revisted).
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q.

Kunoth-Monks v Healy & Anor [2013] NTSC 74 general damages of $125,000 for a
Radio National broadcast concerning a protest at a tent embassy during which the
plaintiff was accused of stirring up trouble at the protest and demeaning her
community by calling it racist.

r.

Ahmed v Harbour Radio [2013] NSWSC 1928 award of $240,000 (and a further
$40,000 for a second broadcast) for imputations that the plaintiff was a contemptible
person, brought a vexatious AVO, and was unfit to run her business because she was
associated with a convicted sex offender via radio broadcast (rehearing on a number
of issues ordered after appeal so damages will be revisted).

s.

McMahon v John Fairfax Publications Pty Limited (No 7) 277 FLR 418 where
compensatory and aggravated damages in the amount of $225,000 were awarded in
respect of one of the publications (allegations of professional misconduct including
an attempt to avoid paying employee entitlements – one imputation proved true).

t.

Marshall v Megna [2013] NSWCA 30 where compensatory damages of $300,000
and $200,000 respectively were awarded to each plaintiff for allegations of
dishonesty and incompetence published in leaflets distributed in letterboxes.

u.

Ahmed v Nationwide News (unreported NSWDC, 7.12.12) $325,000 against two
defendants in relation to allegations that the plaintiff was a corrupt cop who
associated with criminals and was involved in a mortgage scam.

v.

Association of Quality Child Care Centres of NSW v Manefield [2012] NSWCA 123
where compensatory damages of $150,000 were awarded for allegations of
mismanagement, incompetence, and deceitfulness published to about 650 persons.

w.

Trkulja v Google [2012] VSC 533 award of $200,000 general damages for internet
publications (where extent of publication was not extensive) carrying imputations
that the plaintiff is a criminal and is a significant figure in Melbourne’s criminal
underworld.

x.

Belbin & Ors v Lower Murray Urban and Rural Water Corporation [2012] VSC 535
award of compensatory damages in the amount of $70,000 each for 3 plaintiffs and
$85,000 for the fourth plaintiff in respect of publication of a letter to a handful of
people. Imputations that they broke the law and acted irresponsibly.
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y.

Petrov v Do [2012] NSWSC 1382 $175,000 against each defendant (totalling
$350,000) for allegations in a Macedonian language newspaper accusing the plaintiff
of seeking to improperly obtain financial advantage from an elderly person such that
she was a thief.

z.

Heartsch v TCN Channel 9 [2010] NSWSC 182, an award of $240,000 for
imputations alleging incompetence and disgraceful conduct as a plastic surgeon on a
television broadcast.

aa.

Simone v Walker [2009] SASC 201 where compensatory damages of $187,500 were
awarded to the first plaintiff and $195,000 awarded to the second plaintiff for
allegations distributed in 6 letters to about 100 persons impugning professional and
business conduct.

bb.

Lewincamp v ACP Magazines Ltd [2008] ACTSC 69 where compensatory damages
of $325,000 and aggravated damages of $50,000 were awarded for allegations of
abuse of position and breach of duty published in a magazine.

cc.

Smith v Dahlenburg [2008] VSC 557 where compensatory damages of $210,000
were awarded when the management capabilities of the plaintiff were questioned in
two letters to two individuals.
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Respondents’ Outline of Submissions in relation to the
application for recusal
No.

Federal Court of Australia

NSD2179 of 2017

District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant
Nationwide News Pty Limited and another
Respondents

1.

The Respondents seek an order that Wigney J recuse himself from
determining any remaining contentious matters in these proceedings.
The application is made on the basis that there is a reasonable
apprehension of bias.

2.

The test for apprehended bias was stated by the High Court in
Ebner v Official Trustee in Bankruptcy (2000) 205 CLR 337 at [6], per
Gleeson CJ, McHugh, Gummow and Hayne JJ, as follows:1
"…a judge is disqualified if a fair-minded lay observer might
reasonably apprehend that the judge might not bring an
impartial mind to the resolution of the question the judge is
required to decide.”

3.

The application of the test involves a two-step process. In Ebner at [8],
Gleeson CJ, McHugh, Gummow and Hayne JJ stated:
“Its application requires two steps. First, it requires the
identification of what it is said might lead a judge (or juror) to
decide a case other than on its legal and factual merits. The
second step is no less important. There must be an articulation
of the logical connection between the matter and the feared
deviation from the course of deciding the case on its merits.”

1

See also Michael Wilson & Partners v Nicholls (2011) 244 CLR 427 at [31].
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4.

The Respondents accept that the authorities recognise that whilst
adjudicators are expected to attain a high standard of impartiality, there
is a countervailing imperative in applications of this kind. Namely, that
judicial officers have duties to exercise their functions and should be slow
to accept a call for recusal because of an allegation of bias or
apprehended bias (see, for example, Ebner at [20]).

5.

The Respondents respectfully submit that an apprehension of bias arises
from the following matters, taken cumulatively and as a whole:
(a)

The manner in which the issue of credit was approached in the
judgment made on 11 April 2019 (Rush v Nationwide News Pty
Limited (No 7) [2019] FCA 49; the Judgment) as between
witnesses called by the Applicant and witnesses called by the
Respondents.

(b)

The reliance on Exhibit A68 (the email from Annelies Crowe to
Patrick McIntyre), tendered by the Applicant as a business record,
as a significant basis for his credit finding against Eryn Jean
Norvill, in circumstances where the Applicant did not call Ms
Crowe, although she was available and subject to subpoena.

(c)

The finding that Ms Norvill was an unreliable witness prone to
exaggeration and lacking in credibility.

(d)

The finding at Judgment [389] to the effect that Mark Winter’s
recollection of the incident in rehearsal was prompted by
someone at a conference with the Respondents’ lawyers and
Ms Norvill’s lawyers, in circumstances where that allegation was
not put to Mr Winter or to the Respondents in order to give them
an opportunity to respond.

(e)

The finding at Judgment [416] which referred to Robyn Nevin
and Helen Buday’s “impeccable character and integrity”, matters
which are irrelevant to the issue of credit and in respect of which
there was no evidence.

(f)

The statement at Judgment [447] that there was no evidence to
suggest that the Applicant had in fact sexually harassed anyone
in the past, and that that proposition was not put to the
Applicant in cross-examination, in circumstances where the truth
of this matter was not a matter in issue on the pleadings.

(g)

The award of excessive general damages.
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(h)

The finding, at Judgment [773], that the Respondents’ pleading
of allegations in the amended defence on the basis of the
contents of Exhibit A68 (Ms Crowe’s email) or a hearsay account
of that email (see Judgment [771]) was unjustified and
warranted an award of aggravated damages, in circumstances
where that email had been otherwise relied upon as a significant
basis for the credit finding against Ms Norvill.

(i)

The finding that the Applicant’s evidence in relation to his
withdrawal from Twelfth Night could be admitted into evidence in
relation to his special damages claim in circumstances where this
had not been pleaded.

(j)

The award of special damages on the basis that the Applicant
was unable to work due to the emotional effect the articles had
on him, in circumstances where:
(i)

the case was not pleaded this way and the Applicant
himself gave no evidence to this effect; and

(ii)

there was no evidence in support of the case as pleaded
and advanced through the Applicant’s expert evidence,
namely that the Applicant had received no offers of work,
such that the Applicant would have failed in his claim for
special damages.

(k)

The award of special damages for a period of two years after
judgment (on a sliding scale) in circumstances where the expert
evidence called on behalf of the Applicant by his agent, Fred
Specktor, was that the Applicant would receive offers at the
same rate in about 12 months.

(l)

The award

of excessive special damages which was not

supported by the evidence.
(m)

The repeated references to the Respondents and the matters
complained of, orally and in written judgments, in derogatory
terms, and the manner in which those references were delivered.

(n)

The decision in Rush v Nationwide News Pty Limited (No 4)
[2018] FCA 1558 to disallow the evidence of Colin Moody.

(o)

The decision in Rush v Nationwide News Pty Limited (No 5)
[2018] FCA 1622 to admit as expert evidence opinions of two
close associates of the Applicant.
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(p)

The decision in Rush v Nationwide News Pty Limited (No 6)
[2018] FCA 1851 refusing the Respondents’ leave to amend the
defence and to rely upon the evidence of Witness X.

6.

The Respondents do not submit that any of these matters, taken in
isolation, would themselves establish the test in Ebner.

This is

particularly so in relation to the matters set out in 5(m) to (p) above, all
of which occurred prior to the hearing and the judgment at a point in time
when no apprehension of bias could reasonably arise. It is for this reason
that any submission that the application is “too late” is misconceived.
The apprehension of bias was conveyed for the first time upon the
delivery of the Judgment when the cumulative effect of the matters
referred to above was apparent, and the application is brought prior to
the determination of any contentious matters.

See Royal Guardian

Mortgage Management Pty Ltd v Nguyen (2016) 332 ALR 128 at [24] to
[29] and [255] to [255].
7.

Further, the Respondents accept that the fact that matters were found
against the Respondents is not sufficient.

8.

The matters which are most significant to the impression of bias are those
set out in 5(a), (d), (e), (h) and (m) above.

The juxtaposition of how

those matters were dealt with as between the Applicant and the
Respondents might give rise to the reasonable apprehension that the
judge might have been partial to or favoured the Applicant, his case and
his witnesses.
9.

In relation to the approach to the assessment of the credibility of
witnesses, the following findings are demonstrative of this submission:
(a)

At Judgment [325] it was held that Ms Nevin’s frankness and
candour about the state of her recollection about how she
became aware that Ms Norvill was the complainant was “to her
credit”;

(b)

Whereas at Judgment [387] Mr Winter’s candour about the fact
that his evidence as to the incident alleged to have taken place
in the rehearsal room was "the vaguest of his recollections" was
a matter taken into account against his credit;

(c)

At Judgment [346], [393] and [476] it was held that Mr Winter’s
evidence about what he observed and the “inconsistency”
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between that and his otherwise positive views of the Applicant
cast considerable doubt on the reliability of Mr Winter’s evidence
generally;
(d)

Whereas it was not considered that there was any corresponding
inconsistency between Ms Nevin’s evidence that as at 1
December 2017 she was not angry at Ms Norvill for making
allegations against her good friend, and her primary concern at
the time was Ms Norvill’s welfare (Judgment at [449]).

10.

The matter referred to in 5(d) above is also suggestive of a partiality
against the Respondents. The finding at Judgment [389] is tantamount to
a suggestion that Mr Winter was coached in his evidence by the
Respondents’ or Ms Norvill’s lawyers.

That is a very serious accusation

that was not put to either Mr Winter or the Respondents, as it should
have been as a matter of fundamental fairness. The Applicant’s counsel
did not make any submission to that effect. Further, Mr Winter did not
accept that the conference was the first time he told anyone about the
incident.
11.

As to the matter in 5(e), there was no evidence before the Court upon
which the finding as to Ms Nevin and Ms Buday’s “impeccable character
and integrity” could be based. This finding might again be indicative that
the judge might have a partial view towards the Applicant, his case and
his witnesses, and accordingly might not bring an impartial mind to bear
to the determination of contentious matters in the case.

12.

Perhaps the starkest contrast in the judgment is provided by the manner
in which Exhibit A68 was relied upon (the matter in 5(h) above).

At

Judgment [367] it was found that Ms Norvill did not give a credible,
accurate or reliable account of her conversation with Ms Crowe on the
basis of Exhibit A68. Exhibit A68 was found to be a reliable account of
the conversation (see [363] and [365] to [366]. However, at Judgment
[773] it was found that the Respondents’ reliance upon the email, or a
hearsay account of it, at a time that they had not spoken to Ms Norvill
(see [771]) was unjustified. With respect, it is difficult to see how these
findings sit together. Either the email is reliable or it is not. Its reliability
should not differ depending on which party is suited by a particular
finding.

This contrast might cause a fair-minded lay observer to

reasonably apprehend that the judge might not bring an impartial mind to
the resolution of the issues in the case.
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13.

In relation to the matter set out in 5(m) above, the Respondents rely, by
way of example, upon the references set out in the schedule to these
submissions.

14.

These matters, cumulatively with each of the matters set out above, are
sufficient to establish a reasonable apprehension of bias.

15.

For these reasons, the application ought be granted.

Tom Blackburn SC and

Lyndelle Barnett

Counsel for the Respondents
Dated: 15 May 2019
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Judgment dated 20 March
2018

[17] It would seem that the sub-editors, or whoever it was who was responsible for the headlines and sub-headlines, simply could not help
themselves.

Rush v Nationwide News
Pty Ltd [2018] FCA 357
Judgment dated 20 April
2018
Rush v Nationwide News
Pty Ltd (No 2) [2018] FCA
550

[1] Mr Geoffrey Rush has commenced defamation proceedings against Nationwide News Pty Ltd and Mr Jonathon Moran. Like many
applicants in defamation proceedings, he is anxious to have his claim dealt with quickly so that, if successful, he may be publicly vindicated
while the offending publications are still fresh in the mind of the public. He has made that clear from the outset. Perhaps more significantly,
like any litigant in this Court, be they an asylum seeker, a Minister of the Crown, a regulatory body, a large media corporation or any
ordinary Australian citizen, he is entitled to expect that his claim will be resolved as quickly, inexpensively and efficiently as possible.
Regrettably, the approach that Nationwide and Mr Moran have taken to their defence of Mr Rush’s claim threatens to stymie or frustrate
the achievement of that overarching objective of the Court’s civil practice and procedure.
[2] It would not be unfair to say, in all the circumstances, that while Nationwide and Mr Moran were quick to publish, they have been slow
to defend.
[69] The delays that have been encountered thus far in this proceeding have already been considered. The version of the further amended
defence that was the subject of Nationwide and Mr Moran’s amended interlocutory application was, in effect, their fourth attempt at
settling a viable and satisfactory defence. That tortuous process alone has been productive of delay.
[71] Despite, or perhaps irrespective, of what Mr Perkins said in his evidence, there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the real reason
that Nationwide and Mr Moran have pressed for the inclusion of the previously struck out paragraphs of the defence, either in relation to
the mitigation of damages or qualified privilege, is that if those paragraphs are included, they may then seek to re-agitate the subpoena to
the STC in the hope that documents produced by the STC might allow it to re-plead a defence of justification. That inference flows from
the conduct of the proceeding to date and, in particular, the zeal, if not desperation, which has been displayed by Nationwide and Mr Moran
in pursuing what have been found to be impermissible inclusions in their defence. It is also supported by their late attempt to file a crossclaim against the STC, about which more will be said shortly. There could be little doubt that, if they were granted leave to file the further
amended defence, in its final iteration, the next thing Nationwide and Mr Moran would have done would be to seek to have the STC
subpoena reissued.
[152] While those are weighty considerations, they are not sufficient to outweigh the substantial considerations that weigh against the
grant of leave. That is so for a number of reasons. First, Nationwide and Mr Moran should have weighed those considerations in the
balance when they decided against joining the STC at the outset. Second, for the reasons already given, the cross-claim is weak, tenuous
and uncertain. There is a very real prospect that Nationwide and Mr Moran will ultimately decide against filing separate proceedings

1
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against the STC. Third, that is all the more so given that the available inference is that the main reason that Nationwide and Mr Moran
want to join the STC is so they can get their hands on the STC’s documents pursuant to a discovery order and thereby “fish” for a defence
to Mr Rush’s claim. That motivation disappears if Nationwide and Mr Moran are required to commence separate proceedings. Fourth, the
possibility of inconsistent findings is little more than speculation. Given the nature of the issues involved in this proceeding, and the fact
that this, and any separate proceedings, will be tried by a judge alone, not a jury, the possibility of any inconsistent findings is more
apparent than real. Fifth, and in any event, for the reasons already given, the delay and prejudice to Mr Rush, should leave be granted, is
sufficiently serious to outweigh those considerations.

Judgment dated 10
October 2018
Rush v Nationwide News
Pty Limited (No 4) [2018]
FCA 1558

Judgment dated 6
November 2018
Rush v Nationwide News
Pty Ltd (No 6) [2018] FCA
1851

[5] The undeniably unsatisfactory conduct of this litigation in its early stages by Nationwide and Mr Moran is exposed in, and is manifestly
apparent from, two prior judgments of the Court: Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd [2018] FCA 357 and Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd
(No 2) [2018] FCA 550. Following delivery of the second of those judgments on 20 April 2018, Nationwide and Mr Moran were ordered to
file a second further amended defence in accordance with the first of the judgments. That defence was not to include the previously
pleaded defence of justification, which had been struck out. The parties were also ordered to file and serve outlines of evidence on the
issues on which they bore the onus by 15 June 2018, and to file outlines of evidence in reply by 29 June 2018. The matter was set down
for hearing to commence on 3 September 2018.
[10] The nature of Mr Rush’s defamation case is discussed at length in two earlier judgments of the Court: Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd
[2018] FCA 357 (Rush No 1) and Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 2) [2018] FCA 550 (Rush No 2). It is unfortunately necessary to
refer again to some of the detail contained in those judgments, even though it involves some repetition. That is because one of the
relevant considerations in determining whether the amendment should be allowed is the importance of the proposed amendment, and the
evidence relating to it, to Nationwide and Mr Moran’s defence to Mr Rush’s claims. That involves close consideration of the nature of the
matters complained of, the pleaded imputations, and Nationwide and Mr Moran’s defence.
[29] Nationwide and Mr Moran’s defence to Mr Rush’s claim has been, to say the very least, a moveable feast. Even putting the present
amendment application to one side, the settling of Nationwide and Mr Moran’s final defence to the action has been fraught with difficulties.
That has inevitably already led to delays and prejudice to Mr Rush.
[33] The particulars of truth included in Nationwide and Mr Moran’s initial defence are also worthy of note. They related entirely to Mr
Rush’s conduct during or immediately after the production of King Lear. Perhaps more significantly, while they were, for the most part,
expressed in very general, vague, and at times ambiguous, terms, they were also in part materially inconsistent with the particulars of
truth now relied on by Nationwide and Mr Moran. They also did not include many of the allegations now relied on.
[37] First, as will be seen, the initial pursuit of the defence of qualified privilege led to further delay. Some of the particulars of the
defence relied on by Nationwide and Mr Moran were struck out. That decision was the subject of an unsuccessful application by Nationwide
and Mr Moran for leave to appeal: Nationwide News Pty Ltd v Rush [2018] FCAFC 70 (Nationwide v Rush). Nationwide and Mr Moran then
sought to reintroduce the particulars on another basis. That application, along with the application for leave to file a cross-claim against
the Sydney Theatre Company, was also unsuccessful: Rush No 2 at [31]-[73].
[38] Second, for a significant period of time, including at the time that the matter was set down for trial, the defence of qualified privilege
was the only substantive defence relied on by Nationwide and Mr Moran. Ultimately, however, they withdrew that defence. The

2
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circumstances in which that defence was withdrawn are considered later.
[39] Nationwide and Mr Moran’s substantive defence to Mr Rush’s claim now hinges entirely on a defence of justification. The
circumstances in which Nationwide and Mr Moran were permitted to re-introduce and re-plead the defence are considered later in the
context of the delay and prejudice that has been occasioned by Nationwide and Mr Moran’s amendments to their defence. It is, in the
meantime, necessary to outline the defence of justification as presently pleaded. That is because, as has already been noted, the
proposed amendment to the defence would, if permitted, significantly supplement the particulars of truth relating to at least some of the
alleged imputations.
[66] The important point to emphasise at this point in the chronology is that, at every stage of the proceeding, Mr Rush, through his
counsel, had pressed for an early hearing of his claim. Nationwide and Mr Moran, on the other hand, had frustrated and impeded Mr
Rush’s attempt to have his claim heard. They filed a defence which raised defences which were not properly particularised. They not only
unsuccessfully sought leave to appeal from the judgment striking out parts of their defence of qualified privilege, but they also
unsuccessfully sought to reintroduce the struck-out paragraphs on a different basis. In Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 4) [2018] FCA
1558 (Rush No 4), I described Nationwide and Mr Moran’s conduct of the litigation up to this point as being unsatisfactory. If anything,
that was an understatement.
[71] The important point to emphasise is that, even putting the unsatisfactory conduct of the proceedings prior to 31 July 2018 to one
side, the trial of Mr Rush’s application has already been adjourned once to accommodate a significant amendment of Nationwide and Mr
Moran’s defence. If the present amendment application was allowed, it would be the fourth amendment of Nationwide and Mr Moran’s
defence.
[111] As the earlier detailed discussion of the history and chronology of the proceedings plainly reveals, Mr Rush commenced these
proceedings promptly. He has also, at each opportunity, sought to pursue his claim without delay. He has at all times emphasised that he
seeks public vindication at a time when the alleged defamatory publications are still relatively fresh in the minds of the public. His efforts
in that regard, however, have for the most part been frustrated and impeded by Nationwide and Mr Moran’s conduct of their defence.
[124] Without unnecessarily labouring the point, the history of this litigation to date plainly shows that Nationwide and Mr Moran have not
always conducted the proceeding in a way consistent with the overarching purpose.

Judgment dated 11 April
2019
Rush v Nationwide News
Pty Ltd (No 7) [2019] FCA
496

[766] The conduct of the trial, however, stands in stark contrast to Nationwide and Mr Moran’s conduct of the proceedings as a whole
(particulars 15, 16, 17, 19). Nationwide and Mr Moran’s conduct of the proceedings prior to the trial has been described at length in some
of my earlier decisions: Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd [2018] FCA 357 (Rush (No 1)); Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 2) [2018]
FCA 550; Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 4) [2018] FCA 1558. In the last of those cases I described the conduct of the litigation by
Nationwide and Mr Moran up to that point as “undeniably unsatisfactory”. I remain of that view. I do not propose to repeat the background
and chronology of events relating to the proceedings. The relevant chronology is set out at length in my earlier judgments and should be
taken to be incorporated in this judgment. There is only one particular issue that I wish to focus on in the present context.
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APPLICANT’S SUBMISSIONS RE BIAS
17 MAY 2019
NSD 2179/2017
GEOFFREY RUSH
Applicant
NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED & JONATHON MORAN
Respondents
General
1.

These submissions are made in relation to the respondents’ application for the primary
judge to recuse himself from determining any further contested matters in these
proceedings.

2.

At the time of writing these submissions, the only further contested matters in these
proceedings would appear to be whether injunctions should issue against the
respondents. (Issues concerning the calculation of economic loss are not expected to
be contentious.)

3.

The respondents’ submissions on recusal of 15 May 2019 (“RS”) set out some general
legal principles on recusal at [2]-[4] which the applicant accepts as correct.

In

particular, at RS [3], reference is made to the “two-step” process involved in questions
of apprehended bias. The second step is the articulation of the logical connection
between the identified ground of apprehended bias and the feared deviation from the
course of deciding the case on the merits. This requires close attention to be paid to
what decision of function is to be performed by the Court, and which is contended to
be in jeopardy on the basis of apprehended bias.
4.

Despite identifying the two-step test, the respondents’ submissions do not seek to
apply it to the 16 matters of bias asserted. In particular, there seems to be no attempt
to articulate how those matters, separately or together, would give rise to an
apprehension that the Court’s decision whether injunctions should issue might not be
impartial (or any like analysis in relation to any other issue still said to be before the
Court).
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5.

Another feature of the respondents’ submissions is that the allegation of bias is said to
arise from 16 matters, taken cumulatively (RS [5]). The respondents do not contend
that any of the matters, taken in isolation, would give rise to an apprehension of bias
(RS [6], first sentence). The respondents identify 5 of the 16 grounds as being “most
significant” (RS [8]) but say that those 5 matters are to be viewed cumulatively with
the balance of the grounds (RS [14]).

6.

In Downey v Acting District Court Judge Boulton (No 5)1 (2010) 272 ALR 705,
Basten JA (with whom Allsop P and Macfarlan JA agreed), said at 748-479 [176]:
In a case where numerous separate aspects are relied upon to suggest a
reasonable apprehension of bias, it will usually be necessary to assess the
individual elements separately and then cumulatively.

7.

See also the discussion in Tarrant, Disqualification for Bias (2012) at 301, where the
learned author observes:
When there is more than one factor that may indicate that a judge should be
disqualified each factor is in the first instance to be considered separately. If
that process does not lead to a conclusion that the judge is disqualified then all
the factors are considered together to determine whether cumulatively they
warrant disqualification.

8.

If that is right, then it is surprising that in relation to 11 of the 16 grounds, the
respondents offer no greater articulation of the application of either step of the
necessary analysis than a bare statement of the grounds in question. The Court may
think that makes it difficult to assess these grounds, yet the Court is apparently being
pressed to do so by the respondents. It also places some limits on the degree of
assistance which the present submissions can offer to the Court.

Other legal authority
9.

With the exception of a single reference in the context of the present application being
raised “too late” (RS [6]), the respondent’s submissions do not refer the Court to any
legal principle on the topic of recusal for apprehended bias, other than the two-step
Ebner test, and the well-settled proposition that judicial officers should be slow to
recuse themselves because of an allegation of bias (RS [4]). No further principles are
advanced, for example, by reference to the type of judicial conduct which might (or

1

Also reported at 78 NSWLR 499, but omitting the issues in relation to bias.
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might not) warrant recusal, or to the stage of proceedings at which the application is
made, or any other matter. Nor is the Court assisted by reference to illustrative cases,
where particular judicial conduct or judicial findings have been found by Courts
(either at first instance or on appeal) to warrant recusal.
10.

This paucity of reference makes the task of divining the basis on which the various
grounds are said to warrant recusal even more difficult.

11.

One might start by noting that in one of the three cases referred to by the respondents,
Royal Guardian Mortgage Management Pty Ltd v Nguyen [2016] NSWCA 88; 332
ALR 128, the New South Wales Court of Appeal allowed an appeal on the basis that a
fair trial had not taken place due to the excessive judicial interventions by the trial
judge, and that some of the credibility findings of the trial judge were erroneous.
Despite that, the Court did not find that an allegation of apprehended bias was made
out: per Ward JA at [231]-[248]; Emmett AJA apparently agreeing at [298]; Basten
JA not deciding at [37]. Ward JA observed at [234]:
[234] Generally speaking, it is not sufficient to establish bias simply by
pointing to adverse findings even where, as here, they are strong adverse credit
findings. As Campbell JA observed in Knaggs v Director of Public
Prosecutions (NSW) (2007) 170 A Crim R 366 ; [2007] NSWCA 83 at [95] in
the context of a claim of apparent bias:
That a judge has not accepted submissions, or has taken a view of
evidence in a way that one of the litigants disagrees with or asserts is
wrong in principle, is not enough to establish a reasonable
apprehension of bias.

12.

Similar observations were made in this Court by Perry J in DOQ17 v Australian
Financial Security Authority (No 2) [2018] FCA 1270; 363 ALR 681. After a detailed
review of the applicable authorities in relation to actual and apprehended bias at [6][16], her Honour listed at [24] various matters raised before her as indicating bias and
observed:
[24] Each of these matters appear at their highest to amount only to an
allegation of apprehended bias. However, none of these matters, considered
alone or cumulatively, establish a reasonable apprehension that I would decide
the matter otherwise than on its merits with a mind open to persuasion having
regard to the evidence to be led and submissions to be made at trial. At best,
they amount to alleged errors in fact finding and to a failure to have regard to
relevant matters. Even if established, these matters would constitute no more
3
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than an error in the exercise of discretion to refuse to grant leave to amend and
to join the additional respondents: see House v R (1936) 55 CLR 499 at 505
(Dixon, Evatt and McTiernan JJ).
13.

(See also at [33].) These comments correspond with a general issue in relation to
some of the grounds raised by the respondents in the present case, at least in the
absence of a carefully articulated explanation of their relevance to bias. Such grounds
(examples of which are given in the list below) seem to amount, at their highest to a
complaint about the outcome on a particular issue in the proceedings. Even assuming
legal error, that seems to have nothing to do with bias, apprehended or otherwise.

14.

Another relevant set of principles in this area (again illustrated, as it happens, by the
decision in DOQ17) is the relevance of interlocutory decisions in relation to
allegations of bias thereafter. (It may be noted that a number of the bias grounds in the
present case relate wholly or partly to interlocutory judgments: (m), (n), (o).) Perry J
discusses the applicable authorities at [15]-[16], including that generally speaking
interlocutory rulings do not give rise to a reasonable apprehension of bias or actual
bias because they do not finally determine any of the issues. As her Honour notes at
[16], a different position may obtain if an interlocutory ruling involves credibility
findings which may imply a fixed view of the case.

15.

Another, related, set of principles involves the position of a judicial officer who makes
determinations or expresses views in earlier, related, phases of the proceedings. An
example is Re Morling; Ex parte AMIEU (1985) 66 ALR 608. In that case Morling J
had heard an application for a permanent injunction which was determined prior to a
issues as to damages (that is, he had heard part of the claim for final relief).
Application was made to the High Court to restrain him from hearing the damages
claim, on the basis that he “had disabled himself from proceeding with the claim for
damages with an open mind upon a number of crucial issues” (at 610), including
finding the evidence given by an important witness to be credible.

Dawson J

dismissed the application find that in expressing the conclusions he had on the
evidence before him, Morling J had not demonstrated incapacity to resolve the
question of damages impartially: at 611. See to similar effect Re Keely; Ex parte
Ansett Transport Industries (Operations) Pty Ltd (1990) 94 ALR 1, another decision
of Dawson J.
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16.

It is not apparent that the respondents suggest that in deciding whether injunctions
should issue (or any other contested matter said still to lie before the Court), the Court
would be traversing issues previously the subject of determination in these
proceedings. However, even if that were to be so, that would not amount to a basis to
find actual or apprehended bias. The principle involved was set out in the judgment of
the New South Wales Court of Criminal Appeal in Masters v R (1992) 26 NSWLR
450, at 471:
The fact that a judge has decided an issue in a particular way, and is likely to
decide it in the same way when it arises again, does not amount to prejudgment which may require him to disqualify himself in order to avoid an
apprehension of bias. The reasonable apprehension which should lead to
disqualification must be that the judge will not decide the case impartially or
without prejudice, not simply that he or she will decide the case adversely to
one party.

The grounds
17.

These submissions now turn to the various grounds raised by the respondents.
Necessarily, the focus is upon the five grounds emphasised by the respondents (that is
(a), (d), (e), (h) and (m)), if only for the practical reason that the relevance of the other
grounds is not articulated in the respondents’ submissions.

18.

In doing so, the applicant is conscious of the fact that the matters are put cumulatively.
However, both as a matter of principle, and as a matter of authority (see above), it is
difficult to see how one consider the cumulative effect until one considers the grounds
individually.

19.

Ground (a): differential approach to issues of credit:

At RS [9], four particular

matters are advanced which are said to be “demonstrative” of the matter. (It is not
apparent if that means that the list is exhaustive or if there are other instances to be
advanced.) The particular matters contrast what is said to be the treatment in Rush
(No 7) of the evidence of Ms Nevin, a witness for the applicant (RS [9](a) and (d))
with the treatment of the evidence of Mr Winter, a witness for the respondent (RS
[9](b) and (c)).
20.

The contrast is in two respects. First (RS [9](a) and (b)), the submission appears to be
that the Court counted candour in the witness box as bolstering the credit of Ms Nevin,
but as undermining the credit of Mr Winter. The submission has to be read in the
5
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context of the discussion of the evidence of each witness: Rush (No 7): Nevin, at
[323]-[326], Winter, at [345]-[346], [385]-[393], [401]-[405], [432]-[449]. When that
is done, it is apparent that the point seized upon is a small integer in the overall
assessment of the evidence of the two witnesses. In particular, the part relied on in
relation to Mr Winter (Rush (No 7) at [387]) was the Court recording the witness’s
own acceptance of the vagueness of his recollection of a matter in issue of which he
was giving positive evidence – that was obviously a most material matter as to the
reliability of that particular evidence.

In contrast, the part relied on relation to

Ms Nevin (Rush (No 7)) at [325], the evidence was lack of recall of she became aware
of a fact, not evidence of vagueness of recall of a fact of which she was giving positive
evidence. The respondents’ submissions do not grapple with the difference, nor with
the other matters of context of the two witnesses evidence (including, for example, the
matter recorded in Rush (No 7) at [323] and [326] that Ms Nevin’s credibility and the
reliability of her evidence generally was not challenged). Nor is there any discussion
of (a) why a reasonable bystander, reading the whole judgment, including the whole
discussion of the evidence of both witnesses, would discern bias, nor (b) why that
would cause concern as to the Court’s approach to the question of injunctions.
21.

Second, (RS [9](c) and (d)), the submission is, with respect, a little difficult to grasp.
A fair-minded lay observer would appreciate that the assessment of the reliability of
witnesses generally and as to particular evidence involves a range of matters
including, but not limited to, the way in which they give their evidence. Assessments
are often made on balance and as a matter of degree, just as ordinary people to in other
areas of life. If one looks at Rush (No 7) at [449], one sees an assessment of a
particular piece of evidence given by a witnesses, whose overall reliability had
otherwise been assessed by the Court as high and indeed had not been generally
challenged by the respondents (see paragraph references above).

In those

circumstances, there was nothing unusual in the Court accepting Ms Nevin’s particular
evidence that she was not angry with Ms Norvill, but rather was primarily concerned
with Ms Norvill’s welfare at the relevant time. Likewise, if one looks at Rush (No 7)
at the passages relied by the respondents, one sees a conventional assessment of the
reliability of particular evidence given by another witness, Mr Winter. When the
passages are read in the context of the judgment as a whole, this complaint seems to be
little more than a complaint that the Court accepted the evidence of one witness and
6
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did not accept the evidence of another witness. Assessment of the reliability of
witnesses’ evidence is part of the judicial function.

The respondents may be

disappointed by the Court’s various assessments in this case, but it is not apparent why
that is a ground for discerning bias, nor why that would impair the Court’s decision in
relation to injunctions.
22.

Ground (b): Exhibit 68: email from Ms Crowe where Ms Crown not called: It is
not clear whether part of the ground (b) complaint extends to the reception of the
document into evidence as a business record; if so, the question of admissibility is
dealt with at Rush No 7 at [356]-[360]. Those conclusions are right or wrong but do
not disclose bias, real or apprehended. It may be noted that the email in question was
included in the bundle of documents to be relied on at trial by the respondents.
Despite this, the respondents objected to its tender on the basis of hearsay and under
s.135 of the Evidence Act. The extent of argument from the respondent was minimal:
see T592.43-593.18. It is difficult to imagine a fair minded lay observer making
anything of this in terms of bias.

23.

If the substance of ground (b) is related to the fact that the applicant did not call
Ms Crowe as a witness, it may be noted that the respondents had issued Ms Crowe
with a subpoena to attend (Ex A-69). In those circumstances, and where the onus of
proof on the defences was on the respondents, it is hard to make anything at all of the
fact that the applicant did not call Ms Crowe to give evidence, a point made in final
address by junior counsel for the applicant: T1196.1-.24. Nothing to do with bias can
be discerned in these matters.

24.

Finally, if ground (b) is related to the fact that the email was used as a significant basis
for credit findings against Ms Norvill, the Court explained its reasoning carefully in
that regard in Rush No 7, at [368] to [377]. The respondents have not indicated why
that reasoning was not open to the Court, or why, whether it was open or not, there is
an basis to conclude bias from that reasoning.

25.

Ground (c): The finding that Ms Norvill was an unreliable witness prone to
exaggeration and lacking in credibility: There are initial difficulties with assessing
this ground as the respondents do not identify which parts of the judgment in Rush No
7 they are relying on, although they presumably include [463], (see also [509]). The
7
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difficulty with relying on such passages in isolation is that they have to be read in the
context of the judgment as a whole, including the whole general passage about Ms
Norville at [327]-[344], noting the measured terms of the last sentence in [331] as part
of that. The respondents do not indicate how the process of assessment of
Ms Norville’s evidence was indicative of bias, including having regard to the Court’s
observations at [327]-[329] and [343]. Even assuming for the moment that there was
some legal error in the assessment of the evidence (and none is pointed to by the
respondents, nor is otherwise apparent), it is not clear why that would be indicative of
bias (compare, for example, Royal Guardian discussed above, where although it was
found that the trial judge made erroneous credit findings, that was held not to establish
apparent bias).
26.

Ground (d): Mark Winter’s recollection and the respondents’ lawyers: this
matter appears, with respect, to mischaracterise Rush No 7 at [389]. The paragraph is:
[389] Third, and related to the second point, it would appear that Mr Winter’s
recollection of the incident was a very belated recollection. The first time Mr Winter
told anyone about his recollection of this incident was apparently during a conference
he attended on the eve of the trial with Nationwide and Mr Moran’s lawyers. That
conference was also attended by Ms Norvill’s lawyers. It appears that Mr Winter’s
recollection of the event was prompted by someone else who was present at the
conference. Mr Winter’s evidence in that regard was as follows:
I see, and you had a conversation with them on Sunday night, that is, 28
October? — I don’t even know what day it is at the minute. Is it — was that
last Sunday?
That was last Sunday? — Yes. As I was due to appear on the Monday. So I
travelled up on the Sunday night.
And that’s when you said for the first time to anyone this incident about the
Three Stooges, isn’t it? — No I said it was raised that there was some
clowning, and I said, “Yeah. There was that thing that happened,” but that’s
all I can really say about it. (Emphasis added.)

27.

The point (it is submitted) that was being made in the judgment, as part of an overall
assessment of the reliability of Mr Winter’s recollection of the event in question was
that the event arose in response to the topic being raised by someone else. That didn’t
need to be “put” to Mr Winter because it was volunteered by Mr Winter himself in
cross-examination in the passage set out above. Any connection with bias, actual or
apprehended is absent.
8
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28.

At RS [10], the respondents contend that the passage set out above amounted to an
allegation that Mr Winter was “coached” in his evidence. With respect, that does not
appear to be the tenor of the judgment at all. Rather it is simply that as late as the
night before he gave evidence, Mr Winter has still not raised the event with the
respondents’ lawyers and only did so when the matter was specifically raised with
him. There is no suggestion either in the judgment or anywhere else that such conduct
was improper; rather the point of the observation was simply as to the reliability of the
recollection, as is clear from the fact that it occurs in a list of matters bearing on the
reliability of the evidence in question: see Rush No 7 at [385]-[393]

29.

Ground (e): character and integrity of Nevin and Buday: the passage complained
of ([416]) needs to be read with [414]-[415], which noted (a) that no question was
raised about the character of either witness and (b) that the matter in issue (a
contention recorded at [414] that by reason of generational difference the witnesses
may not have appreciated the inappropriateness of certain alleged behaviour) had not
been put to any of the relevant witnesses in cross-examination.

In those

circumstances, there seems to be fanciful to suggestion that a fair-minded observer,
reading the whole judgment, would discern an inability of the Court to proceed
impartially, either generally, or in relation to the question of injunctions.
30.

Ground (f):

The applicant does not understand how this could give rise to an

apprehension of bias.
31.

Ground (g): The award of excessive general damages: It is submitted that this is
an extraordinary submission to put to the Court which has just assessed damages. The
difficulties with it are legion, and the respondents have not assisted the Court in any
way to understand how it might properly be evaluated. For a start, how is the putative
fair-minded lay observer said to come to the view that the award of general damages
was excessive?

Is that person assumed to compare the award to other awards

(presumably awards post-Wilson, having regard to the effect of that decision)? If not,
how would it be assessed, If so, what awards would the observer have in mind? Or are
there said to be other features of the award (the nature of the allegations? the extent of
publication?) which would make clear to fair-minded lay observer that the award was
excessive? What are those features? And then how would that person reason from
that conclusion to a finding of bias, rather than mere error? And how would that affect
9
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the Court’s decision in relation to injunctions?
32.

Another distinct difficulty is, how is the Court to proceed as to the contention that the
damages were excessive in circumstances where the Court has found that the amount
of damages, ex hypothesi, is the right award in the circumstances? Is the Court to sit,
in effect, in appeal from itself on the issue of damages, and if so, how does that square
with the notion of issue estoppel? Or is it contended that although the Court should
proceed on the basis that the award is correct, it should also find (on some unspecified
basis) that it would appear excessive to the fair-minded lay observer?

The

respondents’ submissions do not provide any assistance with these issues.
33.

It is submitted that in relation to this, and like grounds, all that the respondents are
doing is point to what may be contended to be (in another place) errors in the
judgment, with no basis whatever to assert that they intrude into the domain of bias,
actual or apparent.

34.

Ground (h): Crowe email as ground for aggravated damages: this is a matter
given considerable emphasis at RS [12]. However, the comparison drawn is not
persuasive. In relation to aggravated damages, the point being made at [772]-[773]
was that given the seriousness of the courses of action being contemplated by the
respondents (notably publication of serious allegations on the front page of the
Telegraph, then the pleading of matters in the initial truth defence) were improper
given that the respondents had not spoken to Ms Norvill at the time to confirm the
allegations, given that she (Ms Norvill) was the person who would have the actual
relevant knowledge.

In contrast in relation to Ms Norvill, the email was telling

because it was found to be reliable of evidence of what Ms Norvill actually said to
Ms Crowe. At the risk of oversimplification, one of these considerations (aggravated
damages) focused on the email as an unreliable indication of what actually happened
to Ms Norvill, while another of these considerations (credit of Ms Norvill) focused on
the email as a reliable guide to what Ms Norvill had said had happened to her
thereafter (to Ms Crowe).

These were conceptually quite different uses of the

document and no basis whatever for bias, real or apprehended, is to be discerned.
35.

Ground (i): Admission of evidence in relation to applicant’s withdrawal from
Twelfth Night: This appears to be a reference to a ruling on evidence in the course of
10
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the trial, rather than an aspect of the reasons for judgment. No transcript references
are offered by the respondents. The highest this matter would seem to go is a
contention that the Court erred, either as a matter of law, or in the exercise of its
discretion as to the admission of evidence which (apparently) it is contended was
required to have been the subject of prior particularisation. There is no attempt to
explain how the fair minded lay observer would conclude that this particular evidential
decision was indicative of bias. There does not appear to be any other ground related
to what is contended to be the wrongfully admission of evidence. Accordingly, the
contention would seem to be that there was such an egregious breach of principle in
the admission of such evidence, that it would “stand out” to the fair-minded lay
observer. It is not clear why that was so; so far as the applicant can see, it was simply
one of many decisions made during the course of a long trial, with no particular status
or significance beyond that.
36.

Ground (j)-(l): Award of special damages: Various complaints are made about the
award of special damages in these grounds. That includes that the award of special
damages was excessive (part of ground (l), as to which see the submissions as to
ground (g) above). Each of these grounds, again appears to be a complaint that the
Court fell into error, rather than an articulation of a basis for a finding of bias.

37.

Ground (m): Repeated references to the respondents and matters complained of
in derogatory terms: The respondents seek to make this ground good (RS [13]), by
way of a schedule which sets out excerpts, mostly from interlocutory judgments in
these proceedings, but with one quotation from Rush No 7.

38.

According to RS [13], the matters in the schedule are relied on “by way of example”.
It is far from clear what that means. If, in substance, the claim is being confined to the
matters in the schedule, or the Court is being told that it can proceed by assessing the
matters in the schedule for the purposes of this ground and not be concerned
otherwise, that is one matter. If however it is said that the record of the proceedings
(interlocutory and final transcripts and judgments) is all relied on, to the extent to
which it contains (presently unspecified) matter which arguably corresponds with the
description in ground (m), that is quite another.

39.

Proceeding, for the purpose of these submissions, on the assumption that the Court
11
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will be asked to confine its attention to the material in the schedule, it is difficult to see
what use is being made of the interlocutory judgments, in light of the principles
referred to above. Where is it said that the Court has engaged in conduct which
betrays a lack of impartiality to the issues which remain before the Court? What one
sees, instead, is a ruling on the issues which presented themselves from time to time
for resolution by the Court. If there is a pattern in the outcome, and in the expressed
reasons for those outcomes, that does not reflect pre-judgment or bias.
40.

Ground (n): Disallowance of evidence of Colin Moody: There is no articulation of
the basis on which this disallowance (or the reasons for doing so given in Rush No
(4)) disclose bias (except to the extent relied on as part of ground (m) above).
Consideration of Rush No 4 discloses that the reasons for disallowing the evidence for
Mr Moody was only taken in the context of a large number of factors concerning the
conduct of the litigation as a whole, up to that point: see Rush No 4 at [4]-[13]. Rush
No 4 also includes a detailed consideration, running to some pages, of the role that Mr
Moody’s evidence might play: see at [21]-[27]. And the Court’s reasons for refusing
to allow Mr Moody’s evidence, against that background can objectively described as
detailed and explicit: see the whole judgment but especially from [32]-[56]. Those
considerations included that the respondents proposed that Mr Moody give his
evidence by video link, and his Honour’s concluded, by reference to the applicable
authorities that no case had been made out for evidence to be given in that way: see at
[49]-[52].

41.

Given that the respondents have not even indicated where this reasoning may be in
error, let alone where it may be said to give rise to an apprehension of bias which
would disable the Court from deciding if injunctions should issue, it is difficult to take
the matter further, except to say that there is no apparent basis to discern bias from this
ground.

42.

Ground (o): Decision to admit expert evidence opinions: the position here is
comparable to ground (n). The Court has given reasons for the decision in question
which are regular on their face, and no attempt has been made to point to any
particular feature which would catch the attention of the fair-minded lay observer,
such as a denial of natural justice or anything else.
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43.

Ground (p): The decision to refuse the late amendment: the position here is
comparable to ground (n). The Court has given reasons for the decision in question
which are regular on their face, and no attempt has been made to point to any
particular feature which would catch the attention of the fair-minded lay observer,
such as a denial of natural justice or anything else. The reasons for refusing the
amendment could hardly have been more detailed in the circumstances; the
respondents were given every opportunity to put their arguments for the amendment,
and no aspect of the procedure, nor the outcome, suggests bias in any respect.

The grounds considered cumulatively
44.

Given the negligible weight of the matters raised in the individual grounds, it is
difficult to see how they could have any significant cumulative effect.

Waiver and the cumulative effect
45.

Many of the grounds relied on are set to arise from consideration of the reasons in
Rush No 7, and no direct question of waiver arises in relation to those grounds.

46.

So far as grounds are relied on that are said to arise during the conduct of the trial
(which would appear to involve grounds (i), and (p)), it would appear that the
respondents had the opportunity to raise the matter prior to judgment being reserved.
However, the respondents contend that the apprehension of bias arose only upon the
delivery of Rush No 7 when the cumulative effect of the various grounds became
apparent: RS [6]. That suggests (consistently with the first sentence of RS [6]) that
there was nothing about the matter in ground (i) or ground (p) which was striking at
the time, in terms of bias, which suggests that its objective tendency to demonstrate
bias was not significant. Further it is difficult to see why, for example, the effect of
ground (p) (the refusal of the late application to amend the defence) changed upon the
delivery of Rush No 7, whether by reference to the various grounds alleged or
otherwise. The respondents lost, but beyond that, it is hard to see why that changed
the status of ground (p). If that is right, it is difficult to see why waiver ought not to
apply to that ground at least.

47.

So far as the grounds are said to arise from pre-trial matters (which would appear to
involve grounds (m), (n) and (o)) it is difficult to see why, if they provide a basis for
13
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bias, that would not have been evident at the time.

Kieran Smark

17 May 2019

Sue Chrysanthou
Counsel for Applicant
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GEOFFREY ROY RUSH – OUTLINE OF EVIDENCE
No. NSD 2179 of 2017
GEOFFREY ROY RUSH
Applicant
NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED & ANOR
Respondents
Background and early career
1.

He was born on 6 July 1951 in Toowoomba, Queensland and grew up in Brisbane.

2.

He completed Year 12 in 1968. He was very active in the School Drama Club and
was in a school rock band. He then attended Queensland University and completed
his Bachelor of Arts degree in 1971. He started acting seriously while at University
and took part in many productions.

3.

His wife Jane Menelaus is a theatre and film actress. They were married in 1988 and
have two (now adult) children.

Theatre
4.

He joined the Queensland Theatre Company (QTC) and also taught drama during
1971 at a Brisbane high school.

5.

He took part in 21 productions with the QTC between 1971 and 1974.

6.

In 1975 he moved to Paris to study mime, movement and theatre at L'École
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7.

In the late 1970s he did part-time teaching at NIDA.

8.

From 1978 to 2016 he took part many productions including the following:
(a)

The Fool in King Lear (QTC)

(b)

Co-Director A Midsummer’s Night Dream (QTC)

(c)

Clowneroonies

(d)

Dave in On Our Selection (Jane St Theatre)

(e)

Vladimir in Waiting for Godot (Jane St Theatre)

(f)

The Revengers Tragedy (South Australian Theatre Company (SATC))

(g)

No End of Blame (SATC)

(h)

Various plays (Lighthouse Company)

(i)

Various plays (Magpie Theatre for Young People)

(j)

Co-Director Cabaret Scandals of ’85 (Belvoir)

(k)

Director Pearls Before Swine (Belvoir)

(l)

Benefactors (STCSA)

(m) On Parliament’s Hill (Belvoir)
(n)

Shepherd on the Rocks (STCSA)

(o)

The Winter’s Tale (STCSA)

(p)

Director Merry Wives Of Windsor (QTC)

(q)

Director The Popular Mechanicals (Belvoir)

(r)

Tristram Shandy (Melbourne Theatre Company (MTC))
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(s)

The Fool in King Lear (STCSA)

(t)

The Importance Of Being Earnest (MTC)

(u)

Troilus and Cressida (Grin and Tonic Theatre Company - Queensland)

(v)

Les Enfants du Paradis (Belvoir)

(w) The Diary of A Madman (Belvoir)
(x)

Director The Wolf’s Banquet (Belvoir)

(y)

Marat-Sade (STCSA)

(z)

The Comedy Of Errors (STCSA)

(aa) The Importance of Being Earnest (Sydney Theatre Company (STC))
(bb) The Government Inspector (STC)
(cc) Popular Mechanicals 2 (Belvoir)
(dd) Uncle Vanya (STC)
(ee) Director FROGS (Belvoir)
(ff)

Oleanna (STC)

(gg) Horatio in Hamlet (Belvoir)
(hh) The Alchemist (Belvoir)
(ii)

The Marriage of Figaro (QTC)

(jj)

Small Poppies (Belvoir)

(kk) Life x 3 (MTC)
(ll)

King Berenger in Exit the King (Malthouse Theatre and Belvoir then Broadway)

(mm) Man in Chair in The Drowsy Chaperone (MTC)
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(nn) The Diary of a Madman (Belvoir)
(oo) Lady Bracknell in The Importance of Being Earnest (MTC)
(pp) Pseudolus in A Funny Thing Happened On the Way to the Forum (MTC)
(qq) King Lear (STC)
9.

He has been represented by Shanahan’s since 1979.

Film and Television
10.

In about 1979/1980 he did a 3-part series called Consumer Capers for the ABC.

11.

In 1980/81 he did a television series for the ABC called MENOTTI.

12.

He has appeared in roles on television dramas (Frontier and The Burning Piano) as
well as a number of short films (Small Confessions (1995) and Five Easy Pizzas
(1996)).

13.

At the end of 1995 he did Mercury that was a 12 part television series for the ABC.

14.

In 2004 he co-starred with his wife Jane as guests in an episode of Kath’n’Kim.

15.

In 2006 he hosted and co-wrote material for the Australian Film Institute Awards for
the Nine Network. He was the 'master of ceremonies' again at the 2007 AFI Awards.

16.

In the beginning of 2009 he appeared in a series of special edition “Legend” series
postage stamps featuring some of Australia's internationally recognised actors.

17.

In 2011 he made a cameo in a commercial, The Potato Peeler, for the Melbourne
International Film Festival (MIFF).

18.

In August 2011 he was appointed the foundation President of the newly formed
Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts.

19.

In 2012/2013 he narrated 2 six-part seasons of ABC TV’s Low Down.

20.

In 2012 he was in a web series episode of Being Brendo – created as a community
service by the Victorian Aids Council.
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21.

In 2016-2017 he appeared in GENIUS, playing Albert Einstein in a 10 Part series for
which he was nominated for a Golden Globe for Best Actor in a Miniseries or
Television Film, for a Primetime Emmy for Outstanding Lead Actor in a Limited
Series or Movie, and for a Screen Actors Guild Award for Outstanding Performance
by a Male Actor in a Miniseries or Television Movie.

22.

He was the narrator for ABC-TV Series Lowdown.

23.

He was narrator for Short Film The Nightingale and the Rose.

24.

He appeared in the following films from 1981 until 2017:
a.

Hoodwink in (1981)

b.

Starstruck (1982)

c.

Dad and Dave: On Our Selection (1994)

d.

Children of the Revolution (1996)

e.

Shine (1995)

f.

A Little Bit of Soul (1997)

g.

Les Misérables (1997)

h.

Elizabeth (1997)

i.

Shakespeare in Love (1998)

j.

House on Haunted Hill (1999)

k.

Mystery Men (1999)

l.

Quills (1999)

m.

The Magic Pudding (2000)

n.

Tailor of Panama (2000)

o.

Lantana (2000)
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p.

Frida (2001)

q.

Banger Sisters (2001)

r.

Swimming Upstream (2002)

s.

Ned Kelly (2002)

t.

Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl (2002/2003)

u.

Harvey Krumpet (2003)

v.

Finding Nemo (2003)

w.

The Life and Death of Peter Sellers (2003)

x.

Munich (2005)

y.

Candy (2005)

z.

Elizabeth: The Golden Age (2006)

aa.

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest (2006)

bb.

$9.99 (2007)

cc.

Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End (2007)

dd.

Bran Nue Dae (2008)

ee.

The Warrior's Way (2008)

ff.

The King's Speech (2009)

gg.

The Legends of the Guardians (2009)

hh.

The Eye Of The Storm (2010)

ii.

Green Lantern (2011)

jj.

Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides (2011)
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kk.

The Man Who Could Not Dream (2012)

ll.

The Best Offer (2013)

mm. The Book Thief (2013)

25.

nn.

The Daughter (2014)

oo.

Minions (2014)

pp.

The Gods of Egypt (2014)

qq.

Holding The Man (2014)

rr.

The Final Portrait (2016)

ss.

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales (2016)

tt.

Storm Boy (2017)

He reprised his character's voice for the enhancements at the Pirates of the Caribbean
attractions at the Disneyland and Magic Kingdom theme parks, which involved an
Audio-Animatronic with his likeness being installed (including one at Tokyo
Disneyland).

Awards
26.

He is one of 23 people who has won the 'Triple Crown' of Acting: an Academy
Award, a Primetime Emmy Award, and a Tony Award.

27.

He has won one Academy Award for Best Actor out of four nominations.

28.

He has won three British Academy Film Awards out of five nominations.

29.

He has won two Golden Globe Awards out of six nominations.

30.

He has been awarded four Screen Actors Guild Awards.

31.

He has won three AFI Awards.

32.

He has won two Helpmann awards.
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33.

He was the first actor to win the Academy Award, BAFTA Award, Critics' Choice
Movie Award, Golden Globe Award, and Screen Actors Guild Award for a single
performance in a film, for Shine in 1996.

34.

He was awarded the Sidney Myer Award in 1993.

35.

In 2004 he received the Charles Chauvel Award.

36.

In 2009 he received the AFI Raymond Longford Award.

37.

He is the founding President of the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television
Arts which honours achievements (performance and technical in 49 categories) for
Australian screen excellence. It was formerly (1958 – 2011) the Australian Film
Institute.

38.

He is the Patron of the Melbourne International Film Festival, the Empire Theatre
Foundation for Young Artists in Toowoomba and the Spina Bifida Foundation of
Victoria. He is also an Ambassador of the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra and
UNICEF.

39.

In 2012 he was named Australian of the Year for services to the arts and community.

40.

In 2013 he was honoured for 4 months in a career retrospective multi-media
exhibition The Extraordinary Shapes of Geoffrey Rush at the Victoria Arts Centre.

41.

On Australia Day in 2014 he was awarded a Companion of the Order of Australia for
eminent service to the arts as a theatre performer, motion picture actor, role model and
mentor for aspiring artists, and through support for, and promoting of, the Australian
Arts Industry.

42.

In 2017 he was honoured with the Berlinale Camera award at the Berlin Film Festival.

Income
43.

He has provided his income details to his accountant who prepares his annual tax
returns. That material has been provided to the expert accountant giving evidence in
this matter.
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Matters complained of
44.

On 10 November he was contacted by a journalist from The Australian about a
complaint of inappropriate conduct in relation to the STC. That journalist decided not
to write a story after he responded to her.

45.

He first became aware that The Daily Telegraph was proposing to write an article
about him soon after 5.06pm on 29 November 2017 when the Second Respondent, a
journalist from The Daily Telegraph, sent an email to his agent Ann Churchill-Brown.

46.

He was shocked and appalled when he read the email. He engaged a solicitor to
respond to the email, and the solicitor later that evening sent an email marked 'NOT
FOR PUBLICATION' to the Second Respondent.

47.

He saw the first and second matters complained of on 30 November 2017. He will
give evidence of his reaction to those publications.

48.

His agent received further questions from the Second Respondent on the evening of
30 November 2017.

49.

He saw the third matter complained of on 1 December 2017. He will give evidence of
his reaction to that publications.

50.

He has subsequently seen the correspondence from the STC to the Respondents on 30
November 2017 clarifying its position. He will give evidence of his reaction to that
material.

51.

He has suffered ongoing hurt and anxiety about the publications. Many people have
spoken to him about them.

He has read other media that have republished the

allegations made by the Respondents and is hurt by the worldwide dissemination of
those allegations and is concerned about the damage done to his reputation as a result.
52.

He stepped aside from his post as President of the Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Arts on 2 December 2017 as a result of the matters complained of.

53.

He continues to read the media reporting about the matters complained of and about
these proceedings, and suffers as a result. He has been unable to work since the
publications.
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54.

He has an ongoing concern about the effect of the publications on his family.

55.

He saw the Respondents' Defence served on the evening of 1 February 2018 and
considered it to be preposterous and manufactured.

56.

He read articles about the proceedings published by the Respondents and was upset
they were improperly covering the proceedings.

57.

The Respondents even ridiculed him for a statement he made in response to his
Golden Globe nomination in January 2018.

58.

He has been further upset by the Respondents’ conduct of the proceedings including
their hopeless interlocutory applications to amend the Defence and to attempt to bring
a cross-claim against the STC.

59.

Prior to publication of the matters complained of, he had intended to continue acting
for about another 10 years. In the past he has generally been offered roles that are
uninhibited by his age.

60.

Since publication of the matters complained of, he has felt unable to work at all and
has had projects withdrawn. He has also been unable to promote work that he
completed before the matters complained of. He is unsure whether he will be able to
work in the future.

61.

He suffers from ongoing distress as a result of the publications.
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JANE MENELAUS – OUTLINE OF EVIDENCE
No. NSD 2179 of 2017
GEOFFREY ROY RUSH
Applicant
NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED & ANOR
Respondents
Personal background
1.

She was born in London and grew up in Melbourne, was educated at Lauriston
Girls' School, then spent three years studying Drama at the Melbourne State
College, then graduated with a diploma of acting from The Royal Central School
of Speech and Drama London.

2.

She first began acting professionally in 1984.

Geoffrey Rush
3.

She met the Applicant in 1986 during the play Benefactors, for the State Theatre
Company of South Australia.

4.

She and the Applicant married in 1988 and have 2 (now adult) children.

Reputation
5.

She will give evidence of the Applicant’s good reputation in the theatre industry
prior to November 2017.

6.

She will give evidence of the Applicant’s good reputation amongst their social
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circles prior to November 2017.
Matters complained of
7.

She was with the Applicant on 29 November 2017 when he first became aware
that the articles were to be published by The Daily Telegraph, and will give
evidence of his reaction to this information.

8.

She was with the Applicant on 30 November 2017 when he read the first and
second matters complained of and will give evidence of his reaction to them.

9.

She was with the Applicant on 1 December 2017 when he read the third matter
complained of and will give evidence of his reaction to it.

10.

She will give evidence of the Applicant’s ongoing hurt as a result of the
publications including the impact it has had on their children and his reaction to
that.

11.

She will give evidence of the Applicant’s reaction to the Respondents’ conduct
of the proceedings.

12.

She will give evidence of the impact that the articles have had on the Applicant’s
ability to work.

13.

She will give evidence of other people discussing the articles.
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FRED SPECKTOR – OUTLINE OF EVIDENCE
No. NSD 2179 of 2017
GEOFFREY ROY RUSH
Applicant
NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED & ANOR
Respondents
Personal background
1.

Fred Specktor – Talent Agent.

2.

He has worked as an agent for about 60 years. He works at Creative Artists
Agency (CAA) based in Hollywood. CAA is one of the largest and most
successful agencies in America.

3.

He represents and has represented a number of well-known persons in the film
and television industry.

Geoffrey Rush
4.

He has represented the Applicant for over 20 years. As the Applicant’s agent, he
solicits new work for him, and negotiates contracts/deals.

5.

He knows people in the film and television industries that know the Applicant
and will give evidence of his good reputation prior to November 2017.

6.

He has observed the Applicant working in the theatre and in film, and will give
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evidence of his observations.
7.

He will give evidence of the demand for the Applicant as an actor in America
and elsewhere prior to the publication of the matters complained of.

8.

He will give evidence that the Applicant’s age was not an impediment to him
being offered and carrying out work. The Applicant was able to continue to
receive quality work for at least 10 more years.

9.

He became aware of the matters complained of at the time they were published
and saw republications of those articles in the United States. The allegations in
the matters complained of were being discussed in the United States and
received widespread publicity.

10.

In the context of the #MeToo movement, allegations of that nature resulted in
loss of work in the film and television industry. The Applicant’s name is now
frequently referred to in the United States in connection with #MeToo
allegations.

11.

Since the publication of the matters complained of, the Applicant has not
received any big movie offers.

12.

He has spoken to the Applicant and will give evidence about the effect of the
matters complained of on him.

13.

The Applicant has been unable to work since the publications.

Page 2
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MTC announcement regarding Tvvelfth Night
Posted By Melbourne Theatre Company
9JUL2018
Melbourne Theatre Company Artistic Director Brett Sheehy has announced that today he
received the following statement from Geoffrey Rush regarding his participation in the
forthcoming production of Twelfth Night.
Geoffrey Rush said, 'Due to my current circumstances and medical advice, I must withdraw
from the upcoming project of Twelfth Night.
'I do so with the greatest regret. I know that I would not be able to provide the necessary
creative spirit and the professional stamina required for the project.
'I am certain that Simon Phillips, the Director, will deliver an outstanding production and I
wish all involved the very best in its success.'
Brett Sheehy said, 'MTC respects Geoffrey's decision and will be working immediately with
Simon Phillips to cast the role in what will continue to be an exciting landmark work in
the MTC season. Out of respect for Geoffrey's privacy we will be making no further
comment on this matter. Casting announcements will be made in due course.'
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NOTICE OF FILING
This document was lodged electronically in the FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA (FCA) on
31/07/2018 1:30:18 PM AEST and has been accepted for filing under the Court’s Rules. Details of
filing follow and important additional information about these are set out below.

Details of Filing

Document Lodged:

Affidavit - Form 59 - Rule 29.02(1)

File Number:

NSD2179/2017

File Title:

GEOFFREY ROY RUSH v NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED &
ANOR
NEW SOUTH WALES REGISTRY - FEDERAL COURT OF
AUSTRALIA

Registry:

Dated: 2/08/2018 11:06:10 AM AEST

Registrar
Important Information

As required by the Court’s Rules, this Notice has been inserted as the first page of the document which
has been accepted for electronic filing. It is now taken to be part of that document for the purposes of
the proceeding in the Court and contains important information for all parties to that proceeding. It
must be included in the document served on each of those parties.
The date and time of lodgment also shown above are the date and time that the document was received
by the Court. Under the Court’s Rules the date of filing of the document is the day it was lodged (if
that is a business day for the Registry which accepts it and the document was received by 4.30 pm local
time at that Registry) or otherwise the next working day for that Registry.
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Form 59
Rule 29.02

Affidavit
No.

NSD2179 of 2017

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant
Nationwide News Pty Limited and another
Respondents
Affidavit of:

Marlia Ruth Saunders

Address:

2 Holt Street, Surry Hills, New South Wales

Occupation:

Solicitor

Date:

31 July 2018

Contents
Document Details
number

Paragraph Page

1

Affidavit of Marlia Ruth Saunders in support of
Interlocutory Application filed 31 July 2018, affirmed on
31 July 2018
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2

Annexure "MRS-1", being copy of Outline of Evidence of
Eryn Jean Norvill

20
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Annexure "MRS-2", being copy of draft Second Further
Amended Defence
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Nationwide News Pty Limited and Jonathon Moran,
Filed on behalf of (name & role of party)
Respondents
Prepared by (name of person/lawyer)
Robert James Todd
Law firm (if applicable)
Ashurst Australia
Tel
(02) 9258 6000
Fax
(02) 9258 6999
Email
robert.todd@ashurst.com
Address for service
Level 9, 5 Martin Place, Sydney, NSW, 2000
(include state and postcode)
DX 388 Sydney
[Version 2 form approved 09/05/2013]
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2
I Marlia Ruth Saunders, 2 Holt Street, Surry Hills, solicitor affirm:
1.

I am a current legal practitioner and Senior Litigation Counsel of the First
Respondent. I am authorised to make this affidavit on behalf of the Respondents.

2.

I have been in my current role as a Senior Litigation Counsel of the First Respondent
since 5 February 2018. Prior to that I was a Senior Associate in the employ of
Ashurst, the solicitors for the Respondents in this matter, and subject to the
supervision of Robert Todd, a partner of Ashurst, I had carriage of the day to day
conduct of this matter on behalf of the Respondents.

3.

I make this affidavit from my own knowledge save where otherwise stated.

4.

This affidavit is filed in support of the Respondents' Interlocutory Application dated
31 July 2018. Nothing in this affidavit or its annexures is intended to waive any
client legal or legal professional privilege. To the extent that any part of this
affidavit may be construed as a waiver of privilege, I withdraw and do not rely on
that part of this affidavit.
The numbered annexures were produced and shown to me and marked as I

5.

describe them at the time of affirming this affidavit.
Attempts to contact Eryn Jean Norvill and those associated with Ms Norvill
6.

I am informed by Annabel Hennessy, a journalist employed by the First Respondent,
and verily believe that between about 8 December 2017 and 22 December 2017 she
made multiple attempts to contact and speak to Eryn Jean Norvill, including by:
(a)

Calling Ms Norvill's mobile number;

(b)

Attending Ms Norvill's registered address on the electoral roll;

(c)

Contacting Ms Norvill's father, Greg Norvill by attending his address, which at
the time was also Ms Norvill's registered address on the electoral roll;

(d)
7.

Attempting to contact Ms Norvill's brother, Ben Norvill at his address.

I am informed by Ms Hennessy and verily believe that:
(a)

Ms Norvill's mobile telephone went to voicemail and Ms Norvill did not return
Ms Hennessy's calls;

(b)

Greg Norvill informed Ms Hennessy, in substance, that Ms Norvill no longer
resided at the same address and that he would pass on Ms Hennessy's phone
number to Ms Norvill;

251986803
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(c)

Ben Norvill's female housemate informed Ms Hennessy, in substance, that he
was away until January and that she would pass on Ms Hennessy's phone
number to him.

In or about late December 2018 the First Respondent instructed Ashurst to take

8.

over the task of attempting to contact and speak to Ms Norvill, from early January
2018.
9.

Ashurst was closed for the Christmas / New Year holiday period from Monday,
25 December 2017 until (and including) Sunday, 7 January 2018.

10.

I am informed by Robert Todd and verily believe that on 10 January 2018, he had a
telephone discussion with Miriam Stiel of Aliens Linklaters, solicitors for the Sydney
Theatre Company Limited. In that telephone call Ms Stiel informed Mr Todd, in
substance, that she would seek instructions from Ms Norvill about her willingness to
speak to the Respondents' legal representatives.

11.

On 16 January 2018 I attended a meeting with Ms Stiel together with Lyndelle
Barnett, junior counsel for the Respondents, and Michael Cameron, National Editorial
Counsel of the First Respondent. During that meeting Ms Stiel stated, in substance,
that Ms Norvill did not wish to speak to the legal representatives for the
Respondents.

12.

I am informed by Mr Todd, and verily believe, that:
(a)

on 25 January 2018 he, together with Julie Cheeseman, a Senior Associate at
Ashurst, attended a meeting with Ms Stiel. During that meeting Ms Stiel
informed Mr Todd, in substance, that Ms Norvill was considering her position
with respect to speaking to the Respondents' legal representatives and giving
evidence in this Proceeding;

(b)

on 27 January 2018 Mr Todd had a telephone discussion with Ms Stiel.
Ms Stiel informed Mr Todd, in substance, that Ms Norvill was still considering
her position;

(c)

on 31 January 2018 Mr Todd had a telephone discussion with Ms Stiel.
Ms Stiel informed Mr Todd, in substance, that Ms Norvill was not willing to
speak to the Respondents' legal representatives or give evidence in this
Proceeding;

(d)

on 1 February 2018 Mr Todd received a telephone call from Teresa Ward from
Arnold Bloch Leibler. During that call Ms Ward advised Mr Todd, in substance,
that she was representing Ms Norvill and requested that all future

251986803
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correspondence regarding the Proceeding be directed to her as Ms Norvill's
legal representative;
(e)

in the period from 1 February 2018 to about the end of March 2018 Mr Todd
contacted Ms Ward and/or Ms Ward contacted Mr Todd approximately ten
times. On each occasion Ms Ward advised Mr Todd, in substance, that
Ms Norvill remained unwilling to speak to the Respondents' legal advisers or
give evidence in this Proceeding.

On 24 April 2018, 30 April 2018, 15 May 2018, 24 May 2018 and 30 May 2018 I

13.

engaged in confidential and privileged communications with Ms Ward, either by
email or telephone.
By 18 June 2018 I had not received any intimation from Ms Ward (or anyone else)

14.

that Ms Norvill may be prepared to give evidence in or otherwise become involved in
this Proceeding or even to speak to any person representing the Respondents. On
18 June 2018 I had a telephone discussion with Ms Ward. During that telephone
discussion Ms Ward informed me, in substance, that Ms Norvill was still considering
her position in relation to becoming involved in this Proceeding.
On 22 June 2018 I engaged in further confidential and privileged email

15.

correspondence with Ms Ward.
On 25 June 2018 I had a telephone discussion with Ms Ward. During that telephone

16.

discussion Ms Ward informed me, in substance, that Ms Norvill's position had not
changed and that she remained unwilling to speak to the Respondents' legal
representatives or give evidence in this Proceeding.
As at 3 July 2018, I had not received any intimation from Ms Ward (or anyone else)

17.

that Ms Norvill may be prepared to give evidence in or otherwise become involved in
this Proceeding or even to speak to any person representing the Respondents.
Outline of evidence from Ms Norvill
18.

I am informed by Robert Todd, and verily believe that:
(a)

late in the afternoon of 3 July 2018, Mr Todd received a telephone call from
Leon Zwier, partner of Arnold Bloch Leibler, which was confidential and
without prejudice. During that call Mr Zwier, apart from the material which
was confidential and without prejudice, indicated in substance that Ms Norvill
may be prepared to provide an outline of evidence to the Respondents for use
in this Proceeding and may be prepared to give evidence at the hearing;

251986803
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(b)

in the period from 3 July 2018 to 24 July 2018, Mr Todd contacted Mr Zwier
approximately 14 times, almost every business day and sometimes multiple
times per business day, and these communications were privileged and
confidential. Apart from the material which was privileged and confidential, in
many of those communications Mr Todd followed up about the provision of an
outline of evidence from Ms Norvill;

(c)

on 24 July 2018, Mr Zwier emailed Mr Todd a draft outline of evidence of
Ms Norvill (which the Respondents assert is confidential and privileged) and
indicated, in substance, that Ms Norvill was prepared to give evidence
consistent with the outline of evidence at the hearing;

(d)

on 25 July 2018, Mr Todd raised with Mr Zwier a number of queries for
Ms Norvill's consideration;

(e)

on 30 July 2018, Mr Zwier emailed Mr Todd revised draft outlines of evidence
of Ms Norvill (which the Respondents assert are confidential and privileged);

(f)

on 31 July 2018, Mr Zwier emailed Mr Todd the final outline of evidence of
Ms Norvill.

19.

The provision of the draft outline of evidence late on the afternoon of 24 July 2018
was the first time the Respondents had knowledge of the details of Ms Norvill's
complaint to the level of specificity required to plead a justification defence
according to the reasons in Rush v Nationwide News Pty Limited [2018] FCA 357.
The final outline of the evidence of Ms Norvill is annexed to this affidavit and marked

20.

MRS-1.
Amended Defence
21.

Annexed to this affidavit and marked MRS-2 is a draft Further Amended Defence
which the Respondents seek leave to file.

Potential value of the Applicant's claim in this Proceeding
22.

The Applicant has served an expert report in this Proceeding in support of his claim
for special damages. That expert report attempts to quantify the Applicant's alleged
financial loss based upon a number of scenarios. In that report, the financial loss is
estimated to be up to an amount in excess of $24 million.
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Affirmed by the deponent
at 2 Holt Street, Surry Hills
in New South Wales
on 31 July 2018
Before me:

Signature of deponent

Signature of witness

Stephen Coombs
Solicitor
c/- 2 Holt Street
Surry Hills NSW
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NOTICE OF FILING AND HEARING
This document was lodged electronically in the FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA (FCA) on 23/08/2018
4:25:06 PM AEST and has been accepted for filing under the Court’s Rules. Filing and hearing details follow
and important additional information about these are set out below.

Filing and Hearing Details
Document Lodged:

Subpoena to Produce Documents - Form 43B - Rule 24.13(1)(b)

File Number:

NSD2179/2017

File Title:

Reason for Listing:

GEOFFREY ROY RUSH v NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED &
ANOR
NEW SOUTH WALES REGISTRY - FEDERAL COURT OF
AUSTRALIA
Return of Subpoena

Time and date for hearing:

05/09/2018, 9:30 AM

Place:

Court Room 19C, Level 17, Law Courts Building 184 Phillip Street Queens
Square, Sydney

Registry:

Dated: 24/08/2018 3:49:36 PM AEST

Registrar
Important Information

As required by the Court’s Rules, this Notice has been inserted as the first page of the document which has been
accepted for electronic filing. It is now taken to be part of that document for the purposes of the proceeding in
the Court and contains important information for all parties to that proceeding. It must be included in the
document served on each of those parties.
The Reason for Listing shown above is descriptive and does not limit the issues that might be dealt with, or the
orders that might be made, at the hearing.
The date and time of lodgment also shown above are the date and time that the document was received by the
Court. Under the Court’s Rules the date of filing of the document is the day it was lodged (if that is a business
day for the Registry which accepts it and the document was received by 4.30 pm local time at that Registry) or
otherwise the next working day for that Registry.
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Form 43B
Rule 24.13(1)(b)

Subpoena to produce documents
No.

NSD2179 of 2017

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Geoffrey Roy Rush
Applicant
Nationwide News Pty Limited and another
Respondents
To:

The Proper Officer
Melbourne Theatre Company
University of Melbourne
252 Sturt St
Southbank VIC 3006

You are ordered to produce this subpoena or a copy of it and the documents or
things specified in the Schedule of documents. See next page for details.
Failure to comply with this subpoena without lawful excuse is a contempt of court
and may result in your arrest.
Please read Notes 1 to 13 at the end of this subpoena.
The last date for service of this subpoena is 28 August 2018 (See Note 1)
Date:

Signed by an officer acting with the
authority of the District Registrar

Nationwide News Pty Limited and Jonathon Moran,
Respondents
Robert Todd / Nicholas Perkins
Law firm (if applicable)
Ashurst Australia
Tel
+61 2 9258 6000
Fax
+61 2 9258 6999
Email
robert.todd@ashurst.com / nicholas.perkins@ashurst.com
Level 11, 5 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000
Address for service
(include state and postcode)
DX 388 Sydney
[Version 3 form approved 3/09/2014]
AUSTRALIA\MRS\252395862.01
Filed on behalf of (name & role of party)
Prepared by (name of person/lawyer)
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Issued at the request of the Respondents, whose address for service is:
Place: Level 11, 5 Martin Place Sydney NSW 2000
Email: robert.todd@ashurst.com / nicholas.perkins@ashurst.com
Details of subpoena
You must comply with this subpoena:
(a)

by attending to produce this subpoena or a copy of it and the documents or things
specified in the Schedule of documents below at the date, time and place specified
for attendance and production; or

(b)

by delivering or sending this subpoena or a copy of it and the documents or things
specified in the Schedule of documents below to the Registrar at the address below,
or if there is more than one address below, at any one of those addresses, so that
they are received not less than 2 clear business days before the date specified for
attendance and production. (See Notes 5–9)

Date, time and place at which you must attend to produce the subpoena or a copy of it and
documents or things, unless you receive a notice of a later date or time from the issuing
party, in which case the later date or time is substituted:
Date: 5 September 2018
Time: 9.30am
Place:
Federal Court of Australia
New South Wales District Registry
Level 17 Law Courts Building Queens Square
Sydney NSW 2000
Address, or any address, to which the subpoena (or copy) and documents or things may be
delivered or posted:
The Registrar
Federal Court of Australia
New South Wales District Registry
Level 17 Law Courts Building Queens Square
Sydney NSW 2000
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Schedule of documents
In this subpoena:
"document" means any record of information, and includes:
1.

Originals, copies and electronic records,

2.

Anything on which there is writing,

3.

Anything on which there are marks, figures, symbols or perforations having a
meaning for persons qualified to interpret them,

4.

Anything from which sounds, images or writings can be reproduced with or without
the aid of anything else, and

5.

A map, plan, drawing or photograph.

The documents and things you must produce are as follows:
1.

All documents comprising:
(a)

an offer; and

(b)

a contract or agreement,

in relation to the Applicant performing in the Melbourne Theatre Company’s
production of Twelfth Night in October/November 2018.
2.

All documents comprising communications between the Applicant, and/or any
person on his behalf, referring to or concerning the Applicant’s withdrawal from the
production of Twelfth Night.
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Notes
Last day for service
1.

You need not comply with the subpoena unless it is served on you on or before
the date specified in the subpoena as the last date for service of the subpoena.

Informal service
Even if this subpoena has not been served personally on you, you must,

2.

nevertheless, comply with its requirements, if you have, by the last date for
service of the subpoena, actual knowledge of the subpoena and of its
requirements.
Addressee a corporation
If the subpoena is addressed to a corporation, the corporation must comply with

3.

the subpoena by its appropriate or proper officer.
Conduct money
You need not comply with the subpoena in so far as it requires you to attend to

4.

give evidence unless conduct money sufficient to meet your reasonable
expenses of attending as required by the subpoena is handed or tendered to you
a reasonable time before the date your attendance is required.
Production of subpoena or copy of it and documents or things by delivery or post
If this subpoena requires production of the subpoena (or a copy of it) and a

5.

document or thing, instead of attending to produce the subpoena (or a copy of
it) and the document or thing, you may comply with the subpoena by delivering
or sending the subpoena (or a copy of it) and the document or thing to the
Registrar:
(a)

at the address specified in the subpoena for the purpose; or

(b)

if more than one address is specified - at any of those addresses;

so that they are received not less than 2 clear business days before the date
specified in the subpoena for attendance and production, or if you receive notice of
a later date from the issuing party, before the later date or time.
6.

If you object to a document or thing produced in response to this subpoena
being inspected by a party to the proceeding or any other person, you must, at
the time of production, notify the Registrar in writing of your objection and of
the grounds of your objection.
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Unless the Court otherwise orders, if you do not object to a document or thing

7.

produced by you in response to the subpoena being inspected by any party to
the proceeding, the Registrar may permit the parties to the proceeding to
inspect the document or thing.
Production of a number of documents or things
If you produce more than one document or thing, you must, if requested by the

8.

Registrar, produce a list of the documents or things produced.
Production of copy instead of original
9.

You may, with the consent of the issuing party, produce a copy, instead of the
original, of any document that the subpoena requires you to produce.

9A.

The copy of a document may be:
(a)

a photocopy; or

(b)

in an electronic form in any of the following electronic formats:
.doc and .docx – Microsoft Word documents
.pdf – Adobe Acrobat documents
.xls and .xlsx – Microsoft Excel spreadsheets
.jpg – image files
.rtf – rich text format
.gif – graphics interchange format
.tif – tagged image format

Applications in relation to subpoena
10.

You have the right to apply to the Court:
(a)

for an order setting aside the subpoena (or a part of it) or for relief in respect
of the subpoena; and

(b)

for an order with respect to your claim for privilege, public interest immunity
or confidentiality in relation to any document or thing the subject of the
subpoena.

Loss or expense of compliance
11.

If you are not a party to the proceeding, you may apply to the Court for an order
that the issuing party pay an amount (in addition to conduct money and any
witness’s expenses) in respect of the loss or expense, including legal costs,
reasonably incurred in complying with the subpoena.
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6
Contempt of court - arrest
12.

Failure to comply with a subpoena without lawful excuse is a contempt of court
and may be dealt with accordingly.

13.

Note 12 is without prejudice to any power of the Court under any rules of the
Court (including any rules of the Court providing for the arrest of an addressee
who defaults in attendance in accordance with a subpoena) or otherwise, to
enforce compliance with a subpoena.
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Schedule

No.
Federal Court of Australia
District Registry: New South Wales
Division: General

Respondents
Second Respondent:

Date:

Jonathon Moran

August 2018
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Our Ref: NWP:JJM:687924

19 September 2018

Mr Robert Todd
Ashurst Australia
Level 11, 5 Martin Place
SYDNEY NSW 2000

Email: roberttodd@ashurst.com
This document, including any attachments, may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for
the addressee named above. If you are not the intended recipient please notify us. Any unauthorised use,
distribution or reproduction of the content of this document is expressly forbidden.

Dear Sir,
Geoffrey Roy Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd & Anor
Federal Court of Australia Proceedings: NSD2179/2017
We refer to order 15 made by Justice Wigney on 9 August 2018 - as follows:
15.

The parties are to exchange bundles of documents on which they intend to rely
at trial, by 4.00pm on 19 September 2018.

We *enclose, as 'Schedule A' to this letter, the documents upon which our client intends to rely
at the trial of these proceedings.
In addition to those documents, we also *enclose and intend to rely upon:
1.

Two binder folders of articles about the Applicant, from 1996 to 2017.

2.

Three binder folders of articles which have been published about the Applicant since the
matters complained of.

Further, in addition to the documents previously referred to, we also intend to rely upon:
3.

Documents 6 to 21 (Part C) of the Applicant's List of Documents (served 25 May 2018),
and all of the documents referred to in the Applicant's Supplementary List of Documents
(served 15 June 2018).

4.

Document 5 (Part B) of the Applicant's List of Documents - email from Tony Wright to Brisbane
Ann Churchill-Brown, dated 20 April 2018, with subject "Great Barrier Reef'.

Adelaide
Canberra

Darwin

We have not enclosed the documents at paragraphs 3 and 4 above, with this letter, given they
Hobart
have previously been discovered.

Melbourne
Norwest
Perth
Sydney
Doc ID 587268233/v1
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Finally, we note that we are yet to receive:
(a)

Documents in response to our 'Categories of Documents for Discovery' dated
17 August 2018. In addition to the documents falling within category 1 (as
confined in scope by the Court on 12 September 2018), we are also yet to
receive the documents which you said in your letter of 6 September 2018 you
were "preparing" - that is, "a series of articles published by the Respondents
throughout the course of these proceedings".

(b)

Documents in response to paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 13 of our client's
Subpoena to Produce upon the Sydney Theatre Company Limited.

It may be that we will seek to rely upon certain of those documents, and so reserve our client's
right to add them to the Court Book at a later time.
Our Notice to Admit dated 15 December 2017
We also refer to our letter of 10 September 2018.
In that letter, we had referred to our Notice to Admit of 15 December 2017 in which, in effect, we
had invited your clients to admit the extrinsic facts particularised at paragraphs 5(c) to (g), 8(e)
to (i), and 11(g) to (k) of the Statement of Claim. We noted that "the primary purpose of Part 22
of the [Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth)] is to minimise the costs and delay involved in the
litigation, by giving the litigants the opportunity to confine the disagreement between them", and
said we were "surprised that your clients would dispute what seem to us to be non-controversial
facts". We concluded that letter by inviting your clients, for a second time, to admit the facts the
subject of our previous Notice to Admit.
Regrettably, given they have not done so, such that we are now apparently put to proof of the
facts the subject of our Notice to Admit, we *enclose, pursuant to order 15 made by Justice
Wigney on 9 August 2018:
1.

A binder folder of articles about the #MeToo movement prior to the matters complained
of - intended to show that, in the weeks preceding 30 November 2017 and 1 December
2017, a number of famous actors and movie and television executives, including in
Hollywood, had been portrayed in the media and on social media as sexual predators
who had committed acts of sexual assault and/or sexual harassment.

2.

A binder folder of articles about Harvey Weinstein - intended to show that, in the weeks
preceding 30 November 2017 and 1 December 2017, famous Hollywood film producer
Harvey Weinstein had been portrayed as a sexual predator who had committed acts of
sexual assault and/or sexual harassment.

3.

A binder folder of articles about Kevin Spacey - intended to show that, in the weeks
preceding 30 November 2017 and 1 December 2017, famous Hollywood actor Kevin
Spacey had been portrayed as a sexual predator who had committed acts of sexual
assault and/or sexual harassment.

4.

A binder folder of articles about Don Burke - intended to show that, in the days
preceding 30 November 2017 and 1 December 2017, Australian television personality
Don Burke was portrayed by the media as being a sexual predator.

Page 2
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We intend to rely upon those documents at trial.
We also intend to rely upon this letter, and our previous letter of 10 September 2018, in seeking
to recover the costs of having had to prepare those documents in light of your clients'
intransigent approach to our Notice to Admit.
Yours faithfully,

Nicholas Pullen
Partner
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Jeremy Marel
Associate
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

+61 3 8644 3408
npullen@hwle.com.au

+61 2 9334 8705
jmarel@hwle.conn.au
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Schedule A

Date

Document

1.

Undated

King Lear - Program of cast and crew.

2.

Undated

The Applicant's copy of King Lear script.

2A.

Undated

Photographs

3.

13 January 2015

"Deal Memo" to Ann Churchill-Brown from Serena
Hill.

4.

21 September 2015

Agreement between Applicant and Sydney Theatre
Company Limited.

5.

12 October 2015 to 20
November 2015

King Lear Rehearsal Schedules.

6.

November 2015

Cast Notes from King Lear Previews.

7.

24 November 2015 to 27
November 2015

King Lear Preview Performance Reports.

8.

24 November 2015 to 9
January 2016

"Prompt Copy" of King Lear script.

9.

22 December 2015

DVD's of King Lear production on 22 December
2015

10.

7 January 2016

Email exchange between the Applicant and Eryn
Jean Norvill.

11.

27 June 2017

MTC Deal Memo.

12.

23 November 2017

Email from Jonathon Moran to Heal For Life.

13.

24 November 2017

Article entitled "The Curious Case Of Sexual

No.

Page 4
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Harassment At Sydney Theatre Company'.

14.

28 November 2017

Hand-written notes of Katherine Stevenson's call
with Jonathon Moran.

15.

29 November 2017

Hand-written notes of Katherine Stevenson's calls
with Jonathon Moran.

16.

29 November 2017, at
4.07pm

Email from Katherine Stevenson to Patrick McIntyre
and others.

17.

29 November 2017, at
5.06pm

Email from Jonathon Moran to Ann Churchill-Brown.

18.

29 November 2017, at
6.33pm

Email from Katherine Stevenson to Jonathon Moran.

19.

29 November 2017, at
8.22pm

Email from HWLE to Jonathan Moran.

20.

30 November 2017, at
6.43am

Message from Katherine Stevenson to Jonathon
Moran.

21.

30 November 2017

Tweet by Brandon McClelland.

22.

30 November 2017

Facebook post by Meyne Wyatt.

23.

30 November 2017, at
11.34am

Email from Anthony DeCeglie to Christopher Dore
and Jonathon Moran.

24.

30 November 2017, at
2.35pm

Email from Jonathon Moran to Anthony DeCeglie
and others.

25.

30 November 2017, at
2.37pm

Facebook messages between Brandon McClelland
and Jonathon Moran.

26.

30 November 2017, at
4.05pm

Email from Katherine Stevenson to Jonathon Moran
with "Updated statement from STC"

Page 5
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27.

30 November 2017 at
4.13pm

Email from Anthony DeCeglie to Jonathon Moran.

28.

30 November 2017, at
6.20pm

Email from Jonathan Moran to Ann Churchill-Brown.

29.

1 December 2017, at
2.07pm

Email from Damian Trewhella to the Applicant.

30.

1 December 2017

Letter from Foxtel to Damian Trewhella.

31.

2 December 2017

Letter from AFI/AACTA to Foxtel and Seven
Network.

32.

3 December 2017

Email from Jonathon Moran to Ann Churchill-Brown.

33.

8 December 2017

Facebook post by Jonathon Moran.

34.

19 December 2017

Email from Damian Trewhella to AFI Board.

35.

21 December 2017

Email from Anita Jacoby to AFI Board and Damian
Trewhella.

36.

20 February 2018

Statement of Eryn Jean Norvill.

37.

20 February 2018

Screen-shot of Eryn Jean Norvill's statement on
Channel 9 News.

38.

9 July 2018

Medical certificate - Dr Bruce Batagol.

39.

9 July 2018

MTC Media Release.

40.

Various (30 November
2017 to 13 April 2018)

Emails to and from STC from media organisations.
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NSD 2179/2017
GEOFFREY RUSH
Applicant
NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED & JONATHON MORAN
Respondents
APPLICANT’S OUTLINE OF SUBMISSIONS OPPOSING
APPLICATION TO AMEND DEFENCE
31 OCTOBER 2018
A.

SCOPE

1.

Late on Sunday, 28 October 2018, the respondents served an application seeking leave
to file a third further amended defence, to rely on the evidence of a new witness, and
for that witness’ evidence to be given by video-link. Submissions in support of the
application were served on 30 October 2018 (“RS”).

2.

The applicant opposes each of those orders.

3.

The applicant relies on the affidavit of Nicholas Pullen sworn 30 October 2018.

B.

BACKGROUND

4.

This matter was commenced by way of Application and Statement of Claim filed on
8 December 2017. It concerns a poster and two front page articles published by the
Respondents on 30 November and 1 December 2017 (the “Publications”).

5.

The early history of the proceedings is noted in Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No
2) [2018] FCA 550, at [6]-[15], and further in Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 4)
[2018] FCA 1558, at [5]-[9].
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6.

The Court observed in Rush (No 2) at [138]:
Mr Rush commenced these proceedings promptly. He has, at each opportunity,
sought to pursue his claim without delay. He seeks public vindication at a time
when the alleged defamatory publications are still fresh in the mind of the
public. As the chronology of the proceedings…clearly shows, however, Mr
Rush's attempts to have his matter heard at the earliest opportunity have been
frustrated by Nationwide and Mr Moran's conduct of their defence.

7.

In August 2018, ultimately without opposition from the applicant, a further amended
defence was filed. The applicant’s lack of opposition, and the grant by the Court of
leave to amend, was in the context of specific orders being made as to the hearing of
the matter, including in relation to the evidence to be relied on: see Rush (No 4), at
[9]. The orders made on 9 August 2018 included by order 4 that the respondents
might not further amend their defence without leave of the Court, by order 6 that any
outlines of evidence in support of the defence were to be filed by 20 August 2018 and
by order 9 that the parties might not rely on any evidence not the subject of such
outlines without the leave of the Court.

8.

The trial of this matter commenced on Monday 22 October 2018. The applicant gave
his evidence, including cross-examination from that day until Wednesday 24 October,
and other witnesses were then called for the applicant. At the conclusion of the first
week of hearing, on Friday 26 October, the applicant’s case was nearly complete; what
remained was a short reputation witness, a final truth witness and expert evidence in
relation to economic loss: T443.38-.42. At the close of the day, the issue of further
evidence was discussed:

T443.32-447.44.

The respondents indicated that they

anticipated calling Mr Winter and then Ms Norvill, and that a forensic decision would
be made as to whether to call the balance of the respondents’ witnesses (McIntyre and
Crowe) depending on how Ms Norvill’s evidence came out: T447.10.22. No mention
of any of matters the subject of the present application was made.
C.

APPLICABLE PRINCIPLES

Leave to amend / leave to adduce further evidence
9.

The respondents require leave to further amend their defence: FCR 16.43; see also
order 4 of 9 August 2018. The respondents also require leave to adduce further
evidence consequent upon such an amendment: order 9 of 9 August 2018.
2
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10.

The discretion to grant leave is to be exercised in accordance with the overarching
purpose set out in s.37M of the Federal Court Act 1977 (Cth), including the
facilitation of the just resolution of disputes as quickly, inexpensively and efficiently
as possible.

11.

It includes the disposal of all proceedings in a timely manner (s.37M((2)(d)) and the
resolution of disputes as a cost that is proportionate to the importance and complexity
of the matters in dispute (s.37M(2)(e)).

12.

A summary of applicable principles in relation to applications for leave to amend
appears in Rush (No 2) at [25]-[30]. Those principles include that the Court should
have regard to:
a)

prejudice to the other party that cannot be compensated by the award of costs;

b)

the explanation for delay in applying for leave;

c)

the parties’ choices to date in the litigation and the consequences of those
choices.

13.

The contemporary approach to prejudice is reflected in the decision of the plurality in
Aon Risk Services Aust Ltd v ANU [2009] HCA 27; 239 CLR 175, at [94]-[103],
including that a judge is entitled to weigh in the balance the strain the litigation
imposes upon litigants (at [100]). The plurality noted, at [102], that “[m]uch may
depend upon the point the litigation has reached relative to a trial when the
application to amend is made”. Efficient judicial administration and the avoidance of
delay are relevant considerations as a matter of principle: Sali v SPC Ltd (1993) 116
ALR 625 at 636. See also University of Sydney v ObjectiVision Pty Ltd [2016] FCA
1199 at [62] – [64]; Domino's Pizza Enterprises Limited v Precision Tracking Pty Ltd
(No 6) [2018] FCA 910 at [8]; Rush (No. 2) at [25] – [30].

14.

The observations in Aon concerning prejudice caused by delay were considered and
applied in a defamation context by Bleby J (with whom White J agreed) in Channel
Seven Adelaide Pty Ltd v Manock [2010] SASCFC 59 (at [60]):
Those matters were even more significant in a case of an action for defamation
involving a claim of serious harm to the plaintiff’s professional reputation which, if
attacked in the manner alleged, required early resolution and, if appropriate, early

3
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vindication. These were all matters which French CJ regarded “as both relevant and
mandatory considerations in the exercise of the discretion conferred by rules” by
which the amendment of pleadings may be permitted.

15.

The Applicant submits that a matter of significance when assessing the importance of
delay as a factor in the exercise of discretions concerning procedural matters of this
kind is the nature and purpose of the proceeding. A principal purpose of defamation
proceedings is public vindication. The longer that vindication is delayed, the greater is
the risk that the purpose of the proceedings will be undermined. That is particularly
the case here where the Applicant is a public figure and the matters complained of
received worldwide attention.

16.

Thus, applications for “late” amendment start in a rather different position than timely
ones, and the later the application, the more different the position. In defamation
proceedings, the position in particularly acute for a number of reasons. First, the
proceedings are, of their nature, concerned with hurt to feelings and non-financial
harm is particularly relevant as prejudice. Second, the proceedings are concerned with
vindication of reputation and of its nature, delay is prejudicial in that regard as well.

17.

The principles applicable to the making of an order under s.47A of the Federal Court
of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) permitting evidence to be given by video link were noted
in Rush (No 4) at [50]. They include that the party seeking the order needs to make
out its case for the making of the order, particularly where the witness in question is to
be cross-examined and questions of credit, credibility and reliability are involved.

D.

APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES

18.

The present case is one in which allowing the amendment would cause substantial
prejudice to the applicant in a way that could not be compensated by the award of
costs.

19.

The prejudice would be manifold, and of a high order, having regard to the particular
features of this matter.

20.

First, the introduction of what would be, in effect, an entirely new case and would
require the proceedings to be adjourned, so as to permit the applicant’s advisers to
prepare for that case, including by seeking relevant documents in relation to the new
witness, and seeking out any other relevant witnesses. This does not seem to be in
4
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contest as the respondents proceed on the assumption that an adjournment would be
required (RS [11]). In effect, on the question of liability it would be a fresh case, with
a fresh cast of witnesses.
21.

To the extent that the raising of the further allegations, and the reporting of them, was
an occasion for further harm to the applicant, even hurt to feelings and reputation
evidence might need to be revisited. What is being proposed would be close to
requiring the case to start over again, including in relation to preparation and
interlocutory aspects such as subpoenas for documents.

22.

The prejudice occasioned by such an adjournment would be great, and particularly
unfair, to the applicant, who the Court has already noted has pursued his proceedings
with considerable promptitude: see Rush (No 2), at [6]. The Court would readily
conclude that delay in the determination of the proceeding would weigh heavily on the
applicant, including in circumstances where he has already reluctantly agreed to give
up his first trial hearing dates, by reason of an earlier amendment application by the
respondents. Quite apart from hearing date issues, the adjournment required would
very likely take the case into the new year. Once the usual logistical issues of finding
suitable hearing dates is taken into account, including the (part heard) Court’s capacity
to accommodate such dates, then a further hearing of 1-2 weeks some time next year
would seem to be the outcome. That is, plainly, an appalling outcome both for the
applicant and the Court.

23.

The Court would conclude that Mr Rush would be at least as greatly affected by such
delays as other defamation applicants. Indeed, having regard to the evidence of the
applicant and other witnesses as to the effect of the Publications on him, it is open to
the Court to conclude that delay would have a particularly damaging effect on him.
The evidence of Mr Pullen in his affidavit sworn 30 October 2018, at paragraphs 17 to
20, is consistent with this position.

24.

Second, regardless of any adjournment, the applicant would inevitably have to be
recalled to give further evidence in chief and to be further cross-examined. In the
present case, having regard to the cross-examination the applicant has already
endured, that burden is especially great, given its nature, and the extensive publicity
given to every aspect of the proceedings, including by the respondents.
5
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25.

In that regard, the Court may consider that even the making of the Application itself
was an occasion for the respondents, both in court and outside it, to make choices that
increased the harm to the applicant.

26.

The Court may consider it unfortunate that, given the nature of the Application, and its
evident sensitivity, the respondents chose to announce it in the fashion appearing at
T494.5-.9. Likewise, the Court may consider it unfortunate that the respondents then
immediately published on their website reports of that material, and did so in a way
which went well beyond what was said in Court.

27.

Whatever else one may say about such choices by the respondents, they are indicative
of the manner in which the respondents may be expected to approach any further
hearing arising by the allowing of the Application, and a further indication of the
considerable prejudice to which Mr Rush would be exposed in that event.

28.

Third, the amendment seeks to rely upon evidence from a witness who is not, or who
is not presently, readily amenable to the jurisdiction of the Court, in circumstances
where access to that witnesses’ documents might assume considerable significance.
This aspect, coupled with the proposal to seek to adduce the evidence by video link,
has at least the potential to place the applicant at a further considerable disadvantage.
One may be sympathetic to the reasons given by the witness for wishing to give
evidence by video link, but the prospect of proceeding in that way in relation to what
would be the “key” witness in the “new” case, is deeply unappealing, both to the
applicant but also to the Court which would be placed in the position of assessing her
evidence.

29.

In terms of the explanation for delay, while it is clear that the respondents took steps to
obtain the witness’s account, it remains the case that the respondents chose to publish
the original allegations without any first-hand evidence at all, including from Ms
Norvill, a remarkably brave decision.

In that sense, the delay in bringing the

application to amend is simply a reflection of the inadequate basis the respondents had
for publishing the matters complained of, a matter of their own making.
30.

The issue of delay falls to be assessed against the history of delay and wasted costs in
this matter, largely or wholly attributable to the respondents’ action (including
repeated unmeritorious applications and pleadings). Quite apart from prejudice to the
6
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applicant, further delay, especially in those circumstances, may be such as to
undermine, or potentially undermine, the public's confidence in the administration of
civil justice and the efficient use of judicial resources (as in Aon). In addition, by the
taking up of further court time, the time available to other litigants is reduced.
31.

In terms of explanation for delay, the respondents apparently contend that the current,
striking, delay is not their fault because despite relentlessly pursuing the witness since
December 2017, she only agreed to cooperate after the trial had commenced: see
Saunders affidavit affirmed 28 October 2018 at [5]-[14].

32.

In reality, however, the delay can only be the fault of the respondents. The fact that
the witness has only recently decided to intervene in the proceedings should not
overshadow the fact that the respondents did not have, at the time of publication,
sufficient evidence of justification, and so have had to scavenge for such evidence
during the proceedings themselves. The applicant should not be prejudiced because
the respondents have only now, some 11 months after the publications, obtained the
cooperation of the witness (cooperation which, one might think, ought to have been a
precondition to publishing in the first place).

This is particularly so when the

respondents did not, at the time of publication, have any other first-hand material
supporting their allegations, notably having failed to obtain any direct account from
either Ms Norvill or indeed the applicant.
33.

In terms of the parties’ choices to date in the litigation, it may fairly be said (and
indeed, has already been said by the Court) that, to date, the respondents’ conduct of
this litigation has been unsatisfactory: see Rush (No 4), at [5]. The making of the
present application can be seen as the culmination of a series, and if granted has the
potential to disrupt the achievement of the objectives set out in s.37M of the Federal
Court Act.

34.

Further both in terms of prejudice and the parties’ choices to date, it may be observed
that the applicant has already been put to the vexation of a truth case which was struck
out for want of particularity (Rush (No 1)), and then the greater vexation of losing his
hearing date because of the late amendment of the depleted defence to reinstate a truth
case. Along the way it might be noted that he was also troubled by an unmeritorious
s.30 defence which was later abandoned, by the respondents’ unmeritorious attempt to
7
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cross-claim against the Sydney Theatre Company (Rush (No 2)), by the respondents’
unmeritorious attempt to rely on rumour in mitigation of damage (Rush (No 2)) and by
a failed attempt to rely on the evidence of a late served witness (Rush (No 4)). It could
fairly be said that the respondents have not, to date, acted consistently with their
obligations under s.37N(1) of the Federal Court Act.
The nature of the proposed amendment
35.

One of the relevant matters to take into account is the significance of the amendment.
The proposed amendment is given by way of particulars to each of the imputations
sought to be justified, including many which are specifically related to the applicant’s
conduct in respect of the Sydney Theatre Company’s production of King Lear, that is
imputations 7(b), 7(c), 7(d), 8(b), 8(c), 8(d), 10(a), 10(b), 10(c), 10(d), 10(f), 11(a),
11(b), 11(c), 11(d) and 11(f).

Whether that is intentional or not, the witness’s

evidence does not suggest any involvement with the production in question and would
not bear significantly upon those imputations, which form a major part of the
applicant’s case. That means that unless those imputations are found not to be carried
and defamatory, the “new case” could not result in a defence of truth succeeding, but
only, at most, in mitigating damages. That is a significantly less important reason for
an amendment than one which, as a matter of any practical reality, could lead to the
establishment of a successful defence.
36.

The respondents contend (RS [8]-[9]) that some of the imputations sought to be
justified are general and that that means that the respondent is entitled to rely on
matters not raised in the Publications. That proposition may be accepted at a general
level, but it says nothing about the timing of the defence, relative to the trial. It is one
thing for a defendant to seek to justify general imputations by reference to material
that it has obtained, post-publication, by luck or effort. It may be another for it to seek
to do so when the material in question arrives so late that reliance on it exposes the
other side to substantial prejudice. Where the reason that the information in question
was not available in a timely way to the publisher may be attributed, at least in part, to
some failure of discovery or like matter on the part of the other side, different
considerations may apply. But otherwise, the circumstance that the publisher chose to
publish on the material it had to hand is relevant to the discretion whether to allow a
very late amendment based on different material. In such circumstances, the relevant
8
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inquiry is not so much as to the adequacy of the reason for not applying to amend
earlier, it is the adequacy of the reason for publishing, and then going to trial, based on
such material as it had.
37.

This is a very different context than the “Maisel” line of cases relied on by the
respondents (RS [10]).

None of those cases involve considerations where the

publisher was seeking to raise the material in question late, so as to occasion
significance prejudice to the other side.
38.

The Court is familiar with the nature of the Publications in the present case. The
Court would be slow to let the applicant suffer substantial prejudice, and the court
system be delayed, by the happenstance that having gone to print with one story, at the
eleventh hour the respondents have come upon another.

39.

There are other features of the proposed amendment which are material, and which
tend against allowing it. First, it relates to events in many years ago, that is to say,
nearly a decade after the applicant would now be called to deal with them.

40.

Second, the evidence on the Application is that some of allegations (notably as
particularised at 27G, 27H and 27I) relate to events occurring only in the presence of
the applicant and the witness, meaning that if the Application is granted, the Court will
be called upon to resolve issues turning on the reliability of those witnesses in relation
to events nearly a decade ago.

41.

Third, the evidence on the Application is that the witness had expressly indicated to
the applicant that she had no intention of any further contact with the media or anyone
else in relation to the matter: see Saunders Aff, p.50.2. The objective unfairness of
the allegations being raised in those circumstances, at the stage of the proceedings they
were raised, is notable.

E.

CONCLUSION

42.

The respondents’ late application to start what is, in effect, a new case, should be
rejected. The trial should proceed to its conclusion of the pleadings as they stand.
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NSD 2179/2017
GEOFFREY RUSH
Applicant
NATIONWIDE NEWS PTY LIMITED & JONATHON MORAN
Respondents
APPLICANT'S OUTLINE OF SUBMISSIONS
REGARDING SUPPRESSION ORDERS
31 OCTOBER 2018
A.

GENERAL

1.

The applicant notes the orders made until further order in this matter:
(a) initially, as recorded at T499.46-500.2;
(b) replacing orders, as recorded at T538.19-31 ("the existing orders").

2.

The applicant does not seek to vary the existing orders, which in substance prohibit
publication of any details concerning the respondents' current application to amend the
defence ("the Application"), and are made on the basis noted at T539.38-540.12, namely
that the Application will be made in open Court but so as not to disclose any information
falling within the ambit of the existing orders.

3.

At the time of writing these submissions, it is understood that media interests, in particular
Fairfax Media Publications and Nine Network may seek to have those orders set aside or
varied. Subject of course to an appreciation of what the terms of any variation might be, the
applicant opposes such vacation or variation, for the reasons which follow.

B.

PRINCIPLES

Status of existing orders
4.

Section 37AF of the Federal Court Act 1977 (Cth) ("the Act") permits the Court to make an
order of the kind made by the existing orders. The transcript records that the existing orders
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were made under s37AI (see T538.19), which permits interim to be made without
determining the merits of the application. Nevertheless, the orders were made until further
order. To the extent to which the Court considers it necessary or desirable to make a
determination of the merits of an order under s37AF, rather than simply proceeding with the
existing order under s.37AI, then these submissions support the making of such an order,
also until further order. However, the Court may consider that in the circumstances, no such
determination is necessary, and the better course is simply to leave the interim order in place
until the Application (that is, to amend the defence) is determined.
Why existing orders should not be vacated
5.

In making a suppression order under the Act, the Court must take into account that "a primary
objective of the administration of justice is to safeguard the public interest in open justice
(emphasis added): s.37AE. However, that is the background to s.37AF, which permits orders
to be made on the grounds specified in s37AG, including that "the order is necessary to
prevent prejudice to the proper administration of justice", and so contemplates derogation
from the public interest in open justice where an order is warranted.

6.

In ABC v Parish (1980) 29 ALR 228; 43 FLR 129, the Full Court had to consider s.50 of the
Act as it then was. Bowen CJ said at ALR 234.1 (FLR 133):
"Open justice is the underlying assumption of s50, not the criterion it prescribes. The
section refers to preventing 'prejudice to the administration of justice'. This is not a
reference to the need to preserve open justice. It is, as I have already suggested, a
reference another public interest, that is, the public interest that the court should
endeavour to achieve effectively the object for which it was appointed: to do justice
between the parties."

7.

His Honour also expressed the view that the interests of the administration of justice extended
beyond the interest of the parties to avoid opening the way to abuse: at ALR 228.2; FLR
134.

8.

In John Fairfax Group Pty Ltd (Receivers and Managers Appointed) v Local Court of New
South Wales (1991) 26 NSWLR 131, Kirby P, said, at 141, after referring to exceptions to
the open justice principle that there should be public access to evidence and to the identity
of witnesses:
"The common justification for these special exceptions is a reminder that the open
administration of justice serves the interests of society and is not an absolute end in
itself. If the very openness of court proceedings would destroy the attainment of
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justice in the particular case (as by vindicating the activities of the blackmailer) or
discourage its attainment in cases generally ... or would derogate from even more
urgent considerations of public interest ... the rule of openness must be modified to
meet the exigencies of the particular case."
9.

Mahoney JA said, at 161 in relation to the expression "necessary to secure the proper
administration of justice" in the context of the common law:
"The phrase does not mean that if the relevant order is not made, the proceedings
will not be able to continue. ... The basis of the implication is that if the kind of
order proposed is not made, the result will be - or at least will be assumed to be that particular consequences will flow, that those consequences are unacceptable,
and that therefore the power to make orders which will prevent them is to be
implied as necessary to the proper function of the court."

10.

In Hogan v Australian Crime Commission [2010] HCA 21; 240 CLR 651 it was observed
that in this context " 'necessary' is a strong word". See also Rinehart v Welker [2011]
NSWCA 403; 93 NSWLR 311 at [27]-[31], per Bathurst CJ and McColl JA. However, the
Court in Hogan also said (at [33]) that once the court is satisfied that an order is necessary,
it would be an error then to refuse to make the order. Thus, as Perram J observed in
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission v Air New Zealand (No 4) [2012] FCA
1439, at [4] (in relation to the repealed s.50 of the Act), "Once the necessity appears, there
is no balancing exercise to be engaged in; the order is simply made".

11.

In Fairfax Digital and New Zealand Pty Ltd v Ibrahim [2012] NSWCA 125; 83 NSWLR 52,
a case also concerned with the construction of the provisions of the Court Suppression and
Non-Publication Orders Act 2010 (NSW), Basten JA observed (at [45]) that the word
"necessary" can have shades of meaning and at [46] observed that its application may depend
upon the circumstances of the particular matter and noted that the prejudice to be avoided
might vary as to likelihood and severity.

12.

Bathurst CJ (who was a member of the majority in Rinehart v Welker) considered the issue
at [8]-[9]. At [8], his Honour agreed with Basten JA's observations at [46]. Also at [8], his
Honour approved other judicial statements that the requirement of necessity is not to be given
an unduly narrow construction, including that of Mahoney JA in John Fairfax v Local Court
set out above, that "necessary" does not mean that without the order in question, the
proceedings will not be able to continue.

13.

See likewise, in a different bu related context, the observations by McHugh J in Pelechowski
v Registrar, C ofA (NSW) [1999] HCA 19; 198 CLR 435, at [51] (p.452):
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"The term "necessary" in such a setting as this is to be understood in the sense given
it by Pollock CB in Attorney-General v Walker, namely as identifying a power to
make orders which are reasonably required or legally ancillary to the accomplishment
of the specific remedies for enforcement provided in Div 4 of Pt 3 of the District
Court Act. In this setting, the term "necessary" does not have the meaning of
"essential"; rather it is to be "subjected to the touchstone of "reasonableness" ".
14.

The combined effect of these authorities is that while "necessary" is a strong word, it must
be applied having regard to the circumstances of the case, including the extent and likelihood
of prejudice without an order, and does not require that without the making of the order, the
proceedings could not continue.

15.

In the context of a defamation matter, the observations of Kirby P and Mahoney JA in John
Fairfax v Local Court were applied by Tamberlin J in Versace v Monte [2001] FCA 1565,
at [6]-[7], with his Honour making non-publication orders in respect of the whole of a book
which had been tendered in proceedings. His Honour said at [9]:
If the book is made a public exhibit, then the purpose of preventing dissemination of
the challenged material will be frustrated because the relevant parts might be
published under the privilege which attaches to reports of court proceedings. In order
to prevent this undesirable consequence, prior to a final determination of this matter,
in my view, it is appropriate having regard to the highly integrated nature of the book
for the confidentiality order to include the whole book.

16.

Another example in a defamation context is Doe v Dowling [2017] NSWSC 1793. Her
Honour reviewed the authorities in relation to the requirement that orders be necessary (see
at [59], [65]) and concluded that it was necessary that orders be made to prevent the purpose
of the proceedings being undermined or rendered futile: see at [68]-[69].

C.

APPLICATION

17.

The Application is made in a context where it may safely be assumed that, if made without
the benefit of the existing orders, the substance of the Application will be very widely
reported, including (but not only) in the first respondent's newspapers. If the Application is
unsuccessful, that will mean that the allegations involved will be widely aired but in
circumstances where they will remain untested. The fact that the allegations were being
made in the course of these proceedings would mean that they occurred in circumstances
(a) of considerable media attention and (b) where they could be reported as part of a report
of court proceedings, in a way which could cause great damage to the applicant's reputation,
but in respect of which he would have no redress. Having regard to the conduct of the
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respondents to date, it must be assumed that the respondents' newspapers in particular would
give very considerable prominence to the allegations.
18.

This would mean that the applicant's purpose in bringing these proceedings, namely the
protection of his reputation, might end up being frustrated or undermined. If the Application
were to succeed, it is not suggested by the applicant that the resulting court hearing would
proceed otherwise than publicly. However, if the Application were to fail, the applicant
would be left in an unenviable position, having his reputation substantially adversely affected
by allegations which were never the subject of judgment, and in respect of which he could
take no action. This prejudice may be regarded as both very likely and substantial.

19.

The prejudice likely to be suffered by the applicant if the existing orders are vacated
transcends "mere embarrassment". Having regard to the nature of the allegations sought to
be raised in the Application, the purpose for bringing the proceedings, the stage the
proceedings have reached (including that the applicant has concluded his cross-examination)
and the extent and nature of the publicity likely to be given to the allegations in the event
that the Application is refused, the prejudice to be suffered by the applicant is of a different
order. The maintenance of the existing orders would not involve according to the applicant
any greater protection than given to any other party who might come before the Court in like
circumstances.

20.

The existing orders involve only a limited derogation from open justice. They relate to only
a small part of the case (namely the Application) and even then, do not involve closing the
court to the public. They restrict open justice only in relation to allegations which, should
the Application be refused, will never form part of the substantive proceedings. These orders
may be seen as the least restrictive orders necessary to avoid prejudice to the administration
of justice in the circumstances.

21.

It is submitted that in those circumstances, it is necessary in the interests of justice that the
existing orders stand or alternatively be replaced by like orders under s.37AF.

Bruce McClintock SC
Kieran Smark SC
Sue Chrysanthou

31 October 2018

Counsel for the Applicant
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APPLICANT’S FURTHER OUTLINE OF SUBMISSIONS
REGARDING SUPPRESSION
1 NOVEMBER 2018

1.

These submissions further address the issues arising in relation to the hearing of the
respondents’ recent application to amend their defence (“the Application”; in distinction
from “the suppression application”).

2.

These submissions deal, briefly, with the apparent change of position of the respondents in
relation to the manner in which the Application might proceed, then deal with a further
basis on which the suppression application is made and conclude with some further
submissions in relation to the existing basis for the suppression application.

Respondents’ position; nature of orders sought
3.

The applicant had understood the respondents were content to proceed on the basis that the
Application might be heard under the existing orders, or at least to accept that that was a
practical way to proceed.

4.

The respondents’ more recent position appears to be that they oppose the existing orders
and that anything other than open court would hinder their presentation of the Application.

5.

The applicant respectfully suggests that if all legal representatives are careful, it is possible
for the suppression application to proceed in open court, but having regard to the
1
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respondents’ new position, the applicant alternatively seeks that the Application take place
in closed court.

In the submissions below, references to “suppression” should be

understood to extend to that possibility as well, although that is, of course, a greater
incursion into open justice.
6.

Regardless of the form of restriction imposed (should any be imposed), the applicant
accepts that it would be desirable for the Court to give open reasons for judgment, both in
relation to the Application, and also in relation to the suppression application. The Court is
of course perfectly able to do so in a way which is consistent with the avoidance of
prejudice to the administration of justice, and this is routinely done in cases where
restrictions are in place.

Further basis on which suppression application is made
7.

There is a distinct aspect of the suppression application, and in that regard the applicant
seeks to rely on three further affidavits of Mr Pullen which will shortly be served.

8.

In Kazal v Thunder Studios [2017] FCAFC 111; 256 FCR 90, the Full Court said at [81]:
It is not in doubt that bringing improper pressure to bear on a litigant can constitute
a contempt of court, depending upon what has been done and when, especially as to
the degree of connection with the proceedings and the likely impact upon them.

9.

At [82], the Full Court referred with evident approval to the principles stated by Mason P
in Harkianakis v Skalkos (1997) 42 NSWLR 22 at 27–30.

Those principles included

(principle 7, at 42 NSWLR 29D), that it is not necessary that the interference with a party’s
conduct of proceedings be successful.
10.

Bringing improper pressure to bear on a litigant may provide a basis for suppression orders,
to prevent the improper pressure causing prejudice to the litigant, and also to further the
more general interests of justice. In Wv M [2009] NSWSC 1084, per Brereton J, at [20][22]:
“[20] The exception — even at common law — for circumstances where the
exercise of the court’s jurisdiction would otherwise be defeated acknowledges the
qualification to the principle of open justice, that it must yield in circumstances
where open justice would defeat the attainment of justice. One well-established
exception is in blackmail and extortion cases [John Fairfax Publications v District
Court, [45]; John Fairfax Publications v Local Court (1991) 26 NSWLR
131 at 141 and 159–160]. In the latter case, Kirby P said (at 141):
2
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The common justification for these special exceptions is a reminder that the
open administration of justice serves the interests of society and is not an
absolute end in itself. If the very openness of court proceedings would
destroy the attainment of justice in the particular case (as by vindicating the
activities of the blackmailer) or discourage its attainment in cases generally
(as by frightening off blackmail victims or informers) or would derogate
from even more urgent considerations of public interest (as by endangering
national security) the rule of openness must be modified to meet the
exigencies of the particular case.
[21] And in Herald & Weekly Times, Beach J, citing that passage, explained (at
39):
The reason a person can be blackmailed successfully is usually because he
or she has committed some indiscretion which would bring him or her into
public odium were such indiscretion revealed. Without a guarantee of
anonymity such a person may well endure the blackmail in silence. It is with
a view to encouraging such people to come forward and reveal the
blackmail that their anonymity is guaranteed.
[22] Accordingly, at common law, the open justice principle is subject to an
exception where publication would defeat the ends of justice
[cf Moosbrugger v Moosbrugger (1913) 29 TLR 658; Cleland v Cleland(1914) 109
LT 744; Norman v Mathews (1916) 85 LJKB 857]. This is mirrored in s 71(b).”
11.

Earlier orders made by Brereton J in the same proceedings were largely upheld in the New
South Wales Court of Appeal: see Y and Z v W [2007] NSWCA 329; 70 NSWLR 377.

12.

Some of the conduct in Kazal is illustrative. In that case, Mr Kazal brought pressure to
bear on a litigant’s solicitor, in relation to the conduct of the proceedings: see 256 FCR, at
126, quoting the judgment below (Rares J) at [110]-[111], and the conclusions of the Full
Court in relation to the relevant conduct at [87] (p.129).

13.

In the present matter, the evidence shows that:
(a) Shortly after the proceeding had commenced, the witness had stated to the applicant
that she did not propose to raise any issues she felt had with the applicant (Saunders
affidavit, p.50.2);
(b) Last Friday 26 October 2018, and without any prior warning, the witness, by her
solicitor, approached the applicant’s lawyers. A fair characterisation of what was said
on her behalf is that the witness sought that the applicant stop the case, and that if he
did not, she would pursue her allegations against him publicly;

3
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(c) After the applicant indicated to the witness that he would not yield to the pressure, the
Application was served (Sunday night), which included a statement from the witness,
revealing the allegations;
(d) The Application was made in Court on Tuesday morning, and the respondents took the
opportunity of the making of the Application to publicise some of its contents, notably
the name of the witness, both inside and outside the courtroom.
14.

It is a fair characterisation of the witness’s conduct on Friday night as a threat, which
brought improper pressure to bear on the applicant in relation to his conduct of the
proceedings.

It is a fair characterisation of the provision of the statement to the

respondents as conduct involved in furthering that threat, and maintaining that pressure. It
is submitted that there is a clear nexus between the original threat, the provision of the
statement and the making of the Application, and publicity given to the content of the
Application would be bringing the threat to fruition.
15.

The respondents’ conduct in seeking to publicise the Application occurs against a
background where the respondents must have appreciated that the Application was, at best,
a challenging one. Indeed, the respondents’ submissions, including their acceptance of the
need for a substantial adjournment if the Applicant were to succeed, may be thought to
reflect that reality. Brought as late as it was, the advantage arising for the respondents was
potentially a double one: first, they might get to expand the proceedings with further
issues, but in any event (at least subject to any countervailing order the Court might make),
they would expose the applicant to the harm inevitably resulting from the reports of the
witness’s allegations, as part of the making of the Application.

16.

In those circumstances, it is submitted that it is necessary in the interests of justice that the
details of the Application be suppressed, as otherwise, the improper threat by the witness
will be given effect to by the publicity given to the details of the making of the Application.

Further submissions on existing basis for suppression application
17.

The following submissions are made by way of response to those put on behalf of the
respondents and the interveners in relation to the existing basis for the suppression
application.

4
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18.

The difficulty for the applicant in the event that the Application is unsuccessful is not
resolved by the reasoning in cases like Llewelyn v Nine Network Australia Pty Ltd (2006)
154 FCR 293. It is one thing if (a) untested allegations are publicised in a context where
they will ultimately be tested, or (b) untested allegations are dealt with in a way that makes
clear that they do not need to be tested, because they are irrelevant or insubstantial. It is
another if the allegations are dealt with (as one imagines would be the result in the event
that the Application were unsuccessful) in a way that left them untested (because they
would be out of the case) and without any reflection (one way or the other) on their
substance. (Contrast Rush (No 1) at [197] in relation to some allegations then being
considered.)

19.

In cases where a pleading has been regularly filed as part of the court’s processes, and there
is then an adjudication upon such a pleading then in the absence of some special
circumstances (such as a “scandalous” pleading), the ordinary course would be to permit an
application in relation to that pleading to occur openly, including permitting reporting of
(and access to) the content of the pleading. The present circumstances are materially
different. The history of the proceedings and the lateness of the application mean that the
contents of the Application stand in a different position. They do not form “part of the
case” (indeed, part of the pleadings) and if the Application fails (as it should) they never
will.

20.

The appropriate approach to untested allegations in such circumstances is reflected by
decisions such as A v Commissioner of Taxation [2016] FCA 1307, where Perram J granted
an order under s.37AF. His Honour said at [11]-[13]:
[11] The principles governing whether and, if so, in what circumstances an order
should be made suppressing publication of certain aspects of a proceeding are wellknown. … There is no need to set them out, but it should at least be said that the
order must be ‘necessary’ to prevent prejudice to the administration of justice
(which is a high standard) and that the principle of open justice is a fundamental
aspect of the system of justice in Australia. In itself, therefore, embarrassment is
not a reason to make an order, except in criminal cases of a sexual nature.
[12] Apart from that circumstance, as Jacobson J observed in Rinehart (at [28]),
the reputational distress which litigation often brings about is a distress which
happens in an arena where the parties are heard and in which each may
make a response to the other.
[13] But in a case such as the present this will not occur. If limits are not placed on
the extent to which this proceeding may be publicised, then the allegations against
the applicant will be placed in the public domain. But this will occur in
5
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circumstances where the applicant will have had no opportunity to respond, because
the correctness of the Commissioner’s views will not be a matter calling for
resolution in the present proceeding. Furthermore, the revelation of the dispute is
likely to cause commercial damage to the group.”
21.

It is not the case that the applicant makes the suppression order to avoid “embarrassment”.
He seeks it to avoid the types of harm that underlie these proceedings, namely harm to his
reputation, including very substantial economic harm. The Court has received evidence in
relation to these matters which would satisfy it that the harm which the applicant might
suffer if the suppression application is not granted would be very considerable, including in
economic respects. Such consequences cannot be fairly characterised as “embarrassment”.

Bruce McClintock SC
Kieran Smark SC
Sue Chrysanthou

1 November 2018

Counsel for the Applicant
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APPLICANT'S NOTE RE ADMISSIBILITY OF AFFIDAVIT OF 28 OCTOBER 2018
AFFIDAVIT OF MR PULLEN
2 NOVEMBER 2018

1. Section 131 of the Evidence Act excludes evidence made in connection with an attempt to
negotiate a settlement of a dispute. Query if that is what was occurring at all. Mr Zwier was
acting on behalf of a potential witness, who had not made any demand (other than in the course
of this very conversation), and related to a dispute (indeed part heard legal proceedings) not
involving that person.
2. In any event, s131 has exceptions in s131(2), including 131(2)(i), (j) and (k). Note the Court the
Court may be satisfied that (j) or (k) apply if there are reasonable grounds for such findings
s.131(3) and 131(4) respectively.
3. These exceptions reflect the common law position that where one party to negotiations has
brought unfair pressure on the other party to accept his or her offer, the court may admit evidence
of such pressure and the privilege ordinarily attaching to such negotiations cannot be relied on:
see McNicol, Law of Privilege (1992) at p.482 and the cases there referred to.
4. So far as s131(2)(k) is concerned, a power includes a power to make an application to a court:
see In the matter ofPetrolink Ply Ltd; Smith v Bone [2014] FCA 1024, per Wigney J, at [34] and
the cases there cited. In the present case, the communication which is recorded is evidence in
the affidavit can be seen to be a step along the way, and so in furtherance of, an abuse of power,
culminating in the application to amend to give effect to the threat made in the communication.
1
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5. For the purposes of s131(2)(k), the Court may find that that the communication was so made if
the court finds that the are reasonable grounds for such a finding — this is plainly a facultative
provision.
6. It is submitted that s.131(2)(k) is satisfied because the communication was made in
circumstances where the speaker should at least reasonably have known of the character of the
communication.
7. Section 131(2)(i) also appears to be satisfied. The making of a threat, at least one which
impinges on the exercise of a party's exercise of his rights in relation to litigation may be said
to affect those rights (s131(2)(i)). The commentary in Odgers at EA 131(2)(i) instances threats
constituting a tort or a crime as falling within the exception. This corresponds with the common
law cases referred to in McNicol above.
8. In those circumstances, the Court does not need to consider s131(2)(j), including as facilitated
by s.131(3).

2
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FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA
Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 7) [2019] FCA 496
SUMMARY
In accordance with the practice of the Federal Court in cases of public interest, the following
summary has been prepared to accompany the orders made today. This summary is intended
to assist in understanding the outcome of this proceeding and is not a complete statement of
the conclusions reached by the Court.

The only authoritative statement of the Court’s

reasons is that contained in the published reasons for judgment which will be available on
the internet at the Court’s website. This summary will also be available on the website.
This is a sad and unfortunate case.
It plainly would have been better for all concerned if the issues that arose in the saga that
played out in this courtroom in October and November last year had been allowed to be dealt
with in a different way and in a different place to the harsh adversarial world of a defamation
proceeding.
But they were not.
And so it comes to this.
Background
In late 2015 and early 2016, the Sydney Theatre Company (STC) staged a production of the
famous Shakespearian tragedy, King Lear. The role of King Lear in that production was
played by one of Australia’s most celebrated actors, Mr Geoffrey Rush. The role of Cordelia
was played by an emerging star of the stage, Ms Eryn Jean Norvill. By all accounts, the
production was well received, as were the performances by Mr Rush and Ms Norvill. The
STC subsequently hailed Mr Rush’s return to the STC in King Lear as one of the highlights
of its 2015 season.
Well over a year later, however, in the midst of the “Harvey Weinstein scandal” and the
worldwide explosion of the phenomenon which later became known as the #MeToo
movement, Sydney’s The Daily Telegraph newspaper published what was said to be a “world
exclusive” story concerning the behaviour of Mr Rush during the STC production. That story
ran on 30 November 2017.

It was heralded by a billboard or poster that screamed:
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-2“GEOFFREY RUSH IN SCANDAL CLAIMS” and “THEATRE COMPANY CONFIRMS
‘INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR’”.
The front page of the 30 November 2017 edition of the Telegraph reproduced the striking, if
not somewhat haunting, STC promotional portrait of Mr Rush, made up as the deranged Lear,
above the headline “KING LEER”; no doubt an intentional pun. The accompanying story,
under another pun-laden headline, “STAR’S BARD BEHAVIOUR”, stated, amongst other
things, that Mr Rush had been accused of, but had denied, engaging in “inappropriate
behaviour” during the STC’s production of King Lear.
The following day’s edition of the Telegraph doubled-down on the story.

Under the

prominent headline “WE’RE WITH YOU”, the front page story claimed that two STC actors
had “spoke[n] out in support of the actress who has accused Oscar winner Geoffrey Rush of
touching her inappropriately during the stage production of King Lear”.

While the

accompanying articles again noted Mr Rush’s denial of the accusation, one of the other STC
actors was quoted as saying, “I was in the show. I believe (her)” and the other was quoted as
saying, “[i]t wasn’t a misunderstanding. It wasn’t a joke”. The articles characterised Mr
Rush’s denials as “acts of defiance”. Unnamed sources were said to have told the Telegraph
that they “believed the woman’s claims” and that the STC would not work with Mr Rush
again.
The Telegraph articles on both days also appeared, directly or indirectly, to link the
accusations that were said to have been made against Mr Rush to other cases where
prominent movie executives, actors and “show business” personalities, both overseas and in
Australia, had been accused of sexual harassment or misconduct.
Mr Rush sued the Telegraph’s publisher, Nationwide News Pty Limited, and the main author
of the stories, Mr Jonathon Moran. Mr Rush alleged that the publications conveyed a
number of defamatory imputations, including that: he had engaged in scandalously
inappropriate behaviour in the theatre; he had engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual
nature in the theatre; he had committed sexual assault in the theatre; he was a pervert; and he
had behaved as a sexual predator, and had inappropriately touched an actor while working on
the STC’s production of King Lear.

Mr Rush claimed that the articles published by

Nationwide and Mr Moran had brought him into “hatred, ridicule and contempt”, that he had
been “gravely injured in his character and reputation as an actor” and that he had “suffered
hurt and embarrassment and ha[d] suffered and will continue to suffer loss and damage”. He
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-3claimed damages, including aggravated damages and economic loss running into the millions
of dollars.
Nationwide and Mr Moran defended the proceeding. They alleged that the publications did
not convey the alleged imputations. They also claimed that, in any event, all but one of the
imputations that Mr Rush claimed were conveyed by their publications were substantially
true. In their defence, they maintained that Mr Rush had in fact engaged in scandalously
inappropriate behaviour in the theatre, that he had engaged in inappropriate behavior of a
sexual nature in the theatre, that he had in fact committed sexual assault in the theatre, that he
was in fact a pervert, that he had in fact behaved as a sexual predator, and that he had
inappropriately touched an actor while working on the STC’s production of King Lear.
Nationwide and Mr Moran’s truth defence was based on claims that Mr Rush had, during the
production of King Lear, amongst other things, made lewd gestures and acted in a sexually
inappropriate and predatory manner towards Ms Norvill; that he had intentionally touched
one of Ms Norvill’s breasts during one of the preview performances, and that he had touched
Ms Norvill’s lower back as he was about to carry her on stage during the final scene in the
play. They also claimed that Mr Rush had made a sexually inappropriate remark about
Ms Norvill to a journalist during a promotional interview, and that, some months after the
performance of King Lear had concluded, Mr Rush had sent Ms Norvill what, they say, was a
scandalously inappropriate text message.
Nationwide and Mr Moran also contended that, even if Mr Rush was defamed, he was not
entitled to aggravated damages or any damages in respect of economic loss.
The key issues
It is important to say something briefly about the role of the Court and the key issues which
arose for determination in this proceeding. That is important because many people might
believe, or want others to believe, that this case is something that it is not.
The role of the Court is, in simple terms, to apply the law of defamation in Australia to the
case as pleaded by the parties and the facts found to have been proven. Those facts must be
found on the evidence adduced in this proceeding and this proceeding alone. Nothing more
and nothing less.
It is not for the Court to provide some broader social commentary about sexual harassment in
the theatre or entertainment industry in Australia, or the #MeToo movement, or the effect that
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-4Australia’s defamation laws may have in relation to that movement. Of course some of the
issues that need to be addressed in this proceeding must be addressed in the context of
societal norms and community standards about sexual harassment and sexually inappropriate
behaviour. The #MeToo movement also provides an important contextual backdrop to many
of the factual issues. But that is the extent of it.
As for the issues that arose for determination, they are easy to state. Unfortunately, they were
not all so easy to resolve.
The first issue was whether the poster and the articles published on 30 November and
1 December 2017 conveyed the imputations that Mr Rush alleged they did.

The word

“imputation” in the law of defamation simply means the meanings conveyed by the allegedly
defamatory publication.
As is so often the case in defamation matters involving the media, the poster and the relevant
articles for the most part did not expressly or literally state the defamatory meanings that
Mr Rush contended they in fact conveyed. For example, the articles did not, in terms, state
that Mr Rush was a “pervert” or had behaved as a “sexual predator”. The issue was whether
the articles nevertheless would have conveyed those meanings to the ordinary reasonable
reader.
The second issue only arose if it was found that the poster and articles conveyed one or more
of the alleged imputations. The issue then was whether the imputations found to have been
conveyed were substantially true as contended by Nationwide and Mr Moran. Importantly,
Nationwide and Mr Moran bore the onus of proving the substantial truth of the imputations
that were conveyed.
To resolve that issue, it was necessary to carefully and dispassionately consider and assess
the often conflicting evidence adduced by Nationwide and Mr Moran, on the one hand, and
Mr Rush, on the other, concerning Mr Rush’s behaviour towards Ms Norvill during the
production of King Lear. Did, for example, Mr Rush do anything, or act in any way, so as to
justify the assertion that he was a “pervert”, or had engaged in “inappropriate behaviour of a
sexual nature”, or had “inappropriately touched” Ms Norvill during the production of King
Lear?
The third issue concerned the loss and damage that Mr Rush claimed he has suffered by
reason of the defamatory publications. That issue, of course, only arose if it was found that
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-5one or more of the imputations was conveyed and that Nationwide and Mr Moran had not
proved that they were substantially true.
Were the defamatory imputations conveyed?
As I have said, Mr Rush’s claim involved three relevant publications: the poster, the articles
concerning him published in the Telegraph on 30 November 2017 and the articles concerning
him published in the Telegraph on 1 December 2017.
In my judgment I have set out the relevant legal principles that have been applied in
addressing this issue. In simple terms, it must be approached from the perspective of the
ordinary reasonable reader.

Importantly, the ordinary reasonable reader who reads

publications of the sort in issue in this proceeding is taken to be prone to a degree of “loose
thinking” and to “read between the lines” in light of their general knowledge and experience
of worldly affairs.
The poster
Mr Rush claimed that the poster conveyed the following three defamatory meanings or
imputations.
First, that he had engaged in scandalously inappropriate behaviour in the theatre.
Second, that he had engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature in the theatre.
And third, that he had committed sexual assault in the theatre.
The third of those imputations was only said to have been conveyed if the ordinary
reasonable reader read the poster in light of certain extrinsic facts which gave the words used
in the poster a special meaning. The extrinsic facts were said by Mr Rush to be, in summary,
the media’s portrayal of Harvey Weinstein, Kevin Spacey, Don Burke and a number of other
famous actors and movie executives as “sexual predators”.
I have found that the poster conveyed the first of those three imputations. Nationwide and
Mr Moran effectively conceded that it did.
I have, however, found that the poster did not convey the other two imputations.
My reasons for so finding are set out in my judgment. In summary, I was not satisfied that
the mere use of the words “scandal” and “inappropriate behaviour” in the poster would have
been likely to convey to the ordinary reasonable reader that the inappropriate behaviour
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-6adverted to in the poster was necessarily of a sexual nature, or involved sexual assault. That
was so even if the ordinary reasonable reader read the poster in light of the extrinsic facts.
The 30 November 2017 articles
Mr Rush alleged that the 30 November 2017 articles conveyed four defamatory imputations.
First, that he is a pervert.
Second, that he behaved as a sexual predator while working on the STC’s production of King
Lear.
Third, that he engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature while working on the
STC’s production of King Lear.
And fourth, that he engaged in inappropriate behaviour against another person over several
months while working on the STC’s production of King Lear.
Mr Rush also alleged that if those meanings were not conveyed by the ordinary natural
meaning of the words used in the articles, they would have been conveyed to readers who
were in possession of the extrinsic facts.
I have found, on the balance of probabilities, that each of those four defamatory imputations
or meanings was conveyed by the 30 November 2017 articles considered as a whole.
My reasons for so finding are set out at length in my judgment. In summary, I considered the
following features of the articles in question to be of particular significance in conveying
those meanings.
First, the sensational use of the promotional photograph of Mr Rush, as the deranged Lear, on
the front page above the prominent headline “KING LEER”. The image was nothing short of
striking. The effect of the pun in the headline, together with the photograph, was almost
alone sufficient to convey that Mr Rush was a man who leered, or looked slyly at people in a
lecherous, lewd or licentious manner.
Second, the pun in the headline on page four, “STAR’S BARD BEHAVIOUR”, clearly
conveyed that, despite his denials, Mr Rush had in fact engaged in bad behaviour.
Third, the juxtaposition of the article concerning Don Burke and its placement within the
same story “box” suggested that there was some link between the allegations made against
Mr Rush and the allegations which had been made against Don Burke. The article about Don
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-7Burke reported that he had been described as, amongst other things, a “sexual predator”. It
also referred to the “Harvey Weinsten scandal”.
Fourth, the 30 November 2017 articles would have been read by the ordinary reasonable
reader in light of either the extrinsic facts I referred to earlier, or what was by then in any
event the notorious and widely publicised allegations against Harvey Weinstein, Kevin
Spacey and, in Australia at least, Don Burke. By this time those men had frequently been
portrayed in the media as sexual predators.
Having regard to the features of the articles I have just summarised, I concluded that the
ordinary reasonable reader, who as I noted earlier is taken to be someone who is prone to a
degree of loose thinking and who reads between the lines, would have read the articles as
imputing or implying the meanings that Mr Rush alleged they did.
The 1 December 2017 articles
Mr Rush alleged that the 1 December 2017 articles conveyed the following seven defamatory
imputations.
First, he had committed sexual assault while working on the STC’s production of King Lear.
Second, he had behaved as a sexual predator while working on the STC’s production of King
Lear.
Third, he had engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature while working on the
STC’s production of King Lear.
Fourth, he had inappropriately touched an actress while working on the STC’s production of
King Lear.
Fifth, he is a pervert.
Sixth, his conduct in inappropriately touching an actress during King Lear was so serious that
the STC would never work with him again.
And seventh, he had falsely denied that the STC had told him the identity of the person who
had made a complaint against him.
Mr Rush again alleged that if those seven meanings were not conveyed by the ordinary
natural meaning of the words used in the articles, they would nevertheless have been
conveyed to readers who were in possession of the extrinsic facts.
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-8I have found, on the balance of probabilities, that each of those seven defamatory imputations
or meanings was conveyed by the 1 December 2017 articles considered as a whole.
My reasons for arriving at that conclusion are again set out at length in my judgment. In
summary, I considered that the following features of the articles in question were of
particular significance in conveying those meanings.
First, the articles added new information to what had been published the previous day. That
information included that Mr Rush had allegedly inappropriately touched an actress. The
articles also asserted that the actress’s claims had been supported by at least two other STC
actors and various unnamed sources, including sources who were said to be STC executives.
Second, the unnamed STC sources were reported to have said that they would not work with
Mr Rush again because of the seriousness of the allegations. It was also said that the STC
had revised its human resources policies to ensure a “safe environment for staff” and that this
was considered to be an issue to address in the wake of the “Harvey Weinstein scandal”.
Thus the claims against Mr Rush were again linked to that scandal.
Third, while Mr Rush was again reported to have denied the allegations, those denials were
portrayed as a “acts of defiance” in the face of the fact that the STC and two of its actors had
supported the actress and her claims.
The features of the articles just referred to clearly conveyed that the alleged inappropriate
behaviour of Mr Rush was sexual in nature and that, despite his denials, Mr Rush had
engaged in that behaviour.
Fourth, the articles reported that, despite his denials, Mr Rush had been told the identity of
the complainant during a telephone call with the executive director of the STC.

The

impression clearly conveyed was that Mr Rush’s denial was false.
Having regard to the features of the articles I have just summarised, I concluded that the
ordinary reasonable reader would have read the articles as imputing or implying the meanings
that Mr Rush alleged.
Were the defamatory imputations conveyed by the publications substantially true?
Having found that all but two of the alleged imputations were conveyed by the poster and
articles in question, it was necessary to consider Nationwide and Mr Moran’s truth defence.
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-9Nationwide and Mr Moran bore the onus of proving that the defamatory imputations which
were conveyed by the poster and the articles were substantially true. The standard of proof
was the balance of probabilities.
The allegations
Nationwide and Mr Moran’s case that the imputations were substantially true was based on
eight allegations. The allegations were, in summary, as follows.
The first allegation was that, on one occasion when Mr Rush and Ms Norvill were rehearsing
the final scene of the play, in which Cordelia is dead and King Lear is grieving over her dead
body, Ms Norvill saw Mr Rush hovering his hands over her torso and pretending to caress or
stroke her upper torso and then make groping gestures in the air with two cupped hands. It
was alleged that those groping gestures were intended to and did simulate Mr Rush groping
and fondling Ms Norvill’s breasts. This incident was said to have occurred in front of other
members of the cast and perhaps crew.
The second and third allegations were that during the rehearsals Mr Rush regularly made
comments or jokes about Ms Norvill or her body which contained sexual innuendo.
Nationwide and Mr Moran also alleged that Mr Rush would regularly make lewd gestures in
Ms Norvill’s direction and that, on a number of occasions, he looked at Ms Norvill, stuck his
tongue out and licked his lips and used his hands to grope the air like he was fondling Ms
Norvill’s hips or breasts. That conduct was also said to have often occurred in the presence
of members of the cast and crew.
The fourth allegation was that, during a promotional interview with a journalist, Mr Rush
remarked that he had a “stage-door Johnny crush” on Ms Norvill.
The fifth allegation was that during one preview performance of the play, Mr Rush departed
from the way in which the last scene had previously been performed. Instead of touching
Ms Norvill’s hand and face as had been repeatedly rehearsed, he allegedly moved his hand so
that it traced down Ms Norvill’s torso and across the side of her right breast. Nationwide and
Mr Moran alleged that the day after that incident, the director of the play, Mr Armfield, gave
Mr Rush an oral “note”, in the presence of other cast members, in which he said that Mr Rush
should make his performance in the last scene more “paternal” as it was becoming “creepy
and unclear”.
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- 10 The sixth allegation concerned an incident which was said to have occurred during a
performance which occurred at some time between 14 and 26 December 2015. The final
scene of the play involved Mr Rush carrying Ms Norvill onto the stage in his arms.
Immediately before that occurred, Ms Norvill stood on a chair backstage in the prompt side
wings so as to facilitate Mr Rush lifting her into his arms before carrying her onto the stage.
Nationwide and Mr Moran alleged that in a performance during this period, before lifting Ms
Norvill from the chair, Mr Rush placed his hand on Ms Norvill’s lower back over her shirt.
He then moved his hand under Ms Norvill’s shirt and along the waistline of her jeans,
brushing across the skin of her lower back. The movement was said to have been “light in
pressure, slow and … deliberate” and to have lasted for about 20 to 30 seconds.
The seventh allegation was similar. Nationwide and Mr Moran alleged that, in a performance
of the play in the period between 4 and 9 January 2016, Mr Rush again touched Ms Norvill
on the back just prior to lifting her from the chair before carrying her on stage for the final
scene. It was alleged that Rush gently rubbed his fingers over Ms Norvill’s lower back from
right to left.
The eighth allegation was that, on 10 June 2016, about six months after the production of
King Lear had concluded, Mr Rush sent a text message to Ms Norvill in which he said that he
thought about her “more than is socially appropriate”.
Nationwide and Mr Moran’s case that those incidents occurred was based primarily on the
evidence of Ms Norvill.

They also called evidence from one of the other actors who

performed in the production of King Lear, Mr Winter, in relation to two of the allegations.
Mr Rush denied that any of the incidents which were alleged to have occurred during the
rehearsals or performances of King Lear occurred. He gave evidence himself and adduced
evidence from the director of the play, Mr Armfield, and two of the other actors from the
King Lear production, Ms Robyn Nevin and Ms Helen Buday, in relation to those allegations.
As for the remark about having a “stage-door Johnny crush” on Ms Norvill, Mr Rush said
that he intended that remark to be nothing more than a light-hearted and jovial way of
complimenting Ms Norvill. He meant no offence. As for the text message, Mr Rush said that
the line in the text which Nationwide and Mr Moran claimed was sexually inappropriate was
a throwaway line or joke. It was his cryptic way of saying to Ms Norvill that he was sorry he
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- 11 had missed the opening of the play that she was then performing in and that he hadn’t
forgotten about her.
Findings
I have found that Nationwide and Mr Moran have not discharged their onus of proving the
substantial truth of any of the imputations that were conveyed by the poster and the articles in
question. I was not satisfied on the balance of probabilities that the incidents during the
rehearsals and performances of King Lear occurred as alleged by Nationwide and Mr Moran.
I was also not persuaded that either the remark made to the journalist, or the June 2016 text
message, when fairly considered, was capable of proving the substantial truth of any of the
imputations conveyed by the poster and articles.
Accordingly, Nationwide and Mr Moran did not make out their truth defence.
My reasons for arriving at those findings are set out at considerable length in my judgment.
It is not really possible to adequately summarise them here. My judgment runs to over 200
pages in length. Many of those pages are devoted to a close consideration of the evidence in
relation to the eight alleged incidents.
What follows is a very brief summary.
Incidents during rehearsals
Nationwide and Mr Moran’s case that Mr Rush engaged in inappropriate behaviour towards
Ms Norvill during the rehearsals was based almost entirely on the evidence of Ms Norvill.
Mr Winter only gave evidence in relation to the incident that was the basis of the first
allegation.
Having heard and considered the evidence concerning those alleged incidents as a whole, I
was not persuaded that Ms Norvill’s evidence concerning them was credible or reliable. Nor
was I persuaded that Mr Winter’s evidence concerning the one incident that he said he
witnessed was credible or reliable.
The basic problem for Nationwide and Mr Moran was that, on Ms Norvill’s own account, the
incidents during the rehearsals were seen by, or most likely seen by, most of the cast and
many of the crew who were working on the play. Yet Ms Norvill’s evidence about the
incidents was not only uncorroborated but was contradicted by, not only the evidence of Mr
Rush, but also the evidence of Mr Armfield, Ms Nevin and Ms Buday.
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- 12 The weight of the evidence was solidly against the occurrence of those incidents.
As for the one incident where there was some corroborating evidence, when closely analysed
Mr Winter’s evidence in fact provided scant corroboration for Ms Norvill. The incident
apparently witnessed by Mr Winter, which he described as being like a Three Stooges style
“skit” involving a “jokey gesture” at the end, bore little relationship to the much more serious
incident described by Ms Norvill in her evidence. Mr Winter’s evidence concerning this
incident was, in any event, far from convincing or persuasive.
Another problem for Nationwide and Mr Moran was that I was not ultimately persuaded that
Ms Norvill was an entirely credible witness or that her evidence about the allegations was
reliable.
Before summarising the issues that I had with Ms Norvill’s evidence, I should emphasise that
in assessing the reliability of Ms Norvill’s evidence, I was acutely conscious of and had
regard to the difficulties and disadvantages that are often encountered by complainants in
cases involving allegations of sexual harassment. I was also conscious of the fact that Ms
Norvill was not a party to this proceeding, had no vested interest in it, and had essentially
been dragged into the spotlight by the actions of Nationwide and Mr Moran.
Nevertheless, the issues that I had with Ms Norvill’s evidence included the following.
First, Ms Norvill’s evidence about some of Mr Rush’s behaviour appeared to be inconsistent
with more contemporaneous accounts she had given of Mr Rush’s behaviour. One example
of that was the account Ms Norvill gave to Ms Annelies Crowe, the Company Manager of the
STC, in early April 2016. That was effectively the first time Ms Norvill had made any
complaint about Mr Rush’s behavior. The account recorded in Ms Crowe’s email to other
senior officers of the STC was different in a number of material respects from the account Ms
Norvill eventually gave in her evidence in this proceeding.
Second, Ms Norvill’s evidence was shown to be inconsistent with more contemporaneous
statements she made to journalists about what it was like to work with Mr Rush. During one
interview, Ms Norvill said that she loved “Geoffrey’s ebullience”. In another, she said that
she felt very privileged to work with Mr Rush.
Third, Ms Norvill’s account of Mr Rush’s behaviour appeared, at times, to be at odds with
other evidence about her friendship with or attitude towards Mr Rush during the production
of King Lear. It suffices to give two examples. The first example was that Ms Norvill
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- 13 attended dinner and a play with Mr Winter, Mr Rush and Mr Rush’s daughter towards the
end of the rehearsal period. The second example was that towards the very end of the
performances Ms Norvill sent Mr Rush an email referring to him as “Dearest Daddy
DeGush”. She signed-off with hugs and kisses. I considered that Ms Norvill’s evidence
explaining that email was unpersuasive.
Fourth, in my view, Ms Norvill revealed herself to be a witness who was, at times, prone to
exaggeration and embellishment. The clearest example of this was her evidence that all of
the cast and crew who were in the rehearsal room were “complicit” in, or “enabled”, Mr
Rush’s inappropriate behaviour as described by her. Even if that was evidence only of her
belief in that regard, it was a belief which was shown to have no reasonable basis. The
apparent suggestion that other members of the cast and crew witnessed inappropriate
behaviour by Mr Rush and were unwilling, or unable, to do anything about it was not only
entirely uncorroborated, but was directly contradicted by the evidence of not only Mr Rush,
but also Mr Armfield, Ms Nevin and Ms Buday.
In all the circumstances, I accepted the evidence of Mr Rush, Mr Armfield, Ms Nevin and Ms
Buday in relation to Mr Rush’s behaviour during the rehearsals. I did not accept the evidence
of Ms Norvill and Mr Winter.
Incident during the last scene of a preview performance
Nationwide and Mr Moran’s case that Mr Rush stroked or cupped Ms Norvill’s right breast
during Act V Scene III of one of the preview performances was reliant on the evidence of
Ms Norvill and Mr Winter.
Having considered the whole of the evidence concerning this allegation, I was not satisfied
on the balance of probabilities that the incident as described by either Ms Norvill or Mr
Winter occurred. Given the nature of the scene, I was not able to entirely exclude the
possibility that Mr Rush might have touched Ms Norvill’s breast.

I was not satisfied,

however, that if that occurred, it occurred intentionally or was, in any way, gratuitous or
untoward.
My reasons for arriving at those finding include, in summary, the following.
First, I was not persuaded that Mr Winter’s evidence in relation to this incident was credible
or reliable. His evidence did not, in any event, provide much corroboration for Ms Norvill’s
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- 14 account. The incident described by him differed in a number of material respects from the
incident as described by Ms Norvill. The differences are referred to in my judgment.
Second, the account of this alleged incident given by both Ms Norvill and Mr Winter was
largely contradicted by the evidence of Mr Armfield. Mr Armfield watched the preview
performances “like a hawk’ and did not see any gratuitous or untoward conduct by Mr Rush.
Third, Ms Norvill’s evidence concerning Mr Armfield’s oral note of this incident was
contradicted by the evidence of, not only Mr Rush, but also, Mr Armfield, Ms Nevin and
Ms Buday. It was not supported by any evidence from Mr Winter. There was no reference to
the incident described by Ms Norvill in any of Mr Armfield’s detailed notes concerning the
preview performances.
Fourth, having heard the evidence of Mr Rush in relation to his approach to the performance
of this difficult and complex scene in the play, I considered that the events described by
Ms Norvill were improbable or implausible.
Fifth, this incident was said to have occurred in front of not only most of the cast and crew,
but also an audience of over 900 people. Yet aside from Ms Norvill, Mr Winter was the only
person who gave evidence that he saw this incident occur. His evidence was problematic for
the reasons I have already adverted to.
Sixth, as I have already said, I had concerns about Ms Norvill’s credibility and reliability as a
witness generally.

As I noted earlier, I found her to be a witness who was prone to

exaggeration and embellishment.
In all the circumstances, I accepted the evidence of Mr Rush, Mr Armfield, Ms Nevin and
Ms Buday in relation to this alleged incident. I did not accept the evidence of Ms Norvill and
Mr Winter.
Incidents involving Mr Rush touching Ms Norvill’s back
Nationwide and Mr Moran’s case in relation to these incidents was based entirely on the
evidence of Ms Norvill. Ms Norvill’s evidence was uncorroborated, though on her account
the incidents were not witnessed by anyone else.
Having considered the whole of the evidence, I was not ultimately satisfied on the balance of
probabilities that the incidents as described by Ms Norvill in her evidence occurred. Given
the nature of the action that was required by Mr Rush to lift Ms Norvill up and carry her onto
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- 15 the stage for the last scene, I could not completely exclude the possibility that Mr Rush might
have touched Ms Norvill’s back in some way on some occasion prior to lifting her up. I was
not satisfied, however, that if that occurred, it occurred intentionally or was in any sense
gratuitous or untoward.
My reasons for so concluding include, in summary, the following.
First, given Mr Rush’s unchallenged evidence concerning his intense preparation for and
performance of the difficult and complex final scene of King Lear, I considered it implausible
that he would have engaged in the conduct described by Ms Norvill in her evidence.
Second, I had misgivings about the general reliability of Ms Norvill’s evidence for the
reasons I have already given.
Third, in relation to those particular incidents, Ms Norvill’s evidence was inconsistent in
some respects with the account of Mr Rush’s behaviour which she gave to Ms Crowe when
she first complained about Mr Rush’s behaviour in early April 2016.
In all the circumstances, I accepted the evidence of Mr Rush in relation to these alleged
incidents. I did not accept the evidence of Ms Norvill.
“Stage-door Johnny crush”
I was not satisfied on the balance of probabilities that the remark that Mr Rush made to a
journalist about having a “stage-door Johnny crush” on Ms Norvill proved the truth of any of
the imputations that were conveyed by the poster or the articles in question.
Having regard to the evidence as a whole, including Mr Rush’s evidence about his use of this
expression and the context in which it appeared in the resulting article, I was persuaded that
this remark was intended to be a light-hearted and humorous compliment of Ms Norvill’s
talent as an actress. I also considered that, read in context, it was likely to be construed as
such by most people.
I did not, in all the circumstances, accept Ms Norvill’s evidence that she felt humiliated,
uncomfortable or disrespected when Mr Rush made the statement. That appeared to be
inconsistent with her observed demeanor after the interview with the journalist and
inconsistent with other aspects of the evidence as a whole.
It may be accepted that some people might consider the expression used by Mr Rush to be
somewhat demeaning and possibly even inappropriate. Context, however, is everything and
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- 16 I do not accept, on balance, that Mr Rush intended the remark to be demeaning. Indeed, quite
the contrary. In any event, I do not accept that Mr Rush’s use of this expression could be
considered to constitute “scandalously inappropriate behaviour”. Nor do I accept that Mr
Rush could be said to be a pervert because he made this remark.
The 10 June 2016 text message
I was not satisfied on the balance of probabilities that anything written or included in the text
message that Mr Rush sent Ms Norvill on 10 June 2016 proved the substantial truth of any of
the imputations conveyed by the poster or the articles.
I accepted Mr Rush’s evidence that when he said in the text that he thought of Ms Norvill
“more than is socially appropriate”, he intended it to be a throwaway line or joke which
conveyed nothing more than that he was sorry he missed the opening performance of the play
Ms Norvill was then performing in and that he had not forgotten her. I also accepted that
Mr Rush’s use of what he described as the “Groucho emoji” was consistent with that
intention. I rejected the submission made on behalf of Nationwide and Mr Moran that this
was some sort of invitation or that Mr Rush was “putting it out there”.
Considered in context, including in the context of text messages that had been exchanged
between Mr Rush and Ms Norvill in the past, I was not satisfied on the balance of
probabilities that Nationwide and Mr Moran had proved that Mr Rush was a “pervert”
because he sent that text message. Nor did that text message assist Nationwide and Mr
Moran’s case in relation to the substantial truth of any of the other imputations.
Damages
Having found that Nationwide and Mr Moran had published defamatory imputations and that
Nationwide and Mr Moran had not made out their defence of truth in relation to those
imputations, it was necessary for me to assess the appropriate award of damages.
The issue of damages involved three elements. The first element concerned the assessment
of the appropriate amount of money to compensate Mr Rush for the personal distress and hurt
caused to him by the publication of the defamatory imputations and to vindicate his
reputation. The second element involved determining whether Mr Rush was entitled to
aggravated damages arising from any improper or unjustifiable conduct by Nationwide and
Mr Moran which increased his distress and hurt. The third element involved determining
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- 17 whether Mr Rush suffered any economic loss by reason of the defamatory publications and, if
so, determining what that loss was.
General and aggravated damages
The purpose to be served by the award of general damages in cases of defamation includes
consolation for the personal distress and hurt caused by the publication, reparation for the
harm done to the applicant’s reputation and vindication of the applicant’s reputation.
The Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) includes a “cap” for damages. That cap is currently just
shy of $400,000. The cap does not, however, apply where an applicant establishes that he or
she is entitled to aggravated damages.
Aggravated damages may be awarded where there is a lack of bona fides in the respondent’s
conduct, or where the respondent’s conduct was improper or unjustified. Conduct by a
respondent with those characteristics may be taken to increase or aggravate the harm the
defamation caused or might reasonably be supposed to have caused the applicant.
I have found that Mr Rush is entitled to aggravated damages for a number of reasons.
My reasons for so finding are set out at length in my judgment. Following is a short
summary.
First, I have found that the conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran in publishing the
defamatory imputations in the 30 November 2017 articles was improper or unjustified for at
least two reasons. The first reason was that those articles were published in an extravagant,
excessive and sensationalist manner. The second reason is that I found that Nationwide and
Mr Moran were reckless as to the truth or falsity of the imputations they conveyed and failed
to properly inquire into the facts before they published.
This was, in all the circumstances, a recklessly irresponsible piece of sensationalist
journalism of the worst kind.
I also found that Mr Rush’s hurt and injury was increased by the features of the 30 November
2017 articles which I have just summarised. Indeed in all the circumstances it was difficult to
avoid the conclusion that it was calculated to damage.
Second, the 1 December 2017 articles were not much better. Indeed, in some respects, they
were worse.
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- 18 I have found that the conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran in relation to the 1 December
2017 articles was lacking in bona fides and was improper and unjustifiable because they
knew that the articles conveyed a misleading impression that two STC actors and the STC
itself believed and supported the specific allegations that had been made by the then unnamed
complainant. In fact, the two actors had conveyed generic messages of support for actresses
who make such complaints and the STC had issued a statement saying that it had confirmed
that it had not reached any “conclusion of impropriety”. Nationwide and Mr Moran were
also at least reckless in conveying that Mr Rush had falsely denied that the STC had told him
who the complainant was.
This was another piece of recklessly irresponsible journalism. Nationwide and Mr Moran’s
intentions were clear. Having apparently received some backlash in relation to the previous
day’s publications, they set about “bootstrapping” the story to include misleading statements
of support for the allegations.
I also found that Mr Rush’s hurt and injury was increased by the features of the 1 December
2017 articles which I have just summarised.
Third, I found that Nationwide and Mr Moran’s conduct of these proceedings was in certain
significant respects improper and unjustified.
In summary, I found that it was relevantly unjustifiable in all the circumstances at the time
for Nationwide and Mr Moran to have included certain allegations in their initial truth
defence. Those allegations were splashed over the front page of the Telegraph the day after
a temporary suppression order in relation to the defence was lifted. They were subsequently
struck out of the defence. They have never resurfaced.
The unjustifiable conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran in pleading those allegations at the
time and, worse still, trumpeting them in their journal the next day, may be taken to have
aggravated the hurt and harm suffered by Mr Rush.
Assessment of aggravated compensatory damages
The assessment of compensatory damages in a defamation case is not a scientific or
mathematical exercise. There is no single right answer.
In assessing the appropriate award of aggravated compensatory damages in this matter, I had
regard to a number of considerations. They included, in summary, the following:
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- 19 First, at the time of the defamatory publications, Mr Rush unquestionably had a high and
settled reputation in the acting profession, not only in Australia, but throughout the world.
Second, the defamatory publications themselves were distributed and read widely. They
were, and were no doubt intended to be, sensational. The story was republished widely
throughout the world, in particular in the United States and the United Kingdom.
Third, the defamatory imputations conveyed by the publications were unquestionably
extremely serious.
Fourth, there could equally be little doubt that the publications had the effect of destroying
Mr Rush’s reputation. It is necessary for the amount of damages awarded to Mr Rush to be
sufficient to signal to the public the vindication of his reputation.
Fifth, the effect of the publications on Mr Rush was devastating. The hurt to Mr Rush was
aggravated by the conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran for the reasons I have explained.
Having regard to those considerations, and to all the circumstances of the case generally,
I consider that the appropriate award of aggravated compensatory damages to Mr Rush is
$850,000.
Special damages for economic loss
A person who has been defamed is entitled to have damages for the monetary or financial
loss caused by the defamatory publications. Mr Rush claimed that he was entitled to special
damages because the defamatory publications had caused a loss in his earning capacity.
Nationwide and Mr Moran disputed that claim and contended that it was unsupported by the
evidence.
I have found, on the balance of probabilities, that the defamatory publications did cause
Mr Rush to suffer financial loss in the form of lost earning capacity. That loss will continue
for some period of time into the future.
My judgment contains my detailed findings in that regard. In short summary, the key
findings are:
First, Mr Rush had worked as an actor continually and consistently for many years prior to
the publications. He was an actor in demand.
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- 20 Second, the effect of the publication of the poster and articles on Mr Rush personally was
devastating. The effects included that Mr Rush lost confidence in his ability to act and lost
the desire and drive to act; his creative spirit was at a low ebb. He was also fearful of
audience reaction as a result of the publications.
Third, Mr Rush was likely to receive less offers of work as a result of the fact that one of the
effects of the publications was that he was linked, or was likely to be linked, to other actors
who had been exposed by the #MeToo movement.
Fourth, Mr Rush had not worked from the date of the publications until the date of the trial.
Fifth, on the basis of my assessment of the expert evidence in relation to Mr Rush’s prospects
going forward, Mr Rush was unlikely to receive any real offers of work until 12 months after
the vindication of his reputation. After that time Mr Rush will begin receiving offers again,
though initially at a lesser rate than he did before the publications. My assessment was that
he will receive offers at 50% of the previous rate for the period between 12 and 18 months
after vindication and offers at 75% of the previous rate for the period between 18 and 24
months after vindication. Thereafter, Mr Rush will receive offers at more or less the same
rate as he did previously.
Sixth, I formed the view that I require further assistance and submissions from the parties
before arriving at a final figure quantifying Mr Rush’s economic loss.
I propose in due course to make procedural orders to facilitate a further short hearing with a
view to finalising all outstanding issues, including the quantification of Mr Rush’s economic
loss, the question whether the injunction sought by Mr Rush should be made, whether there
should be any interest on the judgment and who should pay the costs of the proceeding and
on what basis. The matter will be listed for a further case management hearing for the
purpose of making such procedural orders.

JUSTICE MICHAEL WIGNEY
11 April 2019
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THE COURT ORDERS THAT:
1.

The application by the respondents that Wigney J recuse himself from continuing to
hear the matter be dismissed.

Note: Entry of orders is dealt with in Rule 39.32 of the Federal Court Rules 2011.
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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
WIGNEY J:
I

On 8 December 2017, Mr Geoffrey Rush commenced proceedings in this Court against
Nationwide News Pty Limited and Mr Jonathon Moran. Mr Rush alleged that Nationwide
and Mr Moran had defamed him. He sought, amongst other things, damages and relief in the
form of a permanent injunction restraining Nationwide and Mr Moran from republishing the
defamatory imputations that were allegedly conveyed by the relevant publications. On 11 April
2019, I handed down a judgment in which I found in favour of Mr Rush and ordered
Nationwide and Mr Moran to pay Mr Rush $850,000 for non-economic loss: Rush v
Nationwide News Ply Ltd (No 7) [2019] FCA 496 (the liability judgment). The judgment left
some issues outstanding, including whether a permanent injunction should be made against
Nationwide and Mr Moran as sought by Mr Rush. That issue was not resolved in the liability
judgment because the parties had agreed that the question of injunctive relief was most
appropriately dealt with after the question of liability had been determined.

2

Mr Rush in due course pressed his claim for a permanent injunction. Nationwide and
Mr Moran, however, applied for me to recuse or disqualify myself from determining that issue
on the basis of apprehended bias. They contended that various statements and findings that I
had made in determining the issues in the proceeding to that point gave the "appearance of a
preference or partiality" for Mr Rush and therefore the appearance that I would not bring an
impartial mind to the resolution of the outstanding issue relating to the injunctive relief sought
by Mr Rush.

3

On 23 May 2019, I declined to recuse myself. Having read and heard detailed submissions
from the parties, I was not satisfied, in all the circumstances, that a fair-minded lay observer
might reasonably apprehend that I might not bring an impartial mind to the resolution of the
outstanding issue in the proceeding. I indicated that I would publish my reasons for that finding
in due course. These are those reasons.
BACKGROUND

4

Shortly after the proceeding was commenced, it was allocated to my docket for case
management. Throughout 2018, I presided over numerous case management hearings and
determined a number of procedural or interlocutory disputes. I delivered four judgments in
relation to those interlocutory matters prior to the commencement of the trial. The interlocutory
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-2disputes and the judgments which resolved them included: an application by Mr Rush to strike
out parts of Nationwide and Mr Moran's defence (Rush v Nationwide News Ply Ltd [2018]
FCA 357; 359 ALR 473 — Rush No. 1); an application by Nationwide and Mr Moran to amend
their defence and file a cross-claim against a third party (Rush v Nationwide News Ply Ltd (No
2) [2018] FCA 550; 359 ALR 564 — Rush No. 2); and an application by Nationwide and
Mr Moran for leave to adduce evidence served otherwise than in accordance with the
procedural orders which had been made (Rush v Nationwide News Ply Ltd (No 4) [2018] FCA
1558 — Rush No. 4).
5

The trial commenced on 22 October 2018. It ran for 15 days in late October and early
November 2018. During the course of the trial, I delivered another two judgments: one relating
to an application by Nationwide and Mr Moran to exclude expert opinion evidence that
Mr Rush sought to adduce (Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 5) [2018] FCA 1622 — Rush
No. 5) and one relating to another application by Nationwide and Mr Moran to further amend
their defence (Rush v Nationwide News Pty Ltd (No 6) [2018] FCA 1851 — Rush No. 6). The
latter judgment also dealt with suppression or non-publication orders that were made in the
context of the proposed amended defence.

6

Altogether, the judgments I delivered prior to and during the trial ran to many hundreds of
pages. They dealt with a number of difficult and complex case management, procedural and
evidentiary issues.

Nationwide and Mr Moran relied, in support of their allegation of

apprehended bias, on a relatively small number of statements made in those judgments which
they contended referred to them in "derogatory terms". The precise nature of those statements
and the context in which they were made will be explained later. It suffices at this point to note
that, at no point prior to the delivery of the liability judgment, did Nationwide and Mr Moran
raise any complaint or objection about any statement made by me in the interlocutory
judgments, let alone apply for me to recuse myself on the basis of anything said or decided by
me in those judgments. Nationwide and Mr Moran's explanation for that was that the
apprehension of bias arising from the statements made in the interlocutory judgments "was
conveyed for the first time upon the delivery" of the liability judgment.
7

In the course of their closing submissions at trial, Nationwide and Mr Moran proposed the
following approach to the determination of the issues raised by the proceedings:
Questions of injunctive relief (if any), costs and interest (if any) are most conveniently
dealt with once the Court has decided the question of liability and any question of
damages.
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The question of injunctive relief would almost certainly not have arisen if the question of
liability was determined adversely to Mr Rush. Thus, Nationwide and Mr Moran must have
believed or envisaged that I would be able to impartially determine, and be seen to impartially
determine, the outstanding issues, including in relation to injunctive relief, on their legal and
factual merits, even if I resolved the question of liability adversely to them.

9

The liability judgment was handed down on 11 April 2019. The judgment is over 200 pages
long. Not surprisingly, it deals in considerable detail with, and makes findings concerning,
what was one of the major issues in the matter; whether the defamatory imputations, which
were found to have been conveyed by the publications were substantially true. As has already
been noted, that issue was resolved adversely to Nationwide and Mr Moran. Verdict and
judgment was entered for Mr Rush and Nationwide and Mr Moran were ordered to pay
Mr Rush general damages, including aggravated damages, assessed in the sum of $850,000.

10

Consistently with the approach proposed by the parties, the liability judgment did not finally
resolve all issues. The outstanding issues included the injunctive relief sought by Mr Rush, as
well as costs and interest. The quantification of the economic loss found to have been suffered
by Mr Rush was also not finally resolved. As events transpired, the parties were able to agree
on orders relating to costs, interest and the quantification of economic loss based on the factual
findings set out in the liability judgment. The only outstanding issue was the issue concerning
injunctive relief.

11

Following the handing down of the liability judgment, and despite the position taken by them
in their final submissions, Nationwide and Mr Moran contended that I should recuse myself
from determining the outstanding issue concerning injunctive relief on the basis of
apprehended bias. The grounds relied on by Nationwide and Mr Moran in support of the
recusal application primarily concerned various factual findings, and the reasons given in
support of those findings, which were contained in the liability judgment. Most of the
impugned findings and reasoning concerned the reliability of the evidence given by various
witnesses in respect of the allegations which provided the basis for Nationwide and Mr Moran's
truth defence.

As discussed earlier, Nationwide and Mr Moran also relied on various

statements made in the interlocutory judgments that had been delivered many months earlier.
12

The specific findings and reasoning in the liability judgment which, together with the
statements made in the interlocutory judgments, are the basis of the assertion of apprehended
bias will be detailed later. It suffices at this point to note that Nationwide and Mr Moran's
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-4contention was that the impugned statements, findings and reasoning "together give the
appearance of a preference or partiality for" Mr Rush.
13

Needless to say, by this point I had resolved a number of the legal and factual issues which
were necessary to resolve in determining liability and damages in favour of Mr Rush. What
Nationwide and Mr Moran appeared to be contending, however, was that my findings and
reasoning gave the appearance that I might not have brought an impartial mind to the resolution
of those legal and factual issues; that for some reason, which remained largely unexplained, I
might not have arrived at those findings on the merits, but simply because I was partial towards
or favoured Mr Rush. It was on that basis, apparently, that Nationwide and Mr Moran
contended that there was an appearance that I might not resolve the outstanding issue
concerning injunctive relief impartially and on its merits.

14

It

should also be noted in this context that the outstanding issue concerning injunctive relief

was very narrow in scope. The parties largely agreed that the question whether the injunctive
relief sought by Mr Rush should be granted essentially turned on an assessment of the existence
and degree of any threat or risk of a repetition of the publication of the defamatory imputations
and, to a lesser extent, on the proper construction of s 23 of the Defamation Act 2005 (NSW).
15

Mr Rush's contention that there was a risk that Nationwide and Mr Moran would republish the
defamatory imputations was essentially based on the nature and content of various articles that
Nationwide had published following the liability judgment.

Nationwide and Mr Moran

asserted that there was no threat or risk of republication and that the articles relied on by
Mr Rush were simply fair reports or opinion pieces about the liability judgment. The question
of injunctive relief did not turn on the assessment or reliability of any of the evidence given by
any of the witnesses at trial. The parties relied on affidavit evidence from their respective
solicitors on the question of injunctive relief. Neither of the solicitors was cross-examined and
there was no real factual issue concerning their evidence.
RELEVANT PRINCIPLES
16

The relevant principles in relation to apprehended bias are well settled. In Ebner v Official
Trustee in Bankruptcy [2000] HCA 63; 205 CLR 337, Gleeson CJ, McHugh, Gummow and
Hayne JJ conveniently summarised the principles in the followings terms (at [6]-[8]):
Where, in the absence of any suggestion of actual bias, a question arises as to the
independence or impartiality of a judge (or other judicial officer or juror), as here, the
governing principle is that, subject to qualifications relating to waiver (which is not
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-5presently relevant) or necessity (which may be relevant to the second appeal), a judge
is disqualified if a fair-minded lay observer might reasonably apprehend that the judge
might not bring an impartial mind to the resolution of the question the judge is required
to decide. That principle gives effect to the requirement that justice should both be
done and be seen to be done, a requirement which reflects the fundamental importance
of the principle that the tribunal be independent and impartial. It is convenient to refer
to it as the apprehension of bias principle.
The apprehension of bias principle may be thought to find its justification in the
importance of the basic principle, that the tribunal be independent and impartial. So
important is the principle that even the appearance of departure from it is prohibited
lest the integrity of the judicial system be undermined. There are, however, some other
aspects of the apprehension of bias principle which should be recognised. Deciding
whether a judicial officer (or juror) might not bring an impartial mind to the resolution
of a question that has not been determined requires no prediction about how the judge
or juror will in fact approach the matter. The question is one of possibility (real and
not remote), not probability. Similarly, if the matter has already been decided, the test
is one which requires no conclusion about what factors actually influenced the
outcome. No attempt need be made to inquire into the actual thought processes of the
judge or juror.
The apprehension of bias principle admits of the possibility of human frailty. Its
application is as diverse as human frailty. Its application requires two steps. First, it
requires the identification of what it is said might lead a judge (or juror) to decide a
case other than on its legal and factual merits. The second step is no less important.
There must be an articulation of the logical connection between the matter and the
feared deviation from the course of deciding the case on its merits. The bare assertion
that a judge (or juror) has an "interest" in litigation, or an interest in a party to it, will
be of no assistance until the nature of the interest, and the asserted connection with the
possibility of departure from impartial decision making, is articulated. Only then can
the reasonableness of the asserted apprehension of bias be assessed.
(Footnotes omitted.)
17

The two step test in Ebner requires the identification of what might affect the judge's
impartiality and its logical connection with the possibility of departure from impartial decisionmaking in the case at hand. Ebner concerned cases where the first step was said to have been
satisfied because the judge had a direct or indirect pecuniary interest in the cause. There was
no suggestion that I had any direct or indirect interest in the litigation. Nor was there any
suggestion that I had any association with any party or witness. Rather, as has already been
noted, the asserted appearance of impartiality was said to have flowed entirely from a handful
of what were said to be derogatory statements made in some of the interlocutory judgments
delivered by me and some of my findings and reasoning in the liability judgment.

18

The fair-minded lay observer is "postulated in order to emphasise that the test is objective, is
founded in the need for public confidence in the judiciary, and is not based purely upon the
assessment by some judges of the capacity or performance of their colleagues": Johnson v
Johnson [2000] HCA 48; 201 CLR 488 at [12]. While the fictional or hypothetical observer
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-6is not a lawyer and is not assumed to have a detailed knowledge of the law, they are taken to
be reasonable and to not be "wholly uninformed and uninstructed about the law in general or
the issue to be decided": Johnson at [53] (per Kirby J citing R v George (1987) 9 NSWLR 527
at 536 per Street CJ). It is necessary to attribute to the fair-minded lay observer knowledge of
all of the circumstances of the case: CUR24 v Director of Public Prosecutions [2012] NSWCA
65; 83 NSWLR 385 at [39].
19

The "reasonableness of any suggested apprehension of bias is to be considered in the context
of ordinary judicial practice": Johnson at [13]. That includes "the exigencies of modern
litigation" and modern case management practices: Johnson at [13]. The plurality in Johnson
noted the following in that regard (at [13]):
At the trial level, modern judges, responding to a need for more active case
management, intervene in the conduct of cases to an extent that may surprise a person
who came to court expecting a judge to remain, until the moment of pronouncement
of judgment, as inscrutable as the Sphinx.

20

Similarly, in British American Tobacco Australia Services Ltd v Laurie [2011] HCA 2; 242
CLR 283, Heydon, Kiefel and Bell JJ referred to the active role a modern judge is likely to play
in case management and said (at [140]) that "[t]rial judges are frequently required to make
rulings excluding irrelevant and prejudicial material from evidence [and] [r]outine rulings of
this nature are unlikely to disqualify the judge from further hearing the proceeding".

21

In Doggett v Commonwealth Bank ofAustralia [2019] FCAFC 19, the Full Court (Kerr, Davies
and Thawley JJ) said as follows in relation to claims of apprehended bias based on rulings in
interlocutory proceedings or judgments (at [11]):
Claims of apprehended bias arise not infrequently, as they have in this appeal, in
respect of interlocutory proceedings. The usual position in relation to interlocutory
proceedings is that an apprehension of bias is not per se manifested by an unfavourable
finding. That is because often there will be instances prior to a final decision where a
judge will require steps to be taken or not taken which disappoint one side or another
in a proceeding. It is inherent in the interlocutory process that such preliminary
decisions are made. Unfavourable findings, in such circumstances, are not to be taken
by a fair-minded person as an expression that the judge has other than an impartial and
unprejudiced mind in relation to the substantive proceeding.

22

In Re J.R.L.; Ex parte C.J.L (1986) 161 CLR 342, Mason J said the following in relation to
allegations of apprehended bias based on the conduct of the judge during the litigation, which
would include statements and findings made in interlocutory judgments (at 352):
It needs to be said loudly and clearly that the ground of disqualification is a reasonable
apprehension that the judicial officer will not decide the case impartially or without
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-7prejudice, rather than that he will decide the case adversely to one party. There may be
many situations in which previous decisions of a judicial officer on issues of fact and
law may generate an expectation that he is likely to decide issues in a particular case
adversely to one of the parties. But this does not mean either that he will approach the
issues in that case otherwise than with an impartial and unprejudiced mind in the sense
in which that expression is used in the authorities or that his previous decisions provide
an acceptable basis for inferring that there is a reasonable apprehension that he will
approach the issues in this way. In cases of this kind, disqualification is only made out
by showing that there is a reasonable apprehension of bias by reason of prejudgment
and this must be "firmly established": Reg. v. Commonwealth Conciliation and
Arbitration Commission; Ex parte Angliss Group; Watson; Re Lusink; Ex parte Shaw.
Although it is important that justice must be seen to be done, it is equally important
that judicial officers discharge their duty to sit and do not, by acceding too readily to
suggestions of appearance of bias, encourage parties to believe that by seeking the
disqualification of a judge, they will have their case tried by someone thought to be
more likely to decide the case in their favour.
(Footnotes omitted.)
23

In the same case, Wilson J said (at 359-360):
A court of review must be careful not to exaggerate the significance of actions or
statements made by a judge in the course of a proceeding. There must be "strong
grounds" (Reg. v. Australian Stevedoring Industry Board; Ex parte Melbourne
Stevedoring Co. Pty. Ltd.) for inferring the existence of a reasonable suspicion.
(Footnote omitted.)

24

The requirement that an apprehension of bias, based on judicial conduct, be "firmly
established" was also emphasised in Laws v Australian Broadcasting Tribunal (1990) 170 CLR
70 at 100 (Gaudron and McHugh JJ) and British American Tobacco at [45], where French CJ
said it "gives content to the requirement that an apprehension of bias, in that class of case, be
reasonable" and [71] (Gummow J). French CJ and Gummow J were in dissent in British
American Tobacco, though the dissent mainly turned on the application of the facts to the
relevant principles.

25

Apprehended bias will not generally be established by "pointing to adverse findings" in the
judgment, even where the findings involve strong adverse credit findings: Royal Guardian
Mortgage Management Ply Ltd v Nguyen [2016] NSWCA 88; 332 ALR 128 at [234] Ward JA,
Basten JA and Emmett AJA agreeing). Similarly, the fact that "a judge has not accepted
submissions, or has taken a view of evidence in a way that one of the litigants disagrees with
or asserts is wrong in principle, is not enough to establish a reasonable apprehension of bias":
Knaggs v Director of Public Prosecutions (NSW) [2007] NSWCA 83; 170 A Crim R 366 at
[95]; see also SZCOS v Ministerfor Immigration & Citizenship [2008] FCA 570 at [36]; Spalla
v St George Wholesale Finance Ply Ltd [2006] FCA 416 at [14]; DOQ17 v Australian
Financial Security Authority (No 2) [2018] FCA 1270; 363 ALR 681 at [33]. In Hamod v State
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-8of New South Wales (No 11) [2008] NSWSC 967, Harrison J said (at [20]) that unfavourable
decisions against a party "are not, and can never be, without more sufficient to support or
establish the existence or manifestation of an objective apprehension of bias".
26

Where "numerous separate aspects are relied upon to suggest a reasonable apprehension of
bias, it will usually be necessary to assess the individual elements separately and then
cumulatively": Downey v Acting District Court Judge Boulton (No 5) [2010] NSWCA 240;
272 ALR 705 at [176] (Basten JA, Allsop P and Macfarlan JA agreeing); see also Concrete
Pty Limited v Parramatta Design & Developments Ply Ltd [2006] HCA 55; 229 CLR 577 at
[114]; IOOF Australia Trustees Ltd v SEAS Sapfor Forests Ply Ltd (1999) 78 SASR 151 at
192; Tarrant J, Disqualification for Bias (Federation Press, 2012) at p 301.

27

In some circumstances, a litigant who fails to object to comments made by a trial judge during
the trial which are later said to have given rise to an apprehension of bias may be taken to have
waived the right to object once judgment has been handed down. In Vakauta v Kelly (1989)
167 CLR 568, the trial judge made derogatory remarks during the trial about the defendant's
medical witnesses. No objection was taken when the remarks were made. Brennan, Deane
and Gaudron JJ observed, in that context (at 572):
Where such comments which are likely to convey to a reasonable and intelligent lay
observer an impression of bias have been made, a party who has legal representation
is not entitled to stand by until the contents of the final judgment are known and then,
if those contents prove unpalatable, attack the judgment on the ground that, by reason
of those earlier comments, there has been a failure to observe the requirement of the
appearance of impartial judgment. By standing by, such a party has waived the right
subsequently to object. The reason why that is so is obvious. In such a case, if clear
objection had been taken to the comments at the time when they were made or the
judge had then been asked to refrain from further hearing the matter, the judge may
have been able to correct the wrong impression of bias which had been given or
alternatively may have refrained from further hearing. It would be unfair and wrong if
failure to object until the contents of the final judgment were known were to give the
party in default the advantage of an effective choice between acceptance and rejection
of the judgment and to subject the other party to a situation in which it was likely that
the judgment would be allowed to stand only if it proved to be unfavourable to him or
her.

28

Dawson J similarly said (at 579) that "where a party in civil litigation, being aware of the
circumstances giving rise to a right to object, allows the case to continue for a sufficient time
to show that he does not presently intend to exercise that right, he may be held to have waived
it".

29

As events transpired, the failure to object was not fatal in Vakauta. That was because in his
judgment, the trial judge effectively "revived" the comments earlier made about his
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-9preconceived views about the witness. The comments in the judgment, in the context of the
earlier comments, were held to have conveyed an appearance of bias in the actual decision.
As Dawson J put it (at 579), the comment made in the final judgment indicated that "his Honour
failed to set aside his prejudice in his consideration of the evidence called by the defendant".
THE GROUNDS ALLEGED TO SUPPORT AN APPREHENSION OF BIAS
30

Nationwide and Mr Moran contended that the cumulative effect of certain statements made in
some of the interlocutory judgments, and certain findings and reasoning in the liability
judgment, gave rise to a reasonable apprehension that I preferred or was partial to Mr Rush and
might not bring an impartial mind to the resolution of the remaining issue involving injunctive
relief. They relied, in that regard, on the following 14 specific grounds outlined in Nationwide
and Mr Moran's outline of submissions dated 15 May 2019 (ROS). Some of the grounds which
were included in the outline of submissions were not pressed at the hearing of the recusal
application. An additional ground was raised in oral submissions.

31

Ground one (ROS 5(a)) concerned the manner in which the issue of credit was approached in
the liability judgment as between witnesses called by Mr Rush and witnesses called by
Nationwide and Mr Moran. It was contended, in support of this ground, that there was an
inconsistency between the way Ms Robyn Nevin's credibility was assessed and the way in
which Mr Mark Winter's credibility was assessed. Ms Nevin was called as a witness by
Mr Rush and Mr Winter was called by Nationwide and Mr Moran. It was submitted that
whereas Ms Nevin's frankness and candour about the state of her recollection was considered
to be "to her credit", Mr Winter's candour about the state of his recollection was taken into
account against his credit. Similarly, it was submitted that, whereas an inconsistency between
Mr Winter's evidence of what he observed and his otherwise positive views of Mr Rush was
held to have cast some doubt on the reliability of his evidence, it was not considered that there
was any inconsistency in Ms Nevin's evidence about her reaction when Ms Eryn Jean Norvill's
allegations against Mr Rush were made public.

32

The second ground (ROS 5(b)) concerned the reliance which was placed on an email authored
by an officer of the Sydney Theatre Company (STC), Ms Annelies Crowe (Exhibit A68). That
email contained Ms Crowe's account of what Ms Norvill had told her about the conduct or
actions of Mr Rush during the rehearsals and performances of King Lear. Nationwide and
Mr Moran contended that Exhibit A68 was used as a significant basis for the credit finding
against Ms Norvill despite the fact that Mr Rush did not call Ms Crowe as a witness.
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The third ground (ROS 5(d)) concerned the finding at [389] of the liability judgment that
Mr Winter's recollection of an incident which occurred during the rehearsals was prompted by
something that was said by someone at a conference which he attended along with Nationwide
and Mr Moran's lawyers and Ms Norvill's lawyers. Nationwide and Mr Moran contended that
this finding was tantamount to a suggestion that Mr Winter was coached and that this "very
serious accusation" was not put to Mr Winter.

34

The fourth ground (ROS 5(e)) concerned the statement at [416] of the liability judgment that
Ms Nevin and another witness called by Mr Rush, Ms Helen Buday, were of "impeccable
character and integrity". Nationwide and Mr Moran contended that those were matters which
were "irrelevant to the issue of credit and in respect of which there was no evidence" and were
indicative of a "partial view towards [Mr Rush], his case and his witnesses".

35

The fifth ground (ROS 5(f)) concerned a statement which was said to have been made at [447]
of the liability judgment to the effect that there was no evidence to suggest that Mr Rush had
in fact sexually harassed anyone in the past, and that that proposition was not put to Mr Rush
in cross-examination. Nationwide and Mr Moran's complaint is that "this was not a matter in
issue on the pleadings". Nationwide and Mr Moran did not advance any oral or written
submissions which elaborated on this ground.

36

The sixth ground (ROS 5((h)) again concerned Exhibit A68. Nationwide and Mr Moran
contended that there was an inconsistency between the finding (at liability judgment [363] and
[365] to [367]) that Exhibit A68 contained a reliable account of what Ms Norvill told
Ms Crowe, on the one hand, and the finding (at liability judgment [773]), on the other hand,
that Nationwide and Mr Moran's reliance on the email, or a hearsay account of it, when
publishing the defamatory matters was unjustified. This was, in Nationwide and Mr Moran's
submission, the "starkest contrast in the judgment". They contended that it was difficult to see
how the two findings could sit together.

37

The seventh ground (ROS 5(i)) related to the finding that Mr Rush's evidence in relation to his
withdrawal from Twelfth Night could be admitted into evidence in relation to his special
damages claim in circumstances where, in Nationwide and Mr Moran's submission, it had not
been pleaded. Nationwide and Mr Moran did not advance any additional submissions of
substance in relation to this ground, or any submissions as to why the allegedly erroneous
admission of this evidence gave rise to an apprehension of bias.
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The eighth ground (ROS 5(j)) concerned the award of special damages on the basis that
Mr Rush had been unable to work due to the emotional effect the articles had on him.
Nationwide and Mr Moran submitted that the "case was not pleaded [in that] way" and that
Mr Rush had not given evidence to that effect. Nor, in their submission, was there any evidence
that Mr Rush had received no offers of work.

39

The ninth and tenth grounds (ROS 5(k) and (1)) also concerned the award of special damages.
The ninth ground was that the award of special damages was calculated on the basis of a period
of two years after judgment during which Mr Rush would not receive offers of work at the
same level he had prior to the publications. This was said to be erroneous because one of the
expert witnesses called by Mr Rush, his agent Mr Fred Specktor, gave evidence that Mr Rush
would receive offers at the same rate in about 12 months. The tenth ground was that the award
of special damages was excessive and not supported by the evidence.

40

It should be noted, in relation to the eighth, ninth and tenth grounds, that while Nationwide and
Mr Moran submitted that errors were made in awarding special damages, they did not advance
any written or oral submissions which explained why those alleged errors gave rise to an
apprehension of bias.

41

The eleventh ground (ROS 5(m)) concerned statements made in some of the interlocutory
judgments that were said to refer to Nationwide and Mr Moran in "derogatory terms".
Nationwide and Mr Moran's written submissions attached a schedule which extracted some
paragraphs from some of the interlocutory judgments. Most of the statements which were
included in the schedule were not specifically addressed in Nationwide and Mr Moran's
submissions.

42

Those statements which were elaborated on in Nationwide and Mr Moran's submissions were:
the statement in Rush No. 1 (at [17]), in relation to the headline "Star's Bard Behaviour" in the
second matter complained of, that "the sub-editors ... simply could not help themselves"; the
statement in Rush No. 2 (at [1]) that the approach that Nationwide and Mr Moran had taken to
their defence "threatens to stymie or frustrate the achievement of [the] overarching objective
of the Court's civil practice and procedure"; the statement in Rush No. 2 (at [2]) that
Nationwide and Mr Moran had been "quick to publish" but "slow to defend"; the statement in
Rush No. 2 (at [71]) that there were "reasonable grounds to suspect that the real reason that
Nationwide and Mr Moran have pressed for the inclusion of the previously struck out
paragraphs of the defence ... [was to] seek to re-agitate the subpoena to the STC"; the statement
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Mr Moran had sought to join the STC so they could "get their hands on the STC's documents
pursuant to a discovery order and thereby "fish" for a defence"; the statement in Rush No. 6 (at
[33]) concerning the nature of the particulars of truth in the first iteration of its defence; and
the statement in Rush No. 6 (at [66]) that Nationwide and Mr Moran had "frustrated and
impeded Mr Rush's attempt to have his claim heard" and had "unsuccessfully sought leave to
appeal from the judgment striking out parts of their defence of qualified privilege".
43

The particular context in which those statements were made will be addressed later.

44

The twelfth ground (ROS 5(n)) related to the decision in Rush No. 4 to disallow the evidence
of Mr Colin Moody.

45

The thirteenth ground (ROS 5(o)) related to the decision in Rush No. 5 to admit as expert
evidence opinions of two close associates of Mr Rush.

46

The fourteenth ground (ROS 5(p)) related to the decision in Rush No. 6 refusing Nationwide
and Mr Moran leave to amend their defence and to rely upon the evidence of "witness X", who
was later identified as Ms Yael Stone.

47

It should be noted, in relation to the twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth grounds, that Nationwide
and Mr Moran did not advance any submissions, written or oral, as to why the decisions in
Rush No. 4, Rush No. 5 and Rush No. 6 were erroneous, let alone why or how those decisions
gave rise to any appearance or apprehension of bias.

48

The fifteenth ground was raised only in oral submissions. It related to one aspect of the
reasoning relating to the reliability of Ms Norvill's evidence concerning Mr Rush's conduct
during the rehearsals and production of King Lear. That aspect was the apparent inconsistency
between Ms Norvill's evidence and certain contemporaneous statements that she made to two
journalists about her experiences working with, and alongside, Mr Rush.
CONSIDERATION

49

As discussed earlier, Nationwide and Mr Moran did not contend that any of the individual
grounds relied on by them would alone establish apprehended bias. Their case was that the
grounds, "taken cumulatively and as a whole", established apprehended bias.

50

It

is nevertheless necessary to first assess the individual grounds separately and to then assess

them cumulatively.
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51

As explained earlier, the main thrust of Nationwide and Mr Moran's submission in relation to
this ground was that the approach I took to the assessment of the credit of Ms Nevin was
inconsistent with the approach I took to the assessment of the evidence of Mr Winter in two
respects: first, it was said that I considered Ms Nevin's frankness and candour in admitting that
her recollection of one matter was not good was to her credit, whereas I considered Mr Winter's
candour in admitting that his recollection of an incident was vague was "against his credit";
and second, it was said that I considered that the inconsistency between Mr Winter's evidence
about one alleged incident and his otherwise positive views about Mr Rush cast considerable
doubt on the reliability of his evidence about that incident, whereas I did not see any
inconsistency in Ms Nevin's evidence about her reaction when Ms Norvill's allegations against
Mr Rush became public.

52

Nationwide and Mr Moran's submissions concerning the inconsistency of the approach taken
to the evidence of Ms Nevin and Mr Winter have no merit. There was no inconsistency in the
approach that was taken to the assessment of the evidence of Ms Nevin and Mr Winter in any
respect, let alone any significant or material respect. Nationwide and Mr Moran's submissions
mischaracterise the findings that were made about the reliability of the evidence given by
Ms Nevin and Mr Winter and seek to extract some fairly minor observations out of their proper
context so as to conjure up some illusory inconsistency.

53

The following points may be made. The paragraph references are all references to paragraphs
of the liability judgment.

54

First, despite the fact that Mr Winter's evidence was of fairly narrow compass, the nature and
reliability of that evidence was dealt with at some length: see generally at [345]-[346] and in
respect of specific incidents at [385]-[393], [475]-[476] and [432]-[449] of the liability
judgment. The matters now seized upon by Nationwide and Mr Moran were fairly minor
considerations in the overall assessment of the reliability of Mr Winter's evidence.

55

Second, Mr Winter's evidence that his recollection of one of the alleged incidents was the
"vaguest of [his] recollections" was not taken into account against his credit as contended by
Nationwide and Mr Moran. It was simply taken into account in assessing the overall cogency
and reliability of his account of that incident. It is hardly surprising that Mr Winter's evidence
that his recollection of the incident was vague was considered to be relevant in assessing the
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considering the reliability of Mr Winter's evidence.
56

Third, the same can be said of the observation (at [346], [393] and [476] of the liability
judgment) that Mr Winter's evidence about what he saw Mr Rush do was difficult to reconcile
with his evidence that Mr Rush was an "exemplary company leader". The point which was
made in the liability judgment was that it was hard to see how Mr Winter could have formed
and retained that very positive view of Mr Rush if he had witnessed the serious incidents which
were said to have occurred. That is again hardly a startling proposition. It was also again one
relatively minor consideration in the overall assessment of the reliability of Mr Winter's
evidence.

57

Fourth, the nature and reliability of Ms Nevin's evidence was also dealt with at considerable
length in the liability judgment: generally at [323]-[326] and in relation to specific incidents or
events at [401]-[404], [432]-[449], [491]-[493] and [574]. The matters now seized upon by
Nationwide and Mr Moran could, at their very highest, be considered to be very minor issues
in the overall assessment of the reliability of Ms Nevin's evidence.

58

Fifth, Ms Nevin's credibility as a witness and the reliability of her evidence generally was not
challenged by Nationwide and Mr Moran: see [323]-[326]. The observation at [325] that
Ms Nevin's frankness and candour in admitting that she could not recall how she became aware
that Ms Norvill was the complainant was "to her credit" must be considered in that context.
It was also only one extremely minor consideration in the overall assessment of Ms Nevin's
credibility and the reliability of her evidence.

59

Sixth, the observation now seized upon by Nationwide and Mr Moran must also be considered
in the context of the detailed consideration at [438]-[448] of the liability judgment of the limited
significance of the issue as to how Ms Nevin became aware that Ms Norvill was the
complainant. Ultimately very little turned on it and Nationwide and Mr Moran gave it little or
no attention in their final submissions at trial.

60

Seventh, the nature and character of Ms Nevin's evidence that she could not recall how she
became aware that Ms Norvill was the complainant, which was not a significant fact in issue,
was materially different to Mr Winter's concession that his recollection of one of the key
incidents was vague. The incident described by Mr Winter was a significant fact in issue.
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Eighth, Nationwide and Mr Moran did not, in their final submissions at trial, submit that
Ms Nevin's evidence about why she was supportive of and not angry towards Ms Norvill when
her allegations against Mr Rush were made should be rejected, or that her evidence in that
regard reflected adversely on her credit or her reliability as a witness. The reasons for accepting
Ms Nevin's evidence in relation to that issue are given in [449] of the liability judgment. It was
by no means implausible that Ms Nevin's primary emotions when the story broke were concern
for Ms Norvill and anger towards the STC, particularly given the nature and circumstances in
which Ms Norvill had been unwillingly publicly exposed as the complainant.
The inconsistency now asserted by Nationwide and Mr Moran is largely illusory and, perhaps
unsurprisingly, was not a matter to which Nationwide and Mr Moran gave any real emphasis
in their submissions at trial.

62

Ninth, there is in any event no real similarity or comparison between the inconsistency in
Mr Winter's evidence referred to at [346], [393] and [476] of the liability judgment and the
contended inconsistency in Ms Nevin's account of her initial response when she learnt of the
allegations.

63

There is, in all the circumstances, no basis for Nationwide and Mr Moran's contention that a
fair-minded lay observer, who fairly read the whole of the liability judgment, would perceive
there to be any inconsistent or unequal approach to the assessment of the reliability of the
evidence of Ms Nevin and Mr Winter. There is no basis for asserting that this aspect of the
liability judgment is capable of contributing to any appearance of bias.
Ground two — Reliance on Exhibit A68 in the absence of evidence from Ms Crowe

64

The circumstances in which Exhibit A68 came to be tendered and received into evidence are
addressed in some detail at [355] to [360] of the liability judgment. In short, Exhibit A68 was
included in the list of the documents that Nationwide and Mr Moran proposed to tender at trial,
though ultimately the document was tendered by Mr Rush over Nationwide and Mr Moran's
objection. The basis for the objection was that the email contained or comprised hearsay
evidence and that its probative value was outweighed by the prejudice arising from the fact that
its contents could not be tested because Ms Crowe had not been called. That was a curious
submission given that Nationwide and Mr Moran had subpoenaed Ms Crowe, had served a
document purporting to be an outline of her evidence and had foreshadowed, in their opening
address, that they might call her. It was at all times open to Nationwide and Mr Moran to call
Ms Crowe if they wanted to. It was their choice not to call on the subpoena.
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In those circumstances, the complaint now made about the use to which Exhibit A68 was put
is difficult to understand. In any event, the complaint has no merit. It was not, in all the
circumstances, incumbent on Mr Rush to call Ms Crowe, particularly given that Nationwide
and Mr Moran bore the onus of proving the substantial proof of the defamatory imputations.
Nor could that have been reasonably expected given that she had been subpoenaed by
Nationwide and Mr Moran and that Nationwide and Mr Moran had not only served a purported
outline of her evidence, but had indicated in their opening address that they might call her.

66

If the complaint now made concerns the reliability of the statements recorded in the document,
that issue is addressed in detail in [363] to [366] of the liability judgment. Nationwide and
Mr Moran did not, in their submissions, directly challenge the findings in relation to that issue,
let alone give any cogent reasons why those findings were erroneous. If the complaint concerns
the basis upon which the document was found to be relevant to an assessment of the reliability
of Ms Norvill's evidence, that issue is considered in detail at [368] to [377] of the liability
judgment. In short, there were apparent inconsistencies between what Ms Norvill had told
Ms Crowe about the alleged incidents and her evidence about those incidents at trial.
Nationwide and Mr Moran did not, in their submissions, directly challenge the findings or
reasoning in relation to that issue, let alone give any cogent reasons why the findings or reasons
were erroneous. It is difficult to see why or how the inconsistencies of Ms Norvill's account
could be said to be irrelevant to an assessment of the reliability of her evidence.

67

There is, in all the circumstances, no basis for Nationwide and Mr Moran's contention that a
fair-minded lay observer, who fairly read the whole of the liability judgment, would perceive
there to be any indications of partiality or prejudgment in the consideration which was given
to Exhibit A68 in this context.
Ground three — Finding that Mr Winter's evidence about one incident was "prompted"

68

Nationwide and Mr Moran's submissions in relation to this ground mischaracterise the finding
made at [389] of the liability judgment.

69

The fact that Mr Winter's recollection of the incident in question appears to have been
prompted by something that someone said at the conference was a fact which was volunteered
by him during cross-examination. There was no suggestion, let alone accusation, in the liability
judgment that this was tantamount to "coaching" and no such finding was made. Nothing said
in [389] amounted to a criticism of Nationwide, Mr Moran or their lawyers. Nor indeed was
there any criticism of Mr Winter. There was no need to "put" anything to Mr Winter, let alone
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evidence. The simple point made in [389] is that Mr Winter's recollection of the incident was
a belated one. That was a relevant consideration in the assessment of the reliability of his
recollection. It was also only one of a number of considerations that are detailed in [387] to
[393] of the liability judgment.
70

There is no basis for Nationwide and Mr Moran's contention that a fair-minded lay observer,
who fairly read the whole of the liability judgment, would perceive there to be any indications
of partiality or prejudgment in this aspect of the consideration of the reliability of Mr Winter's
evidence.
Ground four — Character and integrity of Ms Nevin and Ms Buday

71

The observation in [416] of the liability judgment in relation to the character and integrity of
Ms Nevin and Ms Buday needs to be read in context. The context includes not only what is
said in [416], but also what is said at [414] and [415] of the liability judgment. The point that
was being addressed was the apparent submission by Nationwide and Mr Moran that, contrary
to their evidence, Ms Nevin and Ms Buday may have witnessed some of the incidents described
by Ms Norvill, but either not appreciated that Mr Rush's behaviour was culturally inappropriate
because of their age, or not known what to do in the face of that conduct. Neither proposition
was put to Ms Nevin or Ms Buday in cross-examination.

72

The statement in [416] relating to Ms Nevin and Ms Buday's "impeccable character and
integrity" is plainly a reference back to the observation in [415] that each of them was "a
highly-qualified, experienced, accomplished and well-respected, if not revered, figure in
theatre circles" and that "[n]o question was raised about their character or integrity". There
was, in that regard, unchallenged evidence about Ms Nevin and Ms Buday's qualifications,
experience and reputation in theatre circles. The contention that there was no evidence of
Ms Nevin's and Ms Buday's character and integrity accordingly has no merit.

73

The submission that Ms Nevin and Ms Buday's qualifications, experience and reputation in
theatre circles was "irrelevant to the issue of credit" is puzzling to say the least. What was
apparently being submitted (although it had not been put in cross-examination) was that
Ms Nevin and Ms Buday had witnessed the alleged incidents, but had not appreciated the
inappropriateness of the conduct or had not known what to do in the face of it. The suggestion
that the evidence concerning their qualifications, experience and reputation in theatre circles
was irrelevant to an assessment of the merits of that submission is fanciful.
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There is no basis for Nationwide and Mr Moran's contention that a fair-minded lay observer,
who fairly read the whole of the liability judgment, would perceive there to be any indications
of partiality or prejudgment in the observation concerning Ms Nevin and Ms Buday's character
and integrity in [416] of the liability judgment.
Ground five — Statement in [447] of the liability judgment

75

This ground is another instance where a relatively insignificant statement made in the liability
judgment is taken entirely out of context and mischaracterised by Nationwide and Mr Moran.
The statement in the last two sentences of [447] of the liability judgment, to the effect that there
was no evidence to suggest that Mr Rush had in fact ever sexually harassed anyone in the past
and that no such proposition was put to Mr Rush in cross-examination, must be read in the
context of [436] to [449]. Those paragraphs deal with the conflict between the evidence of
Ms Norvill and Ms Nevin concerning a conversation they had during the production of the play
All My Sons. Ms Norvill's evidence was that during that conversation she told Ms Nevin that
she had been harassed by Mr Rush during King Lear and that Ms Nevin had responded by
saying "I didn't think Geoffrey was doing that anymore". Ms Nevin denied that any such
conversation had occurred.

76

The point that was being made in [447] of the liability judgment was that Ms Norvill's version
of the conversation appeared somewhat improbable in the light of Ms Nevin's evidence as a
whole. The statement she was said to have made implied that she was aware that Mr Rush had
harassed actors in Ms Norvill's position before. That was inconsistent with Ms Nevin's
evidence concerning Mr Rush's reputation in theatre circles. It was in that context, and in that
context alone, that the statement in the last two sentences of [447] was made. It was a very
minor point added as a note to the point that was being made in respect of the disputed
conversation. In those circumstances, and in that context, the fact that this was not a matter in
issue in the pleadings is entirely immaterial.

77

It

is, in all the circumstances, impossible to see how this fairly minor observation could give

rise to, or contribute to, any reasonable appearance of bias.
Ground six — Exhibit A68 and aggravated damages
78

Nationwide and Mr Moran contended that there was a stark contrast between the use made of
Exhibit A68 in relation to an assessment of the reliability of Ms Norvill's evidence, on the one
hand, and in the consideration of aggravated damages, on the other. When the relevant parts
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however, there is no such contrast and no such inconsistency.
79

The relevance of Exhibit A68 to the overall assessment of the reliability of Ms Norvill's
evidence concerning Mr Rush's conduct during King Lear has already been adverted to.
In short, it was found, for the reasons given at [361] to [366] of the liability judgment, that
Ms Crowe's account of what Ms Norvill had told her, as recorded by her in her email, was not
an unreliable or inaccurate account as Nationwide and Mr Moran had submitted. That is not
to say that the email contained an accurate or reliable account of what Mr Rush actually did.
Contrary to the submission advanced by Nationwide and Mr Moran, no such finding was made
in the liability judgment. The point of significance, in terms of the reliability of Ms Norvill's
evidence, was that there was an inconsistency between what Ms Norvill told Ms Crowe about
Mr Rush's conduct, as recorded in the email, and the evidence which she gave about that
conduct.

80

The entirely different point that was made in [767] to [773] of the liability judgment, in relation
to aggravated damages, was that Nationwide and Mr Moran had pleaded certain allegations
about Mr Rush's conduct in their defence, as originally filed, at a time when they had not
spoken with Ms Norvill. Nationwide then prominently published details of the allegations
contained in the defence on the front page of The Daily Telegraph. It was noted that, while
Nationwide and Mr Moran had never explained how the allegations had come to be included
in their initial defence, it could fairly be inferred that the allegations were based on either
Ms Crowe's email, or a hearsay account of it. By the time the matter had gone to trial, however,
Nationwide and Mr Moran were contending that the account in the email was inaccurate or
unreliable. The main point which was being made in the liability judgment in that context was
that the allegations which were initially included in the defence, and then published in The
Daily Telegraph, were made at a time when Nationwide and Mr Moran had not spoken to Ms
Norvill to confirm the accuracy of the allegations.

81

When the relevant parts of the liability judgment dealing with Exhibit A68 are read fairly and
reasonably, there is no inconsistency and no contrast between the approaches taken to
Exhibit A68 in those two entirely different contexts. There is accordingly no basis for the
contention that a fair-minded lay observer, who had fairly read the whole of the liability
judgment, would perceive there to be any indications of partiality or prejudgment in the way
Exhibit A68 was considered.
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Twelfth Night
82

Nationwide and Mr Moran did not advance any, or any substantive, submissions in relation to
this ground. It relates to the admission of Mr Rush's evidence concerning his withdrawal from
the Melbourne Theatre Company's production of the play Twelfth Night. That evidence was
considered to be relevant to the issue of economic loss. Nationwide and Mr Moran's contention
appears to be that the evidence in relation to that issue was wrongly admitted because it was
not raised in the pleadings.

83

The question whether Mr Rush's withdrawal from Twelfth Night was pleaded is considered in
some detail in [801] to [807] of the liability judgment. It was, in short, found that Mr Rush had
fairly put Nationwide and Mr Moran on notice that he would rely on evidence relating to his
withdrawal from Twelfth Night in support of his economic loss claim. Exactly how or why
Nationwide and Mr Moran contend that that ruling is wrong is entirely unclear. They did not
make any submissions on that point.

84

Perhaps more significantly, even if there was some basis for finding that the evidence was
wrongly admitted, Nationwide and Mr Moran did not advance any submissions about how or
why any such error would give rise to an appearance or apprehension of bias. A fair-minded
lay observer would appreciate that on occasion evidence is wrongly admitted in the course of
a trial. That does not suggest that the judge who admitted the evidence was partial or had
prejudged the matter. Impartial judges sometimes make mistakes. Decisions about the
admission of evidence are sometimes finely balanced.

85

There is, in all the circumstances, no sound basis for finding that the admission of the evidence
concerning Twelfth Night could in any way give rise to or contribute to a reasonable perception
of bias.
Grounds eight, nine and ten — Findings concerning special damages

86

Nationwide and Mr Moran made no substantive submissions in relation to grounds eight, nine
and ten.

87

The grounds themselves raise a number of complaints, including that Mr Rush's case in respect
of special damages was not pleaded in terms of him not being able to work due to the emotional
effect the articles had on him, that Mr Rush gave no evidence to that effect, that the assessment
of future economic loss for two years after judgment was contrary to the evidence of one of
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difficult to respond to those assertions in the absence of any submissions from Nationwide and
Mr Moran. It suffices to make the following points.
88

First, the question whether Mr Rush's claim for economic loss was properly pleaded is dealt
with in [794] to [796] and [808] to [810] of the liability judgment. It is unclear why or how
Nationwide and Mr Moran contend that the findings made concerning the pleading issue were
wrong.

89

Second, the evidence relating to Mr Rush not working following the publications, including
Mr Rush's evidence in respect of that issue, is addressed in [813] to [834] of the liability
judgment. The findings made in respect of the evidence are set out in [843] to [848] of the
liability judgment. It is unclear why or how Nationwide and Mr Moran contended that the
findings concerning Mr Rush's inability to work were wrong.

The bald assertions by

Nationwide and Mr Moran about the complete absence of evidence in support of Mr Rush's
special damages case are unsustainable.
90

Third, the quantification of past and future economic loss are addressed in [852] to [921] of the
liability judgment. The quantification of Mr Rush's economic loss was a particularly complex
and difficult issue. The finding that there would be a two year period during which Mr Rush
would not receive offers at the same rate is addressed in [878] to [896] of the liability judgment.
The effect of the evidence given by Mr Specktor was not, as Nationwide and Mr Moran
apparently now contend, simply that Mr Rush would receive offers at the same rate in about
12 months. Mr Specktor's evidence in respect of that issue is specifically addressed at [884]
and [893] of the liability judgment. Mr Specktor's evidence was also not the only evidence in
relation to that issue. Mr Fred Schepisi's evidence, for example, was that "even with the most
favourable outcome in court it is reasonable to assume there would be a delay of twelve to
eighteen months before anyone would even start to think of considering Mr Rush for film work
of the level he has been used to": see [880]; see also the summary of the evidence of Ms Robyn
Russell at [882] of the liability judgment. It appears that Nationwide and Mr Moran now
contend that the Court was required to simply accept Mr Specktor's opinion (which was not,
in any event, in the precise terms they suggest it was) and ignore the opinions of Mr Schepisi
and Ms Russell.
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The bald assertion that the award of special damages was excessive and unsupported by
evidence is, in the face of the detailed reasoning in respect of this difficult issue, unhelpful and
difficult to comprehend in the circumstances.

92

In any event, even if there was some basis for the assertions made by Nationwide and Mr Moran
about errors in relation to the findings concerning special damages, they again provide no basis
for the apparent submission that the fact that such errors were made would give rise to an
appearance of bias. As has already been noted, the issues raised by Mr Rush's claim for special
damages were particularly difficult and complex. If errors were made, it would not follow that
a fair-minded lay observer might conclude that the errors might have been the product of
impartiality or bias. As noted earlier, a fair-minded lay observer would appreciate that
impartial judges can sometimes make errors in resolving complex issues.
Ground eleven — Derogatory statements

93

The allegedly derogatory statements relied on by Nationwide and Mr Moran were made in
some of the interlocutory judgments to which reference has already been made. As already
noted, no complaint or objection was taken to any of the statements identified by Nationwide
and Mr Moran until after the liability judgment was handed down. Nationwide and Mr Moran
seek to explain the absence of complaint by asserting that the "apprehension of bias was
conveyed for the first time upon the delivery of the [liability] Judgment when the cumulative
effect of the matters referred to above was apparent". The "matters referred to above" are the
complaints made by Nationwide and Mr Moran about the findings and reasoning in the liability
judgment which are the subject of grounds one to ten.

94

The contention that the alleged apprehension of bias conveyed by the statements made in the
interlocutory judgments was not conveyed until the liability judgment was handed down is
difficult to understand. The circumstances of this case are fundamentally different to the
circumstances in Vakauta. In that case, the impugned statement which was made by the trial
judge during the trial was effectively revived or repeated in the reserved judgment later
delivered. The fact that there was no objection or complaint to the statement when it was first
made was accordingly considered to be immaterial. Here, however, none of the allegedly
derogatory statements made in the interlocutory judgments were repeated or revived in the
liability judgment. The statements largely concerned procedural or case management issues
and had nothing whatsoever to do with the merits of the substantive proceeding or the
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hearing.
95

This case is also materially different to the scenario which was considered in Royal Guardian.
That case mainly concerned the appellant's contention that it had been denied a fair trial
because of the trial judge's excessive interventions throughout the course of the trial. The
critical point concerning waiver which was emphasised in Royal Guardian was that it was not
possible to identify any "inescapable point" at which objection to the trial judge's interventions
should have been, but was not, taken by the appellant's counsel.

96

It is, in those circumstances, difficult to see why it should not be concluded that, by not

objecting to any of the statements made in the interlocutory judgments prior to the handing
down of the liability judgment, Nationwide and Mr Moran waived their right to subsequently
object. It is, however, unnecessary to arrive at any concluded position in respect of waiver.
That is because there is, in any event, no merit in Nationwide and Mr Moran's belated
complaints about the statements made in the interlocutory decisions. Fairly read and in context,
those statements were not and are not capable of conveying or contributing to any reasonable
apprehension of bias.
97

The first complaint concerns the statement in Rush No. 1 at [17] that the "sub-editors, or
whoever it was who was responsible for the headlines and sub-headlines, simply could not help
themselves". This rather innocuous aside was simply a mild reference to the pun employed in
one of the headlines in the first matter complained of. Fairly read, it was not a criticism of
Nationwide, Mr Moran or the article in question. There is nothing inherently wrong with a
newspaper using a pun in a headline and the statement did not suggest otherwise. Issues may
ultimately arise about what, if anything, the pun conveyed, however the statement now the
subject of criticism said nothing about that issue.

98

It is, in all the circumstances, highly unlikely that any fair-minded bystander would perceive

any impartiality or appearance of bias from this single inoffensive sentence which played no
part whatsoever in the decision or reasoning in the judgment and said nothing whatsoever about
the issues in the substantive proceeding. It is not at all surprising that Nationwide and
Mr Moran raised no complaint or objection to it either at the time that the judgment in Rush
No. 1 was handed down, or at any time prior to liability being determined against them.
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The second complaint concerns the statement in Rush No. 2 at [1] that the approach taken by
Nationwide and Mr Moran to their defence of Mr Rush's claim "threatens to stymie or frustrate
the achievement of that overarching objective of the Court's civil practice and procedure".
The overarching objective adverted to in that statement was the objective of resolving civil
claims as quickly, inexpensively and efficiently as possible. The third complaint concerns the
statement at [2] of the same judgment that "[i]t would not be unfair to say, in all the
circumstances, that while Nationwide and Mr Moran were quick to publish, they have been
slow to defend".

100

Those two statements may conveniently be dealt with together. They must also be considered
in the context of the judgment in Rush No. 2 read as a whole. The relevant context included
that the progress of the proceedings had at that point been delayed by events which could fairly
be attributed to the actions of Nationwide and Mr Moran and the finalisation or settling of their
defence. Those delays and the conduct of Nationwide and Mr Moran are described in [5] to
[15] of Rush No. 2. Equally, the context included that the applications by Nationwide and
Mr Moran which were the subject of the interlocutory judgment would, if granted, have
resulted in further delay. The applications were for leave to file a further amended defence
which, amongst other things, sought to reinsert various parts of the defence which had already
been struck out by the decision in Rush No. 1, and for leave to file a cross-claim against the
STC.

101

The important point to emphasise is that delay was an important discretionary consideration in
determining both those applications. The issue of delay is addressed, in that context, in [69] to
[73] and [137] to [149] of Rush No. 2. The introductory remarks in [1] and [2] of Rush No. 2
judgment, about which specific complaint is now made, were adverting to the issue of delay.
In that context, the statements about how Nationwide and Mr Moran had been conducting their
defence were not and were not likely to be seen as being arbitrary, capricious or gratuitous.
They were directed to a legitimate consideration of an issue which was plainly relevant to the
determination of the interlocutory applications. They were likely to be seen as such by a fairminded lay observer. They were, and are, in those circumstances highly unlikely to be seen by
a fair-minded lay observer of the proceeding as a sign or appearance of any impartiality or bias.

102

It might further be added that, to the extent that the statements were critical of Nationwide and
Mr Moran, those criticisms were directed to case management issues and the way in which the
proceedings had been conducted to that point, not the merits of the substantive proceedings or
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- 25 the merits of Nationwide and Mr Moran's defence. A fair-minded lay observer who read the
whole of the judgment and appreciated the procedural history and context in which the
statements were made would also see that the criticisms were far from unwarranted in all the
circumstances.
103

The fourth and fifth complaints also concerned statements made in Rush No. 2. Those
statements were (at [71]) that there were "reasonable grounds to suspect that the real reason
that Nationwide and Mr Moran have pressed for the inclusion of the previously struck out
paragraphs of the defence ... [was to] seek to re-agitate the subpoena to the STC" and, to similar
effect, (at [152]) that the available inference was that Nationwide and Mr Moran had sought to
join the STC so they could "get their hands on the STC's documents pursuant to a discovery
order and thereby "fish" for a defence".
is again necessary to read those statements in context.

104

It

105

One of the discretionary considerations which had to be addressed in determining whether
leave to amend should be granted was the explanation for the delay in making the amendment
application. Nationwide and Mr Moran's solicitor gave evidence in an attempt to explain the
delay. The statement at [71] of Rush No. 2 addressed the purported explanation for the delay.
It was not an arbitrary or gratuitous criticism. In any event, it was not ultimately found that
Nationwide and Mr Moran's purpose of seeking to reinsert the previously struck out paragraphs
was to re-agitate the subpoena. Nor was any finding made which was "akin to an abuse of
process" as now contended by Nationwide and Mr Moran. Rather, it was simply found that
the course taken by Nationwide and Mr Moran had been productive of delay, that the delays
would be added to if leave was granted to file the further amended defence, and that the
explanation which had been provided for the delay was unsatisfactory: see Rush No. 2 at [73].

106

The statements at [152] in Rush No. 2 were also directed at important discretionary
considerations in determining whether Nationwide and Mr Moran should be granted leave to
file the proposed cross-claim. They must be read in the context of the discussion of the
discretionary considerations at [92] to [154]. The discretionary considerations included: the
merits of the proposed cross-claim, considered at [92] to [136]; delay and prejudice, considered
at [137] to [143]; the explanation for the delay in filing the cross-claim, considered at [144] to
[149]; and the countervailing considerations, considered at [150] to [152]. The countervailing
considerations included that the effect of refusing leave would be that Nationwide and
Mr Moran would, if they intended to pursue their claim against the STC, do so in separate
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[154] in Rush No. 2.
107

The findings and reasoning in [152] of Rush No. 2, including the particular statements about
which complaint is now made, were primarily directed to the countervailing considerations.
The important finding in that regard was that, in all the circumstances, it was unlikely that
separate proceedings would be commenced against the STC and that the spectre of inconsistent
findings in two sets of proceedings was therefore more apparent than real: see also [153] of
Rush No. 2. The comments that are now criticised were simply part of the reasoning in arriving
at that conclusion. As events transpired, separate proceedings were not commenced against
the STC.

108

It

is also important to emphasise that while provisional views were expressed about the merits

of Nationwide and Mr Moran's proposed cross-claim against the STC, it was emphasised that
no concluded view had been formed at that point about whether the cross-claim was reasonably
arguable (see [135] of Rush No. 2) and that nothing that had been said should be taken to be
directed to the merits of Nationwide and Mr Moran's defence to Mr Rush's claim (see [136] of
Rush No. 2). Those emphatic statements would operate to assuage any possible concerns about
prejudgment that a fair-minded bystander might otherwise have entertained.
109

It may be accepted that the findings made in Rush No. 2 were unfavourable to Nationwide and
Mr Moran in that particular interlocutory context. As the Full Court pointed out in Doggett at
[11], however, "[u]nfavourable findings, in such circumstances, are not to be taken by a fairminded person as an expression that the judge has other than an impartial and unprejudiced
mind in relation to the substantive proceeding".

110

It may equally be accepted that, in resolving the interlocutory applications which were the
subject of that judgment, some statements were made which were critical of Nationwide and
Mr Moran's conduct of the proceeding and the resulting delays. Those criticisms, however,
were unlikely to convey to the fair-minded lay observer that any view had been formed about
the substantive proceeding, or that I was in any respect partial towards Mr Rush or prejudiced
against Nationwide and Mr Moran. The criticisms were directed to case management and
procedural issues and had nothing to do with the merits of the substantive proceedings.
Equally, the fair-minded lay observer would read those procedural criticisms in the context of
the history of the litigation and the interlocutory judgment as a whole. Having done so, the
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capricious, but rather were, in all the circumstances, entirely warranted.
111

The schedule attached to Nationwide and Mr Moran's submissions identified [5] in Rush No. 4
as containing various statements which were said to give rise to an apprehension of bias. That
paragraph, however, simply referred back to the statements made in Rush No. 1 and Rush No.
2 about the delay occasioned by Nationwide and Mr Moran's conduct of the proceedings.
Nothing more need be said about those statements. It suffices to say that the issue of delay and
the conduct of the proceedings by Nationwide and Mr Moran were again important
discretionary considerations in determining the application which was the subject of Rush
No. 4. A fair-minded lay observer would read the statements in Rush No. 4 concerning delay
in that context and would not apprehend any prejudgment or partiality arising from them.

112

The remaining series of statements that are said to give rise to an apprehension of bias are all
contained in the judgment in Rush No. 6, which was a judgment delivered ex tempore during
the course of the trial. The application which was the subject of consideration and resolution
in that judgment was a further application by Nationwide and Mr Moran to amend their defence
to include new particulars of truth. The background to that application is summarised in [1] to
[9] of the judgment. The schedule annexed to Nationwide and Mr Moran's submissions
identify [10] and [29] of Rush No. 6 as being the subject of complaint, however, no substantive
submissions were advanced in relation to those paragraphs. Those paragraphs also essentially
simply refer back to the procedural history of the matter and to the judgments in Rush No. 1
and Rush No. 2. The same can be said of [37] in Rush No. 6, which is also referred to in the
schedule. Those statements would not give rise to any apprehension of bias for the reasons
already given.

113

The two paragraphs of Rush No. 6 which were specifically addressed in Nationwide and
Mr Moran's submissions are [33] and [66]. In [33], some observations are made about the
initial iteration of Nationwide and Mr Moran's defence. Those observations should be read in
the context of the entire discussion of Nationwide and Mr Moran's defence in [29] to [51] in
Rush No. 6. That discussion provided necessary background to the amendment application.
The significant point, identified in [51], is that, unlike the extant allegations and particulars of
truth, the new particulars upon which Nationwide and Mr Moran sought to rely did not involve
any allegations concerning Mr Rush's behaviour during King Lear or any alleged behaviour
towards Ms Norvill. That point is also noted in [33], in relation to the initial defence, as is the
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- 28 fact that the particulars in the initial defence were expressed in "very general, vague, and at
times ambiguous, terms" and that they were "in part materially inconsistent with" the
particulars of truth which were relied on by Nationwide and Mr Moran at trial.
114

It

is not clear exactly how those statements in [33] of Rush No. 6 are said to give rise to an

apprehension of bias. Nationwide and Mr Moran submitted that those statements "really did
not bear ... on the amendment application" and that "punishment of a party who wishes to
amend is not part of the considerations that should be taken into account in determining whether
an amendment should be allowed". As has already been noted, however, read in context the
statements in [33] do no more than provide necessary background to the amendment
application. To that extent, they did bear on the application. The impugned statements said
nothing about punishment and did not in any way suggest that the amendment application could
or should be refused so as to punish Nationwide and Mr Moran. Nor would a fair-minded lay
observer read them in that way, particularly if they are read fairly and in context. The
observations concerning the initial iteration of the defence are not capable of conveying any
impression or appearance of prejudgment or partiality.
115

Paragraph 66 of Rush No. 6, which is the other paragraph now singled out for complaint, is
simply one paragraph in a lengthy discussion, in [53] to [71] of that judgment, of the
chronology of the proceedings to that point in time. It should be read in that context. The point
emphasised in [66] is that Mr Rush had, at all times, pressed for an early hearing and that the
actions of Nationwide and Mr Moran had effectively frustrated his attempt to have the claim
heard. Nationwide and Mr Moran contended that this was an allegation of "deliberate
impropriety" on their part. Read fairly and in context, however, that statement amounted to
nothing more than a finding that Nationwide and Mr Moran's conduct of the proceeding, as
summarised in [53] to [65], had in fact resulted in considerable delay. It was not suggested
that Nationwide and Mr Moran had engaged in the conduct for that purpose, or with the
intention of frustrating the progress of the case. The statement did not amount to an allegation
or finding of deliberate impropriety and was highly unlikely to have been considered as such
by a fair-minded lay observer who was aware of the full history and context of the proceeding.

116

The other statement in [66] of Rush No. 6, which was the subject of specific complaint was the
statement that Nationwide and Mr Moran had "not only unsuccessfully sought leave to appeal
from the judgment striking out parts of their defence of qualified privilege, but they also
unsuccessfully sought to reintroduce the struck-out paragraphs on a different basis".
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"pursuing their rights of seeking leave to appeal". That submission again has no merit. Read
fairly and in context, the statement was simply a recitation of what had occurred as part of the
lengthy consideration of the relevant procedural chronology. It is not capable of conveying the
appearance of prejudgment or partiality.
117

It follows that none of the statements in Rush No. 1, Rush No. 2, Rush No. 4 and Rush No. 6,
considered individually or cumulatively, conveyed, or were capable of conveying, the
appearance of prejudgment or partiality. To be sure, those judgments contained unfavourable
findings in relation to the procedural or interlocutory applications which were under
consideration. Those unfavourable findings did not, however, in any way traverse any of the
issues in the substantive proceedings. The judgments also contained some criticisms of
Nationwide and Mr Moran's conduct of the proceedings, though only to the extent necessary
to consider the important discretionary considerations, in particular delay and prejudice to
Mr Rush, which it was necessary to have regard to in resolving the interlocutory disputes.
A fair-minded lay observer who was aware of the full procedural history, and the context in
which the critical statements were made, would not have seen them as raising any appearance
of prejudgment or partiality in relation to the substantive proceeding.

118

As was noted earlier, where a recusal application is based on the conduct of a judge during the
course of the litigation, including during case management or interlocutory hearings, a
reasonable apprehension of bias must be "firmly established" and there must be "strong
grounds" for inferring the existence of a reasonable apprehension: Re J.R.L. at 352
(per Mason J) and 359-360 (per Wilson J). Neither of those tests have been made out by
Nationwide and Mr Moran.
Ground twelve — Rush No. 4

119

Nationwide and Mr Moran did not favour the Court with any submissions as to why the
decision or reasons in Rush No. 4 were capable of giving rise to or conveying a reasonable
apprehension of bias.

The interlocutory application resolved by this judgment was an

application by Nationwide and Mr Moran for leave to call evidence from a witness, Mr Moody,
whose outline of evidence had been served well outside the procedural timetable. Nationwide
and Mr Moran also sought leave to call the witness by videolink. Both applications were
dismissed.
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The Rush No. 4 judgment contains a detailed consideration of the procedural background to
the application (at [4] to [13]), the nature of Nationwide and Mr Moran's defence and the
potential relevance of Mr Moody's evidence to that defence (at [14] to [27] and [35] to [44]),
the purported explanation for the delay in serving the outline (at [28] to [31]) and the potential
prejudice to Mr Rush from the late service of the outline (at [32] to [34], [47] and [52] to [56]).
The question whether Mr Moody should be permitted to give evidence by videolink was also
considered at [50] to [51]. Nationwide and Mr Moran did not submit that any of the findings
made in the judgment were incorrect or that the Court's exercise of discretion in respect of this
procedural issue miscarried in any way.

121

While the outcome of this application was unfavourable to Nationwide and Mr Moran, there is
no basis for concluding that the outcome or the judgment would have given any appearance of
prejudgment or partiality in respect of any aspect of the substantive proceeding.
Ground 13 — Rush No. 5

122

Exactly the same can be said concerning Rush No. 5. Nationwide and Mr Moran did not
advance any submissions in support of the proposition that the decision or reasons in
Rush No. 5 were capable of conveying the appearance of bias to a fair-minded lay observer.
This was an application by Nationwide and Mr Moran to exclude evidence that Mr Rush
intended to call from two expert witnesses. The evidence was admitted over Nationwide and
Mr Moran's objection and their application to exclude it was dismissed. It is unnecessary to
rehearse the basis of Nationwide and Mr Moran's objections to the evidence or the reasons for
admitting the evidence. Nationwide and Mr Moran did not submit that the findings in the
judgment were wrong or that the discretion to admit or not exclude the evidence miscarried in
any way. While the outcome was again unfavourable to them, there is no basis for finding that
this decision conveyed, or was capable of conveying, any appearance or impression of
prejudgment or partiality. That is so even if, as events transpire, it is ultimately found on appeal
that the evidence was wrongly admitted.
Ground 14 — Rush No. 6

123

The judgment in Rush No. 6 has already been discussed in the context of Nationwide and
Mr Moran's contention that it included derogatory statements about them which gave rise to
an appearance of bias. That contention has no merit for the reasons already given.
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Nationwide and Mr Moran did not otherwise advance any submissions which explained how
or why this judgment was capable of giving rise to any reasonable apprehension of bias. The
decision involved the balancing of a number of discretionary considerations in what was, in all
the circumstances, a very difficult procedural or case-management issue.

Those

considerations, and the reason why the balance ultimately tipped in favour of not permitting
the late amendment, are considered in detail in the judgment. It is unnecessary to rehearse the
reasoning, particularly as Nationwide and Mr Moran did not advance any submission to the
effect that the exercise of discretion miscarried. There is no basis for finding that this judgment
gave, or was capable of giving, the appearance of bias, partiality or prejudgment.
Ground 15 — One aspect of the reasoning relating to the reliability of Ms Norvill's
evidence
125

Nationwide and Mr Moran contended that one aspect of the reasoning in relation to the
reliability of Ms Norvill's evidence was "so improbable that it would give rise to ... an
apprehension of partiality". That supposedly improbable reasoning was said to be the finding
to the effect that the contemporaneous statements that Ms Norvill made to journalists about her
positive experiences working with and alongside Mr Rush in King Lear were generally
inconsistent with her evidence about Mr Rush's behaviour during the rehearsals and production
of the play. This issue was addressed in [332], [494] to [501] and [527] of the liability
judgment. The relevant parts of the media interviews are referred to and extracted at [272] to
[277] of the liability judgment.

126

Nationwide and Mr Moran's criticism of this finding or reasoning is that, as a young aspiring
actor, the idea that Ms Norvill could have uttered anything other than praise for Mr Rush in the
most glowing terms was "almost fanciful".

127

The following points should be made concerning that submission.

128

First, the finding and reasoning concerning the media interviews was only one very small part
of the extensive and detailed consideration of Ms Norvill's credibility as a witness and the
reliability of her evidence. It was by no means a major or important consideration.

129

Second, Ms Norvill was cross-examined about the positive statements in the interviews.
Her evidence in relation to that issue is set out at [496] and [499] of the liability judgment.
It was accepted, at [497], that it could not reasonably be expected that Ms Norvill would have
told the journalist in the first interview about Mr Rush's behaviour. It was reasoned, however,
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- 32 that that did not entirely explain why she made such positive statements about Mr Rush and
the rehearsals.

That finding and reasoning must also be considered in the context of

Ms Norvill's evidence in relation to the effect that she claimed Mr Rush's behaviour had had
on her. Similarly, in relation to the second interview, it was reasoned (at [500] of the liability
judgment) that Ms Norvill's explanation for why she made the positive statements about
working with Mr Rush to the journalist was not persuasive and that, "[w]hile it may be accepted
that it was part of Ms Norvill's job to give promotional interviews, that in no sense obliged her
to make misleadingly positive statements about Mr Rush as she effectively claimed".
130

Third, it may be accepted that not everyone would necessarily agree with this reasoning
concerning the media interviews, particularly if that reasoning is considered in isolation and
not in context. A trial judge, however, has the distinct advantage of seeing and hearing all of
the evidence unfold at the trial. It is necessary to consider this very small part of the evidence
in the context of the evidence as a whole. Equally, it is necessary to consider this very small
part of the reasoning concerning the reliability of Ms Norvill's evidence in the context of the
overall assessment of Ms Norvill's credibility as a witness and the reliability of her evidence.

131

Fourth, the fact that others may disagree with this aspect of the reasoning does not make it
fanciful. More significantly, it does not mean that it would or might convey the appearance of
prejudgment or partiality. A fair-minded lay observer who read the whole of the judgment
would see this small part of the overall reasoning for what it was and would not see any
indication of prejudgment or partiality in it.
Cumulative consideration of the grounds

132

None of the individual grounds relied on by Nationwide and Mr Moran provide any basis for
concluding that a fair-minded lay observer might reasonably apprehend that I might not bring
an impartial mind to the resolution of the outstanding issue that I am required to decide
concerning injunctive relief Nor is there any basis for concluding that a fair-minded lay
observer might reasonably have such a reaction or apprehension considering all the grounds
cumulatively or in combination. The accumulation of individually unmeritorious complaints
does not assist Nationwide and Mr Moran.

133

That is all the more so given that the fair-minded lay observer would consider all the grounds
in the context of the relevant interlocutory judgments and the liability judgment read as a whole.
A fair reading of the relevant judgments as a whole certainly reveals that a number of adverse
findings were ultimately made against Nationwide and Mr Moran, and a view of the evidence
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- 33 was taken which was ultimately unfavourable to them. That alone, however, is an insufficient
basis to support or establish the existence or manifestation of an objective apprehension of bias:
Royal Guardian at [234]; Knaggs at [95]; SZCOS at [36]; Spalla at [14]; DOQ1 7 at [33];
Hamod at [20].
CONCLUSION
134

It was for the above reasons that I declined to recuse myself upon Nationwide and Mr Moran's
application on 23 May 2019. There was, in short, no basis for the contention that a fair-minded
lay observer might reasonably have apprehended that I might not have brought an impartial
mind to the resolution of the outstanding issue concerning injunctive relief. It was for that
reason that I dismissed the recusal application and continued to hear the application concerning
injunctive relief. The outcome of that application is the subject of a separate judgment.

I certify that the preceding one
hundred and thirty-four (134)
numbered paragraphs are a true copy
of the Reasons for Judgment herein of
the Honourable Justice Wigney.

Associate: 40.lidia°

Dated:

28 August 2019
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ground is put. A number of the factors relied upon in that ground are matters in the
judgment.

5

HIS HONOUR: Right. And the matters raised in relation to the audio recordings –
they’re all matters that predate 11 April 2019?
MS BARNETT: That’s correct, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.

10
MS BARNETT: They include – my learned friend is correct. They include 11
April, but they do predate 11 April.
HIS HONOUR: Yes.
15
MS BARNETT: And, your Honour, it will not be put at the appeal that those
matters on their own would give rise to an apprehension of bias but taken into totality
with – or cumulatively with the other matters set out in appeal ground 1, that is what,
it will be submitted, gives rise to the apprehension.
20
HIS HONOUR: And may it be assumed that counsel in this matter for the
appellants has taken the view that there are reasonable grounds to raise those
particular arguments?
25

MS BARNETT: Yes, your Honour.
HIS HONOUR: Yes. All right. So, the – and what do you say about whether the
court should proceed to list the appeal in view of those outstanding matters?

30

35

MS BARNETT: Well, your Honour, the – we have proposed a listing in November,
in a sense on the assumption that those outstanding matters will be addressed before
then. We are in a difficulty in that submissions cannot be finalised until we have his
Honour’s reasons, and should your Honour grant the application for access to
recordings until we have those recordings. So, in a sense, we’ve assumed that we
would have those reasons before the time would be required to finalise submissions.
But it is – that is one of the main reasons we oppose a listing in August, which is
what my learned friend seeks. A listing in August would have our submissions due
next week, or the week after, and there’s no prospect of that being done in light of
those outstanding matters, your Honour.

40
HIS HONOUR: Right.

45

MS BARNETT: But we’ve proposed November in a sense so that we can have a
hearing date and know what we’re working towards, rather than have the matter
going off without a hearing date.
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